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WE'VE ALWAYS BEEN CONCERNED WITH QUALITY IMAGES
\l-

The 1970's

will

New

business.

bring revolutionary changes to the motion picture laboratory

techniques.

New

materials.

people at Cinema Processors believe that
only

more

97488

so. In the 'SOs

we

Improved equipment. But the

some

learned that a client

things

will

demands

remain the same,

quality processing,

when promised. Licking production problems, meeting near impossible
schedules — that was our problem. Came the '60s and we discovered that
clients

want

professionals.

so well

needs

in

to

work with people who

They respect the

the past,

— quality

we

client

plan no changes

images

.

.

care.

Our people

and they help him.
in

the '70s.

We

S
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They are

All this

all

has worked

respect our customers'

.

HERE'S OUR

CINEMA PROCESSORS,

do.

ONE!
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The beer pours and Niagara
stops:

both

ARRIFLEX' 35 shoots

''as

usuaF'for HoUand-

Wepan Productions, Inc.
In

the age of specialization, the commercial film producer

Man— facing

Renaissance

to the

new

may be

likened

situations and challenges each day.

wtih Holland-Wegman Productions of Buffalo, New York whose
encompass TV commercials, industrials, documentary features, educational films— virtually the full spectrum of in-and-out-of-studio assign-

So

it

is

credits

ments. Two jobs recently completed by the firm indicate the diverse— and
often

fascinating— nature of the work handled by the commercial

film

producer.

One included

a 60-second

commercial

the job required H-W/ crews to

show

a

brewer

for a

in

West

ting amicably over bottles of beer. Although such a spot

been shot on location, H-W

felt

best to stay

it

and lighting both are far more malleable
to

make

Virginia. Here,

foursome relaxing on the

in

patio, chat-

might easily have

the studio. Here, sound

in

the director's

hands— both

able

or break the viewer's appetite for the sponsor's beer.

But on another

job, no studio could have housed the subject— Niagara
H-W had been in the midst of a film concerned with the geology of
the world famous waterfall, when a separate government sponsored geologiFalls.

cal

survey ordered the water "turned off"

in

order to investigate the land

mass beneath. Writes H-W President, Paul Sciandra: "How lucky could we
get? Right in the middle of our project, someone decides on this never-to-be
forgotten

and never-to-be duplicated event. At the moment the water

stopped, revealing to the eyes of mankind the land beneath for the

first

and only time, our Arriflexes were really recording a piece of history. But
as far as the 35's were concerned,

it

was

just business as

usual— in, out

and around the setting as quickly as feasible, as reliably as always."
Even when the action can be repeated, such as
sonnel approach each shot as

if

it

in

the studio, H-W's per-

were now-or-never. This professionalism

helps explain the firm's success with such clients as Xerox, Ford Motor,

Marine Midland and many other national names.

It

also explains the com-

pany's selection of Arriflex 352C cameras. Noted for their lightweight and

compact design, they combine
their rock-steady film

total mobility with the

movement. And with

its

proven

reliability of

complete accessory system,

the same Arriflex masters equally the requirements of sound stage or
river bed.

But this was the thinking behind the Arriflex's creation: to be as versatile as
the filmmakers

r^

who

consistently rely upon

CORPORATION OF AMERICA

Woodside,

N. Y.

1

it.

13?7

.
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right off the newsreel
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Abel-Black Corporation
Formed in Canadian Merger

Two

Canada's photographic industry have merged
to form Abel-Black Corporation
Limited. The firms are Chas.
Abel Photo Service, a photo processing
company, and Eddie
Black's Limited, Canada's largest
chain
of
retail
photographic
equipment stores.
Headquartered
in
Toronto,
Abel-Black will now provide a
complete range of photographic
giants

services,

including

cameras and
sories,

in

film,

the

sale

of

photo acces-

special optics,

audio visblack and

equipment, and
white and color processing.
Eddie Black operations include
camera, film, and accessory sales,
from 20 stores through southern
ual

Ontario,
plant

film

separate

processing

from

the

in

a

Abel

Photo Service labs, and a tremendously growing audio-visual
division.

Chas.

ing

service

Photo Service

is

one of the largest processors in
Canada, providing photofinish-

some 500 drug
accounts

retail

throughout Ontario.

by features or television commercials."

Entry forms and information
about the festival may be ob-

U. S. Industrial Festival

tained by writing to the festival's

new

tival reports that entries are

now

being accepted for the 3rd annual event and should reach fes-

Film Center
216. 161 East
Grand Avenue, Chicago, Illinois
60611 U.S.A. Overseas entrants
may cable FILMFEST, Chicago.
offices

Building.

in

the

Suite

1970.

Palmer House Hotel.
"Based on the growth of the
festival over the past year and

go's

the

responses

we

we

anticipate

doubling the 250

are

receiving,

entries received last year," festival creator

Anderson
larging
visors
tees

serve
to

and chairman,
noted.

"We

J.

are

W.
en-

both our board of adand our judging conmiit-

to

continue

entrants.

16mm
and

adequately
Limiting entries
to

industrial

35mni

motion pic-

filmstrips

as-

sures the business film producer
that the focal point will be on
his

production, not overshadowed

<!IET

United Air Lines Opens
"Mini-Library" in NYC
United Air Lines
its

stock

footage

MM/16

is

expanding

"mini-library"

concept to the East Coast, following the immediate success of
its first "mini-library" which was
opened in Chicago in August.
J.
A. Kennedy, director of
publicity

for

the

airline,

said

United has opened a "mini-library" in New York City to provide East Coast film producers

and

editors with facilities for
viewing selected scenes in the airline's

film library

and for

service in obtaining orders

services may be
obtained through publicity manager. United Air Lines, 277 Park
Ave., New York.

The

is maintained
by V.P.L Color
Center, 410 East 62nd St., N.Y.

lor

mini-library

the

airline

Chemical Corporation will hold
Food Production Conferences in
Manila, Phillippine Islands and

March of
1970. These conferences will be
attended
by top management

Santiago, Chili during

people

of

leading

organizations

engaged in agricultural fertilizer
and chemical manufacturing and
sales. Observers represent additional local and regional business
interests

related

to

feeding

MM

COLOR

and

One

of the

conferences

major goals of the

is

to

display

new

faster

ideas, results of recently initiated

from

Continued on page 8

AIRCRAFT
BLACK & WHITE

Free film provided to producers for authentic airline sequences

UNITED AIR LINES

the

world.

STOCK "TOOTAGE

*JET/ PISTON/ HISTORICAL
35

film library catalogue.

its

Food Production Conferenc
Seeks Agricultural Films
International
Minerals
&

headquarters prior to March
Awards will be presented on April 30, 1970 in Chicatival
I,

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiMiiiiiii

Mini-library

Sets March 1 Deadline
The U. S. Industrial Film Fes-

tures

Abel

to

and similar

stores

lllltlllllllll

We get positive results
from negative thinking.
than think about your negatives. We plan, organize and
coordinate our editorial, sound studio and film processing capability far ahead to
assure you a film full of clarity, detail, true sound, true color, true black and white.
We'll give you a film to be proud of. In 35mm, 16mm, super 8. In cartridge or on
reel. In Ecktachrome ECO-2 or ME-4. In negative-positive color or black and white. We'll
give you optical sound prints. Magnetic sound prints. Reduction or blow-up negatives.
Magnetic or optical sound transfers. We'll edit, record and re-edit. 'Til it's right. At

And we do more

Capital.

Wherever we

are.

Capital
FILM LABORATORIES, INC.
470 E Street, S,W., Washington, D.C. 20024
Telephone (202) Dl 7-1717/TELEX 89-2393
1998 N.E. 150th Street. North Miami, Florida 33161
Telephone (305) 949-4252/TELEX 51-9453
Super 8 City, 1905 Fairview Ave., N.E., Washington, D.C. 20002
Telephone (202) 526-0505

right off the newsreel

pictures, along with other visual

Rleske, Production manager, and

assume an important

Michael A. McNerney, business
manager and executive assistant

media,

voice in the language of the "70's.

continued

As

programs, and thoughts for the
future as they relate to agriculture. Ideas selected for this pur-

pose are those which can be used
by developing nations to improve
their per capita food production
and consumption.

Therefore, the University Film
Association, a professional organization of more than six hundred
individuals, institutions, and comto increase the number of
scholarships available to students

gram

of the art.

which should be considered for
showing
conferences
at
the
should contact the Administra-

ate

Center.

erals

&

Dept.

International

Min-

Chemicals Corporation,

BSC

Skokie.

Illinois

graduate or undergradustudent is eligible to apply

which will
awarded principally on the
basis of the student's past work

for these scholarships,

be

film

in

production,

UFA Slates 1970 Film
Scholarship Competition
Tha University Film Associa-

14, 1970.
Information on the organization's scholarship program can
be obtained from Professor Howard Suber, Scholarship Chairman,
University Film Association, in

has announced the beginning of competition for SEVEN

care of the

SCHOLARSHIPS

90024.

tion

IN

FILM

to

be awarded to students in American universities and colleges.
Although film has been one of
the fastest-growing academic disin

amount of
to

will

close February

60076.

ciplines

scholarship,

Competition

criticism.

students

recent

years,

the

financial aid available

has not kept pace.

all

UCLA

Division,

ture

Motion PicLos
Angeles

Modern Introduces "The
Shape of Films to Come"
The next decade promises

to

and
change for the communications
industry. It is evident that motion
be

this

a

time

man

of

New

to

York's

ern Talking Picture Service recently introduced The Shape of

Films to Come, a series of programs designed to provide an
opportunity to see examples of
recent business films.

About

Any

or

a service

to the president, Paul Sciandra.

communications executives. Mod-

panies has embarked upon a pro-

BUSINESS SCREEN readers
who have a film or program

tive

will

innovation

hundred advertising

a

and public relations executives,
on both client and agency sides,
attended the first program on December 4 at the Johnny Victor
Theatre. Films shown included

Why Man

Creates,

Saul

Academy

Award

winner

Kaiser

Bass's

New

Aluminum;

for

York

from United Air Lines' centennial commemorative.
City,

Productions, inc., producers of
commercial
films,
has
been
changed to Mars Productions.
Simultaneously, four key executives were appointed to the management staff. Wayne D. Appleton has become sales manager;

W.

.lohn

count

at Geo.

Cantillon,

executive;

senior

ac-

Robert

Wis.

The company provides film
producers with complete editing
services, sync and voice over narration track cutting, effects edit-

a-b music cutting and seleca-b
original
conforming

ing,
tion,

and

negative

printing,

ing

print

cutting,

release

breakdown, box-

and shipping.

Association

Holland-Wegman

of

Nelson Editing Service has
opened a new office at 2909 N.
Humboldt
Blvd.,
Milwaukee,

Association Films, Inc.
Relocates Canada Office

Holland-Wegman Now
Mars; Four Execs Added
The name

Nelson Editing Service at
New Milwaukee Location

B.

moved

Films,

Canadian

Inc.

has

As.sociation-Industrial Films to 333
Adelaide Street West, Toronto
its

affiliate,

133, Ontario.

The new
line

quarters are

now

in

with Association's continuing

program
of
expansion.
Last
month new libraries were opened
in La Grange. Illinois and Dallas.

Texas.

W. Colburn Laboratory
to save time, money
and footage

^

on your next

film!

Allen Hilliard, our Director of Technical

Information,

is

constantly trying to be of

service to the film maker.

i;*-i**^

By planning with Allen ahead of shooting, you can save time, money and footage. In this way, we can also coordinate
our specialized equipment and experience with yours to guarantee fine professional quality and effectiveness in every
film you produce.
There
call

is

now

GEO. W.
164

N.

no obligation. Write, stop in or
(area code 312) 332-6286.

COLBURN LABORATORY,

Wacker Drive

•

Chicago,

Illinois

INC.
60606

Telephone (area code 312) 332-6286
Complete Laboratory Service

for

16MM

/ Editing / Recording / Work Prints / Super

8,

8MM & 16MM

Release Printing / Titling /

35MM

Slide and Filmstrip Service

BUSINESS SCREEN

There's nothing new about

a quad printer.
Unless ifs one that prints
•uner 8 film six times fastei
Like

new

facilities,

including clean-room

And only Cine Magnetics film laboratory has it.
Because right now there is only one Optronics Mark X Quad Printer to give you better

rooms for Fairchild, Technicolor,
Bohn-Benton, Jayark, and other cartridges.

print quality. Quicker.
We've just installed this

maintenance of release

8mm

Like

16mm

to

optical reduction printer in our

Super

Mamar-

oneck laboratory.
Developed under the direction of John
Maurer, it operates at 50 feet per minute on
the 8mm side. Or 200 feet of 8mm reduction
prints per minute.

But the Optronics Mark
of the dramatic changes at
There are many others:

Like a

new

new 16mm

Bell

X

is

just

one

Cine Magnetics.

new

& Howell

printer, a

color analyzer.

services, specifically inventory
prints,

center for motion picture duplication and preprint services.
It

adds up to the

and

new Cine

we'll

Magnetics.

be happy to show you

around.
We'll be even happier to show
results on your next print order.

698-3434
520 North Barry Avenue, Mamaroneck, NY. 10543 (914)
Receiving Center: 202 East 44th Street (212) 682-2780

JANUARY, 1970

of

talented people who will give your order the
personal attention it deserves.
It adds up to a complete 8mm and 16mm

Cine Magneticsjnc.
New York City

drop shipment

and 100 percent inspection.
And most important, like a select group

distribution,

Call us

Filmline black-and-white film processor,

and a new Hazeltine

finishing

you the

the screen executive

utmnit
nil

STOCK
FOOTAGE
LIBRARY
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Blucher Joins Fairchild As
Audiovisual Marketing Mgr.
Stephen
Fairchild

Blucher

has

Films,

footage library available

stock

on summer and winter mountain
particularly

sports,

World coverage. Also

climbing.
wildlife

and

skiing

the

new

Corpora-

tion, presently called Calvin Productions of Pennsylvania.

communications

and

He

will

Natalie

Lopatin as the company's presi-

become

dent. Lopatin has

1801

FILMS, INC.
York Street

Denver, Colorado 80206

production manager.

Around The Industry

sound film projectors.

Fireman
has
joined
York, as director

Marvin

Lewis Is Appointed VP In
Major Expansion at VPI
W. W. "Red" Lewis has been
appointed vice president for VPI
Films. Lewis will develop new
film

projects

trial

clients,

major indus-

with

specifically

those

dealing with major contemporary

(303) 399-8040

and those reflecting man-

issues

agement's feeling of involvement.

The

SLIDE FILMS

ARE

OUR SPECIALTY
editing

&

appointment

establishes

an East Coast base for the firm,
which was organized primarily to
produce films dealing with the
complexities of change.

composites

signaling

Brotman Joins P.T.A. As
VP, Sales and Marketing
Charles H. Brotman will insti-

ALL types of mastering
(records

and tape)

tute a production liaison service

Processing

Pressing

to

clients

for

exhibitions,

APPROVED BY

their

sales

specialized

conventions,

meetings

projects

in

his

and

new

position as vice president of sales

Audiscan

and

cassettes

&

marketing at Presentation
Technical Aids, Inc.
Brotman's experience include

records

La Belle

a career in business

Cartridge winding

for

machines and

all

slide

radio

cart-

ridges

tions,

multi-media presentations,

theatre

live

communica-

and the audiovisual

DEFRENES

ELRICK

Tape Duplicating

.

GAF

Corporation

Edwin

T.

Mosher

Kirschner Studios Promotes
EIrick To Vice Presidency
The appointment of George S.

Wm.

EIrick to vice president of

Kirschner Studios was made
company's annual stock-

N.
at

that

holders'

meeting

Nov.

Sunday,

23rd.

shall

comMarM. Sluyier has been named

vice

president

pany's central region

Dynamics
lis

Kirschner organization,
producers of industrial and edupictures,

and

training

aids,

has offices and

facilities in

Glen-

view,

and

motion

cational

audiovisual

sales

Illinois

Tampa,

in

Florida.

.

Gordon WilAudio Pro-

.

has returned to
from a leave

sence during which

of photography on three
Estelle Tepmajor features
per has joined The Fifi Oscard
Talent Agency and will be working on industrials, commercials,
Eugene S.
and theater
Cooper has been appointed advertising manager for the Photo
.

New

IQ Elects

And Board

Officers

Governors
In election results of The International Quorum of Motion
Pictures. W. B. Legg, Jr., Executive

Paragon
of
was named presi-

Producer

Productions,

Hack

dent;

of

Swain,

of

Hack

Swain Productions, was elected
president;

Secretary-Treas-

10 is Fred Niles of Fred
Niles Communications Center.
The new board of governors

.

.

.

.

.

of Sylvania Elec-

E. R.
Inc.
"Skip" Bulkley has been appointed eastern marketing representative of LaBelle Industries,
Lori Productions, Inc.
Inc.

Products,

tric

way back
two days, records in

(Tapes are on their
to

you

in

five, after receipt of

your tape.)

VIRCO RECORDING CO.
P.

Monterey

O. Box 185

Parle,

California 91754

(213) 283-1888

renamed the DeFrenes
Company, after he bought out his

Zurich and G. H. W. Groom
of Films of Africa in Johannesin

burg, the three officers and three
past presidents.

.

.

partners.

1963,
to

Upon

De Frenes

retirement

in

Donald

compaCalvin Productions of Kansold his

ture

firm.

Ralph

Lopatin

Pro-

Proiity to

an executive proCharles Howard Reed
as

ducer
has been named director, southwestern regional sales for the
CBS Electronic Video Recording
Alex Broda has
Division
been named to head the Arriflex
Service Dept. of Alan Gordon
Waller
Enterprises, Inc.
Charnley has joined Walter J.
.

.

.

.

.

.

Company,

Klein

.

.

Ltd. as creative

and the DuKane
Corporation has named two new
district managers. Alan J. Spriet
will
be midwest sales district
director

sales

ern

.

.

.

charge of a nine
Jack Elliott is now

in

area;

state

Ralph Lopatin Productions
Elects Levanios President
The Philadelphia motion pic-

.

.

staff

their

.

.

has added H.

manager,

later

ny

10

Heinrich Fueter of Condor Films

Joseph De Frenes, nontheatrical motion picture producer pioneer, is dead at the age of 85.
De Frenes founded the firm of
Bosvvorth, Felton and De Frenes,

of abhe was di-

ductions

lamp Division

vice

.

.

.

Instructional

of

Inc.

.

rector

The

includes Georges Pessis of Paris,

Pioneer Producer Of Calvin
Productions Dies at Age 85

.

to the post of

.

accurate service anywhere
the United States.

Fast,

.

named

has

industrial specialist for the

urer of

field.

in

chair-

MPO, New

SUMMIT

film

Michael
succeed Ralph

elected
to

loading

cartridge

Maxwell.

DuKane

Jr.

Levanios has been associated

be responsible for mar-

automatic

has

Levanios,

with Ralph Lopatin Productions
since 1963, as vice president and

products.

keting of the entire Fairchild line
of

ductions,

luan of the board and continues
as chief executive officer.

Instrument Corporation, as marketing manager for audiovisual

<Smni

Contact

film.

a

Calvin-DeFrenes

Camera and

division of Fairchild

award winning
production company has a large
Summit

firm

joined

Products,

Industrial

who named

City,

sas

manager
territory,

York

and

for

DuKane's

working

the

New

in

east-

New

England

states.
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W.C. Fields
and

Mae West

famous
comedy classic
in tlieir

I

"My Little Cliickadee"

J.
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Meet your new

"V PR film B
distribution team.
Revivals of early movie classics are doing big box office business today.
In fact, major stars like

Mae West and W.

now than when

larger audiences

their

C. Fields are actually reaching

movies

first

appeared.

And

along

with these classic films, guess what else today's audiences are seeing?

A PR

Right.

Not

just

any

film

PR

which has been booked to help reinforce the program.

film of course.

ences are available to you

A

of people in

lot

PR

if

But

it is

your film

true that huge, measurable audi-

is

right for theatrical distribution.

film distribution are

medium, and we're delighted

now

have them join

to

talking about this

new

We've been talking

us.

about motion picture theater distribution for years. As part of the
Universal-MCA family, it wasn't hard for us to spot this trend when it first

happened, and
tricks

to take

up our sleeve

advantage of

that

it

There are

for our clients.

still

a

few

your distribution house probably hasn't caught

on to yet.
This

is

just

about your

one more reason to

PR

film distribution.

movie houses only, or

talk with us

Whether

a full mi.\ of

it's

all

today's distribution channels, you'll find
really does

pay to talk with the

of
it

man from

^M

1^

DISTRIBUTION
SERVICES
212-777-6SOO

United World.

An
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aclivily of Universal

Education and Visual Arls. a division of Universal City Studios.

Inc. /221

Park Ave. South,

New

York.

NY

10U0.1

•

Cable:

UNEDVISA.N.V

THE MOST HONORED FILMS OF 1969
A Fable

America In Space: The First Decade
Producer, Sponsor, Distributor: NASA
Silver Medal
Atlanta International Film

—
Golden Eagle — CINE

ters, Inc.

Sponsor: Mciii

Festival

First Prize

—

6th International Exhibition of
Buenas Aires

•

Scientific Fikns,

And Of Course You

— Wolf Films,
USIA
International
Diploma
Participation —
Festival of Science Fiction — Trieste
Golden Eagle — CINE
Special Diploma — 5th International
Producer: Murakami
Sponsor, Distributor:

Inc.

of

Ttli

Festival

&

of Scientific

Diploma

Technical-Belgrade
12th

of Participation,

Golden Mer-

cury, Venice

Astrocolor

Silver

Osella,

—

Certificate

of Participation

—

20th International Exhibition of Documentary Films, Venice

Producer: Fred A. Niles ComiriuTu'cations Centers, Inc.

Sponsor: Bible Society
Bronze Medal
N.Y. Film Festival
Gold Camera
U.S. Industrial Film Festi-

—
—

Chris Statuette

•

Coni:a:i\

!

— PRSA Film Competition
— N. Film Festival
— Atlanta International
Festival
Golden Eagle — CINE
First Prize

Grand Award
Golden Dove

Statuette

Film

A Few

On Our Food Problem

Notes

Producer: James Blue
Sponsor, Distributor: USIA
(ioklen Eagle
CINE
Best Documentary, Best Color Cinematography
11th International Film Festival,

—

—

12th

Golden Mer-

Producer: Aegis Productions, Inc.
Sponsor: Warner-Chikott Laboratories
Distributors: Modern Talking Picture Service

Golden Eagle
CINE
Diploma of Honor
6th International Exhibi-

A Gathering

\

Producer: Henry Strauss Communications, Inc.
Sponsor, Distributor: IBM World Trade Corp.

Golden Eagle

— CINE
—
—

Chris Certificate
Coluinhns Film Festival
Special Award
N.Y. Film Festival

Have A Healthy Baby
Producer, Sponsor & Distributor: Churchill
Films
C;olden Eagle
CINE
Blue Ribbon
American Film Festival
Chris Certificate
Columbus Film Festival

—
—

Festival

Kevin
Producer: Malcolm Tarlovsky
Sponsor: Syracuse Universit>-

Bank Assoc.
Gold Medal

— Atlanta
Gold Camera — U.S.
Blue Ribbon — American

—

Producer & Distributor: George F. Hood,
Richard Blakeslee
(iolden Eagle
CINE
Silver Medallion
6th International Amateur
Film Festival, Kelibia

—

tory

—

Leo Beuerman

—
Cindy — IFPA
Chris Statuette — Columbus Film
Special Award — N.Y. Film
Silver

Lillehei

Producer, Sponsor

Company
Diploma

of

—

—

On

&

Stagnant Shock
Distributor:

— 6th

The Upjohn

Internationa! Exhibi-

Buenas Aires

— CINE
— Atlanta International
Statuette — Columbus Film

Golden Eagle
Gold Medal

Film

Festival
('liris

Festi\al

Once Upon A Time

MPO

Golden Eagle

Distributor: Herb Golden Productions
Chris Certificate
Columbus Film Festival
C;old Medal
N.Y. Film Festival

Gold Medal

—

Festival

—
— CINE

Honolulu

—

tional

Golden Eagle
CINE
Gold Medal
Atlanta International Festival
Diploma of Participation
7th Intemational
Festival of Science Fiction Films

Honor

Silver Phoenix

Producer: Cal Bernstein Prodiutions
Sponsor; United Air Lines
Distributor: Modern Talking Picture Service
Gold Medal Special Jury
Atlanta Interna-

The Discoverers
Producer: Peckham Productions
Sponsor, Distributors: Union Carbide Corp.

Festival

Festival

— CINE
— Atlanta

— N.Y. Film

Trieste

Festixal

Hoster
Spon.sor: District Attorney L.A.
N.Y. Film Festival
Bronze Medal
U.S. Industrial Film Festival
Gold Camera
Atlanta International Film
Bronze Medal

—
—
—

Festival

On The Move

Gold Camera

U.S. Industrial Film Festival
Chris Certificate
Film Festival
Ciolden

Film

Don

Film Festival

—
— Columbus
Eagle — CINE

International

On Guard

Golden Eagle

Trieste

Film

Festival

Producer: Herb Golden Productions
Sponsor: B. G. Cantor Ait Foundation

7 th International

—

Film Festival

Producer: Centron Corporation, Inc.
Silver Medal
Atlanta International

Producer:

Festival of Science Fiction

Film

International

Festival

—

Homage To Rodin

Distributor: Association Films, Inc.

Central N.Y.

Producer:
Productions
Sponsor: United Air Lines

tion of Scientific Films, Biieuas Aires

Combustion Techniques in Liquid Scintillation
Counting
Producer, Sponsor: Argonne National Labora-

&

One

of

—

—
—

of Participation

Industrial Film Festival

Holy Thursday

—

Festival

tion of Scientific Films,

Bronchospasm

Golden Eagle
CTNE
Diploma of Participation

—
—
Chris
— Columbus Film
Golden Eagle — CINE
Diploma
— 12th Golden Mercury Competition — en ce
Gold Hugo — Chicago
Film
Festival

Y.

— Columbus Film Festival

—

Producer: Pace Films, Inc.
Sponsor & Distributor; American Express Co.
Silver Medal
N.Y. Film Festival
Silver Medal
Atlanta International Film

International

Birthright

val

()

Vancouver
Diploma of Particijiation,
cmy, Venice

Producer: Wilding, Inc.
Sponsor: American Airlines
Golden Eagle
CINE
Chris Certificate
Columbus Film Festival

—

!

Columbia Pictures Corporation

Distributor;

To Europe

Invitation

Producer: Fred A. Niles Communications Cen-

Producer

&

Sponsor; Lockheed Aircralt Cor-

poration
Eastern Airlines Ionosphere

—

Atlanta Inter-

national Film Festival
Inlertie

Experiments In Motion Graphics, Pt. 1;
Permutations, Pt. 2
Producer: John H. Whitnet
Sponsor: IBM Corporation
Distributor: New York City Museum of Modern Art
Golden Eagle
CINE

—

Silver

Osella,

Certificate

of

Participation

—

20th International Exhibition of Documentar\
Films, Venice

12

ministration

—

Diploma of Participation
12th Golden
Mercury Competition
\'enice
Golden Eagle
CINE
Bronze Medal
N.Y. Film Festival
Silver Cindy
IFPA
Bronze Medal
Atlanta Liternational Film
-

—
—
—
—
•

Festival

—

— Columbus Film
— IFPA

(^hris Certificate

Producer: Robert Charlton Motion Pictures
Sponsor & Distributor: Bonneville Power Ad-

Silver

Cindy

Producer

&

Festival

Paced To Live
Empire Photosound,

Distributor:

Inc.

Sponsor: Great Northern Railwav

— CINE
— Atlanta

Golden Eagle
Bronze Medal
Festival

Award

of Merit Certificate

International

— National

Film
Safet\'

Council

BUSINESS SCREEN

The

Perils of Priscilla

Pnxliiccr: Diincnsion l-"ilms

Sponsor: Pasadena Ilimiano Society
Distiilnitor; C'liurchill Minis

— N.Y. Film
— Columbus Film
Cold Medal — Atlanta International
— CINE
Colden
Participation — 23rd Interna— Edinburgh
Film
llronze

Festival

Medal

Festival

Cliris Certificate

I'ilrn

Festival

Kaiile

of

Certificate

Festival

tional

A Place To CJrovvProducer: Pcckham Productions
Sponsor: Eastman Kodak
Distributor: Eastman ('hefnical Productions
Colden Eagle — CINE
Medal — Atlanta International
Medal — N.Y. Film
Silver

SMALLEST
tb

Festival

FULLY AUTOMATIC

Festival

Silver

Prescription: Roses

The John Hopkins
Applied Physics Lab

Producer:

Universitv

Sponsor: Dept. of Health, Education

&

—

\Xe\-

GULUK EVER BUI

iff

fare
Distributor: U.S. Public Health Service

— CINE
— Columbus Film
Cindy — IFPA

Colden Eagle

Festival

Chris Certificate
C;old

Project Apollo

Producer, Sponsor
Spec Films, Inc.
of

USIA/E.

Distributor:

— CINE

Colden Eagle
Certificate

&

Participation

—

2nd Interna-

Film Festival, Rio de Janeiro
16th In(iolden Rocket, Diploma of Merit
ternational Electronic. Nuclear, Telecommunications Review, Rome
7th International Festival of
Clold Medal
Maritime & Exploration Films, Toulon
tional

—

—

Diploma
cur\'

of Participation

—

—

Fast!

I2th Golden Mer-

\'enice

Super-8mm/16mm

Radio Bantu
Producer: Killarney Film Studios
Sponsor: South African Information Service
Distributor: Sterling Movies
Silver Medal
N.Y. Film Festival
U.S. Industrial Film Festival
Gold Camera
Atlanta International Film
Gold Medal

EKTACHROME

—
—
—

ALSO

B&W MODELS

Festival

Robert Kennedy Remembered
Producer: Guggengeim Productions, Inc.
Distributor: Guggenheim ProducProducer

&

tions, Inc.

Sponsor: Robert

Kennedy Memorial Founda-

tion

Distributor: General Pictures Corporation
CINE
Golden Eagle
American Film Festival
Blue Ribbon
Gold Cindv
IFPA

—
—
—

SOON PAYS FOR ITSELF
Save processing costs and valuable time with the Houston
E-16-8-30. Develops super-8mm or 16mm Ektachrome at speeds
up to 20 feet per minute. Fully automatic, simple goof-proof
operation. Each cycle precisely timed and all temperatures
rigidly, automatically controlled to meet Kodak requirements.
Uses standard Kodak chemicals. Many exclusive features including Houston Tendency Drive, the finest made. Eliminates film
breakage and scratches. AboL

Second Sight
Producer: Lee Mendelson Film Productions,

comparable machine. Send

foi

PHOTO PRODUCTS,

IP

Inc.

Sponsor:
1 St Prize

The Eye Bank

for Sight Restoration

— N\'CA "Da\Bronze Medal — N.Y. Film
— Columbus Film
Chris
Gold Cindy — IFPA

of ^'isuals"

Festival

Certificate

Festival

The Significance Of You
Marona
Assoc.
Producer: de Martin
Sponsor: Boise Cascade Corporation
Distributor: Modern Talking Picture Service
International Industrial Film
4th Prize

—

&

—

Festival

— Columbus Film
— CINE

Chris Certificate

Golden Eagle

JANUARY, 1970

THE WORLD KNOWS OUR PROD

Festival

.4

Tradition of

i

most honored

Vitamins From Food
Producer: Wexler Film Productions
Sponsor: Dairy Council of Cahf.

films

continued

Distributor;

Diploma

—

The Outer Limits
Producer: Summit Films, Inc.

Distributor:

Ski

Sponsor: Hart Ski Mfg. Company
Modem Talking Picture Service,

Chris

— American Film
— CINE
Competition
Cup — 25th
Cortina
Sports Motion
Honorable Mention — Chicago
Festival

International

Pictures,

International

Film Festival

Sky Capers
Distributor: Pyramid Film Pro-

Distributor: Sterling

—

—

—

Water
Producer: Cavalcade Productions Inc.
Sponsor: Morton Salt Company
Distributor: Modern Talking Pictures

— CINE
— IFPA
— N.Y. Film

Eagle

Cindy
Bronze Medal
Silver

Festival

Movies

CINE
Golden Eagle
Diploma of Honor with Special Mention

—

6th International E.xhibition of Scientific
Films, Buenos Aires
Hoje de Tilo de Plata
1st Prize
7th
International Children's Film Festival, La
Plata
Diploma
Silver Anchor
7th International
Festival of Maritime
Exploration Films,

—

—

—

&

&

A Way Out Of The Wilderness
Producer: John Sutherland Productions
Sponsor: Edward Newman
Distributor: Div. of Mental Retardation,
Dept. of

HEW

— CINE
— American Film
— Columbus Film

Golden Eagle
Blue Ribbon

Festival

Chris Certificate

Festival

Toulon

Sponsor: Carl Boenish

—

CINE
Colden Eagle
25th International ComDiploma of Honor
petition of Sports Motion Pictures, Cortina
2nd International Film
Diploma of Merit
Festival, Rio de Janeiro

—
—

What's
Subject: Packaging

&

Assoc.
Producer: Coldsholl
Sponsor: Owens
Illinois
Atlanta International Film
Silver Medal

—

—
Cindy — IFPA
Cold Camera — U.S.
Film
— Columbus Film
Chris
Bronze Medal — N.Y. Film
Industrial

—
—

Festival

Naval Undersea Re.search

velopment

MANAGEMENT

MR. SALES
We'll

Var Prize

—

7th

& De

International

Maritime & Exploration, Toulon
Atlanta International Film
Bronze Medal

—

send you a

Festival

Golden Eagle

COLOR
FILMSTRIP

— CINE

filmstrip covers such sales management con
cerns as:
. . . the increasing difficulty in achieving greater sales
. . . the difficulty in motivating today's salesmen to be
more productive
... having to hire so many salesmen to find so few

The

good ones
will make you aware

of the "the greatest

need

Garden State Novo,

—

Golden Eagle
CINE
Diploma of Participation
of Participation

ponsor
nial

&

Distributor:

Mer-

Illinois

— CINE
—
— Atlanta

old

—

7th International Festival of
Seal Trieste
Science Fiction
Gold Medal
12th Golden Mercury Compe-

—

tition,

—

Venice

Osella,

Certificate

Participation

of

—

—

Inc.

Worth

Scsquicenten-

How Many Words

Producer: Coldsholl & Assoc.
Sponsor & Distributor: Eastman Kodak

Commission

Camera
Medal

—

Venice Exhibition of Dociimentar\'
Venice

olden Eagle
old

Award

First

Waterford Glass Award, Statuette of St. Finbarr
14th International Film Review,
Cork
Certificate of Participation
23rd International Film Fe.stival, Edinburgh

Silver

Tomorrow Is A Day
Guggenheim Productions,

roducer:

&

International Industrial Film Festival

Silver

— 7th
— 7th Golden

cury Competition, Venice

in

—

International Amateur
Diploma of Merit
Film Festival, Marburg

Inc.

International
Festival of Science Fiction, Trieste

Diploma

—

Sciences
Information Award, Grand Prix

—

Sponsor: Bell Telephone Labora-

tories, Inc.

Distributor:

—
—
—

International Festival, Moscow
Gold Medal
Golden Eagle
CINE
American Film Festival
Blue Ribbon
Academy of Motion Picture Arts &
Oscar

—

The Thinking???Machines

&

Producer

—
—

&

R&D

of

Golden Eagle
CINE
National Safety Council
Bronze Plaque
Diploma of Participation
12th Golden
Mercury Competition
Venice

Why Man Creates
Producer: Saul Bass & Assoc.
Sponsor: Kaiser Aluminum
Chemicals
Distributor: Modern Talking Picture Service

Talking With Dolphins
Producer: Naval Undersea Warfare Center
Sponsor: Biosciences Systems Div. Naval
Underseas
Center

Academy

Company
Management Services

Festival

Festival

Distributor:

Going To Cost You

Distributor: Portafilms

Silver

Certificate

It

Producer: Portafilms
Sponsor: Consumers Power

Festival

Steps Toward Maturity & Health
Producer: Walt Disney Educational Materials
Sponsor: Upjohn Company

;t

Inc.

— 12th Golden Mer-

cury
Venice
Blue Ribbon
American Film Festival
Golden Eagle
CINE

f ;olden

C:olden Eagle

&

—

Strange Partners
Producer and Sponsor: Reela Films

Festival

Producer
ducers

Film Festival
Special Mention
E.\hibition of Scientific-

Honor with

of

6th International
Films, Buenos Aires

—
—
—
—

of

Statuette

Diploma

Associated Films
N.Y. Film Festival
Bronze Medal
.American Film Festival
Blue P.ihhon
U.S. Industrial Film Festival
Cold Camera
Atlanta International Film
Bronze Medal

Silver

— CINE
— Columbus

Colden Eagle

Distributors:

Emih'

Walt Disney Educational Material

Henk Newenhouse,

of Participation

U.S. Industrial Film Festival
International Film

pany
Honorable Mention,
ternatioual

Festi\al

Silver

Children's

Medal

—

Festival,

— CINE
— IFPA
Award — N.Y. Film

Com-

8th In-

La Plata

Golden Eagle
Gold Cindy
roducer

&

Trio For Three Angles
Sponsor: Bruce & Katherine

Special

Festival

Comvvell
'istributor: International

Zelenka

Film Bureau

— CINE
rogrammed — 5th
& Teaching Films,
Panel Prize — 4th
olden Eagle

International

cational

pecial

hibition of Scientific Films,

Week, Edu-

Brussels

International Ex-

Buenos Aires

Producer: Group 8 Films
Sponsor & Distributor: Amrak

Golden Eagle

— CINE

Certificate of Participation
tional

Nowak

—

2.3rd

Assoc.
Interna-

Film Festival, Edinburg
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1970 FILM FESTIVAL PLANNING GUIDE
An exclusive

THE AMERICAN FILM FESTIVAL
May

12-16, 1970

nical

The 1970 American Film Festival, sponsored
by the Educational Film Library Association,
representing school, university and public libraries throughout the U.S., will be held Mav
12-16, 1970 at the New York Hilton Hotel,

New

and awards competitions.
.

Library Association

York City

film festivals

CRITERIA: Outstanding commercials
based on strength of the sales message, visual and aural appeal and the all-over tech-

Sponsored by the Educational Film

New

1970

revie\A/ of

York City.

CATEGORIES:

32 major areas of education
art and culture, religion and
ethics, business and industry, and health and
medicine will be offered for final judging by
screening groups during the Festival. Elections will have been made by pre-screening

and information,

.

.

skill.

AWARDS: A

golden "CLIO" statuette to each
Best of Product Category and Spec'al Citation
winner. Certificates to Runners-Up in both

American and International competitions. In
1969, there were 2064 TV entries, 968 Radio
entries and 402 International entries. A total
of 78 Clio statuettes were presented.

INFORMATION: 16mm

reel of winners is
Wallace A. Ross, Director,
American TV Commercials Festival, .30 East
60th Street, New York, N.Y. 10022. Phone:

from

available

(212) 59.3-1900.

juries for final entries.

Blue Ribbon (trophy) Awards to
be presented at banquet, Saturday, May 16,
1970. FESTIVAL: May Closing date for entries: January 15, 1970.

Association, Inc.,

THE NINTH

ANNUAL

FILM FESTIVAL

AMERICAN PERSONNEL & GUIDANCE
ASSOCIATION
Held in conjunction with the Annual
APGA Convention at New Orleans, Louisiana

Educational Film Library
2.50 West 57th Street, New

York City 10019.

Cable:

March 23-25, 1970

CATEGORIES:

Films and filmstrips in the
following categories will be presented: InterPersonal Relations; Educational and Career
Planning, Rehabilitation; Counseling; The Profess.'on.

Principles

and Techniques; and Guid-

ance Films from other countries.

SELECTION:
ed

All films and filmstrips presentFilm Festi\al are previewed before

at the

USA

Phone: (404) 633-4105.
Telex: 54-2484.

INTERFILM, USA.

SUPPORTING GROUPS:

"Forward Atlanta"

(Atlanta Chamber of Commerce);
Arts Alhance; INTERFILM.

The Atlanta

CATEGORIES:

(and entry fees): Feature ftlm
($200); short subjects ($50); television commercials ($30 each); experimental films ($25),
documentary films ($50); student productions,
no entry fee.

AWARDS: The

Golden Phoenix (best of FestiPhoenix (best film in each
category); The Golden Dove (best film dealing
with world peace; Gold, Silver and Bronze
Medals for best films in each division as: industrial; educational; sales training; economval);

ics;

AWARDS:

INFORMATION:

Georgia 30324

The

Silver

television; safety; public relations; sports;

underwater; peace,

etc.

OTHER AWARDS:
Award

(best

film

The Eastern Ionosphere
with flight); The

dealing

Regencv Hvatt Award (best film bv a southern
U.S. film producer); INTERFILM Award
(cash grant to best student film; and The
"Forward Atlanta" Award (best film by an
-Atlanta producer).
'

SHOWING

SITES: Preliminary screenings;
House; Arts Alliance Film
Center; feature and short subjects (35mm)
winners: Roxy Theater, June 13-21, 1970.

Regency

Hyatt

the final invitation to the producer. Generally
75 to 100 films are previewed, and 25 to 30
are chosen. Selection is aimed to provide as
wide a program as possible.

"Best Film: 1970 APGA Film Fesbe given for the first time this
year. The winner or winners will be recognized
by a plaque and receive coverage in the June
issue of the Cuideposi, APGA's nationally dis-

AWARD:

will

tival"

tributed newsletter.

INFORMATION:

Further information about
Film Festivals is available from: APGA
Convention Film Festival, 1607 New Hampshire Avenue, N.W., Wasliiiigton, D.C. 20009.

APGA

THE 6TH CHICAGO

INTERNATIONAL FILM FESTIVAL

THE 1970 AMERICAN TV & RADIO

Chicago

COMMERCIALS FESTIVAL

— May

New York City
Other U.S. & Foreign

Cities

19,

Industrial film competition
seven other categories including entertainment, e,xperimental, etc.

ELIGIBILITY: 35mm, 16mm and videotape

mav be

entered in the industrial competition.
Films produced in 1969 or 1970 are eligible.
Each entry should be accompanied by a statement of purpose and specification of the particular audience for which the film was intended. Entry fee is $35.

production companies.

FEES: $50 per
ill

1970.

$35 to attend the full
and the formal award cere-

entry;

tlay of screenings

monies

1,

A\\'ARDS: Awards are made for commercially
produced and in-plant produced films in the

Philharmonic Hall, Lincoln Center.

CATEGORIES: TV-Forty

product

classifica-

plus one category for Classics, which
must have been first telecast more than five
\cars ago. A special International TV and
cinema category is open to entries from all
other countries. Radio entries are grouped by
size of market reached.
tions

JUDGING: By

1970

plus

F.LIGIBILITY: Open to commercials broadand Canada for first time during 1969 and through January 1970. No limit
on entries from sponsors, agencies, station or

February

7-21,

CATEGORIES:

1970

— May-June

cast in the U.S.

ENTRY DEADLINE:

— November

ten regional councils of
inent advertising executives.

prom-

THE THIRD

ANNUAL ATLANTA

INTERNATIONAL FILM FESTIVAL
Atlanta, Ga. June 13-21, 1970

MANAGEMENT:

J.

address:

Drawer

1325SK,

tion.

SPECIAL FILMS:

Hunter Todd, Executive

Producer; David O'Keefe, Associate Director.
Vhiiling

areas of sales, marketing, public relations,
training and recruiting. A total of six Gold
and Silver Hugo Awards are made in addition to the issuance of certificates of participation for all films accepted in the competi-

Atlanta,

w

Industrial

film

entries

because of budget, size, multiplicity
of images or screens, are termed "special" and
iiich,

treated in a separate category.

BUSINESS SCREEN

SCREENING:

StTcfiiiiius

are

free

and open

C;hris Statuette

This inelndes u screening at the

to tlie pul)lie.

raph\-,

lesti\al tlieater as well as aiklitional industrial
liliii prolyl. uns at a separate location.

INFOKMATION:
Michael

ternational
I'

-2.

Kut/a.

J.

I-'ilin

Cliuauo,

Address

Festixai,

Illinois

inqmries to
6th (Chicago In-

235 W. Engenie

must be voted "best in photogand technical aspects of

value,

production." Chris Certificate .-Awards are
given to motion pictures considered "finalists"
but not receiving tiie statuette award.

all

Diiector,

stor\-

FOR ENTRY BLANKS:

Write to Miss Mary
Rnpe, Film C:ouncil of Greater Columbus,
Kresge Bldg., 83 S. High St., Room 408,
Columbus, Ohio 43215. Phone: (614) 2288840. Phone calls after 4 p.m. may be left
with automatic message center.

St.

fi()614.

be shipped to John Neff, CoFestival Receiving Center, 3820
f:oliunbus. Ohio 4.3026.

.Ml lilins iire to

Sponsored by the Film Council
Greater Columbus in association
with the Columbus Area Chamber of

Producers Showcase Screening at Hotel Southern. October 21-22, 1970. Chris Awards Ban(|uet: Thursday, October 22 at 7 p.m., Hotel
Southern ballroom.

1101 Sixteenth Street, N.W Washington, D.C. 20036
Area Code 202, 265-1136 265-6889
Manoging Director, Anita Price
,

OFFICERS:

1969-70: President, Reid H. Ray;
First Vice President, Peter Cott; Vice President—Finance, Charles Dana Bennett; Information, Willis H. Pratt, Jr.; Festivals, Dr. Anna
L. Hyer; Selections, Rev. David O. Poinde.vter;
Vice Prcsidents-at-larfie, Charles A. Beniant,
Ott ("oellii, Ralph P. Creer, Emily S. Jones;
Seerelani, O. S. Knudsen; Treasurer, Alfred
E. Bnicn; Coordinating Director, Dr. Harold
E. Wigren; Mana^^ing Director, Anita S. Price;
Past President, Alden H. Li\ingston.

ADVISORY COUNCIL:
William G. Carr, Judith

Carmody,

Jay

Crist,

Louis

HONORARY LIFE BOARD

J.

Dr.

Hazam

MEMBERS:

E>re Branch, Dr. CaroKn Cuss, Ralph Hoy,
Rev. Michael Mullen, Frank S. Rollins, Brig.
Gen. Webb,

(ret.).

BOARD OF DIRECTORS:

1970: Irwin H.
Browii, Ott CoeUn, Peter
Cott, Ralph P. Creer, James H. Culver, James
G. Damon, O. S. Knudsen, Rev. David O.
Poindexter. Reid H. Rav, Dr. Don G. Williams. 1971: J. Walter Evans, Dr. Malcolm S.
Ferguson, John Flor\, Dr. Anna L. Hyer, Dr.
John B. Kuiper, Carl H. Lenz, Alden H. Livingston. Darvl I. Miller, Peter J. Moonev,
\Villis H. Pratt, Jr., Ira E. Thatcher. 1972:
Charles A. Bemant, Charles Dana Bennett,
Alfred E. Bruch, Henry Herx, Thomas W.
Hope, Emilv S. Jones, Stanlev Mcintosh, J.
Edward Oglesby, David Z. Shefrin, Dr. Robert \\'. Wagner, Dr. Harold E. Wigren.
Braun,

J.

Carter

ENTRY DEADLINE:

January

15

of

each

year.

PURPOSE: CINE

is
a voluntary, non-profit
organization established to coordinate the selection of U.S. non-theatrical, short subject,
and television documentary motion pictures
(including government films) for submission
to overseas film festivals. CINE is supported
b\- interested patrons (associate, professional

and

sustaining).

JANUARY, 1970

ENTRIES: Film producers and sponsors are
invited to enter motion pictures produced in
1968, 1969 and 1970 pro\ ided the\- lune not
been previously submitted to an\- Columbus
Film Festival. Entries (in the categories enumerated below) must be accompanied by 4 .\ 6
cards (for preview committees) noting type of
audience intended.

Films are judged by professionals in the
various fields. Entry fee for all films up to
1600 feet, $30.00; 'over 1600 feet to 2400
feet,
.$35.00.
(Exception:
$10.00 for all

Student Experimental film entries in Graphic Arts categor\). Entries will be accepted
beginning February
and closing date
1,
is July 31, 1970 at 5 p.m. E.S.T. Each print
should be made available for judging for at
least one month or longer. If less time is available, the categor>- chairman should be so informed. This year no film will be accepted
after the closing date for entries, August 1.

CATEGORIES & CHAIRMEN:

11(1.,

FARM

FILM

FOUNDATION PROFESSIONAL
IMPROVEMENT AWARDS

ficers of the Farm Film Foimdation there are
sufficient applications for the award to war-

Commerce

COUNCIL OF INTERNATIONAL
NONTHEATRICAL EVENTS, INC.

Simlr\

our

of

CINE

I'ilm

.WN'ARDS: The 16th annual presentation of
inscribed certificate and a check for
.$.500.00 nia\- be awarded to an active member
of the American Association of Agricultiual
College editors if, in the opimon of the of-

ANNUAL COLUMBUS
FESTIVAL AND AWARDS

THE 18TH
FILM

lumbus

Business

its continuance
made, the winner

lant

in

is

will

1970. If such an Award
be selected b\- a com-

imttee ot three judges as having made through
w(irk in motion picture production the most
otitstanding contribution to the advancement
of agriculture, home econonucs, rural-urban
relations, and the public interest during the

past_two

years. Honorable Mention Awards
of .S50.00 each ma\ ;ilso be given at the discretion of the judges.

PRESENTATION: The

Awards,

if

given, will

be presented at a dinner co-sponsored by the
Farm Foundation and the Foundation for
American Agriculture at the annual meeting of
the American .Association of Agricultural College Editors scheduled for July 13, 1970 at
Cornell Uni\ersity, Ithaca, N.Y.

ELEGIBILITY: Any

CE

engaged

production

is

in

active

some phase

member
of

of A.\Amotion picture

appK' for the Award.

eligible to

ENTRIES:

All entries and inquiries should be
sent to Edith T. Bennett, Farm Film Founda-

1425 H. Street, N.W., Washington, D.C.
20005. Closing date for entries is May 1, 1970.
tion,

&

Industr)' (job training; sales promotion; industrial relations; public relations; Nils Lindquist,

chairman, Lindy Productions, Inc., 4784 North
High St., Columbus, Ohio 43214. Information
and Education (classroom instructional films;
specialized instructional, general information);
Wm. Schmitt, chairman. Center of Science
Industry, 280 E. Broad Street, Columbus,

&

Ohio, 43215; Co-Chaimian,

Glenn
Health

S.

Bittner,

(Social

803 Dimson

Studies).

Drive East,

& Mental Health (health & hygiene;
mental health; general medicine; professional
medicine; dental), Florence L. Fogle, Assoc.
Professor of Health Education, Ohio State
University, 321 W. 17th St., Columbus, Ohio
43210; Travel V.S. & Foreign. Daniel F.
Prugh, Film Council of Greater Columbus.
280 East Broad St.. Columbus, Ohio 4.3215.
Religious Films, Miss Delores Sherwood, Augsburg Publishing House, Audio Visual Dept..
57 E. Main St., Columbus, Ohio 43215;
Graphic and Theater .Arts; Darrcl McDouglc.
Chairman, S. N. Hallock, Co-chairman, Center
of Science & Industry, 280 E. Broad St., Columbus, Oluo 4321.5; New Student Experimental Film categorv under Graphic Arts: SIO
entry fee for all lengths of film including both
8min, Super 8 and 16mm.
AWARDS:

This is the 12th year of the Chris
Statuette .\ wards, presented to the outstanding
films in each category. Films receiving the

ANNUAL INFORMATION FILM
PRODUCERS OF AMERICA AWARDS
Sponsored by the Information Film Producers ot America,
Inc. "Cindy" Awards Presented
at Annual Meeting of
IFPA, The Newporter Inn, Newport Beach Colifornlo
November 5, 6, 7, 1970

ANNUAL AWARDS

CO.VIPETITION

in rec-

ognition of outstanding information films. The
purpose of the IFPA awards is to stimulate
constant improvement in the quahty of informational, pubhc relations and educational
films, and their effective utilization by indutr\', business, education and government.

Continued on page 2-

VILIS

20

LAPENIEKS
AT WORK

BUSINESS SCREEN

Shooting an hour-long

CBS TV Special on the

Tijuana Brass, Vilis Lapenieks decided
to get a close shot from inside the bull ring
at a rodeo.

They said:

''Bulls

that steel barrel." But this

never touch

one

did.

So Vilis got

a great shot of 16,000 spectators upside

down,
Vilis

bull

until

the battery cord

came

unplugged.

had a broken arm and he hopes the

had a headache. But the camera was O.K.

They used

it

the next day.

An

Eclair

NPR.

For an NPR brochure, write
Eclair Corporation at 7262
Melrose Avenue, Los Angeles
Calif. 90046: or at 18 West
56th Street, New Yorl< 10019.

CAMERA MAKERS SINCE
JANUARY, 1970

1909
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THE lUH INTERNATIONAL
INDUSTRIAL FILM FESTIVAL

festival planning guide

Sponsored by
The Confederation of European

continued

Industrial Federations (CEIF)

cal

Public

Information.

Techni-

Information,

tions,

Promotion, Industrial RelaEducation and Enrichment.

sweepstakes awards for both television
and radio at annual presentation dinner.
cial

JUDGING:

ENTRY INFORMATION: Any

film

com-

pleted for release during the period August
I, 1969 through August 1, 1970. More than
one film may be submitted by the same member or organization. Entiy deadline is August
1, 1970. Entry fee per film is $25 for members, $40. tor non-members. For additional information, write Film Competitions Chairman,
Information Film Producers of America, Inc.,
P.O. Bo.x 1470, Holhwood, California 90028.

THE 17TH INTERNATIONAL ADVERTISING
FILM FESTIVAL

—

World Association

MANAGEMENT:

Ltd.

The Executive Council

of
responsible for aU policy
matters in relation to the Organization of the
Festival. All inquiries should be made to the
Festival Director: Mr. S. I. Dalgleish Office.
International Advertising Film Festival, 35
fully

is

PiccadilK',

LONDON

\VR'

9PB

England.

Phone 7,34-7621.

ENTRY DATES:

meeting

Books of Entry Forms and

Fortv

screening

creative

in several countries

make

initial

panels
judg-

ing.
Final judging panel consisting of 23
judges representing advertising companies, ad\ertising agencies, production companies and

Seven Official Categories of Festival

CRITERIA:

Excellence in broadcast and television commercial presentation including audio
and visual quality, sales message impact, and
overall technical skill and technique.

AWARDS:

Special

winners

12

gories.
in

in

trophy

presentations

and 8 radio
approximately 250

television

IBA

a\\ards to
judging. And, a special

"Man

to
cate-

final-

of

the

INFORMATION:

ences.

Additional
information,
entry forms and data on past winners may be
obtained from the Holly\\ood Radio and Television
Society,
International
Broadcasting
Awards, 1717 N. Highland Avenue, Hollvwood, California 90028. Phone: (213) 4651183.

Films will be judged by prod-

uct categories. There will be 17 individual
categoi ies in each of the two groups
Cinema
and Television and details of each categorx
are included in the film entry books togethei
with the regulations governing the entry of

—

Category D: Films about specific products
with a direct sales purpose, infor general audiences or dealers
(excluding films for showing in paid time in
cinemas or on television).
Category G: Films on accident prevention,
and research (excluding film used as a research
tool) intended primarily for special audiences,
including educational establishments.
Category F: Training films (for example,
or

services,

tended either

Category G: Films on accdident prevention,
occupational diseases, rehabilitation, health,
education and other aspects of social security.

from

TV

Films, other than sales films,
about specific industrial products, materials or
projects intended primarily for special audi-

films on management measures for increasing
efficiency, producti\'ity, automation, human
relations, vocational guidance) intended primarily for special audiences.

films.

international jury is drawn
creative miheux from countries where

general audiences.
Category B: Films, other than sales films,
about specific industrial products, materials
or projects, intended primarih' for general audiences.
Categorj' C:

Registration Forms will be issued
from the Head Office during Februarv.

JURY: The

Category A: Films about subjects of general industrial or scientific interest (economic,
social or technical) or films contributing to the
prestige of a sponsor, intended primarily for

Year" award presented annually to the person
judged the outstanding man of the year in
international communications.

Delegate

CATEGORIES:

compete from CEIF.

vitation to

broadcasters.

ists

Venice
June 15-20, 1970
Sponsored by the Screen Advertising

S.A.W.A.

industrial federations of West Europe,
send their best industrial motion pictures,
chosen in national competition, to a different
Eiuopean capital each >ear for the world's
most formidable industrial film competition.
Entries from other lands, including the United
States, must be submitted through similar national industrial federations, upon formal in-

The

CATEGORIES:

is

a prime media.

ENTRIES: An

official invitation to participate

must be extended to the National Association
of Manufactmers, as the U.S. host group; a
sub-committee appointed by the N 'A/M has
worked in cooperation with the U.S. Council
on International Nontheatrical Events (CINE)
official U.S. entries, if invited. The
11th annual event is tentatively scheduled to
be held in Rome, Italy in October, 1970;
in Barcelona the following year.

to select

13TH INTERNATIONAL FILM & TV
FESTIVAL OF
Combined

NEW YORK

with The 1st International

Film-Fair of

New

York

PURPOSE: To
companies who

honor those individuals and
contribute to the greatness of
the industry with their outstanding creations.
coincidental seminar held during the festival
provides a showcase for new developments
and a forum for the sharing of new ideas and
techniques.

THE 27TH ANNUAL NATIONAL
SAFETY FILM CONTEST

A

CATEGORIES:

Sponsored by the Notional Committee
on Films for Safety

ELIGIBLE FILMS;

motion pictures pro1969 whose primary
which have important accident prevention sequences. Contest
entrv deadline will be February 16, 1970.
All
or released during
olijectives are safety or

duced

Inclusive,

encompassing

phases of film production from Filmstrips,

all

in-

dustrial films, television and cinema commerto filmed introductions, titles as well as
public service television programs, featurettes

cials

and multi-media presentations.

THE 11TH

ANNUAL INTERNATIONAL

completed

Sponsored by the Hollywood
Radio and Television Society

for entry.
films,

after

September,

production

1969

is

eligible

There is no limit to the number of
programs or commercials which may be

submitted.

ELIGIBILITY: Open

to radio

and

television

commercials broadcast during 1970 in any na-

ENTRY DEADLINE:

September

1,

1970.

tion in the \\orld.

INFORMATION:
CATEGORIES: Twelve

television and eight
radio commercial categories. In addition, spe-

22

Complete data and entry information is available from Herbert Rosen,
festival chairman. Industrial Exhibitions, 121
W. 45th St., New York, N.Y. 10036.

pictures,

(16mm)

in

Occupational. 2. Home.
3. Traffic and transportation. 4. Recreational
and Sports. 5. General. Judged separately are

each of five

ENTRY INFORMATION: Any

BROADCASTING AWARDS

CATEGORIES: Motion

television
spots.

fields:

and

1.

tlieatric.al

subjects,

TV

shorts

and

AWARDS:

Bronze Plaques will be awarded to
top winners in each of the various areas of
safet>'. Award of Merit Certificates will be
given to other films for special reasons of subject treatment, production excellence and/or
unusual contribution to safety. At the discretion of the judges, awards may be given separately
tary,"

for

and

"instruction-teaching,"
for "inspirational"

documen-

purpose

films.

BUSINESS SCREEN

fully
industrial
festival
offering
winners
orchestrated color leader film hiphliRhtinR
llieir achievements.

PURPOSE AND OBJECTINES: The U

S.

Industrial Film I'>sti\al and its objecti\es;
• to highl'ght the Industrial Film and its
effectiveness as a modern communications mediimi.
• to provide producers, sponsors and dis-

tributors with an opportunity to showcase their productiims.
• to enable the industrv to maintain an
ever increasing standard of production excellence through competitive competition.

ORGANIZATION:

One (it the placjue winning films ma\' be designed "Safety film of the Year" and receive
appropriate recognition.

PRESENTATIONS:

Films winning the Bronze
Plaque will he shown in October during the
National Safety Congress and Exposition in
Chicago, Illinois. Plaques will be presented at
that time to representatives of sponsors of
the.se
films by the Committee's chairman.
Award of Merit winners will receive their
awards after the final judging which is in
.April. All winners will be notified immediateh

Entries

are

.separated

COMPLETE

16mm LABORATORY
SERVICES

by

t\pe of production into foiu' distinct groups:
• Commercial Productions
• (ioNcrnmcnt Productions
• In-PJant Productions
• l'ni\crsity Productions
liiiscd on its type of production, each entry
is judged within its own group with films produced under comparable circumstances. Each
gi-oup contains 15 identical categories of subject matter into which a film is entered. Judging of filmstrips is likewise separated from motion pictures but utilizes the same groups and

7255 ECO AND EF MS PROCESSING

EASTMAN COLOR INTERNEG POSITIVE

COLOR ADDITIVE PRINTING

CHICAGO

IN

.

.

.

categories.

JUDGING:

Films are rated on a point basis
factors such as effectiveness of
film,
audience motivation, clarity, photography and sound. Black and white films are
welcomed and judging forms are so constructed that these films are not penalized
when compared with color productions.

NORTH SHORE

considering

NORTH SHORE MOTION PICTURE
LAB., INC.

the judging.

after

12 East Grand Avenue

INFORMATION ON AWARDS PROGRAMS:
Write to Wm. E. Wendland, Secretary, National

Committee on Films

Mich-'gan

Ave.,

5th

Floor,

for Safety,

425 N.

Chicago,

Illinois,

Chicago,

Illinois

60611

Phone (312) 321-9348

60611.

IN
SAN FRANCISCO INTERNATIONAL

NEW YORK

.

.

.

FILM FESTIVAL
Son Francisco

CATEGORIES:

— October,

Within "Films

CINELAB

1970

for

Communi-

cation" section include Educational (classroom
entraining); Enlightenment (information
richment); Documentation (essays
factual);
and Persuasion (promotion
influence).

&

CINELAB, CORP.

&

&

421 West 54th Street

&

New

ENTRY DEADLINE:
try

(and fees): Official endeadline to be annoimced.

AWARDS: Golden Gate (placque) 1st; Silver
placque-2nd; Bronze placque-3rd; plus "Best
of Category" placque and "Honorable Mention" awards in each category.
INFORMATION:

For entry data and other
information, write San Francisco International
Film Festival, 425 California, San Francisco.
Calif.

94104.

U.

S.

INDUSTRIAL

FILM FESTIVAL
Chkogo

—

April 30, 1970 at

Palmer House Hotel.

Pvecognizing that the attainment of awards is a
valuable measure of success and such achievements provide producers, sponsors and distributors with an ideal basis for publicity, sales
promotion and advertising programs, the U. S.
Industrial Film Festival was created in 1967
specifically to serve those interested in the
industrial film medium. The festival initiated
the concept of separating entries by t>pe of

producer (see "Organization") and

JANUARY, 1970

is

the only

York,

New

York 10019

Phone (212) 7651670

RECOGNITION:
festival

receives

acknowledging

its

Every film entered
a

"Certificate

of

in

the

Entry"

WRITE FOR

receipt.

The festival provides one first place "Gold
Comera" award for each category of subject
matter within each group for both motion pictures and filmstrips. Presentation of the award
is not mandatory, for it is earned strictly on
the basis of merit. Those films not receiving a
first place award but judged to be of festival
qualit\' are presented with a "Certificate ol
Creative Excellence."

BROCHURE

CINELAB CORP.
421 W. 54th

New
PleasB send

Three special "Gold Camera" Awards are
presented each year. They are the Business
Screen Magazine Award to the outstanding
Advertising-Sales Promotion film, the Back

n
D
n

Stage Piililication .Award to the outstanding
Public Relations film and the Chairman's Spe-

Name-

cial

Award

for Outstanding Creativity.

ENTRY DEADLINE: March
INFORM.\TION: For

1,

1970.

St.

10019

information on;

CINEUB SERVICES
NORTH SHORE SERVICES
BOTH

Company—
Address
City

Stale

complete details and

ma

York, N. Y.

-Zip-

entry information, wTite J. W. Anderson, festival chairman, U. S. Industrial Film Festival,
161 East Grand .Vvenue, Chicago, Illinois
60611. USA Cable: FILMFEST
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Delegates are welcomed to opening session at the festival. Host at West Berlin,
Riesenberg president of the international jury.

Dr.

Hugo

Ritter

(inset) chats with Will

15 Countries Compete

in

International Festival
'T^Hn Significant Role of the industrial
-*film in the social and economic communications' process were cited in the keynote address which opened the 10th International Industrial Film Festival on Tuesday
morning, November 1 1 in the Congress
Hall of West Berlin. Fritz Berg, distinguished president of the Bundesverbandes
der Deutschen Industrie (West Germany's
manufacturer associations), noted the wide
and resultful use of the film medium by
companies throughout Europe.
At the Festival's concluding Gala Awards
Dinner ceremonies at the Berlin Hilton on
Saturday evening, November 15, Dr. Wolfgang Eichler, managing director of the Federal Union of German Employers' Associations, prefaced Grand Prix awards with these
comments:
"121 films from 15 countries were displayed on the screens of the Congress Hall
this week. Judging from the films I have
seen here, strong creative impulses have

come
ing

to

tlie

the industrial film,

thus confirm-

close relation of industry

and

cul-

ture."
is

this

films in the

/?

Berg,

president

derDeutschen

of

Industrie,

the
at

Bundesverbandes
opening session.

Rouen, France in 1959. The presence at
West Berlin this year of the first sizeable
U.S.

delegation,

including

communications' executives,
lustre to this year's Festival.

tion of

European

nine

corporate

added further
The Confedera-

Industrial Federations

is

the sponsoring organization. Counterpart or-

ganizations in the Federal Republic of Ger-

kind of high-level management
Darticipation which has made this event
the premier world competition for factual
It

Fritz

10 years since

its

inaugural at

many were 1969

hosts as the Festival re-

turned to West Berlin for the second time.
24 prize trophies awarded in the seven
well-defined
competitive categories were

first prize. Grand Prix and
honors given Why Man CieaU'\
were supplemented by the seeond prize
awarded Operutor in category F and by the
fourth prize trophy given The Sianijicance
of You in the highly-competitive category
C. Operator was sponsored by American
Telephone & Telegraph Co. and produced
by the Festival's sole woman producer, Nell
Cox. The Signijicance of You. sponsored by
Uoise Cascade Ci'rporation. was produced
by dcMartin. .Marona & .Associates.

pleased as the
Inforfilni

Denmark, with

for Water
and France,

prize

third

a

B)

(category

Islands

the

to

with another "third"' for .\ature Morte (category C) were the only other countries to
share prize honors at Berlin.
useful

is

It

note

to

the

criteria

guided members of the Jury:
objective

specific

(2)

the fihn

is

of

likely

to

(1)

communicate

at

the level of the specified audience? (3)
judge technical ami artistic qualities of the
film, consider visual quality, sound and

tempo.
active

participants

Berlin

at

in-

cluded Japan (12 entries); France (13 titles); the Netherlands (8 titles) and Sweden (7 titles). Denmark submitted five
Spain,

films;

four;

Finland,

two;

Austria,

two; and Belgium and Portugal had a single
entry apiece. Among these 47 films, representing 10 countries, there were only two
third prizes shared

by Denmark and France,

emphasizing the awards' dominance

at

West

Berlin of the five big winners: Britain, Ger-

many.

Italy,

Worthy
gree

of

Switzerland, and the U.S.A.

of special note

screening

was the high de-

excellence

achieved

by

two theaters of the ConWest Berlin. At some previous
CEIF-sponsored Festivals, there was a conprojectionists in the

gress Hall at

siderable

tween
the

difference

16mm

vast

and

in

screen

35mm

quality

prints.

the

worlds

i;rejt

only one black

places,

//est

be-

.Although

majority of entries at Berlin, es-

from European lands, were
35mm color prints (84 of 121 entries),
there were 38 entries on 16mm print stock
and every one of these was shown with exceptional clarity and brilliance. Four Festival winners were on 16mm, including two
of the three U.S. award-winners.

Underscoring the dominance of color in
today's industrial motion pictures there

was

&

white entry

among

the

competing in Berlin, riie French
entry, Ecrire Pour Etru Lu, produced for
office training by Les Analyses Cinema2

films

1

tographiques of Paris (a previous Festival
winner), really didn't need color for its
purpose but suffered audience and jury
displeasure from an ill-fated attempt to

German subtitles in addition to
English subtitles and an original French

hand-insert
its

sound track. It was all very confusing.
Honors for the Festival's funniest film
(though it might not have been intended
that way) easily went to a Swiss entry, Tres
Cliairs et Tendres which opened the Festival screenings in category A. Turning to
""pure" fantasy for its delineation of mechanized poultry production, this abysmally
long film (55 minutes) dismayed early Festival viewers with sequences best summar-

from these program notes:
is teaching the hens to speak.
Tliey catch on without difficulty because
modern poidtry breeding gives them contact and initiative which they didn't have
ized

"A parrot

in

pecially subjects

grandfather's lienhouse

Of more

serious import

analysis of the

many

.

Congress

Berlin's

Hall

was the

festival

site.

Berlin.

our sobering

aspects of

modern

in-

Major representation of such basic

industries as automotive manufacture;

atomchemical and

power, air transport, oil,
pharmaceutical products, banking, shipbuilding, steel-making, heavy machinery and
construction projects gave delegates real inic

sight into competitive aspects

among

the 15

countries.

Agricultural interests varied from flower

production, tobacco culture and processing

and wine-making. Denmark and

Italy

were

especially active in this subject area. Prod-

with selling overtones
manufacturing
demonstrations,
showed brick making (Holland); concrete
and cement (France, Spain); candles (Sweden) matches (Sweden); chinaware (Japan);
salt
(Netherlands)
and
textiles
(U.S.A.).
presentations,

uct

through

The

currently important subject of ocean

was covered in two
and similar films from Japan
with such major firms as Mitsui and NYK
showing these activities. The Japanese enfreight containerization

competing

tries in '69

included a

new

car presentation

two important overseas construction
project reports (Mitsui, on an Australian
coal field project and Kajima-Tasei with a
report on a big dam project in Malaysia);
Hitachi showed a film on weather forecasting and a "product" film on stereo sound
(

Colt

)

;

."

.

is

dustry represented on the screens in West

Exchanging world film views at Charlottenburg Castle reception (I to r): B.
Dugdale, Shell-Mex & BP Ltd., British delegate; Inga Millar, of Norway's
Produktivet Institut; U.S. delegate Ott Coelln; and Godfrey Jennison, Films
Officer, Shell Mex & BP Ltd., another member of the British delegation.
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iiiLtt'ng

the

is

1

Other

of

which

acliieved?

film

tlie

One

equipment. Japan's entry in aircraft building was featured in a Shin Meiwa film on
its

Stol

craft

Flying Boat PX-S.

The Swiss

air-

maker, Pilatus, also showed perform-

ance characteristics of
Overall,
tries this

its

however, the

Pilatus Porter.

12 Japanese

en-

year were not of the high quality

and with the usual design qualities of past
successes.

Some

distraction

involving film

Pictured at Berlin Senate reception (I. to r.): U.S. delegate Richard Roxas,
Meetings & Presentations mgr., Westinghouse Electric Corp. and Mrs. Roxas;
Mrs. Jack Gabrielson; British delegate G. C. Hargrove, British-American Tobacco Co. and U.S. delegate Jack Gabrielson, McDonnell-Douglas Corporation.
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international festival
continued

assignments for the 1970

Expo

at

Osaka

is

suspected.

The

was represent-

air transport industry

ed by two excellent entries by KLM Royal
Dutch, two films from Swissair (one prize
winner) and an Air France internal training
film entry.

sponsored and produced by
Olivetti (all on computers and related office products) by four Fiat pictures (two
prize winners among them) and two films
sponsored by Montecatini Edison. The
Montecatini film. Biton Lavoro Slid (Good
Work South) was a most informative refilms

five

track with a complete
selection of specialized
equipment including
opaque projectors (for
the projection of nontransparent material),
stop motion analyst
projectors, 16MM Xenon
projectors (for brightest
and long distance
projection), 16 & 35MM

double system sound
interlock projectors,

overhead projectors, strip
film sound projectors,
background slide
projectors and projection
accessory equipment.
Everything is available
for rent, long-term lease,
or sale.

And

keep you
running on schedule we
can also provide
completely packaged
programs.
to

For further information

and/or reservations call
or write Mr. Bob Roizman
(212) 757-6977.

®

The Camera Mart
212

•

757-6977

at

Ber-

Charlottenburg Castle; the "Evening in
Berlin" party hosted by Arnold & Richter
at

still

films,

second prize winner
category (G).

in films cf that special

val

is

to

Italian

presently slated for Italy with the site

be named by next year's hosts: the
Confederation of Industry.
•

But the banking business also held surprises

for

Festival

juries

Bank Limited

Barclays

first

and

audiences.

lead Britain in-

to the winner's circle with a richly-deserved
second prize in category
for the Larkins-

A

produced

The

Curious History
Money. This animated display of the
title,

ents of writer-producer Beryl

Stevens was

soon followed by the Grand Prix and
prize

of
tal-

first

given to Barclays for The Behaviour Game, a very amusing and effecalso

on courteous behaviour.

tive film

The Midland Bank

entry.

Farmers Three

(category C), merited honors for its warm,
honest picturization of typical land-owners

helped

French

by

bank. And a remarkable
sponsored by the Banques

that

film,

Populaires, Paris, was easily the Festival's
most complex production, involving very

done

well

historical
sequences, excellent
casting and sync sound dialogue. Cinema &
Publicite deserve special credit for this ma-

president Will Riesenberg presents first
trophy for "Why Man Creates to U.S.
delegate Michael Ritt of Combined Insurance Co.
Jury

prize

jor production effort in a traditional studio

format seldom seen
days of the cinema

in

these shoot-and-run

verite.

Electric utility

and pipeline construction
reports-on-film, some superb delineation by
European and Japanese steel makers (notably Italsider and the Japan Steel Works)
and the prize-winning aluminum alloys film

John Chlttock (left), Financial Times' correspondent visits with U.S. delegate Johna Pepper
and Norman Vigars, films officer for Ford Ltd.

produced by Ronald Riley &
High Duty Alloys Ltd. of
Britain round out this "general" background
of what the festival films were all about.
(Profiles)

Associates for

There was very little doubt that this
year's Jury selections were truly representa-

Inc.

1845BROADWAY(AT60THST.)N.Y.10023

PHONE:

week

The English entry, a brief cartoon sponsored by the National Coal Board, was the

pressed Southern regions.

Audio-Visual Line can put
your ideas on the right

for the rest of Festival

the reception given by the Berlin Senate

Mining safety was the concern of two
from France {Tir de Mines) and
England (Hands, Knees & Boomps-ciDaisy), both from coal industry sources.

port on that company's success in creating
opportunities in Italy's hard-

THE CAMERA MART

As
lin:

and leading West German film laboratories;
and the special ballet performance at the
Berlin Opera House were typical of the exceptional hospitality accorded the several
hundred international delegates and jury
members by our hosts in West Berlin.
We have already described the superb
meeting hall arrangements of the Congress
Hall
(Camera Eye: September, 1969);
you'll meet members of the U.S. Delegation
in pictures on these pages. The 1970 Festi-

new work

>^fy^ mk

The Unknown Con-

Leonaris Films' superb and detailed
exposition of biochemistry and biophysical
discoveries (the category A winner) or the
instant but lasting popularity of Wliy Man
Creates, which earned a triple-crown for
the U.S.A.

15 entries were easily dominated

Italy's

by

ing applause earned by
tinent.

tive

of the

Festival's

best.

A

switch of a

few Jury votes here and there might have
altered a second, third or fourth place but

few

at

West Berlin

will forget the

resound-

BUSINESS SCREEN

ANEW

cassette

ed on the tape. After a customer
has played back the Videocassette program, the cassette can
he returned to the program's supre-recording another
for
jilicr
program on the same Videocas-

utilizing

sette.

VIDEOTAPE

with

system

ci^nsidcrablc

signifi-

cance to the sponsored film

November by Sony Corpora-

in

videoplayer
or

sets,

TV.

system,

TV

home

regular

A

America.

of

tion

\

in-

New York

dustry was unveiled in

projection

large-screen
recjuired.

as

color or b/vv

Sony Color

a

ideoplayer. and a VideiKassette

tape which can be loaded and un-

loaded as easily as an audio tape
the

minutes.

addition,

In

a

speakers are used as well as the

adaptor to the Color Videoplayer
will permit color or b/w TV pro-

grams

be recorded from the
air, or, cassettes to be duplicated
from one cassette to another.
to

The Sony Color Videoplayer
can be connected to any standard
color TV set, without any modifications to the set, to immediately reproduce a color picture on
the screen, with sound. Additionally, because it is fully compatible, it may be used with a

TV

b,'w

set.

As seen in the New York
demonstration, the quality of the
picture on 12-inch Sony and 23inch
Zenith
receivers
placed
about the Cotillion Room of the
was

Pierre Hotel

—

superior,

it

very, very

seemed

is

90

to

to

good
some

Cassette

expected to
be $20 in the United States.
Since a Videocassette has two
sound tracks, a program can

program

minute

simple

Each
can provide a program up

Videocassette

system.

The price of a non-recorded,
re-usable Videocassette for a 90-

have stereophonic sound when
the sound is played back through
a stereo amplifier and separate

comprise the basis for

cassette,

The

TV

Videoplayer

set for video.

By

attaching a simple adaptor,

$100

about

ultimately

the

in

Color
United
Videoplayer, TV programs from
the air can be recorded in color
or b/w on the Videocassette in
the

the

to

States,

Surprisingly

shown

of

resolution

of the tape

is

approximately

Sony

Videoplayer.

make

intends

recording

its

to

facilities

motion picture
and TV industries, music recording companies, publishers,
educational
institutions
and
sports promoters to transfer their
programs to Videocassettes. Sony
believes its Color Videoplayer

available

will

the

to

create,

for

new ways of

these industries,

selling

programs

to

the public.

The company expects
ultimate price of

its

that the

Videoplayer

be as low as $350
United States.
will

in

the

Because the Color Videoplayutilizes a magnetic tape recording system, a program on a
Videocassette can be erased easily and as frequently as on audio
tape. The reuse of the Videocas-

er

sette

ings,

will

the

reflect

substantial sav-

company

said.

Sony

inch.

Sony disclosed that it has been
working with Philips, of Eindhoven,

Netherlands,

the

in

the

development of video recording
technology to meet worldwide
and
Philips,
Sony,
standards.
other companies, such as Grun-

GmbH

dig

Germany

West

of

ards are finally achieved.
Akio Morita, executive

carries a

program of up

utes being

to 90

min-

loaded.

of

the company's
Sony,
Color Videoplayer, together with
that

said

an extensive Videocassette library will at first be on the market in Japan in late 1970.

Pre-recorded program is reproduced with the Sony Color Videoplayer on
19-inch color TV screen.

a

Industrial film sponsors, currently intrigued with the possibilities

of the

CBS-EVR

troduced early
now another possible

medium

distribution
If

system inhave

year,

last

program

to consider.

90 minutes of good

quality

color picture can be placed in a
reusable casette about the size of

90
a pocket book for $20 for
minutes (and probably considerproshorter
for
lower
ably
may
day
the
perhaps
grams),
sponsors
industrial
when
loom
will

be loaning their programs to

new mass
owner who

a great

player

borrow

cost of the Videocassette will be

tributor

proportion to
the number of programs record-

hundreds

in direct

Close-up shows videocassette which

vice

co-founder,

and

president,

also pointed out that the original

amortized

have been

%

sideration before universal stand-

a Videowide variety of programs for the Color
In

pictures

the

order to create

tem yet seen.

TV

Sony Videoplayer is 250 lines in
color, 300 monochrome. Width

cassette library with a

than color tape reproduction on any helical scan sys-

quality

home.

Horizontal

hope to accomplish this worldwide aim with the Sony system.
But it is likely that other manusoon introduce
will
facturers
other systems for worldwide con-

viewers,

good

Sony's newly introduced
cassette videoplayer system.
in

country.

of
will

TV

video-

be able to

programs from
exchanges located

free

of

cities

across

disin

the
•
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Multi-image sequence starts with close-up of a
face

.

.

.

vrOU CAN PRODUCH

a multi-screen

a/v

show as dazzling as anything you've
with the same money
seen at Expo
-'-

.

.

.

spend on a standard single frame
slide show. And with no more equipment
or technical know-how than you need foi
you'd

or four screens with a picture of men talking, then a picture of the thing they're talk-

light up.

three screens; a picture of his son, one.

a live speaker suddenly appears in a spotlight, holding an aerosol can with the firm's

—

You can

technicjue that

makes

possible

it

was

developed by the
groups of Lawrence Wolf (Canada) Ltd., a
Toronto-based marketing communications
organization, and its U. S. affiliate, Lawproduction

audiovisual

rence Wolf Inc., in Buffalo.

The

secret

in the slide itself.

is

A

special

can turn from red to amber to greeu;
wheel turn around; and a word

ferris

ing about could fade in on the screen between them. You can also vary the size of
images
a picture of a man might fill

ordinary slides.

The

light

a

bleed a single image across

the screens, to suggest size; or repeat

smaller form on each of
it

it

all

in

2 screens, to give

1

emphasis.

make things grow on the
by progressively revealing
parts of a whole; or by changing the actual
Ytni can even

screen,

either

imaee.

also incorporate a live speaker

You can

into the slide

W"

program. In the Wolf show,

symbof emblazoned on

—

He

it.

presses

and the same aerosol can pops
the button
onto the screen, beside him.
Unlike movies, you can juxtapose still

make com-

images to show relationships,

parisons and contrasts. You can also infinitely vary the sizes and shapes of your
images and of your screens.
You get a time flexibility that would be

impossible with movies. Since the operation
of the technique is so simple, the operator
has complete control over the duration of

rograms on A Mini-Budget
Wolf

to modify standard
each slide can carry up
to six images of varying sizes and shapes,
each of which can be projected on a separate

enables

process

35mm.

slides so that

For

instance,

the

of a construction

pies all 12 screens.

the shot

is

large

The

site.

shown

panoramic view

each image. A wide range of complicated
effects can be achieved without the need for
split-second synchronization of film and live
speaker, or without the need for a complex,

shot occu-

computer-controlled tape and highly trained

full

But only one corner of
first.

Then more

screens

technician.

The technique requires
amount of equipment. Most

a

minimum

visual effects

screen.

are filled in stages. Finally, the whole image

With two ordinary slide projectors, then,
you can create up to 12 images simultaneously. And with two Kodak Ektagraphics
and a standard Kodak dissolve unit, you can
produce animated images.
Wolf's own house presentation is a show-

the

described can be created with two ordinary

completely variable, so the image
can grow in any number of ways or geometric patterns.
You can also have the image grow by
changing it. A tree might start as a seedling

Kodak Ektagraphic 900 projectors, and an
ordinary Kodak dissolve unit.
An entire show can be packaged in regular Kodak Carousel slide trays. It requires
no technical expertise to run the show and

new technique

case for the

—

a technique

which can turn ordinary sales meetings into
pint-sized Expos, and which is already being used by such clients in the United States
and Canada as Eastman Kodak, Westinghouse, and Pharmacraft.
The big advantage of the technique is its
flexibility
both in ease of operation, and

—

in

the

you

to

number

of different

ways

it

enables

achieve dramatic effects.

One way

is

to vary the

number and comWolf

binations of images you project. In the

show, one segment shows a close-up of an
eye, nose and mouth, with the rest of the
face not shown. Then, in a series of quick
flashes, the rest of the face is added. Then
part of the face is shown in combination
with three separate shots of a
as

girl

laughing,

though the face were watching the
This technique is good for showing

tionships

girl.

rela-

or contrasts, or for dramatically

emphasizing a point.

You

could

fill

three

is

revealed.

screens

in

The order

in

which you

fill

is

one screen, and grow

vertically

to

fill

more screens until it is a fully
grown giant in the forest.
Another dramatic technique is to add
more images. Start with a single shot of a
man's face, filling one screen. Then add
successively

faces of other people in other screens until

your original image is now just a face in
the crowd.
And all this, remember, with two ordinary
slide

projectors.

The very shape
itely variable:

in

of each image

is

infin-

addition to any geometric

shape, special or irregular shapes are also
possible by using special masks on the
slides.

By adding
unit, the slide

You

a

specially-designed

dissolve

the necessary

set

up

in

or exhibition booth into a small-scale Expo.
Local and regional sales meetings can be
as visually impressive as the national sales

and the regional sales manager
meeting
can run the whole show himself in a hotel
The technique can even be used for a
sales presentation. Since the show is lowcost and extremely portable, a salesman can
literally carry it with him into a client's
.

.

.

office.

All this can be done on a budget that's
frequently comparable to the cost of a traditional single-screen slide show.

show almost becomes a movie.

can achieve extii^mley rapid motion
effects by flashing a series of very similar
images in rapid succession, with slight variations in each shot. For example, a traffic

equipment can be

a matter of minutes.
The show can adapt itself to any sized
facility, turning a meeting room, auditorium

All

takes for a multi-screen mini-spec-

it

tacular

is

a

couple of slide projectors,

modest budget, an

electrical

outlet

a

and an

audience.

Then,

just plug

it

in

and turn them on.

c

A

live speaker can step into
the spotlight to demonstrate a certain

product or emphasize a point.
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"The Three-Ten from Texas"
History-PR-Information
piPELINE BUILDING,
-*-

conservation and

lesson in little-known history of the
Southwest are the ingredients successfully
a

Annie?';

—

approach to a subject that can

tured the challenge, the

all-too-easily

hilaration

an

like

exciting

"Death Valley Days" than
The Three-Ten from Texas

known

history

chapter

from

a pipeline film.

offers

some

ing

of the

how

of
it

is

pipeline

has

cleverly

drama and

cap-

the ex-

while

building,

tell-

done without lengthy mono-

logues on the mechanical technicalities.

Perhaps

lit-

Southwest while
following the construction trail of a massive
pipeline being installed through beautiful,
sometimes foreboding terrain by El Paso
Natural Gas Co.
Masterfully narrated by the craggy voice
of Victor Jory and interspersed with Remington-like paintings by Reynold Brown, the
film changes neatly from Brown's scenes of
the Old West to the present world of hardy
men fighting choking dust and the desert
tle

got written

it

way
and there wasn't
So we wrote it. Sammy Kahn

any such song.
can relax."
Producer Williamson

More

and from any medium

Sister

into the script that

combined in the sharp new film, The ThreeTen from Texas. This film is a refreshing
be boring.

to

My

'Where's

leaves

most important,
knowing a little more

viewer
about the

the

history of the area, feeling that the color-

natural beauty of the area has been
preserved and aware that some companies
(El Paso Natural Gas in this case) are pro-

ful

modern conveniences without polluting or impairing the natural environment.
viding important

install a pipeline across parts of four
southwestern states.
Producer Jack Williamson, of Jack Williamson Motion Picture Productions, under-

to

staled.

"We had some

"The

was

pipeline

difficulties."

well

underway," said

Williamson, "before the film got a go-ahead,
so without waiting for the niceties of a

we had to plunge headlong into this
700-mile-long construction project before
they (construction crews) got it into the
ground and covered up. Consequently, we
shot 14,000 feet of film to get our ISVz
minutes, retracing the route later to tie in
script,

8mm

Super 8

16mm

our historical yarns."
Williamson said, "The

initial

Producer Jack Williamson (right) directs photography for Cameraman Don Flocker and Assistant
Cory Williamson.

concept of

was sold with a storyboard presentation, Reynold Brown's sketches put on
slides, aided by a I/4" mag voice track with
head-and-tail music and one or two sound
the film

• Quality

effects.

• Fasf Service

"In our

initial

consideration of the script,

we recognized immediately that our problem would not be finding enough trail stories
along the route, but a matter of selection.
We all agreed that we didn't want Billy the
Kid, Wyatt Earp and Geronimo; we want-

nobody had ever heard of
"nobodies' like harmonica-playing Dew-

ted the people

—
Magno Sound
723 Seventh Avenue
18 West 45th Street

\l501 Broadway

New

York

212-CI7-2630
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ey,

out

who

rides

again.

Through the

into the prologue

and then

The only song he knew was
hills,

valleys

Bending

a natural gas pipe

too much and
won't lay right.

it

won't work

and desert, "The Three-Ten from Texas," follows a

is

tiicky

—

too

business

—

e and

it

litt

rolling, twisting route.

A

CREATE THE

MOOD

Right
picture parade

EVERY TIME
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with the
<

Filmstrips Teach
Human Relations Skills
rrainiiig and niotuuting personnel

competitive
market is a never-ending proeess.
Film A Month is a new, contin-

Lindbergh, USNR, Land of
:he Sea probes the last frontier

.Ion

on earth.

More

today's

in

uing series concept which can be

and

of help to harried personnel

who happen to
the human rela-

training directors

be involved in

knowledge, rapidly growing and
more complicated history, transient quality of many of our commimitics. and ease of travel and

significantly,

the

film

represents an emerging potential
for

a developing type

sored

—

film

-

those

communication

of spon-

cation for today's children

release

Becittitiides,

monthly

a

series

Red Cross Film Teaches

of

covers

all in

dependability,

ing their best to

loyalty,

courtesy,

cooperation, appearance and ambition. The series is
based on the belief that if emdiscipline,

ployees haven't the basic
relations
efforts,

cessful

they will

—

as

profitable

A

—

.

ships.

their early twenties, are do-

spokesmen,
and religion,
present their points of view in
the film. They expose the curriculum possibilities still legal under
the Court rulings, and point out
methods and examples now in
practice to make this subject an

make

the tradi-

programs of the American
Red Cross meaningful in today's
world.

Their most recent effort is a
Aquatic School. This

film called

Ten

film stresses that

it

• INDUSTRIAL FILMS

religion has played an important

E

role

of

the

Sea.

is

making the rounds of
around the country, being booked in as a free "feature"
to theatres who want to run it as
a supplement to their main procurrently
theatres

gram.

Potential Red Cross water safety instructors observe a demonstration of
the tired swimmer carry.

minute

14'/2

color

taught

is

who will be
when they return
own communities. The

film can be obtained

a feature-length look

ing

and explaining mysteries of

the

deep.

It

presents an

all

around look

and the land beneath the
Included are scenes of
aquanauts living undersea, the
dramatic moment when an atomlife

seas.

ic

their

to

submarine breaks through the

polar icecap.

The dramatic tenseness
recovery

of

a

revealed as the

of the

H-bomb
search is made
lost

is

—

and successfully concluded.
Narrated by Lt. Commander

and

local

Red Cross

withhold a large seg-

—

— not commitment.

Keystone for Education provides
an authoritative springboard for community information
and action. It is being distributed
bv Sterling Movies.

Kevitone for Education

—Re-

Public .Schools, a
color
documentary

tlje

was produced for the Educational Communication Association by Intcrfilm Cinema East
film,

purpose of clarifying the
United States Supreme Court defor the

cisions

public

growth

regarding religion in the

The

constant

available

technical

schools.

know-how and

:

recorded original music on

LP records

:

or

:

Tape ready

:

An

applications

is

The

film

is

accounting

available

to

sound legal

you

on

World
a

rights

completely

Re-recording rights

basis.

use"

flat

fee arrangement.

;

WRITE FOR 135-PAGE CATALOGUE TO

I

THOMAS

J.

VALENTINO

ilNCORPORATED
Esfob/ished ?932
I

;

:

150 W. 46 St.
or

phone

New

York 10036

(212) 246-4675

col-

and Universities from As-

sociation

library.

its

to

owns in own
mood

production

all

in

and other management sciences.
The 14-minute film shows how
the Auditape System saves time
and money by printing out exactly what is needed.
leges

"Ma'ior"

on

in

Mag.

for a mix.

de-

in
Masterminding the
Computer, sponsored by Haskins

Sells for students of

music

limited

scribed

&

IMPORTANT:

available

or V4-lnch Tape,

35mm

on 16 or

copyrights

beautifully-

available on a "per selection" or "un-

in

important breakthrough

computer

specializes in sound

:

:

i

Films.
:

JAMUARY, 1970

\

•

i

of

— you get exceptional technical

'

Film Clarifies Court Rule
Religion in Schools

half-hour.

:

chapter.

On

and

"MAJOR"

;

Important Breakthrough
Computer Applications

ligion

i

\

in such studies is objectivity. The
aim must be to educate
not
indoctrinate; to encourage un-

derstanding

\

• SALES PRESENTATIONS
• COMMERCIALS
• EDUCATIONAL

ignore this

from your

modern oceanography, explor-

at

at

shows

those

to

Modern Talking
is

film

what goes on where water safety
teaching others

the film

to

is

To

the

ment of the student's education
and understanding. The key word

Produced by Jerry Fairbanks
Productions and distributed by
Picture Service,

= 9 SLIDE FILMS

de-

our schools to teach about

art of the world.

Laud

= • TV FILMS

I

role in this history, literature

"feature",

I • FEATURE PRODUCTIONS
= • DOCUMENTARIES

necessary

Throughout

and

for your:

ages,

indeed,

75201.

Theatrical Industrial
Alcoa Aluminum's theatrical

editing, recording

• ANIMATION

religion.

Sea"—

titles,

i

and,

sirable

for

Of the

= scoring,

= dubbing music

life.

is

For more information, write
Film A Month, Suite 716, 505
N. Ervav Bids.. Dallas, Texas

"Land

background

— for

articulate

The

offers you a full
of

E production music for
= bridges, background

leaders in education

integral part of public school

for

you, or for themselves, as they
could and should be.

PRODUCTION

= "MAJOR"
= 65 hours

.

crew of three film makers,

tional

human

support their
never be as suc-

to

skills

.

Teachers Water Safety

such
subjects as self-esteem awareness,
enthusiasm, integrity, sincerity,
filmstrips,

needed by the students of

that

MAJOR'

iMUSIC
(LIBRARY

than

only a generation ago. But. the
film contends, the essential human questions remain the same
questions of identity and
morality and human relation-

tions aspects of training.

The

i

n

factors

all

necessitating a far different edu-

specifically

prepared for theatrical
and distribution.

are

\

Also available: Detailed Catalogue
of our complete LP library of
471

Sound

Effects.
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Optical Improvement Lens
For Carousel Projectors
The Coil (Condenser Optical
Improvement Lens) lens system
provide 40% greater illumination with a normal
500
will

DEK

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii

I

I

The

from a coating process of both

tained.

front and rear condenser lenses,

with

coupled with a reformulation of
the heat reducer thus eliminating
the need for heavy duty blowers

Kliptagon f/1.4

or increased power supply.

For
ed

full details, write

Sales

Visual

Record-

ing

a

projector

from 18

to

supplied

easy to adjust and incorporates

Vario

lens rang-

quick locking devices. The unit
features a unique 4-way bracket

A

consisting of three male studs for

is

corrected

highly

zoom
30mm.

12-volt,

100-watt quartz iodine projection
lamp provides brilliance and constant illumination over a 50-hour

Presentations,

Dept. BSC, 1815

A'.

Mer-

Indianapolis,

Indi-

20

lamp

ment of

volt

the

light

in

factor results

VANDERLEELIE FILM SYSTEMS
PROUDLY OFFERS YOU

data,

Hervic Distributes
Unomat Strobe Line

Street,

complete

Hervic Corporation

line of film rollers

bearing design insuring
film

any standard carousel projector. Improve1

camera mounting.
For complete descriptive

Complete Line of Film
Rollers from Treise

A

watt,

and
male stud for

light fixtures

write

minimum

line of strobes.

performance. All rollers are premolded of durable plastic,
including the core itself. The
lands in the rollers are angled
so that only the outside edges of
the film touch and the image
never comes in contact with the

Unomat

At present

three

models are offered. The model 3000 operates
on penlite batteries and models
6000 and 1000 are equipped

and smooth processor

pull

United

is

States distributor for the

for lab processors features ball-

condenser lens

mounting of

a V4 "-20 threaded

ana 46202.

idian

Coil replaces original

the

Berkey-ColorTran.
Inc..
Chestnut
Dept.
B5C.'
1015
St.. Burlmnk. California 91502.

Inc.,

set for greater brilliance.

iiiiiiiiiiiiniii

iiiiiiii

I

electronic

cision

flash

with built-in rechargeable nickel
This Bauer sound projector combines simplicity of operation with

many advanced

features.

roller.

Continuously variable speeds
range from 18 to 24 fps, forward
or reverse, with or without light.
life.

SOUND FOR
YOUR BOLEX!

Two

inputs are provided, one
microphone, the other for an
additional sound source. Mixing
is
automatic, as is sound-onsound recording. For full information, write Allied Impe.x Corporation, Dept. BSC, 168 Glen
Cove Road, Carle Place, N.Y.
for

Three electronic models of Unomat
strobes are available.

cadmium
operate

and
Treise

film

many

sizes

high-quality

Inexpensive,

lightweight

sound-on-film
module.
newly-improved,
converts your 16mm Bolex to a singlesystem magnetic sound camera. Its excellent
performance matches or exceeds
professional standards.

Boly-Sound
transistorized
designed especially for use
module.

The
Is

Boly-Drive

replaces

mechanism,

assures

f.p.s.

±1% — and

use of 200' or 400'

Now
tile,

—more
Your

than ever.

the

amplifier
with this

spring-wind

—

constant
speed 24
permits installation and

ated film or any type of film on

grips

to

the

accessories as well as cameras.

any

surface

securely,

on AC mains
equipped with "hot-

directly

are

more

For

Cinema

Bolex

becomes

Oal<s. California

is

tendency drive processors. For
information,
write
complete
Treise Engineering, Inc.. Dept.
BSC. 1941 First Street. San
Fernando. Calif. 91340.

Kodak Has Super 8
System Available
Kodak
has
Eastman
nounced the immediate
ability of a professional

anavail-

super 8

cartridge projection system.
more

versa-

more productive
detailed information write

effective,

Sound
All

VANDERLEELIE FILM SYSTEMS
P.O. Boi 8092
Universal Cify, California 91604

213/876-0237

BSC,
Sherman

Dept.

Ventura Blvd..
91403.

14225

write

information,

Beaulieu.

signed to use the
For

built-in

strobes can

It

magazines.

to:

Projector Serves

8mm

tion

threading of
is

all

three

Cartridge,

Kodak

the

De-

Projec-

system pro-

vides a completely enclosed film

Formats

The Bauer T22, a single-system projector, offers sound projection
semi-automatic
and
mats and

32

Mitee Grip Earns
Title "The Gripper"
The Mitee Grip supports many
types of lighting instruments and

addition

and

Unomat

shoe" contacts.

in

and types.

standard
rollers are other models for use
with unperforated or multiperforIn

An

are available

rollers

batteries

chargers. All

8mm

for-

completely self-con-

path,

from supply

take-up

Mitee
pound.

Grip

weighs

only

one

In

reel

use,

through
the

cart-

snapped into position on
the Kodak Ektagraphic 120 projector and the thread button is
ridge

The

reel.

is

BUSINESS SCREEN

'

metiiately as a reliable projector
mechanism transports the lihii on

lion

slide

picture

tor.

path.

a stress-free

The Kalovox is self-contained.
To record a message, press the
record" button. If the first try

Automatic rewind returns the
fihn to the cartridge where it can
Additional

again.

be screened
controls allow the viewer to stop
the film, review selected portions

than

less

is

"repeat""

the

and

button

weighs

than

less

try

again.

15

Filmline Introduces

film

ti\e

processor

caliber

sional

color posiprofes-

a

is

machine

built

by

Corporation and dethe industry's exmeet
signed to
acting requirements for speed,
quality and trouble-free operaFilmline

tion.

The DC-240

processes

positive emulsions at

formation.

High Speed Film

artificial

unit.

from

color

240 FPM.

pushed when
completed.
been
has
message
the
This records an inaudible impulse that will make the Kalovox
automatically advance to the next
slide cassette. For more information, write The Kalart Company,
lite.

is

BSC.

Dept.

Plaiinille.

Conn. 06062.

for

Use

NEW

high

Its

lighting.

More information

GAF

is

available

Corporation.

BSC. 140 West 5\st
York, N.Y. 10020

Dept.

New

Street,

available

in

either

floor

top

Sizes of
Splicing Tape Available

table

in

office

or

45 w. 45

equipped
drive.

and

stainless

steel,

demand

with

and

is

.
.

friction

For additional information

details,

poration,

Filiuline

write

BSC,

Dept.

Cor-

Miljord,

Connecticut.

.
.

TV Film Chain Projector
Needs No Modification

A

capstan drive

.

and rotating

does not have to be modified for
chain systems.
film
television

off-the-air

TV

viewing.

slide

system combines any conventional 2 x 2 slide with a reel-to-reel
sound tape. The tape capacity allows up to one minute of record-

two-hour capacity of sound films
in color or black and white and
push-button access to any of up
to six subjects in a single maga-

TM

sound

ing time per cassette.
the

Kalovox

Mounting

in place of the

ventional trav

on

JANUARY, 1970

either the

con-

Ko-

audio-visual films, tapes, etc. Excellent contacts In the film

and software industries are vital.
MOTOROLA has been awarded the
EXCLUSIVE rights to make and

inventor of this

new system).

terms of interesting wort,
continuing opportunitv for future

is

advancement and personal economic
rewards, this position should have a
strong appeal to the No. 2 man
with a software or audio-visual

company.

(^MOTOROLA®
4545

W. Augusta

Blvd. Chicago.

III.

60651

An Eaual Opportunitv Emplover

St.,

n. y. c.

zine.

Other features provide remote
controls for reverse and slow mo-

INDUSTRIALS
P.R. FILMS

DOCUMENTARIES
RESEARCH & DEVELOPMENT
TRADE SHOWS

.
.

ETC., ETC., ETC., ETC., ETC.

6000 PRODUCTIONS

The pro-

jector offers the convenience of
drop-in magazine loading with a

The Kalovox

He

WE HAVE SCORED OVER

T'V camera for closed-circuit or

Kalart Provides

these major functions.

software business. Preferably

TV & RADIO SPOTS
FEATURE FILMS, ETC.,

.

prism assembly make possible a
motion picture camera which

Bright, clear, steady pictures are
assured when picked up by a

Sound/Slide System

in

should be sales and financially
oriented with strong distribution
and marketing background in the

^^pTj/l

60202.

316

industry

MUSIC & FX EDITING

The DC-240 film processor was designed for use by major film labs.

is

... and
of software
programs. He must be thoroughly
familiar wi^h techniques of the

MERCHANDISING

lab-

more information, write
Buckingham Graphic. Inc.. Dept.
BSC 834 Custer, Evanston, III.

type

.

musifex inc

For

It

.

In

Contiimed on page 34

oratory.

constructed of heavy gauge,

.

ACQUISITION

ies,

Magnetic splicing tape with dimensions of .140" + 0-.005. on
a 1" diameter core, up to linear
lengths of at least 160' and also
diniensions of .140" - 0-.005.
on a 3" diameter core, up to

darkroom use and still attractive enough to serve as an inspection

He is
In our EVR operation.
DEVELOPMENT
responsible for

figure

or

models. The use of
washable plastic has made possible the reasonable cost, and
the table is rugged enough for

table

INDUSTRY".

The Software Manager required to
support this new business Is a key

market EVR PLAYERS in the USA
and Canada ... (by CBS Laborator-

Many

Light Table Available in
Floor or Table Top Models
The Lucent View Light Table

\u«l ccrT^mun;cotlon. has opened
ne door to a "BILLION DOLLAR

•

linear lengths of at least 550'

is

II

(EVR).
electronic Video Recording
exciting new system of audio-

Kalovox provides sound slide
synchronization in a self-contained

"cue"" button

-

he

speed makes the film especially
suitable for filming indoor sports
events and outdoor events under

The

Manager
Software program
(electronic video recording)

with special processing.

The

Film Processor

6mm

still

Gafpan High Speed Reversal
Film Type 2962 has a daylight
exposure index of 500 that can
be safely pushed to ASA 1000

For more information,
write Eastmun Kodak Company.
Depl. BSC. 343 State St.. Rochester. N.Y. 14650.

1

as

\».e!l

Under Low Illumination

pounds.

The DC-240

as

frame-by-frame
and
viewing. Write I'ancolor, Inc.,
Dept. BSC. 345 Bark Ave., New
York. N.Y. 10022 for more in-

push the

best,

or automatically return the film
The
to the cartridge at any time.

projector

projection,

dak

Carousel or Ektagraphic
projector changes the projector into a sound-slide projec-

The movie begins im-

pressed.

TRY

US-

BOB VELAZCO

ci

6-4061
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.

new products

.

simulated animation while a selfadds
tape recorder
contained

.

audio narratives and effects.

Programming

continued

equipment

are

and

in

a

carrying case and the entire unit

now
is

Zipper Industries
able to produce any core diamavailable.

and 3" to
meet specific requirements and
has developed equipment to slit
1"

between

eter size

on any magnetic

For

tape.

and the produc-

The minimum

basic

Vidicue 5100
time code generator and the
5200 control unit. A single genamplitude
supplies
an
erator
includes the

unit

control

contained

the broadcaster

tion facility.

modulated code.
This code is recorded on the
cue track or one audio channel

infor-

mation, write Zipper Industries,
Inc.. Depl. BSC, 207 W. Central
Muywood, New Jersey
Ave..

while recording or previewing the

OlbOl.

pressure sensitive tapes to widths

Noreico Introduces

The Synchroplayer
The Synchroplayer, an AC-opsynchronizer,
flush

slide/filmstrip

cassette

erated

mount

designed

is

installation in table,

This splicing tape meets specific
mension requirements.

di-

multi-

in

The Synchroplayer provides
complete separation between nar-

narrow as 1/32" with very high
tolerance.

The

is

simple

as

splicing tape can be used

The Synchroplayer can be used as
a portable unit or flush mounted.

and projector cue

tracks

buttons.

weighs only 25 pounds. For more
information, write Systems Technology Corporation, Depl. BSC.
55\2 Over Street. Dallas. Texas

Unilux Introduces the
System 700
The System 700, large area
strobe lighting

ration

pushing

as

for

bench or wall, or can be carried
in a custom case. It can also be
used as a component
media systems.

Programming the Media Master 300

unit,

is

for

syn-

chronous use with all motion picture cameras and video systems.
It
stops action and produces
sharp images on film and video
tape, regardless of the speed of
motion of the subject. The System 700 radiates almost no heat
onto the subject.
The 700 flashes up to 250
flashes
per
second
(15,000

thus preventing signal
bleed and crosstalk. For details,
tracks,

write

Corporation,
Ea.st

42nd

New

Street.

York,

Film Shipping Cases
•

Heavy
added

slide

•

Durable 1"

•

Large address card holder
with positive retainer spring

• Sizes

steel corners for

protection

web

straps

from 400' to 2000'

rawstock

OTHER "QUALITY-BILT" ITEMS:

For

vacuum

are

more

Sound

Pickwick Ave.. Glenview,
60025.

Slidefilm Shipping Cases

(for Transcriptions

&

K^'rite direct to

maniijactnrer lor catalog

SCHllESSLER

W.

Superior

St.,

Chicago

Phone: 312-SU 7-6869

34

programmed

preparation
10,

electronic

control unit which simplifies the

Div. ol Liidu'ig Industries

361

1840

Illinois

Controller For Multi-Image
Slide Presentations
The Media Master 300 is an
easily

WM.

III.

of

slide presentations.
sible

lap

1562
Ana.

three-projector
It

dissolves,

Reynolds Avenue,
Cali'f. 92705.

BSC,
Santa

Sound-Filmstrip Projector
Fits Under Airplane Seat
The Mastermatic projector,

The

projector

automatically

turns

after

a replacement lens.
If

This

new

the audio

program requires

Unilux strobe makes possible
effects and added realism.

write

Filmstrips)

FUmstrip Shipping Cases (hold up
to 6 strips plus scripts)

For more information,

write Datatron. Inc., Dept.

cleaned.

information,

Peter.son Enterprises, Inc..

Salon Print Shipping Cases

in hours, minutes and
displayed as a digital

jection requires only plugging in

Strip Print-

was designed especially for the
and film strip industry.
35mm motion pictures may also
be printed, it is designed around
the Peterson additive system and
utilizes three manual light valves.
Both the negative loop and the
er

is

completion of the presentation, or can
be set for continuous automatic
replay or frame-by-frame manual
control. Conversion to front pro-

Printer Designed For
Filmstrip Industry

Best quality domestic fibre

•

readout.

off

The Peterson Film

Time

projection.

N.Y. 10017.

Quality-BJIt

tape.

seconds

which employs a single cartridge
for both filmstrip and audio tape,
can be used for front or rear

American Fliilips
Dept. BSC,
100

North

The Vidicue 5000 serves both broadcaster and producer.

makes posfades, and

flashes
flash

per minute),

lasting

for

with each
approximately

50 microseconds. For further

in-

formation, contact Uunilu.x, Inc.,

This

48-20 70th
N.Y. 11377

built-in

Street.

Woodside.

Vidicue 5000 Provides
Videotape Editing, Control
The Vidicue 5000 line of flexautomatic videotape editing
and control systems has been designed to meet the needs of both
ible,

projector,

with

screen,

its

weighs

7x10
only

inch
18

pounds.

change, the modular sub-cartridge housing the tape can be
replaced instantly. More information

is

available

from Elco Cor-

Division.
Optisonics
Dept. BSC, Montgonieryville, Pa.

poration,

18936.

BUSINESS SCREEN

This Trip Necessary?"

"Is

a color novie

Humble Cuts Executive Travel
;:OME EXECUTIVES

s

al

llunihk-

Houstim iiaxi.' experimented with giving up interemiipany eonRcfiniiii;

Co.

in

ference trips for watching television.
The reason is the use of videotape

re-

cording used with the telephone for intercompany conferences. An example:
A group of men sits around a conference

New York City watching two TV
When
the pictures fade, the group
screens.
begins conferring with four men from Mumtable in

supply department and Humble Pipe
Line Co. whom they had just been watching on TV. These men are in Housion.

ble's

They are the first in Humble to use the
VTR/telephone system introduced by the
company by the Telecommunications funcHumble's General Services Dept.
The men in Houston were to make twci
presentations to a special advisory committee of Humble's parent company. Standard
Oil of New Jersey in New York.
Rather than travel to New York, the men
spent an hour and 15 minutes recording the
two presentations on videotape at Humble
headquarters. This included making the
tapes (one was 18 minutes, the other 7)
tion of

and then reviewing them.
The tapes were sent to

New York for
The men making the presentaalong with some of their associates,

playback.

assembled in a Houston conference room.
Committee members convened in a con-

room at Rockefeller Plaza in New
York. The two groups were placed in direct and continuous communications through
a company
a telephone conference call
tieline hookup which uses table top speak-

from a lilm strip?
relations.

The company encourages videotape
ing use by

of

all

The man

its

companies and
recording

E.

is

Z003VXg|

Hum-

responsible for involving

ble with \ideotapc

*

record-

divisions.

P.

Fitz-

Humble's corporate network coordinator. Fitzgerald says that one of his rc>ponsihilitics is to generate new ideas and
applications for using videotape equipment
within the corporate family. An example of
this is in Humble's Exploration School in

gerald.

1^^'

art, Silm clips

€f products

Houston. Recorders are used to record classes in ESSO Production Research Company's
Geophysical Exploration Schools. Geophysexploration

ical

Texas.

tion

communications and public

ing,

Oil

is

sYiitiii'oiiiKCil

to voice,

the scientific search for

soiiiiil

ore deposits on the Earth's crusts and the

mapping of rock
oil

structures that

may

iiiiisitv

effects

contain

or natural gas,

"Students can get the expertise of EPRC's
Houston lecturers and eliminate travelling
and housing expenses," Fitgerald said.

"EPRC's
working

professional

are

students
in

a scientific

field

fresher course and learning

people

getting

new

a

re-

techniques.

EPRC's operations

require a state-of-the-art

type knowledge of

all

forms of oil producand all other fields involved in the petroleum industry. Previously, these professionals have been brought to
Houston from all over the world to be updated and learn new techniques. Now we
have the capability to record this information on videotape and send the tapes to
them."
tion,

exploration

ference

and microphones

ers

to relay conversations.

After watching the

tapes,

Jersey execu-

asked questions and discussed the proposed projects with the men in Houston.
The conference lasted less than an hour,
and both parties were enthusiastic about the
effectiveness of the videotape/conference
tives

call

system.

Humble
its

is

finding

many new ways

videotape recording equipment

in

to use
train-

The p^. system that shows pictures.
Bauer's P6 automatic is a compact
16mm auto-threading sound pro
jector, of course. You can see
that.

What you

can't see

is

its

remarkable 15-watt transistorized amplifier. But you can
hear

its effect.

and

(with optional

Clearly, cleanly,

20W

speak-

most large size auditoriums, whether you use films with
optical or magnetic tracks. Because this rugged, handsome
projector takes either and transforms them into high-fidelity

er) in

sound.

The P6 automatic also has
magnetic recording capability (including sound on sound, so you
can add your own comments over
music you record on the track);
mike, record player and tape
recorder inputs: built-in 3W
speaker; and separate volume, "
bass and treble controls.
Of course, this "p. a. system" is also a

»...,„..

capacity and 2-speed film drive, forward

[p»oto,m:

or

projector,

reverse.

automatic
Classes

on

geophysical exploration being conducted and simultaneously recorded for viewing by Humbe employees around the world.

them."
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See your dealer

4000'

brilliant

lamp

with

optional

[°]|[§|

or write to: Allied Impex Corp.,
168 Glen Cove Rd.. Carle Place, L.I..
N.Y. 11514. Chicago; Dallas and Glen-

dale, Calif.

Bauer also makes the P6
with

a

that puts out

Ivlarc-300*

metal-arc

more than tour times

the light of conventional projector lamps.

That you must see to believe.

Bauer P6
automatic-M151
16mm portable sound projector

BAUER® ROBERT BOSCH ElEKTRONIK AND PMOTOKINO GMBH

't. M.

GENERAL ELECTRIC
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NATIONAL DIRECTORY OF AUDIO-VISUAL DEALERS

EASTERN STATES
MAINE

•

•

Headlight Film Service, 111 Oceao
St.,

So. Portland,

Me.

MARYLAND

•

—

WASHINGTON

"The" Film Center, 915

•

Pictures, 122

•

W. Chippewa

Buffalo 2, N.Y.
Cine Communicators, 777 Thlid
Avenue, New York, New York
10017, (212) 682-2780

The Jam Handy Organization, 1775
Broadway, New York 10019.
Phone 212/JUdson 2-4060.
Projection

Systems,
Incorporated,
202 East 44th Street, New York,

10036 (212)

MU

2-

0995
Training Films, Inc., 33 Laurel

St.,

07405

Butler, N.J.

Visual sciences,

•

ord..
trial

Louis 63112. Equipment rental (314) FO 7-1111.
Pershing,

St.,

New York

MISSOURI

•

Communications Co., 5316

Cor-rell

St.

indus-

expect

drawing account set-up against

Pictures, Inc., 201 S.

Ave.,

Box 666
BUSINESS SCREEN
402 West Liberty Drive
Wheaton, Illinois 60187

Mo.

Louis,

St.

63103. (314) JE 1-5100.
•

Good agency and
contacts.
Would

sales commissions. Write:

Swank Motion
Jefferson

WANTED

Experienced TV commercial and
industrial film salesman wants
to represent top New York or
Hollywood producer in ChicagoMidwest area. Will set up office
if
wanted. Excellent track rec-

•

The Jam Handy Organization, 2821
E. Grand Blvd., Detroit 48211.
Phone: 313/TR 5-2450.

12th St.
C. 20005

NEW YORK

•

Bnchan

D.

MICHIGAN

•

N. Howard St., Baltimore
Md. 21201. Phone: 305/539-3391

Washington,
(202) 393-1205

POSITION

•

537

NW,

MARKETPLACE

Midwest Visual Equipment Co., Inc.
6500 N. Hamlin, Chicago 60645.
Phone: (312) IR 8-9820. and
Two equipment rental locations:
571 W. Randolph
AN 3-5076.
G'Hareland: 6600 Mannheim Rd.
at G'Hare Inn— Phone 296-1037.

Stark-Films, Inc. (Since 1920)

•

BUSINESS SCREEN

OHIO

Academy Film

•

Service,

Sunray Films,

2110

Inc.,

Payne Ave., Cleveland 441

14.

2005 Chester

Inc.,

Ave., Cleveland 44114.

Twyman

Salem

Films, Inc., 329
Ave., Dayton 45401.

M. H. Martin Company, 1118

Way

coln

Lin-

E., Massillon.

599BS Suffem, N.Y.

10901

PENNSYLVANIA

•

Appel

Visual

Eighth

Service,

Audio Visuals Center, 14
Pittsburgh

&

12

Wood

15222, Sales,

St.,

Rentals,

Repairs.

Oscar H. HIrf,

41 N. 11th St.
Philadelphia, 19107. Phone: 215/
923-0650.

J.

P. LiUey

CALIFORNIA

•

Pittsburgh 15222.

St.,

Shelf

WESTERN STATES

•

Inc.,

Inc.,

&

Son, Inc., Box 3035.
2009 N. Third St., Harrisburg
17105, (717) 238-8123.

Vath Audio Visuals, 449 N.
Hermitage Rd., Sharpsville, 16150.

L. C.

342-5204.
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Coast Visual Education Co., 5610

Hollywood
Blvd.,
90028.466-1651

Hollywood

Books from Oympic Films

tives

responsible for storage planin

Organization, 305

Books on educational technology make up a special section of

ning

Taft Building, 1680 N. Vine St.,
Hollywood 90028.
3-2321.

the newly published 4th edition

areas.

and Annotated
Audiovisual
on
Bibliography
Utilization" For a free copy,

photography

The Jam Handy

HG

Photo

& Sound

Company, 870 Mon-

terey Pass Road,

"A

of

Monterey Park,

91754. Phone: (213) 264-6850.

.

Raike Company, Inc. A-V Center,
641 North Highland Ave., Los
Angeles 36. (213) 933-7111

Selected

send a stamped, self-addressed
envelope to Olympic Film Service. Dept. BSC, 161 West 22nd
Street, New York, N.Y. 10011.

Especially helpful for the

manual

is

crammed full of ideas on how
layout new storage areas.

to

SAN FRANCISCG AREA
& Sound Company, 116 Na-

Photo

toma
•

Jack

FLORIDA

Freeman's,

Ave.,

Tampa
•

2802

San Francisco 94105.
Phone: 415/GArfield 1-0410.

•

MacDill
(813) 839-5374.
S.

GEORGIA

•

Colomal Films, 752 Spring St. N.W.
404/875-8823, Atlanta 30308.

LOUISIANA

•

St.,

•

Delta Visual Service, Inc., 715 Girod
St., New Orleans 70130. Phone:

•

The booklet

Cromars' Audio-Visual Center, 1200
Stout St., Denver 80204.

NEW MEXICO

•

MIDWESTERN STATES
ILLINOIS

Book Store Allied Supply
Company, 2122 Central'East, Al-

60601. State 2 6757.
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OREGON

Deseret

UTAH

•

Book Company, 33

South Temple

St..

Salt Lake,

East
10.

Company,
4424 Paul Street,

Franklin

Bernard

may

which

BSC,

19124. Others

of the steps used in

and

quotes

—

service
imprinting
plus
brochures, envelope staffers

tions

for

—

St.,

is

available from

Dept BSC.
Hollywood,

723
Calif.

90038.

Help in Planning Storage
The "Storage and Work Area
Equipment Catalog, Volume 3,
No.

obtain a copy for $1.50.

pic-

hand-set and photoprices
proproduction
title
lettered
cesses, silk screen, and the pro-

Seward

•

Moore's Audio Visual Center, Inc.
234 S.E. 12th Ave., Portland
97214. Phone: 503/233-5«21.
•

some

and catalogs
House,
rille

•

fhc Jam Handy Organization. 230
North Michigan Avenue, Chicago

tures

attractive folder

duction of slides for television,
advertising and sales presenta-

•

University

•

An

for

buquerque 87106.

504/525-9061.

•

•

free to those in

is

Philadelphia, Pa.

Title Services Data

title-preparation

COLORADO

the

field,

the photography field. Just write
on your business letterhead to

Dept.

SOUTHERN STATES

warehousing, manufacroom or production

turing, stock

1" was planned for execu-

DeWolfe Music

List

The DeWolfe Music Library,
Inc. has published a 500 page
classified music catalog for moand videowant to
create their own music scores.
The music is available on V4"
tape and LP disks.
tion picture, slidefilm,

tape

Of

producers

special

who

interest

is

a large

modem

sounding recordings for industrial and documentary films, and TV/Radio
commercials. For your copy write
variety

The

of

DeWolfe

Music

Library,

Dept. BSC, 25 West 45th
Street, New York, N.Y. 10036.
Inc..

BUSINESS SCREEN

Elements

of Film

A new

book. Elements of Film, by Lee
R. Bobker, president of Vision Associates,
New York, is designed to appeal to both
serious student of film wiio vvisiies to
pursue a career in filmmaking and to the
general reader who wishes to learn more
about this most dynamic of art forms.

the

The

of

structure

filmmaking

process

book

the

itself.

reflects

follow the order in which a film

the

chapters

Early

made:

is

(camera, lighting, composiscript, image
tion), sound and editing, with special attention to the roles of scriptwriters, cameramen, film editors, actors and directors and
their relationships to one another. Emphasis throughout is on the interconnection between the techniques of filmmaking (the
how to do it) and their creative application
(the

A

why

do

to

separate

it).

chapter

on the

included

is

work of 13 major directors of theatrical film
(Bergman, Kurosawa, Antonioni, etc.)
who have
filmmakers
the complete
shaped every element of their films from
acting techniques and optical effects to the

—

—

final

While Mr. Bobker goes
to

lengths

to great

philosophies

the

and

working

methods of these directors, he does not,
surprisingly enough from one of the out-

modern

standing

documen-

directors of the

and public information film, have much
say about his own methods and tech-

tary
to

niques,

and enliven the

iilumiiuite

'1 he

Inlernational

Thomas
Professor

in

by

industry"

Assistant

Researcii

Institute

the

able to

other.

liliii

Cniback,

H.

how each
is

Communica-

of

Research and Assistant Professor in
the College o\' Conununicalions at the University of Illinois, documents a study showing that fihn making in America and Western Euro|ie is rapidly moving toward international coproduction. The massive increase
of American investment in European film
companies and the continuing search for
wider and more lucrative markets are creating a dehumanized, slick style of film that
eliminates domestic cultural characteristics
and blurs the expression of individual national perceptions. Mr. Guback also discusses postwar quota and tariff restrictions

or those of his contemporaries in

important division of the cinema art.
Elements of Film, 303 pages, is published
by Harcourt, Brace & World. ($4.95).

this

European

established to protect
tries,

use

the

of

the

boycott

American

foreign market for

force

to

a

the in-

films,

acceptance of European films in
the United States, our government's backing

creasing
of

and

industry,

the

its

use

Makers

"Film

on

Film

introduction

University

has

available

books on the cinema which will be
of interest to movie makers. "Literature
and Film" by Robert Richardson, Chairman
of the Department of English at the University of Denver, begins with the simple but
possibly crucial observation that, in general,

and film are

that, therefore,

ferent,

storytelling arts,

and

they are not the entirely dif-

antithetical disciplines that they are

widely held to be.

The

'i{^

Comprehensive Service

oI))CClives of

Corporation are, as the
render

implies, to

and

with complete under-

service,

.satisfying

name

comprehensive

most

the

standing of the needs of

who

all

require

motion picture equipment, accessories and
supplies.

film

of

for

Making" was
by Harry M.

edited with an
Geduld, Associate Professor of English and
Comparative Literature at Indiana University. In this book, thirty distinguished film
makers, ranging chronologically from Louis

We

point with pride to our long

list

of

and small customers all over the
world, who have been coming to us, again

large

and again, over the many years. Our ever
expanding business is proof of their confidence in the quality of our products, our
Imovvledgc.
and expert
dependability

COMPREHENSIVE SERVICE
NEW YORK • HOLLYWOOD
90038
10023

to Kenneth Anger, present their
views of the art and craft of the film.

Lumiere

Information

on any of these books

is

available from the Indiana University Press,

Depi. BSC. \Oili &. Morton
ton, Indiana 47401.

Blooming-

St.,

RHOl
Press

several

literature

0a/O ^^

film indus-

Books on Cinema
Indiana

^amo

tions

propaganda purposes.

editing.

explore

as similarities, and ilenioiistialing
form and its associated criticism

He shows the relationship

of the two. pointing our differences as well

Sound Services Rate Card
Recorded Publications Laboratories has
issued a professional rate card for Sound
Recording Services. The rate card includes
recording
all of RPL's services for sound
for business, industry, educational purposes,
broadcast, audio/visual and advertising.

may be obtained by writing
Laboratories. Dept.
Publications
Recorded
BSC. State and Pierce Aves.. Camden. N.J.
The

rate card

08105.

FOR BUSINESS & INDUSTRY

EVERYTHING

SOUND

IN

RECORDING
If
it!

it's

sound recording, RPL does

On tape,

in

On

cassettes.

reels,

cartridges or

film.

On

Duplicates from one to

narration,

Original

sands.

records.

many

tfiou-

music

and sound effects. Under your
personal

[title] HOUSE
ILLUSTRATION
HAND LETTERING
PHOTO LETTERING
HOT PRESS TITLES
SILK SCREEN

TITLE DESIGN

COLOR CORRECTION
BACKGROUND ART
RETOUCHING
SLIDES FOR TV

723 SEWARD

ST.

SUPER-8
[4^1 ^i^^^i^e

^

BmrnorlBmrn

DUPLICATES

^Finest-Quality Kodachrome
COLOR or BLACK & WHITE
>Dr>cc««IONALS-

W«

are Speciallitl

in

•

•

•

directions,

by

or

RPL AudioProgram

mail,

Plans.

It's

the easy, low-cost way to put

ttie

witti

audio

in

your audiovisuals!

RECORDED PUBLICATIONS LABORATORIES
1565 Pierce

Ave.,

Camden,

N.J.

08105

'"""
Tel.:

469-1663

(215) 922-8558 Phila.
•

(609) 963 3000

Camden

HOLLYWOOD, CALIFORNIA 90038
A unique music

library leased

on disc & tape

corellllaGohs

FILM MUSIC INC.

25 W.45,N.Y., 586-6673

SEND FOR catalog

FAST SERVICE on Moil-Orders.
Finest QUALITY Work.
^ Guaranteed SATISFACTION!

u^

S.rd

^

for our laUrt

PROFESSIONAL

Pric^U.f.

Writ* Dept. S

^o^^««<»<wt VALLEY FILM LABS.
2704 W. OLIVE

Ave.,

BURBANK,

CALIF. 91505
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Animated Productions
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America
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Byron Motion Pictures

3

Schuessler, William
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Summit Films
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House

Title

Camera

Mart,

Inc.,
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26

Capital Film Laboratories, Inc

7

Cine Magnetics, Inc

9

Cinema Processors,
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Colburn, George W., Laboratory, Inc.
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1

Motorola
Musifex,
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Corelli-Jacobs Film Music,
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Service, Inc.
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United World Films
U.S. Industrial Film Festival
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8
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Inc
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North Shore Film Labs

Valentino,

23

Thomas

J.,

31

Inc

Vanderleelie Film Systems

DeLuxe General

Plastic Reel

15

Corp

Third Cover

Equipped
and

tapes

to

black

as

well

Virco

produce color as
and white video
possession

in

of

the

in

Beacon

Hill section of

10

phases of film production, editing,

marketing and distribution.

the

latest type of helical scan recording equipment, Video/One
is located at 52 Chestnut Street

Bos-

Monitor Film Distrbu^ors
Formed in Philadelphia
Walter M. Erickson, vice presRadio & Television at
Gray & Rogers, Inc., Philadelident of

Mass.

ton,

32

Recording

form
Monitor Film Distributors with
James A. Love. Love is also head
of James A. Love Productions,
New York, producers of television commercials and industrial
phia, has left the agency to

— New Editing
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Forum III
Approach
Forum

An

item

in

News" column

in

our

"Industry

November

car-

information about the U.S.
Government's new National Auried

some

diovisual Center that gave
of our readers the

wrong impres-

sion.

The misimpression was created
by
reference
to
Technicolor
Corp. as the "sole" supplier of
optical sound film cartridses for
the

issue

by reference

NAC

to

5,000

when

tually less than that

Insofar as

titles in

there

plier

film,

is

likely

tags

films

carry

16mni prices. However, all
motion pictures listed, are also
available in standard Smm and
Super 8.

"NAC

or silent track as ordered. Both

Gibson added
the

of

catalog

the

that a free
is

copy
by

available

writing
National
Audiovisual
Center, General Services Administration,

Washington,

D.C.

20408.

cartridges for the

To

set

straight,

NAC.

and keep the record
we checked with Jim

Gibson, director of the National
Audiovisual Center, who told us:

"Our new film sales catalog
contains approximately 3,500 ti-

38

be to serve advertising

will

III

agency

clients,

VTR Consulting Firm

a

ing)

company

ex-

to take over the editing
and completion functions for film
production companies as well.

pects

Street, Philadelphia

and

will spe-

cialize in the Sales, Service,

Rental
tion

of

and

Equip-

Audio-Visual

in addition to the distribu-

of

non-theatrical

films

for

business and industry.

Technology Inc. to Acquire
Houston Fearless Corp.
Technology Incorporated, Dayton, Ohio, has reached an agree-

ment with the Houston Fearless

Science Management Corp.
Acquires Motion Associates
Science
ternational
firm,

Management, an inmanagement consulthas acquired Motion
East,

Incorporated,

tion.

Boston

Formation of Video/One,

the

and affiliated companies, whose
primary business is film produc-

optical

as

Monitor Film Distributors is
headquartered at 1411 Walnut

Although the basic aim of Forum

ing

in

films.

ment

The company hopes to carve
out new ground for itself in the
complex mix of film production.

Associates

Opens

new

Corporation to acquire substan-

the only

sound
film
suppliers,
though they have no official contract with the N.AC.
Our disservice in coverage was
a failure to comment on the many
suppliers of magnetic sound film

a

tors.

provide purchasers
of standard Smm prints with
magnetic sound or silent track
as ordered. It will also supply
purchasers of Super S prints with
mai>netic sound, optical sound,

desired, as appropriate."

able

Inc.,

"geared to the
needs of the film world of the
70's," has opened at 120 West
44th Street, New York City.
Forum III Films was organized
by Hy Goldman, Sam Ornstein
and Cal Schultz, all veteran edi-

will

ac-

major cartridge film supto package optical sound
thus Technicolor and their

lab licensees are

Price

only

number.

we have been

to determine. Technicolor

only

is

filmstrips.

the

was further confused

catalog

Government

of

and

standard Smm and Super 8 prints
can be ordered delivered on reel
or loaded in any make cartridge

NAC.

The

U.S.

tles

York

in

house

editing

A Wrong Impression About
NAC Smm Films

New

III Films,

Terms

Inc.

VTR

(video tape recordconsulting and production

company

especially qualified to
serve the marketing, sales train-

ing, sales promotion and related
communication needs of business and industry, has been announced by John S. Spofford,
founder and president.

of the acquisition, not

announced, provide
immediate payout of
Science Management shares and
an additional payout to be earned
by Motion Associates.
previously

for both an

Motion
in

1967,

Associates,
is

vision commercials for
vertisers

and

founded

a producer of tele-

is

major adengaged in other

tially

all

Westwood

of

the

assets

of their

Los Angeles,
California. The amount of the
aareement was pegged to be in
excess of $3,000,000.00. TechDivision,

nology will operate the business
through a wholly-owned subsidiary.

The sale, which has been approved by the boards of directors of both corporations, is subapproval by Houston
ject
to
shareholders.
Mrs.
Fearless
James E. Remmer, vice president
of Houston Fearless and general
manager of the Westwood division, will become president and
general manager of Technology's

new

subsidiary.

PoitU

&

Period
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The whole Postal
Department loves us

The mail carriers love Plastic Reel Corporation. We lighten their load. On every shipment
of reels and cases.
They're lighter and easier to handle because they're made of Plio-Magic. The miracle
plastic. Exclusive to Plastic Reel.

Plio-Magic weighs
tional materials.

60%

less than conven-

Which means 60% less
you. And less money in the

shipping costs to
Postal Department's pocket.

But they keep right on loving us. Because
they save on labor and paper work. Our lightweight reels and cases are super strong.

Never chip. Or peel. So the guys at the desks

the back room have it easy. They never
have to fill out long, time consuming claim
forms against damages.
Now you see why even the big boys at the
top of the department, (the ones you thought
nobody could reach), love us. Because handling Plio-Magic raises the morale of the
whole department.
(We even got a letter from them. Thanking
in

us for making
Plio-Magic.

all

their jobs easier.)

A boon

to everyone

who handles

film.

And Plastic Reel makes everything for
your audio and visual needs with Plio-Magic.

In

practically every size and color.

For a free catalog on our complete line,
)ust clip the coupon.

me

•

Please send

;

full line of Plio-

.

Name:

To

Transmit Ideas

f.M :^^*rXt

\0'

f

Without Losses
I

Comprehensive Consultation Services on:
Group Meeting Services

Programs
Foreman Training

Conventon Assistance

Supervisory Training

Visualized Talks

Management
Development

Speech Coaching
Picturizat ons
Meeting Guides
Projection Equipment
Meeting Packages

Slidefilms

Vocational Training
Sales Training
Distributor Training
Retail Training
Training Devices
Training Manuals
Quiz Materials
Utilization Assistance
Closed-Circuit TV
Stimulation Programs

Portable Stagetfes

Surveys

Field Services

Closed-Circiit TV

Meeting Implementation

Motion Picture Plans
and Specifications
Storyboards
Animated Cartoons
Filmstrips, Slides and

Quality Control

Seminars

Field

Goup

Training Services

Sales Meetings
Stockholders Meetings

Tape Recordings
Disc Recordings
Transparencies
Pictorial Booklets
Turnover and Flip Charts

Programmed Projection
Film Distribution
Theatrical
Non-theatrical
Closed-Circuit TV

Project Supervision, with Total Responsibility for Security,
as in National Defense Projects

7^ JAM HANDY
is

set

up

^.^-^.^s^^e^^

to help you!

NLWYORK

DETROIT

CHICAGO

212 -JU 2-4060

313 -TR 5-2450

312 -ST 2-6757

ATLANTA
404

688-7499

HOLLYW/OOD
213 -463-2321
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rOOLS, TECHNIQUES

S

A HARCOURT, BRACE &

AND IDEAS FOR AUDIOVISUAL COMMUNICATIONS
FEBRUARY •

WORLD PUBLICATION

A-Vs

Plus

...

1970

AT XEROX

BUYING BUSINESS FILMS

Meet the stars of some
really great films.
Every story gets more attention and carries more
impact when it's on film.
That's why so many Business and Trade Associations are getting their message across through
motion pictures.
The American Dairy Association, for example.
The Pharmaceutical Manufacturers Association.
The Washington Apple Commission. And dozens
like them are currently using films to create a
better understanding of their industries, and to
promote consumer goodwill.
But, even the most effective film can't do its job
without effective distribution. That's where we at

Modern come
sponsored

in.

films.

The world's largest distributorof
Modern can take your message

into schools, club meetings, resorts, airports, business and community groups. It distributes to. tele-

and motion picture theaters.
Whether your particular "star" is an apple or
a locomotive, your films can tell your story in a
way no other medium can. And whether your
audience is regional or nation-wide, Modern's
merchandising and distributing facihties will give
you maximum exposure.
Tell your story on film. Modern will take it
anywhere you want it to go.
vision

MODERN TALKING PICTURE
1212 Avenue of the Americas,

SERVICE, INC.

New York,N.Y. 10036

....

a

significant

standing of change
is

to successfully

way
in

to stimulate the under-

our environment;

communicate with the

architect of change.

PLAZA PRODUCTIOIMS
1047 MAIN ST.* EAST HARTFORD. CONNECTICUT

•

06108

•

iiuc.
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CINE Extends

Entry

Deadline to Feb. 15
The Council on International
Nontheatrical
Events
(CINE)
its
1970 deadline
February 15 to accommodate
films released after January 1.

has extended

to

Applications for

all

films will

be accepted up to February 15,
according to Mrs. Anita S. Price,

managing

director of

ing film strip and slide produc-

features stated here,

tion.

able on request from

the lab has inAmerica's finest video
tape transfer equipment, including the most complete Ampex
VR 2000 2" recorder, Ampex

addition,

In

east,

VR

Int'l

7800-16 1" helical tape reand the Palmer 16mm
color kine recorder. With this
equipment,

CINE.

video

tapes

can be

dubbed or transferred to film.
Byron Motion Pictures has

Byron Adds Extensive
Facilities to Lab
As part of an extensive

also

adjacent to
ex-

pansion program, Byron Motion
pictures,

Washington-based

the

film-processing firm,

now

has the

added capacity of producing magSuper 8mm color prints by

netic

reduction
color

from

inter-negative

magnetic sound

Byron has
the

standard

35mm

and

16mm
16mm

film.

also

added

all

purchased

of

color services includ-

its

additional

land

present plant for

complete video tape
facility. Production facilities for
both motion picture and video

building

a

tape will be featured, as well as

sound stages and one
Hollywood-type
sound
stage. When completed, these extensive facilities will be rented
to producers for making tape or
film programs at the Byron Motion Pictures location.

A

price

list,

including

all

the

"JET

for

MM/16

Chicago

Flm Festival

The Chicago International
Film Festival has moved to new
offices at 12 E. Grand Ave., Chicago. 111. 60611.
Festival Director Michael Kut-

za reports that
to the

new

all

inquiries

Association

is

to

offering

additional

mile-

age from their existing commercials through use of its Travelservice in airports.

The

medium

popular

a

sponsored

for

films.

According to Robert Finehout,
of marketing for
Association Films, television
commercials can be shown as
part of the regular TravelCinema
programming. "It is not necessary to produce special spots for
TravelCinema," Finehout stated.
"The large screen and bright
image, actually enhance the impression. It's an effective way to
vice-president

extend

the

audience

'reach'

of

spot advertising."

TravelCinema

"The

films

advertisers

Cinema

come

address.

TravelCinema Extended
Television Commercials

TV

and

should be directed

festival entries

medium

should be of special interest to
auto manufacturers, credit card
companies, breweries, airlines,
bottlers, brokerage firms, local
telephone companies and car

name

rental services, to

he

a few,"

said.

As an

additional

service normally provides airline

TravelCinema

passengers with free motion picture entertainment and has be-

rack

space

free service,

offers

advertisers

brochures

and
Continued on page 8
for

STOCK 'ROOTAGE

*JET/ PISTON/ HISTORICAL
35

avail-

65 K Street. NorthWashington, D.C. 20002.

New Address

several

large

now

Byron Mo-

tion Pictures,

stalled

corder

is

MM

COLOR

and

AIRCRAFT
BLACK 86 WHITE

Free film provided to producers for authentic

airline

sequences

UNITED AIR LINES
Call Publicity Department

Atlanta

Chicago

Denver
Detroit

Honolulu

•Jet

mockups

for interior filming

— New

York City and Hollywood

523-5517
726-5500

398-4535
963-9770
547-2727

Los Angeles

New

York

482-3620
922-5225

737-6830

Washington, D.C.
Write for catalog:

Pittsburgh

471-0700

UNITED AIR LINES FILM LIBRARY

San Francisco

397-2620

626 Wilshire Boulevard

Seattle

682-2121

Los .\ngeles, California 90017

United A ir Lines
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This 4- inch attache case
opens to a movie theater.

is the most compact projector
Institor is the first truly portBenton
in the world. The Bohn
movie projector. It's autosound
8
Super
screen,
rear
able,
And,
matic. It's set up and running in less than 20 seconds.
can
Films
threading.
film
eliminate
it's cartridge loaded to

This elegant attache case

be changed

in

2 seconds.

conalso a front screen projector. On the spot, you can
an auditorium-size, 6 foot wide picture. Zoom
viewing.
lens and external speakers are available for group

It's

vert to project

The
day;

men
The

FEBRUARY. 1970

Bohn Benton Institor lets your films sell for you every
on every call, in every office. This is the projector salesit's light.
will carry because it looks good, it's small, and
on
presentation
professional
give
a
can
newest recruit

every can. He can take your plant,
your products and your services to the desk
of every prospect. It's easy to give an Institor to
every salesman because its price is as extraordinary as its
size — $300, far less than the cost of other first-quality rear

screen projectors without

Institor's

advantages.

For more information, or an Institor demonstration, write
Bohn Benton Inc, Dept. A, 110 Roosevelt Avenue, Ivlmeola.
New York 1 501 or call (51 6) 747-8585.
1

;

<^ Bohn Benton

:

"^m

ARRIFLEX 16BLs
play the numbers
for

Las Vegas spectacular

2 months, 25,000

miles,

70,000

feet!

Mutual of Omaha wanted to put on an employee convention that would be remem-

bered—and Chapman/Spittler, Inc. of Omaha, in producing the film program for
"Jetogether '69", found themselves tackling an assignment they would never forget.
The show was to present, to

a total

audience of 3300 people, interviews with the

insurance company's most successful

salesman— each interview being
home town to the

gether by a "jet plane" ride from one salesman's

linked tonext. This

meant, of course, that Chapman/Spittler had to do the actual traveling.

And what an

filming

in

no less than 24 cities across the U.S. and

25,000 miles— more

covered

in

two months, the 3-man production crew had to

itinerary! In less than

set-up and film

than

the

equivalent

of

in

Puerto Rico. They

going around-the-world-

almost every setting imaginable; at airports, at Notre Dame Stadium, at

in a locker room; high atop mountains, way out on beaches, in
and on automobiles, aboard boats, golf carts, and even walking along hand-held.

the Indianapolis 500,

Under so many circumstances,
reliability

Loaded

was

so

in

own

into Chapman/Spittler's

many places

aircraft,

of an overall film unit uniquely designed for

so

much

on such a tight schedule, camera

were chosen.

essential. Arriflexes

travel in so short a time, the

16S and 16BL Arriflexes became part

filmmaking on a continental scale. With

crew could rarely stop

to screen rushes, to

reassure themselves that the rigors of travel at this high-pitched pace, and the

many changes

camera operation.

of climate, had not affected

The proof of the pudding came with the two performances put on by Mutual of

Omaha

in

had to

fill

Caesar's Palace. Interspersed with
nine 10x14

ft.

screens— as much

a

registration as ever there was. As reported

35mm

slides, the Arriflex-shot

footage

challenge to resolution, sharpness and
in

the July '69 Business Screen, the

show was an outstanding success.
Gambling may be commonplace

Las Vegas, but Chapman/Spittler,

in

production company, cannot gamble with their assignments.

It

was with

standing that each of the Arriflex models was engineered.

like

every

this under-

From the sensible,

versatile design that adapts an Arriflex to every kind of project, to the sturdy, en-

during construction that keeps
Arriflex has continually proved

r%

CORPORATION OF AMERICA

it

going

how

Woodside.

well

N. Y.

in
it

11377

the face of constant use and abuse,

can stack the odds

in

its

users' favor.

%
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\

w^^^

Company owned
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aircraft

is

basic to Chapman/Spittler's successful, wide ranging operation.

.

right off the newsreel

.

continued
other

point-of-display

material.

Display racks are located adjacent

TravelCinema

to

installa-

tions.

A

"The Go Medium
Americans on the Go!" is
booklet,

for

available
at
no charge from
TravelCinema Division, Association Films, 600 Madison Avenue, N.Y. 10022.

governmental motion picture

for

laboratories.

In addition to the equipment

purchase and
purchasc and
tions freeze.

"an orderly transfer of governmental motion picture laboratory
facilities back to existing commercial laboratories."

work

creative film editors, to
close

association

with

in

advertis-

and independent film producers.

Bergman, well known

Julian
the

in

industry for his editorial

achievements
tape,

will

in film

supervise

and videoand direct

Monitor Editorial Services.
The print procurement facilities of Monitor Film Distributors
can also be utilized to meet
broadcast dates. Both Monitor
companies are located at 151
50th
10022.

East

New York

Street,

III.

tion

new motion picture producfirm, Mark Anderson Films,

has

opened

one source

picture services. Including

scene

—

to

new

for all

motion

color processing

—

scene color and exposure controlled printing

quodrank Super 8 recording
and packaging

—

—

cartridge loading

and

offices

maintenance service

— audio

visual systems.

FISCHER

o

CYGNET
CHICAGO: 399 Gundersen

Drive
Carol Stream, Illinois 60178

Phone 312/665-4242

LONDON; 295

and

Northholt Road

South Harrow Middx,. England
Std 01/422-722

services

to

supply
various

to

governmental agencies."
The letter adds that "Annual
governmental equipment purchases and salaries represent another increasingly high figure in
the millions of dollars."

"Our Association can show"
the

asserts,

letter

"that

private

industry has adequate facilities to

provide these same services.

We

can also show that where they
laboratory

film

exist,

between

industry

contracts

and

govern-

ment are below the internal costs
of government operated laboraAccording to ACL "adequate
commercial facilities are available at realistic prices "which
can now accomplish economically the needs of the agencies
of government."

studio

Champaign, Illinois.
Owner-producer is Mark A.
Anderson, 29, formerly a partner
in
Gliessman Studio of
Champaign.
Mark Anderson Films will
produce educational, agricultural,
industrial and business films, animation,

film library distribution

motion picture

in

facilities

in

in

FISCHER

$100,000,000
laboratories

The Manor Building
311 West University Avenue

facilities

at

of re-

tories."

Mark Anderson Films
Opens in Champaign,

A

President's

means

expenses,"
ACL called attention to the government investment of "about

laboratory

ing agency producers

find

the

to

government

ducing

Monitor Editorial Services, has
been formed to meet the demand
for experienced and recognized

CYGNET, where you

addi-

also requested

"diligently seeking

Monitor Editorial Services
Begins New York Work

Tired of the run around? The buck stops at

addi-

ACL

Referring

WE SHOOT

WE WRITE

personnel
personnel

and

television

mixed-media

The firm

commercials,
presentations.

provide any or all
phases of film production from
creative planning and scriptwritwill

through
production.
ing

ACL Seeks

filming

and

final

Freeze on

Government Lab Additions
The Association of Cinema
Laboratories has requested President Nixon to impose an immeon all equipment acand personnel additions

diate freeze
quisition

Jack

Pill

Jack

and Associates

Pill

has changed his comJack Pill's

name from
Camera Equipment
pany

and

Associates.

name
with

change
the

company

to Jack Pill

Pill

was

stated
in

reorganization

the

keeping
of

his

as the result of the re-

additions
of
Ed Engel
former director of sales at F & B/
Ceco and Roy R. Low former
vice president, marketing of Alan

cent

Gordon

Enterprises Inc.

and Low along with
Frank Kelly who has been sales
manager for Jack Pill's Camera
Equipment for the past 2Vi years
and Bob Lovelace, manager of
the rental department have been
named associates. Jack Pill and
Associates have introduced a
number of new products and
have embarked on a program of
further product and market deEngel

velopment.

•
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today's films on
yesterday's
reels?

Or

in

yesterday's cans?

There are a few people who still use metal reels and cans. And
they have their reasons. Like tradition. Nostalgia. "It's the kind we've
always used."
But when you consider that Plio-Magic plastic reels, cans and
cases offer far greater protection, and are far cheaper to ship, the old
reasons just don't have a convincing ring any more.
Plio-Magic reels, cans and cases are far more resilient than metal.
They withstand impact. Don't bend. Don't dent.
Even more importantly, Plio-Magic reels, cases and cans weigh a
lot less than their metal counterparts. As a result, you save at the Post
Office. Up to 65% in mailing costs. And out cases hold our reels
securely. With four positive locks. Snug against a bed of packing foam.
It all means that your films will be stored and shipped with the
same loving care that went into making them.
We make a complete line of plastic accessories for the film industry. Write for our catalog. Plastic Reel Corporation of America, 640 So.
Commercial Avenue, Carlstadt, r^^^YI STT^arrvrTiBY^^Mr^^ ^

New

Jersey 07072.

[

^^JjLk^=*|J^/J.rvkS31^y

Someday, you^ll wind up with plastic.
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THE A-V

CALENDAR

NO SURPRISES.
That

From

is

what

to

original

prints, skilled

rately

expect from CFI.

photography

MARCH
Motion

Florida

Picture

and

Television

Producers Association, Industry Recognition Banquet, March 2, Plaza Hotel,
Miami Beach.

to release

CFI technicians accu-

and precisely interpret the

creative objectives of the cinema-

tographer. Exacting CFI laboratory

American Society for Training and Development, Sales Training Institute, March
9-13, Holiday Inn, Chicago.

control and advanced processing

methods insure maximum definition
and correct tone reproduction.

APRIL

Consistently.

So, what the cinematographer sees

on tube or screen
to see.

No

is

Fifth

what he expects

of

the

Photographic
Association,
April 24-26, Knickerbocker Hotel. Chi-

surprises.

What more can a

Midwest Regional Meeting

Biological

cago.

truly professional

processor promise?

Society of Motion Picture and Television
Engineers, 107th Technical Conference

and Equipment E.xhibit, April 26-May
Drake Hotel, Chicago.

1,

Department of Audiovisual Instruction, National Convention and Exhibit, April 27-

May
U.

1,

Sheraton Cadillac Hotel, Detroit.

S. Industrial

Film Festival, Awards PrePalmer House Hotel,

sentation, April 30,

Chicago.

MAY
Film Seminar of the Northwest,
Seattle, Washington.

May

S-9,

American Society for Training and Development, National Conference, May 1015, Anaheim Convention Center, Anaheim, Calf.

American

Film

Awards and

New

Festival,

Blue

film screenings,

May

Ribbon
12-16,

York.

Illuminating Engineering Society, 6th Theatre, Television and Film Lighting Symposium, May 24-26, Hollywood-Roosevelt Hotel, Hollywood.

JULY
National Audio-Visual Association Annual
Convention, July 18-21, Sheraton-Park
Hotel, Washington, D.C.
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There are so many portable proiectors on
the market, the claims can sometimes be confusing. One has its own screen. Another throws
a large wall picture. One has a repeating cartridge. Another operates reel to reel. One folds
to compact carrying size. Another is a real

built-in

it

And do

Super

the

MPO

like to

Videotronic

8,

This machine is perhaps the finest portable repeater projector ever made. It weighs
in at a mere 18 lbs. It's cartridge loaded, so
there's no film threading or rewinding ever.
The MPO Super 8 comes with its own

easy desk top viewing. Draw

us which of our competitors you'd
to the MPO, We'll arrange to
show you theirs and ours, so you can test and
judge for yourself.
Unusual offer, we know.

Simply

well.

You should want

for

MPO

knee-knocker.
But whatever your reason for wanting a
projector, you should want one that is versatile enough to do anything and everything it's
possible for a repeater projector to do.

screen

a larger audience, and the Super 8 converts to
big wall picture projection instantly. And because your message may take longer than the
has a
average 10 or 15 minute film, the
reel-to-reel accessory that will show up to 50
minutes of footage. And it's the only automatic projector that can do it.
We're so sure that our projector can outdo any other, that we're anxious to show you
both, side by side, for a personal inspection.

The MPO

tell

compare

It's not something anyone would do. Just
the people who have the one that's got every-

thing.

Videotronic Super 8
MPO

New York/ (212) 867-8200
5400 Cahuenga Boulevard No.. North Hollywood/(213) 985-7310

Videotronic Projector Corp,. 461 Park Ave, So,.

528 No. Michigan Ave,, Chicago/{312) 527-3680

the screen
executive
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Marcos

is

Vice President,

sions.

Marketing at Jayark
Jayark Instruments Corp. has

named Edward

Marcos

J.

vice

president educational marlceting.

A
for

divisions.

former sales representative
Harcourt, Brace & World,

Marcos

Inc.,

the

Stover will be responsible for
and directing the
business activities of the two new

coordinating

responsible

is

development

plans

for

educational

the

for

marketing

of

divi-

and will implement sales
programs for all Jayark Educational Programs.
sion,

to Bell & Howell
Marketing Director Post

Shanks

Lloyd L. Shanks has been appointed director of marketing for
Bell
& Howell's professional

equipment
Shanks,

Three Promotions Made At
Calvin Productions, Inc.
Peter V. DeMitri has been appointed president of Calvin Productions of Pennsylvania. East-

division.

who

has sixteen years
of experience in sales, marketing

and general administration, will
be responsible for all marketing
functions. He will be headquartered in the Chicago office.

Commu-

ern subsidiary of Calvin

DeMitri had
executive producer at the
duction division in Kansas
and served previously in a

been

nications, Inc.

proCity

wide

variety of a capacities including
director, cinematographer, editor

and services manager.
Also promoted
Pennsylvania was

Calvin/
K.

at

SHANKS

Russell

CHRISTIE

Spear, to vice president for sales
and marketing, and Robert M.
Carroll was elevated to control-

Christie Electric Corp.

having served the Philadelphia firm previously as office
manager.
All appointments were effective November 21, 1969.

Names

ler,

The

Christie President

Board

of

IS

VISUAL.'

Elects Williams
Exec Vice President

Edward

J.

the

S.

Williams has been

executive

vice

company.

GAF

Williams

will

responsible

for corporate administrative ser-

vices at

Look

to

GAF.

12

1001

7

MU 3-3513

continue

International Video Corp.
to Mktg. Staff
Carl H. Rosekrans has been
regional

man-

at

IVC's

been

ager and will work from IVC's

Richard

named

be headquartered

Atlanta office.

director of Business and

tape

.

will

Herbert J. Van Driel has been
appointed midwest regional man-

103 PARK AVENUE

K, N. Y.

Christie

Adds Three

will

Stover Joins Superscope's
Record Tape Products

Administration-Recorded Taped
Products for Superscope, Inc.'s

W YOR

L.

ager of International Video and

VISUALSCOPE
INCORPORATED
N E

was
presi-

chairman of the board.

as

named southern

Visualscope for your next production

•

vice

di-

Corporation.

be

Christie

executive

president

and member of the board of
rectors of

of

dent and general manager.

GAF

elected

Directors

appointed Tom E. Christie president and chief executive officer
previously

^jOUR BUSINESS

of

Christie Electric Corporation has

L.

Stover

has

and tape duplicating

divi-

Desplaines, Illinois office.
.'Mso

promoted

at

JVC was

Continued on page 14
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Ifyou re in a oind
bind ror
for lab service^

Reela can

bail you out.

When

deadlines loom large, and you
keep running into one delay after

another,

call

Perfect. Sharp. Color-balanced.
Back in your hands (or drop-shipped

Nobody offers
And nobody will

Reela.

faster service.

if

Why

give you better quality v^ork.
Reela's speed and high quality
of three things:
1. Competent, dedicated people.
Jet transportation, and an outfit
that knows how to exploit it.

3.

Sophisticated

How many

— 20?

settle for less

it.

than the best

?

now.

Call Reela

REELA OFFERS:

come about because
2.

you want) before you know

Complete

editorial services

producer's services

—

titling

and

— sound

•

complete

— animation

•

complete

8,

1

6,

35mm

laboratory services.
including black and white or color
dailies for Florida filming
• Super 8 printing and cartridging.

new equipment.

do you need
100? Reela can make them.
release prints

\t<C.

R\St^

'"^''

^«A^a'^

fov

Han-- ^^
w,^Vian-

.^W

^iee\a

-'\>

<;er

Vj\\ar[>^
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CREATE THE

MOOD

Right

EVERY TIME

screen executive

appointed Frank B. Leonard vice
.

nance.
Prior

continued
Less Knight, who is now district
sales manager, industrial and ed-

products.

ucational

headquarters
Angeles.

Knight's

be

will

in

Los

PRODUCTION

LIBRARY
offers you a full

70 hours of background
:

production music for

j

bridges,

background

titles,

—for

dubbing music

for your:

• FEATURE PRODUCTIONS

I

all

projects for Kirt Films.

• TV FILMS

j

• SLIDE FILMS

I

• ANIMATION

to Kirt

Films from WABC-TV, will act
as producer, director, writer and
sales manager.

Is

Director of

Alan B. Solomon has been apof

director

finance

Superscope, Inc. Solomon will direct Superscope's financial and
corporate activities.
Prior to joining Superscope,

United

:

• SALES PRESENTATIONS
• COMMERCIALS
• EDUCATIONAL

:

"MAJOR"

i

its

as

treasurer of

Recording Corporation
from 1965 to

affiliates

has been named

ciates.

:

recorded original music on

:

LP records

I

or

:

Tape ready

E

IMPORTANT: "Major" owns

or Vi-lnch Tape,

35mm

Mag.

for a mix.

production

own
mood

World

rights

ils

to

head

the

company's motion picture equipment sales division, which is now
Hollywood,
in
headquartered

Loucks will continue to head
up the AGE Inc. rental division,
also located in Hollywood.

Visionetics Names Richard
Vice President, Marketing
Frederick D. Richard has been
appointed vice president, mar-

Atlantic Treaty Associa-

The

and

tion

the

North

Atlantic

Treaty Organization have appointed J. Hunter Todd a delegate to the 15th General Assembly. A special international group

young

55

men

from the
were selected

countries

for this honor.

Salzburg Appointed

appointed

has

VP

Joseph

S.

at

Salz-

burg vice president-sales.
Salzburg, a 30-year veteran of
the motion picture industry, joined Niles as an account supervisor
in

1966.

E sound legal basis. Re-recording rights
; available on a "per selection" or "un-

velopment and for expanding the

director of research and develop-

—

and commercial products. In
addition, Richard will help direct the company's entry into

limited

use"

flat fee

a

completely

arrangement.

WRITE FOR 135-PAGE CATALOGUE TO

sponsibility for

Visionetics

line

of

Pollan

educational

new markets.

ment

&

Is

Director of

for International Education

Training,

ment

I

is

Inc.

The appoint-

part of a "major expan-

company's product
research and development activsion

of the

ities."

THOMAS

J.

VALENTINO

ilNCORPORATED
I

Established 7932
I

;

150W. 46 St. New York 10036
or phone (212) 246-4675

i

[

;

•

Also available: Detailed Catalogue
of our complete LP library of
471

U

Sound

Effects.

Robson

Is

General Manager,

Marketing, Eastman Kodak
Wylie S. Robson, whose career
spans 31 years with Eastman
Kodak Company, has been
named general manager of marketing and a member of the Operations Committee.

business affairs and
to superintendent of

president,

Ray Gaul

both West Coast laboratories
J. Belton has joined the
Creative Film Group of Denver,
Colorado as manager of produc.

.

.

Robert

and cinematography
Corporation of America
Leroy Wright disappointed
has
tion

.

.

.

Sony

manager, video products, for

to

its

.

.

as producer/director

staff

Two men named

.

Products,

of

Inc.

to

key sales

Lyon Metal

division positions at

Aurora,

Illi-

nois are T. L. Davis, who was
made manager of the office furniture department,

Buchanan who

is

and Wayne

now

.

.

.

S.

man-

sales

ager, northeast region

Philip

Company's photo products deAlan Fishburn,
partment
owner of Alan M. Fishburn Pro.

.

ductions, has been elected presi-

dent of Chicago Unlimited, Inc.
Three refor the year 1970 ..
.

promotions at the Ampex
Corporation include William G.
Shute, who has been named manager of the Chicago branch in its
educational and industrial products division, John G. Campbell,
cent

who
E&T's

Research and Development
David Pollan has been named

on

the

in

DeLuxe Gen-

eral are Stanley F. Judell to vice

.

re-

library.

you

staff of

West Coast

J. Wingate has been named general manager of the Du Pont

de-

its

to

all

Around The Industry
Among promotions

Tennessee ... Tel Ra Productions
Inc, has added John Heidenreich

Todd Delegate To
General Assembly

new product

2 music in
~ available

on

operative.

Alabama, Mississippi and eastern

keting for Visionetics, Inc.
Richard will have overall

1 copyrights

E. Long Advertising Agency
and as vice president of the W. E.
Long Independent Bakers Co-

W.

trict

Niles Communications, N.Y.
Fred A. Niles Communications Centers, Inc., New York,

know-how and

on 16 or

vice

fornia.

:

beautifully-

senior

NATO

—you get exceptional technical

specializes in sound

Loucks,

Grant

president in charge of rentals for
Alan Gordon Enterprises, Inc.,

Sahlein Is Senior VP at
Alan Gordon Enterprises
Don Sahlein has been named
senior vice president of Alan
Gordon Enterprises, Inc.. CaliPrior to entering the photographic field, Sahlein was a publicist with Glenn Rose & Asso-

:

Loucks To Head Sales Div.
At Alan Gordon Enterprises

of

9 INDUSTRIAL FILMS

I

to

of

the present.

I

New York

from

Calif.

Solomon

and

;

who comes

Solomon served

• DOCUMENTARIES

I

Robert B. Mansfield has been
appointed second in command of

pointed

scoring, editing, recording and

i

marketing of all
varieties of Kodak photographic
regions,
seven
in
products

as director of the

Leonard served

Films International

Names Mansfield Co-Head

Finance at Superscope

I

I

Kirt

Mansfield,

MUSIC
I

assume responsi-

will

the

for

Take Ten,

joining

to

fi-

Honolulu.

MAJOR"

"MAJOR"

Robson
bility

stretching

with the

and

president, administration

is

the

new

Vice President
Take Ten, Incorporated, Chi-

area

has been appointed national sales
manager, also in the educational

products division
Imagination, Inc., San Fran-

and
.

.

industrial

.

made

cisco, has also

recent staff

promotions; Chris Ford has been
made production manager, while
Gerry Slick and Danny Benson
have been named to the Board
Jeanne Lindsay
of Directors
.

Take Ten Names Leonard

northeast

manager in the same division, and Bruce F. Bond, who
sales

.

.

has been promoted to vice president of Ken Snyder Enterprises
.

.

.

D. M. Rockwell has joined

cago based producer of motion
radio-TV
films,
slide
pictures,

Filmfair Communications as vice
president and director of eduac-

shows
industrial
and communication materials has

tional services,

commercials,

tional services.

•
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FILM
ART
DU
LABS
WEST STREET
DU ART
BLDG., 245

55

NEW YORK, N. Y. 10019 (212) PL 7-4580
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COMPLETE

16mm LABORATORY
SERVICES
7255 ECO

AND

EF,

MS PROCESSING

EASTMAN COLOR INTERNEG POSITIVE

COLOR ADDITIVE PRINTING

IN

CHICAGO

.

.

.

NORTH SHORE
NORTH SHORE MOTION PICTURE
LAB., INC.

12 East Grand Avenue
Chicago,

Illinois

60611

Phone (312) 321-9348

IN

NEW YORK

.

.

.

CINELAB
CINELAB, CORP.
421 West 54th Street

New

York,

New

York 10019

Phone (212) 7651670

WRITE FOR

BROCHURE

m

.

.m

"MOST OF US
LOVE OUR
I

M

^W^

COUNTRY...
I

and we recognize

that as individuals

can become successful
there's
if

we

^^

in this country. But

no way we can become successes

our brothers

become dope

addicts.'

This statement was }ust one of the many
provocative expressions of campus attitudes
in

"THE DAY BEFORE TOMORROVJ,"

VPI's

production for NEWSWEEK fJtagazine
winner of the 1969 Public Relations Society
of America Film Festival.
.

^^m

OTHER

^m'-'

VPI

PRODUCTIONS INCLUDE:

"THE SOUNDS OF LEARNING"
A film for the 3M COMPANY prepared
educators and teachers

for

in training.

"SUNDAY FATHER"
A theatrical short subject starring
Dustin Hoffman
,

^

"A TIME TO PLAY"
A film for the POLAROID CORPORATION,
official

\

the

multi-screened presentation

of the U.S.

Government

at

Expo

'67.

"THE RICHARD NIXON 1968 PRESIDENTIAL
CAMPAIGN FILMS"
The production and distribution of the
major television effort of the Republican Party.

^i^%
fc

"21st

CENTURY COMMERCIALS"

A

series of films describing the research
and development efforts of the UNION

V
,

.

CARBIDE CORPORATION.

"CBS REPORTS COMMERCIALS"
of films for the IBfJI CORPORATION,
depicting the role of the computer in space,
health, education, business and industry.

A series

We would welcome the opportunity to discuss
your communication needs in public relations,
industrial relations, marketing, advertising,
and training, etc., and to show you
samples of our work. Please contact:

sales,

Mr. William Lewis

VPI FILMS.
7B East 56 Street.
New York. New York
Telephone (212) 838-3900

Mr. Robert Drucker

VPI FILMS.
151 S North Western Ave..

Hollywood, California
Telephone (213) 466-869t

FILMS

.

.

has the

LA BELLE

right

the

answer

to

camera eye

.

.

coniinued

A/V problem

Hedden, who now presides over

Bill

live

the Association of

Cinema

Laboratories, has

hours to the
and helped inform the

affairs

countless

given

SMPTE

many

of

thou-

who attend his company's annual
Workshops. Byron Roudabush is remem-

sands

bered for his pioneer role

^^'

ties, his

years of aid to the

ACL

in

activi-

SMPTE.

DuPont's Deane White, current SMPTE
is helping guide that key group
into the 70's and a leader of the "new gen-

president,

eration"

The SENTINEL
and display

for point-of-sale

—

—

Demands audience
tion.

A

full-time,

atten-

Tom Hope

—

—

—

intelli-

know-how

his

for face-to-face selling
outlets, no setting up of
speakers/screens. Your sight/sound f ilmstrip
instantly
program is at your fingertips
anywhere you need it. Atand positively
tache' size, it weighs only
the only A/V
15 pounds

^ '™™-

shares

really

The COURIER'
No plugs, no cords, no

plug in
Simply place in the best spot
and the synchronized sight/sound program
ready to sell or demonstrate tor you.
is
Operates on command or continuous repeat.

who

and enthusiasm throughout the Midwest is
Chicago's Jack Behrend. Salute Kodak's

unit

gent salesman requiring
less than 2 square feet.
Large 8%" x 12" screen
for individual or small
group showings.

with

the

its
broadest statistical base
through those annual SMPTE Surveys!

Health and medicine are
national

concern.

tant first 10 seconds.

rector of the

U.S.

to

of

fields

vital

The men

remember

James Lieberman,

certainly include Dr.

executive

and gets

look. Gets
showing in those imporin

for tireless efforts in giving the

industry

a-v

di-

Public Health Service's

National Medical Audiovisual Center in Atlanta.

Ralph Creer's years of service in medical
motion pictures in the American Medical

Programs interchangeable
with snap-in convenience

are all too well known; this
year he also heads the Audiovisual Confer-

Association

AUDIO/VISUAL

LA BELLE

ence of Medical and Allied Sciences. Our
awareness of the relation of air and water

EQUIPMENT

pollution to the nation's health rates a spesalute to the

cial

man who

making countless motion

has specialized

on those
Va.

every filmstrip/sound presentation adapted
The complete
Applies equally well in tfie areas of
requirements.
audience
to specific

in

SELLING, PROMOTING, MARKETING, MERCHANDISING, TRAINING, RECRUITING, EDUCATING. In fact, anywfiere dramatic sound/graphiics can

The growth of such national distribution
companies as Modern, Association Films,
Sterling and United World, plus their inestimable value in delivering our sight/sound
media to audiences, is a salute of itself to

"family" line for

be the bridge

to the

mind.

NOW... this "TOTAL

COMMUNICATIONS"
Audio I Visual Concept
to solve your problems

subjects: Stuart Finley, of Falls Church,

men who

the

LA BELLE

pictures

guide

these

organizations:

Modern's Carl Lenz; Association's Bob
Mitchell and Bob Finehout; Sterling's Roger
Cahaney and United's John Desmond. World
audience horizons have been extended by
Inforfilm, headed by Jan Botermans, its
chief in Brussels. Let us not forget worklminded Albert Amateau, whose West Coast
Foreign Language Service Co. is responsi-

COMMPAK
3
\A/AY***

slip-in cart:rldge

today and tomorrow!

ble for multi-lingual translation of so

international factual

COURIER®
Take
It's needed
tor

—

In that area of important overseas film
Bruce Herschensohn, direccredit

16

tor of

16mm FILMSTRIP
WITH SYNCHRONIZED SOUND

gets showing instantly

This small, compact instant cartridge is the
BIG IDEA • Up to 250 visuals plus 20 minutes audio* Fast sequence scenes approach
animation suggesting motion • Slips in for
!

SEIVITIIMEL16
*SEMI-PORTABLE
SELF-CONTAINED

program changes • No adjustment
-^- permanently synchronized and
interchangeable • 3 ways to present a program
instant

Ideal lor point-ol-

I

purchase. training, edu
locations.

Individuals or small groups

get the message.

TUTOR

16

* LARGE SCREEN
PROJECTED IMAGE
Groups

of

people can see

and hear the story simultaneously and convincingly.

Motion Picture & Television Service
Agency with up-

for our U. S. Information

where

personahzed communication.

catiing

many

pictures.

use,

*SELF-CONTAINED PORTABLE
this "attache case" unit

motion

^1

CARTRIDGE INSTANTLY INTERCHANGEABLE IN ANY UNIT OF
THE "16" SERIES
Arrange

for convincing demonstration

L.A BELLE
lndust;rieB
Phone: 414/567-5527
502

S.

Worthington

St.

holding the highest standards of excellence
in USIA films; Wilbert Pearson, Chief, Int'l

Communications Media Staff
the man we all depend on to

at

USIA

is

clear impor-

tant films for overseas use.

And where would we
uing

equipment design

be without continprogress,

plus

to-

day's great audiovisual facilities within education and business? Representative of those

who have

strived

give us new, flexible

to

types of projectors

is

producer-counsellor"Cap" Palmer.

Charles
audiovisual

inspiration-giver

Leading the
and architect-consultants

facility

is

designers

Manhattan's Hu-

bert Wilke, often cited in these pages.

•

Oconomowoc, Wisconsin 53066
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Now
to

the trumpet

bear arms, though arms

though embattled

we

we need — not

as a call to battle,

are — but a call to bear the burden

of a long twilight struggle
of

us again — not as a call

summons

.

.

.

against the

common enemies

man: tryanny, poverty, disease and war

itself.

Will you join in that historic effort?

My fellow
will

citizens of the world: ask not

do for you, but what together

we

what America

can do

for

the freedom of man.

John

F.

Kennedy

President of the United States
1960-1963

Vision Associates,

FEBRUARY, 1970

Inc.,

680 Fifth Avenue,

New York

City

!9

rpHE NEW YORK TIMES

A

book publishing

its

and

subsidi-

ary, Arno Press, have introduced
a new series of films on black
Americans for use in schools
from upper elementary classes
through college level.

—

The

The Times and Arno Press
particularly

well

sponsor the

to

110-

Arno's

series.

The American
Negro, His History and Literavolume

Negro

are

qualified

in

collection.

documenting

ture,

plishments

America

of

accom-

the

people

black

The

put-together works.

had

good
comments from the Saturday Review as well as from a number
has

collection

leading

of
for

its

New York

Times' Arno Press traces the

history of the black

man

in

America

and adds an important new
perspective to American history.

journals

$2000

high as

that

the

be a natural

and important adjunct to The
American Negro volumes, particularly

new

Serving

the

visually

generation.

an overview film

as

on the role of the
American history is
and Slave Resistance

for this series
in

Slavery

which

seeks

break

to

stereotypes and documents
the black

man

down
how

resisted his servi-

tude both actively and passively.

Slave masters sought to justify

labor by creating myths

forced

of the "natural docility" of the

and

slave

bondage was

that

"Rewarding" experience

points

film

and teachers who found the ex-

new

"instructive,"

perspective to

"star-

and "adds
American

rebellions.

wrecked

Many

RAFFLE

man

shows how the black

film

of the early 17th century in

America

fell

victim

to

shortage. His earlier rights

labor

—

to

Gi,jBiH:

ifi be
t.. ll.
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cities,
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H

Some

runaway slaves
Phyllis Wheatley, kidnapped from Africa at
nine, wrote the second volume of
poetry published by a woman in
of these

became famous.

America.

became

William Wells Brown
America's first Negro
and playwright. Fred-

became a leading
and editor.

orator

w.^
I

J<^SEPH JENNINGS.

20

black Americans helped close the

chapter on slavery

in

America.

Complete lesson plan
Slavery and Slave Resistance,

which won a gold medal at the
recent International Film Festival at New York, was produced

The New York Times/Arno
by Dynamic Films, Inc.
Nathan Zucker was executive
Press

producer; Maurice Rapf, director; and William A. Katz, con-

on American Negro

vote

cation Department, served as educational consultant. On screen

— were squashed

in a fren-

denly he was a commodity to be

and

bought

sold

willed

to

lost at

cards and

at

relatives,

slaves,

rented

won

learning

auctions,
out,

in raffles.

was made

a crime, while teaching the black

man was

in

some

states punish-

story to the

narration
pressive

Cleavon

New York

is

State

his-

Edu-

delivered by an im-

young

black

actor,

Little.

Slavery and Slave Resistance,
26 minutes, in color and sound
is available from the New York
Times/Arno Press, 229 West

able by death.

43rd

Street,

New York

Following the American and
French revolutions, the slave's
lot seemed destined for improvement. Men began to speak out

for

$325.

A

<

I

—

dom.

sultant
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TV

fires.

set

woods, to the
to freeto the North

work his way out of bondage,
buy land, testify in court, and
zied rush for "black gold." Sud-

iiinfl

tools,

fled to the

for

history."

The

re-

at the risk

They plotted and
They ruined

of their lives.

staged

slaves

out,

and again

sisted again

Achievements of these and other

In recent tests before audiences of 7th and 10th grade students in New York City and
nearby suburbs the film generated a remarkable response from
both white and black students

a

his

"natural condition." Actually, as

anti-slavery

tling,"

quadrupled

Myths explained

erick Douglass

"rewarding,"

as

to four million.

novelist

perience

to

each, and Ameri-

ca's slave population

crops,

reaching

in

oriented

Nesro

The Negro as a slave is illustrated with drawings
and reproductions of auction posters like this.

rocketed

slaves

of

The

Mississippi.

across the

price

the

believes

series of films will

films from the

ing

the

scholarly excellence.

The Times

A new series of

very

educational

them

in

America, has filled a great need
in a field which has recently
drawn a great deal of shoddy,
hastily

—

foremost among
Quakers. Then two
events jolted black hopes. Eli
Whitney's new cotton gin lowered cotton prices and world demand soared. And, Jefferson purchased the Louisiana Territory,
sending cotton growers streamfor civil rights

teacher's

10036,
comprehensive

manual with a step-by-

step

lesson

each

print.

plan

accompanies
•
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:

There's nothing new about

a quad printer.

Unless ifs one that prints
Super 8 fihn six times faster.
And only Cine Magnetics film laboratory has it.
Because right now there is only one Optronics Mark X Quad Printer to give you better

8mm

just installed this

16mm

to

optical reduction printer in our

Super

Mamar-

new

facilities,

including clean-room

rooms for Fairchild, Technicolor,
Bohn-Benton, Jayark, and other cartridges.
Like

print quality. Quicker.

We've

Like
finishing

new

services, specifically inventory

prints, drop shipment
and 100 percent inspection.
And most important, like a select group of

maintenance of release
distribution,

oneck laboratory.
Developed under the direction of John
Maurer, it operates at 50 feet per minute on
the 8mm side. Or 200 feet of 8mm reduction

talented people who will give your order the
personal attention it deserves.

prints per minute.

center for motion picture duplication and pre-

But the Optronics Mark

X

is

just

one

of the dramatic changes at Cine Magnetics.

new 16mm

Bell

adds up

& Howell

new

printer, a

Filmline black-and-white film processor,
and a new Hazeltine color analyzer.

to a

complete

8mm

and

16mm

print services.
It

adds up to the

Call us

There are many others
Like a

It

and

new Cine

we'll

Magnetics.

be happy to show you

around.
We'll be even happier to show
on your ne.xt print order.

you the

results

Cine MagneticsJnc.
520 North Barry Avenue, Mamaroncck, N.Y. 10543 (914) 698-3434
Receiving Center: 202 East 44th Street ( 212) 682-2780

New York City

FEBRUARY, 1970
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one or

all

this your

UNIDIRECTIONAL

DYNAMIC
MICROPHONE

1.

advantages can make

of these provable

most

effective

and

reliable

^VIDER FRONT ^VORKING ANGLE

microphone!

—

The SM53 allows greater freedom of performer movement tonal quality is unaffected by movement tfiroughiout the broad effective pickup area. Eliminates
"ho/es" and "tiot spots" when using multiple microphones. These valuable attributes stem from a broad, true cardioid frontal pattern at all frequencies, in all
freeing the user from the restrictions of overly tight angular sensitivity.
planes

—

SOUNDS

MORE

EFFECTIVE REJECTION OF UN>VANTED
2.
The SM53 prevents sound coloration due to off-axis reflections or reverberation and,
in addition, unwanted sounds (even air conditioner rumble) are effectively controlled.

—

These properties are achieved through the polar pattern which is singularly uniform
with frequency (even at the extreme low end) and is symmetrical about its axis.

3.

MECHANICAL NOISE ISOLATION

shock mount significantly reduces the objectionable stand, cable,
and handling noises associated with many unidirectional microphones. The SM53
can be used in many applications where conventional units have proved marginal
Built-in effective

or unusable.

EXTRAORDINARY RUGGEDNESS

4.
You can even drop the SIVI53
element and it will maintain

—

5.

its nose without damaging the microphone
excellent performance characteristics.

directly on
its

SUPERIOR HUM REJECTION

Built-in

hum-rejection system reduces magnetic

hum

20 db compared to other units! Makes it far more usable
and in areas with extremely high magnetic fields.

6.

susceptibility by as much as
in distant pickup applications

LESS SUSCEPTIBILITY TO "POP"

Integral "pop" filter minimizes explosive breath noise without external
Works well where other microphones are marginal or unusable.

7.

screening.

MINIMIZED PROXIMITY EFFECT

Uniform tonal quality is maintained (without objectionable low-end build-up) regardless of whether the microphone is worked close up or from a distance.

a. FIELD SERVICEABILITY
Element (cartridge), connector, front screen,
minutes.

roll-off

switch can

all

SHURE BROTHERS

INC.,

222 Hartrey Avenue, Evanston,

Illinois

In

60204
©

22

be replaced

'

1969

SHURE BROTHERS

INC.
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YOU CANT SELL
SIT ON IT

IF

A

MAN HAS A COLD.
house
start

are

to

film

made.

Each of these
advice and time
is

A

tooth hurts.

A

a corporation.

A

tax time.

It's

Your

needed.

is

design for a

major corporation wants a

Dan Hess Productions

of a professional. In each case a great deal

you can.
for the

—

both medical and dental.
Now, there are free clinics
The legal aid society provides lawyers to all without a fee.
The IRS will help you with your taxes free. And there are
many architectural students who will willingly design houses
for the experience

— with no

fee attached.

for film?

That's what this article

is

all

about.

for five years, ever since

it

HESS and CYRUS EPSTEIN

situations requires the talents, services, help,

You'll expect to pay the professional you choose
service he renders, won't you? And well too!

to write

DAN

group of men

at stake. You'll try to find the best professional

And

By

IT,

I

.

.

.

.

.

.

been meaning

I've

my

wrote

"You
vs. creative fees
you'll
him
doctor
tell
not
consult
a
and
wou/d
pay him only if his treatment works"
veteran film producer Dan Hess says he
has done his last spec treatment and tells why.
Spec treatments

specu-

first

lative treatment.

Let's start at the point

a film.

It

to

make

are the alternatives

open

where a company wants

What

needs a producer.

to the sponsor.'

can select a producer, tell him what the budget is, ask
him if he wants to do the picture, work out a contract and
let him begin work on research and treatment.
It can talk to several producers and ask one or all of
It

them

to submit speculative treatments

and competitive bids

for the film.
It can review producers who have worked for the company and screen the work of new producers. Based on this

and interviews with the filmmakers, a creative fee for research and treatment is awarded to one filmmaker.
At this point we should define what we mean by speculative treatment and what we mean by creative fee. A speculative or spec

treatment

a story line, a

full

cations,

locations,

when

Hess

a producer submits ideas,

character definition, and theme

OUT COMPENSATION
When

is

treatment including synopsis, dialog indi-

WITH-

Epstein

/

from the sponsoring company.

company awards a creative fee it says to a filmmaker: We want you to make a film for us. We have reviewed your work and background along with others and
feel that you are the filmmaker we want. We will pay you
a

fairly to research,

plan and write a treatment for us prior

to a finished shooting script.

ommendation along with

What
options

will

expect a budget rec-

are the advantages and disadvantages of the various
to

producers

should be asked by

and thought about

ly

We

the treatment.

in

and

sponsors?

many people

It's

a

question

business films,

in

that

asked

manner.

a very serious

Are there advantages to speculative treatments?
For the sponsor, and more particularly for the man directresponsible for films at the company, spec treatments

give the opportunity of looking at a

lot

of ideas prior to

Continued on next
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.

you can't

If

sell

it

.

They're bad business for several

well.

as

reasons.

.

of

First

all,

any commitment. It lets him see treatments
and direction free. It enables him to get his
bosses approval before any money is spent
by submitting several of his spec treatments
helps him to crystalize his
makes him appear to some
people in his company as though he's saving the company money. It even, in some
for approval.
ideas.

It

so-

film contracts offer anything to the

producer?

Well perhaps to young filmmakers anxious to break into the business film world.
Occasionally, after many false starts, you
But.

on a spec treatment.

a contract

better

make

to

personal

a

statement

your own. It can be low budget, it
can be on any subject. Make it well. Confilm of

ceive

it,

your

life

direct

it,

er or later

it

it,

cut

as though

it

because

it,

finished

its

and show

tivals

shoot

depended on

And when

show

it

might.

it

film

at

fes-

Soonyou a chance.

to business people.

someone

will give

What about film houses who need to
keep several sound stages, a coterie of directors, a few crews and eleven movieolas busy.

may

Well, spec treatments

goes into spec work might not be spent on
productions already in the house.

But for the creative filmmaker with firm
ethics and a strong portfolio of films speculative treatments have little appeal. John
Pcckham. Peckham Productions, an excellent filmmaker of 20 years standing, said
although he's done spec work in the past,
he has not done any in the last two years
and will not do any in the future. He feels
that "spec work is the biggest injustice in
the business world" and that clients have
respect for his

turns

down

company because he

requests for spec treatments.

Requests for spec treatments take different forms. How many times we've heard the
words, "Now we're not looking for something for nothing."

do

"We

don't want you to

a script or anything like that

just

like

some of your

put differently:

its

give

ideas."

.

.

.

we'd

Sometimes

"Maybe you'd

some thought. Then we can

it

like

talk

to
if

you wish." Or: "Since you've never done
anything in our
you'd approach

field

like

the taste

scoop of
lon;

ice

please

we'd

like

to see

how

it."

In other words:
I

I'll

open a can of peas, if
buy the can; give one

cream before we buy'the
this one tooth and if

fill

tooth doesn't hurt next week, of course,

gal"the
I'll

pay you.

How
They
client

When

can

can't be

good ideas be given away?
and nobody does. What the

gets are quick ideas or old ideas.
the client gets these ideas they must

be gone over first with the producer who
is submitting them,
then with other asso-

24

is

producer who

been

has

asked to submit
speculative treatments, or proposals as they
are sometimes called.
Speculative
great

treatments

ation

cost

business

a

amount of money. Various personnel

at the client

waste hundreds of hours in

where

We know

this

of one situ-

has been going on for eight
months. The company has talked to 15 or
20 producers and still have not found an
idea that appeals to them. One producer we
know admitted to submitting five different
this

scripts on this particular project. Hundreds
of producer and sponsor man hours uselessly

expended; thousands of dollars thrown

out the window.

The

client

situation

is

somewhat

similar in ad-

But twenty years ago Doyle, Dane
Bernbach began creating a kind of brilliant
advertising that has changed the nature of
vertising.

that business.

One

most promising young filmseveral years ago decided that the way to build a business was
to do spec treatments. He's developed a
business making several films a year, a good
sales manager who sells on spec, and he
makes a lot of money, but he hasn't made

Bill Bernbach, the creative genius
Doyle Dane, is asked for a presentation
by a potential client he shows work the
agency has done, gives client references and
says whether or not his agency would like

He

ey.

He knows

ideas, that

also

knows

that you
good ideas

can't give

cost

mon-

our world only
those things that are paid for have value,
that in

are appreciated.

give

speculative

presentations.

Jerry

Delia Famina, president of his own agency
that has grown to twenty mill-on in three
years, says: "We don't do any spec presenta-

—

no matter what the size of the
account. If we give our work away why
should anyone want to pay. We have clients
who are paying for our times, why take
away from them. We had a chance to pitch
for the
business last year
you remember a dozen agencies, one million in
spec work. What if I went to
and suggested they fly me free to the coast, and 'if
I liked their service and
flight arrangements
I might book my return and other
business
with them. But if I wasn't satisfied I could
shake hands and we'd still be friends."
tions

TWA

—

TWA

The point is that creative energy is a commodity, that the creators of ideas should
have the same attitude towards their output that other professionals have.

—

Speculative

New York

a great film in five years.

Some companies are well aware of this.
Donald Ackerson, Union Carbide Corporation, said he doesn't like to have anyone
do speculative work for him. Mr. Ackerson
doesn't want to feel under an obligation to
the producer who is willing to do speculative work on a project.
Carbide, Mr. Ackerson says, will pay for
treatment or research that

new

sary to get a
this

work

is

neces-

is

project underway. While

going on he works very closely

work

with the filmmaker to insure that the

does not get off the track. This is necessary, he said, because Carbide is a complex structure and people from the outside
will need a guide. His knowledge of the

company

is

useful

in

setting

the

research

and creative fee appropriate for each project. He said there is no rule of thumb that
can be applied for creative fees and research
assignments.

Now

what happens

if

filmmaker goes

a

Sometimes,
he'll

if

his file

dig into drawer

system

6B and

is

extensive

pull out a spec

treatment done for another company in the
same field and rejected 6 months ago. He'll
turn the old treatment over to his secretary,
dust it, and give it over to a new production
1

who does a little writing.
The treatment will get a new typing job,
have one new shot put in, three scenes deassistant

the music indicated will be changed
from an upbeat progressive jazz theme to
a rock score and three extras of other than
leted,

Bernbach's influence has permeated a
whole generation of advertising talent, so
that today none of the creative agencies
will

in

the spec treatment route?

When

away good

the

of the

makers

at

the business.

its

respect of both parties.

initial

had the courage at the beginning to assign the job to one filmmaker
he had faith in, even two if he wanted to
have a comparison, open up the doors for
him to get into the problem, he probably
would have a finished film by now, would
have beat out a competitor doing a similar
public service film, and saved his company
thousands of dollars.
If this

serve the purpose

of keeping their plant in production, but one
wonders if the money, time and effort that

more

the sponsoring company. This
repeated over and over with each

at

process

type of useless work.

Does the spec treatment method of

may win

ciates

It

cases, justifys his job.

liciting

the

most
expensive way of making films we know.
Third, its damaging to the prestige and self

continued

own

way

not the

its

best films are made. Secondly,

treatments are bad business
bad business for sponsors and producers

white races put in a crowd scene.

Along with

the treatment they

must sub-

A

mit a bid to the prospective client.
year
and a half ago when they had bid the treat-

ment they bid $38,500, when the budget
had been set at $40,000. Now with the budget specified at around $50,000, they wondered how much the market would take
and what bid would be best.
Another producer may spend a half day
coming up with a spec idea that can be
quickly molded into a treatment. He then
roughs out a bid and submits.

What kind
this

of bids can be formulated in

manner? Obviously, not accurate ones.

How

could they be when there is nothing
to base a bid on? The producer
has the choice when making bids this way
of either lying to himself or lying to his
prospective client.
specific

Either

way production

values suffer and

the film suffers.

While beginning to research and

script

BUSINESS SCREEN

he finds the whole approach he has taken
It's too late to
is not the best possible one.

audiences we address. The old tableau film

change so he must continue to develop ihe

i\ory tower will talk

ideas

spec treatment.
As he begins drafting his shooting script
finds

he

make

to

that

sequence

certain

a

require an extra 2 days of filming and

will

adequately cover he should have a second

to

camera

Budget

well.

as

How

written

fornuilated in that hastily

as

So

prohibits.

in-

it the right wa\. modificamade. Five times in the cinirse of
scripting similar problems come up.

stead of shoining

a

the

ing

pontificating narrator from his

we

will

dimensions

down no more.
way

the

fintl

to create

film lor our clients?

in

time

By exploring our
others. By research-

thoughts and those of

By screening

come from?

spark

Digging, trying various approaches, talking to a multitude of people
a

is what makes
from the point of view
can do for its sponsors.

film great, great

the job

ol

it

By

You

thinking.

And how

for

Business and filmmaker should agree

this?
at

we be compensated

will

the start of a project.

We've

a basic for-

nuila.

minimum

cordingly.

broad daylight or
with flat studio lighting, and action that
moves stilted in preblocked patterns from
one place, carefully to the next.
What then is the wa\ to go?
Don't do spec treatments. Don't help
bastardize a good business. Don't submit

the

will

piece of material, what fact will provide the basis for your treatment?

by having the time to outline, write and
develop ideas. By interviewing. By talking.

for the project take ten percent
of that for your creative fee. Sometimes a

in

Where

film.

What

Often there are simple ways to shoot a
film that only become apparent after you've
gained a thorough knowledge of the subject.

lots of films,

bv writing to budget. When the picture is
finished its another run of the mill industrial with canned 1961 music, stem to stern
narration, and safe visual images shot in
time either

a

new

By bas-

think.

to

ing and reading.

tions are

By the time the shooting script is finished
weak idea has been severely weakened

The

gone.

is

II

the client has an idea or firm budget

committed

problem can be looked

at and judged acgoing to be a film on a new
computer system, to be shot in 16, with a
month of research and writing involved in
treatment development, the film will be for
It's

innlant showing

might, for examjile. find one location
where three different things can be shown.
You'd work out ways to shoot there, saving time and money and travel to additional
locations. Only with adequate research can this be ascertained.
That money is eventually saved by paying creative fees is evident to all who have
worked this way. One very dramatic example of this comes to mind. A company wanted to do one film on two new. but very
different tires. The filmmaker, working on
a creative fee. suggested in early talks that

and sales use. about \2-\5
mmutes. It's obviously not a $100,000
project, nor is it a $20,000 project. Should
be in the S40-50.000 range.
Take ten percent of the $40,000 as cre-

the two tires were so different that they
would not be compatible in the same film.
He suggested making one film on each tire,
each film to tell a different story and in a

have you got but ideas. If you
give them away what have you got to sell'?

ative fee.

films had been shot,

away flights. Computers
don't give away time. Banks don't give away
money. .A&P doesn't give away food.
And you shouldn't give away ideas. I say

and producer agreed on the basic principle
of a creative fee where the numbers could

when they say

to the pressure

"'Well

if

\ou'll

give us a few ideas".

What

else

Airlines don't give

this

from

I've

not be easilv

both from an ethical point of view and
a pragmatic point of view. It stands

ness film

make

and

sponsors,

tough client to

a

knows this and accepts no
work. They screen the work of

films for.

speculative

many filmmakers. When

a

conies

project

up they choose the filmmaker they feel can
best do the job. They give him either a basic
treatment fee or a creative fee to carry him
all the way through script. They have a suggested budget.

At the end of the
get

is

worked

out.

first

stage a rough bud-

When

script

is

finished

a tight exact budget must be submitted.
better

A

more honest way of working would

The advantages
many.

works

in

work.

He

a

similar

way.

No

speculative

begins with assigning a problem
with a fee attached. Then goes into script
and then production. Paying fairly, and de-

manding top work,

As Bob Dylan
times they are a
ter

all

the way.

few years ago: "The
changin" and "you'd bet-

said a

take note or you'll sink like

for the times they are a changin".

a

stone,

And

they

more exciting films. Films with greater
reality,
more intrinsic drama. Films that
communicate more vividlv to the various
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of

all.

it

working

way

this

are

allows a relationship,

understanding to grow between filmthe people at the sponsor company. It allows that feeling of trust and
good will to flow from which so much fol-

an

maker and

lows.

It

freedom

men on both

the

gives

sides

the

and exploration is the
basis of all good work.
Ideas have a way of building and as a
working relationship develops in a project
ideas will grow. One thing will trigger another and yet another. A depth of purpose
and a new appreciation of people, problems
and materials grows in a way that is impossible on the tentative, tenuous basis of a
to explore,

spec treatment.

much more

too.

can be carried on in a
manner. For example,

serious

best approach
you may wish to
understand the thinking from the top down
and the bottom up. We have gotten to talk
to nresidents of companies in the course of
working out a creative assignment. In one
case the whole approach to a film came
from a point of view developed at such a
figure

out

in

trying

to

take for a sales film

to

the

You never know when

meeting.

this

will

happen.

John Wanamaker once

sure are. Business wants and must have better

First of

Planning,

Pepper, head of motion picture
production for the Ford Motor Company,

final

In

testing,

of

but

all
I

my

advertising

never

find the

said

money

know which 50

same thing

"".'iO

is

percent

wasted
percent."

true with research

—
I

on

both

tire

films saved the client $3.'^.000

and enabled

him to release one film.
Filmmakers should be treated

same way as

the

in

after

was withdrawn
market. The decision to make two
one

work is a professional
and they should be compensated accordingly."

be hard to find.

Johna

out.

st\le.

professionals. Their creative

You can't give away your best
because you don't have the time to
develop them. So you give away old ideas
or second rate ideas that come quickly. .And
you make movies based on these ideas.
ideas

The American Telephone and Telegraph
Company, one of the country's biggest busi-

worked

from the

"Filmmakers should be treated

reason.

to

never seen a case when management

different

in

the

same

other

service

wa\ as other professionals. Their creative
work is a professional service and they
should be compensated accordingly.
No company would engage an attorney
and ask him to submit advice on a legal matter and say that pa\ment would be contingent on the use of that advice. Nor
would you consult a doctor and then tell
him you'll pay him if his treatment cures.
But such are the ground rules that often
prevail in the sponsored film arena. There
are companies who misuse their buying

power

in the

who

creative market,

tap the

creative intelligence of filmmakers with

no

compensation.
If you can't sell it. sit on it. Chippie Hill,
one of the great blues singers, sang this advice to the ladies of ill repute in New Orleans. And like Chippie Hill. I'm offering

the

same advice
done my

to filmmakers.

I've

last

was fourteen pages

spec treatment

long, took

research, thinking and writing.

treatment, but

now

one,

my

last

—

it

103 hours of
a

good

spec treatment.

From

It's

it, I'll sit on it.
filmmakers would join John
Peckham and myself in this resolve we'll
have a craft worth pursuing and developing.
.And if sponsors would respect creative effort and time of filmmakers as they do their
lawyers and accountants we'll have an honest, respectable business that we can all be
proud to be in.
•

If

if

I can't sell

other
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THE KODAK
BKI-TIME

PRODUCER'S
KIT.
Here's a tidy little

super

8

and other stiil pictures
need only one frame while things that move, move!
desired frame. So now,

package

that offers

you a

You

lot

control

of big advantages in

everything, from

your movie-making
and movie-showing

a

operations.

It

remote console.

It's

fantastic.

Fantastic

starts

titles

is

with a brand-new

also the

color film in super 8

the

cartridges. That's
high speed Kodak Ektachrome EF Film SO- 105.
This long-awaited film will come in handy for a lot

Projection Screen.

word

Kodak

for

Ektalite

of your available-light

assembly-line shooting,

including close-ups.
Naturally, you'll

want

to put this great

new

film in the

most flexible super 8
camera, and that's
the

Kodak

Instamatic"

M9

Movie Camera.
Take your pick

brought movie projecting out of the dark ages.
With this screen you can project your images in
broad daylight, with more
brightness and clarity
than you ever had in the

It's

dark.

of four shooting

to-one

See your dealer who
handles Kodak audiovis-

bility;

ual

'speeds; put the five-

zoom lens to work; use the single-frame capacount on the CdS exposure system. It's handy
and really compact.

And

speaking of single-frame capability, here's
result, the Kodak Ektagiaphic MFS-8 Projector. This amazing new machine lets you combine
the

end

equipment or contact

one of the offices listed below and get your Big-Time Producer's Kit. It's the
most versatile movie-making package you can buy.
And, who knows— it might even get your name on
the door.

the still-frame advantages of filmstrips with the

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY

tion advantages of movies.

Atlanta: 404 35 1-65 10 • Chicago: 3 12 654-0200
Dallas: 214 351-3221 • Hollywood: 213/464-6131

modone automatically with special cues on the film, which you can
put there yourself, to stop the projector on any
It's all

New

York: 212/262-7100
San Francisco: 415/776-6055

lS®dteIls

Working Audiovisual
SZABO

By WILLIAM
President

Szabo Associates

Will

TECHNICAL

Ltd.

SOLUTIONS

sign of audiovisual

for the de-

communications

fa-

have become well established in the
past five years as designers have obtained
more experience. Innovation in the form of
cilities

complex systems, multiplicity
equipment and increasing cost have
characterized contemporary design someincreasingly

Careful planning and design
of the audiovisual facilities
at Xerox Corporation's

new headquarters

of

times with questionable

utility.

"Facilities planning for audiovisual

in

Rochester has provided the
company a daily working

and flexibility
A-V expansion
and sophistication

tool
for additional

as needed.

way

other

the

around""

Will

says

Szabo

president of Will Szabo .Associates Ltd.

"A

system which is solely equipment oriented
and does not take into account the client"s
ability to produce the software for the system is very likely to fall short of it's potential as a communications tool and worse,
for those organizations which are beginning

AV

use
formations
to

Using the remote control consoiette from chairside
IS C. D. "Pete" Peterson, manager, audiovisual
and photography at Xerox.

com-

munications should begin with an analysis
of the client's communication needs and
end with the specification of hardware, not

display of business in-

the

in

programs,

training

their

in

or,

unneeded complexity can give rise to frustration and eventual disappointment. For
this reason we try to keep the first genera-

AV

tion

""The
for

future

for

sophistication

operational requirements grow.""

the

as

simple as possible while

facility as

making provision

audiovisual

we designed

facilities

Xerox Corporation's headquarters,

the

Rochester. New York rephilosophy even though the
clients" in-house capabilities for producing
motion pictures, slides and video tapes is

Xerox Square.
this

flects

considerable.

"Stimulated,

as

we were, by

of professionalism

level

we were

tablishment

in

the

high

the

client"s

able to achieve

es-

some

elegant solutions, which in addition to serving the client gave us a sense of pride in

accomplishment.
""However, no designs can be any better
than the people who manufacture and install the equipment so that as much care
should go into the selection of audiovisual
contractors as
facility.

is

In turn,

put into the design of the

we recognized

contribution

cant

made toward
Audio\isual

the

each

of

the

the signifi-

contractors

success of this

facilities at

project."'

Xerox Square

in-

clude:
•

Slide

presentation with

cess, 16

mm

reproduction,

random

conference

and speech reinforcement
Board Room.
•

1

6

ac-

motion pictures, sound
recording
for

the

motion picture and slide pressound reproduction and

entation,

conference recording for the executive conference rooms.
•

?a

Sound reproduction and speech

re-

BUSINESS SCREEN

Xerox

t

inforcenient

for

a

750

audi-

seat

torium.
•

16nim motion picture and
entation for a

730

slide pres-

scat auditorium.

M Xero.x the conventional seating around
supplemented by a flexible
which includes
seating
castered "work tables" and swivel chairs as
well as a setee and lounge chairs for guests.
Along one rosewood veneered wall decoraa board table

is

arrangement

of

tive

wood

conceal stainless

strips

steel

pins

which support charts while the front of the

room provides

rear projection screen, chalk

board, tack board, pull-down front projecscreen:

tion

handsomely concealed be-

all

hind floor to ceiling rosewood doors.

Current programs for the display of management information employ 2x2 slides sideby-side with control of the display from
either the projection room or the board
room. To accommodate the flexible seating
arrangement the remote control consolette
was mounted on a stand whose height can
be adjusted to the various chair heights and

Peterson shows ho;< control conIn
projection room Is used
with script for programmed presentation.

sole

for use beside a lectern.

Although the presentations in the Xerox
board room require sequential operation of
each of two slide projectors random access
to anv of the slides was desirable. A unique
circuit was designed employing two Kodak
RA950 random access slide projectors which
permits sequential operation of the two projectors and random access to either from a
single

RA950

controller.

The sequencer
so

also serves as a

depressing

that

random

the

SEQ

after

restores the projectors to

retreival

RA

memory

button

program.

the proper slide in the sequential

In the

This is a general view of the
board room. Remote control consolette may be used at chairslde,
table or lectern height.

mode

a

Hold button

retains the

information while the controller
used to address the companion slide projector. The system is also compatible with
retreived
is

punch tape control of the two projectors.
For future training applications the same
system will be controllable from dual frequency pulses on cassette wound tapes.
Although conference recording was not
required in the board room microphone
receptacles are provided in the baseboard
for those occasions

16mm

motion picture projector and pro-

vision

for

single-image-with-dissolve

projection using either the

Kodak Ektagraphic
Speech

projectors

reinforcement

acoustical

A

architecturally.

by

Projection equipment Is fixed In place along
the rear wall of projection room on heavy
guage steel shelving.

slide

is

also avail-

was not nor-

room because

environment
novel

work space is achieved
Uncluttered
mounting control boxes under shelves.

RA950's or two

mally indicated in the board
the

of

when recording a special
desirable. Four track

V4" reel-to-reel magnetic tape is available
for recording and stereo playback as well
as control of slides from taped programs.
The board room is also provided with a

of

two executive conference rooms. MoIs controlled from consolette
or projection room.

One

torized screen

may be

presentation

able.

This view of 750 seat auditorium shows flying
screen In lowered position.

achieved

solution

affords

support for the occasional feeble voiced person. Employing a screw-in type tranducer
located in the wood facia surrounding the
lighting

cove

sufficient
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a lavalier microto be heard
speech
for the faintest

added
phone

to the

room from

distinctly.

William "Will" Szabo is a registered professional engineer with degrees in Economics
and Communications from City College of
New York. Since 1965, he has been president
of this firm and president of Theater Tcc^;nology in Quebec. He is a member of the
Audio Engineering Society, Instituts of Electrical
and Electronic Engineers, SMPTE,
DAVI, Tau Beta Pi and Eta Kappa Nu.

Slide projectors have 450 watt Xenon
lamps with indexing mounts for

quick conversion to single-image
with dissolve or side-by-side formats

Executive Conference

Rooms
and uncluttered

Simphcity of operation
of

design

was the

control equipment

pri-

mary requirement for two conference rooms
employing a centrally located projection
room.
Although the audiovisual section, under
the direction of C. D. Peterson, is ready to
furnish the services of a technician whenever required, experience showed many of
the personnel using these conference rooms
often preferred to operate the equipment
themselves. Thus for this location the con-

equipment was mounted under the
shelves where it was readily accessible and
the receptacles and switches were clearly
trol

marked. The

AV

center.

result:

an efficient self-service

The remote

control

consolette

was designed to be small enough to be
placed on a lectern and conveniently portable for table or chair side use.

It

also in-

intercom station. Because
cludes
the simple design also proved economical
the projection room is equipped with dua built-in

and each conference room
own remote control consolette. Note

plicate controls

has

its

that for increased flexibility at chairside or

close to the scene a Kodak handpiece may
be plugged into the consolette to control a
slide

facilities

Close-up of audio equipment shows
tape control relay, audio control box
and mike junction box mounted on wall
with speech reenforcement amplifier
and tape recorder below.

The conference rooms
provide for two 2x2 slide projec-

presentation.

tors either side-by-side or single image with
motion picture, and 4
dissolver, 16

mm

track

''4 "

tape for recording, playback and

control of slides.

Auditorium Sound and Projection

The Xerox Corporation
of

A-V center.

economy it
community culThus the Xerox

tural programs as well.
Auditorium serves the corporation's needs
for large assemblies (750 seats) and provides Rochester with an ideal space for

meetings

Small size of control consolette permits it to be used anywhere. Lectern
contains Teleprompter reading unit.

not only an

part
plays a leading role in the

essential

Remote control and audio control boxes
are clearly labeled for this self-service

is

Rochester's

of

many

The

kinds.

stage

is

equipped with four light bars, a 16 foot flying motion picture screen and seven microphone receptacles. A lighting console affords
control over 52 lighting circuits and the
stereo sound system accepts up to ten input
channels.

To

eliminate the unnatural sound which

encountered in auditorium sound
systems which are used both for speech reinforcement and sound reproduction an unusual loudspeaker system was conceived by
C. Robert Fine, president of Fine Recording Studios. An array of 76 eight inch loudis

often

speakers built up from nineteen 4-speaker
units was installed at the junction of the
ceiling

and front wall of the

theater.

Auto-

matic switching of the sound system outputs
provides monaural or three-channel stereo
with the center channel derived. The results
are a naturalness of sound for both speech

reinforcement and sound reproduction.
tion pictures are projected

16mm
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equipment using

a

Mo-

from professional
1600 watt Xenon
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smircc and two 2x2 slide projectors arc
Xenon illuminated. 1 he slide pro-

light

iiivewisc

are

jectors

equipped with nieehanieal

also

dissoivers.

A

departure from the more eon\enlional
of audio consoles was necessitated

design

by the requirement that one person operate
the lighting console, tiie audio console and
the projection equipment. Since the location of the lighting console was set the audio
and projection controls were integrated with
the lighting console by designing the audio
console to fit on the wall above and the
projection contrails on the wall at the side

The audio rack was
hung on the nearest available wall space
and the power and tape record-playback
of the lighting console.

made remotely

functions

Analysis

some

that

of

rehearsals

and

room

the projection

revealed

some presenta-

would be made without

tions
in

controllable.

requirements

the

so that

a technician

some

stage

and audio capability was provided
backstage. A key switch on a five channel
mixer remotely turns on the audio rack and
bypasses the booth sound console, so that
control of speech reinforcement or sound
reproduction, using auxiliary reproducing
equipment, can be done from the stage. A
remote control consolette similar to those
lighting

in the

.'^th

1

floor conference

over

xrontrol

projection

all

rooms provides
functions from

a lectern, table top or from backstage.
Peterson says "At Xerox we now have a
well integrated system for audiovisual presentation which satisfies all our current needs

and some we
still

greater

work up

will

We

skills.

installed

when

we

have no

will

to as we develop
had conduit for CCTV

the building
difficulty

capability in that area

next generation of

was erected so
adding to our

when we move

AV

Owners Representatives
Van Wert, AlA, Director

Paul

to the

facilities.

of

Fa-

Planning, Xerox Corp.
C. D. "Pete" Peterson, Manager Audiocilities

visual

C.

and photography

Special Consultant
Robert Fine, President, Fine Record-

ing Inc.,

New

York, N.Y.

Audiovisual Engineer and
Project Coordinator
Will Szabo, President, Will Szabo Associates Ltd. New Rochelle, N.Y.
Contractors
Auditorium Sound System: Rochester
Radio Supply Co. Inc., Rochester, N.Y.
Auditorium Loudspeaker Array: Temple
Loudspeaker Corp., Bronx, N.Y.
Auditorium Projection: Atlantic Films
Ltd.,

Montreal, Canada

Auditorium Stage Lighting, Curtains
and Flying Screen: Hoffand & Company, Rochester, N.Y.
13th Floor Conference
Television Company

Rooms: Tel-Com
Inc.,

Rochester,

N.Y.

29th

Strategy
Room (Board
Television Company
Rochester, N.Y.
Floor

Room): Tel-Com
Inc.

First off, contact five or six (or more,

if

and time) producers
you have the
that you have heard of or read about and
you feel could do a good job for you. At
this point, it isn't too important that you
you can even seknow them personally
Give them some
directories.
from
lect names
idea (it should he rough at this point) of the
type of film you are planning and the subdesire

BUYING
BUSINESS

.

.

.

matter and the intended purpose.
Those who are interested will tell you. Now,
ask them to send you two or more of their

ject

recent complete films along with the objectives and audiences of each (along with the

FILMS

budget if you like).
Screen each film in its entirety at your
sure, carefully checking such things as:

Does

1.

the film achieve

its

lei-

stated goals

and objectives?
Is

2.

no standard or "pat" way to buy or contract
for a sponsored film, here are some fundamentals that
can help guide the first time or occasional sponsor.

Though there

it

is

Is

3.

PEOPLE. Eastman Ko-

dak's clever slogan is almost universally accepted and agreed upon as very true.
But, for the new or infrequent sponsor, getting that finished

movie

frustrating experience

is

.

.

often a fearsome,
.

somewhat akin

home TV set to a repairman
you have not dealt with before.
The experience need not be that bad.
Careful planning and selection of kev elements can result in an excellent finished film

to taking your

that does

budget.

job

its

.

.

.

even within a limited

However, there are some basic
and procedures that should be

guidelines

kept in mind.

Objectives

The
film

is

& Audience
step

first

in

be some changes
gresses, there

ing

is

Even though

in objectives as

there

may

work pro-

no substitute for establish-

some hard and

fast objectives within the

sponsoring organization. It is hardly reasonable to blame a producer later for a poor
script when the sponsor's very basic thinking
has not been done.
Oviously, if the film

is

made

being

to

solve a particular problem or situation, establishing objectives becomes a little easier

than for a

more complex undertaking.

Perhaps most important is to limit the
objectives of any film. Too many goals in
one film often results in no solid achievement. Later, some of the objectives may be
dropped, redefined or others added, but
some ground rules have to be laid at the outset. Later, after a producer has been selected, he can offer professional experience
on the wisdom of the objectives from the
standpoint of subject matter, treatment and

is

carefully

film

there evidence of creativity, either
in content, concept or use of the medi-

Is

allows for the necessary releases and

Motion pictures cost money. It is better
not to make a motion picture than make a
bad one. The amount of the budget should
be determined by the importance of the
problem it solves or messase it convevs. It is
better to plan on spending more than you
anticipate because making a motion picture
invariably costs a lot more than most people

defining

Of primary importance
budget

is

in

determining the

the consideration of the

number

of

needed, and the method
and (often overlooked)
of distribution
promotional or
supplemental
of
costs
the
educational retention materials used in confinal release prints
.

.

.

junction with the film.

good producer can help analyze and
budget for these costs, and offer useful guidance from past experience. Ouite often these
costs run as much or more than actual pro-

A

duction cost.
Generally speaking, a producer offers to
make the film within a given range, the exact
costs being determined at the time of the
script approval.

The

actual costs of a complete sponsored
from as little as $15,000 to

film can run

a

film's

the

audi-

in either

method.

cause a truly good film on any subject
should hold the attention and interest
of anyone watching it.

Now, check

the references and credentials

of each producer you still believe could do
your job. Watch for such things as recent
successful work. If you know of a company
he has done recent work for, check with

them.
Incidentally, do not let the mere size of
a production firm be too much of an influence on your thinking. The truly outstanding
industrial films each year are just as often

made by
It

is

far

a very small production company.
that you be con-

more important

vinced of the producer's talents and capabilities than impressed with the size of his
staff or studio.

These preliminary measures are more important for your own self-assurance and
confidence in the producer than as a real
check on his integrity. Most all film producers are honest and more interested in
doing a good job than making a fortune on
your one film. Remember, his image and
reputation ride along on the same screen
with the film he does for your company.

Now, you're ready to talk to the producers
who have survived your preliminary studies.
Discuss the proposed project with each one
as deeply as he wants to go during the first
meeting. Try to determine his grasp of the
subject, his interest

and

his ideas

about

it,

they should be sketchier
though
than'yours. Bear in mind the subject matter
shouldn't be up
is new to him and he really

perhaps the key

on

The method

of

creative

an attempt to add interest

at this point

$20,000 to upwards of $250,000.00.

film.

Is there

or impact to the subject?
5. Did you find the film interesting or informative? This is a good yardstick be-

TV

clearances.

Selecting A Producer
Selecting a producer is
step in making a corporate
(competitive bidding vs.
covered in another article
here are some important

methods of distribution.
Hand-in-hand with establishing
objectives

vou consider

think.

making any business

establishing the objectives of the film

as firmly as possible.

If

distribution at the outset, be sure the planned

it)?

done and tech-

nically well put together?
4.

ence(s) and the distribution methods to be
employed in reaching them. And, please,
"general public" is so vague and overused
that it is almost trite today. Be specific about
the intended audience.

know

the film tastefully

um?

MOVIES MOVE

appropriate for the audience des-

cribed (as best you

fee)

in this issue.

is

But

guidelines useful

"common knowledge"
he should show
However,
your company.
all

of the inside

signs of having given a little thought and research to the matter by this point.
In making the final choice, the standard

Continued on page 34
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Revivals of early movie classics are doing big box office business today.
In fact, major stars like

now

larger audiences

Mae West and W.

than

when

their

C. Fields are actually reaching

movies

first

appeared.

And

along

with these classic films, guess what else today's audiences are seeing?

A PR

Right.

Not

just

any

film

PR

which has been booked to help reinforce the program..

A

lot of

But

film of course.

ences are available to you
people in

PR

if

it is

your film

true that huge,

is

film distribution are

medium, and we're delighted

now

have them join

to

measurable audi-

right for theatrical distribution.

talking about this
us.

new

We've been talking

about motion picture theater distribution for years. As part of the
Universal-MCA family, it wasn't hard for us to spot this trend when it first
happened, and to take advantage of it for our clients. There are still a few
tricks

up our

sleeve that your distribution house probably hasn't caught

on to yet.
This

is

just

about your

one more reason to

talk with us

PR film distribution. Whether it's

movie houses only, or a

full

mix of

all

today's distribution channels, you'll find
really does

pay

to talk with the

of
it

man from

3l*lil
DISTRIBUTION
SERVICES

212-777-6600

United World.

An

activity of Universal

FEBRUARY, 1970

Education and Visual Arts, a division of Universal City Studios, Inc./221 Park Ave. South,

New

York.

NY.

1000.1

•

Cable:

UNEDVISA.N.Y.
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Generally speaking, it is wiser to let the producer handle laboratory arrangements.
Copyrighting and ownership rights should

buying business films
continued

items should also be checked as a matter of
business routine. That

is.

you should look for

1.

Business integrity.
Experience in making sponsored

3.

Financial stability.

4.

Length of time

films.

technical data

appointed to

any

review

The producer

the script.

in

to hold

all

information

After research, study and planning the
is presented by the producer in the form of an outline or synopsis.
basic film concept

in business.

company involved in the project. He should
show an avid interest and enthusiasm for

a great temptation to the
important to leave the story
photo planning and the like to the pro-

Though

there

opposite,
line,

it

is

is

ducer.

When

there

is

a need for a

more firm

out-

line, a film "treatment" is completed by the
producer, and should provide a good, nontechnical idea of what the film will look like.

the subject.

&

be

in confidence.

And, always remember, the producer you
choose must be a man you trust and feel
confident will work well with others in your

Contracts

may

advisor

and writer are bound

these general standards in a producer:

2.

Scripts

Film production contracts vary considerably. However, the producer-sponsor agreement should be as tightly written and specific

From here on (before if possible) it becomes apparent that the project will move
far more swiftly if the sponsor representa-

as possible to avoid later misunderstandings.

tive(s) have the necessary authority to

Key elements that should be
upon and spelled out include:

decisions.

Script

1.

clearly agreed

Most producers

procurement.

Once mutual agreement has been reached

ducers will have

is

or prefer to do

themselves. Others will utilize free-lance
professional script writers. Generally speakit

to

producer

make

is

usually better qualified

the writer selection because of his

past experience and knowledge.

The

It

may run from

to

30%

of

production costs or even higher if the
budget is small or extensive travel or research is needed.

total

Ownership

2.

both

or

script

rights

should

the

to

be

outline

and

dearly defined

early.

Completion date Filmmaking has a
very bad habit of taking longer than antici3.

A mutually agreeable completion
should be spelled out firmly in the

should help

made now.
The final approved

costs of the production.

must,

An

but do not overlook explicit

agreement on the method
payment.

and timing of

as specifically as possible

and neither

party should sign a contract without fully

understanding the meaning, intent and interpretation of each part of it. There is no
such thing as a "standard" motion picture
as

it

Each one

is

separate and distinct

should be.

legal

sible script.

advisor to be sure that everything

to provide

where needed, along with
access to research material, pertinent personsecurity clearances

and

all

other related data necessary to

preparing a knowledgable

34

is

adequately covered. As noted
vary considerably and can

A

more

explicit contract

allows less

room

is

advisable in that

for misunderstandings

it

and

misinterpretations.
in

the

contract include;

Schedule of progress payments.
2. Liaison arrangements, i.e., having a
sponsor representative on the set or on
location ready to make decisions at all
1.

times.
3.

Arrangements for technical or policy

4.

Provision

photographic

for

company products or

facilities,

use

of

and/or

employees.
5.

Arrangements

for

photography on the

sponsor's premises.

The sponsor should be ready

nel,

by

advice.

In preparing the script, the writer should
be given as great access as possible to the
sponsor's operations, facilities and procedures so that he may arrive at the best pos-

script.

A

technical

(1) rough cut, (2) interlock, and (3) final
showings.
As few people as possible should screen
the rough cut stage because the film at this
point is just that, very rough. At the interlock point, several members of the sponsoring organization may want to take a look
at the film.

By having

these

designated

screenings,

considerable expense can often be avoided
when a change or correction is necessary.
Incidentally, a sponsor should be prepared to pay for any changes, corrections or
additions that are requested that were not
previously specified; or to cover costs attributable to errors or delays for which he alone

was responsible.
The final showing or "answer print"

is

the

the
last place to check the total quality of
production. Once accepted, the producer
should be paid as specified in the contract.

Prints

&

Distribution

sible for print quality

actual contract should be checked

The

Other items that can be covered

In essence, the contract should be written

though it is increasingly more common and
expeditious to review progress showings at
predetermined intervals. These are usually

part of one contract.

be very loose, or very explicitly written,
ob-

filming progresses, the sponsor may
wish to review each days shooting to check
various technical aspects of the film, al-

As

minimum. From here on they become costly.
Once a shooting script has been accepted,
a partial payment is usually made by the
sponsor when the script and production are

kept to a

earlier, contracts

The

Approval Screenings

Release prints may be secured in several
ways. The sponsor may contract to buy
prints through the producer, usually involving a mark-up over the laboratory price, but
this procedure makes the producer respon-

expected

contract.

contract.

should represent

are unavoidable, but should be

pated.

just

script

what the sponsor expects in pictures and
sound in the finished film. Minor changes

date

vious

liaison represen-

in interpreting the script

to those in authority. Final changes should

a

4.

The

ing of the final script.
tative

be

7%

the oudine or treatment, a shooting script
evolved. Storyboards are often used by

producers to convey the proper understand-

actual cost of a script can vary con-

siderably.

from

approval

for

here on.

on

staff writers

Waiting

make

"above" on small points can be costly from

prefer to contract for the complete job which
includes script and production. Larger pro-

ing, the

be carefully covered in the contract.
Normally, the sponsor takes title to all material and the film is copyrighted in his
name. If the film is copyrighted in the producer's name, the sponsor should have the
right of subsequent transfer of ownership.
also

6.

A

definitive understanding of

Prints

tion responsibilities.

Other items that can be covered in the
contract include agreement on disposition of
preprint material and "out-take" material.

and inspection.

also be ordered direcdy

from

the lab, but the sponsor then assumes inspection responsibility, as well as the job of

supplying

reels,

cans and shipping contain-

ers.

planned
If the project has been properly
and budgeted, distribution at this point is
just a matter of getting prints ready along
with whatever supplemental or promotional
material is required.
The negative of the finished film should
be insured by the sponsor and /or a duplicating master print safely stored.
Now the film is ready to move people.
Buying a sponsored film is just as simple as

following the basic procedures outlined here.
Each step can be handled several different
ways. Those presented here are the most

common, but not necessarily the best for
every production or producer-sponsor relationship.
It is

produc-

may

far

more important

that the producer

relationship
and sponsor
agreement
and
understanding
complete
and
on each facet at the outset, than to rigidly
adhere to some "standard" that may not be
establish

a

the best for the situation.

solid

•
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sure, there's

way to

one

why

but

more than
Hght a

not select the best

way?

years, Charles Ross, Inc. has proved to be the best

of motion picture producers

ment

in the industry.

Send

who

insist

on the

set...

way

For

many

for scores

finest lighting equip-

for a schedule of rental rates!

THE EAST'S ONLY SPECIALIST - LIGHTING, GRIP EQUIPMENT, PROPS, GENERATORS
RENTALS

^^

/

SALES

/

SERVICE

Sole distributor of Mole-Richardson

Company

Products

in

Greater

New

York

_
INC

FEBRUARY, 1970

^^

333 WEST 52nd STREET,

NEW YORK,

N. Y.

10019, Area 212, Circle 6-5470
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Giant Copystand Provides Vital IVIaps

By HAROLD E. WiNEY
Development Planning &

W/"HEN THE

Fund-Raising Consultant

community plans

"

Army

Salvation

began making long-range

years,

didn't

it

20
was

know what

it

needs were obvious. Long
with the inner-city
where many of the problems are,
Its

constructed to provide the necessary
color transparencies

from large maps.

associated

it
was losing its buildings by
condemnation for redevelopment,
urban renewal and freeways. It
was also witnessing an increasingly affluent society and the
ever-present danger of duplication of its traditional services by
governmental and other agencies.
Its
Advisory
Boards
and

Long-Range
tees

were

Planning
with

helpful

community

departments,

and
united
gave encouragement to

all

The Salvation Army's long-range
planning

generally

Technical help was available
all phases of making commu-

nearby Burlingame.
The stand is equipped with industrial casters, a winch for raisng and lowering copy, camera
stanchion and aperture on top of
the stand, and a clamp for rigid
attachment for photography. The
rtand and the attachment area
around it were painted flat black
and lights were placed alongside
at an angle of 45 degrees to prevent reflection and flare on the
mylar overlays. This permits the
basic map and detailed overlays
to
be photographed in their
natural

position.

flat

serendipity of this seem-

The

ingly simple adaptation to a

new

process makes possible the preparation

and

distribution
all

in-

be

demographic

the

in

of

who may

data shown on the

maps

or in

interim

rations and the establishment of

and identifying information and
recommendations in summary
form in four SVi" by 11" panels
on the opposite side, all folded to

color scanning centers where pre-

a

preparation of color sepa-

costly

now

be

$100

for a

separations could

obtained for less than
10" X 12" final size,
original color transparen-

Color key proofs were

avail-

same size at $14.
could this process now
be applied to the reproduction of

How

the detailed 5-foot

by eight-foot

mosaics of U. S. Geological Survey maps, with as many as six
mylar overlays in color needing
to be photographed as one composite

map?

Roy Grandey,
Productions,

of

Roy Grandey
many

producer of

and regional motion
pictures and filmstrips for The
national

36

Grandey

the

in

tall)

but the maps were inadequate.
Then came the breakthrough

able for the

George Bokland (on stand, adjusts camera.

built

service projections for the future,

cies.

and Roy Grandey as

Roy

were
prepared
showing the data, population and

Printed interim and

reports

final

(left)

that

recommendations which are
under consideration. A 17" by
22" map in full color can now
be produced on one side of the

from

checked by Harold Winey

new

the

in

interested

viously

is

feet

as well.

in the

Giant copystand

(ten

studios

terim reports to

nitv studies.

in

and

was

result

provided helpful reports and data

at

Roy Grandey (left), receives map
tube from Harold Winey.

efforts

to

an open-sided, seven-foot by tenfoot adjustable flatbed copystand

councils

welfare
funds,

needed

decisions, city and re-

planning

gional

Commit-

applicable

separation technique.

The

for the next

getting into.

To take advantage of low cost color
separations, a giant copystand was

process
color

Army, agreed to help
wav of making this new

Salvat'on
find

a

the

report,

or

letter-size

with

supporting

number 10 en-

velope size for mailing.
Extra copies of the interim report can be placed inside of the

when

and
can be
prepared from the 4 by 5 Ektochrome transparencies for showfinal

35mm

report,

or

larger

issued,

slides

ing to large groups.

In community planning, we
frequently ask the question, "how
do you unscramble an egg,"

meaning: what do you do when
are so many alternatives
before you that action is stymied.
The answer? Feed it back to the

there

who is an egg expert. The
moral is clear: when you have
an audio-visual problem, feed it
back to the audio-visual expert
and expect some serendipity too.

hen,

BUSINESS SCREEN
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Introducing
Ihe Fairchild

Seventy-21 poD-up
portable MoviePak-load'ng'
Super 8 Sound proiecior, with self-contained
rear-screen Folds tn hall and lits under

FEBRUARY, 1970

Camera & Instrument

Iniroducmg
the Fairchild

8mm

II

The

~
airplane seats
Weighs only 1 7 pounds.

Fairchild

Write to us for any information you need on
the potential of
sound movies Or to
have
set up a demonstration We
someone from our nationwide dealer service
show you all you need to become a star.

Fairchild

Experience has the answers.

Seventy-31 mini-console

[we also make a maxi, the Seventy-4
For permanent display in limited space On
1

on the job
Super 8 film

the job training right

Convert videotape

to

and save money on playback

Corporation,

Iridustrial

Products Division, 221 Fairchild Avenue, Plainview,

NY

1

1803; (516)

too.

WE 8-9600
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INFORMATION FILM PRODUCERS OF AMERICA,
P.O. Box

New

1470, Hollywood, California 90028
"I feci the key to the Executive Vice-Presi-

Officers Installed, Board

Holds

First, Full

dent's job

Meeting

of ideas for the advancement and develop-

Remember why we

Members

sonal

by

gain,

are here

—

interlock projectors,
overhead projectors, strip
film sound projectors,
background slide

projectors and projection

He

in

order

himself

with

Vice-President should function as a source

ment

not for per-

asked for an

familiarize

with the President's intent and direction of
thinking in all areas. Next the Executive

of

IFPA's goals

Jack

in

duties of the President.

thoroughly

the President's scope of duties, in addition,

and keep IFPA

but to build

and by special meetings

letter

to

purpose." Then Montague read
from the selected portions of the Bylaws,
Rules and Regulations pertaining to the

double system sound

continuing and

in

hear out the other. Listen well! Maintain
attitudes of open mindedness and vision.

united

track with a complete
selection of specialized
equipment including
opaque projectors (for
the projection of nontransparent material),
stop motion analyst
projectors, 16MM Xenon
projectors (for brightest
and long distance
projection), 16 & 35MM

remaining

close contact with the President by phone,

the

—

Audio-Visual Line can put
your ideas on the right

is

1970 national board of directors
meeting and installation January 8-9, new
President Robert Montague set the theme
for the meeting and his policy for the year:
"in all matters, we must be as unemotional
as practical and to the point. Leave out
conjecture
be objective. Be patient and

At

THE CAMERA MART

INC.

as of course

all

Board

will to a certain extent".

Meakin-Financial

Vice

President

and Treasurer: "There has to be one master control for complete membership data
for

in-

which would give him power
to appoint committee chairmen to implement many new and some of the regular
services to members. He called for acceptance of the basic 1970 annual calendar of
events which included
Quarterly National Board Meetings in four different cities, the 11th Annual Conference; symposia
in the East, South, and Northwest. Conferterpretation

all

chapters.

I

think the National Finan-

cial

VP

and

at a finger-tip control.

limited

should keep
to

data up to date

this

My

goal will be

three very basic and

important

operations: (1) Simplify the whole financial
structure for ease of operation, dues col-

—

and

lections;

realistic indication of financial

I
plan to set up a simbookkeeping system". (2) Drastically reduce expenses and balance the budget.
(3) Develop additional sources of income".

status. In this area
plified

ence co-sponsorship with several other societies was also listed. National goals for
1970 were established:
1) Ease of opera-

MacC rone-Editorial

(Cfnick)

Cliarles

\'ice President:

"I consider the bi-monthly

(

publication of the

and administration, efficient but not
short sighted (2) Double the membership
and the number of Chapters. ( 3 Triple the
membership services.
A discussion of "Job Descriptions" followed and each new officer stated his pertion

term of

IFPA

Newsletter to be

most important item during

the single

office. It will

be

my

my

goal to publish

)

six issues of the

ing basis.

be

Michael Rye-Executive

altered

considerably from

past, to include

sonal job related goals:

Newsletter on a profit makof the Newsletter will

The content

that

more information

of

of

the

IFPA

Continued on page 40

Vice President:

accessory equipment.
Everything

is

available

for rent, long-term lease,
or sale. And to keep you

running on schedule we
can also provide
completely packaged
programs.

For further information

and/or reservations
or write Mr.

call

Bob Roizman

(212) 757-6977.

Board of Directors, Officers

TheCamera Martmc.
St.. (Bet. 9th < tOth AveS.)
N. Y. ?00I9 Phone: (212) 757-6977

456 W. SSth

New York.
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for 1970: Front row, L

membership and chapter

to

R

—

Michael Rye, exec vice presicJent; Ray Hol-

president West; Jack Meakin, financial vice president;
Dan McGovern, public relations vice president. Back Row: Chuck MacCrone, editorial vice president, Mitch Rose, past president. Bob Montague, national president, and Jackie Stillwell, recording secretary. Membership & Chapters VP-East, Art Rescher, was missing at time of photo.
lingsworth,

vice

BUSINESS SCREEN

We get positive results
from negative thinking.
than think about your negatives. We plan, organize and
coordinate our editorial, sound studio and film processing capability far ahead to
assure you a film full of clarity, detail, true sound, true color, true black and white.
We'll give you a film to be proud of. In 35mm, 16mm, super 8. In cartridge or on
reel. In Ecktachrome ECO-2 or ME-4. In negative-positive color or black and white. We'll
give you optical sound prints. Magnetic sound prints. Reduction or blow-up negatives.
Magnetic or optical sound transfers. We'll edit, record and re-edit. 'Til it's right. At

And we do more

Capital.

Wherever we

are.

Capital
FILM LABORATORIES, INC.
470 E Street, S.W., Washington, D.C. 20024
Telephone (202) Dl 7-1717/TELEX 89-2393
1998 N.E. 150th Street, North Miami, Florida 33161
Telephone (305) 949-4252/TELEX 51-9453
Super 8 City, 1905 Faiwiew Ave., N.E., Washington, D.C. 20002
Telephone (202) 526-0505

SUPER-8

|x^

m

T/taace

^

IFPA Journal

SmniorlBmn,

DUPLICATES

confinued

Finest-Quality Kodachrome

COLOR

or

BLACK & WHITE

8mni
PROFESSIONALS: W« are Specialist! in
to «Tnm or
to 14mm Blow-Ups. • 35mm or 14mm
.

* A 4 B
t 16mm Eastman Internegs. *
Super-8 Reductions

*

Roll

8mm

W

Printing.

.

.

•

8mm

& 14rnm Eastman

*

Reversal Dupes.
B 4
Color Release Prints.
Positive Release f""*^* S]ng\»
B 4
Dup Negs.
Be.
Splicing.
Soundstriping.
8mm Printing.

W

*

*

FAST SERVICE on Mail-Orders.
*^ Finest QUALITY Work.
«^ Guaranteed SATISFACTION!

»^

Send

tor our latest

PROFESSIONAL

Pfice-U«t.

Write Dept. S

Wae^aA<xae{ VALLEY FILM LABS.
7704

VJ.

OLIVE

Ave.,

BURBANK,

First, quarterly, all day, shirt sleeve,

CALIF. 91505

Hotel Esquire Room, chaired by

try

IFPA

people and lor

INTER

COM

people.

1

work session

of National

Board was held at the Town & Counall the National Board Officers.

Bob Montague and attended by

will

support

public relations vice president with material

IFPA. Develop

pertinent to the activities of

worldwide! Desires contact with Cinematographers ONLY. Write 130 7th Street,

perhaps rekindle the old ones, for
the production of a co-operatively made
IFPA story, would be an effective sales tool
plans,

Pitts-

burgh, Pa. 15222 or telephone (412) 471-2780

members

for

campaigns for addi-

their

in

tional film business. Assist the public rela-

vice-president

tions

creating

in

a

public

awareness of IFPA, through the use of the
above mentioned film and other selected

A unique music

library

member made films".
Daniel A McGovern

leased on disc & tape

.

Gorellliacolis
I
I

send for catalog

Public

be to concentrate on

the

IFPA

in

task

IFPA activities for
BUSINESS SCREEN

will

Journal

Relations
first

Secondly I hall concern myself
with stories and news items of IFPA for
other trade magazines, and finally the homemagazine.

FILMMUSICINC.

25 W.45,N.Y, 586-6673

—

"As PR-VP my

Vice-President:

^

own
ties;

— Mcmhcrsliip and

friTLEJ HOUSE

Vice President. East:

"My

goal

is

to

COLOR CORRECTION
BACKGROUND ART
RETOUCHING
SLIDES FOR TV

new chapters in the east.
new members within the pres-

Establish

Recruit

3

)

Keep

in

close contact

with

the

Vice

ILLUSTRATION
HAND LETTERING
PHOTO LETTERING

President of Chapters and Membership-

HOT PRESS TITLES
SILK SCREEN

plans and interests.

West
(

723 SEWARD ST. 469-1663
HOLLYWOOD, CALIFORNIA 90038

for an

exchange of recruitment

Promote

talks and presentations between eastern chapters".
Ray Hollingsworth Membership and

4

)

—

Cluipiers Vice President-West:

Cost Cutting
have put

all

"Work

good

from Mitch Rose, past president.

year,

Chapter officers in areas of
and programs, not only by
communication, but
in
person.
Travel
throughout the west, both north, south and
with

the

membership

central to assist in

Mitchell

Rose

new chapter formations."

— Immediate

Past

Presi-

close-

over the Nominating Committee for
will do, plus be availI
able for council and whatever I can do to
support the present board".
Jackie Slilwell will continue this year to
be the Recording Secretary of the National
Board, assemble and send out agenda minutes, and meeting notices. She also will
serve as advisor to Marilynn Leben who is
our office manager. Her hours are 12:30
p.m. to 5:30 p.m., Monday through Frisides

the next term. This

day

Comments

Many producers have asked us how

We

Prexy, accepts certi-

dent: "Traditionally the Past President pre-

ent chapters.
(

TITLE DESIGN

)

1

a

ly

Clian-

promote the following objectives:
(2)

new IFPA

news items of IFPA activimembers, local media and trade pa-

Artluir Reseller

(

(I)

ficate of appreciation along with best wishes for

release of

pers."

ters

Boh Montague

of

—

she's

also the

very pleasant voice

IFPA.

they can cut costs.

our suggestions into one helpful booklet,

"Colburn Comments On Industrial Film Cost Reduction."
This useful information will help you anticipate and avoid
the

many mistakes

Send

for your free

New Appointment

that lead to costly problems.

GEO. W.
164

N.

COLBURN LABORATORY,

Wacker Drive

Ratified
vacancy recently created by
the resignation of William Nash, Daniel A.
McGovern, a runner up in the recent elections, has accepted the offer to be our new
Vice President, Public Relations. He was
installed in .lanuary, and this IFPA Journal reflects his first official and primary
Filling

copy now.

•

Chicago,

III.

Telephone (area code 312) 332-6286

INC.

60606

the

responsibility.
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Why the NPR's magazine change takes
only five seconds.
Snap

off the old

aperture, snap on the

magazine, check the

new magazine.

That's

No threading; no loop to form; no blimp
to climb in and out of. You don't need to
touch the film at all. The film is threaded
all.

and the loop is formed inside the magazine
when you load it, before shooting starts. The
spring-loaded rear film pressure plate is on
the magazine; the film channel and aperture
are on the camera body. When you snap off
the magazine, the aperture, registration pin
and claw are right before your eyes, visible
and accessible for fast inspection. Loading
the 400 foot magazine is fast and easy, too;
and most of it, including forming the loop,
can be done in daylight.

FEBRUARY, 1970

With unscripted action that won't
wait, you can leave the tape recorder running when you run out of film, and cover the
lost five seconds with a cutaway, later. The
NPR's built-in clapper will automatically reestablish sync. Or with Crystal Control, you
can tap the microphone to tail slate the
scene.

In

the studio with a script, the five-

second magazine change can prevent
everyone on set from going off to make a
phone call when the magazine runs out of
With the
Immediately.

film.

For

an

NPR

it's

just a

new

take.

NPR brochure,

write to Eclair at
7262 Melrose Avenue
L.A., Calif. 90046
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Wood

Productions of

The Whole Family Enjoys

Carter

This Growing Sport

Canaan, Conn.

A

is

booming out

all

over in

America. It's the sound of clay
targets breaking as each year
thousands of new shooters join
millions

the

The

rapidly increasing sound in

sport

already calling for

claybirds.

growing acceptance of the shotgun sports
the Winchester-Western Division
of Olin Corporation has produced a 10-minute, 16mm color moIn recognition of

tion picture entitled

The Call

of
the Claybird. filmed at locations

throughout the U.S. by Francis

Ne .v

loyalty,

Call of the Claybird ofthis shooting sport

proof that

fers

means

anywhere,
everywhere, by anyone. The film
shows over ten variations of claybird shooting, ranging from the
use of a handtrap at a relaxed
recreation

Grand American

petitive

initiative,

sense and busi-

ers to the tournament.

60

Films,

ucational

The

join a sport that guarantees fun

el

Age

all.

may be
from

obtained free
Talking

Modem

Picture Service, Inc.

Businessman Hunts

businessman has

lost,

through

marriage, the "perfect" secretary

he inherited from his predecessor.
Traumatic experiences with her
three

far-less-than

cessors

him

lead

chiatrist's

perfect

suc-

the

psy-

to

couch where he emo-

in

new

is

using an

A

Portrait,

film,

Motion, made

Fo-

in the

advertisers.

The

film points out that in to-

women

day's travel market
crucial

a

role

the

in

play

family's

holiday planning. 53 per cent of
all passports are now issued to

women. 85 per cent of all travel
agent's
business
comes from
women. More than half of all
travelers are women. And where
reach

the

woman

traveler?

McCall's, of course.
Portrait:

A Lady

13 minutes, color,

Motion,

in

was produced

by Animated Productions, New
York. Hundreds of stills from

many

—

steel corners for

adcJed protection

•

•

Durable 1"

web

straps

Large address card holder
with positive retainer spring
Sizes

from 400'

to

&

Filmstrips)

tionally relates his problems.

point

is

—

retary

Div. of Liidwig Industries
St.,

Chicago

Phone: 312-SU 7-6869

The
10,

III.

tarial

Hu-

one strong
that being a good secre-

laced

with

Canada Explored From
Vancouver

the United States five films that
attractions

scenic

and vacation areas

siderable saving over other sys-

free-loan basis, are:

in

.

.

.

through Association Films on a

—Cruise

Alaska

Style, a thou-

of the
Basketball"

Game

is

star

in

The Name of the Game Is
.
Basketball, a public service film
.

released

.

by the Prudential

Life Insurance

Company
fitness.

film stresses that a "secre-

minute color film was produced

state

of

mind"

is

a

sec-

re-

quisite for the outstanding secre-

in

to pro-

The 28-

cooperation with the National
Association and the

Basketball

its

British

ambiance, to Skagway and goldrush country. 14 mins.
Columbia Icefields/ Maligne, a
film that takes the viewer back

Fourteen of the country's most

just

Canada.

color films, available

sand-mile, eight-day scenic cruise

mote physical

more than basic

also

available for free

is

The 16mm

skills.

tary requires

SCHUESSLER

Superior

film

This sort of treatment provides
not only an effective use of otherwise static materials but a con-

famous basketball pros

mor

maniilaclurer lor catalog

42

A series of negative examples shows
how to be a good secretary.

is

show various

"The Name

Write direct to

W.

The

from Vancouver, with

Filmstrip Shipping Cases (hold up
to 6 strips plus scripts)

361

action

loan from local Prudential agents.

tems of achieving the same re-

2000'

Game

skills.

featured.

and a pan on the other, all
photographed on one negative.

sults.

Slidefilm Shipping Cases

m.

those

to Montreal
The Canadian National Railway is offering organizations in

Salon Print Shipping Cases

(for Transcriptions

that earned stardom for
them, as well as demonstrate the
exercises they use to sharpen
skills

—

OTHER "QUALITV-BILT" ITEMS:
Sound

Hayes of the San Diego Rockand Wes Unseld of the Baltimore Bullets leap high at a tap-off.
Elvin

ets

kinds of art
travel foldpages from McCall's, etc.
were combined vnth live action
using exciting new computer animation techniques. One split
screen shot has a zoom on one

ers,

side

•

display the

tomation process, to interest trav-

to

for

Perfect Secretary
Help Wanted: Secretary is a
tongue-in-cheek commentary on
the requisites of a good secretary.

A

Lady

is

heeding The Call of the

of charge

Heavy

NBA,

WashingN.Y.

McCall's Magazine
attractive

Prints

•

representing

players,

teams of the

3

McCall's Uses Film to
Reach Travel Advertisers

stars of Winchester's fast-

Claybird.

Best quality domestic fibre

1

Schnectady,

Ave.,
12305.

ton

paced film are youngsters, parents and grandparents who share
a common interest in wanting to

those

•

The top

ness sense, appearance and tact.

Further information can be obtained from General Electric Ed-

Council on Physical

President's
Fitness.

that an-

nually draws over 3,000 shoot-

no barrier, and it
doesn't take muscle to be among

Film Shipping Cases

possesses

common

family outing to the highly com-

for

Quality-Bllt

who

tary

to

the

green

Ice

Age with

Jewel-like

fantastic

caves to the
blueness of Maligne

crystal

ice

Lake. 13 mins.
Jasper Holiday, a visit to
world-famous Jasper Park Lodge

from which visitors explore, via
snowmobile, cable car and horseback,

towering

multuous

falls

mountains, tuand a chasm

BUSINESS SCREEN

carved out of solid rock. 14 mins.
Traveliving, a relaxed, transcontinental tour across Canada
on a luxury train, with all tlie

comforts of a

class

first

hotel

from which one looks out on an
ever-changing panorama of spectacular scenery. 28 mins.

"Montreal

—

Marie", a

Ville

journey to a cosmopolitan center that captures the gallic flavor
of Paris and its recently restored
French habitant environs. 16Vi

mins.

industry

of

—

from

unskilled

minority-group members to those
\\ ho have remained on lower promotional levels, as well as people

on

their

way up

TWICE
THE

manage-

in

ment.

The

examines the importance of goals and planning, ways
of evaluating one's strengths and
film

weaknesses, the continuation of
education
and development
through activities both on and

coping with failures
and mistakes and many other ba-

off the job,

sic

LIGHT

issues.

For further information write
Rountable Films, Inc., 321 S.

Designing Buildings to

Beverly

Meet A-V Needs

Calif.

A

lb-minute,

which

facilities

are

adapted to modern audio-visual
communications capabiUties, has
been produced by the Industry
and Business Council of the Na-

Audio- Visual Association.
Space is Not Enough: Plan-

tional

ning

Media com-

for

Facilities

Beverly

Hills,

sound

color,

designed to assist in
the planning of business and edfilmstrip,

ucational

Drive,

90212.

bines a series of dramatic photo-

Young Campers Featured
In Two New Visual Aids
A II Out For Troop
a 14

Campiiif;.

minute color motion picture,

and Let's Go Troop Camping, a
65 frame color filmstrip, were
produced for the Girl Scouts of
America by Cinemakers, Inc.
Both programs are aimed at stimulating interest in and support for
out-of-doors
and
away-from-

graphs and simple diagrams with
a deft narrative to underscore

home

the fact that architectural design

grounds.

of educational and meeting facili-

The motion picture, photographed on location in two Na-

should support the effective
and efficient use of audio-visual
media.
ties

The

filmstrip

meant

is

and

activity for girls of all ages

all

racial

and economic back-

THE A.V.E.
"1200"
SLIDE

FOR BIG SCREEN PRESENTATIONS

SMALL

and anyone else responsible for
planning educational space or
meeting facilities in office buildindustrial

ings,

plants,

PROJECTOR

for

planning counbusinessmen, churchmen

architects, school
selors,

CAROUSEL

.

.

.

COMPACT

.

.

POWERFUL

.

TWICE THE LIGHT OF ORDINARY PROJECTORS

WATT BULB AND GLASS MOUNTED

USES 1200

hotels,

and other structures
where A-V media may be used.
For further information write
NAVA, 3 1 50 Spring Street, Fairfax. Virginia 22030.

SLIDES.

churches

YOUR

FEATURES

$390.

• Forward & Reverse

with

zoom

• Side door lamp access

and carrying case

^
Road

Teen-age

Motivation, self-appraisal, and
goal setting are just a few of the
ting

examined

Ahead

in

to Self-

features interviews with their

from

executives.

personal

As

em-

secretaries to top

they reveal their

struggles

for

self-im-

provement, these people discuss
the essential elements of growth
and
development
which
are
equally applicable to any kind of

endeavor.

The concepts empha-

sized are pertinent to every level

FEBRUARY, 1970

girls rappel

down

a

moun-

side in a scene from "All Out
For Troop Camping".

tain

depth by Get-

— The Road

Development. Made in cooperaation with well-known business
and industrial organizations, it
ployees,

lens

to

Self-Development

issues

VALUE

Price

® Remote focus

Film Explores

BEST

Parks

tional

Smokies,

on

in

the

the
Great
southernmost

coast of Florida, and in the
ing

hills

near

Buffalo,

OVER 1000 UNITS SOLD
(We must be doing something

roll-

right.)

N.Y.,

shows actual Girl Scouts from
nine to seventeen enjoying a wide

Call

.

. .

Write ... or come on up!

variety of activities.

The

filmstrip, also using actual

Scouts, was created to stimulate
the

interest

of

inexperienced

campers in outdoor adventure.
For information write Cinemakers, Inc.. 162 West 56th
Street, New York, N.Y. 10019.

A. V.

E.

250 West 54th
Cable:

CORPORATION
Street

"AVEMANSA"

•

New

York, N.Y.

10019

(212) PL 7-0552
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new products review
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Bell

&

Howell Introduces
Slide Storage
new concept for the showing

Compact

for fast-action color

under

than

less

photography
studio

perfect

cations

are

also

conditions.

50 to 8,000 Hz,

and storing of 2" x 2" color slides
has been introduced by Bell &

For more information, write
Newsfilm Laboratory, Inc., Dept.

ter of less

Howell. Key to the innovation is
the use of Slide Cubes instead of
trays. Each Slide Cube holds up

BSC, 516

A

40

to

and

slides

is

tray.

Slides are gravity fed

from the

to a circular handling sys-

tem which takes each individual
slide past a

Hollywood,

Calif.

Blvd..

90004.

so compact

16 cubes containing 640
slides can be stored in the area
taken up by one 80-slide round
that

Cube

Larchmont

A'.

preview/edit station.

Introduces Line
of Wollensak Recorders

wow

of

flut-

than 0.25 percent,

sig-

more than
46 db, and a 10-watt (EIA)
amplifier. For more information
nal to noise ratio of

write

Public

ment,

3M

3M

3M

They

identical.

include a frequency response of

Paul,

St.

Minn.

system of rugged Wollensak
cassette recorders offers a wide
selection of audio-visual performance capabilities ranging from
playback only to slide-narration
the system

of

is

The

basic

unit

the Wollensak

Model 2520 AV cassette recorder
which was designed for heavyperformance in the
classroom or media and training
duty, reliable
center.

The

consists

series

back-only

and

play-

of

record-playback

decks or portables, and three specialized performance models: au-

Lamphouse Converts
Mazda Projectors to Xenon

it on to the projection
and on back to a slide
collection chamber. The user re-

by

lifting the

empty Cube

lever in the slide-

collection chamber.

The

projector allows preview-

The

Kneisley

Electric

Kodak Carousel
to

Com-

slide

projectors

4 to 6 times the light of
1,000 watts of Mazda.

vide

The
designed
tric's

L- 100-2 Lamphouse is
around General Elec-

500 watt

zontally

ellipsoidal,

mounted.

$184.50. For more
information write Bell & Howell,
Photo Products Group. Dept.
BSC. 7100 N. McCormick Road,
Chicago. III. 60645.

$112.50

has
transformer,

cooled,

Xenon lamp

Laboratory's

Kodak Ektachrome

a

Sele-

a

high

fan

reactance

This slide synchronization model is
one of Wollensak's new cassette

EF

non-synchronous units to the dethree speed synchronous

luxe

unit.

The

offers

line

sisting of 12 flashlight

active,

remote

cells.

controlled

Record Color

and slide synchronization. All models incorporate the
same basic mechanism, which in-

On V2 Inch Tape
The

\'

VTR

ing in black

wheel, a large-diameter capstan,
and long-life
motor.

This

and professionals alike, this
is the same kind of film used by
TV news and sports cameramen

safety interlocked to prevent ac-

AC

Identical controls
els

on

all

damage

tapes. Basic

to

controls

performance

or

specifi-

compact

V2

permits recordallows

of color

color.

for

the

recording

while measurably diminishing the

are easy to operate and are

cidental

B/W

and white or

innovation

simplification

mod-

or

Panasonic

inch color

speed ASA- 125 film permits indoor-outdoor color Super 8 shots
under available light. An important breakthrough for ama-
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D

For a brochure, write Nagra
Magnetic Recorders, Inc., Dept.
BSC, 1147 N. Vine St., Hollywood, Calif. 90038.

cludes a full-size heavy-duty fly-

teurs

features

the

hi-

8

the

Nagra 111 and incorporates 47 new features, among
them, two microphone inputs
and automatic overload protection. The units are fully transistorized,
of plug-in modular
construction and are operated by
self-contained battery power con-

of

with three types of control accessories,

Super

i^agra IV motion picture recorders
succeed the Nagra III line.

recorders.

dio

Newsfilm

is

two filter chokes,
and a cascaded filter network. A

to

Super 8 Film Allows
Use of Available Light

The lamp

;ooo;i7

hori-

nium

scan/search feature. Models are
available in prices ranging from

make up
Nagra IV line of synchronous
sound recorders. The Nagra IV
line succeeds the Nagra III and
models range from single speed

Xenon. These conversions pro-

The companion R2 180-1
Power Supply is

ing of slides and incorporates a

Features

designed
portable
pany
has
equipment to convert Mazda 16
millimeter film projectors and

tor.

station,

New

to serve a specific need,

operating with

then moves

turns the slides to the

Nagra IV Recorders
Offer

the

ozone free, cool
low explosion
hazard. The lamphouse is equipped with a 20 K.V. igniter, an
elapsed time meter, D.C. Ammeter, and is fan cooled. An interlocking switch on the lamphouse precludes operation when
the door is open.

_,.<vWBfl»"'i^.„

Toledo,

St.,

Several models, each designed

having a dichroic coated reflecThe Slide Cube projector lens can
be elevated a full 20 degrees.

Company, Dept. BSC,

2501-9 LaGrange
Ohio 43608.

55101.

A

synchronization.

Electric

Depart-

Relations

Company, Dept. BSC

Center,

tap switch provides voltage and current adjustment. For
more details, write The Kneisley
rotary

Lamphouse modifies

projectors,

at

low cost, without destroying original
Mazda optics or circuitry.

weight and size of
ment.

VTR

equip-

A newly developed automatic
phase control circuit in the comBUSINESS SCREEN

pact

VTR

color

assures

higher

mating

titles

com-

quickly

and

stability of color image by

pensating

automatically

viations in phase

and

in

for

de-

frequen-

and other

capable of producing animation impossible with
any other method.
Two systems are demonstrated
by Computer Image Corp., of
Denver, which has developed
them over the past ten years.
One, called Animac, generates
its own images on a TV monitor
to be photographed by film or
is

tape cameras.

matc,

The compact

cy of color signal.

VTR

be marketed in
1970. More information is available from Matsushita
Electric
Corp. of America. Dept BSC,

color

Pan-Am
nue,

will

Building.

New

200 Park Ave-

York, N.Y.

10017.

Computerized Animation
Shown Around Country

A new

form of computerized
animation
being
demonstrated
around the country offers producers and sponsors of industrial
films a unique method of ani-

The

smaller,

a

sion of

The Panasonic VTR makes it possible to record color on V2" tape.

Be-

sides having cost advantages, the

new system

Animac, requires

level,

or the

entire

empha-

to

and visual— into our Mastermatic 35

mm

sound-filmstrip projector.
First, Mastermatic gives you a choice
of woodchucks, dependent on the
size of your audience You can have
built-in rear screen projection for individual or small-group presentations.
or reposition the projector and switch
lenses for conventional front screen
projection for larger groups.
Second, it's just as easy to change

the audio portion of your presentation
for specific audience
ine unipak

needs.

UNIPAK

Our patented canr.dge
cartridge houses

both the 35 mm fllmstrip and
the separate magnetic sound

tape

in

one compact

unit;

^

re

place the tape sub-cartridge, and

FEBRUARY, 1970

In

the

critical

rejection.

The

Model

ES-50

is

hand-

held low impedance unit with a
stand
adapter
and is shock-

to interested organizations."

Shure Microphones For
Equalized Sound Systems
The ES-50 and ES-51 microphones were designed with uniform feedback thresholds for use
in acoustically equalized sound
systems. They have undergone
tests which showed that in the
110 Hz. to 5,000 Hz. ranee.

The

hand-held

E$-50

microphone

with stand adaptor.

mounted for quiet operation. The
Model ES-5 1 is a stand-mounted,
dual low impedance unit with
microphone body and cartridge
separately shock-mounted for iso-

from mechanical vibration
For more information
write. Share Brothers. Inc., Dept.
BSC. 222 Hartrev Ave., Evanston. III. 60202.

lation

noises.

educational

different audiences doesn't always make sense. That's
why we buili two-way versatility— audio

woodchuck

visual

step.

alter

same audio-

Presenting exactly the

half-octave

feedback area above 5,000 Hz.,
the response of both microphones
has been smoothly tailored without peaks to increase feedback

will

them

produced by the computer operator tweeking his knobs in real
time. With the more complex
Animac system Computer Image
hopes to be able to do a full
length color cartoon motion picture in traditional "Snow White"
style within two years.
According to Bruce L. Birch-

the language,

per

with

have manufactured enough Scanimate units that we will be able
to begin leasing and franchising

origi-

you can

gives a

occur at the same
level for every

gain

explained Birchard. "Soon
be able to provide our
unique service in key cities, including New York
and Los
Angeles. And by spring, we will

we

nal drawing, emblem or print
goes through a startling progression of combinations, juxtapositions
and transformations all

a bigger sales presentation, welddemonstration, or econometrics
graph, for that matter.

He

$2500

of

will

ty,"

artwork as a take-off point, but
then goes on to explode, plasticize, grow, shrink, revolve, twist,
squeeze, undulate and pull the
image into something never seen

ing

point

Scanimate
and
$3500 per minute with Animac.
Output can be in color or b/w,
and on either film or videotape.
"Right now we are producing
television commercials, industrial
films, logotypes, movie and program titles in our Denver faciliminute

ver-

Or

amplifier

reference

original

on the screen before. The

feedback

of

president

system's capabilities.

other, Scani-

simplified

Computer

Image, animation costs can now
be cut to approximately half that
of conventional systems within
the limits of the computerized

ard,

effects

inexpensively.

sis of

your

(For

audio-visual
presentation

300 people, you need

a bigger woodchuck.)

at will.

With the

Mastermatic projector, there's no elaborate set-up. no loss of synchronization (even if you interrupt the show),

look at It. And hear it. Make sure your
presentation has the versatility of a

Mastermatic projector.

and no rewinding of film
or tape. You can set
for continuous run and

ELCO

it

automatic shut-off, or

for

up

to

Dept. B.S.

(215)368-0111

ELCO Optisonics Division

manual operation; 15 or
30 minute program capability,

Corporation.

'Montgome'yville. Pa. 18936

210

Z;

Send me your

Q

Call

me

to

illustrated

brochure.

arrange a demonstration.

frames

Not everyone
,-,,

responds to
he same woodchuck It depends on how you

Company-

V

Title

^"'^

siaie-

zip_

|
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films

Listing

supplement

to the

RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS

CINEMA 65, INC.
St., New York 10022
56th
209 E.
Phone: (212) 758-2510
Date of incorporation: 1966

mons

Al Pearson, President
Sheldon S. Diamond, Secretary/Treasurer
motion
Services: Production of 16 & 35
pictures, TV spots, educational and training
films (live and animated), filmstrips, slides,
multi-media presentations and related graphic

mm

materials.

RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
(Monsanto

santo

Sounds & Scents of Mon-

Company);

Commercials:

(animated)
Commercials
(Aetna Life); Multimedia: Trevira Fashion
Show (Beaumont-Bennett); Hadassah Annual
(Hadassah);
Convention Treasurer's Report
Slide Shcw: The Essential Ingredient (Schering

CustomPAK

(3)

Pharmaceutical).
'

CINEMAKERS, INC.
162 West 56th Street, New York, N.Y. 10019
Phone: (212)765-1168
Date of Incorporated: 1965

Ed

Schulz, Producer/Director

Corporation); Twin Buttes, Anaconda
(Hewitt-Robins Division of Litton Industries);
410, Burning Bar (Mosler); Innovations in

(Westinghouse International — Systems Division). Filmstbips: Safe Loading and
Unloading Procedures (Texaco); Sales Meet-

Swcdrn

and Multimedia: Raytheon (PHP); Collateral: National Newark & Essex Bank: Recruitment Brochure, TV Commercials: Prti(Reach McClinton); Air Conditioner
(Westinghouse International); Virginia Dare
(Needhani,
Sucrets
(Helfgott & Partners);
Harper & Steers); Ginger Ale (Pure Spring);
Kava Coffee (Ross Roy).

dcntial

on the Humanities in production
McGraw-Hill Text Films. TV Commercials:
Planned Parenthood (Community Service So-

Slidefelms: The Age of Discovery, A
View of Review, All Out for Troop Camping
(Girl Scouts of the U.S.A.); Vista-Sell: Two
sound-picture exhibit presentation, for American
Girl Magazine.
city);

MOTION ASSOCfATES EAST, INC.
525 Madison A\enuc, New York, N.Y. 10022
Phone: (212) 752-7400
Peter Griffith. President
Paul Minor, Executive Vice President
Paul Rosen, Vice President, Sales
Cliff Bole,

Vice President, California

Kirk Beauregard, Vice President, Chicago
Services: Films; Audio/Visual; Educational;
Indu.strial. Facilitios: Stages in Chicago; Affiliates in

Tokyo and London.

RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
MoTiox Pictures: 50 Motion

Pictures for vari-

ous agencies.

SKYLINE FILMS, INC.
501 Fifth Ave., New York, N.Y. 10017
Phone: (212) 986-1737
Date of Organization: 1963
Joseph F. McDonough, President
David Saperstein, Vice-President
Services:

Writing and producing motion pic-

tures for business, industry, television, education, television commercials, multimedia, collateral material, shdefilms. Facilities: Execu-

46

].

Meetings
Educational Motion Pictures
J. Camie,
b. Eubanks, Art Director

[.

Services;. CoifTmercial, industrial educational
training motion pictures, sales and business
meeting planning and production, slides, strip
film and original art. Facilities: Three stages,
one insert stage, lab facilities, 60 foot Umbo
cyclorama, 16mm and 35mm editing facilities,

complete .sound and dubbing.

RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Pictltees: Mission: Possible, "Tender
Cat Food, (Ralston-Purina); Stan MuThe Man (KSD-TV, St. Louis); Guess
sial:
Who's Coming to Dinner (Velsicol Corp.);
Multi-Medl\: Cash In On The Seventies
(Standard Oil of Calif.).

Street,

Motion

York, N.Y. 10022

Viltlcs"

Phone: (212) PL 8-1750
George K. Gould, President
Dave Byrnes, Alfred Markim, John Meiklejohn, Lou Selener, Vice Presidents
Henry Monasch, Scheduling Manager

HAROLD DASH ASSOCIATES,

Jerry Cantwell, Post-production Sales

Custom Video tape

facihties

and

New

Hand-held, portable tape equipSpecializing in location production in

services.

ment.

and abroad. Advanced editing and film
transfer services. Commercials, programs, indus-

U.S..\.
trials.

SOUTH

for

for

Business

B. Wills, Vice President, Sales

New

220 E. 51st

RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS

three fibns

&

].

TELETRONICS INTERNATIONAL, INC.

request. Facilities: Screening, editing, conference rooms, creative staff.

Tommorow, All
Out for Troop Camping, A Visit with Lady
Baden-PoweU (Girl Scouts of the U.S.A.);

COMMUNICO
11735 Administration Drive, St. Louis, Mo.
63141
Phone: (314) 532-5100
Date of Organization: April 1, 1969
B. E. Senseman, President
D. D. Christensen, Vice President, Sales Mgr.
R. W. Pasek, Vice President, Motion Pictures

ing

Services:

William Doherty, Producer /Cinematographer
Carol Hale, Producer/Writer
Services: Producers of motion pictures, TV
commercials, filmstrips, slide shows; special editing services, print ordering and distribution on

Motion Pictikes; .Vow

com-

MIDWEST

production offices, screening editing.

tive

Films: The Today Sound of Steel, Paper "Making It" Today (IBM); Bacardi Party (Bacardi
Corporation); Tlie Student Audience (Americ;m Shakespeare Festival Theatre); Simmo7}s
Second Century (Young & Rubicam and Sim-

Sights,

TV

submitted since production of the December edition.

listings

NEW YORK

FiLMSTBip;

filmstiips; for business, industry, doc-

mercials. Scripting, editing, sound recording,
storyboards, titHng. Location photography, sync
sound, in-house editing.

20th Production Review
Additional producer

and

umentaries, sales, training, education,

Phone: (502) 459-9960
E. A. "jack" Price, President
John T. Weber, Executive Vice President
George Weinmann, Director of Photography

Meyer, Creative Director
Services: Complete production of motion
Elise

pic-

commercials, slide presen-

tation and sales meetings. FACiLrnES: Shooting stage, screening and editing rooms, plus

distribution facility.

RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
By Speed,
300,000 Mile Tcardoum, Cummi/is Means Power (Cummins Engine Company); Countdown
On Competition, Lexan, Smells, The Inside
Motion Pictures: The 903,

Trial

Comfomatic, Fire Brigade, A Tale of Two
Ovens, Sizzle! (General Electric Company); At
Your Service, Over-Engineering for your SafeThe Race to Excel, (Mercedes-Benz of
ty,
North America); Slidefilms: The Dirty Dish
Stoiy, Vcrsatronic Range (General Electric Company); TV Commercials: Range, Room Air
Cond'tioner and Home Laundry Departments
of Cneral Electric (General Electric); Renault,
(Gilbert Advertising); Sales Meetings:
Inc.
Renault National Dealer Meeting.
Stoiy.

JOHN HUTCHINSON
P.O. Box 29431, New

FILM

Harold Dash, President
Douglas Sylvan, Executive Vice President/
Executive Producer
Frank Warrington, Vice President, Sales
Dr. William Lundin, Consulting Industrial
Psychologist

PRICE-WEBER ASSOCIATES, INC.

TV

III.

Henry Behrens, Manager - Production
Services: Producers and Communication Consultants for Marketing: Total Communications

P.O. Box 21393, Louisville, Ky. 40221

tures, stiipfilms,

INC.

333 North Michigan Avenue, Chicago,
60601
Phone: (312) 782-3722

PRODUCTIONS

Orleans, Louisiana

16mm and 35min

motion pichires; total creaand visuahzation of Live

tive planning, design

Business Trade Theatre, Sales & Distributor
Meetings; Training Programs: Manpower de\'elopment programs; workshops and seminars;
Public Employee Relations Programs; Computerized Communications; Sound Slide Films; Arts
and Graphics; Related Materials; Staff to totally
coordinate, create, administer and follow up.

RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
I'ictuhes: Profits for You, ^eiv Dimensions (Rowe International); Time For Ac(MotivaCatholic Conference)
(Illinois
tion
tional & Educational MP); Multimedia: New
Dimensions 1970 (Rowe International); Slidefilm: In '-nri tonal Benefits (Marsh-McLen(Renan); SaL's Tuning (Boise-Cascade)
search & Planning); Broch^ire: International

Motion

Benefits.

MOTION ASSOCIATES
919 North Michigan .\venuc, Chicago,
lUinois 60611
Phone: (312) 787-3323
Kirk Beauregard, Vice President
(See complete listing under New York)

PRODUCTION THIRTEEN
Grand Rapids, Michigan 49501

70129
Phone: (504) 241-3803
|ohn Hutchinson, Producer
jean Hutchinson, Office Manager
Services: 16nini motion pictures;

Consultants for Marketing Programs; complete
writing, creative planning and photography for

Phone: (616) 4.59-3533, ext. 63
Date of Organization: January, 1967

35mm

slide

John L. Bailey, Production Supervisor-Sales

BUSINESS SCREEN

,

]

William

Editorial Supervisor

I'riiis.

WViiiei- Sclnu"i(l('r, Director,

Phoiic: (213)

Cinematograplty

James R. Nurse, Chief Executive

278-4161

Vice President
(See complete listing under

|. A. Jelly, Chainnan
E. A. Levine, Deputy Chairman
|. P. Graham, D. Karr, Directors

Cliff Bole,

SiLab

New

York)

yanics Finney, Art Director

Services: IGmm color films for industry, documentary, and TV foniinercials; color slides;
16nim color processing (ME-4); 16mm color
printing; creative cditini^ for picture and sound;
confomiing original to workprint; layout, art

2 Auricon SOF
double system sound; Bolex; Color
Tran lights: MaguaSync; Ampex; mixing console; Double 16 Siemens interlock projector;
Bell & Howell .Model J printer with fader modification; Houston Fearless ME04 ME-4 color
F.\t:iLiTiES:

services.

Arrifle.x;

CANADA
WESTMINSTER FILMS LIMITED
259 Gfrriud

for single or

processor.

RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
That Refused to Die,
Motion
Calder-A Man and His Art (Union Bank);
That Soap Covipamj in Ada (Amway Corporation); Bninsuirh Tear Cas (Studio Fixe .\dv);
Coinwunily at the Crossroads (WZZM-TV); Of
Eagles and Explorers (Grand Valle\' Boy Scout
Council); TV Commeiu;i.\ls: Hallmark Chili
& Beans, Meijcr Stores (Johns Dean Adv.);
Spartan Stores (Norman, Na\an, Moore &
Baird Adv.).
PicTiiuis:

I'laite

Joan Halas, loy Batchelor, Creative Director.!

Maurice Pooley, Studio Manager
Alan Burke, Head of Education
lack King, Head of Commercials
Harold Whitaker, Head of Animation

Ken

Street Last, loronlo 225,

Ontario

Phone: (416) 929-3166
D.itc ol Incorponilion:

August 30, 161

Don

IlaJdanc, President & Executive Director
Miss Lee (iordon, Vice President & Executive

Producer
Margaret Beadle, Production Co-ordinator
Keith Harley, Art & Animation Director
S\cnd Blangsted, Director Research & Sales
Promotion
Services: Motion picture and multi-screen slide
productions, color & B&W, 36-16-8mm, for industr\',
education, sports, travel, promotion,
public relations and television. Research, writing,

photography,

editing,

art

and

work,

all

other facilities for complete production, including tulK e(|uipped iinimation studio.

RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS

WEST

Motion Pictures: You Take the Credit and
Your Money Matters (Canadian Consumer Loan
Associat'on & Federated Council of Finance

JENKYNS, SHEAN & ELLIOTT INC.
871S Sunset Boulevard, Los Angeles,
90069
Phone: (213) OL 5-9340

Calif.

Date of Organization & Incorporation: 1962
Chris Jenk\ns, President
Richard Elliott, Secretary-Treasurer
[ack L. Silver, Vice President
George Woolery, Public Relations

Barbara Baldwin, Production Supervisor
Dorothx Invin, Casting Director

Services

Creating

:

and producing

TV Com-

mercials; educational and institutional
motion pictures; and television shows, in

16mni film or tape. F-\ciLmES:

or

Companies); Public Service TV Spots (N.S. Fish
Packers' Association & Canadian Mental Health
Association); To Market (Abitibi Paper Co.
Ltd.); In These Times (Ontario Secondary
School Trustees' Association); One Tuesday
(The Hospital for Sick Children); The Flower
(Canadian Cancer Society') — Currently in production: Animated TV' Commercials (Noranda
Mines); Study of Educational Facilities (Merto
Toronto School Board); Films for Ontario Hydro; Canadian Pulp and Paper Association;
Texas Gulf Sulphur Company and Foreign Language V'ersions of both recent and current films.

films;

35mm

Complete

WESTMINSTER FILMS LIMITED
1414 Crescent Street, Montreal 25, Quebec
Phone: (514) 849-3006

production offices, editorial and screening facilities, animation and graphic department and

Stuart Richardson, Vice President

small insert stage.

(See complete listing under Toronto, Canada)

RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Pictures: 1969-70 Promotion Managers

(B.B.D.

& O.

Minneapolis);

(ABC-TV Network); TV Program Promos:
News (KNXT-TV, B.B.D. & O., Los Angeles); Feliz Navidad (KMEX-TV, Spanish InBig

ternational Netxvork); ABC-TV Network Promotion Department, (promo films for following T\' shows): Judd For The Defense, The
Dick Cavctt Show, Music Scene, Super Saturday, Love, American Style, Jimmy Durante

and the Lennon Sisters, NCAA Football. The
Pat Paulsen Show. TV Commerci.\ls: Thomas
Organ (Sachs, FirJey & Kaye, Inc.); Ralphs
Turkeys (Ayer/Jorgensen/MacDonald); Richfield Oil Company Credit Card (Axer/JorgensenMacDonald); Rose Hills Memorial Park
(Bob Leeper & Associates); Robinson's Fashion
Valley (Margo Kramer); Lainie Kazan/Sahara
Hotel (Geyer/'Oswald Inc.); Kellogg' s Pop
Tarts (Leo Burnett Co., Chicago); Six "Brain
Drain" spots. (Mattell Tovs — Carson /Roberts
Inc.); -Hot Wheels"
(Mattell Toys Carson/
Roberts Inc.); So. California First National

Bank

Simon —

(Chapman/Michetti)
Simple
John(Eisaman, Johns & Laws); A &
Root Beer (Eisaman, Johns & Laws); Ha;

stons Pies

waiian First National

Bank

MOTION ASSOCIATES WEST,

FEBRUARY, 1970

W

(Milici Advertising).

9120 Sunset Boulevard, Los
90069

CINEMA ASSIGNMENTS,

Super-Saturday

INC.

.\ngeles, Calif.

Lewis \\ Bnslmell, President
Stuart A. Day, Vice President
.

lustrated scripts for theatrical properties, exposiand festival documentaries, 'corporate identity' industrials, and other special productions.

tion

b\-

assignment

for

television, educational, scientific,

all

media,

and com-

mercial. Facilities: Low rate studio space,
and a complete network of trade contracts and

communications throughout the European

in-

dustry.

HALAS & BATCHELOR ANIMATION

LTD.

London \\ C; 2, England
Phone: 01-240 3143 Cable: Habafilm London
.'}

7

Kcan

Street,

WC2
Date

of Organization:

D L

1941

Taffner Ltd. 39 West 55th
10019. Phone:
Street, New York, N.Y.
Plaza 755-6357 Don Taffner, Chief Execu-

Associate:

tive

and projection equipment for 35mm
and sound recording facilities.

Ifiniin.

RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
MorioN PuiiHE.s: Children and Cars (British
Petroleum Company); Sputum (Boehringer Ingelheim Ltd.); What is a Computer (Argo Record Company); The Five (British Medical Ason Meteorology
and University of
Southampton), Linca Programming and Topology (H&B Mathematics series. TV and Cinema Commercials: for Castrol, Coca-Cola and
Flora (American, English and German agencies), a series for Caltex gasoline (Benton &
sociation);

(Longman

a

films

of

series

Group

Ltd.

Bowels).

KINOCRAT FILMS LIMITED
85 Cromwell Road. London

S.\\'.

7

Phone: 01-370-2242
of Organization: 1937
Gerald Cookson, Managing Director
Brian D. Gibson, Technical Director

Date

Ron Hyde, Manager

35mm techother films for
specialized purposes. Audio-visual division covers filmstrip and sound slide production; closedcircuit TV; Script to screen production servservice facilities and studio for outside
ice;
production units. Facilities: Sound stge; 16mm
and 35mm editing; sound recording; dubbing;
titling; scripting; animation; location services;
permanent technical crews and staff.
Services: Production of

nical, industrial, sales,

16mm

TV

and

and

all

Engineering); Turning Totcards Tomorrow (Stone Manganese Marine); Schroder Sells
Safety {.\. Schrader's Son); The Burning Question (Mather & Piatt Ltd.); Plus TV fillers for
Government; newsreels for West Africa, etc.

LION PACESETTER PRODUCTIONS LTD.

A

European motion picture production service offering a direct concourse between
American production interests, and European facilities and locations. Concepts, designs, and il-

incl.

Editorial

and

Scott

INC.

W

Cinematography

Cameras

of

Motion Pictures: Design For Success (Dunlop Tyre Company); The 1,000 Series (Masson

6, England
S75B Fuliiaui Road. London S
Phone: (01) 731-1278 Cable: Cinesign London
S\\ 6 Telex: 27806 Cinesign

Services:

Head

RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS

ENGLAND

(ABC-TV Network); Las Posadas (J.S.E.
Inc.;)
TV Program Titles: NCAA Sports
(ABC-TV Network); 3-M Company Specials

Film

Lees,

Services: Staff of .50 for animated and special
effect film productions, for advertising, entertairunent, public relations, educational and television films. FAc:iLnTES: Studios for celluloid
and special effects animation, also for .3-dimensional puppet/model animation and table top
pliotograpln. Six animation cameras including
two Oxberrys, one with aerial image facilities.

Sheppcrton Studios, Shepperton, Middlesex
Phone: Chertsey 2611
London Office: Broadwick House, Broadwick
Street. London W.l. Phone: GERard 8676

Date

of Incorpartion:

1961
Lion

Pacesetter ProConlin, Suite 709,
667 Madison Avenue, New York, N.Y.
N.Y. 10021. Phone: (421 3371/2. Cable:
Lionfilm via R.C.A.

U.S. Representatives:
ductions Ltd. John

.\drian Worker,

W.

Clmirman

Ronald Spencer, Managing Director
John Boulting, Director
Robert .'\ngell, Producer
Erica Masters, Production

Manager

Services:

Specialized film production division
of British Lion Group; Producers of feature,
documentaries, sponsored and advertising films,
T.V. and cinema commercials. F-'VCrLXTiES: All
the facilities of Shepperton Studios: 40 cutting
rooms, 13 sound stages, scoring theatre, post

s\nch theatre, 3 viewing theatres, 2 dubbing
theatres.
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news

industry
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mil

,

Adds
Raytheon Learning Systems

Visual Electronics

Visual Electronics Corporation

and studio and location
photography. The firm will again

Streeterville;

offer

Corporation

and custom

quality

of 5.5 million dollars additional
working capital and increases the

cation.

company's

Slidegrapics Inc.

net worth by 2.5 mil-

lion dollars.

The company has been named

Educom Company and

Visual

un-

will function as a subsidiary

Kenneth
der the
Anderson, president. The company is based in Michigan City,
Indiana and manufactures language and learning laboratories,
broadcast, CATV and closed cir-

management

cuit

of

systems,

television

student

response systems and driver education systems. The full product line will be marketed through
existing distributor organizations.

Avenue,

New

president

Ed

located

at

South,

New

is

a reflection

of Harvest Films' growth and diversity

in

film

production,

ac-

Leo

Trachtenberg,
president and executive producer,

cording

who

vice

to

says,

"Our new

director,

and

president

331 Park Avenue
York, N.Y. 10010.

Sound Stud'os
Are Opened in Chicago
A new recording facility,
Streeterville Sound Studios, Inc.
at 161 E. Grand Avenue in ChiStreeterville

is

nearing final completion

Occupying

the

entire

U.S. Industrial Festival

Names Board

of Advisors

In preparation for

awards

nual

its

third an-

competition,

the

Film Festival
U.
has named it's 1970 board of adaccording to chairman,
visors
J. W. Anderson. "Our board was
Industrial

S.

selected

give

to

us

a

cross section of individuals with
knowledge and experience in the
industrial film field,

new

facility

(full

flanked
a

16-track

the

already has one large

orchestra

size)

by control

smaller

mixing

inputs),

studio,

booths and
recording

"special"

room; there are also additional

Enterprises,

Inc.;

Gregory,

BUSINESS SCREEN

MAGAZINE;

John

P.

Grember,

United Air Lines; Frank J. Havlicek,
Motorola, Inc.; Gordon
Hempel, Sterling Movies, Inc.;
W. Ray Hyde, Barton Distrilling
Company; Robert B. Konikow,
Abelson-Frankel, Inc. and W. R.
Terrell, Empire Photosound, Inc.

and through

successful
most
and
Anderson stated.
New board members include
G. Roger Cahaney, president.

largest

event,"

Robert M.

Finehout, vice president. Association Films Incorporated; Jack

20

WED

guidance, this will be our

their

Sterling Movies, Inc.;

Featuring a
(with

Advisors continuing from previous appointments are Peter D.

Eaker and Allen Zwerdling,
Back Stage Publications; Marv
Film Design; Lon B.
Gold,

structure, the Streeterville opera-

was designed especially to
serve producers and sponsors of
films and commercials.

pany.

Ira

fourth floor of this "film center"
tion

areas
are
Carl
photography
Degen, National Park Service;
Hazen J. Schumacher, Jr., University of Michigan and Harry E.
Fancy, Arthur Andersen & Com-

Crane,

carefully

console

The new space

James Dolan is president of
Marty Rubenstein
v.p. and music director and
is
Preston Wakeland is studio manager. Janie Frew is in charge of
booking arrangements.

lineup for

and creative

Rivera,

a

is

general manager and Rita Kerr,
vice president and creative coordinator. The firm's studios are

York, N.Y.

10016.

dupli-

Saul Shuster,
president, Maximilian Kerr, vice

stages.

Fifth

slide

The new executive

cago,

Harvest Films in Larger
New York City Offices
Harvest Films, Inc. has moved
to new and larger offices at 309

services

shooting

straight

rooms and

dressing

studios,

projection room.

Company. The

Electronics

firm's

iiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiimiiiniiimiiiumiHimimB

imiiiiiiiiiiiiiii

i

services will include design concept, art, charting, type compo-

has completed the acquisition of
the Raytheon Learning Systems
Visual

The

presentations.

slide

sition

transaction avails

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii

miiiiiiiiiimiiii

I

Lusk and Ed Swanson, Modern
Talking

Picture

Service,

Inc.;

Scott Craig, National Broadcasting Company; R. Peter Rigg,

Combined

Insurance

Company

America and Richard C.
Fovkes, Bell & Howell Compa-

of

ny.

Strengthening

ment,

university

the

govern-

and

in-plant

quarters

Color Center Renamed
VPI Color Center
VPl Color Center is the new
name for The Color Center, Inc.,
according to Sheldon Satin, president of VPI, a division of ElecPrevitrographic Corporation.
ously,

a separate subsidiary of Electro-

graphic Corporation.

The

consol-

up all of the VPI
equipment and services under one
roof on one floor, supervised by
one group of technical specialists
and one customer service departidation lines

Bringing the Color Center under the VPI "umbrella" is part
of the

company's overall restruc-

turing in which six separate

com-

mercials post-production services
in three cities were consolidated
a

few months ago. forming VPI
Both VPI Color Center,

Services.

which serves the industrial/eduKerr, Data Charts

Slidegraphics

in

cational markets and

Forms

NY

will

make

avail-

able a complete preparation and
slide

43

ed in the same building
East 62nd Street.
Bernie

Sound Studios, Chicago's newest recording facility features
this mixing console with 20 inputs; high, medium and low frequency
equalization; echo send and cue on each input. For film music and voice
recording, the audio installation was designed by Behrend's, Inc., engineered to speciications by S;u:iio Manager Preston Wakeland.
Streeterville

graphics Inc.

The merger

photography

service

VPI

Serv-

meeting all needs of the TV
commercials industry, are locatices,

Maximilian Kerr Assoc. Inc.
and Data Charts Inc., associated
suppliers for several years, have
consolidated
to
form
Slide-

for

'

The Color Center had been

ment.

and additional equipment will enable us to enhance our services
to our many clients in business,
government, and social services.
We extend a cordial invitation to
visitors and friends to stop in
and see us at our new quarters."

(

president

Barnett
of

at

continues

410
as

VPI Color Center

responsible for all maris
keting and sales activities for the

and

company.

•
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j

j

j

!

"^
lUXOR Mobile
Ij:

Carousel Slide Center

reference
shelf
Ill)

,

A 42-pagi.- booklet troin Iraiik Holmes
Laboratories contains fresh ideas and valThe bookto make
how
on
information
includes
let
filmstrips, how much they cost, when they
making

a filmstrip.

should be used, what production methods
are best for various programs, data about
procedures,

laboratory

M

MHMMMMIIMIMMM

been published by its Commercial and
Educational Division.
The films, ranging up to 29 minutes in

just

Facts About Filmstrips

uable tips on

MM

IIIIMIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII

I

etc.

offers

also

It

the recommendations of outstanding experts
and summarizes the results of recent train-

length,

are

all

packaged

in

and a

cartridges for use in Technicolor movie projectors. This directory and one listing silent

loop

Roll

sources

Included are helpful inserts, such as spefold-out pages with standard specifications, filmstrip sequence chart, transparency

cropping guide, artwork field chart, and a
bibliography. A limited supply of this booklet is

available free of charge. Just write

on

your company letterhead to Frank Holmes
Laboratories, Inc.. Dept. BSC. 1947 First
St., San Fernando. Ca///. 91340.

Audiovisuals Available from Kodak
Nineteen new programs have been added
to the audiovisual catalog "Your Programs
from Kodak, 1969-70" bringing to 78 the
number of 16 mm films, slidetape programs
and individual print

sets currently available

without charge for group showings. Instructions

on how

and return

to borrow, present

the films are included in the catalog, along

sity

all

in

your projection area, set-up your
and you ore

The lectern is ideal for
and has two shelves for
additional troys or molerials. And. you con
protect your projector and slides under lock
and key.
slides.

script or lesson plan

Other LUXOR modular Slide Libraries

Student Film Library
To help meet the current,
in

to

it

ready to show

fornia.

est

—

projector, select the slide tray

national inter-

student films. Northwestern

Ask your dealer or write for FREE 32-page catalog describing the most complete, comprehensive
equipment and materials for organizing, filing
and storoge of Audio Visual and tnstructionol

Univer-

has established a library of 24 of their

Materiols.

most noteworthy films from the last ten
years. For a folder describin the collection,
write Northwestern University Film Library,
Dept. BSC, 828 Custer Avenue, Evanston.
Illinois 60202.
Continued on page 50

solve your

avail-

able for rotary-type slide trays plus the No.
88SV which files up to 3,200 2 x 2's in indexed, plastic see -through folios with an
ot-hond LUXOR PreViewer.

ing studies.

cial

lectern

mobile unit

(over 6600 titles; are
available from Technicolor, Inc., Commercial and luliicationul Division, Dept. BSC.
1300 Fra»ley Drive, Costa Mesa, Califilm

and storage
one self-contained

Projector base, slide troy filing

instant-loading

,

LUXOR

Jick C. Coffey Co., Inc.

Audio Visual

104 Lake View Avenue

Materials Libraries

Waukegan,

III.

60085

8mm

sound problems
in eight easy pages

with descriptions of each of the films.

Free copies are available from Dept. 841,
Eastman Kodak Companv. 343 State St.,
Rochester. \.Y. 14650.

Federal

3.

pictures

films of the

missions,

DUO Federal Government
and filmstrips, including

offered

for

sale

in

the

"Wood

ranging

from

"Addiction"

to

Preservation".

Inquiries should be directed to:
son,
ter.

ice.

Things are looking up

for you, the

8mm

film-maker.

first

catalog issued by the National Audiovisual
Center. The films are listed under subject

headings

^^

Mercury, Gemini, and Apollo

are

<s^

^^^

Government Films For Sale

More than
motion

.••s»

Jim GibNational Audiovisual CenNational Archives and Records ServDept. BSC. Washington, DC. 20408.
Director.

Glen Glenn Sound places at your
same know-how, the same
qualitative techniques they utilize when producing sound for
major motion picture and TV films, and they do it at competitive
prices. It's all spelled out in this 1970 Manual which covers everything from service to rate schedules, from in-lab time to sync
disposal the

information.

Film Loop Directories Available

new edition
Film Loop Source
.-\

of

Technicolor's

Directory,

listing

Sound
some

1300 super 8 optical sound film titles available from 67 different film producers, has

FEBRUARY, 1970

Write for it. Read it. Then
order from Glen Glenn.
You'll find your 8mm
sound problems are over.

WMLEM m/m
Dept. 2B

6624 Romaine Street
Hollywood, Calif. 90038

•

(213) 469-7221
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NATIONAL DIRECTORY OF AUDIO-VISUAL DEALERS
MISSOURI

•

EASTERN STATES

Communications Co., 5316

Cor-rell

Pershing,
•

MAINE

FO

Headlight Film Service, 104 Ocean
So. Portland.

St.,

St.

Equipment

•

799-6100

WASHINGTON

Twyman

Films,

329 Salem

Inc.,

filmwriting or related job.

BA, 26, experienced in newspaper, magazine writing and
pliotography.
Now employed
corporate PR and advertising,
prefer Chicago area.

Box 68

M. H. Martin Company, 1118

BUSINESS SCREEN
402 West Liberty Drive
Wheaton, Illinois 60187

•

coln

Broadway, New York 10019.
Phone 2i2/JUdson 2-4060

Cousino

Way

E.,

Lin-

Massillon.

Visual

Franklin

Systems, Incorporated,
202 East 44th Street, New York,

Projection

MU

•

Wanted

Dayton 45401

The Jam Handy Organization, 1775

10036 (212)

Want

OHIO

Suinay Films, Inc.. 2005 Chester
Ave., Cleveland 44114

Ave.,

NEW YORK

Position

•

"The" Film Center, 915 12th St.
NW, Washington, D. C. 20005
(202) 393-1205
•

Louis 63112.

rental (314)

7-1111
•

•

•

1945

Education,

Toledo

Ave.,

43601.

(419) 246-3691.

reference shelf

2-0995

.

.

continued
Visual sciences, Suffern, N.Y.

WESTERN STATES

10901

PENNSYLVANIA •
Lilley & Son, Inc., Box 3035,

Handbook for Film
The

•

J.

P.

2009 N. Third St., Harrisburg
17105, (717) 238-8123
Oscar H. Hirt,

41 N. 11th St.
19107.
Phone:

•

Philadelphia,

Audio Visuals Center, 14

Wood

St.,

Pittsburgh 15222, Sales, Rentals,
& Repairs. 471-3313

Vath Audio Visuals, 449 N.
Hermitage Rd., Sharp.sville,

L. C.

present day films

•

The Jam Handy Organization, 305
Taft Building, 1680 N. Vine

Hollywood 90028.

Inc.,

215/923-0650

CALIFORNIA

HO

St.,

3-2321

Photo & Somid Company, 870
Monterev Pass Road, Monterey
Park, 91754. Phone: (213) 2646850.

Ralke Company, Inc. A-V Center,
641 North Highland Ave., Los
Angeles 36. (213) 933-7111

16150. .342-5204.

VIRGINIA

•

•

SAN FRANCISCO AREA •
Photo & Sound Company, 116 Na•

Stanley Projection Co., 1808 Rapides, Alexandria 71301. 318-443-

0464

toma

St., San Francisco 94105.
Phone: 41.5/GArfield 1-0410.

COLORADO

•

SOUTHERN STATES
•

FLORIDA

Jack Freeman's, 2802
Ave.,

Tampa

•

MacDill

S.

Audio-Visual
Center,
1200 Stout St., Denver 80204.
Colorado Visual Aids, 955 Bannock, Denver 80204, 303/255-

Cromars*

5408

Colonial

GEORGIA
752

NEW MEXICO

MIDWESTERN STATES

ply

Book Store Allied SupCompany, 2122 Central East,

Albuquerque 87106.

ILLINOIS

OREGON

•

•

The Jam Handy Organization, 2821
E. Grand Blvd., Detroit 48211.
Phone: 313/TR 5-2450

•

Deseret

UTAH

editor

of

the

in

relation

to

and his assistants
each stage in the

production of a film.
The author. Ernest Walter,

is

an editor of vast experience. For
25 years he has worked for leading studios in the United States
and Europe. This 282 page,
hard-cover book is priced at
$1 1.50. The publisher is Hastings
House. Inc.. Depl. BSC. 10 Ea.'H
40/// Street. New York 10016.

•

St.,

automatic
and
sound
adding
frame changes to any existing re

mote controlled

A

catalog of building level in-

Copies are available from LaBelle Industries, Inc.. Dept.

Photo & Sound Company, 1205
North 45th St., Seattle 98103.
206/ME 2-8461

BSC

510 S. Worthington St., Ocono
nwwoc. Wisconsin 53066.

Aluminum Film Catalog
A list of over 50 films on

tin

manufacture and use of alumi
num has been compiled by tht

Aluminum

Association.

The

film:

are available on a free loan

oi

and cover such topics'
how aluminum is made, alu-

rental basis

as

minum

finishes,

treatment

heat

welding and joining, and aluminum in architecture, on the farm
in boats

New

and

home.

in the

may be obtained h]
Aluminum Associa

list

the

Dept. BSC, 750 Third Ave.
York 10017.

filmstrips,

transparencies,

records and multi-media

Educators
catalog

by

and

8mm

may

obtain

writing

Robins Industries Catalog
Robins

kits.

the

Modern

illustrated

Industries'

40-page

#6912

catalog

pro-

a complete guide to cassette, cartridge and reel-to-ree
vides

tape
front

and audio accessories. A
page index and parallel

presentation

make

it

easy to

fine

any of the hundreds of products

LaBelle Catalog Sheet
•

filmstrip or slide

projector.

structional materials includes de-

Salt Lake, 10.

WASHINGTON

synchro

mm

filmstrij
sound, 16
sound anc
synchronized
and
sight/sound sync equipment fo

nized

tion.

Book Company, 44 East

South Temple

categories

and

filmstrip

writing

Learning Aids. Dept. BSC. 1212
Avenue of the Americas, New
York. N.Y. 10036.

•

general

three

mm

physical side of editing. It
describes in detail the functions

loops,

•

North Michigan Avenue, Chicago 60601. State 2-6757

MICHIGAN

35

the

scriptions and curriculum
grade level guidelines for

Moore's Audio Visual Center, Inc.,
234 S.E. 12th Ave., Portland
97214. Phone: 503/23.3-5621.

The Jam Handy Organization, 230

50

stages of preparation.
"The Technique of the Film
Cutting Room" is concerned with

Catalog For Educators

University
St.

•

•

puzzle.

•

30308

.

huge and complicated jig-saw
Not only must he select
and smoothly assemble many
himdreds of pieces of film into
a story sequence, but he must
accompanying
pass
the
also
several
through
sound track
a

into

The

•

Spring
N.W. 404/875-8823, Atlanta
Films,

faced with

is

(813) 839-5374
•

•

•

Editors
working on

editor

film

LaBelle Industries has a 2page catalog sheet of its complete
line of audiovisual equipment. It
departmentalizes

the

equipment

Distributors

may

request

theii

copy by writing Robins Industries. Dept. BSC. 15-58 127^A

free

5/.,

College

Point

(Llusliing)

N.Y. 11356.
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Advances
" ITic

a GO or Dovio
from s des

& tne?

*
zooivts

Make-Up

in

ol lilm and Television
Maive-Up" is a handbook for tiic make-up
artist. Recent advances in compatible sysi-chiiiijiit;

1

—

tems
graphed

The

—

made

have

make-up

in

be

to

photo-

and black-and-white

color

iiuiltaneously

changes

make-up

requiring
in

artistry.

author, Vincent J-R Kehoe, has been

make-up artist for over 3000 films,
shows and stage productions. In

vision

art, film dips

si-

necessar\

tele-

this

hook, he shares his knowledge and experience. He gives trade names, numbers and
sources of materials, and illustrates techniques with
photographs, drawings and

Copies are .Slf-i.-SO. Write Hastings
House. Inc.. Dept. BSC. 10 luisr AOrli Streei.
\Vu York. N.Y. 10016.

charts.

SYH^hi'oiiizeil
fo voice, music,

effects

soiiiiil

Jack

Catalog

Pill

and .Associates have announced
completion of their new Professional Motion Picture Catalog and Handbook. This
pocket sized catalog not only lists rental
Jack

rates

Pill

16mm and 35mm Cameras

for

and
Equipment, Lighting
Equipment. Sound Equipment and Projection Equipment but contains over 16 pages
oi charts and tables of important producaccessories.

tion

Fditing

information.

The

catalog

available

is

no charge by writing or calling Jack Pill
and .Associates. Dept. BSC. ]]35 North
at

His;hland

.4

venue.

HoUvwood,

California

90038.

TV Equipment Catalog
.A 36 page catalog covering all Neumade
products used in the television field is available. Listed are film handling and editing
e 'uipment. projector tables, and storage fa-

RRg

cilities

FOR BUSINESS & INDUSTRY

MR. SALES
We'll

for films, filmstrips, slides, disc rec-

ords, audio tape, video tape, etc.

copy, write Neumade Products Corp..
Dept. BSC. 720 White Plains Road. .Scars-

dale.

NY.

10.S83,

It will tell

If

it's

sound recording. RPL does

it!

On

tape, in reels, cartridges or

On

cassettes.

film.

On

Duplicates from one to
sands.

Original

records.

many

tfiou

music

narration,

SMPTE
.\

of

Projection Manual
projection manual covering

motion-picture

Don

V.

Kloepfel

of

DeLu,\e

General

Laboratories, Inc, for the Society of Motion

personal

Picture and Television Engineers,

tfie

RPL AudioProgram
easy, low-cost

audio

in

by

or

way

mail,

Plans.
to

It's

page book includes 130

The book
Ave.,

922-8558
•

Camden,

The 190

illustrations

and

.

.

.

.

.

12 minutes, the

.

many

subtle

in:

the selling profession
the buyers and their buying habits
the salesmen and selling methods
the selling attitudes and techniques

And

.

,

.

suggests a new, fresh and unique solution

for stimulating sales.

management

Ideal for sales

meetings. Don't miss seeing

it.

There

is no obligation. Just tell us when you prefer
to see this revealing color filmstrip.

NO NEED FOR DELAY -SEND COUPON TODAY

is

08105

N.J.

Camden

treats

in detail

the

in

the

makes

clearest
it

suitable for a

trouble crops

The index
handy reference when

possible

BETTER SELLING BUREAU

projector,

sound systems, and projection rooms: it describes theater operation and maintenance

Phila.

(609) 963-3000

in just

priced at .$7.50,

your audiovisuals!

1565 Pierce

.

.

put the

RECORDED PUBLICATIONS LABORATORIES

Tel.: (215)

.

.

theater

presentation has been edited and coordinated

by

.

.

aspects

all

and

projection

and sound effects. Under your
directions,

you,

changes that have taken place

RECORDING

witfi

FILMSTRIP
FREE

SOUND

IN

send you a

COLOR

For your

free

EVERYTHING

MANAGEMENT

1150 W,
I

would

Olive Ave., Burbank, CA.
like to

obligation, the

Dept. X20

91506

see the filmstrip you

week

offer,

without

of

.

terms.

up and minor

Name

^

Titti

repairs or ad-

justments need to be made. For your copy,
more information, write The Society

Company

or for

of Motion Picture

and Television Engineers

Dept. BSC 9 East 41 5? Street.
N. Y. 10017.
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New

Address

York.
Citv

State

Zip

51

INDEX TO ADVERTISERS
Animated Productions

Eastman Kodak Company
Eclair Corporation of America

51
6-7

Arriflex Corporation

16

41
Plastic Reel Corporation of

45

EIco Corporation

43

A.V.E. Corporation

North Shore Film Laboratory

26-27

America

.

.

Plaza Productions
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recorders, bringing the total

num-

ber of recorders on their premises

These machines are the

35.

to

design and

latest

make

electronic

more reliable than ever.
Simultaneously, Reeves/Actron

editing

annoLMiced
their

signed

Expo

visitors,

Fair History in
'70 Pavilion

Eastman Kodak Company's
"Golden Picture Pavilion" at
'70 in Osaka, Japan,

Expo

is

the

culmination of two years of hard
work and planning by Kodak
people in Japan and the United
States and nearly a century of
participation by Kodak in world's
fairs

first

a

1893

at

the

tion

Expo

in

fair

111.

Pavilion,

was

Unlike the
consisted

it

only of a small darkroom where
the art of photography

onstrated to

was dem-

who stopped by.
Kodak has partici-

all

Since 1893,
pated in every major world's fair
and exposition held
a total of

—

15.

A

"Golden

special

in

the

Pavilion"

will

exhibit

Picture

feature each of the past pavilions

which Kodak
is keeping people informed of the
rapid progress in the science and
the art of photography.
Located near the main ento

show one way

trance, the

52

of

Co-sponsored
Co.,

distributor

by
for

Nagase &
most of

in

Kodak

Pavilion

is

de-

post-production

Reeves/Actron recently
an advanced kinescope
system

recording
to-film

made through
new IVC color film

transfers are being

the use of a

offering

chain,

quality

in

both

Two

scan tapes in

all

electronic editing
in

architect.

and constructor

The cois Toda

helical

color and black and white.

Kodak's

architect

Film-to-tape

transfers.

formats

rooms

are

now

undisturbed.

Reeves/Actron

maintains

equipment of various manufac-

Construction Company, Ltd. of
Tokyo. Exhibits are designed by
DeMartin-Marona Associates of

Sony, IVS, Shibaden, Panasonic, Craig and Ampex. This variety enables helical
scan duplication on almost any

New York

format.

City.

helical
scan video services company, has
strengthened and rc-organized its
post-production operations to
parallel the Reeves Production
Services broadcast operations.
The company has added two
new Ampex V'R 7800 videotape

Reeves/ Actron.

the

now

studios are

available as rental facilities

independent producers. These
non-broadcast studios have camfor

VTR's,

eras,

lights,

switchers,

and other necessary equipment
on a daily rental basis. Video
engineers
clients

are

own

are

but
provide

available,

required

to

producer, cameramen,
lighting director, and stage hands.

their

Services.

Reeves/Ac-

expanded post-production

more

company

service

effectively

throughout
States and Canada.

its

United

the

clients

UN's 25th Year—
A Time for Filmmakers
In this 25th year of the United

we look forward

Nations,

to

a

much

greater role of that world

body

in

contributing

greater

to

international social-economic-political

The

understanding.
is considering turning

UN

the

to

world's

most competent

film-makers with an appeal for
pictures that will help publics in

turers, including

The company's two
Increase Post-Production
Service at Reeves/Actron

Grey

E.

services will allow the

operation to permit clients to

edit

is

de-

signed for helical scan videotape-

in

Kodak design

expressly

re-organized

the

Hodges,
most recently senior vice president-marketing for Reeves Pro-

to

installed

to see inside the building at night.

Heading up

company

plication services, videotape edit-

other

who

location shooting.

tron's

services.

is
circled by a ramp
which spirals up the building.
The tower is constructed of twoway glass which will reflect the
scene by day and allow visitors

to

lo-

in

assist

have no staff of their own. Rental
equipment is also available for

duction

for

pavilion

facilities

Reeves/Actron can

cating crews for producers

More than ever, emphasis is
now placed on transfer and du-

the

was by Franz Johann Schwenk,

Chicago,

'70

place

a

Columbian Exposi-

pavilion to be

world's

at

as

main tower

in

Kodak

built

the

photographic products
Japan, the architectural and
design concept of the pavilion

and expositions.

The

serve

to

non-broadcast video studios

and

14

Inc

17

any producer.

ing,

Kodak

of

availability

"below-the-line"

as

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii!in:i!ii!i

the

J.,

Films

VPI

11

Thomas

member

all

like those

sponsors

countries.

Pictures

from such enlightened
as

Shell

International

extending ideas on economic and
social themes.
In Chicago this month, the loAssociation is joining

cal

with

UN

the

Chicago Film Council

for an evening of films promoting
international understanding.
We hope the UN evokes a response which brings new depths
to world understanding through

good new

films.

point

&

period
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studio

in

a

Case

by Colortran
'Quartz" lights

compact

in

kits for

your lighting needs.
Stands, power
distribution

and

accessories included.

Tested and proved

in

fast-moving location

setups around the
world. Dependability,
portability

and

performance guaranteed.
Write for detailed
literature.

Berkey-Colortran, Inc.
1015 Chestnut Street

Burbank,

Calif.

(213) 843-1200

91502

To Get

Visual Impact
in

your Presentati

Comprehensive Consultation Services on;
Group Meeting Services

Training Services

Sales Meetings

Quality Control

Stockholders Meetings

Programs
Foreman Training

Seminars
Convention Assistance

Supervisory Training

Management

Visualized Talks

Vocational Training
Sales Training
Distributor Training
Retail Training
Training Devices
Training Manuals
Quiz Materials
Utilization Assistance
Closed-Circuit TV
Stimulation Programs

Picturizations

Meeting Guides
Projection Equipment
Meeting P.ickages
Portable Stagettes

Surveys

Field Services

Closed-Circuit

Motion Picture Plans
and Specifications
Storyboards
Animated Cartoons
Filmstrips, Slides and

Development

Speech Coaching

Field

Group Meeting Implementation

TV

Slidefilms

Tape Recordings
Disc Recordings
Transparencies
Pictorial Booklets
Turnover and Flip Charts

Programmed

Projection
Film Distribution
Theatrical
Non-theatrical
Closed-Circuit TV

Project Supervision, with Total Responsibility for Security,
as in National Defense Projects

7^

JAM HANDY (^.ya<u^^:£^^^^
is

set

up

to help you!

NEW YORK

DETROIT

CHICAGO

212 -JU 2-4060

313 -TR 5-2450

312 -ST 2-6757

ATLANTA
404

-

688-7499

HOLLYWOOD
213 -463-2321
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GREATER SALESPOWER
Portable presentations relieve
sales personnel shortages
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Funny people, vacationers.
They travel hundreds of miles
to resortsThen fish all day.

Go

boating. Play tennis. Water ski.
Golf.

Or sightsee.

Then at night, what do they
liketodo?

Watch films about traveLOr
fishing. Boating. Tennis. Water
skiing. Golf. Sightseeing.
your company's film they watch— or if
you'd like it to be — maybe you should know
more about these people.
We can tell you.
We just completed a detailed research study
of the resort audiences who view these films.
And it proves that if you have a film— or plan
If it's

to

make one— on

sports, recreation, travel, or

other interesting subjects, you won't find a
more receptive audience anywhere.

Knowing these people is our business. Every

year Modern's unique Resort Cinema operation distributes sponsored films to more than

200 resorts from coast to coast. Hotels, motels and camps that play host to over 6 million
film-viewing vacationers every summer.
Knowing them could be your business, too.
That's why we'd like to send you a free copy
of our informative resort cinema audience
survey. We'll also show you how these active,
1

high-income family groups can be watching
your sponsored film this coming summer.

MODERN TALKING PICTURE SERVICE, INC.
1212 Avenue

of the Americas,

New

York, N.Y.

10036

.

T.

si^. '•^'J7:>^-ia»'"

We get positive results
from negative thinking.
And we do more than

think about your negatives.

We plan, organize and

coordinate our editorial, sound studio and film processing capability far ahead to
assure you a film full of clarity, detail, true sound, true color, true black and white.
We'll give you a film to be proud of. In 35mm, 16mm, super 8. In cartridge or on
reel. In Ecktachrome ECO-2 or ME-4. In negative-positive color or black and white. We'll
give you optical sound prints. Magnetic sound prints. Reduction or blow-up negatives.
Magnetic or optical sound transfers. We'll edit, record and re-edit. 'Til it's right. At
Capital.

Wherever we

are.

Capital
FILM LABORATORIES, INC.
470 E Street, S.W., Washington, D.C. 20024
Telephone (202) Dl 7-1717/TELEX 89-2393
1998 N.E. 150lh Street, North Miami, Florida 33161
Telephone (305) 949-4252/TELEX 51-9453
Super 8 City, 1905 Fairview Ave., N.E., Washington, D.C. 20002
Telephone (202) 526-0505
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If it

doesn't

say byron,

it

isn't

"color- correct"

rode mark. Registered.
ith

people who want

prints.

fact,

In

we're

demand

expanding again to keep up with the
and adding the world's newest super 8
color

35

mm

facilities

color

to

our

existing

16

mm
and

facilities.

byron

MOTION

World's most sophisticafed

PICTURES

•

202 /783-2700

Film

Laboratory

65 .K Street, Northeost, Woshington, D.C. 20002
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mm

—

fixed focal length lenses
for the ARRIFLEX 16BL
permit unparalleled visual creativity, capability and contn
The silent 16BL's versatility in the studio and on
location is partly a matter ot its basic design,
partly its extensive
to

system ot accessories ... and

complete the picture,

its

large

of prime lenses. Fast apertures,

angles, telephotos,

ing capability

armament

for

complement

extreme

macro lenses with

— they're

all

cover the

35mm

full fiield

can mount them on the

of .980" x

35mm

.735"— you

Arriflex as well!

Thus, standardized Arriflex mounts combine op-

timum

quality with

minimum investment.

w/ide-

1:1 focus-

part of the BL's

demanding shooting conditions,

or

On the 16BL, the accessory Universal Lens Housing provides the multiple advantages of

follow-focus handles,

filter

lens protection. Balance

for creative visual effects.

is

extended

holder, and general

excellent with these

lightweight lenses, enhancing the camera's oper-

These superb lenses come from the finest manufacturers

in

the

world— but

system, they include something special: the
flex lens

this

Arri-

mount. Strong, quick-acting and precise,

one mount

Arriflex

is

standardized across the entire

line— the same lenses you use on the

16BL are interchangeable with the other Arriflex
16's. And the Zeiss Distagons of focal lengths
from

16mm

ation in hand-held and shoulder-rested use.

as part of the Arriflex

up, as well as the longer Planars,

all

The 16BL

is

available with a wide selection of 5x

and lOx zooms as standard equipment— but when
shooting requirements specify additional optical
capabilities, the range of prime lenses

teams with

the camera's well-known reliability to provide the

world's most efficient filmmaking system. Write
for the full listing of lenses.

choose from a comprehensive rangi

BUSINESS SCREEN

of the world's finest

prime lenses!

ARRTFLEX

r^
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CORPORATION OF AMERICA

right off the newsreel
II

Illllllllllll

I

Cement

Industry Group
Expands A-V Services
The Portland Cement Associa-

and market development arm of the cement industry of the United States and
Canada, has announced reorgantion, the research

ization

of

com-

audio-visual

its

munications services.

"The realignment
use

sponsibilities,

teams" on

of staff reof

"creative

assignments, and

field

streamlining of photo and slide

systems

retrieval

PCA

to

expand

will

enable

audio-visual

its

cement industry
and its contract work for other
organizations," said James H.
services

the

to

Hurley,

director

of

available

and a

for

rental

library of

and-white

ner of the twenty-second annual

Arthur

has

110

The awards

are presented each

year to the ten outstanding young

men

of movies, filmstrips, slide
programs, multi-media presentations and radio and video tapes.
Arthur P. Mandler, formerly a
motion picture producer for the
been named
Association,
has
tion

manacer of

the

new

government.

in the federal

nominating him, USIA director Frank Shakespeare said,
"Herschensohn has made a vital
contribution to the Agency by
In

his

creative

and vigor.

spirit,

He

is

imagination

truly

standing talent who, in

an out-

my

judg-

ment, has benefitted this country
greatly by his work."

Snyder Enterprises Forms
BrownBell Communications

Wins Flemming Award
Bruce Herschensohn, director
service

of

the

Information

U.S.

Agency, has been named a win-

<j/ET

Brown/Bell Communications,
Hollywood-based film
a
production firm which will be
staffed primarily by members of
minority races, has been formed
by Ken Snyder Enterprises.
Inc.,

MM/16

Brown
will

and

Theron

serve as princi-

of the organization which
produce commercials, industrial and educational films whose
major ethnic
the
are
targets
groups in the country.
pals

will

Experimental System
Developed by Ampex

An
for

the

experimental system that
first time permits high-

speed, economical duplication of

pex Corporation.
Charles P. Ginsburg,

Ampex
Am-

vice president disclosed the

pex technical advances January
31 at a meeting of the Society of
Motion Picture and Television
Engineers in Atlanta.
Ginsburg noted that the sysConiiniiccl on page 8

STOCK "ROOTAGE
AIRCRAFT
BLACK & WHITE

*JET/ PISTON/ HISTORICAL
35

Herb

"Skip" Bell

broadcast color videotape recordings has been developed by Am-

section.

of motion picture and television

250,000 black30,000 color

Flemming Awards.

Hurley said that creation of a
new Audio-Visual Communications Section, combining still and
motion picture capabilities, will
allow PCA to expand its produc-

or purchase

photos,

S.

cations, he said.

pictures

motion

IllllllllllltllilllllllllllllllllllllllllllliUlllllllillllllilll

Ill

motion picture footage on
concrete construction and applifeet of

USIA's Herschensohn

The Association now

Illlllllllll

I

transparencies, and a half million

marketing

communications.
sound-color

Illlllllllll

Mlllllllllllllillllll

I
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COLOR

and

Free film provided to producers

for

authentic airline sequences

UNITED AIR LINES
Call Publicity Department

Atlanta

Chicago

Denver
Detroit
llonohilu

•Jet

mockups

for interior

filminR— New York City and Hollvwcio,!

37-6830

523-5517
726-5500

Los Angeles

482-3620

Wasliington, D.C.

New

922-5225

Write for catalog:

398-4535
963-9770
547-2727

Pittsburgh

471-0700

UNITED AIR LINES FILM LIBRARY

San Francisco

397-2620

626 Wilshire Boulevard

Seattle

682-2121

Los Angeles, California 90017

York

United Air Lines
BUSINESS SCREEN
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"MOST OF US
LOVE OUR

i

^9^-

COUNTRY...
and we recognize

that as individuals

^^^^

we

can become successful in this country. But
there's
if

no way we can become successes

our brothers

become dope

addicts.'

This statement was }ust one of the many
provocative expressions of campus attitudes

sS"-

In

"THE DAY BEFORE TOl^ORROW,"

VPI's

production for NEWSWEEK Magazine
winner of the 1969 Public Relations Society
of America Film Festival.
. .

OTHER

*»:::'

VPI

PRODUCTIONS INCLUDE:

"THE SOUNDS OF LEARNING"
A film for the 3M COMPANY prepared
educators and teachers

for

in training.

"SUNDAY FATHER"
A

theatrical short subject starring
Dustin Hoffman
,

^,

^

m^

1*^

ijs

"A TIME TO PLAY"
A film for the POLAROID CORPORATION,
official

the

multi-screened presentation

of the U.S.

Government

at

Expo

'67.

"THE RICHARD NIXON 1968 PRESIDENTIAL
CAMPAIGN FILMS"
The production and distribution of the
major television effort of the Republican
"21st

Party.

CENTURY COMMERCIALS"

A

series of films describing the research
and development efforts of the UNION

CARBIDE CORPORATION.

"CBS REPORTS COMMERCIALS"
of films for the IBM CORPORATION,
depicting the role of the computer In space,
health, education, business and industry.

A series

We would welcome the opportunity to discuss
your communication needs in public relations,
industrial relations, marketing, advertising,

'%i

and training, etc.. and to show you
samples of our work. Please contact:

sales,

Mr. William Lewis

Mr. Robert Drucker

VPI FILMS,
7B East 56 Street,
New York, New York
Telephone (212) 838-3900

VPI FILMS,
1515 North Western Ave.,
Hollywood, California
Telephone (213) 466-8697

^"mi
,^^^-

FILMS

.

right off the newsreel

.

locked to run

.

frame

in

frame

to

Road, Kansas City, Mo.
undisclosed amount.

synchronization.

continued

tem adds the benefit
program distribution

of

—

economic
presently

—

associated with film only

to

Promotion and Public Relations programs on special asSales

reuseability
immediate
replay,
and electronic editing.

"Tests with the Ampex system
demonstrate the feasibility of our
approach and we expect to introduce duplication products to the
market with the next year," Ginsburg said.

W.R. Grace & Co. Acquires
Rocket Pictures, BSB
Rocket Pictures,

Inc., of

Bur-

bank, California, has merged with
W. R. Grace & Co.
Dick Westen, founder and
president, and John Russo, executive VP, will continue in their

The company

creates and pro-

duces audio-visual business education

programs

sales

in

management motivation
tributed

by

—

and
dis-

subsidiary, Better

its

Selling Bureau.

Better Selling Bureau also creates

Recruitinii,

Sales

Traininc.

ney,

no

Vision

Crystal
is

was

Stretch

Association

Region's

Eastern

Cooperating with

was

presentation

PTA
the

tape;

PTA

the

Projector

Highlight

Adapter,

Slide

low

a

cost

dak Carousel

Ko-

Lurana

eration.

York, who produced
many of the AV materials shown.

TeleGeneral Acquires
Gotham Recording
TeleGeneral Corporation has
completed
previously
a
announced acquisition of 90 per
cent of Gotham Recording Cor-

KR Graphics Acquires
Maxe Howe Productions
Maxc Howe Productions, producers of more than 50 business
and

TeleGeneral,
field

has

Graphics, Inc.

three

projectors

Sound-O-Matic *

makes your
slide projector talk.

inter-

elected

KR

Graphics is the publicaand public relations division
of King Resources Company, and
is located in Denver Colo.

stock.

engaged

audiovisual

of

president of

in

the

publishing,

Herbert M. Moss,
Gotham Recording,

a director of TeleGeneral.

tions

National Color Labs

PTA

terlock,

outstanding

poration's

movies and 156
travel films in 25 years of service, has been acquired by KR
industrial

slide projectors; the

Peacock, a continuous loop
cartridge using ordinary 16mm
film without special treatment; a
Double System JAN, for postproduction sound and picture
editing; and three JAN's with in-

wide-spread organization,

operating

New

Group,

monthly meeting in January at
the Esso Auditorium in New

York featured a multi-media
demonstration and seminar put
on by Presentation Technical
Aids, Inc., of New York.
Among the new products and
systems shown by the PTA group
under chairman Charles H. Brotman were the PTA Programmer,
a moderately priced punch tape
system directed by pulsed sound

the

headquarters

beacon, a Kansas City landmark.
Calvin plans to continue its op-

the

in

its

make

to

The Pershing Building is well
known for its roof-top weather

said to provide

than "a cocoon of myriad

less

plans

corporate

an

in Kansas City,
Mo.; Independence, Mo.; Philadelphia; and Louisville, Ky.

Tier-

P.

Standard,

Jersey

of

Calvin
building

audio-visual stimuli."

East lAVA Group Sees
New A-V Devices
The Industrial Audio Visual

high intensity light source for

present capacities.

now

Screen, which

which include

recording,

for

Region Director, John

PTA's

signment.

the inherent advantages of electronic

Surrounding the Esso auditorium for the meeting, which
was arranged by lAVA Eastern

for

Opens Canadian Branch
Color

National

Calvin

Communications

Inc.,

Buys Pershing Building

subsidiary.

Communications, Inc.
purchased
the
Pershing
has
Building at 215 West Pershing

oratories,

Calvin

Laboratories,

has established a Canadian

National Color Labin Toronto.

Ltd.,

The Toronto subsidiary will be
headed by Felix Wieczorck.
•

Our new Sound-O-Matic programmer-recorder gives the power of speech to
about any automatic, remotely-controlled slide projector.
Now, with the optional new response feature, you can pre-set program
pauses to allow audience discussion or question and answer sessions.
Afterwards, you just press a remote-control button to get the projector

just

talking again.

You can teach even more

effectively with another optional feaElco-Optisonics responder^ It makes your projector await a student's answer to multiple-choice questions on the screen. The student records his answer
on a computer-compatible card with a simple hand
control that simultaneously restarts the presentation.
The Sound-O-Matic is also available in a playbackonly version, for use with cassettes pre-recorded on the
und-0-Matic programmer-recorder. With or without the
ture, the

Gives you^

^-^^

.

time to ponder

what

it

says.

response option.

Send the coupon
that speaks for itself.

Lets you
ask questions.

for

details,

And answer questions

or ask for a

live

demonstration

ELCO Optisonics
'

ELCO

Automatically.

Monlgomeryville, Pa
(215) 368-0111

BS

18936

Corporation

Send me your

illustrated brochure
arrange a demonstration
I'm mteresled in standard unit

Call

n

me

to

I'm interested

m response"

option

Name_
Company^
Title

Slreel-

*Sound-0-Matlc: Trademark.

ELCO

Corporation

City

.

Zip_

BUSINESS SCREEN

.

How do you want your 8MM ?
Super or standard ? Color or
black and white? Optical or
contact printed ? Silent or sound
Magnetic or optical track?
Do you need complete lab
work

or just loading

How

about

titles ?

Or
?

Send your first order now.
if you want further

information, write for our
price list to Dept. 007
Reela Film Laboratories,
65 N.W. Third Street,

Miami, Florida 33128.

?

Music?

Optical effects?

Reela can do

FILM
LABORATORIES.INC.

it.

A

Our recently completed
facilities are the most
sophisticated
in layout, in

in

the world

equipment,

MARCH, 1970

Division of

Phone
.

.

in

techniques. To top it off,
all
loading is done under
"clean room" conditions.

8MM

new

New

Wometco

Enterpfises, Inc.

(305) 377-2611

York |2I2) 279-8555

cr call Reela In

Miami

collect.
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GAF (Canada)

Ltd. Elects

Wells Director/President
Edward A, Wells has been
elected director and president of
(Canada) Ltd., a subsidi-

GAF

ary of

GAF

Wells,

Corporation.
will operate from

who

headquarters in
Cooksville, Ontario, will be general manager of all operations of

company's

the

GAF

(Canada)

Ltd.,

lllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll

image was Jack D. Hublou, who
is

now

vice president for corpo-

development.

rate

Hublou comes to Computer
Image from the brokerage firm
of Reynolds & Co. He will be
headquartered

at

the

Beverly

Hills offices.

ternational
tional

manufacturing and marketing of all GAF products handled
by the Canadian company.

in

specialist

personnel,

photographic

development and communication of sales information
and sales promotion activities.
Frank Wolf has been named
manager, Ridgefield, New Jersey
film exchange. Wolf, who joined

in

apfor

the

vices Administration. U.S. Dept.

Commerce. Washington D.C.
Bears will serve as major contact between the government and
the photographic and A-V equipment and materials industries.

of

Associa-

of

products

Inc..

and business equipment
Business Defense Ser-

scientific

division.

1968, will over-

operations

the

industry

pointed

search,

see

has been

be responsible
re-

Graflex,

for

N.Y.,

Rochester,

materials.

Cummings will
for MLA's sales

Association

including

development

distributor of educa-

audiovisual

the

tion's largest film library.

Boyd V. Hart has been

D.

Rush

has

American Red Cross Names

Materials midwest regional sales

Manno TV-Radio-Film

Chief
George Manno. active in the
commercial and educational tele-

manager and will concentrate his
A. 1. M. efforts on the sale of

Computer Image Elects
Two Vice Presidents
Richard

ap-

pointed Association Instructional

RUSH

been

HUBLOU

film

material.

of

Computer Image Corporation,
Rush has been serving

Denver.

secretary-controller

as

puter Image

Also

of

Com-

for the past year.

promoted

at

Computer

Cummings Promoted

by

in

Modern Learning Aids

Former Graflex Mgr. Takes

Gordon P. Cummings has been
named national sales manager
for Modern Learning Aids, in-

Commerce

"Quality.
.

.

1948, has been

vision field since

named

elected vice president of finance

the

fice

television-radio-film chief

American Red Cross

of public

Manno

Dept. Post
W. Whitman Bears, formerly

tion

of

of-

relations.

will direct the

produc-

and
Continued on page

films,

manager of market planning and

recordings,

1

.

.Service.. .Dependability"

.

everybody's promise to the film mal(er!
These are all empty words indeed, without the know-how and the personal attention of experienced people to back

them

up.

Charles Young, our Laboratory Schedus put life and
words "Colburn Quality," "Colburn Service," "Colburn Dependability." Charlie and his co-workers
have that priceless experience and the

uling

helps

Director,

meaning

into the

equipment

you achieve

to help

a

finer

finished film on your next production.

GEO. ^.

COLBURN LABORATORY,

INC.

164 N. Wacker Drive • Chicago. Illinois 60606
Telephone (area code 312) 332-6286
Complete Laboratory Service
Super

10

8,

8MM

S

16MM

lor

16MM

Rele.i^e Printing

'

'

Editing

Titling

'

/

Recording

35MM

,'

Work Prints /

Slide and Filmstrip Service

BUSINESS SCREEN
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recordmg;

IB mm Optical Sound-OnFIlm Camera.
minutes of
film capacity for
6-Volt DC Convertor or 115-Volt AC

"AURICON PR0-600"16mra Optical SoundOnFilm Camera.
V 600 ft. film capacity for I6V2 minutes of
recording.
$1820.00 (and up) with 30 day

operation.

-»c$1180.00(and

money-back guarantee.

"CINEVOICf

*

100

n"

ft.

2H

up).

"PRO-600 SPECIAL" ISmm UEht-Weigtit Camera.
400 ft. film capacity for 11 minutes of

*

recording.

-»f

"SUPfR 1200" 16

*

*

ft.

*

recording.

mm

Optical

SoundOn-Film Camera,

film capacity for 33 minutes of
$6425,00 (and up) complete for

"High-Fidelity" Talking Pictures.

PORTABLE POWER SUPPLY UNIT— Model PS-21... Silent
in operation, furnishes 115-Volt AC power to drive

FIIHHGNETIC

"Single System" or "Double System" Auricon
Equipment from 12 Volt Storage Battery, for

$1620.00 (and up).

1200

remote "location" filming,

-f.

—

Finger points to Magnetic prestripe
on unexposed film for recording lip-synchronized
magnetic sound with your picture. Can be used
with all Auricon Cameras. .- $1325.00 land up).

$337.00

Strictly for Profit
CHOOSE AURICON
If it's

mm

16

profit you're after in

the production of

Sound-On Film Talking Pictures, Auricon

Cameras provide

working tools for shooting

ideal

profitable Television Newsreels, film commercials,

and

inserts,

Now you can

local

candid-camera programming.

get Lip-Synchronized Optical or

Magnetic Sound WITH your picture using Auricon
16

mm

and

Sound-On-Film Cameras. Precision designed

built to "take it."
Strictly for Profit

—

r,»odel5 FT-10 and FT-10S12...
Pan-Tilt Head Professional Tripod for

TRIPOD

velvet-smooth action. Perfectly counter-balanced
to prevent Camera "dumping."-* $406.25 (and up).

— Choose Auricon!

esiO R-omain© Street, Hollywood 3S,
ITOl.l,ywood S-OS31

CaliC

Write for

this

r

Auricon Equipment

is

sold with a 30 day

Money Back Guarantee. You must be

satisfied

your?

free copy of

74-page

Auricon Catalog

iij.Miii-j.ij.^ii-xj,u-i^=i.j,i-i.a^j,ni-i«iaiiiiJAiiJjjj^LU,i
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screen executive

INTRODUCING

.

.

.

SENSATIONAL

.

.

.

continued

A. V. E.
other radio and television mate-

"CANARY"
SIMPLE

in

RADICAL

national outlets and

rials for

terials for

use by local

Red Cross

chapters on local television and
radio stations.

operation.

Named

Snider

President of
Mitchell Camera Corp.

in design.

After serving as executive vice
president for one year. Glen R.

Snider has been elected president
of Mitchell Camera Corporation.

The new

president was former-

MORE

a senior program manager,
manufacturing
manager
and
deputy manager of the electronic

BUILT-IN

division

ly

of Otis Elevator Company, as well as program man-

FEATURES

manager of

ager,

THAN ANY OTHER
16mm PROJECTOR

and chief

Stratos

the

Hiller

Div.

services

engineer with
Fairchild

of

Corp. Snider also served
as principal engineer
laboratory coordinator at

variously

and

AVAILABLE

field

reliability

Fairch'ld Hiller.

TODAY

Snider will reside

in

Around-the Industry

ma-

Glendale,

Calif.

Three senior program adminhave been appointed by

istrators

the

products division of

special

Lomb:

&

Bausch

George

J.

Jayues. George R.

McGee, and

Jerry T. Jakubczak

.

.

Vincent

.

Keenan has been named vice
president of Lenco Photo Prod-

P.

ucts,

GAF

a subsidiary of

Inc.,

Corporation
Corser Enterprises has appointed E. W. "Bo"
.

.

.

Bowinglon executive director, research and development. International Educational Projects

.

.

Two

promotions made at Audio
Devices include Leslie W. Gor-

don

president

vice

to

and Edward

controller

finance/

S. Selig to

manager, video products
Robert B. Pell has been named
sales
representative for Reela
Film Labs
Paid R. Riitan is
vice president and general manager of the Movielab-Hollywood
plant
John G. Hance. Sr. has
joined Tech Films Corporation as
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

director

processing ser-

film

of

Sony Corp. of America has named John McDonnell
advertising and sales promotion

vices

.

.

.

manager, video products
Jack Hastings has joined The
Haboush Co. as executive pro.

Modular heavy-duty construcContemporary design • Needle sharp picture • Rock
steady projection • Superb optical or magnetic sound • Builtin concert oval speaker • External full range speaker • Husky
trouble-free mechanism • Unique automatic loopsetter •
New long wearing film guides • Encased lubricated claw
assembly • One knob motor control • Forward and reverse
• Slow speed projection • Microfocusing • Positive picture
Virtually foolproof operation •

ducer/director

tion •

framing

Replaceable aperture

Operates on 50
or 60 cycles • Speedy film rewinding • Absolutely no spring
belts • Hi Lumen light output • High speed bulb ejector •
•

50mm Canon
netic record

plate

•

lens • Accessories include remote control,

amplifier, flip-away

mag-

Cinemascope bracket.

Also available as a heavy duty continuous

Coleman
ager

SALZBURG

SNIDER

Milton

J.

Salzburg, for the past

three years general sales

manager

tors

of

UPA's parent company.

loop projector for repetitive programming.

A. V. E.
250 West 54th
Cable:

12

.

.

.

Write ... or come on up!

CORPORATION
Street

"AVEMANSA"

New

Movielab-Hollywood Names
Crane Production Manager
Michael O. Crane, who had

(212) PL 7-0552

has

.

.

.

The

joined

Film Works as assistant to exDavid Groot
Richard Lebre will serve as sales
manager of Movielab-Hollywood,
Austin Green has been
Inc.
elected vice president of Cineecutive producer

.

.

.

.

.

sound, Inc.

Wohlrah

.

.

Dr.

Hans Chr.

been

appointed
Fred

.

has

technical director, sales

.

.

.

A. Niles Communications Centers, Inc. has appointed Donald
Higgins creative director
Oinducer's
Service
Corn, has
named B. G. Tubbs manufacturing manager
John Daley has
joined Superscope, Inc. as gener.

al

manager

of

.

.

.

.

its

recording divi-

Crane is a member of the Society of Motion Picture and Tele-

Time-Life Films has appointed Alfred J. Gillespie promation director
Mars Productions has added Graham Harris as account executive
and
Susan Gale has been named vice
president of Corser Enterprises,

vision Engineers.

Inc.

served with the Pathe Laboratory

on the West Coast for 19 years,
has been named production manager
at
Movielab-Hollywood,
Inc.

York, N.Y. 10019

Sweetser

.

Defense Electronic Industries.

Call

Eastman Kodak Com-

of

.

Fleetwood Films, Inc., has
been appointed president of a
newly formed non-theatrical division of United Productions of
America, and vice president and
member of the board of direc-

ol

.

Leonard F.
sales man-

.

.

pany's southwestern region
Siizy

Salzburg to Head United
Productions Division

.

regional

is

.

sion

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.
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MARK ANDERSON

FILMS

is

on

Illinois

film-maker, making movies for business

communications, television commercials, mixed-media presentations and ani-

mated

films. This

or

phases of

all

communications problem-solving
film

through filming and
liNois

61820 -12171 556-0545

March

of the IHini

production

final

— from

unit

can provide you with any

creative planning

and

scriptwriting

showing, Mark Anderson Films has recently produced

— Centennial

Edge and The

Year, The Cutting

Living Arts

(about the Krannert Center for the Performing Arts) for the University of

Alumni Association, Not by Chance

— Crazing

Company, Breakthrough
Baby Pig Management for the

Floater for Tryco Manufacturing

Legumes and A
facturing

FILMS

New Day

in

Company (Lumpp &

Fillman,

Champaign Education

spots for the

Grocery Company (Lumpp & Fillman,
sociation

we

and Missouri Farm Bureau

put on film demonstrates.

And

Inc.),

Illinois

Nazarene College, 7he 7ryco

for Olivet

How Good

A.

E.

Straight

Stoley

Manu-

Are Your Schools? TV

Association, Eisnerland spots for Eisner
Inc.),

(Hall,

and TVCs

for Production Credit As-

Haerr, Peterson

motivates. So

if

& Harney,

Inc.).

What

you think you should be

in

movies, clip the coupon above and mail. For even faster processing, telephone

today.

MARK ANDERSON

Champaign,

we
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Illinois

can do for you.

FILMS

61820 and

in

The Manor

at 31

at (217) 356-0345.

1

West

University Avenue,

What we've done

for others,

American Society for Training and Development, National Conference, May 1015, Anaheim Convention Center, Ana-

THE A-V

heim, Calif.

CALENDAR

Film

American

Awards and

New

Festival,

Blue

film screenings.

May

Ribbon
12-16,

York.

APRIL
Fifth

Midwest Regional Meeting

of

Illuminating Engineering Society, 6th Theatre, Television and Film Lighting Symposium, M,ay 24-26, Hollywood-Roose-

the

Photographic
Association,
April 24-26, Knickerbocker Hotel, ChiBiological

'

y,

Tape Synchronous Sound Recorder

velt

Hollywood.

Hotel,

cago.

9
Society of Motion Picture and Television
Engineers, 107th Technical Conference
and Equipment Exhibit, April 26-May 1,
Drake Hotel, Chicago.

JULY
National Audio-Visual Association Aimual
Convention, July 18-21, Sheraton-Park
Hotel, Washington, D.C.

Department of Audiovisual Instruction, National Convention and Exhibit, April 27-

May

— SEND

FOR FREE BROCHURE

Distribution

19

—

AUGUST

Film Festival, Awards PrePalmer House Hotel,

sentation, April 30,

International Convention of the Photographic Society of America, August 18-

C'hicago.

NAGRA MAGNETIC RECORDERS INC.
West 44th Street, New York, N.Y. 10036
Southern Caliioinia

Sheraton Cadillac Hotel, Detroit.

S. Industrial

If.

— Service — Sales

1,

22,

— Service — Sa/es

Biltniore

Hotel,

Los Angeles, Cali-

fornia.

RYDER MAGNETIC SALES CORP.
1147 NO, VINE STREET

MAY

HOLLYWOOD. CALIF 90038

Animation Workshop, August 24-Sept. 4,
Ohio State University campus, sponsored
by the University Film Association and
Ohio State University.

m Canada
BRAUN ELECTRIC CANADA, LTD.
Excluiive Distributor

Film Seminar of the Northwest,
.Seattle, Washington.

3269 AMERICAN DRIVE
MALTON ONTARIO CANADA

May

8-9,

NOW IN PROGRESS

SURPLUS STOCK

CLEARANCE SALE
has moved to New Jersey. In the course of moving, we have uncovered tons of stock wed like to
Included are
clear out at any cost; not only old and obsolete items, but lots of new and good equipment.

SOS

Used Lighting and Grip

Cameras

Accessories

Recorders

Tons

Zoom Lenses

Tripods & Dollies

Screens

Equipment, Lab and Theatre

Misc. Lenses

Mike Booms

Moviolas

Items and

Motors

Projectors

Synchronizers

motion picture supplies

of

all

sorts of other

Plus a Complete Collection of Antique Movie Cameras

EVERYTHING PRICED BELOW COST/ PRICED PENNIES ON THE DOLLAR!

—

Cash and Carry Bring
a check (Charges Honored Only on fy^aster
Charge Cards). Bring Your Wagon, Load
Rules

It

of the Sale;

Up. First

Gome

—

First

Served.

For Further Information Gall Wally Bobbins,
Hy Roth or Marty Conklin in New York at
(212)

JU 6-1420,

or

in

New

Jersey

at (201)

393-5250.

SALE HOURS: MONDAYFRIDAY,8:30A.M.T05:30P.M.
DEPT.
40 Kero Road, Carlstadt,

New

Jersey 07072

•

(201)939-5250

BRANCHES:
SOS PHOTO-CINEOPTICS, INC
A DIVISION OF F&B/CECO INDUSTRIES, INC.

14

7051 Santa Monica Boulevard, Hollywood, California 90038
51 East Tenth

Avenue, Hialeah, Florida 33010

•

•

(213) 469-3601

(305) 888-4604

BUSINESS SCREE^

ujherever you a
LUhatever gou Film
"color

bq
.deluxe^
r

^

de luxe general
A T t
P
W^9
c O
MOTION PICTURE LABORATORIES
•

g

^d^g^r-)^_'

.^?^

rj

K'

-V

D

1546 North Argyle Avenue, Hollywood, Calif. 90028. 462-6171 (AC 213) • 1418 North Western Avenue, Hollywood, Calif. 90027, 466-8631 (AC 213)
1000 Nicholas Blvd., Chicago, Illinois 60007, 569-2250 (AC 312) • 850 Tenth Avenue, New York, New York 10019, 247-3220 (AC 212)

CARTRIDGE
LOADING

the

camera eye
By 0. H. Coelln

Duplication and Impulsing Services for

LABELLE
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Certification of Their Professional
Status Due Industrial A-V Specialists
T^i\E Years Ago, we proposed to the
*membership of the Industrial Audio-Vis-

is growing; calls for eligible,
experienced men and women for
such jobs simply cannot be filled from pres-

special abilities
trained,

ent reservoirs.

a..J*'"«

-V

ual Association, professional society of

"A comprehensive

**--^Producer's Service for

^^continuous

i/W

loop sound

slidefilm programs."

agers of corporate audiovisual programs in

down which can

the United States

ture

and Canada, that consideration be given and criteria established for
"the certification of professional status" for

such specialists

men and women with
sibilities among the members
tion of

division

of

PROGRAMMING TECHNOLOGIES,

INC.

215 West Chicago Ave., Chicago 60510
312-337-3430

It will

tell

you,

in just

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

...

W.

We

offer

Ideal

for sales

many

subtle

is no obligation. Just tell us
to see this revealing color filmstrip.

I

would

Olive Ave., Burbank, CA.
like

management

when you prefer

Dept. X30

91506

week

production

of

to

materials,

name some

utilization,

management

It

full

cor-

not enough that lAVA simply apanother committee to study "profes-

is

a-v

sional

And

for

certification potential.

a-v

your
Copies of the recent

A-V

"Guidelines for Certification of

National Education Association,

1201 SixWashington. D.C.
20036. Order by Stock Number: 071-02326.

teenth

N.W.,

Street,

along the endless
very important that a

certification"
It is

Broader U.N. Film Utilization Can
Help Meet Crisis in Understanding

i^NE

Organization, worldwide
^-^ and membership, holds the
potential power on earth to bring
derstanding

among

millions

of

in

scope

greatest
real

people.

unIn

25th Anniversary Year of the United
Nations, with whom we have recently counseled on its informational film planning,
there is hope that this world body will soon
this

the

utilize

latent

power

of sight/ sound to

bring interpretive versions of our

problems to the publics of
tions.

imposed on the Study Group
which President Bill Walton may wish to

carrying the

Consider

first

that a

emblem

all

common

member

UN-sponsored

na-

film,

of that world body, can

secure national television and theatrical ex-

here

is

why both corporate employ-

their professional a-v

communica-

move toward

cer-

tification:
1.

professional

other

gest that equal consideration be given

high priority be given this subject with a

and

those

specialists

or-

corporate

existing

of years before assuming
porate responsibility.

tions specialists ought to
Zip

us begin

i.e.

number

And

State

let

copy. Address requests for that paper to the

3. Study in an institution of higher learning or specializing school of cinema arts,
communication or apprenticeship for a given

ers

City

And

a beginning.

communica-

appoint.

Company

make

So,

Specialists" are available at fifty cents the

time-limit

Name

a-v communication.

administra-

in the

and budget management.
Recognition of the a-v professional's

corridors of time.

of

no commercial or supplier
solely composed of men

is

with clear-cut corporate responsibilities for

DAVI

ment"

to see the filmstrip you offer, without

obligation, the

mean-

:

Years of experience

of integrated audiovisual

point

1150 W.

of the criteria they

certification to be

"manager, audio-visual
department" or "supervisor, motion picture
production and distribution" or "manager,
film & electronics communications depart-

NO NEED FOR DELAY -SEND COUPON TODAY

BETTER SELLING BUREAU

some

specialists

titles.

it.

There

audiovisual

status within the corporate

and techniques

meetings. Don't miss seeing

Ad Hoc Com-

R. Fulton.

professional

ganization table:

suggests a new, fresh and unique solution

for stimulating sales.

ingful

2.

in:

membership but

Spe-

distribution

the selling profession
the buyers and their buying habits
the salesmen and selling methods

... the selling attitudes

And

A-V

credit. It has

its

employed within the Federal
Government, trade associations, etc. we sug-

tion:

12 minutes, the

changes that have taken place

than two decades of responsible service to

by their professional society will undoubtedly give further thought to this suggestion at
their annual spring meeting in Minneapolis

tion

FILMSTRIP
FREE

by
example, has more

for

within industry eligible for such recognition

developed by an

cialists" as

1.

COLOR

lAVA,

peers.

by expressing appreciation to Bill Fulton,
DAVI and his Ad Hoc Committee for some
extremely useful "Guidelines" which are in
a recent mailing sent all lAVA members.

must consider for

send you a

professional a-v specialist attains

of the Biologi-

"Guildelines for Certification of

this April.

We'll

The

stature through such earned recognition
his

Photographers Association, .-^nd further
impetus is now at hand as the Department
of Audiovisual Instruction of the National
Education
similar
Association
considers

mittee headed by

MANAGEMENT

such

seeking

executives

related respon-

cal

The

MR. SALES

the certifica-

for the guidance of cor-

personnel

specialists.
3.

in

involved will be laid

skills

serve as guidelines for fu-

employment,

porate

in industry.

Precedent already exists

PROGRAM SERVICES

Direction of

2.

man-

The need

lated
their
will

to

develop

men

with these

most of the world's most-popuGovernments which close
networks to other film fare can and

posure

in

countries.

accept

But,

UN

material.

more important, consider some

of

a
16
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.

common problems

shared b\
throughout the world:

the
tries
1.

social
2.
3.

coun-

all

Peace building through economic and
development.
Exploration of human rights.
Peaceful use of outer space and the

sea bed and the development of these

mendous

cooperation

INTERCHANGEABLE
IN ALL LA BELLE
•16' SERIES UNITS

tre-

point

ha Belle
cotnmpak

science

in

and technology.
5. Aid to under-de\ eloped lands,
agricultural and economic, industrial.

The

INSTANTLY

resources.

International

4.

Your PROGRAM IN A
COMMPAK CARTRIDGE

both

on many of these
body for recognition

that films

is

subjects need a central

3'way cartridge

and dissemination. Existing films, such as
sponsored by Shell International,
those
shi>uld move up to world body cataloging

We

heading the

while
lOth

some

discussed

UN's

delegation

U.S.

last

^,....

3

potential

the

to

Film Festival
November. We found

Industrial

International

West Berlin

at

of the

Z

1

and re-distribution.

great enthusiasm for ideas like this:

Sponsorship of a worldwide competition by the United Nations for films from all
member countries on basic UN themes, as
1.

above.

LA BELLE
COURIER

^Portable audio/visual unit utilizing
the LaBelle C0IV1MPAK
cartridge. Attractive appearance,
easy-lo-carry, with built-in durability
and dependability. Take
this
It's

Contribution of such films by either
governments (member countries) or by pro2.

16

"attache case" unit where
needed
gets showing fast
personalized communica.

for
tions

.

.

.

.

.

selling,

training,

or

educating.

world-minded corporate entities
who would meet basic UN criteria for noncommercial. non-political content. These
gressive,

continuous loop
synchronized
sight

and sound

are very important criteria.
3.

sary

Awarding

of this year's 25th Anniver-

medallions

to

films

which serve the

UN

objectives of "greater world understand-

ing

on

common

problems of mankind"

re-

gardless of their source.

Tremendous

and physical pro-

creative

duction resources exist throughout Europe,

Canada, and around the

Pacific.

the

U.S.,

To

spur producers and potential sponsors

to realize that the
this

the

TIME

IS

LATE

to

meet

challenge of better understanding and

need to develop solutions, the

UN

should

take up the challenge.

And,

if

you're involved in any kind of

film festival,

anywhere

in the world, create

one special subject area for "films on our
common world problems: pollution, population,
economic development, etc." and
solicit entries of that kind. Join the world
community with the tool you understand
best. We've already had a quick response
from the Chicago International Film Festival where films of that kind will be given
special recognition. Even "spots" of a minute or two in length can help get the message

LA BELLE
SENTINEL 16
^Larger

This small

screen, self-contained.

Keeps your dramatized story
working

where

automatically in dispoint-of-purchase. or
there are people. Edu-

cates,

communicates, demon-

plays,

at

COMMPAK

strates.
cartridges instantly interchangeable.

filmstrip cartridge

suggesting motion. Slips in for Instant program
changes. No adjustments
permanently synchronized. No turning over ... no rewinding. Instantly
interchangeable In any of the LaBelle "16" series'.

—

three

A/V

units to suit every

audience condition.

Arrange for dramatic convincing demonstration.
LaBelle Industries, 502 S. Worthington St.,

Oconomowoc. Wisconsin 53066.

through.
But, in the final analysis, the

worldwide.

compact 16mm

presents up to 250 visuals plus 20 minutes audio
tape. Fast sequence scenes approach animation,

It's

problem

Telephone: 414/567-5527.

is

important that films express-

from the U.S. be seen by peoples abroad; even more important that films
from our neighbors across the oceans be
shown to the people of the U.S.
ing solutions

Then, with language barriers easily surmounted, we'll begin to use the God-given
power of communication which might yet
spare mankind from his ancient habit of
self-destruction.

— OHC

LA BELLE

TUTOR

LA BELLE

16

Industries

i^Large screen projected image.

Ideal

for

directors,

sales

conferences, clubs, trainees, or
other groups of people. Pro-

grams

in

COMMPAK

cartridges

instantly interchangeable.
(Available soon)
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Combination PR Projects Gaining Success
A combination book-TV-film program for Campbell Soup
Company is creating a good deal of interest and
favorable publicity.

TWO NOVEL
tions projects,

public rela-

combined so

are

Soup Company, Grecil
Cookbook, U.S.A.,
cookbook published

capacity as the company's public

Ki'stctiiniiits

travel

a

ihrough

cooperative

the

ef-

Campbell and some of

of

loit

America's leading restauranteurs,
is

being extensively promoted by

iiavel

and food

Stefanssen

writer, Stephanie

major

radio and television at 15

At
Company's

on

appearances

in

cities.

same

the

the

time,

award-winning new
Follow the Fun has been
booked on the same days by
Modern Talking Picture Service
fihn,

cities

at

which Miss Stefanssen

in

The

appearing.

have

plugs

chains

theatre

leading

into

is

resulting cross

succeeded

gen-

in

erating a great deal of favorable

and good

publicity

for the

will

conipany.

Although
laiiging the

not a

sive,

of

set

method

the

promotion
little

is

ascribed

to

of

ar-

impressuccess

of the

book-TV-film

the

may be

NOW. ..You

venture

the

attrac-

components.
produced by
Show Associates. New York,
\isits eight interesting American
restaurants, and features exceptional food photography by Stan
l.oPresto and original music by
a folk-rock group in the "now"
genre. The book is a handsome
volume with 40 pages of fine
color photography and 280 re-

can easily
up your own
and

ANIMATION

FILMSTRIP/SLIDE

DEPARTMENT!
Features interchangeable

cameras on same stand:

16mm Animation and
35mm Filmstrip/Slide

The

Stephanie Stefanssen is promoting Campbell's soups in her

('ainpbell

tiveness

of

Follow

the

the

all

Fun.

adaptations

featuring

cipes

relations

account

visor

Batten,

tine

at

& Osborn,

group

super-

Barton,

DursYork.

Inc.,

New

While an associate editor of the
San Francisco Chronicle's Sunday
magazine. Bonanza, and as owner
of her own P.R. agency, Miss
Stefanssen developed the idea
that films and books were not
being tapped by the food industry
to full potential. For Campbell's
she is having the opportunity to
prove that both books and films
can individually be successful
and the
merchandisers of food
combination of the two even

—

more

successful.

Follow
Campbell

the
film,

Fun.

the

newest

was assigned

for

production to Show Associates
Stan
LoPresto,
the
because
photographic director of the company, had great ideas about how
to photograph food and scenics,
and Rodney Chalk, producer,

seemed

a magnificent job."

did

by Warner Brothers.

one enhances the other,
now being undertaicen by
that

oxberryJ

a successful theatrical short dis-

tributed

have the facility of
accepting some of Miss Stefansto

film

resulting

is

fresh

and new-a Gold Medal award
winner at New York's recent
International TV and Film Festival.

Made

with the "new" photowith the
scored

and

graphy

"now" sounds. Follow
is

while

not desert

will

it

old customers, the

must

lie

crations
to

the

its

loyal

new markets

—

means
them with the
Campbells even before
in fact, the film

indoctrinate

cook

own

in.

(under the
LoPresto
banner) was again
Restau"Great
for
retained
rants Cookbook. U. S. A." to
photographic
unusual
achieve
concepts. For one thing. Miss
Stan

Film

Team

decided

Stefanssen

that

she

wanted the food photography
done not in the easier controlled
on a beach,
kitchen, but outside
a rocky fore-land, etc., with no
backdrops.
Following
17-city

Miss

Stefanssen's

Modern

tour.

without actually saying she was
mad. "Rodney and Stan stormed
a lot," Miss Stefanssen now says,

tribute the film in further theat-

ideas

for

the

projection

•

Electric

zoom

"but

they

challenge to

really
their

accepted

the

ingenuity and

rical

bookings

country,

as

throughout the
as to school

well

and group audiences for several
years to come.
•

of

and other accessories

intricate

sauces

restaurant

chefs.

stituting

for the

of

great

the

renowned cook and writer and a most atStephanie Stefanssen

Model 5326
Animation Camera
16rnm

Intermittent

•

registration

•

Built-in stop

jection

available

her

own

is

a

personality

television

tractive
pin

motion motor • Oisolving
shutter • Rotoscope pro,

V-8 sub-

soups, tomato juice and

control

in

right.

Follow the Fun

Campbell

the

is

third

film that Miss Stefans-

sen has planned and supervised.

One was C
Model 5327
Filmstrip/Slide Camera

35mm

•

Multiple exposure

without advance • Skipframe facility • Auto focus
Automatic timer and
predetermined counter

1:1 •

(accessories)

Manufactured and Distributed by

BERKEY TECHNICAL-OXBERRY
Berkey Avenue
25-15 50lh

SI,.

Woodside, N. Y. 11377 BerkevJbj
St., Burbank Photo ino !-•«

California: 1011 Chestnut

At Berkey ...

13

We

Cars

also

the Sliinini> C. a film

produced by Show Assoc-

iates,

minute

composed
segments

of

five

each

on

4'/2-

the

American food.
Maximum use for the film was
obtained by combining all seg-

ethnic origins of

ments into a film for school use.
individual segments for free public service TV programs, and two
segments were put together for

;

;

|.
'

'

]

notable dishes using Campbell's

Automatic focus • Automatic reticle

^

Talking

Picture Service will go on to dis-

wild

,

—

film

sen's

.

with the younger gen-

values of
they have a kitchen of their
to

Fun

part of Campbell precept that

Stephanie Stefanssen on location with home economist during filming
sequence.
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This 4-inch attache case
opens to a movie theater.

is the most compact projector
The Bohn Benton Institor is the first truly portscreen, Super 8 sound movie projector. It's autoset up and running in less than 20 seconds. And.

This elegant attache case
in

the world.

able, rear

matic.

It's

cartridge loaded to eliminate film threading. Films can

it's

be changed
It's

in

2 seconds.

also a front screen projector.

The
day;

men
The

MARCH, 1970

the spot, you can con-

an auditorium-size. 6 foot wide picture. Zoom
and external speakers are available for group viewing.
Bohn Benton Institor lets your films sell for you every
on every call, in every office. This is the projector saleswill carry because
looks good, it's small, and it's light.
newest recruit can give a professional presentation on

vert to project

lens

On

it

every call. He can take your plant,
your products and your services to the desk
of every prospect. It's easy to give an Institor to
every salesman because its price is as extraordinary as Its
size — $300, far less than the cost of other first-quality rear

screen projectors without Institor's advantages.
For more information, or an institor demonstration, write
Bohn Benton Inc, Dept. A, 110 Roosevelt Avenue, Mineola,
New York 1 1 501 or call (51 6) 747-8585.
;

^^

Bohn Benton
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^#

Richard Burton

and Genevieve
Bujold in
Universai's

prize-winning

"Anne

of

tiie

Thousand Days."

5^!#iji^
(Winner of the
Hollywood Foreign
Press Assn. Award
as "Best Picture
of the Year.")

^-^•^ii'*

M$^'
»^*
•*.'i
'S::*\.

c^:.';?

.'.^'^'

Meet your new

PR film
distribution team.
Major "blockbusters," such
are drawing long

On

days.

lines of

same

the

bill

as Universai's

Anne

of

tlic

Thousand Days,

customers to the nation's movie theaters these
as this prize-winning feature, many audiences

are likely to see a 10 to 15-minute

PR

film that's

been selected

to help

round out the one-feature program. Not just any film, of course. But if
the film is right and has broad appeal, this form of distribution can
deliver large and measurable

bonus audiences

for you.

may sound new to you or your present distribuUnited World. We've been taking advantage of it

Theatrical distribution
tor.

It

isn't to

us at

for our clients for years. That's not so surprising, since we're part of

MCA-Universal
ment business?
the

Why

family, and

who knows more

not have us in to help review your present

about the entertain-

PR

film distribution

program? Let us show you how we can deliver as many people as one
of the biggest national weekly magazines — and at a lower cost per
thousand!

Whether

it's

or a total
television
that
in

theatrical distribution alone

distribution

and

20

atlivily

i>f

Universal Ediitaliun and Visual Ails,

It

find

fit

right

really

pays

man from United World.

a

—

includes

— you'll

our approach can be made to

with your marketing plans.

to talk to the

An

plan

non-theatrical

that

.n^l

1^

DISTRIBUTION
SERVICES
212-777-6600

division ol Un.vcrs.il Cily Studios. Inc./22l Park Ave. Soulh,

New

York, N,

"I,

lUUU.l

•

Cable:

UNEDVISA. N.I'.
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(^INtMA VERITH,
-'movie.

movie of

Cinema,
Im

ictKli

1

Ircncli

Vcritc.

liuili

\o\
Ik-

I

triitli.

cinema, the
Cinema
movie that shows it as it happens. Cinema
Verite the godlike spirit behind a wave of
French filmmakers. Cinema Verite the toy
and password of a generation of yi>imu filmthe

\erite:

makers.

More and more people
Cinema Verite. Cinema
have been used

documensome busi-

ness films.

What can Cinema
Cinema Verite

of

and

the

in

A

Verite bring to spon-

what

In fact,

today'.'

business

in

the place

is

today

films

that

shoots
in real

what

First:

Cinema Verite

ema

is

as

life

is

Cinema

is

uncontrolled cinema. Cin-

moment

without imposin'i

cording them on film.
For the Cinema Verite
truth of his

work

real

filmmaker,

the slice of

in

is

ulti-

undisturbed while re-

situations to play

The

chooses to capture on film.

the

he

life

seeds of

movement appeared in the early 20th
century when the Russian filmmaker Vertov
this

saw the necessity of filming
filming

of

people

life

with

as

it

hap-

masks

their

He wanted to break out of theater cinema and enter the arena of life. This was
his way of presenting the truth.
It was not until after the
Second World
War, that the current interest in what we
now call Cinema Verite was born. In combat
reporting,
newsreel cameramen and
off.

army cinematographers shot
midst of

intense

films

When

action.

the

in

these

men

came back to civilian life they began to use
new techniaues to get closer to the story
they were covering. By the mid-fifties techadvances came

nological

alons

that

gave

these pioneers the

equipment they needed.
They now had light, portable cameras that
could easily sync with

liiiht,

portable, bat-

tery operated tape recorders.

Finally,

in

1961,

the

was

filmmaker uses the camera's powers as a redrama and vitality
through direct perception of life. In con-

cordine instrument to uet
trast to the

great

"old line documentaries'" where

part

of

the

maker records on

was carefullv
Cinema Verite film-

action

staeed by a director, the
film

and

tape

what

is

actuallv happening.

—

men like Leacock. PennyDrew, the Mavsels and Bill Jersey
have produced an outstandinn collection of
leaders

baker,

—

Films for theatrical reLook Back," a Cinema Verite portrait of folk rock singer Bob
films of this .eenre:
lease,

New

York City

such as "Don't

Leacock

Dylan by

Pennybaker,

and

and

made

through his life; films for T.V., church, and
club release, such as "A Time For Burning"
and "Acts" by Bill Jersey, made for Lutheran Film Associates
both films of

of

—

power and honesty, a credit to the courage
of filmmaker and sponsor.
In direct cinema as in Cinema Verite the

cameraman

role of the
skill

is

being

is

to

being open to what
perceptive and aware.
in

The

observe.
is

happening,

Although a
of what he
wants, he has to be open enough to see what
filnmiaker

is

may have

an

idea

really happening.

But what can Cinema Verite mean to the
makers and sponsors of business films? Can
an understanding and an experimentation
with Cinema Verite help us communicate
better with our audience?

solve

problems,

sell

Can

it

products,

help us to
train

men.

communicate

ideas,
spread a corporate
philosophy, help us enrich our world?

Until very recently, business cinema, like
theatrical

By

cinema has been

we mean

was

People spoke

totally controlled.

that

written, desianed
in

stilted

Are there alternatives
making films?

and directed.

stereotvned phrase^,

narrators talked pedantically from

some

far

still

Cinema

to

Verite

is

way

\9?>5

this

one of them.

Verite the filmmaker studies and

Cinema

understands the subject he is to film, l.e approaches each problem assuming he does
not know the answer. He may have an idea
of what he wants to get on film, but he is
also aware that he may not find "truth" as
he thought it existed.
Let's

say a

employment
Perhaps

show
fair

company wanted

office

was

it

in

via film that
to

They agree

all.

film

to

its

and methods of hiring.
management's mind to
its hiring methods were
to

shoot

Cinema

Verite.

As

the film

begins

being shot the filmmaker
different. Subtle

is

something

see

to

prejudices besiin to

The

film

showing

is

people

It

than what was intended

As was

said,

is

in

a

powerful piece

manifesting

something

But

and

make themselves known.

finished.

real

suspicions

ingrained

traps,

attitudes,

situations.

every step,
every gesture, every word, every scene in
controlled,

are

business films

way.

this

Yes, and
In

Many

pedestal.

off

""Salesman" a film by the Maysels in which
they followed an itinerant Bible salesman

the film

movement

named by Jean La Rouch, a French filmmaker who invented the term Cinema Verite.
The term caucht on and was subsequently
applied to anv documentary film where the

Its

By DAN HESS
Dan Hess Productions

situations, he trys to capture the emi'-

on it. You could say it is the
mate in documentary films, allowing

a

"Yes," says filmmaker Dan Hess, but adds that
it should be considered as only another tool for the
filmmaker, not as a universally applicable
style or format.

im-

is

his will

pens,

business films?

Verite'.'

not directed. The filmmaker
it
happens. Shooting people

tional truth of a

life

in

future'.'

simple answer to this question

possible.

place

techniques

N'erite

tary films, educational films, and

sored films

A

are talking about

feature films,

in

CINEMA VERITE

liulliful

is

Cinema

quite

in

trying

different

revealed on film.
Verite

this

can

happen.

A

real

problem

is

unearthed. The cxpo-

Continiicd on pai;e 24

Mountain climbing crew
with Eclair

NPR sets

new sync sound altitude
record: 21,000 feet.
For an hour-long Special

on

NBC Television,

cinematogra-

pher Michael Wadley and producer Leslie Buckland walked

300 miles with
expedition, to film

one

seven-man

a

them climbing

of the highest

mountains

in

needed on
camera

only.

The U.S. Mount Everest
team had told Mr. Wadley that
no camera would survive

he ran 48,000 feet
his,

Afghanistan.
there, they crossed

deserts below sea

level,

where

it.

But

of film through

shooting this expedition.

he has been using

To get

One

their backs.

it

since he got back to

And

every day

New

York,

several months ago.

the temperatures went up to 120

degrees and the sand blew
everywhere. And they climbed
was 10
to 21,000 feet, where

the

degrees below zero

and

it

snow

at night, with

flurries.

The same camera body,
same motor, the same maga-

zines that he used
at

the peak.

Mr. Wadley's
For an

Nobody had ever shot sync
sound at this altitude, or under
these murderous conditions.
From 15,000 feet to the top, they
had to carry everything they

22

in

the desert

No

problems.

camera
NPR

is

an NPR.

brochure, write Eclair Corp.,

7262 Melrose, Los Angeles,

Calif.

90046.

eclair
BUSINESS SCREEN

(undman Charles Groesbeek and cameraman-director Michael Wadley photographed

MARCH, 1970

at the

summit.
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cinema

verite

.

.

established with her soon to be born child.
By finding and introducing elements such as

.

this into a scene, depth and "verite" feeling
can be achieved in a simple way that obviates the need for much explanation and

continued

sure of this problem to the world, the ad-

mission of

existence would imply a sin-

its

management

he busied himself with the chores of the day.
intimate with him.

The camera was close,
As the day moved on,

change a situation, to improve conditions. Perhaps this
film can even accomplish more than the
film statement that was originally intended.
This point is often neglected or thought
about in the opposite way. Formerly a company would hide its problems from the community. Perhaps the airing of problems, the

looked polished, unrealistic.
We spent days prior to shooting, at stations observing faces, movements, attitudes
and details, even pumping gas. The greatest
compliment paid the film was when a pro-

evidence

fessional

cere desire of

concern,

honest

of

to

will

help

in

problem and will make a
company more human, will make people
more ready to listen and cooperate.
But will management have the courage
the solving of the

show

to

the truth? Will the film get expo-

What

if it does?
Obviously, these are questions that must
be considered prior to filming.

sure?

to say that this kind of reality

It is realistic

too strong for

is

many

The

business films.

pure Cinema Verite film is on the opposite
side of the circle from the fully controlled,
totally scripted industrial film. Perhaps a
way somewhere in the middle is possible.

"Cinema Verite Attitude."
What do we mean by Cinema Verite Atti-

Let's call

it

tude? Simply put

means, for me, capturing on film realism of action, thought and
emotion as close as possible to the way it
actually happened, happens, or will happen.
It

means putting

it

truth in front of the camera,

my

rather than finding
as

trutii

in

the

camera

shoot.

I

How

achieved?

this

is

In

pure Cinema

happen. Waits for accidents. Waits for

to

character

definition

Then he
Cinema

pear.

In

smudges appeared on his
tion was clean, but not so

trys

and revelation
to capture it on

Verite

Attitude,

ap-

to

film.

service

station

spotless that

it

manager asked us

was an actor or a real dealer.
In this case he happened to be an actor,
but this brings up another major point: casting. When you wish to make things as believable as possible, casting is most imthe dealer

if

portant.

The question

often

comes up: Shall we
we use professional

use real people or shall

The simple answer

actors?

is.
whichever
most believable result in the
finished film on the screen. In choosing a
salesman in one film we looked at 20-25
actors and found none that we could honestly cast in the roll and ended up with a
real live salesman from the company.
In training films especially, one has to
consider the importance of having men and
women in a film to whom the audience can
relate. The sponsor and filmmaker have to
ask themselves questions about how they can

best reach their audience: Will the audience

accept

a

wooden

that

is

actor,

mouthing

plastic

attitude? Will

a tin

in

film

they believe a
meant to motivate them when

the situations and people in the film are not

believeable to them? Will they accept a train-

when

ing attitude in a film

supposedly

are

the

the people that

experts

obviously

are

moving

can

like mechanical puppets? Will they
accept a sales training film that shows a man

want

overcoming
more willing

believability

be achieved in different ways. After
studying and understanding that which we
to represent

on the screen we can

gate real people in a real situation.
force a confrontation.

insti-

We

can

them
wanted and

give

put actors in a real situation,
an understanding of what is

them improvise

let

—

care in

casting has previously been taken to assure
us that we have actors who can improvise.

Ot

A

can be scripted and acted.

it

situation

real

studied in detail. Dress, language,
interrelationships of people, and attitudes are

carefully

is

The sequence

noted.

is

shot,

if

in the location where the action
supposed to take place. Evervthinu in-

volved

is

made

as believable as possible,

fine test of directorial

and

and

a

actin'j sensitivity

arrives

at

the

service

station.

We

up of him yawning in front of
having parked his jeep,
we followed him inside and watched him as
the

24

more

vul-

To show on

some

of the real

every man, both in
his life and on the job can help make a film
your audience will believe.
conflicts

Once
acters,

that

exist

in

a filmmaker has believable charhe has to be willing to experiment

a close

station

after

shop where he waited while his actress wife
tried on clothes. We had hoped that this
scene would add another dimension to his
character and make him a more believable
character.

We

trying

let

To use his knowledge and
imagination to find those that will best

man.

communicate information and

we were shooting

scope

in

there

is

of

the

mother smiles

a

we recently
Cinema Verite
in a
I

labor

remem-

with

the

stetho-

hand, after having heard her babv.
no doubt of the emotional quality
scene.

The woman's

real

feelings

about having her baby became evident when,
\ia

the

stethoscope,

a

the people involved. The
example, had never gone shopping

sales

a

motivation film a conference

held where the customer in an obviously

annoyed moment
they have

all

the

tells

team

sales

the computer isn't working right to
get the information off the cards.

ment had an authentic

ring to

where

it

let them
The mo-

but,

it.

fortunately, the tension never built

point

that

the information and cards but

ud

should have turned

un-

to the
into

a

moment.

positive

Jersey suggests as a key. the respect

Bill

You can

for the individual.

people

but

not

force

or

suggest th'ngs to

You can

insist.

juxtapose elements by putting people in confrontation with each other, or by putting
them in different situations or even by suecesting things in conversation. Jersey calls
the participation of the filmmaker but
never manipulation simply because the manipulation doesn't work.
it

In

all

aspects

and devotion to
especially

is

filmmakine. judgment

of

craft are essential, but this

true

in

Cinema

Verite.

In

adapting the Cinema Verite attitude toward
a film, a thousand and one decisions will
govern whether or not the film is successful,

From

believable.

the

initial

research

through the location scouting and casting,
each element has a multitude of factors that
will give your film communication the absoring

of

believability

or

the

question

of studied falsehood.

Business film audiences are readv for betmore honest films. Everyday we are

ter,

scene of a group of student nurses
room with an expectant mother.

exnectant

for

In
is

feel-

In a nurse recruiting film that

finished,

a

with his wife before.

lute

to

scene play easily with

relationship with

mark

ines in a believable way.

spent three hours in that store
the

But it never did. The relationship between the two was awkward, unbelieveable and ended up unusable.
Why? Difficult to answer honestly, but
perhaps the answer lay in our having an idea
of what we wanted to show that had no real

his

work

to

verite look.

with situations.

li'-ten to the baby's breathing, and I
su'jgested that to the nurse in charge. When the

our central character, believable.
film opens in early morning as the

show

themselves.

be

fierce in our determination to
everything surroundinc the Shell deal-

The
dealer

like

they

will

bered that when mv wife was in the labor
room a nurse had s'wen her a stethoscope to

pany we were
er,

or

Com-

talent.

In shooting a film for the Shell Oil

make

obstacles

to accent as truth a

man

nerable

possible,
is

all

film for business audiences

Or we can

But in trying for the Cinema Verite Attitude you must also be prepared for situations that do not work. In one film we took
an actor playing a working man into a dress

give the

will

lines

Verite filming the filmmaker waits for things

hands got dirty,
uniform. His sta-

his

narration.

communication was

exposed to highly sophisticated motion pictures, on television, in clubs, in churches,
and especially in the movie theater. These
movies are usine the mo^t hiahlv developed
stylized forms of filming, commun'catine to
audiences in an effective, if sometimes brutal, manner. Business film, if it wants to be
successful, must approach its audience in
a creative way.

Filmmakers and sponsors must be

willin<i

experiment with new techniques. Cinema
Verite is one valid, imaginative technique
which can be effectively used in business
to

film.
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EXCiriNCi A SALESMAN
thioui;h

an

interest

in

to

what

iiis

.ictiiMi

eoni-

an aeeoniplishnient second
only, perhaps to aetuaiiy impressing a cyni[ian\

doint;

is

is

okl newspaper city editor. Each year.
business
spends
tremendous
American
amounts of money on sales meetings, promotional material and other ammunition eesigned primarily to enthuse and excite sales-

EXCITING AUDIENCES

cal

WITH MULTI-MEDIA

men.

A

sales

manager's toughest assignment

is

generating a constant outpouring of meetings and material that will lift and mo\e a

salesman, and give h

ni

a product

and cor-

porate pride that he can iiopefiilly con\ey to

company's customers.
Multi-media audio\isual presentations ai
sales meetings in recent years, have proa

vided a big assist to this effort.

As

the rela-

equipment and materials has decreased, portability increased, and the reliand versatility of equipment imability
proved, multi-media meetings have gained
tive cost

(if

Typical of recent success with multi-media

programs at national sales meetings is
Armour Company's Meat Products Division
"Academy of Marketing Arts & Sciences
Presentation of the 1970 Academy Awards."

ever greater popularity for sales presentations

because of their

ability to generate ex-

citement.

Typical of the ever-growing use of multimedia presentations for sales meetings is
"The .Academy of Marketing Arts & Sciences Presentation of the 1970 Academy
.Awards" show last fall by Armour Meat

Products Division of
cite its

the

Armour Foods

to ex-

salesmen and managers and explain

company's upcoming advertising plans

and promotions.
Ihe emphasis of the day and a half meetCoiuiniii'il

Armour sales audience prepares

MARCH, 1970

to

on pa^e 26

see "The

Academy

of Marketing Arts

& Sciences Presentation

of the 1970

Academy Awards,
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Final touches are added to
draped projection booth just prior
to a program.

room about d? feet trom the stage
housed the projection and sound equipment
used during the show. The equipment in-

of the

volved mcluded 3 Kodak Ektagrapiiic Carousel

projectors;

slide

16mm

1

Kodak Pageant

sound system including
two auditorium speakers, and two tape recorder players for background music during
breaks and lunch. Music was also used
through the system before and after the
show
Equipment inside the projection booth
was mounted on two levels. The three Carousels operated by a 3-button remote control panel were on the lower level. The
16mm motion picture projector was mounted on a shelf above the slide projectors.
Timed almost to the second, the program
only ran late once in the five performances.
The 16mm projector was cued with little yellow dots on the film. Two seconds of
black leader was used between each film
segment to allow the sound head to get up
projector; a

to speed.

In addition, since the

matically

show was not auto-

programmed, Wayne and

his staff

Basic structure and
set-up of projection

booth

is

seen

prior to draping.

designed a special 4-channel intercom system
which permitted instant communication at
times between backstage, the lighting
all
man. the projection booth and the audience
area.

The entire show, including a supply of
handout material left at each location was
packaged and trucked from one site to anmoving van. In a two-month
show played to audiences in
Chicago, San Francisco, Houston, Atlanta
other in a small
the

period,

and Boston.

By using

the

truck

to

transport the show

Wayne said they
saved a lot of secondary packing and packaging and were able to carry all of the col-

from one

lateral

along

material

gram was

Marshall

Wayne

(right)

checks show progress from projec-

tion booth during a program.

used during the meetings

in the truck.

used their
all

city to another,

In essence, because they

own sound

system, the entire pro-

and complete with
equipment and supplies

self-sufficient

of the physical

being in the truck.

.Much of the material shot for the pro-

gram has found residual and spin-off use
since the completion of the show tour, according to Wayne. He said that some of the
film prepared for the program has been
useable on a local and regional basis and
two segments of the show have since been
converted for regular sales use.

There is no doubt at Armour that the
program was a total success! First quarter
an dsales in the Meat Products Divan all time high. Armour management is convinced that the Academy Awards
presentation played a key role in producing
profits

ision hit

these results.
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new
THE FUSION manpower
of a

niques.

new ap-

Building up the pressure for a

Labor's

Salespower

the escalating cost of field sales cost,

is

Shortages

Another is the resistance, even aversion.
to selling careers among college graduates,
a fallout from the affluent society's educawith

explosion

Not only

has yet to some to terms. Part of a widespread alienation from establishment values, the disaffection hits

hardest

"least preferred"" occupations

among

— such

BOHN

By LEON

A

third

President
Bohn Benton,

the

of

field

sales

Inc.

available

little

and approach since
changed
pre-World War II days, and that of the analytical and promotional ends of the marketing operation, where computers target in
on consumer trends, simulate customer response to products which have yet to be

traditionally conceived,

as

is

becoming an

expensive anachronism.

new selling methods won"t be
mean discarding many of the
sales management shibboleths and learnto play the recruiting game with a new
of rules. Down will come the "college

Building

easy. It will

old
ing
set

graduates only" requirement and up will go
the welcome sign to candidates with high
school certification only.

Tapping a new source of manpower, sales
executives will need to design new selling
programs to persuade the prospect and to
get the order.

Cartridged film and sound messages
covering a company's total line of products
and services will function as the selling

new

tools of the

sales technicians.

Screened

from a portable projector that carries and
looks like an attache case, each film will
deliver an expertly prepared, use-tested pre-

at

college

to

In the '30's

in technique

developed and in other ways extend management's capability to realize a profit. In
this ambience of instant data and computerto-computer communications, the sales role,

competitive bidding for

this

and

fewer took degrees.

20%
community

should

courtship

of college

graduates

abandon
and set

to continue their studies.

A

'70's.

Manpower

According
the
Foundation, to recruit and train a single
salesman in 1965 cost $14,000-$8,877
plus salary. That year the 100,000 U. S.
manufacturing firms employing over 20
people spent $1 billion for recruiting and
another $600 million in salaries to replace
75,000 dropouts and add 42,000 men for
new products and territories. Projecting
these figures onto today's rising cost spiral
will

give

some idea

of

what business
by 1975.

will

pay for a field sales call
Obviously all company activities are hit
by rising costs, but the plant reduces production costs with automated machines, the
accounting department installs computerized billing, and communications at all levels
are streamlined with data phones, fascimile
transmission, remote dicating systems and
closed-circuit

television.

Only

in

sales

Thus

in

5%

of

additional

15

to

large percentage of this

group entering

the labor market at 18 turned to sales as an

open
and

avenue

advancement.

of

able,

they

specialized

skills

acquired

on the

Intelligent

technical

job.

Working

and
to

ahead, they could afford to give little
thought to the prestige and status their jobs

get

conferred.

Today, about

70%

of high school grad-

By the middle of
be about 80%. The
projected figure for degree enrollment in the
nation's college and universities for 1976uates go on to college.

the next decade,

77

is

it

will

9.4 million.

Unlike their counterparts of the '30"s and
40"s, today's college graduates have over
21,000 occupations to choose from. Products of an affluent society, taking the
satisfaction of basic needs for granted, they
view status, prestige, "making a social contribution," as more important than financial rewards in determining the choice of a
career.

do

obsolete attitudes and techniques continue.

than

college and even

but lacked the funds

tellectual qualifications

on high school graduates may
But consider the manpower
situation as it looms on the horizon of the
Sales

An

its

heretical.

to

For the

of the college age group had the in-

its

sights instead

seem

fails to

it

graduates.
'40's, less

American youth attended

business

but

source.

its

major reason for the high cost of sales today must be attributed to basic changes in
the environment and in the opportunities

as sell-

calls,

is

attack the problem

the techological gap between

is

structuring

1968-69,

Outlook,

sales personnel self-defeating,

ing.

the

Occupational

material."

management

which

re-

a big demand for manufacturers' salesmen"college graduates preferred."'
Neither of the sources states where the
college graduates for sales careers are to
be found. Both provide evidence of management's reluctance to engage the realities
of the manpower crisis. So with the regularity of a ritual, the recruiters prepare
their trek to the nation's campuses, each
time loading their baggage with bigger and
more expensive inducements, and each
time
returning
with
diminishing
"sales

portionate.

tional

Sales

they

predicts that during the '70's there will be

convergence of a
proach to selling is
number of socio-economic "intolerables."

up 100% from 1955 to 1965. while during
the same period the Consumer Price Index
increased only 18%. By 1975, the increase
in selling costs will be even more dispro-

of

said

quired sales ajjplicants to present a college
background. And the U.S. Department of

the

One

"Panel

and Marketing Executives"

Relief for

with a dynamic
use of increasingly sophisticated auido-visual
systems may well spark one of the "VO's
more significant shifts in marketing techrole for sales

Munageinent's

Sales

of

automation-age

a

According to a 1969 Gallup Pole, they're
"new breed," and they don't go along

1966, 300 of the 489 members

Continued on page 30

sentation.

The

sales technicians will

introduce and

appropriate film, process paper-

select the

work and otherwise implement
performing much the same role
clerk

in

the

major appliance

the
as

order,
a sales

department

of a retailer.

The

successful development of sales tech-

nicians in a

new

job classification will de-

pend on the willingness of management to
critically reexamine the educational package
it
has bought so unquestioningly and at
such

high

prices

for

the

past decade.

The increasing shortage and rising costs of trained
salesmen in all marketing endeavors may be relieved
during the 70's by greater use of more sophisticated
portable sound film systems attractively

and

lightly

packaged.

In

what has been called "the learning society,"
the suggestion that any segment of the
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There's nothing new ahout

a quad printer.

Unless ifs one that prints
Super 8 film six times faster.
And only Cine Magnetics film laboratory has it.
Because right now there is only one Optronics Mark X Quad Printer to give you better
print quality. Quicker.

We've

8mm

just installed this

16mm

to Super

optical reduction printer in our

Mamar-

oneck laboratory.
Developed under the direction of John
Maurer, it operates at 50 feet per minute on
the 8mm side. Or 200 feet of 8mm reduction
prints per minute.

X is just one
Cine Magnetics.

But the Optronics Mark
of the dramatic changes at

There are many
Like a

new

Bell

& Howell printer, a

Filmline black-and-white film processor,

and a new Hazeltine

new

color analyzer.

facilities,

rooms

including clean-room

for Fairchild, Technicolor,

Bohn-Benton, Jayark, and other cartridges.
Like new services, specifically inventory
maintenance of release prints, drop shipment
distribution,

and 100 percent

inspection.

And most

important, like a select group of
talented people who will give your order the
personal attention it deserves.
It adds up to a complete 8mm and 16mm
center for motion picture duplication and preprint services.
It

adds up to the

Call us

others:

new 16mm

Like
finishing

and

new Cine

we'll

Magnetics.

be happy

to

show you

around.
We'll be even happier to show
on your next print order.

you the

results

Cine Magnetics, Inc.
520 North Barr\' Avenue, Mamaroneck, NY. 10543 ( 914 698-3434
New York City Receiving Center: 202 East 44th Street ( 212 ) 682-2780
)
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.

salespower

relief for

.

.

confinued
with the "hard work mystique." For them,
"the traditional goals of earning a great
deal of money and making one's way in

world have

the

lost

their

An

charm.

ex-

hold

to

go into the 'helping" profes-

notably teaching."

occupations in order of importance,
starting with a Supreme Court Justice at
listing

top and

a shoe shine boy at the bottom,
found selling occupations fell well below
the average-between tenant farmers and
plumbers. Then in 1966, a Louis Harris

for

poll

college

Newsweek
seniors

reported

wanted

to

that

stay

88^f

of

away from

business altogether. Now, on the eve of the
70's, the easy availability of non-selling
jobs

and

and absorbs the enthusiasm
which previously were channeled

attracts
talent

into sales.

Management's awareness of the yearnfor status and its effect on sales re-

ing

cruiting

track with a complete
selection of specialized
equipment including
opaque projectors (for
the projection of nontransparent material),
stop motion analyst
projectors, 16MM Xenon
projectors (for brightest
and long distance
projection), 16 & 35MM

is

evident in the continuing effort

upgrade the public image of high-income,
low-prestige jobs (salesmen become account
executives) and in the cries of outrage provoked among sales executives by films like
Arthur Miller's Death of a Salesman and the
1969 Salesman by the Maysles Brothers,
one of the "in" films among college audito

ences this year.

Yet these are but minor tactics and skirmishes in a war that has not so much been
lost

become

as

irrelevant.

If

sales

execu-

want to develop recruiting policies
and selling techniques that reduce the ruinous cost of selling, they must realistically
face the changes now occuring in our soctives

double system sound

iety.

interlock projectors,

They will need to recognize that the
campus no longer serves as the major source

overhead projectors, strip
film sound projectors,
background slide
projectors and projection
accessory equipment.

of

sales

recruits;

that

college

easily;

and that traditional recruiting leads
diminished profit and managerial

only to

And

keep you
running on schedule we
can also provide
completely packaged
programs.

or sale.

to

For further information
and/or reservations call
or write Mr. Bob
(212) 757-6977.

Roizman

TheCamera Martmc.
•«56

w. 55m

St.. (Bet.

New York. N.Y.

30

10019

9th i lOlh Aves.)
Phone: C2I2) 757-6977

to attain the very jobs the college graduate
disdains.

Robert M. Hutchins has observed that
"if an employer has a choice between
a
man who has had a lot of schooling and
one who has had little, he is likely to choose
the one who has had a lot, not because
the better educated man is better qualified,
but because this is an easy way to sort out
applicants."

The

italics

are added but

the

out

sales

to

of

management

to

not consider

and which
promise of

prestige,

the

'

presentations.

Film provides the means and the medium
automate selling. It can employ tech-

niques unavailable to even the most skilled
salesman, to make comprehensive, authoritative presentations of maximum impact.
In the '70's, audiovisuals will not be used

much as an "assist technique but as the
primary and dynamic medium for communicating with buyers at all levels and
for most products and services.
U
"
That's because andiovisuals speak their
language. The evidence for this orientation
is
everywhere. Audiovisuals have become
standard classroom tools at all age levels. By
the time the average high school student
graduates, he has spent less than 11,000
hours in the classroom-and more than 15,
000 hours watching television. A recent
so

Roper study
reports that

of 10-year trends in television

the most believable medium,
most believable in 1967 and
leading newspaper in believability by two

up from

it's

4Kf

to one.

College students, according to Dr. Robert
a resident psychologist at Harvard.
"are very visual indeed. I can flash a photo

Coles,

and

gets right to them." In over 100 colfilm-making courses are built into the
curriculum
and in additional hundreds of
high schools and colleges non-credit film
it

leges,

—

making programs are thriving.
Thus the widespread application

of audio-

visual technology to field sales calls in the

70's
tions,

but

merely be the extension of the
language" to new situa-

will

"common

decade's

where

sales

technicians

new

play a

vital role.

But

is

sales

management ready

situations?

It

is

— fewer

1%
S.

more

to extend

meet the challenge of new

languaee.

the

LI.

This experience need not be traumatic.
Both the manpower and the technology for
a new approach are at hand. Indeed, the
candidate with high school certification only
may well prove to be the individual best
equipped for automation-age selling. He is
often the product of a blue-collar home,
he strives, as part of his upward mobility,

manpower which do
lessening

a

lower recruiting and training costs, realistic
compensation and, yes, even more effective

men want

higher status appointments and obtain them

frustration.

Everything is available
for rent, long-term lease,

sources of

day want

There should be nothing startling to sales
about
this
attitude.
The
National Opinion Research Center at the
University of Chicago, in a 1963 survey

Audio-Visual Line can put
your ideas on the right

an

selling

management

THE CAMERA MART

an important one: discarding preby educational standards may be
inconvenience that can reveal new
is

selection

traordinarily high proportion of students tosions,

#v^#

point

estimated that today 1/5 of
than 5.000 of the 4 million

firms-use audiovisual selling, and then
as an adjunct to established routines

than as a basic selling approach.
These innovators tend to be among the
nation's top firms. Thus du Pont has

equipped
Division

entire

its

with

Automotive

portable

Products

attache-sized

cart-

Roche Laboratories,
of Hoffman La Roche, is in
equipping a 700-man sales force

ridge loaded projectors.
a

division

process of
with

similar

Saunders Associates

Westinehouse,
and American Fiber-

who

find film presentations

a

class are others

projector.

effective.

Tn

every

fhrust for

sector

new and

of

the

economy,

better uses of

human

the
re-

breaking down the old patterns of
thoueht and action and opening new parts
for development.
9
sources

is
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you don't know what s happening
consumer education,you maybe
missing out on some
if

in

sponsored film business!

s
nation
the
in

scnu_^
what is

1

^m^

Get the facts now in our new free brochure, "Consumer Education in the Nation's
Schools"— a survey of 5,000 high school teachers who tell what industry can do to help
teaching of consumerism— the fastest growing area of education in our school systems.

in

the

I

Associat:ian Films, Inc.
600 Madison Avenue,

Please send

N.imp

New

York, N.Y. 10022

"Consumer Education" brochure

to:

.

Title

"New Directions
New Dimensions
in

Associat:ion Films, Inc.
Street.

600 Madison Avenue, New

York, N.Y.

10022

Communications"
City

Stale_

MARCH, 1970

_Zip Code_

31

I

F PA JOURNAL

INFORMATION FILM PRODUCERS OF AMERICA,
P.O. Box

1470, Hollywood, California 90028

New Years we have gained four new
members. Two from San Diego are Browns
Motion Picture Laboratory now establishing
a facility in Hawaii, and Nelson Photo Supplies, the city's largest wholesaler of photo
supplies and film to industry. Bob Vogel,
one of Hollywood's finest animators, spein
aerospace, oceanographic and
cialists
technical subjects is the third and from
Denver, Colorado, the Computer Image
Corporation, Dick Birchard, President, who
with the other new members were present
at the Installation Dinner to receive their
membership plaques and certificates from
the new President, Bob Montague. A fifth

Another National Officer Due
The

since

re-creation of the National office of

Vice President Conferences and Symposia

by IFPA Board of Direc-

was

called

tors.

The 1970"s

for

will

activities

shops,

and seminars

and

start

bringing

gional

to

to chapters farthest

INC.

a decade of reprograms, work-

members

at

large

from the National

Headquarters.
The appointment has not been made yet,
but announcement will be made soon. Any
volunteers? Job promises long hours, no
pay, and many headaches.

Sustainers Grow Too!

sustainer. Jack Pill

Expanding the sustainer membership in
IFPA is an activity that never ends, and

manager
plaque and

Roy

&

Low,

Associates, with sales
also

received

certificate.

^y.$tpm
DuKane Recorder/ Pulser and
Duplicator lets you produce
tapes with automatic signals

AUDIO-VISUAL DIVISION
Oept. BS-30

—

St. Charles,

III.

60174

his

PROFESSIONAL
16/35 mm

OVER 130
ILLUSTRATIONS

CAMERAMAN'S
HANDBOOK
by Verne Carlson

LIMITED FIRST PRINTING!

CLOTH EDITION BOUND FLEXIBLE COVER

A practical guide

for every individual

TABLE OF CONTENTS

now working-or planning

1. The Cameraman's Duties and Responsibilities
• The Director ot Photography • The Camera Operator • The

Assistant

-ANYWHERE

Cameraman

Camera-Film Identification
• Film Type Identification • Perforations and Pitch • Windings
• Spool & Core Types • Ordering Raw Stock • Shipping Procedures

to

work

the film industry

in

2.

Loading Room Procedures
• Testing The Loading Room • Preparation of Materials • Load
ing • Magazine ID • Unloading • Exposed Film • On Location
• Changing Bag • Hand Tests

The author, Verne Carlson,

is

a free-lance Director of

Photog-

raphy of Documentaries, TV Commercials, and Feature Films.

3.

He

Slates

4.

He

• Sync Slate •

Insert Slate

• Slating Procedures

is

also a consultant to a medical research institute, lectures

to film groups,
is

a

and conducts camera courses

member

of the:

for professionals.

lATSE (Cameramen), SMPTE, SPIE, and

SPSE. His wife Sylvia collaborated with him

the writing of

in

Camera Reports

5.

• Clipboard-Type • Magazine-Type • Caption Sheet-Type • Disposition of Reports

this outstanding book.

On The lob Procedures
• Prior to Shooting • During Shooting • End
• Tools

This definitive work

6.

of Shooting

Day
film industry.

• Reflex Viewing Systems • Offset Viewlinder Systems • Mattes
• Motors • Barneys • Blimps • Magazines • Nomenclature

the

in

Cameraman and

Experimental Film Maimer. Profusely illustrated with actual pho-

tographs—not

Tripods

8.

experience

for the Studio

Assistant. Also for Inplant, Newsreel, Documentarist, and the

Introduction to Equipment

7.

a result of 21 years of

is

Covers everything

diagrams— and

supplied

liberally

with

data

• Types • Basic Parts • Setting Tripod For Shooting • Moving
The Tripod • Care & Maintenance • Accessories

tables and charts. This unique handbook also provides guide-

Tripod Heads & Accessories
• Types • Mitchell Friction • O'Connor fluid • Worral Geared
• The Riser • The Tilt Plate

upon firsthand knowedge as well as the experiences

9.

Cameras And Accessories
• 35 lie Camera • 35mm Magazines • 35mm Model 400 Blimp
• IbS Camera • 16S Magazine • IBM Camera • IBM Magazine •
IBBL Camera • IBBL Magazine • IBmm Blimps • lBmm-1200 ft
Magazine • Periscope Finder Attachment • Flat Base • llOV AC
Sync Motor On Plate • Threading Details On All
10.

Arrlflex

Auricon Cameras
• IBmm Pro-BOO Camera • Pro 600 Magazines (BOO-lt, & 400-ft
• 16mm Super 1200 Camera • 1200-ft, Magazine • Threading
11

warnings, and "tricks of the trade". The book draws

lines, tips,

talented professionals. The result
its

type ever published

aspiring

cameraman.

and

Lenses,

Magazines,

In

installation, operation,

for

the

professional as well

connection with
Accessories

and usage

of other

the finest guide book of

is

is

fully

.

.

as

the

specific Cameras,

all

.

every

phase

of

covered.

1

MAIL

Details

Beckman & Whitley CM16 Camera
• 16mm CM16 Camera • CM16 Magazines
12.

(400-lt.

& 1200-ft) •

1
BUSINESS SCREEN

Threading Details
13. Eclair

COUPON TODAY!

I

402

Cameras

W.

Liberty Drive

Standard CM3 Camera • 16 35 CM3 Camera • 35mni
CM3 Magazine • IBmm CM3 Magazine • 35mm Magazine for
Aquallex • 35mm CM3 Blimp • NPR IB Camera • NPR IB Maga
zine • Threading Details On All

Wheaton,

Kodak Reflex Camera
• 16mm Kodak Reflex Special Camera • Kodak
Magazine • Threading Details

handling overseas (except A.P.O./F.P.O.).

•

35mm

14.

Reflex

Maurer Camera
• 16mm Maurer 150 Camera • Maurer 150 Magazines
120011 • Threading Details

Special

(^

(-lOO-ft,

16.

Mitchell

Enclosed

&

Cameras

• 35mm Standard High Speed Camera • 35mm NC Camera •
35mm BNC Camera • 35mm S35R Mark II Camera • 35mm Magazines • S35R Blimp • 16mm Pro & HS Cameras • 16mm Pro
Blimp • 16mm Reflex R16 (SS & DS) Cameras • Accessories
(35mm & 16mml • Threading Details On All
17. Lenses
• Lens Cases • Care of, on Turret • Cleaning • Aperture • Focus
• Wide Angle • Telephoto • Zoom Lenses • Alignment (35mm &
16mm) • Zoom Lens Accessories

60187
me "Professional

$15.00 postpaid

IS

)

III.

Please send

Name

is

check

in

tor $

16/

35mm Cameraman's Handbook"

U.S.A. and Canada.

.

Add $1.00

III.

for shipping

residents

add

and

sales fax.
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picture parade

Bridge of Understanding
Between Sets of Values
In the Company of Men, presented by Newsweek magazine,
examines the conflicting attitudes
between so-called hard-core unemployed and company foremen.
Using the techniques of sensitivity training and role-playing, the
movie
candidly
explores
the
breakdown and the reconstruction
of communication between
men who have been labeled "unemployable" and men who are di-

two very different

sets of values.

Filming took place in a large automobile factory in the South.
For information on rental or purchase,

write

Newsweek

either

Magazine, 444 Madison Avenue,
New York 10022 or William
Greaves Productions, Inc., 254
West 54th Street, New York
10019.

—

—

rectly

responsible

training

and supervising new em-

for

World Problems Examined

UN

By

hiring,

of

United

the

of

States

America has released

William Greaves Productions
used no professional actors and
no prepared script in making the
film. Rather, the emphasis is on
spontaneous, blunt, and often
emotional
encounters
between

cerned with the problems of alleviating poverty, hunger and disease
in
the
under-developed
world through UN programs. It
answers some of the sharp adult

nnd

the

young

Development

OUR SPECIALTY

...

Is

&

film

available through the Film Distribution Section of Colonial Wil-

liamsbura.

(records

Association

and tape)

Processing

tions

at

To

Call

glittering

The concept that graphic communication is the art of commu-

of

any

at

whales,

DuPont de Nemours &. Company,
make a meaningful contribu-

to

II

-minute
the

documentary,
excitement
cars.

of

Formula

cam-

mounted on a race car

trav-

in

tribution

way back

(Tapes are on their
to

you

two days, records

in

five, after receipt of

in

your tape.)

VIRCO RECORDING CO.
P.

Monterey

O. Box 185

Parit,

California 91754

(213) 283-1888

to

archaeological

rea-

pictures sev-

eral different archaeological loca-

and the laboratory processes
necessary to protect and analyze

tions

the

artifacts

colonial

The
lively

found on

a

typical

third

eling at speeds in excess of

miles

per

hour,

tion

and "strobe"

The new

section

colonial

recreates

tavern

how

scene

a
to

various recov-

in
in-

100

views,

aerial

long-lens photography, slow

mo-

editing.

racing class

based
formula
specifying single-seat, open-cockpit and open-wheel cars powered
by a standard 1600-cc Ford Cor-

on

an

is

international

tina engine.

site.

demonstrate

34

film-

first es-

Jefferson's con-

The second

soning.

was

championship event
September. 1969. The film

tional

The

film

is

Nautical

Development

Com-

a headsaii to the headstay with

new method

of

rolling

the

to

Front With N.D.C. will be
at boat shows and yacht
club screenings, and is available

shown

eras

artifacts.

Thomas

Shown

Up

Excitement Of New Class
Shown in Racing Film

cludes dizzying scenes from

tablishes

Furling Headsaii

To Sailing Enthusiasts

according

used these

accurate service anywhere
the United States.

in

the environment.

and unfurling it
your sailing needs.

torians to picture the society that

Fast,

killer

plankton, that thrive

rod headstay

ridges

The

depths,

seals,

life,

headsaii around a

and

Cartridge winding for all slide
film machines and radio cart-

to the Past

record

to

marine

Films.

833 United NaYork, New

in three sections.

and

Used to Call it Printing. The film
was intended by it's sponsor, E.I.

way prior to and during the
Sports Car Club of America na-

Doorway

above the frigid seas,
whose masses of ice
creep across the land, howling
gales whose bitter winds drop

the

film

ed

of

feet

veyed by Peckham Production's
Graphic Communications,
We

Williamsburg's newshows how artifacts removed from old trash pits,
foundations and wells enable his-

""ape Duplicating

cliffs

joyable as it is educational. It is
being distributed by Association

Colonial

est

great

towering hundreds

glacial rivers

temperatures

open-wheel race

records

are

ice

time with the use of light and the
observer's vision is ably con-

Ford, was filmed on location at
Michigan International Speed-

&

Ocean-

regions,

Navy.

Featured

It

Williamsburg Opens A
Doorway to the Past

cassettes

in the

Printing

An

La Belle

ographer

Headstay. The film compares the
conventional method of hanking

APPROVED BY
DuKane

polar

fices of the

We Used

celebrating

Audiscan

exploration of the for-

bidding

Brilliant color and an exciting
sound track make the film as en-

avail-

is

York 10017.

Pressing

29 minute film explaining

pany, Inc. has chosen a 15 minute film to introduce their recently
developed Rodluff Furling

New

Plaza,

A

scientific

Polar Regions, is
available from Public Affairs Of-

UN

ALL types of mastering

Polar Regions

is

cooperates with the Graphic Arts
Technical Foundation's recruitment and education program.

record and as an 80 slide in color
kit with script, discussion guide
and bibliography. Write the

signaling

The

tion to the printing industry

able as a film strip in color of

composites

century.

Navy Explores

UN?",

100 frames with a synchronized
editing

18th

might have oeen
and discarded in

people

through showing a positive approach to some of the world's
'^''ial imbalances.

ARE

SLIDE FILMS

a film con-

"Why

challenges

broken

which can be retreived

ployees.

questions as to

artifacts

used,

nicating in a visable graphic form

Association

The United Nations Association

ered
the

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii

iiiiiiii

imimiiiiMiiniiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiHm»iui»J"ammiiuiini[»tiiiiiiiiiriiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii

available

from the Ford Film Library, The
American
Road,
Dearborn,
Michigan 48121.

from

Development

Nautical

Company,

Inc.,

8

South

Street,

Port Washington, N.Y.

Film Shows Swimming as a
Sport for Everyone
The National Swimming Pool
Institute has sponsored a 13'
minute color motion picture featuring swimming everywhere and

for everyone.

The

film

includes

underwater photography demonstrating the art and
beautiful

grace of this sport.

Aimed

at the

whole family, the picture shows
how the body can adapt to swimming as easily as to any other
physical activity, promoting good
health, fitness and self discipline.
Prints

may be

of A Pool's Paradise
obtained from Associa-

tions Films, Inc.
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Keep up with the latest developments
in A-V equipment by means of the
illustrated national reference book:

THE NEW, COMPLETE
Audio-Visual

Equipment Directory
for 1970
The one
•

truly authoritative guide to r.urreni

models of audio-visual equipment:
more than 1400
over 2300 items
pictures ... 60 categories of equipment
500 8"-xll" pages
Provides complete speciKcations on each
Lists

.

.

•

—

.

.

* Contains uniform listings for easy
comparison of various equipment items.
• Lists hundreds of accessory items.

.

.

model number, capacity,
weight, available accessories, and

model

•

important technical details.
Includes information which has been
supplied by nearly 600 companies
and which has been checked and
re-checked for accuracy.

ORDER

with their sources.
Includes charts for projection lamps,
screen sizes, running times, and
other useful items.
* Lists manufacturers and audio-visual
dealers, with complete addresses.
Saves time and trouble ... a convenient,
single source of information.
•

price,

*

copies of

Please enter our order for

mi

TODAY!

DIO-MSIAL I.Ql I!»\U:M DIKIX IOU^
copy
D $7.50 per copy payment
Mail ihis

1970 Al

$8.50 per

if

accompanies the order

your

I

iniinf'y

$7.00 per copy
if

Published by the national
trade association of the
audio-visual industry.

in lots of

payment accompanies

Payment enclosed

10 or more copies
the order

form
heck or
(irdpr

will)

to

National Audio-Visual
Association, Inc.,
3150 Spring St..
Fairfax. Va 22030

Send invoice

\.i

Organization
Street

Address

MAT lO"*

AUDIO

City. State

& Zip.

.

vrsuAi

MARCH, 1970

imporlont

compamn

1

Wnlf

Price 10 non-mcmbt^r
.iu»1 inriiKirv >\ vit 00 prr rnpv

for

engaged

in

ihc

audio

membprihip informnlton

35
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Tailor-Made Presentations

include

Inexpensive, Versatile
The Visualine Communication

the length of the lease,

System, a versatile and inexpensive system of personalized customized visual presentation ma-

loading, checkout, packaging and

terials stresses

meet

flexibil-

and media to
broad range of potential

materials

of

ity

maximum

a

cartridge

warrantee

for

dupli-

all

a

A

cation of tape and film, cartridge
shipping.

Program Services
ly

exclusive-

is

a producer's service

cializes in

slidefilm

and specontinuous loop sound
tape duplication and

command

eration

is

signal

when

this

op-

complete.

model

many

date as

as 10 separate light-

and is available with
750 and 1000 watt lamps

ing units

featuring

four-digit

50I3,

readout is also available. Write
Audio Designs and Manufactur-

Dept BSC. 15645 Stur-

ing, Inc.,

geon, Roseville {Detroit), Michi-

gan 48066.

loading, as well as offering peri-

pheral services and custom engi-

Further

neering.

information

is

Program Services,
BSC, 215 West Chicago

available from

%

Dept.

Avenue, Chicago,

Illinois

60610.

The Clipstrip

Sound-Slide System
For Automatic Projectors
Cinemasound
model
compact solid state cas-

The
1050, a

sette tape recorder, synchronizes

sound and

"^

Studio Projection System

Economical Enough

A

low-cost

slide

for

ETV

projection

system, designed to project large

A viewer and

filmstrip

in

fit

folder

vision

easy mailing.

for

background images behind
newscasters,

nouncers,

The system

uses.

ing viewer and
strip

which

fit

includes a fold13

picture film-

#10

into a

enve-

lope for mailing, and two dimen-

and

sional

stereo

^
Viewers (stereo,

left

with

slides

in

black

'ifP
and two-dimenpre-

boxes and

Moon,

plus

deVis-

Corporation.

3 Edison Avenue. Chester-

field,

Missouri 63017.

The system is offered as a
package by Spindler & Sauppe,
Inc.. Dept. BSC.
1329 Grarui
Central Avenue, Glendale, California 91201.

From Audio Designs

ADM

The
163 Film Footage
Counter uses integrated circuits
and is capable of forward and
reverse counting. State of the art

design

gives

high

noise

immunity, insuring accuracy and

complete

a

For

write Bardwell

BSC

Dept.

Monica

line of

accesso-

information,

further

& Mc A lister.
6757

895.

Inc.,

Santa

Blvd., Hollywood, Cali-

fornia 90038.

Opaque

Projector Projects
or Color
The Astrascope 3000/2 opaque

Black/White

projector will project to life-size

only

8

feet

Kodacolor

Polaroid prints, proofs,
diagrams, drawings, blueprints.
This compact sound synchronization
unit weighs only 6 lbs.

12 Watt

room

PMP

amplifier pro-

filling

sound through

Controls for record, playback,
forward, rewind; jacks for
microphone, auxiliary input, external speaker, earphone; a

Producers

more

For

Creatron

as

is

a

offering
practical

to your customers. You
can lease an all-inclusive Audiscan or Courier 16mm package
to your customer at prices which

information

32

Cherry
N.Y.

I..

write

Inc.,

Dept.

Lane,

Floral

Service,

1

1001.

The

Astrascope 3000/2 projects
from only 8 feet.

to

life-size

paintings, coins, stamps, etc.

Clipstrip Permits

Variety of Set-Ups

repeatability.

Services

V-U

meter and remote pause control
are located on top of the unit.

Park, L.

Services Offered to

36

easi-

fast

Readouts are in large, easy to read
numerals of the rear projection type.

service

and

prints,

Dept.

BSC,

leasing

totally

is

a built-in speaker.

tailed information, write to

cartridge

and
ries.

from

BSC,

Program

sig-

power-

an-

a

Data

A

works equally well
and white and color

sample of the compact
viewer and a filmstrip entitled

ual

pulse

etc.,

mailers.

the

slides.

tele-

Film Footage Counter

presentation

on

inaudible

studios.

circuit

Man

An

advance of

nals

vides

right) provide effective
sentations of visual materials.

For

for immediate

kit

portable.

most any other automatic projector.

ful

sional,

viewers,

sports

slides

playback. The unit plugs into a
Kodak Carousel. Sawyer, or al-

ly

16mm
and

and

will

RPM

It

can count both

35mm

film

footage

adapt to either a 1200

RPM

selsyn. Used
or 1800
with an interface accessory it is
possible to preset the counter
to a desired footage

and receive

Bardwell & McAlister's Clipis
designed especially for
shooting in confined areas and
solves many lighting problems.
It can be hung from walls, sus-

For more information, write
Luminos Photo Corp., Dept.
BSC, 25 Wolffe St., Yonkers,

strip

N.Y. 10705.

pended from ceilings or mounted
between two rolling baby keg

Industrial, Military

stands.
id

The

clipstrip permits rap-

set-ups,

cutting

installation

time and cost.

Each

Clipstrip can

Magazine Camera For
Use
Magcam,

medium

a

able

frame

rates

from eight

200 frames per second,

accommo-

high-

speed 16nim camera with select-

signed

for

film

magazine

is

to

de-

inter-

BUSINESS SCREEN

.

.

within

change

seconds.

five

It

steadiness

niaxinuini

features

through the use of stationary registration pins, plus edge guiding

pictures

196 square inch

on a

'70

projection surface.

For further

2x2

inli>rniation, write

CAROUSEL

A

two-hiaded adjustable shutan exposure range
from I/I6 second at low speeds,
to 1/10,000 second at maximum
frame

rate.

Camera

out lens and film,

Retains

features of original

No change

weight, withis

all

solve,

under eight

to

Double fan cooling system.
Inexpensive replacement lamp.
Easy portability— weight, 25
Self contained

The

Cari Vision is a compact and easy to
use rear-screen slide projection unit.

Use

l)oll\-l.ite,

designed pri-

marily for industrial and educapieces of

all

coordinates

applications,

tional

VTR

equipment

compact unit. It proand white and color
lighting
through a boom on
which arc mounted five 3200
Kelvin Quartz lights and also proa

in:

TRAINING & DEVELOPMENT
COMMUNICATIONS
EDUCATION • MULTI-MEDIA PRESENTATIONS
•

135)
'70 High Light Pro|ector complete with

single,

Kodak Model 800

Format
VTR Available From Sony
The Sony EV-300 videotape
Low-Cost 1-Inch

recorder

features

variable from

still

frame to

less

& remote

cord

$675.00
F.O.B. New York City

two-channel

than one-fifth of normal speed.
Audio can be dubbed on channel
2 without disturbing previously
recorded video. It has full solidstate modular construction and
is solenoid-operated by pushbut-

slide projector, slide

3" or 5" lens

troy,

Prices of other

models available

upon request.

audio and slow motion and stop
action in the playback mode. The
playback picture is continuously

Dealership inquiries invited
Quantity discounts available

High Light Division of

PRESENTATION TECHNICAL AIDS
New

630 Ninth Ave.,

212-245-2577-1380

York, N.Y. 10036

THERE'S NOTHING FINER THAN

POLYETHYLENE
CONTAINERS

ton controls.

one-inch

Utilizing

EV-300 conforms

EIA TV

to

POLY-CONS

the

tape,

standard

signal requirements

and

FOR YOUR
QUALITY

and play back in
monochrome any composite TV
signal with 60 fields per second,
will

record

FILMSTRIPS

W.\

random interlace sigTapes are interchangeable

including
nals.

The Dolly-Lite folds neatly for

lbs.

grey carrying case.

Ideally suited for audio visual application

BUSINESS

Radiant Corporation. Dept. BSC.
8220 .\ortli Austin Avenue. .Morton drove, Illinois 60053.

in

vides black

dis-

Simple to operate.

Santa Clara. Calif. 95051.

For Industrial

automatic focus,

remote control and programmer

inputs.

more information
write
Red Lake Laboratories.
Dept. BSC. 2971 Corviii Drive.

Videotape Coordinator

Kodak

slide projector.

For

pounds.

SLIDE

uy»«M«~Mtn^^^

provides

"STANDARD" KODAK
PROJECTOR

LIGHT OUTPUT OF A

TRIPLES THE

at the aperture.

ter

HIGH LIGHT
SLIDE PROJECTOR

stor-

age.

Exclusive

mounting of

vides for the

and

CCT\' cameras,

.

.

ETV
• Hinged

separate 5"

monitor, videotape recorder and

OPEN
SNAP SHUT
FLIP

lid.

• Unbreakable Polyethylene.

equipment. A microphone attachment is on the light

accessory

• IVIoisture-proof, dust-proof

boom.

One operator controls everyFor more
information

•

write

Dolly-Lite

Systems.

Divi-

• Available with plain or
custom printed labels.

Super Mold Corp.. Dept.
BSC. 213 S. Kelly. Lodi. California 95240.
sion of

The EV-300
inet

Radiant Rear-Screen Unit
For Carousel Projectors
Carl Vision, a table-top, rearscreen projection unit, designed

Kodak Carousel
requires a minimum

for use with

projectors,

all

of preparation

The

unit

and limited space.
produces bright, clear
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standard storage

Fit

Containers.

thing.

with

between

IS

a

all

housed
plastic

EV

in

a

dust

series

wood cabcover.

2 Sizes

Specifications are available by

Video Products. Sony
Corporation of America. Dept.
BSC. 47-47 Van Dam St.. Long
Island City, N.Y. 11101,
Continued on next page

.

1:

11/2x11/2" In red, yellow, blue,
green, orange, magenta,
white, black and natural.

No.

2:

li/2"x2"

Videocor-

ders.

.

No.

and

In red, blue,

green

natural.

writing

RICHARD MANUFACTURING CO

5914 NOBLE AVE

VAN

N U

Y S
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Super Wide Angle Lens

4 separate precision
heads including the bias head
which records an extra octave in
the
high frequency spectrum,
magnetic brakes with proper ten-

directions,

new products

.

.

continued

monochrome

Systems
Meet TV Needs
Five Lighting

Berkey-Colortran. Inc. has in-

troduced studio and remote
ing systems incorporating

light-

distribution and control
equipment primarily designed for

From

the

for

for

flexibility

lighting

medium

production

size

Descriptive literature

light-

ing,

the television market.

imum

broadcast production

objectives,

there

a

the

rado 80223.

Addition to Technicolor
Supers Projector Line

A

lighting director.

The "300" system meets the
unique requirements of the small
cable television studio, and the
"600" is designed for small educational

or

professional

portable

desk-top,

viewer with triple versatility has
to the Technicolor
of

super

optical

8

entire

moving

Made
glass

with fine grade optical

sharp

for

color

correction

resolution,

and

full

brilliant

16mm

frame without vignetting.

This stereo tape deck bring the lecording studio into the home with
a full complement of professional
features

sion control to avoid tape break-

movie

been added
line

an

possible without

is

the camera.

Com-

of

total

and creative needs of the

critical

TV

are

meet both

systems to

five

Covering

lens.

room

saturation, the lens covers a full

studio lighting application, to the

phisticated

mal

able by writing to Berkey-ColorTran, Inc., Dept. BSC, 1010
Chestnut Street. Burhank, Calif.

puter Image Corp.. Dept. BSC.
2162 5. Jason St.. Denver, Colo-

achieve so-

16mm

f/1.8 lens for

four times greater than the nor-

avail-

is

6.5mm

motion picture cameras. The lens
covers an angle of 90 degrees,

facility.

91502.
For information, write

to

a

a

"Porta Studio" system providing
for a simple and flexible remote/

"2400" designed

Century Precision Cine/Optics
has announced the availability of

The
max-

productions.

"1200" system provides

Introduced by Century

sound

and 3-speed capstan for
3% and 1%

age,

lection of 7Vi,

se-

ips

3-speed electrically switched

via

motor.

For other features and

speci-

fications, write Califone/ Roberts,

color/

Dept. BSC, 5922 Bowcroft
Los Angeles. Calif. 90016.

St..

This super wide-angle le s is available in 16mm "C", or Bolex RX fixed
focus mounts.

Da-Lite Introduces
Silver-Lite

The

Screen

Silver-Lite

screen

model

tripod

incorporates

automatic

push-button opening
Color Magic surface
which provides unsurpassed color
or black and white reproduction

six-second
with

The Model 1300 super 8 viewer and
projector is compact enough to be
carried like an attache case.

the

partly

in

lightened

as

well

as

darkened

rooms. Vertical ribs,
specifically designed and spaced,

Objects two feet to infinity remain in focus with a moderate

8% edge distortion. For more inspecifications,
and
formation
write Century Precision Cine/
Optics, Dept. BSC. 10661 BurNorth
California 91601.

bank

Blvd.,

Hollywood,

control horizontal light reflection

movie

projectors.

bright picture

Quality-BJIt
Film Shipping Cases
•

Best quality domestic fibre

•

Heavy
added

Durable 1"

•

Large address card holder
with positive retainer spring

•

Sizes

web

from 400'

straps

OTHER "QUALITY-BILT" ITEMS:
el

1

300

tor

Sound

Inc.,

Slidefilm Shipping Cases

&

Filmstrips)

Chicago, III. 60647
Phone: 312-227-0027

38

The

optically

eliminates

glare,

fatigue and strain.

CO.

Commercial and Education
BSC. 1300 FrawDrive. Costa Mesa. Calif.

correct

surface

hot spots,

eye

For additional

information write Da-Lite Screen
Company. Inc., Dent. BSC. Warsaw. Indiana 46580.

Economical Color Film
For Overhead Projectors
3M Company is producin
transparency

color

films

more than black-and-white.
line

torized

1

reader.

It

features instant

warm-

of

2

1

films

includes

^

1

Th'^

color

background with black images,
color
images on clear backgrounds and color images on
opaque backgrounds.
there

is

a

Roberts Offers

stick-at-a-touch

Professional Tape Deck

color

to

basic

transparency.

The Model 50.'iXD

non-imaging

accepts

a

stereo tape

lO'/i"

reel.

It

selected

information write

to

add

portions

amplifier

of

mounting

a

For further

3M Company

Public Relations, Dept. BSC. 135

which provide 25 hours
of broadcast-quality sound m two

West
10020.

50th

Street.

New

up. one enclosure for sound head,

more

features automatic reverse capabilities

Film Service is manuand selling a transis6mm magnetic sound

Satellite

facturing

for

overhead projectors that cost n

Also,

92627.

deck

Has Available
Magnetic Sound Reader

Satellite

widest angles.

color adhesive film the user can

Write direct to
manufacturer for catalog

Div. of Luduiig Industries
2020 W. St. Paul Ave.

cartridge loading projec-

available from Technicolor.

Division. Dept.
lex

up

to 6 strips plus scripts)

SCHIESSIER CASE

is

at the

throw projector for

can be connected to earphones.
More information on the mod-

Salon Print Shipping Cases

Filmstrip Shipping Cases (hold

front

a

ing or training sessions, the viewer

to 2000'

(for Transcriptions

the built-in

7"

auditorium sized groups and external speakers or an in-house
public address system may be
connected. For individual view-

protection

•

daylight

by 91/2" rear projection screen
eliminates the need to dim lights
during business presentations or
when used in the classroom.
The viewer can be converted
to

steel corners for

on

A

York

16mm

and speaker and easy
to the base of most

viewers.

Further information may be
obtained from Satellite Film Service, Dept. BSC. P.O. Bo.x 6476,

San Jose. California 95150.
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Bruder has

Sony Offers Europe/U.S.

years,

Videotape Conversion
The Sony Video Tape Produc-

reputation of considerable stature

Center

tion

in

now equipped

Yonkers. N.Y.
to

made

tape

the

film

in the

is

(ElA

Standard) to a tape that can be
played back in Europe (CCIR
Standard) and vice versa, accord-

CBS;

of

Hal

Stone,

Curtis

Davis

Barnes

of

NET;

of

the

Hollywood Film Co.
Handles Fuji Products
Photo Film U.S.A., Inc.
has appointed Hollywood Film
Co. as their West Coast repreFuji

Burnett

Carol

Barzyk of WGBH-TV, Boston.
Those interested in attending
the

New York

screening, or a re-

Corporation of America.
conversion
capabiHty
This
makes possible an international
exchange of Sony video tapes and

ment, Elias

should be advantageous to U.S.
organizations that use video tape

Manager of Fuji, stated,
"Hollywood Film's recent expan-

roadshow, are invited to
write to Richard Christian, Director of Workshops, Reeves Production Services, 101 West 67th
Street, New York, N.Y. 10023,
for further information. Cost is
$30 per person plus an optional

recordings to exchange informa-

sion of their warehousing capaci-

*5 for lunch.

to

ing

spokesman

a

tion with their

Sony

for

European branch-

may be

information

Further

from The Sony Video
Center,
165
Tape
Tuckahoe Road, Yonkers, N.Y.
10710.
obtained

Production

Louis de Rochemont,
Zavala-Riss Join
Producer-director

production

company

partnership

with

new

motion picture products.
In announcing the appoint-

50-50

in

Zavala-Riss

ty

be

to

Louis de Rochemont
Film Makers, Inc.
will produce and distribute feature motion pictures and educafilms.

for

increased

pic-

With these larger
we are able to more ef-

ture products.
facilities,

ficiently fulfill the industry

the banner of the

new-

Rochemont plans a return
making updated versions of

to

the

kind of real-life spy stories that

brought him worldwide ac-

claim.

Bruder Forms Editorial
Service: Film Binders
Bruder. supervising editor

VPl Services, will form his
own editorial service and call it
at

Film Binders, Inc.
headquarter at 30
Street in

New York

F.B.I,

East

will

40th

Committee on AV Standards
Raymond Wynian,

Dr.

direc-

Audiovisual Center at
the University of Massachusetts,
has been named chairman of
American National Standards Intor of the

(ANSI) PH7 Committee

stitute

Audiovisual

Photographic

on

Committee PH7 is concerned
the development of stan-

Production '70 Roadshow
Begun March 4 in NY
techniques,

television

shown

at

dards for photographic systems,
materials, apparatus, nomencla-

will

in

ture,

be

to

five

and

March

The

two-day workshop was
in October.
The roadshow version of Production '70 has been edited to
seven and a half hours. Designed
for advertising agency producers
and commercial film makers, and
anyone connected with the tele-

Jacques Brothers Open
Double Image, Inc.
Bob and Don Jacques have

original

formed

held at Reeves

new

46th

and

programs.
covered
are lighting, set design, cost control, videotape editing, and color.
subjects

speakers

Fiorentino,

include

president

of

EVERY TIME

i

with the

I

MAJOR"

I

PRODUCTION

iMUSIC
[LIBRARY
= "MAJOR"
= 70 hours

offers you a full

background

of

= production music for titles,
i bridges, background—for
i scoring, editing, recording and
= dubbing music for your:
I • FEATURE PRODUCTIONS

21

at

York.

I • TV FILMS
I • SLIDE FILMS
I • ANIMATION

I • INDUSTRIAL FILMS
I • SALES PRESENTATIONS

• COMMERCIALS
I • EDUCATIONAL
=

= "MAJOR" specializes in sound
E
you get exceptional technical
= know-how and beautlfullyE recorded original music on
E LP records or V4-lnch Tape,
E or on 16 or 35mm Mag.
E Tape ready for a mix.

—

E
—
E
~
—
~
Z

"Major"

IMPORTANT:

on

copyrights

music

in

available

its

to

sound legal

all

mood

World

rights

library.

on

you
bosis.

owns in own

production

a

completely

Re-recording rights

available on a "per selection" or "unlimited

use"

flat

fee arrangement.

in

editing

all

types of films,
WRITE FOR 135-PAGE CATALOGUE TO

Don Jacques commented that
we have a closeness in

talent that

One
is

is

joining

strong
highest

the

a

Inc.,

New

Street,

tensive experience

are

commercials

I

MOOD

of the twin brothers has ex-

the latest techniques in television

of

Image,

company, located

service

West
Each

"since

production

Double

editing and post production

workshop includes demonstrations of some of

Imero

methods pertaining

4th.

This one-day presentation marks
the kick-off showing on videotape

Among

test

the audiovisual art.

Reeves Lincoln Square

Television Studios on

Participating

City.

With VPI Services almost

AAARCH, 1970

Head ANSI PH7

to

with

vision industry, the

Bill

Wyman

needs

on the West Coast. All inquiries
from the area should be directed
to
Harry
Teiteibaum,
President of Hollywood Film Co., 956
N.
Seward
St.,
Hollywood,
Calif., 90028."

Right

I • DOCUMENTARIES

U.S.

motion

Fuji's

prior to a national roadshow.

chartered company, Louis de

first

the

parallels

Production "70, a workshop

company,

as

Under

Drcxier, National

J.

Sales

new

a

International

tional

Fuji's

of

Standards.

Productions, Inc.

The
known

sale

gional

de

Louis

Rochemont, has formed

the

for

demands

es.

ly

sentative

I

Paul

Show; Nat Eisenberg, president
of NBE Productions; and Fred

Sony masU.S.

Winckler

CREATE THE

Carlton

Associates;

Fiorentino

president of Centrex Productions;

industrv.

transfer video

tape recordings from a
ter

ill

a

built

I

we

interchangeable,
forces

editorial

quality

provide

to

service

and

of

a

the

shop

a series of films for the

new

Pan
747

first

American

jobs

World

(through Sidney
Productions, Inc.)."
jet

J.

VALENTINO

lEsfablished 7932

efficiency.
in the

of the

THOMAS

ilNCORPORATED
I

I

:

150 W. 46 St.
or

phone

New

York 10036

(212) 246-4675

Airways
J.

Stiber

:

:

•

Also available: Detailed Catalogue
of our complete LP library of
471

Sound

Effects.
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Hot Sales Tool for Cool Homes
JNTERNATIONAL HEATER
Company,
produces a

New York

Utica,

of high

line

quality

"Greenbrier Show'n Sell
your extra salesman." The
program has 134 color pictures,
called
.

.

.

central residential air conditioning systems called the Greenbrier.

show and

The

ing story and spell out the exclu-

units

are

sold

by salaried

International salesmen to wholesale

distributors

sell

to

dealers

who,

turn,

in

independent

instaUing

(contractors).

The Mar-

keting Department searched for

an answer to the complicated
problem of influencing every link
of the
tion

entire

down

installation

chain of distribu-

and

to the actual sale
in

home.

the

The

LaBelle Courier® was
harnessed to the problem of helping their independent self-employed installing dealers improve
their sales.
difficult,

Making

the task

more

the equipment involved

was of a deluxe nature, being
more costly than other more
widely recognized national brand
names. It was also a line that was
being
first

introduced
cooling year,

new

for

the

without

the

benefit of even one trial season's

use to bolster

A

its

acceptance.

program was developed and

plus

professional
tell

narration,

to

the complete cool-

was

sive International features. It

designed primarily to be shown
to

ing

homeowners right in their livroom so it had to be able to

be carried like a brief case, set
down, plugged in and let it sell
without messing around with projection equipment, complicated
time-wasting setups, and annoyances. The Courier was the an-

Homeowners watch International's sales story on the Courier. Sometimes the salesman makes a quick estimate while the machine dees
the selling.

was welcomed into the
home
and this is
where most central cooling sales
are made. The show ran for 17
minutes and included light music
and sound effects in key spots.

swer.

It

prospect's

.

.

.

more widely adver-

narily lost to

equipment names; (2) close

tised

sales in less time because of the

concise,

yet superior,

audio/vis-

Exclusive features were dramati-

ual presentations; (3)

presented by color photographs, diagrams, cartoons, and

sales,

cut-away photos.

Greenbrier unit for weeks at a
time when unfortunate delays in
vendors' delivery of components
caused backups in the produc-

cally

Installing/Dealer

sales

where the machine
was used were great. They claim
the presentation helped them ( 1
close sales they would have ordiin

wait

to

results

instances

hold onto
with the customer willing

an

for

International

tion of sold orders.

The Courier has had

role

vital

most

national

Heater

Company

has

ever enjoyed.

Due
cess.

to the past season's sue-,

International

is

preparingi

two more product shows to be,
used in the 1970 season. One;
features residential total

interior

comfort, utilizing gas-fired heat-j
ing equipment, and the other
a

a

helping effect the

in

outstanding year of sales Inter-

similar

approach but

is

stresses!

the benefits of the oil-fired type.

THIS PROJECTOR WORKS BEST

WHEN THE CONDITIONS AREN'T
Any good

crowded

16inin projector performs
well under ideal viewing conditions.
But you usually don't have
(or don't want) perfect darkness.
Perfect quiet. Or perfect anything

you could hear
hall. It sounds

else.

The Bauer P6 has a lot of
other features, too: automatic
threading, blower motor for
lamp cooling and an auto-

That's when you need the perfect projector for imperfect conditions.

ity.

(That's

P6

is

like

it

in a large,

like real high fidel-

why we say our Bauer
having a PA system

that shows pictures.)

It's called the Bauer P6 Automatic 300 portable 16mni sound

matic

projector.

film breaks during a performance. It's also quiet.
Maybe you think that a
projector that does so much
should cost a lot.
It doesn't. And this may be thr
most attractive feature of all.
For a colorful new booklet on

"What makes

better? For one
thing, the Bauer P6 has a special
new high-intensity lamp. It's the
300* metal arc that produces nearly four times more light
it

MARC

than conventional tungsten lamps.

More

light

means a more

More vivid color.
Clear, sharp images even in full

brilliant picture.

fail-safe

circuit

stops the projector

if

that

your

Bauer 16mm projection equipment
write to Dept. BS.

room

light (one of those imperfect
conditions we talked about earlier:

now you can

BAUER P6

leave the lights or

shades up so the audience can take

ALLIED (MPE)l CORP DIVISION OF

notes)

•Robert Bosch Pholohmo

Now
P6 has a

about sound.

Alt PHOTO INC
168GLENC0VE ROAD CARLE PLACE NV 11S14.

GUBH

The Bauer

15-watt solid-state ampli-

Maybe that doesn't mean
much to you. It would, though, if
fier.
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8mm Sound
A
will

Service

booklet Irom GIcti (ilcnii SouikI

iK-w

giw \ou quick, concise information on

8nim antl Super S film sound track recording. Glen Cilenn. with over 30 years experience in ser\ing major feature film and
television
all

ice

producers,

facets

is

of your

now ready

Smm

film

to serv-

program.

For a copy of the booklet, write GU'ii
Glenn Sound. Dept. BSC. 6624 Ronuiine
Street. Holhwood. Cci. 90038.

Filming for Color
I

j

'

i

is

TV

he creation of successful color

TV

films

I

;

'

List of Service Prices
Fast and easy reference to prices of mopicture,

tion

services
bell

&

is

filmstrip,

still

from Bc-

list

Bebell Color Laboratories.

was published

move

and

slides,

available in a price

to

its

in

new

lab

The

list

conjunctiim with the labs

facility in the heart of

New

West

45tli Street.

New York

processing, editing, sound apand filming equipment, as well as
in-depth coverage of motion picture camera use by television stations around the
world, are covered. For your copy, write

and

all

other types of audio-visual equip1970 A-V Equipment Direc-

Price of the

tory to audio-visual users not commercially

engaged

in

the

A-V

NAVA

Directory

has published

Equipment

its

industry

is

.$8.50 per

copy, or $7.50 when payment accompanies
the order. Write the National Audio-Visual
Association. Inc., Dept. BSC, 3150 Spring
Street, Fairjux, Virginia

22030.

Distribution?

The advantages

NAVA Equipment

and receivers;
multi-media systems;

cameras

projection stands; screens; storage cabinets;

Why Theater
""1970 Audio-

Directory"

containing

techniques,

Visual

plication

photographs, specifications and prices of
more than 1,400 current models of equipment. Included are motion picture, filmstrip,
slide, opaque, overhead and special purpose

MARCH, 1970

CCTV

laboratories;

10036.

Bolex Reporter, entitled ""Filming for

Television."

recorders; record players; video tape

learning

the subject of the latest special issue of

the

projection equipment; audio tape and cassette

recorders;

York's motion picture district.
For your copy, write Bebell & Bebell
Color Laboratories, Inc., Dept. BSC. 416

Color laboratory work, film production
'

Paillarcl Incorporated.
Dept. BSC. 1900
Lower Road, Linden, New Jersey 07036.

of theatrical distribution

of sponsored motion pictures are discussed
in the brochure, ""Your Ticket to the Nation's Theaters." The brochure gives a profile

of

today's

audience,

explains

why

a

enhances the impact
of a sponsored film and offers guidelines as
theatrical presentation

Continued on next page
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NATIONAL DIRECTORY OF AUDIO-VISUAL DEALERS

reference shelf

.

.

confinuecf

MISSOURI

•

EASTERN STATES

Communications Co., 5316

Cor-rell

Pershing,
•

MAINE

FO

Headlight Film Service, 104 Ocean
St.,

So. Portland.

St.

Equipment

•

799-6100

WASHINGTON

•

"The" Film Center, 915 12th St.
NW, Washington, D. C. 20005
(202) 393-1205

NEW YORK

•

Broadway, New York 10019.
Phone 212/JUdson 2-4060
Systems,

Projection

Hollywood's virtual abandon-

OHIO

ment of
•

Films,

329 Salem

Inc.,

Dayton 45401

Way

coln

Incorporated,

10901

215/923-0650

Audio Visuals Center, 14

Wood

St.,

Pittsburgh 15222, Sales, Rentals,
Repairs. 471-3313

&

(419) 246-3691.

switcher system used

WESTERN STATES

production and control facilities
for broadcasting and program recording, is described in a data
sheet, along with specifications

CALIFORNIA

Taft Building, 1680 N. Vine

Hollywood 90028.

HO

St.,

3-2321

0464

Kalke Company, Inc. A-V Center,

641 North Highland Ave., Los
Angeles 36. (213) 933-7111

SAN FRANCISCO AREA •
Photo & Sound Company, 116 Natoma St., San Fr,anci,sco 94105.
Phone: 415/GArfield 1-0410.

•

FLORIDA

Jack Freeman's, 2802
Ave.,

Tampa

.

MacDill
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St.
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Electronic
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from

available
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Educational Film List
The ACI Films 1970

cataloj

and describes 126 films, 1^
1969 releases. Amonj
them
of

new films are series on ar
media for the lower grades, the
history of rockets and space ex-

Microphone Catalog

the

Shurc Brothers has available
a comprehensive catalog describing their line of microphones,
microphone mixers and related
products for public address and

ploration,

recording applications.

tape

cluded

in

catalog are

the

and technical

trations

with

along

an

In-

German

language, anc

reading readiness.

Copies of the catalogue,

de-

scribing films in 15 subject areas

ACI

from

Films

are

available

specifica-

Inc.,

extensive

St..

Dept. BSC, 35 We.^t 45//
New York. N.Y. 10036.
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•
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•

Albuquerque 87106.

OREGON

Moore's Audio Visual Center, Inc.,
234 S.E. 12th Ave., Portland
97214. Phone: 503/233-5621.

•

UTAH

•

Deseret Book Company, 44 East
South Temple St., Salt Lake, 10.
•

MANAGEMENT

SPECIAL

OPPORTUNITY

B&H

WASHINGTON

Mdl.

D4 sound

w/fiberglass

cose,

projector

speaker,

Designed for single
changeover projection.
Provision for external 20 watt
amp. and 2 speakers. Fast redual

Small fully equipped

Quality

2-in.

fl.6

lens.

16mm mo-

tion picture studio, prestige Bev-

needs ManHills location
ager with technical knowledge
and enthusiasm. Unique opporerly

,

tunity to

wind.

grow with the

business.

Please reply with resume to

Limited quantity available. Valat $900.

SALE PRICE $375.

•

Photo & Sound Company, 1205
North 45th St., Seattle 98103.
206/ME 2-8461

5

watt amp.

ued
•

16MM PROJECTOR
•

•

The Jam Handy Organization, 2821
E. Grand Blvd., Detroit 48211.
Phone: 313/TR 5-2450

42

Broadway, Redwood
94063.

401

explained

are

uses illustrated.

lists

or

North Michigan Avenue, Chicago 60601. State 2-6757

MICHIGAN

Capabilities

Book Store Allied SupCompany, 2122 Central East,

The Jam Handy Organization, 230

•

control

Ci/y. California

5408

•

ILLINOIS

and figures for those considering
purchase of Learning Lab
systems is available from RCA,
The booklet shows all the latest
RCA equipment from consoles
to headsets and lessons sources!

University

752 Spring
N.W. 404/875-8823, Atlanta
30308
Films,

•

the

of

Requests for the data sheet
should be directed to Ainpe.x
Corporation, Dept. BSC, M.S.

Cromars'
Audio-Visual
Center,
1200 Stout St., Denver 80204.
Colorado Visual Aids, 955 Bannock, Denver 80204, 303/255-

•
•

COLORADO

•

RCA Learning Lab Systems
A booklet, packed with fact;

Systems,

tions,

SOUTHERN STATES

in television

6850.

•

Stanley Projection Co., 1808 Rapides, Alexandria 71301. 318-443-

a solid state video

diagram

a

7-13,

Photo & Sound Company, 870
Monterey Pass Road, Monterey
Park, 91754. Phone: (213) 264-

16150. .342-5204.
.

The VS600,

panel.

•

The Jam Handy Organization, 305

Vath Audio Visuals, 449 N.
Hermitage Rd., Sluirpsville,

VIRGINIA

Yorli 10022.

the

and

L. C.

•

New

Ampex Data Sheet

•

Inc.,

Philadelphia,

sored shorts in theaters. For your
write Association Films,
Dept. BSC. AF/35 Division. 600

Visual Education, 1945
Franklin Ave., Toledo 43601.

PENNSYLVANIA •
Lilley & Son, Inc., Box 3035,

41 N. 11th St.
19107.
Phone:

spon-

of

E., Massillon.

•

Oscar H. Hirt,

popularity

M. H. Martin Company, 1118 Lin-

Cousino

2009 N. Third St., Harrisburg
17105, (717) 238-8123

increasing

Madison Ave.,

Visual sciences, Suffern, N.Y.

P.

cited

is

to microphone types anc
microphone selection.
For a free copy, write Shun
Brothers, Dept. BSC, Til Hartrev Avenue, Evanston, Illinoii
60204.

guide

copy

Twyman

202 East 44th Street, New York,
10036 (212) Mil 2-0995

F.

the short subject

one of the reasons for the

as only

•

The Jam Handy Organization, 1775

of sponsor identification.

ity

Sunray Films, Inc., 2005 Chester
Ave., Cleveland 44114

Ave.,

and acceptabil-

to content, length

Louis 63112.

rental (314)

7-1111
•

•
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Alan Gordon Enterprises
5362 N. Cohuenga Blvd.
North Hollywood, Ca. 91601
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Rental Catalog Available

A
;il

catalog of equipment available for rcnlcontains descriptions and illustrations of

most photographic equipment a professional
would need to supplement his own equipment. Alst) included

equipment

eltects

a section of special

is

and

supplies,

including

such exotic items as cobweb spinners, fogmakers (with fog juice, of course!) and

breakaway

II

bottles.

The catalog

a\ailable

is

free

profes-

to

Write Standard Photo Supply Company. Dept. BSC. 43 East Chicago Avenue,
sionals.

COM

INTER

6061

C'hiiai'o. Illinois

1.

worldwide! Desires contact with Cinema-

ONLY. Write 130

tographers

7th Street,

Pitts-

burgh, Pa. 15222 or telephone (412) 471-2780

Titlefile

System

\ isuul I:leclrt)nics Corporation announces
availability of a new 8-page brochure
covering their recently introduced Titlefile
System. The brochure describes the applica-

the

SUPER-8

i

*

8-n

.r 16a.n,

m TH^e DUPLICATES

^^Finest-Quality Kodachrome
COLOR or BLACK & WHITE
8mm
PROFESSIONALS: W« are Specialisti In
14mm Blow-Ups. * 35mm or 16mm to Bmm or
.

to

.

.

* 8mm
* A & B
14mm Eastman
a Itmm Eastman Interneqs. # 8mm &
Dupes.
*
Reversal
Color Release Prints. * B i W
Dup Neqs. * B i W Positive Release Prints. * Single
Be.
Splicing,
Soundstriping,
Bmm Printing. *
Roll

Sup«r-« Reductions

PrinHng.

and

tions

new

versatility of the

The

system.

Titlefile

TV

titling

System stores up to

30.000 characters of pre-programmed information which is rapidly accessible for T\'
presentation. The system is available at a
fraction of the cost of previous titling systems. Write Visual Electronics Corporation.

BSC. 356 W. 40th

Dept.

New

St..

York.

10018.

i\'.Y.

FAST SERVICE on Moil-Orders.
<^ Finest QUALITY Work.
t^ Guaranteed SATISFACTION!

t/>

PROFESSIONAL

for our latest

Send

Price-Llsf.

Write Dept. S

Association

•WtxUtftwwi yfi,my FILM LABS.
2704 W. OLIVE

BURBANK,

Ave.,

Construction Safety Films

CALIF. 91505

released a
of films
try.

The

Instructional

Materials

supplement covering

on safety

in the

has

library

its

construction indus-

films cover every aspect of safety

in this industry,

including one for teachers to

train children to recognize

dangers on con-

struction sites.

For your copy of the
ation

Instructional

600 Madison Ave..

list,

write Associ-

Materials.

New York

Dept.

a color DOTie
complete in 1 week?

BSC.

10022.

FOR BUSINESS & INDUSTRY

EVERYTHING

Underwater Housing

A booklet on
camera housings,

SOUND

IN

If

it's

sound recording, RPL does

On

tape, in reels, cartridges or

On

film

On

sands.

Original

records.

many

narration,

thou-

music

and sound effects. Under your
personal
witfi

directions,

by

or

RPL AudioProgram

construction with a complete line of
and materials available by mail. This
manual makes it relatively easy to build an
attractive and functional underwater case
for your present still or movie camera.
The booklet is available for $1.9.^ from
Hydrotech, Dept. BSC, P.O. Box 14444,
Long Beach. California.
parts

it!

Duplicates from one to

build-it-yourself style, sim-

plifies

RECORDING
cassettes.

the subject of underwater

mail,

Plans.

mmmam
art, Silfn clips

^

&product§
SYiicliroiiiKcil
to voice, iiiiisic,
SMiiiiil

effects

It's

the easy, low-cost way to put the

audio

in

your audiovisuals!

Acme

RECORDED PUBLICATIONS LABORATORIES
1565 Pierce
Tel.: (215)

Ave.,

922-8558
•

Camden,

N.J.

08105

Phila.

'6091 963 3000

Camden

Offers Newsletter

.Acme Film & Videotape Laboratories has
begun the publication of a monthly magazine, "Monitor," with film and tape news for
engineers, producers, agencies, stations and
educators.

To be
also

to

placed on their mailing
receive

Acme's 28 page

list,

and

catalog,

Acme

Film & Videotape Laboratories,
North Highland Ave.. Hollywood,
California 90038.
write

1161
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Compiling any kind of data
at best a worrisome undertaking. Because we rely on sevdifferent sources for data
our annual "Most Honored
Films" list, oversights and errors
of omission can creep in, even
though we take great pride in the
fact that it remains the most accurate guide to the top awardwinning sponsored films.

Gordon/ Glyn

It seemed appropriate as we
were putting this issue together
that we should have one story

somewhat projecting the role of
A-V's in selling (page 28) in the
future

same

.

.

and an

.

(page

issue

article in the

40)

relating

the successful use of a portable

or

office.

TV

(Small

receivers

audiovisuals

of

couldn't

in

we

selling,

but wonder what

help

the salesman of

1980

will be.

Despite the present availability of very lightweight portable

and slidefilm projectors with
folding rear screens and the

film

that

like

really

work

believe

very
the

well,

we

audiovisual

1980 will be in widespread use, but be drastically different from anything we now
know or envision.
sales tool of

1980's

and
and

44

will

A-V

sales

be much,

lighter.

It

will

tool

much

must

smaller

probably be

lored sales messages, the device
will

also have

fast data

the capability of

retrieval for quick

re-

view of segments of the information or emphasis on a specific
point.

So armed, the 1980 salesman

may

well be a gray-flanneled "or-

Co-

the

film

Film Festival; a

silver

medal at the Atlanta International Film Festival; and a bronze
medal at the New York Film and

TV

Image Dynamics Opens in
Chicago to Image Concept
Dynamics,

Image
"versatile

boasting

a

206

N. Cass
suburban

man"

Chicago, has opened offering
every facet of communication ac-

his

breast

away

pocket or
corner

in the

of his briefcase out of the

the

leave-behind

way

literature,

of
in-

manuals and order
forms also in his case.
It's something to think about.

struction

The

accelerated

tempo

facility

at

Westmont

in

tivity to clients.

of

its

international film business has led

the

to

expansion

of

Swanson

Productions, Inc.

Ronald G. Johnson has been
vice president and direc-

named
tor

of

production

services

Productions,

headquarters are

waukee

St.,

at

at

whose

625 N. Mil-

Milwaukee, Wiscon-

sin.

National Color Labs More
Than Doubles Plant Size
National

21,000

two-story,

addition to

educational business trust, which

306 West

specific

communications

Color

Laboratories

recently broke ground for a new

The base of the operation is
Image Dynamics Institute, an
studies

Inc.

studio-office-produc-

Ave.,

in

Swanson Productions
Expands in Milwaukee

Swanson

tion"

neatly tucked

vice president of operations,

Festival.

only

famiUar

really

of-

tribution.

of a printing error. In addition,

with the operation of the "sales-

der-taker"

The company

complete packages from creation through packaging and disfers

year,

national

be everywhere by then).

ture production.

Jr.,

a Chris Statuette at the

was the winner of a
Gold Hugo at the Chicago Inter-

home

though Image Dynamics
can provide still or motion pictions

won

TV

receiver in the client's

After evaluation and determination of the best media, the
production facility provides the
finished product in the medium
selected. Present plans are to concentrate on videotape produc-

Heading the new company are
John G. Geier. Ph.D., as president, and Russell C. "Whitney,

lumbus Film Festival last
but was not listed in the official
program of the festival because

In addition to a variety of tai-

Reflecting on this growing use

Productions'

of

Hurry! for New
York Telephone Company is
one that should have been included in our January listing. It
Please.

dous
about the space of a present-day
pocket transistor radio. Quite
possibly it will project its message (without wires) through the

will

sales presentation.

sort of sound on film (or
device that packs a tremenamount of information in

)

7

solution.

film.

tape

34

problems for special methods

in

some

39

Inc

An Important Addition

eral

Not Here Yet

J.,

Films

is

last

Thomas

Virco Recording Company

its

square

foot

current facilities at

First St., Roselle,

New

Jersey.
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today's films on
yesterdar's
reels?

Or

in

yesterday's cans?

There are a tew people who still use metal reels and cans. And
they have their reasons. Like tradition. Nostalgia. "It's the kind we've
always used."
But when you consider that Plio-Magic plastic reels, cans and
cases offer far greater protection, and are far cheaper to ship, the old
reasons just don't have a convincing ring any more.
Plio-Magic reels, cans and cases are far more resilient than metal.
They withstand impact. Don't bend. Don't dent.
Even more importantly, Plio-Magic reels, cases and cans weigh a
lot less than their metal counterparts. As a result, you save at the Post
Office. Up to 65% in mailing costs. And out cases hold our reels
securely. With four positive locks. Snug against a bed of packing foam.
It all means that your films will be stored and shipped with the
same loving care that went into making them.
We make a complete line of plastic accessories for the film industry Write for our catalog. Plastic Reel Corporation of America, 640 So.
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Someday, you^ll wind up with plastic.

To Give

Supp

Visual
to

Your Meeti

Comprehensive Consultation Services on:
Group Meeting Services

Training Services
Quality Control

Sales Meetings
Stockholders Meetings

Programs
Foreman Training

Seminars
Convention Assistance

Supervisory Training

Management

Visualized Talks

Vocational Training
Sales Training
Distributor Training
Retail Training
Training Devices
Training Manuals
Quiz Materials
Utilization Assistance
Closed-Circuit TV
Stimulation Programs

Picturizations

Meeting Guides
Projection Equipment

Meeting Packages
Portable Stagettes

Surveys

Field Services

Closed-Circuit

Motion Picture Plans

and Specifications
Storyboards
Animated Cartoons
Filmstrips, Slides and

Development

Speech Coaching

Field

Group Meeting Implementation

TV

Slidefilms

Tape Recordings
Disc Recordings
Transparencies
Pictorial Booklets
Turnover and Flip Charts

Programmed

Projection
Film Distribution
Theatrical
Non-theatrical
Closed-Circuit TV

Project Supervision, with Total Responsibility for Security,
as in National Defense Projects

7^

is

\

HANDY (^^a^j^iz:^^

iPiM.

set

up

to help you!

NEW YORK

DETROIT

CHICAGO

ATLANTA

HOLLYWOOD

212 -JU 2-4060

313 -TR 5-2450

312 -ST 2-6757

404 -688-7499

213 -463-2321
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When Beatrice Foods
puts recipes on film
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Home Ec students eat it up.
i^'m

More and more,
America

is

these days. Miss

becoming

Teen-Age

Mexican and
eat more of it—

interested in

Chinese cooking. She wants to
and she wants to prepare it herself!

One

big reason for this development

is

Beatrice

Foods.
In classrooms across the country, Beatrice has

been introducing millions of students to the pleasures of foreign cuisine through a series of tempting
tilms. Expert chefs show them how to prepare
dozens of exotic specialties. And these films whet

young appetites for the Gebhardt Mexican
Foods and LaChoy Chinese cookery packaged

lots of

On

biggest, in fact:

by Beatrice.

If

Millions of

women

are enjoying these films, too.

this gives

1212 Avenue of the Americas,
ant

more

inrorniatiun about Beatrice Foods' films?

Or about

at

Modern.
you .some food

for thought, give

us a call.

MODERN TALKING PICTURE
\>

And

hundreds of resorts. In addition, they're watching other entertaining and informative Beatrice films about its Jolly Rancher
candies and Burny Bros, baked goods.
These audiences— the older women and the oncoming generation— represent giant marketing
opportunities for food processors. Both groups
influence what goes on the table right now— and
the youngsters will be clearing supermarket shelves
of their favorite products for years to come.
To reach this big, big market, Beatrice works
with a big, big distributor of sponsored films. The
television.

SERVICE, INC.

New York, N.Y. 10036

lio» sponsored film protu'ams can benefit >our

company? Write

to

Modern.

<

today's films on
Yesterdar's
reels?

m:-

cr,'
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Or

in

yesterday's cans?

There are a tew people who still use metal reels and cans. And
they have their reasons. Like tradition. Nostalgia. "It's the kind we've
always used."
But when you consider that Plio-Magic plastic reels, cans and
cases offer far greater protection, and are far cheaper to ship, the old
reasons just don't have a convincing ring any more.
Plio-Magic reels, cans and cases are far more resilient than metal.
They withstand impact. Don't bend. Don't dent.
Even more importantly, Plio-Magic reels, cases and cans weigh a
lot less than their metal counterparts. As a result, you sa\e at the Post
Office. Up to 65% in mailing costs. And out cases hold our reels
securely. With tour positive locks. Snug against a bed of packing foam.
It all means that your films will be stored and shipped v\ith the
same loving care that went into making them.
We make a complete line of plastic accessories for the film industr>' Write for our catalog. Plastic Reel Corporation of America, 640 So.

Someday, you^ll wind up with plastic.
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send for yours today.
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NAVA

Sets Media '70
As Convention Theme
p. Ray Swank, President

of

and

of

Swank Motion

president

vice

Films,

of

Dayton,

Inc.,

Ohio.

The Convention and Exhibit

the National Audio-Visual Association,

and

ciation,

Twyman

1500

regularly attended by

is

A-V

Pictures, Inc., St. Louis. Missouri

dealers and dealer personnel, as

announced that "Media '70: EdThrough Communicaucation
tion." will be the theme of the
31st Annual National Audio- Visual Convention and Exhibit. The
Convention will be held at the
Sheraton-Park Hotel, Washing-

well as

DC. July 18-21. 1970.
"This theme was selected because it highlights the importance
ton,

we

A-V

The event

is

thousand audio-visual users from education, business, industry, medicine, government, civic groups and the religious field to attend special meetings and for a first-hand look at
"what's new"

in

modern commu-

nications technology.
Pre-registration

for

fee

the

man

about the Convention or the spe-

and president-elect

of the

asso-

write

registra-

NAVA

to:

Convention Registrations. National Audio-Visual Association,
Inc..

3150 Spring

Street. Fairfax.

Virginia 22030.

Convention and Exhibit

$12.50. Special fees are applicable for those registering for the
is

special
above.
cial

meetings
For further

mentioned
information

meetings, and for hotel reser-

by Modern Talking Picture Service, Inc.

Samples of non-competing
let

toi-

items, pain relievers, etc., will

be well received by these families.
Certain printed sales promotion
material, such as credit card ap-

industry suppliers.

NAVA

also First Vice-President

forms,

and premium offers,
can be included in the pack. Pub-

also expected to at-

growth and development of educational media and
technology throughout the decade," said Alan P. Twyman. general convention chairman. Twyis

tion

plications

tract several

believe will be attached to the

continued

and convention

vation

Modern

to Distribute

relations

lic

with

such

literature

Vacation Sample Bags
Modern Marketing Programs

swimming and boating

has announced plans to distribute

make

Vacation Sample Bags

mer

from coast to coast.
The sample bags
to

each family as

the

resort

this

family

leading

at

it

sum-

subjects

as

dealing
driving,

safety will

excellent and valuable ad-

ditions to the pack.

resorts

be given
checks in by

will

owner or manager.

Contact with the resorts will be
handled by 40 regional representatives who have been calling
on resorts in connection with a
summer film program operated

New Student

Large

Festival Plans

Film

Announced

Plans for the largest student
film festival in history, with the

new sponsorship of a major
American business organization.
Continued on page 8

A

sound-filmstrip projector
that gives you time to answer
the questions it asks.

Automatically.
are times when an audio-visual
sales presentation, or an economics lec-

There

or a welding demonstration should
be seen but not heard.
That's why we've designed a new
response option for the Mastermatic® 35
mm sound-lilmstrip protector. It lets you
pre-set program pauses for audience
participation or question and answer sessions Then press a remote control button
ture,

10

change

the educational level, or first-name
your audience.
You can teach or tram even more effectively with the optional Elco-Optisonics
responder. Its control allows the student
to

record his answer on a computer-comcard and simultaneously restart

patible

the presentation.

Send the coupon for details or a
chance to cross-examine the Mastermatic
projector.

restart the projector.

The Mastermatic gives
you a choice of screen
your audience: built-in 100
sq in. rear-screen protection for small groups, switch

lenses

for

you

ELCO

Corporation

Send me your

n

illuslraled brochure
arrange a demonstration
I'm interested in standard unit
I'm interested in "response option

Call

me

tailor the talk to

your audience

Tille

cartridges to alter

to

"

Name
Company.

switch sound

18936

Mcnlgomeryville, Pa
(215) 368-0111

conventional

large-screen projection for
bigger audiences.
And with our patented
v,^
UNIPAK cartridge,

n

[ICO OPTISONICS

sizes suited to the size of

SlreelCll»

.

State.

,

Zip-

the language. L^
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You may never
have to look at _
an off-color film again

You need never turn away

in

dismay over poor color

because Hazeltine's Color Film Analyzer
allows you to select the proper color balance the

quality

first

time.

Gone

forever are the days of waiting for prints

you get accurate answer prints

.

.

faster.

your work, give it the
treatment it deserves. Be sure it is handled by a
laboratory using the Hazeltine Color Film Analyzer.

Because you're proud

Hazeltine

of

isfT^tii

Color Film Analyzer

The Motion Picture Industry's Timing Standard
HAZELTINE CORPORATION
for

•

Industrial Products Division

•

Little

Neck, N.Y. 11362

•

Hazeltine and the Pursuit of Excellence

overseas: Bell & Howell, Ltd. (Europe) .Neutrodyne, Pty. Ltd. (Australia) •Sumitomo Shoji (Tokyo)

right off the newsreel
continued

Schlitz Brewing Co. of
Milwaukee, were announced re-

the Jos.

cently.

Schlitz

sponsoring the com-

is

petition in co-operation with the

a subsidiary of Sterling

American Fihn

nications.

National

Institute

Student

The contest

Association.

aimed

is

and the

at stimulat-

young
filmmakers on the college campuses of the country where intering the creative talent of

est in film

is

mounting.

World premiere screenings

of

prize winning films, to be held in

New York and Los
September,

Angeles

in

will highlight the fes-

tival.

Robert A. Uihicin, Jr., board
chairman
and
president
of
Schlitz, said the brewery would
provide five cash prizes of $2,5()() each. 20 prizes of $500 each,
and two Fellowships worth $30,-

000

We spent

each.

Rules,

forms

months

will

and

regulations

entry

be sent to college film

schools and student film makers

inside this

in early

Portable 35I\/IM
Projection

System

tries

be

is

March. Deadline for enMay
All entries must
I

.

35mm

Iftmni or

with optical

sound.
Our engineers literally lived inside
system, checking out optics,
sound fidelity, frequency response,
light efficiency and every shaft,
roller, plate, sprocket, mask, collar
and screw. In the opinion of our
this

engineers, this

35mm sound

projection system
It,

built to deliver

expect

is

built to

take

terms of performance,
portability, ease of operation,
economy, and a long, maintenance-tree life, That's why we call
this system 'the sure one', and
that's

why we

gladly gave

it

our

THE SOS/TOKIWA
PORTABLE SOUND
PROJECTION SYSTEM, For full
name

.

.

Industrial Photo Congress
Again at Photokina
Continuing a series of photo

everything you

in

.

35IV1M

details, write Dept.

tokina 70, (Oct. 3-11), the "3rd
International Congress on Photography and Cinematography in
Industry and Technology" will
be held (Oct. 6-8) in Cologne.
Survey lectures on various

of

fields

tion

will

photographic applicabe supplemented by

symposia

and

on

discussions

these subjects.

SOS PHOTO'CINE'OPTICS,
Car,y,ng Cases

A DIVISION or

INC.

F&B/CECO INDUSIRI[S.

Sania Monica Blvd

.

Hollywood. California 90038 (213) 469-3601

51 Easi Tenlh

the

INC

40 KeroRoadCarlstadt, N.J. 07072
(2011939-5250
1

of

retariat at

DGPh, Neumarkt

49,

D-5000, Cologne, Germany.

Avenue. Hialeah, Florida 33010 (305) 888-4604

Commuwas

he

that

Modern Talk-

at

where he had
an account executive

ing Picture Service

served

as

and eastern sales manager since
1957 prior to assuming responsibility for that company's theatre division in

1965.
Before 1957, he was employed

by Shell Oil Company as audiovisual representative of the Public
Relations Department. His
background also includes programming and sales experience
in radio and television at Robert
Monroe Productions and Ziv
Television Programs.
Rogers pointed out figures
showing that more than 5000
theatres in the U.S.

now

use free

shorts and the reasons are quite

apparent. Hollywood

is

not turn-

any short subjects in
quantity and with the death of
the newsrecls recently, the main
source of supply of shorts to
round out a theatre program has
been
industry-presented
films.
These shorts have filled the gap.
RHR Filmedia has 32 film
exchanges
serve
to
theatres
throughout the U.S.
ing

In

out

addition to the distribution

of shorts,

the

company

will

be

acting as audio-visual consultant
for

many companies and

trade

associations.

TV, Film Production

Center Begun
Plans

Congress are
available from the Congress SecDetails

Before

vice-president

application meetings during Pho-

BS4-0

Master Charge Honored

ments and other similar souites.
Prior to forming RHR Filmedia, Inc., Rogers was president of Sterling General Pictures,

for

in

Houston

establishing

lion-dollar-plus television,

a

mil-

radio,

and film production center in
Houston were announced last
month by Tom Thuman, broadcasting executive and president
of the

new company. The Pro-

duction Center, Inc.

RHR

Filmedia Formed to

Distribute Theatre Shorts
Richard H. Rogers, audiovisand film distribution executive, has formed a new company
in
New York, RHR Filmedia,
ual

Inc.,

to

to distribute short

theatres.

tribute

able
tions,

short

The

firm

films

subjects
will

made

dis-

avail-

by industry, trade associastate and foreign govern-

Founders of the corporation
and directors are Thuman, president; Gerald Oates. vice president-production; William Hynes.
vice president-finance; Robert A.
Shepherd, Jr., general counsel.
Leo Womack, treasurer; and H.
Dale Henderson, public relations
consultant. M. H. Straight, Houston corporate advertising execu-

Conli lined on page

1
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This 4-inch attache case
opens to a movie theater.

is the most compact projector
The Bohn Benton Institor is the first truly portscreen, Super 8 sound movie projector. It's autoset up and running in less than 20 seconds. And,

This elegant attache case
in

the world.

able, rear

matic.

It's

cartridge loaded to eliminate film threading. Films can

it's

be changed
It's

in

2 seconds.

On the spot, you can conan auditorium-size, 6 foot wide picture. Zoom
and external speakers are available for group viewing.
Bohn Benton Institor lets your films sell for you every
on every call, in every office. This is the projector saleswill carry because
looks good, it's small, and it's light.
newest recruit can give a professional presentation on

also a front screen projector.

vert to project

lens

The
day:

men
The

APRIL,

1970

it

every call. He can take your plant,
your products and your services to the desk
of every prospect. It's easy to give an Institor to
every salesman because its price is as extraordinary as its
size — S300, far less than the cost of other first-quality rear
screen projectors without Institor's advantages.
For more Information, or an Institor demonstration, write
Bohn Benton Inc, Dept. A, 110 Roosevelt Avenue, IVIineola,
New York 11501; or call (516) 747-8585.

^^> Bohn Benton

.

right off the newsreel

House Acquires
Richard Label Printing
Hollywood's Title House has

Title
.

.

continued

acquired the label printing and
die-cutting business of Richard

major studio facility with all
new TV and recording equipment. Pending completion of the
building and installation of some
$600,000 worth of equipment.
PCI will engage in the produc-

has been held in Canada.
Montreal is one of the largest
film production centers in North
America due mainly to the high
volume of French language films
produced there.
Entry forms may be obtained
by writing to A. G. Temple, Pres-

tion of films for industry, educa-

ident,

tive,

has been elected a director.
will start construction of

PCI
a

tion, training,

and

television

com-

mercials.

AIA

Agency

Advertising

1500
Stanley
Street, Montreal, Canada, or to
AIA at 41 E. 42 Street. New
York City. N. Y. 10017.
Ltd..

Festival Slated in

Montreal, June 15
The Association of
reports

Advertisers

that

its

4th

A

Alligator!!,

which

tells

the

faced by the famed Florida

was presented with a
Golden Sun Special Award by

accepting submissions

the Florida Council of 100 at an

Awards

awards dinner sponsored by the
Florida Motion Picture and Television Producers Association.

is

April

until

15th,

1970.

be presented to winning entries on June 15th at the A.l.A.
48th Annual Conference in Monwill

treal.

To

be

eligible,

have been produced
ary

1,

This

films
after

must
Janu-

1969.
is

the

first

time the Festi-

reptile,

The conservation

was produced for the Central and Southern Florida Flood Control District by Goodway Films of Fort
film

printed

as

labels

for

tape

cas-

accompany filmstrips.
Under the new arrangement,

Richard

continue

will

to

apply

printed labels on their cus-

the

tomers' Poly-Cons, though Title

House

will

do

the printing and

orders for the containers
labels

with

either

of

the

Brunson Motley, president

Richard Manufacturing, said
no procedural change in
service is expected and that the
firms will continue to supply
printing of as few as 100 labels
in one week or less.

staff

service.

VPI Announces Advances
In Filmstrip Services
What is reported to be the only
filmstrip service in the east utiliz-

ing a control system of electronic

timing for filmstrip negatives has

been announced by VPI Color
Center, New York.
Barnett,

president

the industrial film
tion house, also

of

produc-

announced other

innovations which
in

post

mark advances

original master negative

pho-

tography, answer prints and .elease print services.

MM/16

F&B Ceco Opens Branch

in

Washington, D.C.

F&B Ceco

Southern Film Labs

New Atlanta
to facilities at

Drive,

Suite

Lab,
has

Industries

D.C.

M

Quarters

Southern
Film
Atlanta,
Georgia,

opened a
branch last
St., N.W., to
month at 2215
lease and service the entire range
of professional motion picture
equipment.
The new branch is headed by
John Bennewitz, regional direcWashington,

in

Inc.,

moved

2381 John Glenn
Chamblee,
105,

Georgia.
services there consist of

tor of marketing.

STOCK TOOTAGE
MM

COLOR

and

AIRCRAFT
BLACK & WHITE

Free film provided to producers for authentic

U Nl

and

Bernie

Because of the close working
arrangement,
customers
may

*JET/ PISTON/ HISTORICAL

)"!*'«

quality

cutting.

New

"JET

'T*'

The

Poly-

settes that

Lauderdale.

35

printing.

that

showcase for North American film productions produced
for industry and business, the
Festival

and

provide

filmstrip containers, as well

for

of

story of the danger of extinction

now

now

Richard's

Con

firms.

Conservation Film Wins
Special Florida Award

will

labels

and

annual Industrial Film Festival
will be held in Montreal, Canada,
from June 14 to 17.

House

Title

the

place

Industrial

cessing

has also been increased to meet
Southern's growing demands for

Manufacturing Co.

val

Industrial

color inter negatives, positive pro-

D

/

airline

sequences

ftTtSi

@)

UNITED AIR LINES

•

Tracy Ward filmed
...

a

of anesthesiology

motion picture
is

made

in.

it

that

way

which the intangible world

dramatically real for the lay public

and the medical profession. Ask

^i

A group

to see this film.

of creative film-makers

who

give any film compelling force

Audio Productions. 630 Ninth

Ave., N.Y., N.Y. • PL 7-0760

the screen executive
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Nathan
Dir. of

is Time-Life Films
Sales & Marketing

Wynn
president

Nathan, formerly vice

Metromedia

of

Pro-

been named director of sales and marketing for
Time-Life films.
Nathan heads all film sales to
network, educational and cable

gram

Sales, has

television

markets,

for-

kins,

mer

cor-

filiation

of

the

poration, Pruess will act as chief

consultant

ments

Also promoted at North Shore
Lab was Paul R. Markun to vice

tion.

president, responsible for
ternal

will

manager of

Movies.
Inc., has been appointed manager of program material for Education and Training Products, a
newly created unit of Motorola
Systems Inc., Chicago.
Havlicek joined Motorola to
manage its film acquisition and
Sterling

distribution in the electronic vid-

eo recording

(EVR)

format.

Marion

named

Rimmer

national sales

has

for

Berkey-ColorTran, which markets a complete line of professional lighting equipment for motion picture, television and still
photographic industries.
Rimmer will be responsible for
his
making
sales/marketing,
headquarters in Burbank, Calif.

Two Promotions Made

F & B/Ceco,

Inc.,

New York

opened a full scale
VTR department which encompasses products of major VTR

City,

has

manufacturers,

rentals,

equipment service and plans for
a

VTR

studio.

all

aspects of the au-

designed and installed one of the
first optical/magnetic 35mm projectors, edited

16mm

35mm

and

and sound tracks, photographed mini-movies and produced all types of audiovisuals
from TV commercials to docufilms

Corporation,
Phoenix. Arizona.

Cassette

cated in

lo-

Coleman

of

Charles

H.

Ampex

Corp.

Coleman,

senior

engineer for the video engineering department of Ampex

Corporation video products division, has been named to receive
the 1970 Vladimir K. Zwarykin
Television

Johnson spent eleven years of
service with Ampex Corporation

technical

prior to this appointment.

cording.

field

Award

Prize

for

The Zworykin award

Names

Graflex

Gallagher

is

of Electrical and Electronics

VP and General Manager

gineers

The

Singer

En-

(IEEE).
I

COLEMAN

Bennewitz
F

Bishop Named to Succeed
Rothenberger at Kodak
Martin

Rothenberger. man-

J.

ager of Eastman Kodak's Holly-

wood

processing laboratory, has

47 years of

retired after

R.
to

service.

W. Bishop has been named
Rothenberger

replace

the

in

managers' position.

Bishop has been with Kodak
since

1946.

BENNEWIT2

Represent
Washington

to

& B/Ceco

in

F & B/Ceco

Industries,

Satin to Head VPI Div. of
Electrographic Corporation

executive

officer

North Shore Lab, Inc.

VPI

North Shore Motion Picture
Lab, a subsidiary of Cinelab
Corp.. New York, has named

Corp.
(American
change).

Division

the

Electrographic

of

replaces

of

Stock

Ex-

George Tomp-

Universal Education and Visual Arts recently

Wulf

lip

to

promoted

company

Phil-

general

manager. Wulf had formerserved as marketing director of

sales
ly

educational sales.

Wulf

will

the continued

be

responsible

growth and

for

profit-

Inc.

opened a branch office
Washington, D.C., under the
rection of John Bennewitz,
has

gional

director

of

in

di-

re-

marketing.

The opening
ton

office

of the Washingunder Bennewitz' di-

another step in F & B
to bring local
service to important clients. The
rection,

is

Ceco's

program

2215 M Street,
N.W., Washington. D.C. 20037
will sell, lease and service the
office, located at

entire range of professional

Satin

pre-

Company.

Gallagher comes to Graflex
from Corporate Headquarters at
S'nger where he has been vice
president of planning and administration for the Education and
Training Products Group.

Universal Education Names
Wulf General Sales Manager

chief

his

achievements in the
of broadcast videotape re-

sented annually by the Institute

mentaries.

Sheldon Satin has been elected
at

president

sales,

diovisual field since 1952. Burns

the California based division of

12

pointed

of

Burns to Head New VTR
Expansion at F & B/Ceco

cialized in

been

manager

the

Robert A. Gallagher has been
named vice president and general manager of Graflex Division

service.

The new department is headed
by Edward Burns, who has spe-

Berkey-ColorTran Names
Rimmer Sales Manager

of

non-theatrical

film division.

be in charge of sales

and new business contacts with
major record companies who are
potential customers for Superscope's custom tape duplicating

senior vice president and regional

Johnson has been apof the newly
formed custom duplicator. GenL.

Bill

formerly

Havlicek.

performance

16mm

staff

Ware

J.

assign-

sales

area of opera-

General Cassette Corp.
Names Johnson President

lab operations.

sion.

Havlicek Named Manager
Of New Division of Motorola

specific

A-V

able

company's

Zworykin Award Goes to

eral

HAVLICEK

with

in the

in-

all

Richard O. Ware has joined
Superscope. Inc. as general manager of its recorded tape divi-

NATHAN

continue his af-

will

with Electrographic as a

executive officer.

Ware Joins Superscope as
General Sales Manager

P
Frank

president

vice

syndication

and international markets.

who

Noel Pruess president. The

tion

mo-

picture equipment.

U.S. Air Force Names Nash
Information Staff Officer
William
of the

J.

Nash, former head

Presentation Div., Naval

Ship Missile Systems Engineering
Station at Port Hueneme. has

been

selected

by

headquarters,

BUSINESS SCREEN'

Timeless

LIGHTING
No

.

.

.

timeless

in its

effectiveness.

single creative element contributes

more powerfully

to successful production

CHOOSE

IT

—

WISELY.

PROPS, GENERATORS
THE EAST'S ONLY SPECIALIST -LIGHTING, GRIP EQUIPMENT,

RENTALS

•

SALES

•

SERVICE
,NC

^h

Sole distributor of Mole R.chardson

333 WEST 52nd STREET.

Company Products

NEW YORK. NY.
Send

in

Greater

New

York

10019. Area 212. Circle 6-5470
for a

schedule of rental rates!
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Great thinc^s are
Great things are
Great things are
Great things are
Great things are
Great things are
Great things are
Great things are
Great things are
Great things are
Great things are
Great things are
Great things are
Great things are
Great things are
Great things are

^ at
-t
developing at
developing at
developing at
developing at
developing at
developing at
developing at
developing at
developing at
developing at
developing at
developing at
developing at
developing at
developing at
developing at

DU ARl
DU ARl
DU ARl
DU ARli
DU ARl
DU ARl
DU ARl
DU ARl
DU ARl
DU ARl
DU ARl
DU ARl
DU ARl
DU ARl
DU ARl
DU ARl
DU ARl
DU ARl

LABS
FILM
ART
DU
WEST STREET
DU ART
BLDG., 245

NEW YORK,

74

55

N. Y. 10019 (212)

PL 7-4580

BUSINESS SCREEN

.

screen executive

.

.

(ontinued

Western Air Force Reserve Re-

well

gion as information staff officer,
Nash is a member of the

the

American News-

Professors,

paper Guild. Society of Technical Writers and Publishers, Pro-

Photographers of Amerl.os Angeles Press
Greater
ica.
Club, the San Francisco Press

manage
range

the

of

sales

pro-

post

of

duction services.
Elected to the office of trea-

American Association of University

will

entire

surer

Teletronics

at

William

is

Follett.

fessional

former vice president of the Information Film
Producers of America.
Club, and

a

is

Around the Industry
Recent promotions at Ampex
Corporation include: John T.
CiilUin to product news manager
in

Novo Names Two Execs to
Education-Communications
been named
vice president of the education/
communications group of Novo
Ira S. Stevens has

Corporation. Stevens, also presi-

Bonded

dent of

Subsidiary,

of

and educational film

.

sions

.

Donald G. Schumacher has joined Modem Talking

Marotta

.

.

.

Service.

Picture

Films,

Inc.

Miss

sponsibilities

vising

all

will

Marotta's

re-

include super-

financial

functions of

company.
E. H. Johnson has been appointed operations manager at
Association Instructional Materials division. Johnson has been
the

with the

company

company's

Evan Medow

.

the

to

FilmFair as general counsel
Paul Pruess is the new director
of development for Seattle's King
Screen Productions and Tom

since 1955.

Kirkman

has

Hugh W.

Tribhle

manager

Leonard

Slopick
.

.

.

assistant

is

Four Execs Promoted at

dio

John M.
manager

Manno. former vice
manager at
VPI. has been named vice presi-

dent of Teletronics International
Inc.

Alfred

ed

Markim has been

executive

Teletronics.
ly

of

vice

of

Markim was former-

president and general

Recording Studios,

vice

elect-

president

president

of

the

manager
and
Landau-

Inc..

Devices,

Inc.

has

.

.

.

cut, lap,

and variable-speed dissolves; animation,
and a dozen more exciting effects

never before available for slide presentations. This new
system, designed for Carousel as well as Selectroslide
projectors, is so revolutionary you will have to see it to
appreciate it. And now you can: Write today for complete
information and the name of the Dynamic Dissolve dealer
scheduling demonstrations in your area.

.

spindler E saupp^ inc.
1329 grand central
avenue / glendale
California /S1201

.

.

.

.

live industrial show division
Edward Reihle is account executive at Goessl & Associates
.

.

.

.

.

.

Universal Training Systems Co.
has appointed Marvin Farwell
director of marketing

Also appointed at Teletronics
was Gerry Cantwell, now post
production sales manager. Cant-

Omega

1970

.

group product
Frank J. Kearney
has joined Prism Enterprises as
The
head of national sales
Walter G. O'Connor Company
has added McMillan Johnson to
their staff of motion picture and

Unger Company.

APRIL,

Aunamed

.

Ricci

.

.

John O'Leary has

Reeves Production Serv-

Teletronics
Charles

.

.

dent marketing; C. J. Schuster is
vice president, production; and

ices as a sales executive

president and general

.

presi-

vice

is

SOMETHING WONDERFUL
HAPPENS TO SLIDES
WITH DYNAMIC DISSOLVE
supers, fades, zooms,

National Color Labs has named
three executives to promotions:

joined

Inc.

.

.

same

the

joined

firm as production

treasurer

Int'l

of

staff
.

been

has

.

m

ac-

as

Inc.

in the

Chicago office
has been added

Association

at

divi-

has ap-

pointed John F. Schultz account
executive

.

C.

commer-

industrial,

count executive

Association Films, Inc.
Names Four in Changes

.

.

Communico

.

.

#

New

the

of the

marketing for the

controller

of

products,

graphic

cial,

another subsidiary.

Jean

.

.

aszer

education communications group.
Hyman is president of Americom,

named

.

Robert L. Acton has been appointed field manager, photo-

field."

Novo

At the same time, Frederick
L. Hyman was appointed vice
president

products division

industrial

Novo's
the educa-

direct

"expanding effort in
tion/communications

depart-

relations

York City area of Graflex DiviHannasion of Singer Corp.
Barbera Productions has named
Ray Thurshy production man-

Services, a

will

public

the

ment; Edward G. Dietrich, naaccounts and programs
tional
manager for the educational and

Jon

Productions

Stoll

to

its

staff

.

.

has
as

and
added
sound
.

director.
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CALENDAR
APRIL
Midwest Regional Meeting

Fifth

of

the

Photographic
Association,
April 24-26, Knickerbocker Hotel, ChiBiological

cago.

Society of Motion Picture and Television
Engineers, 1 07th Technical Conference
and Equipment E.xhibit, April 26-May 1,

Drake Hotel, Chicago.

SCALPEL!

SUTURE!

Department of Audiovisual Instruction, National Convention and Exhibit, April 27-

SCOTCH TAPE!

.\Iay

SENSITOMETRY!
CHEMICAL CONTROL!

U.

S.

1,

Sheraton Cadillac Hotel, Detroit.

Industrial Film Festival,

sentation, April 30,

COLOR RENDITION!

Awards

Pre-

Palmer House Hotel,

Chicago.

MAY
Film Seminar of the Northwest,
Seattle, Washington.

May

8-9.

American Society for Training and Development, National Conference, May 1015, Anaheim Convention Center, Anaheim, Calif.

AT CFI, WE TREAT FILMSTRIPS LIKE MAJOR SURGERY. Any good surgeon
demands the best back-up staff he can get and the vast facilities of the
modern hospital complex. At CFI, we do for filmstrips what the hospital staff
and equipment do for the surgeon. Our labs are staffed by trained technicians backed up by the most precise laboratory equipment. Sensiton^etric
control insures proper color correction and exposure balance; Chemical
control gives consistent color balance and density; Accurate color rendition
and minimum contrast gain is assured by special lighting equipment. At
CFI, our experts take the worry out of the operation. Delivery problems? In
our business, one week is normal for a complete filmstrip, but on tighter
deadlines, we'll work with you to meet your schedule. Emergency? Like
need a special piece of artwork? Our art department will design and com-

.American

Film

Awards and

New

24" x 32" (32

Worried about getting the message across?
We set type on cells for superimposure or give you special handlettering.
3-dimensional packages? We can shoot them against a colorful background
right into your filmstrip. Different size transparencies? We shoot directly
from 35mm through 8x 10 with no intermediate reduction step to cause
loss of detail or color. And at CFI, no matter how delicate the problem, our
unique continuous-loop printing equipment assures you absolutely uniform
filmstrip prints from scratch-free negatives. Our experts are ready to solve
your problems right now in our labs. Hopeless case? Call Lou Livingston at
HO 2-0881.

up

to

Blue

May

Ribbon
12-16,

York.

Illuminating Engineering Society, 6th The
atre. Television and Film Lighting Sym
posium. May 24-26, Holly wood-Roosi
velt

Hotel,

Hollywood.

JUNE

plete original frames with just the right touch. Or we'll photograph your flat
art

Festival,

film screenings.

field).

Your filmstrip benefits from
been developed to meet tfie

tfie

superior facilities

hiigh

standards of

and

ttie

techinology

tfiat

AI.\ Industrial Film Fcsti\al, June
Montreal, C^anada.

14-1'

JULY
National Audio-Visual Association Annual
Convention, July 18-21, Sheraton-Park
Hotel, ^^'ashington, D.C.

fiave

motion picture industry.

AUGUST
Convention of tlie Photographic Society of America, August 1822, Biltmore Hotel, Los Angeles, Cali-

International

fornia.

CONSOLIDATED FILM INDUSTRIES
959 SEWARD STREET, HOLLYWOOD, CALIFORNIA 90038

16

/

HO 2-0881

•

HO 9-1441

Animation Workshop, August 24-Sept. 4,
Ohio State Universitx- campus, sponsored
b\' the University Film Association and
Ohio State Universitv.
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EMOTIONAL INVOLVEMENT
IS

CENTRAL TO FULL COMMUNICATION

The communicator commands an

infinite

variety of techniques which allow

him ^

to enter the privacy of the

an interplay

mind through

of emotions.

COMMUNICATORS
OF IDEAS

31

WEST 53RD STREET- NEW YORK.

N.Y. 10019

PLAZA 7-0651

Communicating ideas on film and a fuU range

of

programmed audio-visual media

/fi-^i

the

camera eye
By

SiimlineH
packs up

in

or

3" of

than any flood

fill

It's

of

its

size.

I

IN

THIS TIME when we have been

medium

liber-

from everyday "crises"' of publica"Eye" finds it refreshing and
rewarding to behold our communications'
ated

tion detail, the

sense

advance from

The "vision"

practicality.

of

idea brought

a

of

one

delegation of

sizeable

first

U.S. industrial a-v executives to Europe last
fall; the "practical" came through sharing

B&M

with their corporate managements the seriousness with which other leading industrial

IN

regard

nations

and

film

industrial

the

in

these delegates achieving better understanding of the Europe in which U.S. business is
so vitally concerned.

"vision" of the United Nations" need

The

for greater involvement in sight/ sound

all

countries aware and informed grows

member
more

me-

help keep the publics of

will

dia that

as

practical

UN now

the

begins to

take up the challenge following our recent
consultations. The "practical" will happen

when

the

these

lands brings

between

flow of film

increased

new inter-world under-

standing essential to real peace.

What a combination for a
2,000 watt quartz lamp!
So slim you can put 3 in the
space of one ordinary flood.
So high in intensity it does
the job of much larger
units. And with Slimline's
extra sharp barndoor
cutoff, you control light
better and easier than ever
before. Want to know
more? Write Dept. BS 4-0

"What can our
i.e.

creative

and production

writers, directors, film

producers

do to improve their economic well-beini; now and in the months
to come?"
For it is the creative and technical reof the United States

sources of these professionals
nication,

large

as

in a-v

commu-

individuals and as companies,

and small, which are

responsilile for

the hulk of informational and industrial motion pictures requirint; the t^realest number

of 35, 16 aiul

Hmm

prints currently sho»iiii>

across the land.

Yet their "group""
most often defensive

efforts are

negligible,

as producers react to

What really are some
"common concerns" through

escalating union rates.
of

the

other

which ori^anized
12164 Sherman Way
North Hollywood, California 91605
(213) 875-1913
315 W, 43rd

St.,

New

York. N

(212) 586-1428

Y,

10036

would encourage

in-

sponsorship of worthwhile films''
we"re talking about is our production

creasing

What

industry's need for

a program

of

R&D,

re-

search and development, followed by an active nationwide program of public relations.
\\ hat

18

effort

we"re talking about

is

as well

as

group consideration of

Consider the enormous build-up of channels of sight/ sound distribution: commercial
television, resurgent cinema theater con-

new programming needs

struction,

of cable

and the tremendous resource of group-owned 16mm sound projectors. Super-8 sound adds still another
dimension. Satellites, both for overseas and
t.v.,

educational

t.v.

for domestic a-v transmission,
broader viewing as they emphasize
the urgency of interest-holding content.

oncoming
facilitate

Match

these phy.tical resources to the na-

and economic problems, ask
viewing hours are helping us to
motivate young people to career opportuniconserties, answering their questions about
growth,
ad inpopulation
vation, pollution,

tion's

social

how many

finitum.

Consider some other influence groups
which represent enormous a-v buyer potential, such as:
Corporate management consultants are
influencing client decisions on the high-level
base required for communications" budgeting. How many films are key men at Booz-

these

& Hamilton, McKinsey & Company,
Little or Rand Corporation seeing
days? What are we doing to .show

tliem

examples

Allen

Arthur D.

But the over-riding sense of the practical
and our more frequent travels across these
United States returns us to one pervading,
persistent and recurring challenge:
leaders,

Illlllllillllllllllllllllilllllllllillllllllllllllllllllllllllll

stupid deterrents to real economic progress.

world with a somewhat wider field of vision,
yet brought into fairly sharp focus by our

another

THE INNOVATORS
LIGHTING EQUIP

Illlllllll

The "Vision" and the "Practical" As
They Affect the Filmmaker's Economy

space, delivers more
light

Mill

Illlllllllllll

I

H. Coelln

0.

group-sell of the

of the best product? Listen

that
to Philip W. Shay, executive director of
group's Association of Consulting Manage-

ment Engineers:
the direction of future i^rowth
will be away from basic industries that process primary products toward the services sec"/

tor

think

and

especially the section concentrated

on education, government, and non-profit
institutions, as well as major social and urban problems and emerging industries, in
the no's."

Somebody
guage even

if

out there

is

talking our lan-

we, as an industry of

communicating our

nicators, aren't

commuinterest

and our latent abilities to help translate
ments of the future outlook.

account executives in leading
relations firms have seen

How many
financial

ele-

public

months?
the best of factual films in recent
Oh, you'll run into a man from Hill &

Knowlton

at a

ent's pictures,

preview for one of their

now and

cli-

then.

But what are we doing to share and showideas-on-film, wherever created, to
other executives at H&K and the hundred or
case

Continued on page 20
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Why

are

filmmakers
switching
to CINE 60's

POWER

BELT?

SecmM
CINE 60 OFFERS YOU THE

MOST ADVANCED CONCEPT
IN

BATTERY DESIGN

Rechargeable Nickel
teries built into a

Cadmium

®U.S. Patent
03274476

Bat
handsome easy to

wear belt.
Completely sealed battery cells,
maintenance free.
Built-in charger and coiled
charging cable.
Automatic overload switch

for

protection against short circuit.
This switch functions as an
automatic fuse, which wi
will

No awkward

battery case
your way.
No bulky weight tugging at your shoulder.
Designed for comfort and mobility.
There is a belt for each professional camera
ranging in voltage from 6 to 30 volts.
•

reset automatically and

to get in

never have to be

replaced.
'

We also make a powerbelt, 30 volt, for
the Sylvania professional sungun.

Cine

60— First

in

Sales,

Service, Rentals, Repairs.

Write

now

for

complete

information and specifications.

APRIL, 1970

CINE 60, INC.
FILM CENTER BLDG.

630 9TH

AVENUE

MOTION PICTURE
EQUIPMENT
SALES-RENTALS-SERVICE

NEW YORK. N Y 10036

(212)

586 8782
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camera eye
Da-Lite® Electrolef picked to screen

TV

spots!

continued

more other
projection

who need

and act on

cooperation

Producer

screens

firms

p.r.

to think

clients

to counsel

sight/ sound?

could

the

lay

groundwork for activities no single company can undertake. It could survey the neglected areas of equipment standards; festival participation, news and feature preparation

on industrywide subjects.

Its

reputation

would be enhanced by building on the groundwork for
audiovisual survey done by Eastman Kodak's market analyst; Tom Hope.
So this idea persists as another 'mountain" to climb for us and for the industry.
Traveling out Southwest, East and through
the Midwest, we've been encouraged by producer interest. From somewhere, somehow,
for

sparks

these

When Reacti-McClinton expanded and
remodeled

their

conference

room,

the Chicago advertising agency

in-

cluded Da-Lite's 50" x 50" Automatic
remoteElectrolet for the finest,
control viewing of TV commercials.
Da-Llte offers a full line of four
electrically operated screens, all designed for easy installation, concealed or flush-mounted on ceilings

or walls. Sizes from 50" through 20'
square available.
Write Dept. B.S. for full information and the name of a Da-Lite AudioVisual specialist near you.

dependability

statistical

real

may

yet

ignite

the

flame of

inter-action.

A-V Equipment: Deductible, Useful
Da-Llte Screen Co., Inc.

•

Warsaw, Indiana 46580

A current Polaroid ad reminds us of an
important truism about acquiring sight/
sound equipment. Titled "if you use it for
business, it's a business expense" the ad refers to the deductibility

of projector,

cam-

era and other gear under IRS regulations.
And you can help your community, your

WILSON MOBILE VTR CENTER

lodge, your club, your PTA, and your business by sharing that equipment in a time

when improving communications among
kinds of groups, both young and old,
portant.

Thousands

of available

is

all

im-

film titles

await that kind of sharing.

Secular Tribute to "Why Man
Creates" in Kaiser Comments
There's been a lot of comment about
Kaiser Aluminum & Chemical Corpora-

Why Man

tion's

Creoles.

We

liked the

com-

ments in Spectrum, a religious journal
which calls this 25-minute, widely-honored
film "an imaginative and delightful offering."

When the editors asked Kaiser why they
undertook sponsorship of a film that seemed
to have no immediate relation to any of
large

their

ACCOMMODATES A VIDEOTAPE RECORDER, MONITOR AND
COLLAPSED CAMERA EQUIPMENT AND MATERIALS ALL IN
ONE CONVENIENT UNIT...

trial

pods,

rosewood grain top

Drop

est

cost.

Special

shelf for recessing

space inside

for

VTR

unit.

Plenty of

cameras,

storing

tri-

topes
shelf

and

receiver/ monitor.

provided for monitor. Swivel
VTR Center

casters allow the Wilson
to

be rolled where needed.

diversified

company

business/indus-

representatives re-

plied that they were interested in stimulat-

ing creativity in an age of ever-quickening

change and
"If

Provides a custom installation at mod-

and

interests,

the

said,

film

motivates anybody to take

approach in seeking answers to
new problems, then Kaiser Aluminum feels
in making the film have been
its efforts
a creative

rewarded."
concludes "the reward
seeking is an intanaible
one but if the numbers of people who have
loved it since it first came out are anv inCofUiniied on page 22

And Spectrum

for

H.

20

more information

write

.

.

Kaiser

.

WILSON CORPORATION
SOUTH HOLLAND,

•

555 West Taft Drive

ILLINOIS 60473

Aluminum

is

BUSINESS SCREEN

The moment we cease

the

to

hold each other,

moment we break

faith

with one another,

the sea engulfs us

and the

light

goes out.

James Baldwin

Vision Associates,
APRIL,

Inc.,

680

Fiftli

Avenue,

New York

City

1970
21

-

.

camera eye

WORLD
continued

^i'

ItlilSI'

UREAND

Wm

dication,

we cannot but wonder

if

they have

not succeeded.
We'll

trade

that

comment

any one

for

of those trophies.

Vi" Tape Synchronous Sound Recorder

Multi-Screen Film of Japanese Life
at Country's Expo Pavilion

9

Saves Day

inadequate Japanese PaCanada's great "Expo" in Montreal wasn't helped by the absence of the
truly fine films producers in that land are so
capable of making.

somehow

The

vilion

at

And

for

Osaka

your old film

visitors

on Japan's Expo 70

the largest on the grounds,

Whatever the condition of your
film, Rapid can repair, restore
and rejuvenate it.
No matter how scratched, brittle,
oil-stained or dirty it is. No
matter hov^ badly spliced. Rapid

can give

it

new

life.

That goes for color as well as
black and white; 8, 16, and 35mm.
What's more, after we've

we

give it a
special protective coating
that resists future damages.
revitalized the film

So why spend a fortune on new
prints? Come to Rapid Film
Technique and renew your

old ones.

Use handy coupon below
for your

FREE

and see

for yourself

to

send

Trial Certificate

what

dramatic effect rejuvenation can
have ... on your fi'ms and on
your budget.

MAIL

reports

first

indicate that country's

COUPON TODAY!

is

own

at

pavilion.

disappointing

gimmickry, flashing lights
and over-loudspeakers. This time, however,
its a very good multi-screen motion picture
that is saving the day as visitors see the
ii'ol Japan at the very end of their pavilion
v\ith

SEND FOR FREE BROCHURE

its

Distribution
19

(212) 661-8066

—

Southern California

loLirs.

Service

— Soles

RYDER MAGNETIC SALES CORP.
1147 NO VINE STREET
HOLLYWOOD. CALIF. 90038

Correspondent Mark Gayn of the Daily

News Foreign Service describes
"Shown on eight huge and linked

film:

this

Exclusive Disfribufor

it

—

from a primary school, a
weeping when her home is swept away
in a landslide, workers welding a tanker,
sightseers by the thousands, and. always
present in Japanese life. Mount Fuji, majestic and terrifying."

Canada
LTD.

3269 AMERICAN DRIVE
MALTON ONTARIO, CANADA

—

son's graduation

in

BRAUN ELECTRIC CANADA,

screens at

has what the rest of the Japanese
a sense of humor and comexhibit lacks
wiping a tear at her
woman
the
passion
once,

— Service — Sales

NAGRA MAGNETIC RECORDERS INC.
West 44th Street, New York, N.Y. 10036

NAGRA— Booth 25 SMPTE Exhibit— Droke Hotel
Chicago April 27-30. Also AES Exhibit Los Angeles

See

Hilton

May

4-7.

child

While we're awaiting Jim Damon's onthe-scene report following the Expo 70 premiere

of

IBM

World Trade's

fascinating

(produced by the Hubley's), there will
be an abundance of other reports from other
correspondents in Japan, due for these

film

pages in months-to-conie.

Motivate Your Salesmen
with

"THE ATTITUDE THAT

CREATES BUSINESS"
This

persuasive color filmstrip

will

cause your salesmen to serve your
customers' best interests.

more benefits
more customers — and thereby
creates more sales. As a result, it
This attitude creates
for

RAPID FILM
TECHNIQUE, INC.
Dept.B, 37-02 27th

Long

n

Island City, N.Y. 11101

Send me FREE

Trial Certificate

Send me FREE brochure, "Rapid
New Life To Old Film."

Gives

Please have a rejuvenation specialist call me to discuss my film
library and show me how to save
money.

NAME.

COMPANY.

ADDRESSCITY.

STATE

and yours. That's Creative

Viewers

St..

to test Rapid's rejuvenation process.

n

serves your salesmen's best interests

Illinois Bell's Five Million

The annual report
Telephone Company,
good page devoted to

of

the

circa
"'VVe

Illinois

1970,

Bell

has

a

grow through

involvement" ( see previous paragraph
After mentioning Illinois Bell's sponsorship of a useful new television series that
is helping the large Chicago area Spanishspeaking community, page 2 also discloses
that Illinois Bell provided educational films
and talk-demonstrations viewed by more
iluiii
five inillion persons last year.

Selling!

"The Attitude That Creates Business"
is one of seven color sound filmstrips
from the 14-meeting Sales Motivation
Program
.

.

.

)

1

is a good
place to share background on the company's
film program, especially if the kinds of films
arc out there doing a job to improve customer relations, advancing education through
OHC
useful information and the like.

The corporate annual

report

—

"CREATIVE SELLING"
Judge For Yourself. Send
and "Preview Offer!'

for details

BETTER SELLING BUREAU
1150 W. Olive Ave., Burbank.

Dept. X40
91506

Calif.

Please tell me how may evaluate this
Sales Motivation Program.
I

Name

new

Dean Martin
Jacqueline Bisset

Lloyd Nolan

Maureen Stapleton
Dana Wynter
Barry Nelson
George Seaton

Ross Hunter
Barbara Hale
George Kennedy
Helen Hayes

Van

Heflin

Jean Seberg
Burt Lancaster
Starring in

Universal's

"AIRPORT"

Meet your new

PR film
distribution team.
Your team now

includes the all-star cast of Universal's major

new

release.

"Airport," based on 1969"s best-seller novel of the year. Often accom-

PR

panied by a suitable
already been booked

where

And

it

will

draw

round out the

film to help

"Airport" has

bill,

into the leading first-run houses in the country,

big. big

crowds

in

market after market.

generating huge and measmain feature is a revival of a
W. C. Fields classic ... a musical spectacular such as Sweet Charity ... as
contemporary as Elvis Presley's Change of Habit .or a historical "blockbuster" such as Anne oj the Thousand Days.
that's

our point; theatrical distribution

urable audiences for

PR

films

is

— whether the

.

Today,
people

theatrical distribution can put
at

PR

your

.

message before more

lower costs than some of the biggest national magazines! .And

we'd be delighted to prove that statement to you. Just ask
In fact, ask us about all of today's

of the

MCA-Universal

stantly involved with

PR

film distribution channels.

it

really

part

most of the entertainin a

great

^mM

position to custom-tailor just the right dis-

find

As

family, we're con-

ment media, which means we're
tribution plan for

us.

your

ttHf

film. Call us. You'll

DISTRIBUTION
SERVICES

man

212-777-6600

does pay to talk with the

from United World.

An aclivily of Universal

APRIL,

1970

EJuoalion and Visual Arts, a division of Universal City Studios.

Inc.

/

;:

1

Park Ave. South.

Vew

^ ork.

N.V. 1000?

•

Cable:

UNEDVIS.A. N

>

23
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gets

INFORMATION FILM PRODUCERS OF AMERICA,

srnall
we

er

get
bigger

P.O. Box 1470, Hollywood, California

What

Note: hi response to a iniinbcr
of inquiries about IFPA ami its activities,
we are piiblishin'j the following statement
of purpose and explanation of organization
goals.

IFPA
ducers

We've added

8mm

IFPA?

Is

Editor's

of

to the 16mm and 35mm for
which we're best known.
Now we're ready for any little
thing you come up with.
Or down to.

magnetic printing
contact printing
reduction printing
color

being a

men and women

the connect-

is

It

of the

A-V

industry

the very core of the

is

industrial apple-born of mutual need, nurtured by the swelling river of progress, and

headed toward a goal of infinity.
IFPA is and should be everybody actively engaged in the growing field of audiovisual communication. IFPA people are:

management people, techwho work in Governeducation, technical, promo-

creative people,

nical people, people

industry,

and enrichment

—

fields

information

to

the

public,

as

well as to the fields of research.

We

promote

the

line. In

Under one

down

one

line.

roof.

Call Bernle Barnett

(212)838-3900

New

24

York, N.Y. 10021

inform,

that:

motivate,

document and report

sell,

—

inspire,
this

is

IFPA"s people.

WHY

IFPA? IFPA

because we,
need
such an organization to help us keep in
touc^h with one another and the ever changexists

the people of the audio-visual industry,

ing state of the

art.

Our

internal publica-

THE NEWSLETTER

tion,

—

our official
our year-

BUSINESS SCREEN,

publication,

our annual international
our monthly chapter
meetings in Los Angeles. San Diego, San
Francisco. Seattle, Washington. D.C., Chicago, San Bernardino and Dallas, our yearly symposiums
all these items assist on
conferences,

ly

competition,

film

—

the task of

making IFPA members

the best

informed people in the A-V industry.
IFPA was formed in 1957. Its annual
conference, at which awards are presented

CINDY)

(The

to

honor

is

creativity

and

—

—

15 chapters.

We

recognize and

make awards

to

mem-

ing films produced and contributions to the
state of the art.

four

in

various

stages

new year

is

of

formation.

Our

1000 members and

Yon may be an

active member if you
engaged in any branch
of audio-visual communications.

are

professionally

We

provide a forum for universal, naand local issues and our responsibility to report honesdy and objectivciv to
the nation and to the world.
We recognize our responsibility to the
future of our profession and provide scholarships and apprenticeship to deserving experimentors and students of the filmic arts.
tional

ing

TV

—

Technical
teaching and train-

commercials and programs (Travel-

sports-documentaries)

industrial

films

—

and industrial relations commercial
products marketing and sales proposals and
reports
documentary "tell it like it is
or was'", medical films, scientific studies
and data acquisition and recovery, plus
photo-optical instrumentation and engineers.
public

—

410 East 62nd Street,

teach,

ple of like interests.

OUR PEOPLE PRODUCE:

(MTER

etc.

goal for the

films, educational films

COLOR

moral and public information, religious and inspirational films
projects, motivational,

unity
and
and provide opportunity for fellowship between our peo-

recognition,

status for our profession,

bers and non-members, alike, for outstand-

Right

film

held annually in the fall. In 1968 we had
approximately 250 members
today we
have over 600. In 1968 we had three chapters
today we have eight and another

opticals

it.

and

special

audio-visuals are concerned with dis-

seminating

All of

military

films,

technical excellence of non-theatrical films,

that

distribution

films,

anywhere

titles

shipping
storage

IFPA

set of initials

the only link.

tional

cartridge loading

non-the-

of

ing link between the creative and the tech-

ment

b&w

society

makers who seek through professional growth, educational programs, and
free exchange of ideas, better and more
effective communication skills. Aside from

—

optical printing

non-profit

a

is

Pro-

atrical film

nical

super 8
standard

Inc..

the

is

It

Film

Information

America.

corporation.
services

The

90028

and football coaching
governmental training

Films

—

INC.

Midwest Chapter Chartered
In a unique use of its own medium, the
Midwest Chapter of the Information Film
Producers of America (IFPA) was chartered at a meeting at the Chicago Press Club
February 25.
President,
National
Robert Montague

presented the charter via a film he made for
when it was learned he could

the occasion

not attend the chartering ceremonies in person.

On hand

to physically present the char-

Chapter Chairman Al LeVine of
Sportlite Films was Art Rescher, Eastern
ter

to

membership
On hand

vice president.
at

the

meeting were
Continued on page 26

charter
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the Canon Scoopic 16. It's also the end of a
load o( moviemaking grief. Here's why.

holds the Scoopic 16 easily. Your other hand's
free to focus and zoom, simply by turning

the first 16mm movie camera
with a built-in zoom lens (5.85:1 zoom ratio).

the master lens.

It's

World's

first

#1:

It's

World's first #2: It's the first 16mm movie camera
with a fully automatic exposure system, plus
manual override.

Shoot everything, goof nothing. You'll get close-ups,
medium and long shots, zooms, telephotos, wide
angles, indoors or out— with no muddled exposures.
Because your exposure's right automatically.

You don't miss great moments while fiddling with
the camera. No switching lenses. No rotating
turrets. No special lenses to lug around. One hand

Handiest hand camera yet. With its no-slip handgrip
and handstrap, the Scoopic 16 is braced and
balanced to give you jitter-free shots. Automatic
loading. 16, 24, 32 or 48 fps. Runs on a rechargeable inner battery (8
about battery packs.

rolls

per charge). Forget

Only $1250 buys the Scoopic 16, 13-76mm F1.6
lens, 12V battery, recharger, lens hood, lens
cap, 3 filters and metal case. No extra charges.

zoom

If you prefer to shoot what you like— and like what
you shoot— mail the coupon for more facts.

The one-hand movie oamera with two
world's firsts.

Canon USA, Inc.. Dept. BU-1 64-10 Queens
Woodside, N.Y. 11377.
Send me all the facts about the one-hand Canon
Scoopic 16mm movie camera. No obligation.
Mail to:

Blvd.,

Title or

Occupation

Company
Address
City

State.

.Zip.

Canon

y

SCOOPIC 16
APRIL,

1970

25
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Camera Mart

continued

Introduces the
portable phone booth.
Now, the man on the go can
have instant communication
with virtually any telephone

in

the country with the Melabs

phone

—

telephone

some

a portable electronic
built into a

leather case.

where you go and

It

hand-

goes any-

at the

touch of a button you can place
or receive calls
in a taxi, in

anywhere

.

.

an elevator, or even

on a park bench.
Features: Solid-State

Channels
Battery

•

•

•

11

Rechargeable

Lightweight

For Rent, Long-Term Lease or Sale.

y\ TheCamera Martmc.
New
^1
°/
j 456 W. 55th

St.. (Bet.

9th A lOth Aves.}

York. N.

Y.

10019

Phone: (212) 757-6977

Snap-in Cassette

sound and DuKane's Super
MicromatJc works automatically

AUDIO-VISUAL DIVISION
Dept. BS-40

—

St.

Charles,

III.

60174

.

VvWV

imo

If

youVe in a bind

bail you out.

Reela can
When

deadlines loom large, and you

keep running into one delay
another,

call

after

Nobody offers
And nobody will

Reela.

faster service.

give you better quality work.
Reela's speed and high quality
of three things:
Competent, dedicated people.
1
Jet transportation, and an outfit
that knows how to exploit it.

come about because
.

2.

3.

Sophisticated

How many

—20 ?

1

new equipment.

release prints

00

?

do you need

Reela can

for lab service^

make them.

Perfect. Sharp. Color-balanced.

Back in your hands (or drop-shipped
you want) before you know it.

if

Why

settle for less

than the best

?

now.

Call Reela

REELA OFFERS:
Complete

editorial services

producer's services

—

titling

and

— sound

•

complete

— animation

•

complete

8,

1

6,

35mm

laboratory services,
including black and white or color
dailies for Florida filming
• Super 8 printing and cartridging.

Ree\a

\0

APRIL,

1970

N\\a"^*
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There's nothing new about
a fihn lab.

Nothing fancy.
Nothing spectacular.
Nothing dramatic.
Nothing glamorous.
just the place

It's

sibility

And

with the respon-

of printing and processing every-

thing you've struggled to capture on film.

You want perfect prints. UsualK
quantit\ Always on a rigid schedule.

in

.

And no

lab understands

this better

than Cine .Magnetics.
v\'h\

It's

in

v\'e've

invested so heavily

modern equipment,

speed Optronics

like

Mark

our new high-

X Quad

Printer

8mm

new

facilities

a

complete

8mm,

center for motion

to call:

Ed

Schuller,

General Manager. He'll be glad to discuss
your print needs, arrange a tour of the lab,
or send one of our salesmen to see you.)

We
Ja\ ark,

created

i6mm

and

(The man

processor.

wh\ we've

we've accepted only

picture duplication and preprint services.

tridges;

It's

why

we have

Today,

Super

and our new Filmline black-and-white

and enlarged old ones.

it's

the most experienced people.

print.

We

process.

We

load car-

Kodak, Technicolor, Fairchild,
Bohn-Benton and others.

Not

terribly e.xciting.

But incredibly professional.

Cine Magnetics Film Laboratory
A DIVISION OF CINE MAGNETICS, INC.
520 North Barry Avenje.Mamaroneck, NY 10543(914)698-3434
New York Receiving Center: 202 East 44th St, (2 1 2) 682-2780
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ALMOST

SINCR THE INVENTION

A Business Screen special report

of

videotape in 1956, there have been annual predictions that "next year" would see
the

home market

flooding of the

videotape

practical

expensive,

with

in-

recording

systems. "Someday," said every major videotape prognosticator at one time or another,

videotape rcct>rilcrs and players on the home
scene would open new programming horizons and c|uickly replace home movies. Al-

most always, the "someday"
around the term "next year."

was

used

VIDEOTAPE
The View from

70

Those harbingers of the "someday" and
"next year" have yet to see their predictions
come true. It will not be this year, but 1471
could well be the "year of the successful ad\ent of home \idcotape usage."

1970

will not

videotape market. But with the arrival

low

cost cassette-type models,

year yet

What

be the anticipated "next year" for the total
this

year of several

1971 could well be the greatest

in the short history of

videotape.

is it?

\ideotape recording is the newest and
most sophisticated type of magnetic recording, and a natural outgrowth of the magnetic audio recording that has been around
for years. Simply stated, it is the recording
of television images on magnetic tape.
To capture high fidelity light images requires higher frequencies than sound or data
recording. For example, high fidelity sound
recorded at no more than 15,000 hz
is

Videotape recording and closed circuit TV installation range from the very small to sophisticated
like the AT&T A-V Center production and control studios shown here.

facilities

(cycles per second). The most sophisticated
instrumentation recorders in use today reach
about 2.000.000 hz. To record high quality

requires

pictures

television

frequencies

of

5.000.000 hz.
Since frequency response in a magnetic
recorder rises as the speed of the tape pass-

head

the

ing

early

increases,

attempts to

create a videotape recorder used tape speeds

of 100 inches per second or more. This re-

amount

program on

of

Ampex
practical

\R-1000

pictures

unstable

in

sulted

and

a

small

a reel of tape.

Corporation introduced the

first

videotape recorder in 1956. The
employed four recording heads on

a metal disk that

moved

across the tape as

speed of 30 inches per
second. With both heads and the tape moving, the relative tape-head speed was increased to 500 inches per second making
the tape passed at a

possible high quality

TV

recording.

Impact

The impact

of videotape recording on the

TV

industry was immediate and

broadcast

programs could be
one time zone, recorded in another and replayed at the same relative hour
with quality undistinguishable from the live
broadcast. Stations throughout the world are
now equipped for recording and playback.

spectacular.

broadcast

Suddenly,

in

.And, the majority of

originates

A

TV

programming now

on videotape.

variation

of the

video recorder, em-

ploying metal discs instead of tape, makes
possible the popular and familiar "instant
replay" feature

in

sports

and other

live tele-

casts.

Undoubtedly, the invention of the videoContinueci on next page

APRIL,

1970
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videotape

in

servicemen per year using videotape recording to keep their employees informed on new

the 70s

home

appliance changes.

The Biidd Company. Philadelphia,
continued

tape recorder
technological

is one of the most significant
developcments of the period

World War

since

growing use

ever

AT&T,

Corporations like
Equitable

II.

development.
expensive
receivers and videotape refollowing

its

modern technology produced
cameras,

ment and

'60s,

business,

industry,

govern-

used anywhere.
Small videotape recorders have emerged
as important adjuncts to closed circuit television in education, industry, medicine, gov-

and many specialized fields for
training and communications.
In the late 1960s, literally hundreds of
companies began installing closed circuit
and videotape recording systems. Japanese
and American manufacturers began making

ernment

and selling ever smaller, less expensive TV
production and recording equipment. Sony,
Panasonic, Shibaden, RCA, IVC, Concord
and others represent strong competition in
the videotape equipment market, although
remains the acknowledged leader,

in

terms of existing equipment in use.
Quite naturally, the introduction of color
to the business, industry,

government mar-

kets followed, just slightly behind color use

broadcast industry.
Still other innovative applications opened

in the

equipment in the fields
of data communications and education.

new markets

for the

in

for a color unit with sophisticated edit-

Price, size

and

reliability

have hampered

medium,

although the latter two items are currently
within practical and acceptable standards.

The American

community dismajor new communi-

business

videotape a
cations tool. Since the introduction of the
first low cost, portable videotape recorders
in

designed exclusively for closed circuit TV
use, American business has been heavily
utilizing the

new medium.

ma-

presently

circuit videotape

recorders in use in the United States, with

call

—

resulting

1963,

Since

when

for closed circuit
utilizing

TV

the smaller

recorders

use were introduced

a helical recording technique,

the

application of videotape mushrooms. With
the helical (as opposed to transverse) technique, one or two record/ playback heads
are mounted on a moving drum and record
across the moving tape in a diagonal curve
known as a helix. The rotary recording head

(transverse)

is

still

the standard

in

savings

significant

in

in travel costs.

Republic Steel Corp..

Cleveland,

Ohio,

has prepared 41 half-hour videotaped programs on economics, government and man-

agement development as an educational public service for use by chambers of commerce,
schools and professional societies.
These and countless other examples of
and

CCTV

director for

"videotaping

that

circuit television

is

AT&T,

to

Jr.,

film

comment

and the use of closedone of the most signifi-

communicawe have experienced in many

cant breakthroughs in internal
tions

that

years."

"For

audiovisual

the

"videotape

says,

holds

specialist,"

forth

challenge for the future.

It

all
is

Pratt

kinds

of

one of the

most exciting eras we have ever had."

broad-

—

TV.
As the smaller units and tapes became
more widespread, and uses become more di-

Tiie awaited "next year"
With such impressive headway and success in four short years, it is no wonder ev-

manufacturers broadened their prodfit a variety of budgets and spec-

eryone looks forward to "next year" as
holding significant promise for the home
market. Obviously, such breakthroughs will
similarly have a profound effect on the expansion on usage in the business, education,

cast

verse,

uct lines to

ialized applications.

The dramatic
cording story

is

part of the

videotape re-

in the variety of its applica-

1971

Videotape recording has captured for
faraway stars, peered beneath the seas and revealed the inner human
body for the enlightenment of scientists. It
has helped increase factory productivity and

and the introPanasonic
drop-in loading units offer even more pro-

contributed to quality control.

mise.

tions.

instant replay the

new hope

-to

It

has given

remedial students and enriched

government

fields.

Already, significant advances have been

made toward

compatibility,

duction of the

RCA, Sony and

The Sony and

RCA

systems also break

daily assists those

the price barrier that has obstructed video-

law enforcement, selling, teachand communicating.
Here are just a few of the many interesting ways in which videotape recording is be-

tape for so long. RCA hopes to sell its playback-only system for $400 next year. Sony
has announced its color player for about
$350, adding a record capability for another
$100. Sony's factory-made recordings will
probably be slightly higher than RCA's in-

It

in

ing used today:

The May Company. Los Angeles.

Califor-

appli-

tended $10 for a half-hour color recording.
It seems only a matter of a relatively short

ple

ances and other products to their sales peoat 16 southern California stores. The
tapes enable company buyers to reach the

and the expansion of recording time limits
to past the present maxmum of 90 minutes.

entire sales force in a single presentation in-

1971 as the year of the success
videotape player-recorders. After that, one can only guess as to how rapidly such things as economical editing, fancy
fades, supers, and split-screen are added. •

nia, uses

videotape recording to demonstrate

the' latest

women's wear,

furniture,

stead of repeating the information at each

estimated that there are

more than 50,000 closed

ence

successful use led Willis H. Pratt,

Variety of applications

ing, training

the growth and development of the

30

range

ing capability.

involved

Widespread use

is

recorders

available

from under $1,000 to more than $21,-

price

the lives of the gifted.

It

National Cash

Insurance,

to a degree, education were quick

to grasp and employ this new medium. Now
information, training and educational programs could be recorded on videotape and

covered

and

new technology.

Presently

000

the

Ampex

the

less

corders.

In

Europe

Republic
Steel, Humble Oil and many others have
been leaders in the field and quick to apply

Cutting cost and size
In the years

Japan,

in

other parts of the world.
Register,

TV

a

automotive parts,
has reduced the training time of its 16,000
labor and management personnel through
videotaped programs. The courses, previously presented 25 times each, are taped once
and replayed as often as it necessary, reducing speaker time and increasing uniformity.
Humble Oil and Refining Company executives in Houston have eliminated some
business trips with transcontinental meetings
via videotape recorders and the telephone.
Executives in Houston tape their report and
send it to New York where other company
executives view the tape. The two groups
discuss
the report via a telephone confer-

jor supplier of industrial

of the stores.

The Cohtmbia Gas System Service Corp.,
Columbus, Ohio, is training 800 customer

time before greater compatibility

We

of the

is

available

see

home
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Videotape Service Centers
'T'HE

VIDEOTAPE

-^ production

Corporation,

ductions

August 1^69.
eration at

Rombcx

of
first

Pro-

organized

in

gone into full-scale opcompany's nev\ly ciniipleted

and facilities in the Du Art Building,
245 West 55th St.. N.Y.C.
Designed to be a complete production
and service organization for the rapidly expanding 1" and i" videotape field. Rombex
'

film,

post-production
film

to tape,

services

duplication

tape to

in

and editing

specially designed editing console pro-

vides facilities for the creative editing of all
popular 1" and 'A" video tape formats.

tia\e

the

offices

offers

A

production and post-

facilities

Rombcx mobile

.'X

On

\ideo tape recording

employing four Norelco plumbicon
b&w cameras, zoom lenses, a broadcast vertical interval switcher and
I" VTR's recently covered a four-day conference workunit

shop on "Explorations

in

Management

the

Innovation Group
at the Harrison House Conference Center in
Glen Cove, N.Y. AU the units in the mobile

The
Rise

of Technology." for the

Rombex

Productions Corporation
a prime example of the
growing number of videotape

and audio production services in studios or on location.
Chief officers of Rombex are: Richard
S. Marcus. President. John Anthony. VicePresident, and Philip Mancino. Chief Engineer. Richard Marcus and John Anthony

equipment are completely two-man portable
and can be unloaded from a station wagon
and operationally set up in less than one
hour. The unit provides six preview monily

production and service centers
springing up around the country to
offer users an extensive variety of

have served as production engineers at the
British Broadcasting Corporation's studios

unit

specialized, quality services.

as well as video

in London and were founders of the Reeves/
Actron Corporation in New York before
forming Rombcx. which is a subsidiary of
Du Art Film Laboratories.

The
cilities

new Rombex

capabilities of the

include

kinescope

transfers

of

faall

popular formats of 1" and Vi" video tape
(e.g., .Ampcx, Sony, I\'C. Shibaden. etc.)
to 16mm film, negative or positive, with
either single or double system sound, optical
or magnetic. Rombex engineers have designed image enhancement and
rection

circuits

which

gamma

provide

cor-

improved

sharpness, stability and gradation for opti-

mum

quality in the kinescope.

Rombex's close association with Du Art
provides fast and efficient film laboratory
services. Du Art's extensive sound recording department provides full-scale sound
transfer facilities. Other services of the
company include the transfer of 16mm film
to all popular formats of 1" and V2" VTRs.
Tape duplication is offered within the
same formal and from one format to another.

complete-

tors, special effects capabilities, a

equipped director's console and switching
and a multiple channel audio console.
The use of the plumbicon camera allows video tape recording to be carried out
under normal lighting conditions. The total
unit power requirements are less than
amps which is less than the power needed to
operate one electric toaster. Hence, it is
possible to tape in normal office and factory

is

1

locations.

The use of a television recording technique allows for fast and efficient production
for industry training and education. The
use of "in house" kinescope

Du

Art
complete

16mm

to

8mm

and

facilities

transfers

allows

flexibility for distribution.

Irwin Young, president of Du Art, has
long felt that no service organization in the
audiovisual field should restrict

itself

to

a

medium. He believes that film and
tape and perhaps other visual image transsingle

mission systems yet to
for

many

years.

come

will

co-exist

At the same time, he has

been expanding the film laboratory services
Du Art, he has also invested over $500,-

of

000.

in

the parallel

Rombex

operation.

He

companies as a "happy marriage"
of the visual arts complementing each other.
sees the

Kinescopes of all V2 and 1-inch videotape formats can be transferred here to 16mm film,
negative or positive, single or double system,
optical or magnetic sound.
Editing facilities include a specially designed
editing console for editing in all popular V2 and
1-inch formats.

Looking over the Ron'.:
president, and Irwin Young,

about an hour.

Jeotape recording unit are Richard S. Marcus (left), Rombex
president of Du Art Film Labs. Inc. Mobile unit can be set up in

WATER SAFETY INSTRUCTOR

A

^^

on

mid-Massachusetts ... a
wounded Gl in an Army hospital ... a Cajun woman watching her hurricane-devastated home being rebuilt in Louisiana
a young hospital volunteer in Charleston
a fire chief in Dallas. These were a few of
the recent shooting situations covered by
the American Red Cross film unit. To document the work and impact of the Red Cross,
members of the unit travelled over 20,000
miles and exposed tens of thousands of feet
of film and tape during the last year.
The Red Cross originally had outside
contractors produce all its film. Five years
ago, a self-sufficient internal production
unit was started, under the direction of Norm
Ross. The unit he built has evolved into a
versatile crew that has been using a direct
cinema, documentary approach.
Such a unit has to be flexible, mobile and
a dock

in

.

.

.

Filming for Feeling
in

Red Cross Films

.

.

.

work

well documenting
and events. The crew
of four is young, eager and creative. Alan
Rettig and Michael Gowell handle direct
production functions. Jeff Rosenberg is responsible for writing, promotion and production coordination. Jane Milton writes,
sensitive in order to

a variety of situations

Mobility

production unit

is

now

the key to the success of the
in its sixth

Red Cross

year. Current films indicate that

the transition to an in-house production department

good move

for the

film

was a

Red Cross which must

strive for

a certain

human

feeling in

its

consistent

films.

serves as

the unit's

liaison

Red Cross services, and
assistant when the crew

with the eight

acts as production

is on location.
work is in short information films, but some time is spent in related areas. Each year eight TV spots in

Most

of the unit's

three lengths are produced for local station

Radio spots are also produced
each year for network and local use.
The Red Cross is an organization of, by,
and for people. For this reason, the stress
in the major film productions has concentrated on letting both Red Cross people and
those served by Red Cross speak for themdistribution.

selves, in

most

cinema

vcrite fashion. In the unit's

production.

recent

Aquatic

School.

students and instructors talk about their waFilming a Red Cross panel discussion are
A! Rettig, audio, and Michael
Gowell, cameraman.

ter safety

and

aid activities at the

first

son. Massachusetts school.
film

is

personal, so

leaves feeling as

if

The tone

Hanof the

much so that the viewer
he just had a private talk

with the people at the school.

The

unit's current production,

editing

stage,

is

a

now

in the

documentation of Red

Cross recovery and rehabilitation efforts in
the wake of Hurricane Camille. The crew
shot for almost three weeks along the stormstricken Gulf Coast, striving to depict the

human, personal aspects of what

it

means

to lose everything in a hurricane.

a

To shoot without detailed scripts in such
wide variety of locations demands extreme

portability.

a

An

Nagra and

bill.

An

Arri

BL

a shotgun

with a shoulder pod,

mike usually

fill

the

arsenal of hand cameras, two light-

weight Lowell-Quartz

kits, plus extra mikes
and sun guns round out the location equip-

ment.
Since the direct documentary approach
used by the unit precludes the use of detailed
scripts, the films are actually shaped in the
editing

rooms of the Red Cross' Washington

studio.

Original

32

film

is

processed

immediately
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trom

roturnins:

upiin

original

returned,

is

After

Ideation.

useless

the

ing.

takes are dis-

mix

carded and printing rolls are made up. When
the workprint is reeeived, the niateliing sync

from the Nagra to
I6mni magnetic film on a Magnasync recorder utilizing a Jensen synchronizer. Sound
and picture are synced up, and the first stage
complete familiarization
of editing begins
material.
The entire workprint
all
the
with
transferred

are

tracks

—

is

screened

at least

three times, until the ed-

know each sequence

itors

quote

L'nusable

dialogue.

the

and

discarded,

enough

well

material

sequences

related

to
is

are

screened together.

At this stage the editors have a good idea
what the thrust of the film should he,

of

permitting the material

itself

to dictate the

form and sequences of the film. Narration is
held to an absi>lute minimum, and the editors often write it as they cut, using it mainly
for

and introductions. The recompleted Aqiialic Sdiool has a run-

transitions

cently

ning time of

14'

minutes, but uses only

i

35 seconds of narration.
Editing proceeds with trimming, addition
of cut-ins and cut-aways,

and juxtaposition

of sequences to insure nia.\imum

communi-

cation in the shortest possible time.

The

physical editing

is

accomplished on

But the laboratory uses the (iriginal '4"
as the final magnetic generation, re-

solving the tape directly to the optical film
recortler. When mixes require three or more
sync charuiels the job is done at the labora-

tory's

mixing

The
is

facility.

matching the

alK

a coin

flip

The confornied

tion

is

is

complete, final narration

ready for mixing.
The unit's studio
nel sync

channel

mix
is

to

is

in.

The film

is

then

capable of a two chan-

picture.

A

third

Vi "

tape

available for non-sync presence

and music tracks. In order to utilize both
magnetic film channels for playback of sync
tracks, productions are usually mixed to the

Nagra

at

15 ips, using a line-generated neo-

pilot reference pulse.

When

completed, the good take
is retransferred back to magnetic film and
interlocked w ith the cut workprint for checkthe

mix

is

1970

original

picture rolls and

a

be struck for use by the four

tional prints are available to individual

Red

Cross chapters at print cost. No effort is
made to amortize production costs in the
final print cost. The combination of good
quality and low cost makes the films popu-

Red Cross film crew on location
relief

at Red Cross
center includes Michael Gowell, Al Rettig,

and Jane Milton.

lar with chapters. Air Evac. a 1969 film
about Red Cross service to returning wdund-

ed servicemen, has had a run of alnn)st 500
Several months ago.

The

unit's

new

Norm Ross
chief.

left

the

George Man-

background in educational
and commercial television production, and
will expand its base of operations to include
more complex and diversified productions,
utilizing videotape and electronic video recording as well as 16mm film, and letting
each individual theme dictate the final method and means to be used in achieving a
no. has a heavy

quality master.

The

commitment to
Red Cross,
and is uniquely situated to communicate the
reality of Red Cross work. They anticipate
an expanded production schedule matching
film unit feels a deep

the humanitarian

the increasing

ideals of the

programs and services of the

Red Cross.

Red Cross film crew interviews Cajun woman of Gulf Coast
Hurricane Camille for Red Cross film coverage.

APRIL,

con-

hundred prints of any given film
Red Cross
loan libraries across the country, and addiwill

section.

is

and Mike usu-

authorized for release.

About

magnetic sound reading heads. Sync tracks
are edited simultaneously with picture in

recorded and laid

.Al

:uul the loser iloes the

mixed track are then delivered to the lab
with complete instructions. A sound color
reversal composite is struck and checked for
timing, effects and proper original cutting.
Ihcn a cok)r internegative and positive
answer print are made. When the positive
answer print has been approved, the produc-

prints to date.

After editing

original.

forming.

a bench with two sets of rewinds, two viewers, and multiple gang synchronizers with

preparation for the mix.

before printing, of course,

final step

in

Vt
A!

^m^j^j^

Rettig checks out the three-channel
in the Red Cross film studio.

mixing

console

•

wake

of

Capturing feelings of volunteers helping to rebuild area damaged by Hurricane Camille, Michael Gowell and Jeffrey Rosenberg film a sequence.

such title subjects as Prefinished
Panel Sheets, Floor Tile, Ceiling
Tile, Roofing Shingles, and Exterior Painting. Straight, how-toreally-do-it-right stuff, with no
fancy music, wipes, dissolves or
gimcracks which aren't needed.

Lumber Dealers Find
Success

in

Just the facts,

maam,

Dad can

that

feel

so you or

tackling that

room, refinishing an old
or improving your living
place is both possible and prob-

extra

room
able.

and watch the film of your
after slipping its handy
cartridge into the MPO Repeater ..
you'll be as fascinated as
we were! Easy to load, bright and
clear to the eye on the screen.
Sit

Visual Selling Centers

choice

.

Through a
yourself"
films,

series of

"do

it

home remodeling

lumber dealers are

turning "lookers" into
satisfied customers.

pleted

pictures on popular do-it-yourself

selecting that particular

by national or regional trade
groups had a beginning in the
farm machine industry. Through
the advent of Super-8 lightweight,
sound
projectors,
rear-screen
such groups can now attain as-

projects; plus a quantity of cus-

Well, he says that very extensive

tomer "take-home" literature for
each film subject; plus a supply
of promotional envelope stuffers

tests

describing the Dealer Visual In-

worked best, was least troublesome and came with top guaran-

tions

sured

success,

unit-cost,

lower-dealer-

at

has been

than

possi-

An example
in

of

real

progress

association-spon-

this field of

sorship for dealer-oriented con-

sumer salesroom showings is the
recently
announced
"Dealers'
Visual
Customer
Information
Program" of the National Lum"how-to-do-it" film
on instalMng floor tile.

&

ber

Building Material Dealers

Association.

Stewart
Stewart

Created

and

his

Advertising,

program
worthy

is

Jim

by

staffers
Inc.,

negie, Pennsylvania, here
this

especially

is

at

Car-

why
note-

;

1

.

10-minute

The Dealer V-I Program

is

complete package, including a
Super-8 repeater projector, thoroughly pre-tested for nationwide
offering; plus five already-com-

color

motion

formation Center (note the showcase concept here); plus dealer
display

room

posters announcing

the Center; plus a

ble in earlier years.

Sequences from the

How

SPONSORSHIP OF ConsumerOriented film presenta-

Now

list.

package! And it
is really inexpensive with the total package priced in the range
of $650, including the selected
Repeater Projector, the
five films and the printed mate-

tees of fast replacement in case

breakdown

of

rials.

We

a

at

a

saw the films in February
Chicago building materials

show. They're very professional
in
style and content, covering

in

the field.

That's what the buyer said.

behind

But,

scenes,

the

this

program makes a great deal of
good economic "survival" sense
to participating dealers. For one
thing,

an obvious slow-

there's

down

new house

construction
while today's high mortgage inin

terest rates prevail.

that's a

MPO

were conducted on all equipfor procurement.
the MPO job just always

And

ual

for his prospect mailing

machine?

ment submitted

16-page Vis-

Selling Center Guide Book
which gives the subscribing dealers important sales promotion
and merchandising ideas; and. finally, a monthly Visual Information Program newsletter which
the participating dealer can use

did Jim Stewart go about

Dealers need to promote and
do-it-yourself-market.

this

sell

But to "do it" successfully, they
need to spur potential home
workers to accept the minimum
requirements of skill, the ease of
use and the beauty of today's
home rebuilding and improve-

ment

materials.

And

needed

they

program

has

given:

what this
complete

promotional guidance to develop
salesroom audiences.
As Jim Stewart puts it "increased sales of accessory and
related items derived from his
Visual Selling Center, plus savings

not

in valuable man-hours by
having to verbally explain

"how-to-do-it"

help amorprogram in-

will

tize a dealer's initial

vestment in a very short time."
Manufacturers of building materials can obtain an eight-page
brochure describing this Visual
Information Program by contactthe
National
Lumber &
Building Material Dealers Assoing

ciation,

302

Washington,
drop a note
Potential customers watch one of the film series on a cartridge loaded
projector in participating dealer's showroom before buying materials

and equipment

34

for

home improvement

project.

Stewart
Inc.,

Pa.

at

P.O.
15106.

Ring
D.

Building,

20036

C.

to enterprising

Stewart

Box

or

Jim

Advertising,

102,

Carnegie,
•
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Kodak
caiirid

or thai
II

to

show
Snap

Kodak's done it for you— snap-on movies with ttie new
cartridge loading Kodak Ektagraphic 120 Movie Projector.
Just snap on the new Kodak super 8 cartridge, and the
show's on.
With the Ektagraphic

1

low cost, portable, easyto

Proiector, there's now a
use display system that makes

20

it

snap for anyone to show films. Mean anything to you
and your business? Like the fact that now your films are
more usable by more people m more places? And the fact
a

16mm

that now's the time to consider reducing more
films to super 8 for even wider distribution? Think about
of your

it.

by just pressing a button. You can also project any frame as'
still picture. At the end. the film automatically rewinds back
into the cart ridge — ready to show again, right from the start.

a

And the unique new Kodak cartridge? It's also a snap to
load or unload with standard super 8 reels in 50- or lOOfoot
lengths. Just snap it open. Drop in the film reel Snap the
cartridge closed, and its ready for showing. To edit or dean
the film, simply snap open the cartridge.

A Kodak Audiovisual Dealer will be glad to shov -"^
you how the new Kodak Ektagraphic 1 20 Movie
Projector can become a convenience tool m
'^Kodak
your film operation. See him. or contact

The Ektagraphic 120 Projector is rugged -completely
the nearest office listed below.
dependable. You can instantly repeat any part of the film
EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY Atlanta 404 3515510 Ctucago 312 654-0200
Dallas: 214/351 3221 Hollywood 213 4646131 New York 212 2627100 San Francisco 415 776 6055

SMPTE

Chicago

Conference to

Follow Successful '69 Format
den,

Hotel will reportedly follow the successful
program format of last year's conference in
Los Angeles.

Technical papers to be presented at the
conference on laboratory practices and tele-

Exposure on
by
Dr.
Frank
P.
Brackett and Fred H. Detmers, Technicolor
Inc., Hollywood, A system for reporting
exposure in terms of numbers on an arbi-

vision include:

trary

""Standardization

in

the

ch.ne in the

Recorder Industry," by R. N. Hurst,
Electronic
Systems Div.,

Corp..

and from any medium

Camden.

N.J.

A

RCA
of

F.

tical

economy

are

orisinal/l

6mm

1501 Broadway

New

The production

of

necessary

a

1

6mm

reversal

internegative/optical reduc-

"Film Dynamics of A Rolling-Loop Film
Transport System," by William C. Shaw,
Multiscreen Corp., Gait, Ontario, Canada.
Work on the commercial development of a

for

Ouad-

ruplex Video-Tape Recorders," by Harold
V. Clark, Ampex Corp., Redwood City,
Ca. The system is examined theoretically

'

motion-picture projector has resulted

the design of an appropriate film guide
and the use of air jets to assist in forming
and picking up film loops before and after

A

passing the projection lamp.
is

description

given of the behavior of the film as the

rolling

ward

loop forms,

grows and moves

to-

the projection eate.

addition

In

maintain automaticallv color nualitv by use
of a variable-nhase voltaae sh'fter installed
in the video transmission route.

Corp.,

to

the

regular

conference

program a symposium on Production, Control and Use of Color Television Film to be
held April 30 and May 1 will feature a
number of tutorial papers and discussions
covering the entire area of films relating to

Cam-

television.

Let's cut out the problems.
Editing, one of the
in

most essential and creative steps

producing a film,

is

It

the subject of a booklet

contains valuable information

about the equipment, the procedures, and the

language

of editing.

Send today

for your

FREE "Colburn Comments on Editing."

York
GEO.W. COLBURN LABORATORY,

212-CI7-2630

164 N.Wacker Drive • Chicago,

III.

INC.

60606

Telephone (area code 312) 332-6286

36

''

in

"Automatic Color Phase Control Sysby Y. Itoh and Y. Inoue. Tokyo
Broadcasting Svstem Inc.; K. Saitoh, and
N. Ideshito, Nippon Flectric Co.. Ltd.,
Tokvo. The intention of this svstem is to

RCA

most pracI

70mm

we have produced.

18 West 45th Street

Co., Rochester.

fiber-optics/clear-glass faceplate.

Electronic Systems Div..

723 Seventh Avenue

for Reporting

tical.

"A Solid-State Machine Control Assignment System," by R. J. Smith. Commercial

Magno Sound

a

tion system will prove to be the

tem."

• Fast Service

from

an electrical signal is via a pickup tube
provided with a new form of composite

to future designs of video tape recorders.

• Quality

station

technicians.

Kodak

with the practical results of an experimental
system presented showmE; their significance

16mm

de-

manumber of

commercial prints in the super 8 format
can be accomplished via several printing
systems. The sharpest prints can be produced by reduction printing from 35mm
negatives.
However when speed and

Muller, Bell Telephone Laboratories,
Holmdel, N.J. A very compact opsystem has been designed to imple-

"An Improved Servo System

Super 8

is

"System Sharpness Calibration of Commercial Super 8 Prints," by John C. Norris,
Photographic Technology Div., Eastman

ment a field/line color camera for videophone use which uses a spectral separation
prism and dichroic reflectors. Conversion to

8mm

console

Negatives,"

effects

"'Compact Optical System for Field/Line
Sequential Color Videotelephone Camera,"
by R. L. Eilenberger, F. W. Kammerer and
Inc..

control

scale will be described. Means for
keeping the scale constant in the face of
varying conditions will develop into a new:
language of communication between laboratories, cinematographers and photographic

video tape recorder standards will be given
with a new look at how the continuing use
of standards benefits the industry.

J.

TV

"A Method

Color

Com-

reevaluation

new

operating positions throughout the station.

Video-Tape

mercial

N.J.

scribed which allows operation of any

1

to

A

The 107th Technical Conference and
Equipment Exhibit of the Society of Motion Picture and Television Engineers to
be held April 26-May
at Chicago's Drake

BUSINESS SCREEN

,

borrowing
the Bolex

Running at 64-frames per second, the Bolex
would have been perfect for that slowmotion study of that high-speed machine.
With a 400-foot magazine and constant
speed motor, the Bolex could have given
you 12-mmutes of shooting capacity for
that film about the assembly line.

You could
to the

easily

microscope

research

have attached the Bolex
for that

sequence

in

the

film.

lapse study of the construction Of the
plant.

And

it's

going

to

be

up

tied

new

for

awhile.

Maybe what you need is another Bolex.
A Bolex makes as good a second camera
It does a first.
Because with Bolex you
can get exactly what you want in a camera.
You never have to buy more capacity than
you need.

as

You might start off with a compact 00-foot
Bolex and later extend your system to include a 400' magazine with motor drive for
sync sound shooting.
If one of our zoom lenses (with or without
automatic exposure control) will do the

aphragm. Whatever you want. And never
more than you want.

Whatever Bolex you choose, you'll have
a camera capable of turning out films of
professional quality— rock steady and
sharp. A camera wfiose built-in features
can produce fades, lap dissolves, double
exposures and many other sophisticated
effects.

Below are suggested Bolex combinations

1

\nd the Bolex. with its wide range of lenses
and easy one-man operation would have
been the perfect choice for that worldwide
public relations film. It could have handled
the arctic and tropic sequences without
getting frostbite or sunstroke. And
the sync sound portions, as well.

done

If

not.

Bolex also offers extreme

wide angle lenses. Telephoto lenses.

But you won't be able to borrow the Bolex
time. It's being used to do a time-

this

|ob. fine.
Ivlacro

for various uses.

For a free 32-page catalog, Industrial Bulletin and list of Bolex dealers near you,
write to address below:

1".

lenses that focus as close as
fast as f/1.1. with pre-set di-

Lenses as

Paillard incorporated.

1900 Lower Road, Linden, N J. 07036,
Other products: Hasselblad cameras and accessories.
Hermes typewriters and ligunng machines.

r
Bolex H-16 Rex-5.
jmm MacfO-Swilar
Lens Underwaler
Housing with
'

^iSifl

-;

I

pa-allax-co'tecled viewflnder
and eKiernal Itim wind.

Borei H-16 Rex-S Camera.
Vano-Switar Zoom Lens
with fully aotomaiic
Ififough-Ihe-Iens exposure conuol.
JOO' Film Magazine with Take Up
Motor MST Constani Speed Motor
with sync generator lor
synchronous sound recording.

Bolei H-16 Rex-S.

vanobwitar Zoom Lens

Bolet H.16 R«i-5.

26mm Mac'O-S'Aiiar t.'M lens
400" Film Magarine with Take-yp
Moioi variaDte Speed Motor.

APRIL,

1970

with tully automatic
through-trie-lens exposure
conifol 400' Film Magazine
With Take Up Motor MST
Constant Speed Motor with sync
generator. Blimp (or silence.

picture parade
mill

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii

Ill

Careers in Paper Industry
Explored In Film
What's So Special About Paper?

career

a

is

guidance

film

from the American Paper Institute. Narrated by Chet Huntley,
the film covers a wide range of
opportunities

job
field

and also

paper

the

in

illustrates the in-

dustry's socially responsible role

water

in

conservation,

management and the
the unemployed and
addition,

In

training of
unskilled.

strates a variety of

unusual and

shows
and the

exotic uses of paper and

development

product

scope of the ever-growing usefulness of paper.

Teenage

attitudes

and opinions

16mm

a

A Nice Kid Like

film,

now

Y'ou.

available

for

sale,

and preview from the University of California Extension
rental

Media Center, Berkeley.
Designed to provoke construc-

own

their

ask

about

questions

paper

the

industry in terms of their values.

Huntley and a variety of spokes-

men
The

present
film

is

realistic

answers.

Mod-

available from

ern Talkine Picture Service, Inc.

Motion Picture As Timely
As Today's Headlines
Can We Wave The Flag Too
Much?,
film
that

a 5-minute,
a

is

16mm

moving tribute
American

great in

is

color
to

all

history

and depicts the many reasons for
a resurgence of loyalty and faith
in the United States.
It

that

is

a

the

hymn
flag

of praise for

represents:

all

Jeffer-

son, Washington, Franklin, Lincoln,

Gettysburg,

Valley

Forge,

Normandy, Wake Island, Korea
and now the moon.
The film is for sale and may be
.

.

Summit Films has recently renew ski films. The
Moebius Flip is a fantasy movie

portion of the

leased three

dents

strongly

criticize

and the drug scene

as well as the

"establishment."

that

mann

A Nice Kid Like You was

pro-

"Moebius Flip" by Her-

sational

Gollner.
film

full-color

The 28 minute,
includes
some

duced by Gene Lichtenstein of
the Education Research Center at

stunning visual effects and pio-

MIT,

ing

guidance of the
Committee on the College Student of the Group for the Adwith

the

neering film techniques.
distributed

is

be-

ture Service.

Ski Racer
of

the

thrills

a highly personal

is

excitement,

treatment

anxiety

and

wounded

soldier

whose

civilian

included a love for
fishing. Fearing that he may nevlife

of competition skiing. This

sport

the

despondent about

again,

his lot

he

is

and out-

The film shows in compact
segments the rehabilitation work
done

in

a military hospital.

The

tion Instructional Materials,

Madison

Avenue,

New

600
York

10022.

Film Examines Importance
Of Personal Space

An
and

experiment exploring the
of personal space
the responses of middle-

class

Americans when someone

encroaches on this space by approaching them too closely is recorded and analyzed in Invisi-

of

skiing

Racer and Skileidoscope
are available from Modern Talking Pictures.

Media Cen-

Berkeley.

The 12-minute black and white
documents

the

reactions of

unsuspecting subjects when their
personal space is violated by

experimenters

trained

ostensibly conducting a

Canning Industry Model
For Economics Film

The

survey.

who

are

consumer

subjects' varied phys-

responses, which reveal their

ical

Everyone plays the game. It
food on the table, clothes
on your back, transports goods,
and is involved with every aspect of buying, selling, and using

now

film

preview from the University of

film

Ski

16mm

a

available for purchase, rental and

pleasure at Vail, the famous Colresort.

Walts,

ble

demon-

feeling of discomfort, are

and

strated

seen

to

analyzed,

follow

several

and

are

patterns;

shown

learned, rather than innate,

be
and

The

film

patterns

the

are

to

things.

to be culturally derived.

the aid of

new ideas in fishing
equipment, is shown in a major

Sandler Institutional Films, in
cooperation with the National

portion of the film which takes
the G.I. and the viewing audience

Canners Association, has produced a ten-minute film, titled
Economics depicting how the
concerns and resources of a community are administered.
When a youngster buys a

shows how children learn
these response patterns, and it
offers some observations on how
growing
population
pressures
may affect Americans' sense of

the splendid and unspoiled
hunting and fishing grounds of
Alaska.
to

The

film

is
It

exciting as well as
is

available

for

showings by sporting goods
dealers, youth and servicemen's
organizations, sportsmen's clubs
and other groups interested in
rehabilitation and outdoor sports.
Prints can be reserved by writing to Woodstream Corporation,
Lititz, Pa. 17543.
free

Drugs, sex, parents and the
problems of America as seen by
college students today are discussed frankly and forthrightly in
interviews and "rap sessions" in

of California;

from the forests of Oregon to
paper factories.
For more information write
Sandler Institutional Films, 1001
N. Poinsettia Place, Hollywood.
Calif. 90046.

therapeutic value of fishing with

instructive.

"A Nice Kid Like You"
Bridges Generation Gap

West Virginia

ter,

treatment

puts

look for the future.

mills

humorous

activities

er enjoy

the steel

na-

From

into focus.

California Extension

orado

central

designed

is

aspects of the

all

36-minute color film features a
closing sequence of free pleasure
skiing by super-star, Jean Claude
Killy.
Skileidoscope (28 minutes) presents a warm and often

1

ly

The

film

the coal mines of
to

I

cannery and

to the

retailer.

economy

tional

I

phenomenon

mood-provoking

and

is
a 27 '/2 -minute,
6mm color
and sound film.
The story concerns a serious-

It

Association

the

bring

to

Films and Modern Talking Pic-

vancement of Psychiatry.

Fishing Aids in Veteran's
Rehabilitation
The story of the rehabilitation
of a wounded Vietnam War veteran combines with the spectacular scenery and sparkling streams
of Alaska in a new motion picture. Entitled The Open Road, it

by

.

obtained by writing to Associa-

38

out to

turn to reality, including the sen-

est,

who

high schools,

raw material

Exciting Ski Films

hippies

eration gap, the 38-minute black

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii

Summit Releases More

and white film provides an honopen encounter in which stu-

gen-

are revealed by students, filmed
at

iiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii

about a group of skiers who find
the world has flip-flopped
onto the other side of reality.
They perform a variety of daredevil stunts in an attempt to re-

tive conversations across the

demon-

film

the

forest

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii

product he
ing

that

is,

in effect,

industry

put

demandup risk

dollars to deliver the goods

also

personal space.

Ducks Unlimited Assures
Unlimited Supply of Ducks

when

Instant

marsh? Just add water.

and where he wants them. The
canning industry is the industrial
model upon which the film is

The way Bing Crosby explains it
in The Wetlanders. it's as natu-

based.

back.

Someone has
er to

to

pay the farm-

plant the seed to get the

as

ral

rain

rolling

off

a

duck's

Crosby is at his casual best in
documentary, produced by

this

BUSINESS SCREEN

work

of

face

of

The

Unlimited.

Ducks

explains

conservation

vital

the

which

Films,

Crawley

changed so that the
autumn flyways are filled. Breeding ground construction begins
planning and discussions
after
the land

is

The earth-mciv-

with landowners.

equipment of Ducks Unlim-

ing
ited

then

tate

the

pours in to rehabiliwetlands of Canada's

As

provinces.

prairie

melts

snowfall

11
'

ll
Il

exploring

the

modern day
Captain Nemo has made countworld's oceans. This

expeditions charting

less

in

life

hidden crevices across the
ocean floor.
For a description of the films,
the

write

Doubledav Multimedia, 277
New York, New York

Park Ave.,
10017.

winter's

diverted

into

drainage systems, the plans (and

ducks) get off the ground.

the

voyage

five-year

The next stage of marshland
management is left to the drakes.
Soon eggs begin to hatch and the
surface is rippled by thousands of
newly-arrived webbed feet.
For information on how to obtain the film, write Ducks, Unlimited. P. O. Box 66300, Chicaao. Illinois.

CBS 21st Century Series
Available on 16mm Film
McGraw-Hill Films has announced the release of the entire
1969 CBS news series, the 21.v/
Century Series. Narrated by WalCronkite, the series

ter

is

suitable

for junior high through adult age

groups and covers ideas, inventions and discoveries of today
that will shape the world of to-

morrow.

WE PRINT & PROCESS

I

The

films

courses in

"Vacation— Southern Style"
Shows Old and New South

—

I'acaiion
Souihern Style, a
color film showing the tourist attractions, historic

resort areas of

landmarks and

and Mississippi,

is

now

available

community organizations and

to

groups

travel
tion

through

Associa-

Films.

science,

WE

DISTRIBUTE'

1

to

current

art,

education and contemporary social problems, and are
excellent for use by community
events,

and

groups

adult

discussion

groups.

For

Alabama

Georgia,

relevant

are

a descriptive

includ-

list,

purchase or rental informa-

ing
tion,

McGraw-Hill Films,

write

Dept. DF, 330 West 42nd Street,
New York 10036.

Humble Oil and
Company, the 28-min-

Presented by
Refining

motion picture contrasts the
South with its antebellum heritage to the new South
where growth and progress are
ute

traditional

hallmarks.

the

natural

and

plantations

The

film

historical

covers

landmarks,

and resort and

rec-

reational areas.

Safety Film Has New Slant
For Junior High Schools
Today's

brought up

child,

in

a highly electrified world, takes

convenient

safe,

—

granted

for

the

as

air

he

power

electric

much

almost as

breathes.

But the

hazards of electricity in unusual
a wire felled
circumstances

—

by a storm, for example

MHRCi

— may

.

.

new

A

Australian

newbe outside his experience.
film strip, for school use, seeks

Legends

On 16mm Film
Two unusual Australian
ends are presented

in films

leg-

pro-

sociation Instructional Materials.

Slory of the Souihern Cro.ss tells
an aboriginal legend of the creation of the constellation.

A

Time

of

Giving

tells

the

Nicholas of Myra. the
original Santa Claus.
of

St.

A

series

available in

sound,

Film Series

22 minute films,
16mm and Super 8
first

Cousteau's

1970

Ocean

of

record the

Jacques

APRIL,

in

and

exposure controlled printing, quadrank superS
recording, cartridge loading

and

approach to explaining
shock hazard. "Don't make yourself a pathway to the ground, is

a

novel

and packaging,

film

year of

anticipated

library distribution

and maintenance

service,

audio visual systems.
If

you're tired of running around start

where the

buck stops

... at

theme. The 16 minute, 90frame sound filmstrip, done in

the

full color, first

explains the basic

circuit

electrical

in

unusual dia-

gram form, emphasizing

the

com-

make one a pathway
ground completing the cir-

appliances

Revealed

producer services,

color processing, scene to scene color

written primarily for junior high
school level, the production takes

mon use of grounding. Then it
shows how defective wiring and
Secrets, Mystery of

roof, including

to alert

duced by Concept Films International and distributed through As-

ston,'

and safeguard him.
Fads
Current
Called

under one

all

to the
cuit

—

the

©FISCHER
rtCYGNET

wrong way.

Inquiries should be directed to
the

425

producer. Admaster,
Park Ave.. S., New

10016.

Inc..

York

LONDON: 295

CHICAGO: 399 Gundersen Drive
Carol Stream.

Illinois

Phone 312/665-4242

60178

Northholt Road

South Harrow Middx., England
Std 01/422-722
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I

tem

Carousel Slide Projector
Serves Still Another Use

projector. This reliable

slide

on almost every
audio-visual equipment shelf, is

found

tool,

now
of

a

that

the

force

activating

initial

iiiiiiiiiii

is

its

simplicity

and

mixed media programmer
is so simple to set up that

reliabil-

Cards are easily punched and
changes may be made in a few
seconds by re-punching a new
card and throwing the old one
away rather than by re-punching
or mending a paper tape or rebeeping a magnetic tape. Another advantage is that the presentation may be reviewed slide
by

edit and deliver a sophisticated
with
presentation
multi-media
the precision of an audio-visual

without going back to the begin-

"pro."

sole are

Environments

Visual

Programmer accurately
controls on and off functions for
as many as 50 Kodak Carousel

MP-25

slide

projectors

dissolve

in

as

motion picture projectors,
tape recorders, house lights or
any other electrically operated
gizmos. And the unique thing
about it is its ability to use an
unmodified Carousel to deliver
well as

cues to the control console.

foot film capacity, forward

3000

and reverse operation, constant
tension takeups, custom designed
p u p l-splitting "apochromatic"
i

system,

lens

and

lubrication

oil-drip

ball

ultra-precise

bearing

more informaOptronics Technologv. Inc., Dept. BSC. 118 West
29th St.. New York 10001.

drive system. For
tion,

write

slide in reverse for checking,

even the neophyte can prepare,

The

mmmmmimimimmimm

mill

mil

ity.

Yet another use has been
found for the ubiquitous Carousel

nil

I

ning and starting over.
On the MP-25"s control contell

program progresses. For

the

as

25 lighted buttons which

the contents of each cue card

jector

pro-

individual

any

flexibility,

be advanced or reindependent of its pro-

may

versed

grammed

on

the

new

lVlP-25

Programmer should be directed

Fills

Special Requirements
Camera
Polytechnic
Merv's
Stand

a

is

low

multi-func-

cost,

tion device designed for the spe-

requirements of the in-house
photo group, motion picture producers, independent photograph-

cial

ers

cues.

Inquiries

Camera Stand

and

rigid

artists.

The geometrically

stand operates from a

ting position

sit-

with camera reflex

Visual Environments, Inc.,
Dept. BSC. 225 luist 45th Street,
New York. N.Y. 10017
to

To
High Speed Super 8 Printer
From Optronics
The Optronics Mark X high
Super 8 quad printer is
specifically designed for color re-

speed

prints.

lease

16mm
Simplicity
factors in

key
this programming system.

and

are

reliability

convert the Carousel into a cue
transport

required
jector's

mechanism
is

lens

with

reader part of the
tem.

Tt

slips

all

replace

to

in

that

the

the

is

pro-

optical

MP-25 's

color

It

operates

from

inter-ncgatives

for

continuous flow optical reduction
printing of four rows of images

35mm

on

film perforated in the

rank" pattern. Using Type
raw stock, the printer
achieves production rates of 200

•"5

7380

sys-

pictures

lion

In place of slides in the Caroucircular

trays,

2"x2"

slides,

particular

projector

go

commercials,

etc.

For

St..

Encino. Calif. 91316.

you

Rear Projection Screen

simply punch out its designated
number on the cue card with the
tip of a pencil. By punching several holes in a card any number
of projectors can be brought in-

action simultaneously. With
50 projectors and dissolve units,
50 changes may thus be made at

to

Lightweight,

A

of the sys-

rear

Compact

projection

screen,

de-

signed for any sound/slide projection

The Mark X promises long
low

life

and

t

feet

per minute, depend-

on the lamp source option.
The Mark X is equipped with

system,

is

excellent

for

desk top presentation, individual

maintenance.

400

to

ing

once.

The big advantage

mo-

slidefilms,

.

cue cards are placed. Each
card has 25 numbered and partially perforated holes. To activa

tv

and

information write Mervin J Updegrafj, Dept. BSC. 17040 Ot.se-

slide-

like

ate

viewer at eye-level and controls
grouped for operation-by-feel.
Also available is an animation
easel for art production for

as easily as the

lens.

sel

Merv's Camera Stand is available
with several fast-attach accessories.

aining or slide editing. Built of
with a high quality mir-

plastic

measures II" by IIV2"
it
and collapses to a V2" thickness,

ror,

ii

mimmiimimmimmimm

^

easily fitting into a standard pro-

jector carrying case.

A

large 8 x

9" format for a

square or vertical picture can be
..

1

EUROPEAN CURRENCY REVALUATIONS
HAVE CHANGED SOME CAMERA PRICES

So which

the least
expensive, totally
professional camera:
is

the Arrif lex 16S/B?
No. The Eclair CM3

.

What's more, the

CMS lets you

change magazines in five seconds,
plus... shoot 16 and 35mm with the

same camera!

extremely bright and accurate reflex viewing,
(simpler optics, groundglass at the film aperture),

The Franc has been devalued; the Deutsche
Mark has gone up. As a result, most French products, including Eclair cameras, have become less

a viewfinder and eyepiece that each rotate through

expensive on the U.S. market, while most German
products have gone up in price.

and zoom lenses), plus a variable
box and sound blimp.

With two 400 foot magazines, three lenses
and constant-speed motor with sync-pulse gener-

You can also adapt the CMS to shoot S5mm
Techniscope in seconds, at no cost; and the CMS

CMS now costs about $200.00 less
S/B GS similarly equipped. Not much

ator, the

the Arri

certainly. But with

the
is

CM3

all its

to cost a lot

features, you

more. The

the least expensive Arriflex.

body designed

than
less,

would expect

Arri S, of course,

the one with a

It's

for 100 foot loads, to

which you can

360°, (any angle, either eye), three heavy duty bay-

onet lens mounts,

(for critical

seating of wide-angle
shutter, matte

accepts Panavision lenses. Most features are being
shot wide screen, most commercials in standard

35mm, most

industrials and documentaries

16mm. The CMS

is

the only

camera

in

that will shoot

three formats. What's your next job going to be?
And the one after that?
all

attach a 400 foot magazine.

an

The CMS is the
Academy Award for

its

five-second clip-on magazine change and

unique capacity
with the

for

Eclair
its

camera

design.

shooting both

same camera

body,

1970

that

won

addition to
its

16mm and S5mm

same motor and same

lenses, (different magazines), the

APRIL,

In

CMS

For a CM3 brochure,
write to Eclair Corp.

317262 Melrose Ave.,
Los Angeles 90046.

gives you
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new products

instrument

sistor
.

ble

.

professional

making
quality

possi-

own

record-

narration.

advance signals are im-

Slide

ings even at slower speeds.

continued

The compact deck

offers 4 pre-

cision-gapped, mumetal screened

has a Eumig

Viennar

14 element Vario

zoom

8-40inni

f/1.8,

inherent

The

lens.

The Macro Viennette 8 adds
an f/1.8, 7-56mm Macro Vien-

low

in

image

light level

orthicons.

heads with bias design.

It is

avail-

able

and

half-

in

quarter-track

track models,

may

be used with

burn resistant,
electron conducting glass target

low noise, high output tape and

isocon tube

operates in vertical or horizontal

long-life

photocathode

of

iety

available in a var-

is

surfaces

Edmunds synchronizer measures

with different spectral responses

ly

and a fiber-optic face plate for

pressed

coupling to image intensifiers for
extremely low light level pick-

formation, write

ups.

MTl's cameras use

lish

Electric

on the tape by simply
pushing a button. For more in-

Eng-

the

tific

Valve isocon tube,

For

Corp.

specifications

is

movie cameras

of Eumig's reflex

the Viennette

zoom

to

Dept. BSC.
Marvland 2 030.

Coikeysville,

Lighter

1

Tandberg's 600DX tape deck has a
walnut cabinet.

8.

0,

utilizing

and

full

more informa-

range. For

tion

the

write

specifications

U.S.A.) Inc.. Depl. BSC.
101 We.<it 3I.S7 Street. New York.
New York 10001.

Eiimii;

Pack

Lightweight Battery
Offers Longer Life
pack, weighing only
will

drive

16mm

up

to

six

magazines

film

position.

More

available

from

information

is

TaiuU^erg

ol

Atnerica. Inc.. Dept.

Dynasciences' portable battery
3'/i pounds,

{

Barrington.

write

nar zoom lens which focuses from
infinity

Scien-

Telecommuuications

I tic.

One

Edmund

Company. Dept. BSC, 555

Edscorp
Buildint;.
N.J. 08007.

distributed by Visual Electronics

Mary la n d

on-

4" X 3" X IV2".

Box

171,

Pelhain.

Head

for

Heavy Cameras
O'Connor Engineering LaborModel
100-C fluid head for motion pic-

atories has developed the

BSC. P.O.
New York

10803.

400-foot
before

needing recharging. The unit fea-

>^

*^
A complete

squeeges

line of

for lab

processors, mcluding Ott, box, vacuum, knife and wiper squeeges, as
well as a pre-dryer, is available from
Treise Engineering, Inc., Dept. BSC,
First
Street, San
Fernando,
1941
California 91340.

and Store

tures circuitry that prevents over-

File

charging or damage to the camera motor should the charger line
cord be left plugged in while the

8mm

camera is connected to the pack.
There is also a built-in under-

Film Cartridges

Filing and storage libraries for

Kodak Super

film

cartridges

are available in one or

two draw-

8

limits.

The

y-volt

arc

batteries

approximately

in

re-

12

These

libraries are constructed of
with double side walls for
greatest strength.

steel

MTI Introduces
Low Light Level Camera
The MTI isocon camera is
signed

where

for

use

in

light levels

models. These libraries are
modular and lock-stack with
other Luxor audiovisual materer

de-

applications

ials libraries.

are extremely

significant increase in sen-

Cartridges are filed in four
indexed compartments with mov-

may

be realized

able

applications

permitting

low.

A

sitivity

tion of charge buildup.

in

static

integraIt

is

de-

expectancy of this battery pack
two or three years.

Life
is

hours by connecting the integrated AC line cord to a 110 volt,
60 Hz outlet. More information
is
t

e

from

Scientific Sys-

Division,

Dynasciences

available

ms

Corp..

Dept.

BSC.

Line Road, Blue
Isocon camera produces useable pictures at 10 to -6fc ptiotocathode illumination.

Crossfield Designed

signed

From Tandberg

to

advantages

utilize

of

the

the

operating

isocon

42

The 6000X

tube

which over-comes the limitations

is

Town.sliip

Belt. Pa.

19422.

Deck

bookend dividers which
keep the cartidges to the front for
easy title selection. Write Jack
C. Coffey Co.. Inc., Dept. BSC.
104 Lake View Avenue, Waiikegan.

III.

57 tran-

100-C

the

is

100

significantly

which

it

re-

and TV cameras weighing
up to 100 pounds. The new head
weighs only 16 pounds and features a camera tie-down "cinch
lever" for faster mounting and releasing with no loss in stability.
With an operating range of
to 120 F, the new head is suitable for rugged field operation,
protected by special seal rings
from water, dust and sand. Further information may be obtained
from O'Connor Engineering Lab-

6008.S.

oratories.

Foothill
Co///.

Dept. BSC. 3490 E.
Boulevard,
Pasadena.

91107.

CCTV Camera Mount

for

Wall, Ceiling, Floor
A wall mount, engineered to
securely support and aim CCTV

Economic Synchronization
For Tape/Slide Program
Edmund's Tape-Slide Synchronizer provides any photographer,
amateur or professional, with an

i

inexpensive tool to synchronize a

program. Record onthe-spot sound or music to go
along with your slides and your
tape-slide

stereo tape deck

a 3 speed, solid state,

than

ture

by preventing battery
discharge
below recommended
life

charged

Model

lighter

places.

voltage circuit that prolongs battery

The

Installation
and removal of the
camera from this mount is simple
even in hard-to-reach
and fast

—

locations.

BUSINESS SCREEN

cameras, has a fully adjustable
pan head with 3-way controls.
Panning handle locks horizontal

and

action;

vertical

a

knob also permits side
90 degrees right or left

front

tilt

choice of speeds, a remotely controlled

automatic

flickerless

with

projector

threading

single

frame viewing plus speeds of Vi.

a full

tilt

for

more

precision

ma-

precise aiming.
parts

All

are

chined of aluminum. Standard tubular arm puts camera about
1

from

inches

Models

wall.

1

also

available for fUx>r. table or ceil-

For further

ing installations.

in-

formation write Welt/ Sale-Lock.
Inc.. Dept. BSC. 2400 West ^th
Lane. Hiuleah. Florida 33010.

This Super 8 system records up to
hours on 2 conventional film

Inexpensive, Lightweight

8

TV Support Equipment

cassettes.

Innovative

D3

ment's

Equiprugged

Television

Dolly

a

is

18 or 54 frames per
1, 2, 3, 6,
second both forward and reverse,

lightweight unit with a load ca-

plus accessories.

pacity of 300 lbs. Each dolly leg
has a 4" diameter caster with
brake. Each caster can be set for

tation

can be indexed
by adjusting spring

free swivelling or

for tracking

InstrumenMarketing Corp., Dept.
BSC. 820 S. Mariposa St.. Burhank. California 91506.

For

literature write

loaded pins.

Another piece of lightweight
support equipment is the ITE

TV

Instructional Videotapes

With

A

%

*L

structional
circuit

pex

1

quired

rugged

165

dolly

closed

on

quantity

obtain

Ampex

the

HIGH LIGHT
SLIDE PROJECTOR

'70

re-

2x2

programs,

dealer.

OUTPUT OF A "STANDARD" KODAK
CAROUSEL SLIDE PROJECTOR

TRIPLES THE LIGHT

for

lbs.

with a load

Large dia-

meter legs and center column are
retained in position by positive
locking devices and center spider

Locking grooves are

rods.

is

Am-

Retains

Manual Projector Offers

TIO Elevator Tripod

stay

163

or

161

details

to

see your

television use.

capacity of

techniques

purchasers of

to

Series

in-

circuit video tape.

For

but

25-minute

videotapes on closed

television

available

ff

Lightweight

Ampex Tape Purchase

series of four

provided for attachment to the
dolly.
Further
information
is
available from Innovative Tele-

No

Several Desirable Features
lAV's Royal M projector is
basically the same projector as
the ST and offers the same fea-

In addition to

its

Double fan cooling system.
Inexpensive replacement lamp.

Easy portability— weight, 25

eco-

lbs.

Self contained grey carrying case.

Equipment. Dept. BSC.
San Vicente Blvd.. Los
Angeles. California 90049.

BUSINESS

Timelapse Analysis System

70

Ideally suited for audio visual application

vision

11661

dis-

remote control and programmer

Simple to operate.

price.
initial

Kodak

inputs.

and advantages, but is a
manual projector and, therefore,
in

features of original

chfionge to automatic focus,

solve,

tures

considerably lower

all

slide projector.

EDUCATION

•

in:

TRAINING & DEVELOPMENT
MULTI-MEDIA PRESENTATIONS

COMMUNICATIONS

•

I3S)
Economy

Features

Kodak Model 800

A

troy,

Timelapse Super-8 Analysis
System for medical documentation,

time study in training and

Prices of other

surveillance,
warehouse inventory control, etc. can
compress up to one day's events
into '/z hour viewing time. The
complete system includes self-

The Royal M 16mm projectors feature economy in purchase and up-

powered

nomy,

zoom

lens,

automatic

APRIL,

1970

with

reflex

exposure

5

viewing

to

1

and

control,

a

slide projector, slide

3" or 5" lens

& remote

cord

$675.00
F.O.B. New York City

education,

camera

High Light Projector complete with

models available

upon

keep.

request.

Dealership inquiries Invited
Quantify discounts available

High Light Division of
the

M

tenance costs.

offers lower
It

main-

features half the

Continued on next page

PRESENTATION TECHNICAL AIDS.
630 Ninth Ave.,

New

York, N.Y. 10036

INC.

212-245-2577-1380
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.

)

miproving uniform quality, elimi-

new

products

.

The

The

sembling.

M

classroom

brightness.

to

convertible

auditorium

cluded with

easily

models

Several

automatically programs any
strip projector with

slide

or film

mote capability.
additional
For

re-

information

more

information

write

International

Audio

Dept. BSC.

19 Blanclwni Street.

1

Visual, Inc..

is

light

dimming

to "high".

is

variable

The

addi-

particularly desir-

is

rooms where

of lights often impedes

a five dig-

resettable

fayette. Indiana.

Wa.'ihington 98121.

Seattle,

this unit

tional

com-

frame counter for
registering precise frame rates.
For brochure #170, write LaCompany,
Instrument
javette
Dept. BSC. P. O. Box 1279, Lait,

are

available.

For

brilliance

able in conference

are

is

be

Lamp

900-1500 frames per minute in
increments of 50 and 100. with
settings of 960 and 1440 for silent and sound film. Also in-

major disas-

without

accessible

may

slides.

is

Carousel lenses
used with super

all

from "off

parts which might

replacssment

require

from

all

with

patible

signed solid state circuit control
that gives positive speeds from

parts tound in most pro-

jectors and

de-

specially

has

unit

ousel type slide projector,

and

training employees, etc.

continued

moving

rehandlings,

wasteful

nating

.

Mor-Lite provides far more light than
the standard 500 watt machine lamp.

Versatile Slimline II
Produces Even Light

System Uses Both Sides
Of Cassette Cartridge

The

Teaching Dynamics model ID
201 cassette sound projection sys-

tem uses both

sides

of

a

stan-

up
hours of programming

dard cassette cartridge giving

two
from a
to

sinsile

cassette

unit.

It

The programmer records its own
sound and programming cues and
playback

is

automatic.

Dynamics, Dept.
BSC. Main and Cotton Streets.
Philadelphia. P e n n s y I w a n i a
write Teaching

19127.

Slimline

II

good

high-intensity,

continuous duty light source produces an even pattern of light
over a wide area. The rugged
housing allows convection cooling, reducing heat-load and increasing

unit

life.

Each

the

of

four leaf style barndoors has

own

between

rapport

partici-

pants.

its

spring-loaded hinge and can

& Sawyer Introduces
Improved Gaffer Grip

To

assure proper cooling, the

continues

fan

to

run

after

the

projector has been turned off and
shuts off automatically

when

the

projector has cooled. Further in-

may be obtained by
Audiovisual.
Fortune
Dept.^ BSC. 30-24 Broadway.
Fair Lawn. New Jersey 07410.

formation
writing

Birns

Packaged Sound System
From Shure Brothers
The Shure VA302 Vocal Mas-

A

Gaffer Grip with 5/8" stud
to accept most professional lights,
comes with rubber teeth and is
designed as a heavy-duty acces-

ter

sory to clamp on chairs, pipes,
doors,

enough

beams, or anything firm

a

to use as a solid support.

the GafGrip is available from Birns
& Sawyer. Inc.. Dept. BSC. 1026
N. Higliland Avenue, Los Angeles. California 90038.

that

•

Heavy
added

al

protection

web

Durable 1"

•

Large address card holder
with positive retainer spring
Sizes

The Model AAP-301

steel corners for

•

•

Projector Designed for

from 400'

straps

performance

in

rates,

is

establishing

proving

fair-

ness in production requirements,

to 2000'

its

a

for

field

use.

is

also

When

the

Models

without barndoors are also available. Write Bardwell & McAllis-

Filmstrips)

to 6 strips plus scripts

^:o

ter. Inc.. Dept. BSC 895, 12164
Sherman Way. North Hollywood.

Calij. 91605.'

In

er

44

columns

output

with

impedance

selector

switch.

SCHUESSIER CASE CO.
Chicago, III. 60647
Phone: 312-227-0027

This sound system consists of conconsole-amplifier and two speak-

trol

matitdlacltirer lor cululog

Div of Ludwig Industries
2020 W. St. Paul Ave.

to

small size and

into small units of space.

Filmstrip Shipping Cases (hold up

Write direcl

reference

barndoors are closed several of
the units can be packed together

Slidefilm Shipping Cases

&

edge cut-off.
Because of
ideal

Salon Print Shipping Cases

(for Transcriptions

positive

output;

be adjusted individually for positive lighting control and sharp

portability, the Slimline II

OTHER "QUALITY-UILT" ITEMS:
Sound

in-

industri-

time motion study projector

designed for use

permanently

low impedance
Cannon connector microphone
inputs; and a microphone level

The Slimline II is available with
wide variety of accessories.

Time Motion Study

or

system.

gives

actual

Quality-Bilt

Best quality domestic fibre

package sound system

Features include
a true V.U. meter (with two-position meter sensitivity switch)

More information on

•

a

portable

stalled

fer

Film Shipping Cases

is

capable of meeting exacting professional requirements as either

Mor-Lite for Projection
The Lafayette Analyzer is especially
designed for industrial time/motion
study.

Without Darkening

Room

Mor-Lite, a 1000 watt lamp
system using the autofocus Car-

For further information write
Share Brothers. Inc.. Dept. BSC.
222 Hartrev Ave.. Evanston. III.
60204.

BUSINESS SCREEN

:

.

CREATE THE

I

Right

I

EVERY TIME

I

with the

news

f

industry
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MAJOR"

I

i

Japan Wins Top IBA

Mcicccles-lkMi/.. .XgciitN

Television Award

Mathoi'.

Japan won the tclcvisinn grand
sweepstakes in the lOtli annual

Broadcasting

International

i

Awards with a commercial for
the Fuji Film Company produced

Tokyo

bv the

Publicity Center.

was the

It

first

sweepstakes

commercial produced outside the United States
for

\ictory

a

honors
sweepstakes
Radio
were wi)n by a Colorado com(correct)

mercial titled Fiif flier,
I

which was produced for the Plateau Natural Gas Co. and the
Broyles. Allebaugh & Davis advertising agency of Denver by
Don Spencer Productions, also of
Denver.
The two commercials thus

emerged as the "world's best" selected from 3505 entries from 45
nations in this year's competition

sponsored by the Hollywood Radio and Television Society.

been selected as the trophy winner in a special category for noncommercials
language
English
en route to the sweepstakes hon-

Colorado commercial
trophy winner in the

The

was

the

numerous category.

radio
In

trophy winners

all.

a

gala

dinner

at-

tended by 1000 advertising and
broadcasting executives in the
Century Plaza Hotel March 10.
Carol Burnett, star of her own
CBS Television show, was honored

at

dinner as

the

"Woman

Year" in broadcasting. A
special award also was made to
Brig. Gen. David Sarnoff, retired
chairman of the board of the Radio Corporation of America, as
"Man of the Century in Comof the

munications."
Russell C. Stoneham. director

development
for
M-G-M Television, was IBA
general chairman.
TV winners included:

of

program

Category

APRIL,

1970

1.

Truck

Hcldint;. Producer:

Lac\
Category

Eskimo

.3.

Inc.

c.iin.

Producer:

\. Lee

Horn Criner Pro-

FjiuitalAc Savings
Equitable Savings &
Loan. Agenc>': Chiat Day. Profhicer: Klein Barzman Hecht.
Category 5. 'Sew Technique for
Coca-Cola Export Co. Agenc>

Categor)

4.

for

Hansen-Ruhersohm-McCann-ErickProducer:
Supreme Films
son.
Sydne>', Australia).

CategorN' 6. Bronco for Gale\

6;

Lord. Agency: Do\le Dane Bernbach. Producer: .'MtonMelsky Protluctions.

Categor)

Pass-lnj for Schen-

S.

Agency:

Industries.

Gilbert

Tele\ideo

Producer:

.\dvertising.

Productions.

Category 9. Lovers lor Pacific
Northwest Bell. Agenc\ .\IcCannErickson. Producer: N. Lee Lacey
Categorx' 10: Funeral for New
York Urban Coalition. Agency:
Producer:
Young & Ruhicam.

Horn Criner Productions.
Categor\- 11. Newshunter for
W'ABC-TV. Agency: The Lambert
Agency. Producer: Audio Produc-

Swcnc

(or

A-V

mail,

media

Dry

liZ:

Great

Sil-ln.

Every

Society for Proctor

product
merchandising and

services.

Tom Hope

"MAJOR"

Publish

to

Annual A-V Market Report

:

I

"Market Review; Nt)ntheatriFilm and Audio-Visual,"
cal
which has been printed in the
Joiinud of the SMPTE (Society
of

Motion Picture and Television

Engineers) since its inception in
1959. will now be published personally by its long-time author.

Hope is leaving the Eastman
Kodak Company to devote full
time to audiovisual communicat'on market reports and consult-

He

releasing

anticipates

hensive survey of the entire field
including product studies and

Additional reoorts are in the
planning stage for later release.
reports will be issued by

new firm, H(^i>e Reports, at
58 Carverdale Drive. Rochester,

Inc.,

facilities and
Glenn Bernard Film

based
phia and New York.
Productions,

producer of all A-V requirements for Richman. according
Paul,

executive vice

Richman

marketins services

46

On Children
C'liiUlreii.

Inc.
in

;

dubbing music

:

1

creative

Bala Cvn-

• FEATURE PRODUCTIONS

;

• DOCUMENTARIES

i

• TV FILMS

:

and

for your:

• SLIDE FILMS

I

• ANIMATION

I

• INDUSTRIAL FILMS

:

I
:

• SALES PRESENTATIONS
• COMMERCIALS

• EDUCATIONAL
specializes in sound

:

"MAJOR"

:

—you get exceptional technical

:

know-how and

beautifully-

:

recorded original music on
LP records or lA-lnch Tape,

:

or

E

Tape ready for a mix.

;

IMPORTANT; "Major" owns

:

35mm

on 16 or

on

E copyrights
: music

in

E available

its

to

all

i>i

own

production

mood

World

rights

library.

you

Mag.

on

a

completely

E sound legal basis. Re-recording rights
available on a "per selection" or "un-

8.

E
E

limited

=

WRITE FOR 135-PAGE CATAIOGUE TO

use"

flat

fee arrangement.

in

U.S.

Anieriea, a six part
series

has

been

b\ i THOMAS J. VALENTINO
production
for
scheduled
Planned
York.
Screenways, New
= Esfab/is/ied 1932
as a dramatic journal of the cur-

EiNCORPORATED

of

American children

rent

life

from

birth to teens, the films will

be

made

HEW's

president.

Mel

1

documentary

tive

Thomas

scoring, editing, recording

Screenways Slates Series

Philadel-

in

Bernard, a 20-year veteran of
TV and film production, will
function as director and execu-

to

New York

ac-

quired the complete
services of

;

use.

the

Richman,

!

lour

market reviews by mid-summer:
a general-type report such as that
desired by security analysts; one
on the education, religious and
related markets; another on the
business, industrial and government markets; and a compre-

ment

titles,

background—for

bridges,

ing work.

The

has

production music for
I

Tom Hope

tions.

Mel Richman Acquires
Glenn Bernard Productions

offers you a full

70 hours of background

fv-

Gamble. Agenc\ Benton & Bowles.
Producer: Harold Becker Produc-

Mel

MUSIC
LIBRARY

production,

introduction,

other data designed for manage-

CategoryAiig/c,

PRODUCTION

Rul)i-

6;

ductions.

ley

creative

total

Heecli-

for

Agency: Young

Xiit,

(

offers

Pa.,

things as package design, direct

C'ategory 2: Caiiclicl Kids lor
Cards. .•Vj;eiKy; Foote,

Cone &

wyd.

services to clients including such

llalliiiark

12

and eight radio categories were announced and trophies presented by Hollywood
at

ol

tions.

in

television

celebrities

a\ s

:

The Japanese commercial had

or.

&

Ogiivy

:

l''iliii\\

'aliloniia.

(

Builds

the history of the event.

in

Prodnccr:

MOOD

with the cooperation of
of Child Devel-

= 150 W. 46
I or phone

St.

New

York 10036

(212) 246-4675

Office

opment. The

series

will

Continued on

include

ne.xi !>ai;e

=
H
=

Also available: Detailed Catalogue
of our complete LP library of
47]

Sound

Effects.

45

news

industry

NATIONAL DIRECTORY OF AUDIO-VISUAL DEALERS
continued

MISSOURI

•

EASTERN STATES

Communications Co., 5316

Cor-rell

Pershing,
.

MAINE

FO

Headlight Film Service, 104 Ocean
So. Portland.

St.,

NEW YORK

7-1111

•

(314) 534-6300.
•

Organization, 1775
Broadway, New York 10019.

Phone 212/JUdson 2-4060

329 Salem

Way

Lin-

Visual Education, 1945
Franklin Ave., Toledo 43601.
(419) 246-3691.

10901

PENNSYLVANIA •
Lilley & Son, Inc., Box 3035,
•

P.

I.

WESTERN STATES

2009 N. Third

St., Harrisburg
17105, (717) 238-8123

Oscar H. Hirt,

41 N. 11th St.
19107.
Phone:

215/923-0650

Wood

Audio Visuals Center, 14

&

Vath Audio
Hermitage Rd.,

L. C.

Visuals,

449 N.

Taft Building, 1680 N. Vine St.,
Hollywood 90028.
3-2321

HO

Photo & Sound Company, 870
Monterev Pass Road, Monterey
Park, 91754. Phone: (213) 264-

VIRGINIA

Ralke Company, Inc. A-V Center,
641 North Highland Ave., Los
Angeles 36. (213) 933-7111

•

Stanley Projection Co., 1808 Rapides, Alexandria 71301. 318-443-

0464

SAN FRANCISCO AREA •
Photo & Sound Company, 116 Na•

FLORIDA

San Francisco 94105.
Phone: 415/GArfield 1-0410.

COLORADO

Jack Freeman's, 2802
Ave.,

Tampa
•

Colonial

MacDill
(813) 839-5374
S.

GEORGIA

Films,

Cromars'

.

752

Spring

•
St.

N.W. 404/875-8823, Atlanta
30308

Audio-Visual

NEW MEXICO

•

ILLINOIS

•

ply

•

MICHIGAN

•

The Jam Handy Organization, 2821
E. Grand Blvd., Detroit 48211.
Phone: 313/TR 5-2450

46

Bell in Seattle.

budget-restricted

completed
projects is a sales promotion film
shot at the Anaheim Convention
Center during the Motorcycle and
Accessory trade show and curof

their

first

rently being shown
throughout the West.

to

dealers

Arizona Film Center
first mocomplex was
opened recently when the new
Arizona Film Center Building
was occupied by four separate

Scottsdale, Arizona's

tion picture studio

organizations specializing in serv-

LaBelle Expanding its
Plant Facilities
In a move aimed at meeting
a growing demand for its Products, LaBelle Industries in Oconomowoc, Wisconsin has expanded

in

The new
provides
feet

manufacturing, engi-

feet

the

to

facilities.

addition to the plant

8500 square

an extra
the

to

electronic

assembly

3000

and

Center,

New

Swartwouts Open

the Super 8 format.

production of

general

square

and

offices

engineering/research

and sponsored films.
The largest occupant and ownof the building is Swartwout

theatrical

er

Film Productions.
Closely

company
as

the

Bruce Henry, veteran
writer-producer,

free-lance

acted

with

associated
is

the Swartwouts.

who

consultant

creative

Henry

Scottsdale a few years ago,

became

interested

in

company and has
been

active

in

its

to

retired to

the

but

new

and
productions

written

ever since.

facilities.

Other occupants of the center
are the

Coffin/Christensen Add
Partner in Seattle
Coffin/Christensen P r o d
619 East Pine

tions,

Bobby

Ball talent agency,

the leading supplier of talent in

Street, Seat-

Washington, has taken on a
new partner and changed its
tle,

"Dink" Read,

Gerald

Arizona;
u c-

cinematographer; and Sherman
unit
"Artimation"
Goodrich's
which produces motion picture
animation.

•

Book Store Allied SupCompany, 2122 Central East,

Albuquerque 87106.

OREGON

•

Moore's Audio Visual Center, Inc.,
234 S.E. 12th Ave., Portland
97214. Phone: 503/233-5621.

The Jam Handy Organization, 230
North Michigan Avenue, Chicago 60601. State 2-6757

partner, K. P. Todd,
was formerly public lelations
manager for Pacific Northwest

Jr..

University

•

MIDWESTERN STATES

•

1200 Stout St., Denver 80204.
Colorado Visual Aids, 955 Bannock, Denver 80204, 303/2555408

•

its

life

The new

8

in

St.,

•
•

serve

to

department,

toma

SOUTHERN STATES

Shoots Original

neering and research

6850.

Sharpsville,

16150. 342-5204.
•

•

The Jam Handy Organization, 305

St.,

Pittsburgh 15222, Sales, Rentals,
Repairs. 471-3313

CALIFORNIA

•

broaden-

expanding

ices relating to the

Inc.,

Philadelphia,

horizons,

its

is

clients.

One

E., Massillon.

Cousino

Visual sciences, Suffern, N.Y.

ing

name and

in

personnel, the firm

film clients by filming entirely in

M. H. Martin Company, 1118
coln

in

Supers Productions

nia,

Inc.,

Christensen,

and offering wider
communications services to its

Twyman

Films,

Coffin,

to

views of

Sunray Films, Inc., 2005 Chester
Ave., Cleveland 44114

Dayton 45401

name

Todd. Inc.
With the change

quents.
•

Incorporated,

202 East 44th Street, New York,
10036 (212) MU 2-0995

examination of the long-range
impact of the first five years, the
homeless runaways, institutionalized children, the poor and the
hungry, and drug users and delin-

Dudley Hosea and Fred Walterreit have opened Super 8mm
Productions in Anaheim, Califor-

Ave.,

Systems,

OHIO

Academy Film Service, Inc., 2110
Payne Ave., Cleveland 44114.

•

The Jam Handy

Projection

Pictures, Inc., 201 S.
Ave., St. Louis 63166.

Jefferson

"The" Film Center, 915 12th St.
NW, Washington, D. C. 20005
(202) 393-1205
•

Louis 63112.

rental (314)

Swank Motion

799-6100

WASfflNGTON

•

St.

Equipment

•

•

•

UTAH

•

Deseret Book Company, 44 East
South Temple St., Salt Lake, 10.
•

W^ASHINGTON •
& Sound Company,

Photo
1205
North 45th St., Seattle 98103.
206/ME 2-8461

LAB TECHNICIANS

FREE

Major Chicago lob has positions
open for experienced motion
printer

picture

16mm

Top pay
people. Send

color timers.

experienced

sume

operator

and

ing environmental

ferred,
for
re-

LANCE WRITERS

with experience on films involv-

State
ability.

thougfi

problems pre-

not

background

Good

necessary.

and

avail-

rates.

tO:

Box 70

Box 71

BUSINESS SCREEN
402 West
Wheaton,

Liberty
Illinois

Drive

60187

BUSINESS SCREEN
402 West Liberty Drive
Wheaton, Illinois 60187

BUSINESS SCREEN

Kinescopes
from
Helical

Videotapes
Almost any format

tape.

Custom Quality. 16mm,
8mm, Super 8. Cartridges.

reference shelf

(^

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii

ReevesNewActron
565

FKtti

Avenue.

Surveillance/Time Lapse Camera

York. N. Y. 10017

A

(212) 687-6586

brochure

"Newmark"

describing

Newman

the

surveillance/time

lapse

se-

quence camera is available. The camera features 107 degree undistorted field of view
on a P/2" X 5" negative format and is designed for use in banks, military, industrial

and retail establishments, for mob activity
documentation, on-site or in-plant elliciency

9*

SUPER-8

0]

TKaace

^

studies,

Smmorll

DUPLICATES

Finest-Quality Kodaclirome
COLOR or BLACK & WHITE
8mm
PROFESSIONALS: Wa are Specialists in
to l*mm Blow-Ups. * 35mm or 14mm to 8mm or
8mm
Printing.
B
Roll
*
Sup«r-8 Reductions -^ A &
.

.

.

Internets. * 8mm t Itmm Eastman
Reversal Dupes.
B 4
Color Release Prints.
Positive Release Prints. •* Single
Dup Negs. •* B &

a l*mm Eastman

W

8mm

*

Printing.

W

*

•

Soundstripinq,

Splicing,

Etc.

FAST SERVICE on Mail-Orders.
t^ Finest QUALITY Work.
i^ Guaranteed SATISFACTION!

t^

Send

if
for our latest

it

-k

PROFESSIONAL

Price-LIsf.

Write Dept. S

f¥<xUtfW<KyeC

2704 W. OLIVE

VAtlEY

Ave.,

f\lfA LABS.

BURBANKy

etc.

For a copy of the brochure, write Newman Company. Photographic Division, Dept.
BSC. 36-770 Cathedral Canyon Drive,
Cathedral City, Calif. 92234.

CALIF. 91505

RCA Brochure and Catalog Data
A 12-page brochure and series of
log sheets detail the complete

color

of

RCA's

television

cata-

complement

equipment

by

offered

Professional Electronic Systems De-

partment. The brochure provides an overview of color cameras, color film systems
and video tape recorders. Several typical

TV

systems for instructional and

training

a color Dovie

applications are depicted.

For copies, write

RCA

Professional Elec-

tronic Systems, Dept. BSC, Building 15-5,
Camden. New Jersey 08102. Request form

iroD a film strip?

3J5558.

Television
"Straight

Training"

[title] HOUSE
TITLE DESIGN

COLOR CORRECTION
BACKGROUND ART
RETOUCHING
SLIDES FOR TV

ILLUSTRATION
HAND LETTERING
PHOTO LETTERING

HOT PRESS TITLES
SILK SCREEN

is

in

Training Booklet
About Television

Talk

and

a booklet addressed to training

directors and provides useful general infor-

mation on the role of TV in training.
Write for copies of Training
Form
3J5561, to RCA Professional Electronic
Systems. Dept. BSC, Building 15-5, Camden. New Jersey 0H\Q2.

—

723 SEWARD ST 469-1663
HOLLYWOOD. CALIFORNIA 90038

Ampex Fact Sheet
A specification sheet
pex

describing the

BC-210M monochrome

vision

camera

designed

for

monochrome

is

available.

studio

broadcast

tele-

The BC-2I0M.

and remote

use,

is

a

Ampex BC-2I0
The BC-210M is

version of the

color television camera.

designed to be easily converted to

performance

Am-

1970

&products

I

SYiieliroiiiKcil
t» voice, iiiiisie,
soiiiiil effeefssi

ON8MH&16HH
For private

ing,

detaile

nformat ion,

and FOTOMATION

film

producer's timetable,
,call

A! Stahl(212)

265-2942,

BC-210

which allows
users to avoid new camera expenses incurred when making the transition from
monochrome to color television. Request
Bulletin V262 from Mail Stop 7-13, Dept.
BSC Ampex Corporation. 401 Broadway.
Redwood City, California. 94063.

APRIL,

art, linn clips

level, a capability

animated
PRODUCTIONS. IMC.
I600 Broadway Vvw

York IOOI9
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INDEX TO ADVERTISERS

We have a
New LAB Price

Animated Productions
Corp

Audio Productions

List for you,

Hollywood Valley Film Labs

47

11

Magno Sound

36

Modern Talking Picture
18
Bardwell & McAlister
48
Bebell & Bebell Color Labs, Inc
Third Cover
Berkey ColorTran
22
Better Selling Bureau
9
Bohn Benton, Inc
3
Byron Motion Pictures

mot/on pictures
filmstrips

Camera Mart, Inc., The
Canan USA, Inc

Second Cover

Inc

26
25
28

Cine Magnetics, Inc
Cine 60
Colburn, George W., Laboratory,
Comprehensive Service Corp
Consolidated Film Industries

phone

19

..36
47

Inc.

43

Nagra Magnetic Recorders, Inc

22

Paillard, Inc

37

America

bebell

43

Rapid Film Technique
Reela Films, Inc
Reeves Actron

22
27
47

Ross, Charles, Inc

13

16

(2/2)245-8900

The

44

Photo-Cine-Optics, Inc
Spindler & Sauppe, Inc
Strauss, Henry & Co., Inc

De Wolfe Music Library, Inc
Du Art Film Labs
Du Kane Corp

47

Eastman Kodak Company
Eclair Corporation of America

35

19

8
15

17

26

6

Fischer/Cygnet

39

House

47

United Air Lines
United World Films

41

EIco Optisonics

iHandy Organization, The

Co.,

SOS

20

Inc

Title

416 West 45 St.
New York 10036

i

Presentation Technical Aids, Inc

Schuessler Case

Company,

Da-Lite Screen

Service,

Musifex, Inc

Plastic Reel Corp. of

slides

Write,

47
4-5

Arriflex

Valentino, Thomas
Vision Associates

Jam

10

23
J.,

45
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purpose

the

even though the business and industry market accounts for about
30 per cent of VTR equipment in

magnetic

is

(education

first

is

— 55%),

expanding more rapidly than

any other market.

word

By

ION

B.

to Start

Your

Own Videotape Facility
TT IS RELATIVELY EASY
•-

to

making your own

get started

programs. Minimum
equipment needed to produce a
videotape is a camera for converting visual images into electrivideotape

cal signals, a tripod for securing

the

a microphone for
up sound, a videotape

camera,

picking

recorder

recording

for

the

the picture.

Cables for connecting the camera, recorder and TV set, as well
as for power, are provided with
the equipment.

A
48

simple,

professional

closed

sys-

tem may be obtained for approximately $2,000 to $2,500. And,
most manufacturers today provide

operating

your

location,

instructions
offer

at

complex

training courses and seminars,
and provide innumerable books,
pamphlets and directions for
producing successful program-

rapid pace.

Most

16mm

next

18

very rapid
everywhere.
Most closed circuit videotape recorders purchased today are for

VTR

now

at

usage

is

preferred format

will

—

contin-

—

will

It

would seem

to

us that the
is

ket

would

user

who

be. Right

now,

it

estab-

maris

the

suffers, being uncertain

of which direction to go, and then

not always have exactly the software he wants universally avail-

meeting by Douglas

reflected

an

SMPTE

S.

Fletcher,

general manager of Technicolor's

and

"We now

Educational

have Super 8 film
picture-to-sound

SMPTE."

But,

Fletcher noted that of seven Su-

per 8 magnetic sound projector

Indications of the

rise of

was

year

this

from

the

authorities

thinking

This
earlier

separation

within

near future.

in the

it

able.

for

cording
months.

be

that

The

format.

standards

applications of videotape re-

vs

optical

there are no present indications

users,

that the

Division.

tial

from

Super 8 format will
simply co-exist with the standard
feel

missing a good bet if it
not at least considering potenis

of

not settled, and

still

lished, the better the entire

producers and others, the Super
8 format continues to grow at a

Today's business, regardless of
size,
is

criticism

Commercial

ming.

sig-

magnetic tape for
providing the recording surface,
and a television set for viewing
nals, a reel of

recording

videotape

circuit

is

sooner a firm standard

Lack of Standards
Despite

How

question

a

be settled in the marketplace according to Fletcher.

A Growing Market Despite

Here's

The

adopted

have

uous loop or reel-to-reel

GREGORY
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manufacturers
standard.

it

last

.20

Corp.

playing original videotapes. And,

use

the

and

producing

of

H.,

manufacturers,

four

have

not

conformed to the standards. A
more heartening indication is that
the three optical sound projector

Congratulations
1970 marks the 25th anniversary of Jack Lieb Productions in

Our congratulations
Chicago.
are extended to Jack Lieb, who
founded the company which to
date has produced more than 500
,000 television comfilms and
1

mercials.

This year also marks the 2 1st
anniversary of the Film Producers Association of

New

York.

pbiht

& period
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The difference

Gelatran

is

is.

not like any other color media.!
the unique

deep dye

The difference

is

process
^

chemically links the

v»/hich

color t-h-r-u-o-u-t the Mylar^*' (not just

washed on the

i

Daylight and incandescent conversion
colors available

in

sheets and

rolls.

i„.„ ^„^« on" ,.,iho
J Arc correction colors come 30 wide.

^,

Tear-off box for easy handling

surface).

and storage.

Deep dyed Gelatran

is:

Write for detailed literature and

—

Heat resistant

—
—

Doesn't dry out
Moisture proof

—

Resists fading for longerlife

— Won't tear

sample swatchbook.
Quality -Service -Innovation

1015 Chestnut

Street,

#

Befkey-Colortran, InC.

Burbank,

Calif.

91502 (213) 843-1200

^ijsssas

er^ 1

si>

-t*

TELEVISION.
flNCST COLOR MEDIA FOR INDOOR/ OUTDOOR MOTION PICTURt

THEATRE, AND STILL PHOTOORAPHIC LIQMTINS APPLICATIONS.

BerkeylA
Pticto ItiC-LmI

To Get

Visual Impact
in

9

your

^^^

Presentati<|jns

Comprehensive Consultation Services on:
Training Services

Group Meeting Services

Quality Control

Sales Meetings
Stoclcholders Meetings

Programs
Foreman Training

Seminars
Convention Assistance

Supervisory Training

Management

Visualized Talks

Development

Speech Coaching

Vocational Training
Sales Training
Distributor Training
Retail Training
Training Devices
Training Manuals
Quiz Materials
Utilization Assistance
Closed-Circuit TV
Stimulation Programs

Picturizations

Meeting Guides
Projection Equipment

Meeting Packages
Portable Stagettes
Field

Surveys

Field Services

Closed-Circuit

TV

Group Meeting Implementation
Motion Picture Plans
and Specifications
Storyboards
Animated Cartoons
Filmstrips, Slides
Slidefilms

and

Tape Recordings
Disc Recordings
Transparencies
Pictorial Booklets
Turnover and Flip Charts

Programmed

Projection
Film Distribution
Theatrical
Non-theatrical
Closed-Circuit TV

Project Supervision, with Total Responsibility for Security,

as

7^

in

National Defense Projects

handy (^^a^t^aZ!^^

ZPlVI
is

set

up

to help you!

NEW YORK

DETROIT

CHICAGO

212- JU 2-4060

313 -TR 5-2450

312 -ST 2-6757

ATLANTA
404

-

688-7499

HOLLYWOOD
213-463-2321

OLS, TECHNIQUES

AND IDEAS FOR AUDIOVISUAL COMMUI

AUDIOVISUALS
W
TRAINING

""'

"
it

—

What can executives do
plane takes off?

until their

m:*

They can follow the

jet

stream of thou-

sands of other executives

— and wing

over to Modern's Skyport Cinemas
the free airport movie lounges that
offer travelers a varied

program of

in-

teresting business shorts.

Films about science. Industry.

And social documenproduced by progressive,

Sports. Travel.
taries. All

PR-minded companies like AnheuserBusch, Bethlehem Steel, Buick, and Eli
Lilly. And by almost a hundred other sponsors who
use this unique opportunity to both entertain and

—

inform hard-to-reach executives.
If

you have

a film

you'd

Modern's Skyport Cinemas can give you the boost
you need. They're a powerful way to tell your story
the
to a fast-moving and highly influential market

like to get off

the ground,

top-flight executives.

Skyport Cinemas are located at airports in Atlanta, Minneapolis -St. Paul, New York, Kansas City,
Denver, Cincinnati, Cleveland, Detroit, Pittsburgh, Seattle, Honolulu.

A

Division of

Modern Talking

SKYPORT CINEMA
Picture Service, Inc., 1212

Avenue

of the Americas,

New York, N.Y. 10036

Tel. 765-3100

lU

.

How do you want your 8MM ?
Super or standard ? Color or
black and white? Optical or
contact printed ? Silent or sound
Magnetic or optical track?
Do you need complete lab
work

or just loading

How

about

titles?

Optical effects

Or

information, write for our
price list to Dept. 007
Reela Film Laboratories,
65 N.W. Third Street,

?

Miami, Florida 33128.

?

FILM
LABORATORIES.INC.
it.

A Dmision

Our recently completed
facilities are the most
in layout, in

in

the world

equipment,

Phone
.

New

.

in

techniques. To top it off,
loading is done under
all
"clean room" conditions.

o(

Womeico

^

Enteipfises, Inc.

(305) 377-2611

York (212) 279-8555

or call Reela in

8MM

MAY, 1970

new

Music?

?

Reela can do

sophisticated

Send your first order now.
if you want further

Miami

collect.
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ARRIFLEX 35 'does

its thing'

for improvised Atianta Festival

award-iflfinner/'RECESS"
Suddenly spontaneity
films they make,

is

demand

the thing

— in

the

to see. Filling the

life

style of youth, in the

demand comes "Recess".

Looks like it worked. Not altogether complementary to its subjectAmerican values and living patterns— its thematic and technical
candor helped it take the Golden Phoenix, top award in the 1969
Atlanta International Film Festival,

Minimal sets and costumes, improvised action, free wheeling camera techniques, symbolism, metaphores both visual and literary—

"Recess" might once have been pigeonholed as 'Underground'.
But its thematic outlook has emerged into the mainstream, in this
case backed by a crew of impeccable professionalism. Producer,
William E. Barnes spent seven years as story editor for Otto Preminger; DP George Silano has such TV features as "Hunger in
America" and "N.Y.P.D." behind him; and Director, Rule Royce
Johnson zeroes in on his film's techniques during years of directing
for the stage, including the original production of "Recess" at the
esteemed Off-Broadway theatre, Cafe La Mama.

The difficulty with the improvisational shooting technique used in
"Recess" is the relative chaos it requires— when spontaneity is the
spicing you want, overpreparation will likely dull the flavor. "The
actors would get deeply into their parts", said Mr. Silano, "improvising some of the most intense performances I'd ever seen. So you
look at the footage counter and— you're running out of film Spend
more than a few seconds reloading and the actor looks like a deYou've got to be shooting again almost instill in him. If he takes it from the top
again, he'll improvise a whole new movie. And that, more than anything else, is how the Arri 'made' this film. No other 35 would have
let me work fast enough. It was the magazines, the viewfinder, its
hand-holdability— the whole thing's |ust geared for speed, for the
unexpected,"
flated

automobile

tire.

stantly, while that pressure's

"Recess" represents the latest approach to filmic expression, but
the groundwork that led to its style laid by the Arriflex, Cinema
Verite and similar styles were first practiced with the Arriflex— the
only 35 small enough, fast enough to be used for the high-pitched,
intense, deeply-involved camerawork now part of the grammar of
contemporary films. But film is the most dynamic art, and yet
newer styles will surely evolve. If the past is a valid teacher, it is
certain that the Arriflex, now entering its fourth decade as the most
versatile filming tool, will continue as the malleable, obedient instrument used by the next generation of innovators.

.

JIRRIFIEX
r^
CORPORATION

Of

AMERICA

Woodside, N.Y. 11377

•

Burbank, Calif. 91502

.

Camera Operator Michael Livesey

MAY, 1970

Director of Photography George Silano

Director RuEe Royce Johnson

right off the newsreel

Knox Lenticular Screens

lines

Selected for 747 Jets
The lenticular screen pattern
developed by Knox Manufactur-

Air

Company

ing

Illinois

Wood

of

new Boeing 747 Super
perfected

horizontal

silver

Jets.

on

use the

Knox

major

screen pattern on

airlines utilizing the

Inflight system in their

ing

747 Super

Jets.

phases of producing a feafilm: camera work,

ture length

recording,

acting,

Company

terlock screenings

ing studios, editing facilities and

centers

the

in

nation

has

the

at

new

facility

marks

are

is

with

also

ad-

avail-

able to occupants.

there

ter

are

25 cutting rooms

will

have

variety of photographic

addition

Cornell Plans Unique

maker,

Summer

film; a

Film Session

An

maker will be the feature of a
Film Production Studio which is
a part of a broad Summer Ses-

the upper floor of the cen-

a wide
In

roof.

editors

members

edit-

activities.

access to a sound stage, record-

company

opportunity to make a film
with a famous independent film

time

lighting,

and other studio

equipment.

can find
everything they need under one
first

On

air-

at all

rooms may be used. A projection room with facilities for in-

new Boe-

These

unfur-

ing

the

will

equipped

or

nished,

company,

Jets.

production offices,

furnished

New

joining doors so any multiple of

1041 N. Highland in Hollywood by F&B Ceco.
The ground floor of the twostory building houses a large and
varied stock of editing and VTR
equipment. According to the

side viewing angles.

Motion Pictures

or any other

Ithaca,

August 14.
Students will have the opportunity of learning and taking part
to

Hollywood Editing Center
One of the most complete editbeen opened

especially desirable in par-

Inflight

CTM

University,

nell

F&B Ceco Opens New

ing

sur-

tially lighted areas, such as the
interior cabin of the new Super

eight

beck. Keller

Twelve

maximum projection
with a minimum of

brilliance

It is

York. July 2

available

face to give
fade-off

prefers: Moviola, Prevost, Steen-

table available.

vertical/

lenticular

to be held at Cor-

and

Lines,

Lufthansa.

features

pattern

screen

optically

program

sion

Motion Pictures on

Inflight

iiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii

where a producer can actually
select the kind of equipment he

Dale,

by

This

Air

Japan

Iberia,

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii

BOAC,

Northwest,

Alitalia,

has been selected for use

the

an

TWA,

include

France.

iiiiiii

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii

iiiniiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii

iiiii

to

students,

the

will consist of the film

who

will direct the entire

master cinematographer;
and two production technicians.
The total program will be supervised by Professor Gordon Beck,
director of the Cornell Univer-

Continued on page 8

Anybody need footage
ofan airplane?
•

Stock footage of

cal aircraft in 35

jets,

and

and White available

piston and histori-

16MM

Color or Black

free to producers for

authentic airline sequences.
•

16MM

and

New

Mini-libraries available in Chicago
York, with immediate service on

color print

and masters.

mockups for interior filming available
New York and Hollywood.

• Jet
in

CALL UNITED AIR LINES

PUBLICITY DEPARTMENT
Atlanta

.

Chicago

Denver
Detroit

Honolulu
Los Angeles
New York
Pittsburgh

San Francisco
Seattle

Washington, D.C

523-5517
726-5500
398-4535
963-9770
547-2727
482-3620
922-5225
391-9777
397-2620
682-2121
737-6830

Write for catalog:
United Air Lines Film Library
626 Wilshire Boulevard
Los Angeles, California 90017

United Air Lines.
BUSINESS screen;
i

gou are
ujhatever gou Film
liJherever

color
.deluxe.

de luxe general 00
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approved by the Houston Fearmonth.
Technology will rename Westwood the Cintel Corporation and
operate it as a wholly-owned

right off the newsreel

less shareholders last

continued

subsidiary.

will

Bardwell&McAlisterto
Larger Hollywood Facility

370

for six hours of undergrad-

Bardwell & McAJister Inc.,
manufacturers of Fresnel and
Quartz lighting equipment, has

graduate level credit.
Meetings will be held daily and
production sessions will be asuate

or

signed throughout

day and

the

evening.

The

will

be

conceived

during the period July 2 to Auwork print "in proggust 14.
ress" wiU be screened publicly
at the end of the session. Shooting will be both synch and non-

A

synch and will be in student
hands. Public release of the film
expected.

and

a

copy of the Announcement

of

Further
the

information

Summer

Session,

1970,

which includes an application for
admission, may be obtained from
Professor Gordon Beck, B-20
Ives

Hall,

Ithaca,

Remmer,

president and general
manager; Fred Kobayashi, con-

George F. Hall, assistant
controller; and James J. Mulli-

troller;

Cornell

University,

New York 14850.

The new

Both Goldberg and Cleveland
were previously vice presidents

Houston Fearless Corporation.
Vernon G. Frith, who previously owned Hollywood Valof

ley

Film Labs,

will

In

president.

its

was elected a

continue as

addition,

Frith

vice president

and

board member of Dymat.

Film Analyzer, Dynalens

Win Academy Awards

consists

facility

Dy-

mat.

gan, secretary.

new and larger fa12164 Sherman Way in

to a

cility at

are:

North Hollywood, California.
film

and scripted by the director and
will be free of any constraints
of commercial enterprises. It will
be shot on the Cornell campus
and the surrounding Ithaca area

is

moved

officers

Krug, board chairman; James E.

Cinema. Company members
be enrolled in Theatre Arts

sity

Cintel's

California was merged into

of

Academy Awards

3,800 square feet and houses
both a complete showroom and
a substantially enlarged plant.
The increased manufacturing capability will reportedly permit
Bardwell & McAlister to speed

Hollywood Valley Labs

1

Merged

cal

Dymat

for techni-

achievement were presented
month to Hazeltine Corpor-

Corp.
Goldberg and

last

and

Dynaciences Corporation for the Dynalens, introduced
to professional cinematographers
in 1968 by Alan Gordon Enter-

Houston Fearless' Westwood

Kenneth C. Cleveland. Jr. recently announced the formation of
Dymat International Corporation, with offices located at 14241
Boulevard,
Ventura
Sherman
Oaks, California. Dymat is engaged in the technology of creating and reproducing images for
the
national and international

Technology Incorporated has
concluded an agreement to ac-

photographic industry as well as
for the pubUc. The principal in-

gyros.

up

service to customers.

Technology, Inc. Acquires

quire the

Westwood

vestors in

Division of

slide projector talk.

Wyly,

J.

Texas.
Concurrently

Sam Wyly

are

Jr.,

of Dal-

it

was announced

Hollywood

that

Laboratories,

ation for

its

color film analyzer

to

prises.

Dynalens is an electro-optical
image stabilizing lens system. It

camera

eliminates

through

a

system

Inc.

Film
Burbank,

Valley
of

vibrations
of

electro-

The Hazeltine Color Film Anmakes it possible for laboratories
to
achieve optimum
alyzer

scene-to-scene

las,

—

makes your

J.

Dymat

and Charles

Houston Fearless Corporation,
Los Angeles, Technology's president, Maurice F. Krug said. The
originally
anagreement
nounced in November 1969 was

Sound-O-Matic *

into

Dr. Richard

color

correction

and balance before the film is
committed to printing, thus elim•
inating trial and error prints.

Our new Sound-O-Matic programmer-recorder gives the power of speech to
about any automatic, remotely-controlled slide projector.
Now, with the optional new response feature, you can pre-set program
pauses to allow audience discussion or question and answer sessions.
Afterwards, you just press a remote-control button to get the projector

|ust

talking again.

You can teach even more

Gives you

time to ponder

what

it

says.

^

^-<N

that

speaks

Elco-Optisonics responder.

tor

.

^

Lets you
ask questions.

effectively with another optional fea-

It makes your projecawait a student's answer to multiple-choice questions on the screen. The student records his answer
on a computer-compatible card with a simple hand
control that simultaneously restarts the presentation.
The Sound-O-Matic is also available in a playbackonly version, for use with cassettes pre-recorded on the
Sound-O-Matic programmer-recorder. With or without the
response option.
Send the coupon for details, or ask for a live demonstration

ture, the

for itself.

And answer questions

"^^mlTfl^

ELCO Optisonics
/

BS

^WTITTTRn^^^ li/lontgomervviHe. Pa 18936
(215) 368-0111

ELCO

Automatically.

n

Corporation

Send me your

me

illustrated

brochure

arrange a demonstration
I'm interested in standard unit

Call

n

to

I'm Interested in "response"

option

Company.
Title,

Street.

'Sound-O-Matic; Trademark,

ELCO

Cily

Corporation

Zip_
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Elvis Presley,
in a scene
i>.v-.

from

,

Universalis

"Change of Habit,"
also starring

Mary Tyler Moore,
Barbara McNair,
and Jane EUiot.

4mm.^

Meet your new

PR film

'

^e^i

aoJ

1-"/^

]-^if

7H

^;^:^

distribution team.
on contemporary subjects— like "CHANGE OF HABIT,"
what today's movie business is all about. The
big audiences these films are attracting seem to set new box office records

Now

films

starring Elvis Presley— are

with every

new film.

In addition to the main feature, today's growing movie theater audiences
are also viewing a

gram. Not

just

any

PR film that's been booked to help round out the proPR film, of course. But it is true that theatrical distri-

bution can deliver huge, and measurable audiences for you

if

your film

is

right.

A

lot of

people in

PR

film distribution are

medium, and we're delighted

to

now

have them join

looking into this

us.

new

We've been talking

about motion picture distribution for years. As part of the MCA-Universal family, we were alerted to this trend when it was first new, and were
able to take advantage of
front

when

it

comes

it

for our clients.

to getting the

most

And

we're

efficiency

still

'way out in

from movie theater

distribution.

That's just one reason

more and more com-

panies are changing their habit, and coming

programming for
Whether it's movie houses
complete mix of all of today's dis-

to us for total distribution
their

PR

only, or a

films.

tribution channels, you'll find
the

An

'

AAAY, 1970

activity of Universal

it

DISTRIBUTION
SERVICES
212-777-6600

pays to ask

man from United World.

Education and Visual Arts, a division of Universal City Studios. Inc./22l Park Ave. South.

New

York.

NY

10003

•

Cable:

UNEDVISA.N.Y.

2

the
screen
executive
mil

iriiiiii

Three Appointments at
H. Wilson Corporation

ices at Fairchild

^\\"'«^

areas of the business.

Henry Camphausen has been
appointed controller of the H.
Wilson Corp. In addition to du-

Camphausen

ties

as

will

be responsible for purchas-

controller,

warehouse operations
and inventory control.
Myril
D.
Lattz
has
been
named manager, advertising and
sales promotion. Lattz has had
ing, traffic,

^//JllWS^

years experience in this

six

Camera and

In-

strument Corporation.

A number of changes have
been made at H. Wilson Corporation, South Holland, Illinois.
Doris De Bias, formally office
manager, has been appointed director of customer relations. Miss
De Bias has been with Wilson
nine years and has had responsibility in all

mm

mil

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii

field.

Rasch Heads Northeast
Sales for Fairchild
Ed Rasch has been named
gional manager for Fairchild
Products,

dustrial

Fairchild

a

reIn-

of

division

Camera and Instrument

Corporation.

Rasch

be responsible for

will

sale of Fairchild's

the

new

line

8mm

sound cartridge projectors for the industrial and education markets in the Northeast
United States.
of

Heads Sylvania
Photolamp Operations
Miller

Charles H. Miller has been
appointed operations manager of

Photolamp Division of Sylvania Electric Products Inc.
Miller is responsible for manuthe

Motorola Appoints Miller
Head of EVR Engineering
Albert W. (Bud) Massman
has been named director of ElecVideo Recording

tronic

engineering

(EVR)

Motorola.

for

Inc.,

facturing

operations

lamp plants

in

at

photo-

Montoursville, Pa.,

Winchester, Ky., and Dyersburg,
will make his headquarters in Montoursville.

Tenn. He

Chicago.

Massman, who was instrumen-

EVR

color
of

development

the

in

tal

player,

of

the

a veteran

is

more than 20 years with Mo-

During this time, he has
worked on the development of
both black and white and color

VPI Services Appoints
Robinson General Mgr.

torola.

He

television.

OUR BUSINESS

IS

VISUAL.'

numerous

holds

patents in the television

al

Mel Robinson has been apmanager of VPI Services, New

pointed vice president and gener-

York

City.

Formerly

field.

director

of

opera-

VPI Services, Robinson
the company shortly after

tions for

joined
its

inception seven years ago, and

has worked

Audio Graphic Films Names
Kent VP of Marketing
George
Chapter

Kent,

IFPA

Los Angeles
membership

chairman, was recently appointed

Look

to

Visualscope for your next production

vice

president,

keting.

Kent

director of mar-

Audio Graphic Films.
will

be responsible for

VISUALSCOPE
INCORPORATED

ucts

103 PARK AVENUE

was manager of customer

10

•

N

EW YOR

K, N. Y.

10017

.

MU 3-3513

domestic

and

foreign

sales

all

of

audiovisual communication prod-

and services
Graphic Films.

at

Audio

Prior to this appointment, Kent
serv-

in

I

and supervised the

various service departments.

1
Three Changes in Kodak's
MP & Ed. Markets Division
Kenneth M. Mason will take
over the position of regional sales
manager. Pacific Southern region,
replacing
Walter
L.
Farley,

whose retirement
gust

1,

is

effective

Au-

1970.

John H. Maynard has been appointed regional sales manager.
Continued on page

1
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today's films on
lfesierdair's~

reels?

Or in

yesterday's cans?

There are a few people who still use metal reels and cans. And
they have their reasons. Like tradition. Nostalgia. "It's the kind we've
always used."
But when you consider that Plio-Magic plastic reels, cans and
cases offer far greater protection, and are far cheaper to ship, the old
reasons just don't have a convincing ring any more.
Plio-Magic reels, cans and cases are far more resilient than metal.
They withstand impact. Don't bend. Don't dent.
Even more importantly, Plio-Magic reels, cases and cans weigh a
lot less than their metal counterparts. As a result, you save at the Post
Office. Up to 65% in mailing costs. And our cases hold our reels
securely. With four positive locks. Snug against a bed of packing foam.
It all means that your films will be stored and shipped with the
same loving care that went into making them.
We make a complete line of plastic accessories for the film industry Write for our catalog. Plastic Reel Corporation of America, 640 So.

Someday, you'll wrind up with plastic.

1

1

II
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n

.

the screen executive
continued

New York
processing
Calif.

in

lab

He most

manager

Maynard

City region.

Kodak

joined

in

1936

in the cine

was sales
Midwestern re-

recently

the

gion.

Camera Elects

Fairchild

Longo

Hollywood,

in

Dr.

Camera

and

and continues

Dr.

Appoints Ground

Longo

is

pointed executive secretary of the
National University Cinema As-

digital

the

in that post.

responsible for

product operations

in the

Mountain View and Shiprock,
New Mexico production facili-

Ground,

an

award

of the D.G.A..

doctoral

special emphasis
filmic

literature.

studies

on dramatic and

He

more

has

than 20 years of experience in
motion pictures and is an accomplished cinematographer. In addition to his duties guiding the activities

call for

NUC.^,
Ground to

of

California.

RCA

Lowe

comes

to

Movielab

with a broad legal background in

current plans

corporate and labor law. He was
formerly corporate general coun-

.

write and di-

sel

rect several features this year.

of

and secretary for Shahmoon

Industries. Inc.

.

Ampex

the

for

Corp.
.

.

.

the

.

.

pro Division of Mutschmann
Films as producer/director
International Video Corp. has
named Robert E. Riddle manmarketing administration
ager,
Donald P. Cochrane has
Productions of
Calvin
joined
Pennsylvania as writer/director
and Joseph S. Cuchiara has
joined DeLuxe General Inc. and
will be in charge of technical op-

at

.

.

.

divisions

.

.

Edvideo products division
ward C. Gannon has joined Reel.

.

.

.

.

.

DeLuxe

erations in
dustrial

8mm

Bausch & Lomb are Peter H.
Backer to senior program administrator and George M. Tomczyk
to program administrator
Derek Skiidder is promoted to
production service manager at
MarRank Film Laboratories
tin R. Lieherman has joined Vic-

vielab, Inc.

Kaplan

products

special

named man-

a northeast region sales

is

engineer

the latest audio

Around the Industry
Among appointments

sales

personnel for Commercial
Electronic Systems, a major operVirgil L.
ating unit of

.

Movielab, Inc. Appoints
Kaplan Corporate Counsel
David M. Kaplan has been
named corporate counsel of Mo-

.

George D.

.

ager,

holder

placed

.

Black, Jr. has been

that will utilize

ties.

.

North Towne Avenue, Pomona.

winning
is

of a Ph.D. in English Literature.

His

2040

at

appointment as

representative

communications techniques and
the versatility and convenience
of the cassette medium.

sociation.

member

headquartered

be

.

.

in his recent

the

MSI. Hybrid and other complex

Executive Secretary
Robert Ground has been ap-

John F. Doyle and Herbert B.
Hershfield have announced the
formation of a new company.
Audio Information Corporation,

and

Sales

Instru-

Semiconductor Division of Fairchild as group director of operations

in charge of creative
production activities
Patrick J. Ford will handle sales
for Plastic Reel Corp. of America

president

communication will be
company's initial activity.
Customized information will be
prepared by Audio Information
the communications
to bridge
gap that exists between companies and their field sales forces.
Audio Information primarily will
be a service organization providinnovations
programming
ing

been elected a vice president of
Fairchild

tor Video, Inc., as executive vice

Hershfield Form

Audio Information Corp.

to

a Vice President
Thomas A. Longo has

ment Corporation.
Dr. Longo recently joined

NUCA

&

Doyle
. .

General's in-

and educational
department
.

.

division's
.

J.

M.

Brown

has joined Panorama Film Productions as newsPlastic Reel Corp.
woman
(Bette)

.

.

.

Schicchi

E.

thoity

the

for

sentative

.

.

America has appointed An-

of

sales

repre-

Mid-Atlantic

states.

Audio Visual Libraries choose LUXOR Equipment
because

the most complete line to

it is

and

satisfy the smallest

largest libraries

There are three sizes and

LUXOR Modular
LUXOR Landmark
smallest,
cially

only

1

Series

'A

"

is

tlie

wide, spe-

designed for the individual

classroom,

or

the just-beginning

audio visual materials

LUXOR Leader

wide, most popular

in

1

9

and

Libraries

All three Series,

feature the original
ular Design.

LUXOR

"

They

all

units of

1

7

'A "

deep,

LUXOR Modlock-stack on

same width

to

of your Library.

'A

schools

across the nation! Satisfies the
needs of AV Centers, IMC's, Audio
Visual Departments

types of

permit systematic, orderly growth

library.

Libraries,

many

Libraries.

LUXOR also for such
Audio Visual Equipment
Mobile Projector and TV Re-

Look

to

essential
as:

VTR Consoles; MoCabinet/Stands; Classroom
TV Mounts; AV Record Systems;
Overhead Transparency-making
ceiver Stands;
bile

LUXOR Unlimited
tra

.

.

Materials and Equipment;

plement modern decors, available
in lively, contemporary colors.

Film Cleaner;

and forms, materials

and booking

aids.

mailed on request, provides

LUXOR Audio

8mm

12

16mm

capacity. This series, styled to com-

full information on other matctiing and lock-stackVisual Materials Libraries ... for filmstrips, sound filmstrips,
and
records, audio tapes, tape cassettes, OH transparencies, slides.
film cartridges, study prints, video tapes and microfilms. Also|
16mm films,
multi-height projector stands and mobile VTR consoles.
.

ing
disc

Libraries (ex-

wide-39"), for large materials

8mm

I

SEE YOUR AUDIO VISUAL DEALER,

SCHOOL EQUIPMENT DISTRIBUTOR

OR LIBRARY SUPPLIER.

LUXOR Audio Visual
Materials Libraries
Inc.
Jack C- Cofley Co
104 Lake View Ave.
.

Waukegan.

Illinois

60085
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Your proaiicer.

From 55<a day.
This is the Videotronic Package Plan. It lets you get
your sales films produced, installs them in portable projectors, and lets you pay for them as you use them.
Here's how the plan works: You arrange for production
of a five minute color and sound movie film on your product
by the film producer of your choice. MPO will arrange the
financing according to usual credit requirements. When the
film is complete, we'll make the necessary Super 8 color and
sound prints, and ship to your salesmen. You pay for the
film, the prints and the projectors at a low monthly rate
over a 36 month period. At the end, you own the film, prints

and projectors.
The beauty of the plan is that you pay for it as you sell
with it— which usually means getting sales increases from
35% to 50%— without making an immediate cash outlay.
Now's the time to equip your sales force for selling in
the competitive 70's. And this is the plan by which to do it.
The Videotronic Package Plan- try it on for size.
you wish to equip 25 salesmen with films and projectors, over a period of 36 months, the cost averages
$22,21 per man, per month. Then you own film, prints,
and projectors.
If

If you wish to equip 50 salesmen, the cost averages
$18.25 per man. per month for 36 months.

For

75 salesmen, the approximate cost
a day!— per man.

is

only $16.41

—55c

Lower rates

for larger quantities.

Individualized plans can be arranged.
(This

same

plan

is

available for training

and

all

other types of sponsored

motion pictures)

MPO
A

Videotronic Projector Corp.

Division of Optico, Inc.

461 Park Avenue South, New York. New York 10016

MPO

I'm interested in the
package plan. Please contact
with further information.

me

Name.
Company.
Address_

My

local

producer

is_

PROGRAM IN A
COMMPAK CARTRIDGE

THE A-V

Your

INSTANTLY

CALENDAR

INTERCHANGEABLE
IN ALL LA BELLE
"16" SERIES UNITS

MAY

La Belle
eomntpah

Film Seminar of the Northwest,
Seattle, Washington.

and Development, National Conference, May 1015, Anaheim Convention Center, Anaheim, Calif.

Film

American

Awards and

New

LA BELLE
COURIER® 16
lizing

LaBelle

ttie

unit uti-

COMMPAK

cartridge. Attractive appearance,
easy-to-carry, with built-in duraand dependability. Take
bility

"attache case" unit where

this

gets showing fast
for personalized communicaselling, training, or
tions
it's

needed
.

.

.

.

continuous loo]
synchronized

Festival,

educating.

sight

and sound

Blue

film screenings.

May

Ribbon
12-16,

York.

Illuminating Engineering Society, 6th Theatre, Television and Film Lighting Symposium, May 24-26, Hollywood-Rooicvelt

Hotel,

Hollywood.

JUNE

.

.

8-9,

.\nierican Society tor Training

3-way cartridge

APortable audio/visual

May

AI.'\

Industrial Film Festival, June

Mcjntreal,

14-17,

Canada.

Hemisfilm '70 film festival, June 18-22,
San Antonio Convention Center, San Antonio, Texas.

Atlanta International Film
22-27, Atlanta, Georgia.

Festival,

June

JULY

NAVA

Institute

for

Audiovisual

Selling,

12-16, Indiana University. Sponsored by the National Audio- Visual Asso-

July

ciation.

i

LA BELLE
SENTINEL 16
^Larger

screen, self-contained.
Keeps your dramatized story
working automatically in displays, at point-of-purchase, or
where there are people. Educates, communicates, demonstrates. COMMPAK cartridges instantly interchangeable.

This small compact

16mm

filmstrip cartridge

presents up to 250 visuals plus 20 minutes audio
tape. Fast sequence scenes approach animation,

suggesting motion. Slips in for instant program
permanently synchrochanges. No adjustments
nized. No turning over ... no rewinding. Instantly
interchangeable In any of the LaBelle "16" series',

National Audio-Visual Association Aimual
Convention, July 18-21, Sheraton-Park
Hotel, Washington, D.C.

—

three

A/V

units to suit every

audience condition.

for dramatic convincing demonstration.
LaBelle Industries, 502 S. Worthlngton St.,
Oconomowoc, Wisconsin 53066.

AUGUST
9th International Congress on High-Speed
Photography, August 2-7, Denver Hilton
Hotel, Denver. Colorado.

n

Arrange

Telephone: 414/567-5527,

American Management Association Annual
Conference & Exposition on Education
and Training, August 3-7, New York
Hilton,

New

I

(

i

York.

i
Convention of the Photographic Society of America, August 1822, Biltmore Hotel, Los Angeles, Cali-

International

LA BELLE

TUTOR

16

LA BELLE

lndust;ries

i

fornia.

projected im^Large
age. Ideal for directors, sales
conferences, clubs, trainees, or
other groups of people. Programs in COMMPAK cartridges
instantly interchangeable.

screen

Animation Workshop, August 24-Sept. 4,
Ohio State University campus, sponsored
by the University Film Association and
Ohio State University.

(Available soon)
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There's nothing new about
a fihn lab.

Nothing fancy.
Nothing spectacular.
Nothing dramatic.
Nothing glamorous.
just the place

It's

And

with the respon-

sibihtv of printing and processing every-

And no

in

lab understands this better

than Cine .Magnetics.
It's

\\

h\

we've invested so heavih

modern equipment, like our new highspeed Optronics Mark X Qiiad Printer
and our new P'ilmline black-and-white
in

processor.
It's

why

we've created

and enlarged old ones.

new

facilities

w

h\

we've accepted only

the most experienced people.

thing you've struggled to capture on film.

You want perfect prints. UsualK
quantity. Always on a rigid schedule.

it's

Super

Today, we have a complete 8mm,
8mm and i6mm center for motion

picture duplication and preprint services.

(The man

to call:

Ed Schuller,

General Manager. He'll be glad to discuss
your print needs, arrange a tour of the lab,
or send one of our salesmen to see you.)

We

print.

We

process.

Wc

load car-

Kodak, Technicolor, Fairchild,
jayark, Bohn-Benton and others.

tridges;

Not

terribly exciting.

But incredibly professional.

Cine Magnetics Film Laboratory
A DIVISION OF CINE MAGNETICS, INC.
520 North Barry Avenue, Mamaroneck, N.Y. 10543 (914) 698-3434
New York Receiving Center: 202 East 44th St. (212) 682-2780

MAY, 1970
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the camera eye
By

0.

H. Coelln
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No Harm

to

Aim

for

ber evaluation at our "Shangri-La" in South
Central Missouri where the Lost River

Greatness

Just Don't Overlook Results
What Kind of Film really counts? When
the miracles of art and science come to-

Ranch,
of

gether to provide a total viewer experience,
achieved with all the mastery which modern

made

technology has

and

possible

of

cameras
may have

fall

is

limited

a

— no more

films

seem

to

become mere

implements and we could
from the inspiration and guidance

good informative farm-ranch-oriented
Take one recent example; a film on
tractor which we decided to show our

parts.

than a "report-on-film" of a new process,
a new machine or a new corporate situation
is wanted. Or a major goal is set but the
people assigned to reach it are limited in experience or equipment. And, again, all too

many

require a lot

people for their better understanding of the
machine's work potentials and operating

short of their potential.

Perhaps the target

apple/ peach

operations,

new vineyards

films.

stock, the sponsor
achieved a very valuable tool. Yet, all too
often in our reviewing rooms, business and
industrial films

cattle

agricultural

benefit

in

film

its

orchards and

to

But what the sponsor sent us turned out
be the usual product introduction sales

film intended to spur dealer interest in the

machine when it was premiered. Lots of
good sales points and excellent graphics, but

outlines

little

of the total subject, lacking in depth, failing to stir real viewer interest or to ac-

depth for actual users of the machine.

Where

are the kinds of films which agriculimplement dealers might stock, most
efficiently and economically, on Super-8
cartridges? These would help meet today's
real crisis in service, help hired hands to
tural

complish complete understanding.
We mused on this premise of promise
vs. fulfillment through long evenings of so-

Snap-in Cassette

sound and DuKane's Super
Micromatic works automatically

AUDIO-VISUAL DIVISION
- St. Charles,
60174

Dept. BS-50

III.

I

iiiiiiiiiiiii

2000 YEARS AGO
In the

Roman market

place, a customer re-

jected the merchant's ordinary goods

and asked

for something better.

—And 2000

now. a customer

go to the market place

will

years from

and make the same decision. As long as a
choice exists, the discriminating will want something above the average.
that this

is

the reason so

We

pride ourselves

many of the finest firms

come to Frank Holmes Laboratories for the processing of fiinistrips and color slide duplicates.

j^^JB

""

V/ri'e for

our

ite'A'

Cufaliy

*| FRANK HOLMES
f% LABORATORIES, INC.
1947

MAY, 1970

First St.

•

San Fernando,

Calif.

•

EMpire 5-4501
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camera eye

.

.

continued
film as the lowest-cost-view-minute

medium

(and that includes print media); the actiongetting effectiveness of a well-made picture,
the tony

age or

good corporate im-

of a really

life

p.r. film.

Notes from Our Ozark Mountain Diary
The afternoon when this column was

We

drafted was an eventful one.

write in

terms of the
American scene) ranch house at Koshkonong where we headquarter the 1800-acre
Lost River spread. We are surrounded by
our library of audiovisual books, some dating back to the last century. These volumes
cover the technique of sight/ sound over the
past 60 years and more.

our

spacious

The

old

(very

in

new

decision to build a

Ozark mountain country

many

throughout

friends

life

in this

our

interest

will

the

abroad. For one thing, the land

U.S.

and

itself

here

challenging but had defied earlier efforts
to break away from long-established agriis

cultural

traditions.

we

country. But

It

was

and hog

cattle

some 30

also acquired

of orchards, largely of peaches with

acres

some

excellent apples.

Yesterday we completed the planting of
19 miles of wine grapes. That is

nearly

something new for this state, for this region.
It began, our venture into wine grape culture, with last year's first seven acres of Catawbas, the basic grape used in American
champagne wines. Within the last week, des-

some seven inches of
rains, we supervised

pite

heavy

MESSAGE ... SMALL BUDGET?

BIG
WHY NOT

A FILMSTRIP? There's no

faster,

more economical, or

dra-

more than 30

it

for

you more

clearly. Rest/ess client? Let

A

while you project your best image.

lot of territory to

him

experimental
relax

cover? Filmstrips

love to travel. Budget problems are gone! Filmstrips are comparatively

economical to produce
lines.

sive.

on

Re/ease prints?

.

.

.

One

and can be made

Contact us immediately.

whom

you can

to

meet impossible dead-

or ten thousand are unbelievably inexpen-

We

can recommend filmstrip producers

the planting of

additional acres of Catawbas,

Niagaras and 11 varieties of French hybrid
and other interesting wine grapes in a special

matic way to get your message across. Complicated story? A colorful
filmstrip c?n say

intermittent but

And

last

plot.

evening, with the

making Missouri

ing of wine grapes in this
fornia,

a

loan

New York
print

new vineyard

history as the largest plant-

of

new

rival of Cali-

and Ohio, we looked
California's

World of Wine. Look

alive, California,

have a new competitor

in

west!

rely.

your filmstrip producer
whose professional procedures and
at CFI

After 30 years and

most consistent

backed by a processing laboratory
facilities produce the finest and t/ie

is

results possible.

you

America's mid-

more

of active labor

on BUSINESS SCREEN, what
Here

at

Womterfiil

a

pleasure

echo of our thoughts in
Boris Pasternak's "Dr. Zhivago" when the
subject of that masterful novel muses:
"What happiness, to work from dawtn to
dusk for your family and for yourself, to
it

is

to

find

the

build a roof over their heads, to

till

the soil

them, to create your own world, like
Robinson Crusoe, in imitation of the Creator of the Universe and, as your own mother
did, to give birth to yourself, time and
to feed

again."

CONSOLIDATED FILM INDUSTRIES
959 SEWARD STREET, HOLLYWOOD, CALIFORNIA 90038

/

HO 2-0881

•

HO 9-1441

The distant blue hills surround us, the
mockingbird calls from a nearby bramble
and the young grape vines thrust toward
the sky. What more can one ask in this
world?

18
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THE ABOVE PICTURE COULDN'T GET INTO ANY THEATRE IN THIS COUNTRY
EXCEPT BY PAYING APPROXIMATELY $2.00 AT THE BOX OFFICE.
^f/^e are sho\\in<>

it

few reasons.

for a

First of all,

few of you who don't know him (very
few we hope) it's our president, Dick Rogers.
for the

we can show

none of you
have to be shy about showing yours .... and for
approximately $8.00 more than he pays for a seat at
his fa\orite theatre, we might be able to get your
picture into the movies (that's if it is suitable for
motion picture theatre presentation and the running
time is up to about 15 minutes). Other rates upon
Secondly,

if

this picture,

request.

We'll do
to start

is

all

we can

to let us see

to

make

your

it

film,

easy and the place

whatever

its

present

By merely some good editing to shorten it
where necessary, some new narration if necessary
length.

and a blow up to 35mm your present film might be
ready to go to the movies. We'll point all these possibilities out for you to discuss with your producer.

We

specialize in theatre distribution through a

network of what we believe to be the 32 finest
theatre branch offices in this country. As a result we
can deliver national, regional or even local distribuare priced below virtually every other major

sponsored theatre film distributor because our theatre operation doesn't have several hundred other
employees \\ ho are not involved in theatre distribution e\en though our theatre operation is as big as

is

the most thorough

and most

in-

formatixe with at least three or four items of information provided on our monthly reports beyond
what is considered to be "standard" information.

Oh

yes, the

$10.00 per booking (up to the

nine days at the theatre)

promotion of your

film,

first

also includes individual

publicity,

preview ship-

ments, inspection and maintenance of prints, ship-

ments to and from the theatres, advance notices,
monthly reports including the actual report cards
and lots of plain old fashioned service to our customers.

So whether you are a small client with a tiny
budget, a big client with a small budget or whatever,
we'll get you the best audience for your money. If
you want to put up to 200 prints into our very
capable hands for theatre distribution, we'll make

them all work and deliver an audience averaging
2500 viewers nationally per booking from among
the more than 5100 theatres that will use good sponsored shorts.

16mm print. We'll screen it
pronto at no cost or obligation to you and tell you
how you can get on the big screen (or advise you
that it doesn't belong there, should that be the case).
or better, send us a

We'll suggest

own

any other.

RHR FIIMEDIA,
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report

Write, wire or call us collect for more information

tion for you.

We

Our

how you can

get ready through your

producer.

1270 Avenue of the Americas, New York, N.Y. 10020
212 541-9692 Richard H. Rogers, President

INC., SUITE 1806,

This 4- inch attache case
opens to a movie theater.

is the most compact projector
The Bohn Benton Institor is the first truly portscreen, Super 8 sound movie projector. It's autoset up and running in less than 20 seconds. And,

This elegant attache case
in

the world.

able, rear

matic.
it's

It's

cartridge loaded to eliminate film threading. Films can

be changed

in

2 seconds.

On the spot, you can conan auditorium-size, 6 foot wide picture. Zoom
lens and external speakers are available for group viewing.
The Bohn Benton Institor lets your films sell for you every
day; on every call, in every office. This is the projector salesIt's

also a front screen projector.

vert to project

men

will

carry

The newest

20

because looks good, it's small, and it's light.
can give a professional presentation on

recruit

it

every call. He can take your plant,
your products and your services to the desk
of every prospect. It's easy to give an Institor to
every salesman because its price is as extraordinary as its
size — $300, far less than the cost of other first-quality rear
screen projectors without Instltor's advantages.
For more information, or an Institor demonstration, write
Bohn Benton Inc, Dept. A, 110 Roosevelt Avenue, Mineola,
New York 1 1501 or call (516) 747-8585,
;

#

Bohn Benton
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AUDIOVISUALS
nPHE LAST HALF

-

special report

TRAINING

IN

of the 1960s witnessed

the greatest surge in the use of audio-

business and industrial training

for

visuals

The

A-V

usage between
probably never be
equalled, but the growth continues.
Today, there are more films, slides, filmstrips and videotape training programs in
ever.

1966

increase in

and

1968

The last half of the 1960s saw perhaps the greatest Increase in the use of audiovisuals in business, industry and
government training that we will ever know. As the growth
continues, both equipment technology and the software
programming becomes more sophisticated and available.

will

use than ever before.

The sudden

increase of audiovisuals for

and

business

strictly

training at

all

employee

industry

came

levels

as the result of

developments during the past dectremendous improvements in
software in the actual programs that were
available and that could be made, it was
the development of new, less expensive,
easy-to-use hardware that spurred the increase in the usage of audio-visuals in
several

Despite

ade.

With the advent of the Super 8 format,
improved less expensive videotape equipcartridge

projectors,

rear

better

screens, synchronized tape systems for use

with slides,

more compact sound

filmstrip

and many other devices, came
of economically delivering specialized audiovisual training programs and
materials to employees at all levels. More
projectors

levels.

Ev-

cision-making,

and

motivational

personal

safety

is

available.

own

any busi-

In addition,

ness or industry can

now

afford to

make

tailor-made training programs on

any subject, no matter how detailed. In fact,
most companies cannot afford not to contraining medium.
on the following pages are
examples of what is being done in the area
of employee training by many companies.

sider

audiovisual

the

The

articles

number

In response to a

and as a guide

the subject

of inquiries

on

to those wishing

advantage of ready-to-use audiovisprograms, the companies listed
page specialize in providing excel-

to take

ual training

on

this

lent training

In
sales,

programs on various

subjects.

addition to those listed here, certain

management, motivational and other
from the various

training films are available

national

distribution

film

Modern Talking

Picture

and

Films,

tion-Sterling

such

firms

as

Associa-

Service,

United

World

Films.

means

the

importantly,

effedive

audiovisual

He

individual to be trained.

could learn

own pace whenever he had
It

was during

cept

films,

reality.

at

time.

The advent

ulti-

of

all

hardware

this

also

and custommade programs. As corporate and government training departments became aware of
the success, effectiveness and economy of
audiovisual training, more and better films
and A-V training programs were being developed by specialists in this area.

On
specific

Burbank,

Calif.

business and sales films.

tom made

W.

91506.

Olive Ave.,

Specialists

in

Programs cus-

for individual clients.

Films, 5615 Fi.shers Lane, Rockville,
Maryland 20852. Wide variety of busimanagement and motivational
ness,
training films.

in this area.

spurred tremendous improvements in readyto-use

Better Selling Bureau, 1150

BNA

time that single conconceived earlier, became a
this

And, we have not reached the

mate yet

A-V TRAINING SOURCES

training

programs could be delivered on an individual basis. Compact, rugged, easy-to-operate
projectors could be used at any time by the
his

all

relationships to appearance, diplomacy and

their

training.

ment,

able for employee training at

erything from sales training, executive de-

audiovisual

the

programs

following

pages

are

several

examples of the use of audiovisual

training materials

at

all

levels.

Companies

one or more of the plethora of audiovisual training systems and programs available should be considering it.
There arc literally hundreds of ready-made
films, filmstrips and slide programs availnot presently using

MAY, 1970

Close/Plenum Productions. 2020 S'aii Carlos Blvd., Fort Myers Beach, Fla. 33931.
Wide selection of management, sales
and employe training audiovisuals. Films,
filmstrips,

Dartnell

slides,

etc.

Corporation,

4660

Ravenswood

and programs.

Systems IntcriKitional, 3345
Edutronics
Wilshire Blvd., Suite 1007, Los Angeles,
California 90005. Specialists in audio\isual training and education programs
in computer and information sciences.
International

gan

A\'e.,

Film Bureau, 332
Chicago,

The Jam Handy Organization, 2821 E.
Grand Blvd.. Detroit, .Michigan 48211.
Ready-to-use and custom made film,
filmstrip

111.

S.

Michi-

60604. ImIhis for

and

slide

programs

for all train-

ing needs.

Journal Films, 909 W. Diverse) Parkwa\',
Chicago. Illinois 60614. \'ariet\' ot films,
filmstrips for specialized business industrial

training.

Roundtable Films, 321

Bevcrlv Drive,
90212. Spemanagement and executive
cialists
in
training films and programs.

Beverly

Ave., Chicago, Illinois 60640. Specialists
in sales management and sales training
films

business education, distributive education, dress and vocational counselling.

Hills,

S.

California

and N'isual Arts, 221
Park Avenue South, New York, N.Y.
10003. Distributors of comprehensive

Urhiversal Education

sales training film series.

Universal Training Systems, 7101 N. Cicero,
Lincolnwood, III. 60646. Suppliers of

custom-made training materials and
prepared
materials and equipment.
tributors

of

selected

dis-

training
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to see a training film," pointed out
Stacy Williams, assistant vice president and
claims counsel. "But I did get to see one of

fort

Executives Learn As

Drucker films on the Panacolor machine.
I got as much out of it as I would have

the

And

Their

Time Permits

an auditorium."

in

is the chief advantage here,"
explained Gerry 0"Neal, director of marketing. "I was able to look at the presentation off and on all day between various

"Flexibility

meetings."

There were

Panacolor projectors containing the entire BNA
Films' "Effective Executive" series, Government Employees
Insurance Company managers learn at their own desks
Using

Donn

as their schedule permits.

five

a lot of interruptions,"

said

Knight, director of staff services, "but
the important point is that I saw the Drucker films and was still on hand to take care
of

those interrupting matters.

all

films.

Normally,

I

saw

all

wouldn't have had

I

time."

Minding the store while watching a trainsums up the reaction of GEICO
executives to the projector. Nancy Dickey
ing film

BUSY EXECUTIVE,

THE

by

beset

countless crises clamoring for his time.

Top

priority for everything.

bottom

And toward

the

of the hst, seldom getting any closer

to the top,

is

the frustrated training director

attempting to bring together a group of executives for a management training seminar.

"A

training film?

At

a time like

this'?""

is

"At your own time, in your own office,"
was the surprising reply of Nancy Dickey,
coordinator for the
Co.,
Insurance
Employees

training

Government

(GEICO),

Washington, D.C., the sixth largest stock
in

the

word

U.S.

Her trump card

was the new Panacolor motion picture pro-

of

presence

its

called asking to be

got

around,

ecutive who used it. The evaluation form
asked several specific questions about both

tures unique control capabilities.

The Panacolor projector has as its heart
"prism optics," an advanced motion picture
shutter system developed by Panacolor's Dr.
Leon Wells and engineers at Zeiss Ikon,
West Germany. They designed a unique
"prism core" assembly by bonding 12 symmetrical lens elements to an optical prism.

A
port

films in this format.

quietness of the tape recorder, plus the con-

assistant vice president of the

now

able to see

five films

unlikely that I'd be able to get
to see the
it

Drucker

right in

want

my

continuous capstan-driven film trans-

mechanism

trol

similar to those

recorders

tape

in

abilities

of

gives

reverse,

employed

projector

the

the

frame-by-frame

movement, and stop on frame.
each

year that I'd like to see but can't because of
more important commitments. Chances are

"I wouldn't

their convenience.

the machine that looks like a television set,
works like a cassette tape recorder and fea-

machine and the film. Each executive returned a completed form with 100 percent
saying they were interested in seeing more

saw the

at

achieved a breakthrough among the hardest group to reach, top management, with

the

to attend a viewing in an auditorium, they
five-part series in their offices,

110 execu-

evaluate the projection system and the
form was left with each ex-

GEICO"s middle and
were recently able to view the Peter F.
Drucker full color film series produced by
BNA Films on The Effective Executive. Instead of being called away from their desks

management

We

film content, a

Claims Department said:
"There are usually four or

top

others

into the schedule.

tives.'"

Ted Culp,

jector.

fit

expect to reach most of those

To

the familiar refrain.

auto insurer

"So far we"ve reached 40 of the 110 exfrom manager up,"" explained
Nancy Dickey. "For seven weeks the Panacolor projector was in use every day. As

ecutives here

series.

away
But

right
I

was

office."

to take the time

and

ef-

Film for the projector is contained in a
hand-size magazine that holds the equivaone full-length sound motion picture
up to two hours duration, or six different
films, each up to 20 minutes long.
The film format consists of 12 rows of
pictures and 12 tracks of optical sound reproduced on 70nim film. Printing economy
lent of

of

the principle advantage to this format,
and the resulting film size takes up less storage space and is more rugged than 16mm

is

film.

"We
stration

gave each executive a short demonon how to operate the machine,"

Nancy Dickey

said.

"Then we

left

them

alone to use the machine at their own convenience throughout the day."
The push button controls allowed users
at any time for interrupstudy a particular frame. They reversed to go over a point, proceeded frameby-frame, or in slow motion.

to stop the film
tions, or

"We were able to stop the machine at any
time and discuss the presentation from the
standpoint of applications within our department," said Ross Pierce, GEICO's assistant
vice president of operations who called an
associate in to view the

"The executives

felt

it

Drucker series.
was a very relaxed

of viewing a training film," Nancy
Dickey pointed out. "But most important, it

way

GEICO executives loading

cartridge

series into the Panacolor
control of the program.

projector.

22

the BNA "Effective Executive"
Remote control on desk top permits instant random access

containing the five films

in

it possible to present some ideas like
Drucker's to people who just didn't have
•
time for classroom presentation."

made
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UNUSUAL REALISM
ual elements

autiiovis-

modern U.S.
Nearly real com-

today's

train

to

created through

is

combination of

the use of a

Forest Service firefighters.
munications situations are

created

the

in

training centers.

"Fire

medium

in

timber,

pine

quite

a

few dinvn logs on fire, must be an acre or
""
more, burning hot, some crowning
the excited voice crackling over the radio
is that of a U.S. Forest Service trail crew

foreman who has
started

at

fire

Forest

7.000-foot

the

line

the

in

Ponderosa National
the Sierra Nevada Mountains.

sicep-walled,
in

Realism

just arrived at a lightning-

desolate

Key to

Although the voice on the radio suggests

tempo

the

that

build

will

war

as

de-

is

clared on the fire, this fire will not burn
a single bush or tree, deface a forest, fell

Firefighter

home.

a fleeing fawn, or threaten a

fire appears on a projection screen
which five different projectors are
casting their images to create a scene of

The

upon

The

realism.

unusual

simulator,

fire

Training

in-

stalled at the U.S. Forest Service fire train-

ing center at

Marana. Arizona,

is

bosses, the "generals"

fire

train

used to

who must

and deploy men, airand materials.

assess a fire situation

craft, bulldozers, vehicles

Specially constructed

room

Through a combination of audiovisual elements and a
constructed bell-shaped
the fire boss plays his

specially

the

In

room near Tucson,
and

role

his actions

bring prompt and some-

student response system, the U.S. Forest Service provides
fast, accurate forest firefighting training in an atmosphere
of

dynamic realism.

times embarrassingly dramatic results.
If,

for

example, he directs the

firefighting tanker plane

of

chemicals

the

at

pilot of a

make

to

head of the

drop

his

the

fire

on the screen will diminish in intensity at the head of the fire but
the flanks will crown and spot as they com-

colorful fire scene

pete for attention.
In the

advanced

fire

management course

follows a branching sequence.

the training

The action can follow

to

some degree

a

course of events that would be a fair response to commands given by the fire boss
in training.

Five projectors create realistic picture of
bosses (right) direct their forces

"fire" as fire

There are at the present time more than
dozen fire simulators throughout the
United States, used by various federal and
a

by radio. The picture on the screen
responds to the various actions taken by
the foresters

in training.

state forestry agencies for intensive, profes-

sional

training.

fire

Marana'

The

fire

unique, however,

is

simulator at

in'

that

it

has

an additional instructional system, the Ray-

theon

EDEX

increases the

student response system, which

number

of active trainees

from

the usual four or five to forty.

By using the student response system and a
program prepared with the help of

special

Raytheon Learning Systems Company, the
"observers"

become

active,

participating

trainees.

Using selector buttons

at their seats these

answer multiple choice
questions at key points in the exercise and
their responses may be used by the "umpire"
additional

in

trainees

directing the

activities.

Although every

fire

represents a loss in

Contimied on pai^e 26

MAY, 1970
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Baldwin

In

eight months, Baldwin Baker

exposed a

million

and a quarter

16mm film for ABC TV.

feet of

In

That's

7000

feet a day, five

days a week. All on location,
sync sound, with one camera.

Baker needed a camera that
was quick to operate and, above
all, reliable. He used an NPR.
Mr.

Baldwin Baker writes:
"E\/erybody's Talking

ABC

is

an

Television show that
up film. In the first

really eats

eight

months

regularly
fifteen

of shooting,

exposed between

and twenty 400 foot

rolls a day. In

35mm,

would be over 20,000
day. All

we

lip

that

feet a

sync, of course,

on location — very
often three or more separate
locations on the same day."

and

24

all

"Short film clips from our

filmed footage of people
talking about an unidentified
subject were screened

in

studio for a live panel,

the

who

had to guess what the people
were talking about. Because

we could

nevertell howlong it
would take the panel to guess
the subject and because the
people doing the talking were

mostly non-professionals,

had

to

shoot

literally

we

miles of

good tantalizinc
quotes and to make sure

film to get

there would be

age
til

to

enough

keep running

foot-

clips un-

a panelist finally guessec

right.

We

used so much

film

more than once
Eastman's Hollywood store
in fact,

that

ran completely out of 16mrr

black-and-white rawstock!"
"With travel between loca-

and ashooting schedule
like that, you can imagine

tions

BUSINESS SCREEN

ai(

le

man

bw

in

the photograph,

is

much time thers was to
up or for me-

S'are for setting

problems. Without
te NPR's instant magazine
cianical

ciange,
h;ve

I

we could
much foot-

don't think

gotten that

ae

in

fst

camera

the can. Overall,
to

work

ourse. But our

it's

a

with, of

NPR had

to

a

member

of the

magazine changes, the NPR
gives you precise reflex
viewing, balanced shoulder-

resting, registration-pin
movement, a constant-speed
motor with sync-pulse generator and automatic clapper, a

and a quarter feet
rck-steady images."

a free

MAY, 1970

of

and

that's his

NPR.

You can get
Eclair at

it,

free of course, from

7262 Melrose Avenue, Los

Angeles, California: (213) 933 7182.
Or from our office at 18 West 56th
St.,

New York

City;

(213) 247

0350

rotating two-lens turret, and,
of course,

anillion

local 659;

As well as five-second

completely reliable too;
ad it certainly was. We got
b;

lATSE Hollywood

it

gives you blimp-

free silence.

May we send you

copy

of our sixteen

page NPR brochure?

Camera makers since 1909
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is being held up by
blocking the highway. And just

of his equipment

some

training firefighters

sightseers

is expecting a call from a key unit
on the fire line he gets one instead from a
"newspaper reporter" requesting an in-depth
interview on the progress of the campaign.
At another point in the program, a group

as he

eonfinued

timber, watershed, scenic value, or wildlife
the course for "generals" is aimed particularly

controlling those catastrophic fires

at

burn 1,000 or more acres. Of the
12,000 forest fires annually in the United
States less than 50 cause 80 per cent of

that

the total loss.

Fires of this magnitude challenge the fire
organizational ability as well as his

boss'

hard-won fire line experience.
The Raytheon-aided program helps the
foresters to deal efficiently with uncertain-

evaluate risks, prepare for contingencies and cope with the varied risks of normal and unusual fire behavior.
ties,

!

To

he really feels the immensity of the organization and command
role, the pilots of the several types of airinsure

that

at his disposal pose typical logistics
problems as they report their fuel remaining and the time required to return to their

craft

bases.

room with their attenfocused on the animated color scene

In the darkened
tion

shown on the screen, the trainees become
swept up in the realism of the scene. Vet-

even to the extent of
they will eat and
where
what
and
planning
sleep and how they will be replaced by fresh

by the realism of the simulated

crews.
Opinions are asked in the form of multiple
choice questions projected on the wall. Trainees
answer by pressing appropriate button on student response system which records their answers and provides feedbacl< to exercise director.

uated.

eran foresters

—

Dynamic realism

stantly

program is
must conmake new decisions based on the

effects

of

An

essential ingredient in the

dynamic

its

quality.

his

The

earlier

who

"bum"

decisions.

Like the

paints himself into

himself out of his

command

post.

the

the

in

who

learned their firefight-

searing,

heat

crackling

of

the

often find themselves so engrossed

fire line

"radio" reports that they

may

and the

fire

look up

at

darkened room as the
sound of an approaching plane is heard
over the loud speaker system and the pilot
"radios" that he's approaching the scene
and will fly in low over the command post

the

ceiling

the

of

to survey the fire line.

Simulated

To

fire

create the simulated fire on the screen

the foresters have experimented with various combinations of devices. One early de-

was a board with holes in it through
which smoke was puffed on cue. The present simulator has five mirror-bounce projectors to superimpose the flame and smoke

vice

As
ated

ing

trainee

proverbial painter
a corner, the trainee at the simulator might

even

'

of residents near the edge of the fire calls
to ask if homes in the area should be evac-

Each trainee has an opportunity to sizeup the fire, order and deploy the various
resources, plan and execute strategy, and
direct his forces

i

part

of

the

realistic

details

associ-

with an actual first magnitude fire
boss receives radio reports that

fire

over a forest scene.

A

synthesis of actual systems and situa-

the simulator and the multi-media
student response system form a bridge between the classroom and actual fire man-

tions,

Trainee group of firefighters
fighting drill.
forces to fight

They
it.

will

watch

is

a

EDEX response system

on
develop on a simulator and listen as the

briefed
fire

operation of the

fire

before a

fire-

bosses deploy

agement. But the foresters have wisely insured that it is more than a game. Each
exercise is carefully planned and objectives
are specified and discussed in advance with
the participants. At the conclusion of each
exercise

a

debriefing

whether the
"fire

out of control"

cision

and

session

conclusion
its

—

is

is

"fire

The

—

out"

or

each de-

to analyze

alternatives.

held

instructor

team brings out ways to improve performance on the fire line.
U.S. Forest Service officials cite the impact that both modern firefighting equipment and training techniques are having on
losses. Typically, in the
fire
South, during the early Forties the average
fire burned 165 acres. By 1966 the average

controlling

had been reduced to 30 acres. It is
hoped that the combination of fire simulation and the new training techniques will
be able to insure that more trained men

loss

will

be at the scene of every future

fire

and

that sound decisions in the initial attack will
continue to minimize the ravages of fire in

our woodlands.
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Versatile Projectors

Add Meaning

to
Self Training

Here a worker studies the assembly of the Audiscan cartridge assembly.

The Audiscan continuous loop projector with synchronized
sound is one of several compact audiovisual systems in
training use which permit individual control and
study pacing.

/^NE OF TODAY'S

newer audiovisual
^-^ training tools being used with outstanding success in business and government
training programs is the Audiscan audicv

maintenance

employees not only learned
but easier and with better retention
and understanding, than from printed man-

faster,

uals.

ITT Cannon

visual self-instruction system.

The Audiscan system

revolves around a
single, sealed 5" x 5" I'/a" cartridge which
snaps into a portable projector. The cartridge can be

programmed with up

to 225
and 25 minutes of sound,
perfectly synchronized and sealed into the

16mm

visuals,

cartridge.

Stop-start-hold

capabilities

per-

mit near animation-like sequences. Controls
providing for automatic or manual, or combination operation are built-in to suit the

The projectors also work well in communicating
corporate messages to employees during breaks.

program needs.
Since Audiscan is a self-training tool, the
need for instructor and supervision time is
reduced substantially. There is no pressure
on student or instructor, and no chance of
important information being left out.
Audiscan adapts nicely to single concept
"Program Teaching," because instructions
can be broken down to suit any level of

Complicated subjects can be simand graphically emphasized. The
learning time required is determined by the
trainee, who manually restarts the lesson
whenever he is satisfied with his understand-

learning.
plified

ing of the subject covered.

The combination

of words and pictures,

plus

the presentation techniques available
with Audiscan programming capabilities results

in

training

superior
is

an

Uniformity of
advantage. Pictures

training.

added

show

the trainees exactly what the subject
should look like at each point in the lesson, while the voice tells him exactly what
to do.

Restaurant employees at King's Food Host
learn methods and procedures at their
pace as they have time.

USA
own

Consequently, trainees learn the most
way to do the job and they all

efficient

learn

it

alike.

Ryder Systems,

for

example, found that

Electric, division of

IT

& T

experienced savings of 50%
in time, and costs, in training microelectronics assembly-line workers. Employees were

Corporation,

also better trained,

job responsibility

work

and able to assume full
soon as assigned to

as

stations.

Boeing and Sikorsky were early users,
with aircraft maintenance training programs.
Owens-Illinois Glass Company trains overseas in the operation of their equipment,
while Chase Manhattan
with Audiscan.

has

It

proven

Bank

particularly

restaurant

chain,

appropriate

Company,

for franchisors. Krystal
in

trains tellers

a drive-

and Bavarian Alpine

Inns depend on the system for operations

Food Host includes
waitress training, and food handling instructions. International House of Pies programs
training courses. King's

its accounting procedures for Audiscan. Wilcox & Gibb, manufacturers of industrial
sewing machines, train employees in assembly and installation with Audiscan. National
Tool & Die Precision Machine Association

has

a

series

of

filmstrips

apprentices, technical

for training of
personnel, and jour-

neymen review.
The Army Air Force
for

its

Signal

selected

Serendipity Program.

Corps teaches

The

Audiscan

U.S.

Army

"Covet"
(common basic electronics) with Audiscan

systems.

And

it

is

its

Project

being used

in

classified

by the U.S. Navy in Bangor,
Washington, and New London, Connecticut,
plus a joint venture program with the U.S.
Marine Corps.
Firms of all sizes are utilizing Audiscan
and similar systems more and more for employee training and indoctrination, at all
levels from routine semi-skilled jobs to executive communications. They are uniquely
effective for technical and production-line
training courses

training.

Warehouse employees study
inventory control and
handling instruction with
the use of the Audiscan
projector.

With training of both the jobless and the
employed becoming critical facets of our
economic structure, cartridged self contained sound projection systems are providing a simple, proven method of effectively
training employees with minimum supervi•
sion at low cost.
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wmm

The quadrangle of floating screen blocks as they appeared during a program break. The blocks were mounted on a turntable
volved for various portions of the program.

the stage floor and

in

re-

MULTI-MEDIA FOR MULTI-SITES
rpo RECEIVE FULL

*

value from an aud-

iovisual investment, a

company

will of-

need

tons of weight.

stripfilm,

its film,

The multi-media

or

program, as a result of this
reach more people, is usually
booked for showings in many locations un
der widely varying circumstances
audiences may range in size from 75 to 750,
and room sizes will vary accordingly. This,
in turn, will often require an adaptation of
to

.

the original
ations,

original

show

to suit the

.

.

new show

situ-

and changes become necessary which

may prove

fatal to the effectiveness of the

program.

Deere & Company, manufacturers of
farm machinery tractors, combines, and
auxiliary machines
last fall launched a major product introduction to its 700 branch
executives and some 1000 dealerships. They
asked Ken Saco Associates, New York show

—
—

producers, to prepare an audiovisual pra-

gram

that

would

fill

the typical sales meet-

—

ing and new product introduction needs
to
generate enthusiasm and to tell the nutsand-bolts story as well.

show
many locations and

has to travel to
play under varying conditions,

resulting adaptions often destroy

much

of the program's effectiveness.

Here's

how John Deere Company,

through careful planning, presented

a highly effective product
introduction multi-media

also

28

fits

show

that

the "will travel" category

a

multi-screen

or multi-media story.

elaborate audiovisual

and

torium with several striking features: A revolving 32-foot wide turntable is built into
the stage floor, capable of carrying many

ten seek wide exposure for

when an

contains corporate executive offices
unique 350 seat semi-circular audi-

terest. It

Two initial kick-off shows were to be given in the Deere Administrative Center in
Moline, Illinois. A few days later the program would travel into the field to be given
by the Deere branch sales managers to their
John Deere dealerships. All programs, hov;cver, were expected to be given equal treatment, regardless of the different in-field
conditions under which they would be given.
The Deere Administrative Center, a modern six-story structure of exposed steel girders and glass, is one of the late Eero Saarmost brilliant pieces of architecture
and the Quad Cities' popular points of ininen"s

The

entire rear wall of the

over

16 feet high, is covered with
steel curtains which may be raised to restage,

veal

a

glass

When

yond.

wall

and large courtyard be-

the steel curtains are

down

a

15x28 foot movie screen may be lowered
into position for projection.

jection

and

sound

Lighting, pro-

installations

are

very

complete.

The problem was to design a program
would make use of this auditorium's
potential, yet have a show that could travel
that

without extensive adaptations.

Good lead time
The show's lead time
a healthy one. Time was

of six

months was

required for prop-

photographic coverage of the prototype
combines, self-propelled farm machines capable of threshing and harvesting wheat,
maize, corn and other crops. These prototype machines were in short supply and
were in demand for advertising photos and
filming, all of which had to be fitted around
another need
a cross-country testing
schedule calling for workouts of newagainst-old machines in many different crop
er

—

areas at the best possible harvest times.

A

timetable was prepared,

allowing for

and shooting storyboards to enable
photographers to complete their work before the combines were moved out for field
testing. When it was completed, the sixmonth lead time did not seem quite as long
script

—

the planning time for
it did at the outset
presenting a visual format and script treat-

as

BUSINESS SCREEN

had hecn condensed into a

nient

six

week

cient astronomic stone

shapes, he quipped
Lowey, Ken Saco Associates' partner, "I've decided to dub this. Stonchenue
West!"
to Curtis

period.

"Stonehen^e West" takes shape
The auditorium was covered photographhy the producer, and blueprints were
obtained lor the structure itsell'. When the
ically

research team finished they had more than
enough background information and statistics. D'fferent a\enues of visual approach
were explored.
Initial idea drawings indicated some exciting directions and the new concepts were

dummy

followed thru into

stage form.

The

resulting idea immediately caught the imag-

The branch shows
I

A

of free-standing,
apparently
space" blocks were designed
which would stand on the stage turntable.
It was found that a variety of shapes could
be presented to the audience depending
upon how the turntable moved during the
show. The final concept presented to the
Deere people took this shape:
"In the Moline Auditorium the screens
will be a series of free-floating screen blocks,
in

positioned on the stage turntable in a

tri-

angular arrangement. At transitional points
in

the

program

the turntable will rotate to

present the audience with a different configuration of screen blocks. Through selective

masking of 35nim slides, and positioning of
equipment, images will fit into
each of the three screen configurations without changing position of the projectors. In
the branch field shows, on the road, a single
projection

versions

of

the

show

projectors on script cues.

Response

group

"kit"

custom-built triple pri)jector control boxes
were provided to simplify the advancing of

ination of the creative team.

"floating

raveling

were prepared, and were ready for delivery
at the same time as the original show.
They
were duplicates of the first show, and contained detailed scripts with complete cuing
and tray-change instructions. In addition,

from

the

field,

traditionally

when it comes to coping with multimedia show productions, was excellent.
Every branch manager had seen the Moline

quiet

show, and
to

become

at that

time had an opportunity

familiar with the projection tech-

nique.

Classes were given, informally,
those wishing to rehearse the kit setup.

for

Multi-media shows certainly need to reach
adequately large audiences
and today
the show techniques and projection equip.

ment are

available

Company
more
that

sales

interested in

to

do

.

this

.

efficiently.

executives are becoming
these mixed media shows

have an excitement about them that the

—

single-screen programs lack
and this generation of excitement is what most of these
sales meetings are all about.
•

Each
feet.

screens measured 11 x SVi
program section, the turntable

of the vertical

After each

revolved

for

a

20-second quarter turn

in

sync

with music and light effects.

two-to-one ratio screen will accommodate
all three formats, without any change in the

show."
This meant that the in-field shows could
be picked up as-is from the original. It was
original

recommended

that the original take advan-

The projection equipment was

tage of the projection balcony, and use nine
slide

er

and two

series

of

music and

1

6mm

visual
light

arranged

projectors for a smooth-

with additional
during the screen

effects,

effects

in-field

fashion

in

the

Manager Skip Rognlien
reviews cue script prior to

changes.

The

in this

second balcony. Stage

performance.

shows could

be

projected

with as few as three slide projectors, and a

16mm film projector, or they could
be almost as elaborate as the original show
if the staging conditions and audience size
warranted it.
Scripts were planned to make full use of
the "floating block" screens whenever possible and appropriate. Deere's story was a
single

straightforward one

—

and the staging avoidany look of "gimmicry" by its highly
functional use. When screen changes were
made, they underscored actual program con-

ed

Top edges

tent changes.

Company spokesmen were

at

lecterns

during portions of the program, at other
times the films and slides were mixed to a
pre-recorded track
all portions of the pro-

—

of floating screen

blocks were

lit

with red from

above to intensify dimensional
effect.

gram were tightly staged and visualized.
The entire program ran three hours, including a mid program break for a view of
the new combines in the courtyard during
a coffee serving. Deere's board chairman,
William Hewitt, attended the first show.
Impressed by the visual format, and sensing
a resemblance to England's grouping of an-
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up

trawling

Foreign Policy for the Citizen
Where I Sit,"
Offering no solutions, the Henry Strauss film, "From
policy. It
provides a much needed insight into U.S. foreign
the
relates
and
examines the complex decision-making process
situation in understandable personal terms.

200

to

miles

off

South America's west coast.
In the first, the U.S. tuna fleet
wants Washington to stop what
they feel is "piracy" on the high
seas. "In this case fishing is an
extremely
dramatic
problem,"
Strauss said. "We are attempting
to affect and influence people
give

to

sequence

the

—

—

insight

and

makes

I

think

the

point

very well."
In the second sequence, dealing with the U.S. and trade with

FADE-IN OPENS

THE

with

a straight-lined, easily recogbut purnizable chair. Slowly

—

—

posively

camera

the

moving around

begins

And

chair.

the

soon, the chair becomes less like
eventually an abstract
a chair
'

—

design

three-dimensional

of

re-

volving rods.

"When

is

a chair not a chair?"

the narrator asks.

This

The film begins with a fade-in on a
chair (top), but as the camera cirthe chair, it ceases to be a
evolving into an abstract 3
dimensional design of revolving rods
(bottom), making the point that a
situation must be approached from
every conceivable angle.
cles

chair,

opening

intriguing

mood and

the

for

stage

sets

From

Where I Sii, a 27-minute, 16mm
black-and-white documentary
about the complexity of foreign
policy issues and the diverse fac-

which must be defined and
evaluated before the State Detors

^^jment makes a decision. The

the varied problems of State
partment policymakers for

responsible

The

citizen.

not

What someone says 'offthe-cuff may affect your next se-

manufacturer sees export opportunities,

but others

with the

Communist block would

—

quence

especially

ter of

In

if

chal-

it

a mat-

It's

being flexible and patient."
focusing on the decision-

makes

the film

this point: the responsible citizen

—

trading

feel

encourage aggression and betrav
our fighting men. Others feel
trade will lead to better understanding and improve peace prospects.

The

film

provides the viewer

behind-the-scene

with

at the State

on one ranking
a

activities

Department, focusing

who

official

faces

continuing range of decision-

making alternatives.
At the Arms Control and Disarmament Agency, whose direc-

anal-

tor reports directly to the Secre-

and determination of broad

tary of State, officers are seeking

no point
no conclu-

national interests in shaping his
own opinions on foreign policy

a solution to a basic conflict of

no beginning, midor end. We're dealing with

rooted

an abstract concept, a total prob-

issues as does the State Department. In the film, no decisions
are made; it gives the viewer the

lem."

tools with

ducer, says. "There
of view.
sion.

dle

It

There

arrives at

is

is

In the film, Strauss dramatizes

same process

applies the
ysis

which

to

draw

his

own

conclusions, pinpointing the difficulties facing the State Depart-

ment.

"There

is

no hero, no

no conclusion

or

viewpoint," Strauss
to

difficult

fully

the

villain,

philosophical
said.

"It

is

demonstrate successsynthesis of shaping

We must show right
and wrong, black and white, then
and you must take
reverse
into consideration your own feelings in evaluating the problem.

viewpoints.

—

"We

tried to build a dramatic,

structural

and

social

viewpoint

and show black and white do not
exist in this area

— and

has to bring
conflicting viewpoints."

ernment

that gov-

together

This is done in two principal
sequences. The first deals with
a pointedly uncomplicated question concerning the

Fisherman aboard a U.S. fishing vessel looks vyith dismay at Russian
trawler in background scooping up thousands of fish off the California
coast.

Eastern European countries, the
camera sweeps down on a Brooklyn dock where the same diversity
of views and factors are captured
via cinema verite.
Trade means more jobs, some
say, but others contend American workers would be subject to
unfair competition; an American

filming.

making process,

division of

—

and

each involving conflicts in this
country and elsewhere.
"This type of film is provocative," Strauss said. "It's a matter of picking up the emotional
overtones. You have to build
keys as you go along.
"The script changes as you
move through your research and

Novo Corp.
"This production has none of
the characteristics of a dramatic
film," Henry Strauss, the pro-

.

film,

—

acceptable

totally

lenges and stimulates.

,

the

through carefully structured sequences, use of cinema verite and
pointed narration, demonstrates
decision-making alternatives

,
.u
ttc
was produced tor the U.b.
Strauss
government by Henry
Communications of New York, a
J:,

film

De-

when

arrested

vian

United States

fishermen are
Ecuadorean, Peru-

California

by

and Chilean patrols while

viewpoints:

national

deeply

the

any
arms control proposal which
would require inspection of Soviet territory by non-Soviet personnel, as opposed to the American rejection of any arms control
agreement which cannot be poSoviet

rejection

of

liced.

In the

Department Of-

State

What should be

fice:

the

U.S.

toward a foreign regime
which takes and retains power
undemocratically but which may
be the only immediate alternative
attitude

to chaotic violence?

Another

office,

another topic:

U.S. aid to a country with severe
food and population problems.

Can

large-scale

aid

be justified

American taxpayer

to the

country being helped

is

if

ing effective steps to increase

production

food

and

the

not taklimit

i*s
its

population increase?
The film concludes by reflecting on
the

some critical decisions of
Department in recent

State

years under four different presiand then surveying the
dents
•
problems ahead.

—
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U'T'HE QUIET
-*-

perhaps

Mort

voice

of

best

way

the

creativity"

&

of Cu>ldsholl

Golclshi>ll

A BUSINESS SCREEN producer

is

describe

to

Associates,

today considered one of the nation's leading sponsored fihii producers.
He is considered by many tlic imquestiiined mar.ter of creati\it\

and sponsored

sign

two

in

fields;

THE QUIET VOICE OF

de-

although he re-

fihiis.

fuses to recognizx a distinction between the

two

CREATIVITY

His approach to all of
his undertakings is that of an artist. Even
thought the business world generally sees
in his thinking.

graphic or print design and filmmaking as
two separate fields, Mort insists, "There is

no difference
filmmaker."

An

artist

between

and

a

enthusiast most of his

art

Goldsholl studied

life.

and

designer

a

Chicago's School

at

of Design with Moholy-Nagy, and combines

beauty and practicality in
is a key to his success,
feeling

this

tween

that

fine art

there

work.
perhaps

his
it

no

"is

If

there

lies

be-

conflict

and applied art" and

in

his ap-

plication of this principle to everything that

he does.

One cannot describe the films of Gold& Associates without also quickly call-

sholl

ing

attention

to

other half of a

the

very

harmon-ous team, Mrs. Morton
Goldsholl. "Millie" to most who know her.
An equally adept artist and filmmaker. Millie is perhaps the more outspoken, quickly
interpreting, explaining or discussing somecreative and

somewhat

thing in great detail,

in

contrast

Mort's more quiet, thoughtful pattern.
Outwardly, the two are almost a study of
contrasts. Millie is vivacious, almost bubbling and seems to be a whirlwind of perpetual activity, constant interest and curito

osity.

Mort

generally

is

more

quieter,

thouchtful. but every bit as curious, inter-

and dedicated to what he is doing.
no less active. They share several
common interests, hobbies and outlooks,
differing perhaps only in the way they exested

And,

press them.

They work

simple

rather

a

in

looking

building in Northfield, Illinois, a far North-

row of other
near their sub-

ern Chicago suburb, amidst a

small office buildings.

It

is

urban home, something they both prefer
and relish to commuting to the distant
downtown Chicago loop.
And. even though they are widely known
for their film work, their studios more greatly resemble the art department of a busy
ad agency than a highly creative film production facility. This appearance is attributable to the fact that as

Mort puts

it,

"I

can spend only about 30% of my time on
our great love
films, but fortunately
Millie can spend full time."
Like many of the country's most talented
producers, Mort and Millie can be selective
about the films they do. They always have
more opportunities than they can accommodate. Neither of them will accept a film
assignment that they don't believe in.
Mort believes a filmmaker "should consider it a privilege to take on the challenge
of making a film." "A filmmaker has the
.

.

.

responsibility of doint; the film to the best

Continued on next page
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Sharing a great love of filmmaking, relentless
and a dedication to artistic creativity, Mort
and Millie Goldsholl of Chicago's Goldsholl &
Associates deliver an eloquent artistry in all of their
curiosity,

films.

profile

.

voice of creativity

.

.

continued

I

of his creative ability, to properly convey the

expressed on the subjects of creativity and

idea and subject matter, and fight for the

filmmaking ethics.
"For best results," says Millie, "a filmmaker should be paid a creative fee. And, a
filmmaker should never bid until he has

right to use film as art."

The Goldsholls wili do nothing "hokey,"
and cringe when they see samples of bad
filmmaking. They believe art can be effectively applied to the production of any film.

Brite-^ye650
gives /pu

more

If

;

light

and more control
than any other
portable of

its size.

films are their great love, then fishing

and/or

and both of these
have played parts in their filmmaking. The first film they made, called
Nii^ht Driving was filmed on the way home
from a fishing trip. Millie shot the film
of passing lights at night from the car as
Mort was driving. She used the camera lens
trains are second,

interests

to create

It's

another

advance trom

.

.

B&M
THE INNOVATORS <N
LIGHTING EQUIPMENT
'

distortions for effect in the film.

sponsored film was Texoprint,
produced for Kimberly-Clark Corporation.
Their great love of trains (almost a romantic nostalgia) undoubtedly was a factor in the acclaim of ImaHimition 10, their
tremendously successful film of two years
ago. Up until the demise of most regular
passenger runs, Mort and Millie traveled
almost exclusively by train, preferring it to
automobiles or airplanes.
Their first film studio was actually in
their home, even though Mort had a design studio in downtown Chicago since the
Their

first

1940's. Neither of

early

anything

Brite-Eye is a bantamweight
quartz portable that acts
like a heavyweight on the
job. It matches the light
intensity of much larger
units. It can be focused from
spot tojiood. And it has

more

built-in controls,

options and accessories
than you'd ever expect in a
portable.

See how

they employ
Millie

A DIVISION OF F&8/CEC0 INDUSTRIES. INC.
12164 Sherman Way
North Hollywood, California 91605
(213) 875-1913
315 W. 43rd

St.,

New

York, N. Y. 10036

(212) 586-1428
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knew

of

six

whom

believe

in

maintaining

as

ar-e

Mort and

much

Mort and

concepts.

On

a

other and what

approach to
the

In

"a

wake

to-

mutual knowledge of each
is

desired in the particular

of recently

completed an-

nual reports for Borg-Warner Corporation,

Kimberly-Clark and Owens-Illinois, Mort
is currently working on Momentum, a film
for Westinghouse. Millie has just completed
film

for

Eastman Kodak, Out of

film looks at everyday

Sight.

through the
eves of an
-year-old boy where ordinary
things become unordinary through an extension of his vision. An example, as the
boy looks at a cow, it becomes a milk producing machine through animation.
In their spare time, the Goldsholls are
active in the Film Forum, a North Shore
film society in its 18th year. Presently numbering about 80 members, meeting each
1

life

1

month in a member's home, the group at
one time numbered about 500.
Mort and Millie's strongest feelines are

believes

art

is

that

"all

art

is

related.

the subject of sponsors and film buy-

"Too many

people, includ-

proach."

Of film festivals and awards, Mort says,
"The first award you receive is nice, but
the most important award is the medal you
give yourself."

He

believes

this

is

a

rare

event for a professional filmmaker, because
there always seems room to improve.

Mort and

own

Millie each research and write

scripts.

They

they "write film,

are

quick to add
Mort's

not words."

approach to a film is to think a film assignment over in his mind for days, sometimes longer. He mulls the film over until
all facets are clear in his mind. He claims
that

film," says Millie.

idea that vis-

have a backward notion about
what film is and what it can do. A creative
artistic film can convey a corporate message far better than a direct hard sell ap-

that

gain

this

ing sponsors,

total

gether,

all

ers, Millie says,

their

way and produce better results.
"The crew members, having worked

utilize

Millie

one," that

as

same staff because they feel a
crew can work better together this

Millie

convey the message in their films.
They select and make films that challenge their creativity. They want to make
those films where they can apply creative
uals

possible the

The

"^ardweU^'McAlisterlqc.

20 people,

regularly involved in filmmaking.

a

''B^

really

been art
animation stand was fashioned by Mort
from a drill press. Millie counted the frames
of film to add sound, knowing only that
there were 24 frames per second.
Today, in their 12th year of making films,

Brite-

Eye can help you do your
job better and easier. Write
for details to Dept. BS 5-0

them

about filmmaking, both having
and design students. Their first

thoroughly researched the subject, applied
his maximum creativity and envisioned the
total concept of the film to be made. To
do this properly, the filmmaker should expect to be compensated.
"A major problem of most filmmakers is
conveying the sense of the film or subject
to non-film oriented people. By taking that
extra creative step and applying the added
dimension, any film can be made interesting to nearly any audience. There can be
something for everyone in any film."
Sharing the growing belief that many
young people are turned off on "words,"

all

of the essential details are relative-

sharp in his mind before he prepares the
script or begins shooting. He says this has
proven to be his most successful approach
to a film or design project.
ly

Preferring a reputation as creative film-

makers, neither Mort nor Millie are considered specialists in any general subject
area. In one year's time, they have produced films ranging from educational undertakings to very technical product films.
In one year, their sponsors range from Field
Enterprises and the Department of Health,
Education and Welfare to Sears, Roebuck
and Co. and Owens-Illinois.
Their dedication and talent are reflected
on the screen in every film they produce.
And, despite a tremendous popularity and
acclaim,

they remain the "quiet voice of

creativity" in industrial filmmakins.

•
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OUR NEW ECO
TURNS INTO SHARPER
SUPER 8 PRINTS.

It's finally here — new Kodak Ektachrome
Commercial Film 7252 — the long-awaited

camera-film improvement in the ECO system
that turns into sharper prints — especially in
super 8.
Give it a try. You'll see the sharpness and
the excellent color rendition in your 16mm
prints right away. And you'll really see the difference in super 8 prints.
But sharpness isn't the whole story. 7252
also has a wide exposure latitude. Which means
you've got more control when faced with a
tough lighting problem. If conditions just won't
permit you to shoot at the normal ASA 25 rating,
push it up a stop to 50. It can then be forced
processed and you've got it!
Last but not least, 7252 is probably going to
mean greater efficiency in the lab. That's because it's designed for the new ECO-3 process
which is more compatible with the popular
ME-4 process.

new Ektachrome Commercial Film
when you want to
turn out sharper prints. Check with one of the
offices listed below for more information.
All in all,

7252

is

the film to turn to

EASTMAN
KODAK COMPANY
404/351-6510
Atlanta

Chicago: 312/654-0200
Dallas; 214/351-3221
Hollywood: 213/464-6131
New York: 212/262-7100
San Francisco: 415/776-6055

There is a sharp difference between
approach and the miasma of words so
often encountered in other methods of communication. Film can be most emphatically
believable and this is vital because credibilscreen.

The production of corporate public relations films is
at an all time high and growing, according to Mr. Smith,
who cites a "glaring lack of selling effort on the part of
business film producers" as perhaps one of the reasons
there are not even

this

potent essential

ity is the

more being made.

understanding.

of

Film,

in the solicitation

as

Mr.

Marlowe

concludes in his introduction to Movies
Move People, is "a substance on which to
reason directly
with sound or fury, or

—

PR FILMSCOMING OR GOING?
By SHIRLEY SMITH
Vice President
Assistant to Executive
Association-Sterling Films

silence.

made

a film titled,

Company recently
Movies Move People and

no one, especially competent and
knowledgeable public relations people, will
quarrel with the well-known fact set forth
in this brief but meaningful title. It has been
true since the silent film days and the
earliest sound films such as Al Jolson's
"The Jazz Singer" and Cecil B. DeMille's
great spectacular. The King of Kings which
the author saw at its premiere showing in
Grauman's Chinese Theatre, May 1, 1927.
But it was not until television brought
movies into the living room that the full
impact of films really made itself felt. TV
has changed the living habits of the average
American family to a degree few realize.
Because of this and other revolutionary developments already in the prototype stage
future generations will be much better informed and more sophisticated. In fact, as
one political analyst put it when remarking
about the huge amount spent on TV in the
last election, "the first voters this time grew
up on their bellies in front of a television
set. They've been brainwashed with audio
visuals and that's the way its going to be
from now on."
brochure
promotional
on
Kodak's
"Movies Move People" says it is fairly common knowledge that film can store events
certainly

for the future,

make

it

possible to project

and again without any
change in meaning, allows the salesman selling turbines or bridge beams to demonstrate
information

again

them without carting them along with him,
offers a convenience to the executive too
busy to address his far-flung operations in
person, can deliver the world, and now even
the moon, or any part thereof, to any single
location. Film can be used to demonstrate,
display and teach in color, black-and-white,
with sound or without, in wide screen, split

34

through
animation,
dramatization, or documentation and in 70,
35, 16 or super 8 mm. Film can be seen in
the
home, office, store, assembly line,
school, exhibit, and in the church, theatre,
on television. In point of fact, it can be
seen everywhere. All of these are salable
facts, and while they are important and
or

un-split

screen,

"old hat" to film professionals, they are not

always
those

the

most

who want

compelling

reasons

for

communicate effectively
manner through film.

to

most forceful
by its very nature, provides the
user the incomparable opportunity to be unusually persuasive. It is the one and only
medium through which it becomes possible
to reach a target audience by way of all of
its emotions at once. Shock, tears, laughter,
concern and apprehension, uncertainty, relief
all can carry a message, and all are
reproducible on film. Film turns an idea, a
in the

Film,

—

is

method

a

to

make thoughts

understood."

Those

production and distribution
all lay claim to knowing what Mr. Marlowe, and the Eastman
in the

of business films will

film,

so effectively set forth, but

them

feel,

many

of

and so express themselves, that
"public relations people do not understand
what a potent tool film is and are not taking anywhere near full advantage of its
potential to help them do a better job of
communicating." However, the record does
not support this contention.

A

recent survey conducted for the Society
Motion Picture and Television Engineers
by Thomas Hpoe, also of Eastman Kodak,
shows that the non-theatrical motion picture and audio visual business is now more
of

than

EASTMAN KODAK

It

a

billion-dollar

The latest
show a total of
made that year

industry.

available figures (for 1967)

12,750 non-theatrical films
of which were produced by and for
business and industrial firms. Business and
industry spent $241,000,000 on films during the year with costs per film ranging from
less than $10,000 to $500,000 spent on a
40-minute corporate film by a major company. A sizeable percentage of the income
of business film producers and no less than
75% of the income of distributors of such
films comes from public relations budgets.

— 7,500

The important

influence of public rela-

and practice in business film
production is clearly demonstrated in the
low key commercialism of the average corporate film today as compared with the
trend only a few years ago when the firm's
logo and president's name (and often, picture) had to appear every few hundred feet
tions thinking

to gain official approval. Business films are

now

so tastefully done as to commercialism

concept, fact or what-have-you, into a very
personal
and often memorable experience. This alone sets it aside as a uniquely

that they are finding fertile exposure pos-

potent tool of effective communications.

tion's

—

—

Hugh Marlowe, who

narrates Eastman's

film about film, establishes this concept in
his introduction.

He

tercept the senses,

states that film
lull

and

can "inthem:

electrify

that it has the power to embed an idea or
change one: provoke shouts or a memory"
all through the evocation of desire, re-

—

or revulsion. Entirely unlike other

gret, joy

media,

film

can

communicate

on

many

levels simultaneously. It can channel information through receptive climates generated by dramatization or comedy, by the

subtleties

of plotting,

stylization

and tim-

by the techniques of animation, special
and documentation. It grabs the
viewer, shakes him out of his apathy and
alerts him to feel a connection and involvement with the material being shown on the
ing;

effects

both on television and in the naKaiser Aluminum's Why
Creates won an Academy Award last

sibilities

Man

theaters.

year as the best short subject. It is a magniproduced by Saul Bass, and is
not about aluminum, industry, the Kaiser
family or the company's record of progress.
ficent film,

It was the original "brain child" of Robert
Sandberg, the company's vice president of

and advertising, and was
by the themes of three issues of
the famous Kaiser Magazine.
At the first film festival ever held by the
public

relations

inspired

Public Relations Society, during its annual
conference last November in Los Angeles,

Mobil

Oil

Fable,

starring

unique film A
Marceau, famous
French mime, won the grand award. Without a spoken word and with background
Corporation's

Marcel

Continued on page 36
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"

Our specs read like
"What's What in Super 8 Sound.
The new
Kodak cassette

The new
Fairchild

The first film handling
equipment used by more
than one manufacturer
100'
Film:

nslant loading. First to

take "hands" out of

200'

Size: 50'

film

400'

Film:

The newly standardized
8,

magnetic sound and a

The new

in all

+18

20 minutes
Super 8

film

picture-to-sound separation)

used in both the Kodak and Fairchild equipment above
the equipment below
is also an SIVIPTE standard, and is awaiting
acceptance by the American National Standards Institute,

This film format

and

handling

Size: 10 minutes

Super 8

[Super

MoviePak®

Self-contained,

is

It

Public relations films
continued

music by the London Royal Orchestra,

this

beautiful movie, filmed just outside a 14th

century village near

Rome,

gently and subtly

its message of the importance
world understanding and closer
relationship. Because it has no spoken word
the film is being shown throughout the
world transcending language barriers to win
wide acclaim, acceptance and understanding. Companies with foreign interests and
operations can learn much from this ex-

gets

of

across

better

ample of the versatility of film for universal
communicating. In this connection, Edward

(Ned) Gerrity, Jr., senior vice president
and director of corporate relations and advertising for International Telephone and
Telegraph Corporation (ITT), has some inJ.

teresting

observations

in

statement in
Relations News

his

Denny Griswold's Public
December 29, 1969. He says in part,
"Today, American business is being measured more and more frequently not by the

of

yardstick of profit or size of assets, but by
the yardstick of service to the nation. Every

company

Illuminated area versus darkened

room

.

.

.

which do you prefer

for

your film presentations?

is now expected to give something
back to society in proportion to its corporate size and its influence over the lives
of its employees and the people in the communities where it does business. There are
urgent problems in our country today that
can be solved only by government and business working together. The problems of

pollution,

LENSCREEN

transportation,

training of

hard-

core unemployed, housing, minority entrepreneurship are a few that government can
."
never solve alone.

Rear Projection Screens

.

BRIGHT, CLEAR, FULL COLOR
SLIDES, MOVIES, FILMSTRIPS
in normal room light

.

"But", continues Gerrity, "domestic problems are not all that will preoccupy public
people. The great changes that
have occurred in business during the past
decade indicate that companies are going to
become even more diversified and more
relations

No

X

12"

.

.

Business and Sales Presenta-

tions, Exhibits. Displays, Film
Analysis,

Briefing

and

Training.

Descriptive Brochures A vallable

9750 CONKLIN RD. • CINCINNATI, OHIO 45242
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is

33%

yet another piece

of evidence as to what's happening in this

and sound revolution."
Reverend John Culkin of Fordham University made a survey revealing that by the
time the average student graduates from
high school today he or she will have
watched more than 15,000 hours of television, seen more than 500 films and yet
will have been in school only 10,800 hours.
So there's no question but what the "mix"
in communications media, from henceforth,
will have to be much heavier in audio visuals and there's plenty of evidence on all
"sight

sides that thinking public relations

people

and are "getting with it"
at a rapid pace. Sure, most top public relations people were print-oriented but yet, in
the main, they are making effective and inrealize this full well

The reason why more
them are not doing so may well be because they have not been told or sold the
many reasons why they should be making
and using films. And this brings us to what

creasing use of films.
of

we consider

a glaring lack of selling effort

on the part of business film producers especially in the public relations area

we mentioned

earlier,

where, as

most of the money

comes from.
So perhaps instead of lamenting the

for business films

fact

more public relations people should
make more business films the nation's major

that

producers of such films should take advantage of the situation existent and concentrate on giving public relations people
more information and help in deciding how
to make a proper film.

Of

real significance to the film

are the films

publications

made
to

industry

recently by prestigious

public

the

tell

their

story

sense and may very
an ever-widening usage of
films by business and industry to accomplish
the goals he has set forth for the public relations executive of the future.

day.

that international

businessmen

will
is

be
so,

and everything seems to be leading to it,
good corporate public relations will need to
communicate more and more not with segments of people but with the public at large

—

the world.

In the
is

—

.

."

.

make

point

well

television

INCORPORATED

and radio to 17%. This

drugs for 23 years, and prints have been
purchased by police departments, community organizations, companies, schools, etc.,
all over the country. Newsweek's Tlie Day
Before Tomorrow, depicting the true situation on our college campuses today, won a
top award at PRSA's film festival. Reader's
Digest has just completed From Sea To
Shining Sea. a fine film recording the frank
opinions of Americans across the country
on the many problems facing our nation to-

News

POLACOAT

jumped

while newspapers dropped to

made

servations
.

TV

radio. In their latest survey

40%

some of the country's major problems. The New York Daily News
made a film The Trip Bacic, a starkly-true
story of a woman who was "hooked" on

the real diplomats of the future. If this

VIEWING
AREA

to

longer will a strictly American or even a Western viewpoint enable
an enlightened businessman to deal with the
world around him. The prediction has been

international.

12"

on

Gerrity's very astute ob-

real

to

same

issue of the Public Relations

an item on the rapid growth of

—not

just as a source of entertain-

ment but as a news source. Ten years ago
Roper Research Associates, in answer to
"where do you usually get most of your
news about what's going on in the world today," were told that 37% depended on
newspapers, 33% on television and 22%

and

film

to help solve

The New York Times made a good

New

repair

Yoric City-Tlie Most, sure to help

some

of the

bad public

fered by the city with
disturbances,

penings.

tors in the
sell

to

and

And when
media

all

other

relations suf-

the riots, racial

unfortunate hapcompeti-

film's principal
field start

using films to

wares that should be the clincher
prove Eastman Kodak's contention that
their

Movies Move People.

•
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INFORMATION FILM PRODUCERS OF AMERICA,
1470, Hollywood, California 90028

P.O. Box

Code

Ethics

of

We

Coming

Not only IFPA members but

non-theatrical filmmakers.

Member

all

or not,

vou are a part of a new profession. Not
just

tors,

photographers. Not just writers, direceditors, planners, executors, salesmen,

or electricians. But part of an industry that

mo\e people, move groups, yes. even
move the world to act and react. This is

can
a

responsibility

that

can

stagger

Can you imagine

magination.

the

im-

irresponsi-

in the legal or medical profession?
Dishonesty in architecture or engineering?
Catastrophy! Recognition has come slow in
our profession. A few years ago, it was
frosting on the cake
considered a luxury
bility

Reefer

A

for

Award

Scholarship

E.

the

this

year

C.
is

June
and will be spearheaded by Chairman Jack
Smith. If you feel a responsibility to youth
if you recognize that
in our profession
the future is in the hands of the next generation, if you want future filmmakers to
be a reflection of guided and professional
training
not underground, irresponsible
frustrated filmmakers who are not accepted
llien
through closed doors and minds
without further solicitation, send your share
of the future in dollars to E. C. Keefer
Scholarship Fund. IFPA, P. O. Box 1470.
Hollywood. Calif. 90028. It's very worthy.
$2..'^()0.0().

campaign

will

in

start

—

Bill H-1< R«a-5 Camara.
afio-Swilar Zoom Lens
*viih

fuitv

dispensable commodity.

a

Today,

this

—

MST

Constant Speed Motor
with sync generator for
synchronous 50yf*d recording

Motof

—

Boles H-1G ReK-5.
lOmm Macro-Switar
I 6 Lens
Underwaief
Housing With

is our day. The CommunicaRevolution is here. The Information
Explosion has happened. We must mature
and accept our destiny and heritage. We.
too. must recognize our responsibility, and
to this end. IFPA has risen to the occasion
and has prepared, not only for our members, but for all non-theatrical filmmak-

railai-coftected viei*1in<Ier
and eaternal Itlm wind.

embrace and subscribe

ers to

made

to:

a

"Code

Publication of this code will be

of Ethics.

nationally in July of

1970 and copies

made

available there-

suitable

for framing

after.

Awards Chairman

spearhead

this

Code

of responsible activity.

Jerry Oliver has

year

at the

fabulous, refurbished Dell

Newporter

No

Inn,

in

Guidance, instruction, and creative programs are growing in several IFPA Chapters throughout the Nation. We strongly
feel the responsibility to bring youth and
new ideas of communication into our powerful medium. Learning to make effective
and moving pictures is an art. Some of it
comes naturally and can be nurtured. Some
of it is skill that must be developed and

honed to a fine edge. To this end, several
chapters have started programs for high

Semm

ern California and the affair will be staged
with exceptional finesse and saviorfare.

Recognizing the advance of electronics in
our industry, a new category has been add"Information & Communied this vear
cation by Videotape."
The traditional "Jay Gordon Award", and
The "E. C. Keefer Award" will be presented to an individual and a group respectiveIv for accomplishment and professionalism
in the motion picture industry.

Practice What We Preach
Eastman states that "Movies Move People" and you can believe it! We believe it
in TFPA and we're doing just that! Both
Chicago and the Dallas-Ft. Worth Chapters
were

tion arts.

ing" from the President,

cles in

be the subject of several
the future. The reason for this

cle

the

is

artiarti-

announcement of the national

subscription drive for a substantial scholar-

awarded a deserving high
school senior for use in obtainine a univership grant to be

A\AY, 1970

Cali-

better facilities exist in South-

school-age students that are directed to encourage further involvement in the informa-

will

Webbs

Newport Beach.

—

Student Programs Bloom

This

an-

and schedules for the
nounced
12th Annual Cindy Film Award CompetiCommittee chairmen and category
tion.
assignments have been designated and soon
details will be available for one of the most
honored and original non-theatrical film recognition competitions in America. Awards
will be made on Saturday. November 7th at
the National Conference to be held this
dates

the

fornia.

In this day of moral and ethical issues,
is
commendable that this organization

"Cindy" Film Awards

Call for

next decade,
tion

automatic

ii-.TOKgn-ine-ldi etposure coni'ol
400' Film Magazine with Take Up

—

—

it

Goal

cinema degree.

sity

have come of age during the decade

of space.

INC.

Stop
borrowing
the Bolex

Bo1«K H-16 R*>-S.
Macfo-Swiia' t/M Jens.

400" Film Magazine with Take-Up
Motor Variable Speed Motor

Today's the day you wanted to use the Bolex.
"Sorry. The Bolex is being used to make a
time lapse study and is going to be lied up
for awhile.

You'll have to hold off on that public relations film. And that microscope sequence for

the research film will have to wait. And
those other film projects will have to

all

be

re-scheduled.

Maybe what your company needs
more Bolexes.
Then the Bolex would be
instead of the other

at

are a few

your disposal,

way around.

For a free 32-page catalog. Industrial Bulletin and list of Bolex dealers near you. write
to address below.

Paillard Incorporated,

1900 Lower Road. Linden. N.J. 07036.
Other products: Hasseiblad cameras and accessories,
Hermes typewriters and figuring machines.

installed officially via a filmed "greet-

who

then read the

welcomed the group, and
become involved with the chapand growth.

installation letter,

urged
ter

all

to

activity

In

addition,

Status Report

the

First

Quarterly

IFPA

PC 648
This ad prepared by deGarmo, McCaffery Inc.

was put on film, as well as
Continued on next page
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IFPA journal
confinued

'-

\

the printed page, for simultaneous presenta-

SET-UP FAST!
Cine 60 Snaplok lets you mount
your camera in one second!

April

and early

May

meetings
across the country. Reaction, so far, has
reinforced the conviction that any and all
medium must be employed to better transmit information and improve communication

tion

the

at

between the

local chapter

and the Na-

tional Office.

by a wide variety of social and political climates abroad, as well as some prejudices.
Let's replay a few well chosen and timely
remarks selected from his speech of 20 No-

vember 1969

Academy

to the National

of

Television, Arts and Science.

QUOTES
"The question often comes to us
"What good results from the productions
.

.

.

of the United States Information

^

With any fripod, body-brace
or

8th IFPA Chapter Installed

camera stand.

Last month we reported on the granting

^
'A'

Broad, rectangular base firmly
supports large cameras.

of a charter to the group of Chicago film-

Safety button prevents accidental
release of camera.

makers now called the "midwest Chapter."
we offer our congratulations and
compliments to this aggressive group for
Again,

-^ Permits precise positioning of

camera

for

achievements in so short a time: assistance on the "code of ethics" plan, project for a promotion film, acquisition of the
North Shore Film Laboratory in addition to
the Dukane Corporation as sustaining members, and program plans which include a
full social as well as instructive and educational programs. Such enthusiasm deserves
recognition and the National Board wants
to assist and support this new chapter in
the Great Lakes area.
their

optimum balance.

aluminum
weight, uncompromised

•^ Precision-machined solid
for light

strength.

^

Professional convenience

— no

more

fussing with mounting screws.
V/RITE

FOR COMPLETE DETAILS

CINE 60,

Inc.

630 Ninth Ave.
New

York. N.Y. 10034

(212) 596-8782

9th Chapter Installed

We now

have the pleasure of announcing

granting of a charter and installation
on April 6th of the Da!las-Ft. Worth Chapthe

Agency?"
With the wealth of information about the
United States coming from countless sources
and going all over the world, isn't the USIA
television and motion picture product really
just a

And
is.

it

that

pebble

the avalanche of material?

in

answer is
yes
that is all
would be sheer imagination to say

the

.

It

.

much more
is ...

it's

.

.

.

.

than that. Well, then,
is it worthwhile?

the question

"Or should we

just throw the whole
would say, if it wasn't for
one basic fact, the Agency should get out
of the television and film business. But that
basic fact overrides any other considera-

thing

away?

I

The fact is that this country
misunderstood internationally.
tion.

"The

truth

that

is

those

of

all

is

still

lenses,

view finders, turrets, cranks, and buttons
have been made to preserve the visible on
film and tape. But that assumes the visual
is the truth. Often it isn't. Most often what
is

visible

is

"What

is

only a reaction to the invisible.
so important that's invisible?

1

IFPA. President Bob Montague on
two separate visits met with both area producers, and introduced the "professionalter of

CARTRIDGE
LOADING
Duplication and Impulsing Services for

LA BELLE
.jt.
f

^(^
\

exchange of ideas, mutual
respect, local recognition, and being the best
informed filmmakers in the world, IFPA
members can truly be called "professionals"
and like lawyers, physicians, architects, and
engineers, can associate on a high level of
intellectual and technical exchange of experience and accomplishment.
This Southwestern group started with
sixteen charter members, an additional fifteen prospects the first 30 days and an estimated 75 to 100 potential members during
free

invisible,

freedom

restraint,

even the motivation behind
"It

is

invisible,

and

potential,
political

deci-

largely invisible.

is
is

not visually interesting to watch a
to watch cars going across an

free border

—

unmarked
ing

line. That's hardly an interestview for the television screen. But a

wall? That's interesting.

Peace is visually pretty dull stuff.
"Perhaps recognizing the limitations of
the visual and the craving of the invisible
to be seen, is the way television can be the
true mirror of man. To ignore these limitations and this craving any longer may be
catastrophic."

this year.

^\

"A comprehensive

'*v--^Producer's Service for

^^continuous

j^^C*^

loop sound

slidefilm programs."

Our Man Bruce Herschensohn
IFPA member Bruce Herscensohn, who
recently
received
Flemming Award
a
(Manli. Business Screen), is the guy who,
as director of Motion Pictures and TV for
the

PROGRAM SERVICES

USIA,

division

lates

of

PROGRAMMING TECHNOLOGIES,

INC.

215 West Chicago Ave., Chicago 60610
312-337-3430

is

more than

his

m

SUPER-8

10 countries and transproductions into more than five
1

languages.

^

8mm

or

I

DUPLICATES

'MaaCe

Finest-Quality Kodachrome
COLOR or BLACK & WHITE
are Specialists in . . . Bmnn
35mm or 14mm to 8mm or
Bmm
4 8 Roll Printing.
Internegs.
Eastman
& 14mm
if 8mm & 14mm Eastman
Reversal Dupes.
B 4
Color Release Prints.
Sinale
Positive Release Prints.
Dup Negs. -y^ B 4
Etc.
Splicing.
Sounditriping.
8mm Printing.

PROFESSIONALS: V/e

Itmm Blow-Ups.
Super-8 Reductions
to

assigned the rcsponsibihty of
communicating with an audience of millions, in

if

•

* A

W

W

*

*

*

*

FAST SERVICE on Mail-Orders.
•^ Finest QUALITY Work.
t^ Guaranteed SATISFACTION!

1^

Yes! our man "Bruce" is quite a guy,
with quite a responsibility. His interest lies

Send (or our

communicating with audiences abroad,
a different dimension added by cultural variety implied by those members and

2704 W. OLIVE

i(
latest

it

if

PROFESSIONAL PrlccLM.

Write Dept. S

in

with
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is

invisible,

is

sions

ism" concept.

Through

"Peace
faith

'W<yCt<fCUi<y<^eC

VALLEY FILM LABS.

Ave.,

BURBANK^

CALIF. 91505
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Chromabeam Converts
Videotape

Color Film
3M's Cliromabcam system allows economical conversion from
video taped program material onto color 16mni motion picture
to

film without loss of color quality

and registration. This film can
be projected on any standard
16mni projector and broadcast
film chain equipment. The sys-

inn

Ill

inniniiiiiiiiiiii

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii

comparable to the taped or live
original and allows the television
producer the advantage of doing
the iiriginal on video tape and
then producing film copies for
mass distribution.

poration in cooperation with the
Westwood Division of Houston

The Chromabeam system is
composed of an electron beam

designed,

recorder,

television

specifically

designed for the system, and a
newly developed color printer.
For more information, contact

3M

3M

Company. Depi. BSC,

Center,

St.

Minnesota

Paul.

55\0\.

Fearless

C"orporation.
CinTel's
Minicolor and Colormaster Molion Picture Film Processors, for

which the

CR

100 was primarily
have been developed

approximately double normal speed and allow dryto-dry film in approximately one
half the conventional time re-

to operate at

preparation

of art for animacommercials, slides, slidefilms and titles, works with speed,
accuracy and stability. The de-

tion, tv

sign

features

foolproof

lifetime

alignment of hardened tool-steel
dies,

minimal

movement

and

fewer and simpler parts.

Other aids include a multipurartist work-

pose camera stand,

quired.

The speed of the process will
enable television stations to extend deadline times for newsfilm.
For further information, write
The FR Corporation. Dept. BSC.
95 Brook A venue. Bronx. S'ew
I

York 10451.

CR 100 Chemistry Cuts
re-

lownoise picture with reproduction
tern consistently provides a

CR 100 Cine Color Reversal
Chemistry, a chemistry which reportedly
cuts
motion picture

Precision Punching for
Art and Overlays

color processing time in half, has

available

been developed by The

A man
One

FR

Cor-

An
phers

art-registration punch,

and

to

of operation.

now

photograproducers for

artists,

film

boards
in

and camera-field charts

both 12" and 16" professional

Continued on next page

with plans for you.

making should be to contact
Colburn," Clyde Ruppert,
our Director of Producers Services.

of your first steps in film

man

"your

who

is

at

As coordinator

phases of our
music
you in

of the creative

laboratory work, editing

and

Animation punch features compactness, ruggedness, precision and ease

Time

Color Processing
The Chromabeam electron beam
corder (left) and printer.

.

.

.

narration

.

.

.

... art

Clyde will assist
achieving your desired results.
titling,

Pre-planning with Colburn is
a valuable tool for you,
which will save time and money
in both shooting and lab work.
It's one of the steps

_

beyond the technical,
the chemical and the careful,
that has built our quality

reputation with producers
large

and small.

GEO. W. COLBURN LABORATORY, INC.
164 N. Wacker Drive
,

Complete Laboratory Service for

AAAY, 1970

•

Chicago,

Illinois

60606

Telephone (area code 312) 332-6286
16MM /

Editing / Recording /

Work

Prints / Super 8,

8I«IVI

&

16MIVI Release Printing

/

Titling

/ 35MM

Slide

and Filmstrip Service

39
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new products

arms
.

that can be positioned with

.

one hand.

continued

Additional information

is

avail-

from local RCA distributors
or by writing to RCA Audio-Visable

proper
visuals design and production in-

take-up tension on any size

plant at comparable savings. For

system,

field

formats

information,

assure

to

write

a

Merv's Ani-

mation Aids, Dept. BSC, 17040

Encino,

Otsego,

California

91316.

smoother

and

faster

motor

greater

Projection for

rewind

ing

torque,

08102.

and many inner refinements that
add to better overall projector
reliability and long life.
Two versions of the "Super"
1600 are available, one with
sound speed only, and one with

16mm

Large Auditoriums
The Cine-X16, Model

1600

duced

and 2500, compact and efficient
16mm xenon projector lamp-

sound.

Converting a standard remoteslide projector into an
automatic sound/slide audiovisual system, the new Mastermatic
111
programmer-recorder
is
equipped with a response feature
that allows the viewer to restart
the presentation at his conve-

control

still

The "Super" 1600

still

retains

the automatic "Safe-Threader" as

nience

presentations at light levels pre-

an optional accessory, a simple
manual threading path, large
sprockets to protect the film, ease
of operation with all controls

missions.

make

possible

viously obtainable only with 35-

mm

The high screen

projectors.

brightness of these lamphouses

is

centrally located,

and flip-up

BSC, BuildCamden, New Jersey

15-5,

16mm

houses,

as well as for slide

projector control and audio play-

EIco Programmer-Recorder
For Sound/Slide System

speeds for those
have the old silent
films or may have protheir own films without

who

users

programming

is
equipped
and cassette

ual Products, Dept.

reel,

sound/silent

16mm

Because the unit
for audio recording

unit,

programmed interThe cassette-loaded

after

which offers 60 minutes of

high-quality synchronized sound,
is

ideal for training applications

where test-taking

reel

is

involved.

Mastermatic

and

re-

equipment

is

programs

III

cords.

no

back,

other

prepare A-V presentations. Projector slide advances

needed
and

to

pauses

response

grammed
user

pro-

by the

form of inaudible
sound and slides

the

in

are

into the casette

pulses, so that

always remain synchronized. The
programming con-

easy-to-use

mounted on

trols are

Put a

panel

control

professional
/^i.

which

85%

collects

it

brings big theatre performance to any

auditorium because

affords ozone
and has an averof 2000 hours. For

• Packs

transistorized

the

of

RMS

1

1

5

volts,

60 cycle and

magnetic sound

or

MOTION PICTURE
EQUIPMENT

a

OUTSTANDING VALUE! Send coupon

lor prices

and

literature.

(30
North American Philips Corporalion
Motion Picture Equipment Division
One Philips Parkway, Montvale. New Jersey 07645
(201) 391-1000

type with twice

Please send facts and prices on the
lessional Projeclors.

new Noreico 16mm Pro-

D

EL-5100 Portable model

D

FP-16 with column-pedestal

Air/Vacuum squeegee system funcequally well for

tions

system

printers

of

Model El 5100
for

Uses incandescent

light source.

Other major advances include _
an improved fluid clutch for even

^

City_

for optical

makes and for
most contact print-

all

For more information, write

outdoor siiowings,

etc.

film for-

ers.

School/Company_

exhibits, social halls,

the screen.

suited

is

retrofitting of
Name/Title_

all

mats.

the

Portable self-contained

per" 1600 assures high quality,
undistorted sound, and brilliant

40

amps,

lens

to automatic operation and
remote conltrol

output of the usual BTD
type. In combination with a highefficiency optical system, the "Su-

on

is
furnished
system
squeegee
complete with inlet and outlet filters and solid state speed control. Power requirements are 3

• Adapts

the

pictures

for

new

a completely

BAK

9 different Noreico

new zoom

Squeegee System
Printing Machines

• Runs forward and reverse

/Vore/co'

15 watt

8936.

Uses Xenon or carbon arc light sources
or can be purchased with 500 W.
ozone-free Xenon lamp house

"Super" 1600, is
from RCA Audio-

consisting

I

—

• Optical

watt peak power) amplifier, a
wide range 4" x 8" internal
speaker, and an improved exciter

lamp of

hour film on one reel

lenses including

Visual Products.

system

a 2'/2

• Available with

"Super" 1600 Projector
Availamie from RCA
An advanced designed 16nun

features

Pa.

ville.

The CE-AVS-351 air/vacuum

Lots of other features, too:

•

It

same

clearer, steadier screen image.

California 91016.

sound

built to the

picture theatres. Provides a brighter,

age lamp life
more information write Optical
Radiation Corp., Dept. BSC.
2626 S. Peck Road, Monrovia,

the

it's

rugged standards of performance
demanded by professional motion

The xenon lamp

available

room

The new Noreico FP-IBmm projector

to the film-

free operation

now

For more information, write
MontgomeryOptisonics,

Elco

of

gate without corrective lens.

projector,

operation.

your

the light emitted from the xenon

source and directs

the

pro-

gramming changes during normal

f^A projection

the result of a complex aspheric
reflector

in

a separate

eliminate

inadvertent

of

possibility

The Cine-X16 has advanced safety
features and interlocks which protect both operator and equipment.

to

.Stale-

-Zip-

Carter
Equipment
Inc., Dept. BSC. 232
Inglewood,
Ave.,

Company.
Glasgow

S.

California

90301.

BUSINESS SCREEN

SBR-Drive

for

Uniform

Processor Tension
A line of SBR-Orivc Procesbeen announced by
Engineering for use of

has

sors

Treise

commercial laboratories, as well
as for industrial, military, govern-

ment

and

microfilm

processing

The processors

requirements.

Ihc Planner features the 3frame storyboard, specifically designed for plamring triple-header
productions but equally useful
for standard layouts. For more
information, write A/V Production Planner, Dept. BSC, Box
100. Sclienecladv, N.Y. 12304.

fea-

demand-drive that
permits laboratories to change
film sizes and still maintain uniform tension and constant speed.
ture a type of

The
film

a

SBR-Drive

heart of the
roller

heavy-duty

with

a

flexible

spring

."^-leaf

is

insert.

CONTINUOUS
DEPENDABILITY

Da-Lite Screens Offer

Increased Brilliance
Da-Lite's

Challenger,

a

glass

and movie
projection screen, and its coun-

beaded

tripod

slide

terpart, the silver lenticular

der-Lite,

now

gic surfaces. This surface
cially treated

WonMa-

feature Color

is

spe-

and color processed

for brilliant, life-like color.

Both screens are available in
and with sev-

(((((€-

a variety of sizes
eral

features.

may be

More information

obtained from Da-Lite
Company, Inc., Dept.

Screen

BSC, Warsaw, Indiana 46580.
SBR-Drive processors are available
to accommodate any film size.

The spring bearing rollers are
mounted on a stationary shaft
top of each rack and are
An overdrive shaft

at the

Cartridge System for
Sales and Recruiting
The Audiscan 16mm sound
filmstrip systems utilize synchro-

free to rotate.

nized film and tape in 5" x 5" x

mounted

IVi" sealed cartridges which
snap into portable electronically

is

underneath.
the film tension increases or

As

the

decreases,
pulls

The

directly

SBR

contacts or

away from the

drive shaft.

change

in film ten-

slightest

sion creates a response

operated rear screen projectors.

and thus

THE

maintains equilibrium.

Also available
tion

program

is

a

whereby

existing

Production Planner
Organizes AV Paper Work
The A/V Production Planner
a quality vinyl binder with 100

storyboard pages and indexed dividers which allow better organization

shot

of

lists,

releases

scripts,

storyboards.

correspondence, model

and the countless

detail

JbopSA

A CONTINUOUS 16mm

can be modernized
with SBR-Drive. For full details,
write Treise Engineering. Inc.,
Dept. BSC, 1941 First Street.
San Fernando. Calif. 91340.
processors

is

A.V.E.

modifica-

optical/magnetic sound projector

No rewinding

or rethreading after each show. Rely on the
for your repetitive programming.

dependable A.V.E. "Looper"
The

Audiscan cartridge holds 225
and 25 minutes of sound.

visuals

Stop-start-hold

mit

maximum

capabilities

per-

in

pro-

latitude

gramming, making
self-instruction

and
procedures and

effective for

assembly

efficient

of learning.

effective for sales

line

work

complex

operations
level

it

in

at

unique film looping device accepts up to 1200 feet black
film or 1 100 feet color film.

The A.V.E. "Looper" features adjustable motorized loop feed
for minimal film wear, quality sound, heavy duty mechanism
and simple maintenance. (Also, the A.V.E. "Looper" can
easily be converted for standard 16mm projection use.)

any

The system
and

Its

and white

is

recruiting.

EXCELLENT FOR BOTH FRONT & REAR PROJECTION

For more information, contact
Audiscan, Inc., Dept. BSC, 1414

Avenue N.E.,

130r/i

Bellevue.

Call

Washington 98004.

Production coordination and cost
records can be conveniently kept in

one binder.
sheets and

the average

MAY, 1970

Color TV Zoom Lens
Available from Tele-Cine

The
11.2

memos

A/V

that

make up

program.

to

for use

A. V.

E.

Schneider-System is a
lens designed
1, f/2.1

250 West 54th

on broadcast color camContinued on next page

Cable:

.

.

.

Write ... or come see

us!

CORPORATION
Street

"AVEMANSA"

New

York, N.Y. 10019
(212) PL 7-0552
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CREATE THE

MOOD

Right

new products

.

Spindler & Sauppe Offers
Multi-Media Programmer
The Media Mix Programmer,

.

continued

a

complete mountbetween
interchangeability
ing
different models and manufacturers cameras. Servo can be adderas. It features

EVERY TIME
with the
=

'1

MAJOR

n

IPRODUCTION

[music
[LIBRARY
|"MAJOR"

offers you a full

=70 hours

background

of

Hproduction music for
Ebridges, background

titles,

ed to the basic manual lens at
any time by the simple addition
of the plug-in Servomodule. The

zoom range

will

down

focus

to

28 inches without adaptors. Full

gobo heads with extension arms, dots and targets, apple boxes and lightweight reflecbones,

tors.

For further information, write

!• FEATURE PRODUCTIONS
!•
!•
!•
!•
!•
!•
i«
!•

DOCUMENTARIES

control and instant change range
extenders and a four speed man-

zoom

ual

control are also avail-

able.

For information, write TeleCine, Inc.. Dept. BSC. 303 W.
42nd St.. New York, N.Y.
10036.

Do-lt-Yourself Programming
For Sound Slide/Filmstrip
The Synchromatic AV2000C
is
an automatic, self-contained,
cassette recorder and synchronized projector for 35 mm slides
and filmstrips. It is contained in
an

Bardwell & McAlister Has
Line of Grip Equipment

A

complete

with

its

ic

reflectors,

serviceability

uses,

well

&

is

daylight

Eor on 16

in

The

ETape ready

Mag.

production

own
mood

World

rights

"IMPORTANT: "Major" owns
on

^copyrights
Xniusic

in

"available

*sound

its

to

legal

off

library.

you

on

a

it»

slides

dis-

grammed

for

momentary

either

programmed materi-

als,

and the

built-in synchronizer

makes possible completely automated programs. More information may be obtained from 5/;//;dlcr & Sauppe. Inc., Dept. BSC,
1329 Grand Central Ave.. Glendale, Ca. 9120 \.

the
fold-

projector synchronizes sound
slides or double frame

35mm

filmstrips.

Dots and targets for providing conof light and eliminating hot
spots in studio or location applica-

complete

line of

equipment.

Synchro-Lock

tem allows inaudible signals to
be erased and changed, without

automatic rean important
optional feature for the LaBelle
Sentinel 35. The accessory is es-

affecting the recorded portion of

pecially desirable for installations

Up to two hours of
programming is permitted. For
more information, write T. M.

where the unit operates unattend-

A

two-track sys-

the prf)gram.

ing century stands for studio and

and
baby and junior tromflags

Accessory for Sentinal
to Usefulness

Adds

Visual

Industries,

25 West 45th
York. N.Y. 10036.

is

Dept.

Inc.,

BSC.

synchronization

New

St..

completely

Re-recording

bosis.

and powered

lights, curtains

sentation of

trol

cutters,

A-V

providing

Among

scrims,

equipment,
equipment,

auxiliary

other

TV, mo-

automatically.

use,

of
as

pulses or on-off sequences.

horizontal

location

pieces

such

Standard eight-hole computer
used in the unit. Each
is
dissolve
system can be pro-

built-in cassette recording

and playback unit advances

This
with

grip

than a cigar box.

Local and remote manual con-

medium and

tions, are part of a

for a mix.

The Media Mix Programmer weighs
only ten pounds and is little larger

trols are available for "live" pre-

beautifully-

35mm

or

is

equip-

—

records or V4-lnch Tape,

The

designed to control three complete S&S Dynamic Dissolve Systems,
plus nine
solid state unit

tape

COMMERCIALS
EDUCATIONAL

Erecorded original music on

built-in

rear

SALES PRESENTATIONS

=know-how and

own

its

Synchronizer.

plays.

available from Bard-

McAlister.

products are

INDUSTRIAL FILMS

Hz.

own

tion-picture and still-photograph-

ANIMATION

1,000

outdoor

line of grip

lightweight

= "IVIAJOR" specializes in sound
= you get exceptional technical

ELP

case

supersize

built-in

total

SLIDE FILMS

attache

projection screen.

ment and
aluminum

TV FILMS

includes

trol,

screen close-ups are possible on
subject sizes as small as 0.3" x
0.4".
Operational back focus

—for

for your:

27-channel,

Bardwell
& McAlister. Inc..
Dept.
BSC, 12164 Sherman
Way, North Hollywood, California 91605.

Escoring, editing, recording and

=dubbing music

compact,

highly

punched tape multi-media con-

rights

"available on a "per selection" or "un=limited use"

flat

fee orrongement.

THE FASTEST GROWING FILM PRODUCTION
HOUSE IN SOUTHWEST IS LOOKING FOR:
— WRITE

FOR 135-PAGE CATALOGUE TO

ItHOMAS

J.

VALENTINO

EiNCORPORATED
|£stob;;s/>ed 7932

|l50 W. 46 St. New York 10036
=or phone (212) 246-4675
:Also available: Detailed Catalogue
'Oi our complete LP library of
:47]

42

Sound

Effects.

CINEMATOGRAPHER... Creative cinematographer with proven competence
in 16 MM and 35 MM color. Must have a flair for the unusual and experience in handling large projects. Send demo. Salary open.

Synchro-Lock provides automatic
synchronization for the Sentinal

PRODUCER-DIRECTOR
Proved competence in all areas - films
live
shows... multi-image presentations. Excellent opportunity to grow with
an aggressive, young organization with total production capability.

ed, at the

FILM EDITOR... Imaginative editor who has the "with it" touch for industrial
Must have at least three years experience. Send demo.
Salary open.

plays,

.

.

.

.

film production.

Bill

Stokes Associates

5527 Dyer>

Dallas,

Texas 75206<214

-

363-0161

.

.

command

re35.

of a prospec-

customer, or is in continusuch as in disous operation
tive

If,

—

shows and lobbies.
for any reason, the audio

and visual sequences get out of
synchronization,

the

Lock takes over and

Synchro-

reestablishes

BUSINESS SCREEN

.

synchronization for the next replay. For more information on
the Sentinel 35

Lock,
Inc.,

write

Dept.

thinglon

St..

and the Synchro-

l.ttlU'lle

huliistries.

BSC. 510 S. WorOcoiumun\(H\ Wis-

coimt] 53066.

Two Dual

8 Projectors

duced by Eumig. The Marlv-501

synchronization with the shutter

conies with Eupronet f/1.6, 1527mm zoom lens or Eupronet

of the

18mm

f/'1.6,

lens.

The Mark-S-712
ates

sound

at

D

incorpor-

a practical

motion

professional

camera.

television

ture

or

the

first

lightweight,

picIt

is

portable

000

Used but in
excellent condition

New

Twi) econoniicali\ priced dual
projectors have been intro-

$3

Price

5 0.

$15

0.
Our Price
(MINIMUM ORDER OF 12)

1

Introduced by Eumig
S

PROJECTORS

price.

Kor more information and specifications write lutmit; (U.S.A.)
Inc.. Dept. BSC. 101 We.U 31.v/
Street. New York, New York
1

LA BELLE COURIER

strobe light designed exclusively

Tool Removes Emulsion
For Proper Splicing
Sure-Flash,

a

tool

originally

designed to remove oxide from
flashguns, has been found to be

an inexpensive answer to a com-

mon

splicing

problem for profes-

sional projectionists. This tool re-

moves

all

emulsion and provides

a great rough surface.
is

The

made

at

pensive heat equipment.
For more information

I

\\v

result

comparable to those
film exchanges with ex-

a splice

write

Pictured is console and mobile cabinet for Cinestrobe.

The Eraser Company, Inc., Dept.
BSC. P.O. Box 1342. Syracuse.
New York 13201.

for cine use that provides sufficient

for

light

motion

picture

Send

making.

Dawe Cinestrobe

Available
In the United States

Popularily priced dual 8 sound projector from Eumig.

The Dawe Cinestrobe provides
powerful short-duration

Any good 16nim projector performs
well under ideal viewing conditions. But
you usually don't have (or don't want)
perfect darkness or perfect quiet.
That's why you need the perfect
projector for imperfect conditions. It's
called the Bauer P6 automatic 300
16mm portable sound projector.
What makes it better? For one thing,
the Bauer P6 has a special new high-

light

in

Up to ten strobe lamps and
two viewing lamps can be connected. Write Alan Gordon Enterprises, Dept. BSC. 5362 N.
Cahiienga Blvd., North Holly•
wood, California 91601.

GE MARC

intensity lamp. It's the
300
metal arc that produces nearly four

brilliant picture.

More vivid

"COURIER"

BOX 939
CRESTLINE, CALIFORNIA
P.O.

92325

capacity and "change-over" control,
and automatic fail-safe circuit to stop
the projector if your film breaks.
Maybe you think that a projector
that does so much should cost a lot. It
doesn't. And this may be the most
attractive feature of all. Write for
informa-

times more light than conventional
tungsten lamps. More light means a

more

Inquiry to

color.

Clear images even in full room light.
The Bauer P6 has a 15-watt solidstate amplifier, for real high-fidelity
sound. And a lot of other features, too:
automatic threading, optional 4,000-foot

tion to

Dept. BS5

BAUER P6

THIS PROJECTOR WORKS BEST WHEN THE CONDITIONS ARENT.

16eCLENC0VE«D.CARLEPLACE,N

MAY, 1970

V 11S14

,

IN

CANADA KINCSWAY

FILM EQUiPMCNT LTD

RoDerl Botch Photd.no

GMBH

industry

news
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Technicolor Acquires
Byron Labs in Washington
Technicolor,
quired

has

Inc.,

Byron Motion

ac-

Pictures,

Inc., in Washington, D.C., for an
undisclosed amount of Technicolor common stock. About a

year ago. Technicolor had purchased the Mecca film processing facilities in New York from
Byron Roudabush, president of
Byron Motion Pictures.
Byron's Washington facility,
specializing

16mm

in

manufacturing personnel. West
Coast manufacturing facilities in
Los Angeles will continue in op-

cessing will continue to provide
lab services for industrial, educa-

and government customers.
be expanded to include

tional

will

It

eration.

Super 8 processing services for
the Technicolor TK sound and
film cassette film players

silent

for Eastern customers.

ager, stated that this

Roudabush was named president of the new Washington Division and will become a direc-

film pro-

As

part

gram

for Audio-Visual Selling
scheduled July 12-16 at Indiana
University, is reported to be the
"biggest and best ever" by Kevin
stitute

O'Sullivan,

NAVA

director

of

make

the

22nd

Institute the

most

Quality-Bilt
Film Shipping Cases
Best quality domestic fibre

•

NAVA

tute

Additional information on the
Institute

NAVA,
fax,

Heavy
added

•

its

commendable

pro-

vironment" buttons in connection
with the showing of the film by the
same name at the DAVI convention.
Here, Carl Lenz (left), Modern president, gives a button to Walter G. Cox,
president of KDI Corporation, Modern's parent company.

St.,

Large address card holder
with positive retainer spring

•

Sizes

web

from 400'

to 2000'

OTHER "QUALITY-BILT" ITEMS:
Salon Print Shipping Cases
Slidefilm Shipping Cases

(for Transcriptions

&

Filmstrips)

Filmstrip Shipping Cases (hold up

6 strips plus scripts)
Write direct to
manufacturer for catalog

SCHIESSIER CASE CO.
Div. of Ludtvig Iriduilries
2020 W. St. Paul Ave.

Chicago, III. 60647
Phone: 312-227-0027

stations

April.

Because of the extraordinary
Modern was commended
by the Department of Interior's
Bureau of Outdoor Recreation.

effort.

Va. 22030.

At

straps

TV

encouraging environmental programming in connection with the
national crusade and attention in

the

DAVI

Detroit April

•

convention

27-May

1,

in

Aids Environment Crusade
"Focus on Environment" is
the theme of a commendable
program
month ago by

seventy

The

(70)

series

seventy

series

equipment provides a
self contained rear screen and
represents a decade of leadership in the 8mm sound field.

Modern

Bureau of Mines Reports
Heavy '69 Film Usage
films on minand mineral conservation, produced by the Bureau of Mines in cooperation
with American industry, were
shown more times during 1969

Informational

eral resources

Depart-

than

ever

ment

of the Interior said today.

before,

the

Films circulated by the Bureau cover 47 different mineral
and natural resource subjects,

and nearly all of them are funded by industrial sponsors. The
motion pictures are made available

on

short-term loan to

free,

secondary schools, colleges, civic

and business

clubs,

professional

called additional attention to the

groups, and similar organizations.

national environmental crisis and

In

program with the continuous
showing of the film, Man's Impact on the Environment.

screened

its

Modern Talking Pictures

1969

—

these
a

were
245,529

films

total

of

an increase of more
8,000 over the previous
year, and of more than 3,000
times

than

over

1958,

the previous

record

special film distribution

begim

over a
Talking Picture Service.

just

Modem

In a special effort to get films

year.

Fairchild Industrial to

New

tion

and the

like

heavily

used

throughout the month of April,
particularly
April
22 "Earth

Day", Modern promoted

its

li-

brary of films dealing with ecol-

ogy through a special brochure
called "Focus on Environment."
In addition to special mailing

Modem

Plant Site

Fairchild

dealing with environment, pollu-

to various user groups.

44

Fair-

protection

Durable 1"

to

from

available

is

3150 Sprino

followed with a concerted effort
of telephone calls to

steel corners for

•

Sound

program planners.

Fairchild's
projectors.

special

of

searching "in depth" effort ever
made, according to
Insti-

coin-

emphasis on environmental films, Modern Talking
Picture Service last month was passing out "Man's Impact on the Enof

training.

The meeting planners have
gathered a dynamic and knowledgeable team of instructors to

move

shipments of

initial

projector

Technicolor.

NAVA Sales institute Is
"Best Ever" Say Planners
The 22nd annual National In-

with

cides

and senior vice president of

tor

making the announcement,

In

R. G. Hennessey, corporate vice
president and group general man-

a

division

Industrial

of Fairchild

Attendance

at

1969 showings

more than 10.2 million,
not a new record but a gain of
more than 200,000 over 1968.
totaled

Products,

Camera

and Instrument Corporation, has
moved from Plainview to Commack, New York.
The newly constmcted one
level building at 75 Mall Drive
will serve as division headquarters and will house all East Coast
management, engineering and

Moreover, the Department
for the

first

said,

time in the history

of the Bureau's film

program the

ten most popular films were each

shown more than 10,000 times.
Copper, the Oldest Modern
Metal, was shown the most (15,212),

followed

by Steelmaking

BUSINESS SCREEN

(14.363); Arizona and
Natural Resources (13.556);

Today

and

film consultant.

Helium (12,126); The Magic of

Mrs. Davenport's extensive experience with business and edu-

Sulphur

cational

lis

and

Its

009);

California
(12,049);
Natural Resources ( 1 2,Aluininuin:
Metal
of

Many Faces

(11,702); Petrified
Story of Uranium (11,River
615); Waslii Hilton and Its Natural Resources (11,579); and
A laska and Its Natural Resources

—

(10,756).
Generally, the Bureau's films
cover either specific mineral resources, resource and environ-

problems,

mental
sources

or

the

individual

of

re-

States.

hey explore the important relationships between conservation

work

includes

films

at

by The American Film Institute
at its Center for Advanced Film
Studies in Greystone,
Beverly
California

Hills,

Chicago, the American Association
oi Film Producers and Business

seminar's

Screen Magazine. She also headed the Suburban Fine Arts Center and originated the unique artshow. The
architccture-nature
.\n^ and Rivcrwoods.
In addition to scripts and re-

ema and

\\ ilding

and Niles studios

and

business

for

material

lated

in

educational films and videotape,
the firm offers consultancy services in the

of these

use and programming

media

to solve

communi-

aims

July.

this

The

provide
film teachers with an opportunity

deepen

are

to

knowledge of cinand to explore the methods and goals of
tL.

film

their

television

education.

The theme

for

this

seminar,

which runs from July 6 through
July 31, is "Images of America"
an examination of the films

—

practices,

and economic progress,
social
and environmental quality.
Two new films were released
during the year: Tennessee atul
Its Natural Resources and First
Aid Now. Currently in production or soon to be released are
Bureau films on the natural resources of Oregon and of Pennsylvania; the recycling of mineral

from wastes; the metal,
molybdenum; refractories; and
values

the challenge of low-grade ores.

All of the Bureau's films are in

16-mm. sound and

color,

and

emigrated to America.

The

other

principal

work of

various approaches to film teach-

Among

Bureau films
Co.,

Atlantic

are:

Inland

Richfield

Steel

Corp.,

Phelps Dodge Corp.. American
Zinc Institute. Lead Industries
Association. American Smelting

Design Effects

in

Design Effects.
effects

TV

an optical

specializing

in

commercials, industrial films

and motion picture trailer effects
v.ill be under the leadership of
Larry Lippman, former owner
and founder of L & L Animation.
Lippman was most recently
vice president of sales at Berkey
Pathe. He is a master cameraman
with extensive animation and optical

at

experience.

effects

him
410

technicians will join

Design Effects, located

at

be ob-

by writing to Motion
Bureau of Mines, 4800
Forbes Avenue, Pittsbureh, Pa.
15213.
tained

Pictures,

by

manufactured

reopened an enlarged
film and tape writing shop at 609

ciates has

Ivy

Court,

Kenilworth,

a

May

12

Commercials with Computer
Animation Aired in April
April saw the first extensive
use of computer animation in TV

commercials.

A

sports

program broadcast on

WOR-TV April 6
used five computer animated 60second commercials for Lehigh
Valley Industries, sponsors of the

New

York's

about the New York
Mets. The commercials were produced in conjunction with Com-

special

is

The share

distribution,

in

the

form of a 100 per cent dividend,
be paid May 15 to shareholders of record May I, 1970.
Dr. Jerome Coles. Hunt president, noted that payment of the
will

slock dividend will enable Hunt
to meet the stock distribution re-

quirements for listing on the New
York Stock Exchange and that
he expects the listing to occur
shortly after the

stock distribu-

tion.

the

Splitter

States,

"quality

United

the

in

Lippman

control" factor

sign Effects.

the

stresses

"We

De-

at

are not a nuts

and bolts factory" he says, "we
will do quality work, on time, at
competitive prices."

Ken Saco Moves

City.

pansion

of

represents

the

bling their space.

portedly

now

an ex-

company, douSaco

will

offer clients a

expanded service in
and audiovisual field.

the

re-

more

design

Illinois.

For the past 18 months. Mrs.
Davenport has served as project
development manager for a Chicago film producer. Prior to that,
she worked as a freelance writer

MAY, 1970

at

sub-

Corp., including the only #1700
Oxberry Optical Printer with

The move

Jane Davenport Reopens
Chicago Writing Shop
Jane Ware Davenport & Asso-

shares

split,

of required

equipment
Oxberry

optical

sophisticated

Ken Saco Associates, NewYork audiovisual producers and
corporate designers, have moved
to new quarters on the 21st floor
at 150 E. 58th St.. in New York

centers, can

to authorization

East 54th Street, Ne wYork City.
Noting that he has the most

cluding a catalog with a
distribution

100% Stock Split
A two-for-one stock

planned by Philip A.
Hunt Chemical Corp.

Beam

of

Hunt Chemical Plans

meeting,

N.Y.

Inc..

company

at

and Refining Co.. Anaconda Co..
Aluminum Company of America,
Natural
Gas
Co..
Northern
Phillips Petroleum Co.. National
Helium Corp.. Hecla Mining Co..
the State of Tennessee. Johnson
& Johnson. Texas Gulf Sulphur
Co., and Johns Manville Corp.
Complete information about
the Bureau's film program, inlist

Computer Graphics.

with

additional

Key

firms and organizahave sponsored recent

pletely

ject

ing.

Lippman New President

run about 27 minutes.
tions that

commercial comprogranuned by computer. The commercial, featuring a
computer animated man using
the Norelco shaver was aired on
the CBS Friday Night Movie
April 17. In producing the 30second conuuercial. William Fetter used the animated data he
arrangements
through
created
3-dimensional

American directors, alongside
those of European directors who

the seminar will he the study of

resource development,

distinction of sponsoring the first

of

1

cations problems.

puter Image Corp. in Denver.
Norelco claims to hold the

API Sets

Summer

Seminar

July 6-31

Film

A four-week Summer Seminar.
"Teaching the Film," will be held

ci

6-4061
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NATIONAL DIRECTORY OF AUDIO-VISUAL DEALERS
MISSOURI

•

EASTERN STATES
. NEW ENGLAND •
Headlight Fi'in Service, 104 Ocean
St.,
So. Portland, Maine 799-

6100

UNICOM -

Division of United
Camera, Inc. Providence, R.I.;
North Haven, Conn. (401) 467-

47.50 or (203) 2.39-5.300

WASHINGTON

•

NEW YORK

Pershing,

St.

Equipment

shelf

Louis 63112.

rental (314)

IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIMIIIIIIIMIIIIMIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIMIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIillllllllMIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII

7-1111

Swank Motion Pictures, Inc., 201 S.
Jefferson Ave., St. Loui.s 63166.
(314) 534-6300.
•

OHIO

•

Academy Film

Service, Inc., 2110
Payne Ave., Cleveland 44114.

•

"The" Film Center, 915 12th St.
NW, Washington, D. C. 20005
(202) 393-1205
•

Communications Co., 5316

Cor-rell

FO

reference

.

Sunray Films, Inc., 2005 Chester
Ave., Cleveland 44114

Current members of the Directors Guild of America are listed
alphabetically
with
addresses,

where

agents

their credits,

and

applicable,

a 350-page di-

in

rectory available at $5.00 a copy

from the organization's national

Twyman

•

Films,

329 Salem

Inc.,

Dayton 45401

Ave.,

The Jam Handy Organization, 1775

Directors Guild Directory

M. H. Martin Company, 1118 Lin-

Broadway, Nevi' York 10019.
Phone 212/JUdson 2-4060

Way

coln

headquarters: Directors Guild of
America. Inc., Dept. BSC, 7950

Boulevard,

Sunset

Hollvwood,

90046.

Calif.

E., Massillon.

Systems,

Incorporated,

Photo Products Described
The GAP professional photo

Visual sciences, Suffern, N.Y.

WESTERN STATES

PENNSYLVANIA •
Lilley & Son, Inc., Box 3035,
•

P.

f.

2009 N. Third St., Harrisburg
17105, (717) 238-8123
Oscar H. Hirt,

41 N. 11th St.
19107.
Phone:

215/923-0650

Wood

Audio Visuals Center, 14
Repairs.

471-3313

Hollywood 90028.

6850.

RaUce Company, Inc.

VIRGINIA

•

SOUTHERN STATES

•

Colonial

FLORIDA

.

752

•

COLORADO

Cromars'

lists
and dewide range of GAP

catalog

ture,

still,

and

recording

film.

ing

It

Spring

St.

MIDWESTERN STATES

Audio-Visual

paper

NEW MEXICO

•

•

The Jam Handy Organization, 2821
E. Grand Blvd., Detroit 48211.
Phone: 313/TR 5-2450

46

representatives;

artists'

show produc-

motion picture and tv production and distribution; motion
picture, tv and theatrical equipment, facilities and services; music, recording, tape and associ-

pa-

chemicals,

film

sion of

GAF

Corporation. Dept.

BSC, 140 West 52nd
York, N.Y. 10020.

Street.

New

ated
services;
photography,
graphic arts and related services;
public relations, advertising and
associated

media

publishing;

theatrical

and

services;

instruction

and workshops; unions, guilds
and trade associations; and such
local facilities as

airlines,

hotels

and restaurants.
Copies are available at $6.95
each (plus 350 sales tax in California)
from Tarcher /Gousha
Guides. Dept. BSC, 9110 Sunset Blvd.. Los Angeles, Calif.
90069.

MARKETPLACE
WANTED

•

OREGON

Young Man Going Places

A/V
EQUIPMENT SALESMAN

•

Moore's Audio Visual Center, Inc.,
234 S.E. 12th Ave., Portland
97214. Phone: 503/233-5621.

•

North Michigan Avenue, Chicago 60601. State 2-6757

MICHIGAN

photographic

from the Industrial Photo Divi-

Center,

Albuquerque 87106.

•

The Jam Handy Organization, 230

•

duplication

chemicals and specialty photographic chemicals.
The catalog may be obtained

Hardworking,

ILLINOIS

and

also details photofinish-

supplies,

pers,

instrumentation

aerial,

•

University Book Store Allied Supply Company, 2122 Central East,

•

West

1200 Stout St., Denver 80204.
Colorado Visual Aids, 955 Bannock. Denver 80204, 303/2555408
•

N.W. 404/875-8823, Atlanta
30308

•

lists

MacDill

S.

1970

newly-issued

Coast Theatrical Directory. The
6x9", 300-page soft-cover directory,
with Jeremy Tarcher as
publisher
and
editor-in-chief,

St., San Francisco 94105.
Phone: 415/GArfield 1-0410.

(813) 8.39-5374

GEORGIA

Films,

Center,

industry

covered in

toma

0464

Tampa

A-V

641 North Highland Ave., Los
Angeles 36. (213) 933-7111
•

Stanley Projection Co., 1808 Rapides, Alexandria 71301. 318-443-

Ave.,

St.,

3-2321

SAN FRANCISCO AREA •
Photo & Sound Company, 116 Na-

16150. 342-5204.

Jack Freeman's, 2802

HO

Photo & Sound Company, 870
Monterey Pass Road, Monterey
Park, 91754. Phone: (213) 264-

Vath Audio Visuals, 449 N.
Hermitage Rd,, Sharpsville,

•

•

Taft Building, 1680 N. Vine

L. C.

•

CALIFORNIA

products

scribes the

photo products, including color
and black and white motion pic-

The Jam Handy Organization, 305

St.,

Pittsburgh 15222, Sales, Rentals,

&

•

Inc.,

Philadelphia,

the

fields are

tion;

(419) 246-3691.

10901

entertainment

the

and related

ciated services; live

Visual Education, 1945
Franklin Ave., Toledo 43601.

202 East 44th Street, New York,
10036 (212) MU 2-0995

for

broadcasting, radio-tv and asso-

Cousino
Projection

Theatrical Directory/West
Los Angeles, San Francisco,
Las Vegas and Hawaii sources

UTAH

•

Deseret Book Company, 44 East
South Temple St., Salt Lake, 10.
•

WASHINGTON

for

rapidly expanding

Must have experience

division.
field.

in

Knowledge of 35mm cine equipment desirable. Top salary, benefits and excellent opportunity
for

Don Sahlein
Gordon Enterprises
5362 Cahuenga Blvd.
North

Hollywood,

limited

small but established

in

independent

film

production and

Growth
program under way but needs
aggressive and imaginative outdistribution

side

company.

representative

Record

impetus.

formance

in

of

to

continue

sales

per-

communications or

service industry essential. Write:

advancement.

•

Photo & Sound Company, 1205
North 45th St., Seattle 98103.
206/ME 2-8461

man

aggressive

Sales opportunity with future un-

Calif.

91601

Box

5-1

Business Screen

757 Third Avenue
York, N.Y. 10017

New

BUSINESS SCREEN

.

.

Help in Handling Audiovisuals
Anyone who has to present inforniatiim

from slides

liclp

& type?

ZOO ivi:s

plays, films, tapes,

instruction

circuit television

a glossary of audiovisual terms, a film eval-

& products

list of sources of information on audiovisual training, a session
check list for meeting planners and recom-

uation questionnaire, a

SYiicliroiiizeil
to viiicc, iiiiisic,

effects

programmed

and videotape.
This up-to-date bcxik. written by R. P.
Rigg. is fully illustrated with photographs
and diagrams and provides help for training directors and executives. Included are

and closed

art, Siim clips

soiiiiil

groups can do a better job of it with the
of tlie newly-puhiished hook. "Audio\isual .'Xids anti Tcclinii|iics in Managerial
and Supervisory Training." This comprehensive book tells how to select, prepare
and use AV materials such as slides, disto

a color DOTio

i

mendations about suppliers.
This 1970 publication sells for $13.75
and is being exclusively distributed in the
LInited States by Olympic Film Service,
Dept. BSC. 161 West 22nd Street. New

York

1

00

I

1

Project: Filmstrip Kit

"How To Make Your Own

Filmstrip

On

A

Pinch-Penny Budget" is written for educators, businessmen and sales executives to
aid them in being their own producers of
audio-visual aids at an exceedingly low cost.
The professional filmstrip producers of
Project: Filmstrip will also provide the post
production services of assembling, editing,
sound and laboratory supervision.
The kit includes instructions with detailed examples of script and storyboards

Kinescopes
from
Helical

Videotapes
Almost any format tape.

Custom Quality. 16mm,
8mm, Super 8. Cartridges.

and professional tools; storyboard form
pads and cards, script forms, sequence
sheets, acetate cropping guide and filed
Project:

chart.

Filmstrip will also provide

Motivate Your Salesmen

professional consultation and complete pro-

needed.
is $7.50. Order from
Project: Filmstrip. Dept. BSC. 24038 Mariduction

The

ano

facilities

St..

with

if

cost of the kit

IVoociland Hills, Calif. 91364.

««

PRIDE IN PRICE »

...one of six
in

critical

subjects explored

a 14meeting SALES

MOTIVATION

program with 7 color sound

(S>

ReevesNewActron
565

Fifth

Avenue,

strips

film-

.

Services List From Calvin

York, N. Y. 10017

(212) 687-6586

.

Productions of

Calvin

Kentucky's

"CREATIVE
SELLING"

slide

presentation brochure details services which
include scripting, photographing, processing,
slide

mounting, narration, music and sound
editing, and equipping facilities

recording,

for slide presentations.

The brochure also explains Calvin's packaged finishing and programming services for
both slide and film strip presentations. For
vour copy, write Calvin Productions-Ken'tiickv. Dept. BSC. P. O. Box 20126. Louisville^

This unique Sales Motivation Program

cause your salesmen to produce
the results you want — to meet the
continuing demand for more sales
will

and more

profits.

YOU BE THE JUDGE
Send for

details

and "Preview Offer"

BETTER SELLING BUREAU

Kentucky 40299.

1150 W. Olive Ave., Burbank,

Dept X50

Calif.

91506

Please tell me how may evaluate this
Sales Motivation Program.
I

A new
visiting-card
for your

germany-contact

Trend-Film
Industrialtv-

Hamburg

Name

Title

and documentationfilms

Company

and advertising-spots

Address
burg 22/Germany, Hamburger

Str. 171. Tel. (0411)

2913 06
City

MAY, 1970

new

State

Zip

INDEX TO ADVERTISERS
Impex Corporation
Animated Productions
Arriflex Corporation of America
Allied

47

33

Paillard,

24-25

Elco Corporation

4-5

Corporation

A.V.E.

Eastman Kodak Company
Eclair Corporation of America

43

8

41

Fairchild

Bardwell & McAlister
Berkey Colortran
Better Selling Bureau
Bohn Benton, inc
Byron Motion Pictures

Camera & Instrument Corp.

.

Handy Organization,

The Jam

Fourth
Frank
Hollywood Valley Film Labs

3

Cine 60
Cine Magnetics, Inc
Coffey Company, Inc., Jack C
Colburn Laboratory Inc., George W.
Comprehensive Service Corp
Consolidated Film Industries
Courier

Inc.,

Holmes Laboratories,

Program Services

Reela Films, Inc
Reeves Actron
RHR Filmedia, Inc

47
19

Schuessler Case Company
Stokes Associates, Bill

44
42

Trend Film Hamburg

47

38
15

La Belle Industries

12
.

.

14

.39

47
18

Modern Talking Picture

Service, Inc.

Second Cover

43

DeLuxe General
DeWolfe Music Library, Inc

47

DuKane Corporation

16

United Air Lines
United World Films

13

45
Valentino, Thomas
Visualscope, Inc

North American Philips Corporation ..40

and equipment from a corporate
"library" or training center and
use

it

at

home

instead of attend-

ing a nearby school.

Such programs utilizing a closalliance
between corporate
audiovisual and training directors will result in better educated
employees of longer tenure and
provide greater economies in
employee education and training.
er

the

word

By

LON

B.

GREGORY
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*• the

where they're working
or for another company.
Carefully planned audiovisual
programs and courses on the
same subjects these people are
going outside to get can be prepared and tailored to the individual needs of any company.

and

in
)

.

the late

we

surface

the

show

the

jump

it

1960s (see

are well aware that

of

this

whole

area

has barely been scratched.
Indications

of

the

potential

tion

.

and the need for ever more and
better employee education are

Already,

everywhere. And, at the present
time, the need and desire for

ployees

improvement programs is
expanding faster than current
steps to meet the demand.
For example, there are more
adult
Americans
(your
employees, Mr. Businessman) takthese

ing

formal

education

courses

than the total enrollment of students in all schools, colleges, and
universities in the U.S.

48

And, most

many forward

organizations
self

courses on

.

.

thinking

emand job improvement
offer

company

their

time.

Economical, portable sound
and filmstrip projectors car-

film

ry this idea a step further.

progressive

company

The

of the '70s

employees a variety of
and job improvement courses
on compact cartridge loaded projectors and various other learning units. Employees will be able
to borrow the necessary programs
will offer

self

list

of film production

company "pioneers"

is Jamieson
Film Co., Dallas, Texas, organized in 1916.'
Now that we've opened the
question, we'll imdoubtedly hear
from other long-established firms.
We're waiting.
Editor

—

When
but

not

it

comes

specious

senility

to old age

—

I'd

point out that Wilding

ganized in 1914,

1917

and

1918.

We

like

was

Jam Handy

—
to

orin

Worcester Film in
were incorporated in

1918 and believe that we are the
movie producers in the
country under the same name.
Carleton E. Bearse
General Manager
Worcester Film Corp.
Worcester, Mass.

oldest

.

.

We

were not suggesting that
Jack
Lieb
Productions
approached being the oldest film
company in business, merely
commending them on their 25th
anniversary
a relatively rare
event among film producers.
,

and Photo Information Cenat
1133 Avenue of the
Americas in New York is an exhibit well worth stopping by to

ter

two organizations for their
and 25th anniversaries in
your April column.

government emtraining and education

audiovisuals

Incidentally, noticeably absent

from your

lery

amusement your congratulations
21st

reflected
1

purpose of prepar-

A Question of Age
Sir:
We notice with
to

of

ever again

page 2

express

the

taking courses for

are

42
10

Inc

in New York
The new Eastman Kodak Gal-

ing themselves for a better posi-

corporate
will

believe

them

J.,

Worth Seeing

in

use

ployee

of

Training

'yHOUGH WE DONT

6
9

7

»i

in

1

17

38

Videotronics Corporation
Musifex, Inc

More A-Vs

11

36
38

Cover

Inc.,

MPO

last

America

.35

32

Third Cover
47
20

37

Inc

Plastic Reel Corp. of
Polacoat, Inc

see.

Opened April 15, the openshow features a collection of
more than 70 exciting photographs of New York City, all

ing

dedicated
gift

at

the

opening as a
New York.

to the people of

The theme

of the

Motion

Pic-

&

Education Markets Division display is "Movies Move
People" and features movies,
slide shows and an array of products. Within a large, self-con-

ture

tained

projection

unit,

visitors

are able to watch three presentations

—

a continuous showing
two movies, a slide

of parts of

quiz on pictures of famous scenes

and works of
story of

how

to

art,

make

and a

slide

a slide talk.

It's open from 10 a.m. to 5:30
p.m. daily except Sunday.
point & period

BUSINESS SCREEN

sthesuflbut
easier to control!
The MAXI-BRUTE 9 weighs
a portable 75 pounds, draws 75 amps
A.C. or D.C.
at 120 volts
Set up, focus, and turn on 10 Maxi's
in a Brute Arc setup time.
Equip it with dichroic lamps
and beat a Brute Arc.
It won't flicker and foul up your shot.
Eight lamp types in nine combinations
for tough lighting problems

—

compare

To

Transmit Ideas
Without Losses

Comprehensive Consultation Services on:
Group Meeting Services
Sales Meetings
Stockholders Meetings

Seminars
Convention Assistance
Visualized Talks

Speech Coaching
Picturizations

Meeting Guides
Projection Equipment

Meeting Packages
Portable Stagettes
Field

Surveys

Field Services

Closed-Circuit

TV

Training Services

BUSINESS SCREEN
TOOLS, TECHNIQUES
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"The decade of the 70s promises
fo fulfill the vision of the

pioneers of the cinematic process.'

^
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NAVA Preview
& Exhibit Guide

Special:

f'ia-.crii Audio-VisusI
Conveniion and Exhibit
Shcralo^-Parn Hotel

3Ut

Wasf^inoior,

C.

No westerns. No mysteries. No epics.
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But our film program gets the highest

^

rating in television.

%':v?''i'.lgy*^--"'

Not from Nielsen or Arbitron. But from

the hundreds of companies and television stations all over
the country who enjoy the benefits of our sponsored film distribution program.
Last year, 289 companies who wanted to reach

millions of viewers turned their films over to

ern

TV. And we booked them

788

to

Mod-

minute shortie to a half-hour

tion of sponsored films available.

in

We maintain a network of six U.S. TV libraries
major cities to provide fast, personalized service.
Because the needs of stations vary widely, a full-

time

Modern

calls

on them regularly

attract

such tremendous viewer

culture, to

name

just a few.

in a variety of lengths

—

They

And

is

to ask

chures, film

also need films

Does

a steady

and special mailers.
sound like your kind of program?
We'll put your favorite film on TV.

lists,

Give us a

call.

•Canadian dislribiUion also available.

SERVICE, INC.

New

York, N.Y. 10036

Community Groups,

stream of catalogs, bro-

all this

MODERN TALKING PICTURK
the world's largest distributor of sponsored films lo

about special free

to stimulate film usage all year long.

Modern sends out

1212 Avenue of the Americas,
Modern

staff of regional field representatives

film requirements.

interest,

everything from a one-

open-

know that Modern TV's incomparmore than meets their needs.
Modern offers them the largest and best selec-

Result: at year's end, our clients' films had been
seen on television 54,732 times.

To

fill

they

programming.

these stations need a broad range of subjects —
sports, travel, science, home economics, and agri-

to

able service

television

stations in the U.S.* that broadcast informative
free films to supplement their regular commercial

—

program schedules.

ings in their

And

series

Schools, Television, and Theaters, serving sponsors through U.S. and Canadian film libraries.

If

youVe in a bind

for lab service^

Reela can bail you out.
When

deadlines loom large, and you
keep running into one delay after

another,

call

Nobody offers
And nobody will

Reela.

faster service.

give you better quality work.
Reela's speed and high quality
of three things:
1. Competent, dedicated people.
Jet transportation, and an outfit
that knows how to exploit it.

come about because
2.

3.

Sophisticated

new equipment.

How many release prints do you need
—20 ? 00 ? Reela can make them.
1

Perfect. Sharp. Color-balanced.

Back in your hands (or drop-shipped
you want) before you know it.

if

Why

settle for less

than the best?

now.

Call Reela

REELA OFFERS:
Complete

editorial services

producer's services

—

titling

and

— sound

complete

•

complete

8,

1

35mm

laboratory services,
including black and white or color
dailies for Florida filming
•

Super 8 printing and cartridging.

,\H<^-

N^0^\^^

\HC-

..6555
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Journal: "Cindy Competition
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27

By Sam Gale

One Stop

National Audiovisual Center:

The Future
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Shoemaker
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30
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Caribbean By Boh Seymour

38
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U.S. Industrial Film Festival

Opens

41

Awards 49 "Gold Cameras"

Northwest Teleproductions Opens Videotape Facility
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Guide & Floor Plan

1970
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31st

NAVA
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your lob isn't
changing for the better
If

why not change to

Our new
year

building doubled our capacity.

later

we've doubled

it

A

again. We've

also adding the world's newest super

8mm

and video tape to film transfers to our existing 16mm and 35mm Color
Correct facilities. Constant change keeps us
color facilities,

constantly better.

byron

MOTION
•

202/783-2700

Film

Laboratory

65 K Street, Northeast, Washington, D.C. 20002

Subsidiary of

JUNE, 1970

iffl^

Technicolor, Inc.

World's most sophisticated

PICTURES

IF YOU'RE

THINKING
OF BUYING A REPEATER
MOVIE PROJECTOR,

COMPARE ALL 3.
Of

the companies that manufacture cartridge-load repeater projectors,
there are 3 leading machines.And of these
3, you want the one that's best for you.
all

to

The plain facts are right there for you
analyze, investigate and judge. Corn-

pare each projector against the competition. Then make up your own mind.

But with conflicting claims from all
directions, it's hard to determine whether
Brand M has a wider screen than Brand F.
Whether Brand B has 2-way viewing ver
x-rj^
u u
satihty. That one cartridge only holds 5

.

minutes of film, another takes 15 minutes.

I

461 Park Avenue south

rrii

4-

4.

But we've made

it

'

1

tr

FACT SHEET ON THE 3

'

MPO Videotronic Projector Corp.

|

Division of Optico, inc.

°

have compiled a chart dealing
With the most important aspects of portable projectors-picture quality, sound f iease of use, screen
size, capacity, film print life, and versatility. In this chart we compare our product, the MPO Videotronic Super 8 projector, with its 2 leading competitors.

^'/"

New York,

N.Y.

10016

\"t^f,f d,^" receiving your comparative

chart of the 3 leading portable projectors.

.7

We
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I

I

to get
easy for you
o
^

the facts.

delity, dependability,

|

Mailittome.

I
J

n

would also like to see a slde-by-slde demonst ation of these leading projectors. Call me
I

|
I

|

Name

|

company

I

Address,

[

^^^'

.

Servfce
^t(eat
In

the

last year,

Capital Film has increased

its

staff in

the cus-

tomer service department by 50%
These men and

women work

for

They follow your job completely

You always have someone to TALK
needs. It's a CAPITAL idea!

YOU.
to final delivery.
to

.

.

.

that

understands your

We have a growing file of testimonials on our service which
we'd be happy to share.
in

the Nation's

CAPITAL

35mm, 16mm and super
ECO-2 or ME-4

8 Ecktachrome

negative-positive

color printing and processing

sound studios and

editorial facilities

Super 8 cartridge and cassette loading

CAPITAL of Washington
470 E Street, S.W.
Washington, DC, 20024
(202)

347-1717

lb shoot

this

man and his family

NBC, Gerry Feil and his
crew walked for six weeks through
for

the jungles of

New Guinea.

Temperatures as high as 110. Annual
rainfall

Humidity had

200

inches.

EF film.

made the EF emulsion

Six

mapped
Gerry

weeks

Feil

and

his

New Guineas

into

rain forest,

un-

Cameraman-Director

crew found what they were

looking for: a village whose inhabitants had

never seen a white man and whose style of
living was unaltered since the Stone Age.

Nobody knew how the villagers would react;
but it was obvious that, whatever they did,
they would do it only once. No retakes. No
waiting for jams or threading film.

The footage was

NBC TV

60 minute
The Un-

for a

Special called "Patrol Into

known." produced by Capital

Cities Broad-

casting: and this unrepeatable

moment was

to

be the climax of the

appeared neither

villagers

Amazingly, the

film.

terrified nor hos-

as the film crew walked toward them,
shooting sync sound as they approached.

tile

so sticky that Cinelab had
unwind the film
Mr. Feil

rolls

to

by hand. But

exposed 50,000

feet

of film without losing a single frame.

His

camera was an

Eclair

NPR.

Later, it became apparent that the villagers
were reassured by the presence in the film
crew of a woman — Mrs. Feil.

They weren't afraid; but they cerwere curious. Never having seen a
camera before, they were quite unselfconscious about being filmed by the silentrunning NPR. But later in the day, when

tainly

Mr. Feil tried to get some candid non-sync
footage with his backup camera, its whirring
motor instantly caused everyone to freeze

and stare at the lens.
Since it was impractical to carry
more than one filmstock, Mr. Feil decided to
use high-speed EF film throughout, relying
on the NPR's variable shutter to cut down
exposure where the light was bright. EF
emulsion is relatively thick, and it tends to
swell and soften in hot weather: but Mr. Feil
had used it for the ABC TV Special on Africa
with no problems, despite the equatorial
heat encountered there.
Mr.

Feil

reports that the

obtrusiveness, together with

magazine change, made
usable

at the village,

and wild footage.
vived

its

it

its

NPR's un-

five-second

the only camera

sound
had not sur-

for both sync

"If the

NPR

battering en route, or

if

the fan-

and humidity had made the EF
emulsion jam the NPR, it would have been
a disaster," says Mr. Feil. But nothing went
wrong. Back in New York, Cinelab had to
load the exposed film by hand into the processing machines. But the footage was perfectly OK — and fascinating; and historic.
tastic heat

For an

NPR

brochure, write to Eclair Corporation at

7262 Melrose Avenue. Los Angeles. Calif. 90046.
Phone: (213) 933 7182. Eclair's New York Service
is at 73 S. Central Avenue. Valley Stream. N.Y.
11580. Phone: (516) 561-6405. Eclair International:
Paris 2e. France.

Center
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right off the newsreel
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16mm

projection and

AFI-Kent School Offer

rooms

Summer

extensive audio-visual equipment.
Applications must be submit-

Film Institute
The American Film Institute

and Kent School will offer a twoweek Film Institute this summer
expressly designed for educators
on all grade levels who are begin-

ning their work

The

in film study.

be held
August 12-26 at Kent School in
miles
(85
Kent, Connecticut
north of New York City). It will
be limited to 60 participants who
under professional
will
study
filmmakers, critics and educators.
Institute

Activities

will

June 30, 1970, to Kent/
AFI Summer Film Institute, The
American Film Institute, 1815 H
Street, N.W., Washington, D.C.
ted by

lecture/

include

tional

films

has

Angeles office

at

opened a Los
3460 Wilshire

October 27-30 at New
York's Americana Hotel.
In announcing the dates for

fice.

Jr.,

rep-

BNA at the new branch.
the BNA films are avail-

An

new

of-

advance reservation

is

year

for

the

festival,

said ad-

13th

and entry forms
may be obtained from the festival
121 W. 45th St., New
office,
York, N.Y. 10036.
details

Council of Jacksonville.
Jacksonville was the
of

the

dustry," said

American

Chamber

Schmidt.

Gert
length

feature

"The

in-

president
full-

first

was

film

birth-

film

made

here, and at one time scores of
production companies had head-

required to use the screening fa-

quarters and studio facilities lo-

cility.

cated here.

"We mean
Jacksonville Pursues
Film Center Comeback
major

lishing

duction
ture

step

itself

as

center

and

TV

toward

re-estab-

a national

back

to

Jacksonville,

the fact that the

Jacksonville, Florida has taken
a

to attract this busi-

and
Motion Picture
and Television Council has been
formed already has resulted in
some major filming on location

ness

held

Herb Rosen, chairman,

Jacksonville

the

Area Chamber of Commerce has
announced the formation of the
Motion Picture and Television

place

Blvd., Suite 804.

able for preview at the

York Film Festival
Sets Oct. 27-30 Dates
The International Film & TV
Festival of New York will be

ditional

seven

Films, national distribu-

management and motiva-

Charles A. Krueger,

New

istration fee, laboratory expenses

projection,

BNA

work,

tional

tor of

All of

the

35mm

Films Opens
Los Angeles Office

resents

and filmmaking workshops.
The cost of the two-week Institute is $250, which includes reg-

and room and board. Facilities
include two auditoriums equipped

BNA

20006.

will

discussions, screenings, seminars

for

for

Illlllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllilllllllll

Illllllllllllllllllllllllllll

I

pro-

motion picfilm companies.
for

After four months of organiza-

in

Jacksonville."

The Committee
industrial

of

100,

the

development arm of
Continued on page 10

Anybody need footage
ofan airplane?
• Stock footage of jets, piston and historiColor or Black
cal aircraft in 35 and
and White available free to producers for

16MM

authentic airline sequences.
•

16MM

and

New

Mini-libraries available in Chicago
York, with immediate service on

and masters.
mockups for interior

color print
• Jet
in

New

filming available

York and Hollywood.

CALL UNITED AIR LINES
PUBLICITY DEPARTMENT.
Atlanta

Chicago

Denver
Detroit

Honolulu
Los Angeles
New York
Pittsburgh

San Francisco
Seattle

Washington, D.C

523-5517
726-5500
398-4535
963-9770
547-2727
482-3620
922-5225
391-9777
397-2620
682-2121
737-6830

Write for catalog:
United Air Lines Film Library
626 Wilshire Boulevard
Los Angeles, California 90017

United Air Lines.
BUSINESS SCREEN

''Through thoughtleiis destruction

we Americans are losing our
historic buildings

and

ivith

and

a portion of our heritage

of our historical identity.

them

As

a

restdt, visual pollution assails

our

we

cities

and

tou')is

shall find ourselves in

.

.

.

one day

an

ciirironnioit stra)\gea]\d unfriendly

."
.

.

The National Trust for
Historic Preservation

_0
Cin©m3K6rS

i?'

film/sound climax

the Centennial Exhibition.

have been commissioned to create the
THE RISE OF AN AMERICAN ARCHITECTURE, Metropolitan Museum of Art, Fifth Avenue at 82nd
Street, New York City. Cosponsored by The National Trust for Historic
Preservation and the New York Chapter. American Institute of Architects;
on 'view through October 4, 1970,

cinemaKers

to

proud

inc i62
•^
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right off the newsreel

Chamber,

the

sees

the impact
and television

of increased film

.

.

tional projection

equipment, edu-

cational films, feature films, film-

production as a significant eco-

strips

nomic factor. The Committee
has formed a task force within
its ranks to promote its development in cooperation with the
film-TV council. Heading the

Headquarters of Modern-Mass
Media will be at 315 Springfield
Avenue, Summit, N. J.

task force is Ted Johnson, president of Jacksonville-based Man-

or Dinner Theatres Corporation
of America.

One

of the

Motion

the

first

and other audio-visual

aids.

Km&fiJm The Oa^m /^J^^^l

objectives of

Picture

and Telecompile and
publish an inventory of motion
vision Council

TV

and

picture

is

to

facilities

current-

ly in Jacksonville, including creative and technical personnel in

the

A

field.

detailed

directory

be distributed nationally in
a bid to attract increased film
production in the community.
will

Modern-Mass Media Opens
East Film, A-V Service
Modern Talking Picture Service, Inc., has licensed ModernMass Media, Inc., to assume the
operations

of

its

A special membership award

in

rec-

ognition of "promoting the business
of photography to higher levels of
accomplishment for a period of more
than 25 years" was presented to the
Da-Lite Screen Co. Receiving the
award is George H. Lenke, Jr. (left),
president, from Wiliam Ivay, director
of Canadian Affairs for the Master
Photo Dealers & Finishers Association.

New

Summit,

Jersey, film library starting July

MVRCi

according to Carl

1,

H.

Lenz,

Modern Talking

president of

Pic-

ture Service.

Modern-Mass
Media is a new
company formed
by Ralph J. Del

On June 1, 1970, ground will
be broken for a new audio-visual
research center in Mamaroneck,

who is
currently vice

Productions. Nicholson and Muir

New York

Coro,

...

all

new

under one

roof,

including producer services,

color processing, scene to scene color

and

exposure controlled printing, quodrank super 8
recording, cartridge loading and packaging, film
library distribution

and maintenance

service,

audio visual systems.
If

you're tired of running around start where the

buck stops

... at

president
Picture

He

new

Phone 312/665-4242

10

LONDON: 295

Drive

60178

Northholt Road

South Harrow Middx., England
Std 01/422-722

The

studios are designed for
production of training pro-

grams for business and industry.
Nicholson-Muir will also use the

As

Modern TalkService, Modern-Mass

a licensee of

ing Picture

Media

the

will

area,

distribute

business

interest

programming

for

cable television, and for pilots of

and community groups

commercial television programs.
In addition to producing in its
studios, Nicholson-Muir will have
a "mini-van" for location shoot-

films

New York-New Jersey
to television stations

ing at plants, on-site construction
projects, in offices, or at confer-

ences.

business,

Patterned along the lines of
broadcast television studios, but
designed to meet the needs of the

expected to include the

closed circuit television user, the

audio-visual
is

studios for the production of special

to

free-loan

throughout the Northeast and to
summer resorts in Maryland,
New York, New Jersey and eastern Pennsylvania.
Del Coro indicates the new
company will be engaged in a

which
Illinois

which Mod-

a minority interest.

general

Carol Stream.

dy Doody."

firm, in

the

in

CHICAGO: 399 Gundersen

known for "The Newlywed
Game," "Pay Cards," and "How-

ern Talking Picture Service holds

schools

^CYGNET

Nicholson-Muir

best

DEL CORO

Service.

president

is

of the

by

have been producing shows for
television since 1947, and are

of

Modern Talking

sponsored

©FISCHER

Nicholson-Muir Plans
A-V Research Center

newer,

more sophisticated

tronic

audio-visual

and systems

as

elec-

equipment
well as conven-

building has two studios,

necessary allied

facilities

all

the

for the

Continued on page

1
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years

a long time to enjoy the reputation of being a prime source for supplying
in lighting equipment.
take this opportunity to thank our many
customer-friends in the motion picture and television industries for making the last five
Fifty

is

We

the very finest

decades possible.

The oldest

firm of its kind in the East, Charles Ross has been fulfilling the lighting
requirements of thousands of the country's foremost producers. And the list keeps
growing. We must be doing something bright.

THE EAST'S ONLY SPECIALIST - LIGHTING, GRIP EQUIPMENT. PROPS, GENERATORS
RENTALS

/

SALES

/

SERVICE

»)INC
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^fcT))

Sole distributor of Mole-Richarclson

333 WEST 52nd STREET,

NEW YORK,

N. Y.

Company Products

in

Greater

New York

10019, Area 212, Circle 6-5470

n

According to Glasell, the new
is an agency type consultant-producer of training and
communication films, audio cassettes and videotape programs.

right off the newsreel

preparation and execution of
program production, executive
and general offices, plus an

tion after nearly a year of engi-

tive results.

to duplicate a

electronic

neering, planning and actual con-

very

latest

cludes five color Plumbicon cam-

two 16mm film chains,
numerous slide projectors, microphones and lights; videotape reeras,

corders

editing.

to

of

variety

Since the final

product

available

duplicating

be made

will

individuals

will

enable

supply recordings for
major brands of recorders.
to

The new

a

in-house

an

center

with

(closed

scan

helical

systems,

circuit)

transfer-

recording,

for

and

recorded

tories"

individuality,

identity

stallation

forcement of

human

Of

machine has greatly increased in
both 16mm and 35mm. Bebell

advisors.

now

employ
of ten, and a

job.

present,

Muir maintains

Nicholson-

offices

studios in Larchmont,

and

New

their

York.

work

replace the

own

7252

Commercial

BebelTs Hazeltine Color Analyzer timing department has new
facilities for "over-the-shoulder"
consulting time by customers.

of the client's

organization

or

its

other

use

breakthrough

a

recordings

Launches

Chicago A-V Training Firm
Training Concepts & Combeen
Inc.,
has
munications,
opened at 221 N. LaSalle, Suite
1038 in Chicago by Don Glasell,
area audiovisual specialist at one
time with Montgomery Ward.

—

cess

only

takes

The

minutes.

Memorex

process

electronic

circuitry

requires
to

no

transfer

between the master and an unlim-

number of copies.
"The physical properties of
chromium dioxide also produce
copies which have twice the mag-

nounced

TV

one-hour program,
whereas the new Memorex pro-

ited

ultimate

home

new low-cost high-speed

a

netic

energy

conventional

or

'brilliance'

original

of

video

tapes," Spitters said.

The

in color

broadcast,

for

and

educational

Glasell

ser-

Memorex Plans Economical
Videotape Duplication
Memorex Corporation has an-

film.

Don

as

new

also developing the

Ektachrome

company's

that the

is

Release print and
duction on Eastman Color Positive and Internegative developing

is

rein-

supplements, but does not

vice

dailies pro-

and

values,

special importance, Glasell

notes,

struction.

facilities will

personnel will be added according to the requirements of each
the

Full Production
Bebell & Bebell Color Labora-

all

a corporate staff
basic technical crew. Production

At

rate

studios are being outfitted

the

NMP

for an effective production

will

operating in the company's laboratories simultaneously turns out
multiple duplicates at high speed

well as achieving low cost effec-

equipment, all of which meets
broadcast standards. This in-

ring

small

staff

the

now

new motion picture inat 416 W. 45th St.,
New York, is now in full produc-

guests).

The

that

The

broadly experienced
be particularly concerned with audience receptivity,

at

revealed

Spitters

duplicating equipment

10 to 15 times faster than present processes. Existing video tape
dupHcating processes must utilize
a separate expensive video tape
recorder which takes one hour

apartment (to accommodate outof-town celebrities and special

with

Bebell&Bebell Now

L.

company

greater video information

chromium diway to the
new generation

storage capacity of

oxide will open the

development of a

process for the mass duplication

of video equipment operating at

of video tapes.

speeds down to one-half those of
present recorders. This means
twice the programming per reel
or a significant cost reduction
per program for the user. This

The Memorex duplication process is made possible by the
unique qualities of a new chromi-

um

dioxide magnetic tape which

Memorex

produce and mar-

sharply

summer.
Memorex President Lawrence

coupled

will

ket beginning this

media
cost
economies of
Continued on page 14

reduced
with

the

Now*

A

sound-filmstrip projector
that gives you time to answer
the questions it aslcs.

Automatically.
There

times

are

when an

audio-visual

sales presentalion. or an economics lecture, or a welding demonstration should
be seen but not heard.
That's why we've designed a new

the educational level, or first-name
your audience.
You can teach or train even more effectively with the optional Elco-Optisonics
responder. Its control allows the student

change

record his answer on a computer-comcard and simultaneously restart

Mastermatic® 35
lets you
It
pre-set program pauses for audience
participation or question and answer sessions. Then press a remote control button

to

to restart the projector.

projector

response option

mm

for the

sound-filmstrip pro)ector.

The Mastermatic gives
you a choice of screen

conventional

large-screen projection for
bigger audiences.
And with our patented

UN IRAK
you

Send the coupon for details or a
chance to cross-examine the Mastermatic

ELCO OPTISONICS
^!lljj^'~^/ .^HMjii^

your audience: built-in 100
sq. in. rear-screen projection for small groups, switch
for

the presentation.

F

sizes suited to the size of

lenses

patible

7.1

Ivlcntgomeryville. Pa. 18936
(215) 368-0111

ELCO
I

n
n

Corporation

Send me your

illustrated brochure
arrange a demonstration
I'm interested in standard unit

Call

me

to

I'm interested in

I

"response" option

cartridge

tailor the talk to

Company.

your audience

Title

switch sound
cartridges to alter

the language.

12
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"Some men see things

I

dream

as they are

things that never

and say why.

were and

say,

why not."

ROBERT FRANCIS KENNEDY
November

Vision Associates,

JUNE, 1970

Inc.,

20,

1925-June

6,

1968

680 Fifth Avenue, NewYorl( City

13

.

SLIDE FILMS

the

"Looking

and tape)

Processing

Memorex

duplication process

should set magnetic tape as the
standard mass visual medium.

ALL types of mastering

Pressing

to the future,

we

feel

that thermally duplicated

chrom-

ium dioxide tapes

offer

will

a

higher quality color video pack-

APPROVED BY
Audiscan
cassettes

&

records

Cartridge winding for all slide
machines and radio cart-

Tape Duplicating

in

netic

accurate service anywhere

known

tional representative for
1

market-

ment calls for the sale of at
900 Systems through 1975.

least

netic

VIRCO RECORDING CO.

Two,

needle

shape,

which

can

called

be

efficiently

aligned and packed with uniform

Third

thermal
characteristics which allow mass
density.

O. Box 185
California 91754

by

duplication

(213) 283-1888

is

the

Memorex

the

126, Quebec).

Wynne Award Films Begins
Production in Dallas
David Wynne, president of
Dallas
audio-visual
company
Enterprises, Inc., has an-

nounced

his

company's expan-

sion into motion picture produc-

CBS-EVR Opens Sales
Subsidiary

CBS

acicularity,

more

is

has held

dienne Nationale Building, Suite
1822, 500 Place d'Armes (Mon-

Wynne

the microscopic

charge

He

York, and has now taken
up residence in Montreal.
EVR's Canadian offices are
located at the Banque Cana-

InVision System

manufactured by Ingenuics.
The InVision System permits
any ordinary inovie to be projected for 3-D viewing by large
or small audiences and sells for
just under $2,000. The agree-

Sebesta.

New

treal

6mm

in the industry as

which hold the maghave a uniform

particles

(Tapes are on their way back
to you in two days, records in
five, after receipt of your tape.)

Parli,

ment whereby FCS Communicabecomes the exclusive na-

residual magnetic flux density or
retentivity.

Monterey

of

conventional

than

force

oxides,

the United States.

P.

superiority

the

FCS Com-

J.

post nearly a year, based in

this

munications Corp., of Rockville,
Maryland have signed an agree-

ing the

for

Arthur

Gaithers-

of

Inc.,

burg, Maryland and

"Like conventional magnetic tape, the recording can be
erased and reused indefinitely."
Memorex gave the following

chromium dioxide as a recording
medium: One, the material inherently retains a greater mag-

ridges

Ingenuics.

tions

reasons

film

Director of Sales, Canada,

Ingenuics Contracts for
3-D System Distribution

age for the mass education and
consumer markets," Spitters predicted.

La Belle

Fast,

in

composites

signaling

DuKane

.

da."

&

(records

.

continued

OUR SPECIALTY
editing

EVR has been generated
Canadian industry and education circles that we have found
it mandatory to locate in Canaterest in

right off the newsreel

ARE

tion with the formation of

Award

Canada

in

Electronic Video Record-

ing Limited has established

EVR

sales offices in Montreal, accord-

ing to Robert E.
ident.

CBS

Brockway, pres-

Electronic Video Re-

cording Division.

Brockway

process.

said,

"So much

in-

Wynne

Films.

Heading up the new division
and videotape veterans
Bob Curran, Ken Marthey, and
Yves Vezina. Together, these
men bring to the Dallas market
more than 40 years experience
in film and videotape production.
are film

2
11%

ONE

OCTOBER 27—30, 1970
NEW YORK CITY
Now

in

its

13th year, this leading FESTIVAL

encompasses

phases of

all

film

Filmstrips
Industrial

is

the only

Public Service

&

Educational Films

TV & Cinema Commercials
Filmed Introductions
Lead-in Titles

one that

For the

production:

held

TV Programs

Multi-Media Productions
Promotional Films
Featurettes

in

•

A

•

An

first

New

buyer's and seller's market for Film
exhibition

with

Newsfilms

an international EXPOSITION & FAIR

time,

will

be

York City which includes:

of

current

equipment,

special emphasis on the

and TV productions.
and

techniques

latest

achievements

services,
in

Video-

tape and Computerized Film Productions.

A Grand Award

is

given to the most outstanding entry

in

each

and Gold, Silver and Bronze medals in each category
under each section, as well as Special Achievement Awards are

section,

•

An

extensive lecture program, workshop sessions, seminars, as
as continuous screenings of outstanding Film & TV

well

presented.

productions.

For further information, detailed program, exhibition space, seminar sessions, or

visits

to studios

and

laboratories, etc.

write to:

INDUSTRIAL EXHIBITIONS,

14

INC.,

121 West 45th Street,

New

York, N. Y. 10036
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This 4-iiich attache case
opens to a movie theater.

is the most compact projector
The Bohn Benton Institor is the first truly portscreen, Super 8 sound movie projector. It's autoset up and running in less than 20 seconds. And,

This elegant attache case
in

able, rear

matic.
it's

It's

cartridge loaded to eliminate film threading. Films can

be changed
It's

in

2 seconds.

also a front screen projector.

lens

The
day;

men
The

On

the spot, you can con-

an auditorium-size, 6 foot wide picture. Zoom
and external speakers are available for group viewing.
Bohn Benton Institor lets your films sell for you every
on every call, in every office. This is the projector saleswill carry because
looks good, it's small, and it's light.
newest recruit can give a professional presentation on

vert to project

JUNE, 1970

every call. He can take your plant,
your products and your services to the desk
of every prospect. It's easy to give an Institor to

the world.

it

every salesman because
size

— $300,

far less

its price is as extraordinary as its
than the cost of other first-quality rear

screen projectors without Institor's advantages.
For more information, or an Institor demonstration, write
Bohn Benton Inc, Dept. A, 110 Roosevelt Avenue, Mineola,
New York 11501; or call (516) 747-8585.

^^

Bohn Benton
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Butthetelevision systems available have been too cumbersome,
too complicated and too costly.

more economically and more
conveniently than by either optical
projection or videotape techniques.
And they can be shown in normal room light.
The system. .CBS Electronic
Video Recording.

Until now. Now there's a system
for displaying audiovisual materials

fifty

People like to watch television. And
closed-circuit television systems of
various kinds have been used for
years to train, to sell, to communicate.

.

The EVR System

stores

up to

minutes of monochrome

pictures with sound, or 25 minutes
of color pictures with sound, in a
7-inch circular EVR Cartridge.
The cartridge is placed on the
EVR Player, where it threads itself
automatically at the touch of a
button.
The EVR Player connects directly to the antenna terminals of

\bur salesmen miaht bring
in extra business if they spent
more time watching TV

.

any standard television receiver.
one or as many as you require.
The EVR .System is fully described in an illustrated brochure
that shows how your audiovisual
materials can be converted to the
.

EVR format

for

mail the attached postpaid reply
card. Or write on your company
letterhead to Electronic Video
Recording, a Division of Columbia

Broadcasting System, Inc., 51 West
52 Street, New York, N.Y. 10019.

more convenient,

CHS

KLKCTKOMC
VIDKORKCORDING

and economical display.
To obtain a copy, fill out and

flexible

The economical way to distribute
audiovisual materials for playback

on any TV

;
li
v-<

receiver.

.

the

new

camera eye
H. Coelln

0.
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Clipstrip'

Speedlighting
needs no floor space,
mounts so fast
you cut time and
labor to
It's

50%.

Our In-Depth Analysis of the
176 Films for Overseas Festivals

Here's a quartz lighting

system you can attach to
walls, doors, ceilings,

mount

stands or between
baby keg stands. It's the

to grip

compact

system ever designed for shooting motion
pictures and stills in confined areas. Get full details
on Clipstrip kits and accessories. Write Dept. BS6-0
lighting

3

re-

television documentaries, principally for

network telecasts, were also sponsored by
U.S. companies.
The Federal Government accounted tor
20 of this year's CINE selections with the
U.S. Information Agency represented by
six titles. The Federal Aviation Agency,
NASA, and the U.S. Atomic Energy Commission, with two titles each, accounted for
another six of the Federal-sponsored entries. Other U.S. government selections represented the Departments of Health, Edu-

& Welfare; the Office of Economic
Opportunity; The National Institutes of
Health; the National Park Service (U.S.
cation

Dept. of the Interior)
All

A DIVISION OF F&B/CECO INDUSTRIES. INC.
12164 Sherman Way
North Hollywood, California 91605
(213) 875-1913
York. N. Y. 10036

(212) 586-1428

of

standard

these
will

award,

and the U.S. Navy.

157 films of professional
receive

ClNE's

"Golden

symbolic of their overseas
selection and of their "intrinsic cinematic
excellence." Amateur film entries, ranging
from advanced adult to youth-produced
origination, are given the CINE "Eagle."
Analysing the remaining 1970 selections,
we note that 3 1 titles are for classroom and
other educational purposes; the arts are
represented by two films. Science subjects
(non-sponsored) account for four titles;
religion-oriented content was represented
by 10 pictures and a social-documentary
was a single entry. Eleven of this year's
selections were in the "experimental" cate-

Eagle"

Patent 3.437,802

''BardweU^'^cAUster liic.

20

country's

1

1

New

this

and industrial motion picture output.
The 76 films selected by over 300 jurors representing The Council on International Nonthcatrical
Events (CINE) include 19 "amateur" films. The other 157
festival candidates, comprising this country's "Olympic Team" which will compete
for global festival honors this year, include
66 motion pictures sponsored by U.S. business and industrial firms or trade groups.
26 of these titles are specific industrial,
sales promotion or safety subjects; nine titles promote travel; three are on sports,
two are agricultural; 10 titles are for professional
medical audiences, three were
sponsored for public health education; and

B&M

St..

mosaic of

cal

THE INNOVATORS IN
LIGHTING EQUIPMENT

315 W. 43rd

fascinating

cent factual, sponsored, government, medi-

advance from

*

short subjects.

Picture of the U.S.- 1970, as it
-"will be seen by those who attend over
100 overseas film festivals this year, makes

Was

'T'lii

a

another

simplest, most

gory and three others were "entertainment"
their

factual

any

kind

of

pattern

in

the

business-industrial subject area this

year? Advanced technology, represented by
such titles as £55, // ConUln'r Be Done and

sponsored by American Telephone
Co., and Micro, sponsored by
the Western Electric Co. appeared to serve
that area. As did Ore to Core
ami Beyond, sponsored by United Nuclear Corporation, and Freedom to Explore, offered by
the Alabama Space & Rocket Center at
Light,

all

& Telegraph

—

Huntsville.

Public health concerns were illuminated
by Please Hurry, a New York Telephonesponsored title; Driving and Drugs, spon-

sored by General Motors; Second Sight.
sponsored by The Eye Bank for Sight Res-

and

toration;

Then?

What

underwritten

Will

by

Poor Robin Do
Merck. Sharp &

Dohme.
Corporate
f lections

imagery

brought

CINE

Re-

Company, sponsored by Crown
and The Lively World of Great

of a

Zellerbach;
Nortliern

(Great

Northern

Railway).

Fi-

nancial market operations were clarified by

Market

in

Motion sponsored by The

York Stock Exchange.

A

lively

New

interpreta-

marketing is shown
sponsored by American Standard. The American Sheep Producers Council with Build the Land and the National
Broiler Council film Chicken. American
Style represented a diminished sponsoredtion of the distaff side of

in

Woman

Is.

agricultural category.

The

air transport industry

was again

well-

represented, especially with sponsored travfilms, where Pan American World Airways had Grand Tour, TWA sponsored East
Africa: and United Air Lines took viewers
to Los Angeles. Other noteworthy travelel

film sponsors included Continental Oil with

Four

Yellowstone; KiekhaeferInland Sea Odyssey; and

Seasoiis of

Mercury.

with

Eastman

Kodak,

Brand New Day

(San

Francisco-oriented)

A major technological achievement, the
voyage of the 5.5. Manhattan, dealing with
the Arctic route to Alaska's
eries,

new

oil

discov-

was contributed by the Humble Oil

& Refining Co.
There were other outstanding selections
from U.S. business and industry sources.
Continued on page 22
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There's nothing new about
a fihn lab.

Nothing &ncy.
Nothing spectacular.
Nothing dramatic.
Nothing glamorous.
just the place

It's

And

with the respon-

sibiHtv of printing and processing every-

thing vou've struggled to capture on film.

You want perfect prints. Usually
quantity. Always on a rigid schedule.

And

no lab understands

in

this better

than Cine .Magnetics.

why

we've invested so heavily
like our new highspeed Optronics .Mark X Qiiad Printer
and our new Filmline black-and-white
It's

in

modern equipment,

processor.
It's

wh\- we've created

and enlarged old ones.

new

facilities

it's

why

we've accepted only

the most experienced people.

Super

Today, we have a complete 8mm,
8mm and i6mm center for motion

picture duplication and preprint services.

(The man to call: Ed Schuller,
General Manager. He'll be glad to discuss
your print needs, arrange a tour of the lab,
or send one of our salesmen to see you.)

We

print.

We

process.

We

load car-

Kodak, Technicolor, Fairchild,
Bohn-Benton
Jayark,
and others.
tridges;

Not

terribly e.xciting.

But incredibly professional.

Cine Magnetics Film Laboratory
A DIVISION OF CINE MAGNETICS,
520 North Barry Avenue, Mamaroneck, M Y 1054 3
New York Receiving Center 202 East 44tri St, (2

JUNE, 1970

INC.
698-3434
682-2780

i9 14)
1

2)
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How can a

camera eye
continued

IBM World Trade Corporation is siiowing
Of Men and Demons at that company's
Expo 70 exhibit in Osaka, Japan. The film
should be a widely-distributed festival entry in other parts of the globe.
Sales promotion, marketing and graphic
subjects from U.S. firms include Subject: Packaging, sponsored by the
Forest Products Division of Owens-Illinois;
arts-related

We Used

to Call It Printing, sponsored by
duPont de Nemours; See Where Fashion is Going, from Celanese Fibers Marketing; and Simmons Mattress, a Simmons

E.

I.

Company

entry. In this area.

Tomorrow, sponsored by

Threshold of

the Masonite Cor-

poration, presages a too-long deferred building boom.

For troubled times

Of

special import in these troubled times

Washington Metropolitan Police Department's sponsorship of Some to Demonis

the

—

strate

Just bring your undeveloped

processing and dailies
ART. At the same time bring

original for

to

DU

Some

award-winners

Eagle"

each

of

these

overseas

festival

entries

are selected through an exhaustive series of

nationwide regional and national screenings
(with more than 300 jurors participating)
they deserve careful, thoughtful analysis.
Juror representation always includes specialists in subject-matter fields as well as nationally-known film executives and critics.

The "Golden Eagle" and "CINE Eagle"
citations will be presented to producers

sponsors of these films

Your work print and transferred mag
track will be ready the next day.

into

fell

these latter two categories.

Because

your tapes, and our Sound
Department will transfer your sound
dailies to 16mm or 35mm magnetic
free -you pay only for the mag stock.

Destroy. Other current

to

American public concerns are reflected in
a number of 1970 CINE selections treating
social problems and in those dealing with
efforts to preserve man's environment and
the balance of nature. Nine of the "Golden

at

and
CINE's Awards

Ceremony and Exhibition of Films of Merit
to be held November 12-13 in Washington,
D.C.

And on

that

occasion,

international

trophies will also be presented by ambassa-

dors and other diplomats representing lands

where the

A

For further information on 'how'
call

All

Paul Jaeger,

PL 7-4580

Processing of Original, Prints and Sound by

T
DU ART BLDG.. 245 W. 55

ST., N.Y., N.Y. 10019

festivals

were held.

group of network
documentaries was represented in
this year's selections. Sponsors of these include Armstrong Cork, the American Gas
Association; General Electric, 3M Company and North American Rockwell. Sponsors of professional medical films worth noting include Eli Lilly & Co.; Ortho Pharmaceutical
Corp.; Hoffman-LaRoche
(REEaton Laboratories and the Upjohn
)
final note: a sizeable

television

COM

;

Company.

—OHC

NEW
A.V.E.

IS

BEING DIFFERENT

CANARY 16MM MAGNETIC
SOUND PROJECTOR

A.V.E. 1200
SLIDE PROJECTOR

A 16mm incandescent projector with needle
sharp picture and superb optical or magnetic sound. Featuring automatic loop setforward, reverse, slow speed, stop
ter,
frame, remote control.

A.V.E.

Double the

light

ektagraphic slide

Super wide horizontal frame format with
high speed advance and variable panoramic craw'.. Also adaptable for xenon light

ordinary
projector for big screen
output

of

POWERHOUSE

WIDESCREEN FILMSTRIP PROJECTOR

CAROUSEL

OPTICAL

the

source.

presentations.

A.V.E. X-500
16MM MAGNETIC
OPTICAL XENON SOUND PROJECTOR CAROUSEL XENON SLIDE PROJECTOR

A.V.E.

A.V.E. X-300

"LOOPER"

CONTINUOUS 16MM SOUND
PROJECTOR

tor for screen sizes

rear projection for
front and
programming with minimal film
wear. Features dependable film looping
device, variab'e loop feed and quality

liant color rendition.

sound.

Excel'ent

repetitive

A

A

high

intensity

small

package

for

big

screens and large audiences. Fully portable.

high intensity "souped up" slide projecup to 40 feet with bril-

and offers a unique
including programmers, special lenses and dissolve and fade devices

A.V.E. Corporation specializes in being different

line of

audiovisual equipment and accessories

for purchase

and

rental. Literature

and

prices

on request.

COMPLETE LINE OF 35MM PROJECTORS AND AUDIOVISUAL EQUIPMENT ALSO AVAILABLE

AVE. CORPORATION
250

WEST

JUNE, 1970

54th

STREET

.

NEW YORK,

N.

Y.

10019

•

(212)

757-0552

.

Cable

Address

"AVEMANSA"
23

THE A-V

LA BELLE
Audience-Rated

A/V EQUIPMENT

CALENDAR

•35 MM FILMSTRIP
with interchangeable programs:

JUNE

LOOK INTO

AIA

Film Festival, June 14-17,

Industrial

Montreal, Canada.

Hemisfilm 70 film festival, June 18-22,
San Antonio Convention Center, San Antonio, Texas.

LA BELLE COURIERS

I

Completely portable— rechargeable
battery

—

Atlanta International Film
22-27, Atlanta, Georgia.

instant play.

Festival,

June

JULY

NAVA
LA BELLE SENTINEL 35
Semi-portable. TV-like, self-contained for small groups or in carrels,

•16 MM FILMSTRIP
Featuring

3-WAY COMMPAK Carin "16"

tridge interchangeable
series:

Audiovisual

Selling,

ciation.

LA BELLE

National Audio-Visual Association Annual
Convention, July 18-21, Sheraton-Park
Hotel, Washington, D.C.

AUGUST

Continuous loop visuals with continuous loop sound permanently
synchronized; slip in and show.

9th International Congress on High-Speed
Photography, August 2-7, Denver Hilton
Hotel, Denver, Colorado.

audio/visual equipment
• •• the

LA BELLE COURIER* 16

—— COMMPAK

take to audience.

right

answer

to your

Cartridge.

LA BELLE SENTINEL 16

—

Semi-portable
self-contained:
place where needed. COMMPAK
Cartridge.

American Management Association Annual
Conference & Exposition on Education
and Training, August 3-7, New York
Hilton,

New York.

problem

AC
In communications, audio/visual is the current
magic word ... be it a sales story, assembly
instruction, employee indoctrination, employee
training, worker guidance, public Information,
or the new dimension In education.

Just having pictures and sound Is not enough
there must be a dramatic, convincing presentation

.

.

.

.

.

.

and that presentation needs proper "audiencerated" dependable equipment.

International Convention of the Photographic Society of America, August 1822, Biltmore Hotel, Los Angeles, California.

Animation Workshop, August 24-Sept. 4,
Ohio State University campus, sponsored
by the University Film Association and
Ohio State University.

LaBelle offers a reputable line of reliable
audio/visual equipment. Descriptive literature is free.
Contact V. M. Ivie, Manager, Audio/Visual Sales,
Inc., 502 S. Worthlngton
Oconomowoc, Wisconsin 53066.

LaBelle Industries,

LA BELLE

for

h"**!!

ip.r

Portable
operation

Institute

SponJuly 12-16, Indiana University.
sored by the National Audio-Visual Asso-

TUTOR 16

St.,

Projected image for groups. COMMPAK Cartridge. Available soon.

OCTOBER
&

TV Festival of
13th International FQm
New York. October 27-30, Americana
Hotel, New York City.

•sight/sound sync
Adds sound and

activates visuals

NOVEMBER

for remote control filmstrip or slide
projectors:

Information Film Producers
America (IFPA) Conference, Novem-

nth Aimual
of

ber 4-7, Ne\\T3orter Inn, Newport Beach,
California.

LA BELLE PLA-MATIC 83

—

Compact ideal for built-in applications. Continuous loop tape
sound.

BULLETINS AVAILABLE ON ABOVE
LA BELLE A/V EQUIPMENT

LA BELLE
If it's

LaBelle,

Indust: n
you can be sure!

1970

CINE Awards Ceremony and

Ex-

Films of Merit, November
12-13, Washington, D.C. Presented by
the Council on International Nonthehibition

of

atrical Events.
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"Cheshire Puss," said Alice,

'would you

way

I

tell

me

please,

which

ought to go from here?"

"That depends a good deal on where you
want to get to" said the Cat.
"I don't

"Then

it

much

care

where—"

said Alice.

doesn't matter which

way you

go;' said the Cat.
If

your

you don't care about the quality of
filmstrips or color slide duplicates,

it

where you go. Any laboratory will do. But, if you care enough to get
the very best, come to Frank Holmes Laboratories. Here you will find an outstanding enthusiasm for perfection in every
department. Letters from customers a
over the world praise the zealous care we
give each job, no matter how large or how
small. Try us on your next job
and find out for yourself!

doesn't matter

.

.

.

Write for our

new Catalog

FRANK HOLMES LABORATORIES,
1947 FIRST STREET

JUNE, 1970

•

SAN FERNANDO, CALIFORNIA

PHONE:

inc.

(213) 365-4501
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&

M.T. E. Recording
Projection Equipment
System Engineering
Automated technique
Reversible sync-interlock operation
For your sound studio, screening

room, preview room and
conference room.

MAGNA-TECH ELECTRONIC
New

630 Ninth Avenue

26

/

,

INC.

York, N.Y. 10036
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AUDIOVISUALS OF THE 1970s
NEW

EQUIPMENT,

develop

(create)

ease

via

projected

the

image and the recorded voice.
The decade of the 70's promises to

Looking info /he decade ahead, Everett Hall
analyzes what is available and what we may expect
of presentation equipment in the near future.

ful-

the vision of the pioneers of the cine-

fill

matic process, that the dramatic impact of
the projected image, with
retention facility, will

its

come

great

memory

into daily usage

by salesmen, trainers and educators. The

who

people

will

take the time to program

showing are already audio visual
users. The expansion of the industry must
come from the layman who can't be bothered with set up time but who wants instant
projection as a supplement to his capability.
Nor is the universal machine that accepts any format and comes with a simple
on/off switch just around the corner. What,
then, can be expected of the new equipment?
a

By EVERETT HALL

chal-

better

communicate

to

effort

greater

reliability,

audio visual user to
software in the

industrial

the

lenges

with

and improved

of use

film

1.

2.

Elimination of threading.
Projection under existing

percentage of mechanical
breakdowns is also necessary with scheduling of extra units to be used for substitution.
Field personnel must be oriented to the

3.

Increased

More

room con-

a

and

the

procedures

longer materials

New

—

driven turntables in the cartridge to eliminate film jamming.

The higher light output
lamp and improved

optics, substantially increases screen illumi-

All

of these

on

projectors

5.

Greater portability.
Adaptability

to

various

audience

sizes.

No

one piece of equipment is accompUshing these criteria, so let's take each
format and analyze the newest items. Super 8mm and videotape indicate the greatest portion of the audio visual industry's expansion and the greatest emphasis is on developments in this area.
To check on the acceptance of Super
8 as compared to the older Regular

8mm, we interviewed Allan Armour, the
human encyclopedia of 8mm, at ProjecSystems, Inc. in New York.
According to Armour all new 8mm projectors being sold are Super 8. The thousands of Regular 8 projectors in the field
are still very much in use and laboratory
facilities are available nationally in both
sound and silent Regular 8mm. Projection
Systems still maintains a rental inventory
of 375 Fairchild AV-400's which were manufactured in Regular 8mm. These projection

still

in

constant

demand

hundreds of Super 8 units
company's inventory.
as the

as
in

well
the

their built-in screen or

For

self-threading cart-

some users and disastrous
by others. The more successful ones
have analyzed the limitations of the format
they have selected and produced program

Where

the

this

demand Kodak

devised the

Projection Cartridge. This "clamshell" type
plastic

case

fits

over a conventional

8mm

and permits completely automatic film

The

unable to
touch the film. The cartridge cannot be removed from the projector until the film has

handling.

ridge has been in field use for years with

by

audience capability formerly was up to perhaps 20 people, the new machines can be
used for 75 or more.
As to sound track format, both magnetic
and optical continue to be utilized. It is
doubtful that any cartridge loading system
will be created to utilize both types of track
on the same projector. Both magnetic and
optical sound produce entirely acceptable
audio and laboratories now have duplication techniques to produce either in any
quantity. A prospective user should select
a system for desirable projector features
other than the type of sound track. Standardization of the magnetic picture-to-sound
relationship of Super 8 to the proposed
18 frame sound advance is progressing, although different users are stimulating a
greater variety of cartridges and projector
models.
Industry is showing a very definite preference for the continuous loop in contrast
to the educator who has continued to ask
for the "return to a point and repeat" opera-

reel

Super 8
The continuous loop

produce a

a very acceptable wall projected picture

tion.

user

is

literally

great success by

re-wound completely.

results

jected to the end. the high speed re-wind
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If

the

any point during the showing. Cartridges
will be available in 50', 100' and 400' sizes.
Kodak has licensed numerous manufacturers to use this cartridge system.

The Fairchild-Eumig team, has already
demonstrated a sound projector incorporating this cartridge, with a

models being placed on
the market now are tackling the shortcomings of the old equipment. Bohn Benton,
Fairchild, MPO and Technicolor
all
have easy to carry, collapsible rear screens,
front
screen
conversion capability, and
projector

a simple mirror or lens change.

life.

6.

to

follow for replacement or repair.

picture instantly

reliability.

presentations,

for

possibility

failure

nation.

4.

are

Planning

of the quartz projection

ditions.

tors

material which minimizes those limitations.

film

is

prois

automatic. However, the user may push a
switch and activate the re-wind function at

memory

to return

a point, then re-project that portion of

to

the film.

The audiovisual equipment used in sales
and promotion will become less and less
similar to that used in teaching, and as each
expands there will be less compromising of
the message to meet the limitation of the
equipment.

Much work

going on at the equipment

is

design level to create

projectors

accept various types of cartridges.
cator insists this
the

that

will

The edu-

desperately needed but

is

un-answered question

is,

will

the

in-

creased cost these accessories will add to
the projectors be acceptable to the buyer?

New 8mm

equipment of the 70's includes

Rheem, a truly portable (l'/2
battery powered sound unit that is
the

lbs),
really

a viewer rather than a projector. It has a
continuous loop cartridge and variable
speed. Also new. is the A. B. Dick projector, a very compact unit with a rear screen,
approximately 4"x5" and its own type cartridge.

Closed Circuit TV
CCTV is growing so
requirements,

ferent

fast,

with such difdepart-

many A/V

ments wish video tape wasn't considered
audiovisual. The most positive thought of
the 70's is the standardization of Vi" video
tape so that a tape recorded on one brand
of equipment can be played on any other
transport. The Japanese government is taking the lead in promoting this standard,
since much of the '^ " tape equipment is
manufactured in Japan. Concurrently, however,

comes

announcement of still an" from Sony, to be encassette for the same automatic
the

other tape width,

cased in a
operation as
cassette

%

film

cartridges.

transmit

will

white. Since this

is

The Video-

color or

black

and

a part of a complete sys-

Sony has addressed itself
system: tape duplication with
pricing, cartridge loading and

tems approach,
to the entire

established

The Sony

distribution

techniques.

player has

been demonstrated and is exContinued on next page

cassette
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16mm film, slide and filmstrip projectors
and any unit can be opertated and focused
from a remote module. DuKane, Motiva
and Spindler & Sauppe offer automatic

audiovisuals of the 70's
continued

electronic

pected on the market in 1971. This is another advance for the user who hasn't the
time to become a technician before using
a/v as a supplement in his own business.

new

Ease of operation, along with the instantaneous playback features of video tape

Two sound-on-slide systems have been
announced, Kalart's Kalavox is a tiny tape
cartridge mounted above each slide and
permits up to 30 seconds of sound with
each slide. 3M's Wollensak unit has the
sound encircling the picture on a special
mount.

recording,

allows

utilization

areas

in

not

even considered for film systems.

16mm
Major improvements in 16mm projecequipment and for that matter, the entire 16mm system are hard to find. Here is

slide storage device called "Cubitray."

This very compact tray allows the projectionist to view the following slide to be
projected.

standardized format, mediocre in
ways, in which little research and
development is taking place. Perhaps this

The

greatest

ment is in combining of sound and picture.
Most manufacturers have replaced the turn-

is

the curse of standardization, perhaps it
not the ideal film size of the future. Even
if it is not, be assured that any 16mm projector purchased in 1970 will still be projecting 16mm film in 1975 and probably
will be projecting 16mm film in 1980. After
all,
most 16mm projectors purchased in
1950 are still in use today. Most of the
manufacturers offer models with automatic
threading and with the high light output of
GE's Marc 300 lamp.

table

is

advance the pictures are inaudible.
The 16mm filmstrip allows the combining of film and tape into a single compact

One

of the most successful audio visual

products ever built is the Carousel slide proand it continues to receive internal

jector

improvement and new accessories annually.

The newest
adaptor
angle

with

and

lenses;

accessories
a

variety

especially

are

of

the

in

cassette

player.

The cues

cartridge. Both are conformed into continuous loops and once syncronized, repeat
continuously in sync. LaBelle and Audiscan

16

mm

filmstrip projectors

and both

use Vi" tape.

The

latest in

sound

filmstrip

equipment

has been announced by RCS and is scheduled for mass production in 1971 using

8mm

film and cassette-width tape in

continuous loop cartridge. More
than 600 frames of picture and 20 minutes
of sound can be incorporated in one carta

tiny

display

ridge.

Audio Tape
Phillips

is

most certainly profitable approach of

fer specialized accessories for the Carousel.

lowing all competitors to use the cassette
format has created a most desirable standardization worldwide. Many modifications

& Howell

has announced a unique

al-

and accessories are now appearing for more
utilization.
Cueing other equip-

versatile

ment, such as projectors especially, is very
popular. Pulsing generators built into portable recorders for instant cueing are available from Coxco, Elco and others. Since
the cassette was designed for stereo use,
one track is used for audio while the other

There are almost as
many brands of cassette recorders and players as there are portable radios and they
range in price from $15 upward. The concarries the pulse cues.

tinuous loop 1/4" tape cartridge is still available for programs where rewinding is not

Other New Items
There is a compact overhead projector by
Buhl which projects a 3"x4" transparency.

Known to many as "Mr. 8mm," Everett Hall
has spent the past ten years pioneering and
improving the 8mm format for industrial and
educational use. Prior work included film
production and distribution. Today he combines his varied experience as a consultant
on audiovisuals and filmmaking.

This allows lantern slide type projection by
a lecturer from the front of the room.
Kodak's high reflectance EktaUte screen
finds

many

uses for projecting in rooms
which are impossible to darken. Sizes larger
than the present 40"x40" as well as smaller

ones are expected soon.
Operating equipment by remote control
increasing.

segments.

The

practical

20 minute cartridge
box" will become

film "juke

reality

for

both entertainment

Electronic Video Recording
EVR, as CBS has trademarked it's new
system, is again the marriage of advantages
of two systems.

The

distribution is by fifm,
and white film even if the
picture is color, with the picture shown on
any television set, or for that matter up to
40 monitors at once from one player. The
in this case a black

player

or

transport

film

a

is

flying-spot

scanner and also has a self-threading cartridge. CBS, in conjunction with Motorola
is accepting responsibility for the entire sys-

They have

tem.

built

for the duplication of

a special laboratory

EVR

prints.

The

price

has been published for black and white,
which indicates that a subject of 10 minutes
when ordered in quantities of 50 prints,
list

$10.60 per print complete with
Larger quantities cost correspondingly less. For instance, 1,000 prints of the
same subject cost only $6.00 each.
will

cost

New
All

Horizons

in

of the

new

A/V
cartridge

load systems,

Kodak's Projection Cartridge, Sonv's Video
Cassette, and CBS' EVR a's well as RCA's
electronic Video System utilizing hologramy,
all hope to find a mass market in home consumption. If any or all of these systems are
successful in this market, and there is every
indication they all should have at least moderate success; then the creator of software,
the film producer and the video producer

have demands for product far exceeding
anything the industry has ever known. The
will

one program, on one piece of film that today
broadcast to hundreds of thousands of
homes, becomes thousands of programs on
is

tens of thousands of pieces of film or tape

or "Saran

Wrap"

as the system

may

require

needs or desires of the
viewing audience. The entertainment giants
of Hollywood will find they are competing
for time on the same screen with subjects
such as improving vocational skills, teaching a five year-old to read, learning a foreign language and improving a golf swing.

All in

all, it

audiovisuals
start,

tested,

looks like a great decade for
it may show a slow

— though

waiting for the

new equipment

proven and placed

in

volume

to

be

field

use. Cries for standardization will continue,
is

Media III, a multistand, comes with built in

Graflex's

media projector

28

films can be played continuously with

the film separated into

to satisfy individual

desirable.

ABOUT THE AUTHOR

Long

the hero in audio tape. Their

work. Dozens of smaller manufacturers ofBell

systems will use dual transports, operating
alternately with theatre type switch over.

cartridge.

filmstrip

extremely wide

useful

the

to

Super

Slides

By the mid-1970's, we will see random
access selection of programs with all of today's cartridge loading equipment. Some

advance in filmstrip equip-

many

make

of multisimultaneously, permitting

and industry.

Filmstrip

well

programmed operation

projectors

dramatic multi-media presentations.

a

tion

a

ple

be some response but new
continue to be devised to fulspecial audio visual needs.
•

and there
equipment
fill

will

will
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•TASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
*-^ produced

ha>

SELL YOUR

pronunionul piece called
'"Movies Move People." The basic thesis is
true, for the expert use of a motion picture
a

in any two-way coniniunication situation enhances the chance of the message being re-

PRODUCT

ceived as sent.
addition,

In

the

medium

super 8

of

utilization

new

the

the presentation of sales

in

messages and other important corporate
communications can measurably contribute
to your goals of increased profitability.

many

Like

corporate

other

WITH SUPER 8

executives,

you are periodically faced with the decision
of how much of your sales dollar is going
to be spent on promotion of your product.
Historically, the budget has been broken
down into direct sales and advertising (PR.
sales

promotion,

tions').

Too

communica-

corporate

often, however, the wall built

un

SAM GALE

By

President

Corser Enterprises

and advertising expendiintercommunication relating to how dollars spent for one
between direct

sales

tures negate real corporate

can truly benefit the other.

The increasing inundation of our senses
with messages from

all sources has dulled
our capability of keeping attuned to what
is being said. We are suffering a form of

communication pollution.

The decision maker
go" buying situation
life.

Quite simply,

just

who

product

.

.

.

economical added mileage out of existing

for achieving

also proliferating in

is

harder to ascertain

films in

a larger format.

responsible for purchasing vour

is
.

it

"go" or "no-

in the

is

Super 8 presentations of your corporate (ilm can be an
reaching an
important extension of your sales message
interested buying audience. Don't overlook Super 8

.

and

.

a direct sales situation,

in

this state of affairs

can be disastrous.

These three basic trends call for a newapproach to corporate selling. With that

mind
that is. to use advertising
promote direct sales
make
your message stand out in the crowd

money down

and reach the proper people

They're

goal in

.

.

.

dollars to

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

medium becomes

super 8

the

.

more attractive.
But how do you use

.

the use of

increasingly

A

Let's

it?

look

at

a

motorcycle firm

sell-

With
two-wheeled vehicle transportation on the
ing motorcycles in the United States.

increase,

challenge

their

to

is

capture

a

cxnandine two-wheeled
vehicle market. Specific problem: How to
reinforce the brand name in the minds of
potential buyers (youth) and promote point
of purchase involvement.
larger share of the

The

decision

is

made

to

make

a

1

6mm

motorcycle safety film and reduce it to super
8 for rear-screen super 8 projection devices.

The 16mm

film

ing.

is

by

appearance in driver training classes and helps
close the sale

purchase.

Tt

formation

to

by reinforcement
also

the

contributes
driving

its

public

via

market. Specific problem: Utilize
their skis during the instruction phase of
prior to purchase. It is
learning to ski
fair to assume that a good percentage of

cialty ski

.

buyers

production and distribution are made
No longer are they just pouring
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,

purchase

will

brand

their

of

skis

after learning to ski with them.

The

decision

is

film designed to

made to make a 16mni
Company B"s method

sell

of learning to ski (without effort) to resort

and

ski schools

ed

film

into

projector.

a

is

ski shops.

reduced to super 8 and load-

simple-to-operate

Company B

cassette

load

sales executives then

benefits in direct sales confrontation.

judicious reworking of direct sales and

available.

,

the

advertising expenditures, the monies for the
film

a ski manufacturing firm

is

world-wide. Skiing is growing
dramatically as an "in" sport; their challenge is to garner a larger share of the speskis

in-

safety format.

By

it

present their method to ski school operators, pointing out the increased attendance

at point of

valuable

interested in buy-

relations value of the safety
harder to measure, but we must
has a psychological value: buy

Company B
selling

The
gains recognition

is

safety.

purchase.

Company A

is

assume

distributed to school sys-

tems and clubs via existing sponsored distribution methods and the super 8 projectors and films are placed at the point of

who

The public

format

is

make

to

pipeline.

using a portion of their doltheir message stand out in

front of the person

several examples.

Company

lars

same promotional

the

now

The same
shops

on

film

rear

is

made

screen

can obtain

Once
reality

make

8

film

at the

message

point

where

is

presented with

the buyer

must

a decision!

messages

to

reliable,

easy-to-make

super 8 projection devices, Eastman, Fairchild, Technicolor, Bohn-Benton, Jayark,
all sell "designed
MPO-Videotronics
for the seventies" projection equipment. Al,

,

,

all of your major lab facilities are
geared to print your film on this exciting
new format. Film production companies are
learning more about the production of relevant, short sales messages.

most

Motion picture

utilization in the sale of

your product need not be an added expense
to your overall budget. If properly produced
and distributed, a motion picture can actually produce visible sales results; it can,
in effect, pay for itself.

Your

decision at this particular time in
life should be:

your corporate
1

2,
3,

What do we want to say?
Who do we want to say it to?
How can we place our message
front of the buyer with

maximum

in

im-

pact?

projectors

where it entices the beginner to use this
method. Supplementary material is given to
the potential buyer indicating where he

type of instruction.

Super 8 has advanced to the state where
you now can make and/or convert your

available to ski

super

this

again, the

you conscientiously answer these questions, super 8 will be part of your answer.
and profit from the experience. •
Use it
If

,

,

.
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By JIM GIBSON

All

nificance.

achieving

activity

toward

geared

is

not too distant future

the

a
completely automated data bank or central

NAC— One

in

file.

Stop Service

To

avoid duplication of information reNAC. when possible, asks the in-

search

quirer to furnish

For Government A-Vs

significant de-

'-

velopment in the area of Federal Government audiovisual service in recent years
is the establishment of the National Audiovisual Center. NAC, to use its acronym, is
a part of the National Archives and Records
Service, the Government agency known well
for its preservation of historical Govern-

ment

records.

NAC

an audiovisual

is

first.

It

new.

is

There has never been anything like it before
in Government. It is a central information
point or clearinghouse

for

all

audiovisual

produced by or for the Federal
Government. It is also a central sales and
distribution point for those materials which
materials

Federal agencies deposit with the Center.
serves

It

the

on matters

Government and

relating to

the

public

motion pictures, film-

audio tapes, video tapes,
and special audiovisual packets. It is almost
a one-stop Government audiovisual service
strips,

slide

sets,

center.

The National Audiovisual Center was
authorized by the Bureau of the Budget on
October 30, 1968. It became fully opera-

1969. The Director, with a small
staff dedicated to giving technical assistance
to Federal agencies in the production, processing, and distribution of audiovisual materials, is located in the National Archives
building on Pennsylvania Avenue in downtive July

1,

town Washington, D.C. NAC's information,
sales, and distribution staffs are housed in
the sprawling Washington National Records
Center building a few miles away in Suit-

Md. Here,

land,

an eye-popping struc-

in

of paper records, a few thousand cubic feet

have been earmarked for the storage and
servicing of audiovisual materials.
All Federal agencies are required to fur-

nish the National Audiovisual Center with

information on audiovisual materials which
they produce. This information is necessary
for

NAC

to serve as a central information

mathe

resulting

further enlarge

growing bank of subject

its

names

information. All inquirers

are placed

on NAC's mailing list to receive pertinent
information as it becomes available.
On July I, 1969, the National Audiovisual Center became the central sales point
for most audiovisual materials produced by
Federal Government agencies. For 28 years
a series of contractors had sold U.S. Government films to the public. Originally
awarded by the U.S. Office of Education
in 1941 to sell prints of Government produced films and filmstrips for training industrial war workers, the contract was terminated June 30, 1969. Over the years, at one
time or other, most Government agencies
used the contract to make prints of their

point or clearinghouse. Collecting and filing

films

information for immediate retrieval is
no small task. More than one hundred dif-

the change of contractors in recent years,

this

Departments, agencies, offices, and
activities of the Federal Government produce films and other audiovisual materials.
According to a survey made by the National Archives and Records Service in 1967
Federal agencies produced that year approximately 7,500 motion pictures, 100
filmstrips, 75,000 sound recordings, 5,000
video tapes, 4,500 slide sets, and more than
a million still photographs.
ferent

No wonder

a majority of the representa-

32 major Government Departments
Independent Agencies attending an
early meeting of the Federal Interagency
Media Committee admitted they didn't
know what audiovisual materials the other
was producing. A subsequent recommenda-

and

much

too

With

filmstrips readily available.

time elapsed before the

new con-

meet requests. More agencies
use the contract and would-be

tractor could

refused

to

purchasers became discouraged with delays
encountered. Most agencies expressed the
desire for a central sales point in Govern-

ment.

NAC

receives approximately 600
week regarding the purchase of
Government audiovisual materials, primari-

Today,

inquiries a

and

films

ly

made up

These

filmstrips!

inquiries are

of preview requests

(to view the

tives of

film prior to puhchase), requests for quo-

and

tation of prices, requests to determine avail-

Committee resulted

tion of that

in the U.S.

Office of Education conducting a study to

determine the

Government

feasibility

a central

of establishing in

audiovisual informa-

clearinghouse. Further studies by the
National Archives and Records Service and
tion

Bureau

Budget indicated the need
for a central sales point and other centralized audiovisual support services. Most Federal agencies use the sales point and a few
the

of the

are taking advantage of the centralized free

loan

and

NAC's

rental

central

distribution

Today
for Gov-

point.

information point

ernment produced audiovisual materials has
collected catalogs and lists from all Federal
agencies.
pleted

developing a special
it
has been comagencies will be asked to com-

Its

reporting
all

staff

form.

is

When

ability of

and actual orders.

films

specific

Inquiries regarding sales have been received

and as many foreign counBoth inquiries and sales have shown
a marked increase with publication in November 1969 of NAC's first sales catalog
of approximately 3,500 U.S. Government
films and filmstrips. The prices of all mofor every state
tries.

tion pictures listed in the catalog are for the

16mm

NAC

However,

size.

films in other formats as well.

films listed (if appropriate)

all

for

sale

8mm,

in

when

recording)

EVR

are offered

(electronic

video

and video tape.

available,

16mm

Most purchasers order

NAC

these

offers

For example,

prints,

but

anticipates an ever increasing flow of

orders for
available

8mm. Copies
on

request

Audiovisual Center
D.C. 20409.

Most

NAC

U.S.

of the catalog are

from

the

(GSA),

Government

National

Washington,
agencies

use

as the sales outlet for prints of films

plete the

form as new audiovisual materials
developed and approved for release.
NAC is also collecting catalogs and lists of
films, filmstrips, and film loops from all
known non-government sources. For it soon

approved for public

are

this

learned

Marine Corps; the Department of Health,
Education, and Welfare, including the Social and Rehabilitation Service, the Social

that

searchers are primarily intersubject matter and content.

Jim Gibson, director of the National Audiovisual

ested

Center.

Normally, "who produced

30

NAC

a listing of the
already collected on

cooperation enables
not only to perform its mission but

NAC

ture designed to hold four million cubic feet

has

The

subject.

Properly used and adm'mistered, the National Audiovisual
Center could become the long needed central source of
information and distribution of all government
audiovisuals. It's off to a good start.

pROBABLY THE MOST

he

terials

in

the

it"

is

of less sig-

tional
fense,

U.S.

Major users of
Agency for InternaDevelopment; the Department of De-

service

are:

including

Army,

the

sale.

the

the

U.S.

U.S.

Air

Force,

Navy and

the

the

U.S.

BUSINESS SCREEN

Security A(Jministratii>n. the L'.S. Office of

members. Nor do they have contracting

Education, and the

cers familiar in detail with prt)ducing, pro-

Public Health Servthe Department of Housini; and Urban

ice:

L'.S.

Development; the National Aeronautics and
Space Administration; the U.S. Atomic
Energy Commission; the U.S. Information
Agency; the I'.S. Office of Economic Opportunity; the I'.S, Post Office Department;
the U.S. Department of State; the Department of Transportation, including the FedAviation

eral

Highway

Administration,

the.

Federal

and the U.S.
Coast Guard; and the Veterans Administration. NAC also sells foreign language
tapes and texts for the Foreign Service Institute of the Department of State.
During its first year of operation NAC
.Administration,

anticipates that schools, colleges, industry,
other groups and individuals will purchase
appro.ximately 10,000 16mm prints. 2,000

8mm

prints,

hundreds

some video

slide sets,

of

tapes,

and
few hunA good

filmstrips

and a

dred foreign language tape sets.
start has been
made. Sales are running
higher than anticipated. The most popular
sale item has been NASA's moon walk
film Eagle Has Landed: the Flight of Apollo

More than 1,500

II.

prints of this historic

cessing,

and distributing motion pictures and

other audiovisual

materials.

cal assistance staff

is

if

is

now endeavoring

Commercial producers, laboratories,
and distributors appear to desire and welcies.

come this type of service. It should result
in more and better audiovisual materials
being produced and distributed for the Federal

Government.

Do

these four services make the National
Audiovisual Center a one-stop Government

audiovisual service center? Not quite. What
about stock frontage? In the near future
plans to have the beginnings of a

Free loan film distribution is a third
audiovisual support service offered by
to Federal agencies and the public. This

NAC

borrower but the
agency pays NAC's
costs.
Comparable commercial service is
known as "sponsored film distribution."
Most Federal agencies that produce motion pictures use an "in house" type of film
distribution system. A few of these systems
are very good, others are "so-so." A growing

to

the

Federal

number

of agencies are using

commer-

companies. NAC encouruse of an efficient, professional

distribution

cial

ages the

NAC

central

motion

picture stock footage denon-military Federal agena modern information storage and

pository for

all

If

is installed and if this syscan be made compatible with the
one(s) used by Army, Navy, and Air Force
Film Depositories so that a stock searcher
can search and retrieve information on all

Government

stock footage at either inthen
will have a one-stop
Government audiovisual service center.
Considering these services and the archi-

NAC

stallation,

val audiovisual holdings of the National
Archives, the audiovisual inventory of the
National Archives and Records Service

should be almost as old as the art of film
making and almost as up-to-date as the
latest
tive

Government

film release.

The

objec-

of the National Audiovisual Center

is

In the print inspection section, Ralph Collett,
chief of the NAC sales branch checks a print
with Elizabeth West.

Government agencies and
the public and to achieve more efficient and
wider use of Government audiovisual mato serve Federal

system.

NAC

Les Greenberg and Bill Taylor of the information
branch review NAC plans.

tem

tional Audiovisual Center.

"free"

to develop basic order-

services,

retrieval system

is

them

producmotion picture laboratory
services and motion picture distribution
services. When completed by GSA these
agreements will be available for use by all
Federal agencies on a voluntary basis. Other
such agreements may be developed in other
audiovisual areas if desired by enough agention

cies.

sponsoring

techni-

ing agreements for motion picture

institutions

service

NAC's

available to assist

they want such help. In addition the staff

film have been purchased

by individuals and
around the world from the Na-

offi-

now handling

Education,

films on free loan
Department of Health,
and Welfare: Social and Re-

habilitation

Service,

is

for three units of the

the

National

Institute

terials.

It

should prove to be a valuable

resource center.

•

NAC film shipping department has been busier
and grown faster than anticipated.

of Dental Health, and the National Institute
of Mental Health. Three other agencies

using this service are the Agency for International Development, the Department of

Labor's Job Corps, and the General Services Administration.

ment

in this area

is

An

interesting develop-

the establishment of a

and Drug Abuse Film Library
by the National Institute of Mental Health.
Narcotics

NAC

is

films for

operating this

library

of popular

NIMH.

In addition to providing a central infor-

mation and sales point and offering a centra! free loan and rental audiovisual distribution service, the National Audiovisual
Center also provides, to Federal agencies,
if

requested, a type of audiovisual techni-

cal

assistance.

This service

designed to
advice and
assistance relating to the production, processing, and distribution of audiovisual materials. Many Federal agencies and offices
do not have professional audiovisual staff
help

those

JUNE, 1970
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agencies that need
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DON'T OVERLOOK SLIDEFILMS

Properly prepared slidefilms can be every bit as dramatic
and effective as a motion picture in specific situations.
Many "new" techniques are old stuff, enjoying a renaisand they are economical. Spencer
sance, not a birth
Bostwick provides some helpful pointers on the production
.

of

a successful

.

ly

gave

— obviously

action

as possible in the slide

This includes exotic
such as the action being shown in
the rear view mirror of a car, reflected in
the lens of dark glasses, and so forth. Imagination is as fruitful behind a Nikon as an
the movie.

film as in

shots,

tremendous
changes have taken place in motion
that

The imbusiness mo-

picture techniques in recent years.

pact of these changes on the
tion picture was discussed in the February

Business Screen.
would like to point out what the effects
have been on business slide films. Recent
developments in cinematography have in no
issue of
I

way threatened the existence of the slide
The two good reasons for making a

film.

film

instead of a movie

—

Actually,

of

these

"new" techniques

course,

many

of

are old stuff, enjoy-

ing a renaissance, not a birth.

Here

some of the things we do in mowe can also do in slide

are

tion pictures that
films:

The

camera. With today's lightweight, hand-held motion picture camera,
the photographer can seek out interesting
subject matter, rather than waiting, frozen
fluid

to a tripod, for the action to

The

slide film

come

to him.

photographer, with his

35mm

SLR's can do the same thing.
The frame shot uses out-of-focus foreground shapes and patterns to frame the

as glove

pulled on,

is

etc.

camera angle is another
result of the camera becoming free of the
tripod. We can show the subject as it's seen
by the eye of the worm, or the eye of the
interesting

helicopter

camera

pilot.

No

reason

to

use

tired

angles.

The compression

from the use of
adds impact to
movie and slide film alike. Multiple images
are in vogue, and are obtained in slide film
photography as in motion pictures: by
double exposure or masking in the camera,
long

focal-length

effect

lenses

or later, optically.

To me, lighting is the secret of exciting
photography of any kind. The fast new

—

—

make

available light shooting so practical,

lights

are almost a thing of the past. There

is

emulsions

question in

particularly

my mind

color

that nature, in

its

no

own

way, develops far more compelling lighting
situations than the typically bland, asceptic
effects usually associated with planned, arti-

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Spencer Bostwick, owner of Planfilm, Inc.
and Spencer Bostwick's Photography is a
professional audiovisual writer and planner,
noting that he

is

not a

producer. His back-

ground includes advertising agency writing
and visual planning for the U.S. Navy and
Oeveste Granducci. He believes that slide
films

could

be

"far better than they are,"
they just don't get the artistic attention motion pictures do. A condition that should be amended!"

and adds,

".

.

.

means throwing
book says to

ficial

studio

away

the book, because the

it

was

just there the

morning

shooting, and so they shot

it.

It

of the

makes a

whizzaroo out of an otherwise so-so opening.

The portable tape recorder

has, of course,

lighting.

It

contemporary photography. You
can make sound pickups anywhere, and if
there's realistic background noise, so much
the better. The only reservation about the
use of sound in slide films that we hold
with is the caveat against trying to use "lip
sync" dialogue against a still picture of the
speaker. In such spots, we use a picture
that doesn't feature the speaker's mouth,
or cut away from him entirely. Most slide
films don't come close to using spontaneous
sound and sound effects to their full potential.

But a picture may not need any sound
if it's a real story-telling slide. The
rapid, short cuts used so much in contemporary movie work have a direct counterat all

—

part in slide films: five, six, or seven slides
in

quick succession without narration.
In motion pictures, we're currently seeing

considerable use of the freeze frame, and
slowed-down action, as in the final scenes in
Elvira Madigan, Butch Cassidy, Bonnie

their counterparts in the slide film.

seconds)

is

much-

effects,

available, of course,

making

a

movie or

whether you're

a slide film.

Why

should

A

recent

everything be shot in daylight?
script-photography assignment for
for

HUD

a shot of people getting off a

"fast"

if

the previous cuts or

were seen for, say, twenty seconds. If
they endured for three seconds, the fivesecond cut is. relatively, "slow." This means
that the pacing in a slide film can be every
bit

as interesting as in a movie.

is

believe that night scenes are a

see

slides

matically in nature.
I

To

one must understand that pace in a
film is a relative matter. Thus, a five-second cut in a movie (or a slide held for five
this,

a slide film

neglected source of interesting photographic

and

Clyde. These techniques are effective and,
although they deal with motion, they have

avoid the back lighting, edge lighting, and
high-contrast hghting that abounds so dra-

called

32

—

fog

fluidity of

The

—

In addition to night scenes, the aware
photographer has come to realize the drama
in bad weather. We have bad weather, so
why always wait for a sunny day to shoot?
A recent film, written by a friend of mine,
begins with a compelling scene of men racing on foot in a fog. I thought it was great.
He explained that his script didn't call for

The extreme close-up adds interest to
both movie and slide film. A recent theatrical short, "Rodeo," built great suspense
and gave a fresh look to an old subject by
telling its story almost exclusively in CUs
CU of bloodshot eye of enraged steer hero
is about to ride; CU of steer's snout, drooling and menacing; CU of hero painstakingly
adjusting the rope that will hold him to
the animal; CU of hand, trembling ever so
lightly,

film.

it

given sound the spontaneity to match the

limited

slide

strict-

we took it at night. That
some whammy. Moral: don't be
until

Arri.

budget and limited projection facilities
are still with us. and always will be.
But the slide film has not remained unchanged. Many of the ideas and techniques
that characterize the contemporary motion
picture can be used in the making of the

slide

—

afraid of the dark!

slidefilm.

Planfilm, Inc.

"

blah

.

By SPENCER BOSTWICK

W/^E ALL AGREE

Sounds easy, but every shot was

bus.

The

variety of pacing that's possible in

is another factor, I think, that
badly neglected. A quick glance at your
slide film script will tell you if it has inter-

pacing. If the amount of narration
per slide varies noticeably, and some slides

esting

have no narration at all, you've got rhythm.
If each slide has a neat block of narration
the same length as every other slide, watch
•
you may be handling a bomb!
out

—
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iiOOUND SLIDEFILM

^

The

through!

finished!

is

Its

meeting of the
decreed that there

joint

and industry just
would be no more sound
military

By ROBERT
Avaco,

SHOEMAKER

L.

Inc.

slidet'ihii,"

This is the first thought that flashed into
my head when Lon Gregory asked me to
together this paper on the future of
sound filmstrip (sound slidefilm).
Startling! It certainly shook me! When
Ott Coelln told me this, he was reporting
the conclusions of a joint Washington meetget

ing of the top audio-visual authorities of the

and industry. In 1947. when he
said it, they were practically the only users
of sound slidefilm, and sound slidefilm was
my only source of bread and butter.
military

That was 1947. Now, as every good hindknows, there are hundreds of times
more sound filmstrip projectors and thousands more titles. And, since Howard Turstandards committee switched the
ner's
name to 'Sound Filmstrip" only us old hands
sighter

medium

"Sound Slidefilm"
some old timey pilot referring to "The

refer to the
like

I

is

the future of

PREDICT: As

a

Liberating Portability.

sound filmstrip?

Libra probing the
I see Battery
see Signal Control

I

conjunction with Programming.

less

Loop maledicting Rewind.

I

I

see end-

see Auto-

Pause prcdicatin'j Response. I see SynchLock in juxtaposition with Cart-Lock. Self
Training and Automated Selling are in the
House of Cartridge Load. All Siens are in
phase foreshowing Expansion. Still Pictures
and Recorded Sound is in the ascendant.
This is the beginning of the Age of Sound
Filmstrip ....

OK. you skeptics. Back on the ground!
From the Celestial to the Mundane. They
is

them

you can

as says

Maybe

the past.

tell

the future

by

they got something. Let's

take a look.

The inventor

of animated cartoons. John
in 1922 while
Century Limited. He

Brav, invented the filmstrip
riding

made

on the

2()th

a primitive projector to

show

it.

At

about the same time Bert Kleerup developed

form of the filmstrip projector.
There has been little fundamental change
in it since. In 1933 William Wood of Detroit was aranted a patent for a device which
combined this filmstrip projector with a radio transcriotion player in a sinsle box for
the definitive

giving an

illustrated lecture with recorded
sound. Thus was the birth of sound slide-

film.

1947

market was industrial and
military. Further markets were needed if
the medium was going to survive. Between
then and now two large markets have been
opened.
In

The

the

was the religious market. In
August of 1947 the leaders of religious audio-visual saw their first sound slidefilm
and sound slidefilm projector at the International

first

Workshop

Education
at Green Lake. Wisconsin. The only films
available to show the reverends were industrial or military. The excitement about it
was noteworthy for its absence. The users

JUNE, 1970

One man recognized the value and took
The Rev. Alex Ferguson produced

action.

and brought

for Religious

194,S

the

to

convocation the

sound slidefilm.
(Always
sound filmstrip in the religious field.) A film on Stewardship in the
Church entitled Two Dollars. Simple black
and white cartoon type drawings, narration
religious

first

thereinafter called

without flourishes but entirely effective.

The major meeting
Leaders

in

Education

of the Audio-Visual
is

the annual conven-

Department of Audio-Visual

tion of the

precession of the equinoxes,

in

of church audio-visual and the religious film
producers of the time saw no future in it.

as

Aid Corps."
So what

THE FILMSTRIP FUTURE

In-

struction of the National

Education Association. At the DAVI Convention in 1955
one exhibitor presented The Studeni Participation Film. This was a series of 90
sound slidcfilms aimed directly for classrot)ni use. Some were color, some black and
white.

By
troit

DAVI in De40 exhibitors offering sound
They were featuring, in many

contrast, at the recent

there were

filmstrips.

discussional

cases,

or participational

tech-

enhanced in some cases, by program hold and answer selection devices.
There were thousands of titles listed in the
niques,

catalogues.

World War II. Jack Mullin
invented the 30/50 automatic film advance
for sound slidefilm. By 1949 it was comRiizht

after

peting with four other automatic systems.
The need to eliminate the bell advance for
the benefit of the operator and the viewer

was

well recognized.

company

in

He

licensed the largest

the field and

on the market.

It

by 1949

it

was

won

over the other sysgreater ease of opera-

tems because of its
and higher dependability.
In 1962 Leo Coulson and his associates
invented the battery operated self contained
desk top unit with permanently placed rca
screen. This took two more problems out
of the user's hands. Providing he was goin-i
to use the same film over again, he had
nothing to do but turn on the projector.
Nothing else at all. It started automatically,
tion

kept

picture

the

and sound synchronized

automatically, shut off automatically at the

end of the program and was ready to do the
same thing again immediately any time later.
For the first time in the history of the sound
filmstrip. the pictures and sound could do
the whole job.

A

variation that the use of tape has

made

—

automatic program hold
automatic pause during the show of a
possible

is

an
sin-

frame of the filmstrip. The sound stops
and the picture remains on the screen until a response is made by the viewer. This
greatly enhances the value of the sound
gle

filmstrip vshcn used

in

ing or for directing

assembly

education,
in

in

train-

manufac-

turing.

These

improvements: automatic synmicrogroove record, looped
tape and film, automatic stop, self contained
rear screen, battery operation have together
benefitted the user and spread the use of
sound filmstrip far beyond the boundaries
possible without them.
And that brings us to now. Right now
six

chronization,

the

industry

the

in

is

final

stages

of the

combined filmstrip 'tape
cartrid'.'c. Using it, all you need to do to
change programs is take one cartridge out
of the projector, put in a different one. and
perfection

of

the

push a button. It's that simple.
There are four makes of these FS/Tape
cartridges now extant. They all have the
advantage of easy load. But they differ from
each other. And only one of them fits in
more than one make projector.
This is incompatibility. How will it be
resolved? At least three times before we've

gone through this problem. Each time
everybody said there ought to be agreement between the parties.
How are these things solved? Meetings
help
but not much.

—

The answer comes out of need and usefulness. The technical method which comes
prevail has afforded the most convenience for the widest spectrum of users and
the widest range of usable equipment.
to

With

this in

FS/Tape

mind,

cartridges.

consider the four

let's

Not from

the technical

standpoint but from the view of the user.

Cartridge
Its

film

A
the

is

the size of a

is

present

bound book.

standard

filmstrip

wound in
The tape

a spiral and spliced end to end.
is
standard i/4 inch lubricated
cartridge tape as used in 8 track uatomotive
cartridges.

has a

The

12 inch,

in which it is used
out rear screen and,

projector
fold

with change of lens, will project on a front
is the only projector in which

screen. This

fit.
It is on the market
use and available from one manu-

the cartridge will

and

in

facturer.

Cartridge

paperbacks.

B
Its

is

about the size of most
is
16mni, the format

film

similar to industrial

motion picture release

For new production

this is not probstandard filmstrips must be
reduced to be used in it. The tape is the
same standard '4 inch lubricated cartridge
tape as used in Cartridge A. Cartridge B
also fits in only one projector. This unit is
a small portable desk-top projector with
small rear screen. It can be ordered with
Continued on next page

print.

lem.

Present
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slide

filmstrip future

projector.

—

continued

the

missed
a

controls

of optional

selection

vary-

for

on the market, in use,
and available from one manufacturer.
Cartridge C is also about the size of a
paperback. It's film is the SMPTE format
of 16mm motion picture release print. The
ing functions.

It

is

standard '4 inch lubricated cartridge
tape. It fits seven different projectors made
by three manufacturers. One is a small
portable desk-top projector with small rear
screen. The second is a large table top or

tape

is

counter top educational, training or display
projector with 12 inch wide screen. The
third is a front projector with which the
picture

can

on

thrown

be

a

sur-

front

groups or, in
darkened rooms, for audiences up to
100 or more. The fourth is a self contained
language teaching laboratory with voice rescreen

face

larger

for

The

cording and playback for the learner.
fifth

is

a

programmed

learning unit with

and scoring
a customer operated

response on five pushbuttons
facility.

The

sixth

is

standard filmstrip would have to be reduced.
The tape is the narrower width used in
cassettes. This cartridge fits into a portable
desk-top projector with small rear screen.
With the adjustment of a mirror and refocusing of

lens

the

it

will

on a

project

front screen for groups of people.

It

is

not

use or on the market but is promised to
be available shortly by its manufacturer.
Audio- Visual EquipThe 1970
in

NAVA

ment Directory lists 38 different models of
sound filmstrip projector. In April at the
Audio-Visual Association convenChicago and at the DAVI convention in Detroit a number of additional sound
filmstrip devices were shown. Undoubtedly
Illinois

tion in

there will be

some more

at the

NAVA

con-

vention in July.

They
$400.00,

vary

in

price

turntable and filmstrip
to teaching

from $94.50 to
from a record
projector in a box

sophistication

in

machines. In operation they run

display unit that locks the cartridge in until

from the complexity of the record and bell
to the convenience of battery power and

the end of the program and automatically
resynchs the program should it get out of

the

The seventh

synch.

recruiting device
cilities

and

fast

is

a

portable desk-top

with special response faforward. Five of these

are in use and on the
promised for production
about September 1, 1970. One is a
tion prototype and only available

projectors

One

is

special

order.

They

are

market.
release

produc-

on
from

yet

obtainable

Curtridge

D

is

automatic filmstrip/
tape cartridge load. See chart Page 34.
How do you find your way through this
simplicity

forest of

of

as

For use now, the answer is to define your
purpose in using sound filmstrip and then
choose from this wealth of possibilities the
unit or units which best fit that purpose.

Sound

Slide

is

about the size of a ciga-

package. Its film is 8mm, the same
format as Super 8 motion pictures. New
film production affords no problem. Present

first

effective as long as there

is

sound coinciding with it. The viewer is not concerned
with how the message gets to him. It can
be put before him with a dime store record
player and your camera store's lowest priced

and

intelligible

But "YIPE!"

dropped, the

first

cue

At the other end of the scale you or the
viewer just pushes a button
everything
is automatic from then on.
A little more
expensive. Yes. But what is it worth to be

—

secure in the knowledge that the message
arrive whole? Between these two extremes are various types of operation with
various requirements for manipulating the
record or tape or record or filmstrip, each
decreasing the cost but adding to the hazard
will

of derailed communication.

For the future planner? Here, Sir, just
you is my foggy crystal ball. The very
same priceless orb that told me in 1946
to abandon Cape Canaveral because it was
going back to sandbar and sawgrass.
for

Yet, despite this disclaimer,

it

is

possi-

form of the future
as the clouds of the present are shaped by
the winds of the past. The systems which
now predominate have come there through
the persistence and ingenuity of some individuals and some companies in recognizing the needs of the users and the audiences
of sound filmstrip.
ble to see a

If

little

of the

the experience of the past holds good,

there are a

number

of clues.

What

people

and what companies are thinking of the
customer? Who is making it easiest for the
viewer to see and hear and the user to
operate with the greatest security under the
widest range of circumstances?
Study the chart. Then, with the principles
just stated, watch carefully the developments
of the next few months. I think it will come
clear the direction that sound filmstrip is
going and be evident that it is on the verge
of its greatest usefulness to everybody concerned.

SOUND FILMSTRIP EQUIPMENT AVAILABLE
June 1970

slide

goes well,

all

— Shambles!

the

equipment?

a legible picture

three different manufacturers.

rette

As long

the message will be the media.

Ad Astra per Aspera.
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OVER 130
ILLUSTRATIONS

PROFESSIONAL
16/ 35 mm

CAMERAMAN'S
HANDBOOK
by Verne Carlson

LIMITED FIRST PRINTING!

CLOTH EDITION BOUND FLEXIBLE COVER

A

practical guide for every individual

TABLE OF CONTENTS

now working-or planning

The Cameraman's Duties and Responsibilities
Director of Ptiotography • The Camera Operator • The

1.

to

work

• The

Assistant

-ANYWHERE

Cameraman

Camera-Film Identification
• Film Type Identification • Perforations and Pitch • Windings
• Spool & Core Types • Ordering Raw Stock • Shipping Procedures

the film industry

in

2.

loading Room Procedures

3.

• Testing The Loading Room • Preparation of Materials • Loading • IVIagazine ID • Unloading • Exposed Film • On Location
• Changing Bag • Hand Tests
Slate • Insert Slate

• Slating Procedures

is

He

is

also a consultant to a medical research institute, lectures

to film groups, and conducts
is

a

member

of the:

camera courses

for professionals.

lATSE (Cameramen), SMPTE, SPIE, and

SPSE. His wife Sylvia collaborated with him

Camera Reports
• Clipboard-Type • Magazine-Type • Caption Sheet-Type •

Photog-

a free-lance Director of

raphy of Documentaries, TV Coinmercials, and Feature Films.

He

4. Slates

• Sync

The author, Verne Carlson,

the writing of

in

5.

Dis-

this outstanding book.

position of Reports
6.

•

On-The-Job Procedures
to Shooting • During Shooting • End of Shooting Day

This definitive work

21 years of experience

a result of

is

the

in

Prior

Covers everything

Cameraman and

• Tools

film industry.

Introduction to Equipment
Reflex Viewing Systems • Offset Viewfinder Systems • Ivlattes
• Motors • Barneys • Blimps • Magazines • Nomenclature

Assistant. Also for In-piant, Newsreel, Documentarist, and the

7.

•

8.

Experimental Film Maker. Profusely illustrated with actual pho-

tographs—not

Tripods

for the Studio

diagrams— and

supplied

liberally

with

data

• Types • Basic Parts • Setting Tripod For Shooting • Moving
The Tripod • Care & Maintenance • Accessories

tables and charts. This unique handbook also provides guide-

Heads & Accessories
• Types • Mitchell Friction • O'Connor
• The Riser • The Tilt Plate

upon firsthand knowedge as well as the experiences

9. Tripod

lines, tips,
Fluid

warnings, and "tricks of the trade". The book draws

• Worral Geared

Cameras And Accessories
• 35 lie Camera • 35mm Magazines • 35mm Model 400 Blimp
• IbS Camera • 16S Magazine • 16M Camera • IBM Magazine •
16BL Camera • 16BL Magazine • 16mm Blimps • 16mm-1200 ft.
Magazine • Periscope Finder Attachment • Flat Base • llOV AC
Sync Motor On Plate • Threading Details On All
10. Arriflei

Cameras
• 16mm Pro-600 Camera • Pro 600 Magazines (600 ft & 400-lt
• 16mm Super 1200 Camera • 1200-ft. Magazine • Threading
11. Auricon

talented professionals. The result
its

type ever published

aspiring

cameraman.

Magazines,

Beckman & Whitley CM16 Camera
• 16mm CMI6 Camera • CM16 Magazines

(400-ft-

&

1200-ft.)

•

and

Lenses,

installation, operation,

for

the

of other

the finest guide book of

professional as well

connection with
Accessories

and usage

MAIL

Details
12.

In

is

is

fully

.

.

as the

specific Cameras,

all
.

every

phase

COUPON TODAY!
1
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Threading Details
13. Eclair

402 V/. Liberty Drive

Cameras

• 35mm Standard CM3 Camera •

16 35

CM3 Camera • 35mm

VVheafon,

CM3 Magazine • 16mm CM3 Magazine • 35mm Magazine for
Aquaflex • 35mm CM3 Blimp • NPR 16 Camera • NPR 16 Magazine • Threading Details On

Kodak Reflex Camera
• 16mm Kodak Reflex Special Camera • Kodak Reflex Special
Magazine • Threading Details
14.

Maurer Camera
• 16mm Maurer 150 Camera • Maurer 150 Magazines
• Threading Details
1200-ft

(400-ft.

16. Mitchell

Cameras

17. Lenses

• Lens Cases • Care of. on Turret • Cleaning • Aperture • Focus
• Wide-Angle • Telephoto • Zoom Lenses • Alignment (35mm &
I6mm) • Zoom Lens Accessories

me

16/35mm Cameraman's Handbook"

"Professional

in

U.S.A. and Canada.

handling overseas (except A.P.O./F.P.C).

Enclosed

&

• 35mm Standard High Speed Camera • 35mm NC Camera •
35mm BNC Camera • 35mm S35R Mark II Camera • 35mm Magazines • S35R Blimp • 16mm Pro & HS Cameras • 16mm Pro
Blimp • 16mm Reflex R16 (SS & DS) Cameras • Accessories
(35mm & 16mml • Threading Details On All

60187

$15.00 postpaid

15.

)

III.

Please send
(i:

All

of

covered.

Name

is

check for $

.

Add $1.00
ill.

for shipping

residents

add

and

sales tax.
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16's precise pin-registration'''*assures

PRINTING ACCURACY
Arriflex

16mm

sential for the
to

film transports provide the critical registration es-

most sophisticated opticals

.

.

.

and each camera comes

you with the proof!

Thetest film that accompanies each new 16mm Arriflex shows why these cameras
in shooting master footage for optical effects. Multiple-image,
split-screen, 16 to 35 blow-ups and other complex effects are as important in
16mm production today as in larger-format production— and absolute registration of the camera original is a pre-requisite if opticals of superb quality are to
be made later in the laboratory. That such techniques can be produced without
compromise in 16mm will be proven when you project the Arriflex test film.
are so successful

test film was made in two exposures, with the test grid offset before the
second pass. Had registration been anything less than perfect, you'd see it
immediately on the screen as movement of the grid lines in relation to one
another. But there is no such movement— you see the illusion of a single exposure—because of the unfailmg constancy of each frame's registration.

The

The reason

for

such consistently steady footage

is

not only because of a true

movement

but also due to the design and construction of
the mechanism as a whole. It features many unique concepts for absolute film
stability, followed through with the most durable materials. Its quiet, vibrationless precision prevails at all running speeds, forward and reverse, over millions
registration pin film

of feet of film. Its ability to withstand

been proven countless times over, since

shock and environmental extremes has
its introduction nearly twenty years ago.

Picture quality is the essence of any film, of course; whether or not a production
involves opticals, registration and sharpness are among the elements producers

and cameramen stake

their reputations on. This offers one explanation why there
are more Arriflexes in use throughout the world than any other professional
camera. For the complete story, write for brochures.

the source of arriflex's
optical printing accuracy
Pin movement locks each frame into position for
exposure; long film channel with spring-loaded
side pressure rail produces absolute lateral stability. Solid cast, hardened double cam mecfianism resists wear, sustains vertical registration
accuracy over millions of feet of film. Rear pressure plate {removed in this illustration to show
registration pin) is an integral part of the movement assuring longitudinal stability (no film
breathing).

ARRIFLEX leS/B

P.O. Box 1050. Vy'oodside, N.Y. 11377

JUNE, 1970

ARRIFLEX 16M/B

•

ION Chestnut

St.,

Burbank, Calif. 91502

ARRIFLEX 16BL

•
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CQRPORAIION Of AMERICA

.

he would be faced with a

Black Audiovisual Power

situation

in

much

Guyana from

the

political hustings for several

different

American

important rea-

The foremost was that Auerbach had
never worked in a political atmosphere

sons.

In

The Caribbean

such as to be encountered in Guyana, replete with opposition newspaper headlines
charging C.I. A. involvement (untrue), unlimited

public

private

political

the

hostility

funds being poured into a
campaign (untrue), and
of key Government workers

who were active members of the opposition
party. Add to this, the fact that the country
had

BY BOB SEYMOUR
Publisher

MID-SUMMER

BY

of 1968,

Guyana, a

small country on the north-east face of
South America, but which considers itself
a part of the Caribbean area, had experienced four years of self government along
with enough racial and political strife to

threaten the very existence of the

new

na-

tion.

Faced with an election coming up in
March, 1969, the government in power,
mostly composed of members of the People's National Congress political party, and
headed by Prime Minister Forbes Burnham,
sought ways to carry its story to the
Guyanese people using the most effective
political techniques

to

Cheddi B.

against his chief rival. Dr.

Jagan, former dentist, and head of the opposing Marxist People's Progressive Party.

Many
tion

observers

felt

that

imminent

seemed

if

Jagan's

elec-

Guyana might be

to intervention from outside her
borders by Latin nations intent on preventing the spread of Communism on the South

subject

American continent.

Burnham

i

recognized

that

audio-visual

media had been outstandingly successful
in North American elections, and sought
ways to use similar techniques in his own

elected througli the povver
audiovisuals. Map below shows
location of Guvana on north-east

campaign. After consulting experts in the
United States, Burnham's party engaged
Gerald Auerbach, head of The Communications Group, New York (now a division
of DFl Communications, Inc.) and producer of several remarkably successful political campaign films in the United States,

face of South America.

to

Guyana Prime Minister Forbes Burn-

ham

.

.

.

of

come

On

to

Guyana

arrival,

—

communication involved
(even radio
was a difficult media to use politically for
most Guyanese preferred listening to stations in next-door Surinam
Auerbach
recommended the establishment of a fullblown film production unit to prepare progovernment films, plus a small fleet of moto

)

as a consultant

Auerbach soon found

that

—

motion picture projection trucks which

bile

could travel throughout the country finding
audiences at every crossroad and stream
confluence. This system, when adopted,
provided the means of reaching more Guyanese and involving them politically than
had ever been possible before.
In the next six months,

possible.

The election was of particular importance
Guyana for it faced the moderate Burn-

ham

no television whatsoever. After nine
days of consultation with PNP party chiefs
and consideration of all the limiting factors

COMGRO

propeople designed facilities exactly
tailored to the rugged and humid Guyanese
field conditions and trained a staff of 21
Guyanese personnel to be film technicians.
Another Auerbach innovation was the development of an on-the-spot television "network" through the use of videotape. Every
Forbes Burnham speech was recorded on
Ampex one-inch videotape and immediately
taken to nearby villages for showing to audiences via video monitors set up in Land
Rover generator-equipped trucks. Thus,
Burnham was speaking almost "live" in
three or four locations each night. In fact,
the novelty and appeal of TV was so great
that often the audiences at the Videotapes
speeches exceeded Burnham's live appear-

duction

ances.
is no film laboratory in GuyAuerbach arranged for his own company in New York to handle most postphotography aspects of the Burnham campaign films by overnight airmail from
Georgetown to New York. Later, more

Since there

ana,

extensive facilities were built, including refrigerated

vaults,

sound recording studios,

cutting and projection rooms.

By election time, the COMGRO-trained
Guyanese film unit had produced 13 documentary films on such subjects as defense,
food production, housing, roads,
and Moslem and Hindu cultural affairs
(Burnham's largely African-ancestry PNP
party members vitally needed support from
security,

more numerous East Indian population
swing the election). Two more films were

the
to

produced on "how to vote."
Equipment chosen by Auerbach for the
Guyanese production unit consisted basic-

16mm Arriflex
ally of 35mm Arriflexes,
BL's, Nagra recorders, Magnasync transfer
Continued on next page
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show

to

Snap
^yi.-:\

for you— snap-on movies with the new
Ektagraphic 120 Movie Projector.
Kodak
cartridge-loading
Just snap on the new Kodak super 8 cartridge, and the

Kodak's done

it

show's on.
With the Ektagraphic 120 Projector, there's now a
low-cost, portable, easy-to-use display system that makes it
a snap for anyone to show films. Mean anything to you
and your business? Like the fact that now your films are
more usable by more people in more places? And the fact
that now's the time to consider reducing more of your 16mm
films to super 8 for even wider distribution? Think about it.
The Ektagraph/c 120 Projector is rugged -completely
dependable. You can instantly repeat any part of the film

You can also project any f^mne
butt
by just pressing a button.
ei
the film automatically rewinds back
a still picture. At the end,
cartridge-re;
ready to show again, right from the start.
intothe cartridge—
ne\ Kodak cartridge? It's also a snap to
And the unique new
super 8 reels in 50- or 100-foot
stj
load or unload with standard
Drop in the film reel. Snap the
o
lengths. Just snap it open.
cartridge closed, and it's ready for showing. To edit or clean
the cartridge.
(
the film, simply snap open

Dealer will be glad to show^^
Audiovisu
A Kodak Audiovisual
Koda Ektagraphic 1 20 Movie
you how the new Kodak
.
Projector can become a convenience tool in
him, or contact _^^^
S
your film operation. See

"^^

below.
liste
the nearest office listed

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY Atlanta: 404/351-6510 Chicago: 312/654-0200
Dallas: 214/351-3221 Hollywood: 213/464-6131 New York: 212/262-7100 San

Francisco:

415/776-6055

.^

'

.

black A-V power

.

.

continued

Vonipaet

equipment, Moviola viewers and a line of
editing and handling equipment complete

down

and red

to gloves

pencils.

At election time in December, 1968,
Burnham's PNP Party had succeeded in
convincing most of the nation that it was
best equipped to handle the difficult future

problems of the government. PNP candidates were elected by a good majority and
have provided a successful and moderate
leadership in the past year.

The Guyanese film unit which Gerald
Auerbach and his COMGRO team helped
to establish, and which played such an imCREATE! DIRECT! PRODUCE! YOUR OWN AUDIO/VISUAL PRESENTATIONS
Just: SELECT any number of 35mm slides
FEATURES

RECORD
of

(in-machine) up to one full hour
audio material (narration, music,

sound

effects, interviews, etc.)

PROGRAM

Compact Cassette Operation
Built In Public

on the tape which will automatically synchronize your slides and sound track
PLAYBACK the fully synchronized program
That's it! Simply
Automatically
Professionally—
NARRATOR 850

—

Montage /Productions,

—

Inc., 49 West

films, and a new laborabeing planned. The aim of the film
program will be to establish new educational techniques attuned to Guyanese con-

and documentary
tory

Address System

the magnetic tape (in-machine)

You place an inaudible electronic "pulse"

portant part in the election campaign, has
since gone on to produce other educational

Total

of

Audio

St.,

New

list,

York,

write to:

N.Y.

on

rely

now

British

considered in-

digenous to the Guyanese culture and way
of life. For hundreds of years Guyanese had

for additional information, price

27tli

no longer

to

colonial techniques not

Remote Control

& dealership

and

ditions

Solid State Circuitry

8 Watts

is

1[

list

been

told

what

to

do and how

to

do

it.

Now,

through audio-visual education, the nation's
schools will try going it their own way.
Jerry Auerbach considers his experience
in Guyana to be the most exciting thing he
has ever done in a not uneventful career.
He has since returned several times to consult with Guyanese film production people
and reports that much progress is being
made in providing the country with a firstclass

•

facility.

/^

CAMERA STOCKS

16mm EKTA Color 7242. 7241, 7255
16mm B S W 7220. 7222, 7231
16mm Color Negative 7254
35mm Color Negalive 5251
35mm B & W 5220. 5222, 5231

0525
025
06
10

035

LABORATORY STOCKS
7387, 7253. 7385. 7234, ale.

MAGNETIC SOUND STOCK
35 and

16mm New and Reclaimed

FILM & EDITORIAL LEADER
Black Opaque 35mm
Black Opaque 16mm
Clear Leader 16mm
Also; Painted, Personalized
Printed & Lightstruck.

i>»liifii4» I'iliii

11555

STUDIO

\^

18 50
16 50
4.50

4'x«*liaii|U(o

VENTURA BLVD.
CITY, CALIF. 91604

(213) 985-3303

^

[title] HOUSE
TITLE DESIGN

COLOR CORRECTION
BACKGROUND ART
RETOUCHING

ILLUSTRATION
HAND LETTERING
PHOTO LETTERING
HOT PRESS TITLES

SLIDES FOR TV

SILK SCREEN

723 SEWARD ST 469-1663
HOLLYWOOD, CALIFORNIA 90038
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INFORMATION FILM PRODUCERS OF AMERICA,
1470, Hollywood, California 90028

P.O. Box

Category

"Cindy" Entry Rules
submitted must have been

All entries

1.

completed

or

within

lease

for

declassified

period

the

INC.

general

August

re-

1969

1,

1970.

Public

1.

Relations:

a

film

designed to inform a general, broadbased
audience, such as an "institutional film."

Category

2.

—

Training:

a

designed

film

through July 31,
All entries submitted (except Category
2.
Video Tape) must be 16mm prints
zrS

to instruct a specialized audience, in specific

optical sound tracks.
There is no limit to the number of entries which can be submitted by an organ-

to-do-it"

—

with

procedures for operating or maintaining a
particular system or equipment. The '"how-

3.

ization or individual.

Films and video tapes

4.

may

be entered

by members and non-members of IFPA.
Entry fees are; IFPA Members
5.
$40.00
$25.00 per film; Non-Members

—

—

per film.

be submitted by check

All fees shall

6.

made pavable

and

to:

PRODUCERS

FILM

INFORMATION
OF AMERICA,

.Ml entry forms and fees should be sub-

7.

immediately, but in no case postmarked later than August 1, 1970. Films
may accompany entry forms and fees, or
mitted

may be

sent subsequent to entry.

case will films be accepted later

1970.
No refunds
1970.
Ship films

no
than Au-

But

in

8.
I,

9.

will

be made after August

reusable

cartons with a

address label enclosed. Insure your
films will be returned Insured
Parcel Post, unless you specify otherwise.
IFPA has set up 3 groups with 9
10.
return
films.

All

categories in each group to provide the

most

Producers in
each group will be competing only with
films produced under comparable circumequitable

basis

for

judging.

stances.

one Group and one Category
within that Group.
II.

Select

Group
Institiitioiially

internal film
versity,

A.

Produced: produced by the

unit of a business firm,

uni-

etc.

Group

B.

Commercially Produced: sponsored by a
business firm, university or government

Group C.
Government Produced: produced by

the

film unit of a local, state or federal govern-

.lUNE, 1970

The "why-to-do-it"

an in-house
film.

Teclinical:
Category 4.
a specialized
such as a technical report, designed for

film,

a selected audience.

Category
designed

Sales

5.

to

increase

A &

&

Advertising: a film

business

and

profits

B

only) or to enlist the aid
of the public in supporting a government

(Group C & Government sponsored
Group B).

project

Category

6.

—Enrichment:

film

a

de-

signed to present one or more
cultural endeavors or achievements,

aspects of

such
music, philosophy, religion and sim-

ilar subjects.

1.

—Academic

Instruction:

a

film designed to educate rather than train.

The entry may be intended

for an informal

as well as a formal environment.

Video Tape for InformaCategory 8.
any non-entertainment video tape
whose intended purpose is information or
communication.
tion:

Category

9.

—

Special:

Those films whose

subject matter or intended audience cannot
possibly fit into the other seven categories.

In addition to evaluating the technical excellence and creative aspects of each
film, major emphasis is placed on the
12.

Audio-Visual Line can put
your ideas on the right
track with a complete
selection of specialized
equipment including
opaque projectors (for
the projection of nontransparent material),
stop motion analyst
projectors, 16MM Xenon
projectors (for brightest
and long distance
projection), 16 & 35MM

double system sound
interlock projectors,

overhead projectors, strip
film sound projectors,
background slide
projectors and projection
accessory equipment.
Everything

is

available

for rent, long-term lease,

or sale.

And

to

keep you

running on schedule we
can also provide
completely packaged

programs.
For further information

and/or reservations
or write Mr. Bob
(212) 757-6977.

call

Roizman

achievement of a film's stated objectives for
intended audience. Therefore, great care
should be taken to enter a film in the most
appropriate category possible.
If. based on the information provided
13.

its

in

the entry form, any film appears to be

entered in the wrong group or category, it
may, at the discretion of the competition

agency.

ment agency.

audience.

Category
in

Relations

Employee

signed to motivate or inform

as art.

gust 15,

3.

(Group A only) or Indoctrination & Orientation (Groups B & C only): a film de-

(Groups

INC.

THE CAMERA MART

film.

Category

TheCamera Martmc.
»ves
456

W

)
55lh St (Bet. 9th S lOth
Y 10019 Phone: (212) 757-6977
.

New York. N

committee or its chairman, be placed in the
group or category deemed most appropriate.
Continued on next page
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IFPA "Cindy" Entry Form and Shipping Instructions
Entry forms, fees and films for
each separate entry should be submitted directly to the jury which
will be judging the group and category in which the entry is being
made. See preceding page for entry
requirements and categories.

Group A— Category 3
Group A Category 4
Group B— Category 2
Group C— Category 9

Group
Group
Group
Group

TO:

TO:
IFPA "Cindy" Competition
c/o Stan Ahlborn
Cling Peach Advisory Board

—

IFPA "Cindy" Competition
c/o Bill Morrison
F-M Motion Picture Services
733 North Highland
Los Angeles, Calif. 90038

A—Category
A— Category
C—Category
C— Category

5

Group
Group
Group
Group
Group

7
1

7

A— Category 8
B— Category 8
B— Category 9
C—Category 6
C— Category 8

TO:

#1

IFPA "Cindy" Comeptition
c/o Stan Follls
4055 Bern ice Drive
San Diego, Calif. 92107

California Street
San Francisco, Calif. 94111

'i

Group
Group

B— Category
B—Category

1

5

TO:

IFPA "Cindy" Competition
c/o Ray Usery
P.O. Box 4356

OFFICIAL ENTRY FORM

INFORMATION FILM PRODUCERS OF AMERICA,
1970 FILM COMPETITION

INC.

Group
Group
Group

FILM TITLE:
RUNNING TIME:

COLOR

BLACK

WHITE

VIDEO

DATE COMPLETED OR RELEASED:
ORGANIZATION SUBMITTING FILM:

(See Contest Rules for

92409

A— Category 2
A— Category 9
B— Category 7

TO:

Suite 1300
1717 Pennsylvania Ave., N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20006

Group and Category Description)

Group B- -Category
Group C- -Category

ENTER GROUP
ENTER CATEGORY
STATEMENT OF FILM OBJECTIVES

3

4

TO:

IFPA Cindy" Competition
c/o Bob Berman
Magna Film Productions
49 Berkeley Street
Boston, Mass. 02116

INTENDED AUDIENCE:
(Spell

Calif.

IFPA "Cindy" Competition
c/o Bob Scott
Aerospace Corporation

ADDRESS:

FILM CREDITS:

Norton A.F. Base,

Group
Group
Group

names accurately and

list

them as they should appear on

certificates)

Producer:

Art Director:

Writer:

Technical Advisor:

Director:

Narrator:

Cameraman:

Sound:

A— Category 6
B—Category 4
C—Category 2

TO:

IFPA Cindy" Competition
c/o Dick Cameron
222 Minor North
Seattle, Wash. 98109

Group
Group

B—Category 6
C— Category 3

Music:
Editor:

ENTRY FEE: IFPA-Members

^25. 00

Submit fee by check, payable

PERSON RESPONSIBLE
NAME:

-

8

INSURE ALL FILMS.

-

to:

NON-Members

Information Film Producers of America

Modern Teleservice
201 Erie

Chicago,

ADDRESS

Group
Group

OPTICAL SOUND TRACKS ONLY ACCEPTED.

Video Tape)

ENTRIES MUST BE POSTMARKED

NO LATER THAN
42

IFPA "Cindy" Competition
c/o Nancy Lasch

g40. 00

For Film Entry and Information

PHONE:
SUBMIT 16mm PRINTS ONLY.
(Except Category

TO:

Other:

August

1,

1970.

III.

60611

A— Category
C— Category

1

5

TO:

IFPA "Cindy" Competition
c/o R, Shields Mitchell
4111 Shorecrest Drive
Dallas, Texas 75209
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U.S. Industrial Film Festival

Names 49
O

P

^

A

t

E ACHIEXEMRNTS,

pollulion
and cnvirDnmcnt
and man's cftiuts to find world
peace were highlighted among
the winning entries honored at
the third annual U.S. Industrial

I-Hm
at

"Gold Camera"

Festival's

awards

presentation

ceremonies

Chicaco's Palmer House April

30.

"Gold Camera" Winners

series in

Chicago and the entire
collection of winning films will

bai PetrolcMini (KiiKland).

begin a nationwide tour of film
clubs, public relations organiza-

Second Sifiht by Lee Mendelson Film Productions for the Eye
Bank for Sight Restoration. Filmstrip Winner: Boy Burning Biifihl

and advertising and sales
groups. Informatit>n on the availtions

ability

of the film

program may

be obtained from the U.S. Industrial Film Festival, 161 E. Grand
Ave.. Chicago, 111. 60611.

Fund

for the

liaising

Boy Scouts

of

America.

Industrial, Technical Processes

Mirro
lioiis

lor

OwcT] Miupliy ProducWestern I'llcclric Co.
Medicine, Health

sented to: John

Africa. England. France, Canada
and the U.S. were countries with

tion Pictures for the

X-Ray, Ultra.sotind & Thermography in Diagnosis by Norman P.
Schenker for The Upjohn Co. and
What C.oes Up by Penshurst Enterprises for the American Heart As-

lerbach film

sociation.

films receiving top honors.

by Backstage Magazine for "out-

Public Relations

Receiving heavy participation
were the categories dealing with

standing creativity in a public re-

Nutnber One Bush by John J.
Hennessy Motion
Pictures
for
Crown Zellerbach and Water by
Cavalcade Productions for Morton

training,
sales
tions.

education,

advertising,

promotion and public

Many

category

rela-

entries in the latter

reflected

the

present

concern of mankind with his
ecology as conservation and pollution control were most prominent subject areas.

Master of ceremonies for the
event was G. Roger Cahaney,
executive vice president of Association-Sterling

Chairman

J.

Films.

Festival

W. Anderson

re-

In
low,

double

last year.

More than 300 persons were
on hand for the awards presentation and screening of winning
films. In addition,

many members

of the Chicago Film Council attended the ceremonies as their

special

lations film";

tions for the

and

awards were preJ. Hennessy Mo-

Crown ZelNumber One Bush

Canawest Produc-

Red Cedar

Shingle

Handsplit

ing

creativity

and

in

an

advertising

promotion film"; and
Magic Light produced by UFAWerbefilm GMBH (Dusseldorf,
West
Germany)
for
AgfaGevaert received the Chairman's
Special Award.
The 1970 "Gold Camera"
award winning films included:
sales

Commercially Produced
Advertising-Sales Promotion

Home Sweet

Cedar, produced
h\- Canawest Film Productions for
the Red Cedar Shingle and Handsplit Shake Bureau.
Art, Culture
Tlie

Eye

of Picasso

Cythere Films

April meeting.

National Educational Television will run winning films each
Monday evening in a 13-week

winning

the

to

Shake Bureau's
Home Sweet Cedar by Business
Screen Magazine for "Outstand-

ported this year's entries at nearly

addition

films in each category listed be-

for Bell

&

Howell.

tie

between Ski Racer by Sum-

mit Films for The Lange Co. and
Dubai b\' Spectator Films for Du-

t

Right

I

EVERY TIME

I

with the

MOOD

MAJOR"

I

{production

Imusic
ilibrary
E'MAJOR"

you a

offers

Recreation, Sports, Hobbies,
Travel
A tie between City for All Seasons by Edgar Anstey for British
Travel Authorit\- and The Moehius

=production music for

Escoring, editing, recording and

Edubbing music

for your:

=

• FEATURE PRODUCTIONS

=

• DOCUMENTARIES

E* TV FILMS
=

• SLIDE FILMS

Magazine.

=

• ANIMATION

Religion, Ethics
One in the Sjnrit by .Mirabello
Enterprises for Refonned Church

America.

Safety, Welfare
between Please Hurry! by
Gordon Glyn Productions for New
York Telephone Co. and Kutluanong-A Place of Hearing b\ the In-

A

tie

formation Service of South Africa.
Sales

Ltd.

How

!• INDUSTRIAL FILMS
!• SALES PRESENTATIONS
= • COMMERCIALS
= • EDUCATIONAL
="MAJOR"

(Canada). Filmstrip winner:
to Succeed in Business with
Continued on next page

specializes in sound

i—you get exceptional technical
zknow-howand
=

It's About Time by Norman B.
Hathaway Associates for Tridon

titles,

background—for

Ebridges,

Flip by Summit Films for TWA,
White Stag, Hart Ski Co. and Ski

in

full

=70 hours of background

Co.

produced bv

Documentary

A

Salt

CREATE THE

!)>

Four hundred films from 15
competed for the 49
first place awards given in various categories. Iceland, South
countries

i

beautifully-

recorded original music on

ELP records or V4-lnch Tape,
=oron 16 or 35mm Mag.
ilape ready for a mix.
:IMPORTANT: "Major" owns
^copyrights

:music

on

in

^available

all

-sound legal

you
basis.

owi.

moocJ

World

righll

library.

its

to

in

production

on

a

completely

Re-recording rights

lavailable on a "per selection" or "un-limited use" flat fee arrangement.

= WRITE

FOR 135-PAGE CATALOGUE TO

ItHOMAS
=

J.

VALENTINO

INCORPORATED

=Established 1932

Ctiatting during a break in the presentation ceremonies are (I. to r.): L.E.S.
de Villiers, Information Service of South Africa; J. W. Anderson, festival
chairman; Carl Degan, U.S. National Park Service; G. Roger Cahaney, Association-Sterling Films; and Andre Joubart, South African Tourist Corp.

Receiving
the
Busmc^i
Screen
award for outstanding creativity in
an advertising and sales promotion
film is Jack Gettles (right) of Canav/est

Productions,

Canada.

JUNE, 1970

Vancouver,

B.C.

= 150 W. 46 St. New York 10036
ior phone (212) 246-4675
=Also available: Detailed Catalogue
=of our complete LP library of
=47] Sound Effects.

.

.

.

.

THERE'S NOTHING FINER THAN

POLYETHYLENE
CONTAINERS

POLY-CONS

U.S. Industrial festival
continued

LARGEST
SELECTION
OF STOCK

COLORS

Tilt

6i

& Tilt-Away bv
and Bradford LaRivSaginaw Steering Gear Di-

Telescope

AMPM
iere for

Exclusive
• Hinged

.

.

FLIP OPEN
SNAP SHUT

lid.

• Unbreakable Polyethylene.

Fit

Sciences, Research
People Saver by David Bransby
for Eaton, Yale & Towne.
Training, Education
A tie between Operator by Nell

fairs

Sizes
No. 2: lV2"x2" In red, yellow, blue, green
pink, black and natural.
No. 1: lV2"xlV2" In red, yellow, blue
green, orange, magenta, white, turquoise, pink, brown, black and nat.

Fihnstrip winner:
the

S.

In

red, yellow,
natural.

\'edro for

VAN

N U Y S

In-Plant Produced

Promotion
The Pontiac Look by General
Motors Corp.
Documentar>'
.\dvertising. Sales

HIGH LIGHT
SLIDE PROJECTOR

'70

In Search of

A

Critical

Moment

Argonne National Laboratory.
Industrial & Technical Processes
The New Era by the Boeing Co.

b\'

OUTPUT OF A "STANDARD" KODAK
CAROUSEL SLIDE PROJECTOR

TRIPLES THE LIGHT

Public Relations
all

features of original

Kodak

Iniaka

slide projector.

No change
solve,

automatic focus,

Liquid

Training, Education

Double fan cooling system.
Inexoensive replacement lamp.

Easy portability— weight, 25

•

lbs.

grey carrying case.

Ideally suited for audio visual application

EDUCATION

Techniques
and
Scintillation Counters by

Argonne National Laboratory'.

Simple to operate.

COMMUNICATIONS

Pratt

in:

TRAINING & DEVELOPMENT
MULTI-MEDIA PRESENTATIONS
•

to

The Subordination of Teaching
Learning by Celanese Corp.
Miscellaneous

The

Company

tlicy

Keep

by

General Dynamics Corp.

Government Produced
.\rt.

Awareness

Bureau of

Aerospace Audio-Visual

for

Recreation, Sports, Hobbies,

Travel

The Peace Game by John DeSiKa

South

for

African

Tourist

Coiporation.

FroHi the Ground Up by Federal
Aviation Administration.
Sciences, Research
Eagle Has Landed-Apollo 11 by
National ."Aeronautical and Space

Administration.
Training, Education
Rock Climbii^g, Part II by C. F.
Parris

for

by

Roval

(Eng-

Marines

land).

World Peace, Understanding,

Who
Zegart

Brotherhood
Speaks for Man by Arthur
for National Educational

Television.

Miscellaneous
Capsules by
Aviation Administration.
to

Federal

University Produced
Recreation, Sports, Hobbies,
Travel
This Land Is by Frank R. Paine
for Southern Illinois University.

Safety, Welfare

A

Safer World on Wheels
University of Michigan.
Sciences, Research

The

Culture

Environmental

for

Service.

Kites

Combustion

dis-

remote control and programmer

Self contained

b\' Sikorsk\- Aircraft.

Sciences, Research

to

inputs.

BUSINESS

Uranium Mines

Safety, Welfare

RICHARD MANUFACTURING CO

Retains

Medicine, Health
Protection Against Radioactivity

What Makes A Man by George

We Used to Call It Printing by
Peckham Productions for E.I. du
Pont de Nemoin-s & Co.

blue,

5914 NOBLE AVE

2x2

ada).

Mines. U.S. Dept. of the Interior.
Public Relations

Miscellaneous

and

)

& Technical Processes
Forts Canada b\' Barrie Howells
for National Harbours Board (Can-

Field Educational Publications.

ural.

Mini: %"xlV2"
green, white

Iceland

Industrial

in

Schools Around

World by Alfred

Henry

h\

for

Brotherhood
A tie between A Fable by Fred
A. Niles Communications Centers
for Mobil Oil Corp. and Leo Beuerman by and for Centron Corp.

labels.

(

Iceland

of

for Ministry of Foreign Af-

In-

Bank of America.
World Peace. Understanding,

• Available with plain or

.

Sandoz

Bound. Inc. Fiknstrip winner:
Cash b\- Lizardi & W'itte

containers.

3

vision of General Motors.

stant

standard storage

custom printed

Documentary
Prospect

Cox for AT&T and Outward Bound
by Summit Films for Outward

• Moisture-proof, dust-proof.

•

National Park Service.

Inc.

Unknown

Leonaris-Film for
Studiengesellschaf t

b)'

by
Med. Phanu
( Germany )
Continent

133
'70 High Light Projector complete with

Kodak Model 800
troy,

slide projector, slide

3" or 5" lens

& remote

cord

Dealership inquiries invited
Professional discounts available
High Light Division of

PRESENTATION TECHNICAL AIDS,
630 Ninth Ave.,

44

New

York, N.Y. 10036

INC.

212-245-2577-1380

Part of the more than 300 persons m attendance for the 3rd annual
Industrial Film Festival awards presentation.

U.S.
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First for

Midwest

Northwest Teleproductions Opens

Complete Videotape

Facility

as film

Empire Phofosound's subsidiary, Northwest Teleproductions
has opened one of the most complete videotape production
facilities in the nation. The Minneapolis firm also boasts
an elaborate mobile production facility.

A
color

dullar

niulti-niillion

television

field

resource

was

in

revealed

the

tion material for

last

nieations field.

phases of the connnu-

all

of the largest and most completely stalled

Ihe new tape center will work closely
its
parent company. Empire Photosound, enabling Northwest to offer com-

and equipped independent

plete graphic

month by Northwest Teleproductions, with
the formal opening in Minneapolis of "one

facilities

in

with

flexibility, covering any kind
communications assignment. The creative talent pool resulting will "match any

the

of

U.S."

The new production complex, headed by

now

Robert C. Mitchell, has been created to act

new

as a major,

VTR

single-source

available in the wurld."

"While we've

supplier of

bigger

spared no expense
Continued on next page

literally

commercial, program, and presenta-

We've added
Switching console

in

the mobile unit handles

18

camera inputs

improved remote capability.

for

to the

8mm

services

16mm and 35mm

for

which we're best known.
Now we're ready for any
thing you come up with.

Or down

little

to.

super 8
standard
optical printing

magnetic printing
contact printing
reduction printing
color

b&w
titles

opticals

cartridge loading

shipping
storage
distribution

All of

the

it.

Right

line. In

Under one

down

one

line.

roof.

Call Bernie Barnett
(212) 838-3900
r

LA S T
SLIDE

I

CAN

FRAMES

Twenty

Slides at a

Flexible yet durable
slides (2" X 2")

.

.

Glance
for 35mm

.

I

Provides orderly filing of slides from which
special presentations may be selected.

H

Rugged, heavy-duty frames measure 9'/2 *
II V4 and are designed to fit rings of standard binders. They may also be fifed in letfile

drawers.

B

Holds

slides

snugly,

slip in

and out

ter-slie

scratch-free,

easily.

yet slides
Eliminates bending of

410 East 62nd Street,

slides.

H

Horizontally or vertically mounted slides
be viewed with equal ease.

Packaged 12

mm
CENTER

in

a

—

box

Six

dozen

in

a

may

NewYork,N.Y. 10021

carton

PLASTICAN CORPORATION
Box 157, Butler, N.J.

JUNE, 1970

4."

.

videotape

How to

facility

cont/nued

go on location
without leaving
Get the new FPC 101 front
projection system.
This moving background

35mm

for rent or
sale. It minimizes the need for
shooting,
incostly location
cludes a full professional crew,

projector

equipping our operation technically, our
key product is people," Mitchell added.
"We now have a complete talent group covin

the studio.
is

and goes anywhere.
Hollywood: Wm. Hansard
(213)780-2156.
New York: Fred Wells (212)
986-8980.

ering casting, production, directing, set de-

camera, audio, make-up, lighting, video engineering and tape editing. Northsign,

west Tele

is

more than a

studio

—

it's

a

production center."

Important operating adjunct to the 20,sq. ft. building housing the new complex in suburban Edina is a sparking, new
40' mobile unit recently completed for orig-

000

inating

events,

and

taping

capability

for

sports

conventions, stockholder and sales

meetings and on-location commercial

tele-

vision production.

The mobile

unit can handle 18 camera
on three machines, and originate four separate programs simultaneously.
Four separate, sound/environment-condiinputs, tape

FRONT PROJECTION COMPANY
0647

Avi-nuf.

M.iii!i).i

A

\'.in \'u\s.

0!itorni,^^140T

SHERMAN FAIRCHILD ENTERPRISE

The three-camera shader board wiili tno of
image enhancers occupies one of the four separate sound-conditioned sections of the mobile

tioned sections in the unit will handle taping, shading,

audio and switcher operations,

duplicating the operating ease of the main

unit.

studio.

Northwest's main studio occupies a 3,600
ft.
area with a clear ceiling height of
twenty feet, and features a 75' seamless
sq.

Motivate Your Salesmen
with

ATTITUDE THAT
CREATES BUSINESS"
'*THE

This persuasive color filmstrip

will

wraparound "cyclorama" as a permanent
backdrop that blends imperceptibly with the
matching vinyl floor. Telecine facilities include 16mm/ 35mm magnetic film for interlock as well as 35 and 16mm film and
slides. Philips-Noreico Plumbicon cameras
are used in both the main studio and the
mobile unit.
Northwest Teleproductions is a wholly
owned subsidiary of Empire Photosound,
Inc.,

tion

parent of the Em Com CommunicaGroup Companies headquartered in

Minneapolis.

Em Com

provides industrial

cause your salesmen to serve your
customers' best interests.

film,

multi-media, and audio-visual systems

and

services

This attitude creates more benefits
for more customers
and thereby
creates more sales. As a result, it

Com, headed by William

—

in

New

throughout
S.

the

world.

Em

Yale, has otfices

The

in the mobile unit can
inputs and four outputs of audio
material simultaneously.

York, London, Buenos Aires and

Tokyo.

audio panel

large

handle

24

serves your salesmen's best interests
and yours. That's Creative Selling!

"The Attitude That Creates Business"
is one of seven color sound filmstrips
from the 14-meeting Sales Motivation
Program
.

.

^'CREATIVE SELLING"
Judge For Yourself. Send
and "Preview Offer"

for details

Some Sound

Slidefilm Advice

Here's a free booklet,

gives not only sound advice,

but visual advice for slidefilm producers.
It

BETTER SELLING BUREAU

Dept. X-60
1150 W. Olive Ave., Burbank, Calif. 91506
Please tell me how may evaluate this
Sales Motivation Program.
I

Name

tfiat

new

is filled

with helpful information for easier,

more economical preparation
Send today

for

of your filmstrips.

"Colburn Comments on Sound Slidefilms."

Title

Company
GEO. W.
Address

COLBURN LABORATORY,

164 N. Wacker Drive • Chicago,

III.

INC.

60606

Telephone (area code 312) 332-6286
City

46

State

Zip
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picture parade
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Centennial Film Shows
100 Years of History

tic

A

lO-minutc film that whirls
through 100 years of American
history

image

in

style

ern Electric

razzle-dazzle,
is

multi-

helping the West-

Company

moments is President Nixon's
moon.
The film was produced by

call to the

observe

Hearst Metrotone News
being
distributed
by
Talkiniz Picture Service.

and

is

Modern

includes

its

100 Years combines
ncwsrecl clips and old photos and

centennial.

portray the big

art

to

in

American

moments

history

and

the

changing fabric of American life
from 1869 to 1969. Sports stars
and entertainers contribute to the
rapid successions of sights and
sounds,

as

do

political

leaders

and public heroes like the astronauts of Apollo 11.
The development of modern
communications
Western
Electric's own field, though its
name is not mentioned except in
helps pace the
the credits
chronicle, and one of the climac-

—

—

JUNE, 1970

techniques and more advanced salesmanship.
The preview briefly describes
the complete training program,
gives a rundown on what salesmanship subjects are covered and
ing

Time-Saving Preview For
Busy Sales Executives
Sales managers, training

and

agers,

other

executives can

popular
training

man-

sales-oriented

now preview

the

200 On Alfred sales
program in a time-saving

actual

from

excerpts

each of the six films.
For information on how to receive
the
"Preview
Digest",
which is available free of charge
for a 30-day inspection and preview, write Close/Plenum Productions, Inc., 2020 San Carlos
Blvd., Fort Myers, Beach, Florida 33931.

preview plan consisting of a single 20-minute film with sound
track on either record or cassette.

strips

tapes,

On

An

200

Alfred gives salesmen the help
thev need in both elementary sell-

the

producer,

Productions,

Victor

Inc.,

New

York.
Information which has just
come to our attention explains,
the

part,

in

least

at

the

success of

during

Kayfetz,

film.

his

twenty years of producing films
on recreational boating, has been
an active sailing yachtsman, and
is

currently serving as

Commo-

Handicap Class
Yacht Racing Club of Long Is-

dore

of

the

land Sound.

Films to Motivate, Train
Food Service Personnel
Preventing Waste, a color and

"Up

literature,

of

Kavfetz

sound

Based on six color filmand six records or cassette
plus

name

Front With N.D.C."
Produced By Kayfetz
important omission

March review

Up

of the

in

fine

training

motion

picture,

motivates food service personnel

our
film.

Front With N.D.C.. was the

to "think waste". It

may be

pur-

chased or leased, on

16mm

reels

or

8mm

cartridges,

Continiic'd

from Nationon next page

47

.

picture parade

.

.

continued
al

Educational Media, 3518 West

Cahiienga

Blvd.,

Hollywood,

90028.
Other films

in the

Professional

Calif.

Food
series

Preparation and Service
include such subjects as

waiter-waitress

training,

sanitation, preparation

ing of foods and

safety,

and

human

California's Sacramento Valley
by a party made up of UCLA
faculty members and students.

The

film

interest

is

in

designed to stimulate
archaeology among

students in basic college anthro-

pology

courses

but

is

also

of

serv-

value to students and teachers of

relations.

archaeology, anthropology, sociology, history, ecology and eth-

nography at the high school,
lege and adult levels.

Vast Engineering Project
Described in Film
The mist and thunder of
Churchill Falls created awesome

col-

Further information may be
obtained from the University of

Media Cen-

California Extension
ter,

Berkeley, California 94720.

myths for the Indians. Later explorers

recognized

potential.

its

A

documentary by Crawley Films
shows how modern technology
now harnessing the power of the
falls. Churchill Falls (Labrador)
i»^

Corp. Limited shapes the land to
suit man's needs in this 25-min-

Shows Role

Film

Music

of

Man's

Life
Music to Live By explores the
use of music, from religious to
in

rock to electronic, in mans' life
through the centuries. The 20-

16mm,

minute,

color film

is

de-

ute story of the largest civil engi-

neering

project

in

the

western

world.

The f;im is available in French
and English from Modern Talking Picture Service, Inc.

America's Leading Gateway
Portrayed

in

Film

The Port
Authority's 25-minute film on the bi-state port, porPortrait

of

of a Port,

Cinemaker's crew films a perforof Handel's "Messiah."

mance

New York

trays

the

dynamic

atmosphere
generated by a port at work. The
film will be used primarily by
the nine Trade Development offices in the United States, Europe, Latin America and the Far
East to illustrate the
facilities

many

signed to point up the continuing part music has played in hu-

man

from its most primitive
most complex form.
The film was produced by
Cinemakers, Inc. and will be distributed by McGraw-Hill.
to

life,

its

port

and services available to

shippers,

A

portion of the film is devoted to ocean shipping, showing
the docking of a huge freighter.

and unloading general
cargo, containerships and specialloading

designed ships for transportautomobiles. A glimpse is
given of the World Trade Center,
now under construction in lower
1\

ing

Manhattan. The film is available
without charge from Port Authority headquarters, 1 1 1 Eighth
Ave., New York 10011.

Kemper Urges Support
Of Fire Fighters
The Noble Breed, sponsored
by Kemper Insurance Group of
Companies and produced by
Metromedia Producers Corporation,
documents modern fire
fighting methods. The film is narrated by Rod Serling and examines

modern

fire

equipment, follows a
tion officer

on

protection
fire

his calls,

inspec-

and, in

one exclusive scene, captures on
film an actual arson stakeout
and arrest.
The film, as well as Kemper's
other

public

service

films,

The

Thin Blue Line, which promotes

Film Teaches Lesson
In

public

Archaeology
4-Biitte-l:

A

Lesson

in

Arch-

aeology records the excavation of
a Maidu Indian settlement in

48

support

of

the

police

and The Dangerous Years,
which examines juvenile crime,
are being distributed by Modem
force,

Talkino Picture Service, Inc.
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industry

news
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Motorola to Market
EVR Programs, Player
Motorola, Inc., has announced
it will market pre-recorded EVR
Video Recording)
(Electronic
programs as well as the Motorola
Teleplayer.

Marketing

the

cartridges

well as the Teleplayer,

mer Wavering,
dent,

marks

the

first

time
the

the
soft-

field.

The system
by

said El-

Motorola presi-

company has entered
ware

as

for

stitutions

intended for use

business,

industry,

training.

is

and

in-

and
consumer

education

In time,

the

be able to buy similar equipment to play movies, operas,
Broadway shows, home study
will

courses, etc., on his

own TV.

Current plans, said Wavering,
call for marketing related groupings

of

programs

in

the

EVR

format to specific markets with
which Motorola is familiar such
as hospitals, hotels and motels,

player and the package of

and public safety agencies.

tive

The

programs

"EVR

cation

the

of

potential

Wavering

for

the

said.

turn,"

in

said

to

establish

distributorships

which

will

sell

Any good 16mm projector performs
well under ideal viewing conditions. But
you usually don't have (or don't want)
perfect darkness or perfect quiet.
That's why you need the perfect
projector for imperfect conditions. It's
called the Bauer P6 automatic 300
16mm portable sound projector.
What makes it better? For one thing,
the Bauer P6 has a special new high-

—

both

to

obtain

programs

rights

and

educational

to top-grade
entertainment

applicable

specialized

to

markets.

unique

EVR

package for
patients, consisting of a Motorola
Teleplayer, which can transmit
to all television sets connected
to the hospital's master antenna,
and a series of outstanding and
award-winning sports, comedy.
ket

businesses

Tele-

a

GE MARC

intensity lamp. Its the
300
metal arc that produces nearly four

times more light than conventional
tungsten lamps. More light means a
picture.

More vivid

color.

Clear images even in full room light.
The Bauer P6 has a 15-watt solidstate amplifier, for real high-fidelity
sound. And a lot of other features, too:
automatic threading, optional 4,000-foot

travel,

adventure and health fea-

tures.

"The package," he said, "is
aimed principally at the male
hospital patient for viewing dur-

daytime hours, when little
standard television programming
ing

interests

Similar

him."
packages

are being
developed for the public safety
market and the hotel 'motel industry, where Motorola is a major supplier.

several

Motorola plans to offer the
U.S. and Canadian hospital mar-

Singer,

more brilliant

innova-

techniques

Singer said Motorola's strategy
is

combined
the

to

tunities."

"could open the way for busi-

nessmen

itself

respondence courses, and closed
circuit I'V entertainment. New
companies will tap these oppor-

Wavering's
reAmplifying
marks, Lloyd Singer, vice president of Motorola Systems Inc.,
and director of the Education
and Training Products group
which is handling Motorola's
EVR activities, said he expects
many EVR users to buy combibination packages of hardware
and software.
"This,

lends

communications

such as electronic publishing,
video records, audio-visual cor-

producers
in the new markets now opening
as a result of EVR is one indiinterest of film

system,

EVR

to specific markets.

Illlllllll

In addition,

Jack Harris, man-

ager for Education and Training
Products, said a number of organizations

are developing

own "packages"

their

EVR

materials and Teleplayers to meet the
needs of specific markets.
of

First deliveries of the

torola Teleplayers will
in

September,

1970,

new Mobe made
to

buyers

Continued on next page

capacity and "change-over" control,
and automatic fail-safe circuit to stop
the projector if your film breaks.
Maybe you think that a projector
that does so much should cost a lot. It
doesn't. And this may be the most
attractive feature of all. Write for
informa-

BAUER P6
THIS PROJECTOR WORKS BEST WHEN THE CONDITIONS ARENT.

ALLIED tMPEA CORP.. DlViSlONOF AlC PnOIO. iNC 169 OLEN COVE RD CARLE PLACE. NT
.

JUNE, 1970
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news

industry
continued

who
for

already have placed orders
black and white players

the

which were announced
cember, 1968.

in

De-

Price of the color player will
the same as that originally
announced for black and white

be

— $795.

units

Quality-Bilt
Audiovisual

•

Best quality domestic fibre

•

Heavy
added

for Shoemaker
The Audiovisual wagon used
by Avaco, manufacturers' repre-

ment and supplies is a motorized
display room, and living
quarters with self contained power plant and mobile radio-tele-

protection

office,

•

Durable 1"

•

Large address card holder
with positive retainer spring

•

straps

phone.

Sizes from 400' to 2000'

Avaco owner-president
Bob Shoemaker travels four midIn

OTHER "QUALITV-BILT" ITEMS:

it,

western states demonstrating auSalon Print Shipping Cases

Sound

diovisual equipment and supplies

Slidefilm Shipping Cases

(for Transcriptions

&

View through the windshield of the A-V wagon shows Bob Shoemaker on his
radio-telephone. Immediately behind him is the display area of the wagon
and the kitchen and bathroom is at the extreme rear through the doorway.

sentatives for audiovisual equip-

steel corners for

web

Wagon A Sales

Success

Film Shipping Cases

and

Filmstrips)

producers

CO.

Div. of Ludu'ig Industries
2020 W. St. Paul Ave.

Chicago, III. 60647
Phone: 312-227-0027

Winne-

for demonstrations.

To

A-V wagon has
more than 14,000 miles

date, the

travelled

to pay for itself in
commissions. It is a very successful and ingenious selling tool but
its attraction and method of use
is almost unexplainable to anyone who has not visited (or been
visited by) it.

As Shoemaker

"Who would
when you

that

specially designed

bago recreational vehicle is all
of the above things for Shoemaker as well as his home away from
home. As he relates, it eliminates
a lot of equipment handling for
him, eliminates the overhead of
office
space and maintenance
and puts all of the equipment he
represents immediately at hand

Write direct to
manufacturer for catalog

SCHUESSIER CASE

film

their clients.

The

FUmstrip Shipping Cases (hold up
to 6 strips plus scripts)

and

dealers

to

enough orders

since it began its journeys in
September, 1969. It has to be
considered a commercial success,
having accounted for more than

may

not have

ment but you

.

.

AREA CODE
.

will

handle with care,

all

213/459-1019

— negotiate name talent — up and supervise animation, direct second unit shooting, dubbing —
expedite lab work — and — serve as your ambassador
H.

set

or your friends visit Southern California!

LEROY VANDERFORD
CONSULTANT

Film Production Services
1051 Villa

View Drive

Pacific Palisades, Calif. 90272

50

appoint-

proper

& A-V Communications
P.

O. Box 2444

Hollywood, Cahf. 90028

5060

Woodland

Hills,

over your radio. He
'come in.' He always says
no matter how busy. I think

Hood

Drive,

California, has

expai!ded its documentary production services from public tele16

mm

industrial

and educational film markets.
In recent years the company
has produced over 300 science
and technology telecasts under

R&D

the titles of
vations,

and

Review, Inno-

Interface. Currently,

executive

Interface

says,

public television stations nation-

this

the radio intrigues him.

You

say,

have my office and
display room parked at your
front door and the coffee is on."
After he understands this mystery, out he comes. You've got
him alone with no interruptions.

'Come

out.

I

"But that

isn't

all.

Often

it

very long before he's on the

isn't

radio-phone.

—

Then out come
and

their bosses.

his bosses

And

there

is

wide.

Film clients have included McDonnell Douglas, Lockheed, U.S.
Air Force, Cubic Corporation,
Van de Kamp's Bakeries and
Bailey-Film Associates.
Beginning June 1, a complete
line of production services and
capabilities are to be offered, for
both film and videotape software.

—

the

board drinking your coffee, eating your hot rolls (morning) or

Blore Creative Services
Enters Audiovisual Field
Expansion of Chuck Blore

cold drinks,

Creative

(late

field

hot hors d'oeuvres
afternoon) and watching

tion."

Besides

being

a

very

good

showplace for the demonstration
of A-V equipment, the wagon
to

run

the

equip-

ment, air conditioning, a pullman
type upper berth. At the rear of
the wagon is a complete kitchen
and bathroom with hot and cold
running water, a refrigerator and
gas range and oven.
The "Audiovisual Wagon" as
Shoemaker has dubbed it is a
sales tool that works.

of

Services

into

diversification

a

third

was an-

Chuck
nounced
recently
by
Blore, chairman of the Hollywood-based
radio
commercial
company, and Milt Klein, president.

The new

includes a self contained electric

power plant

syndicated to over 50

is

his

and listening to your demonstra-

your West Coast production

requirements

when you

made an

call for the

president and the chairman of the
.

"YOUR MAN IN HOLLYWOOD" *
.

up and park

would happen: You may or

ing

and

.

drive

George Van Valkenburg Productions,

vision into the

ever have thought

in front of a building the follow-

associates

PRODUCERS

relates:

Van Valkenburg Productions
Expands Film Service

is

which Blore
production of indusand audio visual live shows.

entering

trial

field into

is

The newly created

division will

be headed by Stanley Styne.

Chuck Blore

Creative Services

was organized in December,
1963 to create and produce radio
commercials exclusively, and is
today the

industry's

ganization in that

largest

or-

field.
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Preliminary program

Af

for...

NAVA 70

w
EDUCATIONJ

THROUGH

The 31st annual Convention and Exhibit of the National Audiovisual
Association promises the most outstanding program of events and
equipment display to date. For your convenience and advance planning
we have listed the preliminary program be/ow and a guide to the
equipment on display and visual guide to exhibitors on the following

COrVlMUfSIICATIOM
31s( Nfitional AuilroVisujI
Coriveniion jrnl Exhibit
Sherator) Paik Hotel
Waslirnqtiin D C
July 18 21. 1970

pages.

Thursday, July 16
1:00

NAVA

p.m.

NAVA

Council Chairmen Breakfast

NAX'A Board of Directors Meeting
Convention Registration opens

9:00
Breakfast and Entertainment: Gordon C.
Barnes, Audio \'isual Supply Corp.,
Stamford, Conn., Entertainment Chair-

man
a.m. -10:30

a.m.

General Session: P. Ray Swank,
Swank Motion Pictures, St. Louis, Mo.,

.Annual Business Meeting:

N.WA

Report:

C.

Sar-

gent Carleton. \A\'A \'ice President and Director of Education
Report of the 1970 National Institute
for A-V Selling, Eric F. Burtis,
Audio-Visual
Marketing
Corp.,

a.m.-

1:00

p.m.

10:45 a.m.- 1:00 p.m.
12:55 p.m.
1:00 p.m.- 6:00 p.m.

3:30 p.m.
6:00 p.m.- 9;.30
9:30 p.m.-12:30

p.m.
a.m.

10:45
10:45
10:45

a.m.-12:30 p.m.
a.m.- 1:00 p.m.
a.m.- 1:00 p.m.

11:30 a.m.- 3:30 p.m.
12:00 noon- 6:00 p.m.
12:00 noon
3:00 p.m.- 5:00 p.m.

a.m.

Exhibits

Canada Board
8:30 a.m.-10:00 a.m.
8:30 a.m.-10:30 a.m.

NAVA Statistical
Dealer

A-V

Equipment

Council Meeting
NAVA Educational

Manufacturers

Producers

Council

NAVA

Exhibitors

Committee Meeting

Sales Meetings

NAVA

Manutacturers Representatives
Meeting
Ladies Program

Exhibits

NA\'A

Open

Past Presidents

NAVA Technical

Luncheon

Standard Committee

Sales Meetings

Breakfast and Entertainment: Cordon C.
Barnes, Audio \'isual SiippK- fiorp.,
Stamford, Conn., Entertainment Chair-

8:15

a.m.-10:00

a.m.

Second General Session:
Swank Motion Pictures,

man
P.
St.

Rav Swank,
Louis. Mo.,

Introduction of the new Officers and
Directors of the Association

Producers

Incoming President's Address: Alan P.
Twvrnan, Twvman Films, Da\ton,
Ohio
Report of the Resolutions Committee
Special Management-oriented Program
under the direction of the Dealer
.Management Council, Paul Cox,
Coast \'isual Education Co., Holl\wood, Calif., Chairman

(Dealers

Chairman

Audio-Visual

National

NAVA

a.m.

10:00 a.m.- 3:00 p.m.
1:00 p.m.- 4:30 p.m.

Sunday, July 19
8:00 a.m.-ll:00

Western Dealers Breakfast

Sales Meetings

presiding

Only)
N.WA Film Council Meeting
Sales Meetings
President's Reception and Annual NAVA
Ball (formal dress optional), Frank S.
Bangs, Frank Bangs Co., Wichita, Kansas, Hospitalit\

NAVA

a.m.- 8:1.5

Ribbon-Cutting Ceremony
of

Religious Council General Meeting

7:15

Sales Meetings

Opening

NAVA

Meeting
p.m. and after

City, California

Ladies Program
NAVA Educational Materials
Council Board Meeting

Grand

Sales Meetings

Tuesday, July 21

Legislative

Redwood

National Audio-Visual Association of Can-

Meeting

6:00

Treasurer's Report

a.m.

a.m.-12:00 noon

First

presiding
Ke\iiote Address (to be announced)
Multimedia presentation produced by
Clarion College, Clarion, Pa.

10:00
10:45

p.m. and after
p.m.

30 a.m.- 8:30 a.m.
30 a.m.-10:30 a.m.
30 a.m. -10:30 a.m.

Meeting

8:45

6:00
7:30

p.m.

Monday, July 20

Sales Meetings Begin

8:00 a.m.
9:00 a.m.
9:00 a.m.
Saturday, July 18
7:45 a.m.

p.m.- 7:00

ada General Meeting

NAX'A Membership Committee Meeting

7:00 p.m.
Friday, July 17
7:30 a.m.'

5:00
Executive Committee Meeting

Association

of

3:00

p.m. and after

Exhibits

Open

NA\'.\ Beard of Diiectors Luncheon,
Picture-Taking and Meeting
Sales Meetings

Meeting
Committee Meeting

of Directors

Management Council

Executive

Committee Meeting
8:30 a.m.-10:45
11:00 a.m.

a.m.

Sales Meetings

Audio-Visual Worship Service
(Famil\' Films will direct)

Open

12:00
12:30
1:00
2:00
3:00

noon- 6:00
p.m.
p.m.- 3:00
p.m.

p.m.

p.m.- 5:.30

p.m.

N.\\'A Training Board Luncheon
NA\'A A-V Systems Council Meeting
N.WA Religious Council Board Meeting
N.AVA Industr\- & Business Council

4:00

p.m.- 5:30

p.m.

N.-VV.A Resolutions

p.m.

E.xhibits

9:00

.Meeting

JUNE, 1970

CONCURRENT MEETINGS OF

A-V USERS

Monday, July 20
a.m.- 2:00

p.m.

11th

Annual

National

A-\'

Educational

Forum

Monday, July 20
9:00

a.m.- 5:30

p.m.

A-\'

Conference of Medical and

Allied

Sciences

Tuesday, July 21
Committee Meeting

9:00

a.m. -12:30

p.m.

Religious Audio-\'isual Conference
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INGENUICS, INCORPORATED
INSTRUCTIVE DEVICES, INC.
THE INSTRUCTO CORPORATION
INSTRUCTOMATIC, INCORPORATED

Exhibit Guide

a preliminary list of

is

readers planning to attend the
Park Hotel in Washington.

ACOUSTIFONE CORPORATION
ACOUSTRON CORPORATION
ADVANCE PRODUCTS

NAVA

1102
42-43

COMPANY

20-21-22-23

AGFA-GEVAERT INC.
1140
ALDA INSTRUMENTS LTD.
232
AMERICAN OPTICAL CORP.
67
AMPEX CORPORATION
ARION CORPORATION
147
AUDIOTRONICS
217-218-219-220
CORPORATION
258
AUTOMATA CORPORATION
1

A-V COMMUNICATIONS INC.

1142
107
263

AVEDEX INCORPORATED
A-V ELECTRONICS INC.
AVID CORPORATION, PM &

BAILEY

-

216

E Div.

convention July 18-21 at the Sheraton

EDUCATIONAL DIRECTION INC.
EDUCATIONAL ELECTRONICS INC.
(EMI) EDUCATIONAL /AANUFACTURING INC.
EDUCATIONAL PROJECTIONS CORP.
EDUCATIONAL SERVICES
EDUCATIONAL SOUND SYSTEMS, INC.
ELCO OPTISONICS DIV. ELCO CORP.

CORP.
FAMILY FILMS
FIBERBILT

NEWS

FULVU VISUALS COMPANY

GAMCO
FILM

ASSOCIATES

111

BASF SYSTEMS INC.

1116

BELL GROUP COMMUNICATIONS
INC.
236-237
BELL & HOWELL COMPANY
209-210211

CHARLES BESELER COMPANY
BETTER SELLING BUREAU

BOHN BENTON

1129
267

INC.

PHOTO PRODUCTS

FILMAGIC/DISTRIBUTOR'S GROUP, INC.
FILM

137
80

141

115
109
213

46
26
240
234
143
106
27
1157

INDUSTRIES, INC.

GBC/CCTV CORPORATION
GELLERT PUBLICATIONS
GENERAL ELECTRIC CO.

71

1103
254

GENERAL LEARNING CORPORATION
GESTETNER CORPORATION
GLADWIN EDUCATIONAL DIV.

251

GRAFLEX DIV. SINGER CO.
GRUBER PRODUCTS COMPANY

212

THE

271

1114
57-58
14

BORG-WARNER EDUCATIONAL
SYSTEMS

BOURGES COLOR CORPORATION

61

MILTON BRADLEY COMPANY
BRETFORD MANUFACTURING INC.
BUHL OPTICAL COMPANY
BUHL PROJECTOR CO., INC.
BUSCH FILM & EQUIPMENT CO.
CANON USA INC.
CAPITAL FILM LABORATORIES INC.
CASSETTES INTERNATIONAL
CATHEDRAL FILMS INC.
CHAMBERLAIN MANUFACTURING

1105
269-270
1147
1135
64
110
108
123
34

CORP.

CLASSROOM WORLD PRODUCTIONS
JACK C. COFFEY CO., INC.
COLUMBIA SCIENTIFIC INDUSTRIES

COMPCO CORPORATION

1166
37
48-49
1118
261

COMPREHENSIVE SERVICE CORP.

72

CONCORD COMMUNICATIONS
SYSTEMS

INC.

DICTATION DISC COMPANY
DECISION SYSTEMS INC.
DEPT. OF AUDIOVISUAL INSTRUCTION

DODWELL & COMPANY, LTD.
DOUBLEDAY MULTIMEDIA
DRAPER SHADE & SCREEN COMPANY
DU KANE CORPORATION
DYNAIR ELECTRONICS

1150
256
1133
227

53-54-55-56

INC.

DCA EDUCATIONAL PRODUCTS

INC.

45
145

207
131

112
1113
75
233
245

EASTMAN KODAK

COMPANY

201-202-203-204
264

EBERHARD FABER
EDUCATIONAL DEVELOPMENTAL
INC.

HOWE FOLDING

1163
140
243-244

FURNITURE

HUDSON PHOTOGRAPHIC

1151

1177
84

224
99

KART-RITE INC.

KEN-A-VISION MANUFACTURING CO.,
KEUFFEL & ESSER

KING SCREEN PRODUCTIONS
KLETT VIEWING INSTRUMENTS

KNOX MANUFACTURING COMPANY
LA BELLE INDUSTRIES, INC.
LAFAYETTE INSTRUMENT COMPANY
LEARNING THROUGH SEEING, INC.

L-W PHOTO, INCORPORATED

MACKENZIE LABORATORIES, INC.
MAGNA-SCREEN, INCORPORATED
MANHATTAN COLOR FILMSTRIP &

INDIVDUALIZED INSTRUCTION INC.
INFONICS, INC.

LAB,

105

83
1164
239
3

1106
1139
SLIDE

215

DIV.

MARSH STENCIL MACHINE COMPANY
78
CHARLES MAYER STUDIOS, INC.
60
230-231
MCNEFF INDUSTRIES, INC.
ROBERT C. MERCHANT COMPANY
266
MILLIKEN PUBLISHING

COMPANY

222-223
1153-1154
235
1132
MOODY INSTITUTE OF SCIENCE
MOTIVA, LTD.
250
39
MPC EDUCATIONAL SYSTEMS INC.

3M COMPANY
MODERN LEARNING AIDS

MPO VIDEOTRONIC PROJECTOR MFG.
1108
268
1168

CO.
MULTI-MEDIA CORPORATION
THE MURDOCK CORPORATION

35

CORP.

NEUMADE
IMPERIAL FILM CO., INC.
IMPERIAL INTERNATIONAL LEARNING

38
1178
1165
255
138-139

COMPANY

NATIONAL SCHOOL AND INDUSTRIAL

INDUSTRIES,

INC.

THE KALART CO., INC.

47

70
317
248

INDUSTRIES, INC.

NEWCOMB AUDIO PRODUCTS
NEW DIMENSIONS IN EDUCATION,
NORTH AMERICAN PHILIPS CORP.
NOVATRON, INCORPORATED

EXHIBIT HALL 1
SHERATON HALL
(BALLROOM LEVEL)

13

INC.

CYBERVOX SYSTEMS INC.
CYCLOMEDIA INCORPORATED
SCREEN CO.,

HARWALD COMPANY
HOFFMAN INFORMATION SYSTEMS
HOPPMANN CORPORATION

THE

29

77

CONCORDIA FILMS
COOPER FILMS AND RECORDS
CRAIG CORPORATION

DA-LITE

HAMENT CORPORATION
HAMILTON ELECTRONICS CORP.

1158

JAYARK CORPORATION

INC.

333

CAMERA & INSTRUMENT

FAIRCHILD

15
50-51

INTERNATIONAL AUDIO VISUAL, INC.
IRISH MAGNETIC TAPE

NAVA

exhibitors and their booth
numbers as available at our publication time. The exhibit area floor pan
and equipment shown on the following pages are intended as a guide for
Editor's note: This

335
260
30

tXITONLT

R

I

I

I

28
52
17-18
INC. 247

214
142

257
PACE INTERNATIONAL CORPORATION
24-25
PANASONIC VTR CCTV
PAULMAR, INCORPORATED
76

PENTAGON

INDUSTRIES,

INC.

63
206
PLASTIC PRODUCTS, INC.
66
62
PLASTIC REEL CORP. OF AMERICA
1109
PMS INDUSTRIES, INC.
1110
POLACOAT, INC.
1170
PROGRAMO, INC.
1143-1144
PROJECTION OPTICS COMPANY
319
PSYCHOTECHNICS, INC.
316
PUBLISHERS FOR CONVENTIONS
P

H ELECTRONICS

SCINTREX, INCORPORATED, Sharpe
Audio Div.

SHIBADEN CORP. OF AMERICA
ALLAN E. SHUBERT COMPANY
SHURE BROTHERS INC.
SMITH SYSTEM MFG. COMPANY
SONY CORP. OF
AMERICA
11191121-1
SONY SUPERSCOPE

SOUND-CRAFT SYSTEMS,

INC.

SPINDLER & SAUPPE, INC.

SPOKEN

ARTS, INC.

SQUIBB TAYLOR, INC.

STANDARD PROJECTOR & EQUIPMENT

OUATRON CORPORATION

226
73

QUICKSET, INCORPORATED

31-32-33
RADIANT CORPORATION
19
RCA CORPORATION
R-COLUMBUS PRODUCTS COMPANY,

129

INC.

RECORDED SALES VISUAL PRESENTATIONS INC.
RECORDEX CORPORATION
RHEEM CALIFONE

nil
238
1128-1125-1124

CO., INC.

THE STRONG ELECTRIC CORP.
SUPEREX ELECTRONICS CORP.

SYLVANIA ELECTRIC PRODUCTS, INC
TAPES UNLIMITED

TEACHING DYNAMICS
TEACHING TECHNOLOGY CORP.
TECHNAMATION, INC.
TECHNICOLOR, INC.
TELEMATION, INC.

SCHOOL PRODUCTS NEWS

COMMUNICATIONS
THORNE FILMS, INC.

SCOTT EDUCATION DIVISION
INCORPORATED

T.M. VISUAL INDUSTRIES, INC.
TV DOLLY-LITE SYSTEMS

TELEX

SEAL,

DIV.

1176

1970
Buyer's Guide
to

I

Audiovisual

Equipment
for

Business

&
Industry
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16mm

Motion Picture Projectors

16mm Analyzer Projector has
stop-motion, frame-by-frame features
with a precise automatic calibrated
timing control. Individual frames
may be projected indefinitely without burning or blurring the film.
Write Lafayette Instrument Company.
The

The A.V.E. Looper features no rewinding or rethreading after each
show. It can be relied upon for repetitive programming. The film looping device accepts up to 1200 feet
black and white film or 1100 feet
Other features are admotorized loop feed for
minimal film wear, quality sound,
heavy duty mechanism and simple
maintenance. It can be easily converted for standard 16mm projection.
Write A.V.E. Corporation.
color

film.

justable

The

Kodak Pageant Arc projector
delivers brilliant screen illumination
full-bodied sound and theater-quality performance. It features a highefficiency arc lamp and an outstanding sound system. The film
handling mechanism is gentle and
the sound drum is reversible so you
can go backwards and forwards instantly
without damage to film.
Write Eastman Kodak.

Kalart/Victor Model 82-25 MPR optical/magnetic projector features integral magnetic recording and playback capability. It incorporates a
full-power 25-watt RMS solid state
amplifier with matching circuitry for
the sound head, A sound level meter provides for visual setting of
controls and earphone jack permits
monitoring of recording input. It
also features safety film trips and
gentle pressure plate. Write The
Kalart Company, Inc.

The Athena 224 16mm sound projechas completely flicker-free provariable speeds, stop with no
loss of brilliance, push button single frame, high fidelity sound, heavyduty 100-2,000 ft. reel capacity, quiet
operation and bright sharp pictures.
tor

tion,

Write

RCA

Model

many

features. Easy

1600

L-W Photo,

Inc.

projectors offer
manual thread-

ing or an optional "Safe-Threader"
are available. An advanced optical
system provides brilliant pictures

and even more

light

can be achieved

with an optional f 1.4 lens, 1200
watt lamp and two-bladed shutter.
Optical sound pickup, transistorized
amplifier and built-in speaker provide excellent sound. Write RCA
Audio-Visual Products.

The Selecta-Frame 16N can stop acdead in its tracks or slow the
to

a

distortion,

crawl

loss

of

without
light

or

is

an

easily operated, portable double film
projector, designed for running picture and separate magnetic sound

track

in

perfect

sync.

magnetic film transport

The Palmer
combined

is

with a Graflex 800 projector for topquality picture and sound. The picture and sound can be run forward
or
reversed in perfect
interlock.
Track and picture relationship can
be shifted a frame at a time in
either direction. Write W. A. Palmer Films, Inc.

tion

action

The Palmer Interlock Projector

flicker,

damage

You can view each frame
as a slide. The projector has a removable control unit
for remote control at any distance,
to

film.

individually

quiet operation for lecturing, reverse
for fast
repeat showings. Built-in
sound is available. Write Traid Cor-

The Elmo projector is available in
three models. Choose between magnetic record/playback and optical
playback with slow motion, magnetic and optical playback with slow
motion, and optical playback only.
All
three models feature positive

poration.

lubrication oil circulation
Write Honeywell, Inc.

system.

The Royal Self-Threader passes and
protects
damaged film even if
sprocket holes have been ripped off.
It features the General
Electric EJL
24 volt

Halogen lamp which produces

twice the brightness of a 1000 watt
tungsten and yet generates less operating heat. All major parts are
modular units which can be quickly
replaced with simple tools. A

manual

model

is

also

available.

Write International Audio Visual.

JUNE, 1970

Two models of the 16mm Bauer P6
automatic sound projector now feature the Marc-300 lamp by General
Electric. This lamp delivers more
than 1600 screen lumens. The color
temperature of the Marc-300 is 5000
Kelvin, and produces brilliant color
pictures. A built-in dowser is standequipment. The tremendous
ard
light output solves the problem of
long throws and large picture size.
It also cuts through extraneous light.
Write Allied Impex.
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16mm

Projectors
Graflex 16 Arc Light Projector uses
the G-E Marc 300 quartz arc lamp

and
light

a

power supply unit for brilliant
screens. Other features

onto

are transistor amplifier, twin 5" oval
permanent magnet speakers, fumblefree film loading, pushbutton controls, an adjustable film gate, and
single lever reverse operation. Write
Graflex, Inc.

/O'
The

A.V.E.

Canary

is

an incandescent

projector with needle sharp picture
and optical or magnetic sound. It
features automatic loop setter, forward,
reverse,
s!ow
speed,
stop
frame, remote control. Write A.V.E.
Corporation.

^1

35 and "ZOmm

Technicolor's Model 1300 combines
the impact of Super 8 motion pictures with the portability of an
attache case. Use the 7" x 9Va
rear screen or switch to front projection for larger audiences. You
never need to thread or rewind film.
Just slip in the cartridge and push
the button. Cartridges are available
in
11 or 29 minute lengths. Write
Technicolor, Inc.

ver-

BIrns & Sawyer stop motion
projector is a good data analysis tool in various fields of scientific research. The projector allows
the serious frame-by-frame analysis
of important films over long periods
of time.
It
is
designed for highspeed instrumentation film, for projecting 35mm x-ray film from 8x10
inches to as large as 18 x 24 feet,
and when using the slow-moving
rate,
x-ray film may be analyzed

lighter in weight than

showing detail and even movement.

The

35mm

The Heurtier Dual Projector (which
can be used to project both Super 8
and standard 8mm size film) now

comes

in

an

sion which

all-transistorized

is

Projectors

previous models. The projector is
available in both sound and silent
automatic
features
versions
and
threading, nine speeds, still projection, quartz iodine lamp, piano-key
type switches and a voltage selecBeaution control. Write Cinema

Write Birns

&

Sawyer.

lieu.

The Bolex Multimatic combines the
advantages, simplicity and convenience of cartridge loading with the
features of a complete Super 8 projection system. It threads film from
reels automatically and rewinds one
film while another is being projected. Write Paillard Incorporated.

The Fairchild-Eumig
capable

711

Kodak cassette-type
It is one of a line of
film with a
to-image separation.
f:1.3. or optional f:1.0
8

a quartz halogen
into the projector

35mm or 70mm projection and
single-channel sound to a combinaand multichannel
projection
tion
sound. Write Westrex for information on a variety of presentation
equipment.

is

film cartridges.

8mm

projectors

sound,

plus-18 sound-

combines a
It
zoom lens with

lamp source.
is

design permits expansion of the basic

Eastman

magnetic

on

standardized

Super

projector

accepting

of

The Westrex 70 projection and sound
system is designed to handle both
j5mm and 70mm films. Its modular

Slide Projectors

and Accessories

Built

a recording sys-

tem with

a removable single unit
record play erase sound head. Write
Fairchild
Camera and Instrument
Corporation.

High Light triples the light output
Kodak Carousel projector. This
special modification retains all the
features of the projector with no
change to automatic focus, dissolve,
remote control and programmer inputs. The lamp life is 12 hours to
25 hours and is inexpensive to reWrite Presentation Techniplace.
of a

The Carena 8S8 Convertible sound
projector for both Super 8 and 8mm
offers high fidelity sound movies
for industrial, scientific and institutional
Heitz,

applications.

Write

cal

Aids,

Inc.

Karl

Inc.

The

CinemaSound

combines

slide

cassette tape deck and
Synch Pulse Generator in one integral unit with a screen built into
the cover. The unit is easily portable
and weighs only 17V2 pounds. A two
hour sound track, with volume sufficient for large audiences, can be
put on one cassette. The 500 watt
projector has a 100 slide capacity.
Write Creatron, Inc.
projector,

The

Bauer

single- system
sound projection
and semi-automatic threading of all
three 8mm formats and is completeprojector,

ly

T22,

self-contained.

provided,

a

offers

one

for
an
other
source. Mixing

for

is

Two

inputs

are

microphone, the
additional
sound
automatic,

recording.
sound-on-sound
Allied Impex Corporation.

as is
Write

Model

GK

Series slide projec-

any size slide and will
serve the smallest classroom or the
largest auditorium. Use any slide,
from 2" x 2V2" to SVi" x 4" as well
as Polaroid slides. Write American
Optical

JUNE, 1970

3690,

tor projects

Corporation.
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.

The Model 138-6 Multiple Dial Control System allows a Kodak RA-960

.

Random Access

continued

Slide Projectors

trolled

from

mote

locations.

control

and Accessories

focus,

and

Projector to be con3, or 4 different re-

Simple

forward,

switches

reverse,

on,

second access to any of
the 81 slides. Write Mast Developoff

ment
The

1, 2,

4

Co.

Buhl

1200 watt
professional
slide projector features a one piece
construction with the high volume
cooling blower mounted in the base
of the machine. An adjustable speed,
high
velocity
blower,
is
located

directly under the slide gate to provide proper cooling to both sides
of the slide. Speed of this blower
can be optimized for glass or cardboard mounted slides. Write Buhl
Optical Company.

The

Synchromatic

AV2000C

is

an

automatic, self contained, all-in-one
portable audiovisual
programming
center. It has complete recording
and playback capabilities with separate

sound and signal track. The
has a two hour capacity.

cassette

17'
10"
X
rear screen gives
sharp, bright daylight pictures. Write
T. M. Visual Industries, Inc.

The

The Dynamic Dissolve Slide Projection
System provides multi-speed
dissolves

plus a

variety

of

special

The Model 772

visual effects.

is

for

two Kodak Carousel or Ektagraphic
projectors. Also available is Model
770 for two Selectroslide projectors.
Write Spindler & Sauppe, Inc.

a flexible and compact
designed for projection
of slides in conference room, auditorium or theater size locations. The
wide choice of condensers and
lenses of its optical system permits
projection over distances as great
as 150 feet with image size as large
as 20.8 feet. Rack and Pinion focusing is fast and accurate over a

Slide King

The Kalavox System is a self-contained recording and playback unit,
complete with tray of forty AudioSlide cassettes. It sits atop a Carousel or Ektagraphic slide projector
and has facilities for voice, music,
signal cueing and automatic playback. Write The Kalart Company,
Inc.

large projection range. Write Charles

Beseler Company.

The

Hoppmann

makes

"talkies"

model

of

reel-to-reel

and

most

endless-loop tape recorders. Record
the narration and music as you cue
with the stroke of a pencil. Write
General Techniques, Inc.

The Modular Slide Projector offers
a wide choice of equipment modules
and accessories for various projection needs. The projector module
consists of the slide changer and
advance mechanism, the slide magazine and controls. Add any lamphouse module for an operational proWrite

Mark-Q-Matic

out of slides as easily as using a
pencil. It can be used with any make
or

jector.

is

instrument

Corp.

The Theaterama/one

The Narrator 850

is

a self-contained,

automatic
sound-slide
projection
system which enables you to create,
direct and produce your own audiovisual
presentations.
Select
any
of 35 mm slides; record up
one hour of audio material; program the magnetic tape; playback
a synchronized program. Continuous
loop is available for unattended
performance. Write Montage Produc-

is

a

self-con-

tained rear projection unit designed
to project slide images that stay
surrounding
bright
regardless
of
light conditions. It features an 18"
X 18" screen. Another model employs
two projectors for split-screen projection. Write Motiva, Ltd.

number
to

tions,

The Carovox cartridge sound base
for Kodak Carousel slide projectors
automatically advances slides and
shuts off at the end of a program.
The projector is easily mounted with
no modifications. The Carovox has
10 watts of

hi-fi

audio power. Write

Pro-Gramo, Inc.

\
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Inc.

The Busch big screen sound cineslide projector, Model 6-240SS is a
self-contained projection unit
with a 28" X 28" square plexiglass
screen permitting the use of super
slides,
instamatic slides, horizontal and vertical 35mm slide formats.
The unit employs the self-focusing
Kodak Carousel Model-850 slide projector and the Orrtronics SyncroRecorder tape recorder. The unit
has an 80 slide capacity and can be
controlled automatically by an inaudible signal recorded on the tape.
also
Busch
manufactures
many
other self-contained projection devices. Write Busch Film & Equipfully

ment Company.

BUSINESS SCREEN

The AVS-500 Projection Sound System combines a Nore co Cassette
Tape Player and a Kodak Ektagraphsolid-state

pro-

grammer which handles syncro

slide

ic

Projector with

a

advance signals from the tape deck
to the projector. It has manual or
automatic shutoff. A simp e pulser
unit, the AVE-500 "P" is available
for those who wish to "beep" their
own tape programs. Write Audio Vis-

a 35mm sound/
featuring front
and rear screen projection and Unipak cartridge, with the capability
of removing the sound track and replacing it with other sound without disturbing filmstrip. The unit is

The Mastermatic
filmstrip

I

is

projector,

capable of response. Write EIco

cilso

Optisonics.

ual Systems, Inc.

Decision

System's

Model

80

The Sentinel

16

is

a

point-of-pur-

chase, continuous, sychronized tapefilmstrip audiovisual unit with 9%"
X 13%" screen. It uses single unit
tape and 16mm film cariridge. It
comes with built-in Polacoat screen.
Write La Belle Industries, Inc.

slide

projector provides push button selection of any of 80 slides with an
average selection time of 1.5 seconds. It is also available with auto
focus and fade dissolve. Another
model, the Caro-Beam produces 4000

lumens. Write Decision Systems, Inc.

The

Ganz

slides

Super

900

can

project

onto screens up to 35
with even illumination

feet

wide
and
good image quality. It is available
as a continuous feed or random access machine and can be programmed to perform 6 different
functions simultaneously. Write de
Martin Marona

&

Associates.

The DuKane Cassette A-V Matic
combines the Cassete with filmstrip for a versatile and easy to use
audio visual unit. It operates automatically from a 50Hz inaudible cue
signal recorded on the sound track.
Picture and sound can be stopped
and a push-button filmstrip advance
allows you to use the projector as
a previewer. Film is automatically
rewound and ready for re-use. The
unit provides excellent
X

The Synchroplayer, an AC-operated

7

sound

fidel-

on a 9"
screen. Write DuKane Corpora-

and

ity

a

brilliant

picture

tion.

cassette slide filmstrip synchronizprovides complete separation between narration tracks and projector cue tracks, thus preventing signal bleed and crosstalk. Write North
American Philips Corporation.

er,

Kodak

The

Adapter

Carousel

ject

The

slide synchronizer that will woik
with any type or kind of tape recorder, records and plays back an inaudible cue on the same track as the
narration to automatically trigger a
slide change. The Mentor MK IV Synchronizer is a unit designed to interface a slide projector with any existing recorder. Write Saunders Asso-

A

Ektagraphic Filmstrip
enable the Ektagraphic

slide projector to prosingle-frame filmstrips,
ranging in lengths from 2 to 150
frames. The adapter projects first
and last frame with no leader required because the sprocket mechanism is in the gate. Write Eastman

or

Ektagraphic
Slide
Projector
(Model AF) provides automatic focusing so quickly it is difficult to detect on the screen. The mechanism
starts to operate before the picture
hits the screen. F 2.8 lenses are
standard on the model AF and the
tungsten-halogen lamp with built-in
reflector lasts twice as long as a
conventional tungston lamp. Write
Eastman Kodak.

will

35mm

Kodak.

Robot

Giant-Screen Reader-Projecprovide daylight viewing on
or
projection
of
built-in
screen
35mm filmstrips and slides, microfilm, micro-fiches and 16mm film.
360 rotating film carrier offers horizontal or vertical viewing. Top quality lenses with fine adjustments permit critical, instant focusing. Efficient cooling system protects film
or slides. Write Karl Heitz, Inc.
tors

Showoff/Soundoff is a total packFilmstrip and slide projector
teams up with cassette tape playback unit and a fitted case com-

ciates, Inc.

age.

screen.
self-contained
includes: TMC
pocket projector, cassette tape playback or recorder, TMC filmstrip
adapter, snap-on cartridges, fitted
screen.
self-contained
and
case
Write T. M. Visual Industries, Inc.
plete

The

Filmstrip Projectors
The McClure CSM-AP model portable
projector/cassette player

is

transis-

with

total

package

torized to give immediate sound, as
well as quality reproduction. The
tape unit, as part of the projector,

includes an A/C converter and will
operate on 4 C-cell batteries. The
tape cassette loads instantly into
the playback player. There is no
need for threading. The cassette can
be removed without any rewind of
tape. Write McClure Projectors, Inc.

JUNE, 1970

The Courier

16 is a portable, continuous, synchronized tape-filmstrip
audiovisual unit. It uses single unit
tape and 16mm film cartridge and

has a built-in Polacoat screen and
operates with 117 volt AC. Write
La Belle Industries, Inc.
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American Optical's wide
is this opaque
projector,
which features precise
rack and pinion focusing. It can
project a variety of inexpensive materials
maps, texts, photos, mag-

Included
range of

Filmstrip Projectors
confinued

.

in

projectors

.

.

azines, charts, newspapers, etc.
.
in true color and sharp, clear defi.

Viewlex's series of automatic sound
filmstrip
projection
equipmjnt
comes with cassette players specifically designed to provide operFully
automatic
ating
simplicity.
Viewlex Cassette Sight & Scund
Teaching Station/Sound Filmstrip
Viewers are useful teaching tools
applicable to many areas of instruction. Write Viewlex Inc.

The Associate, an automatic sound
projection
settes,

stant

system

with

tape

cas-

transistorized to deliver insound and quality reproducis

You can record your own sound
inaudible advance signals for
automatic projection of filmstrips
and slides. Write McClure Projectois,
tion.

and

.

nition. It produces light with uniform
edge-to-edge
coverage
and
weighs 29 lbs. Write American Opti-

cal

Corporation.

The

Technifax overhead projector
has a ten year guarantee. It is capable of projecting an image ranging
from 28" to 25 wide. It is rugged,
durable, easy to operate and is designed to produce a bright, sharp
image in a lighted classroom, hall
or auditorium. Used with an economical 750 watt, 500-hour DGH lamp
in
the classroom, it will produce
2600 lumens of light. With a more
powerful 1000 watt DFT lamp, it will
produce 3600 lumens of light. It has
a tough scratch and dent-resistant
body. Write Technifax Corporation.

Inc.

The Buhl Mark

The

Audlscan

16mm

continuous

i

loop filmstrip projector and sychronized audio tape system can be

programmed for up to 25 minutes of
sound and 225 visuals in a single
cartridge. It weighs less than I2V2
pounds and has a SVa" x 7" screen.
Cartridges need no rewinding and
are ready for instant replay. Picture advance can be programmed
at 5 frames per second for stop-

action effects. Another feature is a
manual hold and picture advance.
Write Audiscan, Inc.

IV's high speed, color
corrected 18" focal length lens combines with highly polished mirrors
to give the brightest, clearest picture.
The platen moves up and
down, not the projector. The low
silhouette does not interfere with
the student's ability to see the
screen. Convenient handle makes it
easy to move projector. The Buhl
Mark IV features cool and quiet air
flow system and with a V2 turn of
the elevation knobs, the projector
automatically locks into the desired
position. Write Buhl Projector Company, Inc.

11^

\

n w

CJ

The Vu-Lyte II projects anything
opaque. All lenses are color corcoated anastigmat for oversharp image, with Double Rack
and Pinion focusing. It has a universally adjustable platen, high luminosity optical system that delivers 140 lumens for uniform prorected,

The 150 watt Prima filmstrip projector has a chromed steel stand that
doubles as a tilting device and carrying handle. The projector can be
tilted up to 30-. A fast, wide angle
lens

permits

big

all

in small
Photographic

pictures

areas. Write Hudson
Industries, Inc.

(

jection,

built

i*^

completely

projection
lbs.

pointer,

The Vu-Lyte

constructed

is

wrought
and riveted aluminum, contoured to
closely surround the optical path.
Write Charles

Opaque & Overhead

in

and weighs 29

of

Beseler Company.

Projectors

The low silhouette Mark
projector features an
tical

The
head

OHBF

16

projector
features
1600

Xenolite model overis

10'/2

x

IO1/2".

It

watt
ozone-free
Xenon, 2000 hour average life. Current is 60Hz and brightness is 4 to
10 times that of standard overhead
projectors.
Dichroic
cold
mirror.
Lens on the 0HBF16 Xenolite is 1440". Write Christie Electric Corporation, Xenolite Division.
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system and

a

IV

opaque

improved op-

number

of

mech-

anical design changes. It combines
a high-speed, color-corrected 18" focal length lens with a system of
quality polished mirrors to give a
bright, clear picture. Focusing is
accomplished by a precision rack-

and-pinion mechanism for maximum
resolution. Improved depth of field
gives sharpness when projecting 3dimensional
objects.
Write
Buhl
Projector Company.

BUSINESS SCREEN

Hoppmann

Corporation's

Series

The Model

85

corder

Professional Overhead Transparency
Projector with offset optics wiM
operate in both front and rear projection apphcations. Its lamp house
and optical system provide a high
level of illumination with a minimum of corner fall-off. Since fresnel
lenses are not used, the projected

image

free

is

of

distortion.

screen.

Up

3000

to

lumens can be

achieved with a single long life
tungsten halogen lamp. Write Hopp-

mann

Corporation.

t»

projector
Carrl-Vue overhead
all die cast aluminum re-

The

\-

features
inforced

components,
and
body
chromium and aluminum trim, an
exterior

ma

of

finish

dized

head

two-tone

and an

attractive

interior

gineering
full

in

Compatible with 16
cameras, it records sound
synchronization with film
use.

It is a solid state full track,
battery operated recorder with four
Write Tandberg of
tape heads.

America, Inc.

The VM

Model 780AV
reel-to-reel

half-track

recorder.

It

is

monaural

portable

tape

accommodates standard

reels. The Audio Active function
psrmits use of the microphone while
the recorder is in playback mode.
Interpolated comments are heard in
the same "sound environment" as
the recorded material. Several other
models are available. Write VM Cor7"

poration.

per-

The Model 310 continuous-loop tape
unit combines recording and playback capabilities, providing sound

of anon-

—

presentations

visual

for

involving

any standard slide, filmstrip, or 8mm
movie projector. The 310 uses stan-

35

Industries,

portable tape re-

speed.

elevation capability. The
lens is special corrected wide angle
light emission. Write T. M. Visual

free

11-1-P

made especially for procameramen and audio en-

35mm

and

metal parts. The projection
dust
completely sealed

is

—

fessional

High

quality mirrors, condensor and projector lenses are used to insure a
sharp image and an exceptionally
even field with less than 10% light
over
the
entire
variation
level

is

dard Fidelipac tape cartridges. Write
Audlon.

Inc.

Bell and Howell Model 2433 is a
tri-head stereo tape deck capable of

The
all

special

effects

ber.

Tape Recorders & Accessories

It

visible

— sound-on-sound,

echo chamAudio Eye, a
light
monitor confidence

sound-with-sound,
features

and

the

which assures that the unit

is

func-

tioning in the mode selected. It
recording
separate
features
also

The Nagra IV V4" tape synchronous
sound recorder has added many

head

confidence

lights

to

monitor
chan-

the record function for each
nel. Write Bell & Howell.

features while retaining the features
of the Nagra III. Write Nagra Magnetic Recorders, Inc.

Fi-Cord is a lightweight (27 ounces)
compact, portable dictater which fits
snugly into the palm of the hand
and offers easy 1-2-3 push button

The Sound-0-Matlc converts most remote control slide projectors into
synchronized sound/slide audiovisual systems. Available as playback
models as well as programmer models. Also available with a two pulse
system for total response and will
operate a Kodak MFS-8 projector.
Write

EIco

record-rewind-listen.
for
operation
Pinpoint digit-counter, fast forward
and fast rewind permit place finding and indexing. Write Karl Heitz,
Inc.

Optlsonlcs.

complete, self-paced learning
is
centered around a programming cassette tape recorder.
recorder,
combines
system
The
pulser, integrater and playback in a
Write
unit.
four-pound
compact
Howe Folding Furniture, Inc.

This

system

The model LP923C cassette deck

is

available in playback only or playback record. Among many features
are 2 cassette transports per unit,
back to back rack mounting, four
program sources, automatic recue

by photo sensing and
capstan motor. Write

synchronous

Rheem

Cali-

fone.

The Model 2605 miniature portable
The

Command

uses the

Performer

System

reliability of digital signals

control the unmanned operation
of projectors and environments. In a
remote control set up the digital signals are transmitted from the lecto

to the projection booth on a
single, low voltage cable. Adding the
Command Recorder to the system

turn

the signals can be
rectly

onto

Write Arion

JUNE, 1970

Va"

programmed
magnetic

Corporation.

di-

tape.

an "electronic
is
pocket or briefcase.
features built-in microphone, sep-

cassette

recorder

notebook"
It

arate
digital

for

speaker, instant-reset
counter, low battery warning

built-in

lamp and automatic level control.
Powered by penlight batteries or an
recharge kit, the unit records and plays back up to one hour
with standard C-60 cassettes (longer
with extended play cassettes). Write
Craig Corporation.
optional
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The Shure Solo-Phone (Model SA-1)
is a stereo headphone amplifier de.

signed for use with a record player,
tape recorder, or FM tuner to create
a
private
personal high fidelitystereo listening system. Write Shure

.

continued

Brothers, Inc.

Tape Recorders & Accessories
Videotape Recorders
The Model 130 cassette tape recorder has a special locking pause
instant
interrupcontrol
allowing
tion for response or discussion. It
is equipped with standard jacks for
the microphone and auxiliary inputs
and a standard output jack for a
headset, external speaker or headset
listening system. Write Audiotronics

Concord has

introduced four timelapse videotape recorders which will
record continuously from six to 48!
hours and play back the information immediately on a single 40minute tape. Applied to business,
education, security or science, the
time-lapse capability offers an im-

Corporation.

proved method for analyzing producperformance, etc. Write
Concord Communications Systems.
tion, events,

The Telex duplicator, model 235CS,
consists of an open reel master
transport and cassette slave modules. Each module contains three
cassette

Both

transports.

A

master

drives with the master operating at
15 and 7.5 ips, and the cassette
at

7.5

and

3.75

ips.

instant

playback,

slow

or stop action video disk re-

corder which can be plugged-in to
any CCTV or video monitoring system records a 10 or 20 second segment for immediate playback at
speeds adjustable from 2 to 60
frames per second. Write Newell

and slave transports feature twospeed hysteresis synchronous motor

slaves
Telex.

low-cost,

motion

Write

Industries, Inc.

A cassette recorder pulser and dusystem has been designed
duplicate
produce and
tape
cassettes incorporating an inaudible 50Hz signal for advancing DuKane's
Cassete
Sound Filmstrip
plicator

The VideoRover

to

battery-operated Vz" VTR
system that can be carried and operated by one person. It consists of
a hand-held video camera connected
to a shoulder-or-back carried Videocorder. The latter records and plays
back picture and sound. Write Sony
Corporation.

Projectors.

portable,

The unit also serves for
monaural
recording

conventional

and duplicating. Write DuKane Corporation.

The Palmer Television Film Recordproduces 16mm film from videotape playback, broadcast, or closed
circuit transmission. The system includes a camera, monitor, and integral sound recording unit. The camera incorporates a patented shutter
designed to eliminate the shutter
bar problem. Its transport features a
fixed register pin to provide unusual
film steadiness and the fast pull
down rate insures complete picture
information and maximum resolution. 1200 foot or 2400 foot magazines
available.
Write
W.A.
are
er

Sound Equipment
The Vocal Master is
sound system capable

packaged
of meeting

a

professional requirements as either
portable or permanently installed
system.
Features
include a V.U.
Meter,
low
impedance
Cannon
connector microphone inputs and a
microphone level output with impedance selector switch. Write Shure
Brothers, Inc.
a

The Model
er

50 four-speed record play-

designed
classroom.

is

for

use

in

auditorium

It
or
features reliable
solid-state circuitry, built-in 9" high

pause control
base treble control, heavyduty turntable and motor assembly,
counterbalanced tone arm, external
jack and convenient auxiliary electrical
outlet. Write Standard
Projector and Equipment Company, Inc.
fidelity type speaker,
lever,

Palmer Films,

i

Inc.
i

II

is

a

completely

This four drawer cassette storage
cabinet holds 216 cassettes. It is all
and has removable
steel-welded
drawers with built-in backstops and
fibre dividers. Other models hold
over 2,000 cassettes. Write Neumade
Products Corporation.

Projection Tables, Stands,
Storage, Etc
.

.

.

up to 3,200 2"
plastic see-through
are easily located In

The Luxor 88SV
X

2"

folios

slides

which

files

in

indexed, hinged envelopes. A
viewer mounts on the door of the file
so slides can be studied as they
are retrieved. Soft, heat-free illumination is provided for selection
and viewing. Write Jack C. Coffey
160

Co., Inc.

This versatile VTR cabinet provides
5^'4 cubic feet of safety locked storage. This allows ample storage for
tapes, cables, tripod, and
supplies. The unit may be
used in either stand-up or sit-down
Write Advanced Products
position
Company for a wide variety of stands

camera,
other

and tables.

filing cabinets store
cassettes per drawer. Modular
design permits lock-stacking to meet
needs. Cabinets and
storage
all
drawers are constructed of heavy

These cassette
174

gauge
have

full

new Wheelit models transport
one inch and half-inch video equipment. Both feature complete interchange of tape deck and monitor
unit positions. Ball bearing wheels
and swivel casters make mobility
easy. Write Gruber Products Com-

TvKO

drawers
extension arms. Write H.

welded

steel

and

Wilson Corporation.

pany.

r
The 700 Presidential series

made

of

lec-

walnut veneer,
hand-sanded and hand-rubbed. Stanequipment includes digital
dard
terns

is

of

The Project-0-Stand folds for complete one-hand portability. Legs lock
into place and are threaded to screw
into the casting for 100%
Any vibration of the projecabsorbed by large rubber leg

clock, non-glare fluorescent lamp,
ash tray and casters. Options include
adjustable height control and self-

directly

contained sound system. Removable
work surface allows quick access

tips.

for

rigidity.

tor

is

Write

Welt/Safe-Lock,

Inc.

installation of controls for oper-

ation

of

projectors,

etc. Write

lights,

screens,

Van San Associates.

Smith

System's lectern-desk is a
standard 30" high until the built-in
lectern is raised to a choice of four
heights for use with the overhead
projector. Write Smith Systems Manufacturing Company for a variety of
audiovisual resource center equip-

These heavy duty projection tables
feature plastic laminated tops which
are burn-proof, anodized aluminum
edging with raised retaining lip, polished
aluminum legs and ny on
adapters for casters which eliminates metal to metal contact. A
large

variety

of

tables

is

ment.

available

from Kart-Rite, Inc.

The Ampli-Vox Sound Column Lec-

Gitzo collapsible stand and
heavy duty platform support Slide,
Super 8, 8mm or 16mm projectors.

The

Write

JUNE, 1970

Karl

Heitz,

Inc.

tern features an output to tape recorder, a separate on off switch and
integrated circuitry in the amplifier
design. It is a complete public address system and both reading table
and pedestal are finished in walnut
Formica. 10 flashlight batteries power the 25 watt solid state amplifier.

A professional dynamic cardiod microphone and six full fidelity 5"
speakers are supp'ied. An AC adapter and reading lamp are available.
Write Chambron Electronics.
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A-V Equipment
continued
Carl-Vision,

Tables, etc

.

.

a table-top, rear-screen
projection unit, designed for use
with Kodak Carousel projectors, re-

.

quires a minimum of preparation
and limited space. The unit produces bright, clear pictures on a
196 square inch screen. Write Radiant Corporation.

Lock-stacking cassette cabinets ofmaximum capacity in minimum
space. Each drawer holds 48 cassettes. These cabinets are of sturdy
steel construction. Write Wallach &
Associates, Inc.
fer

The Kodak Ektallte projection screen

made

is

inum

curved
turn,

Screens & Accessories
This
portable
tripod
projection
screen has an overall picture area
of 64 square feet. It features the
Color Magic surface and is engineered to provide the largest possible screen surface combined with
the portability of a heavy-duty tripod mounting. For overhead projection, there is an optical Color Magic
Mat White non-gloss surface. Both
surfaces are flame and mildew resistant. Write Da-Lite Screen Co.

alumlaminated to a spherically
fiberglass she'l which, in
of a specially treated

foil

is

mounted

in

a

lightweight,

frame. It is rigid
and comes equipped with an admounting
bracket.
justable
The
screen reflects more light per unit
and directs virtually all of it into
the space occupied by the audience. It is slightly curved, thus e'iminating the "hot spot" effect encountered with flat reflective sirfaces. Write Eastman Kodak Company.

metal

vinyl-clad

Film

& Tape Handling Equipment
The Model 9000 automatic selfthreading inspection machine can
be operated simply and effectively
without need for pre-training or previous experience. With its variable
inspection speed and immediate rewind the normal daily output of a
single console inspection center has
been raised. The Automatic Hot
Splicer is standard equipment. The
defect sensitivity monitor verifies
detector operation after every Inspection cycle. Write Paulmar, Inc.

The Mini Theater comes with a copper finish leatherette case with unbreakable acrylic screen and builtin

Closed it measures 9"
Write Polacoat, Inc.

mirror.

12".

x

The Desk-Top Viewer gives a bright,
high quality image when viewed
from any angle, even in bright light.
It can be used with any Technicolor
Super 8 silent projector equipped
with the 10mm wide angle lens.
12"

Picture size is
diagonally. Write
The Ealing Corporation.

The 1600 16mm Viewer Editor has
4

4" X 3

1

a
3" screen for easy view-

1

ing and weighs 10 pounds.
Maier-Hancock Sales, Inc.

Write

The Nomad projection screen can be
in
used
large
classrooms,
team
teaching areas, or any room where
a screen might be needed at more
than one location. Extruded aluminum ceiling track is formed at the
factory

to

fit

exact

layout

plan.

FilMaglc
lubricates

It

16

cleaner

and

cleans

8mm

film,

and
and

magnetic-video tape (Vi" or IVz").
weighs only 12 lbs, occupies 14
It
inches of space, has straight-line
silicone
FilMaglc
and
threading
tapes. One on-off switch activates
the entire unit, and its vacuum base
secures position. Write FilMagic/
Distributor's Group, Inc.

can be installed on any type of ceiling. Available in 4 sizes from 5' sq.
to 8' sq. Write Diaper Shade and
Screen Company.

A

film

projection screen designed
any sound slide projection system is excellent for desk top pre-

The

sentation,

cated

rear

for

individual
training
or
slide editing. An 8" x 9" format for
square or vertical picture can be

of

accommodated. The

be

pounds.
Inc.
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Write

weighs 2
Vis-U-Line Systems,
unit

M-2500
of

is

high-fidelity

dlers.

the

Hamton

most

sophisti-

Engineer's
magnetic tape

line

han-

The tape handling units can
both
in
simp'e media

used

presentations, or can be coupled
with other sophisticated audiovisual hardware. Write Hamton Engineering Associates, Inc.

BUSINESS SCREEN

The

Amphicolor

1000, an all solid
color television projector
compatible with all existing sys-

state
IS

full

tems.

transformer voltage confeatured in Gryphon's line of
powered film rewinds offers safe
fully controlled fi.m winding, Write
Gryphon Corp.

provides

brightness
screen
Write Amphicon Systems, Inc.
It

sharpness

The "linear torque" servo motor
combined with a smooth stepless

large

for

and
use.

variable

troller

Special Purpose Equipment
The Cine-X16 makes possible

16mm

presentations at light levels
ously obtainable only with

35mm

projectors.

Dynamics
mixed-media
Teaching
sound projection system permits single framing of Super 8 film electronically. The model TD-301 makes
it possible to program and combine
any slide projector with remote capability with a model MFS-8 Super 8
movie projector. The operator can
record his own sound and cue his
own program. Write Teaching Dynamics.

Related Equipment

previ-

The Xenon lamp affords
Program Director can
ten channels of information when used with most com-

The

ozone free operation and has an
average lamp life of 2000 hours.

PD-10

control

Write Optical Radiation Corporation.

up

to

available

mercially

tape

recorders.

produces momentary pulses that
control the making or breaking of
a circuit. With an accessory relay,
It

Mono-Stereo

is a three dimensional
projection sysie.Ti v.hlch operaies
with a
formats: ordinary movies,
slides and projectors. The outfit consists of a projection beam converter,
light
weight po arizing spectacles
and a silver (aluminized) screen. A
separate system makes the same effect possible without glasses. Write
Van Der Leelie Film Systems.

will

it

I

command

functions

such

projector,

lights,

constant on/off
motion picture
etc. Write RSVP/

as

Inc.

The Media Mix Programmer is a 27channel aiidio-visual control device
designed specifically to automate
multi-screen Dynamic Dissolve presentations,

but

applicable

to

other

mixed media shows requirements. It
is
compact and low priced. Write
Spindler & Sauppe, Inc.

The Motorola Teleplayer is easy to
use. The EVR cartridge, containing
50 minutes of black and white or 25
minutes of color programming, is

The

programmer

MP-25

accurately

controls on and off functions for as
nany as 50 Carousel projectors in
dissolve, as well as motion picture
projectors, tape recorders, etc. Pro-

slipped
threads

onto
the
spindle.
Film
automatically. Pictures are
sharp and clear. Write Motorola
Systems, Inc., or CBS Electronic
Video Recording.

gramming

accomplished

is

simply

punching

out holes in a cue
card. Write Visual Environments, Inc.

by

The

Christie Xenolite, shown here
with the Beseler 3V4" x 4" slide projector,
gives
brightness about 7
times that of the projector with a
standard 750 watt projection lamp.
The 900 watt ozone-free Xenon lamp
has a 2000 hour average life. Write
Christie Electric Corp.

This rugged heavy-duty, AC-powered
cassette recorder with built-in slidefilmstrip synchronizer has a fullsized,
heavy flywheel, a large-diameter, sturdy capstan and a longlife AC motor. The slide synchronization unit uses a 60-cycle signal to
activate the tripping
mechanism.
Use of the 60-cycle frequency mini-

mizes cross-talk between narration
and sync signal tracks. A wide
selection of Wollensak recorders is
available.

SEE PAGES

66-67

FOR COMPLETE

Write

3M

Company.

The Series 70 Multi-Media Terminal
is

designed

for

random access

DIRECTORY TO AUDIOVISUAL EQUIPMENT

MANUFACTURERS MENTIONED ON THESE PAGES

the

simultaneous

retrieval

and display

of standard 2x2 slides, 35mm strip
films (cassette loaded) and Super 8

sound motion pictures on a single
rear projection screen. An integrated
cassette tape recorder and dial access
audio
system provide full
stereophonic reproduction and synchronized

preslide/filmstrip-tape
sentations. Write Hoppmann Corp.
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A-V Equipment

Cue-Slide
Programmer is a
synchronizer which will work
with any remote controlled slide or
filmstrip projector and any stereo
tape recorder. Write The Klitten

The

slide

Related Equipment

Company,

Inc.

^--^^

Media Master 600 is a completely automated solid state electronic programmer for multi-media,

The

multi-screen, multi-image audio visual presentations. Write Bill Stokes

This custom audiovisual control system will control any combination of

Associates.

2x2

slide projectors, 16mm motion
picture projector, filmstrip projector,
tape recorder, CCTV, lights, drapes
and telephone intercom. Write Deci-

sion Systems, Inc.

Buyer's Guide to Audiovisual Equipment Manufacturers
A.V.E. Corporation, 250 W. .54th
St., New York, N.Y. 10019; 212757-0552.
Advance Products Company, 2300
E. Dougla.s Ave., P.O. Box 217S,
Wichita, Kan.sa.s 67201; .316-;3634231. NA\'A booth 20-23.
Allied Impex Corp., 168 Glen Cove
Rd., Carle Place, N.Y. 11514.
American Optical Corp., Eggert
Rd., Buffalo, N.Y. 14215; 716895-4000. NA\'A booth 232.
Ampex Corporation, 2201 Estes
Ave., Elk Grove Village, 111.
312-9.56-1800.
60007;
NAVA
booth 67.
Amphicon Systems, Inc., 175 Cedar Lane, Teaneck, N.J. 07666;
201-692-1060.
Arion Products Corp., 825 Boone
Avenue, No. HoUvvvood, Calif.
21.3-877-1.308.
91605;
NAVA
booth 147.
Arriflex Corp. of America, 25-20
Expvvv
Brookhn-Queens
W.,
VVood.side, N.Y. 11377.
'

Audio Visual Systems,

Street,
Denver,
80277; 303-388-4664.

Colo.

Audion Division, Columbia Scientific Industries, P.O. Bo.x 6190
3625 Bhie.stein Blvd., Austin,
Texas 78702; 512-926-1.530.

Audio Visual Research,

Inc.,

205

Kingsmill St., Panipa, Texas
79065; 664-325.
E.

Audiotronics Corp., 7428 Bellaire

No.

HolKwood,

213-877-1.308.

91605;
booth 217-

Calif.

NAVA

220.
Inc.,

1414

1.30th

St..

N.E.. Bellevue, Wash. 98004; 206-

454-0694.

&

Howell Co., Video

&

Audio

Products Div., 7100 McCoimick
Rd., Chicago. 111. 60645; 312262-1600. NAVA booth 209-211.
Charles Beseler Co., 219 S. 18th
St., Ea.st Orange, Calif. 07018;
201-676-6500.
NAVA booth
1129.
Bims & Sawyer, Inc., 1026 N.
Highland Ave., Los Angeles,
Calif. 900.38; 213-466-8211.
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Screen &
Bradley

Projector

Co.,

Avenue,

San

Francisco, Calif.
Bohiv Benton Inc., 1 10 Roosevelt
Plaza,
Mineola,
N.Y.
11.501;
516-747-8585. NAVA booth 251.
Buhl Optical Co., 1009 Beech Ave.,
Pittsburgh, Pa. 1.5233; 412-3210076. NAVA booth 1147.

Buhl

Projector

Co.,

1776

New

Highwav,

Farmingdale,
N.Y.
516-29.3-9.500.
11735;
NAVA
booth 1135.
Busch Film & Equipment Co.,
214 S. Hamilton, Saginaw, Mich.
517-793-3363.
48602;
NAVA
booth 64.
CBS Electronic Video Recording,
51 W. 52nd St., New York, N.Y.
10019.
'

Chambron

Electronics,

Ave.. Ehnhurst.

111.

845 Larch
60126; 312-

279-3600.
Christie

Electric

Box

Corp., P.O.

60020,
Los
Angeles,
90060; 213-7.50-1151.

Calif.

94103; 2I3-S72-2680.
Jack C. Coffey Co., Inc., 104 Lake

View

Ave.,

60085.

NAVA

Waukegan,

111.

booth 48-49.

Compco

Corporation,
1800 N.
Spaulding, Chicago, 111. 60647;
312-384-1000. NAVA booth 261.

Concord Communications Systems,
Concord Electronics CoriJ-, 1935
Armacost Avenue, Los Angeles,

NAVA

Martin-Marona & Associates,
33 W. 54th St., New York, N.Y.
212-765-.37.30.
1 00 10;
Draper Shade & Screen Co., Spiceland, Ind. 47385; 317-987-3605.
NAN'A booth 75.

de

DuKane
St.

Corp., Audio \'isnal Div.,
Charles, HI. 60174; 312-.584-

NAVA

2300.

213-478-2.541.
90025;
booth 77.

booth 233.

The Ealing Corp., 2225 .Massachu.settes
Ave., Cambridge, Mass.
02140; 617-491-5870.
Company,

Kodak

Eastman

Street,

14650;
booth 201-204.

Elco Optisonics Corp., Montgomervville.
Pa.
18936; 215-3680111. NAVA booth 21.3.

Eumig,

W.

Inc., 101

York,

31st

St.,

10001.

N.Y.

N.Y.

516-938-9600.
11803;
booth 46.

FilMagic The Distributor's Group,
P.O. Box 9.3.584, 204 14th St.,
N.W., Atlanta, Ga. 30318; 404874-1661. NAVA booth 234.
Geiiarco, Inc., 97-04 Sutphin Blvd.,
Jamaica, N.Y. 11435; 658-58.50.

General Electric Co., Photo Lamp
Div., Nela Park, Cleveland, Ohio

44112; 266-2187.
1103.

NAVA

1.3088; 456-22.37.

Graflex,

Inc.,

East

66

Midland Ave., Paramus, N.J.
201-261-8900.
NAVA
07652;
booth 207.

Inc.,

1270
N.Y.

3750 Monroe Ave-

nue. Rochester, N.Y. 14603; 716booth 57-5S.
586-2020.

NAVA

Gruber Products

Co.,

P.O.

Box

Toledo, Ohio 43613; 419474-2261. NAVA booth 14.
.5.556,

Gryphon

Corp.,

101

E.

Avenue, Burbank,
91.502; 213-845-7807.
Anita

Hamton Engineering

Santa
Calif.

73T

Corp.,

Providence Hwy., Nor%NOod, Mass. 02062.
The Harwald Company, 1245 Chicago Ave., Evanston, 111. 60202;
312-328-7070. NA\'A 243-244.
Karl Heitz, Inc., 979 Third Ave.,
New York, N.Y. 10022; 212421-5220.
Systems,
Information
Hoffman
2626 Peck Rd., Monrovia, Calif.
91016; 442-0123. NAVA 1151.
Photographic
Inc.,
Honeywell,
Products Div., P.O. Box 1010,
Littleton, Colo. 80120; .30.3-7714700.
Hoppmann Corp., 5410 Port Roval
Rd., Springfield. Va. 22151; 703321-8800. NA\'A booth 1177.
(Rear)

Howe

Folding Furniture, Inc., 360
Lexington Ave., New York, N.Y.
NAVA
212-867-4460.
10017;
booth 81.

Hudson

Photographic Industries,
Buckhont & Station
Rds. Irvington-on-Hudson, N.Y.
914-591-8700.
NAVA
10.5.33;
booth 35.

Inc.,

S.

Colorado

1823

Infonics,

Ave.,

Santa Monica. Calif. 90404; 213451-4866. NAVA booth 248.
International

Audio

119

\'isual,

Blanchard St., Seattle,
206-624-5714.
98121;
booth 50-51.

Wash.

NAVA

Jayark Instruments Corp., 10 E.
49th St., New York, N.Y. 10017;
212-751-3232. NA\'A booth 29.
Jetronics Industries,

ton

Creatron, 32 Cherrv Lane, Floral
Park, N.Y. llOOl'.

Systems,

booth

General Electric Co., N'isual Communications Products, 600 Old
Liverpool Rd., Liverpool, N.Y.
General Techniques, Inc.,
New York,
Broadw.av,
10001; 212-524-2.5.57.

Decision

New

Fairchild Industrial Products, 221
Fairchild Ave., Plainview, L.I.,

Craig Corp., 3410 S. La Cienga
Blvd., Los Angeles, Calif. 90016;
213-9.36-6171. NAVA booth 2.56.

Da-Lite Screen Co., Inc., Box 629,
Warsaw, Ind. 46580; 219-2678101. NAVA booth ,53-56.

343

N.Y.
Rochester,
716-32.5-2000.
NAVA

State

NA\'A

Cinema Beaulieu, 14225 Wntnra
Sherman Oaks. Calif.
Blvd.,

Calif.

Audiscan,

Bell

11541

38.57

I^^c.,

Elm

Bodde

The

Sts.,

Main

&

Cot-

Philadelphia, Pa. 19127.

Kalart

Co.,

Inc.,

Plainville,

203-747-166.3.
06062;
NAX'A booth 224.

Conn.

Kart-Rite, P.O. Box 29456. AtlanGa. 30329; 404-448-4.579.
ta.

NAVA
The

booth 99.

Klitten

Calif.

Co.,

Dr.,

Anialfi

Inc.,

Pacific

1213

N.

Palisades,

90272; 21.3-4.54-6922.

Co., 9715 Soreng Ave.,
Park, 111. 60176; 312booth 138-139.
678-1666.

Knox Mfg.
Schiller

NAVA

BUSINESS SCREEN
jl

rholo.

L-\\

Inc..

Industries,

Belli-

L:i

91400;

Calil.

NANA

2I.V7.SI-()1.".

'

Cahrilo

l")J."il

.\iivs,

\iiii

lUl.,

I

Ix.otli

:3.

Ocono-

Inc.,

niDUDc, Wis. .54()f)6; 414-5fi75527. NAN'A booth 83.

,

I

Liifayefto

1279.

Ind.

Box
47902:

\A\A

!.,.(. ili

Co.,

Iii'strnnieiit
l.,il.i\i'tlo,

.U7-742-79.57.
1104.

3M

Presentation Technical .\ids, (i.iO
9th Ave.. New York, N.Y. 10036;
212-24.5-2.577-1380.

Pri>-Cramo, Inc., 44 W. 44th St.,
New York, N.Y. 10036; 212-6823466. NAVA bootii 1 170.
Projection Optics Co., Inc., 219 E.
IStl,
St..
East
Orange. N.J.

07017; 676-6.509. NAN'A
II 4.!-

Company,

Prodncts

\isual

Div.. .JM Center. P.O.

Box

3:344.

Front
N.J.

0460. \A\A booth 1153-11.54.
Nideotronics, 222 E. 44th
St., New York. \.Y. 10017; 212867-S200; \A\A booth 1108.
Maier-Hancock Sales, Inc., P.O.
Hox .51.35. Sherman Oaks, Calil.,
91415.
Magnasync Mo\ iola Corp., 5.539
Riverton .\ve.. North HolKwood,
Calif. 91601; 877-2791.

PC
RS\P

MPO

Mast

Development Co., 2212 K.

12th

Daveii]5orl,

St..

lo\\;i

52S03.

BIdg. 15-4,
(looper St.s., ('amilen,
08102; 609-96.3-8000. ext.
ic

24.50.

Projectors,

1215

Inc.,

Ave.. \\ ilniette.

\\';ishini'ti)n

111.

60091: 312-273-2310.
Montage Prodnctions, 49 W 27th
St.. New York, N.Y. 10001.
Moti\a Ltd., 87-73 Kingston Place,
Jamaica, N.Y. 11432; 212-5267242. NA\'A booth 250.
Movie-Mite Corp., 1004 Jefferson
Ave., Detroit, Mich. 48207; 9615540.
Nagra Magnetic Recorders, Inc.,
19 W. 44th St., Room 715, New
York. N.Y. 10036; 212-661-8066.
.

•

Neuniade

Industries,

Inc.,

720

\\hite
Plains
Rd..
Starsdale,
N.Y. 10.583; 725-4900. NA\'A

i)()oth

19.

Rheem

Califone Div., .5922 Rowcrott .Ave., Los Angeles, C'alif.

213-870-9631.
90016;
booth 1128, 1125, 1123.

NANA

5914

Noble

Richard

McClure

NANA

1815 N. Meridian St..
Indiauiipolis, Ind. 46202: 31792.3-5447. NAN'A booth 1111.
Radiant Corporation, 8220 N. Austin
Morton (wove. 111.
.\\c.,
60053;
312-478-9000.
NANA
booth 31 -.33.
Inc.,

Mfg.

Co.,

bur\

.\ssoc..

Rd.. NYilton,

297 DanNVis., 06897;

203-762-5232.

Shure Brothers, Inc., 222 Hartrex
Ave., Evanston, 111. 60204; 312328-9000. NANA booth 81.

Smith Systems Mfg. Co.,

Emerald
.5.5414;

57.5

E.

St., Minneapolis, Minn.
612-336-1784.
NANA

booth 229.

Sony Corp. of America,

.516 N.
Florence Ave., Inglewood. Calif.
.5.5414. NAN'A booth 1119, 1121,
11.36,

Calil.

213-247-4200.
91201;
booth 1146.
Projector

Inc.,

C:o.,

1911

11.38.

\

-M Corporation,

Film Systems,
Box 8092, llui\ersal City,
91604; 213-867-02.37.

N'anderleelie

&

F-((uipment
Pickwiik Ave.,

111.
60025; 312-7294200. NANA booth 10.
Bill Stokes .Vssociates, .5527 D\('r
St.,
Dalkis. Texas 75206; 214-

C:ienview.

.305 Territorial,

Benton Harbor, Mich. 49022;
606-925-8841. NAN'A booth 208.

(ilendaie,

.Nm'.,

Nan

San

32

Associates,

P.O.
Calif.

San

S.

Cabriel Blvd., Box 5184, Pasadena, Calif. 91107. 213-6818444. NAN'A booth 74.

36:3-0161.

Strong Electric Co., 87 Cit\ Park
Ave., Toledo, Ohio 4360 i; 248.3741. NAN'A booth 79.
Systems Technology Corp., 5.512
'

I

Oxer

M

IXdl.is.

St..

45th

New

St.,

212-7.57-7700.

Texas.

25

N\

booth 87.

NANA

&

Main

Industries,

Sts.,

Phihulelphia,

19127.
booth 1.30.

516-833-8800.
NAN'A
10050;
booth 246.
Technicolor, Inc., 1300 Frawley
Drive, P.O.
Bo.x
517, Costa
.Mesa,
Calif.
92627; 714-.5404.3.30. NANA booth 11-12.
Technifax Corp., 20 First Avenue,
C:hicopee.
.Nlass.
01020: 413-

York, N.Y. 10017.

In<struction Systems,

47th

St.,

New

46

NV.

York, N.Y. 100.36;

212-247-03.35.

Nis-U-Line

Systems,

HolKwood

16 Sintsink
Port NN'ashington, N.Y.

E.,

New

8.5281; 602-966-7891.

Technamation Corp.,
Dr.,

booth 7-8-9.

Environments, 228 E. 45th

N'isual

('ottoii

Pa.

Memorial
Holbrook,

Nisual Impact Materials, Inc., 613
Mill
.'\\e.,
Tempe,
.Arizona

Teaching Dynamics, Div. of Jetronics

Broadway,

N.Y. 11741; .516-.589-660(J.

L.I.,

St.,

Tandberg of .\merica. Inc., P.O.
Box 171. Pelhani, N.Y. 10803.

N'eterans'

Inc.,

&

Hwy.

.

York, N.Y. 10036;

NANA

Niewle.x,

N i.sual

N isual Industries, Inc.,

215-182-7660. NAN'A

Inc.,

1329

Inc.,

(:entr;il

Standard

Ave., N'an Nuys, Calif. 91401.

Saunders

Sanppe.

\-

Cr;iiid

NANA

RCA. A-V Marketing,

Pan). Minn. .5.5101; 612-733-

St.

l.ooili

1144.

Spindler

C;ilif.

W'allach

Inc.,

90027; 467-.3041.

&

Assoc., Inc.,

5701 EuOhio

Cleveland,
216-361-7616.

Ave.,

clid

.5319

Los .Angeles,

Blvd.,

44103;
booth .59.

N.AVA

870 NV. 25th
33010; .305booth 265.

NVelt Safe Lock. Inc.,
St.,

Hi.ile.ih,

888-8414.

Fla.

NAVA

NN'estrex Div. of Litton Industries,

.592-7794.

11.36

9600

Telex Communications
Aldrich Ave. So., Minneapolis,
Mnn. 55420. NAVA booth 225.
Traid Corijoration, 777 Flower St..
Clendale, Calif. 91201; 213-2473000.
Div.,

wood,
H.

Las Palmas Ave.,
Calif. 90038.

NVilson

Corp.,

HolK-

NN'.
Taft
Holland,
111.
312-:339-5111.
60473;
N.WA
booth 40-41.

Drive,

.55.5

South

booth 52.
Newell Industries,

ment

A \' Equip795 Kifer Rd., Sun-

Div.,

nxvale.

408-732-

94086;

Calif.

2000.
E. 42iul St.. New York, N.Y.
North American Philips Corp.. 100
E. 42nd St.. New York, \.Y.
10017;
212-697-3600.
NANA
liooth 214.

Optical Radiation Corp., 2626

Peck
Rd..
90016.
Faillard,

Monrovia,

Inc.,

Linden,
5600.

N.|.

1900 Lower Rd..
07036; 201-381-

Report from Rochester:*

W.A. Palmer Films,
ard

S.

Calif.

St..

San

Inc.,

611 How-

Franci.sco,

of

94105.
Panocolor, Inc., 100 E. 42nd St.,
New York, N.Y. 10017; 682-

N.WA
VTR

.5711.

"/ think screens are just about the best

Calif.

booth 76.

anything we have in our

of anything that gets used

use and sofnetimes abuse

AV

buy

for the

money

department. I can't think

more often

—and yet

is

— takes

more hard

relatively inexpensive."

(name on request)

Panasonic

CCT\", Matsushita
Electric Corp. of America, 23-05
44 Rd., L.I.. N.Y. 11101; 212-

NANA

973-2589.
Paulmar,

booth 24-25.

464 Central Ave.,
60093; 312-4465340. NAN'A booth 76.
Inc.,

Northfield,

Plastic Reel

C.

III.

Thi.s

was one

of the

hundreds
on

of replies to our recent survey
users' feeling about

— their

AV

screens

good points and bad

and suggestions for improvement. Next time, we'll tell
you about a common complaint
... and what we're doing about it!
points,

Corp. of America, 604

Commercial

N.Y.

*

07087;

.-Nve..

Carlstadt,

867-4020.

NAN'A

booth 62.

9750 Conklin Rd.,
Rhic Ash. Ohio 4.5242: 513-791-

Polacoat, Inc.,

1300.

NANA
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DA-LITE SCREEN CO.. Inc.
Warsaw. Indiana 46580

booth 1110.
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NATIONAL DIRECTORY OF AUOIO-VISUALOEALERS
MISSOURI

•

EASTERN STATES
•

6100
Division of United
Camera, Inc. Providence, R.I.;
North Haven, Conn. (401) 4674750 or (203) 239-5.300

WASHINGTON

St.

63166.

Louis

(314) 534-6300.

OHIO

Academy Film

•

2110
Payne Ave., Cleveland 44114.

Sunray Films, Inc., 2005 Chester
Ave., Cleveland 44114

Twyman

NEW YORK

•

Broadway, New York 10019.
Phone 212/JUdson 2-4060

Films,

329 Salem

Inc.,

Dayton 45401

Ave.,

The Jam Handy Organization, 1775

M. H. Martin Company, 1118 Lincohi W,ay E., Massillon.

Cousino

Visual Education, 1945
Franklin Ave., Toledo 43601.
(419) 246-3691.

Incorporated,
202 East 44th Street, New York,
100.36 (212)
2-0995

Systems,

MU

Visual sciences, Suffern, N.Y.

PENNSYLVANIA •
Lilley & Son, Inc., Bo.\ 3035,

2009 N. Third St., Harrisburg
17105, (717) 238-8123
Oscar H. Hirt,

215/923-0650
Audio Visuals Center, 14

Wood

&

Vath Audio Visuals, 449 N.
Hermitage Rd., Sharpsville,

L. C.

16150. 342-5204.

Taft Building, 1680 N. Vine

Ralke Company, Inc. A-V Center,
641 North Highland Ave., Los
Angeles 36. (213) 93.3-7111

SAN FRANCISCO AREA

&

SOUTHERN STATES
•

•

Sound Company, 116 Na-

comprehensive

over 3400 films cover100 subjects having special

Slide Services Listed
A slide presentation brochun
details

ing

photographing, processing
mounting, narration, music anc

tion

and

industrial

to

educa-

training.

Included are a complete subject and film index, a synopsis of

each film and the source and
terms of availability. Copies are
$10.00 for non-members. Write
A AIM Film Guide, Dept. BSC.
7425 Old York Road. Melrose
Park {Phila.), Pa. 19126.

ing,

sound recording, editing,
equipping facilities.
The brochure also explain
packaged finishing and program
ming services for slides and film
I
strips. Write Calvin Productions

BSC. P.O. Box 20126
Kentucky 40299.

Dept.

Louisville.

stations

television

to

described

free

are

a catalog published

in

by Modern Talking Pictures. The
films are sponsored by business
firms,

trade

associations,

and

units

gov-

professional

societies.

In

addition

to

public

i

feature:)

and specifications of the Model
service

and other films available on
loan

COLORADO

service

messages, the films include documentaries,
sports
and
travel

ABR-lO/ABR-15

Series recordj:

er/ reproducers

available.

is

Thci

broadcast recordeii
features an electronic servo direct-drive system which assure:
improved tape speed stability anc
reduced flutter. The ABR-IO/

bi-directional

ABR-15 was designed for use ir
automated broadcast systems ant
radio stations.

Request

A390

bulletin

fron

Ampex

shorts and how-to-do-it features.

Corporation. Dept. BSC
Mail Stop 7-13, 401 Broadway

For your copy of the catalog.

Redwood

Ga. 94063.

City.

N

•

MARKETPLACE

Cromars'
Audio-Visual
Center,
1200 Stout St., Denver 80204.
Colorado Visual Aids, 955 Bannock, Denver 80204, 303/255-

HELP

WANTED

POSITION

WANTED

5408
Jack Freeman's, 2802
Ave.,

Tampa

MacDill

S.

(813) 839-5374

•

NEW MEXICO

•

"^ajor industrial

ufacfurer

GEORGIA

•

Colonial

Films,

752

N.W. 404/875-8823,

.

Book Store Allied Supply Company, 2122 Central East,
Albuquerque 87106.

University

Spring
Atlanta

St.

30308

•

OREGON

opportunity

for

excellent

experienced

.

ILLINOIS

Moore's Audio Visual Center, Inc.,
234 S.E. 12th Ave., Portland
97214. Phone: 503/233-5621.

•

•

The Jam Handy Organization, 230
North Michigan Avenue, Chicago 60601. State 2-6757
•

MICHIGAN

•

The Jam Handy Organization, 2821
E. Grand Blvd., Detroit 48211.
Phone:

68

313/TR 5-2450

Deseret

UTAH

Book Company, 44 East

South Temple
•

•

St.,

•

Photo & Sound Company, 1205
North 45th St., Seattle 98103.
206/ME 2-8461

real

producer

challenging position
of

addition to responsibility for

Visual

Audio-

Department. College de-

gree preferred. Attractive salary

and fringe benefit plan. An
equal opportunity employer.
Send resume and other appropriate information

concept

ation,

proven

with

experience,

script writing,

.

.

planning,

.

seeks

capoble
creative

storyboard prepar-

budget forecasting,

direc-

and animation), cinematography, sound recording,
and editing. An asset to any
tion

(live

organization or can operate as

a one-man

unit.

tO:

Salt Lake, 10.

WASHINGTON

A

managerial

liason with outside film producers

industrial film section of

MIDWESTERN STATES

job

cameraman-director. Will handle

in

•

equipment man-

has an

I

including script

services

listing of

San Francisco 94105.
Phone: 415/GArfield 1-0410.
•

FLORIDA

a

is

St.,

0464

•

The guide

ernment

toma
Stanley Projection Co., 1808 Rapides, Alexandria 71301. 318-443-

3-2321

6850.

Photo

•

HO

St.,

Photo & Sound Company, 870
Monterey Pass Road, Monterey
Park, 91754. Phone: (213) 264-

•

VIRGINIA

"Film

Training."

Films for Television
More than 550 public

•

The Jam Handy Organization, 305

St.,

Pittsburgh 15222, Sales, Rentals,
Repairs. 471-3313

•

CALIFORNIA

•

Hollywood 90028.
N. 11th St.
19107.
Phone:

Inc., 41

Philadelphia,

Industrial

for

Ampex Data Sheet
A data sheet listing

•

I.

Guide

WESTERN STATES

10901

P.

The American Association of
Industrial Management has published a sixth edition of the

Service, Inc.,

Modern Talking Pictures
Dept. BSC. 1212 Avenue of th,
Americas. New York 10036.
|

write

Industrial Film Guide

application

(202) 39.3-1205

Projection

Pictures, Inc., 201 S.

Ave.,

•

i

IIMIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIMIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIMIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII

Swank Motion

•

"The" Film Center, 915 12th St.
NW, Washington, D. C. 20005

rental (314)

7-1111

lefferson

UNICOM -

•

FO

shelf

Louis 63112.

St.

Equipment

Headlight Film Service, 104 Ocean
St.,
So. Portland, Maine 799-

•

Communications Co., 5316

Cor-rell

Pershing,

NEW ENGLAND

•

reference

•

Box 73

Box 72

BUSINESS SCREEN

BUSINESS SCREEN

402 West Liberty Drive
Wheoton, Illinois 60187

402 West
Wheoton,

Liberty Drive
Illinois

60187

BUSINESS SCREEN

Bibliography Available

Kinescopes
from

Urban
raphy of

tape.

HUD

Avenue.
York. N.
(212)687-6586

Y.

tendent

10017

D.C. 20402.

RCA Brochure
1^

8»ir16n.n

Finest-Quality Kodachrome
COLOR or BLACK & WHITE
8mm
PROFESSIONALS: W« are Specialist in
to l*mm Blow-Upj. * 35mm or Itmm to 8mm or
Super-* Reductions * A » B Roll Printing. • Bmm
Eastman
'*
Internegs. *
Eastman inieina>#>Itmm casimon
w "8mm "& 16mm
a lemm
.

.

.

"

W

*

*

Reversal
«. Dupei.
v-,-.-.
» " .^..h.
Prints. tt "
B «
Release rrini>.
woior neieate
Color
Single
Positive Release Prints. '*- Sing
»
Negs. -* B &
Dup Nags.
Etc.
Splicing,
«
Soundstriping,
8mmn Printing.

W

*

*

*

y

FAST SERVICE on Mail-Orders.
t^ Finest QUALITY Work.
*^ Guaranteed SATISFACTION!

Send

for our latest

Available

leaturcs. operating inlornuition

DUPLICATES

7/t(u^e

i

Available for 45 cents from the Superinof Dodimenis. Dept. BSC, U.S.
Government Printing Office, Washington.

ReevesNewActron

1]

bibliog-

and audio

of available sources. This bibliography updates and revises the
catalog (IV1P-2M
published in April 1967.

(S>

SUPER-8

selected
slides

groups and individuals. It was
compiled by the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development, without officiiilly endorsing the items listed, in an attempt to identify the broadest possible range

Custom Quality. 16mm,
8mm, Super 8. Cartridges.

Fifth

a

tapes suitable for use by a wide variety of

Videotapes

565

is

filmstrips,

agencies,

Helical
Almost any format

Outlook"
films,

PROFESSIONAL

and deon RC.A's FR-10 are included in an
illustrated brochure by RCA Film Recordtails

ing.

The FR-10 magnetic film recorder/reproducer incorporates the latest state of art
advances. Compact and fully solid state in
design, it features the plug-in sprocket and
head assemblies which permit quick changeover from 16 to 35mni mcxies.
For copies of the brochure, write RCA
lilm Recording. Dept. BSC. 2700 IVe.st
Olive Avenue. Biirhunk. Ccdifornia 91505.

Priee-LUt.

Write Dept. S

BURBANK,

'04 W. OLIVE Ave.,

CALIF. 91505

Lab Equipment Product Catalog
Complete

with

illustrations.

Gryphon

Corporation's product catalog lists professional laboratory equipment, prices, specifications,

headaches'

CURED

M

SERVICING

business film
F

I

i

M

L

applications

and

a color noTie

features.

This 17 page booklet is available at no
charge from Gryphon Corporation. Dept.
BSC. 101 [\. Santa .Anita Avenue. Burtiank.

CANNED PACKAGED

VACUUMATE film

PROTECTIVS

m*IMtNT

LASTING PROTECTION Against
OIL WATER-WEAR-CLIMATE
SCRATCHES- FINGER MARKS
•

Projector Accessories
Mast Development Company

Random Access
and

GIVES

TROUBLE-FREE

PROJECTION TO LOOP AND
NO EN

CARTRIDGE LOADED FILMS

-

INSURES SMOOTH UNINTERRUPTED
SHOWINGS AND EXTENDS THE LIFE

OF THE PRINTS.

VACUUMATE CORPORATION
42.nd

STREET. NEV/ YORK.

N. Y.

NO-EN ALSO AVAILABLE AT
FILMLINE PRODUCTIONS ASSOCIATES, INC

1467 Tomorino Ave.. Hollywood. Col.
CINE-LABS, INC.
970 Beaumont. Montreol, Oue, Canada

FILM

HOUSE LTD

22 Front St. W., Toro.ito.

'.

a

a

multiple control and dual
a Panel mounting kit,

systems,

rear

960

theatre are among
Kodak RA-950 and RA-

projection

the adaptations of

Carousel

projectors

which

are

dis-

cussed.

This brochure and a paper. "Special ApKodak Carousel Random
Access Projector" are available at no cost

plications of the

for information, write or call

427 WEST

offers

four-page brochure describing Series 137/
138 Random Access Projector accessories.
projection

NO-EN

week?

^OOIW^I

8mm CARTRIDCINC

CUT

STRIPS

1

California 91502.

jrcOMPLETE TV FILM EXPEDITING
JT MOTION PICTURE SERVICING
FILM

complete in

Mast Development Company. Dept.
BSC. 2212 Last \2th Street. Davenport.
Iowa 52803.
from

art, Sitin dips

^

&products

SYiitiiroiiiKcil
to voice, iiinsie,
siiiiiiil

effects

0N8MIH&I6MM
For private screening,
detailed information,

and FOTOMATION

film

producer's timetable,
call

Al Stahl(212)

265-2942,

jnodo

AV CORPORATION
25)8 Noi-th Blvd

,

Houston. Teias

CALVIN PRODUCTIONS INC.
1125 Truman Rd.. Konsas City. Mo.

GEORGE W. COLBURN FILM LABS
Wocker
XICOM, INC.
164 No.

Drive. Ctiicaqo,

III

RED —1. Sterling Forest. Tuiedo, New York
SUPER 8 CITY, INC
201 North Washington St., Alexandria, Vo.
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PRODVCTIONS. INC.
ieOaBr»m*»my. Mmm VbHiIOOIB
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.

INDEX TO
Allied

Impex Corp

49
35
69

Amphoto

ASTRASCOPE 3000/2

:

A NEW AUDIO VISUAL CONCEPT
PROJECTS PRINTS, DRAWINGS, DIAGRAMS
GRAPHS. MAPS, STAMPS. COINS tic.
IS

Animated Productions
Arriflex Corp. of America

35-37

A.V.E. Corporation

Bardwell

ANY MATERIAL THAT'S PRINTED
In COLOR or in BLACK N WHITE

&

Industrial

Exhibitors Inc

La Belle Industries

24

Luminos Photo Corp

7C

23

McAlister

20
46

Better Selling Bureau
Bohn Benton, Inc
Buhl Optical Co
Byron Motion Pictures

15

40
3

CBS

Electronic Video Recording ...16-19
Camera Mart, Inc., The
41
Capital Film Laboratories, Inc
5
Cinemagnetics, Inc
21
Cinemakers, Inc
9
Colburn, George W., Laboratory, Inc. ..46

Magna-Tech Electronic Co., Inc
26
Modern Talking Picture Service
Second Cover
Montage Productions
40

MPO

Videotronics Corporation

Optical Radiation
Plastican Corporation
Plastic Reel Corp. of America

applications
vertising

in

Reela Films, Inc

1

69

Reeves Actron
Richard Manufacturing Co

69
44

Company, Inc
De Wolfe Music Library, Inc
Du Art Film Labs

67
69
22

Ross, Charles, Inc

11

Schuessler Case Co., The
Spindler & Sauppe, Inc.
Studio Film Exchange ...

Write for dealer net

PHOTO CORP
LUMINOS
25-BS WOLFFE STREET
YONKERS,

1

N. Y. 10705

(314) 965-5254

Eastman Kodak Company
America

39

EIco Optisonics

12

Title

10

United Air Lines

Eclair Corp. of

.50
.48
.40

7

House

.40

B
Fischer/Cygnet

educational, industrial, ad*

and sales meetings.

47
45

Third Cover
Presentation Technical Aids, Inc
44

.

_
_
"

4-5

Comprehensive Service Corp
Da-Lite Screen

A new revolutionary opaque/print projector. Handles all sizes up to 5x5 incties,
projects to 54x54 inches (at 8 feet). New
brigtit QUARTZ HALOGEN lamp and highspeed whisper-quiet turbo fan cooling.
200mm f3.S projector lens. Wide Wjde

14

g
J

Front Projection

Company

46

Handy Organization, The Jam
Fourth

Hollywood Valley Film Labs
Holmes, Frank, Laboratories, Inc

Cover
69

25

Vacuumate Corporation
Valentino, Thomas J., Inc

69
43

Virco Recording
Vision Associates
VPI Color Center

14
13

45

J
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-
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Ifesterday's
reels?

Or

in

yesterday's cans?

There are a few people who still use metal reels and cans. And
they have their reasons. Like tradition. Nostalgia. "It's the kind we've
always used."
But when you consider that Plio-Magic plastic reels, cans and
cases offer far greater protection, and are far cheaper to ship, the old
reasons just don't have a convincing ring any more.
Plio-Magic reels, cans and cases are far more resilient than metal.
They withstand impact. Don't bend. Don't dent.
Even more importantly, Plio-Magic reels, cases and cans weigh a
lot less than their metal counterparts. As a result, you save at the Post
Office. Up to 65% in mailing costs. And out cases hold our reels
securely. With four positive locks. Snug against a bed of packing foam.
It all means that your films will be stored and shipped with the
same loving care that went into making them.
We make a complete line of plastic accessories for the film industry. Write for our catalog. Plastic Reel Corporation of America, 640 So.
Commercial Avenue, Carlstadt, r^yi Rro^c»rkV7r«Ye¥iroi®
"-ALf-%t J i
-** 1 ^-^
New Jersey 07072.
|j

I

^

Someday, you^ll wind up with plastic.

^^^^B

To Reduce
ration

eas

Comprehensive Consultation Services on:
Group Meeting Services

Motion Picture Plans

Quality Control

Stockholders Meetings

Programs
Foreman Training

Seminars
Convention Assistance

Management

Storyboards
Animated Cartoons
Fitmstrips, Slides and

Development

Speech Coaching

Slidefilms

Vocational Training
Sales Training
Distributor Training
Retail Training
Training Devices
Training Manuals
Quiz Materials
Utilization Assistance
Closed-Circuit TV
Stimulation Programs

Picturizations

Meeting Guides
Projection Equipment

Meeting Packets
Portable Stagettes
Field

and Specifications

Supervisory Training

Visualized Talks

.,

Group Meeting Implementation

Training Services

Sales Meetings

Surveys

Field Services

Closed-Circuit TV
Product Introduction

Tape Recordings
Disc Recordings
Transparencies
Pictorial Booklets
Turnover and Flip Charts

Programmed

Projection
Film Distribution
Theatrical
Non-theatrical
Closed-Circuit TV

^j^roject Supervision, with Total Responsibility for Security,
as in National Defense Projects

/^

JAM HANDY ^ya^^z^^^
is

set

up

to help you!

NEW/ YORK

DETROIT

CHICAGO

HOLIYWOOD

212-JU 2-4060

313-TR 5-:450

312-ST 2-6757

213-463-2321

ES AND IDEAS FOR AUDIOVISUAL C

t
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<

^
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AUDIOVISUALS AT OSAKA

I(A(tION5
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This convincing proof comes from the coal
dustry,

in-

which has long pioneered programs to

improve

its

public image. Recently,

a sound motion picture,

The

it

produced

Invisible

Power

of

Coal, to inform the public about mining tech-

Range of Attitude Scores Before,

Was

get the message?

And

did the

Did the audience
film really improve

the image of the industry?

Modern decided
two Ph.D.'s

gram
film,

If

to create

We

retained

a simple, valid testing pro-

still

you have a film, or plan

know

that

it

to

produce one, it's

will deliver

your mes-

sage with impact.

Want
copy of

to find out.

After

evident.

important to
the film effective?

Two Months

two months, the impact of the film was

niques and the importance of coal as a power
source.

After, and

Viewing The Invisible Pi>ner of Coal.

proof? Just ask and we'll send you a

this

show you that,

free. It will

Company

important research study absolutely

says,

as the

Eastman Kodak

"Movies Move People."

to evaluate the effectiveness of the coal

and

to serve as a

model for testing additional

MODERN TALKING PICTURE
1212 Avenue of the Americas,

New

SERVICE, INC.
NY. 10036

York,

films in the future.
Yes,

Here are the results of the pilot study:
Every group tested showed a strongly favorable
change in attitude after viewing the coal film. It
was a change both statistically significant— and

this

favorable change in

attitude persisted. In every

group re-tested after

Modern

is

I'd like

proof. Please send

I'hc Invisible

Power of

me

a free

copy of your study

Coal.

N amc
litlc

Company.

substantially large.

Even more important,

on

the world's largest distributor of sponsored films to

Address
Cily_
l_'

Community Groups, Schools, TdcYision, and

_

State

-Zip.

:J

Theaters, serving sponsors through V.S. and Canadian film libraries.

mm:

\

Does your lab turn your color films into horror movies?
It

takes a while for the terror to

hit

you.

it hits you. Where it always hits you.
Then the pocketbook.
Your film lab has done itto you again. The
Super 8 reduction prints they sent you aren't like
the 6mm footage you sent them.
The colors were out of this world. Now
they're not of this world. The exposures ore
about as well-balanced as a mad scientist.
And the prints are dirty enough to be rated X.

Then

In

the gut.

1

Now

comes

the real horror. Rationalizing

it

to your client.

Who

s

arriving right after lunch.

Instead of looking for

not find a

new

excuses,

why

We

hove the
finest facilities and equipment anywhere.
Our Super 8 Center, for example, has Bell
& Howell's latest Super 8 optical reduction
printer.

us.

Which

Filmokers' Labs.

lets us

color correct, light correct

optical effects while reducing your
Super 8. And we have Bell & Howell's
best Magnetic Sound Transfer Console. Both

and create
film to

and

the sound transfer console

operate at 200 feet a minute.

We're also one

new film lab?

Nomely,

the printer

of the

few labs

in

Ameri<

able to load every type of Super 8 cartridge.
In short, we can process, print and reduc
your films as carefully as you produce them.
films will make you
happy. Instead of scaring them away.

Which means your
clients

Filmokers' Labs
A service of Omnicom Corporation
1001 Terminol Road, Lonsmg, Michigan 48906, 517-371-1776
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We can
orbit the earth
five times

a year

Working our normal 3 shift, 5-day union work
week, Byron is capable of turning out enough
film each year to stretch around the earth 5
times. And we've added the world's newest
super 8 mm. color facilities and video tape to
film transfers to our existing 16 mm. and 35
mm. Color Correct'* facilities. Perhaps next
year we can turn out enough film to make it
10 times around the earth. Or even 15 times.

byron

MOTION

65 < Street, Northeast, Woshington, D.C. 20002

Subsidiary of IM5i Technicolor, Inc.
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World's most sophisticated

PICTURES
•

202;783-2700

Film

Laboratory

right off the newsreel
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"Water' Top Winner in
Competition

Judges have selected Water, a
film which had already received
recognition throughout Europe
and North America, as the winner

in the

4th Annual Industrial

Film Festival sponsored by the
Association of Industrial Advertisers.

Water, which was produced by
Cavalcade Productions, Wheaton.

III.,

Morton

for

many examples

shows

of

water conservation.

The
being

Industrial Film Festival

held

48th Annual Conference of
the Association of Industrial Adthe

vertisers.

A

total of

46

ceived

from

viding

products

business

and

were

entries

organizations
or

re-

pro-

services

to

George

industry.

nate

"significant"

Temple, president. Industrial Advertising Agency, was Chairman
of the Film Festival committee.

The judges also recommended
Awards of Merit for Home Sweet
Cedar which was made for the
Red Cedar Shingle and HandShade Bureau of Seattle by
Canawest Film Productions Ltd.
of Vancouver; and for kW+,
produced by LesFilms Claude
Fournier of Montreal for HydroQuebec, which is being shown at
Expo '70 in Osaka.

leading

suppliers

engraved

of

of

of
1,

the

plaques was made at the Queen
Elizabeth Hotel in Montreal at
the A.I.A. Conferences, in midJune.

Telemation's line of professional
color videotape equipment.

Telemation,
City,

Inc.,

B&H

Salt

Lake

acquired Bell &
inventory of current-

recently

Howell's

model color cameras and oneinch videotape recorders.

Telemation
president
Keys said the acquisition
nificant to

Telemation

in

Lyle
is

sig-

view of

laboratory practices; TV
systems and equipment; and super 8 film.
tation;

Filmmaking As KDI

a formerly

indepen-

dent organization.

The new group is headed by
Charles S.
MacCrone, media
manager.
follows the recent

merger of Holex with
poration

of

KDI

Cincinnati,

CorOhio.

Holex will continue to operate
an autonomous operation.

as

with the

professional

Symposium

CATV

will

in Fall

be the subject of

Symposium

a special two-day

at

108th Technical Conference

the

of the Society of

and

Motion Picture

Engineers

Television

(SMPTE),

at

the New York
New York City,

October 4-9.

Program Chairman for the
CATV Symposium is G. Norman
Penwell, director of engineering
for the National Cable Television

Penwell said that the two keynote speakers of the Symposium
will be Irving Kahn, Chairman

available
in-

Schildhause,

of

the

Bureau of the FCC, who will
speak on Friday.
Areas covered by the SMPTE
Conference Monday-Wednesday
program include filming and film
processing; special

systems;

photographic
production;

TV

earn six hours of college
toward a Master's degree,

participating

productions,

tele-

similar

to

Europe, according

in

students

Producers Service to
Produce Ott Liquid Gate
Producers Service Corporation
has been licensed by Eastman

Kodak Co.
gate"

to

produce

aperture

in

Acme

with PSC's

The
Howard

device,

the film

is

"liquid

its

conjunction

optical printer.

known

as

the

Ott Liquid Gate, is
used in the projector section of
the optical printer. As processed
film travels through the wet gate
F.

surface

automatically cleaned,

imperfections

are

de-

emphasized and acuity and
olution are improved.

res-

will

Time-Life Plans Cartridge

Programming

Television

Time

Inc.

will

enter the field

students take field trips to studios
of industrial film makers, the

of

Calvin course will teach the art
of film making beginning with

creator and marketer of programming for the rapidly developing

the basics.

new medium.

Students accepted for the program have been chosen through
a very stringent qualification pro-

venture which

gram with heavy emphasis placed
on individual motivation and desire to learn film making.

New York
An

the

TV

not

spend seven weeks at Calvin's
Kansas City facilities beginning
June 22. Unlike other university
audio-visual
programs
where

CATV

and

level

on a

making will be Robert L. Appelman, a Calvin film director.

Film,

Sol

of Calvin Produc-

Coordinating
the
unique
course
in
non-theatrical
film

Board of Telcprompter.
who will speak on Thursday; and

of

Fel-

through any other teaching

the

CATV

staff

tions to gain film experience

To

Slates

market for films and

sum-

level

While studying all phases of
motion picture production in
Kansas City, students will work

credit

SMPTE

include a buyer's and

also

Communica-

City, will this

stitution.

The move

latest

achievements in videotape and
computerized film productions. It

such fairs
to Rosen.

versity students.

able to industry the filmmaking

special

vision

lowships for eight Indiana Uni-

Holex, Inc., Hollister, Calif.,
has acquired and is making availservices of

Kansas

mer provide graduate

Div.

equipment,
with

In an industry-first pilot teachtions,

Holex Enters Industrial

current

and services,
emphasis on the

techniques

will

Calvin to Sponsor
Film Fellowships

Illllllllllllllllllllllllllllll

display

will

seller's

ing program, Calvin

Association.

Telemation Acquires
Videotape Inventory

theater projection and screening
practices; photo-instrumen-

room

origination

equipment to the CATV industry and the acquisition of the Bell
& Howell line will supplement

Hilton Hotel in
presentation

portion

programming by Jan.
1971. The company is one of

split

A

a

their

is

conjunction with

in

recent order requiring
systems to locally origi-

Com-

Salt

pany, explains the water cycle,
then examines pollution causes

and

FCC's

CATV

the

A.I.A. Film

Mlllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll

Festival Plans

TV Expo &

Fair

International

Expo and

Fair will

Film & TV
be held in

conjunction with the International

Film

& TV

Festival

of

New

York

October 27-.^0 at the
Americana Hotel in New York.
According to festival chairman
Rosen, the exposition

Herbert

pre-recorded

Time-Life

television

Video,
will

is

a

as

a

new

develop the

company's programming, sales
and participation in cartridge
television.

Andrew Heiskell, board chairman, described the emerging TV
playback field as "a major new
communication medium whose
impact on information, education
and entertainment will be tremendously important in the years
ahead." He added, "Time Inc.
concentrate its programming

will

and

sales

efforts in journalism,
information and education,
traditionally our company's areas

home
of

greatest

interest."

Contiiuu'd on pai;e 6
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C. F. L's Title

liJiKiii

M

&

Optical

Department

liUSiRmi

&

C. F. L's Title

Optical
Positive

is

About Your Negatives

About Your Negatives

why we can save you That's why we can save you
time and money- -and still time and money---and still
That

s

give you superior quality.

give you superior quality.

& Optical Department has eliminated the
expensive and time consuming process of wedging
prior to making optical masters or dupes. We do it by
viewing your color master positives or original negatives— pos/f/Ve/y— right on the built-in TV screen of our
Eastman Video Color Analyzer.

& Optical Department has eliminated the
expensive and time consuming process of wedging
prior to making optical masters or dupes. We do it by
viewing your color master positives or original negatives— pos/f/Ve/y— right on the built-in TV screen of our
Eastman Video Color Analyzer.

CFI's Title

CFI's Title

m.

m m

at the picture, he adjusts it
proper color balance and density by using three
color dials. They provide a practically infinite range of
adjustment. Much more accurate than wedging, which

he adjusts it
by
using three
for proper color balance and density
color dials. They provide a practically infinite range of
adjustment. Much more accurate than wedging, which

As our Color Timer looks

making several trial exposures with different color
and exposure values and then interpolating for the one
that is most nearly right.

making several trial exposures with different color
and exposure values and then interpolating for the one
that is most nearly right.

Wedging is costly, it takes too much time, and it's hit
and miss. CFI's Title & Optical Department does your
job fast— and right tiie first time around— hy using the
sophisticated capabilities of the Eastman Video Color
Analyzer. You save time (service in most cases in 24
hours or less) and you save money. And, most important of all, you get superior quality.

Wedging is costly, it takes too much time, and it's hit
and miss. CFI's Title & Optical Department does your
job fast— and rigiit tiie first time around— by using the
sophisticated capabilities of the Eastman Video Color
Analyzer. You save time (service in most cases in 24
hours or less) and you save money. And, most important of all, you get superior quality.

As our Color Timer looks

at the picture,

is

CFI's Title

&

to utilize the

Optical Department

is

advanced technical

the industry's

first

capabilities of the

for

is

CFI's Title
to

utilize

&
the

Optical Department

is

the industry's

advanced technical capabilities

Eastman Video Color Analyzer

first

of the

for your benefit. At CFI

Eastman Video Color Analyzer for your benefit. At CFI
an eye on the technology of tomorrow,
because we've found it helps us do your job better

we always keep an eye on

today.

today.

CONSOLIDATED FILM INDUSTRIES

CONSOLIDATED FILM INDUSTRIES

we always keep

959 Seward Street

•

959 Seward Street

HOIIywood 9-1441

Hollywood 2-0881

Complete
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arid

16MM

Film Services

it

helps us do your job better
,

Hollywood. California 90038

Hollywood 2-0881

35MM

because we've found

the technology of tomorrow,

Complete

•

35\\IIN\

^

Hollywood, California 90038

HOIIywood 9-1441
and

16MM

Film Services

.

equipment

right off the newsreel

.

.

fered,

continued
addition

In

to

Time

activities.

substantial interests

and
ducer and
tions

publishing

it

CATV

TV

in

and

Annual

obtained from 6th

Chicago

Film Festival,

sta-

Room

a pro-

is

may be

tion

Inc. already lias

1

International

2 E.

Grand Ave.,

301, Chicago,

111.

60611.

distributor of films.

Time-Life Video will be headed by Richard M. Clurman, a

Time

Inc. editorial vice president.

Fellowships Offered by
Film Studies Center
and

ships

five

Chicago Festival to Award
"Condition of Man" Film
The
Chicago
International

ican

Film Festival is offering a Gold
Hugo and $1000 cash award for
the best 60-second film on "The

program

Condition of
fore October

Man"

submitted be-

Hills

ly

Institute

this

The

Fall.

is

university

to

graduates

of

spe-

promise.

The Center provides an

vironment in which filmmakers
can make films and work close-

second

film

ly

existing

state.

&

black

16mm

may

Entries

white or color

or

man's

35mm

be

in either

and any screen

A

with the finest practicing film

and craftsmen. Fellows
may emphasize an individually
designed program in filmmaking,
artists

cinematography,

ratio.

registration fee of $5.00

required

for

each

film

is

entry.

research,

critical

historical

or

or a combina-

tion of these.

Registration forms and informa-

A

full

range

of

li-

production

media for trained personnel. The
seven workshops in news
photography will be conducted
throughout 1970 by company
series of

marketing educational

specialists.

cepts

lighting for

The costs of study and film
production are borne by The
American Film Institute, with the

graphy from moving vehicles,
and adapting to varying filming

of a major

grant from
in

the

support of

A

number

Fellowships are offered which, in addition to defraying tuition and production
costs,
also
provide
living
a
of

special

stipend.

Applicants may apply by letto: Admissions, The Amer-

ter

Film

Center for
Film Studies,
501
Doheny Road, Beverly Hills,
California 90210.
ican

Instruction includes such con-

and

as continuity

situations.

TV

editing,

systems, photo-

Cameramen

learn

how

photograph and edit a complete news story, how to film
under varying lighting conditions,
and what to look for in the viewfinder. Filming, editing, and crito

tiquing are continual.

end of the workshop a
news director discusses
what is expected of a news cameraman.
Workshops remaining for 1970

At

the

guest

Institute,

.'Advanced

are scheduled for these locations:
Hartford. Conn., July 12-17; At13-18;
lanta,
Ga., September

Oak Brook,

en-

ages are asked to conceive, design and produce an original 60-

exploring

of-

lecturers.

Center's

open to professional
filmmakers and scholars in the
early stages of their careers and

nations and

all

The Amer-

Center for
Advanced Film Studies in Bever-

cial

1.

Filmmakers of

Film

is

research

the Center's program.

Fellowresearch Fellow-

ships are available at

a

and a growing roster of visiting
tutors and filmmakers and guest

Ford Foundation

filmmaking

Fifteen

facilities

brary and film screening program
of
international
cinema.
The
Center has a permanent faculty

aid

Bruce L. Paisner has been appointed general manager of the
group.

and

including

111., October 11-16;
and Rochester. N.Y., November
1

Kodak Offers Newsfilm
Workshop at Varied Sites

A

new workshop in techniques
newsfilm photography has
been developed by Eastman Ko-

of

dak Company's motion picture
and education markets division
to meet the needs of television

5-20.
Earlier

were held
Francisco,

this

in

workshops
San
and Seattle,

year

Dallas, Tex.;

Calif.;

Wash.
information
Additional
regarding the newsfilm workshop
and application forms can be ob-

Contiimed on page 8

Anybody need footsie
ofan airplane?
• Stock footage of jets, piston and historical aircraft in 35 and
Color or Black

16MM

and White available

free to

producers for

authentic airline sequences.
•

I6MM

Mini-libraries available in Chicago

New

York, with immediate service on
and masters.

and

color print
• Jet
in

mockups

New

for interior filming available

York and Hollywood.

CALL UNITED AIR LINES
PUBLICITY DEPARTMENT.
Atlanta

Chicago

Denver
Detroit

Honolulu
Los Angeles
New York
Pittsburgh

San Francisco
Seattle

Washington, D.C

523-5517
726-5500
398-4535
963-9770
547-2727
482-3620
922-5225
391-9777
397-2620
682-2121
737-6830

Write for catalog:
United Air Lines Film Library
626 Wilshire Boulevard
Los Angeles, California 90017

United Air Lines.
BUSINESS SCREEN

This 4-inch attache case
opens to a movie theater.

right off the newsreel

along with others established the
first
series of audiovisual conferences to determine
the best use of various audio-

capabilities of

media in college teaching.
He added that The Jam Handy
Organization,
which
designed
and produced the bulk of the
training films and other pictorial
materials utilized during World
War II. was responsible for the
carry-over of educational media

tion."

country's

continued

visual

Eastman Koak Company, Marketing Education Center, 343 State Street,
Rochester, N.Y. 14650.
taincd by writing

film

ply,

pels

treated

so

re-

very high percentage of

a

abrasions caused by faulty rewinding, projection gate troubles

and surface dust
ture

longer

Protection Process

prints

Rank

uphold pic-

to

considerably

for

c]uality

Rank Unveils New Film
Rank Film Laboratories have

easily

periods

time

of

tend the serviceable

and 35nim
tests

indicate

life

of

16mm

Preliminary

film.

that

film

life

field

This

nounced

was anmonths of con-

new

al

after

fornia

1

8

protective techniques by

the laboratory's research depart-

ment

Industries,

complete.!

at

commerci-

Southern Cali-

a

laboratory

for

processing

new Eastman Kodak Ektachrome Commercial Film tvpe
the

With

CFI

Handy

mond Wiman

eft)

(

and archives

tory

w.th

(center)

Ray

chairman of hisDAVI and Dr.
DAVI past presi-

for

Robert deKieffer,

the

now

the lab will

be able to pro-

from

military

country's

to

th;

through

the

training

schools

cess film which gives better color

establishment

the industry

rendition,

improved sharpness
and the same speed as the cur-

School Service.
More than 2,000 audiovisual

rent product.

units

quality of film

safeguards the

from day-to-day

handling.

Film treated with the protechas been tested by
several major picture distributors
under normal cinema circuit conditions.

Economical and speedy

to ap-

The Jam

Handy. President

Handy

of

Organization,

soon be the recipient of an
unusual tribute to be presented
by the Department of Audio
Visual Instruction of the National Education Association.

Announcement of
coming tribute was
Robert

de

E.

president of

the

DAVI,

at

a

the

The

Handy

Organization

for

mass military training of a technical nature.

Jam Handy

initiated

methods and collaborated

these

a recep-

University of

programs appropri-

our distributors.

ate for

excellent films

Of

to sales

on mar-

motivation are

sales

when

course,

and service

it

infor-

By

nef

ork."

1971, Motorola ex-

June,

pects expansion of this

throughout

its

program

distributor organ-

and to reta'lers of Motorconsumer products.

Hill

Production Service
for Synchrovision

Produces

Formation on

Hill

Production

Service, Inc. as sole U.S. production

Synchrovision®
systems has
announced by R. Bruce

source

16mm
been

for

film/ video

Hill, president.

formerly a vice president
officer of Mitchell
Camera Corporation, Glendale,
resigned his post with Mitchell
Hill,

and corporate

with the military in the development of the various simulators

this spring.

and teaching machines.

mobile Synchrovision systems to
makers of commercials and TV
film productions and also will
provide operating personnel with
the equipment who are expert in
production.
multi-camera
film

by

honoring Handy during the
Department's recent convention
in Detroit. Dr. de Kieffer, Director of the Bureau of Audiovisual
at

of

help

the

past

tion

Instruction

Jam

with

forth-

made

Kieffer,

for

veloped

will

Motorola Division to Use
EVR in Training Program
Motorola Consumer Products
Division has become the first organization

adopt

to

Video

(Electronic

the

EVR

Recording')

The new company

is

leasing

Hill reported.

The system is available for
demonstration daily in Hill's new
Quarters

at

3518

Cahuenga

Colorado, said that special recognition would be given to Handy

audiovisual system for distributor

for his contributions to the field

Art Schnipper, Jr.. vice president of marketing, announced

Boulevard West, Hollywood.
"Synchrovision is the newest,
most sophisticated mobile 16mm
film/video system in the TV pro-

the availability for delivery later

duction field," Hill said. "It

program
packages of management, sales,
motivational, and training mate-

system that combines the flexibility of film-making with the efficiency of television production. Instant videotape replay of all action filmed provides immediate
composite viewing of any or all
scenes. Automatic encoding of
both film and sound while shoot-

media and that it
would take the form of a mon-

of educational

Souvenirs of early world's fairs surround collector-historian Lawrence
G. Zimmerman, who designed slides
for the base of the picture tower
exhibit in the center of Kodak's

tage

Golden Picture Pavilion. The memorabilia includes a book of color

Dr. de Kieffer told the gathering that he had been a "student"

lithographs of the Crystal Palace
(London, 1851), a Centennial chair
(Philadelphia, 1876), an Eiffel Tower
alarm clock and French lady in a
ricksha (Paris, 1889), a Ferris Wheel
poster (Paris, 1900), Japanese parasol (Chicago, 1933), ash tray with
trylon and perisphere symbol of the
1939 New York Fair.

available software to select a special series of

Handy

produced by Jam
Naval Aviation and
Air Force and over 9,000 were
used by the Army. Six hundred
special training devices were de-

DAVI Prepares Special
Award to Jam Handy
.lamison

Jam

of

were

Handy

tive ingredient

Division,

are carefully screening

ization

reports

installation,

president Sidney P. Solow,

company's

Products

"We

said,

o'a

lem that has beset film makers
and distributors for as long as
itself,

Consumer

distributor

Jamison

dent.

7252.

Denham, England. The

process, which solves the prob-

in

facilities

breakthrough

tinuous tests and experiments into

Film

recently

Consolidated

installation of the first

a result.

Jack E. Shepman, manager of
sales training for the

mation on our own products, we
will produce our own programs.
V\e are apniving our experience
\vith
distributors to develop a
useful package of films in the
EVR format for the Motorola

CFI Adds 7252 Processing
Services in California
Hollywood,

for

through any distributor organiza-

comes

has

been approximately doubled as

feel the

potential

rapid distribution of information

available.

process.

EVR. We

great

keting and

perfected a film protection process which can considerably ex-

has

"Many

than

by the ne v

unprotected

system

depicting the milestones in

Handy's lifework in this area. "I
know of no one who has done
more in this field," he said.

(he was Assistant

Dean

of In-

at
the time) of Mr.
Handy's while Jam Handy was
serving on the Audiovisual Advisory Board of Stephens College
in Columbia, Missouri in 1947.

struction

He

said that at that time,

Handy,

and dealer

year

this

in

rials

with

use.

complete

of

the

EVR

EVR

format along

Teleplayers which can

be purchased by distributors.
Jack Harris, marketing manager of Motorola's Education and
Training Products, which markets the

EVR

Teleplayers, said,

appropriate that Motorola
distributors are taking advantage
"It

is

of

the

training

and

education

is

a

ing delivers substantial savings in

post-production

costs,"

he

de-

clared.
Hill said the

key to Synchro-

Coniliiiicil

on page 10
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.

right off the newsreel

.

Freeman Joins SA Film

.

SA

continued

hybrid camera in
is
its
which a modified 16mni Eclair
film camera shares a common
zoom lens with a plumbicon television camera of broadcast qualvision

The system

ity.

New

At

delivers a

16mm

16mm

magnetic
audio track and a one-inch black

color original, a

and white videotape.

network from overseas. Filmed
on 16mm, the footage was com-

been
joined by Jack Freeman, former
newspaperman
and
television
producer, it has been announced
by the firm's president, Sidney
R. Aronson.

pletely useless for broadcast pur-

poses because of over and under
exposure, the mixture of film
stocks and incorrect use of fil-

The

ters.

would
However,

ordinarily

film

have been scrapped.
Chromaloc's scene-by-scene color

was able

correction

restruc-

to

ture the color to useable quality.
Basically, the

Chromaloc syssimilar manner

Films,

feature

SA

Films

is

Company,

techniques with some modifica-

Society,

Denver-based computer animaacquired
company,
has
tion
Quartet Films, Inc., Los Angeles.
Quartet, a conventional animation producer is responsible for

tions

characters

as

the

Jolly

the past several months. Previous

included Les WeisAssociates, a Beverly

acquisitions

&

brich

Hills graphic house;

Bob Vogel &

Associates, an industrial animaFilmline,

firm;

tion

Inc.,

currently working

on

projects for the Text-Film Divi-

to film laboratory color analyzer

Green Giant and Tony the Tiger.
Quartet is the fifth major acquisition by Computer Image in

New

the

the films already in production.

tem works

such

of

York Post. Most recently he has
been producing television news
for CBS in New York.
According to Aronson, he will
be actively involved in some of

Quartet Films, Inc.
Computer Image Corporation,

and refinements:

for several years

editor

sion

of the

McGraw-Hill Book
American Cancer

the

the

U.S.

Information

"paints" the colors electronically

Agency, the New Jersey Division
on Aging, and Senator Edmund
S. Muskie.
Aronson also announced the
opening of new offices at 70-H
Chestnut Ridge Road, Montvale,

to the satisfaction of the

N.J.

A

video colorist operates from

a master electronic mixing panel.

By

still-framing each scene

TV

regular

film

chain,

on a
he

client,

memory
rected

bank. Each scene
this

in

is

NEWS
BRIEFS

A new

transfer

with

auto-

mated electronic color correction
has been demonstrated in New
York by Teletronics Internationa

al,

Called Chromaloc, the system
has been developed over the past

18 months by George Gould, Bob
Lieberman and Arniand Bclniares-Sarabia to meet a need for

speedy color correction of filmed
commercials and television
programs. "Chromaloc," accordcording to Gould, who is Teletronics president, "can do in less
than one hour the color balancing
job that takes the chemical photography industry a week,"

TV

Belmares-Serabia,
tems developers.

single run

with

foil

one

sys-

through the film chain,
tabs triggering the prein per-

That tape
master then can produce hundreds of dupes for network and
color

balance.

spot coverage.

According to Alfred Markim,

now

many
tions

starting

new

to

broaden

its

applications in

facets of the

industry.

Most

communicarecent was

from film to tape of
documentary flown to a

the transfer

TV

at

tronics

International,

maloc system, while
use

now

made by Penney

sales

customers.

Serving as a keynote presentation to the International

vention of American

Con-

Women

in

Radio and TV in London on
April 23 was a sound and light
show designed to show what
people can do for people in the
realm of environment and health.
Introduced by Marion Corwell
of Ford Motor Co., the show was
produced by Gene Barnes, of

McFadden,

Strauss,

Eddy &

Ir-

win; Suzanne Holeton, Mercury

Newsfilm, and Susan Wayne,
Gotham Film Productions.
film

ski

producer

being

avoid

known

several

are

seriously

new markets

in

as

only

Brown:
pursuing
addition

Film Productions, New York.
Thirteen actors took part in
the programs, which were recorded in continuous takes to
maintain a proper flow of mate-

am

rial and the human interactions
which are difficult to obtain in

separate spliced recordings.

up and back
microphones by the 13
Traffic

to

next

winter.

We

are

also

working on television commercials and specials."
Proof of the company's capability in other areas was indicated when Summit's Carl Rapp
picked up a "Gold Camera"
award in April at the U.S. Industrial Film Festival for a film
entitled. Outward Bound, produced for Outward Bound.

For producers planning locawork in Scandanavia, Fred

tion

Karlavaegen 22, SStockholm. Sweden of-

Terselius,
the

to

11431,

actors

fers his services as a consultant.

during the recording session was
controlled by an ingenious system of stop and go lights.

Formerly with Tonefilm, Terselius has wide film production ex-

Chroprimary

perience.

the
in

for color correction of

two-inch broadcast-type
can be used equally well
for correction of film to one-inch
film

relations.

professionally produced by Goth-

the

recorded on videotape

fect

interdepartmental

Armand

of

selected corrections, and the film
is

speedwriting,

Chromaloc
is

executive vice president of Tele-

base, finding

10

controls of the
at
Teletronics

220 East 51st
Manhattan, Chromaloc

plant

Street, in

a

the

system

control,

Each program was pretested
by A.T.&T.'s Commercial Department, under Ted Taylor, and

In constant daily use at Teletronics'

is

At

audio

remarks
people and

film

and

post-production

videotape

the

off-the-cuff

discuss business office selling, at-

tendance

house.

while

stores

actual

books and audio programs recorded on tape cassettes.
The programs, designed for
commercial
manager training,

Commercial Departments of
System Telephone Compa-

system which provides

Penney
has

our sponsored ski film production. We will produce a 90-minute lecture film to be released
this fall. We have arranged to
have many of our films sold in
the educational film market. We
have also organized a stock footage library, and it is being actively marketed. We hope to begin production of a full feature

nies are using a new training
course composed of printed work

film-to-tape

features look-alike lo-

cation photography of scenes in

"We

Bell

Chromaloc Transfer Has
Automatic Color Correction

Seymour Zweibel Pro-

of

a ski film producer. Said

Capsule comments on happenings
around the industry worth noting.

mational film producer; and Dolphin Films, New York film production house.

produced by Susan

film,

ductions,

to

cor-

1700

Roger Brown of Summit Films
in Denver reports that his company is diversifying its operation

manner. Then a

infor-

Wayne

Renowned

who can

be present if he wishes.
Average time for a commercial
is 30 to 60 minutes. The corrected color settings for each scene
are registered in an electrons

over

in

associates

The

has

Inc.,

Freeman was
the

Computer Image Corp. Adds

in a

ney

stores.

Location

to

J.C.

a

Penney Company

new-style

using

is

"foto-verite"

film, titled Satisfaction Is

slide.

.

.,

as

tape,

the latest in a regular series pre-

or half-inch industrial videotape.

pared monthly for showing to
the approximately 85,000 Pen-

Overseas sales of plastic film
and cases for Plastic Reel
Corporation is now being handled by Permafilm Inc., of New
York through franchised organreels

izations in

28 countries.

BUSINESS SCREEN

There's nothing new about
a fihn lab.

Nothing fancy.
Nothing spectacular.
Nothing dramatic.
Nothing glamorous.
It's

sibilitN' ot

just the place

And

with the respon-

printing and processing every-

And no

in

lab understands this better

than Cine .Magnetics.

we've invested so heavily
modern equipment, like our new highIt's

in

\\h\

speed Optronics .Mark

and our new

X Quad

Printer

Filmline black-and-white

processor.
It's why w e've created new
and enlars^ed old ones.

facilities

why

we've accepted only

the most experienced people.

thing vou've struggled to capture on film.

You want perfect prints. Usually
quantitw Alw a\s on a rigid schedule.

it's

Today,

Super

8mm

we have

i6mm

and

a

complete

8mm,

center for motion

picture duplication and preprint services.

(The man to call: Ed Schulier,
General Manager. He'll be glad to discuss
your print needs, arrange a tour of the lab,
or send one of our salesmen to see you.)

We

print.

We

process.

We

load car-

Kodak, Technicolor, Fairchild,
Jayark, Bohn-Benton and others.
tridges;

Not

terribly exciting.

But incredibly professional.

Cine Magnetics Film Laboratory
A DIVISIOM OF CINE MAGNETICS. INC.
520 North Barry Avenue. Mamaroneck. NY 10543 (914) 698-3434
New York Receiving Center: 202 East 44ih St (212) 682-2780
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Two Appointments Made

at

Capital Film Laboratories
Film

Capital

Laboratories.

MacFad-

Inc. has elected Colin

Johnson succeeds John C.
Kerman, who continues as a director of the company and as
consultant to

yen to the board of directors and
James D. Caron to vice presi-

pany.

dent of the firm.

Chicago, also

MacFadyen

president

vice

is

of securities for Berkshire Life.

His

election

brings

membership to ten.
Caron, manager of
Film

facility in

motion

the

in

1959,

since

board

the

SVE

The Singer Commeeting

directors,

Wejman

at

named Casimir V.

to the post of vice presi-

and

dent-treasurer

administra-

tion.

Miami, has been
industry

picture

joining

Capital

in

Berkey Photo, Inc. of New
York, has elected four vice presidents and two directors in a

klayder

MacFADYEN

vice

is

the

presi-

president for

vice

is

Director of

AMA's

Scientific Assembly Dept.
Ralph Creer, known for more
than two decades for his leadership in medical communications,
has been named director of the
Department of Scientific Assembly for the American Medical
Association.

Creer will act as secretary of
the Council on Scientific Assem-

which is responsible for the
programs at both the
Annual and Clinical Conventions

bly,

scientific

of the Association.

named

Ralph

who

of

has

Debeen

Medical

Instru-

Johnson Succeeds Kennan
As President of SVE
Walter E. Johnson has been
elected president, Society For
Visual Hducalion, Inc. (SVE), a
Chicago-based operating division
of Singer's Education and Training Products Group, a producer
of

instructional

schools.

12

tury

ago,

been

has

manager

general

Mincom

materials

for

vice

president,

that

capacity,

forts to long

of

of a cen-

appointed

comThe di-

the

division.

a wireless radio operator. Stone
earned a bachelor of science degree from the old Armour Institute in

In

will

pany's

his

ef-

range planning.

1951.

national

& Sound Names
representative

sales

for

New

York-based Reela Sight
& Sound, Inc.. a subsidiary of

as

Info-Pak

Reela Sight

the

its

projectors,

it

tion in

N.Y. Sales Post
Edward Hoey has been named

Manufacturing C o m DiviCalifone/ Roberts

cartridges,

named

Hoeyto

national sales manager
motion picture products.
prime responsibility
Creatores
will be the marketing of Rheem's
Super 8mm sound motion picsion

of

founded the
and rethe DuKane Corpora-

Company,

continue ni

devoting

Victor B. Creatore has joined

Rheem

1920.
1922, Stone

Operadio

Creatore Joins Rheem as
National Sales Manager

ture

board of directors.

the

Wometco

Enterprises, Inc.

Reela Sight & Sound will initiate a complete program of standard and super 8 film services designed

for

business,

industrial,

and

training,

mar-

educational

kets.

film

and associated equip-

ment.

Rheem Manufacturing

Jam Handy Organization
Appoints Middlesworth
Mai Middlesworth has joined
The Jam Handy Organization
where

his

background

in

is

an
100

international

company

plants in 33

nations around ihc

with

world.

motion

picture production, cost analysis

Founder

and marketing will reportedly be
to
improve performance
and economy in audiovisual aids.
Middlesworth will have responsibility as unit producer on

Roberts

used

assigned projects.

Ampex Retires;
Named Chairman

Colonel Goetz Completes
Defense Strategy Seminar
Colonel Jack M. Goetz of Redondo Beach, California, has
completed the two-week Defense
Strategy Seminar at the National
War College in Washington, D.C.
The Defense Strategy Seminar,
held

annually since

1959, deals

with the major aspects of nationsecurity.

al

In civilian
tor

of

public

solidated

Hollywood.

life,

Goetz

relations

Film

is

direc-

at

Con-

Industries

in

RADAM

of

Alexander M. PoniatolT. founder and chairman of the board of

Time-Life Names Radam
National Sales Manager
Sol Radam, a consultant spe-

Ampex

retire

cializing in the creation, develop-

August 25, 1970, the date of the
company's annual meeting.

ment, and sales of television proTime-Life
joined
grams,
has
Films as national sales manager.

Corporation,

will

William E. Roberts, president

director of the newly cre-

ated Dept.
mentation.

ment nearly a quarter

fi-

Harvey Berkey is vice
president of consumer services
and Sam Zausner is vice president for Keystone photographic
products. Bandklayder and Harvey Berkey were also elected to

CARON

succeeds

equipment

and

tape

pioneered

the

nance;

M.D.,

recording

who

Herr succeeds R. J. Gavin as
general manager. Gavin, division

dent for operations; Milton Band-

Creer

the development of magnetic

recording products.

Berkey Photo Moves to
Strengthen Management

company.
Seymour Dunn

Forest,

3M

in

vision markets a broad range of

move designed to strengthen
top management group of

Is

Robert Herr. one of a team
researchers

using home-made equipment. Four years later he was licensed by the government as the
second amateur radio oi>erator in
Chicago.
After holding various jobs as
signal,

of

pany's

the Capital

1965.

Creer

Mincom Division of 3M
Names Herr General Mgr.

and chief executive officer, will
assume the chairmanship in ad-

In this

new

post.

Radam

work with Wynn Nathan,

will

direc-

and marketing,

dition to his present duties.

tor of sales

assume a new
title
of Chairman Emeritus at
the August meeting.

ing films to the networks, syndi-

Poniatoff will

cation,

and regional sponsors.

Cooney Elected VP
J.

M. Stone, Founder

of

Corp. Succumbs
McWilliams Stone, 73, a
J.
boyhood pioneer in wireless radio who founded an electronics
firm of which he was chairman,

DuKane

has died in St. Charles, HI.
In 1908, when he was only 12,
Stone sent his first wireless radio

sell-

of

FPA;

Officers & Directors
George Cooney, executive vice
president and general manager
of EUE/Screen Gems, has been
elected president of the Film

Name

Producers

York

Other

Cooney

of

New

serving

with

Association

for the

1970 term.

officers
will

be:

Charles Ticho

BUSINESS SCREEN

(Fred A. Nilcs Coniiiuinications

Association Films, Inc.
I

vice

Centers),

Irving

president,

secretary,
(C'inelTeets).
Heeht
and Riihcrt Gross (American
Film Producers), treasurer.

Directors of the
are:

KPA

for 1970
(Filmways).

Aronson

Bill

Barron (MPO). Boh Co(Duo), rim Cialfas (GalHoward Henkin (Trio),
fas).
Sam MagdolT (Elektra), Lou
Muccilo Strauss Norman Ohrwashel (PGL) Paul Rosen (Motion) John Babb (F&B/Ceco),
Julie

Ward French

In other nunes.

named group

has been

\ice pres-

Vincent Capuzzi is
group vice president, sponsored
film
services; and
Shirley
D.
Smith is assistant to the president and executive vice president.
ident,

sales;

hen

)

(

(Movielab),
Jack V'orisek (Reeves), Ronald
Eisenhere

Daniel

(Jerome Cohen), and
Sanford Greenherg (DPI), who,
as retiring president, becomes a
board member.

Cohen

Exec VP, W.G.Luther of

Jam Handy Succumbs
William G.

died

Photo-Cine-Optics,

May 20

as

Inc.,

tries,

assistant

the

to

Groen

will be headquartered
SOS's new 40. ()()() square foot
in

facilit\

Tucson, Arizona

During

45 years with Jam

his

Handy, Luther held

several exec-

including

posts,

editorial,

and

mo-

executive

vice

production

tion picture utilization.

He had been

president since August,

1965.

Around The Industry
New management

appoint-

a
Indus-

president.

in

in

Inc.,

F & B Ceco

division of

of

t\i|lovving a short illness.

slidefilms,

SOS

director

The Jam Handy Organization,

utive

Groen Joins SOS As
Assistant to President
Ronald T. Groen has joined

and

"^

executive

l.uther,

president

vice

ments

Califone Roberts

at

clude Clnirles Klein,

Carlstadt. N.J.

vice

president

who

— market

is

in-

j*^v

now

develop-

ment planning, and M.D. "Bud"
Schuster, vice president, market-

McEneny Heads New
Philip

named

McEneny

has

William D. Rayer has
..
been named manager of advertising and sales promotion for General Electric's Photo Lamp DeVimeiil H. Huntpartment
ing

Eastern Video Services
been

president of Eastern Vi-

deo Production Services, a sub-

.

Corp.'
vices

is

rental

a video tape equipment

and post produc-

facility

tion operation, with headquarters
in

.

New York

City.

McEneny

been with the company since

'

is

retiring as director of public

relations-audiovisuals

Eastern Video Production Ser-

'

er

.

.

.

of Transcommunications

sidiary

has
its

career

.

.

.

Deluxe General Elects
Stein Exec Vice President
Norman Stein has been elected executive vice president
DcLu.xe General, Inc.
Stein,

based

in the

of

New York

tronics.

.

executive

as

Inc.

.

.

.

.

Saiiutel C.

has been with DeLuxe
General since 1964 and was controller at the time of his promo-

Service

Thomas

Bruce
appointed
has
Eastern sales manager

tion.

for the

sponsored film division

plant,

.

.

.

.

Modern Talking

.

.

Roger Cahaney. former
djnt

i)f

prcsi-

Sterling Movies. Inc., has

been named executive vice presd e n
Films.
i

t

of

Association-Sterling

Previously

a

division

of

Communications. Inc..
Sterling Movies is now part of

Sterling

JULY, 1970

spindler e saupp^ inc.
1329 grand central
avenue / glendale
California /91201

Picture

Phil Enoch, has joined Pinn

Jack Beck has
Productions
been named executive producer
of Time-Life Films, a division of
Loretta Youni;
Time. Inc.
has been elected to the board of
.

.

Four Appointments at
Association-Sterling

system, designed for Carousel as well as Seiectroslide
projectors, is so revolutionary you will have to see it to
appreciate it. And now you can: Write today for complete
information and the name of the Dynamic Dissolve dealer
scheduling demonstrations in your area.

pro-

Gale will
producpicture
motion
teach a
tion seminar to young people at
the National Presbyterian Church
this summer in Washington, D.C.

ducer

.
.
cut, lap, and variable -speed dissolves; animation,
supers, fades, zooms, and a dozen more exciting effects
never before available for slide presentations. This new

.

video playback system, acting as
staff vice president for SelectaProducers Row, Inc.
V'ision
has appointed Charles Raymond
.

'

will

RCA's

for

Sam
production manager
Sperher has joined MPO Video-

I

I

L'nion

45 year

Tom McDermott

.

.

programming

head

.

incorporation.

for

Pacific Railroad, after a

SOMETHING WONDERFUL
HAPPENS TO SLIDES
WITH DYNAMIC DISSOLVE

.

.

.

.

directors at Technicolor, Inc.

.

.

.

Larounis has been
named Eastern sales manager
Training
and
Education
for
Products, Motorola Systems Inc.

and

John

13
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the camera eye
By

0.

H. Coelln
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USERS of Media
Standards
Equipment
Setting A-V

Who Speaks
in

WITH

for the

ALL THIS TALK

about

-con-

sumer protection" making news on the
national scene,

who

is

protecting the inter-

have been making all kinds of progress
Super 8 and cassette-type
video reproducers have come out of their
plants at an unprecedented rate. But, as
Calvin Communications' v. p. Bill Hedden
ers

as innovations in

told

that

producers and sponsors of audiovisual media? The speciahzing producer of

guests,

business-educational-training films,

ferent

ests of the

entrust-

with producing effective, resultful images for his client, is also the first to be
asked "what system of projection do you
recommend to reach our intended audi-

ed

ences?" In larger corporate

where
employed to
management.

entities,

an audiovisual executive is
answer that question for his
what kind of assunmce of standards luis
been i^iven to safeguard potentially very
large investments in projection via Super-H.

EVR

Video Recording) or
etc!
The audiovisual equipment manufactur(Electronic

EBR, VTR,

etc.

will

company's

"right

now

"Workshop"
some 10 dif-

Super 8 cartridges, none of which

operate on any other equipment.

about

this for

standardization?"

"Many people
ress was made to

correct this problem

cartridge, advising

interested

And

What
.

.

.

believed that great prog-

Kodak announced
any

recent

there are

its
it

reel-to-reel

when

enclosed

would be licensed

projector

to

manufacturer.

Many were elated when Fairchild introduced new projectors with this system. The
tranquility was broken last October when
Bell & Howell announced its own cartridge,
similar to but not compatible with Kodak."

IIIIIIIIIIIIIMIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII

Will Super-8 systems go optical, following Technicolor's lead (and Calvin reports
"a significant growth in the use of optical

sound Super-8 prints for the Technicolor
projector within the last six months") or
will
there be a large Super-8 magnetic
sound industry, presaged by new magnetic
sound projectors out of Kodak, Bell &
Howell, Fairchild and from newcomers like
A. B. Dick?
At the 25th annual meeting of the IndusAudio-Visual Association, held in
trial
Minneapolis May 5-8, this gathering of
leading corporate A-V executives, devoted
considerable program time to such subjects as "The State of VTR & EBR" and
"Standardization of VTR Plus Pitfalls" and
well might have discussed their problems

with Super-8.

The

point of

all

this

is

simply that confu-

which persists at a time of national
economic crises is going to be extremely
costly to (a) the equipment maker who
sion

won't

sell

uncertain prospects; (b) the pro-

programs
clientele
delays
"waiting for the proper systems to emerge;

whose

ducer
(c)

the companies which lose the benefit

of audiovisual media.

Very

well,

here are the responsible or-

ganizations in the audiovisual industry

who

and should make urgently-needed
can
standardization decisions on behalf of their
affected memberships:

Consumer

{user) groups in the busisuch as the Industrial AudioVisual Association have a vital role; education is served by the National Educa1.

ness

field,

Association's Department of Audio-

tional

visual Instruction.
2. Though specializing producers suffer
from the lack of a single national entity,
the Film Producers Association of New
York speaks for a very sizeable, though regional, segment of such companies.
Audio-Visual Associa3. The National

This man gives slide presentations ali over
the country ... so why is he smiling?
Because the new narrator 850 sound/slide system is all
he needs ... So, the next time you fly to Battle Creek
or Butte, take the narrator 850, it even fits under
your airline seat! From: Montage Productions Inc.,
49 West 27th Street, New York, N.Y. 10001 Agent for
.

Marubeni-lida (America),

Inc.

tion represents the bulk of specializing deal-

and distributors of today's a-v equipment. It directorate should charge a responsible committee with this urgent work
of standardization and ask for an early reers

sponse.
4.

The Association

of

Cinema Labora-

with a majority of its lab members
fretting about Super-8 standards, should
join this movement with positive action.
Other groups, such as the Information
tories,

Continued on page

14
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MOTION PICTURE LABORATORIES
90028. 462-6171 (AC 213)

1546 North Argyle Avenue. Hollywood,
1000 Nicholas Blvd., Chicago, Illinois 60007, 569-2250 (AC 312)
Calif.

1418 North Western Avenue, Hollywood,
•

850 Tenth Avenue,

New

York,

New York

Calif.

90027, 466-8631 (AC 213)

10019, 247-3220 (AC 212)

.

.

Engineering promises to

camera eye

.

.

70's;

continued

employment

be

men

professional occupation for

during the

opportunities

countants, especially those

who

largest

the

for

ac-

are college-

should be excellent with a pronounced trend toward specialization, such
as use of computers to prepare and analyze

trained,

portant role to play. Let all these groups
begin to give their members the facts about
St- adards as they exist, insist that the makt;rs of equipment, with Federal permission,

and

unify

standardize

so

media

the

that

can move forward!

data.

Salesmen will have a better chance in the
wholesale field with "very good opportunities" forecast for manufacturer representatives trained to

handle increasingly complex

technical equipment.

handbook, apply the
own company's predicted outlook, or among your clients if
you are a producer.
to a new low point by 1980, due to increasing mechanization on the farm.
Study

this

useful

findings against your

Use This Guide to Much-Needed
Films on Career Opportunities in the
70's
Speaking of filmed media opportiinilies.
both producers and sponsors should take
heed of a new guide to career opportunities
for young people in the I970's. This valuable blueprint to badly-needed, updated

and current career guidance

films,

carries

the prosaic label of "Occupational Outlook
Handbook'" and was published by the U. S.
Department of Labor. You can obtain your
$6.25, directly from the Superincopy
tendent of Documents, Washington, D. C.

M

20402.
Briefly reviewed,

it

predicts that profes-

Enlightened Corporate Citizenship;
Modern's "Focus on Environment"

We

expect a great company like Kodak
to make important contributions which stimulate audiovisual consumer interest and
we're seldom disappointed! That company's
recent production of Movies Move People,
a 25-minute 16mm sound film which helps

show business

70's. The need for service workers to
maintain and repair autos, appliances and
related fields, should increase by 40 per
cent in this new decade. But semiskilled
and unskilled workers face hard times with

Talking

demand

little

mand

in

the years ahead

farm workers

for

will

and de-

be decreasing

with
««

PRIDE IN PRICE w

. . .

one of

in

a 14-meeting

six critical subjects explored

SALES MOTIVATION

program with 7 color sound
strips

.

film-

.

"CREATIVE
SELLING"

for details

American Iron & Steel Institute);
Living With Today's Water (27 min., color.
Water Refining Company); The Answer is
color,

Clear (14 min., color, Detroit Diesel Engine Division. General Motors Corporation);

To Clear

the Air (22 min.. color. American
Petroleum Institute); Wild Rivers (28 min.,
color. Humble Oil & Refining Company);
and Pine Water & Public Health (28 min.,
Cast Iron Pipe Research Association).
Many of these films will also be available
to schools and adult community groups for
current or future use. Add a star to Kodak's

film compares the beautiful land
described by Walt Whitman, Robert Frost
and others (whose words are heard on the

of

A-V com-

going to nationwide audiences

of companies and associations via

Picture

Service

Modern

libraries

28

in

cities.

Covering the range of communications'
problems from sales, to training to image
building. Movies Move People has segments
showing how films can give us both javts
(demonstration)
and feelings. Subjects
cover "selling" ideas, sales motivation, ani-

soundtrack) with today's polluted environment.
And we can't conclude this item without
reminding our readers that ONE producer
(Stuart Finley of Falls Church, Virginia),
has made what we consider to be the na-

on
and water pollution within the past dec-

tion's finest single contribution of films
air

ade. Stu Finley's latest,

plus a slide

BETTER SELLING BUREAU
1150 W. Olive Ave., Burbank,

Dept X70

Calif.

91506

Please tell me how may evaluate this
Sales Motivation Program.
I

Name

new

show

for

three sets of color
of a

TV

more

TV

technical data;

spots; coordination

special; organization of a display;

maps and visuals;
monthly news-letter; providing
preparing

creating
a

a

press re-

porate citizenship, kudos are also due

Mod-

lease service; providing black & white still
coverage; shooting color stills; setting up
film distribution; and consultation on water

ern for one of the country's finest,

most-

resources.

needed film programs. Appropriately titled
"Focus on Environment" this distribution
company's television division, Modern TV,
has brought together a listing of ten 16mm
films, all sponsored by American industry.
Offered for public service showing to both
commercial and educational television stations, the titles and sponsors are worth speAir,

Water and Industrx (22 min., color.

Now

to the

We
how

same

that's

total

and as Stu

capability:

has said in print, "the payoff will be several
years from now when the Erie-Niagara Region around Buffalo develops its system of
water resource facilities."

What producer among you

isn't

capable

and meeting similar needs
among the vast numbers of industrial, governmental and community groups who
need such total programs of information?
of thinking out

The translation of
another language

and "Preview Offer"

Tlie Little Rivers,

produced for the Water Resources Division
of the New York State Department of Conservation, started as a single documentary
film and wound up by performing 12 individual functions: the 20-minute picture,

Language

profits.

YOU BE THE JUDGE
Send

benefits

cial further note:

This unique Sales Motivation Program
will cause your salesmen to produce
the results you want— to meet the
continuing demand for more sales

and more

is

the

mation, in-plant training, corporate image,
conservation and human relations.
And while we're commending good cor-

Motivate Your Salesmen

;

lenging

munication,

late

)

cluster for All the Difference as this chal-

occupations will grow most swiftly,
with 50 per cent more jobs available in the

sional

Dow Chemical Company); All the Difference (20 min., color, Eastman Kodak Company); The Trouble With Trash (28 min.,
color. Caterpillar Tractor Company
Water (27 min., color. Morton Salt Company);
/// Quest of Cleaner Air & Water (4'/2 min.,

is

no

barrier.

a script from English Into
Is fairly

easy, but adapting both

film can be tricky.

have published a special booklet wfiich explains
to solve this

problem.

"Colburn Comments on Foreign Language Films" will save
you time and money, and

it's

FREE. Send for yours today.

Title

Company
GEO. W.
Address

COLBURN LABORATORY,

64 N. Wacker Drive

•

Chicago,

III.

INC.

60606

Telephone (area code 312) 332-6286
City

16

State

Zip
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INFORMATION FILM PRODUCERS OF AMERICA,
P.O. Box 1470, Hollywood, California

in IFPA's history occurred
13. when members of
June
on
Directors held a
the National Board ol
reaional meeting outside the Los Angeles
area on the opposite side of the country.
The evening before, the Washington Chapter hosted a cocktail hour, followed by a

A

milestone

Saturday.

Motor Hotel
of Washingsuburb
in Marlow Heights, a
side.
Maryland
ton on the
The meeting was held aboard Vice
dinner

the

at

Prince George

"Conunderway on Chesapeake Bay, Attendees were President Bob Montague, Vice
President .Art Rescher. Board of Governors
Chairman Bob Scott, Washington Chapter
Simms Howell, and Past Vice Chairman Jon
Stokes. Other guests aboard were Mrs. Bob
(Eleanor) Montague and grandson, Dennis
Duchene, Mrs. Jon (Dorothy) Stokes and
Miss Traudi Pawlick, hostess and First
Mate. Skipper (most of the time) was
young Denis who was practically glued to
the tiller out and back on the four hour
trip. Although rather informal, the agenda
was followed closely and commenced with
President Art Rescher's sailing yatch
tessa"

the approval of Jackie Stillwell's minutes of
the

meeting.

last

Financial

Vice President

Philip Neuhauser's financial report

culated

and

excellent

was given Phil
report and for the smooth

achieved

tion

was

to

the

office

cir-

approval,

After

discussed.

vote of confidence

first

90028

board meeting and all day seminar
in Dallas, Texas will be another milestone
and regional affair. The next April we'll be
at Photo Expo '71 in Chicago, with a con10-11

Regional Board Meeting Held

First

INC.

a

for his
transi-

by

held

Meakin who resigned for reasons of
health. Other reports from board officers

ference, technical sessions and a display at
the Trade Shov\ Professional Society area.

Exciting? You bet! We're gaining that important recognition bit by bit. Our profession is maturing and our society participating.

for

your old film
Whatever the condition
film,

"Cindy" Also for TV This Year
Members and non-members alike have
been awaiting the "Call for Films" in the
1970 IFPA "Cindy" Awards, and here
it is! The competition is now open and will
close

on August

15th. Last year the entrants

were divided into groups so as to be competing with others on the same organizational level. A total of 48 "Cindys" were
presented at the Awards Banquet held during the IFPA National Conference in San
11th consecutive

Francisco. This year, the

Conference, Trade Show, and Film Awards,
another category has been added to the
competition: Video Tape for Information."
IFPA President Bob Montague suggested to
the Board of Directors and to Jerry Oliver,
competition

chairman,

made to
who communicate,
should be

those

that

recognition

in

our industry
and inform

motivate,

using the electronic image and sound. "We,
as traditional filmmakers, are excited and

by

new medium,

and

Rapid can

of your

repair, restore

and rejuvenate

it.

No matter how

scratched,

brittle,

oil-stained or dirty it is. No
matter how badly spliced. Rapid

can give it new life.
That goes for color as well as
black and white; 8, 16, and 35mm.
What's more, after we've
revitalized the film we give it a
special protective coating
that resists future damages.

So why spend a fortune on new
prints? Come to Rapid Film
Technique and renew your

old ones.

Use handy coupon below
for

your

and see

FREE

to

for yourself

what

dramatic effect rejuvenation can
have ... on your films and on
your budget.

MAIL

COUPON TODAY!

are

Jack

intrigued

followed, including Editorial Vice President
Chuck Mac Crone's status report on the

aware of the tremendous impact of video
tape and television. We must combine our
skills as professional information specialists

RAPID FILM
TECHNIQUE, INC.

with the latest tools of effective communica-

Dept.B, 37-02 27th St.,
Long lslandCity,N.Y. 11101

next Newsletter.
to give a
this

A

resolution

commendation

year's publications.

important

business

petition in

hand

Several matters of

followed

for a

was passed
on

for the fine job

including

the

San Jose chapter, and

Conference and Trade Show to be held this November in Newport Beach, California. Long
the progress of plans for the National

range planning ideas were presented by

Bob

Jon Stokes and Montague. IFP.A, is
thinking ahead as far as the year 1976!
Scott,

How

about that for progress!
This meeting was another realization of
the hopes President Montague expressed
during his candidacy for office, that "to be
truly national we must bring meetings and
seminars to all quarters of the nation. North
South and East as well as West." The July

JULY, 1970

tion.

this

The "moving mediums' cannot be

sep-

arated."

This year the awards
during the IFPA 11th

be presented
Annual National

will

AVCOM

Trade Show, November 4-7 at the Newporter Inn. Newport
Beach, California. In addition to the 54
gold and silver "Cindys," there is the Jay
Conference and

Gordon Award

to

send

Trial Certificate

an individual who has

contributed to the betterment of Information Films: the E. C. Keefer Award to a
film unit for professionalism; and the Keefer
Memorial Scholarship to a student film-

maker. Student films and achievements are
judged by a special committee of professionals, educators, and young people them-

n

Send me FREE Trial Certificate
to test Rapid's rejuvenation process.

D

Send me FREE brochure, "Rapid
New Life To Old Film."

Gives

n

Please have a rejuvenation specall me to discuss my film
library and show me how to save
cialist

money.

NAME.

COMPANY.

ADDRESSCITY

STATE.

ZIP.

selves.
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Striking Pavilions of Osaka's

18

Expo '10
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AUDIOVISUALS AT OSAKA
Audiovisuals are in more and better use at the Osaka World's Fair
than any world exposition since Montreal, according to Will Szabo,
who was consulting on his seventh world's fair in Japan.

By WILL SZABO
Will Szabo Associates

itljAN PAKU"
-t* refer to

is

Expo

the

way

the Japanese

70. Freely translated,

it means "all around the world exposition."
They say it with a feeling of pride and a

little

laugh added and this is in fact, what
is; a place to see the best all

the fair really

the nations of the world
a place to

have to offer and

have fun.

Inherent in the central theme of the Exposition. Progress and Harmony for Man-

concept that progress should
not be measured in terms of technological
advancement alone. Well being for mankind

kind,

is

involves

the

a

harmonious relationship among

technology, nature and people. This philosophy has been carried out in all pavilions

Expo 70 appears more

with the result that

gay and festive than its predecessors. No
doubt the fact that the Festivals connected
with religious or national holidays in Japan
have deeper significance than in the west,
adds to the overall sense of festivity on the
fair site.

For a western person visiting the fair the
greatest problem is language. Perhaps for
this reason there is a greater dependence on
audiovisual communication at this fair than
any previous World Exposition. Among the
more than a hundred pavilions there is hardly a single one that does not have some form
of film, slide or sound presentation and the
larger exhibits all have major film or sound
shows. As in the past, some are modest in
their productions,

are deficient tech-

many are superb. There are
which truly advance the state

but

nically,

some

innovations

of the art while others apply the technology

introduced
grees

at earlier fairs

of success.

mecca

in

the

Expo 70 is a
and the technician

Certainly

for both the artist

working

with varying de-

field

of audiovisual

com-

munications.

The

official

Guidebook

lists 1

28 Pavilions

exclusive of the concessions and the

from the

at Expoland. I saw them all
gondola which traverses the fairgrounds. In
the time I had to cover the films and audioties

shows for Business Scri;en, I saw
25 major A-V exhibits and probably a hundred more projected images. Still this must
be an abbreviated report because in five
days of concentrated viewing 1 must have
missed some good shows. What I did see
leads me to urge everyone who is seriously
involved in films or audiovisual productions
visual

to try to get to

Expo

70.

one is asked to make a comparison between Montreal's Expo 67 and
Osaka's '70. If I were forced to make a
choice, I would choose Montreal but it
would be a biased opinion. I was associated
with Expo 67 for two years and was professionally involved in the planning and
execution of most of the major shows. Here
at Osaka I can only report as a trained observer on a one-time basis. At Expo 67 the
major innovations were considered by most
Inevitably,

wrote this article
while serving as audiovisual consultant to the
United States Pavilion at Expo '70 in Osaka.
It is the seventh world's fair he has visited
since Chicago's "Century of Progress" in 1933
and the fifth on which he has worked as a
designer of motion picture and audiovisual
Will Szciho

presentation systems. His past credits include:
the Confluence Theatre. U.S. Pavilion, Hemis-

filmmakers

irf

the

has again made an exOntario Pavilion. Using
the multiple image and moving matte techniques he introduced in Montreal, the Ontario moves at a fantastic pace to a magnificent climax, a sustained aerial view of
Niagara Falls. Chappman's associate. Barry

Chappman

cellent film for the

Gordon, has made

for the State of

Wash-

ington a very lovely film using D-15(). In it
he has also used the multiple image technique, albeit more sparingly, to accent, detail

and amplify the more general scenes of

the film. In doing so. he has created an ex-

tremely effective
tion in a

most

medium

artistic

Unfortunately,

for

communica-

manner.

Francis

Thompson's ge-

absent from Ban Paku. There is a
deliuhtful three screen film in the Rainbow
nius

is

vilion.

At Osaka
to

there

Labyrinth

as

is

Kroiter, Britten and
films

nothing comparable
but the team of

such,

for Labyrinth

Low, who created

the

have created an even

more wonderful cinematic experience for
the Fuji Group. The titleless film, referred
as Tiger Baby, is a most
treatment of the people of the
world, filled with its beauty and its squalor,
its pathos and its humor. Japanese filmmaker Tchiikowa joined the Canadian group and
his contribution is evident in the spirit of

to

by the producers

Astrorama projector (above) and unit camera
used to film the presentations for the Astrorama
shows.

sensitive

terpiece.

Filmed and projected

70mm

15 sprocket

fihn
in

a

mas-

new

horizontal format, called

MAX. (the film image is three times the
standard 70mm release print) and projected onto a huge screen using a rolling
loop mechanism and 25KW lamp, the image
superb, quite unlike anything achieved
is
I

heretofore

in

the

cinema.

Complementing

'64-65.

in

JULY, 1970

the

all

to Stand. CP-Cominco's We Are
Young. C-I-L Kaleidoscope. Disney's Circlevision and the Theme Pavilions, especially
Polar Regions and Resources jar Man. The
"sleepers" at Montreal were the delightful
film by the Hubleys in Community and the
beautiful My Garden Japan at the UN Pa-

CP-Cominco. C-L-L. UN and Theme
and AT&T. GM. Kodak,
Johnson Wax. General Cigar, United Air Lines
Travellers and Ireland Pavilions, New York
Pavilions, E.xpo '67:

world
Chris

Place

the film, the interior of the gigantic pavilion
is filled with slide images, from 28 projec-

fair "68:

encomium from

reporters to be Labyrinth, Czechoslovakia's
Polyvision and diapolyecran, Ontario's A

universality which pervades the
Editor's Note:

facili-

a surround multi-channel sound
completely absorbs the viewer
sonority. Surely, it is destined to bring

tors,

and by

track

that

its

19

.

audiovisuals at Osaka

.

obtained from xenon lamps up to lOKW
and for two large screen presentations 300

.

continued

ampere
by Zenzo Matsuyama which

Pavilion

re-

minded aie so much of Thompson's To Be
Alive £ntitled From Wind, Light and Mud.
lilm

th

truly captures the

spirit

Japan

of

tion

processing and projec-

are impecable and the capabilities of

Eastman color have been used
exciting way. There
light of

is

transported thru this chamber on a

ing

walkway and the
immersion

plete

producers"

uid the Japanese.

The camera work,

and floor are mirrored. The

ceiling

is

in

a most

a scene taken at twi-

shimmering water with greens and

golds that are quite out of this world.

And

succeeding sequence of classical Japanese dancing, shot against a black background, the images seem virtually to leave
the screen, they are so real! (It will also
dispel the myth that color film cannot yield
in a

effect

that

they

It

Thus the medium is actually
images and sometimes all nine screens

sync'd.

3x3

are used singly.

An

innovation, however,

formed

dent

in

the Mitsubishi Pavilion. Called the

Hori-Mirror Screen, two opposing walls are
projected upon whilst the remaining walls.

in

concentric

is

which is
around the

the seating (rather than standing),

Marley

to the

subjects

which are most appropriate for the medium,
the Raging Sea in one and the Volcanic
Eruption in another.
Although Disney's Cinlevision is absent
too, there are several pavilions which feature 360° surround. At the Toshiba Pavilion
nine screens are used for the full circle, but
shooting was done with only three cameras

Markson, who created
Kaleidoscope represented in Osaka. But the
technique of using mirrors to expand the
impact of cine images is dramatically eviis

is

used

a truly black black).

Nor

mov-

one of com-

is

in the picture.

credit

visitor

circles

periphery of the theater; and a very nice

whole seating area is rotated. The
is very fine and on the whole

idea, the

production

A
is

true innovation in total visual impact

the

Midori-Kai

Using

five

70mm

film

image
feet

in

fills

Pavilion's

projectors

with

8

Astrorama.
perforation

run horizontally, the projected
133° of a spherical dome 100

diameter! Although technically, the

specially constructed screen surface has not
completely eliminated cross illumination and
wash out, and although the five 5KW lamps
do not provide enough lumens, film producer Osamu Yamada has used his medium
to

create

some astonishing and

beautiful

effects.

of the

Astrorama dome while not

in

use.

interest

the film director the choice of square, rectangular vertical, rectangular horizontal or

on a square
Youth is produced in
Varioscopy and is shown on a screen about
40 feet on edge. Earth and Sky. also in
varioscope is shown on a diamond-shaped
as

many

as ten picture elements

The

screen.

film.

screen almost ninety feet high. Using both
horizontal and vertical editing, a dynamism
is given the film, which is quite effective.

An

unusual use of multiscreens is employed
film, Leniniana. which is actually
three separate documentaries relating to
Lenin's life. Using a single large screen,
which greets the visitor as he enters the

for the

pavilion, six additional screens are located

periphery of the large room. Here the

film elements are tied together architecturally

the

by the circular shape of the room and
exhibits which compliment the films'

stories.

lent

results

were obtainable by amateurs,

surely the professional could do even more.

Now

the Netherlands pavilion has done

The scenario

is

it!

simple: create an under-

standable image of contemporary Holland,
not the nation of windmills and wooden
shoes, but the real nation of robust, indus-

and concerned people. Scenes rangfrom tender love making in a wheat
field to roaring industrial complexes occur
in synchronism throughout the three stories
of the pavilion to the accompaniment of an
eight channel stereo sound track. One is
enveloped with sound and images while ridtrious

ing

Perhaps the most exciting pavilion for
who has dreamed
of a "total experience" is the Netherlands
pavilion, where fifteen 35mm film loops,
ten slide projectors and a magnificent building combine to place an image before the
visitor wherever he may look. Jan Vrijman,
who produces both documentary and feature films in Holland, says the concept came
to him after visiting Paradiso, a hippy joint
in Amsterdam,
where the young people
short on funds but long on talent, were creating fascinating and meaningful experiences
using audiovisual techniques. If such excelthe audiovisual producer

Screen

special

to the professional filmmaker is the first
showing outside of the Soviet Union of the
Varioscopic 70mm film format which was
reported to the SMPTE by Dr. V. G. Komar
in 196S and 1969. Using double height, 10
perforation, 70mm film, the system affords

at the

quite pleasing.

Of

used.

are

arcs

inc escalators, while walking or

standing
this

still.

What

is

when

just

most unique about

multiple screen production

is

the fact

producer was not only concerned
with image content and story line; in addition he became concerned with vertical and
that the

horizontal spaces in an architectural sense.
a tribute to his genius that he was able
communicate these needs to the architects. Prof. J. B. Bakema, Dr. C. Weber,
Dr. M. Murata and to the technical direcIt is

to

P. G. van der KIcut. Indeed they are
co-producers of a truly "total experience."
tor,

One

of the striking

scenes from "Birth"
running in the
Astrorama dome for
visitors to the

World's Fair
Osaka.

in

There are no

less

than

forty-five

films

running in the U.S.S.R. Pavilion. Using
both front and rear projection in ambient
light

situations,

There

is

excellent

image quality

is

stereoscopic film and filmstrip at

the Soviet Pavilion too. In a most comfortable theater Russian Sketches

is

shown on

70mm

a lenticular screen using the
Stereo-70. The system requires

system,

no glasses
and after one adjusts to viewing from an
optimum position, the 3-D image literally
comes alive with depth in front, as well as
to the rear of the screen plane. It is worth
noting that in the Soviet pavilion, as well
as in

20

most European

pavilions,

35mm

film

BUSINESS SCREEN

i

is

oven when the screen

uscii

as small as

is

one meter. 1 he resulting hii;h quality, monitored by the All L'nion Cinema and Photo
Research

Institute,

NlKFl. does

justice

to

Russian filmmakers.
Canada's pavilion, which is one of the
most striking on the outside, is all audiovisual on the inside. As at Expo 67. the
creativity and technical excellence of the
Canadian Film Board is in evidence. Conthe artistry of the

semi-sit

sisting of three

Rex

down

theaters, the

llw Land, an
imaginative documentary, on a ninel triangular screen. Next there is a large lightboard, consisting of some 1500 2" x 2"
luminescent panels on which a humorous
shows

first

Tasker's

animated picture is
odes, which control
tivated by a 35mm
ture projected onto

played.

The photo

di-

the light panel are ac-

animated motion pica matrix which simu-

elements. The last chamhappy "way out" show combining
films, lighting and graphics for a joyous
ride through Canada on the psychedelic
lates the lighting

ber

bus.

is

a

From

to the
terior,

the mirrored walls of

its

exterior

is

at

the

US

and

equipment

shown

artifacts.

side-by-side

multiple speakers, in terms o' hundreds, is
an innovation. There are 525 i, the Astro-

but the position of the screens makes the
images too distorted for comfort.

duced by Experiments

fiction

thrillers

is

played

abreast

In

the French

Pavilion filmed faces are

projected upon white plaster sculptures with

Mitzuabove ones

the result an unusual 3-L^ effect.

In

channel
rama dome fed from an elc\
'neater
sound system. In the Stockhausei
ikof the Cierman Pavilion, there are 70
ers arrayed in seven tiers and ten r.
Ihese arc fed by seven mike channels
eight channel tape, an electronic synthesizer
and can be patched up in what seems to
be an infinite matrix. A panning control,
said to contain over a thousand transistors,
permits smooth transition around the ten
^

vertical channels.

At the Pepsi Pavilion there are over three
hundred speakers and thirty-seven chan-

The psychedelic show proin .Art & Technology,
provides modern musicologists and audio
engineers with an almost inexhaustable combination of sound experiences. The Steel
nels

of sound.

Pavilion also has a sound and light show.

quirements.

which com-

Two

spoof on

on four
and a central one
screens, three
above. Clever use of speed-up photography
and process shots plus the use of the lop
screen for elongated vertical motion by producer Hirosii Tesigawara has made the
movie A 240 Hour Day the comedy highlight of the Fair. .At the Gas pavilion, where
the entire show is dedicated to fun and
laughter, there is another four screen proiluction. There the audience is divided into
two groups seated facing each other, sejiarated by a screen on the floor. Two more
screens are erected vertically at the ends
of the floor screen and a fourth screen is
lowered from the ceiling for special sctiuences. It is a zany film with lots of zip.
science

on the surface of a sphere (from the inside)
using a 2mm lens with 230' coverage!

pliment a larger exhibit of American sports
films,

a

sound systems used with films and some special non-film shows which use sound in a
unique and exciting way. First, the use df

Pavilion

very modest, consisting of four rear pro-

jected films of sporting events

Automobile Pavilion

called the

and

artistry.

Use of audiovisuals

the

is

In the walls are three hundred speakers in
addition to which another half hundred are
suspended from cables so that they can be

technology

audio\'isual

of

At

It

a fish swims in the air
head, the "screen" being a curtain of smoke.
In the same pavilion, images are projected

graciousness and happiness of its inthe Canadian pavilion is a marvelous

e.\ample

istry of Japanese aesthetics.
Screen oj Transition.

additional

on eleven foot

bishi

raised or lowered to suit the program's reInternationally

famous

com-

more conventional theater type
presentations, the film made by John and
Faith Hubley for the IBM Pavilion is a
gem. Netherlands has a 70mm movie entitled Skies Over Holland, which is about

posers have been commissioned to score the

any film could be.
report on Expo 70 would not be com-

than those who come to see the
best the world has to offer in the field of
•
cinema and audiovisual arts.

Of

the

wide screens, are of interest because they
were commissioned by the Los Angeles

as perfectly projected as

County museum and created by the popular American artist Roy Lichtenstein. The
films are silent and repeat every 22 sec-

plete

A

without

a

special

comment on

the

music for most of the films and there is
much good music to be heard everywhere.
The Japan World Exposition has much to
offer to

all

its

visitors.

None could

be more

fulfilled

onds.

There are other unusual films at Expo 70.
At the Japan pavilion there is an eight
screen production, four wide by two high,
which spans 157 feet and is fifty feet high.
In the

Theme

Pavilion there

show

is

a "sleep-

a square
room, each wall of which contains fifty triangular shaped images. The photography is

er,"

a

superb,

slide

the

editino aeain

consisting

projection
reflects

of

excellent

and

the

the delicacv and art-

Unusual design of the Fuji Group pavilion (right)
uses the curved inside roof and walls for unique
audiovisual effect.

Smoke Show (left) in the Rainbow Tower has huge
images of Adam and Eve emerge from the v.'all as the audience (below)
IS enveloped in the harmess smoke emerging from the floor and ceiling.

Fourth scene of the
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The Creative Challenge of
"Harmony of Nature and Man"
One

of the attractions

drawing large crowds

Expo '70
Nature and
at

is

Roger Tierney's talented deGregory Gordon, planned the entire
Washington State Pavilion around Dimension 150 projection specifications. To action sypstems.

the

signer,

Man"
Dimension 150 production of "Harmony of
in the Washington State Pavilion. Here is the producer's own
story of

how

it

evolved.

commodate

the

maximum number

of visi-

were to stand for each
showing. A simple mathematical computation led to the conclusion that twelve minutes would be alloted as the running time
for the film, which would be recycled as
fast as the audience in the theater could be
changed. Our assignment was to conceive
and execute what would go on the screen,
a film on the State of Washington to be
entitled Harmony of Nature and Man.
To the writer who had to sit down at a
typewriter and fill many empty pages with
a blueprint for action, the theme expressed
by the title struck a responsive chord. Washington is one state where man does indeed
tors in a day, viewers

ROGER TILTON

By

Roger Tilton Films
San Diego, Calif,

"C'VER SINCE EXPO

'67,

in

Montreal,

Canada, dazzling audio-visual experiences have become cle rii;eiir contestants for
•"--^

the attention of jaded fairgoers.

we had

We knew

problem from the moment we
started to create a motion picture for the
Washington State Pavilion at Expo "70, in
Osaka. Japan.
Production times on Expo films have increased from one year to two and in some
cases, even three years. Budgets for these
a

extravagant productions soar into the millions, with whole new screen processes being designed from the ground up to provide
increasingly

more

techniques.

From

sophisticated presentation
theater

architecture

and

environmental design, to the creation of
unique new projection systems never before

Expo '70 would become the latest
showcase for leading edge developments in

used,

22

motion picture technique. Our job was to
make a film which could compete on a par
with the premiere productions of many
nations, an awesome challenge at best. It
seems ridiculous, but we were restricted to
a meager budget of less than $250,000. Due
to late approval of funds, we had a scant
nine months, with no margin for error, to
carry the project through from script to
screen. These then were the rules of the
game. Our job was to find a creative solu-

many

tion to

stimulating problems.

vironment.

Roger Tierney Associates, Inc., designand producers of both the Washington
State Pavilion and its internal exhibits, in-

ers

cluding the film production, wisely elected

harmony with his natural enFrom the fog-shrouded beaches

live in close

of the Olympic Peninsula to the snowcapped Cascade Mountains and the wheat
fields of Eastern Washington, opportunities
abound here to demonstrate man's dependency on nature. Rich in Indian lore, the
home of lumbermen and salmon fishermen,
campers, and sportsmen, Washington brings

to confine themselves to the best projection
system which can be obtained on an "offthe-shelf" basis: Dimension 150. This process, which was developed by Dr. Richard
Vetter and his partner Carl Williams, uses
a curved 120° screen with a brilliant, sharp,

Northwest. The State of Washington

and undistorted

rich

Six

track

ultimate

in

picture.

stereo sound makes
wide screen theatrical

this

the

projec-

its

inhabitants close to the great bays, riv-

ers,

forests,

in

and mountains of the Pacific

potential

is

so

material for a film that,

from a content point of view, our script was
threatened by too much of a good thing.

BUSINESS SCREEN

three luindrei.1 salient points about the State
which someone wanted to see in the film.

and thirty seconds. hardl\ enough time to
cover the three hundred odd points which
were desirable.

Like a broken string of pearls, tlie>^e "information bits'" iiad no intrinsic contiiuiity

tions.

Initial

content

outlines

listed

as

nian\

as

and told no story.
Moreo\er. \\c were acutely aware that a
film on the State of \\ ashington could read-

We

tackled
First,

possible

problem with two solu-

the

we attempted

scenes

into

to

distill

many

one archetypal image

us to unlock the secret of the film

which would symbolize, rather than catalogue, major features of the State. For example, the many majestic mountains of
Washington became, for us, one great mountain: Mt. Rainier. Countless facets of the
logging industry were epitomized in the
felling of one great tree and its subsequent

Spired by Mies V'anDer Rohe's

trip to the

become

ily

"just

another

tra\eloi:uc".

To

the cosmopolitan tastes of a fairgoing audience, this would be tantamount to d.\Uh.

One

of the creative handles which helped

was infamous dic-

saw

mill.

One

typical family with

might
beauty of a Japanese print
win more hearts than the loud razzle-dazzle of a typically Occidental extravaganza.

hobbies and its home came to stand for
all the people who live in Washington. One
lone house on a limitless prairie speaks for
all the farms of Eastern Washington. One
painter, one sculptor, one schoolbus, had
to represent the arts and education for all

A

more". In contcn-'.plat'ng the
primary audience, most of which would be

tum "Less
Japanese,

is

we

felt

—
—

the aus-

that siiu[>liiiiy

tere

its

approach was also indicated by
in time and budget.
Since we knew of the Japanese affinity
for nature, we elected to make the most out

of this exciting state. So effective

our limitations

solitary

of the en\ ironnient.il simulation capabilities

lected.

simple

Dimension 150 process. As in Cinerama, periphereal vision photography and
full surround sound can be utilized to give

of the

the \iewer the sensation that he

is

actually

participating in the scenes before him.

To

heighten this sense of viewer involvement,

we used ultrawide angle

lenses

and

era which never stopped moving.

a camThe view-

is transported through forests, and rides
on logging trucks. A converted B-26 was
used to cover vast stretches of eye-filling

er

terrain.

Salmon

boats, monorails, elevators,

and even outboard motorboats became moving camera platforms to increase the viewer's kinesthetic involvement in the scene
before him. So far, so good, only now we
were confronted by a new dilemma: viewer involvement hinges on ample time to
sense and react to the spatial stimuli of
each scene. For a twelve minute film we
could only use between twenty four and
forty eight scenes lasting between fifteen
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do these

symbols become that, in the finished film they have no trouble in carrying the message for which they were se-

Our second

solution

to

the

problem of

over to

Don Weed,
optically

to

iniaiies

work.

With the picture portions of our n i
completed we had about six weeks left ir
which to build our six-track stereo soundtrack. To make our film bilingual, we employed the device of an American girl guide,
speaking English, and a Japanese male tourist sneaking Japanese, as protagonists who
could converse in both languages. While
our picture celebrates the specific beauties
of Washington State, our two conversationalists reflect on the broader aspects of man's
dependency on his ecological environment.
Indian beliefs in nature as our mother, and
the need to replenish our streams and our
forests with fish and tree seedlings, provided
a positive "message" for the film which, we
hoped, would lift it out of the ordinary
travelogue class.

Our composer, Elmer

covering a lot of content territory in a short
amount of time was to double and triple
our images by inserting smaller "flying"

small

scenes into the larger moving background

signed to

scenes.

heroic,

The

technical

aspects

of

this

process

merit detailed explanation. Director of Pho-

tography Barry O. Gordon composed each
scene with a view to its later use in the
multi-image technique. Since only a portion of each 70mm frame would be used
by the insert scenes these were filmed in
straight 35mm. On completion of photography, Barry Gordon put on his editor's
cap and, with the Director's storyboard as
a guide, proceeded to lay out on a grid
pattern the precise size, shape and position
of each smaller rectangle within the large"
frame. The accompanying illustrations show
how this was accomplished. As each section of the film was edited, it was turned

of Film Effects of Uolly-

composite these multionto one single piect of 65mm color
negative. This was accomplis'ied by using
male and female holdback mattes which
were produced on the only optic;/ printers
ne of
in America capable of doing this

woiid.

orchestra

Each section

Bernstein, used a

create

to

a

large

a specific musical

fit

intimate,

sound.

was carefully de-

of the film

childlike,

—

"mood"
The

upbeat.

broken "pearls" of information were strung
together on the musical rhythms of each
se

!uence.

sound

The music,
track,

effects

together with a rich

was recorded

track stereo to achieve the

round effect.
Response
gratifying.

to the film at

The

appreciates the
of the film.

Its

largely

in

maximum

six

sur-

Osaka has been

Japanese

audience

unassuming simplicity
brevity is an asset, where

ciuiet

other competing exhibits

demand

too

much

Perhaps the greatest evidence
nf having achieved our desired result was
the comment of one Japanese visitor who
exclaimed, "Why, Washington is just like
Japan!"
fiewer time.
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Andrew Costikyan

Concerto for

NPR and

is

the

man

holding

If

Orchestra

Shooting a hundred-man symphony orchestra that is getting paid by the hour, you
obviously need to use multiple cameras,
arrange to stagger the film runouts and

hope

to avoid retakes.

For the Bell Telephone Hour "Sounds and
Sights of Chicago," Director of Photography
Andrew Costikyan used three NPRs to

cover the Chicago Symphony
concert for the show.

Two

of the

in

cameras were placed

a special

in

the au-

dience for wide-angle shots of the whole
orchestra, for cutaways of the audience

and for telephoto closeups
and the conductor.

of the players

But the director needed some shots of the
conductor from the players' point of view,
and some wider angle closeups of the
players themselves, to provide the feel of
being right in the orchestra.
Mr. Costikyan put on white tie and tails,
and sat right in the orchestra with an NPR.

So

This meant

he was

that, for

right in

the other two cameras,

the shot!

But the NPR is an unobtrusive camera, so
NBC-TV,
it worked. If you saw the show on
did you notice that one of the performers
was playing an NPR?

NPR brochure, write Eclair Corp. at 7262 Melrose Aver^ue
Avenue. Valley
Los Angeles. Calif. 90046; or at 73 S. Central
France.
Stream. New York 11580. Eclair International: Pans 2e,
For an

eclair
BUSINESS SCREEN
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iithis

photograph. He
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is

a

member

of the

lATSE Chicago

local

666 and has been a

first

cameraman

for

22 years.

\

CALTEXONFILM...
From

. . .

By

Dr.

ARTHUR

A. DELANEY
Garden City (N.Y.)

AMERICANS

to tell

the

company's emblem

not to

is

be seen on a service station or an
oil
tank truck in the United
or indeed even in the
States
whole Western Hemisphere!

—

is
international
Caltex
an
petroleum corporation operating
in more than sixty countries with-

in the Eastern Hemisphere. It is.
however,
an American-owned
enterprise which explores for,
purchases, transports, refines, and
markets petroleum on behalf of
Standard Oil Co. of California
and Texaco Inc. Thus, those
Americans who have purchased
Caltex products or who have
viewed its operations have done
so while traveling on the other

of the globe. The Caltex
emblem is a familiar one to Business Screen readers because
side

they have seen

it

depicted some-

where in thirty-seven outstanding
motion pictures produced as a
public service by this corporate
giant. So, while the Caltex peo-

ple will be quick to denty

it.

company

motion

is

also

in

the

their

picture business!

The production

of motion picby American corporations

tures

whose

primary industrial concern is anything but cinematography has long been accented
by patrons of sponsored films.
Schools, churches, librar'es and
civic groups have used sponsored
films to advantage for years. Although such films are not strictly
commercial in cither a Holly-

wood

or advertising concept,
they are not produced for purely
altrustic purposes, either. As an
international corporation. Caltex
realizes that
ly

we

complex,

world.

It

knows

all live in

a high-

interdependent

its

story. In the process

improve international
promote world stability,
and foster mutual respect
among nations is good for mankind: it is also good for business!
helps

to

relations,

Series is Born
Thus, fourteen years ago the
public

relations

department

signed

to

promote international

ignorance, hate, and envv.

What

and

It

is

with pride

have come
to look upon this endeavor as a
corporate duty. To be sure, each
production is also designed to
promote Caltex's relations with
the local government of the country

depicted in the film.

More than 10,000
been

prints

have

in worldwide disand today the series is
viewed by an estimated 25 million people per year. Of the total
thirtv-seven motion pictures produced bv Caltex, twentv-one are
in current circulation. These are
Permanent Way (East Africa
Pearl of the Gulf (Bahrain), Oil
.Across Sumatra. The New Zealanclers. The jWew India. Mystery

placed

tribution,

Mounds. (Bahrain), Men.
.Ships, and Oil (Transportation),
Land
of
Fndeavor
(South
Africa), The Green Islands (Inof the

acknowledged

authorities in the subject area included in the film. Early obsolescence is avoided by tailoring
film
content to avoid topical

references that

would soon be-

after production,

trades.

dated.

Thus,

many

years

prints are still
being distributed and their meaning appreciated by new audi-

play

order to maintain worldwide acceptance of its films, Caltions.

times

final product either did
not measure up to its high norms,
or because local advisors felt it
did not meet mutually agreed up-

on standards of excellence. Con-

ences.

sequently, the International Film

most cases, Caltex films
have been written, photographed
(usually in 35mm), and edited
by
top-quality,
professional
studios.
Nearly all production
units are based abroad, and release prints in both 35mm and

Series has been praised by mil-

mark)!

16mm

cially

In

prepared in London
by Sound Services, Limited. The
are

well-known firm of Film Counselors,

Inc.

has

technical

the

in

assisted

Caltex

production

pects of the film series since

asits

inception.

Original prints are recorded in

and other widely used
languages. In addition to Western
English

lions

—

Beautiful.

Hong

f^ong Hori-

Korean

native Thai, but also in the

more

imiversal English, French. Dutch,

Danish, Norwegian, and Swedish.

Also fostering authenticity and

The content of ail Caltex films
based upon a predetermined

theme, designed to caoture the
spirit

or the national character of

the

corporation's

good-neii:'hbor

educational

quick and
pointing out the
are

—

audiences
vociferous

in

com-

obvious
contained in

mercialism
many
sponsored teaching films. Frequently, such criticism is not
without merit. On the other hand,
half-hour

sound

full-length

motion

totally

are

ex-

would be

It

viewer,

insensitive

who would

and

color

pictures

pensive to produce.

Promise of Pakistan. Ja'^rn

The

by a King (of Den-

as

Unobtrusive Commercials
Viewers of free films
espe-

language versions of a
single title have been produced
and the popular Art Heritage fi'm
has even reached audiences that
spea'c twenty diflferent languases!
The sound track of Treasures of
Thailand is recorded not only in
difl:'erent

—

"ordinary" viewers

of

as well

donesia),

zons. Faces of Australia.
Spring.

strictly

is

cause the

a

—

refreshing,

eschewed by Caltex. On more
than one occasion the Caltex
people have been known to scrap
an entire production and to start
again from scratch simply be-

deed,

—

on first-class producAmateurism, while some-

tex insists

and dialects are frequently dubbed in subseouent to production
on ma"nastriping. Up to a dozen

Art Heritage (New
York's Metropolitan Museum of
Art). African Journey. African
h'eritaee. Voyaee of Discovery
(Philippines),
Three Brothers
(Indonesia), Nile
The Creator, Treasures of Thailand. The

it.

In

languages, local esoteric tongues

is

the often stormy waters of "orld

country

the

company

that the Caltex people

mores, folk-

ways, customs, and traditions to
be presented in the projected
film. This is done by consulting
with cultural representatives of

come

national

still

country depicted. Prior to
production, the corporation care-

fully investigates the

and flavor. When the final
sound track is recorded, it is
sometimes a local symphonic
group that has been engaged to
ter

the

understanding and good will between the nations with which the

Production Patterns

26

at

Caltex embarked on what has become a continuing film series de-

derstanding of each other's culture, geography, economv, and
helps

has established a

it

worldwide corporate image, earned world
renown and served millions of viewers.

that a better un-

aspirations

original

solid

have

of Americans have never
purchased a Caltex product! And,

musicians often contribute
scores to the musical
background of Caltex films, conveying a distinct national charac-

local

relied

-^" heard of the Caltex Petroleum Corporation. Yet, the majority

more than 15 years, Caltex Corporation has
on a farsighted and effective film program

For

Public Schools

It/TANY

Ends of the Earth

(To) the

in-

concede

not

that sponsors are entitled to in-

clude
in

some

ident'fying

message

the films they provide gratis.

such sequences are produced
good taste, are appropriately
related to the subject matter conveyed by the film, and do not
If

in

blatantly
age,

consume too much

no

audience

foot-

resentment

should be directed toward
sponsoring company.
Caltex

productions

a proper balance.

corporated

in

all

the

maintains

Footaee

is

in-

Caltex films to

'^'oduce'-s. directors,

convey an image of the company
as a major worldwide corporation

tinn production units. And, as
might be expected, well-known

having substantial interests
wide variety of locations.

nolicv

is

its

frequent use of local
and on-loca-

in

a

The

BUSINESS SCREEN

'

Caltcx label

discreetly stanipec!

is

on each motion picture; there is
no doubt left in the \ ieuer's mind
as to who produces a Caltcx pub-

However, the
lic
commercial "message" in no way
film.

service

Indeed,

interrupts the narration.

no verbal mention

even made

is

The

products.

of Caltcx

or

corporate

message

conveyed

through

its

is

tastefully

the

skillfully

integrated use of brand "visuals'"

camera pans past the

the

(e.g..

Caltcx
tion

in

emblem on a service staHong Kong or a Caltcx

tank truck is seen moving along
the boat basin at Sydney Har-

—

Arctic Circle, alio

moved

have been
wastes on

llicN

across desert

abroail.

Through arrangements developed over the years, Caltcx can

ficially

new

place a

film before a public

million

twenty-live

to

fifteen

an audience which is
sometimes greater than the population of the country portrayed.
people,

Part

of

distribution

this

ranged by Caltex

make

ar-

is

who

alliliates.

prints available to schools,

organizations,

tourist

resort

consumers, and
television stations and networks

for televising each

story.

distribution

is

arrangements

its

throughout

new

some four

company

icans a year, and to offer the film

all.

Finally,

serves.

end of each production

is

at

the

a nine-

title
credit
which
gives an overview of Caltex's
Eastern Hemisphere operations.

teen-second

Distribution

A
of

quality

production

commercialism

overt

devoid
is

but

one key to the wide acceptance
Film
Caltex International
the
Series

received

has

around the

A

second key is the rather
extensive and somewhat unique
distribution
arrangements
film
Caltex has developed over the
years. So important is the series
world.

as

a

of

unifier

local

overseas

it
gradually
programs.
has
evolved into a cornerstone of the
Caltex public relations effort.

The

logistics

distribution

is

of Caltex's
multi-faceted.

film
It

has incorporated aspects of every

system devised. Free-loan Caltex films have
been ordered and quickly delivered on the basis of a simple
distribution-retrieval

They have also
by dog sled to be shown

telephone
traveled
in

call.

snow-bound huts above the
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lease

to various

the

U.S.

travel

to

Amer-

to live million

social,

and

re-

Department of

U.S.

USIA

carries a

International Premieres
The interest expressed

governments

foreign
films

is

600 Madi-

York,

N.Y.

capital

by
Caltex

in

often reflected in the in-

held for a

New

education-

certilicatc attesting to this.

United States. Clubs, civic
groups, and educational institutions within the country can obtain Caltex films on a free-loan
basis by contacting Associationin the

son
Ave.,
10022.

certified as

and each

State,

Films

International

ternational

Inc.,

Af-

I-\)rcign

15 ctnmtrics.

in

sort groups, and to schools with-

Sterling' Films,

of

example, purchased 2^
prints in several languages and
distributed them to Thai embassies and travel promotion ollices
fairs, for

film re-

most Caltcx films are
made about the milieu which the
After

Ministry

land's

(including state-i>vvned

in the context of the film

— —

premiere

which

new production

city

is

in the

of the country por-

trayed. Guests at these functions

ministers
include prime
and presidents, and always include key political, industrial and
often

military leaders as well as

mem-

Concurrently,

Caltex

Wash-

to responsible groups, usually at

ington, sponsored by the

ambas-

$150 per 16mm

sador of the country portrayed,

made

from

available for sale
print plus freight

London.

All

in-

quiries regarding the purchase of
prints should be directed to the

Public Relations

Department of

Caltex Petroleum Corporation

at

to

shown

politan

Museum

in

the

Seen

in

Caltex film
the Metro-

of Art."

which American government
local leaders, and fre-

figures,

quently a

number

voys

invited.

are

other Caltex

of foreign en-

Premieres

countries

are

in

also

380 Madison Avenue, New York,
N.Y. 10017. All 35mm trims and

held under the sponsorship of the

from recent titles are
inventoried and stored at Sound
Services. Limited in London, and

trayed

duplicate negatives are available

quaintence

out-takes

normal charges for such maby contacting this department. The entire series is administered by J.D. Tierney, assisted
by Parker Monroe, Jr. at the
at

terial

New York

is

"Art Heritage as

usually

holds a U.S. premiere in

charges

Bronze statue of ParvatI {about 900
A.D.)

bers of the local press.

In addition to free-loan prints,
films are

-1

prints have been ofadopted by many governments for use by their diplomatic
missions and overseas tourist bureaus. Various agencies of Thai-

have been
al
by the

TV). An

alliliates

Caltex

Caltex

additional aspect of Caltex's film

.

Caltex

of

industrial

areas,

and they
These visuals
bour
naturally withfall
are few
)

agement

camel-back.

ol

man-

(irogram with the

the

ate

office,

who

coordin-

ambassador of the country porin the film. These showings afl'ord an excellent opportunity for Caltex to

renew

its

ac-

government leaders. Appropriate press
announcements and other pubwith

local

accompany the release
new films and premieres.

licity
all

When

Treasures of

of

Thailand
Continued on next page

Excitement of Australia's annual
Isa rodeo is reflected on

Mount

the faces of spectators in Caltex
film "Faces of Australia" (below,
left). Carved and gilded boats
of the Royal Barge Procession
(below, right) are magnificent
scene in film "Treasures of
Thailand."
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caltex on film

honor.

continued

variety

Since its release over a
year ago, nearly 200 prints in a

have been

of languages

most recent

Caltex's
in

1966

it

was given

film

have since been circulated.

Smith-

Two

Washington
under the auspices of the Thai

miered

Ambassador to the U.S. Some
200 distinguished guests attend-

Nations
Association
Theatre in New York's Carnegie

including the ambassadors
from several countries. The firm's
international premiere was held

tre.

U.S. premiere
rcnian Institution

its

the

at
in

ed,

in

Bangkok

a few days later un-

years

Kong

Hong

New York

Council

after

Ministers

attended.

him was
presented to H. M. King Bhumibol Adulyadej. Some 227 addi-

tional

print

of

the

prints of this

outstanding

at

Development

Trade

NBC-TV

of

Horizons

the

Endowment International CenThe American showing was
sponsored by the Hong Kong

Minister, and most of Thailand's
a

pre-

beautiful

United

der the sponsorship of the Prime

Later,

Caltex

later

hauntingly

its

its

Council.

the

televised

first

the

tional

premiere

Governor

teeming

the

in

as

with

the

guest

of

Classic Cars Used for
Film Quality Comparison

is

film

in

Faces of Ans-

and

military,

official guests.

premieres

tralian

Aus-

currently

are

planned for Canberra, the fedcapital, and two Australian
embassies and Australia's Quantas Airways recently acquired ten
eral

prints for

Caltex

own
now

its
is

distribution,

beginning

lease print production of

Korean

and

film,

midst of editinu

is
its

its

re-

new

also in the

filmed

first

they hit on an unusual
one which proved to be
visually
stimulating
and

films,

idea,

both

conceptually precise.

To empha-

size Caelus' search for perfection

'W/'HEN

Jim LeBoeuf of Fleig
and LeBoeuf, representing
Caelus Memories, Inc., first contacted John Magnuson. president
of Imagination. Inc., the San

"

Francisco film production house,

he wanted to devise a business
film that would dramatize the
dynamic concepts of Caelus' engineering and production techniques.

Caelus Memories

Film crew moves in for a close up
in Bugatti auto.

of quality

a subsid-

is

Memories &
Magnetics Corp.,
and manufacturer of memory devices and
systems peripheral equipment and
recording heads for communicaiary

tions

of

Electronic

and

information

systems

applications.
Preparing to shoot scene from Caelus film, Imagination, Inc. crew fixes

camera

position.

Striving
that

to

clutter

avoid

many

the

cliches

sponsored

in

Magnu-

electronics field,

the

crew selected another prodhad also been produced

son's

uct that

according

ments

—

exacting

require-

the automobile.

Not any

to

automobile,

its

Voyage

successful

of Dis-

Philippines

the

now

is

the

in

early production state.

Caltex

has

invested

a

great

deal of money, time, and

eft'ort

in

International Film Series.

its

It

could have selected other avenues
through which to funnel its re-

The motion picture medium was selected because Caltex

sources.

it to be a universal language understood by viewers of
wide and varying backgrounds. It
was a wise selection, one which
has paid tangible dividends to

realized

the corporation, to the

people, and to the

which Caltex

in

American

many
a

is

nations

welcomed
•

cuest.

which Caelus is also known. The
camera records the on-coming
super-car of the

then cuts
wheel balancing

thirties,

to a shot of the

procedure by which Duesenberg
assured balanced accuracies to
1/16 of an ounce. Once more,
the car provides a visual metaphor,

time

this

for

quality

the

control tests by which Caelus as-

but only the ones
which today represent the highest standards of production and
performance: Bugatti. Duesenberg and Rolls Royce. all three
symbols of twentieth century ex-

Caelus standard of quality is the
Rolls Royce. The excellence in
design, engineering, performance
and durability of the Rolls sym-

cellence.

bolizes the

With a script and storyboard
by Jim LeBoeuf, director of
photography Jerry Slick took
Imagination. Inc's. crew to Reno
where William Harrah's famed

risk

antique

car

awaited

collection

them. There, through comparative shots of each of the three
cars with its corresponding production
Caelus.
technique
at
Imagination. Inc. achieved its objective.

Utilizing

dissolves

and

split

screen projection, the film visually likens the Bugatti.

cast

with

its

die-

aluminum wheels and brake

sures reliable performance.

The

third car to represent the

same quest

for zero-

performance echoed

at

Cae-

There, proprietary test equipment, along with dozens of other
precision instruments, are used
to assess performance at every
lus.

stage of manufacture.

Throughout the eleven-minute
one essential thread is woven

film
to

create

usual

the

of this

fabric

film

industrial

and

unthat

is one of quality. The metaphor of the car of the early century, known through its very survival as an object of eniineering

fiber

perfection,

means

becomes

a stimulating

of underscoring the

theme

drum, to the techniques Caelus
employs today in manufacturing
aluminum disk pack hubs. Like

of the film and the confidence of

Ettore Bugatti's masterpiece, the

have notably demonstrated,

film illustrates that Caelus prod-

torically as well as cinematically,

ucts

are

uncompromising

in

achievement of lightness,
strength and durability.
A second car. the Duesenberg.
provides the second vital example
of reliability of performance for
their
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ing

The Australian Ambassa-

tialia.

dor sponsored
Washington
a
premiere in April, and ambassadors from twelve other nations
were among the 300 diplomatic,

film

Crown Colony

Acting

in

American showing.
had its interna-

Later,
British

film

City a few days later

distribution

full

African Elephant. Follow-

tion,

covery, another film devoted to

distributed internationally.

was released

contribution to wildlife preserva-

manufacturer.

the

and

Duesenberg

As

Bugatti,

Rolls

Royce
his-

the ultimate test for any product
is

performance.

companies
liver the

fields

that

Invariably,

the

consistently

de-

best in their respective

have

earned

the

reputation for performance.

best

•
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7

The

Adventure,

Ci reciter

a

shdwini; the

film

safety

driving

rewards of safe driving praetices
responsibility

relating

one's

to

tional

lor

ter

National

the

of

Safely

Couneil.

was

film

riie

Ralph
wood,

produced

Productions,

ll.ill

Deputy

for the

by

Holly-

Inspecttir

(ieneral for Inspection

Safety,

iSi

U.S. Air Force, Norton Air Force

Base, California.

describes

It

uses and

self

Safety

lood & Drug Admin-

ihc

istration.
iliL-ir

and society, has been nanieti
"Safety Film of the Year" by the
National Committee on Films for

produced by the NaMedical Audiovisual Cen-

Ft)i\(>iiinK'>'.

l"ilms

Ltd.

for

the

Crawley
Ac-

by

Industrial

Association

Prevention

cident

struction Safety Association of
tarro.

It

On-

points out the importance

construction

workers

wearing

ese proleclion.

he Man in Control, produced
b> Reid Ray Films for the American Gas Association. A llVz minute film stressing the importance
ol an equipment operator in accident prevention.
I

In

an-

coiiimitice

the

all,

n.HUKcd 13 Bronze Plaque winawards of merit from
ners and
among the S4 films entered. he
awards will be presented and
winning films screened later this
I

1

I

year during the National Safety

Congress.

Other plaque winners included:

The

of

t\pi(h-mi<>I(>i,'y

Pesticitli'

I'he Ttilkini; Car. produced h\
Alfred Higgins ProdLictions for the
Foundation for Traffic Safety. A partialis animated film about
the "see and be seen" traffic safety procedures.

Hurriciine. produced by and for

Doyle Dane Bernbach top agency winner
was a performers", and there-

by a film director's year, as far
as the 200 advertising men and

women who judged

TV

American
tival

Commercials Fes-

concerned.

are

1970

the

A

notable

toward entertaining vignplayed by mostly comic

trend
ettes

character

among

actors

was

evident

CLIO

the 57 winners of

statuettes at

formal award cere-

monies

Philharmonic Hall.
New York.

in

Lincoln Center,

Broadway star Jack Gilford,
who also stars in the Cracker
Jack commercials, was master of

The Golden Spike, a film produced for the Centennial celebration of completion of the nation's

first

transcontinental rail-

named winner of
Tenth Annual Western Heri-

ceremonies, while a bevy of the
industry's chic young lady spokes-

men

arranger

around recent
familiar commercial tunes. Alexander E. Cantwell staged the program, which was written and produced by the festival director,
Wallace A. Ross.
The winning commercials were
803 entries in the
selected from
Judges
Television competition.

petition's ten-year history.

Western
"Wrangler"

Heritage
trophies

Awards
were

pre-

sented April 24 to motion picture
film;

Cowboy

built

I

star

National

Marc Brown conducted

an overture

road, has been

Awards competition

—

Barbara Britton. Julia
Meade, Vivian Farrar, and Sharon Kay Ritchie assisted in the
award presentation. Musician-

the

tage

Royal Dano, narrator of the
Barbrc Productions Inc. of

of the

Fame

Hall of

and Western Heritage Center

Oklahoma City.
Dean Krakel, managing

in

direc-

tor of the Center, a national inart
and
of Western
Americana sponsored by the
Western states, announced that
"The Golden Spike," a Barbrc
Productions and National Park
Service effort, was chosen outstanding Western documentary

stitution

1

film

of

1969

field of film

JULY, 1970

from

the

largest

entries in the

com-

"Safety Film of Year"
Top honors
Aetna

Ralph Hall Productions

fo

&

iile

Casualts.

I

he

film

toward reilucing

efforts

illiisliates

produce

lireniun.

.

Communications
Insurance Asso-

lor the .American
ciation.

film helps children visualize poten-

lind A liout. produced by Pilot
Productions for the National Safety
Council.
-minute film dramatizes
how improvised flotation aids can
save lives.

dangers of talking or relating

tial

to strangers.

and carrying.

lifting

lire

My

in

produced

by Film Communicators for the
National Fire Protection Association. A 12-minute film on coping
with kitchen fires.

New

I

Productions

Calvin

emphasizes

coordination

letic training,

of

—

equipment, coaching,

First

creative

and

CLIO

Pharmaceuticals,

tives

in

advertising.

man

of the

production

New

Festival's

execuchair-

Board of

is Victor G. Bloede, presand chief executive otiicer
of Benton & Bowles.

.ludges
ident

Among

familiar

the

repeat

winners from previous years,
only with new campaigns of
course

—

Alka-Seltzer, Cracker

Virginia

Jack,

Volkswagen,

Slims,

Kcllogg's,

Savarin,

Kodak,

Entries were judged

Pepsi-Cola.

according to product categories,
and so the top awards went gen-

and sometimes two,

one,

erally

In addition, tech-

to a category.

nique winners were announced
a

at

luncheon during the
and many were dual win-

special

day,

ners

It

ath-

and supervision.

officiating

"Groom's

participated,

the

for

American Medical Association.

York, Detroit and Chiall
of them

in

cago

to

The Team Physician, produced
by

Kitchen,

to

help arrives.

until

tlo

methods
department and what

tire

call

quickest

ells

I

I

Aehlni; Hacks, produced by
S;milia Laboratories. A 14 minute
lilm showing proper methods of

Our

Alka-Seltzer's

i.e.

in

Meal"

won

a

also

one for Direction and one for
Performance by the young husband and wife who struggle with
her ideas for exotic home cook-

The

ing.

director

of

that

Bob Gage, was

mercial.

com-

saluted

luncheon also for his condevelopment of
during his
form,
the commercial
twenty-three years as an art diat the

tributions to the

creative director

rector-designer,

and executive vice president of
Doyle Dane Bernbach.
Doyle Dane Bernbach was the
biggest agency winner, claiming
a total of

1

"Clios".

1

York's Wylde Films was
the big winner among production

New

with a total of 10 "Clios".

"Golden Spike" Gets Top
Western Heritage Award
Produced

for

National Park Service
20 miles northwest of
The documentary
chronicles events leading up

Denver, producer; and Kenneth
A. Meyer, Denver, writer-director. The National Park Service

mit, about

will

be presented a Wrangler as
sponsor of the film.
The National Park Service
commissioned Tlie Golden Spike

to

for

shown
is
Promontory Point
where various
Visitor Center,
dioramas, displays, and books

Visitors

the

Center

estab-

Promontory Point in
northern Utah for the 100th AnA. Meyer (right) of Barbre
Productions, Denver, with the Western Heritage "Wrangler" award for
"The Golden Spike," which he received at the annual ceremony from
actor Joel McCrea.

X'lsitinf;

management

Meeting .Vo«/;,i,'<'rv: Red I.iiilii.
Green Lifilil. produced by Hailevlilni Associates. With symbols, the

lished

Kenneth

he

1

by

losses iluring storms.

AAA

Wylde Films Gets 10
"Clios" for Commercials
It

Named

of

Canada. A .V 2 -minute film showing ways people injure their eyes.
Jt(st Once,
produced by York
Television Centre Ltd. for the Con-

of

Air Force Film

misuses.

produced

I-Aes.

pesticides.

at

niversary Celebration of driving
of the last spike for the railroad.

The Central
Pacific
10,

and Union
met on May
Promontory Sum-

Pacific

Railroads

1889,

at

Brigham
film

City.

completion.

the

nationwide,

daily

at

the

Distributed

film

the

may also be
Rick Krcpela, assistant
director of the Park Service Audio-Visual Center at Harper's
about the railroad

viewed.

Ferry,
nical

W.

Va., served as tech-

assistant

duction.

in

the

film

jiro-

Keeping the United "jumbo jet" fleet airborne is one of the accomplishments of a comprehensive
action projectors and a technique dubbed "cine-mapping."

maintenance training film program

utilizing

stop

"Cinemapping" the 747
To cut costly ground time for
training crews to service the

'jumbo jet"

fleet,

new

United Air Lines

is

using a unique comprehensive film
training program. United

dubbed the new

stop motion film

training process "cinemapping."

UNITED AIR

LINES mechanics, who
soon will be servicing the giant Boeing
747, have been going to the movies as well
as into the hanger to learn how to do it.
Addition of the "jumbo jet" to United's
fleet requires hundreds of employees to become experienced
on the new type

in their

work assignments

aircraft

before

it

enters

service. In the past, this has involved exten-

out of schedules as

much

which

kept
as six to nine

sive use of a particular plane,

is

months for training line maintenance, customer service, flight crews and personnel
from other departments.
But the 747 is not like any preceding
plane, according to R. A. Graham, staff

examining the actual plane?

made it worth the
While film could never replace
training on the plane itself, maintenance
experts felt that a "cinemapping" technique
The

potential savings

attempt.

could relieve some of the excessive demands
for time with the aircraft.

A

headed by Ira Thatcher of
Education and Training Department, was dispatched to the Boeing plant
at Everett, Wash., where the 747 was being constructed, and more than 20,000 feet
film crew,

United's

of

16mm

color

plane was being

film
built.

was shot while the
The shooting scripts

manager, line maintenance training for
United Air Lines. "Because of the tremendous earning capacity of the plane, and the
relationship to overhead and profit, it is too
expensive for it to be grounded just for

were prepared by a line maintenance instructor and the film crew.
Each sequence was planned to begin with
a long shot showing the whole plane or a
major portion. This, Graham said, was to
keep the viewer oriented to relative loca-

training purposes."

tion

This meant a change in the normal procedure for training line maintenance mechanics. In the past, mechanics were trained
at either Chicago or San Francisco centra-

under discussion. The camera would then

"hands on" inon the aircraft.
The need for reducing time with the
plane was obvious. The question was, could
mechanics who needed to become familiar
with the parts and systems of the 747, do
so as effectively by watching a movie for
lized

training centers, with

struction

30

part of their instruction as they could from

of the specific section or

zoom

in for a close

up

component

of a valve, for ex-

how

the mechanic can
and what the valve looks like.
The raw footage has been edited and
separated into 37 different films b\ subject
matter which permits an instructor who
wants to discuss a particular system, to do
so by showing a single film.
The film was shot purposely without
sound, since it is intended for use by an

ample, and
get to

illustrate

it
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working

instructor

liis chiss.
The incommentary on what

witli

structor provides the

being shown on the screen, and can
adapt the presentation to the particular
needs of his group.
Flexibility was added by the l.icl lliat
is

film action

can be stopped at any time by

the instructor to allow for discussion

required

on

a

To

provide this capability
de\eli>pment of a projector that

particular point.

would remain in focus with proper resolution and brilliance on stop-action.
Without the stop-action. Graham said,
the cameraman would haw had to focus al
length on any section on which an instructor might wish to spend discussion time,
and

at

a considerable expenditure of film.

The use of stop-action, however, allowed
the cameraman to shoot only five seconds
or so of any subject, a substantial savings.

were considered as an alternative
movie film at the time the project was
under development, but it was felt that
slides would be less satisfactory as a teaching tool. There are a number of instances
where motion is essential, Graham said. For
Slides

to

The underside of a boeing 747 wing forms a sound stage
mapping project. More than two miles of film was used

for

to

United Film crew working on "cine37 films dealing with virtually

make

every part of the 747.

example, in discussing the operation of the
landing gear,

it

is

more

beneficial for the

mechanic viewing the film to see retract
linkage in motion, rather than to view slides
of the gear in the up and down positions.
In several cases,

Graham

noted, instruc-

have found working with film is actually superior to working with the plane itself.
Some mechanisms
engine thrust reversers, for example
operate so quickly
or in such a complicated manner, that the
naked eye cannot follow the operation. But
with film the action can be stopped, or the
speed controlled up to the standard 24
frames per second, and run forward or in
reverse, to help the viewer follow the action.
This, Graham said, was especially important in systems with integrated mechanisms, which act concurrently or in sequence.
Training has been underway at the San
Francisco center since March 1, utilizing
the cinemapping process. The word, by the
way. is a hybrid
"cine" referring to the
use of film, and "mapping," indicating section by section photographing of the plane.
Thirteen special stop frame projectors
have been purchased, four each for the San
Francisco centralized training center and
the San Francisco Engineering and Maintenance Base, and the other five for the
major line maintenance stations that will
service the 747 at Honolulu, Los Angeles,
San Francisco, Chicago, and New York.
The results have been more than satisfactory, Graham said. Line maintenance's time
working with the actual air craft has been
reduced from about 12 weeks to nine days,
while still enabling maintenance personnel
to learn a great deal more about the physical
tors

—
—

United filmmakers
Ray Hollingsworth
and Harry Walton
filmed much footage
inside the 747's

mammoth

wheelwell.

—

nature of the plane and

its

The "cine-mapping" results are proving themselves effective
necessary ground time for the massive and costly 747's.

in

the classroom, thus avoiding un-

operation prior

to delivery, than in the past.

Thus, extensive periods working on the
plane after delivery can be reduced, Gra-

ham
use

said.

the

He added

that United plans to

same process

DC- 10.

JULY, 1970

in

introducing the

•
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People like to watch television. And
closed-circuit television systems of
various kinds have been used for
yearstotrain,tosell,tocommunicate.
Butthetelevision systems available have been too cumbersome,
too complicated and too costly.

Now

there's a system
Until now.
for Jisplaying audiovisual materials

more economically and more
conveniently than by either optical
projection or videotape techniques.
And they can be shown in normal room light.
The system. .CBS Electronic
Video Recording.
The EVR System stores up to
fifty minutes of monochrome
.

pictures with sound, or 25 minutes
of color pictures with sound, in a
7-inch circular EVR Cartridge.
The cartridge is placed on the
EVR Player, where it threads itself
automatically at the touch of a
button.
The EVR Player connects directly to the antenna terminals of

\bur salesmen miqht bring
in extra business if they spent
more time watching TV

any standard television receiver...
one or as many as yoii require.
The EVR System is fully described in an illustrated brochure
that shows how your audiovisual
materials can be converted to the
EVR format for more convenient,
flexilile cUmI economical display.
To obtain a copy, fill cHit and

mail the attached postpaid reply
card. Or write on your company
letterhead to ElcKtronic Video
Recording, a Division of Columbia
Broadcasting System, Inc., 51 West
52 Street, New York, N.Y. 10019.

m
CliS

ELECTRONIC
\ll)E()REC0Rt7NG
The economical way to disSs

>

-'ite

audiovisual materials for ployiu^ -k

on any TV

/
i

4T

(jjfi

receiver.

—
respond, -'Yes,

MOVIES MOVE PEOPLE

and
but

.

a

it's

found parts of

I

Modern

.,"

.

good film
it

moving,

offers the film

and evaluation report
compiled by Dr. Louis Aikman
and Dr. Phillip Sleeman of Bosresearch

The Proof

ton University.

The
was the

Power

Invisible

of Coal

film studied for the eval-

uation report which showed "63
out of 65 changes in a positive
direction" after viewing the film.
The film was selected because it

was representative of a film produced to improve public image
and present an interesting and
informative story of an industry
as a whole.

An

AT ABOUT THE
-^

same time
ink dried on Modern

the

executives the value of film (like
no other medium) in selling

Talking Picture Service's contract
with Eastman Kodak to distribute

popular new film with the
a special audience

lishing

results of

the

of

a

special

audience effectiveness study they
had made to determine how much
and prove positively that movies
indeed do move people.

effectiveness study, Modern
Talking Picture Service is
statistical

the results

proof to

adage that "movies
move people."

As

a

on

result,

at

least

Modem

a

program showing the

special

film

sales

or

animation,

and human

The

Move

potential value of

results of

their study simultaneously.

is

virtually

immea-

versity students.

The

"Analysis of attitude scores oband after viewing

tained before

Commercial

producers can

departments should find it highly effective for convincing managements of the known, though
always questioned, power of film.

Narrated by

of the evaluation

results

Coal,

.

Hugh Mariowe, the film is specifically made to show business

attitude prior

and following viewing of the
film,
and attitude again two
months later by viewer samples
composed of high school and unito

the film. Tlie Invisible

of why movies move
people, but in 10 very effective
vignettes, or films within the film,

demonstrates how.

comparison was

Movies

use it as a valuable sales tool
for almost any type of film project. In-plant film producers and

question

A

made between

then

surable, and seemingly unlimited.
film

.

who

indicates

Power

of

not

only statistically significant gains but gains

.

In answer to the die-hard skeptics

attitudinal

report that:

And.
makes a strong case for films.
The film not only answers the

it

film content.

People to the sponsored

film industry

specific

statements closely related to the

relations.

has presented

and presenting the

people,

motivation,

training, conservation

two

occasions.

training

changing a corporate image.
Individual segments of the film
movingly demonstrate how film
can be used for: "selling" ideas,

new film, Movies
Move People, Modern was pubpopular

the

Combining Easfman Kodak's

adding

products,

was devised

attitude scale

containing

after seeing the film, will

that

are

substantially

and

large

persistent.
".

.

there can be no doubt

.

that change did occur.
tive

direction,

is

The

posi-

appro.ximately

1/100, as determined by a statistical

method

Sign Test.

known as
One can readily

the
per-

ceive that 63 out of 65 changes
in a positive direction

is an extremely remote happening unless
something brought the change
about. Viewing the film did modi-

ATTITUDE SCORE
24
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60
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78
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90

'
I

'

'
I

(Design Model

N=65

I

0X0

0)

"A composite picture, and perhaps a more meaningful one, is
provided by Figure 1. The data
obtained on all the Buriington
High School students was combined across grade levels and
medians computed for before,
after and two months after for

AFTER
64

N=52

3

TWO MONTHS AFTER
(Design Model

N=60

X

0)

these
in

AFTER

—

combined samples. Increase

attitude

viewing

I

61.5

N=38

not only significantly statistically,
but also substantially in a practical sense.

BEFORE

N=65

fy attitude scores as measured by
the scale employed in this study,

is

score following film
clearly observable."

Together, the film and

TWO MONTHS AFTER

Mod-

Film Research & Evaluation combine to prove positively
that movies move people
perhaps even more than most
people thought. The film is availern's

I

1EDIAN

57.2

.

FIGURE
..v!',"''^^.

1

"

Ranges and medians of attitude scores obtained by Burlington High School
students, grades 9
combined, before, after and two months after viewing the film. In
the chart "O" indicates a test?nH
viewing;
"N"
iaHir;,tP<;
"^
^ '
number. The maximum possible

,!u'"»f
would
be
88.

36

attitude

score on

the test

able

on a

any

MTPS

free loan
office.

basis

.

.
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BUSINESS SCREEN

By JACK

BEHREND

President, Behrend's, Inc.

Chicago,

III.

FILMING WITH THE RIGHT EQUIPMENT
ticular scene OT job

is

as iniptirtant

tii

for a par-

the finished film as

a good script. And, "niake-do" substitutions always
show up in the finished work.

seem

to

For the professional filmmaker, selection of the right equipment is as important as the selection of a producer by the
business film sponsor. The quality of a scene depends as much
on the proper equipment as pri>per handling by the cameraman, lighting man, sound man and director.
With ever-better filming equipment being made available,
the

selection

process

b>ecomes increasingly

difficult.

But, by

answering a few simple questions, the final selection becomes
a relatively easy process.
Jack Behrend, president and owner of Behrend's, Inc., a
leading Chicago production equipment sales and rental service, suggests the following steps in selecting the right equip-

ment

for a given filming assignment.

Selecting

the

Proper

Equipment

Cameras
cameras depends entirely on the type of situamost likely to be encountered in normal shooting. There
each is designed
is no such thing as an all-purpose camera
to operate most efficiently for a particular style of production.
Five years ago sync sound required a camera and a blimp,
a combination that weighed over seventy pounds. Today the
Arri BL or the Eclair weigh under twenty pounds, are almost
as silent, and some new cameras are as quiet as the old
blimped cameras. The advances made in silencing hand-held
reflex cameras have been enormous and they are getting betSelection of

tion

—

ter all the time.

Which kinds

of scenes are

you most

likely

to

encounter?

Give a percentage rating to each of the following:

all Is

substitutions for the right

film production

always seem

work says Jack Behrend,
specialist. For

Sync-sound shooting in quiet location
Sync-sound shooting In areas with high ambient noise
Silent shooting where dialogue will be voice over, or where no
dialogue at

"Make-do"

show

in

in

the finished

equipment

beginner or veteran, he offers

some easy-to-follow
equipment

film

to

equipment

steps for selecting the proper

for the film

assignment.

used.

High speed photography
News coverage or photo journalism
Animation
Titles

Extreme close-ups
Documentary style silent shooting where camera noise would

dis-

tract the subject

From

you have assigned to these situemerge which can be matched to cam-

the percentage figures

ations, a pattern should

eras with the following characteristics:
Light weight for hand-held shooting and easy mobility (under ten

pounds)
Reflex viewing for accurate focus and framing
Mirror reflex for brighter finder Image In difficult lighting conditions
Automatic lens or behlnd-the-lens meter (for faster lens f stop
setting)

400 magazine load

Motor drive
Battery power
Quiet

Sync generator
Single system capability
Lens accommodation

Human

engineering

(is it

comfortable

to

hold and easy to load?)

The most important operating characteristics for any camera used professionally are that it have a movement which will
produce excellent picture registration and that it will work.
This reliability factor should not be taken for granted.
Time and space do not permit

JULY, 1970

reciting the features of all

is done adequately in the advertisdone by the various manufacturers.
Let's assume you've filled out the chart like this:

the available cameras. This

ing

Type of Production Work
Percentage
Sync-sound shooting In quiet location
10%
Sync-sound shooting in areas with high ambient noise
10%
Silent shooting where dialogue will be voice-over, or
where no dialogue at all Is used
50%
High speed photography
0%
News coverage or photo journalism
10%
Animation
0%
Titles

Extreme close-ups

10%
10%

Documentary style silent shooting where camera noise
would distract the subject
0%
Continued on next page
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cells

selecting equipment

less

rather than rechargeable nickel-cad batteries. They are
troublesome, inexpensive, and are available wherever you

go.

AA

Alkaline batteries, which
The Stellavox runs on smaller
are also readily available. Since the Stellavox weighs only six
and one half pounds, it is even more portable than the Nagra

continued

—

an important factor

The bulk of the shooting here is not related to sound. Only
ten per cent of the production situations require a quiet camera. Since making a camera quiet doubles the weight and cost,
I

would eliminate these cameras from your consideration.

On

the other hand, shooting

do extreme

close-ups.

titles

requires reflex viewing, as

However, since there

is

a light loss

due

a mirror reflex is
shooting condiall
in
helpful
preferable. This will really be

to bellows effect

when making

close-ups,

tions.

Four hundred foot magazines will allow longer film runs. A
motor is mandatory, but it should be battery-powered, not
synchronous.
If the camera is equipped with a sync generator, it will be
useful for shooting sync sound in high noise surroundings or

for

some types

of photo journalism.

A

camera meeting these requirements would be ideal for
ninety per cent of the assignments you will get. If your requirements change or you need a sync-sound sequence in a
film, rent the equipment required to do the job properly.
From the cameras available which meet all professional requirements, the Arri I6S comes closest to meeting the above
specifications, and the Beaulieu R16B is a runner-up.
Let's take another example:

News coverage
Animation

or

10%

photo journalism

Titles

Extreme close-ups
Documentary style silent shooting where camera noise
would distract the subject

0%
5%
5%
20%

Sound Equipment
The choice of recorders is much easier than cameras because
there aren't as many to choose from.
is

recorded on a V4" recorder with pilot
is

transferred later to

16mm mag-

and mixing.
There are only two recorders made with the high quality
standards necessary for motion picture recording: Nagra and
Stellavox. There are three models of the Nagra IV recorder
and several versions of the Stellavox, with various features which
make them better suited for specific jobs. Some things to look
for: the Stellavox and the less expensive versions of the Nagra
are single speed units
7.5 ips. This is entirely adequate
for motion picture work
with one mil tape recording time
is quite adequate.
Pre-amps for two mike inputs are sometimes an accessory but are worth the extra cost. So is AVC
(automatic volumn control circuitry).
netic film for editing

—
—

The
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best

power source

for the

Nagra

is

industrial duty

is

on

location.

Both

get

enough

level of the desired

closer to the source.

new tiny
makes

To keep

it

sounds?

Move

the

microphone

out of the picture, use one of

—

mikes with wireless transmitter
Sennfreedom to the
actor, because there are no wires trailing and no mike boom to
keep out of the picture.
If the scene has several people in it and requires a mike or
a boom, a directional mike picks up more sound from the
front than it does from the sides or rear. Since there is more
signal strength, the level can again be set lower. There are
problems in using directional mikes in small rooms
a hollow
or boomy sound often results. This can only be controlled
by using sound-absorbent baffles around the room
it
is
usually better to use an omni-directional mike closer to the
the

lavalier

heiser

the best. This allows complete

—

—

subject.

Lighting
categories: studio

Most

for lighting

and

motion picture

sets falls into

two

location.

used in the studio are fresnel lens spotlights,
flat light pattern, an even
field of illumination through the entire focusing range, and ease
of control with barn doors and other accessories, since the
light source is really the fresnel lens as far as the camera is
concerned.
On location, however, the size, weight and power requirelights

which offer the advantages of a very

less desirable.

stream of new housings using tungsten-halogen
lamps has made the "studio in a suitcase" concept a practical

point both are thoroughly reliable.

The sound

work

ments of fresnel lens spotlights make them much

Here there is more emphasis on the need for a quiet camThe camera will be used on many kinds of assignments.
It should be battery-powered and driven by a constant speed
motor for sync shooting or a wild motor for special effects.
One of the new crystal controlled multi-purpose motors would
be fine. Other features such as a 400 foot magazine, mirror
reflex viewing, and the ability to use a wide selection of lenses
would also be desirable. The cameras best meeting the above
specifications are the Eclair NPR or the Arri BL. Both cameras are excellent pieces of equipment in every way and at this

All original sound

of your

—

The

era.

tone sync head.

much

high ambient noise in the area where you are shooting, proper
choice and placement of the microphone will help reduce unthe lower the gain
wanted noise pickup. The trick is simple
is set on the recorder, the less noise will be recorded. How to

The equipment

Percentage
Type of Production Work
30%
Sync-sound shooting in quiet location
10%
Sync-sound shooting in areas with high ambient noise
Silent shooting where dialogue will be voice over, or
where no dialogue at all is used
20%
High speed photography
0%

if

recorders have two mike inputs, but the second pre-amp is an
extra cost item on the Nagra.
If you find yourself with a "noisy" camera or if there is a

D

steady

reality.

much

less than studio lights and are so
terms of light output per ampere, all
associated equipment such as stands, cable, connectors, scrims,
etc., shrink in weight and bulk along with the heads themselves. Enough equipment can now be packed in two cases to
completely light a medium-sized subject such as a manufacturing process, an office, or a large room.
In the studio, various sizes of fresnel lens spotlights are used
for almost all requirements except soft fill lighting. Since the
light source is so much smaller with the newer tungsten-halogen heads, a greater variety must be used to duplicate the
photographic quality obtainable with fresnel units.
The basic light is the focusing 1000. as manufactured by
Lowell. Colortran, or Mole-Richardson. 1 prefer the Lowell,
as it seems to achieve the best compromise between light weight
and ruggedness of design. The accessories built into the design

Since heads weigh so

much more

efficient in

add greatly to its versatility.
For background illumination, back lighting and spotting of
light on pieces of equipment or people, small 650 watt medium
flood lights are best. They can be taped to walls (using tape-up
wall brackets), or easily hidden behind equipment or furniture
in the picture.

may

weigh more than the lights
was developed to
take advantage of the weight saving and reduced power requirements of tungsten-halogen lights. Twenty-Five feet of Cinecable weighs less than one pound and can be hidden under a
rug because it is flat. It carries thirty amps
enough to handle
•
three 1,000 watt lights.
Cable

for these lights

themselves.

To

well

solve this problem, Cinecable

—
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picture parade
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A

safety training film,

and

empha-

sizing the importanee of respira-

protection

tory

industrial

for

aimed at the masiv
wearer. The message is interestingly presented by a crop-dustworkers,

entirely from early art
mosaic depicting scenes of

almost

Hazards of Unclean Air
For Industrial Workers

is

a

the t\)unding fathers of the Unit-

ed States, the film uses the quota-

from

tions

create

early

Americans

to

"you-are-there" atmos-

a

phere.

Conveying the idea
tory

his-

actually

people,

happened
film

the

to

real

deepens

this

idea by describing the events in

"many

the

who

voices"

men

of the

actually experienced

them.
Washington. Jefferson, Franklin
and others speak as the film

shows

historical

moments from

paintings, sculpture

and the

like

The

Rich Collins, demonstrates the

Pilot,

who

ing pilot

relates the

when

hazards

of his job to those of other in-

the

and

story

19-minutes long

in color, is available for in-

meetings from
Mine Safety Appliances Company. 201 N. Braddock Ave.. Pittsburgh, Pa. 15208.
dustrial

safety

Kodak Film Asks
Awareness of Environment

eration

dose
than

strewn

streets.

Prints

are

available

free

of

could use a larger

that

But

patriotism.

that,

deftly notes that

it

more
even

were strong dissenters; not all were happy with the
concepts on which the country
was begun; and that because of
these things, the machinery for
changing and improving the conthere

then,

Eastman Kodak Company.

was carefully incorporated.
Even though the l&Vz min-

ute length

in

is

a bit long for the

pite

presentation as a film of

its

the early history of this country,

one cannot help but learn a vital
lesson by comparisons between
then and now.
It's

chase

available for rent or pur-

from
St.,

Data/Films, 2626
Los Angeles, Calif.

90026.

ment

of presentation equipment,

Parthenon
the

on the develop-

Pictures

16mm

One
efforts.

back

The
is

company's

Many

latest

Voices

of

a study of the estab-

lishment of this country. Filmed

JULY, 1970

"A

dis-

Pic-

Service.

by Calvin Productions
through a partial
grant to
the Chester Redevelopment Au-

duced

HUD

Students Offered View

Filmmaking as

The Cinematographer The DiThe Production Man-

from

thority. Prints are available

of

a Profession
.

rector and

Chester, Pa. 19013.

ager are films designed to give
students a look at movie making

A

as a profession.

Wide Choice

cinema

verite

of

Catholic Films

16mm

color films from

the National Catholic Office of

Radio and Television are now
available.

The

enough

selection

to

suit

is

eclec-

every

taste,

running the gamut of a visual ex-

campus

ploration of today's

in-

volvements to a close-up look at
in
masterpiece
Michelangelo's
the Sistine Chapel.
For a list of these films, which
are available for rental or sale,

Students see the cinematographer
work in one of a series of films
on filmmaking.
at

write Association Films, Inc.

how

technique shows

Eventually
that

every

The
young man

"moment

of

de-

when he must choose

cision"

feature

films.

Sales Career Film
From Chevrolet
reaches

Hollywood

create

to

these high-

crafts are coordinated

ly skilled

a

which

films,

length,

are

vary

and

color

in

in

are

available for purchase or rental

from Universal Education & VisArts,
221 Park Avenue

ual
career.

Dialogue

In

with

a

Young

South,

New York

10003.

Man, Chevrolet's new 14-minute
color film, the young protagonist

ment, in

a flourishing business that has long prothis case, is

Theatrical Short Subjects

Replace Newsreels
Association-Sterling Films aims
at

filling

death

the

of

void

left

traditional

Cavalcade,

by the

newsreels

people", states the voice
of Chet Huntley as he introduces
the City of Chester's film. The

tion to

vided a good living and satisfacmany people. The young
man gives his generation's point

color theatrical short subject in

of view, expresses his concerns,

ute,

C.U.R.E. The title of the film is
taken from the Chester Urban

apprehensions,

feature

in

film production field.

of the

Freedom,

is

Chester Seeks, Finds
Cure to Urban Blight

ture

The film is being
by Modem Talking

was pro-

film

challenged to consider all the
aspects of a sales career with the
Establishment.
The Establish-

After a relatively long period
of concentration

The

is

American History

Early

working toward

are

the C.U.R.E.

cinemagraphic technique used,
the message is meaningfully and
successfully conveyed. And, des-

Temple

"Many Voices" A Study

tributed

its

benefits, as well

includes the steps

to patricipate in a career in-

historic greatness.

citizens

its

tic

charge from Audio-Visual Services,

The

how

pride and determination of

belied by

is

and
It

should precede making an
important decision and shows
terview.

Jamestown and
Constitutional Con-

cepts

The effect pollution can have
on future generations is shown
in a 20-minute color film, All
the Difference, which contrasts
the unspoiled scenic beauty of
America with the worst of its
smog-obscured skies, dead waters, choked highways and debris-

municipality, though not denied,

Seven

of

money.

that

of this

a challenge

is

to start thinking

about a career that offers them

pian plans for the future.

The seedy reputation

film itself

young people

as

begins as early as

film speaks well to a gen-

The
to

dent accomplishments, and Uto-

well laid.

The
to Lire.

satisfaction

already evi-

ills,

of

settling

ends with the
vention at which point the foundations of this country had been

dustries.

Way

past and present

CRA,

of their lives.
the respirator which he wears
crop-dusting.

real debate with the Establishment's representative.

the chronicle of something

is

that

that

Renewal Effort. A rock crashing
through the window of a slum
dwelling
emphasizes
Chester's
need for revitalization and renewal. Attention is focused on

of

city

prospers

in

the pride

its

dissatisfactions

and yearnings, and enters into a

with

newsreel

format.

35mm

fast-moving,

a

The

10-min-

film concentrates

stories

that

are

Continued on

on

of cur-

ne.xt

page
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picture parade
continued

rent

but

interest

not

quickly

dated.

Subjects are derived from a
variety of sources, with sequences

produced for the
newsreel or taken from existing

either specially

The

footage.

to theaters at

A

boy buys a car; a newspaper boy saves his money; a man
expands his business. All of these
people are involved with credit.
When you put your money in the

bank you lend money

subjects are offered

stitution.

no charge.

interest.

They take your money

and invest
This

Film Compares Rail
Systems Around the World

Way

a

fVliat

to

Run

road

it

more

Poinsettia

write

Hollywood,

Place,

90046.

is.

rocket

aerotrains,

Behind-The Scenes Look

1500 mph

At Role of Teacher

now

use

in

or

being tested in Asia and Europe.

The

Japanese

Tokata

express

fastest in the world, and
Trans Europe Express system which crosses seven countries and links eighty cities, are
compared with our own swaying,
train,

the

decaying system.
Additional
information

clattering,

12-minute,

motion
picture, released by the Texas
State Teachers Association, gives
the general audience a behindcolor

the-scenes look at the role of the
teacher in the lives of students,

and
and

A

teaching.
at

parents

little

gentle spoofing

makes some unmistak-

able points in favor of the teacher
and says, without spelling
it

out,

Coca-Cola Film Trains
Managers of Small Stores
The Second Half, a training
by Coca-Cola USA,
is
designed to teach managers
and personnel in Convenience

that parents

cious living

is

documentary

gra-

to

the subject of

33-minute,

a

Wine

use as a healthy,

its

complement

enjoyable
I-A,

without realizing

Wine Course

California
Wine and

16mm

presented

often

by

Wine

contact

Relations,

the

The

the

Division

of

Public

Texas State Teachers
Association, 316 W. 12th Street,
Austin, Texas 78701.

film describes Cali-

fornia wines by types and uses,
suggests wine and food combinations, and gives special

The

film

is

available on free

Modern Talking

loan from

Navy Film Describes
Dangerous Sea Animals

empha-

wine service in the home
and to wine cookery.
to

sis

Pic-

ture Service, Inc.

Venomous Animals
is

a

of the Sea
color docu-

28'/i -minute,

mentary telling about the animals of the sea whose venom is
injurious to man. Featured are
fish,

such

as

the

strange

little

stonefish, looking like a scabrous

happen.
Credit gets things moving. And

of brown coral, arrayed
venomous spines, and lion
or zebra fish whose deceptively
fine coloring often masks deadly
barbs or spikes. The film also

motion

is

describes

From

a

piece

Credit Explained for

with

High School Students
makes

Credit

what

things

this

picture has.

free-wheeling

disco-

theque to a swing along the
beach, the film follows people
in their

quest for credit.

discharge

produced a film for junior and

The

and

40

How

it

titled.

Credit

Shapes Our Lives.

poisonous

sea

snakes

and worms, jellyfish whose tentacles are armed with batteries
of stinging cysts, and beautifully patterned cone shells able to

Sandler Films, in cooperation
with the Bank of America, has
senior high school

nicolor cassettes.

Nicklaus Replays
Westchester Classic
Tournament Play With Jack
Nicklaus, a golf film available on
free

loan to country clubs, pre-

sents the master in action, stop
split screen, and on
sound track. As commentator, Nicklaus relives the
1969
Westchester Classic, Rye, New
York, discussing the course, his
strategy, his shots and his mis-

angles,

takes.

tomers.

tional

The
film

1

improve

to

3-minute,

available

is

on

NEW

sales per-

color,

sound

a loan basis

in

Hill. It

is

association

with

available from

Nob

Modern

Talking Picture Service, Inc.

virulent,

paralyzing

toxins.

THIS

ASSOCIATION-STERLING
FILMS

smners, especially

Briggs Nature Lihranj, a series of
ten films featuring close-up photography of natiue study. Approximately 12 minutes each.
Color. Purchase or rental.
The Case Against Rubella, produced by Technicolor for Smith
Kline & French Laboratories,
shows the potentially tragic consequences of German measles.
10 minutes. Free loan to the-

The
is

to

Build, sponsored

by

Institute of Life Insurance,

about America today and the

fulfillment

of

the

American

dream. A country that can conquer outer space can certainly

overcome
cities.

crises in
the inner
28y2 minutes, color. Free

loan to television stations.

produced by Spectator
Films, Ltd. for Continental Oil
Company, explores the Shaikhdom of Dubai, one of the busi-

Dubai,

est,

fastest

centers in

glowing commercial
the Middle East and

the location of an unusual offshore oil field. 25y2 minutes.
Color. Free loan.

from
Public Affairs Offices of all Na-

produced by TarFilms for the Better Business
Bureau of Metropolitan

val Districts.

New

is

available

in

the lower

income groups, are victimized
by fraudulent and misleading
credit practices.

Rental or pur-

chase.

Look Who's Coming to Dinner,
sponsored by Velsicol Chemical
Corp., presents a 27 minute look
at the incredible damage done
by termites and how it can be
prevented. Color. Free loan.

The Opening Door, presented by
Eastman Kodak, shows how concerned

aters.

A Chance

Just Sign Here,

film

MONTH

The following begins the first of regular monthly listings of
sponsored films recently released through major film distributors. Beneath each distributor's name is a list of films
available for the first time during the past month.

it.

ation of the California wine industry.

pro-

available in Tech-

formance and better serve cus-

com-

Dedicated
to
all
teachers
everywhere, the film is entitled
Just One More. For information

color

the trade associ-

Institute,

is

The 28 '/2 minute color film
was produced for Eastern Airlines by Trans World Interna-

how

Stores

pound the educator's problems

Experts Present

learning

individualized

in

grams, and

the

—

ling Films.

and distributors throughout the
nation. It was developed to fit

—

the community
above
beyond her basic job of

in

is

from Association-Ster-

available

A

Stores

ple

film offered

and jet-engined trains, and supersonic tube-like trains capable of
are

managers of Convenience
from Coca-Cola bottlers

to

action, super slow motion, multi-

information

Sandler Institutional Films, 1001

a Rail-

the rail story as

tells

sound businesses.

in

it

back without so much as a bridle.
For more information, write
the
producer, Marshall Fabor
Productions, 121 Mariposa, Denver, Colorado 80223.

credit.

is

For

Calif.

Supertrains,

to the in-

In turn, they pay you

Fast Moving Film Shows
Humane Horse Training
Gentling documents the entire
procedure of humanely gentling
a wild hor.se. Filmed in California, the ten minute color and
sound picture shows a green
horse fresh from the range gentled within a few minutes and so
tame that he can be ridden bare-

get

York

illustrates

how

con-

leaders
in
Rochester,
York,
rolled
up their
sleeves to seek innovative solutions to the city's problems. This

New

27 minute film emphasizes soand people, rather than
problems and statistics. Color.
Free loan.
Out of the Shadows, presented by
the Street and Highway Safety
Lighting Bureau, shows how
modern lighting equipment has
lutions

made

possible

tivities

many outdoor

and increased safety

acin

our streets. 22y2 minutes. Color.
Free loan.
Whatever Your Fancy, is a colorful 12 minute film tracing the
history of retailing from the
traveling peddler to the modem

department store and catalog.
Sponsored by J.C. Penney Company. Free loan.

BUSINESS SCREEN

Women

World,

the

of

by PCS

pKnliRi'il

Film

PiodiKtions for
Pepsi-Cola Coinpain-, presents a
revealinc; look at

the old

world.

film on

women

of five dissimiColor. Free loan.

conntries.

lar

new women in
A Ifi'i minute

BNA FILMS

rsltip

ainipain

weekK'

IT

leadership

Purcha.se or rental.
is

a

multi-media approach to an effecti\e
management progiam.
Consists

color

films,

over-

of four
Ifinnn
transparencies for

head projector, plus study material. Purchase or rental.

MODERN TALKING PICTURE
SERVICE, INC.

Hanclier,

JolK

Coals and Dreams, sponsored by
United Air Lines, presents MariKii \'an Derbur, former Miss
America. She talks to youth
about "happiness" and the fact
it must come from within.
33 minutes. Color. Free loan.
American League Stars and Basehall Fundamentals, produced by
Wilding, Inc. and sponsored by
Pure-Pac
Division,
Ex-Cell-O
Corporation, is a 27'2 minute,

that

good for
League. Free

especially

film

schools and Little
loan.

The

tion

produced

for the

Fed-

Water Quality Administraby Richter-McBride Pro-

ductions, describes water pollu-

Narrated
by
with music by
Skitch Henderson. 28 minutes
color. Free loan.
Care-A-Van shows with music,
dancing and comed>- how to bu\and use appliances. Produced by
Jam Handy Productions for
Whirlpool Corporation. 28 minutes. Color. Free loan.
Number One Bush, 22 minutes,
color, is a drama of timber harvesting,
reforestation,
resource
utilization and paper making.
Produced for CrouTi Zellerbach
Coip. by John J. Heimessy Productions. Free loan.
It's a Different World was produced by John J. Hennessy Productions for Montgomery Ward
problems.

tion

Lome Greene

&

Company.

George Wells,
the Rams, takes his
family on a camping trip. 10
minutes. Color. Free loan.
Magic Trails, a 27^^ minute color
coach

film

of

on

petroleum

and marketing,

ha,s

exploration

much

scenic

photograph)- of .America's countrv'side.

It

Te-xaco, Inc.
Inc.

was produced for
by Film Counselors,

Free loan.

JULY, 1970

PRODUCTION

WORKSHOPIN THE

GIANT REDWOODS OF NORTHERN CA IfORNIA

Free

Ini'.

of

produced

Occasions,

for All

licif

Beef Industry Ct)vincil
National Live Stock &

the
the

Meat Hoard by Fred A. Niles
Communications Centers, is a 25
showing
color
film
minute
beet
and
exotic
economical
dishes. Free loan.

NATIONAL AUDIOVISUAL
CENTER
Washington, D.C. 20409
American Island, produced b\'
the Bureau of Outdoor Recreation, Dept. of tlie Interior, shows
one of -America's last unspoiled

.All

her islands. This 29-

resources,

minute,

color

vides

a

\'ariet\

activities

shows how

film

planning for use proof

recreational

and protects

en-

this

vironment for future generations.
Purchase or rental.
The City— Time of Decision was
produced by the United States
Information Agency and discusses our cities' growing problems
and measmes to relie\e them.
Includes
slum clearance and
uiban renewal, traffic conges-

*AN INTENSIVE TWO-WEEK COURSE IN PROFESSIONAL FILM
MAKING - TAUGHT BY PROFESSIONAL PRODUCERS, DIRECTORS, CAMERAMEN, SOUNDMEN AND EDITORS.
A "hands on"

course,

where students "learn by doing"

—

working with professionol

production equipment under the close guidance of experienced film makers.

CINEMATOGRAPHY, SOUND RECORDING, LIGHTING, EDITING, DIRECTION
all types of I6mm films: Television, Educational, Industrial, Travel, Documentory,

for
etc.

—

)30 total hours. All equip13 doys, 10 hours of training each day
ment, materials, room and board included in the low tuition fee,

SAVE THESE DATES!

SEPT. 8-20, 1970. TOTAL COST: $350.00. Write or phone now
ond enrollment application. Mr. James F locker, Director,
970 Film
Production Workshop, 721 N. La Breo Avenue, Suite 200, Los Angeles, Calif. 90038.

for

details

1

Phone: (213) 935-2727.

tion, electric transport, pollution

and "New Towns".

control

minutes.

2fi

Purchase

Color.

or

rental.

Cwifts,

eral

THE

1970 FILM

Art of the West, a 28 minute color
film, captures the excitement ot
the earl\ west in over 90 famous paintings. It is presented 1)\

intelligent

color

"ON LOCATION" fOR

utes. Color. Free loan.

in-

featuring
training films in super-

Management hy Objectives

transportation

JOIN us

loan.

pronrani

management

skills.

newest major
company. 15 min-

America's

duces

for

self-administered,

session,

visor

a

is

Burlington \orthcrn. pro-

is

duced for Hnrlinglon Northern
l)\
Kmpire I'hotosouiul intro-

The

5615 Fishers Lane
Rockville, Maryland 20852
Challenge of Lcadi

This

An Impress'on

of John Sfeinl>ack~

Writer

provides
\ignettes of the

series

a
h'fe

and

ot

writ-

ings of the late [ohn Steinbeck.
Produced b\ United States In-

formation .Agenc\'. 22 minnte^.
Color. Purchase or rental.

A New

Sp'rit for

'76,

shows the

aims and goals of the American
ComBicentennial
Revolution

which

mission

produced

10 minutes.
chase or rental.
film.

Color.

Chicago's
INTERNATIONAL

3

Competitive categories include:
Theafrical Feature Filins. Stiort Subjects.
Industrial Films. Educational Films. Student Films.
International Television/ Theatrical Commercials.
U.S. Television

Commercials. Television Productions.

the

Pur-

Jenny is a Good Thing documents
one of Head Start's most important concepts— that the nutrition
program plays a major role. This
18 minute color film was produced by Head Start, Dept. of
Health, Education and Welfare.
Purchase or free loan from Modem Talking Pictures.

Write (or complete details:

Chicago International
Film Festival, Incorporated
12 East Grand Avenue, Room 301
U.S.A.
Chicago. Illinois 6061 1
Cable: Cinefest

Ttie

ROUNDTABLE

FILMS, INC.
321 South Be\erl\ Drive
Beverly Hills, California 90212

A Measure
minutes
color,

of
in

Undersianding, 29
black and white or

reminds managers that
communication is

interpersonal

on at least two levels, the informational and the behavioral.
Purchase or

rental.

Continued on next page
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opponent for a round of
During the play, Boros

able

picture parade

golf.

learns

the

of

salesman's

plight

continued

and

Chicago Swings in Newest
United Air Lines Film

City's top night spots, the couple

Chicago, the fifth in United
"Swinging
Cities
Air
Lines'
Series" was unveiled at a premiere June
1
at
Chicago's
Carnegie Theatre. About 400

attractions

breaking a slump in golf, selling
or life. The salesman emerges
with a fresh, positive attitude
about his job and (incidental,
but clever) playing better golf.

1

Chicagoans were on hand for the
public showing of this upbeat 1 3 '/2 -minute travel film.
is
truly a Chicago film.
It
Everyone connected with the
production, from writer Michael
Birch to producer Sarra, Inc.,
is a Chicagoan
and United
is headquartered there.
first

.

.

.

The narrationless film follows
a young couple, played neatly by
Shelley Long and Spencer Milligan, as they either honeymoon
or vacation in Chicago.

visits the

Sarra

popular daytime tourist
the

seems

following

day.

uncover

some

to

ideas for the film,

fresh

three

offers

Even though

giving

principles

for

was very

the film

the considered conservative city

well edited by Chicago's Bernie

dynamic appearance

Caputo, it is a bit hard to believe
that Boros really wears golf shoes
to drive his car as one scene
shows.

a sparkling,

and

shooting

sharp

through

first-rate

angles

editing.

A

good deal of credit for the
success must go to Hans
Wurman and Chuck Lisbon of
Sonart in Chicago for an excel-

The

film's

lent original

is

film does

as convincing

job well.

it's

It

and positive as

Happen"

Julius

Boros

Salesmen

in a

offer

advice

a

to

new

film

sound
sales-

Make

Perhaps intended as a followup to Second Effort featuring
Vince Lombardi, Boros and Ron

Masak

present a
vation
United's
"Chicago"
prepare for scene in Chicago's Kon
Tiki Ports restaurant. Scene is sequence in which "Uncle Oscar" (Ed
Meekin, center) takes young couple
Spencer Milligan and Shelley Long
(right) out for night on the town.
Principals

in

salesman)

(the

more

film

of "Make
It
Happen," Ron
Masak and Julius Boros relax on

Stars

golf course

really

any we know of in the Dartnell
series.
For the sales manager
looking for something to stir a

the

invincible

who was also teamed
with Masak in Second Effort.
The film follows a salesman in
Vince,

slump, ordered to the golf
course for a breather by his boss.
Boros enters as the only availa

sales

staff.

Make

Happen

It

well in the film, a real tribute

to the efforts of

Hayes, DiBrito

and the Take Ten staff. The advice Boros offers the salesman is
positive, helpful and interjected
with just the right touch.

nurses,

hospital

staffs

of treatment.
film

was

produced

by

Milner-Fenwick, Inc., for the
Johns Hopkins University School
of Medicine with a grant from
the U.S. Public Health Services'
Neurological and Sensory Disease Control Program. It is available for short-term loan from the
National
Medical Audiovisual
Center, Station K, Atlanta Georgia or for sale from Milner-Fenwick, Inc.

As with other
It Happen

less,

Dartnell films,
is

available as

as a complete program
and/or with a variety of supplemental sales aids for meetings.

For

Film Offers Preview of
Cashless Society
What is electronic money?
What will life be like in the cash-

information,

additional

checkless

4660
Ravenswood Ave., Chicago, III.

which

society

economists predict

a film,

is

not far off?

Cuna Mutual Insurance Sonew film, Impidse '90, re-

ciety's

veals the world of tomorrow
where all buying, spending and
borrowing will be through a Universal Credit Card. Computers

write Dartnell Corporation,

will instantly

60640.

There will be no paychecks, no monthly bills. Money
will be only an electronic im-

3M

Provides Salesmen With
Valuable Sales Tool

pulse.

There's a System for Everything, a customer-oriented, half-

to the future, but

taping

"creative
It

gineering

problems

what

it

offers

systems"

brand
mes-

Economists predict monev could
be generally obsolete in 20 years.

how

tape,

Impidse 90 was produced by
Cine-Mark, Inc. and is available
from Modern Talking Picture

demonstrates

dispensing

This 25-minute film peers in-

to pre-

3M Company

sent the division's Scotch

sage.

record every trans-

action.

not science fiction. Computer
transfer of funds is now well
along in its experimental stages.

hour, color-sound film, was pro-

duced by

42

an audience of
teams, phy-

at

rescue

Boros comes across surprisingly

Make

Preparing for a scene in Chicago's popular "Old Town" area, Sarra film
crew readies actors in Piper's Alley.

Aimed

should.

solid sales moti-

than

during filming break.

it

Happen.

accident

medical students, the 29
minute, color, sound film begins
with an automobile accident in
which the driver receives a head
injury and shows order and de-

The

slump?

Corporation's

of

,and

tail

David Hayes, Dean DiBrito
and Chicago's Take Ten, Inc.,
made it happen in Dartnell

treatment

and treatment in the hosby professional medical per-

sicians,

"Make

really

of

Injuries demonstrates on-

ambulance

a successful golf pro like

motivational

man

for

The Emergency Treatment

Head

sonnel.

Hmr.
Can

Treatment of Head
Injuries Demonstrated

pital

During

It

offices.

nel,

Moog.

Chicago is being distributed
by Modern Talking Picture Service and should be popular with
all age groups past 18.

Dartnell, Boros

Salesmen are presenting the
film to customers and potential
customers through use of portable, desk-top Technicolor projectors. Information on the film
can be obtained from any of the
Industrial Tape division branch

victims by allied medical person-

their visit, they arc taken out for

an evening on the town by
"Uncle Oscar," skillfully overplayed by Ed Meekin.
After the evening at the Windy

and masking.

tecting

the-scene

music score includ-

ing swinging use of the

aging, joining, identification, pro-

equipment
creativity

and encan solve

in five areas

—

pack-

is

Service.

BUSINESS SCREEN

—

—

new products review
MK

I\' Synchange. The iVlentor
chronizer is a unit designed to

Mono-Stereo Converts
Ordinary Pictures to 3D

A

ihrec diiiicnsiiMial projection

system which works with all ordinary movie, slide and filmstrip
projectors has been developed by
Nico van der Leelie of Australia.

The system
tion

beam

illlllllillllllll

Illllil

Illllllllllllllllliilllllllll

IIIIIIIIIIIIIMIIIIIIItllllllllMII

interface

projector

slide

a

v\ith

any existing recorder.
Two models are available
one which records and plays buck

1

tic,

pictures.

Controls
is

channel module which
makes multi-media presentations

system with polarization filters.
The converter creates the same
conditions with an ordinary single picture as are required for
prostereoscopic
conventional

photographed

I

four

a

cially

Screens
Offer

Multi-Media Audiovisuals
The A\S Electronic Reader

a silver

two spe-

for de-

For more information, write
Program Services. Dept. BSC,
215 W. Chicago Avenue, Chicago, III. 606

(aluminized) screen.
The projection beam conxertcr
is a small cabinet with light gates
which contains a special mirror

jection with the use of

and ready
two days.

AVS System

consists of a projec-

and

positive

within

and attention-getting display systems practical. It allows automasolid

jectors,

and

of

reliability

design

of

this

operation,

pori:ability

are criteria in
synchronizer.

the

of

control

—

using

pro-

any

demonstandard

'a" stereo tape unit as the input
With the addition of a

device.

and one with playback capability
only. Write Saunders Associates,

Fiberglass

Dept. BSC, 297 Danhury
Road. Wilton. Conn. 06897.

The

Mono-Stereo

converter

adjustab'e

is

beam

projection
to

fit

in

front of any projector lens.

pictures can be

Position of the

and the three dimensional effect can be changed for
adjusted,

a strong frontal or rear depth effect.

The

3D

viewers

are

light

weight and can be worn with normal glasses. The use of an aluminized screen is necessary to prevent the polarized light beams

from

spreading.

For more

in-

formation, write Ray Vanderleelie, Dept. BSC, P. O. Box 8092,

Technology's Programmed Projector permits an
instructor to show information or
ask questions on the upper portion of a film-strip frame and
show the answer in the lower
frame portion.
The Cassette Listening Center
features a cassette playback unit
permanently attached to a listen-

16mm

strip.

Further information is availfrom Knox Manufacturing
Company.
Dept.
BSC,
111
Spruce Street, Wood Dale, III.
60191.
able

"In Look" Arrives for
Front Projection Screens

The Crystal Vision Stretch
Screen creates a new dimensional
involvement for the viewing audience by wrapping them in a co-

to

automatically

JULY, 1970

narration to

trigger

a

slide

grams can be prepared by the

own

stereo tape unit.

Light

sharp,
is

brilliant

images.

distributed and defined

evenly over the material, which

has a nylon and antron base.
Screens of all sizes are used,
and the sewing and fabrication
process are done with a special
stretch stitch

which improves the

The addition of other modules
the Reader allows projection

grain tensile strength and retains

or display imits requiring from 8

easy as most screens roll up into
a laundry bag. A rigging kit with
instructions is included. Screens

to

to

24 signals

to be added. Also,

additional low cost

A C

switch-

modules are available to conon-ofT power functions. For

a brochure,

write

A-V

Services.

Dept. BSC. 2 W. 45th
Street. Neu' York. N.Y. 10036.
Inc.,

maximum

may

also

elasticity. Portability

be rented. For more

is

in-

formation write Charles Brotman. Dept. BSC, 201 East 36th
Street, New York 10016.
Continued on next page

is

offering

reasonable

35mm

slides

cartridge

cartridge projectors such as the

same track

the

fire

sound filmCartridges can be used in

Courier

as

is

of

Program Services

synchronizer that will
work with any type or kind of
tape recorder, records and plays
back an inaudible cue on the
slide

In addi-

and mildew resistant. It is unaffected by
changes in temperature or humidity and will not crease or wrinkle.
fiberglass

Low-Cost Filmstrips

into

A

Elec-

the

user, in conjunction with his

trol

Speedy Delivery

x 9" x 7".

tronic Pulser, four channel pro-

volume control. For
information on both items, write
Teaching Technology Corporation. Dept. BSC. P. 6. Box 3817,
Van Nuys, California 91407.

cost for transferring

Synchronizer Works With
Any Tape Recorder

modular companion,

ing center with six headsets and

speedy delivery and

Universal City, Calif. 91604.

The Reader measures SVi"

ing

individual

virtually

venience caused by tears or rips
in the screen material.

clear,

Teaching, Training Devices
Teaching

screens

eliminate the expense and incon-

coon of AV stimuli. Extensive
fiber and dye research was conducted to achieve the embossed
crystal fabric cells which reflect

Inc.,

From Teaching Technology

of Fiberglass

Many Advantages

sound units

types of audiovisual

all

strations
Simplicity

state

displays,

Illllilillllllllllllllh.

Ill)

tion,

converter, light weight

polarising spectacles

16mm
livery

Mill

I

I

I

and,

ready

16 and the Audiscan.
appointment, will be
within four hours. For

by

quantities,

16mm

cessed

slides

are

transferred

internegative. then pro-

and

contact

printed

to

The Stretch Screen serves

a

new and sophisticated demand

for front pro-

jection screens.

4.3

.

new products
continued

16mm

can for

open and

films

film

easy to

is

Write for more information to Plastic Reel Corporation of America. Dept. BSC, 640

size only).

16mm

Film Can
Features Positive-Lock
The Plio-Magic hinged

Camera Mount

English

.

.

but features a
can not
it
open accidentally. Ruggedly con-

5.

Commercial Ave.,

N.

J.

Carlstadt,

ous multi-camera operation us-

Serves Many Purposes
The Limpet camera mount can

ing lightweight battery supplies.

be instantly attached to almost
any smooth, non-porous surface

trolled

in

horizontal,

a

or

vertical

in-

between position. Three powersuction cups, operated by

ful

Camera speed

precisely con-

is

by a quartz

oscillator.

A

second oscillator attached to the
tape recorder generates a precise
50 or 60 H2 pilot-tone. Addi-

may

information

tional

be

ob-

The Camera Mart,
Dept. BSC 456 W. 55th

tained from

07072.

close,

Inc.,

positive-lock so that

New

Street,

Cassette Duplicating,

York, N.Y. 10019.

A

48-Hour Service
up

tomer

This 16mm film can features a strap
hinge that keeps the two sections
together when open.
structed,
chip.

A

it

will not

bend, rust or

raised ridge on the cover

facilitiates stacking.

Available

grey

in

(1200

ft.

Exposure Information For

Custom Audio will duplicate
to 2000 cassettes for any cus48 hours

in

at

Cameraman Using 16BL
A professional, precise,

no increase

Other services include studio
and location recording, mixing,
editing, re-recording, music and
effects scoring, record mastering
and pressing, tape duplication,
cartridge and cassette production,
slide film impulsing, blank tape
and cartridge sales, packaging
mailing, delivery and consulting.
For more information write Custom Audio. Dept. BSC. 110 5.
River Road. Des Plaines. III.
60016.

for

the

Arriflex

will

find

application in

Lighting Set-Ups
Multi Kit weighing less than

50 pounds which can provide almost any kind of lighting set-up
is

now

able from Lowel-Light.
kit,

several

different

types

of

—

ing

The Limpet attaches
surface.

provide a strong and efficient means of attachment.

levers,

The mount
camera

steel corners for

Agfa-Gavaert Announces
Color Films

Two

Agfa-Gavaert.

•

Sizes from 400' to 2000'

straps

reversal color film with

Slidefilm Shipping Cases

Filmstrips)

both

.

Chicago, III. 60647
Phone; 312-227-0027

44
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allows

Multi-Kit

versatility

in

lo-

lighting.

interior

shooting for color television

riser

an offset mount plus

plus

Both

feature

The

CO.

kit

best advantage of the Arriflex mirror
reflex design.

275

New

North

Inc.,

Street,

cording to the

Dept. BSC,
Teterhoro,

Jersex 07608.

cameraman. For further inwrite
The Arriflex

the

Corporation of America, Dept.
BSC, 25-20 Brooklyn-Queens

Expressway
N.Y. 11377.

in

istics to first

surface glass mirrors

now

extend the usefulness

90%

Lowell Clips. For additional information
write
Lowel-Light
Photo Engineering Dept. BSC,
42 West 54th Street, New York,
N.y. 10019.
1

available for use in rear

systems.
Mirrorlite
mirrors are made of an ultra-thin
metalized polyester film stretched

have

1 sun diffuser, 1 back
water weights and 10

optical character-

projection

on

3

in

Custom Sizes

Classless, unbreakable mirrors

camera control system was de-

ceiling link,

Woodside,

comparable

screen,

I

West.

Unbreakable Mirrors
Stock,

3 flag mats,

4 inter2 flag frames,

grips,

the

formation,

Crystamatic Has TV
Film Applications
The Crystamatic Computer

4

in

The system provides precise
exposure information, but leaves
complete control in the hands of

are

includes 3 Lowell Link

stands, 4 poles,

indicator

finder.

ex-

tremely low grain, and assure
superior image sharpness. More
information is available from
Agfa-Cievaert.

plus a background support plus a

links,

W'rile direct to

manufacturer for catalog

D»f of LuJwig Industries
2020 W. St. Paul Ave.

and

exterior

water weights.

Filmstrip Shipping Cases (hold up
to 6 strips plus scripts)

SCHIESSIER CASE

ASA

designed

color films

transmission.

cating

Salon Print Shipping Cases

&

in

•^> ^ ^

OTHER "QUALITY-BILT" ITEMS:

(for Transcriptions

an-

has

Inc.

The Exposure Control System takes

Because of their low contrast,
both films are especially valuable

Large address card holder
with positive retainer spring

tained under varying light levels
by adjusting the f-stop setting ac-

ideal for fixing

filming.

protection

Durable 1"

exposure
can be main-

N. Cahiienga Blvd., Hollywood,
Calif. 90028.

for

•

control

full

or

versal-type

Best quality domestic fibre

Sound

is

Correct

shooting.

and

to the outside of a

50 tungsten rating, and Gevachrome Type 6.05, with ASA
125 tungsten rating. Both films
are multi-layer, low contrast re-

Film Shipping Cases

web

to almost any

nounced Gevachrome Type 6.00,

Quallty-BJIt

•

in-

finder for constant reference dur-

a

Heavy
added

loca-

built

avail-

With the

equipment can be formed at the
one time
for instance: a boom

•

all

mowindow and can
support up to 40 pounds. It is
available from Alan Gordon Enterprises, Inc.. Dept. BSC, 1430

Kit Offers Variety of

for location filming

unit,

door of the camera, provides an exposure measurement
and display in the reflex view-

tor vehicle

A

The

filming.

to the

a

•

System
16BL camera

hind-the-Iens

tion

be-

Exposure

in price.

signed

to

and mobility of cameras and

re-

corders by eliminating the need
for the clap stick and sync cable.
It

gives

facilities

for

synchron-

a rigid

aluminum frame and

greater than
over the entire mirror sura

reflection

face.

Mirrorlite mirrors are light in

weight
stable

and are dimensionally
under wider temperature

BUSINESS SCREEN

They

extremes.
der

high

For

full

will

ncit

details

fi>g

un-

conditions.

huniitlity

BSC.

2 S.

lrvinglon-on-Hu(l-

Bitckhout

St.,

son. Ne»'

York 10533.

III.

A
Numeric Video Generator

cassette masters in

fields

& Howell Adds
Zoom Lenses to Line
Bell

been added to the line-up of Hell
& Howell compact super 8 movie
cameras. Models 376 and 376S
have the features of the previously introduced models plus the adcapability

direct

generation for

Two power zoom models ha\e

cassette duplicator capable

Designed

for Data Displays
The Numeric Video Generator
to

video

timing and

display applications. This system

No

adaptable to all systems where
time or other diizital information

of

modification

electronic

required and the
ple

a

kit offers

is

a sim-

low-cost means of bringing

limited color to existing industrial
systems. Data sheets giving

TV

power

of

Dualmaster can be operated
10 minutes training time.

after only

Filmosound STM system, of
making synchronized sound
the

Sharp, easy to read numerals are a
feature of the Numeric Video Gen-

unit,

erator.

three

extremely valuable. The system
will
accept data from internal
liming modules or from external
equipment such as electronic
counters, digital voltmeters, time

two

com-

tact

is

code generators and

digital

puters.

The system
models of compact super 8
cameras are available from Bell &
Five

Howell.

informa-

& Howell Photo
Dept.

BSC.

utilizes fully solid

state video generation of

characters.

Information

pany.

Dept.

half-hour
the

at

cassettes

every

duplicating

minutes,

tracks

produces

Dualmaster

the

same

available in 2-track

time.

all

It

is

monaural or

4-track stereo versions.

For further information, conInjonics, Dept. BSC. 1723
Santa
Boulevard.
Cloverfield
Monica. Calif. 90404.

numeric
is

avail-

Video Devices ComBSC. 13753 Burbank Blvd.. Suite C. Van Nuys.
Calif. 91401.
able from

Group.

consists

kit

is

The

Products

The

provides a variety •' specially recorded scenes which are
perceived in color on any moi,, chrome television monitor.

The model 376S offers the additional feature, when used with

tion write Bell

one compact

kit.

tical

demonstration videotape, a compensating ("liter and an instrucbook. The deni' nstration
tion
tape

zooming.

movies. For additional

or

and other

B.C.D.

many

system
television
by means of an experimental op-

closed-circuit

Cassette Duplicator Copies
Reel-to-Reel or Cassette
of copying either recl-to-reel

offers instrumentation

ditional

Clii-

60645.

Kimutr

write

Products. Inc.. Dept.

7100 N. McCormick Road
cai;o.

or films.

Optical Kit Brings Color

To Industrial TV Systems
The

scientific

subjective color
strated

The kit describes application to
computer readout and to broadcast
television and gives instructions for
making your own experimental tapes

information

full

phenomenon of
can be demon-

on any black-and-white.

from

are

Color-Tel

available

Corporation.

Dept. BSC. 13720 Riverside
Sherman Oaks, Ca. 91403.

THIS

Dr..

IS IT

IN16MM XENON PROJECTORS

THE

"X-300"

A.V.E.

beautifully designed xenon sound projector which our performs
every 16mm projector on the market today. It's heavy duty, fully
portable and easy to operate. Check these features.

A

•

•
•
•
•
•
•

•

IDEAL

Needlesharp projection
Correct color tempreature for screening TV prints
Brilliant pcitures up to 20 feet wide
1000 hour "ozone-free" xenon bulb
Superb sound reproduction
An all-transistor sound system
Unique automatic loopsetter which instantly
and automatically corrects lower loop problems
caused by poor film, bad splices or torn sprockets
high speed rewind with no reel switching

A

for

any screening

facility,

large or small, the "X-300"

is

your

best buy!

Literature

and

prices

on request

AVE. CORPORATION
250 West 54th
Cable:

JULY, 1970

Street

"AVEMANSA"

New

York, N.Y. 10019
(212) PL 7-0552

4.5

,

The

new products

.

variable projection intencrossover point enables full
dropout of one projector, overlay

.

sity

on another, or fadethrough of one slide to the next.

of one slide

Dissolve Control Unit for

solve transition period from

Kodak Carousels

15 seconds duration, which can

A

compact

unit for
tors

and

1200

Carousels, the
fully

control

be

projec-

programmed.

dissolve

Kodak Carousel
watt

manually

or

to

pre-

for

feature

state

This dissolve control
operated
manually

Another

reliability.

a fully adjustable dis-

is

information,

write

Engineering Associates,
Inc., Dept. BSC, 735 Providence
Highway, Norwood, Mass.

connected by a coil cord which
carries the synch pulses.
Film cartridge and tape casette
are processed and sound-stripped

features

solid

construction with printed circuit

boards

more

For

Ham ton

synchronization
pulse
generator and a casette tape recorder with special recording
head. Camera and recorder are

modified

PD-1200

transistorized

operated

1

power zoom Super 8 camera with
built-in

A BUSINESS SCREEN

unit

can

or

pre-pro-

be

grammed.

utilization

Sound on Super 8 Film
Offers Lip-Synch Economy
The Mark IV Sound-On-Film
Camera System consists of a

report

Sound films made with the Synchronex system can be shown on any

The Magna-Tech Post-Sync System

Super

8

sound projector.

and sound
Editor's Note: This

a

in

series

the

is

special

of

takes.

reports

edited

from users of new motion picture production and audiovisual
presentation

All

first

equipment.

this

must

and reassembled into a
completed sound film, a timeconsuming and expensive task.

Manhattan Sound Studios,

Ad--

ditional user evaluations will ap-

New

pear in subsequent issues. Readers are invited to submit similar
brief commentaries sharing their

na-Tech
eliminates

own

and greatly simplifies the

experiences

with

various

other production and presentation products for this series.

be

then

a

York,

new

job

is

now working

system, developed by
Electronic

Co.,

conventional

of laying

a

in

in

with

Magwhich

looping
editor's

new sound

track. Basically, the system pro-

vides for the picture film and a

Post-synchronization of dialogue and picture is often used
when making foreign language
versions

of

industrial

and

tele-

vision films for overseas use.

It

also used to replace live dia-

is

logue

on

recorded

unsatisfactorily

location, or

when

it

is

more

convenient

or
economical to
achieve lip sync in the studio
after completion of photography.
Traditionally, post-synchronization

has been accomplished by

cutting the film into short loops

which are then run over and over

on the

screen

while

an

actor

magnetic sound film to be electrically interlocked and shuttled
back and forth between pre-set
start and finish limits. This permits
practice
runs
{ 1 )
and
takes to be set up very quickly
without the necessity of physically cutting the film.

(2) takes to
be judged for accuracy of synchronization
immediately,
(3)

comparisons to be made between
two or three good "semi-final"
takes for the final selection, and
(4) recording time "ins and
outs" to be set precisely enough
to permit changes in dialogue as

practices syncing his lines to the

small as a single word.

picture before delivering several

recording session

is

When

the

finished the

track will have

the final takes

all

and ready
go to mix without further edi-

in sequential position

tion with the picture.

to

write

torial handling.

equipment in post-sync work, all
manufactured by Magna-Tech.
These are a 35mm Magnetic Recorder (Type 1000), Interlock
Control Unit (Type 158), Magnetic Reproducer (Type 1000),
Reversible Projector (Type PR135), Footage and Frame Counter (Type 9C), Electronic Looping Console and Monitor Selector (Type 154).
According to Sherwood, all

so

the

director,

actor

and

is

abilities."

Sher-

wood

provides

much

says,

"it

to

the

equip-

the actor

short

takes

necessary

with

looping."

Manhattan Sound, which was
commercial studio in the

the first

U.S.

to

46

install

the

Magna-Tech

found it to be so
successful that a second system
has recently been ordered.
system,

Bob

Features Added to

Multi-Beam 1000

A

new

version of the Multi-

Beam 1000

features a built-in ac-

cessory holder

with safety clip
has continuously variable
focus from spot to flood, with a
lock.

It

smooth field.
A heavy duty socket provides
increased
cooling
and longer

The

Multi-Beam

lOUO

weighs

only

6V2 pounds.

exact.

"In addition
ment's technical

the

is

York.

re-

cording engineer can all be 100
per cent sure that the synchro-

is up to it, and some
them are remarkably good, we
can go on for minutes at a time
in one continuous take, which
makes a much better flow than

System

New

valuable assets is the ability to
provide an immediate playback

of

Post-Sync

Avenue,

believes that the equipment saves
hundreds of hours a month of
dubbing time over the old looping systems. One of its most

if

Electronic

details,

elements of the system are well
made, completely reliable, and
the controls are organized for top
notch operating efficiency. He

better continuity to the film," for

Sherwood of Manhattan Sound.

For

The Synchronex CorporaDept. BSC 635 Madison

tion.

At Manhattan Sound, recording
engineer
Bob Sherwood
works with seven basic units of

nization

At the controls of the Magna-Tech

transferred to the

is

film in complete lip synchroniza-

has

lamp life. A variety of quartz
lamps are available in 120 volt
or 230 volt. For additional data
write

Dept.

to

Berkey-Colortran. Inc.,
1015 Chestnut St.,

BSC.

Burbank,

Calif.

Command

91502.

Performer

Handles Multi-Projector
The July Buyers" Guide issue
gave the wrong address for Arion
Corporation, manufacturers of
the Command Performer System.
This system uses the reliability
of digital signals system to control the unmanned operation of
projectors and environments. In

BUSINESS SCREEN

)

i

!

up digital
transmitted from the

Hi Rex provides the camera with
new filming capabilities. I'he long

projection booth
low voltage cahle.

zooming range from 16nim wide-

remote control

I

.iunais

arc

eeturn

to

the

single,

a

ni

set

•liminating the

For film promotion, supplement materials

Economical Print ReproduC'^ons

Made from

complex and e\-

lensive

installations

.abling.

switches,

promising
ONE OF THE most
recently being

racks,

relay

-r

ie

the

Command

Record-

Pk" magnetic tape on a narrow
command track running between
;wo

tracks of stereo sound.

halt'

The Vario-Swltar POE
addition

valuable
camera.

f

to

1.9

lens

the

is

a

tributors provides an economical

number

of other public relations

new way of promoting or supplementing a tilm with full four-

or marketing purposes.

(FRIP) has

lOOmm

angle to

lect

flexibility

selection
focal
lenth
through
coupled with the convenience of
an automatic lens.

The
controls

Zooming

Command

Performer makes posautomation.

color printed pictures of striking-

placed

lens has logically

balanced weight.
smooth. For more in-

and
is

the facilities to se-

frames from motion pictures,
best suited to duplicate their contents in print. Using computerized scanners, the frames are enlarged and reproduced as full

telephoto allows

greater

filmer

the

The

sponsors and dis-

color brochures or pamphlets.
Film Reproductions in Print

Bolex

good

ly

quality.

The end

formation write Pciillard, Inc.,
Dept. BSC. 1900 Lower Rd.,
Linden. N. J. 07036.

result

is

economical

any combination of 24

irojectors

plus

.md special effects.
address

is

Arion

slide

The

in

35"

tripods

circle so that

closed

to

it

room

will

auditorium because

it's built to the

same

lowest height

picture theatres. Provides a brighter,
clearer, steadier screen image.

make engravings

a

2V2 hour film on one reel

making separations from

in

production of
motion pictures in printed format
is that most companies think only
in terms of their new motion pictures. However, in several instances, sponsors of movies three

or

• Optical

magnetic sound

or

• Runs forward and
• Adapts

to

reverse

automatic operation and

(or prices

and

Please send facts and prices on the
fessional Projectors,
FP-16 with column-pedestal

literature.

B5^

O

new Noreico ISmm

Name/Title^

sponsors' sales
organizations,

their

instances,

sales

in

or-

Model EL 5100

School/Company_

for outdoor showings,

range with built-in power zooming and fully automatic through-

exhibits, social halls,
etc.

I

Address

Uses incandescent

light source.

City

SVi" x 11"
page promotion pieces,
can carry as many as

The

cost of such

Pro-

which
twenty frames,

is

inexpensive

—

thousand, and
S300
additional thousands at less than
for the

first

$40.
Additional information on the
service may be obtained from

Portable self-contained

zoom

measuring. Addition of the lens to the Bolex H-

to
sales

member companies, and

some

single

EL-5100 Portable model

lens,

[designed especially for Bolex 161

—

is

uanizations, etc.
Philips Corporation
Motion Picture Equipment Division
Parkway,
Montvale. New Jersey 07645
Philips
One

Nonh American

Lens Provides Additional

:

—

FRIP's reproduction of frames from 16
mm or 35 mm TV commercials
on single sheets, which also include sells on the commercial itself. These are being used for

to

OUTSTANDING VALUE! Send coupon

when

wholesalers and retailers through
whom they sell, by associations

MOTION PICTURE
EQUIPMENT

ore/co

— whose con-

are considering repro-

advertisers

personnel,

(201) 391-1000

cameras has a 6V4

—

distribution

remote conltrol

The caster wheels have double ballbearing swivels and rubber wheels.

Filming Capabilities
A fast, high-quality zoom

filmed

TV

or carbon arc light sources
can be purchased with 500 W,
ozone-free Xenon lamp house

—

fi" of adjustment to each leg. For
complete details write Welt/SafeLock. Inc.. Dept. BSC, 2400
West S//i Lane. Hialeah. Florida
33010.

for

they want to re-impress
with the contents.
to
Another area of interest

• Uses Xenon

JULY, 1970

to

whom

Lots of other features, too:

• Available with 9 different Noreico
lenses including new zoom lens

light

—

ducing the films in print for distribution to key people who saw
the movie several years ago but

rugged standards of performance
demanded by professional motion

take

legs telescope to provide

-the-lens

—

tents are as timely today as

brings big theatre performance to any

• Packs

mm

A few years ago the company
bought computerized scanners
Vario-Klischograph equipment manufactured in West Ger-

or four years old

or fully extended.

The

dustry.

nection with the

The new Noreico FP-16nim projector

tripod dolly designed to accept all tripods with any kind of
leg tips is adjustable from a 23"
10

cializing in the public utility in-

mm

your

A

largest

four color transparencies, which
could be enlarged and reproduced as four color pictures from
and 35 films.
8 mm, 16
An interesting aspect in con-

projection

Adjustable Dolly
Accepts All Tripods

the

is

producer of made-to-order cartoon books in the industry, spe-

cartoon books. It was found the
scanners were even more effec-

professional

Corporation,

BSC, 825 Boone Ave. N,
Minneapolis, Minn. 55427.

Dept.

Comics

into

way.

many

Put a

correct

came

Inc.,

in a rather interesting

Custom

tive

projectors

film

being

a division of

is

printed literature in a booklet or

Systems are available to control
lap to

FRIP, which
Custom Comics,

brochure format. The printed
pieces can be designed for use

multi-projector

sible

several

as

services

ofl'ered to film

to the system the signals can
programmed directly onto

ways: as talvi-^iome
promotional maiiiry
pieces for a film; and for any
in

pieces;

new

.tc.

Adding

Film Frames

involving

.Stale.

-Zip-

Film Reproductions

Madison Ave.,

New

331
York. N.Y.

in Print.

10017.
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NATIONAL DIRECTORY OF AUDIO-VISUAL DEALERS
MISSOURI

•

EASTERN STATES
•

6100

UNICOM -

Division of United
Camera, Inc. Providence, R.I.;
North Haven, Conn. (401) 4674750 or (203) 239-5300

WASfflNGTON

NEW YORK

Swank Motion Pictures, Inc., 201 S.
Jefferson Ave., St. Louis 63166.
(314) 534-6300.
•

Twyman

L.

•

Service, Inc.,

Films,

Way

coln

Incorporated,
New York,

Box 624
Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53201

Visual

Franklin

MOTION PICTURE

Ave.,

Toledo

1945
43601.

A name everybody

2009 N. Third St., Harrisburg
17105, (717) 238-8123
Oscar H. Hirt,

41 N. 11th St.
19107.
Phone:

Wood

HO

&

L. C. Vath Audio Visuals,

449 N.
Hermitage Rd., Sharpsville,
16150. 342-5204.

Sound Company, 870
Monterey Pass Road, Monterey

Photo

&

toma

Sound Company, 116 NaSan Francisco 94105.

St.,

FLORIDA

Jack Freeman's, 2802
Ave.,

Tampa
•

Colonial

Films,

•

Spring
404/875-8823, Atlanta

N.W.

St.

5408
•

LOUISIANA

•

ILLINOIS

OREGON

•

•

The Jam Handy Organization, 2821
E. Grand Blvd., Detroit 48211.
Phone: 313/TR 5-2450

•

•

Moore's Audio Visual Center, Inc.,
234 S.E. 12th Ave., Portland
97214. Phone: 503/233-5621.

•

Organization, 230
North Michigan Avenue, Chicago 60601. State 2-6757

MICHIGAN

nuts-and-bolts,

Excellent

fringe

festival

to

win-

ing

ture

in

Ektachrome and Eastman color
processing,

timing,

color

printing, quality control

color

and

all

samples.

tions, plus many years of management experience. Could be
valuable addition to any univer-

film

benefits.

Less

Box 74

sity

department attempting
all phases of cinema-

film

teach

children.

under

40,

relocate

for

Married,

tography.

BUSINESS SCREEN
757 Third Avenue

New

pic-

and

practices

procedures. Fully experienced

to

York,

laboratory

posi-

motion

other related laboratory opera-

400 miles from Times
than
Square. Relocate at our expense.
An equal-opportunity employer.

New

permanent

full-time

shorts. We'll

Would

right offer.

York 10017

Box 75

BUSINESS SCREEN

\/\ajor industrial

ufacturer

402 W. Liberty Drive
Wheaton, Illinois 60187

equipment man-

has an

excellent

job

cameraman-director. Will handle
lioson with outside film producers
in

addition to responsibility for

industrial film section of

Visual

Audio-

Department. College de-

UTAH

Put

SCREEN'S

BUSINESS

classified marketplace to work
for you.

A low

cost classified

ad in this space is read by
thousands of persons in the

and fringe benefit plan. An
equal opportunity employer.
Send resume and other appro-

audiovisual industry. Use

priate information tO:

your

Box 73

The Jam Handy

•

Some

Albuquerque 87106.
•

MIDWESTERN STATES

48

NEW MEXICO

Book Store Allied SupCompany, 2122 Central East,

0464

•

future

gree preferred. Attractive salary

University
ply

Stanley Projection Co., 1808 Rapides, Alexandria 71301. 318-443-

•

Audio-Visual
Center,
Cromars'
1200 Stout St., Denver 80204.
Colorado Visual Aids, 955 Bannock, Denver 80204, 303/255-

30308
•

COLORADO

•

MacDill
(813) 839-5374
S.

752

desires

opportunity for experienced

.

GEORGIA

motion

successful

of

laboratory

tion as instructor of

•

Phone: 415/GArfield 1-0410.
•

rather spend

some high-budget
ners and theatrical
want to see your

Ralke Company, Inc. A-V Center,
641 North Highland Ave., Los
Angeles 36. (213) 933-7111

SAN FRANCISCO AREA

Need person

relations films.

Park, 91754. Phone: (213) 2646850.

•

SOUTHERN STATES

&

Photo

St.,

Pittsburgh 15222, Sales, Rentals,
Repairs. 471-3313

•

Taft Building, 1680 N. Vine St.,
3-2321
Hollywood 90028.

215/923-0650

Audio Visuals Center, 14

CALIFORNIA

the motion

editing movies than beating the

The Jam Handy Organization, 305

Inc.,

Philadelphia,

in

bushes.
•

in

knows has an
advertising and pub-

who would

WESTERN STATES

Executive
picture

industry

picture

•

P.

FILM

enter the educational field seek-

lic

J.

WANTED

POSITION

EDITOR

Education,

(419) 246-3691.

PENNSYLVANIA •
Lilley & Son, Inc., Box 3035,

WANTED

HELP

opening

10901

AC 414-276-0170

Phone:

E., Massillon.

2-0995

Visual sciences, Suffern, N.Y.

AC

Battery or

cases.

Company

Teweles Seed

2110

329 Salem

Inc.,

with

condition,

operation. Priced for quick sale. Contact Dave Artz:

M. H. Martin Company, 1118 Lin-

Street,

MU

excellent working

in

Dayton 45401

Cousino
Systems,

All

Sunray Films, Inc., 2005 Chester
Ave., Cleveland 44114

Ave.,

Organization, 1775
Broadway, New York 10019.
Phone 212/JUdson 2-4060

202 East 44th
10036 (212)

OfflO

Academy Film

•

I

USED AUDIO-VISUAL UNITS

Payne Ave., Cleveland 44114.

The Jam Handy

Projection

40 LA BELLE COURIER

Louis 63112.

rental (314)

FO 7-1111

•

"The" Film Center, 915 12th St.
NW, Washington, D. C. 20005
(202) 393-1205
•

St.

Equipment

Headlight Film Service, 104 Ocean
St.,
So. Portland, Maine 799-

•

Communications Co., 5316

Cor-rell

Pershing,

NEW ENGLAND

•

MARKETPLACE

•

BUSINESS SCREEN
402 West Liberty Drive
Wheoton, Illinois 60187

buy,

sell

or trade

find a job or

fill

company.

it

to

equipment,

a

For

vacancy in
complete!

BUSINESS
SCREEN MARKETPLACE, 402

details,

write

W. Liberty Drive, Wheaton,

Illi-

nois 60187.

•

Deseret Book Company, 44 East
South Temple St., Salt Lake, 10.
•

WASHINGTON

•

Photo & Sound Company, 1205
North 45th St., Seattle 98103.
206/ME 2-8461

BUSINESS SCREEN-

reference
shelf
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NPR

Brochure Describes Eclair

A

hriK'liurc

the

many

era.

Tlie

NPR

points mil

opened by

this eani-

F-'clair

possibilities

broehure is dithe writer, director and producer
half of

tirst

reeteJ to
as well

mi ihc

as

to

the

cameraman.

the

describes

It

fundamental design innovations of the
and deals with the sort of filmmaking
made possible by those innovations.
The second half describes the camera's
physical characteristics in detail. For your
fully illustrated copy, write F.clair Corporation of America, 7262 Melrose Ave.. Los
Angeles. Calif. 90046.
the

NPR

considered opinions and thoughtful analyses
of what the 1970's hold for A-V dealers in

terms of expected market trends, the dealer's role in more sophisticated markets, and

shop" dealerships.
program,
consisting of an audio cassette, study booklet and script, are available free to NAVA
dealers. Write NAVA, Dept. BSC. 3150
Sprini- Street, Fairfax, Virginia 22030.
survival of "small

sets of this introductory

Initial

Film Library Catalog

A

NAVA Audio

Training Series
'The .Audiovisual Dealer in the 1970V',

the

in

first

a series of

ing programs,

NAVA

an

as

Contributing

series.

audio trainno charge to

available at

is

dealers

NAVA

introduction
panelists

the

to

offer

their

catalog containing a narrative description, length, subject matter heading, recommended grade or maturity level, and dis-

tributor/producer of

motion pictures

tional

almost
is

9,000 educa-

available.

The catalog is designed to provide individuals and organizations with concise, precise information concerning the rental films
contained in it. Copies of the catalog are
available for

$5.00 from the Audiovisual
University, Bloomington.

Indiana

Center,
Indiana 41401.

CAMERA STOCKS

'

16mm EKTA Color 7242. 7241, 7255
16mm B & W 7220, 7222, 7231
16mm Color Negative 7254
35mm Color Negative 5251
35mm B & W 5220, 5222, 5231

0525
025
06
10

Industrial Training on Videotape
A library of career development courses

035

LABORATORY STOCKS
7387, 7253. 7385, 7234, ate.

16mm New and Reclaimed

ins,

FILM & EDITORIAL LEADER
Black Opaque 35mm
Black Opaque 16mm
Clear Leader 16mm
Also: Painted, Personalized
Prrnted 4 Lighlstruck.

industrial

training

in

the areas of administration, business manasement, engineering and technical train-

MAGNETIC SOUND STOCK
25 and

on videotape,

offers,

professional review, supervisory devel-

opment, and computer science. The eighteen
courses now available on videotape were
sponsored and produced by an association

18,50
16 50
4.50

of

leading industrial

20

firms as a

means

SUPER-8

*

in

cialist

the

field

covered. For a catalog

Smmor.

.

You can quickly ond easily mount your
overhead projector transparencies without opplying cement, tape or glue with

8mm & 16mm

W

.

*

Printing.

W

A

.

Splicing,

fete.

FAST SERVICE on Mail-Orders.
1^ Finest QUALITY Work.
»^ Guaranteed SATISFACTION!
for our latest

PROFESSIONAL

^<yUtf€MMd
2704 W. OLIVE

JULY, 1970

yAllf^>f

Ave.,

glare,

BURBANK/

CALIF. 91505

also

includes

definitions

qualities.

A

typical

speci-

included and tests for measurement of the more important characteristics
I

FILM LABS.

and other

fication

Pr!c*-Ust.

Write Dept. S

screen

of terms related to rear screen projection,
th relevance of wide angle viewing, contrast.

1^

Send

data sheet containing technical infor-

projection

*

is

are described.

For your copy write Panelgraphic CorpoDept. BSC, 10 Henderson Drive.
West Csldwell, New Jersev.

ration,

LUXOR No. 999 Mount. A

lasting

mation on the Chromascreen CS-140 rear-

Eastman

*

Soundstriplng,

*•

the

Rear-Projection Screens

Reversal Oupai.
B *
Color Release Prints.
Single
Positive Release Prints.
B 4
Dup Negs.

8mm

Place

Transparency
on Mount

and further information, write
International Video Institute, Dept. BSC.
675 Almanor Ave., Sunnyvale, Calif. 94086.

Finest-Quality Kodaehrome
COLOR or BLACK & WHITE
8mm
PROFESSIONALS: Wa are SpeciaiisH in
to 16mm 3low-Ups. ie 35mm or 16mm to 8mm or
Sup«r.8 Reductions * A 4 B Roll Printing. * 8mm
-A:

i Transparency Mounts

courses

m %^e DUPLICATES
*

Self-sealing

education programs.
Each course consists of 24 one-hour sessions and each session is taught by a speof

tnternegs.

LUXOR

of increasing the scope of their continuing

.sliidi<i film 4'V4'liaii^f>
11555 VENTURA BLVD.
STUDIO CITY, CALIF. 91604
k^
(213) 985-3303
j

& limm Eastman

^

bonding

cement

is

long-

cooted

on

the heovy-duty mount.

Ample space

for

complete descriptive

information is provided on each mount
such as title, file numbers, subject molter, user's evaluations and
instructor's
notes. Folds to lO'/j " x 1 2"
viewing
area ZVi" x P'A". LUXOR No. 999
Self-sealing Mounts. Box of 50. $11.80
Ask your dealer or write for FREE 32-page
lUXOR cotalog describing the most complete, comprehensive equipment and materials for organizing, filing and storage of
Audio Visual and Instructional Molerials.

—

LUXOR
Audiovisual
Maltridi Lilwarin

JackCCoffiyCo.. liK.
104 Laki Vim «Mnu<
WsulieKan, III. E008S

49

.

INDEX TO ADVERTISERS
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Corporation

45

Consolidated Film Industries

DeLuxe General,

Better

Bureau

Selling

Inc

15

Library,

Inc

48

7
Eclair Corporation of

Byron Motion Pictures

America

Montage Productions

14

North American Philips Corp

47

Plastic Reel Corporation of

....24-25

3

Filmakers'

CBS

Inc

16

DeWolfe Music

Bohn Benton,

5

Electronic Video Recording

..32-35

Labs

1

Film Production Workshop

41

America
Third Cover
.

Rapid Film Technique

17

Reela Films, Inc

9

Chicago International Film Festival ..41

Handy Organization, The Jam

Cine Magnetics Film Laboratory
Coffey Co.,

Inc.,

11

Jack C

Colburn Laboratory,

Fourth

Hollywood Valley Film Labs

.
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rather successful film
By

LON

B.

GREGORY
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Directors Training

Program Working
It

that

was

over a year ago
the beginning

just

we reported

of a pilot program in New
representing a significant
step in a

program

for

York
first

motion

pic-

ture second assistant directors.

Our kudos go

Harold
trustee

of

its

second year.

Klein,
the

administrative

organization

re-

ported in announcing the second
year that ten trainees were processed last year who have been

working since September
motion picture houses in
York.

Be Prepared When
Shareholders Meet

their

with

New

Company

Electric

New York

city

in that

(May,

1970)

what happened?
Well,

the

auditorium

lights

went out and chairman Francis
E. Drake, Jr.. had to call for a
flashlight

he

read his comments to the gathered shareholders via a battery-operated bullas

horn.

The

were restored after
a 35-minute blackout and Mr.

Drake

The

700

persons attending
the annual meeting of Rochester

Gas &

to the Directors

Guild
of
America-Producers
Training Trust Fund as the pro-

gram begins

dents"

With

then

introduced

directors

in

the

Directors

Guild of America.

The program
first

instance

plan by

of

represents

an

the

or guild in the film production
industry to take steps toward the
impartial selection of apprentices

50

lights

dimmed

you're not prepared, usually does.

organized

management and a union

Learning the Art "Inside"
has been our recurring observation that film producers generally have the most varied and
It

training.

The only such workshop of its
type, it is manned and attended
by inmates of California's San
Quentin prison. The program is
currently guided by Dick Queirolo, a San Francisco cameraman.

The workshop produces its
own scripts, filming and soundtracks through the use of donated
materials.

And. yes, they've all heard the
standard comments about making films for a captive audience.

49
6

went to bed, and arose to
what he hoped would be a brighter day. When he reached his office he saw that it was indeed
brighter
thanks to the unobpolice,

—

structed entry of daylight through

what used to be a plate glass
and
through
which
thieves had carried off several
typewriters, adding machines and
tape recorders! Of small solace
was the police opinion that the
burglaries were the work of unrelated parties. Of no comfort at
all is the fact that none of the
stolen items has yet been recov-

—

window

ered.

Technicolor Proxy
Battle Settled
Dissidents battling for control

won

A

had

his usual

day

test.

at the office

appear

agreement was ansettled the proxy
dispute, ousted Patrick Frawley
as chairman and arranged for the
purchase of his stock.
recent

nounced

that

In addition,

16 of the 19 inTechnicolor directors

cumbent

and have been succeeded by the dissidents' nomiresigned

nees in the battle for control of
the board.
three

include
dent;

retained

Paul

directors

Sassnacht,

presi-

Byron Roudabush, senior

good humor

vice

After a busy

Frye, a vice president.

he returned to

have

to

their fight.

The

Paul

put to a severe

Technicolor

of

Cox& Robbers
cently

Then, to add the final indignity, the projector broke down.
The moral to audiovisual directors can be taken from the
Boy Scout motto: Be Prepared.
Anything can happen, and when

ant

workshop

again.

At the end of the two-year
program (during which trainees
are paid), the participants automatically become second assist-

participated in

nine have entered
the film industry as a result of

activities.

film

about the company's

The

who have

Cox, of Coast Visual
Education Co., Hollywood, re-

a

13

the program,

lights

trainees are receiving onsite training with various producers.

workshop

program that has been operating
for more than 10 years.
Since its inception, the workshop has completed some 70 productions, ranging from 25-minute
color films to two-minute black
and white clips. And, of 33 "stu-

eventually resulting in union or
guild membership.

Inc

Exchange

United Air Lines

unusual
backgrounds of any
group of professionals. And, until relatively recently there were
very few schools teaching filmmaking and student programs
were virtually nonexistent.
We were somewhat surprised
though to learn recently of a

the

44

49

Modern Talking Picture Service,
Inc
Second Cover

r

last

& Sauppe,

Studio Film

George W. ..16

Comprehensive Service Corporation

Schuesler Case Company
Spindler

49

Inc.,

Cover

president;

and William R.

The proxy battle began May
when dissident shareholders
charged Frawley had used com-

Pasadena home to find that
it
had been robbed of about
$2,000 worth of valuables. Insult was added to injury when he
saw that entry had been forced
through a glass door which he
had only a few days before rein-

THIS MONTH: To

err

forced

man;

things

his

such a

with

steel

pins

against

possibility.

Paul gave the details to the

19

pany funds

to

vestments
headed.

other companies he

in

help finance in-

OUR FINAL COMMENT
to

really

foul

is

hu-

up

takes a computer.

point

&

period

BUSINESS SCREEN

today's films e
Yistcrday's

Or in

yesterday's cans?

There are a few people
they ha\e their reasons. Like
always used."

who

still

use metal reels and cans.

tradition. Nostalgia. "It's the kind

And

we've

But when you consider that Plio-Magic plastic reels, cans and
cases offer far greater protection, and are far cheaper to ship, the old
reasons just don't have a convincing ring any more.
Plio-Magic reels, cans and cases are far more resilient than metal.
They withstand impact. Don't bend. Don't dent.
Even more importantly, Plio-Magic reels, cases and cans weigh a
lot less than their metal counterparts. As a result, you save at the Post
Office. Up to 65% in mailing costs. And our cases hold our reels
securely. With four positive locks. Snug against a bed of packing foam.

means that your films
loving care that went into
make a complete line of
Write for our catalog. Plastic
It all

same

We

try.

Commercial Avenue,

New

Jersey 07072.

Carlstadt,

be stored and shipped with the
making them.

will

plastic accessories for the film indusReel Corporation of America, 640 So.
r-^::^v-k

or^r^

«=la

r^v/-r:^rv

wv^z:^®

Someday, you^ll wind up with plastic.

t

>/

/

J

Making Meetings
etter
is

"Our Thing"

\

Convention Assistance
Sales Meetings

Motion Picture Plans

Field Services

and Specifications
Projection Services

Supervisory Training
Quality Control Programs

Closed Circuit TV
Sales Training & Retail Training

Go JH ft

Project Supervision with
Total Responsibility for Security

and Delivery on Time
Comprehensive Consultation Services

7^

JAM HANDY (^^a^-dZi^^

is set up to help you without prejudice as to
the implements that will serve your purpose best

Detroit

313 -TR 5-2450

Chicago
312 -ST 2-6758

New York

Atlanta

212-JU 2-4060

404 688-7499
-

Hollywood
213-463-2321
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FILM/TAPE PRODUCTION
^
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Meet the stars of some
really great films.
Every story

gets more attention and carries more
when
impact
it's on film.
Tiiat's why so many Business and Trade Asso-

ciations are getting their

motion

message across through

pictures.

The American Dairy Association, for example.
The Pharmaceutical Manufacturers Association.
The Washington Apple Commission. And dozens
like

them are currently using

films to create a

better understanding of their industries,

promote consumer goodwill.
But, even the most effective
without effective distribution.

and

to

do its job
That's where we at
film can't

Modern come
sponsored

in.

films.

The world's largest distributorof
Modern can take your message

into schools, club meetings, resorts, airports, busi-

and community groups. It distributes to. television and motion picture theaters.
Whether your particular "star" is an apple or
ness

a locomotive, your films can

tell

way no other medium

And whether

can.

your story

in a

your

audience is regional or nation-wide. Modern's
merchandising and distributing facilities will give
you maximum exposure.
Tell your story on film. Modern will take it
anywhere you want it to go.

MODERN TALKING PICTURE
1212 Avenue of the Americas,

SERVICE, INC.

New York, N.Y. 10036

If

youVe in a bind

for lab service,

Reela can bail you out.
When

deadlines loom large, and you
keep running into one delay after

Nobody offers
And nobody will

another, call Reela.
faster service.

give you better quality work.
Reela's speed and high quality
of three things:
1. Competent, dedicated people.
Jet transportation, and an outfit
that knows how to exploit it.

come about because
2.

3.

Sophisticated

new equipment.

How many release prints do you need
—20? 100? Reela can make them.

Perfect. Sharp. Color-balanced.

Back in your hands (or drop-shipped
you want) before you know it.

if

Why

settle for less

than the best?

now.

Call Reela

REELA OFFERS:
Complete

editorial services

producer's services

—

— sound

•

complete

— animation

• complete 8, 16,
laboratory services,
including black and white or color
dailies for Florida filming
• Super 8 pnntmg and cartridging.

titling

and

35mm
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your lab isn't
changing for the
If

better;

why not change to
a

better lab

Our new

building doubled our capacity.

A

year later we've doubled it again. We've
also adding the world's newest super 8mm
color facilities, and video tape to film transfers to our existing

Correct

facilities.

16mm and 35mm

Color

Constant change keeps us

constantly better.

byron

MOTION
•

202/783-2700

Film

Laboratory

65 K Street, Northeost, Woshington, D.C. 20002

Subsidiary of ItCi Technicolor, Inc.
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ARRIFLEX 16BLs
play the numbers

Las Vegas spectacular

for

2 months, 25,000

miles,

70,000

feet!

Mutual of Omaha wanted to put on an employee convention that would be remem-

bered—and Chapman/Spittler,

of

Inc.

Omaha,

in

producing the film program for

"Jetogether '69", found themselves tackling an assignment they would never forget.

The show was to present, to

a total

audience of 3300 people, interviews with the

insurance company's most successful

salesman— each interview being
home town to the

gether by a "jet plane" ride from one salesman's

linked tonext. This

meant, of course, that Chapman/Spittler had to do the actual traveling.

And what an

filming

in

no less than 24 cities across the U.S. and

25,000 miles— more

covered

in

two months, the 3-man production crew had to
in Puerto Rico. They

itinerary! In less than

set-up and film

the

than

the Indianapolis 500,

in

Under so many circumstances,

Loaded

of

going around-the-world-

a locker room; high atop mountains,

and on automobiles, aboard boats, golf

reliability

equivalent

almost every setting imaginable; at airports, at Notre

was

into Chapman/Spittler's

Stadium, at
in

and even walking along hand-held.

many places on such

so

in

essential. Arriflexes

carts,

Dame

way out on beaches,

a tight schedule,

camera

were chosen.

own

aircraft,

16S and 16BL Arriflexes became part

of an overall film unit uniquely designed for filmmaking on a continental scale. With

much travel in so short a time, the crew could rarely stop to screen rushes, to
reassure themselves that the rigors of travel at this high-pitched pace, and the
so

many changes
The proof

Omaha

in

had to

fill

of climate,

of the

had not affected camera operation.

pudding came with the two performances put on by Mutual of
35mm slides, the Arriflex-shot footage

Caesar's Palace. Interspersed with
nine 10x14

ft.

screens— as much

a challenge to resolution, sharpness

and

registration as ever there was.

Gambling may be commonplace

Las Vegas, but Chapman/Spittler,

in

production company, cannot gamble with their assignments.

It

was with

like

every

this under-

From the sensible,

standing that each of the Arriflex models was engineered.

versatile design that adapts an Arriflex to every kind of project, to the sturdy, en-

during construction that keeps
Arriflex has continually proved

r^

it

going

how

CORPORATION Of AMERICA P.O. Box

well

1050,

in
it

the face of constant use and abuse.

can stack the odds

Woodslde. N.Y.

11377

•

101

in

1

its

users' favor.

Chestnut Street, Burbank. Calif. 91502
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Company owned
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aircraft

is

operation.
basic to Chapman/Spittler's successful, wide ranging

right off the newsreel
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compasses

Hope Reports Says A-V
Industry up

7%

Highlights from the

Reports pubhshed by
58 Carverdale Dr.,

Hope

first

Tom

Hope,

Rochester,

total

services

spending for products,

which includes film slides, tape and similar A-V materials, reached $625-

and personnel reached

million for a

1969,

had

recession

Equipment
for a record

upon the A-V industry.
Reports coming in up to midyear 1970 indicate that film production on the two coasts is off
somewhat but in the rest of the
effect

the

In

1969, business and indus-

buying of A-V products was
greater than that of schools and
colleges for the first time since
1965^. Business spent $4I9-million, up 109f, and educational
$405-million,

up

5%.

picture continued

sales

sixties,

grew

A-V

from

in-

$388-

million to $1.05-billion, exclud-

processing

Color

processing

film

was up

while black-and-white pro-

cessing dipped

The

1

%

.

bellwether of

traditional

A-V equipment industry,
16mm sound projectors, had

the

68,000 units
to a 1968

sales

totaling

year,

compared

of 66,500, a

2.3%

last

total

increase.

The

All but one market had an in-

The exception was that
medicine and public health,
which slipped 5% to $32-million. Government spending was
of

up 3%, reaching $146-million.
Community agencies and associations had the best percentage
increase, going up 15% to $41million. Religious

was up

motion picture
was up 10%.

Professional
film

13%

crease.

dustry
industry, which en-

exceeded that
Gross National Product

for the ten-year period.

year of $427-mil-

During the

ket by 1980.

The A-V

7%

be the dominant vehicle
in terms of dollar investment
for films and projectors. The investment amounted to 55% of
all domestic expenditures.

A-V mar-

of

The annual growth

consistently

rate

institutions,

went up

to

ports predicts continued growth,

forecasting a $4-billion

gain over the

sales

The motion

Hope Re-

time,

6%

lion.

country business appears active.

At the same

sales,

previous year.

little

ing exports.

trial

"Software"

the record level of $1.44 billion.

In

films,

the report.

N.Y. indicate that investment in
audiovisual communication media
in 1969 was up 1% over 1968
as

nontheatrical

videotape recording and other
audiovisual media, continued its
climb for the eleventh consecutive year in 1969, according to

1969

in

5%

A-V

spending

production of nontheatrical films, mostly on the 16mm
format, reached 14,200 titles.
Short films on super 8

on a

single subject

utes

or

in

length

usually

five

—

minac-

counted for 3,100 releases, primarily for education.

The complete Hope Reports,
"A-V USA." are sched-

entitled

uled

for

publication

late

this

Continued on page 8

to $34-million.

Anybody need footi^e

less

—

and

i|B£^

ofan airplane?
•

Stock footage of

cal aircraft in 35

jets,

and

and White available

piston and historiColor or Black

16MM

free to producers for

authentic airline sequences.
•

16MM

Mini-libraries available in Chicago

New

York, with immediate service on
and masters.

and

color print
• Jet
in

mockups for interior filming available
York and Hollywood.

New

CALL UNITED AIR LINES
PUBLICITY DEPARTMENT.
Atlanta

Chicago

Denver
Detroit

Honolulu
Los Angeles
New York
Pittsburgh

San Francisco
Seattle

Washington. D.C

523-5517
726-5500
398-4535
963-9770
547-2727
482-3620
922-5225
391-9777
397-2620
682-2121
737-6830

Write for catalog:
United Air Lines Film Library
626 Wilshire Boulevard
Los Angeles, California 90017

United Air Lines.
BUSINESS SCREEN

ujherever gou are

liihatev^mou

Film

color

bM
,delux§.

de luxe generaloo
MOTION PICTURE LABORATORIES
CHICAGO J NEW YORK

HOLLYWOOD
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right off the newsreel
continued

month. There also

will

be three

smaller specialized reports avail-

same time: one on

able at the

education
business

the

market; another on
and government; and

Norman Maurer, executive
producer at Hollywood's Normandy Productions will examine
major studio production.
Workshop instructors include
Hinshaw on cinematog-

the third a digest of the full re-

Milas

port.

raphy; Robert Larsen, producer,
writer,

director

specials;

Formed
The

director-producer

TV Association

Industrial

for

Business Users

newly

formed

National
Industrial Television Association
(NITA) has slated its first two-

day

national

conference

November 10-11

at

the

for

Wash-

ington Hilton Hotel in Washington.

according to

D.C..

NITA

Tom

Hatcher of Equitable Life Insurance Co.
president

NITA

of

and

TV

several

and James T. Flocker,

TV

of

films

series.

Total cost of the workshop

is

S350.

which
includes
room
board, and transportation to and
from the San Francisco airport.
Additional information may be
obtained from James T. Flocker.
1970 Film Production Workshop, 721 N. LaBrea, Suite 200,
Los Anseles, Calif. 90038.

goals are to "provide a

central source of information and
services

for

individuals working

or interested in television for

in,

business and industry."

Three special

interest sections

have been organized, including
one on program production, one
on engineering and a general section concerned with planning and
usage.

Membership

applications

information

additional

may

and
be

obtained by writing National Industrial Television Association,
P.O. Bo.x 228, East Orange, N.J

07019.

Radiant Readies Modern
New Plant in Iowa
Radiant Corporation of Morton Grove,
pleted

Illinois,

construction

million

has just comof a multi-

manufacturing

dollar

plant in Carroll, Iowa.

The cost for the 140,000
square foot building and 30-acre
site is estimated at $1,000,000.
The addition of manufacturing,
and office facilities are
expected to boost the total costs
to well over $2,000,000.
Radiant President Cary Wang
finishing

said,

"Our new

plant represents

culmination of two
planning and 35 years
the

Busy Schedule Marks
Film Production Workshop

A

very busy schedule awaits
at the 1970 Film
Production Workshop at Camp

participants

Loma Mar, 40

miles from San

Francisco, from September 8-20.

Every facet of film production
be covered by widely known

v.ill

industry professionals serving as
instructors
the
workshop.
at
There are sessions slated on lighting, cinematography, sound recording (studio and location),
editing, music selection and scoring, and directing in addition to
evening showings of top flight
films.

Some

of the guest instructors

Victor

Jory,

present

Morton Grove plant is
way and should be

already under

completed

moving

later

year.

this

"We

department
by department, so that our proare

in stages,

duction

will
continue virtually
uninterrupted during this transitionary period. Key personnel are

already

actor/ producer,

setting

TV

production with
lightweight mobile equipment.
industrial
Williamson,
Jack
film producer, writer, director,

discussing

the

manufacture of projection
screens and related products. Because this plant was designed
with these products in mind, it
is without doubt the most modern and efficient plant of its type
in existence today." Capacity is
estimated at double their present
facility in Morton Grove. Illinois.
The actual move from the

in

supervising

Carroll,

the installation of equipment and

include:

discussing

years
in

scripting

boardinii industrials.

and

story-

up

initial

production."

Commenting on
ot

Carroll,

Iowa,

the selection

located

ap-

proximately 90 miles west of Des
Moines and 100 miles east of

Omaha. Cary Wang

said,

"We

Continued on page 10
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SHItVIVilL IHT

FOK

FILAI.

and cases, you are insured that your delicate
hard, cruel world outside. It's an insurance
the
in
survive
film will
that metal can't offer you.

With

plastic reels, cans

For one thing, plastic resists denting and bending. Its resilient.
For another, our plastic cases have four positive locks. The
chances of them coming open accidentally are non-existent.
And lastly, we pack each and every can with foam. To insure
in shipment.
that our reels (and your film) have a nice cushioned ride

We make

a

dling. Write for

complete line of quality accessories for film hanour catalog. Plastic Reel Corporation of America,

640 South Commercial Ave.,
Carlstadt,

New

Jersey 07072.

SSomeilsiYt
AUGUST, 1970
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right off the newsreel
continued

^§(eat
In

the

last

year, Capital Film has increased

its

staff in

the cus-

tomer service department by 50%.
These men and

women work

for

They follow your job completely

You always have someone to TALK
needs. It's a CAPITAL idea!

YOU.
to final delivery.
to

.

.

.

that understands

your

We have a growing file of testimonials on our service which
we'd be happy to share.
in the Nation's

CAPITAL

35mm, 16mm and

super 8 Ecktachrome

ME-4 negative-positive
color printing and processing
sound studios and editorial facilities

ECO-2

or

Super 8 cartridge and cassette loading

CAPITAL
470

of

E Street,

Washington
S.W.

Washington, DC. 20024
(202) 347-1717

.

.

fflBfflifflmcaiifflB

ra

u
ft
Fifty

years

is

K^ LJU

3ffi8

a long time to enjoy the reputation of being a prime source for supplying
in lighting equipment. We take this opportunity to thank our many

the very finest

customer-friends

in

the motion picture and television industries for

making the

last five

decades possible.

The oldest

firm of its kind in the East, Charles Ross has been fulfilling the lighting
requirements of thousands of the country's foremost producers. And the list keeps
growing. We must be doing something bright.

THE EAST'S ONLY SPECIALIST - LIGHTING. GRIP EQUIPMENT. PROPS, GENERATORS
RENTALS

/

SALES

/

-K /^e£i ^otf.
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SERVICE
INC

tjaHl

Sole distributor of Mole Richardson

333 WEST 52nd STREET,

NEW YORK,

N.

Y.

Company Products

in

Greater

New York

10019, Area 212, Circle 6-5470
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F&

B/Ceco

Names

8

of California

Porcello President

named
F & B/Ceco Indus-

Carl Porcello has been
president of

California branch, and vice

tries'

president

—Western

Operations.

This appointment places F & B/
Ceco Editing Center and Bardwell & McAlister, Inc. under his
jurisdiction.

Porcello has been with

F & B/

concept

field

panded

much

must

farther

ex-

nications, Inc.

He

last

the

president

its

wholly-owned

of

Television

served as

subsidiary

and plans on exploring some untapped markets for film in his

tions Inc.

new

Tatlock Appointed VP at
Graflex Div. of Singer

post.

Appoints Fink

VP, Special Projects
Morton J. Fink has

Ceco

named
projects,

ger boy to his present position.

Recording Division.
Fink comes to

president,

vice

CBS

tor of finance for Grattex

sion of the Singer

been
special

that organization.

Tatlock's duties will include
nancial

CBS after
Commu-

Divi-

Company, has

been appointed vice president of

Electronic Video

twelve years at Sterling

and

in

Around The Industry

R. Ian Tatlock, formerly direc-

CBS/EVR

equipment

audiovisual

training operations.

Presenta-

areas of training and education,

cal

for 17 years and in a typiHoratio Alger tradition, has
worked his way up from messen-

be
into

management

to

ager

film

of

fi-

which is engaged in the
manufacture of photographic and

man-

manager; Patricia Dillon
brary;

for the divi-

sion,

Several promotions at Modern
Talking Picture Service include
Curtis
Hensley to Cincinnati
branch manager; Rosalie Kiiwatclt to San Francisco branch

Pittsburgh

the

Hal

Smitli to

li-

manager of

new
mancompany's Houston

the Chicago film library; and

Modern

at

are Rui>y Sliort.

ager of the

and Lester J. Weiaccount executive at the
New York headquarters
Recent appointments at Bausch &
Lomb include James R. Benjorci,
film library,

land,

.

who

now

is

the

senior

.

of

scientist

Instrument

Scientific

.

Divi-

and Jolin M. Simpson Jr.,
promoted to manager of the optical technology department of
sion

the

PELL

.

Bernard Returns

to

bell

We don't know

Treat, Inc.

Bernard

has

many

devoted

years to the field of film restoration. Both technically and as executive

director,

sales

he

has

participated in the perfection of

some

most modern inno-

of the

proce-

restoration

film

vative

dures.
Jules Leni,

dled

sales

who

for

formerly han-

Comprehensive

Film Treat, will be devoting his
full time and effort to the management of Comprehensive Service

Corporation.

Reela Sight

& Sound,

Inc.

Names

Pell Vice President
Robert B. Pell has been named
vice president of Reela Sight and

Sound,

Inc.,

audiovisual
tion

a New York-based
equipment distribu-

and consultation

firm.

how

it

12

Super

but a

lot of

SOUP.

has been
vice president, marketing,
.

.

comptroller

Kalisli

.

.

.

.

Kennedy has been ap-

Jerry S.

pointed a northeast region sales
engineer for the Ampex Corp.
video products division
Tony
.

.

.

Izzo has joined Edit/ Chicago as

photo developing solutions
because, so to speak, people salted and peppered
their solutions to their own taste, creating what they felt

film editor
Robert P. Burrows has been reelected presi-

looked good on the screen.
We don't operate that way.
Our chemical engineers hold our mixing tolerances down
to about plus or minus two drops to a gallon. That's over
46,000 to 1! You can't see this tolerance on the screen,

has

people

call

Maybe

but you can read it electronically.
Not only that, we avail ourselves of a special service
Eastman Kodak Co. offers to licensed film processors.
It is called a Survey Report and is used to collaborate
our findings.
So if you want to use soup that is this good, send your
next 35, 16 or Super 8mm work to Douglas. We'll guarantee
it leaves a good taste in your mouth.

Douglas Film Industries

Pell is also general sales manager for Reela Film Laboratories,

Pell feels that the entire

got started^

10 West Kinzie

Inc.

division

Harold Lowe

Optics, Inc.
BeColor Labs has named Doris

Diana

Film

Comprehensive

at

.

named
at Dynamic

Film
Restoration Services Post
Marvin A. Bernard has been
named vice president, national
sales

production

special

.

Street, Chicago,

Illinois

Area Code 312 664-7455

Member

Association of

Cinema Laboratories

.

.

.

dent of the National Association
of Photographic Manufacturers
Paid Hansil
for 1970-1971
.

.

.

Ampex

Corp. as a
engineer
for the video products division
Gerard Hyrnan has been
joined

region

northeast

.

.

sales

.

named

chief executive officer of

Concord Electronics Corp.
William J. Speed has been elected
.

.

.

and chairman of the
board of the Film Library Information Council (FLIC) for
1970-71
National Color Laboratories has appointed Josepli
Clay supervisor of the professional color processing department
Eastern Video Production
president

.

.

.

.

.

.

Services

has

named

C.

Fran/<

Cernese editing supervisor
and Cynlliia Butler has joined
GTR Productions, Chicago, as
.

sales representative,

.

.

•
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EUROPEAN CURRENCY REVALUATIONS
HAVE CHANGED SOME CAMERA PRICES

So which is the least
expensive, totally
professional camera:

the Arrif lex 16S/B?
No. The Eclair CM3

.

What's more, the

CMS lets you

change magazines in five seconds,
plus... shoot 16 and 35mm with the

same camera!

extremely bright and accurate reflex viewing,
(simpler optics, groundglass

The Franc has been devalued; the Deutsche
Mark has gone up. As a result, most French products, including Eclair

cameras, have become less

expensive on the U.S. market, while most German
products have gone up

in price.

You can

With two 400 foot magazines, three lenses

and constant-speed motor with sync-pulse gener-

CMS now costs about $200.00 less than
S/B GS similarly equipped. Not much less,

ator, the

the Arri

certainly. But with

the
is

CM3

all its

to cost a lot

features, you

more. The

the least expensive Arriflex.

body designed

for

would expect

Arri S, of course,

one with a

the

It's

100 foot loads,

to

which you can

at

the film aperture),

and eyepiece that each rotate through
360°, (any angle, either eye), three heavy duty bayonet lens mounts, (for critical seating of wide-angle
and zoom lenses), plus a variable shutter, matte
box and sound blimp.
a viewfinder

also adapt the

CM3 to shoot S5mm

Techniscope in seconds, at no cost; and the CMS
accepts Panavision lenses. Most features are being
shot wide screen, most commercials in standard

S5mm, most

industrials and

16mm. The CMS
all

is

the only

documentaries in
camera that will shoot

three formats. What's your next job going to be?

And

the one after that?

For a

CM3

attach a 400 foot magazine.

The CMS is the
an Academy Award for
its

Eclair
its

camera

design.

that

won

addition to

five-second clip-on magazine change and

unique capacity
with the

for

shooting both

its

16mm and 35mm

same camera body, same motor and same

lenses, (different magazines), the

AUGUST, 1970

In

CMS

brochure,

write to Eclair Corp.
at

7262 Melrose Ave..

Los Angeles. 90046:
or at 73 S. Central
Ave.. Valley Stream.
New Yorl<, zip 11580.

gives you
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THE A-V
CALENDAR
AUGUST
9th International Congress on High-Speed
Photography, August 2-7, Denver Hilton
Hotel, Denver, Colorado.

American Management Association Annual
Conference & Exposition on Education
and Training, August 3-7, New York

New

Hilton,

York,

University Film
ference,
versity.

Association Annual ConAugust 16-22, Ohio State UniColumbus, Ohio,

Convention of the Photographic Society of America, August 1822, Biltmore Hotel, Los Angeles, Cali-

International

What's hatching

in

the world of

fornia.

audio/visual hardware?

Animation Workshop, August 24-Sept. 4,
Ohio State University campus, sponsored
by the University Film Association and
Ohio State University.

new bird with
operated, self
cassette
plenty of features
sound/slide
contained, fully automatic
The narrator 850! A
.

.

bright
.

system from: Montage Productions Inc.,
49 West 27th Street, New York, N.Y. 10001 Agent
.

Marubeni-lida (America),

Inc.

SEPTEMBER
for

Motion Picture Workshop, September 8-20,
Camp Lom,a Mar, California. Contact
James Flecker, 721 N. LaBrea, Los
Angeles, Calif, 900.38,

OCTOBER

— World

Photokina
October

3-11.

Fair

of

Sponsored

Photography,

by

Cologne

Fair Authorities and the Association for
German Photographic Industry,
the

Cologne, Germany.

108th Tecluiieal Conference & Equipment
Exhibition, Society of Motion Picture &
Television Engineers, October 4-9, New
York Hilton, New York.
13th International Film

& TV

Festival of

York & Film & TV Expo, October
27-30, Americana Hotel. New York City.

New

NOVEMBER
Annual Information Film Producers
America (IFPA) Conference, November 4-7, Newporter Inn, Newport Beach,

llth
of

California.

7th

Ided %o every slide and filmstrip
or print whatever the quantity!

we jprocess
^SS^t'

^\

and filmstnp source Unequalled
quality inoiiculously controlled by master technicians. The largest on
the Easi C n ist. Geared for instant action against the tightest deadline
with roudi (he-clock operation, from camera work to release prints. Any
job. Small or large. Sparkling quality and rendition added, on time and
Guide to
at realistic prices. Send for free copy of Manhattan Colors
Film Strips and Slides."
Manhattan Color, the complete

slide

I

CUSTOM FILMSTRIP
Printinsl.

Dn'Iuko

C\iftr.-y

Oph

';

* SLIDE

iiic-,,

rv

SERVICES:

Prio!oi)rftphy,

.glides.

14

+•

L

:ihnc

CUSTOM SFRVtrFR

inc.
INC

t;>tp[rt .iiirnj,

IrT<prfnlinq.

»iip,T

Special

Lxtdfl

Moug

Alift

JtHI^Hi

BerkevL

Institute

for

Effective

National Lidustrial Television Association
conference, November 10-11, Washington Hilton, Washington, D.C, Sponsored
bv NITA, P,0. Box 228, East Orange,
N,J. 07019.

.

Numbering, Collating. Boxino, MO'ini

manhatlan color laboratories,
USU3N OF HKHKF-Y K

M

Vdcuumatrnt), Labelliny, Ouanrrly

inniny.

Audio-Visual

Communications, November 8-12, Indiana University, Bloomington, Ind, Sponsored by National Audio- Visual Association and Indiana University,

CINE Awards Ceremony and

ExFilms of Merit, November
12-13, Washington, D.C. Presented by
the Council on International Nonthe-

1970

hibition

of

atrical Events.
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/f(/0C0/6m S>m(f-Ofi'Pk fyr fUmk^fksv^s!
ALL AURICON EQUIPMENT

IS

SOLD WITH

A 30 DAY MONEY-BACK GUARANTEE.

"CIIIEVOICEn" 16 mm Optical Sound OtiFllm Cameri
100 ft.Tilm capacity for 2% minutes of

^

"AURI

*

PR0'600"16mm

f

ft.

^

capacity for

6Volt DC Convertor or 115-Volt AC

recording.

operation.

^1180.00

money-back guarantee,

(and up).

Optical Sound-On-Fllm Camera.

I6V2 minutes of
$1820.00 (and up witti 30 day

film

recording;

16 mm Optical Sound-On-Film Camera,
^t 1200 ft. film capacity for 33 minutes ot
$6425.00 (and up) complete for
recording.
"High-Fidelity" Talking Pictures.

"SUPER 1200"

«

8

the camera eye
By
llllllllllllllllllilllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll
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American Business to Get
Truths to Public Via the Screen

yet highly-palatable truths to vast numbers
of influential people. America is not about

MISINFORMED

to

for

go down the drain. Its troubled cities.
growing population and its tainted environment are soluble problems which must
be met and are going to be met. Wasteful
losses, which pyramid into lost taxes which
might have helped the nation, can be avoided. Corporate managements, in the main,
are comprised of highly capable men and

PUBLICS, incited by both
well-meaning saviors of our ecology

your old film
Whatever the condition
film,

Rapid can

matter

of your

repair, restore

and rejuvenate

No

it.

how scratched,

brittle,

oil-stained or dirty it is. No
matter how badly spliced. Rapid

can give

it

new

life.

What's more,

after

we've

we

a

it

damages.
So why spend a fortune on new
that resists future

prints? Come to Rapid Film
Technique and renew your

wage demands which far
exceed what the nation can afford. The auto
industry, in months ahead, must battle in-

Alliance of Businessmen,

Use handy coupon below
for your

FREE

and see

for yourself

to

send

Trial Certificate

what

dramatic effect rejuvenation can

on your films and on

your budget.

truckers give in to

creasing

inroads

invasion

of

overseas

of

to

An

Champion

earlier

duction 5118) said

berger

black

COUPON TODAY!

the

still

tomorrow's car

Papers' film (Pro-

all

up-to-date

ductivity, Key to
and management

EBF

film.

is

and

idea

that

profit

is

ing

facts in that area of con-

Oil,

business

exists

for

only to

make

a

is to breathe." And, quotTime, B. R. Dorsey, president of Gulf

"goes as far as to say that 'the first
is to operate for

the well-being of society.'

Our young people
mass

management to
clear, complete and

for corporate
tleliver

courses

as unsatisfactory as saving that the

key factor which made America the
envy of the Western World: productivity.
to

Robert Hans-

function of living

Pro-

Plenty, told both workers

to the

steps

key force in
and train the

white

responsibility of business

take

men

National

motivating other

(sensitivity-training

cern: wages and prices are inevitably linked

LATE

a

hire

the

foremen); Mills Lane.
Citizens & Southern Bank, Atlanta (prototype housing at low cost); Thornton F.
Bradshaw, Atlantic Richfield president, and
a growing number of others.
Today's business leader nwst be alert
to the winds of change. Fletcher Rycom.
Koppers Co. chairman, agrees that "the

its

And

start

leaders, like Boise Cascade's

competition,

in the key phrase
sound track:
"When your people don't know the facts,

from

it

to

II

up programs to
hard-core unemployed,

standards with

vital pollution

model changes adding

Henry Ford

setting

management prerogatives and
wage demands. Auto makers must

properly meet

It's

MAIL

Social activism, which has inspired
like

they will draw their own conclusions and
most of these will be wrong ..."

old ones.

...

women.

costs.

give
special protective coating
revitalized the film

ed advertising, piled up useless inventories.
Half-truths about basic economics of production, for example, feed inflation when

excessive

That goes for color as well as
black and white; 8, 16, and 35mm.

have

its

and culture as well as professional agitators who have found fertile ground amongst
young and old in this disturbed land, are a
very costly proposition. Fed by half-truths,
as yet unproven in either laboratories or in
practice, they have affected costs, interrupt-

for

0. H. Coelln

of

citizenry

"

are

concerned.

The

concerned
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RAPID FILM
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to test Rapid's rejuvenation process.
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"O, let

America be America again—

The land

And

that

never has been yet—

yet must be."

LANGSTON HUGHES
1902-1967

Vision Associates,
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Inc.,

680 Fifth Avenue,

New York

City
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camera eye
LA BELLE

continued

Audience-Rated

A/V EQUIPMENT
•35 MM FILMSTRIP
with interchangeable programs:

LOOK INTO

about America's future. Let's begin to spell
out what and how that future can be assured for the well-being of all concerned.
Which puts the ball squarely in our court.
We're prepared, on behalf of the American

community,

business

to

translate

social

activism into meaningful sight and sound.

Or

is

better to wait for "hot line" tele-

it

documentary

vision

film

makers

point

to

out the plight of the transient workers, the
darkening skies over America's big cities,

LA BELLE COURIER'
Completely portable
battery

—

etc. etc.?

— rechargeable
I

We're mindful of the excellent vehicle
once provided by "report" films like the

instant play.

March of Time. Why

LA BELLE SENTINEL 35
Semi-portable. TV-like, self-contained for small groups or in carrels.

• 16 MM

FILMSTRIP
3 WAY COMMPAK

Featuring

tridge interchangeable in

m

cr

.

Car-

"16"

doesn't the media

world respond with a new film series like
that? But there's also plenty of screen time
in the nation's theaters, on public-service
television and by means of hundreds of
thousands of 16 and 8mm sound projectors
scattered from Maine to Hawaii to get to-

LA BELLE
:M

f^

\A

Continuous loop visuals with continuous loop sound permanently
synchronized: slip-in and show.

day's communications to the people!

Oh

yes,

good many useful pictures already moving out to the public. But the
audience is so vast, the problems so manifold that this is the time for each and
every corporate entity to examine its own
problems and to think hard about putting
them into filmed formats.
there are a

may

It

of

also be time to deplete the corps

corporate

publicists

and

that's

another

matter. But as red ink begins to flow across

company

ledgers due to over-zealous pro-

no time to go ostrich-like and
duck the missiles. Truth, clearly presented and delivered to audiences gathered
testors,

it's

try to

audio/visual equipment

classrooms, lodge and union
conmiunity centers and at home (via
TV and in the theaters (by short subjects)
is the proper answer for alert management.
in the nation's
halls,

• •• the

LA BELLE COURIERS 16

—— COMMPAK

Portable
operation

right

answer

to your

problem

take to audience. AC
Cartridge.
in communications, audio/visual is the current
magic word ... be it a sales story, assembly
instruction, employee indoctrination, employee
training, worker guidance, public information,
or the new dimension in education.

w*

Just having pictures and sound is not enough
must be a dramatic, convincing presentation
and that presentation needs proper "audience.

LA BELLE SENTINEL 16

there

—

Semi-portable
self contained:
place where needed. COMMPAK

.

.

.

.

.

rated" dependable equipment.

Cartridge.

LaBelle Industries,

LA BELLE TUTOR

Projected image for groups.

PAK

Inc.,

502

S.

Worthlngton

creative

St.,

Oconomowoc, Wisconsin 53066.
COMM-

and produce original 60-second motion picSuch
films may be in black and white or color,
16mm optical sound or 35mm optical sound
and be any screen ratio. The Condition of
tures exploring man's existing state."

air,

Adds sound and activates visuals
for remote control filmstrip or slide
projectors:

ex-

Festi-

ages and

describable? What causes man
war, grow a flower, pollute the
cure disease? Is there a difference be-

...

to start

•SIGHT/SOUND SYNC

to

Man." The

organizers are asking film-makers of
all nations "to conceive, design

val's

Man

Cartridge.

film-makers of the world

plore the "Condition of

all

LaBelle offers a reputable line of reliable
audio/visual equipment. Descriptive literature is free.
Contact V. M. Ivie, Manager, Audio/Visual Sales,

16

Films on "The Condition of iVIan"
to Compete at Chicago's Festival
Kudos to the Chicago International Film
Festival (November 7-21) for bidding the

is it

a

tween cause and effect, symptom and disCan it be translated into such a brief
one-minute of screen time? Why not!
This 6th Chicago International Film Festival invites you to write for registration
forms to its headquarters' office: 12 East
Grand Avenue, Room 301, Chicago, Illinois 60611 U.S.A. It's a most appropriate
time for such a meaningful competition: the
anniversary year of the United Nations!
ease?

LA BELLE PLA-MATIC 83
Compact

—

ideal for built-in applications. Continuous loop tape

sound.

BULLETINS AVAILABLE ON ABOVE
LA BELLE A/V EQUIPMENT

LA BELLE
If it's

Industries

a LaBelle, there's a good reason!

Continued on page 20
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It's

the quality

of your prints
that rnaRes all
the diference.

Film producers in every
part of the country depend

on

MPL

M! I1»1j

for the quality of

makes

all

MOTION PICTURE

the difference. So can you.
Send us your film today!

LABORATORIESJNC.

their prints that
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781 South Main Street
Memphis, Tenn. 38106
(901) 948-0456
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Henry Strauss Associates

Communicators

31

West 53rcl

Street

NewYork, NY 10019
(212)757-0651

Innovative software: to inform, to motivate, to affect attitudes

.

.

go ahead,
name drop
-

¥
.HI

. .

Over cocktails at Sardi's or while chatting on
the floor at the Exchange, casually mention

the fact that Frank Holmes Laboratories
processes your filmstrips and color slide
duplicates. You'll get blank stares from the
ignoranti.. .envy from the cognoscente.

ing

Holmes

as your laboratory

status symbol.

a subtle

Not

everyone can afford us
only those

is

Hav-

who want

.

.

the

very best and are willing to

pay a little more

for

it.

Write for
our new catalog
/

\

FRANK HOLMES
LABORATORIES,
1947

22

First Street

•

San Fernando, California

•

t

INC.

EMpire 5-4501
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rllS PAST YEAR

was not one

enthusiasm,

great

cheer

or

A

motion picture laboratories.

to cause

number

of

laboratories experienced tleeiinini; business.

(generally ahead of the national economy)
and strong competitive pressures. 8mm optimism was danipeneil by customers obviously postponing entering the sound print
market because of lack of standardization

among cartridge projector manufacturers.
Announcements of radical new conmninicaby

systems

tions

others

RCA. Sony and

C"13S.

considerable

raised

speculation

for

the entire future of the motion picture lab-

we know

oratory as
reactions

today.

What

reactions

—and

from the laboratory viewpoint
from the customer, the ultimate

HEDDEN

BUSINESS SCREEN

President, Association of

August, 1970

Cinema Laboratories

From the
Laboratories

are the

might be

It

some

consider

to

interesting

it

problems?

these

to

By WILLIAM

most

for

Ever Better

also

user.

from the laboratory. Never in the
history of the motion picture industry has
equipment picture been
laboratory
the
First,

Quality

brighter. In every field of laboratory opera-

few years have seen the intro-

tion, the last

duction

of

sophisticated

excellent,

tory

printing

This

is

true

and
for

fields

all

labora-

equipment.

developing

— 35mm.

16mm.

and 8mm. both for printing and processing
equipment. For example, until about 10
years ago. most laboratories were building
their own printing and processing equipment. Now, numerous suppliers market excellent equipment like additive printers, sophisticated light valves, high speed optical
reduction printers and allied equipment to
improve laboratory productivity and quality. Only a very few laboratories now build
their own developing equipment simply because good equipment is now available commercially.

Electronic color analyzers allow

laboratories

considerably

to

utilize

more

printing

effectively.

Though the past year has not been one

to

cause

great enthusiasm for laboratories, even better lab

equipment,

new film and the potential of the Super

8 market promise good things
the future for labs

and high

quality in

and their customers.

equipment
These elec-

have given trained personnel
effective tool for motion picture

tronic timers

very

a

timing

The

purposes.

result

is

higher

a

quality product.

Laboratory films and processes are betthan ever before. Film manufacturers
have introduced several new films and processes that show dramatic quality improveter

ments. Specifically, a

new

internegative film

was introduced about a year ago. This
has

sharpness

characteristics

that

film

are

re-

improvements
in the 8mm area. Recently, an improved
Ektachrome commercial color camera film
exhibited sharpness improvements so draflected particularly in quality

matic that it has amazed experienced laboratory personnel.
Relatively

new

processes such as rever-

sal internegatives are well established.

oratories

Lab-

have gone thru their tooling up

and learning stages on the reversal internegative process, and for many this was a
difficult

operation.

However

this

process

has

been commercially
available
long
enough now that new applications for it
are being found.

picture quality

The

It is interesting to
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result, a

considerable

improvement on the screen.
speculate on some posConthuted on next page

About the Author
WILLIAM

HEDDEN,

president of Calvin Communications' Laborais the current president of the Association of Cinema Laboratories. A chemical engineering graduate of
Purdue University, Hedden has been with Calvin Labs since 1946.
He became a vice president at Calvin In 1959 and was named
president of the laboratory division earlier this year. In addition
to his post with the ACL, he Is a sections vice president and fellow
of the Society of Motion Picture and Television Engineers.
D.

tory Division In

Kansas City

laboratories
continued

new
that could result from the new
Ektachrome commercial, type 7252. One,

screen

been publicized recently, is the so
called "Super- 16" system. This system essentially changes the picture format of the

color of this cloud might be.

sibilities

Slimline
packs up

H

in

3

that has

'

of

space, delivers more

larging

light

or

fill

It's

than any flood
of

its size.

16mm camera

conventional

16mm

sound track area. The possibiprobably do not lie in the 16mm field,

the
lities

some

but do offer

3.Smm

advance from

is

provement
hances

B&M

now

interesting ideas regard-

"Super 16"

ing the use of

another

used.

the

in

areas where

in

The great sharpness im7252 film certainly en-

8mm

LIGH

film

the

8mm

the

in

ties

film might also have
industry.

some

re-

7252

lease printing facilities believe that the

camera

possibili-

Right after

this

was announced in September, 1969,
Eastman Kodak Company made numer-

ous showings demonstrating that the quality
of 8mm prints made originally from the

7252

Ektachrome

closely

Now

print sharpness.

16mm

matched

that the film

in pro-

is

duction, laboratories are finding that these
test

demonstrations have not been exagger-

The 7252

ated.

commercial use
productions

film
in

will

started

limited

into

May, 1970. Soon

now

are

film

be completed where
concentrating their

this

com-

film has been used. Several production

panies

initial

supplies of this film on shooting where they

know
a combination for a
2,000 watt quartz lamp!
So slim you can put 3 in the
space of one ordinary flood.
So high in intensity it does
the job of much larger
units. And with Slimline's
extra sharp barndoor
cutoff, you control light
better and easier than ever
before. Want to know
more? Write Dept. BS 8-0

'BgSW
'^ardWell^'McAlister 'Jqc.
12164 Sherman Way
North Hollywood, California 91605
(213) 875-1913
315 W. 43rd

St.,

New

York. N, Y. 10036

(212) 586-1428
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that the print release will be primar-

in

ily

What

8mm.

happen

notice

a considerable quality

8mm

in

little, what
customers do

Speculating just a

might

if

laboratory

prints? Will

this

improvement

ultimately affect

16mm

prints? The answer is not
however the implication is
provocative enough to cause farsighted lab-

the use of

evident

oratories to be alert to the possibilities.

there are

some clouds on

horizon. Almost everyone

who

the

has any lab-

oratory association knows of the basic holding

situation

in

8

mm.

Laboratories

are

aware of the reluctance of many to plunge
into 8mm sound systems today. It is not
that good projection equipment is not available, because it is. The lack of agreement on
standardization of hardware so that any
cartridge is compatible with any Super 8
projector has certainly retarded the outbreak of this long awaited 8mm explosion.
This confused situation will, of course, be
resolved.

But,

the

knows what

question

right

now

is

the

could be a
storm cloud indicating sweeping changes in
conventional release print procedures, or
it

omen

could be a bright

increasing use

It

of a

new

era of

medias into areas

of visual

untouched by conventional film projection

we know

as

electronic

it

today.

recording

The conversion to
may seem

techniques

frightening to an industry based primarily
on chemistry. But, is it beyond the realm
of our imaginations to consider that color

inexpensive
screen?

device
this

If

on a home
possible,

is

by some
television

color film and

EVR

might combine in the invasion of audio visual markets completely untouched up
to now. Color that cloud golden, maybe?

Add
nique

to this the recently

for

color

This equipment

electron

may

announced tech-

beam

recording.

provide an improved

technique of electronic transfer from video
tape to color film. Tests so far have indicated important quality improvement considerations over presently used techniques of

When this equipment is available
commercial production, and it shows the
same order of quality improvement noted
transfer.

for

in the demonstrations,

oratory opportunity

is

another area of labopened. This may be

one step closer to an ultimate situation
where camera production may be either
color video tape or color film, with equivalent laboratory color film print quality avail-

from

able

either a color video tape or a col-

or camera original. Considerably wider utilization

How

today,

Of course

another cloud on the laboratory

print film might also be displayed

this possibility.

Those laboratories now offering

THE INNOVATORS T

en-

aperture,

primarily to a wider image into

it

is

horizon. Right now, no one

would be possible in both media.
do all these various laboratory pos-

sibilities affect

—

the

man

that pays for

it

all

customer. The

answer is obvious.
All of the recent physical improvements in
the laboratory, its materials and processes,
result in a better product for the customer.
The great growth in the number of laboratories the last few years provide ample facilities to serve all laboratory customer requirements. Leading laboratories are planning for further growth and expansion of
customers services.
With a good laboratory situation existing
today, and the promises of technological
improvements always continuing, producers
can advance their activities into all areas
the

They will know
good laboratory proddeliveries, and a fair competi-

of audio visual utilization.

when.

that they can expect a

New systems like the CBS EVR, the
RCA, or Sony systems where conventional

uct, suitable

motion picture release prints are replaced
by an electronic display on a television

ture,

Good things should be in the fuboth for motion picture laboratories,
their customers.
•
and their best asset
tive price.

—
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THIS ARTICLE ATTEMPTS
one

tit'y

some

stated

cinctly

—

Whyte

to rc-iden-

\\a\ oi getting at a |iroblcn) suc-

years ago by Ralpli
most films do not taivc lull

that

advantage of their potential effectiveness. It
assumes that an effective film is not necessarily one which wins awards or one which
producer,

the

matter expert thinks

or

audience,

client,

is

accomplishment of behaviorally stated objectives related to satisfying needs in a realenvironment. The implication

is

Effective

it

sets the test of a film's effectiveness as the

life

More

subject

Ideally,

eflective.

Making

Films

not that

no effective films made today but
films can and should be made more ef-

there arc
that

fective.

and most

best

suggested means to this end is the
diagnostic pretest, but before analyzing its

One

nature and rationale,
basic definition

—

Instruction

film.

Pretesting the intended audience for a film

agree on a more

let's

taken

is

in

its

broadest

—

a change in knowledge,

is

attitude,

belief,

mation,

interest

instructional

opinion,

film

the film you are planning will

making sure
do its job.

of

that of the instructional

sense to refer to any attempt to modify bewhether the dehavior through learning
sired effect

method

certain

the

is

skill,

motivation, infor-

By CAPT. JAY M. SEDLICK
U.

Air Force

S.

Academy

Colorado Springs, Colorado

and or performance. The
then, encompasses what

have been referred to as training films, educational films, information films, and orientation films. What the instructional film

however, depends on how the
in terms of audience
it
and purpose. To help clarify your personal
definition, see how you would answer the

actually

is,

—

producer defines

following.
(

1

The prodiiclion of a jilm is not an end
but a means by which some desired

)

in itself

effect, in the

form of

teacliing. entertaining,

The

effectiveness

of

an

A. Cost per minute
B. Cost per viewer
C. Size of audience
D. Success in accomplishing

specified

audience does not see, hear, unaccept, or remember exactly, oi
even approximately everything a film is intended to present.
A. Agree
In

the final analysis,

and observation

films are

may be
it

in

too

terms

'"You are not in the audiovisual business,

you are not

in the instructional

you are not in
message or media business. You
are in the people business. You are
paid to affect behavior, to produce inContinued on next page

A. Definitely

technology

B. Indefinitely

the

(10) Effects depend more upon tlie charof the audience than upon the
elemental variables within the films themacteristics

business,

selves.

Captain Jay M. Sedhk, Associate for AudioCommunication and Assistant Profes-

sor

criterion
is

by wliich a film

the extent to which

ii

achieves a desired effect.

A. Agree

Disagree

C. Other

(6) In the whole bewildering
problems faced by filmmakers,
complex link is the cutdience.
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chain
the

of

most

of

Instructional

Communication

at

tfie

Force Academy, Colorado, received
his Ph.D. at the University of Southern CaliCommunications-Cinema. At the
in
fornia
Academy, he serves as professional audiopicture
visual consultant, teaches motion
production and appreciation as part of an
Art course and instructs in the Department
of Psychology. Born in New York City in 1937.
he graduated from Miami Senior High in
Miami, Florida in 1955, the University of Miami in 1959 (AB in Radio-TV-Film), and the
University of Pennsylvania in 1960 (MA in
Communications). For a five year period prior
U.S.

Maybe
The primary

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
visual

No

must be judged

B.

a film

and cents but must be equated with achievimpact on an audience. As David
Berlo told the media specialists of the Department of Audio Visual Instruction of the
National Education Association;

tlie

A. Yes
C.

who make

to

made

the only criterion by wliich to judge

(5)

it

not be understood solely in terms of dollars
ing an

levels.

My boss, yes.
My workers, no.

of their behavior

usefulness of the product.

B.

lower

This pretest was not intended to test your
knowledge but to direct your attention to
what should be your major concern as a film
producer. The business of filmmaking can-

other choice)

for people
is

B.

at

be able to evaluate
audience.
the
intended
of

An

(No

an organization, we

level in

and opinions

(9) People

derstand,

(4)

At every

A. True
B. Probably true
C. Outright false

that.

not convinced.

B. False

(8)

close to

objectives

(3)

still

The test is not whether an audience
( 7 )
approves of a film but whether it learns
from it.
A. True

A.
instructional

best defined in terms of

is

I'm

the needs

A. Agree
B. Disagree
(2)

I'll

B.

find a .systematic error in the perception of

or influencing people nuiy be achieved.

jilm

go along with

A.

Air

to

entering active

worked
sports, and

duty

in

commercial

September

1960,

news,
production at WTVJ-TV, Miami.
His Air Force career centered around the
production of motion pictures at the 1365th
Photographic Squadron, Orlando, Florida, and
the 1352d Photographic Group, Los Angeles,
California, which included national awards
for a film on arctic fire protection. He came
to the Academy in April, 1968 from the 600th
Photographic Squadron, Tan Son Nhut AB,
Vietnam, where as Chief of Motion Picture

he

in

television

Photographic Combat Documentahe earned the Air Medal and Bronze
Star. He is married with four children.

and

Still

tion,
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more

effective films

continued

producer makes a film

one-way nature explicit in Figure 3 is revised to emphasize feedback as a means for
product improvement (Figure 4).
By expanding the PREPARE SCRIPT

without seriously considering his audience
or the behavior his film is intended to
change or influence, he does not understand

phase to include script research, a script
outline, a treatment and the actual writing
of the script, the filmic system begins to get

induce
attitude
to
change, and, most importantly, to increase the learner's ability to learn."

formation-gain,

When

film

the

communication process

the

worse

(or,

yet,

And

(Fig. 5).

effectively

thing generated a need for the film and the

not be assured through off-the-cuff or seat-

intended to have an effect on some-

of-the-pants decisionmaking based on intui-

—

film

is

one. Let's call this need a "Real-Life

can

which a

film

Once

the

Need"

satisfy (Fig. 1).

film

produced,

is

it

should

have an effect on the original need. We learn
the effect through feedback (F.) Feedback
tells us if the original need was satisfied (in
which case we all congratulate each other)
or

may

it

indicate that the film didn't

do the

it didn't do all it was supposed to, or
had the opposite effect it boomeranged.
This may be bad news but it is also good
news if we get the information at the

job. or

—

it

—

right time.

The

right time

is

not after

we

have completed the film and had 200 prints
distributed all over the country to 200,000
viewers! The right time for feedback is
when
early in the filmmaking process
change can be made to increase effectiveness.

Feedback, as defined by Norbert Wiener,
a method of controlling a system by reinserting into it results of past performance.
Let's see how the film producer can apply
this concept. Figure 2 is a rough representation of the filmmaking process. Starting at
the left we find a need in real-life for which
a film is made and prints distributed. The
film is seen by an audience with some effect but, even when there is some feedback
as to whether objectives were satisfied, the
filmmaker rarely hears of it and, of course,
it
doesn't make that particular film any
better. The real question is: "How can feedback be related to the production of the instructional film?" How can we achieve the
ideal goal of making films capable of bringing about desired behavior changes in the
is

intended audience?

One way

of approaching that goal

diagnostic pretest

— a review

is

the

of a form of

a film at critical stages of development to

pre-determine
corrective

take

distribution
film

is

ing

its

to

and
and
insure that the completed

probable

effectiveness

before

action

release

as effective as possible in accomplish-

tion,

well

it

is

faith,

should, for communicating

not a simple matter.

or

the

unified

It

can-

opinion of the

filmmaker or other specialists. To get your
film on tar^'^t, you have to make an effort
at developing and applying a filmic system
emphasizing feedback during production to
increase effectiveness.

Your system may include pretesting your
audience characteristics before tailormaking
your film to take into account what they already know or believe. You might let several people read the draft script, talk to

about

it,

and

test its effect,

them

or go through

it

scene by scene with someone who represents the eventual primary audience. You

can apply some readability yardstick to
check its comprehensibility; analyze the
content to see if you've included what you
started out to cover; check the facts for their
relevance to the objectives (one analysis
showed that 80% of the facts in a film were
either irrelevant or already known by the
audience); and you can analyze the content
to see if your desired behavior change could
be expected to occur given what you've included in the script. You can storyboard the
key scenes, go over your sketches individually, or make slides and a rough narrative
track for presentation and revision. You can
test the interlock, or, as a last resort, even
the answer print if you feel the film has too
many special effects to run a rough version
for an unsophisticated audience. Use interviews, questionnaires, rating scales, achieve-

ment

tests

and/or profile analysis

—

the

continuous recording of audience response
on a polygraph device. Try infrared photography of the audience as it views your
film or take physiological measures such as
galvanic skin response or pulse rate. Hire
to review key stages of the
check actual performance, if possible. Did they stop smoking? Can he perform that in-flight maneuver? Can he rescue
a drowning person? Will the trend reverse

some consultants
film.

And

as desired?

production process (Fig. 3) we can
see how the diagnostic pretest can make
feedback relevant to the instructional film.

sions,

a rational and
approach to your decithe more effective and efficient your

film.

Why

A

raises

objectives.

By

taking a closer look

at the

script

is

written, film

is

shot and sound

The film is edited and the procompleted
the tracks mixed,
negative cut and the answer print approved.
recorded.

—

duction
In
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complex

he chooses to ignore it). The instructional
somefilm does not exist in a vacuum

applying

the

diagnostic

pretest,

the

In short, the

more you use

audience-oriented

pretest?

questions,

It

defines

problems,

suggests answers and fo-

cuses attention on effects. Whether you apply a complex experimental design or simply

observe an audience viewing your film.
Carpenter's warning to the military twenty

BUSINESS SCREEN

years ago

just as applicable

is

production,

justifies

it

justifies

The

testins:."

ducibility of the film with

inde-

to the

pendent producer today: "If a film

repro-

exposure to a

its

mass audience; the cost; and the necessity
of satisfying the need which generated the
film,

demand an attempt to insure maximiun

effectiveness.

The

responsibility rests with the conuiui-

As Hoban noted,
begins

education
with

not

—

specialist

nication

the

with

the

in

producer.

film

Working with

teacher.

the

producer.

film

effective use of films

the

matter expert and the education
specialist to achieve what Exton referred
the film proto as "Optimum Synthesis"
subject

—

ducer uses the diagnostic pretest to help fulhis professional responsibility. This refill
quires a change in value, with effectiveness

given as

much

weight

(if

and

factors of time

not more, than the

The challenge

cost.

is

develop an etfectiveness-based system
in which maximally effective films are produced at reasonable cost, in minimum time.
In actual fact, the filmmaker may have
already lost the option to accept the responsibility. He may be required to demonstrate
to

the effectiveness of his product.

How many

you would have bid on a recent request
for proposal by the Texarkana School District which set as prime contractual requirements for a school dropout program that
the producer ( 1 ) would be reimbursed on
the basis of student achievement; and (2)
would remove student deficiencies within an

of

maximum number of hours?
The point is, that films can and should
be made more effective. Diagnostic pretestagreed

But
dynamic and effective filmmaking program takes more. Other factors important
ing can help to achieve this noble end.
a

to a film's success are a preliminary analysis

problem leading to a decision

of the

a film

—

of

tification

film use

make

to

specification of objectives, iden-

the

audience,

context

the

of

and the application situation (where

and how the audience
experience);

production

will

balancing

apply their film

and

enlightened

professional

creativity

with

rele-

vant guidelines offered by research; and op-

timum

distribution
and utilization with
feedback from the user.
In simple terms, as one filmmaker ad-

vised, the

mix

way

together

to

make

your

a good film

best

is

knowledge

to

and

hunches with those of your client
then
try the product out on his audience. Repeat and redo as necessary. With effective
filmic communication, the producer can
.

.

.

himself a true professional, the reques-

call

tor satisfies his need,

and the viewer leaves

the experience better equipped to deal with
his

environment.

One

final thought. There's an old saying
you get out of something only as much
as you put in
you reap what you sow.
The filmmaker, however, has a higher re-

that

sponsibility

—

than

to

himself

—

the

more

attention he devotes to producing effective

motion pictures, the more the viewer will
get out of it, and that, after all. should be
his major concern.
•

REAL-LIFE

NEED

IBM's Systems Development facility in Kingston,
N.Y., has expanded videotape usage to become part
of its regular employee information effort. Monthly

employee "VideoNev/s" programs have proved
so successful that weekly scheduling is
considered

in

the near future.

VkdeoNews

VideoNews
Instant

Employee Communications

T EO DUROCHER.

exciting and

•^^ and

ture industrial

complete with barbs
wisdom, at an athletic

baseball

awards dinner press conference
the
shipment of a new product to a customer location in Canada ... an employee
telling the story of his two sons, both vale.

.

.

first

dictorians of the

The program made its debut in June
1969. Since then the response has been so
overwhelming that it has continued to appear once a month, with plans for weekly

um

—

in the

near future.

circuit television as a

it's

one that

is

sure

to

have an

watch

people are the target of the lenses
in

the

month, a

script

is

prepared

upcoming program by the staff of
Community Relations and Information

for the

the

department at IBM Kingston.
Each month's treatment highlights outstanding news events associated with the
local

facility

during the scheduled produc-

tion period.

The nature
flexible

of

coverage,

the

medium

allows

for

and consequently there

a broad range of topics available for each
program.
General categories include, for instance,
company product announcements, applications of locally produced products and the
personnel who work on them, athletic and
is

interest

example of the variety
of

a

VideoNews

in the subject

script.

In

formation on a sponsored
the news, and people

recreational activities, extraordinary

news medi-

a unique concept in information

distribution,

in

VideoNews cameras.

Early

basis.

programs
Closed

And

of the

same high school.

These are only three of the many items
headlined on recent editions of VideoNews,
a television program produced by International Business Machines Corporation at
its Systems Development and Manufacturing facility in Kingston, N.Y.
The program represents a pilot attempt
by this IBM location to use closed circuit
television to provide news of general interest to employees on a regularly scheduled

communications

The Script
People make
it.

on the fuAmerica.

significant impact

features,

recognition

human

stories

community service items.
The December 1969 program

and

Florida, the

a

good

trip

program covered the

to

Miami,

of a
executive to the local facility,
the presentation of an award by U.S. Convisit

IBM

major

gressman Hamilton Fish, Jr. to the son of
an employee who saved a girl's life, and a
ceremony at which an employee received
over $30,000 as part of his share in an IBM
Suggestion Award.

The March 1970 program was also an
omnibus effort and had everything from
cookie-baking
to
employee
basketball.
Highlights of this show were a taped interview with the head baker of the plant cafeteria, a

tape of a

company

basketball league

championship playoff and an on-the-scene

work involved

filmed report of the

in

the

short,

an

manufacture of a new product.

The VideoNews

script

is,

in

open-ended vehicle for employee communications.

Not only does

it

allow for the tele-

casting of information to the employee on
a

is

matter

addition to in-

comprehensive

portunity for

basis,

it

provides the op-

more dramatic recognition

of

individual employee achievement.

Production

Once

news of the month is in and the
confirmed and delivered to
the technical crew to make their preparations, production gets underway.
Each program runs about 10 to 12 minutes. A single announcer spotlights the news
items and introduces or narrates videotape
and motion picture footage. When taped or
filmed stories are unavailable, black and
white still photographs in a 14-inch by 11script

the

written,

inch matte finish are used to illustrate the

news.

Person-to-person
quently

interviews

conducted

in

the

are

facility's

fre-

closed

circuit television studio, using a studio camera and a videotape recorder with one-inch
helical scan format. But, every effort is

Topical photos
illustrate

28

in

narration

a

14

x

11

inch matte finish format are used to introduce a VideoNews story or
or film of the story is available.

when no tape

made

to

move

the

equipment and the peoand on location.

ple out of the studio

BUSINESS SCREEN

A

game

playoff

is

scheduled

A

league.

volleyball

en's

wom-

the

in

number

em-

of

IBM

—Photos by Robert

Strini,

tems Development

Division.

Sys-

ployees are advising a group of local teena Junior
in
the development of
Achievement program in their eonuiumity.
A new product or an unusual assembly
technique has been added to the manufacturing operation. A class of maintenance
men learn how a computer can help iheiii
in their jobs. For the most effective use of
the medium, the VidcoNcws team tries to
record as many stories as possible where

agers

and when they happen.
Mt>re often than not, detailed scripting of
these remote tapings
desirable.

is

neither necessary nor

Let the people involved

tell

their

story to the interviewer in their ov\n words.

Or. simply

the story

let

tell

with the

itself,

assistance of a reporter's brief introductory

and concluding remarks. To humanize the
news, there is no substitute for realism.
Equipment carried to the remote loca-

Cameraman

positions camera prior to pro

duction of final taping session for
I

tions consists of a self-contained viewfinder

a^^l
i

VideoNews program

camera, a portable one-inch videotape recorder, monitors, a mixer and a selection of
microphones. Sometimes a small non-viewer camera with a monitor proves to be more
convenient than the larger camera.
In most cases, the entire taping

staff

is

cameraman, an audio
man, a man who shades the cameras and

made up

of only one

operates the recorder, the interviewer or reporter and the director. In other words the

employees,

of

whom

of

all

with e'ectronic editing features
speed the final phase of a VideoNews production, the editing

minimum

operation can take place with a

number

Two compatible videotape recorders

have

process.

other responsibilities.

Community

and

Relations

Information

personnel serve as the reporters and inter-

The Systems Development Division's Laboratory Services
department supplies equipment and technical support. But, employees from many other areas at the Kingston facility, particularly
Laboratory Communications departthe
viewers at these tapings.

The

ment, also provide valuable assistance.
entire production

depends on interdivisional

cooperation.

For

example,

an

"actor"

a

in

given

For the
women's volleyball playoff sequence on a
VideoNews program, the referee at the
game agreed to open and close the take
with some explanatory comments.
"story" can also be the reporter.

Fred Snyder (left) directs as Ted
Rose fades in the multiplexer
during final taping session. Cameraman Gordon Briggs readies a
shot in the studio.

During the
Titles
in

final

taping session, the

announcer's narration and film footage are tied together.
this session by the two cameramen and the two men

and effects are also handled during

the control room.

Assembling the Program

A

few days before the show

for screening

—

when

all

is

scheduled

the stories have

—

the narbeen written, filmed, or recorded
rator tapes his segment in the CCTV studio.
Beginning and end titles, headline or topical
photos, title music and available I6mni
film footage are also taped at this session.
In addition to the regular crew, a second
cameraman in the studio and a man to handle switching, fading
the central control

and special

room

Also, in the control

session.

effects

in

are required at this

room

are the

audio man, the recorder operator and the
director. Sometimes another man who operates the multiplexer to

run film

The

is

also

session begins

AUGUST, 1970

change

slides

and

on hand.

when

the

VideoNews

29

instant communications

.

continued
shot by one cameraman, is superimposed over a clip of aerial footage of the
plant location on the multiplexer, with accompanying music dubbed in. The second
camera is ready on the announcer, who next
introduces the program which follows.
title sign,

is a cut
focused on a
matte photograph of a significant element

As he

headlines each story, there

to the other

cameraman who

Then

is

is a cut to the multiof the story. If
footage
plexer and filmed
the story was videotaped, this will be edited

in the story.

there

no action coverage was available,
the cut is back to the announcer, who continues with the next item on the agenda.
But, no rigid formula dominates the assembling of a VideoNews program. Each
show has its own special characteristics, its
later.

If

own unique
vor. Effects

stories,

its

own

particular fla-

and techniques used

in the cen-

room are modified accordingly.
This final taping session ends as it began,
with a shot of the title sign supered over ap-

tral control

propriate film footage, and the identifying

music sound track. The finale can vary. At
times a title slide is supered over a rapid
succession of shots of key photos.
There is now a skeleton of a program,
into which other taped segments of the
program recorded on location can be edited.
The editing is done with two compatible videotape

recorders

capabilities.

1

1

Any

with

electronic

additional musical

editing

accom-

paniment or voice-over narration
corded during this stage.

The Audience
Announcements

is

also re-

of the date, time, places

and features of the forthcoming program go
up on bulletin boards throughout the facility a few days before the original showing.
The completed program is re-recorded six
times on one reel to provide an hour of
continuous showing through a videotape
recorder in the central control room. A master

tape

ry.

Remote monitors

also filed

is

at several

away

key locations

on the day

in the tape libra-

are carefully arranged
in the facility,

and

of the first showing the viewers

take their seats. Taped, looped, timed and

monitored, the show

The program

is

is

ready to

shown

roll.

at different areas

durmg the lunch
employees, including second and third shift personnel, have an opof

the

Kingston

period, so that

facility

all

portunity to watch

it.

Copies of taped VideoNews programs
have also been sent to personnel at other
IBM locations, to keep them up-to-date on
the Kingston experiment. These other locations, like Kingston before it launched
its news program, used closed circuit television chiefly as an educational tool, for
purposes of job training, instructions in
benefits, etc.

In addition to the
Kingston's

IBM

VideoNews program.

CCTV

facilities

are used

—

The Art of

MEL LONDON
"Don't call me creative," says Vision Associates'
Mel London, whose film credits read like

prophecy of the development of artistry and
cinematic achievement in sponsored films.

npHE HISTORY

of the sponsored

motion

-^ picture has

been one of uneven developby occasional artistic
achievement and depressed by a sometimes
uninspired approach to the art of the motion
picture. At first, the sponsored film was
something like Samuel Johnson's walking
dog one did not criticize the quality of
the effort, but simply applauded that it was
done at all. Although Robert Flaherty's
Louisiana Story (Standard Oil, N.J.) proved
that the sponsored film could indeed reach
great heights of artistic achievement, too
many of the end products throughout the
30"s and 40"s were little more than wedding
ment,

highlighted

—

films that served as a Valentine to the firm's

family and executive

staff.

however, interesting
young film talent began to appear on the
sponsored film horizon. The creative art of
the motion picture was no longer confined
to theatres and such interesting names as
George Stoney, Mill Jersey, Richard Leacock, Francis Thompson, Wheaton Galentine, Robert Drew and others began to make
their presence felt. The fact of the matter
In the 50"s

and

60's,

—

lenge
but by 1955 we began to look over
our shoulders and twelve agency men were
standing there telling us how to photograph
a coffee bean. And, how many of us could
do Studio One? For the most part we were
terribly involved with quiz shows and panel
shows. Nothing could be explored in depth

grasp complex

and there was never enough time to perfect
your work by editing or re-doing. My feelings about television are still the same
under that thin veneer lies another thin

cluding the President's speech and the plant

veneer."

biggest laughs with descriptions of the old

Mel London

when he recalls
"At On Film we were like

still

his first film job.

smiles

a bunch of gypsies. We practically lived at
don't think we
1
the Princeton Studio

—

went home. But we sure learned a
helluva lot about film. What other company
ever

would

The

let

first

a

new

writer direct his

day on the stage

I

own

was

film?

ten days

And they couldn't have
was a great place to learn."
His early pictures showed an ability to

among the first film directors to dispense
with the whole range of formula films, intour.

Today, when he lectures at Universities
and Colleges across the country, he gets his

Caveman. Mehin

Writes

a

—

The
Term Paper,

workhorses of the industrial film

What Would the World Be Like Without
Rubber
and one cliche title that he would
really like to produce some day: Automa-

—

tion Is, After All, People.

Among

the early films he produced

was

Alice in Washington for American Airlines,

behind schedule.

a film that

cared

because of

less. It

and often elusive business

procedures and techniques, products and messages, and blend them into a
motion picture that reached deeply into the
audience consciousness. He was probably
matters,

had a
its

life

of

timeless

more than 12 years
quality. The only

Continued on next page

that a great majority of industrial and /or
sponsored films still remain considerably
below the standards set by the best of them.
Yet many of the most creative film innova-

is

tions first

appeared within

this field.

From the mid-fifties, the name of Mel
London has been associated with the most
contemporary trends in motion pictures and
with the growth of the sponsored film as
an art form. He first appeared as a directorproducer-writer in the television

moved

to

On

Film

in

field,

the mid-fifties.

but

The

came about when televibegan to become more commercial:

change, he says,
sion

"in the late forties

AUGUST, 1970

it

was exciting

—

a chal-

31

——
response

dience

tremendous en-

indicates

theatrical distribution has just

thusiasm and

the art of Mel London

begun. The film seems to work on four or

continued

their

do
change

thing the airhne had to

keep the film
the one scene of
to

was to
an airplane from a DC-6 to a DC-7 to a
707. Ahiminiun Is Not Only Aluminiiin
produced for Alcoa and originally made for
Purchasing Agents, was distributed to the
general public for 10 years and was taken
out of circulation just two years ago.
In the late fifties and early sixties, London took his place as a contemporary film-

up

to date

maker, anticipating trends with the early use
of flash cutting, subliminal montage and
highly creative blends of animation and
graphics intercut with live action and fragmented cinema verite. Some films were

ahead of

their time

—one

training film used

The Art Nouveau Style about eight years
before it became popular and the client put
it on the shelf as "too sophisticated." It was
taken down four years later and used with
great success. By then. Art Nouveau had
everyone
from Peter Max the poster maker to Schumacher the fabric maker.
From On Film, he moved to Transfilmsuddenly

been

rediscovered

by

once and few clients have had
messages more effectively or excitingly
communicated.

five levels at

Caravel and then to Wilding as President of
the International Division,

operation.

film

catalogue

H.

the film does

is

whether

— Mel

or not

his

years,

reads

like

a

J.

translating the

of

American

business.

also established a

human

While doing

name

this

he

for himself in the

Dark-

relations field with Child of

ness. Cliild of Lii>lit for Foster Parents

Plan

and an Academy Award nomination for St.
Barnabas Hospital's To Live Again.
Commenting on this, he says, "There
a pioare two things I hate to be called
neer and an Award-Winning Producer. The
first one makes me feel old. The second
one doesn't really mean a thing in our field

—

—everyone

has awards. Certainly I'm de-

lighted that

To Live Again won an Academy

to

—

but

it

also raised six million

help build a

what matters

new wing

for the

not the awards that count

It's

is

whether or not the film does

job."

of electronic

switching

effect.

After almost two decades of film making,
London remains perpetually young,

Mel

contemporary,

perpetually

He

in front of his field.

perpetually

out

joined Vision As-

sociates in June of 1968 and found an ideal
environment in which to work. Vision enjoys one of the outstanding reputations in
the country as an inventive and highly crea-

London has

producer.

strength-

tive

film

ened,

enhanced and enlarged that reputawith his own very distinct and per-

tion

sonal style.

—

Today, he still travels the world between 150,000 and 200,000 miles per year
and yet, still manages to keep his office
door open for young filmmakers who want
to show their work. He encourages young
people and he looks not only for fresh ideas,
but for discipline of work and technique.

—

To

this

film

end, he

is

competition

currently involved in a

in

England

— and

Vision

has come of age in the
only to measure the
has
One
past decade.
few great works of art in literature, music

has put up all the prize money. The young
filmmakers there will not only compete for
awards, but a major TV network has agreed

and the theatre and compare them with the

to

The

art of film

seemingly endless flow of inventive, brilliant motion pictures that are our legacy

MASH. Easy Rider. Midnigfu Cowboy.
to say nothing
Mon Nuit Chez Maud. Z

—

of the
Fellini.

works of Bergmann, Antonioni, and
Today, too, the great foundations

and corporations are trying to educate, moand communicate through the truly
creative motion picture, and Mel London
continues to break ground with a seemingly
tivate

unlimited palette of

new

ideas.

—

Case in point: Market in Motion a deon the part of the New York Stock Exchange to communicate a newer, more dynamic image and, at the same time, indicate its role in the most complex economy

show the entries and the Museum of
Modern Art is interested in presenting them
during their Wednesday at Noon series.

Today he

in

the world.

masterpiece,
liant art of

London has created a small
mixing the unique and bril-

Carmen D'Avino

with some of

the most contemporary music sound heard
the Moog of Gershon Kingsley
today
and he has added to this combination his
own brand of immediacy through documentary cinema verite. The result a fifteen minute film that is one of the very
best sponsored films of the year. Early au-

—

—

is

in the business

one of the busiest directors
and is in constant demand.

Current projects include a series of films
for St. Barnabas Hospital, a group of training films for
Oil

Europe,

Welcome Wagon and Chevron
a new major picture for
series of corporate projects

A.T.&T., and a

and Macmillan
some spot material for NBC.

for Crowell Collier
as

London has made

sire

32

role

onto the screen, London utilized an entirely
new camera technique and on the editing
table created a film that resembles nothing
seen in recent years. The rapid pace of overlap dialogue cutting, the extreme intensity
of the long lens photography and the judicious use of fragmented speech as narration
have provided a motion picture that not
only delivers its message, but has an extremely exciting audience

Heinz.

director-producers can point to as
diverse a body of work using so many unusual avant-garde techniques in the interest

its

London

these

Few

hospital.

job."

Wol-

to the

"Who's Who" in the great films of the era:
Moods In Motion and Waters of Bangkok
for Eastman Kodak, A film library of
Travel Films for Alitalia including Europe
From Dusk to Dawn and First Impressions.
Hidden City for Greater New York Fund,
Tlie World Next Door (Sports) for PepsiCola International, and Focus on Food for

dollars

its

Through

achievement

of

Nomination

"... what matters

and

per Organization as head of the sponsored

Another example of the special art of
is
a new film produced for
A.T.&T.. called: ESS— A Toucli of Tomorrow. Faced with the challenging task of

Mel London

a

moving the sponsored

—

as well

major contribution in
film from its some-

times pedestrian origins to its current state
of creative excitement. The films he makes
serves his clients well and are examples of
art. But if you were to
creative,
he would have a ready
him
call
answer there too: "That's another word I
creative. Every film company in the
hate

an ever-growing

—

world uses

The
at his

of

it."

him as he works
desk proves his point: "The Essence
sign that sits behind

Creativity

Plagiarism."

is

Artistic

and

Selective

•

BUSINESS SCREEN

.

It's the Canon Scoopic 16. Its also the end of a
load of moviemaking grief. Here's why.

World's first #1 It's the first 16mm movie camera
with a built-in zoom lens (5.85:1 zoom ratio).

holds the Scoopic 16 easily. Your other hand's
and zoom, simply by turning

free to focus

the master lens.

:

World's

first

#2:

It's

the

first

16mm movie camera

with a fully automatic exposure system, plus
manual override.

Shoot everything, goof nothing. You'll get close-ups,
medium and long shots, zooms, telephotos, wide
angles, indoors or out— with no muddled exposures.
Because your exposure's right automatically.

You don't miss great moments while fiddling with
the camera. No switching lenses. No rotating
turrets. No special lenses to lug around. One hand

Handiest hand camera yet. With its no-slip handgrip
and handstrap, the Scoopic 16 is braced and
balanced to give you jitter-free shots. Automatic
loading. 16, 24, 32 or 48 fps. Runs on a rechargeable inner battery (8
about battery packs.

rolls

per charge). Forget

Only $1250 buys the Scoopic

zoom
cap, 3

16,

13-76mm F1.6

lens, 12\/ battery, recharger, lens
filters

hood, lens

and metal case. No extra charges.

If you prefer to shoot what you like— and like what
you shoot— mail the coupon for more facts.

The one-hand movie oamera with two
wopid's firsts.

Canon USA, Inc., Dept. BU-1 64-10 Queens
Woodside, N.Y. 11377.
Send me all the facts about the one-hand Canon
Scoopic 16mm movie camera. No obligation.
Mail to:

Blvd.,

Title or

Occupation

Company
Address
City

State

Zip

Canon

y
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"Pas de Deux" Tops at

American Film Festival

communities throughout
States starting June
1st in Elyria, Ohio and ending
November 28th in Dearborn,
Michigan. Even with another circuit added to the schedule this
different

United

the

tours

the

year,

half the requests

community
bon

Canadian film wins "Emily" in addition to one of
44 blue ribbons for best in its category. The
winning films are currently on a 25-city
screening tour of the U.

S.

less

had from

in

asking that
the Blue Rib-

circuit this year.

Blue Ribbon winning films

at

Awards
the

Ribbon
handed out

William

Hilton during

Time For Burning, Incident on
Wilson Street and Harlem Cru-

were

New York

Annual Awards Banquet
which climaxed 1970 American Film Festival. The winners ranged from an animated
cartoon about a mythical African spider to a cinema verite
the

study of a black militant's life
style, from a reconsideration of
the years author D. H. Lawrence
spent in Taos, New Mexico to an
already
for

documentary

celebrated

nomads

about

television

director

Jersey,

William Greaves, execuproducer of the NET series,
Black Journal, Arthur Barron,
Dean of the Film School at Columbia University's School of
Fine Arts and Jack Clayton, director of These Four Cozy Walls
and A Plain White Envelope. A
tive

min., color,

TV

Bureau;

dist.

when Jack Clayton presented the Blue Ribbon Award
curred

hara desert.
High winner of the evening
was Pos de Deux, a highly abstract multiple image study of
two dancers by the celebrated
Canadian animator Norman McLaren. The film not only won a
Blue Ribbon Award in its own
category, "Film As Art" but al-

liie

points from

its

Company

recently retired

tive

Director

of

Film Festival, Emily
Presenting

four

the

well-known

Administra-

the

American
S.

Jones.

Awards were
filmmakers,

each the recipient of one or more
Blue Ribbons in past years. In
order of presentation they were

S.

Michigan Ave., Chicago, Illinois
60604. Directed by Philip Spalding, photographed and edited by
Harry Atwood.

directed

administrative

director

of

by

the

American Film Festival and
James L. Limbacher, president of
the Educational Film Library As-

which

sociation

The day
in five
at

sponsors

the

after the banquet, all

were

unreeled

separate screening rooms

Hotel to give the

more than 1000 educators,

film-

and distributors who attended a chance to
see as many of the winning enmakers,

tries

as

librarians

After that the

possible.

began the annual circuit for
showings in approximately 25
films

f

of

Economic Opportunity, 1200

N.W., Washington,
D.C. 20506. Produced and directed by Robert K. Sharpe.
19th

St.,

Urban Problems
Boom.willc,

11 min., color, $130,
1969. Produced by the National

Board of Canada; distributed by Learning Corporation of America, 711 Fifth Ave.,

\

Stonj of

Academy, 25
1969. Produced and

U.S. Air Force

min., color,
dist.

by Aerospace Audio- Visual

AFB,

California

by George
Pratt,
photographed by John
Norwood.

&

New

N.Y.

York,

10022.

Conservation
Cry of the Marsh, 12 min., color,
.$155, 1969. Produced and distributed In- Bill Synder Films,
Bo.x 2784, Fargo, North Dakota.
Directed by Robert Hartkopf,
photographed by Robert Hartkopf.

f

Economics, Business, Labor
A Matter of Survival, 25 min.,
color, $220. 1969. Produced and
distributed bv the National Film
Board of Canada, 680 Fifth
Ave., New York 10019. Sponsored by the Dept. of Labour.
Covt. of Ontario.

Educational
Jcnnti Is

—Child

Development

A Good

Thing, 18 min.,
rental,
1969. Pro-

$45
duced by ACl Films, Inc. Distributed by Precision Film Labcolor,

oratories,

New

St.,

Inc.,
21 West 46th
York, N.Y. Sponsored

by Project Head Start, Office of
Child Development. Directed by
[oan HoiA'ath, Photographed b%'
.\ndrew Nemes.
Anthropology and .\rcliaeoIogy
Blades

and Pressure Flaking, 21

nun.,

color,

$230,

1969.

Pro-

duced and distributed by the
LTniv.

of

California

Media Center,

92409.

Directed

History

A

Storm

of

Strangers,

27 min.,

b&w, $185, 1969. Produced by
National Communication Foundation, dist. by ACl Films, Inc.,
35 West 45th St.. New York,
N.Y. 10036. Photographed by Sy
Wexler, directed by Ben Maddow.
Biography
Helen Keller. 15 min., color, $180,
1969. Produced bv Project 7
Prod., dist. b\ McGraw-Hill, 330
West 42nd St., New York 10036.

Home

Economics, Consiuner
Education
Sign Here, 14 min., color,
$150, 1969. Produced b> Target
Film Productions; dist. by Asso-

Just

Accepting a Blue Rililion for the Headstart film, "Jenny Is A Good Thing,"
is Sue Sadow. FilmrriHker John Clayton presented the award.

R.

Directed

Helck.

son Ave.,
rected

by

tographed

600 Madi-

New

York, N.Y'. DiDennis Knife, pho-

l)y \\'illiam

Montgom-

ery.

Language Training.
Communication
Microj)honc Speaking, 14 min.,
color, 1969. Produced and distributed by Centron Corporation, Centron Educational Films
Suite 625, 1255 Post St., San
Francisco, California 91409. Directed by Leonard Schneider,
photographed b\' L\le Hart.

Nature and

The

\\'ildlife

Way

of a Trout, 30 min., color,
1969. Produced and distributed

by James W. Wilkie, c/o Continental Machines, Inc., Savage,

Minn. 55378. Directed by J. W.
photographed b\^ Fred

^\'ilkie,

Roleff.

Extension

Berkeley,

Cali-

by Clyde B.
Smith, photographed bv William

fornia.

34

—Vocational

What Makes A Man-Thc
The

Adam

McKenna.

Rollie

ciation-Sterling Films,

winners

the Hilton

Guidance

photographed b\

&

Giftord

Service, Norton

Government
Citizenship
Before the Mou)if(iin Was Moved,
.58 min., color, 1969. Produced
by Robert K. Sharpe Productions, Inc.; distributed by Office

Extension

Film

//(

Also participating in the preswere Esme J. Dick,

Festival

the

to

entations

than any other movie in competition and was, therefore, awarded
after

332

Greaves.

yearly event.

Emily trophy, named

film

Men, which was

of

and

produced

Festival and pre-screening jurors

the

and Sales

for the best Personnel

tcnstein,

In-

b\

California,

of

Media Center, Berkeley, Calif.
94720. Directed by Gene Lich-

and Mining
Roundup. .31
$350, 1969. Prod, by

highlight of the presentations oc-

crossing and re-crossing the Sa-

more

of

suder,

Training-Management

so received

A

Blue

\ersity

in-

a

of

ternational Film Bureau,

t^ORTY-FOUR

—

Guidance Drugs
A Nice Kid Like You, 38 min.,
b&w, $250, 1969. Produced by
Gene Lichtcnstein; dist. by Uni-

.\griculture. Forestry

Radio

--

25 min., color. $300,
Produced and dist. by
Jason Films, 2621 Palisade A\e.,
Riverdale,
New York 10463.
Photographed by Roger Murpin-,
directed by Pat Powell.
1969.

cluded:
Bcllota—Stoni

—Personal

Veronica,

than

fulfill

EFLA

libraries,

they be included

Guidance

Recreation, Hobbies, Crafts
Williamsburg,
.58
CUinsmilh
of
min., color, $.540. 1969. Prod.

Continued on page 36
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This 4-inch attache case
opens to a movie theater.

is the most compact projector
The Bohn Benton Institor is the first truly portscreen, Super 8 sound movie projector. It's autoset up and running in less than 20 seconds. And,

This elegant attache case
in

the world.

able, rear

matic.
it's

It's

cartridge loaded to eliminate film threading. Films can

be changed
It's

in

2 seconds.

On the spot, you can conan auditorium-size, 6 foot wide picture. Zoom
and external speakers are available for group viewing.
Bohn Benton Institor lets your films sell for you every
on every call, in every office. This is the projector saleswill carry because it looks good, it's small, and it's light.
newest recruit can give a professional presentation on

also a front screen projector.

of

every salesman because its price is as extraordinary as its
size — $300, far less than the cost of other first-quality rear
screen projectors without Institor's advantages.
For more information, or an Institor demonstration, write

vert to project

Bohn Benton

lens

New

The
day:

men
The

AUGUST, 1970

every call. He can take your plant,
your products and your services to the desk
every prospect. It's easy to give an Institor to

York

1 1

Inc, Dept. A,

501

;

110 Roosevelt Avenue, Mineola,

or call (51 6) 747-8585.

^^

Bohn Benton
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—
American Film Festival

1969. Produced by the National
Board of Canada, dis-

Personnel and Sales Training

Film

Management

by Learning Corporation of America, 711 Fifth Ave.,
New York, N.Y. 10022. Created
and directed by Norman Mc-

In the Compaiuj of Men, 52 min.,
b&w, $150, 1969. Produced and
distributed by William Greaves

tributed

continued

and

by Colonial WilliamsBox C, Williamsburg,
Virginia
23185. Directed by
Gene Bjerke, photographed by
dist.

burg, Inc.,

Documentary-Poverty and
Welfare
Saul Alinsky Went to M'ar, 59
Social

min.,

$325, 1969. Prothe National Film

color,

duced
Board

William Hancock.

by

of Canada, dist. by McGraw-Hill Book Company, 330

Natural Sciences and Astronomy
Rise and Fall of The Great Lakes,
16 niin., color, $150, 1969. Produced and dist. bv the National

West 42nd

New

York, N.Y.
Directed by Peter Pearson, phoSt.,

tographed by Tony Janzilo.

Film Board of Canada, 680 Fifth

New York. N.Y. 10019.
Directed by William Mason.

Ave.,

Social

bv the National Film Board of
Canada, 680 Fifth Ave., New
York 10019. Directed by Mort
Ransen, photographed by Tony

Natural Sciences and Biology
The Echidna, 25 min., color, $104,
1969. Produced and distributed

by the Commonwealth Scientific
and Industrial Research OrganiEast

zation,

Melbourne,

Aus-

ti-aUa.

Documentary-Indians

You are on Indian Land, 36 min.
b&w, $300, 1969. Prod, and dist.

lanzelo.

Sports and Physical Education
Summer Rendezvous, 30 min.,

by Contemporary Mc-

$340, 1969. Produced by
Jacques Ertaud, Paris, dist. by
UEVA, 221 Park Ave. South',
NYC 10003. Directed by Jacques
photographed
by
Ertaud,
Michel Parhot.

Graw-HilJ,'245 Park Ave.' New
York, N.Y. 10036. Directed and
photographed by Peter Rosen.

Film as Art
Pas de Deux, 14 min., b&w, $100,

color,

Social Documentary-Intergroup

Relations

A Man,

I'm

19 min., color, $150,
1969. Prod, by Peter Rosen, dis-

tributed

Laren.

Graphic Art

We

Used

min.,

to

Call

Printing,

It

duced by Peckham Productions,
distributed bv Association Films,
600 Madison Ave., NY, N. Y.
Directed and photographed by
John L. Peckham.
Music and Dance
Ring Bang, Boom, 24 min., b&w,
$220, 1969. Produced and distributed by the National Film
Board of Canada, 680 Fifth

New York, N.Y. 10019.
Directed by Joan Henson, photographed by Ton\' lanzelo.

Ave.,

Literature

D. H. Lawrence in Taos. 41 min.,
color, $495, 1969. Produced by
Peter Davis, dist. bv Contemporary
Films/McGraw-Hill,
330

West 42nd

St.,

New

York, N.Y.
photo-

Directed
and
graphed by Peter Davis.
10036.

New NAVA

President

Urges professionalism through service.
TWYMAN, vice who have already fallen because
P.

ALAN

^^^ president of Twyman Films
in
Dayton, Ohio, and newly

Film and Drama

Audio-Visual Association is one
of the youngest men ever to
head this national association.
The 36-year-old son of Alan

Twyman,

B.

(NAVA

1955-56),

has

firm

his

the

since

University

ice will

adding

with

graduation

the

from

Cincinnati

in

be

Urging

behind," he noted,

left

that

mand and

President,

been
of

alone rather than price and serv-

"Our markets demembership

the

through

Twyman

NAVA

service,

told the

audience to "Serve now. The orders will come.

1958.

to

strive for professionalism

You

will learn to

annual

continue your education in order

last month,
emphasized the ever
growing importance of service by
NAVA members saying, "Ours
is a high calling. One that cannot

to become a more accomplished
media-and-equipment consultant,

In

address

his

NAVA

at

the

convention

Twyman

—

a

trusted

analyst

customers' needs."

be discharged easily."
"We provide the social institutions of education, the church,

TIw Question, 10 min., color, $135,
1969.
Produced b>- Halas &
Batchelor Cartoon
distributed

with

the instruments of social
change, to mold the minds and

of

your

Fund

Second Sight, 20 min.,
Produced by Lee

Paint,

color, 1969.

Mendelson

and Technical Processes
25 min., color, 1969. Produced by Douglas Gordon, Pro-

the 'Mom
He added that ".
and Pop" seat-of-the-pants op.

.

duction Consultants, disbibuted

bv Shell Oil Company, 50 West

eration that started this industry

New York, N.Y. 10020.
Directed by Michael Heckford,
photogiaphed by Alan Fabian.
5()th St.,

36

Lawrence Ravitz, photographed
by Jon Wing Lum.
Travel

The Peace Game, 27

min., color,

Medical Sciences for Professional
Audiences
Functional Anatomi/ of the Aortic
Valve, 32 min., color, 1969. Pro-

duced by Shngis Grant Production, disbibuted
by American
Heart Association Film Library,
267 West 25th St., New York,
N.Y. 10001. Directed by Jean
Williams.

Mental Health
Boys in Conflict, I'l min., b&w,
$432, 1969. Produced by Edward Mason, distributed by Center
for
Mass Communicabon,
Columbia University Press, 440
West 110 St., New York, N.Y.
10025. Photogiaphed by D'Arcy
Marsh, directed by Edward Ma-

M.D.

in

the ashes of today."

going to go out of existance in

the 70's, to join the

to Shining Sea, 30 min.,
1969. Produced by Lawrence Ravitz Assoc, distributed
bv Reader's Digest, 200 Park
Ave., N.Y., N.Y. Directed by

color,

son,

Industrial

is

Contemporarv

Raising

row from

of

Ltd.,

Films McGraw-Hill, 330 West
42nd St., New York, N.Y. 10036.
Directed by John Halas.

hopes of
creating a better world of tomorhearts

b\'

Films,

Film Productions, distributed by
Modern Talking Pictures, 1212
Ave. of Americas, New York,
10013 Directed by David Crommie, photographed by Sheldon
Fay, Jr.

business, industry and recreation

mankind

Ethical Problems

film distributor, or other specialty

and Promotion

From Sea

Health for General Audiences
Happii Familii Planning, 8 min.,
color, $35 "(rental), 1969. Produced and distributed by WexProductions, 801 N.
ler Film
Seward St., Los Angeles, Calif.
90038. Sponsored by Wyeth
Laboratories.
Directed by Sy
Wexler.

James Rieser.

photographed b\ Elda Hartley.

deserve service."

Sales

Young photographed by

Jeffrey

Evolution of A Yogi, 28 min., color,
color, $300, 1970. Produced and
distributed by Hartley Productions, 279 East 44th St., New
York, N.Y. 10017. Directed and

price

Zielke.

Park Ave., New York, N.Y.
10022.
Directed
and photographed by John Da Silva. Sponsored by South African Tourist
Corp.

The Church

sell

Park Ave., New York, N.Y. Directed and photographed b\' Oz

Stronger, 17 min., color, $210,
1969. Produced by Young Production, the Film Bureau, distributed by Doubleday Multimedia, 277 Park Ave., New
York, N.Y. 10017. Directed by

sional."

"The companies who

Labor
The Invisible Shopper, 15 min.,
color, 1969. Produced by Fred
A. Niles Communications, disbibuted by Reader's Digest,
Super Market Institute, 200

Produced by John Da
Silva, South Africa, distributed
by Sterling Movies, Inc., 375

they couldn't hack being profes-

elected president of the National

Personnel and Sales Training-

1970.

The

Meet Alan Twyman,

Inc. Directed and photographed
by William Greaves.

1969." Pro-

$90.75,

color,

23

Productions, 254 West 54th St.,
New York, N.Y. 10019. Sponsored by Newsweek Magazine,

list

of those

Alan B.

Twyman

Safety and First Aid
Hurricane, 27 min., color, $195,
1969. Produced and distributed
by Aebia Life & Casualty, 151
Hartford,
FaiTnington
Ave.,
Conn. 06115. Directed by Malcolm Snyder, photographed by

Jack McConnell.
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There's nothing new about
a fihn lab.

Nothing &ncy.
Nothing spectacular.
Nothing dramatic.
Nothing glamorous.
It's

sibility

just the place

of printing and processing every-

thing vou'ye struggled to capture on film.

You want perfect prints. Usually
quantity. Always on a rigid schedule.

And no

in

lab understands this better

than Cine Magnetics.

why

we've invested so heavily
in modern equipment, like our new highspeed Optronics Mark X Quad Printer
It's

And

with the respon-

and our new Filmline black-and-white
processor.
It's why we've created new
and enlarged old ones.

facilities

it's

uhy

we've accepted

onl\-

the most experienced people.

Today, we have a complete 8mm,
8mm and i6mm center for motion
picture duplication and preprint services.

Super

(The man to call: Ed Schuller,
General Manager. He'll be glad to discuss
your print needs, arrange a tour of the lab,
or send one of our salesmen to see you.)

We

print.

We

process.

We

load car-

Kodak, Technicolor, Fairchild,
Jayark, Bohn-Benton and others.
tridges;

Not

terribly exciting.

But incredibly professional.

Cine Magnetics Film Laboratory
A DIVISION OF CINE MAGNETICS,

INC.

520 North Barry Avenue. Mamaroneck, NY lOSdB (9141 69a 34 34
New York Receiving Center: 202 East 44th St. <212) 682-2780
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drum. The initial plan called for
each sales rep to read a complete narration script while prothe slides. Finding the

jecting

Key to

Simplicity

men

apprehensive about suddenbeing projectionists as well as

ly

part of the program, a cassette
tape with professional voice-over

was prepared.

El Al's

Sales Package

Ultimately, to make the presentation available to travel agents
and other outside groups, a

pulsed

soundtrack

and sound

At
the

with music
was made.

effects

point the

this

search for

playback unit began,
and Brunswick encountered the

and presentation

Simplicity in the production
(Israel) Airlines
J.

new

sales

Peter Brunswick. Achieving

and included designing

it

program was the goal
proved more

of El Al

by Producer

set

than thought and

difficult

compact, self-contained projection package.

ideal

greatest

obstacle

to

the

philos-

ophy of simplicity to which he
had committed himself. Here, as
with

the

projector,

since

the

equipment would be constantly
on the go and in use, he wanted
something that would be reasonably fail-proof, requiring a minimum of maintenance and servic-

was seeking
would perform up to,
but not beyond, his requirements.
Time and again one or another
piece of equipment was rejected
In addition, he

ing.

a unit that

rriHE

SIMPLEST

problems
often require complex planning and solution. Such was the
case with El Al (Israel) Airlines, which wanted a presentation for use by their representa-*

The complete El Al presentation
is housed in this case, easily
transportable and requiring the
user only to turn it on and off.

tives that captured the interest of
the first-time traveller to Israel.

Their representatives had never
used audiovisual materials and

would be making the presentations
to
small groups
equipped meeting rooms.

in

ill-

With this data, J. Peter Brunswick began planning the presentation

.

.

.

deciding

that

sim-

throughout would be the
key to the program's success. He
decided on a slide presentation
format to convey maximum information while still offering the
advantage of future updating to
keep the presentation current.
plicity

During production of the
shot w th B ud Guyon

a

i

show,
as

producer
uniformed

J.

Peter

Israeli

Brunswick discusses
policewoman looks on.

The
outset

idea in the slides from the
to give the audience

was

an idea of what
visit

Israel

—

it

feels

simply

not

like

to

show

what it looks like. By having
photographer Bud Guyon follow
a pair of tourists

(portrayed by

Doris Storm and Gene Roche),
Brunswick shot them dining,
dancing, relaxing on the lawn of
a kibbutz guest house, forgetting
(and then remembering) to load
their camera. The idea was to
achieve realism and belicvability.

To

show

Brunswick
Carousel

presentation,

selected

the

self-focusing

limiting the

38

the

show

to

Kodak

projector

one 80-slide

because

features.

machine
the
at

be

too many
He wanted a

offered

it

"plus"

would be used by
only on the job; never

that

men

He

home.

felt that

there

would

disadvantage to any unit
that could re-record, particularly
a

since

the

presentation

now

in-

cluded a pulsed soundtrack. Ultimately he decided upon Norelco's
"Synchro-player" cassette
playback unit, which plugs into
the Carousel projector, freeing
the salesmen
from everything

beyond switching the equipment
on and off.
Mindful of the fact that the
system would be in constant circulation, he wanted to ensconce
the two basic elements in a secure and easy-to-transport carry-

Working with Sonocraft

ing case.

New

of

design

York, who had helped
the

unit

to

his

require-

ments, he developed a compact,
self-contained

projection system
which each salesman can easily
transport, set-up and operate.

Thirteen

of

representatives

screening

the
are

company's
currently

the

presentation and
each has reported excellent audi-

ence reaction. Moreover, a number
of
viewers
have
asked

whether the slides were taken
by El Al passengers. High praise,
indeed,

for

a

production

that

aimed for a simplicity that
proved more elusive than might
have been anticipated at the outset.

•
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.

a

ur

.

.

crt-jliv-

HINSHAW, whose
on

positions

film tronsform

excitement.

into

ject

-jrtist

M'LAS

\.',.i

strong, dromotic

MR. MILAS

C.

.

1

ccr.--

o simple ob*

."

-'Vorieiyi

HINSHAW

DIRECTOR OF PHOTOGRAPHY

picture parade

enjoy

You'll

his

comero

creative

seoson on Walt Disney's

this

v/orlc

WORLD OF

DISNEY ond ABC's ANIM/^L WOvLO.
llllllllllllllllllllllllilllllllllllllllllllllllllMIIIIIIIIIMIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIItllllllllllllllllllll

MEET MILAS
released

Just

this

ihc

action for one product to singing

How They're Made

Tells

consumer pays a fixed
amount each year for unlimited

narration with li\ely dancing and

Kodak's "Colorama" Film
month is
making of

Kodak's film on the
underwater colorama, one of
those 18 by 60 feet mural-like
transparancies on display in New
York's Grand Central Terminal.
its

The 25-miniite tiim traces the
making of the Colorama featurunderwater photography is
striking undeniable color.
Are the colors and clarity in all
Kodak films better than any
others, or does it just look that
way? Every film should have
ing

vivid,

and

narration

closer

product

repair

scrutiny on lilm in the next, the
film keeps

ing each

moving

well

and mak-

point

successive

pliance

many

with

currently

appliances,

color

mended

scenery off
lands
the

is

film

general

St.

has been
audiences,

an

whereby

at the

ials

for

is

mak-

Modern

in

Whirlpool's "Care-A-Van"
Care-A-Van. a lively, informative musical-comedy on consumer protection in appliance buying,

some sound advice for the
young and future homemaker.
Priiduced bv The Jam Handy
offers

hang out
the breezy
scenes from the Whirlpool consumer protection film.

wash

performers

one

in

the

with

film

colorful

comes comshimmering

and optical effects, rock
music by the American Breed
and some good singing and dancing by a half dozen Broadway

light

performers.
nicely
away from
brand product presentation. Whirlpool has sponsored a
film
conveying important and
useful appliance buying information that changes cleverly in format from one appliance to the
next. Shifting neatly from straight

Staying

"YOUR

him teach you some things

Hinshow

Mr,

be one of the many professional
filmmakers teaching you

— LBG

it.

.

.

• WRITING
• DIRECTION
• LIGHTING
• CINEMATOGRAPHY
• SOUND RECORDING
• EDITING
1970

MAN

.

,

.

will

its

manufacturers of paproducts is
cellulose
obligations to protect

.

IN

handle with care,

.

HOLLYWOOD'^
all

your West Coast production

or your friends visit Southern California!

in

giant

the

redwoods

of

Northern

California

View Drive

Pacific Palisades, Calif. 90272

pro-

in

tought by pro-

directors,

camera-

men, soundmen and editors.

&

A-'V

13 days, 10 hours of troining each
130 total hours. All equip-

day

—

ment, film, room and

ed

in

board

includ-

the low tuition fee.

SAVE THESE DATES!!

!

1970

TOTAL COST: $350.00

LEROY VANDERFORD

Film Production Services

producers,

fessional

—

SEPT. 8-20,

Write or phone now tor details

CONSULTANT
1051 Villa

WORKSHOP^

213/459-1019

— negotiate name talent — set up and supervise animation, direct second unit shooting, dubbing —
expedite lab work — and — serve as your ambassador
H.

PRODUCTION

fessional filmmaking

requirements

when you

FILM

'An intensive two-week course
.

AREA CODE

heavy

AUGUST, 1970

of

PRODUCERS

Organization for Whirlpool Corplete

from
Benton

available

our streams. The film portrays
the pollution problems specific
to the products manufactured by
Kimberly-Clark in the nine secContiniied on next pai;e

—LBG

"Care-A-Van"

Valid Buying Ideas

and

meeting

the

poration,

is

are available with

diversified

per

Talkine Picture Service.

let

cinematography.

stage

Fights Pollution
The Sew River shows how one
of the nation's largest and most

informational film

also available through

and

.

at the

colorama are worth wait-

Kodak

.

How One Company

ing for.

This

90-minute

Whirlpool Corporation.
Harbor, Mich. 49022. Good supplemental and take-home mater-

And, though

complexities of

.

about

a

show.

showing the difficult, time-consuming construction of the housing for the special camera. But
the underwater scenes and inside
ing the

original

Care-A-Van

released

together

most won't
about the sequences

really care

look

putting

well-paced 4()-minute film from

sold

Croix, Virgin Is-

beautiful.

for

will

underwater

and

consumer item wcnild not

ing guidance. The Jam Handy
Organization is also to be com-

such lively striking colors.

The

40-minute
2-minute or
important apa

have been out of place.
In summary. Whirlpool is to
be commended for providing objective consumer appliance buy-

From buying on the basis of
your needs instead of a pressure
sales pitch to warranty checking
and recording, Care-A-V'un covers nearly every aspect of appliance buying. Noticeably absent, however, was comment on
contracts

In

additional

so analysis of this

elTec-

tively.

service

service.

an

lilm.

and enrollment application

Communications
P.

Hollywood,

O. Box 2444
Calif.

90028

MR. JAMES T. FLOCKER, DIRECTOR
1970 FILM PRODUCTION WORKSHOP
721 NORTH LA BREA AVE., SUITE 200
LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA 90038
PHONE: (213) 935-2727

—
picture parada

and one 16 minutes long. The
document the Navy's studies
which began in the days of the
whaling ships in the 1840's. The

worn-out

about the early days of

structor's

films

continued

films

which the

tions of the country in

company operates.
The 25 minute film

the

aimed at
keeping a concerned pubMc informed about what industry is
doing.

It

is

of

free

available

is

week"

Kimberly-Clark
from
charge
Corporation, Neenah, Wisconsin.

for seven days, revealing

working methods and psy-

chological

realities

nalist's life.

story of a

It

is

week

editor-in-chief,

of the jour-

particularly the
in the life of the

Osborn

One Week was
It

is

Elliott.

filmed by Al
available

for

purchase or rent from Modern
Learnina Aids.

Use
Improves Sales, Goodwill

The

films also

show

the

work

oceanographers are doing and how scientists probe the
today's

Maysles working for Ted Steeg
Productions.

tell

oceanography when winds and
currents were charted to save
time on sea travel.

Effective Telephone

oceans.

may

be
obtained from Public Affairs Ofworld's

fices of all

Naval

Prints

Basics of Deep Fat Frying
Presented to Food Handlers
Deep Fat Fryini; is directed toward food service employees. It
presents basic principles of suc-

relationships

versions: one. 28'/^ minutes lone.

cessful

subject of a

two training t'llmstrips. The
Importance of YOU ro Belter
Telephone Comnniniiutions covers telephone manners and corset of

rect techniques in depth.

The

two

available with

tapes
for

or

free

color

records,
ten

filmstrips,

sound on cassette
are

available

day preview from

Close/Plenum Productions. Inc.,
2020 San Carlos Blvd., Fort Myers Beach, Florida

33931.

and Service
chased,

deep

fat

the

in

Preparation

series

rented

National

may be

pur-

leased

from

or

Educational

Media,

3518 W. Cahuenga Blvd.. Hollywood, Calif. 90028.

frying, tests for

—

motion pictures
five
documentaries on
the peaceful uses of atomic energy and two technical films
have been added to the Atomic
Energy Commission's free-loan
libraries and are available for
Seven

popular-level

public showings.

The 6mm color films cover a
wide range of subjects and are also available for purchase and
for non-sponsored,
educational
and
instructional
telecasting.
Queries on sale or loan should
be directed to the Chief, AudioVisual Branch, Division of Pub1

Information,

lic

.Atomic

U.S.

Washing-

Salute to the
Ships of Yesteryear

Educators

A
in

Food

Energy Commission.
ton, b.C. 20545.

FJImstrip Series For
Filmstrips

and other films

This

Professional

Seven Films Added to
Atomic Energy Library

How the telephone can be
used more effectively to increase
business and improve personal
the

guides accompany the
ten-minute film.

Districts.

History of Oceanography
Available to the Public
Mission Oceanography is available for public viewing in two

is

fats, procedures for extending the life of fats and oils
and for cleaning fry kettles.
Printed test materials and in-

business

sub-

Sahite

Tall

the

to

account

an

is

of

the

Ships

historic

jects

produced for Graphic Reare available from
International Film Bureau. One

gathering of the finest square rig-

search, Inc.,

ged training vessels from

series of 5 filmstrips with records

adapted this 16mm color film
from a film previously shown in
commercial theaters. It records
Operation Sail which began with
a race of European ships to Ber-

and manuals is of special interest
to guidance and vocational counselors and teachers of distributive
education.

Two other series have been
prepared to be of special interest
to teachers of business education.

For more information, write

International Film Bureau,

330
111.

the

muda

all

over

Eastman Kodak has

world.

to join the square riggers

from the western hemisphere and
ended with a ceremonial entrance
of 12 ships into New York Har-

Inc.,

bor.

Michigan Ave.. Chicueo.
60604.

and

S.

The

film

is

Visual

28 minutes long
from Audio-

is

available

Eastman

Distribution,

Kodak
Company,
New York 14650'

Rochester,

Film Gives Inside View of

Magazine Editorial Staff
An insider's view of a famous
magazine's editorial staff at work
has been captured in cinema
verite for people interested in
journalism and other communi-

Environmental Pollution:

A Filmography
To
for

aid the public in

information

and the alternatives available
fighting

McGraw-Hill

it,

cations arts, as well as in political

Contemporary

science and history.

Hill

One Week,

a 23-minute color

film, follows the staff of

40

"News-

its search
about pollution

of

call

films

in

and

Films/ McGrawa

number

attention

to

on

subject.

the

Pro-

duced within recent years by

in-

BUSINESS SCREEN

dividuals

organizations

;incl

about
alarmed
contamination of

spreading;

tlic

our environment, they document the nature
of the threat and suggest courses
of action for

The

all.

are available for pur-

tilnis

program

was

developed

jointly

uith the College of Dentistry of

The package consists of a programmed color sound film, programmed response slides, single
concept loops, criterion

pho-

test

chase or rent. For more information, write McGraw-Hill Films,

tos

DF, 330 West 42nd
New York. ^.^ 10036.

program script and student worksheet. For information write C^bern-Fducation. Inc.. 7654 N.
Milwaukee. Nilcs. III. 60648.

Dept.

St..

.

No Room

THIS

the L niversily of Illinois.

discrimination,

for

guide,

tor's

16MM XENON PROJECTORS

IN

instruc-

validation

IS IT

report,

THE

X-300

A.V.E.

for Error in

Shooting Underwater Film
/'.S7

—A

A't'u

Concept

in

n-

i

derwater Recovery was produced
by KR Graphics of Denver.
Colorado for the Cyclo Manu-

company to present the
companys system for underwater sahage. The Humble II. a 5facturing

ton

vessel,

was rented

the

for

Kodak Presents
"This Bloomin' World"
Man"s
vironment

awareness

—and

of

the

his

en-

pollution

that results when he is not aware
enough are contrasted in Fastman Kodak's tilm. 1 his Hlooinin'

—

World. Vivid cultivated gardens

and wildflowers appear in closeup and at long-range with a variety of form and color. Punctuating the floral parade are stac-

scenes

cato

of

polluted

cluttered countryside, and

shrouded

water,

smog-

cities.

19-minute film is demake people wake up.
see and look around them. For
This

signed to

An underwater tripod was used

for

part of the shooting.

write
Eastman Kodak
prints
Company, Audio-Visual Distribution.

purpose of testing the PSI system
and was sunk to a depth of 30
in

feet

Barbecue

the Florida keys.

Because of budget considerations, the

returned

crew

Humble
to

its

II was raised,
owner and the

before

the

No room

for

disassembled

footage was viewed.

The film is being used
present The PSI system by

mistakes.
to

Cvclo.

NFPA

Time

It's

lo

Film

Lijilit

BEAUTIFULLY DESIGNED XENON SOUND PROJECTOR THAT
OUT-PERFORMS EVERY 16MM PROJECTOR ON THE MARKET
TODAY. IT IS HEAVY DUTY, FULLY PORTABLE AND EASY TO
OPERATE. CHECK THESE FEATURES.

A

Fire Safety

Subject of

the

Fire

demonstrates the dos and don'ts
of handling the barbecue fire.
This II -minute color film demonstrates the dangers of using
liquid starters to freshen a burn-

U^ Needlesharp projection
i^ Correct color temperature

shows the various types
of starters available, and demonstrates safety precautions needed
ing

Programed Learning Pack
For Dental Students

i^

Brilliant pictures to

The

film

is

l^ Superb sound reproduction

available for pur-

chase from National Fire ProtecPublications
Association.
tion
Service Department. 60 Battery-

march

1/^

film,

TURE

bod

splices or torn sprockets

High speed rewind with no reel switching

AND

AND SMALL SCREENING

ecology films
SOX 1407

•

ON

MOILVWOOD, CALIfOSNIA 90028

FACILITIES.

LITERA-

REQUEST.
is

your best buy!"

AVE. CORPORATION
250 West 54th
Cable:

AUGUST, 1970

PRICE

"The X-300

DRAKE
SPACESHIP EARTH

O,

sound system

1^ Unique automatic loopsetter instantly and automatically corrects lower loop problems caused by poor

Boston. Mass. 02110.
Continued on next pa\;e

St..

The

All-transistor

IDEAL FOR LARGE

P

20 feet wide

u^ 1000 hour ozone-free xenon bulb

t/^

GEORGE

screening TV prints

for each.

has
Inc.
Cybern-Education.
developed a programmed learning package on Gold Casting
Technique as the first in a series
for teaching dental technics.

for

fire,

Street

"AVEMANSA"

•

New

York, N.Y.

10019

(212) PL 7-0552

41

picture parade
continued

NEW

MONTH

THIS

ASSOCIATION-STERLING
FILMS

goers.

Valley-Yesterday, Today
and Tomorrow captures America's past and pays tribute to the

Emily Dickin.son and William Cullen Bryant. Sponsored
by Pioneer Valley Association.
28 minutes. Color. Free loan.
Thy Safe with Snowmobiles for
More Winter Fun. A 27 minute
film
depicting
the
do's
and
out

Computers

at Work.
No longer
confined to laboratories, computers have moved into many
areas, influencing decisions, services and products. 12 minutes.
Color. Purchase.

Realis-

how dangerous

be avoided. Sponsored by Bombardier, Ltd. Free
German,

Loan.
Italian,

The "In" Winter.

Porfuguese. Spanish, Japanese,

film

Thar and Turkish

McDonnell Douglas Corp. and

COMSAT

minute

12

showing the fun and
of a snowmobile

ment
which

for

A

e.\cite-

by

car buffs. Sponsored
Bombardier, Ltd. Free loan.

b\-

sports
I

'046

EXFflTIVE SERVICE CnniriBM

YD:

AN ORIGINAL SCORE

ISN'T

IT

JUST SOUNDS LIKE ONE!
WOLFE MUSIC LIBRARY

away from

.

.

United States; that
has increased 100% in the last ten
years. This 27 minute film, produced by John G. Fuller, Portside Productions, is suitable for
audiences from Junior High to
adult. Sale or rental.
Drug Abuse: A Call to Aetion is
the stor\' of one community's in-

.

conceived and carefully planned campaign against
drug abuse. Producecl by John
G. Fuller, Portside Productions.
27 minutes. Color. Sales or
telligently

swings you completely

"canned music" sound. We're
constantly combing the music world here and abroad to
record all the contemporary sounds of today.
Whether
film,

that old, tired

it's

rental.

an 8-second TV commercial or an 80-minute
need. Cool. Young.

DE WOLFE has what you

Classical to

modern

jazz

and rock. You name

Problem Drinking: A Call to Action shows the successful educational
and rehabilitation pro-

gram

it.

Write or phone today for the new, easy-to-use classified
catalog, ahd, of course, sample discs in any category
.

strictly

.

for alcoholics

in

.

on approval.

of the Sea.

explain

in this

27 minutes.

field.

Chicago, sponsored by United Air
Lines and produced by Sarra,
Inc. This is the fifth film in
United's "S\vinging Cities" series
aimed at young moderns. It follows a young couple on vacation.
13y2 minutes. Color.
Beef:

The

Vital

Food-Nutrition,

Takes the Grand Tour,
Beef— Fun For All, Beef in the
Grand Manner. Five short fillers
for TV sponsored by Beef InBeef

of

sea

life

and extenSale or

Rental.

Can

We Wave

Much?

produced by Fred A. Niles Com-

Ten

and describe the

aspects

sive graphic animation.

the Flag Too
depicts the many reasons

and
faith in the United States and a
return to the feeling of love and

utes each. Color.

A

Thing of Beauty, sponsored by
Karastan Rug Mills is a fascinating story that traces the history

and romance of Oriental Persian
It shows the process of
making the hand-woven rugs
and then how Karastan recreates
these Oriental rugs with machine
powered equipment. 17 minutes.
rugs.

Color.

tor a resurgence of loyalty
1

'In association wilh Corelli-Jacobs Film Music,

Inc.

pritle for our country. 5 minutes.
Color. Rental or purchase.

Building for Tomorrow is a 35mm
film designed for \(inng movie-

42

in-

medioppor-

munications Centers. Five min-

water photography

N,Y.

and the many
them

tunities available to

to

or rental.

with the use of unique under-

NEW YORK,

cal career

in a

dustry Council of the National
Live Stock and Meat Board and

films

45 ST.,

negro students

lives of 40 million. Produced by
John G. Fuller, Portside Productions. 25 minutes. Color. Sale

fascinating

WEST

Color.

SERVICE, INC.
Matter of Oi>i>ortunity, sponsored by the American Medical
Association and produced by
terest

Reading,

12-minute color films available
in
16 or 8mm. Produced by
Reela Educational Films, these

trir:

minutes.

Mike Gray & Associates

Pa. Six million problem drinkers
in the United States affect the

The Living World

25

A

VD

IT

IIV2

Purchase.

MODERN TALKING PICTURE

VD

LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA 90038
313 - 46?-5)38 ond 5139

The DE

nology.

A

Call to Action. It is a fact
that a
epidemic exists in the

HOltVWOOD BOULEVARD

Magnetism at Work avoids tiicks
and gimmicks to focus on the
uses of magnets in today's tech-

rally,

similar to those held

is

Color.

60 \Vashington Avenue
Schenectady, New York 12305

situations can

French.

13-minute

GENERAL ELECTRIC
EDUCATIONAL FILMS

Frost,

of snowniobiling.

a

building for tomorrow.
Free loan to theaters.

beauty of nature when uncontaminated b\- man. One sees how
New England inspired Robert

tically points

presents

story of a great university meeting the challenges of today and

Pioneer

don'ts

It

view from the campus ... the

Land

of Lunker Bass was sponsored by Starcraft & Fred Arbogast

Company and produced by

War-Dai

Productions.
Byron
Dalr\'mpl and Dick Kotis get together in Florida for some large-

BUSINESS SCREEN

bass

niimtli

are

Tliese

fishing.

bass

mcnt and The

VVar-Dal

in

a

Oiilboard Fiesta was produced tor
Kiekhaefer Mercnry b>- Telefilms
Limited. The adventnres and
niisad\entines of an American
family on a boating holida\- in
Mexico. A look at the wealth of

I'nderudlcr

for T\'.
Sfniit'flrJ— sponsored

This

Mercury.

by Kiekis
a 54

TV special in color. Hecause of the unusual length,
commercial
sponsor welcomes
positions to be run inside film.
This spectacular film tells about
the men and the boats that make

sembly and

Thearrical Feature Films. Short Subjects.
Industrial Films. Educational Films. Student Films,
International Television/ Theatrical Commercials,
U.S. Television

Commercials. Television Productions.

Write lor complete details:

The Chicago

International

Film Festival, Incorporated
12 East Grand Avenue, Room 301
U.S.A.
Chicago, Illinois 6061 1
Cable: Cinetest

in

the Vir-

installation.

2.5

min-

Color.

utes.

Fever, sponsored by East-

Boatiitfi

man Kodak and produced by
W'illard Pictures, cools the

the fantastic sport of offshore
pov\er boat racing. These men
and machines race around the
world, often over .500 miles of
finish,

Compctitiv* cattgories include:

sponsored

i'.olorama

underwater location

up

ocean— some

INTERNATIONAL

gin Islands, to enlargement, as-

minute

angr\'

^

Eastman Kodak company,
shows how one of their giant
Colorama transparencies displayed in Grand Central Terminal
was made, from research and

the border. 27 minutes in color

haefer

Chicago'

In

reational boating areas south of

Run

Plywood Cham-

it
Takes i.s Time was sponsored b\' Elanco Products Com
pany. Division of I'^li LilK' and
Company' and produced b\ Kcl
Shows
lock
Productions, Inc.
proper use of drugs and othci
chemicals in the livestock itulusIry. Being offered to vocational
agricidture teachers and others
in the agricultural community in
pertinent geographical areas. \r,
minutes. Color.

rec-

vised,

little

on

What

color for T\'.

spectacular, \et

ideas

pion Papers, Inc.

trailer,

minntes

Iiu\(-

New

1)\

Take

Prodnctions.
a tnick

Attic.

di\isii)n of I'.S.

in-

camper
and motor home — combine
them with eight people and one
tlog— and travel the .scenic Rio
Crandc coiintrv- of Texas. 7*2
travel

The

and
remodeling
your home, produced by |ack
Fcminore for U.S. Plywood, a

exciting

Cdnipiuf:. llir Rio Cuinilc ('oiinliii

WAS sponsored by (A)aihnian
tliistrics. Inc. and proihiecd

Kitchen.

I'hc

sion:

and

provide fishing
"'2 niiniitcs.
thrills for everyone.
Color. For TV.
big

warms

brow

enthusiasm of
Americans for their marine outof-doors across the country. Recreational boating as a popular
sport is depicted in this 18 minbut

some

don't.

the

ute color film.

At the Center, .sponsored b\' the
American Library Association
and produced by Smithsonian
Motion Picture Unit, presents
the

role

media

of

the

exciting

school

librarx-

and dynamic force

in

the nation's educational system.

Filmed on location at a college
campus and in 7 school districts,
a recniiting film for
brarians. 28% minutes. Color.
this

is

World on

the Line

.

.

.

missile

crisis

NATIONAL AUDIOVISUAL
CENTER

Via CJolnil

to

today's

highly specialized international
business operations where information is sent rapidly all over
the world. This 11 minute color

was sponsored by RCA
Inc.
Clobal
Communications,
and produced by Fred Niles
film

\\

filler

in

is

a 3 minute

color on the

poems at his New Enghome. Produced by the
United States Information agency. Purchase or rental.
And Now Miguel is the story of an
American family in the southwest who inherited from Spanish
ing his

ancestors the traditions of sheepraising. Portrays family relation-

Produced by the LTnited
States Information Agency. 60
Color.
Purchase or
minutes.

1\

Hollywood, California

NATIONAL SAFETY COUNCIL
^^SAFETY FILM

A

OF THE YEAR"

for

THE GREATER ADVENTURE
a driving safety film

rental.

new midi

Space for Livinfi consists of three
4-minute color films for televi-

RALPH HALL PRODUCTIONS

land

ships.

length fashions. Due to news
angle and time factor, this will
have a brief showing with an
intensive crash program. Sponsored by Celanese Fibers Marketing Company.

AUGUST, 1970

ashington, D.C. 20409

Robert Frost, a 28 minute film in
color shows Robert Frost read-

Comminiications Centers.

The Midi Look

lonS
(^onaraiuiat
9

Free short for theaters.

li-

Communications presents the
role of modern global communications from President John F.
Kennedy's confrontation on the

Cuban

by

Ontario Department of Tourism
& Information. In this awardwinning short, we sail through
dazzling lakes
and
Ontario's
ri\ ers. Breathtaking scenery contrast the thrills of racing and
sailing.
L5 minutes in color.

a changing,

as

specialist

Minauanamut was sponsored

Place in History depicts General
Eisenhower's entire life and emphasizes his role in World War
II as well as his White House
Years. Narrated by Lome Green.
Produced by National Archives

and Records Service, Dwight D.
Eisenhower Library. 28 minutes.
C^olor.

JACK

PILL 6l

associates

CAMERA EQUIPMENT

Purchase or rental.

43
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THE

111

FILM AND VIDEOTAPE
LABORATORIES, INC.

ACME
A

Subsidiary of Filniways, Inc.

1161 N. Highland Ave., Hollywood, Califor-

90038

nia

BUSINESS SCREEN

HO

4-7471
Phone: (213)
477 Madison Ave., New York, N.Y. 10022
Phone: (212) 758-5100
333 N. Michigan Ave.. Chicago, 111. 60601
Phone: (312) 641-0088

ANNUAL

Year of Incorporation

1945
Mel Sawelson, President
David Cliristopher, V. P. & Treasurer
Irving Kahn, Sales Manager

John Killough, Vice President
Pete Wood, Chief Engineer
Willard Van Enger, Lab Supt.
Milton Shefter, V. P. Sales (Neio York)
Phyllis Abboud, Midwest Sales (Chicago)

BUYER'S GUIDE TO

PRODUCTION SERVICES

:

35mm
16mm

Services: Transfer videotape to film.

and b&w film processing
and printing; color and b&w videotape tiansServices: color

fer to film.

Special Services: Videotape recording and duvideotape mixing; color and b&w

plicating;

film to videotape; electronic tape editing; tape

viewing;

scan

helical

duplicating

and

film

ti'ansfer.

AMERICAN

FILM LABORATORIES, INC.

1138 N. LaBrea, Hollywood, Calif. 90038
Phone: (213) 467-1118
Branch Office: American Film Industries,
Inc., 2609 W. Olive Avenue, Burbank,
Calif.

Date

91505

of Organization:

October, 1968

Mardi Rustam, President
Mohammed Rustam, Vice
eral

President/Gen-

Manager

Arthur Morford, Plant Manager
Antonie Buddenbrock, Production Manager
Betty Zitnick, Office Manager

35mm

Services:

Negative and positive color

35mm positive dailies
35mm wetgate blow-up

processing and printing.

and release

printing.

scene to scene color correction.

16mm

Services:

Ektachrome Eco and

ME

4

processing and printing. Color negati\e and
positive processing and printing. 35mm reduction to 16mm color composite. #7388

and release

Dailies

8mm

printing.

8mm

standard and Super 8
Color negative and positive printing
and processing. Reversal Ektachrome printing
and processing. Super 8 optical and magnetic
Services:

services.

INDEX
LABORATORIES

Music

Canada

53

Preview Theatres

&

Opticals

Editing

Film Storage

& Handling

for Films

A-V CORPORATION

60

Sound Recording

61

2518 North Blvd., Houston, Texas 77006
Phone: JA 3-6701 AC: 713

Specialized Services

64

Year of Incorporation: 194.5

Stock Shot Libraries

67

J.

55

Titles

67

56

Talent Agencies

68

57

Translation Services

68

59

Videotapes

53

& Animation

Effects

44

59

44

PRODUCTION SERVICES

Film

59

U.S

Europe

Art

Film Treatment

sound printing and recording. 16mm or 35mm
reduction to Super 8 or standard 8. Super 8
or standard 8 blow-up to 16mm.

Transfers

68

Rebman, President

B. Padon, Vice President & SecretaryTreasurer
Albert P. Tyler, Executive Vice PrcsiderU
1

6mm

Complete black & white and
Reversal and negative-posiprinting & processing. E.C.O. and E.F.
Services:

color laboratory.
tive

&

C.

\Vm.

Optical internegatives with scene to scene ad-

BUSINESS SCREEN

1

1

tlilisc

color correction. Color posiU\c

aiitl

re-

versal release printing.

8mni Services: Super and Snini printing, processinji nuiiinetic- sound and cartridjlc preparation.

Special Services: optical eliects & printini;,
dupe negatives, color internegatives lilack &
white master positives, Ektachronie or Koda-

chrome masters with seene-to-scene color correction; eiliting and recording, re-recording ol
Muignetic tape, transfer to film; conforming
animation, soimd stage;
films for printing;
producer's completion ser\ices.

I'nll

titles.

—

to Ifimm
N'idcofape transfer
netic or optical sound.

Member: Association

and Snmi mag-

35mni Ektachrome develop-

ing and printing, 35mm color positive direct
to reversal-color workprints.
Filmstrips and Slides Lab
li&W slide duplicalion, color and

and

Division: Color

R&W

film-

masters and iluplicates, color prints and

strip

transparencies.

Laboratories.

BAY STATE FILM PRODUCTIONS, INC.
25 Springfield Street, Agawam (Springfield),
M.issachusetts 01101

JOHN

R.

BENNETT LABORATORY

Mrs. )ohn CofFey, Secretary
Calvin Reicheson, Lab
Negative-Positive processing,
printini;, editing, cleaning, repair.
Services:

BYRON MOTION PICTURES
tlic

rrcsidtiit

A. llcrhert Wells, Treasurer
William I. Rhodes, Vice President
Harold O. Stanton, V^ P., Public Relations
Harold M. Fischer, V. P., Production
Manaiier
Kenneth E. Alexander, V. P.. Sound
Dean A. Miller, Art Director

E. Ritchie Smith,

B/W. Magnetic

65

K

St.

&

white and color live
action photography; animation camera; dubbing and equalization; interlock projection.
Moviola and sound readers.

16mni Services: black & white and color live
action and animation photography; interlock
projectors; synchronous magnetic recording;
printing labs for color and black & white, black

& white processing, positive, negative,
Moviolas and sound readers.

reversal.

and
black & wfiite; still photography, color and
black & white; sound slidefilms, color and black
in color

titles

&

white; screening rooms; animation department; foreign language dubbing; script servprinting; processing; sound
ices; recording;
carpenter shop; fibn
stage; set designing;

Phone: (202) 783-2700
Year

&

Special Services: scripting, location
sound
stage photogiaphy, sound recording and transferring {Vi" and magnetic film), multiple

sound

Agnew, Secretary

J.

35mm

Services:

negative and positive color

processing and printing, color intermediates,
reduction and contact color additive printing.
35/32 printing. Black and white spray negative and positive processing and printing.
"Color-Correct" prints.

16mm

Services:

Ektachrome

ECO

and

ME4

processing and printing, color negati\e positive processing and printing, reduction, contact, I-to-I optical and additive color printing.
Black and white negative-positive and reversal
processing and printing. "Color-Correct" prints.

8mm

Services: Color negative and positive
printing and processing, magnetic sound, all
prints by optical reduction from standard

16mm
mixed

Video Tape

and I6mm magnetic
to Fihn Transfer.

Association of

Cinema Laboratories.

color
track.

Member:

negative

CALVIN COMMUNICATIONS,
BEBELL & BEBELL

West

INC.
4.5th Street,

York 10036

LABSBEBELL,

N.Y.

Year of Incorporation: 1951

Norman Lars

Bebell, President

Arthui- Frederick Bebell, Vice President

Herbert

].

Braun, Sales Manager

Doris D^ana Kalish, Comptroller

Motion Picture Lab Division: Ektachronie
Commercial and highspeed Ektachronie developing and workprlnts; Eastman Color de\eloping and dailies, color internegatives and
printing masters, contact and reduction release
printing on Eastman Color, Kodachrome, and
Ektachronie. 16 and 35nini 15&W reversal developing and workprints dailies.

AUGUST, 1970

Phone:
Cable:

HA 1-12.30 AC:
CALMN-FOX

Year of Incorporation:

Phone: 24.5-8900 AC: 212

Cable address:

staff

narrators,

and animation, storyboards;
and conforming services. Production and A/V etpiipment rental, sales and
leasing. Warehousing and drop sliipping of clistruction;

titling

CALVIN PRODUCTIONS/PENNSYLVANIA
(Subsidiary of Calvin Communications,

1909 Buttonwood
19136

INC.

Phone: (215) 563-1685

Date

Peter V. DeMitri, President/Executive

Producer
Russell

93

Division

Division

James Hash, Secretary-Treasurer
James E. Moore, Vice President
Larr\- Kauffman, Vice President
Services: color

and

and black

Edward

Vice President,

Sales

&

B. Maguire, Vice President,

Equipment Sales & Rentals
Donald P. Cochrane, Writerdirector
Robert R. Colloni, Sound Director
Jack Mehlbaum, Director of Photography
Paul Scaramucci, Post-production & Services
Supervisor

Robert E. Macdonald, Director/ Editor

16mm

Services:

Processing:

Ektachrome,

all

& white reversal and negative.
Color and black & white reversal and positive
black

types;

prints

color internegatives

track dupes.

Smm

Services: Standard

printing
silient,

of

1

and Super

6mm

films

8mm
(color

re-

&

optical

Producer Services: Motion picture and slidefihn productions from script to release prints.
Complete 3.5mm/16mm facilities for photography, titling and animation, sound recording
and mixing — magnetic and optical, music and
sound effects libraries, editing and conforming,
studio and equipment rentals and sales, set
design and constmction.

&

white reColor and
black & w^hite workprints; ink-printed edgenumbering; black & white dupe negatives and
color inter-negatives. I6mm processing — Ektapositive release prints.

chrome commercial and

Spear,

and magnetic sound;
color internegatives, and black & white dupe
negatives from 35mm or I6mm films.

Frank Barhydt, Vice President
Donald S. Phillips, President, Production

16mm

K.

Marketing

b&w),

Leonard Keck, President, Corporation
William Hedden, President, Laboratory

versal

1916

of Organization:

Dates of Reincorporation: 1963, 1969

duction

816

1

Inc.)

Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

and workprints; edge-numberand black & white
dupe negatives; Ektachrome masters; sound

215 West Pershing Road, Kansas City, Mo.
64108

COLOR LABORATORIES,
New

and recording, original
set design and con-

effects libraries

scoring,

release

York,

..m'ii

Special print lubrication, No-En Treatment
Technicolor, Fairchild, and other cartridge
loading. Custom cartridge and box labeling.

ing;

New

materials,

or optical sound printing.
sound negative recording.

August, 1938

of Incorporation;

Byron Roudabush, President
Dudley Spruill, Executive Vice President
General Mgr.

vaults.

Bebell Building, 416

optical

35mm

to

Member: Association of Cinema Laboratories
Society of Motion Picture & Television Engi-

N.E., Washington, D.C. 20002

Robert Johnson, Vice President-Technical
.\rthur Rescher, Vice President, Sales

Laboratory

The

8

printing fSupei

Relea.se

16mm

ent release materials.

Irvin Meyers, Vice President-Production

Account Executive

Special Services: hot press

Services:

Subsidiary of Technicolor, Inc.

Peter

Manager

Francis N. Letendre, Vice President,

33mni Services: black

8mm

editing, cutting

David D. Do\le, Prrsithitt
Morton H. Read, Assistant to

Hart, Studio

A, black & white reversal and negative.
to scene color correction printing.

channel mixing to photographic printing tracks
(negative, posidve, 35mm, I6nim). Music and

Simmons, Lab

Hctt\-

16mm

i^HIJ?,,

Scene

Super

1617 Aberdeen Avenue, Columbus, Ohio
4321
Phone: (614) 263-7007
Date of Organization: 1954

Year of Incorporation: 1943

J.

T>pe

or

Phone; 734-3164 AC: 413

Robert

I'iv.y^,

L^ii^^Til

iFiLi

Reg. 8) from

John R. Bennett, Owner/ Manager

Cinema

of

Special Services:

EF Kodachrome

and

listing in these

tliis s\ mbol appearing over a
pages indicates that display ad-

vertising containing additional useful referenct;
data appears in other pages oi this Buv'er's
Guide.

45

.

Complete camera shop,
Services:
ecjuipment rental, prof, photography for ser-

EFB, 7388

vices, advise, etc.

sor;

Physical Equipment: Houston-Fearless processing machines (3), Siements projectors, Arriflex. Canon Scoopic, Bell & Howell, Bolex

lease printer;

equipment.

related equipment.

Special

Laboratories

.

.

CAPITAL FILM LABORATORIES, INC.
470 E. Street, S.W
20024

.,

\A

ashington, D.C.

CHANNEL

33161
Phone: 949-3242 AC: 305
Year of Incorporation; 1949
Alfred E. Bruch, President
William N. Brooks, Vice President
Garland C. Misener, Vice President, Technical Director

35mm

Services:

Slides

—

B&W,

color, slide

Services: color negative processing; negative-positive color printing and processing:

& white negative and

positive processing

and printing.
16mni Services:

35mm to
negative-positive color printing;
16mm reduction printing; 35/32mm processing and printing.

Special Services: 3.5mni and

16mm

film edit-

music and sound effects editing; music library; sound effects library; title service (by
sub-con tract); sound recording service
ing;

16mm

—

CINCINNATI FILM LABORATORY
3705 Lonsdale Street. Cincinnati, Ohio
45227
Phone: 271-5540 AC: 513

narration recording,
post-sync dubbing; location recording; recording to 35mm, 16mm, 35 '32mm optical

mixing,

Services: color

and black

16mm
or

striping,

Vac-

ultrasonic

and cans; videotape to film
transfers (by sub-conhact) with our negative
processing and control.
Member: As.sociation of Cinema Laboratories.
reels

cleaning,

CARLETON LABORATORY
7608 San Fernando Road, Sun Valley,
fornia 91352
Phone: 767-8507 AC: 213

&

white rever-

processing,

reversal;

C. H. Carleton,

Owner

16mm

Services:

Special

Vitatreating

film

preserva-

tion.

CENTRAL FILM LABORATORY
1033 North Third Street, Milwaukee, Wis.
53203
Phone: (414) 272-0606
Charles Sciurba, Oivner
Audrey Zehetner, Manager

16mm

B&W &

B&W

8mm

Services:

sound

Super

46

8:

tive

Services: Processing negative and posiCRI processing. Printing-all addi-

color.

to

B&H Model C

Services: Processing negative

CRI

tive color.

processing.

B&H Model C

CINELAB CORPORATION

Supt.

additi\e color printing, cinex, coding,
dailies, color or B&W, single or multi-roll print-

ing,

filmstrip

Ektachrome Commercial De-

EF, EFB developing, standard or
non-standard; Ekta. Print 7388 printing and
developing, additive scene-to-scene printing;
color interiiegative-positive printing and developing;

re-

Year of Organization: 1966

Marvin Soloway, President
Robert S. MacDonald, Vice President
John Schwarz, Secretary-Treasurer
Fred Ileid, General Manager
Charles Claik, Plant Supervisor
Robert Castrella, Plant Supervisor
Special Services: In-plant processing of high-

speed and commercial Ektaclnome, in-plant
printing, edge numbering, 16mm Eastman Color processing and printing, Ge\achrome 902
printing and processing, and B&\\' reversal.
service. Process, EC03, ME4, E.C.P..
black and white negative and positive, black

One day

versal

16 to 8 reduction, standard 8
silent or sound, cartridge mount-

Services:

and white
ers,

ECP

reversal.

Printing:

Physical Equipment: for

B&W &

on request.
Physical

Ektachrome

process ng,

Equipment:

positive processor,
cessor;

negativenegative-positive pro-

.35mm-color

B&W

16min Ektachrome

Commercial,

EF,

16mm C

print-

and Gevachrome.

chrome processing and

Ektachrome piocess-

posi-

equipment.

rejuvenation, \aidt storage, producer services

editing, rejuvina-

and

ME-4 and ECO-3

reversal color processing. All additive printing

contact printing.

8,

equipment.

16mm.

421 W. 54th St., New York, N.Y. 10019
Phone: (212) 765-1670

John Hunt, Vice President Sales
35mm Services: EK Color Negative develop-

B&W

1967

Manager

using

Burton Smith, President
Whitman Smith, Vice President & Plant

Smm

re-

and

Joe Brown, Vice President, Production
Hal Burnett, Sales Manager
Ed Presd, Service Manager

Year of Organization: 1957

veloping; Koda. Print 7387 printing;
and negative-positive; coding.

;

Specialties:

B&W &

rej.

Palo Alto, Calif. 94303

Phone: (415) 321-5678

Services:

Smm

living Hecht, President
Bob Pittluck, Exec. Vice President
Sid Baumgarten, Vice President General

16mm

INC.

ing, color or B&N\'.

ing, editing, rej.

editing,

CINE-CHROME LABORATORIES,

16mm

16mm,

stripe

Smm.

8,

Special Services: Ultrasonic cleaning, Permafilm services, including scratch removal, film

Services:

16mm. 8mm, Super

tion, etc.

Smm, somid

tive printing using

or Super 8,

Ektachrome process-

to

cording.

1st trials or release, complete
services including processing 6008.

Services: specialize in color duplication.

8. Specializ-

16mm, negative cutting and timing.
Physical Equipment: limited to Smm and
16mm printing, processing, enlarging and reducing. Also Film Sales— (raw stock), lemm,

&

black

optical

ing,

Paul V. Manor, Manager

ing,

duce 16nim

35mm

St.,

processing, silent

Reg.

ing in Super 8 mass printing.
Special Services: enlarge Smm to

Special Services: editing and recording; confomiing film for printing; rerecording of magnetic tape to optical track; voice and music re-

4075 Transport

&

also

4730

tracks.

Cali-

Year of Organization: 1949

& B&W;

Date of Incorporation

and negative release printing; workprints,
key or printed edge numbers; black & white
negative

color

silent

Phone: (212) 246-0950 Ser\ice Dept: 581-

sal

dupe negatives;

& sound,

Reduction

Other Special Services: niagnetic

Los Angeles, California

10036

Clarence W. Colter, Vice President
Elizabeth Peters, Treasurer

white

Blvd.,

CINEFFECTS COLOR LABORATORY INC.
115 West 45th Street, New York, N.Y.

M. W. Herbst, President

16mm

Laboratories.

Dennis Daniel, Assistant Manager
16nim Services: printing & processing,
& sound, color & B&W'.

Super

back.

uumate treatment, edge numbering,

Cinema

Association of

G. L. Guenot, Manager

1960

Y'ear of Incorporation;

Ektachrome processing, all
negative and positix e prowhite
&
black
types;
cessing and printing; color reversal printing;

35mm.

32 color negative-positive processor. 35-32
color additive printer; reduction printers and

Super 8 Services: printing

Scene to scene color correction,

Ultrasonic Cleaner.

35mm

black

Services:

motion picture
Physical Equipment: Treise
processor. Automat processor, Calmet processor. Bell & Howell and Takita printers &

of

re-

Phone: (213) 652-7357

duplication, film strips.

lecording interlock, editing.

B&W

printer,

color additi^'e printer 35-

Year of Organization: 1948

Specialities:

Miami Lab

additive

16mm

George Harvey, President
Leo Fasselt, Color Laboratory Manager

track application.

Sales

reversal proces-

CINE-CRAFT INC.

Jack Vignali, Customer Service
Ric Houk, Customer Service

Jack Clink, Sound Director
Robert H. Johnson, Chief Editor
Bettv L. Seabolt, Treasurer
James Caron, Vice President/ Manager

color internega-

B&W

8764 Beverly
90048

16mm

&

16mm

905 E. Jackson Street, Tampa, Florida
33601
Phone: (813) 229-7781

ECO-7252. Daily ME-4 processing, workprinting, release printing, sound

Debbie Farrell, Customer Service
A. Bruce Conrad, Customer Service

color

COLOR LABS

8

Peter Boyko, Executive Vice President
Joseph K. Hooper, Customer Service

Government

35mm

Member:

Phone: DI 7-1717 AC: 202
1998 N.E. 150th St., North Miami, Florida

processor,

tive-positive processor.

ECO

Silver sulfide

2 and ME-4.

sound

track;

Geva-

printing.

Order additional copies of this Buyer's Guide
Tape Production Services from Business
Screen, 402 W. Liberty Dr., Wheaton, III. 60187.

to Film

$.75 each.

BUSINESS SCREEN

*

George

CINE MAGNETICS FILM LABORATORY
(A Division of Cine Magnetics,
A\cnui-.

()5(l Iliilslciid

10543
Phone: (212)

Inc.)

MU 2-2780,

(914) 698-34.14

LdhordUirij

Buppert, Producer Services
llem\ Zenner, Slidefilm Titles \6nnn

Intermediates and .sound negatives. Eastman
Color .\egati\e Positive and Color reversal

IBmni release printing, IRmm Magnetic Striping, lOniin dubbing onto striped

printing,

prints.

Control

Grand

Ave., Chicago,

111.

(iOGlI

magnetic

Lab:

Faulkner

Road, P.O.
13653, Atlanta, Ga. 30324. Philip

Box

2I5fi

8mm

sound;

.special

optical

17'/2, 16, 9V2, 8.

Super 8 Services: Super 8 from 16mm; Sinin
8; Super 8.

& 16mni from Super

Animation Services: ,'3.5mm slidefilm masters
and printing: duplicate slides, 16/35mm titles.

Member: Association

of

Cinema

Laboratories.

Manager

Limonciello,

COLOR

Commercial

and

Services:

Year of Organization 1950
Richard N. jayson, President
C. Nelson \Vinget, Vice President
Fred Forstclien, PhnU Engineer
Fred Gautliier, Lai) Manager
Don Horton, Sales

processing

and

printing,

CINEMA RESEARCH CORP.
6860 Lexington Avenue, Hollywood,
90038

Calif.

Phone: (213) HO 1-3235 Cable: Research
Harold A. Scheib, President
Jack Gloss, Production manager

3.5mm

16mm

Phone: (617)926-0210
Lester E. Bernd, President
printing

B&W

16mm

printing reduction.

Processing

fie

printing

B&W

& Ekta EF, EF13, MS, reduction.
8mm Services: Processing & printing B&W
& Ekta EF SO-105.
Special

Edge

ninnbering, custom
printing, I'ltrasonic cleaning.
Physical Equipment: Bell & Howell, Bolcx,
Kodak Kodak film HFC Precision sound
readers, reels, cans and cases. Lenses: .AngeServices:

—

—

eras:

"Audi.scan"

Irom

prints

slide duplication.

35mm

and

"LaBelle"

negatives.

1946

Sonv radios

—

Ektachrome, black & white negative/
or reversal; Eastman color, Koda-

Smm

color and black & white reduction release printing, super 8 and regular 8.

w

ing,

and

itive,

black

& white

16mm

Smm

or

reversal

and

Services: color
Services: color

and printing
16,

35mm

Manager

and black

&

white,

and black

&

white, print-

AUGUST, 1970

iirint-

of coloi-

Complete Developing
and black and white 8,

motion picture

film.

DELTA PICTURES, INC.

reversal, color pos-

and black & white

sound;

reduction

from

contact.

St.,

Shrcveport, La. 71101

Phone: (318) 423-2679
Robert F. Menasco, President
S. E. Florsheim, Vice President
David Brandett, Treasurer
Mrs. Gairv- Baker, Secretary

16mm

Services:

B&W

and Ektachrome

EF

processing (M4).

GEO. W. COLBURN LABORATORY, INC.

1946

&

Fred G. Todaro, President
Barbara Decker, Secretary

Services:

B&W

Special Services: 16nim

Inc.:

with

CRITERION FIIM LABS, INC.
415 West 55th St., New York, N.Y. 10019
Phone: (212) 265-2180
Y'ear of Incorporation: 1950

Smm

Year of Organization: 1939;

—

Association of Cinema Laboratories.
Sustaining Member: Information Film Producers of America. Society of Motion Picture
& TV Engineers.

16mm

&

164 N. W acker Drive, Chicago, 111. 60606
Phone: 332-6286 AC: 312 Cable: COLAB

Insert fa-

.sound. Electro print-

Kodachrome

silent

blow-ups

and color corrections.

327 Market

positive,

35mm

Member:

negative track, yellow edge numbering,

Services:

to

ing ,and processing.
Physical Equipment:

laminating, etc.

Smm

16mm

ing and processing.

Kodacliromc reversal, color
black & white reversal and black &

hile positive, silent

work & animation photography.

Irving Schecter, Sales

Services:

positive,

printing. Masters.

Services:

35mm

\ikon. Pan Cinor,

recorders,

Services: color and black & white reand negative/positive release printing;
workprints — key or printed edge numbers;
16mm and 35 32mm black & white dupe negatives and color internegatives; 16nim process-

Filmstrips: 35nim color and black
white, mastering, printing and processing.

Sv\itar, Norelco tape
equipment. Still camNikon, Miranda, Leica, Nikkormat.

nieu.x,

16mm

35mm

Mary V. Layos, President
G. L. (Jeff) Edwards, Vice President in
Charge Production
E. Elizabedi Bailey, Secretary-Treasurer
William (Fitz) Fitzpatrick, Laboratory
Contact

CINE SERVICE LABORATORIES INC.
51 Kondazian St., Watcrtown, Mass. 02172

&

Services:

and

Y'ear of Organization: 1939; Inc.:

equipment, animation camera.

Services:

duplicate negatives; color master positives; fine
grains: direct positive black & white duplicates
of workprints.

liquid gate

Monica Blvd., Hollywood, Calif.
90046
Phone: 654-8010 AC: 213 Cable: COLRE

Special Services: titles, in.sert camera work.
Physical Equipment: Sbc optical printers, titling

16mm

Services: color

cilities.

79.36 Santa

Services: optical printing, lab services.

Processing

Division

and black & white negaand release printovernight dailies; color and black & white

ing;

art

COLOR REPRODUCTION COMPANY

Services: optical iirinting, interpositives,
laborator\ services.

Services:

Services: film.strip

filnistrip

35mm

35mm

35;);»i

tive developing, chiily prints

:

B&W.

I6mm

Supt.,

A.s.voc.

Special Services: 35nim & 16mm title and optical service, color and black & white, including

Phone: (914) 698-6350

color,

miscellaneous services.

Super-8

35mm

chrome

CORPORATION

10543

and printing color
Ektachrome
B&W; edge-numbering and

III,

FILM

Halstcad Avenue, Mamaroneck, N.Y.

.500

Services: processing

negative-positive

Spronl,

Dale Tate, Manager, Title & Optical
Department
Kenneth Jones, Sales Manager

positive

A. Ike Bartimoccia, President
Morris Rleckman, Vice President
Joseph Palese, Lab Manager, Chicago

16mm

Tom

ing

Year of Organization: 195.5

reversal,

1920

Solow, President
Ted P'ogelman, Vice President & Lab Supt.
Edward H. Reichard, Vice President &t Chief
Engr.
Lew Mansfield, Assoc. Supt., ]6tnni Division

versal

Phone: (312) 527-4050

Branch

Services: color positive reduction print-

printing from 35, 28,

INC.

Pub-

W

ing;

CINEMA PROCESSORS,

is

KiMun Services: color internegativ c, positive
and reversal printing: black & white duplicate
negative, positive and reversal printing; 16mm
optical printing from 35, 28, 17'/2, 16, 9'/2, 8;
editing,
title,
animation, producer service,
narr;itii)n
lecording and
tape to 16mm
uKignetic and ]6mni optical sound.

Smm

90038

Sidnev' P.

Raymond Czamik, Manager & Order

M(in(!<ficr

Super S Sound I)\' niagnetic Stripe.
Super 8 Sound b\ Optical Track, Super 8
Silent. Regular 8 Sound by .Magnetic Stripe,
Regular 8 Silent, 16mm Negatives, Masters,

East

Year of Organization:

Allen Ililliard, Technical Injornidlion
lic Relations Director

Calif.

6<

',iovim Aniniatiun

Services:

211

959 Seward St., Hollywood,
Phone (213) 462-0881

CKde

V^'r.

HarlxM,

CONSOLIDATED FILM INDUSTRIES

l'>ireeti\r

Fred A. Wells, Executive Vice President
Edgar ScIiulU'r. Vice Prcsidrnt & C.rnl.
]oc

t^olbuin, President

Charles L. Young, l.cihonilory Selu cltding

Eveiitt. President

J.

.

Ltd)oratory 0}>eriititins

Mamaruneck, N.Y.

Year of IiKorpoiation: 1961
E.

W

Robert A. C^olburn, Executive Vice President
I'rancis W. Colburn, Secretary & Treasurer
Bene C;. Mathieu, Vice President—

this s\ nibol

appearing over a

listing in these pages indicates that displav ad-

containing additional useful reference
data appears in other pages of this Buyer's

V'Crtising

and color processing
and color print-

B&W

ing.

B&W

HF

Physical Equipment: 16mm
reversal
processor: 16mm color
filmline processor;
Ifimni
contact printer processor/pade.

ME4

B&W

47

.

dupe

Laboratories

workprinting;

negatives;

blow

ups

to

35mm

.

.

negative-positive Hi-contiast processing
printing; edge numbering and production

and

lelease printing.

Super Smm Services: Quad-rank optical reduction hoin additive printed 16mm color inter-

DE LUXE GENERAL INCORPORATED
1546 N. Argyle Avenue, Hollywood,
90028
Phone: (213) 462-6171

Calif.

35mm

Year of Organization:

1953

as

General Film Laboratories

1964 became part

of

DeLiixe Laboratories,

Inc.

1969 name changed

DeLu.xe General

to

Inc.

Stein,

Executive Vice President

Neal Keehn, Vice President, Sales
Stan Judell, Vice President, Business Affairs

Fred Scobey, Vice President, Engineering

Ray Gaul, Lab Superintendent
16«(/(? & nonJack West, Sales Manager
(

theatrical)

Robert

Fibnstrips:

Sales

Manager

(

Processing
films. Printing

Special Ser\ices: Editing and recording to Vi"
16mm magnetic tape; optical transfer to

and

4 channel mixing, music library,
interlock screening; 3.5mm and 16mm editing
and conforming; photographs iuid make up
of titles; art for motion pictures and filmstrips;
animation stand. All above film services are
electronically corrected for color and densit>on Hazeltine color analyzing and programming
film;

sv'stem.

and

Cinema

TV &

Laboratories.

Services: Eastmancolor re-

Eastmancolor and B&\\

DU ART FILM LABORATORIES
DU ART COLOR CORPORATION
245 West .5,5th St., New York, N.Y. 10019
Phone: (212) PL 7-4.580

re-

lease printing; overnight dailies; color reversal

intermediate,

color

intemegatives,

master positives,

fives,

B&W

inteipos

16mm

Services: Color

dupe negative

Irwin Young, President

and

B&W

reversal

Paul Kaufman, Executive Vice President
Robert Smith, First Vice President
Stanle\ Plotnick, Vice Pres.

& Treaaurer
Bernard M. Kamber, Vice President-Sales
Don Donigi, Vice President

and

workprints— key or
printed edge-numbers; 16mm and 35'^32mni
black and white dupe negatives and color intemegatives; 16mm processing— Ektachrome,
release

printing;

B&W

negative or reversal.

Smm

Services:

Complete pre-print and release
printing— Super 8 or regular 8, silent, or magnetic or optical sound.

Special Services: Re-recording of magnetic
tape or film to photographic printing track;

arrangements for coiiforniing or editing; 35mm
16mm television commercials handled
through separate Commercials Department.

or

Member:

Association of

Cinema Laboratories.

Robert Yoimg, Secretary

Ra\

Fellers, Director of Sales

Du

Services:

Art Film Laboratories was foundsubsidiary, Du Art Color Coip.,
was founded in 1950 for the processing of
Eastman color film. The compain- offers complete black-and white facilities, including 35mm

ed

1922.

in

and

6mm

16mm color negatives; processing
35mm and 16mm Ektachrome
and prints; processing original 16mm

original

Year of Organization; 1945
Fred C. Raymond, President
Arthur R. Jones, Vice President
Douglas P. Raymoncl, Vice President
Joe Pusateri, Quality Control Manager
William P. Bielicke, Quality Control

Manager

negative

and

types

all

FILM INDUSTRIES, INC.
10 West Kinzie Street, Chicago, III. 60610
Phone: (312) 664-7455

Its

developing and release
printing and magnetic-to-optical sound printing. 35mm and 16mm black-and-white reversal prints on Eastman 7360 and 5360 available. Color capabilities include developing
1

35mm

DOUGLAS

of

Gevacluome camera films types 6.00 and 6.05
Gevachrome 9.02 prints; printing and
processing Eastman color reversal intermediate types 7249 and .5249; 35mm and 16mm
negative 'positive color printing; blow ups;
35mm and 16mm intemegatives. Smm and
and

Super
cal

Smm

include contact step optioptical printing with niagcolor and black-and-white.

facilities

and continuous

sound, in
Color slide film processing; Ektachrome, Geva-

netic

chrome and Kodachrome scene-to-scene color

35mm

Services: Eastman negative-positive processing. Cinex testing. Acme color or

balanced printing; and reduction color printing. Du Art Sound Department
Complete fa-

and color con-ection, color
or B&W contact and reduction printing. Negative-positive. Hi-contrast processing and printing. Print thru and ink edge numbered workprints. Photography and editing.

cilities

B&W

registration printing

—

for

magnetic
all

35mm

transfer,

and

16mm

optical

and or

tape to film, film to tape,

gauges.

Member:

Association of

Cinema Laboratories

S.M.P.T.E.

Services: Additive printing Cinex testEastman color negative-positive printing

and processing; color intemegatives; color reprinting; B&W negative and positive
printing and processing; master positives —
versal

48

Smm

Services:

B&W

reversal,

Kodachrome processing and

&

negative and

printing.

Special Services: Titles, special
other 8 and 16mm services.
Physical Equipment:
Ilerrnfeldt Super 8

16mm,

Smm

B&H

effects

Model

printer,

and

printer,

J

Houston

four

and Super 8 processors.

FILMACK STUDIOS
1327 S. Wabash Ave., Chicago,
Phone: (312) 427-3395

111.

60605

Joseph R. Mack, President
Ira Singer, Treasuier
Pat Cascio, VP, Production

35mm
lease

Services: color
printing;

and black & white redupe negatives and

dailies,

master positives; processing; filmstrip masters.

16mm

Services: color

versal

and

and black & wliite renegative release printing; work
or printed edge numbers; dupe

Smm

to

Smm

sound or

silent color

& B&W

negative positi\e and reversal.

Special Services: still and motion picture photography, studio or location, Lve, still and ani-

for same day acetate service; sound effects and
music library; 35mm and 16mm magnetic
equipment, studio or location recording facilities; automatic signalling for projectors; also

pulse-bell

signals.

THE FILMAKERS, INC.
(Formerly Capital Film Service, Inc.)
1001 Terminal Road, Lansing, Mich. 48906
Phone: (517) 371-1776
T. Herrmann, President

J.

Ron Grow, Vice President
Richard Cole, Vice President

Kenneth Kortge, Vice President
Services: All motion picture services and

ESO-S PICTURES, INC.
1121 West 47th Street, Kansas City, Mo.

film-

strip.

Physical Equipment: Production

&

lab.

FILM-ART, INC.
3407 Clifton Avenue, Cincinnati, Ohio
45220
Phone: (513) 221-4158
Charles H. .\letzger. Prescient
Ray M. Metzger, Vice President
35mm Services: Filming and editing.

16mm
ing,

Services:

sound

M4

tracks,

color processing and printanimation, script to screen

pioductions.
Special Ser^'ices: Custom Editing.
Physical Equipment: Hill's color

B&H

printers,

nasync and
equipment.

processor,

Auricon and Arri cameras, Mag-

Nagi-,a recorders

and

all

necessary

FILM ASSOCIATES, INC.
4600 S. Dixie Highway, Dayton, Ohio
45439
Phone: 293-2164 AC: 513
E.

64112

Services:

16mm

Year of Organization: 1937;

16mm
ing,

negative

mation; editing; conforming; interlock screening; recording services; tap duplicating facilities; mastering, processing, pressings for discs

Year of Organization: 1922

-

and master positives; 35mm developing, color
and B&W; 35mm color and B&W; 35mm color
and B&W filmstrip printing.
positive

Manager

reversal,

negatives.

overnight dailies; color internegatives,
interpositives,
master
positives;
6.5mm developing.
Services:

B&W

Kodiichrome processing and printing.

prints-key

70mm

lease printing;

35mni

Hilfinger, General

Services:

Printing and processing.

Association of

theatrical)

65mm

Harry

16mm

inal photograph)'.

Member:

Creamer,

and sound

EK6008,
EK5251, negatives
and processing filmstrips and 2x2 slides. Frame bv
frame color and density correction. Art & orig-

16mm

G. Carleton Hunt, President

Norman

negatives. Cartridge loading. Silent
release printing.

Phone: (816) 531-1481

Inc.:

1946

Raymond

Arn, President & Gen. Mgr.
Mildred G. .\rn. Vice President, Treasurer
Clement Jacobs, Secretary
Stephen McLain, Expediter
George \Mialt'n, Jr., Laboratory Supervisor

BUSINESS SCREEN

—

16inm Services: ((implctc l>is:\\ lolor piintini;,
titlinj;, snimd rt-coiiliiii;. N'iilcnliipc In

Su|)cr S Services: Color

odiliiig.

pi iiitiiig.

lilm (r.iiislcrs.

Special

8niin Senices: processing oiiK'.

sound recording, mixing, transfers, transfer
optical, full producer services.

FILMLAB, INC.
West

l:U)

4(itli St.,

New

\()rk,

N.V. KMKUJ

Edward

Services:

:55iiiin

developing

photographing,

nunuiting; cutting and canning filnistrips; de\cloping and printing silent motion pictm'e

35mm

33mm

printing on

contact

negatives;

Kodak

E<|iiipmeiU:

color

to

iniaKzer,

double frame printing

for

W a.

Ivnrview Avenue North. Seattle,

9S 09
1

In Portland, Or.:

2153 N.E. Sandv Blvd.

972.32

Phone: 234-0553 AC:

.503

Year of Organization; 1949

Special Services: developing 3.5nnn unpcrlordeveloping ."ifinnn, (i'Smni,
negative;
ated
TOinin, 9()mm, and aerographic black & white
negali\e (no prints); dc\cloping microfile,
oscillograph and special scientific recording
material photographed on 35mm black & white

Ed

16mm

Foreman
Manager

&

16mni Services: .sound

silent.

Kodachrome,

Ansco, black & white reversal duplicate
prints;
Eastmancok)r intemegative and positive print
processing and ininting; black & white n':'g;.tive, (hiplic;ile negative and positive
print processing and printing.

8mm Services: single Super 8 and 8mm Koda(hrome duplicates; double Super 8 and 8mm
black & white negatives and color internegatives; volume production printing in both
color
and black & wliite; Super 8 and 8nun magnetic
striping and recording. Super 8 optical
sound
Special

&

Ektachrome, black

Services:

Paul Light, Printing
Doltie O'Dell, Sales

printing.

Owner

V\'atton.

L^i

eonlorniijig,

Phone: 6S2-2510 AC: 206

paper Irom

2.\2 slides.

white

negative positive, reversal processing; color
and black & white duplicating, editing and re-

16mm

Sunn to Ifinim blow-ups;
reductions, ,3.5mm to
resuper 8 reductions from 16nnn or

Services:
to

ductions;

35mm.

8mm

8mm

lated services; magnetic striping.

HIGHLAND LABORATORIES

film.

90 Tehama

MAKERS OF PHILADELPHIA

FILM

19103
Phone: (215)

LO

Phone:

3-3892

Harrv

Leonard M. Levin, President
Herbert L. Keller, General Manager
medical

Industrial,

&

educational

completion services

sound,

and
and ship-

recording

Specialities:

Editorial,

tran,sf erring,

scripting, labs, storage,

ping ...

all in fioiise.

Equipped editrecording and mixing

Physical Equipment: Moviola

rooms,

Arrifle.\

orator\'

press

studio,

Maurer transfer ecjnipment, Anricon,
and Pathe production cameras, labfor processing and printing. Ifimm hot

studio,

title

YU

dep;utment.

J.

6-5480 AC: 415

Phone: (617) 542-1238
Alfred

J.

Fall,

President /Manager

Services: Negative

16mm

Services:

&

Positive

35mm

t\pe 7271.

versal

Special Services: sound track application of all
films for single system recording.
Ultrasonic film cleaning.

Ektachrome

printing.

cessing,

8mm

Services:

&

black

white pro-

Process,

Super

8

color

and

white.

Special Services: Force process, editing, permafilm and scratch remove.

Kenneth M.

FILM ENTERPRISES, INC.
6060 Sunset BKd., Hollywood, Calif. 90028
Phone: (213) 464-2181
:

Robert F. W'arde, Vice President
Richard B. W'allach, Secretary-Treasurer
T. H. Emmett, S(;/c.s Manager

and B&W processing,
and all related services for regular 8 and Super 8.
Physical Equipment: Individual processing machines for each of the following: Ektachrome
Type 7252 - 7252; ER Type 7257 - 7258
MS Type 7256, EF 7242. Eastman Color Intemegative - Eastman Color Positive. B&W
Negative. B&W reversal, B&W Positive. AdS;nm

Services:

ditive

printers,

printers

-

16

to

subtractive

8

-

printers,

16-16 35 to 8

-

optical

35

to 16.

Vice-Pres./General

Bill

Juden, Vice President Production
Ma\uiger
Services:

color

and Kodak color

processing
positive,

Ansco

35mm

re-

8mm

or
peiforated; 35mm color filmstrip masters
and
release prints; 35mm color slide
duplicating.

HUEMARK
227 E. 44th

Street,

FILMS, INC.

New

York, N.Y. 10017

Ralph Teitelbaum, President
Robert H. Weinstein, Treasurer
Frank Marciano, Lab Manager

8mm Services: All Super 8 and standard 8mm
prmting, striping, recording, cartridging
reeling.

Special Services: 8mm to 16mm blow-up,
re
cording and transferring 8mni somid
to 16mn
sound.

color

printing, release printing

Bell,

Manager

HOLLYWOOD

ices.

Color, black and

Phone:
5-4501 AC: 213
Year of Incorporation: 1948
Frank A. Holmes, President

16mm Services: color processing of Ekatchrome
Commercial and EF, MS, Ektachrome dupe,
Ivpe 7386, 7388, 7389 with applicated sound
track; Ektachrome with magnetic stripe; Kodachrome dupe, type 7387; Eastman color print,
t\pe 7385, 7380; Eastman color intemegative,

16mm Services: color and B&VV processing,
printing, release printing and all related serv-

Smilgis

35mni

EM

1907
Mickey Kaplan, President

58-62 Berkeley Street, Boston, Mass. 02116

George G.

California 91,340

Brose, Owtier

Year of Organization

FILM SERVICE LAB

FRANK HOLMES LABORATORIES,

INC.
1947 First Street (Box 991), San Fernando,

Year of Organization: 1960

Date of Organization: 1967

Services:

San Francisco, California

Street,

94105

1729-33 .Siuisom Street. Philadelphia, Pa.

ing

titles,

FORDE MOTION PICTURE LABS
3()(i

ant! printing black and white and color filmblack & white dnpe negatives; v;kstrips;

film;

Lditnig,

printing, .sound recording studio.

\a\lor, I'lcsidcnl

C..

&

iV Howell Model C, Color Additive PrintPako Color Processing, Qnadrank Super 8

Hell
ing.

1924

Year of Incorporntioii:

processing

FiLi
Services:

Physical

Phone: JU 2-2863 AC: 212

H\-\\

IDENTICOLOR LABORATORyTInC
849 North Highland Avenue, Hollvwood
California 90038
Phone: 469-2946 AC: 213
Year of Incorporation: 1961
Dalton B. Creaser, President
William Beale, Vice President
Florence Creaser, Secretary & Treasurer

35mm

Services: filmstrip masters, color print
and hot press titles; cutting, cannin-

ing, art

and packaging.

FISCHER/CYGNET

HOLLYWOOD VALLEY
A

Year of Organization; 1949
J.

lieatseal

Illinois

Phone: (312) 66.5-4242

E.

35mm slide duplicating, auto
mounting, imprinting, and packaging
original Ektachrome copies of flat art
or prod
Special Services:

399 Gunderson Drive, Carol Stream,
60187

Div. of

Dymat

FILM LABORATORIES

International Corp.

2704 West Olive A\enue, Burbank,

Fischer, President

nia 91.505

David Hancock, Treasurer
R. J. Stevens, VP, Marketing

Phone: 846-7262 AC: 213

W.

Founded: February, 1952

Strong, Secretary

33mni

Services: Color processing

16mm

Services: Color

printing.

AUGUST, 1970

&

printing.

— B&W processing

&

X'ernon G. Frith, President

EveKn Comparato,

Office Manager
Sadik Adlai, Processing Foreman

Califor-

ucts

J

421-N

& D LABORATORIES INC.
New York, N.Y. 10019

.54th Street,

Phone: (212) 581-4725
Joseph M. David, President
Joseph A. David, Vice President

James E. Tonrev'. Foreman

16mm Service: 16mm color and
A&B printing and processing;

B&W reversal
intemegatives.

49

.

MASTER MOTION PICTURE COMPANY,

Laboratories

.

INC.
50 Piedmont Street, Boston, Mass. 02116
Phone: (6 17q 426-3592

.

Eastman

Ekta masters,

Kodachiome

color prints,

with scene-to-scene color cor-

all

prints,

Irving Ross, President

Alan Ross, Production Manager

rection.

CH

Model

16mm

Equipment:

Physical

&

Bell

Steven Mark, Lab Superintendent

Howell

Services:

printers.

16mm

black

Date

16mm

Maurer & Cine Special 16mm cam3 studio 3.5mm cameras; 2 title 35mm
cameras; 16mm & 35mm laboratory (developing, printing, reduction and enlarging; art

1966

magnetic & optical recording; dubbing
equipment; sound stage; editing equipment;
dept.;

Services: Processing

&

duplicating,

B&W

Box 1270
3200 N. Nevada Avenue, Colorado

Springs,

KIN-O-LUX INC.
17 West 45th Street, New York, N.Y. 10036
Phone: (212) 586-1880

Regional Office: 6823 Santa Monica Blvd.,
Los Angeles, Calif. 90038.

President
Ebeling, General Manager
John Bennett, Customer Service

Phone: (213) 469-5981

Services:

release printing;

35mm

optical;

sound

rental;

negative processing; dailies;

Oxberry optical

facilities.

editing

services;

equipment

stages.

Services:

B&W &

development and

also

and
and

Super 8

MOTION PICTURE LABORATORIES,

INC.

222 E. 44th St., New York, N.Y. 10017
Phone: 661-5610 AC: 212
Year of Incorporation: 1952
Selwyii Bobbins, President

slide

mounting, E. K. negative, E.

K. positive, Ansco reversal; continuous running
processing machines; automatic shde mounting
machines; automatic processing for E. K. 6008
negative. Cutting, canning, Vacuumating and

dishibution services.

Year of Organization: 1953
Frank McGeary, President
Blaine Baker, Vice President
James V. Solomon, Lab. Supt.
Lynn Bigbee, Bill Watson, Customer Service
Gerald Somerville, Sound
Bill O'Rork, Editing
Ser\'ices:

black

&

white negative, posi-

a

dailies

duction and contact printing; A & B printing.
Color Reversal Intermediate (CRI), blow-ups.

B&W

reduction
Super 8 Services: Color and
and contact release printing, magnetic and optical

sound.

Special Services: Interlock projection, 16 and

cessing.

& white dupe negamaster positive, positive, and reversal;
also printing of color intemegadve, color intermediate, printing color reversal intermediate,
color positive, and color reversal; videotape to
kinescope — color and black & wliite.

Smm

Services:

8mm,

silent

16mm

to

regular and Super

and sound.

sound transfer from Vt" tape,
magnetic and 17V2 magnetic film, magnetic stripe; interlock, music library, magnetic
optical

16mm

soundstriping, editing, conforming, preparation
of A & B rolls, ink edge numbering, scripting,

Guide.

tilting,

50

and printing color
and release printing; re-

Services: Developing

B&W —

tive,

pages indicates that display advertising containing additional useful reference
data appears in other pages of tliis Buyer's
listing in these

16mm
and

dailies

prints; printing of black

Special Services: fades, dissolves, superimposition; one to the one optical printing and optical
printing special effects; original recording, mix-

symbol appearing over

and printing color
and release printing; A & B
printing. Color Beversal Intermediate (CRI).
Services: Developing

B&W —

3.5mm, optical and magnetic sound, 16 and
35mm edge numbering, negative matching,
cutting, film and tape storage, reversal pro-

ing,
this

Production

and

and reversal developing; color processing
of Ektachrome Commercial, Ektachrome MS
and ER & EF color and black & white work

Services: color film processing of E. K.
negative and positive; 35/46mm Ansco reversal. Specialized facilities for slides, film-

Relations
Peter P. Cardasis, Vice President/Production
Norman Rinehart, Vice President/

35mm

Phone: (901) 948-0456

16mm

35mm

and

INC.

tive

George Paterakis, Vice President
Gloria F. Guest, Customer Service

strips

Saul Jeffee, President
John J. Kow alak. Executive Vice President/
Plant Operations & Engineering
Frank S. Bennan, Executive Vice President/
TV Spot Division
Louis A. Solomon, Vice PresidentAdm inistration/ Treasurer
Robert G. Crane, Vice President/National

781 South Main Street, Memphis, Tenn.

print.

MANHATTAN COLOR LABORATORY,

1931

Sales

38102
color,

:

Benjamin Bloom, Vice President/Trade

print.

Smm

N.Y. 10019

Year of Incorporation: 1921
Robert W. Rawson, Executive Vice

Manager
Frederick Schreck, Lab Manager

B&W

New York,

MOVIELAB

Year of Incorporation

B. Riclmiond, General

color,

Street,

Phone: JU 6-0360 AC: 212
Cable:

35mm

Laboratories.

development

16mm

Colorado 80901
Phone: (303) 471-2150

Special Services: sound mixing facilities B.C. A.
(7 channels), 17y2mm & 35mm magnetic or

reversal

and

MOVIELAB, INC.
619 West 54th

Bill

fibnstrip masters.

B&W &

screening room

35mm

CinemaScope,

for

projection.

P. O.

Special Services: 35mm and 16mm sound recording, music scoring, mixing, editing, animation, script writing, and production services;

16mm Services:
negative-positive

equipped

MOTION PICTURE

printing; ultrasonic cleaning.

Seymour

script-to release print service;

ADVERTISING CORPORATION

lease printing vidth scene to scene color correction and optical effects; one to one Ektachrome color masters; reduction color masters
from 35mm color; 16mm black & white negapositive and reversal processing and
tive,

Cinema

Department

or color.

Ektachrome Commercial, MS,
EF, and ER Color processing; Ektachrome
color dailies; Kodachrome and Ektachrome re-

Association of

Zell, Vice President in Charge of
Production
Boris I. Skopin, Title & Trailer Department
Gerald B. Patterson, Manager, Laboratory

Facilities:

Services: Processing

Services:

Member:

Manager

eras;

of Organization:

white reduction printing.

16mm

35mm

Bariy Green, President

&

Calif.,

Harold A.

351
10019
Phone: (212) 581-4995

8nim

COMPANY

SERVICE

125 Hyde Street, San Francisco,
94102
Phone: 673-9162 AC: 415

slide presenta-

MEDIA FILM SERVICES, INC.
West 52nd Street, New York, N.Y.

Producer
Ralph Canada, Services Coordinator
Robert Campbell, Lahoratortj Manager
35mm Services: black & white negative processing, daihes, master positives, dupe negato

and

MOTION PICTURE

Year of Incorporation: 1935
Gerald L. Karski, President, General

services.

Physical Equipment: Complete 16 and
production equipment.

Hugh V. Jamieson, Jr., Exec. Vice President
Lloyd Abemathy, Vice President
Jerry A. Dickinson, Vice President
David Orr, Vice President/ Executive

35mm

6mm

tions.

3825 Bryan Street, Dallas. Texas 75204
Phone: TA 3-8158 AC: 214
Year of Organization: 1916
Bruce Jamieson, President

release prints;

1

Special Services: Filmstrips

JAMIESON FILM COMPANY

tives,

35 and

treatments, electronic film cleaning. 35mm-to16mm reduction printing, pix & track.

VTB

to kinescope film

tiansfers;

film

NATIONAL CINE LABORATORIES,

INC.

4319 Rhode Island venue, Brentwood,
Maryland 20722
Phone: 779-6800 AC: 301
.'V

Year of Incorjioration:

1956

Robert E. Miller, President
Rich.Td Penkert, Vice President & Treasurer
Howard E. Tucker, Laboratory Manager

I6nun
color

Services: Complete black and white and
processing and printing.

Services: Regular Smm & Super 8 color
and black and white processing and printing.

8mm

BUSINESS SCREEN

PACIFIC COLORFILM, INC.
574 N. Larchinont Blvd., Hollywood,
90004
Phone: (213) 463-6844

Calif.

Physical Equipment: 35inin and 16mm equipment and screening rooms; siinnd stage — 75 x
45 X 20' ceiling, ;iir conditioned.

200 E. First
84111

Bolt\ Jane Cox, I'rrxiderit

James Cox, Vice Prexidcut
16nini Scr\'ices: Ektachrome processing; color

Kodachrome

work-printini;;

Charles L. Stockdale, President
Bernard P. Lee, Vice President
C. Lucile Stockdale, Secretary-Treasurer
C. Burton Pugh, Lab Manager

work.
Special Ser\iccs: Xcgati\e matching, editorial.

W.

PALMER

A.

Printing

Calif.

color

all

films

with

.scene-to-scene

color correction. Negative, positive

Phone: 9S6-.5y61 AC: 415
Year of Incorporation: 1948
William A. Palmer, President
John Corso, General Manager
Richard Foster, Technical Services
Forrest E. Boothe, Recording Services
Hill Hunter, Laboratory Manager
35nun Services: 35mm to 16mm reduction

B&W printing.
8mm Services: black &

&

reversal

white processing. Reg-

and Super 8. Quantity production of
Super 8 color release prints with magnetic

ular

track for reel or cassette mounting.

sound recording and transproduction services; optical

Special Services:
editing;

fers;

16nini Services: color and black & white processing, color and black & white answer and
ters,

optical

dupe

negtives,

25
Phone: (212)

edge numbering. Peerless

ing,

facilities,

interlock

preparation;

nuisic libran,', electro-print-

screening, editing, A &
animation,
titles and

B

roll

aerial

art

image photography.
8mni Services: 16-8mm printing, 16-Super
8mni printing.
Special Services: Palmer Television film recording camera; Palmer Interlock projector.

PAN AMERICAN
822 North Rampart

FILMS

Street,

New

Orleans,

New

St.,

Orleans, La. 70116

Phones: JA 2-5364 5 AC: 504
Year of Organization: 1950
Frank J. Richard, Partner
John M. LeBlanc, Partner

& white duplicating; sound recording;
answer or release prints; editing work prints
black

Special Services: tape transfers to

16mm, ITVimm;

V4",

PRECISION FILM LABORATORIES, INC.
21 ^^'. 46th St., New York, N.Y. 10036
Phone: JU 2-3970 AC: 212
Cable:

Services: color intemegatives, interposicolor negative processing, master positives, color release printing; black & white negative processing; black & white work-printing;

black & white master F. G. positive and dupe
negatives and black & wliite release printing.

16mm

opti-

color

reversal

&

from

B&W

hr. service,

processing color and
motion picture production, etc.

B&W

and

B&W;

tracks

and B6fW processing, optical

and animation.

AUGUST, 1970

65 N.W. 3rd Street, Miami, Florida 33128
Phone: (305) 377-2611
Regional Sales Office: 100 West 40th St..
N.Y., N.Y. Phone: (212) 279-8555

Date

of Incorporation:

1951

(Ted) Sack, Vice President/General

F. F.

Richard Y. Blum, Assistant General Manager
Robert B. Pell, National Sales Manager
F. Xavier Rojas, Busiiicss Manager
(Trev) Wilson, Technical Director
J. T.
Ed Thompson, Still Photo Dept. Manager
Charles Ferrara, Customer Service
C. Biddlecom, Animation & Art
Services:
processing ECN; printing
(additive); color and black and white posi-

sound mix and transfers;
and printing.

hi-

16mm

and black and white
equipment is hi-speed spray,
color reversal equipment is hi-speed with
Original
(ECO
Commercial
Ektachrome
7255) and ME 4 (ER) capabilities; additive
printing; sound mix transfers; reversal processing and printing.
Services:

color

positive 'negative

8mm

8mm

Silent-sound, magServices: Super
netic or optical. Super 8 and Reg. 8 loading
in all cartridge or cassette formats. Sophisti-

cated clean-room loading
Technicolor,
Franchised

Bohn-Benton and

facilities

for 8nim.

MPO,

Fairchild

other.

Special Services: Sound stage rental; 40' x 45'
sound stage complete with lighting control
boards, dark room and dressing rooms. Two

equipped recording studios complete with
dubbing, narration and projection facilities.
Studio recording
(Nagra, Ainpex, Magna

fully

Sync, s\iic or wild);

16/3.5mm

16/35mm RCA
interlock

optical

projection

for

screening or post recording. Complete editorial
services, including 16/35mm editing equipment and editing room rental. Animation,
titling, graphic arts, lab services tlirough release prints, kinescope transfer from video

S.

I.

FILM

transfers.

LABORATORY

Spiro, Controller

Complete color and B&W
lab. ECO-2, ECO-3 and ME-4 processing,
color intemegative-positive and reversal print-

16mm

Services:

ing wdth scene-to-scene additive color print-

color.

Special Services: Producers of motion pictures
and slidefilms from script through release
color

*
REELA FILM LABORATORIES, INC.
(A Division of Wometco Enterprises, Inc.)

dupe negatives and sound

Walt

4

Cinema Laboratories

transfers,

Ernest Smith, Lab Manager

mounting

art.

of

negative processing, release printing, masters,

3011 Diamond
75247
Phone: (214) 631-.5670
Robert G. Redd, President

Services:

printing;

Reduction

and black & white; black & white

Park Dri\e, Dallas, Texas

filmstrips, etc.

Services: processing

printing.

release

color

P.

Jack B. Zilker, Chairman
E. W. Taylor, President
Harvey Wheeler, Vice President
Frank Duffy, Sales Manager
Dee Brown. Director

8mm

PRECISFILM

prints, color

Services: processing

Member: Association

tive/negative;

—

& white.

color, original slides

available. Full producer's completion services.

contrast processing

16mm;

titling

Year of Organization: 1949

16mm

&

Services: color internegative, interposicolor negative processing, color release
printing from inter-negative, color work prints,

PHOTOGRAPHIC LABORATORIES

&

transfer

dupes.

1926 W. Gray. Houston, Texas 77019
Phone: (713) .529-5846

35mni

Dye

color prints

tive,

or originals.

or black

Special Services:

&

recording,
re-recording,
In-plant editing services

35mm

Services: Slides

tives,

16mm Services: negative or reversal processECO-EF-MS color processing; color and

from

35nim

35min

ing;

cal

10036

7-4220

Daniel R. Ehrlich, President
Irv'ing Brand, Exec. Vice President
Frank V. Papalia, Laboratory Manager
William Kwartler, Controller

Louisiana 70116

Regional Office: 800 No. Rampart

PL

Date of Organization: 1959
H. Witlen, President
Al Kling, Secretary/Treasurer/Manager

treatment, multiple channel re-recording w^th

pick up

optical.

to

Manager

PIC COLOR CORPORATION
West 45th Street, New York, N.Y.

dupe mas-

printing,

sound

transfers

tracks.

printing.

printing,

correction,

color

9410.T

release

B&W

16min Services: Processing ECO, EF & MS
and all B&W films negative and reversal.

FILMS, INC.

611 Howard Street, San Francisco,

cessing.

Services: Color intemegatives,
master positives, Ektachrome or Kodachromc
masters with scene-to-scene additive color

Year of Organization: 1954

Optical Kinim one to one printing on all color
stocks. Negative cutting & post production

reversal

Special

Phone: (801) 521-3505

printing.

release

B&W

South, Salt Lake City, Utah

St.

and processing.
and positive printing and pro-

Color positive printing

ing.

PHOTO TECH LABORATORY

1954

Yi'.ir i)f Oriiaiiizatioii:

fDLi L^ii^^TiM-

listing in these

tliis s\ nil)ol appearing over a
pages indicates that display ad-

\ertising containing additional useful reference
data appears in other pages of this Buyer's

Guide.

tape.

RUSSELL FILM LABORATORIES
4805 Lenox Avenue, P.O. Box 6938
Jacksonville, Fla. 32205
Phone: 389-2316 AC: 904
Date of Incon'oration: January 1, 1965
(Operated under name Russell-Barton Film
Co. 1952 through 1964)
Gerden O. Russell, President
Neil

Russell,

Secretary-Treasurer

& Lab

Manager
Jim Kelly, Ass't Lab Manager
Services: black & white reversal processing and printing, black & white negative/

16mm

51

.

Laboratories
and

positive processing

.

.

Ektachrome

printing;

processing ECO, EF, MS color reversal printInk or print-through edge numbering.
ing.
Westre\ optical sound recording. Color positive internegative printing.
Special Services: Sound recording, multi-channel mi.\ing, editing facilities.

SOUTHWEST FILM LABORATORIES,
3024 Fort
75211

^\'orth

INC.

Avenue, Dallas, Texas

Industrial

Phone: (214) 331-S347

Date
J.

of Organization:

35mm

1950

and

Manuel Hoppenstein, President
Hopper,

A.

Jack

MOTION PICTURE DIVISION (USA)
6311 Romaine Street, Hollywood, Calif.
90038
Phone: (213) 462-6111
Donald J. Sheaff, Vice President and
General Manager
35mm Services: color and B&W negative and
positive processing and printing.
16mm Services: color and B&W release prints
from 65mm, 35mm and 16mm originals.
Special Services: auto-selective printing from
35mm negative. Complete laboratory facilities
for Techniscope and Cinerama. 65mm and
70mm processing and printing

Vice

Manager
Customer Service & Sales

The

Services: color reversal processing
color and
printing.

Eastman Ektachrome Reversal

dupes from 35

Print

Stock;

daily processing of black & white reversal
original, black & white camera original, black
& white and color dailies; duplication of black
6f white and color; 1;1 optical printing service.

include recording, re-recording, music scoring, multiple channel mi.\ing,
sound effects, single-channel/multiple channel
interlock screening facilities, and electro printing via the Westrex recording system. Fully
services

equipped and completely staffed editorial facilities or
full)' equipped editing rooms
are available on a rental basis, daily or weekly.
Other services include ultrasonic cleaning,
equipment rental and equipment sales. The
firm's major service is the Triad® color duplicating method, with additive scene-to-scene

and

SUPER 8

CITY, INC.

1905 Fairview Avenue, N.E., Washington,
D.C. 20002
Phone: (202) 562-0505

B&W

TECHNICOLOR, INC.
Homaine Street, Hollywood, Calif.
90038
Phone (213) 462-6111
Branch Offices: 342 Madison Avenue,
1

mm

Summer Street, Stamford,
06902, Phone: (203) 324-2151.
Year of Incoiporation: 1915
William E. McKenna, Chairman of
733

Conn.

and 16mm sources; color
prints with magnetic sound.

4050 Lankershim Blvd., North Hollywood,
Calif. 91608
Phone: (213) 769-8500
Romauld W. Bachmayer, Vice President
and General Manager
35mm Services: color and B&W processing
and printing of

films for television.

B&W

16irmi Services: color and
release printing from 35mm and 16mm originals and dupes.

Television Division Branches
Technicolor Film Services: Chicago, 1333 Argyle, Chicgo, Ilhnois 60640, Phone:
(312)
275-7800, Jack Rogers, Operations Manager;
35mm & 16mm color & black & wliite services.
Technicolor Film Services: New York, 630 9th
Ave., N.Y. 10036, Phone: (212) 265-7676,
Burton Stone, Operations Manager; 35mm &

16mm

color

and

b&w

services.

TRIANGLE LABORATORIES, INC.
20 Commercial Avenue, Fairview, N.J.
07022
Phone: (201) 941-2020

855 No. Cahuenga Blvd., Hollywood,
California 90038 (213) 466-9741
Joseph E. Bluth, Vice President & Gerwral

L. Flattery, Secretary

Joseph Cervieri, Secretary-Treasurer

35mm

B&W

DIV.
1300 Frawley Dr., Costa Mesa, Calif. 92627
Phone: (714) 540-4330
Douglas S. Fletcher, General Manager
Services: Manufacturer Super and Standard 8
cartridge loading movie projectors. Cartridging of Super and Standard 8 film, silent and
optical sound. Publish directories of cartridged
film.

&

black

white negative

16mm

Services: black

&

white

Smm
&

Services: Standard 8
white and color

&

&

color

and Super 8 black

lemm & 35mm

Special Services: Title dept.
features and trailers.

TVC LABORATORIES,

INC.

311 West 43rd St., New York, N.Y. 10036
Phone: 586-5090 AC: 212
Year of Organization: Sept., 1966
Dick Altschuler, President
Leopold Godowsky, Vice President
Dan Sandberg, Plant Manager
Bernard Newson, Chief Timer

35mm

Services: Eastman color, negative and
positive; dailies; intermediates; release
prints.

16mm

Services: Eastman color, negative and
positive; dailies; intermediates; contact and
re-

duction

release

prints.

additive

.411

printing

equipment.

PHOTOGRAPHIC EQUIPMENT CORP.

40-13 104th St., Corona, N.Y. 11368
Phone: (212) 672-3140
Charles Kalish, President
Carolyn Rera, Manager
red.

Services:

to

16mm

16mm

en.

to

35mm, 35mm

16mni or Snmi, color and B&W.
Services: duplications

—

enlargements

and reductions

Smm

Services: duplications, also Super

Soundstriping:

8,

Super

8,

&

8.

16.

VARSITY FILM LAB
112 Cascadilla Street, Ithaca, N.Y. 14870
Phone: (602) AR 2-5400
Date of Organization: 1945
B. H. Herson, Secretary
T. E. Herson, Accountant
B. Herson, Prop.
J.

ICmm

Smm

and

Services:

positive

35mm

Manager
Services: transfer of color and
tape to
film, tape to tape, and film to tape \ideo recording color and B&W; 35mm and 16mm
color and B&\V release prints.

8mni

Dominick DeMercurio, President
Ralph F. Persche, Vice President

U.S.

of

Paul W. Fassnacht, President and
Chief Executive Officer
W. B. Gorsitch, Executive Vice
President and Treasurer
Charles Pati, Executive Vice President
Byron S. Roudabush, Senior Vice President
William R. Frye, Vice President
Richard M. Blanco, Vice President

Corporate Counsel

B&W

COMMERCIAL & EDUCATIONAL

New

York, N.Y. 10017, Phone: (212) 661-4833;

the Board
Harry Saltzman, Chairman
Executive Committee

and

VIDTRONICS DIVISION

Technicolor Cartridge Loading Licensee; All makes of Regular 8mm and Super
8 cartiidges loaded and repaired. Special waxing process, also Vacuumate and No-En treatments.

52

Roma.

and

TELEVISION DIMSION

Jean Cloutier, Manager
Services:

Thomas

Services: color internegatives

.

color correction designed especially for color
fidelity and saturation.

631

Technicolor S.p.A., Via Tiburtina 1138, Rome
Italy.
Phone: 416-447. Cable: Technicolor

8mm Services: color internegatives and
dupes from 35mm and 16mm sources;
color and B&W prints with optical and mag8mm

and Vidtronics.

ture, tele\ision

B&W

netic sound.

.

Harniondsworth, \Vest Dravton, Middlesex,
England. Phone: Skyport 54.32. Cable; Technicolor West Drayton, Services: motion pic-

B&W

printing:

firm offeis complete "in-house" services
for the producer of 16mm fihns including
daily processing of the entire family of 16mm

.

TECHNICOLOR OVERSEAS SERVICES
Subsidiaries: Technicolor Limited, Bath Road,

Super

Chai-les E. Floyd,

Sound

and Educational Films
color and B&W processing

transfer to prints.

printing.

16mm

President /General

Services:

MAGNA-CRAFTS DIMSION
823 Seward Street, Hollywood, Calif. 90038
Phone: (213) 462-6111
Lionel Bowen, General Manager
Services: magnetic striping magnetic sound

Services: Processing Film labs
Services: processing

Special Services: Duplicating

Physical Equipment: Filmline and printer.

this symbol appearing over a
pages indicates that display advertising containing additional useful reference
data appears in other pages of this Buyer's
Guide.

listing in these

VPI SERVICES

410 E. 62nd

St.,

New

York, N.Y. 10021

Phone: (212) 838-3900
(complete

lisiing

under Special Services)

BUSINESS SCREEN

WESTERN CINE SERVICE,
312 Soutli Pearl St., Uiiimt,
80209
Phone: (303) 744-1017

printing, optical or
masters,
interpositives,
internegatives,
ccmtact
release printing, additive scene to scene color
correction, fades and dissolves, zero c\its, 35 to

EF, MS, processing and

INC.

C:<>lorad()

reduction printing, ink edge numbering 16
40
frame. Black and white negati\c. posior
tive and reversal processing and printing, optical or contact dnpes and masters, lelease print-

& Sccrctdrn

35mm Sen ices: Rednction to ]6mni.
16mm Services: Procejising commercial Ektachronie, EF and MS Ektaclirome. Eastman color
\\

and

internenati\e

hite

print

negative,

reversal,

Sound

positi\e

Smm

or monaural

match-

FX

Street, Pittsburgh. Pa. 1.5213

Phone: (412) 6S3-6300
Year of Organization: 1952
F. Jack Napor, President
Donald Redinger. rioduetidu Coordinator
Joseph Shields, Customer Service
Donald Trimmer, Technical Director
Harold Smith, Sides Manager

(Associated With Crawley Films

A

interpositives,

and B

re-

LTD.

Farnham Royal, Slough, Bucks
Phone; Farnham Common 4443

Homsby

16mm Anscochrome

proc-

essing.

LABORATORIES, LTD.
W. 11
Filmatic London Wll.

Lonsdale Road, London

Managing

and

Ektachrome. Eastmancolreversal,

neg

pos.

London

to

scene

Special Services: ultrascmic cleaning; negative
cutting; sensitometric control; chemical analysis;

recording; re-recording Va" tape, 16

mag-

netic 8 channel mixing, music (stock or writ-

and animation.

W est,

St.,

Montreal. Canada

Phone: (514) 861-5483
Date of Organization: 1954
Da\id Bier, President General .Mf^r.
E. Rudkowski, Manager, Technical Opr.
G. Lebeau. Manager, Production

16mm

HUMPHRIES FILM LABS

LTD.

71-81 Whitfield Street, P.O.

Box 2HL, London N\TA.
Phone: 01-636 3636

2HL

3,

Ltd.)

Ontario,

35mm

B&W

fomiats— Smm colour &
& White Super and standard
-Animation,

titling,

sound,

and transfer. Preview
and conference room at

16mm

and B/W processing and
at Manchester and Leeds.

35mm

Colour
services

cinemascope prints when reduced to

16mni Senices: Eastman Color 16mm negapositive and internegative developing
and printing. All color Ektachrome films (ME
& ECO) films developed and printed. B&W
negative developing and printing, reversal developing, optical transfers 35 to 16mm, Va,"
tive,

to

16mm, 16mm

Oxford Road, Finshury
Park, London, \.4., England
Phone: 01-272-3050

49.\

9.5

Gillespie Road, Highbury,

London,

N.,5.,

B&N\' Di\ision,

Ultrasonic cleanstriping, vac-

ENGLAND AND CONTINENTAL EUROPE

IN

THE RANK ORGANIZATION
Film Processing Division

David Mai-tineau, Chairman
C. T. Parkhouse, Managing

Denham, Uxbridge. Middx.

Director
E. R. H. Dace, General
C. A. Sweet, Director

Cables:

Phone;

Manager

W. H.

don
R.

Mgr.

colour

& B&W,

Services:

colour

& B&W,

comprehensive.
Special Services: 2 recording stu1
sync studio; processing,
dios;

and B&W, all gages; RCA
recording and dubbing; cutting
rooms; filmstrips; titles and graph-

.\.

R.

Webb, BiiW Technical Mgr.
G. Latter, Chief, Studios &
Sound
Services:

Road, London,

10 Phone: 01-96,5-4030

Cables: Ohkaylab, Harles, Lon-

Department

L.

16mm

School

N.W.

G. Hawkes, Colour Technical

35mm

2.323

Denlabs, Uxbridge,

Branch:

Pitt-Pladdy, Director,

FUm.strip

Denham

Middx.

&

Secretarii

color

Branches: Colour Division, 91/

16mm,

to

edge numbering, magnetic
uumate film treatment.
ing,

comprehensive.

KAY LABORATORIES LIMITED

negative and positive

]6mm.

Oxford Road, Finsbury Park,
London, N.4.

Services: Full laboratory processing facilities and services: 35mm
and color. (Negative/Positive & Reversal processes). Opticals, traveling mattes, neg cutting

B&W

Services:

processing. Reduction printing of 35 to 16mm
color or B&W. Also "unsqueezing" of
in

FILM PRODUCTION SERVICE COMPANIES

Director
R. M. Jones, Secretary
R. G. Ellis, Director

etc.

in color

AUGUST, 1970

scene

printing; internega-

masters.

Gen. Mgr.

M. Raynsford, Chairman
W. Dicks, Managing

D. R.

111 Wardour Street.
processing

and 16 8mm reduction
and B&W neg. cutting and
edge numbering.

35

\W. O'Farrell,

A. E.

theatre

Director

B&W

roll

release prints; work prints; fine grains;
dupe negs; edge numbering color corrected

1939

recording

M. D. Bryant, Technical

or

printing;

A &B

tives;

Eraser, Vice President
Charles Everett, Vice President
T. F. Glvnn, Vice Pres., Special Projects

262907

fomiat.

Director

printing,

positives; additive color print-

color

color correction;

Graeme

Telex:

black

16mm

reversal

F. R. CraW'ley, President

etc. for all

Phone: 01-229-9347

Services:

and master

ing,

Manager.
Y'ear of Organization;

Cable: Humphrilab

COLOUR CENTRE CINE

R. F. Ebbetts,

ative

Canada

and printing, optical or contact dupes, hquid
gate, and fine grains, release printing.
16nim Services: color negative, positive, ECO

ENGLAND

Ottawa

.\venue,

Phone: 728-3513 AC: 613
Branch Offices: Suite 41, 1260 University
Ave., Montreal 2, Quebec. Phone: 8619449 AC: 514. H. E. Strub, Manager; 93
Yorkville Ave., Toronto, Ontario. Phone:
929-3337 AC: 416. Mrs. O. J. Reynolds,

additive scene to scene color
and dissolves, zero cuts, 16
to 35 blow up, ink edge numbering. Black
and white negative and positive processing

Cable:

white negative, positive; Color processing

negative, positive; color and black and white
reversal processing; spray processing dupe neg-

:

19 Fairmont

printing,

FILMATIC

16nim Services: Ektachrome processing blaeL
6<

GRAPHICS FILM LIMITED
Sales

Jr.,

correction, fades

Services:

creative titling.

master positives, work prints, fine grains, edgenumbering.

QUEBEC FILM LABS

Robert Kalin, Special Effects Dept.
John P\ tka. Producer Services
George Bacasa, Mu,sic Director
35mm Services: color negative and positive
processing and printing, optical or contact in-

J.

—

and white negative and
dupe negative and

Services: black

positive, spray processing,

265 Nitre

George A. Farkas, Lab Manager
Olaf Kuuskler, Chief Sound Engineer

and

either studio or location. 1,2,4

35mni

ten scores;) editing, art

Jack Rabins, Sales
Skip Keener, Sales

lease

libraries

Price, Sales

ternegatives

—

Special Effects: 16 or 35mm, black and white
or color, one to one optical printing, reduction, enlarging, cropping, repositioning, skip
or hold frame printing, wipes, fades, dissoKes,
etc., utihzing Oxberry bench and stand.

WRS MOTION PICTURE LABORATORY

(Charles T. Gindhart,

—

facilities

royalty free equipment)
stereo
sxnchronous Vi"

Track Recording & mastering via Scully
& Ne\nnann Sxstems.
Producers Services: creative editorial of action
and track, conforming, scoring, five music and

and black & white processing, silent printing. Super 8mm, color and
black and white processing.

Howard

rerecordmg,

recording,

or 8

Scr\ices: C'olor

210 Semple

16mm, 35mm,

for

sound recording.

ing,

all

RCA

35 32

(16, 35,

and
and sound

titling,

Services:

mixing, interlock projection, transfer

Black

film.

edge nuniliering,

track. Printing,

Gleim Hohb, Lah Mgr.
SalK MacDonald, Producer Services
Ronald Kennedy, Office Manager

If)

Year of Iiicoipoiation: 1952
John Newell, rnsidcnt
Herman L'r.seliel, Vice Prcxichiit
\lal Jesse, Trc(i\urcr

FiLi L^iil^^T,

J.

Dibley, Managing Director
Dutfield, Director and

Adm. General
J.

F.

Bemer, Director and Tech.

General Mgr.
Services:

full

laboratory facilities

and
and
Smm. Comprehensi\'e services on
Eastman Colour, Ektaclirome, Kodachrome, Gevaehrome and B&W

for the production processing

printing

of

35mm,

16mm

—

including overnight rushes printduplicates and intermediates,
reductions, opticals and special effects, travelling matte, format coning,

53

.

Laboratories

.

.

and frame-b\-franie scanreductions and bulk
printing of mute and magnetic
sound copies, lubricating and cassetting. Sound studios for recording, dubbing and transfer. Film
treatment and protection. Viewing
and projection of married 35mm,
16mm and 8mm. and double film
35mm. Comprehensive filmstrip

LABORATORIES CINEMATOGRAPHIQUES C.T.M.

version

8mm

ning.

66 rue Pierre-Timbaud Gennevilliers (92)

Philippe Morel, Technical
Director

VITFER
47

REEDS COLOUR FILM
LABORATORIES, LTD.
EDIT

VVE

*'

ADD SOUND

85 91 Wardour

Services: complete tru-colour processing facilities for 16mm;

ME4

Ektachrome

EF

^E

7242;

EF

additive

7241

printing;

Super-8 reduction prints. Full ediand sound recording services.

torial

PRINT & PROCESS

WE DISTRIBUTE

Jean \'enia\

35mm

^

Technical Director
Processing, print-

Eastmancolor negative, posiEktachrome 8255-7242, Ge-

ing,
tive,

vacJu-ome.

Special

Services:
transfer,

Special

35mm

effects,

and IGmrn

and magnetic, printing

optical

LTD.

,

Services:

sound

UNIVERSAL FILM

LABORATORY

92,

644-1635
Branch Office: 1 Rue Ch. M.
Wider. Paris 16
Date of Organization: 1934
Emile Leze. President
Claude Leze, Vice President

Phone: GERrard 5548

processing.

Issy

Phone:

London

Street,

Cresson,

Victor
Paris

W.l

and

LEZE

E.

CINE TV LABORATORIES

facilities.

WE

Gennevilliers

-

Phone: 793-46 00

of

slides.

Grang.'«a>, Kilbiirn High Road,

London N.W. 6

DENMARK

Phcne: 01-624-5012

London NVV 6

JOHAN ANKEDSTJERNE

Branch Office: Braintree Road,

Lygten, 47-49, 2400 Copen-

Unifilab

Cable:

RuisHp, Middlesex., Bob

hagen,
Phone: Aegir 1700

Lab Manager: Phone:

Back,

01-845-9364
Services:

Date of
1966

MKRCi

Alan

J.

Organization:

Barrett,

Services:
printing,
tiu'n

all

new

under one

roof,

including producer services,

color processing, scene to scene color

and maintenance

service,

you're tired of running around start where the

buck stops

services.

and
out

carried

CH

like material.

on

BeU &
ma-

... at

©FISCHER
CYGNET

Carol Stream,

FOTOFILM MADRID,

71 rue do

la

Phone 312/665-4242
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Cable: Quiminsa

Branch Office: Fotofilm, S.A.E.,
Travesera de Dalt, 117 and

Republique, Lyon

France
Phone: 37-88-92

119, Barcclona-12

Laboratory and screening room;
274 cours Emile Zola a Villeiirbanne
(Rhone).
Phone:
84-87-98

Daniel Aragones, Raniiro Aragones, Antonio Pujol, Managers

65mm, 70mm, 35mm,
16mm, 8 mm. Black & white and

Ser\'ices:

color,

Henri Giraud, President

Jalibert,

Ccnnmcrcial

Branch Office: Fotofilm Madrid,
S.A., PUar de Zaragoza, 30,
Madrid: Phone: 255-36-07

titling.

LONDON: 295

Special

Std 01/422-722

double head.

E.

Phone: 213-1700

Services: Developing, print-

Norfhhoit Road
South Harrow Middx., Englond

A.

Cable: Fotofisa

Services: Developing, print-

editing,

S.

titles.

Traversera de Dalt, 117 y 119,
Barcelona-12

Director

35mm

special effects,

FOTOFILM.

Charles Merieux, AdministratorDirector General

Andre

S.A.

de Zaragoza, 30, Madrid-2
Phone: 255-36-07
Pilar

CAMPAGNIE LYONNAISE
de CINEMA S.A.

16mm
601S7

sub-titles.

FRANCE

ing,

Drivs

IllinoiJ

b&w

SPAIN

ing, titles.

CHICAGO: 399 Gundersen

5006

printing

Date of Organization: 1938

#J

Telex:

and
Services: 35mm, 16mni,
color laboratories; preview theatre;

and

audiovisual systems.
If

Copenhagen
Phone: Tria 2601

and
Rapid

industrial, medical,

publicity

exposure controlled printing, quodrank super 8
library distribution

processing

chines.

recording, cartridge loading and packaging, film

b6cw;

A/S NORDISK FILMS TEKNIK

Managing

Lab Manager

16mm
all LAB

around of

tra\'el,

16mm,

35mm,
Color.

Redha\Tis\ ej-Frihavnen,

Jack Potter,

Howell Model
.

Eastman

Director

Printing

.

March,

Services:

Screening room

Services: 65mm, 70mm, 35mm, 16mm, 8mm, black & white and color.

Special effects,

titles.

BUSINESS SCREEN

Buyer's Guide to Specialized Production Services
ATD, INC.

CREATIVE ARTS STUDIO, INC.

(Fornicrly Associated Tcclulata, Inc.)

1703 Emharcadero Rd. Palo Alto,

AGS.

& R. STUDIOS
425 N. Midiisaii Ave, C:liica,i;.), 111.

(UHill

I

Aaron Gordon, President
Arthur C. Allen, Vice President
John J. dishing. Sales Manaficr
Thoma.s E. Hirte. Froduetiou Mauag,cr
Bill Goodrich, Aeeouui Executive, CJiicago
Hal M. Toleman, Creative Director, Chicago
James S. Lund, Account Executive, Chicago
Robert G. Cecka, Branch Manager Fort

Wayne
Services: Producer lor all audio-visual media,

motion

slidefibns,

picture

ANICAM
Calif.

90028
Phone: 4fi5-4114 AC: 213
Jack Duehre, President
Bill Tomkin, Jr., Supervisor

Tomkin,
Buehre, Jim
eramen

Bill

Jr.,

Sam

Farrel,

Date of Incorporation: 1942

Laudcl. President
Mike Moran, Vice President, Creative Dir.
Arnold Abrams, Vice President, Puhheations
H. Stanley Judd, Producer/Director

Milton R. Tinsley, President
Phillip G. Amest, Vice President
William Dc La Vergne, Executive Producer
Nick von Spaeth, Animation Director
Edward C. Santelmann, Production Director

l^el

Services: Technical art and animation service.
Technical writing service and technical photography. Live action motion pictures, animation
inserts, special graphic effects, sound production, all types of audiovisual program production, TV commercials, business films, including
8mm cartridge programs. Also animation crane
and photo-sonic animation cameras — 16mm,

Services: animation:

John Derderian,

Kim
Cam-

animation photography, black &
white and color; scene planning and checking;
titles and slidefilms, 35 and 16mm. Animation
photograph\' from 2V2 field to 43 field.

1539 Race

INC.

Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

Phone: (215)

LO

19102

FILM

2518 North Blvd., Houston, Texas 77006
Phone: JA 3-6701 AC: 713

3-2520

of Incoi-poration:

1963

Bradley, Animation Director

Technical, cartoon, graphic and all
animation. Oxberry 16/3.5mm equipment including aerial image, automatic cycler, etc.,
storyboard and film planning. Filmstrip and

and photography photo typesetting
and hotpress titles. Complete 16mm color motion picture laboiatory and production services.
{see complete listing under Fihn Laboratories)

New

2 ^Vest 45th Street, Suite 800,
N.Y. 10036

Tee

Special

boards,

special

equipment

for

effects,

titles.

All

ANIMATION SERVICES, INC.
28 W. 44th St., New York, N.Y. 10036
Phone: (212 LO 4-2551
John Bransby, President
David Jacobson, Vice President
Sylvia

Davem, Art

Director

Services: specialists in art

and animation.

THE ANIMATORS
247 Fort Pitt Blvd., Pittsburgh, Pa. 15222
Phone: 391-2550 AC: 412

Production

and

slide

film,

Unique graphic designs in

film-

Regional

Sales

Denver,

of Organization:

Lee Harrison

AUGUST, 1970

S.

Jason

St.,

Mike

contact

.5th

Development and production

motion

ef-

III,

documentaries, cinema
graphics, and animation. All pre-production
and post-production for editing, scoring, anilive action. Special efl^ects

and op-

A. I. FRIEDMAN INC.
25 West 45th Street, New York, N.Y. 10036
Phone: (212) 245-6600
A. I. Friedman, President
Albert Ross, Treasurer
Tobias Moss, Secretary

and drafting supphes

HANNA-BARBERA PRODUCTIONS,

Fejjruary,

Chairman

1967

of the

Board

INC.

3400 Cahuenga Bh d., Los Angeles, Calif.
90028
Phone: (213) 466-1371 Cable: HANBARB
Branch Offices: Eastern Division head
quartered at Taft Broadcasting Company,

1906 Highland Ave., Cincimiati, Ohio,
Phone: (513) 421-1750, Contact: Cliff

Weake

neering
Services: Computer-generated animation, conventional and industrial animation and live

Specialties:

services

pictures,

Services: Art materials

Bruce L. Birchard, President
Richard D. Rush, Vice President, Finance
Samuel C. Kendrick, Jr., Vice President,
EaMern Marketing
Jack D. Hublou, VP, Western Mktg.
Francis J. Honey, Vice President, Engi-

video tape.

titles, filmstrips,

2162

80223;

Allan Stanley, President.

16mm

and

35mm

film

and

Computer animation.

Physical Equipment: Video tape studio

—

Den-

Live film and animation houses
Los
Angeles; Animation computers
New York,
Denver, BeverK Hills.
ver;

Animation and special

tical effects.

Calif.

Dolphin Productions, 666
Avenue, N.Y., N.Y. 10019; contact

photography on

tations.

Office:

Colo.

Hills,

Loyola:

Date

in

mation and

Robert A. Wolcott, Production Supervisor
Richard Catizone, Assistant Producer
Lee Hartman, Director of Animation

motion pictures, animation,
slides and multi-media presen-

Services:

FILM SENSE, INC.
6430 Sunset Boulevard, Suite 618, Hollywood, California 90028
Phone: (213) 461-3646

.Services:

animated

of

filmstrips

Year of Organization: 1959

Services: designed

animation and live

Les Goldman, Executive Producer/President
Ron Ascher Exec. Producer
Huw Davies, Associate Producer

COMPUTER IMAGE CORPORATION

plotting

8mm

16 and 35mm.

Collins, President

260 S. Beverly Drive, Beverly
90212
Phone: (213) 278-5370

animation editing equipment.

and

Physical Equipment: Oxberry animation stand

York,

Alice \{. Ziegler, Secretary /Treasurer

Services: Technical and cartoon animation for
motion pictures, filmstrips, film slides, story-

INC.

fects.

Barbara Cobb, Secretary/Treasurer

Amy

PLANNING ASSOCIATES,

Services: 35, 16

Phone: (212) 972-1820

Specialities:

Albert E. Young, Animation Cameraman
Jack Pohto, Service Manager

and

art

making.

Berghaier, Secretary
Alfred D. Sandstiom, Animation Director
Ronald D. Schwartz, Animation Director

research

action.

TEE COLLINS, INC.

film

Harry E. Ziegler, Jr., President
Leonard E. Cooper, Vice President

facilities,

Francis Lee, President
Majorie E. Lee, Vice President
Frederick Murphy, Camera Department

Services:

Services:

Date

editorial

staff.

305 E. 46th Street, New York, N.Y. 10017
Phone: (212) 755-9170

Services:

ANIMATION ARTS ASSOCIATES,

stands,

title

writing

A-V CORPORATION

slide

DiMaggio,

technical, cartoon, filmo-

graph technique. Tides: hand letter and hot
press. Storyboard and film planning, including
hve action. Filmstrips and slides. I6mm and
3.5mm Oxberry animation stands, filmstrips and

35mm.

Wm.
Hollywood,

Honievv'ood Ave.,

Phone: 324-4401 AC: 415

animation,

overhead projections, retouching, layouts, art
story-board-on-film, filmstrips. Three Oxberry
animation cameras.

6331

Calif.

94303

Phone: (312) 527-4070
Branch: S;J5 S. Clallionn .St., Fort Wayne,
Lid. Phone: 744-4255 AC: 219

slides,

2323 4th Street, N.E., Washington, D.C.
20002
Phone: 832-2600 AC: 202

—

Date of Incorporation: 1957
William Hanna, President
Joseph Barbera, Executive Vice President
Jess Morgan, Secretary/Treasurer
Bud Getzler, Vice President & General

Manager
Ross Sutherland, Vice President
Cliff Weake, Vice President
Services: Live-action

and animated motion pic

55

Speciahties:

Animated

films,

filmstrips,

indus-

tiials.

ture and television capabilities for production
and of business, TV commercial educational

and entertainment

HAL SEEGFR STUDIOS, INC.
45 W est 45th Street, New York, N.Y. 10036
Phone: (212) 586-4311

films.

Animation, live-action and com-

Specialities:

Hal Seeger, President

and animation.
Physical Equipment: Five-year-old 40,000 Sq.

binations

of

live

ultra-modern

ft.

including

studio,

complete

recording, dubbing and photographic and editing facilities.

S.

Blaney, Art Director

Services: Animation, animatics, test films,

35mm

16 and

production of business

Equipment:

Physical

3

0.\berry

titles,

films.

animation

P.

HEATH PRODUCTIONS,

1627 Scott Avenue, West
Phone: (516) 661-5935

Date

of Organization:

Islip,

INC.

SEMPLE FILMS, LTD.
1079 Nelson Avenue, Bronx, N.Y. 10452
Phone: (212) 992-.5000

N.Y. 11795

1967

Date of Incorporation: 1970

Date of Incorporation:

Robert P. Heath, President
Gladys E. Heath, Vice President
E. Frank Schmidt, Editor
Services: Animation and live motion pictures,
optical special effects for 16 or 35mm.
Specialities:

optical special effects.

Physical Equipment: Art and animation supand editing equipment.

phes

L. F.

Hemdon,

Jul>

1967

Animation

Services:

Effects,

Filmed

STANART STUDIOS

Stan Popko, Oiuner
Services: Creative animation for educational'

Graphics
Tom Young, Vice President Executive
Producer
John Bronaugh, Vice President, Production
Tom Doades, Vice President, Creative

industrials; title design; story-board speciahsts;

Services:

Live photography, animation
and sHde; 16 & 35mm,

complete

b&w

and color; 35mm .sound recording, editing;
sound stage rental. Producer serxice facilities.
Oxberry beam-splitter optical printing facilities.
Still photography services with lab.
LIBERTY STUDIO, INC.
2.38 E. 26th Street, New York, N.Y. 10010
Phone: (212) HA 1-3774

Date of Incorporation: 1963
Anthony Lover, President
Eric Pomerance, Exec. Producer & Sales

service.

TELEMATED MOTION PICTURES
New York, N.Y. 10018

\\. 40th St.,

LO

Phone:

facil-

filmstrips

art

.5-.5341

Services: animation

and

storyboards,

Scripts,

live action,

equipped sound stage with
Arri cameras and sound recording equipment. Location van with generator and assorted lights. Editing room and
projection. O.xberry title stand tor title and
animation photography.

planning services. Automatic O.xberry animation cameras for photography of "stills-inmotion" and special effects. Full editorial facilities including Moviola and Acmade editing
machines; 16mm and 35mm production.
fibn

Manager
Ben Krasnow, Art Director
Charles McKimson, Animation Director
Services:

Titles,

opticals,

effects, inserts,

ani-

PEN & BRUSH STUDIO
45 West 45th Street, New York, N.Y. 10036
Phone: (212) 586-2970
Date of Incori^oration: 1962
Frank Bucaria, Owner
Ed Nemeth, Cameraman
Services: Complete ink, paint and art service.
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effects,

titles,

Sound

stage,

Phone: (212)

FILMS, INC.

New

Street,
J

U

York, N.Y. 10036

6-4311

Harry Hein, General Manager

CINEFFECTS INC.
115

W.

4,5th St..

New

York, N.Y. 10036

Phone: (212) 246-0950
Year of Organization: 1939
Irving Hecht, President
Robert Pittluck, Executive Vice-President
Jack Present, Vice-President
Fred Meyer, Art Director
Alex Feingold, Art Director
Services:

and

optical

8mm

35mm,

and b&w,
and titles.

to

special

inserts,

16mm,
16mm, color

effects,

35mm. 8mm

to

table-top photography,

art

CINOPTICALS, INC
421 W. 54th Street, New York, N.Y. 10019
Phone: (212) 757-8822

Date of Incorporation: June, 1967

Norman

Witlen, President
Kaplan, Layout

Emanuel Schwartz, Optical Dept.
VIDEART, INC.
62 West 45th Street, New York, N.Y. 10036
Phone:
2-2363 4 AC: 212

MU

Services: 16

& 35mm

Specialities:

Effects

Physical

Equipment:

optical

photography

Oxberry

aerial

image

printers, precision printing.

Year of Organization: 1951
Joe Zuckerman, President
Florence Hartm;ui, Secretary

Mel Wolpin, Production Manager
Hugo Casolaro, Sales Manager
Services: complete animation and art service;
titles; optical effects. 2 Oxberry optical printers, and two Oxberry animation stands.

615 N.

mation, special effects in 16/35/65mm.

CHANNEL
45 West 45th

Jeff

&

PACIFIC TITLE & ART STUDIO
6350 Santa Monica Blvd., Hollywood, California 90038
Phone: (213) 464-0121
Date of Organization: 1925
Gordon R. Hubl)aid, President/General

miniatures.

optical department, Oxberry printer
equipment. Mobile location photograph) utiliz-

production

Fully

Mitchell, Eclair

photographic

shots,

studio,

consultation,

Rep.
Services:

special

matte

Hal Burnett, Sales Manager

AC: 212

Year of Incorporation: 1947
Saul S. Taffet, Producer-Director
Clifford Auguston, Animation
Shlomo Ben Shmuel, Production Asst.
facilities.

Services:
inserts,

Services: Editorial, optical, animation and live
action for T\' programs and test commercials.

R. K. Keitz, Executive Vice President,

ities,

Robert K. Ryder, Cameraman

unit.

45 W. 45th Street, New York, N.Y. 10036
Phone: JU 6-0445 AC: 212

8

Donald W. Simonds, Secretary Treasurer

story-

boards, stiJl-in-motion, sound slidefilms, art/
graphics, animation, stand photography, optical effects, inserts, stop-motion, limited editorial,
completion, prints, titles, demonstrations, studio inserts.

President

Howard A. Anderson, Jr., A.S.C., President
Darrell A. Anderson Jr., Vice President

ing revoluntary camera aid, lighting equipment
and technique. Special mobile photography

Jack S. Semple, President, Producer/
Director

KEITZ & HERNDON, INC.
3601 Oak Grove, Dallas, Texas 75204
Phone: LA 6-5268 AC: 214
Year of Organization: 1950

ANDERSON COMPANY

A.

Gary Crandall, Optical Department
Boyd Vaughn, Artist

stands.

ROBERT

HOWARD

5451 Marathon St., Hollywood, California
90038
Phone: (213) 463-0100

ZAPEL STUDIOS, INC.
Wabash Ave., Chicago, III. 60611

CONSOLIDATED FILM INDUSTRIES
Title & Optical Division
9.59 Seward St., Hollywood, Calif. 90038
Phone: (213) 462-0881 Telex: 06-74257

CABLE CONSOLFILM
Dale Tate, Manager, Title & Optical Division

Phone: 787-2755 AC: 312

Serxices: 16 35mm optica] effects, trick shots,
traveling matte work, inserts; combination ani-

Year of Incorporation: 1954

mation and

Owen
Karl

A. Zapel, President

La Roche

Jr.,

Vice

Pres.,

Production

Services: animation; optical effects production;
stor>'-boards; filmstrip animation; art and pho-

tography. Aerial image, titling, full studio, recording shooting, 2 Oxberry-Master series ani-

mation stands, Oxberry optical printer. Moviola,

1

6mm

interlock projection.

live action; optical printing, wipes,
fades, dissolves; enlargements and reductions;
color correction. Titles b\- hand-lettering
and

photocomposition.
(Si-e coiiiplcic listing ui.dcr

Film Labs.)

Order additional copies of this Buyer's Guide
to Film Tape Production Services from
Business Screen, 402 W. Liberty Dr., Wheaton ill
60187. $.75 each.

BUSINESS SCREEN

Creaser, President
Kerrigan, Vice President
ilenry A. Stockert, Vice President
l^alton

jack

410 Kavt

DESIGN EFFECTS, INC.
54lii Slrccl. Ni« ^.^k. N.V.

Plioiie: (212)

100iJ2

Date of Incorporation; 1969
Lan\- Lippman, Prcsidcut
Hoi) Daddario, General Manager

for

inserts

titles,

Phone:

NOrmandy 3-9331 AC: 213

Ray Mercer,

and 35nini. anima-

tion, art, titles, filinpaplis, lalioratorx- expedit-

senices. Estimates on storxboards, scripts

A.S.C., President

ern

Supervisor
Eugene Lescher, Technical Advisor
M. J. "Bud" Bassett, Sales Representative

Phone:

trick

raphy, miniatures, animation, paintings for
backgroimds, scenic material, idea counselling,

Street.

New

439 E. Erie

Phone: (212) 541-9220

Edward A.
Manager

,

8mm

Super 8 blowiip, red, internegative, 16 B
wind masters and titling and trailers.
Physical Equipment: Oxberry aerial head, optical printers (2) and animation stand.

OF HOLLYWOOD

1140 North Citrus, Hollywood, C;ai. 90038
Phones: (213) 469-5808, 469-5242

titles;

optical effects;

Phoand technical services from
miniatures;

inserts.

idea to screen; equipment design;

new

processes.

FILM OPTICALS INC.
421 West 54th Street,

10019
Phone: (212)

Leon

&

bench with

Services:

systems and foniiats; spe-

cial multi-screen-printer;

tographic ad\isoi-\-

PL

New

York, N.Y.

7-7120

Lev>-, President

Services: People

Manager Animation

Nielsen,

Optical Services
35mm
Services: Post Production, full 16
senices in editing, optical effects and animation color or B&W'.
Specialties: T\" commercials
Physical Equipment: Moviolas, Oxberry animation stand and Oxberr\- 1200 Series Optical
aerial

and equipment

to create an\'

t\pe of optical effect.

West 19th

Phone: (212)
.Alex

Street,

AL

New

St.,

New

5-1827

Haberstroh, President

Services: Librar>', special effects films of outer

stars

operations,

spaceflight,

phenomena such
etc.

as

astronomical

moon, planet

surfaces,

Studio.

IMAGIC INCORPORATED
845 No. Highland .\venue, Hollywood,
Calif. 90038
Phone: (213) 461-3744

Date of Incorporation:

AUGUST, 1970

of Incorporation:

1955

opticals

and

for

inserts

television,

commercials, b&w and color; titles.
Traveling matte work; aerial image setup.

ALLEGRO FILM SERVICE INC.
201 \\ 52nd Street, New York, N.Y. 10019
Phone: (212) 586-3057
.

Date of Incorporation: 1960
Jerome G. Forman, President
Jules Edelman, Vice President
Daniel

Roffini,

Production Manager

Motion picture

SpeciaHties:

editing,

print

pro-

tion,

art

Physical Equipment: Fi\e (5) fully equipped
editing rooms.

Optical and special effects, animaand title work, stand photog. T\'

commercials,

trailers,

April,

1970

Post filming production, foreign

language versions.

York, N.Y. 10036

industrials.

35mm

and

16mm color or black and white. Optical
benches, animation stands, precision printers,
complete timing and control dept. and cleaning machine.

CINEMA ARTS ASSOCIATES,

INC.

263 West 54th Street, New York, N.Y.
10019
Phone: (212) 246-2860
Year of Incorporation: 1961

Hans Dudelheim. President
PACIFIC TITLE & ART STUDIO
63.50 Santa Monica Blvd., HolK wood,
90038

Calif.

Ernestine Schlant, Writer/ Director
Smith, Music-Sound Director

Wilham

Services: Film Production

Phone: (213) 464-0121

Specialities:

Gordon R. Hubbard, President & General
Manager

promotionals

Charles Krasnow. Art Director
Charles McKimson, Animation Director

cilities

tion,

special

effects

in

16/35/ 65mm.

PILGRIM FILM SERVICES, INC.
2504 50th Avenue, Hyattsville, Maryland
20781
Phone: (301) 773-7072

Physical Equipment:

35mm.
Specialities:

Optical Effects

sales

Cameras and editing

fa-

CITY FILM CENTER

John R. Gregor\-, President
Herbert Avvenire, Executive Vice President
Clarence Schmidt, Vice President

Date of Incorporation: 1959

art,

industrial,

Date of Incorporation: 1957

Dennis C. Pilgrim, President
Robert G. Vance, Vice President
Franklin D. Paddy, Sceretarij Treasurer
Fred Schultz, Head, Animation
Cliff Diament, Head Printing
Bob Spegan, Head Art & Titles
Services: Filmstrips, hot press titles,
mation, photography, optical effects,

and completion

Documentaries,

64-12 65th Place. Middle ^ illage (Queens,
NYC), New York 11379
Phone: TWining 4-7800 AC: 212

York, N.Y. 10011

Cora Haberstroh, Treasurer
space,

Hollywood, Cal. 90038
6-8271 AC: 213
St.,

incl.

Services: Titles, optical effects, inserts, anima-

HABERSTROH SPECIAL EFFECTS STUDIO
9

HO

Phone:

Services:

image.

Phone: (212) 972-9805
Les Price, President

Services: specialized laboratory printing in 16-

stor\

600 11

THE OPTICAL POST INC.

Cecil D. Love, Vice President, Technical

paintings;

COMPANY

WESTHEIMER

Services:

Illinois

k

2 ^Vest 45th

Manager

matte

90027

Nielsen. Vice President

Services
Christian L.

FILMEFX

in all

Calif.

curement.

Year of Organization: 1946
Linwood G. Dunn, ASC, President
Don W. Weed, Vice President, General

35-65-TOmm

Hollywood,
466-8691

Robert C. Blanford. Manager Editorial

Services: Optical effects, animation, slide mointeniegative.
tion, liquid gate blowaip,

Cable:

Chicago,

Phone: (312) 642-8441

Date of Organization: Jul> 1968
Moses Weitzinan, President
lanos O. Pilenvi. General MaiWfier

FILM EFFECTS

Street,

^ork, N.Y. 10021

Joseph Westheimer, A.S.C., President

THE OPTICAL HOUSE

York. N.Y.

(213)

736 Seward
Year

EFX UNLIMITED, INC.
looiu;

\cw

(see complete listing under Special Services)

inserts,

titles,

underwater and surface photog-

shots,

optical printing.

321 West 44th

Avenue.

George Rohan, Manager/ Production

Services: Optical special effects,

cut.

Equipment: Oxberr\ optical cameras
with aerial iniaije and beam splitter, Oxberr>'
animation cameras, all 35 and 16mm.

Pliysical

St.,

Phone: (212) 838-3900
Br:uich Offices: 444 N. ^\ abash, Chicago.
III. Phone: (312) 644-5300; 1515 N. West-

Year of Organization: 1925

Camera

Services: Optical effects, Ifi

VPI SERVICES
410 K. 62nd

90029

Joe N'ilale. Oi>tical Camera
lack Rubin, Art Director

rough

effects,

RAY MERCER & COMPANY

Layout

Al Stliiraiio, Animation

or

Optical

4241 Normal A\enue, Hollywood, Calif.

|oe Cdiiu), Control

ini;

Services:

Physical Equipment: 6 Optical printers, 5 aiiimation stands, 2 liol presses. Moviola, splicers,
complete Art Department, 4 processing machines and 2 contact jjrinters.

35Tnm & 16mni.

751-5912

]oc (iokiniaii, OiUical

H.

W.

Services: editing services include creative custom and routine editing and cutting of picture
and tracks. Negative conforming, negative cut-

and preparation of A & B roUs, opticals
and masters. Sound synchronizing and mi.ving
preparation. Picture completion from work-

ting,

ani-

16mm &

print

(or processed 'unprocessed original)

to

answer release print including hot-press titling
and insert or retake photograph) ( studio or location). Production management.
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.

Editing

.

.

Services:

Complete production of

dustrials,

commercials

Specialities:

(Live

script to screen

&

Anima-

tion)

CLARION FILMS
1021 Ridge Avenue, Philadelphia, Pa. 19123
Phone: (215) CE 6-5230
Nat. Niederman, President

Complete

Services:

editorial Services

JIM D'ARCY FILM EDITORIAL SERVICE INC.
200 West 57th Street, New York, N.Y.
10019
Phone: (212) CO 5-4290
Date of Organization: 1962
Jim D'Arcy, President

facilities.

150 East
10022
Phone: (212)

staff.

8-8520

ser-

commercials,

educa-

industrials,

and features

Equipment: fully equipped editing
rooms for both 16 and 35mm films.

Physical

New

Street,

complete editorial and production
and television

service for the motion picture
industries.

FOGEL EDIT

1953

of Organization;

and completion
approved answer

Services: Creative film editing

from daily rushes

services,
prints.

tional

and

to

Also distribution of

films.

Documentary,

Specialities:

and public

industrial,

relation films.

educa-

Commercials

trailers.

Physical Equipment:
rooms.

Fully equipped editing

EDITEAM, INC.
369 Lexington Avenue,
10017
Phone: (212) 986-9327

New

York, N.Y.

for

industrials,

spots,

transfers,

foreign

lan-

IGrnm

and

versions.

Equipment:

Physical

35mm

docimientaries,

voice recordings

scratch mi.xes,

guage

TV

and quick

editing

Complete

facilities.

3-35 147th Place, New York, N.Y. 11357
Phone: (212) 359-0704
Date of Organization: 1969
Julian Bergman, Supervising Editor
Neal Bergman, Film Editor
ing

FILMS, LTD.

President/Editor/ Director
Ron Ciccolini, Vice President/ Editor/
Director
Joel Katz. Supervising Editor
Services: Directing and editing.
Specialties: Commercials, documentaries,

and international film

edit-

and

in-

dustrials, sales films.

editorial

and

JOHN HORVATH

INC.

150 East 52nd Street, New York, N.Y.
10022
Phone: (212) PL 1-2022

&

16mm.

Services: Film editing, finishing, print distribu-

35mm

and

16mm

KENCO

Phone: (212) 867-8200

1968

Cameraman/Editor

Don

58

Walters, Writer/Production Mgr.

Street,

projectors.

FILMS

Date

1,

NOACK

S.

EDITORIAL SERVICE

9 Surrey Lane, Bellmore, N.Y. 11710
Phone: (516) SU 1-7731

Date of Organization: 1968
Harry S. Noack, Otcrter
Paul Caster, Writer
Martin Rader, Sound Recording
Services:

Complete 16

& 35mm

facilities.

from industrials

New

York, N.Y.

Date of Organization: 1960
Mike Ross, Manager
Services:

Complete editing and post produc-

tion facilities.

a

From

complete

to features.

Creative film editing.

Physical Equipment: Moviola,
35-16 Hot Splicer.

SvTics,

Readers,

45 \Nest 45th Street, New York, N.Y. 10036
Phone: (212) Plaza 7-3138

Date

of Incoiporation:

Fima H. Noveck,
rector,

Producer, DiEditor Script and film doctor

All

Services:

March 1959

President,

necessarv'

editing equipment.
finishing of fea-

Mastery of
industrials, commercials.
languages, translating, dubbing, music
cutting and scoring.
tures,

PAPP FILM SERVICES,

619 West 54th
10019

C. Place, President/ Director/ Editor
Arthiu: Marks, Secretary /Treasurer/

HARRY

nine

1733 Broadway, New York, N.Y. 10019
Phone: (212) 76.5-5230
of Incorporation: April

moviola.

John Horvath, President
Elizabeth Horvath, Secretary/Treasurer

ment,

libraries.

Physical Equipment: Two editing rooms, four
equipped benches, screening facility, 16mm

Complete post production and

THE EDITING PLACE, INC.

Graham

and music

Date of Organization: Nov., 1967

Physical Equipment: Complete editing equip-

35

laving. All effects

FIMA NOVECK PRODUCTIONS, INC.
Complete

Physical Equipment: Complete editing
ties for

and

Specialities:

tion.

facili-

446-5911

Specialties: Script consultation

service,

post production completion from
composite print.
Specialties: TV commercials, industrials, documentary and theatrical films and video tape.
dailies to

tion

picture concept to answer print,

print distribution facilities.

THE EDITING HOUSE

Services: National

effects,

Galan,

Physical Equipment:

contact:

III.

Assistant Editor
Creative and technical editing for
producers, industry and television. Voice over
and sync narration track laying. Music selec-

supervising and expediting optical
finishing, laboratory printing and sound mixing in Chicago, New York, and Cahf. Speed
and accuracy.
Physical Equipment: Two three-headed sound
track and double headed picture moviolas,
with fully equipped 16 and 35mm editing

Paul

Danville,

Nelson,

Mary Ann Nelson,

35 West 45th Street, New York, N.Y. 10036
Phone: (212) 582-7330
Date of Organization: 1968

Complete picture and track editing

TV

Regional Office:

Services:

editing,

GALAN

Bernard Friend, President
Marvin Schild, Vice President

etc. Fast, quality service

100 E. Ohio St., Chicago. 111. 60613
Phone: (312) 787-8090
Date of Organization: 1969
John Fogelson, President/Editor
John Connally, Supervising/ Editor
Specialities: Picture, dialogue, sound

rooms.

Date of Incorporation: July 31, 1966

Services:

NELSON EDITING SERVICE
711 \\. Capitol Drive, Suite 104,
Milwaukee, Wis. 53206
Phone: (414) 562 0573 CABLE: NES
Phone: (217)
Date of Organization: 1968
David Nelson, Chief Editor

Phone: (212) 765-4556-7

Date

LTD.
111.

Specialties: Special optical effects including
multiple or skip frame printing, matte printing, freeze frames, dissolves and fades.
Physical Equipment: Projectors, moviolas, op-

Paul

Joseph Josephson, President
Blanche Josephson, Vice President

SON,

Phone: (312) 943-7742-3
Date of Organization: 1960
Glen McGowean, President
John McGowean. Secretary /Treasurer
Services: Editing, conforming, sphcing, color
and density corrections of film, etc.

York, N.Y. 10036

Picker, President

A

McGOWEAN &

services.

tical printer, etc.

FILM-RITE, INC.

35 West 45th

Edwin

and completion

60611

PL

of Organization: 1969
Morty Schwartz, President
Services: Film editorial and completion

Services:

editing

161 East Grand Avenue, Chicago,

Phone: (212) 246-0131

EAST COAST PRODUCTION,
EDITORIAL & TECHNICAL SERVICES, INC.
16 West 46th Street, New York, N.Y. 10036

Year of Organization: 1961
William E. King, Owner

GLEN
N.Y.

Date

tional films

18 W. 45th St., New York, N.Y. 10036
Phone: YU 6-5707 AC: 212

Services:

FILMPOWER
52nd Street, New York,

Specialities:

Creative editing, coordination and
expediting.
Specialties: Services for out of town and international producers.
Completely equipped
Physical Equipment:

and

animation

vice

Services:

cutting rooms

Complete editing and

Equipment:

Physical

KING EDITORIAL SERVICES

BILL

features, in-

INC.

35 West 56th Street, New York, N.Y. 10019
Phone: (212(,) Plaza 7-3138
Regional Sales Office: 2252-G Peachford
Road, Chamblee, Georgia, contact
Morton Baran, Sales Rep. Phone:
(404) 458-3698.

Date of Incorporation:

Tony

Sept.,

1969

President/Treasurer
David Lloyd, Executive Vice President /SecBrischler,

retary

BUSINESS SCREEN

PERMAFILM, INC,

Services: Prcclmtioii unci editorial services for
directors, produeers and aj;encies.
lilms,

industrial

trailers,

commercials, theatrical
test commercials.

TelcNision

Specialties:

editorial

Kqiiipinent:

Physical

and conference rooms,

screeninj;

257 Park Ave., South, New York, N.Y.
10010
Piionc: 674-5700 AC: 212

facilities,

Cable:

AFP DISTRIBUTORS,
2

POST PRODUCTION, INC.
^^cst 4.")tli Street, New York, N.Y.

1003(i

Phone: (212) 972-9800

Complete post production services
from dailies throu,t;li and inelndinu release
prints, modern editorial facilities with personServices:

alized treatment given to all pliases of completion. In-house optical eflects and print departfor speed)- printing

and shipping of

re-

lease prints.

SHAW ASSOCIATES

WILL

3 East Huron Street,

C:liicago, HI.

Date of Organization:
Motion picture

Specialities:

1540 Br():idwa>, New York, N.Y. 10036
Phone: ,582-1900 AC: 212

Other

of Organization:

ROOM
60611

111.

1970

35 West 45th

commercials

16mm

screening room,

SYNCHROFILM SERVICES
Street, New York,

25 West 45th
Phone: (212)
of

CO

Street,

New

INC.
N.Y. 10036

film

VACUUMATE CORPORATION
427 West 42nd Street, New York, N.Y.
10036
Phone: LO 4-1886/7 AC: 212

Print procurement

and

distribution.

Samuel H. Bunchez, President
inspecting, cleaning, repairing, rejuvenation, scratch removal, cutting and canServices:

and

print dis-

commercials

for

&

equipped.

TELE-CRAFT FILM SERVICE, INC.
630 Ninth Ave., New York, N.Y. 10036
Phone: Circle 5-4909 AC: 212
Year of Organization; 1949;

and shipping.

Year of Incorporation; 1947

35mm),
Physical Equipment: Moviolas (16
Bell & Howell projectors, cutting rooms, fully

Inc.:

Services: editing; consultation; sponsored the-

35mm

& 16mm camera equipment.

Sales

Hollywood

Gunther Jung, Mgr. West Coast operations
Services: Complete film rejuvenation, scratch
removal,

film

preservation,

cleaning,

inspecrecondi-

tion,

Scratch removal and
inspection and repairs, rehumidificashrinkage reduction, negative or posi-

tive,

16niin,

serxiees.

8mm

film.

35mni. 65nim, 70mm,

8mm.

Calif.

90038

Year of Incorporation: 1957
Sol J. Cohen, Secretary/Treasurer
Ben Brogdon, Lah. Manager
Film

scratch removal,
reju\'enation of positive and nega-

Services:

data appears
Guide.

tive material.

cleaning

&

protection,

&

\ ine, Hollywood,
2-6252 AC: 213

Phone:

HO

Cable:

CAPRECORD

Calif.

90028

Year of Organization: 1955
Ole Georg, National Director

tioning,

vertising containing additional useful reference

other pages of this Buyer's

all

CAPITOL PRODUCTION MUSIC
(CAPITOL RECORDINGS)

L. Freedman, VP/General Manager
Marvin A. Bernard. Vice President, National

814 No. Cole Ave., Hollywood,
Phone: (213) 463-6892

pages indicates that display ad-

tridging of

Myron

PERMAFILM OF CALIFORNIA, INC.

symbol appearing over a

ning of filmstrips, breakdown of TV commercials, packing and shipping of fibnstrips and
motion pictures; film preservation Vacuumate
Process; "No-En" film ti-eatment, plus Car-

Phone; (212) 799-2.500
Branch Office: 829 N. Highland .\\enue,
Hollywood, Calif. 90038. Phone: (213)
466-6341

tion

Irene Halpern, Sales Representative
atrical distribution; editorial facilities,

COMPREHENSIVE FILMTREAT/PEERLESS
FILM PROCESSING
250 Wst 64th Street, New York, N.Y. 10023

1960

Maxwell S. Seligman, President
John Martin. Production Vice President
Kenneth MclKvaine, Supervising Editor

AUGUST, 1970

inspection.

Morris Albenda, Secretarii
Services:

agencies.

in

Jerome Gober, Executive Vice President
and scratch-removal of
used, damaged 8mni, 16mm and 35mm motion
picture negatives and prints; distribution and
Services: Rejuvenation

York, N.Y. 10036

tribution.

this

Henry Lloyd, President

August, 1960

Services: Film editorial services

Cutting

Year of Incorporation: 1940

Phone: (212) 582-5600

Irving Sachs, President
Neil Matz. Vice President
Rick Haber, Editorial Supervisor

listing in these

ST 6-4600 1/2/3 AC: 212
Branch Office: 34-54 35lh Street, L.I. City,
N.Y. 11101

Phones:

Date of Incorporation: 1958
Lawrence Plasbik, President
Michael J. Calamari, Jr., Tresurer

5-7181-2-3

Organization:

Specialities:

RAPID FILM TECHNIQUE, INC.
St., Lous Island City. N.Y.

Specialities: Storage

RELEASE PRINTS INC.

Physical Equipment:
16 & .35nmi Moviola.

Plastic

11101

Phone: 466-9271 AC:213
Year of Organization: 1958
Edward R. N'auDorn, Manager
Services: complete library services, storage and
cataloging of production and point materials.
Immediate reference service; shipping and receiving worldwide. Special nitrate vaults including continuing daily inspection.

distribution.

The

37-02 27th

35mm

James M. Smyth, Film Editor
John D. Sasso, Business Manager
Services: Film Editing. 16 & 35mm and print

TV

MPO

Holhwood.

BEKINS FILM CENTER
editing

jirotection,

rejuvenation,

Videotronic Projector Corp. and
Reel Corporation of America.

90038

SMYTTY'S

Date

in

1025 N. Highland Ave., Hollywood, Cal.

Complete 16 and

235 E. Ontario, Chicago,
Phone: (312) 337-3072

Specialities:

facilities

editing.

and conforming.

Date

Ai^cnnj Liaison

film

film

tives;

John Wengcn, Agencij Liaison
Wood)' Fre\-, Agency Liaison
Services: preparation and distribution of film
and videotape commercials; all print services;
full post-iimduction facilities; editing; film and
videotape storage; negative and positive cut-

N.J.

19fi4
film

.-V.

Har\-e\- lleeker,

negatives and posinegatives and positives; film scratch removal system for negatives
and i^ositives. Franchised treatment facilities
in all film centers. Permafilm Incorporated is
tlic exclusive overseas sales agent for
Services;

Glesnes, Secretary
Law renee
Howard Lesser, Hoard Chairman

1955

Paul N. Robins, President
Gus Bozinos, Vice President
Anthony Bennet, Treasurer
Edwin Weiscr, Secretary

ting rooms; projection rooms. Additional storage vaults in AFP Film E.\change, Ft. Lee,

60620

Phone: (312)787-0110

Services:

Y'ear of Incorporation:

INC.

Robert Gross, President
Sheldon .Abromowitz, Vice President

.Vrnold Larselian, Prcxidcnt

ment

PEKMAFILMS

insert stage.

Kay

Carlson, Assistant Director

HI-Q music library for
on lease basis throughout the world to industrial film producers, ad
agencies and sound labs. Audition rooms availServices: source of the

film scoring. Available

able for scoring T\' films and spots in Holly-

wood and New

Y'ork.

Buyer's Guide
Film Tape Production Services may be ordered from Business Screen, 402 W. Liberty Dr.,
Wheaton, III. 60187. $.75 each.
Adtlitlonal copies of this special

to
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Vear of Organization:

1951

Herbert Rosen, President

CINEMUSIC, INC.

tions for

on "needle-dovvn-once", annual lease or outright purchase basis.

Date of Organization: 1949
Background music libraries in nian\Mood music on disc and tape.
Miniature libraries in Sets of 20 L.P.'s. Sets
#1, #2 & #3 available now. Libraries for

16 East 48th Street,

New

York, N.Y. 10017

25
Phone: (212) 586-6673

10036

Fret! lacobs. President

Dan Barrie, Vice President
Morris Goldstein, Viee President
Services:

creatively
edited
to
specific
requirements.
Transfer facilifes. Specialize in exclusive \'TR
post-synchronous sound effects scoring.

Moog

corders,

Music

library, recording specifically
commercials and all tvpes of
films and slidefilms. 438 page cross-classified
catalog. Available listing recordings or disc and

MUSIC FOR

T\'-Radio

Vi" tape. Exclusive distributor

is

Herman Fuchs,

EDWARD AT THE MOOG
45th Street,

New

INC.

York, N.Y. 10036

Phone; (212) 247-i;.385

Date

Organization: 1969
President
Kalehoff, Viee President

Oiiginal .scores.
Phys'cal Equipment: Moog syntheisizer, electric harpsichord. Hammond organ.

SAM FOX
1540 Broadwav,

New

York,

N.Y.

10036

SAMFO.X

Year of Organization:
Fo.\,

1930

President

K. M. Dobek, General

Manager

Midwest Representative: Esther Frank, 885
North Woodward, Birmingham, Michigan
West Coast Representative: Harrv Fo.x, Jr.,
1443 Manitou Drive, Bell Air Knolls,'
Santa Barbara, California 93105
Sei-vices: comprehensive libraries of
recorded
background music available on record and
tape; creation of original music scores.
Catalogs on request.

Date

of Organization; Jan., 1969

J;ick Holland, Creative Director
HiclKud Haym;in, Arranger Conductor

Jackie Silver,

Siales

Representative

Services: Composition
for films, records

and production of mu.sic
and radio/TV commercials.

H-R PRODUCTIONS, INC.
121 West 45th St., New York, N.Y. 10036
Phone: 246-5133 AC: 212

60

Mood muse and sound
and

effects

for

films.

THOMAS

Thomas
and

VALENTINO, INC.

J.

Bernard Rubinstein, President
Melvin Kaiser, Vice President
Milton B. Kaye, General Manager

Music library and sound effects; production services: complete recording facilities
Services:

16mm, 35mm dubbers,

projection
tape duplication, both

and interlock system,
quarter-inch and cassette; cartridge pulsijig
and winding; complete maihng services. Represent Chappell Background .Music Librar>
and other libraries. SuppK' discs, tapes, mag.
and optical film tor music scoring, music se-

J.

Valentino, President

Robert T. Valentino, Vice President
Frank Valentino, Vice President
Thomas J. Valentino, Jr., Vice President
Chris Carrino, Project Engineer
Services:
effects

Phone: 76.5-1742 AC: 212

background music

library;

services

library

for

film

and sound
and tape

(videotape); production departments for tv,
newsreels, theatrical productions and film releases, etc. Available on records and tape,

35mm

16mm

services,

Ser\ices,

8mm

services.

services, including

Magna-Tech
8mm mag-

netic sound.

Special Services: Background music and sound
effects.

Physical Equipment:

Tech, and

AKG

Ampex, Nagra, Magna-

Mikes.

lection .and scoring.

Physical Equipment: Complete sound studios,
transfer

equipment and

listening rooms.

CINE METRIC THEATRE CORP.
35 West 45th Street, New York, N.Y. 10036
Phone: (212) 582-5600

Date of Incoiporation: 1958
Lawrence Plastrik, President

JACK HOLLAND PRODUCTIONS
West 45th Street, New York, N.Y. 10036

56
Phone:(212)972-14.50

Services:
television

150 W. 46th St., New York, N.Y. 10036
Phone: CI 6-4675 AC: 212

MUSICUES CORPORATION
W. 46th St., New York, N.Y. 10036

including

Folkwa\s &

Bosworth Libraries.

Year of Organization: 1932

Services: music scoring for motion pictures
television from music librar\-; editing.

117

Phone Circle 7-3S90 AC: 212

Frederick

MUSIC SOUND TRACK SERVICE
1600 Broadway, New York, N.Y. 10019
Phone: Circle 6-4687 AC: 212

FIIM RIGHTS

1958

of Incorporation:

Exclusive representatives of the
ef-

Theresa M. Craig
George H. Craig

Services:

Cable:

President

and edit music and sound
and tv commercials.

films

TRF MUSIC, INC.
501 Madison Avenue, New York, N.Y.
10022
Phone: (212) PL 3-3234
Louis Nurko, President
Albert Vander Molen Jr., Vice President
Alexander Semmler, Musical Director

Year of Organization: 1937

of

BoIj Ve'azco

Edd

for

Boxford, Mass. 01921
Phone: 887-8435 AC: 617
Robert R. Way, Vice President
Howard M. Lerner, General Manager
Services: Producers of scores for commercials
jingles, station logos and complete film scores.
Maintains Amfed & Norco Music Libraries and
complete scoring facifities.

Date

FILMS, INC.

Services: supply
fects

\\.

polyphonic

49 West 45th St., New York, N.Y. 10036
Phone: Circle 7-3577 AC: 212

Corelli-Jacobs

Films Music, Inc.

45

synthesizer with
video tape recorder.

generator,

MUSIC, INC.

SIRI

Physical Facilities: Complete sound recording
and editing facilities, Scully 2 & 4 track, Westrex and Magnatech 35mni magnetic film re-

1951

neutrals.

One Towne Road,

Comprehensive music and sound effects service for TV, radio, films. Original
scores
and or contemporary liljrary music

DEWOLFE FILM LIBRARY
^\ est 45th Street. New York, N.Y.

rock,

Richard Lavasky, President
Phyllis Lavasky, Vice President

Services:

for

Background music for films, theatres,
and radio. Featured are themes,
mod, dramatics, tags, stings, travel, in-

Phone: (212) 7.58-7773

Also Stereo L.P.'s.

of Incorporation:

Zens, Richard LaSalle

dustrial,

fields.

Date

W.

television

DICK LAVSKY'S MUSIC HOUSE INC.

Services:

lease.

F.

Services:

Joan Barry, Manager
varied

backgroimd music of over 500 selecdubbing and re-recording. Available

Services:

300 W. 55th Street, New York, N.Y. 10019
Phone: PL 7-3795 AC: 212

THE RIVIERA LIBRARY
6610 Sehna Avenue, Hollywood, Calif.
90028
Phone: (213) 462-8585
Date of Organization: 1970

MUSIFEX, INC.
45 West 45th

St.,

New

York, N.Y'. 10036

Phone: CI 6-4061 AC: 212

Michael J. Calamari, Jr., Treasurer
Morris Albenda, Secretary
Services:

Year of Incorporation: 1958
E. Robert Velazco, President
Daniel Pinsky, Music Supervisor

Screening,

2

Simplex

Xenon lamps, 16mm Siemens

projectors.

projector.

PARK AVENUE SCREENING
(Subsidiary Levin-Townsend Computer

backgroimd music scoring for motion
radio and slidefilm producers;
sound effects; musical sound effects discs for
outright sale; music library for lease; sound

Plione: (212) 581-7876,

effects for outiight

Elhott M. Wiener, President

Services:

picture,

cial

sound

ities.

Corp.)

tv,

Low

effects

cost

made

jazz

original scores; speto order, transfer facil-

sale;

libran'

for

lease.

445 Park Avenue,

New

York, N.Y. 10022

7877

Theresa Ramos, Manager
Frank Cahill, Projectionist

BUSINESS SCREEN

)

Senices:

tlicatcr

42-se;it

lor

staiic

elevati-cl

auditions,

16 and 3omm;
meetings,

for

(Ifinon.stratioiis,

etc.

"

Services: Recording, re-recording,
e(juipped cutting rooms.

"^JOHNNY VICTOR THEATER
RCA l-:\liil>ilioii Hall. 10 W t9tli St., New
York. N.Y. 10020

HR

Phone: SSfi-llOOO .\C: 212 Ext.

room

Services: screen

W

35mm,

17'.2nnii

facilities.

BOULEVARD RECORDING STUDIOS
609 N. LaSalle St., tiliicaso.
Phone: (312) 944-2752

film preview.

lor

t\pes of sound

all

16inm,

E<iuipment:

Physical

and

305S

Kradshaw, Srcrrtary

Jiuli

in

tr;mslers.

.

Miss

Specialists

Si)ecialties:

.screening,

111.

60610

1956

Year of Organization:

before you buy any

Hal Kaitchuck. President
music .scoring to picture, li\c in
music librar\ Narration recording to
picture: edting: slidefilm recoiding tape duServices:

studio;

AERCO
Pennsauken, New

Box 171,

08110

Jersey

color processor,

.

ask yourself these

(Reel to reel or cassette).

plicating.

Phone: 663-8154 ,\C: 609

Glenn

15.

Magnetic sound striping 8nim, super

Services:

8nun and

AGENCY RECORDING
\\

STUDIOS, INC.
acker Drive, Chicago, III. 60606

Phone: (312)

CE

6-3632
14,

1953

John G. Garamoni, President
Joe Stibal, Chief Engitwrr
Services: .Sound facilities for T\', radio, slidefilm, etc.

16mm

recording,

studio

Specialities:

niix.'ng,

35nim

Physical E(|uipment:
the seventies.

Equpn^ent designed

W.

Calvin Roberts, Vice Pres. /General Manager
\'au Gessel. Mgr. yational S(des

Branch Offices: 630 X. Mcfilnru Court. Chica4-6000. Richard Hotter,
III.
60611,
Account Executive; 6430 Sunset Blvd., Holhwood, California 90028; HO 6-2481, Michael
Coolidge, Manager, West Coast Sales; 804
1 6th .\\e.. South, Nashville, Tennessee 37203,
255-0371, Cecil Scaife, Account Executive.

WH

Recording studios; music library;
and custom lecord pressing.

Services:

effects;

117 \\est 46th Street,

LTD.

Mel

York, N.Y.

PL

7-3641

Fred

Does

Chief Engineer

N'enitsky,

Complete sound

Services:

Xowytski, Vice President/Producer

Director

Mag

'i"

services,

from

service

stop

field

re-

Department
Manager
facilities for

and distribution services

in

Does

Processors meet or exceed all film
manufacturers' specifications. All chemical

Treise

of Incorporation:

Howard M. Lawrence,

President

and music recording, transfers to 16 35 mag, disc cutting. Filmstrip
and motion picture sovmd. Equipment conCassette

specialists.

Imagination.

AUDIO TRANSFERS, INC.
West 54th Street, New York, N.Y'.

254
10019

Phone: (212) 265-6225

Phone:

Street, Holl.\

HO 9-7221

.\C:

easy
it

is it

comes

to

to maintain?
maintaining a Treise Procit.

When

necessary, however, you'll find that it has
been designed with service in mind. For example, the film racks are removable without
the use of tools and without disturbing
all pumps, filters, etc.,
can be easily inspected and replaced in a
few minutes, instead of the usual 2 to 3
hours delay!

213

and Chief

Engineer

Tom
Tack

T. Koba>ashi, Treasurer
I'liillips,

[an Perikl'.

SchiduUng &

Sales

Robert McKie. Quality Standards & Methods
Verification

Write tor catalog on our complete line

Mark Wortreich, President

optical

AUGUST, 1970

editorial.

wood, Ca'.

R. G. Goodwin, President
Joseph D. Kelly, Vice President

Date of Incorporation: 1966
Kohane, Chief Engineer

How
When

components are the finest

buy.

Year of Organization: 1937

Services: motion picture
recording from original

.\kiva

sound

GLEN GLENN SOUND COMPANY
6624 Romaine
90038

I960

Services: Narration

sultants.

effects,

money can

recirculated and filtered.
the drive system run on

thread-up. Moreover,

10510

Phone: (212) 697-7247

Pate

sound

in

essor, there's frankly very little of

1956

Norman Kasow
Services: music,

pump

moving parts

that

128 East 41st Street, New York, N.Y. 10017
Phone: (212) 867-0330
of Incorporation:

day

"cut corners" to feature a

ball bearings. All

FILMSOUNDS, INC.

India-Pakistan.

AUDIO TECHNIQUES INC.
New York, N.Y.

it

solutions are

Date

it

the kind of performance you

"cut-rate" price?

the production

12 East 46th Street,

is

35mm Mag.
ing.

documentaries, public relations,
commercial and educational films. FaciUties include: Complete recording and transfer senice
and fully
screenings
16 35mm
Interlock
equipped editing rooms. Complete production

to end, side to side, roll to roll,

Physical

All

Complete

of heat to maintain

is

provide consistent quality?

to day! This

(

features,

it

There

should demand ... and can take for granted
when you buy from Treise.

mix.

final

Equipment: Remote gear, 16mm &
dubbing and mixing. V4" and
cassette duplicating, music and sound efiFects,
libraries and scoring. ¥4" mixing. Moviola edit-

C. D. Chaudhri. General
Pakistan

stay on

No other processor can assure you such unvarymgly consistent quality and performance

— end
One

cording through

Manager

it

no "stop 'n go," no
wide fluctuations of temperature. Thus a
Treise Processor is more economical to run
than any other processor.
at all times.

Secretary-Treasurer/

Rubenstein,

amount

just the right

film cassette

Ginnie L. Music, Secretary, Associate
Producer

Services:

warm up?

watch over the temperature and provides

Manager

Specialties:

of

take to

Treise Processors feature a unique "proporsystem that maintains a close

Kaiser. President

Bernard

Pakistan

Chavidhri. President, Producer-

Kelly, Editing

New

Date of Incorporation: 1953

Director

J.

it

tional control"

Phcne: (212)

Date of Incorporation: 1964

N'adia Brxii. Prod.

long does

Normally it takes most processors 3 to 4
hours to get from ambient 70' to the required 100-110". With a Treise Color Processor, warm-up takes only 20-45 minutes.
(Think how much valuable time you save!)

Once on temperature, does
temperature?

10036

Sales

•Slavko

How

for

310 West .53rd Street, New York, N.Y.
10019
Phone: (212) 265-7420 or 265-9727
Branch office: 53-C Satellite Town,

Qamar

York, N.Y. 10022

CUE RECORDINGS INC.

ARTSCOPE,

-Amin

New

Ton

sound

transfers.

Gujranwala,

St.,

go,

Dale of Organization: Feb.

and

49 East 52nd

Phone: 76.5-4,321 .AC: 212

Ifinini.

20 North

questions:

CBS COLUMBIA RECORD PRODUCTIONS

l'"aniswortli. (.hcncr

final.

35

negative:
a:id

and

production

transfer,

35/32

television

scoring,

to

of Color

sound

and

B&W Processors!

final

dubbing;

optical negative record'ng.

JEiSE ENGINEERING,
1941

First St.

•

San Fernando,

Calif.

INC.
91340

61

.

RECORDING STUDIOS,

Sound

INC.

W.

New York, N.Y.;
New York, N.Y.;
New York, N.Y. 10019

4.5th St.,

Phone: (212) CI 7-2630

Date of Organization: 1950
Ralph Friedman
recording.

MANHATTAN AUDIO COMPANY,
New

.54th Street,

Phone:

PL 7-9800 AC: 212

Branch

offices:

17 East 45th

St.,

New

York,

7-9800

of

Bofill,

and

ing; transfer, including optical;

35 '32mm and

ing; 35,

M-45
sound record-

tv

16mm

dubbing; scor-

optical negative

Magna-Tech Elecbonic Post-Sync

recording.

and movies.

slide

if

recording services, music, sound
and mastering. Complete

and

discs.

RCA CUSTOM RECORD SALES
New York,

1133 Avenue of the Americas,
New York 10036
Phone: 586-3000 AC: 212

Brani:hes: National Recording Studios

730 Fifth Ave., New York, N.Y. 10019
Date of Organization: 1959
Bill rilachly. Manager

Norman

1 N. Wacker Dr., Chicago, III.,
William Re.illy; 800 17th Ave.

641-5880,

South, Nashville, Tenn., AL5-5781, Edward J.
Hines; 6363 Sunset Boulevard. Hollywood,
Calif., HOl-8171, G. B. Bennett;

(212) 7.57-6440

Phono;:

Head

Branch Offices:
10017

and record pressing, music
dubbing; sound effects library and

Services: slidefilm
libraries for

studios

Jensen, Saleft

A

logue dubbing)

voice recording transfers.

,

Specialities: 4-chaniiel stereophonic

sound

for

features.

Equipment; Tliree studios: 35 and
and dubbers, wide screen,
mulH-trick 35mm dubbers. Magna Tech 4Physical

16mm

projectors

leversing

pick-up

recording system.
Magna Tech 4-track electronic looping system,
videotape.
track

NATIONAL RECORDING STUDIOS, INC.
730 Fifth Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10019
Phone: (212)

PL

available.

44th

Phone:

OR

Branch Office: Edison Hotel-Orchestra Studio. Film Center, 232 East 46th St., New
Y'ork, New York

Date

of Incorporation: April

Harold
Irving

W.

1959

Lustig, President

Kauman, Vice President

Carl Lustig, Vice President

tures,

and

all

and

pic-

audio recording including magnetic

optical.

Audio Services: Motion picture and television
sound recording and mixing and allied services.
Film processing laboratory.
Videotape Services: Videotape recording, editing and mixing in black and white or high
band color. Video tape duplicates and transfer
of quadruplex and helical scan tapes: film-totape transfers and piggybacks; rental of Mobile
tele\'ision production equipment, for studio
and location video production. Slow, reverse,
fast forward and freeze frame video tape recording. 24-frame video tape recording system
for film makers, CDL computerized electronic
editing.
Specialties: Sound mixing with forward-reverse-overdub system; post sync sound looping
witli instant playback; multi-studio electronic
editing and mixing of high-band color tape;
color and black and white Videofilm" tape-to-

listing in these

symbol appearing over

a

pages indicates that display ad-

transfers.

RKO SOUND STUDIOS

Recorded Publications Mfg. Co., Inc.
1504 Pierce Avenue, Camden, New Jersey
08105

A

Y'ear of Organization:

Edward

1948

Inc.

John B. Hayes, President

Goodman, President
David H. Goodman, Executive Vice

Services: recording of

J.

dent
Ernest W. Merker, Vice President,
neering
Pat Landon. Sales Manager

sound recording services

RKO-General,

Div. of

1440 Broadway, New York, N.Y. 10018
Phone: LO 4-8000 AC: 212

Phone: (609) 963-3000, (215) 922-8558

for

Presi-

tures,

slide

mercials

Engi-

editing,

sound

television

films,

motion

pictme, filmstrip, audio-visual applications.
Vast sound effects and music scoring libraries,
film sound editing, mixing, scoring, mono and
stereo disc mastering, pressings, liigh speed
tape duplication, all automatic film advance
synchronizing systems on tape, disc or cartridge. Client may submit tapes or be present
production. 16mm and .3.5mm interlock
sound recording and mixing— 6 channel. Three
recording studios, 3 banks of Ampex high
speed
duplicators,
Neuman-Westrex
tape

ices,

for motion picand radio com-

scoring, mLxing,
Also screening theater,
projection, closed circuit TV,

including

transfer,

re-recording.

16 and 35mm
sound effects and music

stereo disc cutting facility, special tape cartridge and cassette duplication facilities.

'this

York, N.Y. 10017

John F. Vorisek, President
Richard J. Vorisek, Executive Vice President
Roy Passman, Director of Sales

Div. of

for

Serivces: recording studios for music

New

St.,

9-3550 AC: 212

RECORDED PUBLICATIONS LABORATORIES

Services:

7-6440

Division of Reeves Telecom Corp.

.304 E.

film

Services: Film mixing, electronic looping (Dia-

motion picture sound

for

required, narration per-

editing

Contact: James L.

NATIONAL FILM CENTER
232 Last 46th Street, New York, N.Y.

and transfer studios

REEVES PRODUCTION SERVICES

presentations

full

cassettes

Stndio Manager,

Services: recording, mLxing, post-synchronizing
tracks.

duplicating services via reel to reel, cartridges,

ehargc of

Prodnetion

Services: motion picture

fihn-

for producers

filmstrips,

sonnel,

Manager
in

complete

16mm

Complete sound service

Script preparation
effects,

James A. Gleason, Viee-Prcs.,

A

facilities.

Elwood Frye, President
Sonny Hayes, Vice President
Services:

PL

sound

Elder,

Joe Dalisera, Mixers

recording, master negative, re-

PICTOSONIC, INC.

Melvin L. Gold, President
John J. Gordon, Vice Pres. & Studio

David

lations & Operations
Bob Coulson, Chief Engineer
Al Gramaglia, Gary Leibman, Bob

145 Librar>- Lane, Mamaroneck, N.Y. 10543
Phone: (914) 698-7496

N.Y. 10017

Phone: (212)

Evelyn Frye, Treasurer
Charles Amy, Vice President/Production
Louis E. Dubie, Jr., Vice President, Sales

one-stop service for 35mm and
strip and slide producers.

York

York

Elwood Frye, President

INC.

New

York,

New

1958
Edythe Rein Landau, President
Marvin Schlaffer, Vice President, Client Re-

Services: Sound
lease print and

motion picture sound

Services: All phases of

460 VA'est
10019

Year of Incorporation:

Year of Incorporation: 1957

Avenue,
1540 Broadway,

72.3 7th

18

145 Library Lane, Mamaroneck, N.Y. 10543
Phone: (914) 698-3437

PiCTOCRAFT, INC.

MAGNO SOUND

INC. (RSI)

212 West 48th Street, New York,
10036
Phone: PLaza 7-8855 AC: 212

.

.

pressings,

libraries, talent serv-

high-speed

tape

duplication,

t\pes tape cartridge and cassette mastering
and duplication.
all

RYDER SOUND SERVICES, INC.
1161 No. Vine

Street,

Hollywood,

Calif.

90038
Phone: (213) 469-3511

Loren L. Ryder, President

Leo Chalovknan, Vice President/General
Manager
Leon D. Selznick, General Sales Manager/
Advertising Director

Special Services: preparation of sound tracks
for motion picture and filmstrip entailing the

Services: Rental

entire production from client's script, including

pictures,

providing talent, music, effects, insertion.

re-recording stages.

sound equipment for motion
music recording studios,

transfers,

vertising containing additional useful reference

data appears in other pages of
Guide.

62

this

Buyer's

Order additional copies of this special Buyer's Guide to Film Tape Production Services from Business Screen, 402 W. Liberty Dr., Wheaton, III. 60187. $.75 each.

BUSINESS SCREEN

^

Physical Equipment: 8 trk. - 4 trk. - recording,
tape duplication, cassette duplication.

*

SAUNDERS ASSOCIATES,
l>anl)ur> Koad. \\

297

illoii.

INC.

SYNCHRO-SOUND, INC.
18 W. 45th St., New York, N.Y. 10036
Phone: (212) OX 7 2985
Date of Organization: 1960

Conn. 0(>S97

Phone: (203) 762-S:J6()
of Organi/ation:

Date

1965

Alan C. SauiKlcis, President
James H. Jeiikin.s, Trcavtircr
S. Daedalus, Production Head
Laurie Lyon, Duplicating Services
John Ridge, Recording

and

Services: Cassette

cation

—

sound

slides

24 hour

and

Win

reel-to-reel tape dapli-

Cueing service

st.M\ ice.

Sharpies,

for

slide films.

Design and manufacture of spepurpose sound and projection equipment.

SHELDON RECORDING STUDIOS,
211 East (;rand .\ve., Chicago,
Phone: 828-9262 AC: 312

Date of Organization:
Jack

S.

Physical Equipment: Completely equipped
film cutting rooms, music and effects library.

TELESOUND STUDIO
6296 Melrose, Hollywood, CnUf. 90038
Phone: WE 1-8161 AC: 213

Services:

19.57

.sound

for

on

television

1230 W. Washington BKd.. Chicago,
60607
Phone: (312) 243-2600
of Incorporation:

HI.

1946

Complete motion picture sound recording studios, mLxing, 10 channels, music
and narration recording studios, transfers including 50 c>cle, dubbing, sound effects loopEditing pictures, sound,
effects, negative cutting and laboratracks.

contact.

Assisting educational and in-plant
film producers with complete production services and technical back-up.
Specialties:

SOUND
4444

^^'est

80 INCORPORATED

76th Street, Minneapolis, Minn.

of Incorporation: April 18,

Pichofer, President

1969

&

Music composition and arrangement,
tliree sound studios, mixdown studio with both
stereo and cjuadra-sonic capability, electronic
music stiidio and tape duplicating facilities.
Specialties: Music composition and arrangement, soiiiul s\stem design and installation.
Services:

Moog

sjTithesizer,

tape equipment, electric piano. Celeste, professional organ, electric harpsichord.

STUDIOS, INC.

230 N. Michigan A\c-., Chicago,
60126
Phone: 236-4814 AC: 312

sound for slidefilms, moradio— including signals,
magnetic tape editing and

Services: recording of
pictures,

scoring,

sound

TV,

mixing,
record pressing plant.

effects;

AUGUST, 1970

—wild, voice recording from narration booth,
screening, interlock screening, (one track),
interlock screening (two or more tracks). Complete transfer sers-ices. Rental of sound stage,
editing rooms and insert studio. Picture editeffects

optical printing

magnetic printing
contact printing
reduction printing
color

b&w

editing.

Music library of over
.5,000 selections, extensive library of motion
picture sound effects, rental of library of sound
Equipment:

titles

opticals

cartridge loading

shipping
storage

UNITED RECORDING LABS INC.
All of

the

Date of Incorporation: 1943
George Adams, President
Anita Adams. Vice President
Services: Complete sound recording facilities.
P'ilm mixing and editing for radio and TV

It.

Right

line. In

Under one

down

one

line.

roof.

Call Bernle Barnett
(212) 838-3900

commercials.

&

voice recordPhysical Equipment: Six music
ing studios, audio & film editing rooms, magnetic film & multi channel pick-up recorders,
multi channel auto sync tape recorders.

Illinois

Michael Eisenmenger, President
Gil Weinstein, Operations Manager
tion

supers

Services: Mixing, dubbing, voice or music recording to projection, voice or music recording

music and

to.

standard

681 Fifth Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10022
Phone: (212) 751-4663

Operations
Jung, Vice President

Tom

SOUND

Or down

WiUiam Gordy
David Cobb

ing,

services

which we're best known.
Now we're ready for any little
thing you come up with.

fames R. Lee, Vice President
"Harrison G. Piatt III

Physical

8mm

16mm and 35mm for

distribution

Scott Berdas, Vice President, Marketing

Physical Efjuipment: Piano,

Date of Org;mization: 1962
James H. Townsend, Jr., President

sync transfer
of material recorded with various frequencies
and various sync signals. Special looping system for mixing of television commercials.

Phone: (612) 920-7781

Herb

to the

effects loop available for mixes,

55435
Date

We've added

Jeffrey Pincus

Services:

tor>-

get
bigger

SERVICE INC.

.

Charles Kite, Music Library /Editing
Ernie Schubert, Editing

music,

TOWNSEND PRODUCTION

36 \\ 62nd Street, New York. N.Y. 10023
Phone: (212) 246-3997

Richter, Chief Engineer

optical

we

*

Jack H. Lieb, President
Warren H. Lieb, Vice President/Production

ing,

and

narration

stage

tion.

SONIC FILM RECORDING, INC.

Don

studio,

location
service;
transfer
16mni;
equipment; 16nim shooting on stage and lo( a

dubbing

two-inch \'ideotape.

Date

edit-

Clarence Thompson, Owner
Bertha Thompson, Secretary-Treasurer

I

Wiener, President

Sound recording

Services:

INC.

Hi. <)0(U

as film

President

ing.

Specialities:
cial

Jr.,

Richard Tomldns
Services: Motion picture post-production
Specialties: Music and sound effects, pix

UNIVERSAL RECORDING CORPORATION
46 E. Walton Place, Chicago,
Phone: MI 2-6465 AC: 312

III.

COLOR
CENTER

60611
410 East 62nd street,

New York,

N.Y. 10021

A. B. Clapper, President
Mason Cxippinger, Vice President Treasurer
John Brix, Vice President, Production
Services:

16mm

Location

lip

sync

or Nagra, re-recording

recording,

35mm

or

35,

16mm

63

.

Sound

THE DIRECTORS CENTER
.

with backup. Interlock screening music scoring to picture or click track, magnetic 6; RCA
optical recordng 35 32 and 35mm.
Physical Equipment: Fixe studios, three mixing rooms, three transfer rooms - 16 and

35mm mag

and

Editor's Note: Listings in this section include
firms of highly specialized and unique production service activities and those providing
a variety of unique service functions.

ALLIED AUDIO VISUAL SERVICES
3822 North Lincoln Avenue, Chicago,
Illinois 60613
Phone: (312) 472-1995

optional.

ROBERT VAN DYKE

INC.

56 \\ est 45fli Street. New York, N.Y. 10036
Phone: (212) S67-9510

Date of Incorporation: 1966
Robert \'an Dyke, President

—

Servies: Rental of projection equipment
Rear projection and remote controls a spe-

&

Transfers, recording, Steenbeck
editing table rental. Sound equipment

CASSETTE RECORDING CORP.
41-34 27th Street, L.I., N.Y. 11101
Phone: (212) 937-3344

rental.

Physical Equipment: Nagra

& Ampex

KEM

VARIETY RECORDING STUDIO

Mathew

Polakoff, General

Complete

Services:

N.Y.

Dean

O'Brien,

Vice President Director of

Op. Calif.
John Atkins, Exec. Prod., N.Y.
Jim Jacobs, Exec. Prod., Calif.
Services: Specializing in working with

and independent

agency

directors.

and

FILM EXPEDITING CORP.

Manager

creative,

services

cartridges,

New

A/V

for

production
audio cassettes

and
and

film strip cartridges.

Specialities: Scripts, casting

and production of

material for training, infonnation, sales promotion, education, and point-of-purchase.

Date of Incorporation; April 1961
Warren Allen Smith, President

CINE-MIX CORPORATION

Tape duplication, phonograph recrecording, auditioning. Steinvvay piano,
Hammond organ, Ampex and Scully tape recorders.
Services:

ords,

Date of Organization: April, 1965
Jack Mangan, President
Marth Rabiniwitz, Business Manager
Film mixing

Services:

Garfield Avenue, Monterey Park
91754
Phone: (213) 2S3-1S88
Date of Organization: Feb. 1981
Date of Incorporation: June, 1970
S.

New

St.,

film

mi.xings

10017

York, N.Y.

Phone: (212) 697-1377

Frank B. Lieberman, President
Fred Olmstead, Vice President

35mm, 16mni and 8nmi

Services:

film expedit-

ing and editing.

REPRODUCTIONS IN PRINT
New York, New York

Madison Avenue,
10017

3.31

Phone: (212)

TN

7-24.50

Date of Organization; 1954— parent
company. Custom Comics, Inc.
Film Reproductions

Equipment: Complete
and dubbing facilities.
Physical

INC.

12 E. 46th

FILM

55 West 50th Street, New York, N.Y. 10020
Phone: (212) 765-1616

Fred Vargas, Vice President

437

October,

Carl Lustig, President

duplication

VIRCO RECORDNG,

organization

1969
Sheldon Satin, President
John Corless, Vice President Exec. Prod.,

Vi" re-

cording equipment, Magna-Tech 16 & 35mm
recording ei(uipment, Sennheiser microphones,
Steenbeck &
editing tables.

130 West 42nd Street (Room S56),
York, N.Y. 10036
Phone: (212) 594-7.536

— new

ductions

cialty.

Services:

KEM

78 E. 56th Street, New Vcrk, N.Y. 10022
Phone: (212) .593-3100
Branch Office: 1515 N. Western Axenue,
Hollywood, Calif. 90027; Phone: (213)
466-8691
Date of Organization: (Formerly \'PI Pro-

in Print,

1969

Frederick H. Iger, President
Francis McD. Culver, Vice Pre.ndent

Calif.

Doug

Watts, President
Virginia Watts, Secretary/ Treasurer
Services: All types pressing, mastering,
proces.sing, tape duplication, cassette
duplicating,
slide film cartridge winding, narration
record-

ing facilities and complete tape mixing.
Specialties: Audio portions of all types

CINESERVICE INC.
Calif.

6mm

1

to

35mm

frames.

Film Reproductions

enlargement

of

slide films.

Physical

Equipment:

High speed Vi" tape
cassette duplicator, "A" tape cartwinding ecjuipiuent, cassette winding

CONSOLIDATED FILM INDUSTRIES

ridge

equipment, narration booth, Ampex 440 tape
machines, mixing con.soIe, complete disc cutting room with .scully Lathe & Westrex
head.

WARREN SOUND
35 N.E. 62

STUDIOS, INC.
Fla. 33138

Miami,
Phone: (305) 754-9539
Street,

Filmstrlp Dept.

959 Seward
90038
Cable:

of Incorporation;

Howard Warren,

1959

Services:

President

Complete production

Specialities:

Features,

TV

CONSOFILM

Dale Tate, Manager. Title & Optical Division
rephotogiaphing of transparencies,
(reflection

overlaid

material,

{see complete listing under Film Laboratories)

DIALOGUE TELEPROMPTING & TYPING
SERVICE

series,

commercials

353 West 57th Street, New York, N.Y.
10019
Phone: (212) 244-1940
M. Shaw, President
Alfred Lettieri,

Margot
lathis

sNinbol appearing over a
listing in these pages indicates that display
advertising containing additional u.seful reference

data appears in other pages of this Buyer's
Guide.
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copy),

facilities

Physical
Equipment:
Re-recording
stages,
shooting stages, editing rooms, location bucks,
complete production facilities for every phase
of motion pictures.

,

FILM

small dimensional objects, to create filmstrip
negative.

Frank Flynn, Account Sales Exec.
Rose Warren, Secretary/ Treasurer

Allison,

Manager of Operations
Manager of Secretarial

Services

Typing and preparation of

scripts.

SALVAGE COMPANY

3602 S. Crenshaw Bl\d., Los Angeles,
90016
Phone: 731-2349 AC: 213
Cable:

Calif.

FILMSCRAP

Film Processing Corporation,
Magna-Stripe Inc.

Subsidiaries:

Branches;

211
Tenn. 37683

College

Street,

Mt.

City,

Jan Friedman, President
Barry M. Stultz, Exec. Vice President
Lawrence M. Friedman, Vice President
Lonnie M. Allen, Vice President
Services: Purchase

claimed

magnetic

all

types .scrap film;

film

and

used

sell re-

reels

and

cases; certificate of destruction of film upon request. Manufacturers of new magnetic tape

exclusively for

AO, and many

Services:
Teleprompting for films & TV.
Speech Vues for industrial and conventions
and business meetings.
Specialities:

in

select

photoscripts.

Services:
art

to

Hollywood, California

Phone: (213) 462-0881

flat

Date

St.,

Electronic color-separa-

Print has the editorial
frames from I6mm or
35mm movies to best present the contents of
the films in print. Captions are adapted from
sound tracks. Our scanners enable us to enlarge and reproduce the individual frames in
full color at extremely low cost. The end result is the nearest mediiuu in print to the motion picture itself. F.R.I. P. also reproduces TV

know-how

specialists.

duplicator,

literature

Physical Equipment:
tion scanners.

Adrian Mosser, President
Robert Zamparelli, Secretary
Special Services:

Producers of take-home /promotion
reproduced from
16mm movie

Services:

1459 Seward Street, Los Angeles,
90028
Phone: (213) 463-3178
Date of Organization; 196S

Columbia

Pictures,

CBS, Todd

others.

MARILYN L FRIEDEL
162 E. Superior St., Chicago,
Phone: (312) 642-4436

Illinois

60611

BUSINESS SCREEN

Date

Organization; 1969

ot

Services: Audiovisual Consultant. Production

Radio Television Motion

Direction.

Recording Filmstrips

• Boa

viP*"**"

Picture

V

"^i*.

Slides,

Technical Editorial.
designing and layouts. .Marketing,
sales promotion and training.
Specialities: Creative

Writing,

INDUSTRIAL AUDIO/FILM SERVICES, INC.
8333 Nilcs Center Road, .Skokic. Illinois
60076
Phone: (312) 674-0150
Date of Organization: 1966
Bnice H. Gartzke, President
Jerome G. Green, Secretwy Treasurer
E. L. Burk, Office

Manager

A

complete indei>endent producers
.service including complete tape duplication.
Tape editing; mixing; mastering Cassette duServices:

plication,

etc.

Cartridge

&

pulsing

loading.

and on oft location recording. Film
cutting; winding & special mounting for all
A-V projection etpiipnient. Complete 35mm
Studio

slide services,

ridging,

etc.

16mm cutting; splicing & cartDrop shipments. Also Midwest

stocking and distributing point for Poly-Cons.

151

LANCE STUDIOS
West 46th Street. New York,

\

Date of Incorporation: February 1948

David Wasserman, Producer
Amador Chaidez, Producer
Doris Rontowsky, Art Director
and

sound

-»°

.^'

^t!t^

O^^

*ft

.^^'

filmstrips, slides

AHO^

''''"^ISSIh

technique, three di-

Slide-imation

films.

1S^-^

N.Y.

10036
Phone: (212) JU 6-4233

Services: Production of

eo?&<t«r.i^''
597svd

1?^'

mensional models and props for TV commercial, sales meeting, indusbial shows. Art and
Production studios.

MERLIN STUDIOS INC.

TOW NSEND

245 East 84th Street, New York, N.Y.
10028
Phone: (212) 988-3700

PRODUCTION

Date of Incorporation: February, 1968

SERVICE. INC

James Miller, President
Michael F. Barrow. Stage Manager

60

Services:

Specialties:

.\

60

x

1.5

soft eye.

Features, commercials

—

tai>e

and

The Complete Producers Service

film.

Physical Equipment:

Fully equipped lighting

36 WEST 62nd STREET

and hardware.

METROPOLITAN EDGE NUMBERING INC.
254 \V. ,54th Street, New York, N.Y. 10019

NEW YORK,

N, Y.

at

Broadway

10023

Phone: (212) 757-8770

Mark

W'ortreich, President

ALL COMPLETION STEPS

Kohane. Chief Engineer

•A.kiva

Services:

Edge numbering every 16 frames

3.5mm and 16nim film.
Physical Equipment: Nine

cording, FX dubbing, editing

for

MUSIC & EFFECTS
tains a

machines.

NORTHWEST HELICOPTERS
La Guardia
Building,

Marine

.\ir

Flushing,

N.Y.

11371

135 Passaic Avenue,
of Incorporation:

.5,

SPECIAL SERVICES

Airport,

AUGUST, 1970

re-

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

and

Complete library of continuous sound
Sync transfer of material re-

effects loops available for mixes.
corded with 50 cycle power source.

07006

1966

Services: Charter helicopter services.
.\erial

.

rental of sound stage, editing rooms
insert studio. Picture editing. Music and effects editing.

Michael S. .\lpert. Chairman of the Board
Barrv M. Puritz, President
Michael C. Smith, Chief Pilot

Specialities:

music, sound effects, studio

music

OTHER SERVICES

Tenninal

Fairfield, N.J.

July

.

INC.

.\irport.

Phone: (212) 757-6440
Branch Office: Caldwell-Wright

Date

.

Townsend Production Service, Inc. mainlibrary of over 5,000 selections, as well as an extensive library of motion picture sound effects.

edge nimibering

(9)

.

and mixing.

photography;

(212)

CI

6-3997

airborne

65

.

Roger

Special

.

B. Smith, Vice President

Morgan

.

SAGE STUDIOS

F. Smith, President

Services: Film stop

watches for 16 and 35ram.

CARL RAGSDALE ASSOCIATES,

cinematography. (Tyler camera mounts available); Transportation of dailies to and from
shooting locations; location spotting and sur-

LTD.

321 East 45fh Street, New York, N.Y. 10017
Phone: (212) 867-7651

veliance.

Date of Organization: 1962

Physical Equipment: Bell-Jet Ranger, Bell 47
J-2, Bell 47 G-2, Hughes 300.

Carl V.
Services:

OPTO/GRAPHICS,

1520 Skokie Blvd., Northbrook,
Phone: (312) 498-2920
Regional

Central

Offices:

25

Ctr.,

60611,

East

Ken

Regional

Chestnut,

Mktg.

Clricago.

111.

RAMPART STUDIO
2625 Temple

Los Angeles,
Phone: 385-3911 AC: 213
Date of Organization: 1954

280 Madison Avenue, N.Y., N.Y.
10017; Western Regional Mktg. Ctr.,
6430 Simset Blvd., HoUy^vood, Calif.
Ctr.,

90028, Irwin LaMell; New England, 1
Kearsage St., Tewksbury, Mass.

Date of Organization: 1964
Meyer L. Sugannan, Chcnrnum
David Marder, President

of the

Board

St.,

90026

Larry Sullivan, General Manager
lona Harrison, Officer Manager
Facilities: full HolKwood production services
(synch stage sequences, etc.) on sub-contract
to business-film

producers. Studio rental and

Director, Manufacturing

INC.
5451 Laurel Canyon Blvd., North Hollywood, Calif. 91607
Phone: (213) 985-1090

—

professional system

rapid access, non-silver photoreproduction
system, black and white, duotone and color
a

prints directly from

slides

Date of Incorporation: 1924
Thomas H. Cole, President
Dixon Dern, Treasurer

without internega-

810 color system, B&W, duotone and
color prints from any time transparency. No
tives.

Jay Price, Sales Manager

water, temperature control, corrosive chemistry required up to 8 x 10.

ices,

Specialties: Non-silver Electrophotography.

& 33mm

Physical Equipment:
al

System,

O G Chroma

O/G Chroma

Year of Incorporation

Los

fall
all

(sky driving)

related produc-

tion services. Professional jumpers. Stock foot-

age. Information

file

available.

PROGRAM
(Division of

:

1955

Charles R. Barnett, Vice President

SERVICES
lU.

editing supplies.

Specialities: All post-production services.

room with 16
mixing equipment with
capability of 10 track interlock and roll back;
complete facility for all magnetic and optical
transfers, 60 moviolas, 40 editing rooms.

& 35mm

Date of Incorporation: July 17, 1969
Services: Audiovisual contiiuious cartridge du-

35mm

sound
sound recording, sound mixing, screening 16mm & 35mm, music library,
sound effects library, equipment rental (editing and production), editing room rental, transediting,

Physical Equipment: Screening

Phone: (312) 337-.3430

phcation and loading 16 and

Services: Picture editing, music editing,

effects

fers,

Programming Technologies)

215 West Chicago Avenue, Chicago,
60610

&

General Mgr.
John Lewis, Chief Engineer
Arlon Ober, Manager, Music Editing
Walter Nolan, Manager, Sound Effects

Dave Burt, President
Bob Sinclair, Chief, Parachuting Operations

projection;

expedited service available.

Danny Rouzer, Oivner

35mm

Cassette/tape

Animation (for filmstrip)
and 35mm. Editing facilities.
tors.

duplica-

cameras

JULES RACINE & COMPANY, INC.
521 Fifth Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10017
Phone: (212) 687-3060
Date

66

of Incorporation:

1947

16 and 35-

St.,

75206

Dallas, Texas

Phone: (214) 363-0161
Bill Stokes,

President

Zimmers, Production Vice President

Equipment

Services:

complete producsound stage, sound
recording and filmstiip and slide production.
rentals,

ers services, air conditioned

SUPERIOR BULK FILM COMPANY
442 N. Wells Street, Chicago, 111. 60610
Phone: (312) 644-4448
Date of Organization: June, 1930
A. S. Flank, Owner
G. R. Burke, Manager
Paul Kaczar, Laboratory Manager

16mm, 8mm, Super 8
processing

and color

B&W,

soundstriping;
duplicating

B&W

films.

Specialities: Cine processing equipment
chemicals. Striping equipment.

Physical

Super
Super
16mni

and

8,

Equipment: Soundstriping machine.
reversal processing, equipment^
8mm and 16mm printers, reduction

to

8mm,

8,

16mm

enlarging

8mm

to

16mm.

TYLER CAMERA SYSTEMS
Hollywood Phone: (213) 466-1666
New York Phone: (212) 779-1550
Miami Phone: (305) 754-2611
Philadelphia Phone: (215) SA-4-2944
Detroit Phone: (313) 455-0550

Melbourne, Australia Phone: (90-2308)
Mexico City 514 5801
London: (Samuelson's)
01-452-8090
(B.E.A.S.)
01-223-2323
Services:

Furnish

Helicopter

16,

35,

Cameramounts;

and

rental of equipment;

cameraman

if

70mm

installation

plus experienced
required.

Tyler

and
aerial

DANNY ROUZER STUDIO
7022 Melrose Avenue, Hollywood,
nia 90038

Ecjuipnient:

film;

(Audi-

scan, LaBelle, Salesmate, etc.), cssette duplication, tape duplication, editing signal pulsing,
animation to 16 and
fibnstrip from
slide and original material, slide duplication,

Physical

Matching

STOKES ASSOCIATES

BILL

5527 Dyer

reversal

Angelo Ross, President
James A. GafFney, Secretary-Treasurer

Phone: (213) 464-7124

free

16 Eclair, complete sound.

21 W. 46th Street, New York, N.Y. 10036
Phone: JU 2-3744 AC: 212

Date of Organization: 1958; Incorporated:
1963

16/35mm

Arri,

ROSS-GAFFNEY, INC.

INC.

Blvd., Suite 207,

photography. Packaging of

Services: Negative

Services:

Profession-

Angeles, California 90029

Specialities:

motion picture and slide film servindustrial public image, commercials. 16

Services: All

810 color system.

PARACHUTING ASSOCIATES,
5300 Santa Monica

46th Street, New York. N.Y. 10036
Phone: (212q 582-9153

Bill

ROCKETT PRODUCTIONS,

K.

F.

Adm inistration
O/G Chroma

LOUIS SOMERSTEIN INC.

W.

16

Phillip C. Scoggin, Vice President

conhact crews.

President, Marketing
Richard C. Fischer, Director Finance and

Rex Rogers,

Physical Equipment: Fully equipped lighting

Louis Somerstein, President
Calif.

Werner Burger, Vice

Services:

high

and hardware.

Underwater photography
Physical Equipment: Complete line of equipment for support of underwater operations.

Mktg

Cecil; Easteni Regional

ft.

— tape and

Speciality:

60062

111.

commercials

film

Complete motion picture production,

including scripts

INC.

Date of Incorporation: May, 1970
James Miller, President
Michael F. Barrow, Stage Manager
Services: 85 x 60 x 35 70 ft. eye x 25
Specialities: Features,

Ragsdale, President

INC.

243 East 84th Street, New York, N.Y. 10028
Phone: (212) 988-0500

16

Califor-

Phone: (213) 936-2494
Services:

Complete

16mm

VPI SERVICES
St., New York, N.Y. 10021
Phone: (212) 838-3900
B'anch Offices: 444 N. Wabash, Chicago,
III. Phone:
(312) 644-5300. 1515 Nortliwestem Avenue, Hollywood, California
90027, Phone: (213) HO 6-8691.

410 E. 62nd

production services

TV, kinescopes, pilot films, screen tests,
and educational film. Soimd stage,
lights, camera equipment, sound equipment,
projection facilities. Complete editing facilifor

industrial

ties.

Mention BUSINESS SCREEN when contacting
companies listed in this Buyer's Guide.

Special Services: Editors, opticals, color conlaboratory, print distribution, ship-

sultants,

ping/post haste.

BUSINESS SCREEN

Physical Equipment:

.\1I

necessary equipment

for above.

CINEMA RESEARCH CORP.

JACK CHISHOLM FILM PRODUCTIONS

LTD.

4 New Street, Toronto, Ontario, Canada
Phone: (416) 925-2281

6860 Lexington Am., IIoIIx A\ood,
90038
Phone: (213) 461-3235

Calif.

Date of Organization: 1958

*

Jack Cliisholni, President
Trcastirer

Mar\ Ditursi, Srrritaiy.
John Davey, Director
Services: Motion pictures,
stock shot

lihrarv

Specialities:

heavy

CONSOLIDATED FILM INDUSTRIES
film

slides,

color

Seward

St.,

Hollywood,

Calif. 9()0.3S

Phone: (213) 462-0881

Kiiiiinecring,

construction

and

films.

in(lusti>-

9.59

.

Physical Equipment: Cameras, sound, editing

CONSOLFILM

Cable:

Date of Organization: 1920
Dale Tate, Manager Title & Optical Dept.

facihties.

Services:

New

York, N.Y. 10036

Representatives: Chicago, Phone: (312)
6-869.3

RA

Washington, Phone: (202) 628-7668
Los .\ngeles, Phone: (203) 545-6337
Richard S. Milhauer, Executive Producer

and

sales

PARACHUTING ASSOCIATES,

16

35mm

stock footage-parachuting,

sky diving, aircraft and other aerial footage including background plates. Shoot to order.
Catalogue available. Also (see complete listing

under Special Film Services).

Phone: CI 6126 AC: 212
Services: Produces special material

FILM EFFECTS

on assign-

basis.

to

35mm

department,

.\rf

livings

optical

under Film

ADDS
In

SOUND

oddjtion

tive

OF HOLLYWOOD

ond

provide

listing

under EffectsfOpticah)

HOT PRESS COMPANY, INC.
40th Street, New York, N.Y. 10036

^^'cst

Phone: (212) CI

.5-63,50

1960
Bob Foster, Production Manager
Services: Titles: slides, filmstrip, motion
ture, TV. Presentations: charts, graphics,
of

ONE STOP
PICTOCRAFT

supplying

to

print service

sound
all

FACILITIES

our specialized nego

we can now

services,

thereby

producer requirements

under one roof for closer time and

(see complete

Date

SLIDE PRODUCERS
now make it

title

90038

2

FILMSTRIP and

printers

1140 North Citrus, Hollywood, California

cost control.

r=ll8S98f8l=f^3i
14S LIIIAIIY LANE (914) 698-3437

Incorporation:

MAMAHONECK, NEW YOUK

10343

picflip

cards, exhibits, displays, short run printing.
Specialities: Silk

STOCK SHOTS TO ORDER, INC.
663 Fifth Ave., New York, N.Y. 10022

ment

16mm

Laboratories)

INC.

5300 Santa Monica Bl\d.. Suite 207. Los
Angeles. Califoniia 90029
Phone: (213)464-7124
Services:

Equipment:

(See complete

industrial

film production. Also distribution to television.

animation

gate mctliod.

liquid

cameras, animation stands,
(including wet gate).

Date of Organization: 1958

hiforniational

by

Physical

Phone: (212) 757-4970

Services:

effects,

photography, blow-ups from

NEWSFILM, USA
21 West 46th Street,

optical

titles,

Screen Printing.

TITLE SERVICE OF NEW YORK
145 West 45th St., New York, N.Y. 10036
Phone: CO 5-2080 AC: 212

KNIGHT

Year of Organization: 1938

*

UNITED AIR LINES FILM LIBRARY
626 Wilshire Blvd., Suite 804, Los Angeles,
California 90017
Phones: 482-3620 .\C: 213 (Los Angeles);
922-5225 (New York City); 726-5500
(Chicago); 737-6830 (Washington, D.C.)
Services:
inflight,

stock footage;
airport scenes;

jet,

piston, historical,

catalogs available.

\\ est

6350 Santa Monica Blvd., Hollywood,
fornia 90038
Date

MOTION PICTURE & TV
TITLING SERVICE

160

PACIFIC TITLE & ART STUDIO

46th Street,

New

York, N.Y.

of Organization:

VIDEART
INCORPORATED

Cali-

Phone: (213) 464-0121

lilLI
CE-EL

Robert B. Knight, Owner
George A. Mayer, President
John O'Connor, Vice President
Services: Professional typographers and hotpress craft.smen for motion pictures, filmstrips,
presentations, art overlays, comprehensives and
production proofs. More than 1000 alphabets.
C & P, Kensol, Kraus and Vandercook presses.

1925

Gordon R. Hubbard, President/General
Manager
Ben Krasnow, Art Director
Charles McKimson, Animation Director

62 W. 451^ ST.

MU

2-2363

10036
Phone: (212) Circle 6-6585

Date of Incorporation: October 1956
George Zamurut, Owner/ Art Director/
Reproduction Letterer

Services: Titles, opticals, effects, inserts, ani-

mation, special effects in 16 '3.5mm.

QO MOTION
AND

PICTURE
TELEVISION TITLES

cials,

247 \\. 46th St.. New York City, N.Y. 10036
Phone: CI 7-2126 .\C: 212

ers

Date of Organization: 1915

Motion Picture Trailers, TV commerhand drawn exploration titles for trailand credit titles.

Services:

Foreign trailers, hot press, tissue
la>outs, complete work — ready for camera,
reproduction lettering.
Specialities:

AUGUST, 1970

Ir\'ing Sheib,

President

C.Wde Strohsahl, Art Director
Julius Eisenberg, Production

Manager

67

.

Commercial production: video tape,
remote equipment

Services:

Titles

and

film

.

.

rental of

Commercial production

Specialities;

Marc

Sheib, Vice President
Services: All types of Visuals for films, especially main and credit titles, printed or hand
B.

for anima-

and photographed, artwork,

lettered

tion, television, shdes, supers, flips. Filmstrips

—complete or any part thereof. Hot press
equipment with 3000 fonts of type on premises for printing in white or color on clear cells,
cards or coloraid. Rapid delivery of titles on
cards or film and also slides for industrial or
TV use including all artwork and lettering.

Physical Equipment: Complete video tape and

90028

HO

Phone:

Translations

any language or

1022 Argyle St., Cliicago, 111. 60640
Phone: RA 8-4821 AC: 312

8mm-16mm

film

and

2.x2

Also Super-Smm.

slides.

adaptations

in

motion

of existing English scripts or stories to fit particular foreign markets. Recording, editing,
mixing and dubbing. Narrators, voices, directors

and

and

print

Hollywood,
Phone: (213) 469-1663

90038

Calif.

Street,

editors
of

catalogues,
legal

brochures,

advertising

material,

market conand distribu-

of galleys. Foreign

public rela-

tions or business fihns.

Kay Lou Brown, Director
Development
Services:

T^LE^T

PRODUCTION

ikmmi

Subsidiary

(A

SERVICES, INC.
Transcomnuinications

of

Corp.)

210 East 49th St., New York, N.Y. 10017
Phone: (212) 688-8166

Phone: (212) 757-6440

Regional Sales Office: Studio
90th St., N.Y., N.Y. 10028

Charles Barclay,

Cftsfifig

Date

—

Creative and performing talent
from script conception to finished production.
Services:

actors

Industrial communications.

Writ-

and producers experienced

sound and sight

of

of Organization:

the

in

Services:
for

Leasing total facilities and equipcolor broadcasting and \ideotape

recording.
FIFI

OSCARD AGENCY

Specialties:

LTD.

19 West 44th Street, New York,
10036
Phone: (212) YU 6-8470

New

Y'ork

ing,

\'ideotape mixing, dulibing, editand duplication.

finishing

—

Equipment: Complete studio with
permanent control room and lighdng grid, and
PC-70 Norelco cameras and Ampex AVR-ls.
Post Production Center: Screen-room facilities,
complete facilities for videotape editing, mixing, finishing services, and basic film editing
capabilities for 35mm and 16mm film, and
audio mix facilities.
Mobi'e Van: 6-camera capabilit\
3 Anipcx
tape -ecorders, "Slo-Mo" disc, and complete
editir i and audio facilities.

and designers.

JEFFERSON PRODUCTIONS

Date

of Organization; April,

1969

Oscard, President
Martin Gage, Managing Director
Sybil Trent, Estelle Tepper, Associates
Robert Hannan, Business Manager
Services:

Casting consultants and

artists

and

and

tele-

authors' representative for stage, films

representing performers, announcers,
directors,
narrators,
choreogiaphers, writers
vision

Bert Sapenstein,

Uhis s\nibol appearing over a
these pages indicates that display ad-

containing additional useful reference
data appears in other pages of this Buyer's
Guide.
\'ertising

68

and remote
production requirements.

facil-

Norelco color cameras,
tape recorders, thiee remote
^'ans, 50' X 120' studio fully equipped 1 6mm

Ampex 2000

color Kinescoping units.

LYNCH TRANSCRIPTION SERVICE
86 Terry Road, Smithtown, L.I., N.Y. 11787
Phone: (516) 265-0404
Branch Office: St. Louis, Philadelphia,
Cleveland

Date

Organization;

of

1958

Robert A. Darners, President
Henry Runko, Production
CaroljTi Koehler, Sales
Services: Kinescope recording on

sound

16mm

B&W

from T\' programs or personal ap-

film

pearances.
Specialities:

Equipment:

Physical

16mm

Competitive monitoring broadcast.

Kinescope

machines,

editing equipment, etc.

,

1 Julian Price Place. Charlotte, N.C. 28208
Phone: (704) 333-8832
Eastern Regional Office: The Penthouse,
501 Fifth Ave., New York, N.Y. 10022

listing in

for client

Physical

Fifi

distribution,

rental.

Specialties: Rental of studio
ities

October, 1969

John O'Leary, acct. Exec.
[ack Fleischmann, Acct. Exec.
Allan Yonetti, Chief Engineer

ment

business productions.

— 423 E.

McEneny, President

Philip

& Production

program

Kinescoping,

Physical Equipment:

NATIONAL RECORDING TALENT, INC.
730 Fifth Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10019
Harold W. Lustig, President
Leonard Lavvson, Casiing tk Production

Program

of

complete remote facihties for

EASTERN VIDEO

ers,

Date of Organization; 1961
Harry Letaw, Jr., President
James A. Kaufiin, Secretary Controller
Kenneth Lawrence, Vice President/
Educational Div.

screen.

Specialities:

LOGOS TELEPRODUCTION CENTER
3620 South 27th Street, Arlington, Va.
22206
Phone: (703) 671-1300

E. Paul Abert, Operations Mgr.

ground art, retouching, slides for TV, illustration, hand lettering, photo lettering, hot press
silk

commer-

studio facilities and remote facihties.

Proofreading

contracts.

Services: Title design, color correction, back-

titles,

programming,

Videotape

Services:
cials,

for

sultation service, language films
tion of industiial, documentary,

Keith D. Allan, President
Melba W. Allan, Secretary
Robert E. Keeler, Jr., Vice President

Anthony Masucci, Director of Operations
Donald Buck, Sales Executive

titles

documents and

and correction

Date of Incorporation: November, 1968

J. Cole, Exec. Vice President
H. Rodomista, Genera] Manager
Stephen W. Walsh, Chief Engineer

Stanle\

any language. Negative
and sub-titles in foreign
languages and in Enghsh. Commercial translation service for any technical manuals, parts,

HOUSE, INC.

TITLE

723 Seward

and, or

scripts or stories for

LEWRON TELEVISION, INC.
441 West 53rd St., New York, N.Y. 10019
Phone: (212) 765-1500
Date of Incorporation: 1965
Ronald L. Spangler. President

pictures, slide films or commercials, edited to
fit narration or hp
synchronization. Re-writing

Adele Soice, Owner
Services: titles for

7-5128/9 AC: 213

Albert J. Amateau, President, Managing
Director
Ale.x B. Taranto, Vice President
Bekita Amateau, Secretary/Treasurer
Services:

TITLE-CRAFT

equipment.

film

FOREIGN LANGUAGE SERVICE COMPANY
7046 Hollywood BK d., Los Angeles, Cal.

Date

July

I,

4455 W. 77th Street, Minneapolis, Minn.
55435
Phone: (612) 927-4084
Date

1962

James G. Babb, Jr., Vice President
J. Reginald Dunlap, Sales Manager
Ken Furr, Account Executive
Dunvood Earlv. Account Executive

of Organization:

Dec, 1969

Robert Mitchell, General Manager
Jim Heuton, Sr. Producer/ Director

Lou

Exec. Rep.

of Organization:

NORTHWEST TELEPRODUCTIONS

Bafig,

Services:

Company
tion

from

An

Sales

Manager

EM COM

Communications group

specializing in video tape producsophisticated commercial production

to liighly technical

computer industry haining

tapes.

BUSINESS SCREEN

REEVES/ACTRON

Services:

565 Fifth Avenue, NeAV York,
Phone: (212) 687-0586
Date

of

Incorporation:

10017

N'.Y.

1967

Vice President
Hohcrt Sava. Mfir.. Video Operationx
Holicrt Wi'isgerlu'r, M^r.. Kine Openitians

(;re\-

\ov

(

Hodges,

Sr.,

Sr.,

studios;

(.'oinitiuiiiealioii

(

iiitcrforniat

)

;

off-tlic-air

recording; ilnplication and distribution; (kinescopes); Snini cartridges; electronic editing in
several

formats; quadraplcx, 35
film-to-tapc transfers,

8mm

and

mm. Kimm
interlock

or

composite.

\TR. Pan and Scan

245 \\ est
10019

55tli Street,

New

York,

New

York

Date of Incorporation: November 1960
Ralph Dawson, Manager

Street, Alexandria, \ a.

of Organization:

commercials, closed circuit TV.
vidr otape.

110

(40x60), 120' control room,
16nim film chains, 6 color and 4 black & white
cameras. 8 VTR machines complete wiib full
acres,

22314

Phone: (703) 683-3203
Regional Office: 241 ^^ est "G " Street, San
Diego, Calif. (714) 233-6513

Date

TV

management productions,
.3

editin"

studios

chromakey.

facilities,

1968

(Charles V. Rilcv', President

Harold L. Sniullian, Viee President
William Iv l)a\ is. Market Manager

Color mobile

— 16mni

unit.s,

(title] HOUSE

color tape to

and Super

S;

1" and 2"

dubbing.

TITLE DESIGN

COLOR CORRECTION
BACKGROUND ART
RETOUCHING

Physical Equipment: three color studios.

TELETRONICS, INTERNATIONAL

industrial and educational
production facilities, 4 Norelco
black & white Plumbicon cameras with zoom
lenses, 16mm Telecine, broadcast vertical intei"val switcher, complete \ideo and audio encompletely
monitoring facilities,
gineering
mobile. E<jnipment operates on domestic current, uses 15 amps. Can be set up inside of-

Videotape

and double system,

single

film

to

for

facility'.

TAPE HOUSE 47
1020 Broad
07102

Street,

Newark,

New

Jersey

Phone; (201) 64,'?-9100
Office:

723 SEWARD ST

295 Madison Avenue,

469-1663

color videotap(> and elec-

and persomiel lor
producers of T.V. programs and commercials,
mdustrial and educational programs. Miniaturizing, Highly portable equipment. Complete
tronic photograpliN facilities

Computerized electronic
transfering,

WON

duplicating

editing,

film-to-tape

services.

/"

CONTINENTAL PRODUCTIONS CO.

2501 \^'est Bradley Place, Chicago,
60618
Phone: (312)528-2311

Illinois

CAMERA STOCKS

New

Date of Incorporation: Ma>' 1965
W'illiam Schnaudt, President

Herbert T. Green, Vice President-General

Date of Organization: 1961

7387, 7253, 7385. 7234, ale.

MAGNETIC SOUND STOCK
35 and

production,

editing,

film

16mm New and Reclaimed

FILM & EDITORIAL LEADER
Black Opaque 35mm
Black Opaque 16mm
Clear Leader 16mm
Also: Painted, Personalized
Printed & Lightstfuck

Closed circuit, sales presentations,
commercials.
programs, videotape
training
Completely equipped color television studios,
high-band videotape recorders. Mobile units
and plumbicon cameras, complete 16mmfilm

10

035

LABORATORY STOCKS

Bradley R. Eidmann, Executive Vice
President & General Manager
Harry B. Miller, Viee President/ Asst. to
General Manager
Dale juhlin, Executive Producer/Director
Dick Neville, F(7t7! Director, Producer
James Becker, Director
Do\'le Kaniff, Acct. Exec.

35mm

0525
025
06

16mm EKTA Color 7242. 7241, 7255
16mm B & W-7220, 7222, 7231
16mm Color Negative 7254
35mm Color Negalive 5251
35mm B&W 5220, 5222, 5231

Services:

York. N.Y'. 10017

18.50
16,50

4.50

$«liidi«» film 4vx4'liaii;$«'
11555 VENTURA BLVD.
STUDIO CITY, CALIF. 91604
(213) 985-3303

V

]ibr;u\

^

services.

Manager
Everett T. Felder,

Advanced

PHOTO LETTERING
HOT PRESS TITLES
SCREEN

SILK

all

commonly-used fonnats of videotape. Electronic editing and all interformat duplication of
all commonly-used helical scan recorders. Consultant services of users and potential users
of tele\ ision for industrial and educational production. Auditorium high-qua]it\- 2000 watt
stereo playback

Services:

ILLUSTRATION
HAND LETTERING

HOLLYWOOD, CALIFORNIA 90038

Alfred Merkim. VP. Sales
Cicorge K. Gould, President

Complete

or industrial location.

SLIDES FOR TV

220 K. 51st St., New York, N.Y. 10022
Phone: (212) PL 8-17.50

tcKnision

Branch

708 N. West

film transfers

Kichard S. Marcus, President
|olin Anthony, Viee President
Philip J. Mancino, Chief Engineer Post
Production Services

transfers,

Phone: (313) 444-1111

Services:

film facilities.

TELE-COLOR PRODUCTIONS

Specialities:

Phone: (212) 757-3681

Services:

3()()()

TV INC.

20777 W est Ten Mile Road, Southfield,
Michigan 48075

Services: Color videotajie production services,
commercials and programs

ROMBEX PRODUCTIONS CORP.
A Subsidiary of DuArt Film Labs

fice

recording eqin'pmciit.
Studio facilities, luind held c;uncr;is willi

Aiidly.st

and studio production;

location

tapc-to-tapc translcrs

transfers.

Sales

Services: Ail non-broadcast vidotape services;
41 lielical-soan VTR's and 5 cameras. 2 shootinjl

WXYZ

\ideotaix^ tcchniial services, lolor

12 videotape machines,
7 color cameras, electronic computerized editing, color film playback facilities, tape-tofilm transfer systems, control rooms and sound

'liiappalono. Chief Eiifiine(r

Brad Slowart.

.\\\

tape-to-film

TH

47 Manager

B&W

Total facilities for
& color
\idcotape production. Ultra modem 10,000
Sq. Ft. studio. "Telespana" for custom SpanServices:

Commercials. Tw'ent^' minutes from
York City.

ish

New

Cost Cutting Comments
Many producers have asked us how

We

TECHNICOLOR VIDTRONICS

all

they can cut costs.

our suggestions into one helpful booklet,

"Colburn Comments On Industrial Film Cost Reduction."

855 North Cahucnga Blvd., Hollywood,

This useful information will help you anticipate and avoid

the

Calif. 900;}8

Phone: (213) 466-9741
Cable: Telex 674764

Branch Office: 342 Madison Avenue,

have put

many mistakes

Send

tor your free

that lead to costly problems.

copy now.

New

York, N.Y.

COLBURN LABORATORY,

Date of Organization; April 1966

GEO. W.

Joseph E. Bluth, Vice President & General

164 N.Wacker Drive • Chicago,

Manager

III.

INC.

60606

Telephone (area code 312) 332-6286

Richard Blanco, Vice President-Sales
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be related to specialized dis-

Tape Recorder, Projector

will

Self-Paced Learning Tool
The Coxco Series X, a programming cassette recorder, adds

ciplines such as laser technology

synchronized sound to the Kodaic

range of industrial management
and engineering programs cur-

Super 8 stop motion projector.
Film advance, whether frame-byframe or continuous motion, is

means

controlled by

of inaudible

pulse cues.

When

used

with

a

multiple

choice Responder, questions

m

answered

be

two

while

others

level

courses

be

will

the

for

advanced
broader

For more information and course catalog, write
International
Video
Institute,
Dept. BSC, 675 Alrnanor Ave.,
Sunnyvale. Calif. 94086.
rently available.

Miniature Sound System for
Bolex, Bach Auricon

A miniaturized magnetic single
system conversion unit makes the
Paillard Bolex H16 or Bach Auricon
cameras compact, lightweight and versatile sound film
cameras. The sound module replays

cords,

back

and

erases

taching the reels, pulling the film
through the loading slot, and
raising the control lever. In

one

simple procedure, the film gate

When

in the teaching

mode, the

tape will not advance until the

proper answer

is

punched.

When

testing mode, the tape
advance when any answer is

the

in
will

Further information
can be obtained from Howe Fold-

provided.

ing Furniture,

Lexington Ave.,
York 10017.

Dept.

New

BSC, 360
York.

New

mm when processed as recommended. For more informa-

lines/

write

The Angenieux
A Bolex camera with sound module

DA

attached to the back.

&

sound on magnetic striped film
in the camera. A film guidance
system provides for clean signal

other loops are

Sound is 28 frames advanced
from picture gate to magn. head.

The

set.

projector also features in-

Howell, Bolex, and other non-

reflex

film.

The automatic iris zoom lens, 12120mm, f 2.2 with 7V2" viewfinder is
available for

a 3

A
ment

mode automatic

for industry,

is

The

deotape.

available

eighteen

on

vi-

were sponsored and produced by
an association of 20 of the nation's leading industrial firms as

a

means

of increasing the scope

continuing education
of their
programs. Each course consists
of 24 one-hour sessions taught

by a

specialist in the particular

field.

New

courses will be added to

the library each academic quar-

Depending on the needs of
industry, some of the courses

ter.

70

is
sleek and compact,
measuring 17% inches long, 11%
inches wide and 14 inches high.

Insta-Load

ing,

self-locking

tion control,

an

larger sprockets

knob

and

for better

film

1

.4

handling and easy lamp replacement. For complete information
write

Graflex

Division,

Dept. BSC, 3750
nue,
Rochester,
14603.

Singer,

Monroe Ave-

New

York

zoom.

through the entire lens,
completely
self-contained
system is capable of accommo-

only slightly larg-

is

of cigarettes.

insuring

lip-sync

standard

magnetic

on

projec-

Module operates with
drives.

For further

all

in-

write
Vanderleelie
formation
Film Systems. Dept. BSC, P. O.
Box 8092, Universal City, California 91604.

film emulsions within

ASA

Exposure

focus

ployed for

play-back
film

all

a range of

10 through 400.
system is em-

critical focusing.

For further information write
Angenieux Corporation of America,
Dept. BSC. 440 Merrick
Road, Oceanside, New York
11572.

Buhl Offers Revision of
Rear Projection System
Buhl Optical has introduced a
version of its Extreme

for elevalens

f/

iris

light that actually

passes

camera

courses

cameras.

the

tors.

courses, created especially

non-reflex

Measuring the

lens barrel for focusing, a rotat-

career develop-

cameras the capability of

the last foot of

first to

path rewinding. With a flip of
two levers Insta-Load will rewind in-path up to 2,000 feet of
film in less than three minutes.
Reverse operation control also is
incorporated as is a reel-to-reel
rewind capability.
Other features are a threaded

Industry Education Courses
Available on Videotape

AVB

10x12

^ Ji

from the

The sound unit
er than a pack

of

Inc.,

Street,

gives users of Auricon, Bell

dating

library

Agfa-Gevaert,

BSC, 275 North

Automatic Iris for
Non-Reflex Cameras

been closed, the film has
been threaded on the sound head
and the synchronization and
has

as desired.

Both additive and subtractive
methods may be used.
Resolving power for a test object contrast of 1000:1 is 270
printing

Teterhoro, N.J. 07608.

without danger of film damage.
Threading is accomplished by at-

viewed

day.

Dept.

modes.

information
can
describe
material in as much detail

It can
processed in the same machines and chemistry in use to-

be

tion

may
Insta-Load 16 Features
Five Second Film Loading
The Gratlex Insta-Load 16
features five second Him loading

Taped

color duplicate negatives.

Agfa-Gevaert Announces
Gevacolor Print Film
Gevacolor
9.85,

color

is

print

designed

release

prints

film,

revised

type

making
from color

for

with or without a
mask, or from color intermedinegatives,

ates,

color

internegatives,

or

Close Up-Rear projection system.
The basic ECU-Rp system is
used in conjunction with the
prime lens on a 16mm projector
usually with a 2" focal length,

—

and reduces
of V2"

lent

this

—

for

to the equiva-

extreme wide

BUSINESS SCREEN

projection.

angle

sealed

small

etintains

Ii

internal

a

mirror

which reverses the iniaL;e.
The revised system features a
base mountin" method by which

contact
Honeywell I'lxolo^raphic Products, Dept. BSC,
Bo.x 10 10. l.illlelon. Colorado
tion

.St)

I

microphone. The blimp

is

light-

sturdy and easy to use
and sound damping is equal to

weight,

20.

16mm

that of

sclt'-blimped

cam-

eras.

Audiovisuals Play Role
Industrial Education

The blimp is also useful for
non-sound work where a silent
camera is essential and is an ex-

in

A

multi-media approach to ineducation on a one-toone basis, the Total Training
dustrial

Concept combines

Audiovisual aids play an important
part in the Total Training Concept.

programmed

instruction, audio-visual aids, ap-

tional

%

projection distance.

of the

ECL'-Rp and projector are
mounted onto a common base

the

assuring

easy

information

alignment.

from

Company.

Depi.

Buhl

Optical

BSC

1009 Beech
Pa. 15233.

biiri-h.

More

available

is

Ave..

Pitis-

write

multaneously.

Blimp

progress

re-

permanent reference.
Each imit is designed to accomodate up to 5 students si-

for Bolex Rex-5

Courses are available in MethProvides Sound Damping
ods Engineering. Methods imThe Century Sound Blimp for
provement for Foremen, Basic
Bolex Rex-5 Cameras makes it
possible to make perfect lip-sync
Foremanship, Time-Study, Methods-Time
Measurement,
and .A.:sound flims even when working
Master Standard Data. For addi-^at relatively close distances to a

i

The Century Sound Blimp
able in five basic models
and non-zoom.

Two Safety Features

For
Elmo Overhead Projector
The Honeywell Elmo HP-250,
a 10x10 direct-illumination overhead projector is equipped with a
650 watt halogen lamp. It has a
built-in thermostat that keeps the
cooling fan working for tive minutes

after

power

Serge

toring and

practice,

view, personal instruction/ moni-

The ECU-Rp gives an image width of

information,

A. Birn Company. Inc., Dept.,
BSC, 1656 SE \Oth Terrace.
Fort Lauderdale, Florida 33316.

plication

is

turned

olT.

is

avail-

for

zoom

environmental housing for
extreme atmospheric conditions.
Further information is available
from Century Precision Optics,
cellent

please send me details
on the ONLY synchro-

me
to use my recorder, ANY
^^
RECORDER'
nizers which permit
^^N ^^\. ^^N 1^^ ^^" ^^N jt

1^^

_

_

Priced from $70 to $90

fiSC^
10659 Burbank
Sorih Hollywood, California 91601.

Dept.

Blvd..

Synchronized Film Editor
Available From Calvin
The C D synchronized
editor

attaches

film

to

directly

the

base plate of a Moviscop viewer.
It
provides sync alignment of
magnetic sound and picture rolls.
Stair-step stanchions permit easy
access to both maiinctic sound

regardless of type, speed or
country of origin.
Projection

angle adjusts up to 15
degrees with reflecting mirror and
5 degrees more with an elevation leg.

The

electric circuit

is

SAUNDERS ASSOCIATES
297

DANBURY ROAD. WILTON. CONNECTICUT

06897

a lamp.

A

color tone regulator reduces
reddish and bluish tints and

images are magnified from 3.5
to 10 times. For further informa-

tracks.

It

accepts

one

two

or

standard magnetic heads.

Complete

editing machine capcan be achieved by adding a mixer, motorized synchron-

automatic-

by a safety switch when
the stage is removed to change
ally cut

AUGUST, 1970

Uncluttered
compactness
affords
ready access to all materials.

Name

abilities

Address
City

State

Zip

and reFor further information,

amplifier-speaker

izer,

winds.
write

Calvin

Dept.

BSC.

St..

Cineqidp,

1909

Philadelphia, Pa.

Inc.,

Buttonwood
19130.
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videotapes.

new products

A

tape that has been

programmed with a tone on

.

.

the

second audio track will recycle
and play back repeatedly. By

cotttinued

ing

The

fixtures.

the

lamp.

100

nicking a switch, the recycler per-

distance us-

mits one playback only then re-

produces
10'

foot candles at

Hervi-Quartz location lighting
kits are compact and lightweight.
Kit #6 weighs 21 pounds when
fully equipped with three JR/
650 fixtures and Kit #7 weighs
16 pounds when equipped with

two JR 650

JR/650

The

Attache Case Carries
Location Lighting Kits

FAD

650-watt
Information

available

is

com-

winds, stops and awaits a
mand to restart the tape.

quartz

Remote

from Cinema Beaiilieii. Division
14225
of Hervic Corporation,
Veniiira Blvd.. Sherman Oaks,
Calljar niu 91403.

control

record, stop,

ward functions

The

Honeywell

Elmo-16SS

weighs

playback,

is

fast for-

possible

with

lVC-4009

remote control
unit. For complete information
write International Video Corporation, Dept. BSC, 675 Almanor Ave., Sunnvvale. California 94086.
the

unit

of

rewmd and

only 31 pounds.

Honeywell Elmo Introduces
Self-Threading Projector
The Elmo 16-SS is a selfthreading projector with

A

reverse capabilities.

ton

ism and turns on the
carry film to takeup.

and

f/1.3

mechanmotor to

An

oil

cir-

tion

50mm

through

wide-aperture

For more informawrite
Honeywell Photolens.

graphic

Box

lamp

halogen

voltage

standard

single but-

self-threading

sets

still

rays but reilects light rays of low-

Products,

1010,

system

culation

pumps

right

(see

level

name

of

and large and hard to darken
rooms, consists of a 4-speed solidstate record player and fully au-

in-

plate)

mittent mechanism. Major working elements are built-in separate

Accessories are available and can
be placed In the foam-lined case.

serviceable modules.

has integral four-way barndoors

and

Transistorized

12' cable with in-line on-off

switch.

15 watt ampli-

fier

drives built-in 5-inch speak-

er.

Dichroic mirror passes heat

filmstrip-slide system,

Colorado

80 20.

750 watt

tomatic

continuously to inter-

oil

sound

especially suited for auditoriums

1

dicator

A

BSC,

Dept.

Littleton.

Sound/Filmstrip Slide
System From Standard

Two Accessories Added

filmstrip; slide

to

Bauer P6 Projector

Two

accessories for the Bauer

16mm

P6 automatic
jector

afford

greater

showing.

A

sound proquality

in

push-button
change-over device provides for
uninterrupted programs with two
film

projectors.

TOMORROW'S MUSIC for
TODAY'S PRODUCTION

A

rear

projection

tends the P6's

device ex-

utility to

auditor-

iums where space is limited, or
where rear-screen projection is

sound filmstrip-sllde

This

comes

in

system

carrying case.

a bi-level

projector.
It
can be operated
manually, electrically, by remote

or

control,

automatically

fully

30 50 cycle film advance
mechanism.
Sound is adjustable from indiwith

Complete
SETS
1

Libraries in

1-2-3

15 Openings

available

&

SETS

now (1070

Closings,

35 other mood categories

—

1

L.

P.'s

selections)

vidual listing to auditorium level.

14 Industrials and

including the latest

(also available

in

More
Rock

Per SET or per DISC

•

Low Record

uninterrupted

Low synchronization fees

utilized

is

exclusively

New

by 20th Century Fox

Stereo Series.

Demos

unit extends the
running time of the

levels.

by high ambient light
For additional informa-

Impex Corp.,
Dept. BSC, 168 Glen Cove Road,
Carle Place, Long Island, New
York 11514.
tion, contact Allied

In-door Theaters Offered
Projection Light System

The X-25, intermediate Xenon
35mm and 70mm motion picture projection lamp sysbulb type

tem

is

ter

screens

designed for in-door theain the intermediate
range. The bulb is horizontally

mounted

CINEMUSIC

INC.

THE "LIVE LIBRARY"
300 W. 55fh

St.,

New

York, N.Y.

10019

for

maximum

light in-

which permits a simplisystem and requires no auxi-

tensity,

Recycling, Remote Control
For Videotape Recorders

liary or critical split reflector.

The IVC-4008
IVC-800
series

Xenon

recycler

for

helical-scan

videotape recorders enables unattended replaying of recorded

72

available

P6 indefinitely.

World Wide News & Documentary Productions

Information and

is

The change-over

prices

dictated

CINEMUSIC LIBRARY

information

from Standard Projector & Equipment Co.. Dept. BSC, 1911 Pickwick Drive, Glenview, Illinois
60025.

on tape)

•
•

20

of

fied

Operating with a 100 ampere
bulb, the

X-25

will

de-

on the screen equivaan 11mm carbon source

liver light

lent to

BUSINESS SCREEN

.

when used with a
Xerox copier.
The projector delivers a wall-

department

image and is designed to
yield
\()h% of the fine detail
tound in Zelar transparencies
made on Xerox copiers. For
size

write

information,

additional

From

Editors Available

free. Viewing screen size for the
Super 8 Viewer/Edihr j; 3,R" v

Hervic Corporation
rhe Minette KSnini and Super
S

X'iewer/ Editors

built,

with

The Super

all

8

precision

are

metal construction.

model

is

supplied

w'th built-in rewinds which can

handle up to 400

16mm model

is

ft.

reels.

The

available with or

without rewinds.
The X-25 permits focusing, defocusing or varying

light

Both models feature bright and

Intensities.

sharp image reproduction which
is

opcratint:

up

to

smooth

and

virtually

Minette IGmm Viewer/Editor
rewind set attached.

llicker

with

Continued on next page

110 amperes. For

more inlormalion. eontact

Siroiii;

Elevlrk Corporation, Dept. BSC
r.O. Box l()()3. Toletlo. Ohio
.

4360

1

Video Monitor Stand Holds
Helical Recorders
The Model A\'-2()()0 holds
standard helieal

video recorders

and monitors on heavy gau^c.
welded steel shelves mounted on

chrome

plated, square-tube steel

The Zelite projector carries a thresyear guarantee.

n

Gladwin Enterprises. Dept. BSC
1940 Ro.ss Court. Atlanta, Geor-

We have a
New LAB Price
List for you.

gia 30341.

Zoom

Motorized

Drive for

Angenieux 12-120 Lens

A

fully-transistorized,

quiet

motion pictures

Zoom

Drive for the Angenieux
12-120 lens utilizes a specially
designed and custom-wound motor for

smooth operation

every

in

speed range.

The hand
electronics

This video monitor stand
d's loads of 350 pounds.

is

adjustable from

horizontal to 5 degree

a

printed

all

tilt.

^

Write,

phone

bebell

For more information write
The Winsted Corporation. Dept.
BSC. 422 S. Seventh Street.
Minneapolis. Minn.

slides

circuit

can han-

frame. Full swivel, 4" industrial
casters allow maneuverability and
the top shelf

control contains

on

filmstrips

55415.

Projector Kit For

Xerox Copier Users
The Zelite XL- 100 overhead

The

motorized

Arriflex

zoom

drive

features a mounting clamp
allows quick installation.

which

projector kit consists of a Zelite

XL- 00 overhead
1

projector,

a

100 sheet box of film and a starter kit containing the 4 Zelar color
films, solid hi-impact plastic Zmounts. 4 color A-V markers and
acetate overlay sheets. The kit
provides everything required for

a

complete
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visual

presentation

board. .As an example, an Arriflex 8 volt

power pack

vide

zoom speeds

sec.

for

the

change of
ther

entire

12-

will pro-

of 6 sec. to
focal

120mm. For

information,

write

50

length

416 West 45 St.
New York 10036

(212)245-8900

fur-

Arrijlex

Corporation of America. Dept.
BSC. Woodside. N.Y. 11377.

73

.

.

scraping operation

new products

.

.

The

continued

chrome

2.8" and for the 16mm, 3.2" x
4.2". Further information may
be obtained from Hervic Cor-

14225

Ventura Blvd.,
Sherman Oaks, Calif. 91403.
poration,

Dust, Insects,

cess,

and

Fumes

Air Doors prevent the possibility of contamination passing through doorway

a

wide

selection

Low Cost Zoom Lens
Serves Closed Circuit Use
A motorized zoom lens, featuring high quality and low price, is
designed for use on C mount
closed circuit television cameras.

of

It is six

projection lenses.

inches in length and has

a IV4 inch diameter, a

After focusing the
the auto-focus takes

slide

first

aperature of

and
mounts,

over

slide, if in identical

For more inforEastman Kodak
Company, Dept. BSC, Corporation
Information,
343
State
Street,
Rochester, New
York

will be
mation

HEPA

Mars

hardened
cutter blades and

operation, single slide screen previewing, gravity feed, random ac-

each

Air Door Barrier to

steel

complete.

is

has

splicer

one zoom

mm

in focus.

maximum

and a
with a 20

f/'2.5

ratio

focal length. Its

five to

to

100

zoom con-

motorized by a 2-volt, 3miniature motor with control box.
trol

is

amp

write,

Splicer handles
ends.

Major applications for the lens
and surveillance.

frame short

are in security

14650.
narrow, low visibility weld at
frame line. Further information

from Maier-Hancock
BSC, P. O. Box
5135, Sherman Oaks, California
91413.
is

Tape Recorder Features
Hidden Microphone
The model

1

available

Sales, Inc., Dept.

10 Cassette-Cord-

er has a built-in hidden electret

condenser microphone no larger
than a quarter but with high qualsound pick-up. It features the

ity

Sonymatic
Recording
Control
which adjusts varying sound levels to a constant volume when
recording, and an auxiliary high
level input for recording from

Electronics System
Advances Slides

The Essco model SC-1, an
automatic slide advance system,
consists of a solid state

llOVAC
This closed circuit
especially useful in
surveillance work.

radio, television, telephone pick-

Doors prevent contamination
passing through doorways.

Air

up or other high level sources.
In addition, an end-of-tape-

zoom

lens is
security and

For further information contact
Soloinatics Division of Spectran,

openings

room

into

clean

Inc..

areas such as high-resolu-

land

tion film labs.
is

restricted

The Air Curtain

90038.

and above the
and disperses a

installed inside

door

opening

The Essco slide advance system
was designed for educational and

vertical laminair flow curtain of

training purposes.

dust free sterile air 18 inches in
depth all the way to the floor.

cassette

For more information,
Sales, Dept.
BSC,

Mars

Sheldon
90245.

Street,

electronic system to perform the

an optional
slide projector. With proper cabling the model can be connected
with any remote slide projector.
Coding is accomplished by
simply depressing a button. For
slide

El Segimdo, Calif.

a

low-priced auto-focus slide pro-

which

comes

type recorder, a coded

114

The Model 110 is light weight, compact and easy to operate.

jector

Tripods Telescope For

write

Carousel Has Auto-Focus,
High-Capacity Slide Tray
The Kodak Carousel 760 is

equipped

with a 140 slide tray. Other features are remote control, simple

alarm gives a warning when the
end of the cassette has been
reached. For more information
write Sony Superscape, Dept.
BSC. 8150 Vineland Avenue,
Sun Valley, California 91352.

advance

and

Flexibility in Lighting
Portable Lighting Tripods offer

ease of transportability and

mobihty
light,

in

providing temporary

plus the flexibility of light-

ing from any fixture height from
six to 12 feet.

Six standard models are available, ranging

from a

single

400-

further information, write Essco

Communications
I n c,
Dept.
BSC. 2402 Federal St., Camden,
,

New Jersey

OS \05.

Powered by
Cine 60 Power Belt Packs
Alan Gordon Enterprises has
available two Cine 60 power belt
packs designed to power the Arriflex BL and the Eclair NPR.
Each has a capacity of 6000 feet
per charge and comes with a
Arriflex, Eclair

Maier-Hancock Introduces
Portable Hot Splicer
The Model

8 1 6-SE professionportable hot splicer is designed
for handling two full frame short
al

ends of
film

all

and

16mm A
unit

or

B wind

8mm.

The

features

eight

regular

heavy-duty
The Kodak Carousel 140 sHde tray
provides 75 percent more slide showing and storage capacity.

Dept. BSC, 941 A^. HighAve.,
Hollywood, Calif.

and a built-in lifetime carbide scraper blade that
springs back out of the way when

register pins,

built-in charger.

Further information may be
obtained from Alan Gordon Enterprises, Dept. BSC, 1430 N.

Cahuenga

Blvd..

California 90028.

Hollywood

Lighting tripods are lightweight durable and flexible.

watt mercury vapor fixture and

lamp

to

dual 1500-watt quartz-

BUSINESS SCREEN

making from one

iodine fixtures and lamps. Electrical outlets on the tripod stands

of

provide for operation of power
tools in conjunction with the

gram

more

For

lights.

infornuition,

write Rig-A-Lite Co., Inc., Dept.

Box 9464. Houston.

BSC.

l^.O.

Te.xas

noil.

of

high-band

a

to five copies

proone-tenth the time re-

in

television

make a single copy by
present one-to-one methods. The

quired to

occurs

duplicating process

magnetic
calcil

in

chamber

transfer

WHEN YOU BUY

a

CANNED GOODS

lo-

STICK TO A

the center of the trans-

at

BRAND NAME

port.

tape is handled by
take-up reels on
-supply
and
the

The master

Rear Projection Theater

top of the transport. The slave
system reels arc positioned below.

Offers Random Access
projection
137
rear
Model

Corporation,

theater features

dom

selects

automatically
jects

Kodak ranRA-^bO. It

the

access Carousel

anyone of 80

and

For

information write

full

Ampex

BSC,

Dept.

Broadway. Redwood
fornia 94063.

401

City, Cali-

pro-

slides within

Birns

& Sawyer

Offers

Heavy-Duty Tripod
improved version of the

.An

heavy-duty

Mitchell-type

made

is

woods,
with

and

stained

thicker,

stainless

lightweight

theater

mounted in displays
room pedestal base.
3.5 seconds.

coat

viewing

A
fers

Its

screen
in

can

or on a

be

ferrules

of

The

VGH300

is

steel.

heavy-duty
friction. Iluid and geared heads.
It comes in three models.
information
complete
For
Dept.
write Birns & Sawyer,
BSC. 1026 Nortli Highland Ave..
Los Angeles, California 90038.
all

RY

US-

OB VELAZCO

mush-

18" x 18" Polawide-angle

allows

normal room

oil-treated,

wider

designed to accept

This

tripod

straight-grained

of

light.

simplified control panel of-

remote operation, focus, and

instant slide selection. Write for
to Mast Development
Company. Dept. BSC. 2212 East
Iowa
Davenport.
Street,
12

literature

52803.

Lens Announced

long

a

in

latest

high-quality

zoom

is

POE

the fast

f

line

of

lenses designed

especially for Bolex

eras

for

16mm Cameras

Bolex
The

1

.9

16mm camVario Switar

(^onara tu la tionS

lens.

For further information write
Dept.

Incorporated,

Paillard

BSC. 1900 Lower Road, Linden,
N.J. 07036.

ALFRED HIGGINS PRODUCTIONS
Hollywood, California

Broadcast Videotape
High-Speed Duphcation of
The Ampex Model ADR- 150
is

a high-speed broadcast video-

tape

contact

duplicator

capable

Metal Roller System for
Projection Screens

The Camlok
screens

system for

roller

movie

and

slide

features

a

NATIONAL SAFETY COUNCIL
BRONZE PLAQUE

projection

method

of

for

gripping the screen fabric which

maintains complete flatness and
even tensioning along the full

width of the roller and positive
fabric attachment.
The metal roller system features

a grooved roller which

slightly eccentric.

fabric groove

is

One

The Model ADR-150 duplicates color
and monochrome broadcast videotape recordings.

AUGUST, 1970

strip

traffic safety film

side of the

'"stepped" by the

thickness of a layer of fabric. A
action presses the fabric be-

tween the

a

is

cam

the groove.

THE TALKING CAR

JACK

PILL 6l

associates

and the wall of

More information

is

CAMERA EQUIPMENT

Screen

available from Da-Lite
Co., Warsaw, Indiana 46580.
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CINE

Aim

Officers

World Confederation

at

newly
elected president of the Council
on International Nontheatrical
Events (CINE), has promised
continued emphasis on first-class
of
the
United
representation
G.

William

Carr,

States in overseas film festivals.

Dr. Carr

is

the seventh presi-

dent since the council was established in 1957. A long time mem-

ber of

Carr

its

is

advisory council. Dr.

secretary-general

of the Or-

ganizations of the Teaching Pro-

Rate U.S. Entries

First
Dr.

of the

and has been executive

fession,

secretary of the National Educa-

16 years.

tion Association for

CINE

is

a voluntary non-profit

which coordinates
of United States
non-theatrical short subjects and
TV documentary motion pictures
organization
the

selection

primary

that

has

representation of

first-class

United

States

festivals

in

It is difficult,

the

means

of

significant

•

Large address card holder
with positive retainer spring

•

Sizes

from 400'

to

2000'

Reid H. Ray, a distinguished
producer and now professor
of Cinema at Rochester Institute
of Technology, the retiring CINE
president, has agreed to serve as
chairman of the annual Awards
Program.
Other ofiicers elected at the
annual meeting of the board of

N.Y. )
James G.

Slidefilm Shipping Cases

(for Transcriptions

&

Filmstrips)

FUmstrip Shipping Cases (hold up
to 6 strips plus scripts)

York City)
dent;

SCHUESSIER CASE
Ditr. of l.udu'ig Industries

2020 W.

St. Paul Ave.
Chicago, III. 60647
Phone: 312-227-0027
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vice

critic,

was

re-elected to

CINE's

elected for three-year terms:

Knudsen
sity,
ter.

Iowa State UniverDavid O. PoindexReid H. Ray. and Don G.
of

the Rev.

Williams,
professor.

Emily

J.

Carter Brown of the National
Gallery of Art, Ralph Creer of
the American Medical Association, James G. Damon, O. S.

Damon (IBM, New
financial

A

person chosen as an Advisory Council members is Business Screen founder, O. H.
Coelln of Koshkonong. Mo.
Seven board members were re-

third

president;

retired

university

film

vice presi-

Jones

New York

City

(film
)

vice

A. Bemant (EPI Internationfilm
producer. New York

al,

CO.

—

first

president for information; Char-

to

maniiiacturer for catalog

Miss

consultant.

les

Write direct

were:
Thomas W.
(Hope Reports
Roches-

ter,

Salon Print Shipping Cases

Sound

Hope

Washington,

president,

exchange of views
and ideas" among the near 50
guests at the first open house
convinced them of the need for
"stimulating

an informal

ple.

So,

Musifex Plans Series of

Monday Night Receptions
A June 22 open house at the
Edward at the
in New York City

CPB Grants Offered Thru
New Hampshire Network
The New Hampshire Network
has been designated by the Corporation for Public Broadcasting

(CPB) as the Eastern Center for
Creative Cinematography, it was
announced

The Center,

and encourage both new
and professional filmmakers who
assist

genuine talent but lack
equipment or expertise to develop their skills.
$47,000 in grants ranging
from $100 to $3,000 will be
possess
the

to

prove their worth.
Louis J. Presti, senior produc-

er-director

Re-elected were Dr.

Anna

L.

According

to

the

hosts,

the

the

New Hamp-

Bravar, executive director,

J.

a regular basis.

of

Network, has been named
Director of the Center for Creative Cinematography, which will
serve the New England states.
New York. Pennsylvania, New
Jersey. Maryland, Delaware, and
Washington, D.C. Projects to be
funded will be selected by a
panel of judges including Arthur
Gaskill, former director of cinematography, NBC; A. James
shire

lar that the firm

plans to continue

funds,

awarded by the Center, ottering
undeveloped filmmakers a chance

the receptions

on

CPB

grant, has been created to attract,

retary.

studios

NHN
Nigh-

the second in the

nation to be funded by a

tor.

Moog

J.

bert.

proved so stimulating and popu-

and

week by

this

General Manager Keith

Rev. David O. PoindexCouncil
of
Churches, New York City) sec(National

will

gatherings.

Musifex

lections;

Musifex studios

the

be open each Monday from 5
p.m. to 9 p.m. on the sixth floor
at 45 W. 45th St. for future

City) vice president for film seter

after business hour}

on a regular basis for
advertising, film and music peo-

get together

D.C; William G. Carr, Washington, D.C; Louis J. Hazam,

Sciences as executive director.

directors

OTHER "QUALITY-BILT" ITEMS:

Mrs.

American

of

film

straps

dation

City;

Farm Film Foun-

aspects

to interested audiences over-

life

seas.

web

New York

C. D. Bennett,

accurately

for the United States films as a

protection

New York Au-

presenting

interested, said

is

Dr. Carr, in securing recognition

Durable 1"

of

Advisory Council. Newly elected
to that group was Peter Cott,
now manager of the artist group
in
New York City, Westbeth.
Cott, who had been CINE's first
vice president, resigned from the
board when he left the National
Television Academy of Arts and

The Council

•

The Port

award-winning television documentary film producer. Silver
Spring, Maryland; and Richard
N.
Jamieson,
executive
vice
president.
Empire Photosound.
Inc. Minneapolis. Minnesota.
Jay Carmody, Washington film

before the

parts of the world.

steel corners for

for

festivals

out.

he said to
importance of
proper U.S. participation which
reaches many hundreds of thousands of the general public as
well as specialized groups in all

Best quality domestic fibre

coordina-

He emphasizes
goal of CINE

is

overestimate

Heavy
added

festival

100 foreign

overseas.

•

for

and Alfred E. Bruch (Capital Film Laboratories, Washington, D.C.) as treasurer.
Five new members were elected
to the board of directors: Robert
F. Unrath, promotion manager
tion,

year

the

•

president

thority,

vals.

been

Film Shipping Cases

Washington, D.C.) vice

in overseas festiThis year CINE has already
entered films in 48 such festivals.
Dr. Carr estimated that the
Council will participate in about

screening

for

the

Quality-Bilt

Hyer (National Education Association,

Man-

chester Institute of the Arts and
Sciences;

David

Brooke,

direc-

Currier Gallery of Art; Keith
Nighbert,
general man-

NHN

and Presti.
Film projects may take either

ager,

BUSINESS SCREEN

the

documentary or

theatrical ap-

proach, but the emphasis

will

be

placed on innovative, highly imaginative and experimental film
forms. Produced in black and
white or color on 16mni tiliii. the
projects may vary in length from

1-30 minutes.

providmg

Beyond

tinancial

support, the Center will oiler advice, assistance,

to

independent

and cooperation
filmmakers and

film societies.

may be

obtained by writing Mr. L. J.
Presti. Director of the Center for

Cinematography.

Creative

been

to put a 14 khz. tone on the recording tape which enables the
tilm engineers to synchroni/.e the
sound perfectly with the film.

Products and services of each
of the marketing operations con-

New

Hampshire Network, Box Z,
Durham, N.H. 03824. Applica30
days of receipt through February
tions will be processed v\ithin

1971.

Several

expenses.

production
eliminates

3.'>mm

the

need

for

.

plex are featured

A

many

public

in the exhibits.

exhibit

all'airs

high-

Kodak's urban involvement
and aflirmative action programs.
lights

Some

at

new

metrothe studio. The
nome, or click method, enables
an experienced composer to complete a soundtrack three times
faster than the old method still
in

quarters on

top floor of a new building
within the I.'Enfant Plaza Com-

digital

used

to

the

costly

equipment

projection

new

solidated in the

also

It

have

visitors

for

1

Snoddy. studio president, stated, "This system
enables a soundtrack to be recorded in less time, thus reducing
.

exhibits

special

prepared

Eastman Kodak Company's new
Washington Marketing Center
which was opened recently at
500 2th Street, S.W.

Glenn

.

information

Detailed

Special Exhibits at New
Kodak Marketing Center

ductor viewing a film and playing to what he sees, each nuisician and the conductor keep
track of the action aurally by a
number of beats created by the
ei|uipment. The studio engineer
in turn uses the sync-generator

served

week"

permanently

is

saw Kodak prod-

visitors

ucts displayed in 30-inch-squarc
showcases, on equipment stands,
and on special background panels

Hollywood

desiiined for the Center.

studios."

Graphics-West Offers Film,
Advertising Services

A

printing

Jones,

room

Rochester,

• Packs

N.Y., Police Department, and a
company-formulated plan for de-

same

2V2 hour film on one reel

a

new zoom

lenses Including

—

or

lens

or carbon arc light sources

can be purchased with 500 W.

magnetic sound

or

involved

in

in

of

meeting

the

to automatic operation and
remote conltrol

veloping self-sufficient inner-city
businesses, are featured in the

Kodak's Affirmative Action
program is also highlighted. The
company, in this program, has
upgrade
to
efforts
workers for meaningful employment within communities where

iniatiated

Woodland Adds

MOTION PICTURE
EQUIPMENT

OUTSTANDING VALUE! Send coupon

Capability
Woodland Sound Studios in
Nashville has become the first

for prices

and

literature.

plants

and

Since

the

North American Philips Corporation
Motion Picture Equipment Division
One Philips Parliway, Monivale. New Jersey 07645
(201) 391-1000

equipped to

BS-3

Please send (acts and prices on the
fessional Proieclors.

new Noreico 16mm Pro-

D

EL-5100 Portable model

1 FP-16 with column-pedestal

facilities

early

carried

has

record motion picture, animation
and television commercial sound-

on

are located.

1960's,
special

metronome and

sync-

to

disadvantaged employees.

generator system.

equipment

innovation in synthe
chronizing sound with the action
on a film. Rather than a conlatest
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Valley Productions

Sctiool/Company_

in

outdoor showings,

for

installed

Name/Title_
Portable self-contained

Model EL 5100
exhibits, social halls,
etc.

Address

Uses incandescent

light source.

Kodak
training

programs within the company to
teach skills and work attitudes

tracks with the recent installation

is

civilian

exhibit.

ozone-free Xenon lamp house

• Optical

methods

lights

is

Available with 9 different Noreico

• Uses Xenon

New Sound

The newly

in

high-

exhibit

as

/Vore/c

of a digital

show

slide

affairs

employees

• Adapts

city

continuous
public

the

opportunity to work

theatrical set desian.

that

played.

Lots of other features, toO:

and marketing, calligraphy and

in

markets division. Projec-

and other products of the
motion picture and education
markets division are also dis-

picture theatres. Provides a brighter,

•

expe-

a

clearer, steadier screen image.

built to the

performance

demanded by professional motion

film

of the ex-

equipment,

which Kodak
urban
crises. Such programs as Teens
On Patrol, which offers youths an

it's

rugged standards of

• Runs forward and reverse

studio

are

tors

rience in sales, sales promotion

Nashville's

subjects

other

Processing

dustrial

brings big theatre performance to any

at film festivals

with

and

are included in the section for the

auditorium because

nation

graphics

advertising

Color
transparencies
and
radiographs showing marine life,

A

and has
had several one-man shows of
sculpture, design and painting;
and Edwin Shorey. specialist in
the

vision.

professional, commercial and in-

The new Noreico FP-1 6mm projector

and still-photographwho has had independent pro-

throughout

products marketed by
the business systems markets difeaturing

production,

art

ductions screened

exhibit

the

ping photos and various products

professional
in your
/.
f»*A projection

technician
er

microfilm

of

part

graphic arts display, aerial map-

Put a

Pellctier,

cinematographer,

are

hibit.

and public relations: Jim Hosmer. well-known
and
commercial
photographer
Michael
photo-journalist;
C.
advertising

and

Microfilmers
readers

kets division portion

group coordinator, whose background includes successful film
production,

rector.

featured in the radiography mar-

quartet of \eterans in film

Dan

the exfiibit are (I.
Zornow, executive

vice
president; Wylie S. Robson,
marketing vice president; and Joseph
Jiloty, Eastern region marketing di-

flowers,

and advertising work have pooled
their talents to provide these and
related business communications
services to advertisers through
Graphics-West. The new firm is
based at 1660 Willamette St.,
Eugene. Ore. 97401.
Participants are

B,

re-

"Opening

exhibits.

for

of

Gerald

r):

square feet of the

3. ."<()()

facility

Checking part
to

Opens

Grand Rapids, Mich.
Howard J. Silbar and

Ernie

combined their talent
resources to open Valley
Continued on next page
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NATIONAL DIRECTORY OF AUDIO-VISUAL DEALERS
MISSOURI

•

EASTERN STATES
• NEW ENGLAND •
Headlight Film Service, 104 Ocean
St.,
So. Portland, Maine 799-

6100

UNICOM -

Division of United
Inc. Providence, R.I.;

Camera,
North Haven, Conn. (401) 4674750 or (203) 239-5300

WASfflNGTON

•

NEW YORK

•

nearby

Equipment

industry users.

FO

7-1111

Orgam'zation, 1775
Broadway, New York 10019.
Phone 212/JUdson 2-4060

St.

63166.

Louis

OHIO

Sunray Films, Inc., 2005 Chester
Ave., Cleveland 44114
Films,

Way

service

the

in

audiovisual

ing.

formerly

with

Preferrec

Film Service.

The new firm offers complett
post production services for the^
atrical,

industrial,

and

sales

TV

documentary

commercials. Lars-

chan says the company

is

dedi-

"make creative, fastei
more economical produc-

cated to

and

tions available."

Jayark Corporation has ap
pointed General Learning Corporation as a distributor of the

Happenings

E., Massillon.

chan,

production of all types, still
photo services and audio record-

329 Salem

Inc.,

Dayton 45401

M. H. Martin Company, 1118 Lincoln

west Michigan commercial photographer will offer an all inclu-

market including motion pictuie

Service, Inc., 2110
Payne Ave., Cleveland 44114.

Twyman

and

business

formerly with TimeBroadcast, and Czetli. a

Life

sive

•

Academy Film

Ave.,

The Jam Handy

Pictures, Inc., 201 S.

Jefferson Ave.,
(314) 534-6300.

•

Michigan

in

to serve

Silbar,

Swank Motion

•

NW

551 Pine,

at

Grand Rapids. Michigan

Pershing, St. Louis 63112.
rental (314)

.

continued

Productions

Communications Co., 5316

Cor-rell

•

"The" Film Center, 915 12th St.
NW, Washington, D. C. 20005
(202) 393-1205

•

.

Post

Production,

been opened
in

has

Inc.,

2 W. 45th St.,
by Arnold Lars-

at

New York

Jayark Super 8 sound projectors
and learning programs to schools
throughout the U.S., Canada and
•
Puerto Rico.

Cousino
Projection

Visual Education, 1945
Franklin Ave., Toledo 43601.
(419) 246-3691.

Systems,

Incorporated,
202 East 44th Street, New York,

10036 (212)

MU

BUSINESS SCREEN

2-0995

MARKETPLACE

Visual sciences, Suffern, N.Y.

WESTERN STATES

10901

PENNSYLVANIA •
Lilley & Son, Inc., Box 3035,
•

|.

P.

2009 N. Third

St., Harrisburg
17105, (717) 238-8123

Oscar H. Hirt,

41 N. 11th St.
19107.
Phone:

215/923-0650

Audio Visuals Center, 14

Wood

Repairs. 471-3313

Vath Audio Visuals, 449 N.
Hermitage Rd., Sharpsville,

L. C.

FLORIDA

Tampa
•

Colonial

MacDill
(813) 839-5374
S.

•

752

St.

30308

LOUISIANA

•

Stanley Projection Co., 1808 Rapides, Alexandria 71301. 318-443-

L.

coses.

Dave

Battery or

AC

Artz:

Company

Teweles Seed

Box 624
Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53201

AC

414-276-0170

ILLINOIS

COLORADO

MICHIGAN

•

The Jam Handy Organization, 2821
E. Grand Blvd., Detroit 48211.
Phone: 313/TR 5-2450

company

small film
big.

Located

smog-free Southwest coun-

We

duction

tinent. Just

in

•

Deseret Book Company, 44 East
South Temple St., Salt Lake, 10.

WASHINGTON •
& Sound Company,

Photo
1205
North 45th St., Seattle 98103.
206/ME 2-8461

the

Film

ramrod
ducer,

this

we
if

on

with latest moni-

— cost approximately
$18,300 -- will negotiate. Contact Byron Roundobush,
zines

Byron Motion Pictures,

Inc.

65 K Street, N.E.
Washington, D. C. 20002

low-budget

states

and the connew shop

sq.

SALESMAN

in to

WANTED

ft.

15-year young pro-

send complete
you get resume off right

away and

#072

live-action films for

moved

12,000

Televi-

Recorder, Model ECP-

and tube and extra maga-

tor

pro-

sound stoge,
Oxberry stand, complete facilities. Salary plus percentage of
profits. If you feel you want to
with

details

•

the clear, high,

quality,

of

Albuquerque 87106.

UTAH

in

specialize

animated &
clients in 40

Moore's Audio Visual Center, Inc.,
234 S.E. 12th Ave., Portland
97214. Phone: 503/233-5621.

a

that's getting

•

•

to

dry,

Book Store Allied Supply Company, 2122 Central East,

•

Organization, 230
North Michigan Avenue, Chicago 60601. State 2-6757

need someone really good
back me up and help run
I

try.

University

OREGON

One brand new Palmer
sion

2S, Serial

5408

NEW MEXICO

FOR SALE

Small Firm Big Job

•

Cromars'
Audio-Visual
Center,
1200 Stout St., Denver 80204.
Colorado Visual Aids, 955 Bannock, Denver 80204, 303/255-

•

The Jam Handy

COMPANY
MANAGER

FILM

toma St., San Francisco 94105.
Phone: 415/GArfield 1-0410.

•

MIDWESTERN STATE S

78

condition, with

Phone:

0464

•

excellent working

in

Ralke Company, Inc. A-V Center,
641 North Highland Ave., Los
Angeles 36. (213) 933-7111

•

•

All

operation. Priced for quick sale. Contact

6850.

•

Spring
404/875-8823, Atlanta

•

USED AUDIO-VISUAL UNITS

Photo & Sound Company, 870
Monterey Pass Road, Monterey
Park, 91754. Phone: (213) 264-

•

GEORGIA

Films,

N.W.

HO

I

•

SOUTHERN STATES

Ave.,

40 LA BELLE COURIER

Taft Building, 1680 N. Vine St.,
Hollywood 90028.
3-2321

SAN FRANCISCO AREA •
Photo & Sound Company, 116 Na-

16150. 342-5204.

Jack Freeman's, 2802

•

The Jam Handy Organization, 305

St.,

Pittsburgh 15222, Sales, Rentals,

•

CALIFORNIA

Inc.,

Philadelphia,

&

•

will

put a realistic price

it.

We

are

looking for an exper-

ienced salesman to represent us
in

the

New

York area.

ADMASTER,

INC.

425 Pork Avenue South
Box 76

BUSINESS SCREEN
402 West Liberty Drive
Wheaton, Illinois 60187

Nev/ York, N.Y. 10016
Dept. B.S.

BUSINESS SCREEN
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I

to Effective Slide Programs
A busiiKssiiian or teacher who has never
prepared a slide presentation or who wants
to sharpen his presentation skills can begin

Guide

to tackle Mich

projects with the help of a

booklet from Eastman Kodak. "Slides with

iiiiiiimiiiiiiiimimimiiiiimiiiiiim

miiiii

present

that help

slieles

communicate more

effectively.

Single copies of "Slides

With

are available through Depl.

A

Purpose"

640, Eastmnix

Koilak Company, BSC. 343 State Street,
Rochester, New York 146.'>0

a Purpose'" provides a step-by-stcp guide
to more effective slide presentations. Point-

now

ers are aiven about

make and

to plan,

66, a rear-screen sound projector which
shows up to eleven minutes of Super 8

SUPER-8

^

Smmorl

7H<^e DUPLICATES

i^]

Finest-Quality Kodachrome
COLOR or BLACK & WHITE
amm
PROFESSIONALS: We are Specialist! in
to l*mm Blow-Ups. * 35mm or I4m»l to 8mm or
8mm
Printing.
Roll
*
Super-8 Reductions -^ A & B
.

1 14mm Eastman

Internegs.

*

* 8mm

W

.

.

& 14mm Eastman

•

Reversal Dupes.
B 4
Color Release Prints.
Single
Positive Release Prints.
B i
Dup Negs.

W

*

8mm

Printing.

*

*

Splicing,

Soundstriping.

Etc.

FAST SERVICE on Moil-Orders.
t^ Finest 9UALITY Work.
t^ Guaranteed SATISFACTION!

»^

for our latest

The brochure provides

full

technical specifications, plus a detailed

list

film

PROFESSIONAL

of applications, an explanation of the engi-

neering concept and some of the features.
The Camescope 66 is designed and engi-

neered for point-of-sale displays, training,
recreational

applications.

Copies of the brochure may be obtained by
writing to Cumeca. Dept. BSC. 60 William
St., Wellesley Hills, Mass. 02181.

Underwater Lighting System

A
Ave.,

and

educational

Pr!c»-LI$».

Write Dept. S

2704 W. OLIVE

available.

is

-k

if

if

Send

Rear-Screen Sound Projector
A brochure introducing the Camescope

BURBANKy

CALIF. 91505

high

versatile,

lighting system

underwater
and underwater

intensity

for diving

photography is described in a data sheet
which includes details on the corrosionproof construction of the Luminaut underwater lamp and lists the 49 different bulbs
which can be used.

For

copy of the Luminaut Underwater
Lighting System bulletin, write Technical
Information Section, Oceanic Equipment

Motivate Your Salesmen

a

Activity,

Beckman

Instruments, Inc.. Dept.
Harl)or Blvd., Fiillerton, Ca.

BSC, 2500
92634.

with

"THE ATTITUDE THAT
CREATES BUSINESS"
This persuasive color filmstrip

will

cause your salesmen to serve your
customers' best interests.
This attitude creates more benefits
for

CURED

BUSINESS FILM

HEADACHES

M

F

I

SERVICING

M

L

i^COMPLETE TV

AMOTION

FILM EXPEDITING

PICTURE SERVICING

8n.m CARTRIDGING

FILM

A complete

quality line of reels

for every

purpose

16mm

metal reels and cans, 400' to 2300'
• 8mm metal reels and cans, 200' to 400'
• 35mm metal reels and cans, 100' to 2000'
• 16mm plastic reels, 50' to 2200'
• 8mm plastic reels, 50' to 400'
e 35mm plastic reels and cans, 100'
•

• Fibre carrying cases,
• Aerial Spools

all

specialize

in

fast

spools for unex-

service.

Write for

catalog and prices.

TAYLOREEL CORP.,
Dept.

AUGUST, 1970

3.

CANNED PACKAGED.

serves your salesmen's best interests
and yours. That's Creative Selling!

"The Attitude That Creates Business"
is one of seven color sound filmstrips
from the 14-meeting Sales Motivation
Program
.

VA

C

UU

M A T E fllM

»R0TE(TIVI

m*IMENT

LASTING PROTECTION Against

-WATER. WEAR. CLIMATE
SCRATCHES- FINGER MARKS

OIL

NO-EN

.

"CREATIVE SELLING"
Judge For Yourself. Send
and "Preview Offer!'

for details

BETTER SELLING BUREAU

mMTIEAIMOn

NO-EN

MICROFILM -Aluminum

CUT,

Dept. X-80
Burbank, Calif. 91506
Please tell me how may evaluate this new
Sales Motivation Program.

1150 W. Olive

sizes

posed film; plastic reels and storage boxes
for exposed film.

We

STRIPS

more customers — and thereby
more sales. As a result, it

creates

Ave.,

I

GIVES

TROUBLE-FREE
PROJECTION TO LOOP AND

CARTRIDGE LOADED FILMS. NO - EN
INSURES SMOOTH, UNINTERRUPTED
SHOWINGS AND EXTENDS THE LIFE
OF THE PRINTS.

Name

Title

Company

For information, write or call

155

Murray

St.

Rochester, N. Y. 14606

VACUUMATE CORPORATION
427 V/EST 42nd STREET,

NEW

YORK,
Offices throughout US. ond Con.

Address

N. Y.

City

State

Zip

79

IN DEX
America

Arriflex Corporation of

4-5

Corporation

A.V.E.

Bach Auricon,

&

Bardwell

Ecology

41

Inc

McAlister

Bebell

Bohn Benton,

24

Foreign Language Service

Handy Organization,

35

Inc

33
10

LaBelle

Magno Sound

DeWolfe Music Library, Inc
Douglas Film Industries
America

Eclair Corporation of

16
18

Tayloreel

Motion Picture Laboratories, Inc

12

Musifex,

13

North American

The

cassette

the

word

By

ION

B.

GREGORY

has been the goal of
leading film sponsors and
producers. Clever technique and

many

cinematography can do only so
much, but the audience must be
served
and hopefully moved.
As Capt. Jay Sedlick points
out on page 25 of this issue, the
most certain way of assuring a
film doing its job is to pretest
the audience for which it is intended. By checking various key
needs, knowledge and presentation methods, it can be fairly well
determined in advance just how
well a film will be received and

—

how

effective

With most

it

films

becoming bethappy to

be seeing more attention given
the audience recently.
significance

of two

is

new

Of

special

the fact that

AT&T

films

one

this

after the

intended.

80

Insiders at

Sedlick

article,

the

As

future.

describes

the

in

pretesting need not nec-

essarily be expensive

nor greatly

time consuming. Even the most

67
17

aggres-

entertain-

and

modest of pretest audience studo a great deal toward
turning what might be just another boring film into a real valuable tool.

For

years,

intended

the

that

audiences be very

considered

carefully

film

we have urged

before

a

was made. Today, with so
other competition

an

for

audience's time and attention,
is

more

critical

films be planned

it

than ever that

and made

to

do

the job without driving the audi-

ence away.

the edu-

statement on the
following the
meeting

AT&T

re-

all

Technicolor Corp. directors meeting

was

the

company's

an-

The Brighter Side
On the brighter and
side of

past month
Eastman Kodak

industry

visual
is

news

the

lighter

in the audio-

happenings
this

that

and several laboratories reported
higher

earnings

half

first

year despite lower

last

"Considering the enormous op-

ter reports.

first

than

quar-

As William Hedden mentions

portunity afforded the

company

video

industry

on page 23 of

software

great cause for optimism by lab-

and

oratories and if the recent shift
toward a sounder economy holds
up, many of the promising situations ahead will be even more so.
More indication of the demise

the

cassette

and the possibility
and hardware and
taped

processing

for

filmed

educational and industrial markets, the
board voted unanimously to omit
the regular quarterly dividend in
order to concentrate the company's resources in these new
growth areas which promise an
exceptional return on investment
to Technicolor."
in

the

1st Film and Industrial
Film projection is celebrating
its
75th anniversary this year,
and a special anniversary display
is being planned for Photokina
in

Cologne

interest

"old" Hollywood came
month when it was reported

the

of
this

that Howard A. Anderson Co.
had acquired the Twentieth Cen-

tury-Fox photographic special effects
and optical department.
The acquisition will double the
present capacity of the Anderson

company,

is

the fact

nut

Chicago

in

was an

industrial

subsidiary

dards.

On March

by today's stan22, 1895 Louis

Lumiere, after lecturing on the
new photographic industry,

then

film,

Workers-

the

world's

and optical

firm.

production

first

already

largest special effects

that the first film ever projected

the

this issue, there is

Newly opened

this fall.

Of unique

showed

Video for Technicolor
One of the most interesting
items to come out of the July

39

63

dies can

being

montli was made
audience was pretested
to determine if the planned film
and its format would do the job
released

undertakings in
Capt.

much

will be.

time, we're

ter all the

from the film as a result of this
careful planning and foresight.
We hope to see more of such

6

of Patrick Frawley's stock, said

in

port that they expect great things

61

VPI Color Center

"move

home

the

...65

Inc.

Videart, Inc

official

subject

tiveness

69

79

which proposed acquisition of

film effec-

79

Corporation

Vacuumate Corporation
Vanderford, H. LeRoy

cational and industrial markets."

years, greater

69

Vision Associates
..77

intent to

into

ment video

For

8
21

United Air Lines

19

Philips Corporation

sively

Making them Better

76

Treise Engineering, Inc

75

nounced

last

1

House
Townsend Production Service,

26

Inc

9

71

42

7

75
.

Saunders Associates
Schuessler Case Company
Spindler & Sauppe, Inc
Strauss Associates, Henry
Studio Film Exchange

65

Inc

.

11

Manhattan Color Laboratories, Inc. ...14
Mentor Communications Systems ....71
Modern Talking Picture Service
Second Cover
14
Productions
Montage

20

Effects

America

Title

Comprehensive Service Corporation ..79
Consolidated Film Industries

&

Ross, Charles, Inc

40

Industries

43

16

The Jam

Inc

Associates, Jack

Rapid Film Technique
Reela Films, Inc

..42

Knight Title Service, The

Chicago International Film Festival ..43
Cine Magnetics Film Laboratory
37
Cinemusic, Inc
72
Colburn Laboratory, Inc., George W. ..69

DeLuxe General,

Inc.,

Company

&

Plastic Reel Corporation of

3

Capital Film Laboratories, Inc

Design

39

Fourth Cover
Hollywood Valley Film Laboratories ..79
22
Holmes Laboratories, Inc., Frank
Imagic,

Canon USA,

Pill

67

Inc

Pictocraft,

54

Fischer/Cygnet

79

Byron Motion Pictures

41

15

Third Cover

Inc

Films

Film Production Workshop

73

Berkey Colortran
Better Selling Bureau

TO ADVERTISERS

office.

of

25 E. Chest-

at
is

the

a

GTA,

Inc.,

The Chicago
Detroit com-

be headed by Ron
Ascher, executive producer, and
Cary Brown, producer-director.

pany

will

Also

in

Chicago
at Fred

this

month

Niles' studio

Leaving the Lwniers Factory.
The real birth of cinema came

was a party

in December the same year when
Lumiere arranged the first public
film projection in Paris for which
admission was charged.

the negative conforming depart-

honoring Anne Rupert, head of
ment, for 50 years of service.
Congratulations.
point & period
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Your dolly hard to handle?
Try one of ours. At just
doily rolls easily

26%

inches wide, the Colortran "Mini-Crab"

through many

a tight spot.

She crabs, tracks, and

camera,
boasts front wheel steering too! Virtually untippable, she'll carry

downs, a se
operator, and assistant with ease. For smooth ups and
a quive
without
contained CO. powered hydraulic system booms up
case.
A true portable at $4250, complete with carrying

Mini-Crab by COIOrtran
Berkey Colortran

RoX^^f^^

1015 Chestnut

•

AA

^V.t-I.

^^^1^

designed by SarKell

Street,

Burbank, Ca. 9150?

Communication Gap?
$260,000,000* of O.P.E.*
in finding out what works
and what doesn't
is available** to help you
•
•

inform • train • stimulate
pass along your know-how and

move

skills

from man

to

men

*Spent through us and under our direct obsen/ation
•'Other People's Experience

**Unless you are a competitor of one of our clients

Motion Picture Plans

Convention Assistance
Sales Meetings

and Specifications
Projection Services

Field Services

Supervisory Training
Quality Control

Go JH

Programs

Closed Circuit TV
Sales Training & Retail Training

Comprehensive Consultation Services
Project Supervision with Total Responsibility for Security

7^

JAM HANDY ^.^^-.^^^
is set up to help you without prejudice
as to the implements that serve you best

Detroit

313TR

5-2450

Chicago
312-ST 2-6758

New York

Atlanta

212-JU 2-4060

404-688-7499

Hollywood
213-463-2321

^

x'/"

This convincing proof comes from the coal
dustry, which has long pioneered

improve

its

programs

The

to

it

produced

Invisible

Power of

public image. Recently,

a sound motion picture.

in-

Coal, to inform the public about mining tech-

Range of Attitude Scores Before,
Viewing Tlw

Was

get the message?

And

Did

the audience

Modern decided
two Ph.D.'s

gram
film,

If

you have a

Want
copy of

to find out.

We

retained

to create a simple, valid testing pro-

After

still

film, or plan to

know

that

it

produce one, its

will deliver

your mes-

sage with impact.

did the film really improve

the image of the industry?

Two Months

evident.

important to
the film effective?

After, and

Prnvcr of Cm:!.

two months, the impact of the film was

niques and the importance of coal as a power
source.

ln\i.\ihlc

proof? Just ask and we'll send you a

this

important research study absolutely

show you that, as the Eastman Kodak
Company says, "Movies Move People."

free. It will

to evaluate the effectiveness of the coal

and

to serve as a

model for testing additional

MODERN TALKING PICTURE
1212 Avenue of the Americas.

New

SERVICE, INC.

York. N.Y. 10036

films in the future.
Yes, I'd like proof. Please send

Here are the results of the pilot study:
Every group tested showed a strongly favorable
change in attitude after viewing the coal film. It
was a change both statistically significant— and

this

favorable change in

attitude persisted. In every

group re-tested after

Modern h

Invisible

Power

me

a free

copy of your study

o/ Coal.

Name
ritle_

Company.

substantially large.

Even more important,

on The

the world's largest distributor of sponsored films to

Community Croups,

Address

u

City.

.Slate.

-Zip.

:J

Schools, Television, and Theaters, servlne sponsors through I'.S. and Canadian film libraries.

EUROPEAN CURRENCY REVALUATIONS
HAVE CHANGED SOME CAMERA PRICES

So which

the least
expensive, totally
is

professional camera:

the Arrif lex 16S/B?
No.

The Eclair CM3

.

What's more, the

CMS lets you

change magazines in five seconds,
plus... shoot 16 and 35mm with the

same camera!

extremely bright and accurate reflex viewing,
(simpler optics, groundglass at the film aperture),

The Franc has been devalued the Deutsche
Mark has gone up. As a result, most French products, including Eclair cameras, have become less
;

expensive on the U.S. market, while most German
products have gone up

in price.

With two 400 foot magazines, three lenses

and

constant-speed motor with sync-pulse gener-

CM3 now costs about $200.00 less than
S/B GS similarly equipped. Not much less,

ator, the

the Arri

certainly. But with

the
is

CM3

all its

to cost a lot

features, you

more. The

the least expensive Arriflex.

body designed

for

1

would expect

Arri S, of course,

It's

the one with a

00 foot loads, to which you can

a viewfinder and eyepiece that each rotate through

360°, (any angle, either eye), three heavy duty bay-

onet lens mounts,

The

CMS

is

its

the Eclair

camera

that

35mm, most

16mm. The CMS
all

unique capacity for shooting both
with the

16mm and 35mm

same camera body, same motor and same

lenses, (different magazines), the

SEPTEMBER, 1970

CM3

gives you

and documentaries in
the only camera that will shoot

is

three formats. What's your next job going to be?

And

the one after that?

For a

CM3

won
its

shutter, matte

industrials

for its design. In addition to

five-second clip-on magazine change and

seating of wide-angle

You can also adapt the CM3 to shoot 35mm
Techniscope in seconds, at no cost: and the CM3
accepts Panavision lenses. Most features are being
shot wide screen, most commercials in standard

attach a 400 foot magazine.

an Academy Award

(for critical

and zoom lenses), plus a variable
box and sound blimp.

brochure,

write to Eclair Corp.
at

7262 Melrose Ave..

Los Angeles, 90046:
or at 73 S. Central
Ave., Valley Stream.
New York, zip 11580.
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your lab isn't
changing for the

If

better;

why not change to
a

better lab

i

Our new

building doubled our capacity.

A

we've doubled it again. We've
also adding the world's newest super 8mm
color facilities, and video tape to film transfers to our existing 16mm and 35mm Color

year

later

Correct

facilities.

Constant change keeps us

constantly better.

byron

MOTION

•

202,/783-2700

Film

Laboratory

65 K Street, Northeast, Washington, D.C. 20002

World's most sophisticated
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"We

Audience Planners Newest

dent says,

Name

sales story to tell

Distribution

in

Public Service Audience Plan-

has been formed to
distribute 16mm sponsored films
groups,
to
TV stations and
ners,

Inc.,

enthusiastically
is

have a unique
and it is being

nual Days of Visuals to be held
November 9th and 10th at Auto-

Rafik

House, 49 East 68th
York.
The central theme wiU be the
rapid expansion of visual communications through the use of
mixed media including video
tapes and cassettes, motion pictures, film strips and sUdes.

received."

from the

directing operations

theatres.

Los Angeles headquarters at 6290 Sunset Blvd.,
HoUywood 90028. Hemple, ex-

offices

ecutive

geles

The company opened
last month in Los An-

and Chicago and

New York

a

office

in

open
Septem-

will

ber.

Co-founded by Ralph Rafik
and Gordon Hemple, both with
long

and

experience

former

vice

distribution

in

presidents

Movies prior

Sterling

sociation-Sterling

directs

midwestern operations from the
company's Chicago office at 208
S. LaSalle, Chicago, 111., 60604.
The manager and location of
the New York office will be announced later this month.

presi-

The two-day program

"Media Expio 70's" at
17th "Days of Visuals"

jects

1

The expanding horizons of
communications will be explored
and charted during the 1 7th An-

will in-

presentations covering such sub-

and use
preparation of
presentations and

which

has

visual

and

nications

is

been dea complete

with

circuit television, radio

vision broadcasting,

of

still

ment.

commu-

electronics
facility,

closed

and

and

all

tele-

types

and motion picture equipFor further information

and registration blank contact
National Visual Communications
Association, 420 Lexington Avenue, New York, New York
10017.

as the production

video

tapes,

mixed media
the development of

merger. Audi-

company's

New

clude both formal and informal

of

to the As-

personalized distribution."
the

president,

vice

of

ence Planners reported intentions
to "provide custom servicing for
sponsors interested in attentive,
Rafik,

company's

mation

Street,

mansion

clared a landmark,

slide films.

Automation House, site of the
7th Annual Days of Visuals, is

one of the most advanced communications

Housed

laboratories

within an old

today.

New York

Calvin's 25th Workshop
Slated Feb. 1-3, 1971
Calvin Communications, Inc.,
25th annual motion

will host its

workshop February 1, 2
and 3, 1971. The Workshop will
be held on the Calvin sound

picture
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So

far this year,

we've made films on oysters

•

gasoline

•

tires

•

horses

•

roses

•

states

•

airplanes

•

automobile racing

•

hotels

•

motels

•

trail

o
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and throughout the comfacilities at 1105 Truman
Road, Kansas City, Missouri.

For

stages

pany's

The Workshop program

will

review basic procedures in all
phases of motion picture production and examine many of

additional

Chairman,
tions,

information,

Workshop
Calvin Communica215 West Pershing

Ron

contact

Inc.,

Miller,

Kansas
Road,
64108.

Missouri

City,

newer aspects and developments occurring within the inthe

dustry including electronic viileo
recording, (EVR).

cial

presentations related to film

making,

group
audio-visual
equipment displays will comprise the 1971 Workshop.
examples,

film

discussions

and

Cost for the three day event
will be 520.00 per person advance registration fee. Reservation confirmation cards will be
sent in advance by Calvin after
registration begins, October 1.5.
The card must be presented at
the Workshop registration desk
for admittance.

Attendance

600 on

will

be limited to

a first-come-first-served

basis.

Because of space limita-

tions,

the

Workshop Committee
no more

Fall

Birns & Sawyer Opens
Miami Thru Ivan Tors

in

equipment
studios,

picture

tion

and

studios
started

to

to

a

mamo-

television

independents,

outtit

has

new Miami-

based operation.
The firm will operate under an
arrangement with Ivan Tors Studios. Tors executives expect the
new operati^in to be "a great advantage to film-makers who use
our studios or come within range
of these facilities."

William Grefe, head of production for Ivan Tors and currently
all

managing consolidation

of

the Tors companies into the

Miami

practices and projection systems.

to Highlight

Equipment manufacturers

Convention

videotape cartridge systems;
8mm film systems; home/

equipment and answer questions.

tion;

industrial/educational video play-

ture

back systems and cable television

cable television with G.

exciting,

dramatic, and often controversial
innovations presently confronting

National Cable TV Association,
as chairman.
Anyone wishing to register for

among

the

many

and

What

engineers.

arc

merits of each system?

which system
in

will

.

.

make

.

than four persons from any one
organization, school or company.

center."

as

Miami

of age

a motion picture production

Ed

tact:

ters,

NY

big

should

Schuller,

Committee,

and

it

information

tional

the

SMPTE

y East 41st
10017.

St.

con-

Registration

Headquar-

New

York,

the seventies?

The Society of Motion Picture
and Television Engineers' 103th
Technical Conference and Equipment Exhibit to be held at the
New York Hilton Hotel, October

PRSA

Plans Second
Annual Film Competition
The second annual Public Re-

4th through the 9th, offers the
opportunity to get first hand in-

Film Festival, sponsored
by the Public Relations Society
of America (PRSA), will be
lations

formation on many of these new
developments.

Over

a

speed

held in Atlanta, Ga., November
15-18, in conjunction with the

hundred technical pa-

presented on these subjects and
on subjects dealing with computer and laser applications, high

yer to "help bring

the conference or requiring addi-

Competitive systems and system hardware have caused much
confusion
among broadcasters

rangement with Bims and Saw-

requests attendance of

the

Nommn

Penwell, Director of Engineering

pers and panel discussions will be

expects

The conference will also feaa two day symposium on

Super

ar-

studios,

will

High speed videotape duplica-

the television industry.

Mirns and SawyLT, Inc., a
jor supplier of

SMPTE

be present to display their latest

are

and guest speakers, spe-

Staff

TV Seminars

photography,

society's

23rd National Confer-

ence.

The

laboratory

val

decision to hold the festi-

was motivated by the success

^^'^^^^J3^
Universal City, California

OOOOOCOeyOCOCCCOVOOOOCfO^COCCOCO « O
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provide

newsreel
continued

such event, held
year in Los Angeles.

of the

last

first

public

films

relations

produced by or for members of
PRSA. Winners will be selected
by a panel chosen to maintain a
judging balance between cinematic values and the achievement of public relations objectives.

Goodwin, execupresident. Bell and

George E.
tive

vice

Stanton, Inc.,

is

the film festival

committee chairman and J. W.
Anderson, director of marketing
services, Keebler Co., and for
the last four years chairman of
the U.S. Industrial Film Festival,
is chairman of the judging panel.
Films will be classified in four
categories, based on total production cost: under $25,000,
$50-100,000 and
$25-50,000,
over $100,000. In addition, a
fifth film will be selected as the

are

sound motion

30 minutes in length, rebetween September 1,
1969 and September 15, 1970.
Presentation ceremonies anc

leased

continuous showings of the winning films will take place at the
Regency Hyatt House as a part
of the PRSA National Conference program.
The deadline for entries is
September 15. Entry forms and

complete instructions are available from: PRSA, 845 Third
Avenue, New York, New York
10022, Attention: Film Festival.

Video Iran Offers
Transfer
at

in

EBR

Midwest

Video Tran Inc., has opened
3200 W. Westlake Rd., Glen-

view,

to

111.

conversion to

new

3M

videotape

provide

i6mm

electron

film via a

beam

recorder

installed there.

Jack Cook, president and chief

grand prize winner.
Entries

no more

or black and white, of

than

purpose is to honor and
provide a showcase for the most
Its

effective

videotape

duplication

and film-to-tape transfer.
Video Tran represents the
first
midwestern installation of

16mm

limited to
pictures,

in

color

executive officer of the

pany

said

Video Tran

new comwill

also

the

EBR

the

firm plans

equipment. Cook said
to provide con-

stant fast, quality service so that

midwestern users will no longer
have to send their tape-to-film
transfer work to the East or

regard to academic credits. The
cost of the course is $250 per

The

student.

session

first

will

be held on Tuesday, September
22, 1970.

For further information,

inter-

ested organizations can write or

Pace College, Pace College
New York, New York
10038.

call

Plaza,

West Coast.

Rapid Film Offers New
Film Storage Service

Pace College Again
Offering CCTV Course

New

York's Pace College is
its
"Closed Circuit Television for Business and
Industry" course during the Fall
again

offering

Rapid Film Technique,
film

rejuvenators

and

TV

for

Inc.,

theatrical

laboratories,

clients,

schools and associations for over

30 years,
ices

is

expanding

include

to

its

serv-

the storage

semester.

distribution of theatrical

Designed to meet the professional needs of industrial users,
the curriculum includes planning and production of CCTV
programs and videotapes, maintenance, and a review of new
equipment.
1970
The
Fall
semester
course will be a 3-hour, once-aweek, 14-week course, or a total
of 42 hours. Each session
will include one hour of lecture,
a dinner break, and two workshop hours. The course is open
to all interested persons without

films.

and

and

TV

The company, a subsidiaiy of
Esquire, Inc., has taken possession of 15,000 square feet of
space

Long

a fireproof building in
Island City near their rein

juvenation laboratories. The inincludes temperature
stallation

and humidity controls necessary
to

maintain storage conditions.

With

their entry into the stor-

age business. Rapid
ing to

its facilities

is

also add-

for the pickup

and delivery of film.
Continued on page 8

Anybody need footage
ofan airplane?
• Stock footage of jets, piston and historiColor or Black
cal aircraft in 35 and
and White available free to producers for

16MM

authentic airline sequences.
•

16MM

and

New

Mini-libraries available in Chicago
York, with immediate service on

color print

and masters.

mockups for interior filming available
New York and Hollywood.

• Jet
in

CALL UNITED AIR LINES
PUBLICITY DEPARTMENT.
Atlanta

Chicago

Denver
Detroit

Honolulu
Los Angeles
New York
Pittsburgh

San Francisco
Seattle

Washington, D.C

523-5517
726-5500
398-4535
963-9770
547-2727
482-3620
922-5225
391-9777
397-2620
682-2121
737-6830

Write for catalog:
United Air Lines Film Library
626 Wilshire Boulevard
Los Angeles, California 90017

United Air Lines.
BUSINESS SCREEN

.

do you want your 8MM ?
Super or standard ? Color or
black and white? Optical or
contact printed ? Silent or sound
Magnetic or optical track?
Do you need complete lab
work or just loading ?
How about titles? Music?

How

Or
?

Send your first order now.
if you want further

information, write for our
price list to Dept. 007
Reela Film Laboratories,
65 N.W. Third Street,

Miami, Florida 33128.
FILM
LABORATORIES.INC.

Optical effects?

Reela can do

it.

A

Our recently completed
facilities are the most
in layout, in

"clean room" conditions.

Duision of Wometco Enlerpiises, Inc.

Phone

in the world
equipment, in
techniques. To top it off,
all 8MM loading is done under

sophisticated

SEPTEMBER, 1970

new

.

.

New

(305) 377-2611

York (212) 279-8555

or call Reela in

Miami

collect.

.

newsreel

time and expense for users in the
.

.

area.

Participants

continued

Studio One Chicago's

facility at

Newest Sound

Buffalo,

Facility
Chicago's newest sound facility is Studio One, Inc., opened
recently at 25 E. Chestnut, Chi-

207 Delaware Avenue,
N.Y.
Academy-Mcoriginal location at 20

Larty's

Mesmer

Street, has been retainand the company now has
two major bases of operation
with a total of 30,000 square feet
of office and studio space.

ed,

cago 60611, by Kirk Johnson, a
ten-year veteran on the Chicago
recording and production scene.
Boasting and offering of "high
quality,
production
oriented
sound recording," the new studio
provides complete audio record-

changes spurred by the expansion include the
promotions of: John Gates to
executive vice president; William

ing

Organizational

duplica-

T. Clifford to vice president in

tion

and other services for agencies, syndicators, packagers and
producers of commercials and in-

charge of production; and Paul
G. Ent to vice president in
charge of creative services.

dustrial shows.

In addition to Holland-Wegman, Audio-Visual Leasing Co.

including

facilities,

operate as a separate

also

will

Academy-McLarty Expands

subsidiary at the Delaware Ave.

Operations

address. This firm provides sales,

in

for

future

Academy-McLarty
have

and

production

Increased
potential

Buffalo

required

a

business

at

service

company's corporate
ture and expansion of the

of

strucstaff,

according to Academy-McLarty
President Franz E. Hartmann.
The changes, Mr. Hartmann

stemmed from AcademyMcLarty's purchase March 27,
1970, of Mars ( Holland- Wegman) Productions, from Niagara
said,

Frontier Services.

Academy-McLarty's

head

moved

-

to the

former Mars (Hell and- Wegman)

TeleMatlon Slates Oct.
TV Production Seminars
Four basic

and

instructional users of closed cir-

have been sched-

uled during October by Richard

TeleMation, Inc.,
Three of the
seminars are being cosponsored
by TeleMation's franchised distributors and conducted in their
save transportation
offices
to
L.

Williams,

training

recting,

lighting,

di-

staging, special

audio requirements preparation and use of visual mateeffects,

scripts

rials,

$50

and

The

scenery.

registration fee also includes

director.

Want More

will

be held Oc-

tober 6-7 in Portland, Ore.; Oct.
12-13 in Cleveland, Ohio; Oct.

14-15 in Buffalo, N.Y.; and
26-27 in Salt Lake Citv,
Utah.
Additional information may
be obtained by writing TeleMation, Inc., 2275 S. W. Temple,
Salt Lake City, Uath 84115.
Oct.

Now

NBA

Films for
Pro Basketball Films
The National Basketball AssoIt's

GRS

Films International Incorporated have formed
NBA Films under an exclusive
three-year agreement expressly to
create, film and market weekly
television series and specials devoted to action in the NBA for
local and regional scheduling and

and

first-run syndication.

Announcement

of the

NBA

forma-

arm
was made by Walter Kennedy,
tion of the official

commissioner of the

film

NBA.

shown

held in the industry, the one-reel
short,

up

to 10 minutes running

ten motion picture theaters, ac-

time,

is

definitely

cording to an industry-wide survey of theater circuits and booking services conducted by Asso-

bookers. Almost 74 percent in-

in almost nine out of

ciation-Sterling Films.

Of

these,

88 percent indicated that they
would show more of them if they
were available.
The results show conclusively
that short subjects of

all

types,

and free, continue to be
popular
"added
attractions."
rental

Ninety-three percent of the circuits

book

short subjects in their

46.2 percent of them
with every program change.
Confirming an opinion widely
theaters,

dicated

a

favored

preference

for

by
the

sports

cent)

matinees.

20 minutes long. Fea(21 to 40 minutes) are
preferred by 13.8 percent.
Whether a short is booked or
not depends upon the running
time of the feature, according to
86.1 percent of the circuits and
booking services. Twenty percent
said that awards such as an Oscar for "Best Short" and rental
cost

were

Major

also

considerations.

distributors

are

stiU

the

(86.7
(84.9

public

relations-

production executive,
Jerry Ross; and long time, promtelevision

inent advertising agency-market-

ing-broadcast

sales

authority.

Jack K. Samuels.

"Our

decision to establish our

NBA

own

GRS

subsidiary with

film

Films," emphasized

Shorts

are

also

Of

booked

for

Com-

at

children's

—

almost since the in-

—

travel,

science and promotional

interest that

'hottest' properties.

Headquarters for NBA Films
will be Two Pennsylvania Plaza
New York, New York 10001.
Production headquarters will be
located at 3215 Cahuenga Boulevard West, Los Angeles 90028.

Correction: Northwest
Should be Northeast
Northeast Helicopters Inc. of
Flushing,

New York was

incor-

month's
Buyer's Guide to Production Ser-

rectly

listed

in

last

vices.

Northeast Helicopters Inc. is
Marine Air Termi-

located at the

Bldg.

nal

of

La Guardia

Air-

N.Y.
11371.
(Phone:
779-1550)
(212)
Michael Alpert heads the company, which specializes in aerial
photography, airborne cinemaFlushing.

port,

tography transportation of dailies

and from shooting

locations.

on upcoming features.
Most circuits
87.6 percent
book a single short with each
feature
program; 40 percent
book two shorts and 16.9 percent
featurettes

—

—

three.

are
of the movies
favored by 84.6 percent of the
bookers.
(One circuit booker
commented that cartoons are still
first
choice with audiences in
spite of the fact that many of the
same ones are seen on television.) As with free shorts, preferred subjects include sports,

ception

TV's

of

ple

shown

Kennedy, "was moti-

has catapulted our sport into one

per-

rental shorts, cartoons

a tradition

missioner

per-

every performance, according to
89 percent of the circuits. Eightyone percent reported that shorts
are

to

reels

and science shorts (45.2

percent).

cent said they play two-reelers,
11

travelogs

for

shorter short, although 44.6 per-

turettes

Herb Golden;

to

of free shorts indicated a prefercent),

Free sponsored short subjects

Award-

on the mushrooming

The seminars

ence

are

Emmy

Producer-Director,

vated by our desire to capitalize

according to 92.3 percent of the
respondents.
As for subject matter, bookers

Free Shorts

are

days.

primary source for rental shorts,

Survey Shows Theatres

pals of GRS
winning,

production textbook by Herbert Zettl and luncheons both
a

ciation

television produc-

tion seminars for educational

cuit television

camera operation, switching,

on a wide

variety of projection equipment.

Productions

revamping

the

quarters have been

and

leasing

two

receive

will

days of intensive study and
hands-on experience in the essentials of producing an instructional television program, including

GRS Films specializes in producing sports programs. Princi-

(Many

gave multi-

circuits

answers,

indicating booking

policies vary,

presumably accord-

ing to the features running.)

The

Association-Sterling

sur-

vey was sent to more than 250
theater chains and booking services,
representing more than
individual
theaters
2,000
throughout the country. According to Robert Finehout, viceof marketing,

circuits

reflect the short subject

booking

president
habits

of the

great

majority of

major suburban and urban areas.
Copies of the survey may be
obtained by writing AS-35, Divitheaters, especially in

sion of Association Films, Inc.,

600 Madison Avenue,

New York

10022.
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Education has taken an important
step!

Now. with the addition

of the

Coxco/ Municator Series Z', a
simple slide projector becorrie; an
instant, self-paced,

learning

sy:-,

tern.

.^^-^v***'*"'^'-'

The Coxco programming cassette tape recorder adds synchronized sound to existing slides. And

—

its major features
recorder,
pulser, integrator, playback
are
combined in a single, compact
unit. So the instructor can create
his own programs on the spot.
all

—

IfS^

Il

fe«.T.

And

.^>^'

^^

it

could

only show pictures.

With Coxco,
it
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there's a

lot

more.

For example, Coxco can be programmed to stop on cue. And it
integrates with an optional student
responder which provides a punch
card record of performance.

moves minds.

Our

illustrated

pamphlet has

all

the details. Send for it now. Because unless you know all about
Coxco, you don't know how simple
and effective self-paced learning can be.

—

—

& Equipment
Motion Picture &
Television Engineers, October 4-9, New
York Hilton, Nevi^ York.

17th Annual "Days of Visuals", November
9-10, sponsored by National Visual ComAutomation
Association,
niuncations

108th Technical Conference

THE A-V
CALENDAR

Exliibition, Society of

House,

tel,

New

Y'ork City.

Motion Picture Workshop, September 8-20,

Camp

Lom,a

James

Flocker,

Angeles, Calif.

13th International Film

Mar, California. Contact
721 N. LaBrea, Los
90038.

hibition

of

atrical Events.

of
Canada,
September 22-24, Ni-

'70,

CINE Awards Ceremony and

ExFilms of Merit, November
12-13, Washington, D.C. Presented by
the Council on International Nonthe-

1970

NOVEMBER

Photographers

Convention

Festival of

York & Film & TV Expo, October
27-30, Americana Hotel, New York City.

New

15th Annual Technical Symposium, Sept.
14-17, of Photo-Optical Instrumentation
Engineers, Anaheim, California.
Professional

& TV

York

National Industrial Television Association
conference, November 10-11, Washington Hilton, Washington, D.C. Sponsored
bv NITA, P.O. Box 228, East Orange,
N.J. 07019.

Audio-Visual Association Fall
Conference, October 6-9, Amricana Ho-

Industrial

SEPTEMBER

Uew

Public Relations Film Festival, sponsored
by Public Relations Society of America,
November 15-18, Regency Hyatt House,

Annual Information Film Producers
America (IFPA) Conference, November 4 7. Newporter Inn, Newport Beach,

llth
of

agara Falls, Out.

Atlanta, Ga.

California.

OCTOBER

—World

Photokina
October

3-11.

Fair

of

Sponsored

7th

riiotogiapiiy,

by

Fair Authorities and the Association for
the
German Photographic Industry,

Institute

for

FEBRUARY

Effective

25th Annual Calvin Workshop, February
Communications, Kansas
1-3,
Calvin

sored by National Audio-Visual Association and Indiana University.

Cologne, Germany.

airthis

Audio-Visual

Communications, November 8-12, Indiana University, Bloomington, Ind. Spon-

Cologne

man

at Geo.

Cit\-.

W. Colburn Laboratory
to save time, money
and footage

^

on your next

film!

Allen Hilliard, our Director of Technical

Information,

is

constantly trying to be of

service to the film maker.

By planning with Allen ahead

of shoot-

you can save time, money and footage. In this way, we can also coordinate
our specialized equipment and experience with yours to guarantee fine professional quality and effectiveness in every
film you produce.
ing,

There
call

is

now

no obligation. Write, stop in or
(area code 312) 332-6286.

COLBURN LABORATORY, INC.
Wacker Drive • Chicago, Illinois 60606
Telephone (area code 312) 332-6286
GEO. W.
164

Complete Laboratory Service

iO

for

16MM /

Editing

/ Recording / Work

Prints / Super 8,

8IVIIVI

&

16IVIIVI

N.

Release Printing / Titling /

35MM

Slide and Filmstrlp Service

BUSINESS SCREEN

—

Let your salesmen carry the Bohn Benton Institor an elegant, rear
screen, Super 8, sound and motion picture projector.
.SJIH
It's light, only 17 pounds.
it set up
It's simple to operate. In less than 30 seconds, you can have
and running in broad daylight.
It's cartridge loaded. There's no film threading.
It's an attache case. Easy to carry. Just 4-inches wide.
And it's sensibly priced. $300 for single units. Or as low as $240 in
;

quantities.

The Bohn Benton

Institor. You'll be sold

on the way

it sells.

li:

LBohn Benton

Inc.

110 Roosevelt Avenue
Mineola, N.Y. 11501

n Send one of your salesmen. Q Send one of your new brochures. Q Send both.
Name-

-Title-

CompanyAddress
City

-State-

-Zip-

Bohn Benton Institor

the screen executive
Illllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll

Illllllll
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Hedden &

New

public relations at Calvin

Calvin Divisions

William D. Hedden has been
appointed to head the new laboratories division and Donald S.
Phillips the production division
oi Calvin Communications.
The two new operating divisions were recently created in a

company
in

part,

Calvin of the Pershing Building.
Renamed Calvin Communications Center,

it

is

now

headquarters

porate

Communications,
company.

the cor-

of

the

Calvin
parent

ComMo.

MIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIMI

I

division of

the advertising, marketing and
public relations programs for the

controller at Alves

40-year-old firm.

Inc.,

Rojas

is

a

Ad-

the

Society.

he was
Photo Service,
Braintree, Mass.

Prior to joining Reela,

Callan

Is

VP

at Chicago's

Sarra, Astro and VPI

midwest

Callan,

Joe

manager

of the

VPI

sales

division of

Corporation in
Chicago, has been appointed a
Electrographic

consolidation of

all

sales

and

ser-

vices efforts for Sarra, Inc., Elec-

trographic's production facility in

Chicago;

Labs and VPI

Astro

Services.

Professional Photographers
Elect Guttosch 1971 Pres.
Rudolph J. Guttosch has been
elected the 1971 president of the
of
Photographers
America, Inc. He will take office
January 1.
Other officers elected for 1971
are Charles H. Haynes, first vice
president; Jerry A. Smolka, vice
and Floyd
president/ treasurer,
M. Roberts, chairman of the
board. Roberts is the PP of A's
1970 president and Haynes is

Professional

serving
surer.

Management Alignment
Announced for Sandler

A

Rinker Vice President of
Deluxe General, Chicago
Edward W. Rinker has been

Institutional Films.

appointed vice president of DeLuxe General of Illinois, Inc., a
subsidiary of DeLuxe General,

division

Bill

way

as

president

vice

Smolka has been

PP

of

a

piling
will

in

charge

print

of

stock-

and distribution center, and
the company's mid-

direct

west sales

activity.

division.

Loudon and Dick Ridgehead up the institutional
which produces educaand public relations films.

Rohama Lee Honored by
NAVA for "Film News"
Rohama

Lee, editor and pub"Film News," which recently celebrated its 30th anniversary, was honored by the National Audio-Visual Association
at its 31st Annual Convention in
Washington, D.C.
The Association passed a resolution paying tribute to Miss
Lee on reaching "this milestone
in a distinguished career" and for

executive

at

Radford Advertising,

12

Valentine-

has

been

of

conducting the business of Bell
& Howell Co. outside of the U.S.

Howard to President at
Manchester Color Labs
William

sion,

lisher of

P.

Howard,

former

The

1971 officers of the Professional

Photographers of America, Inc. are
(front row) Rudolph J. Guttosch and
Floyd M. Roberts and (second row)
Charles H. Haynes and Jerry A.
Smolka.

F.

named

Xavier

Rojas

business

manager

Reela Film Laboratories,

of

Inc., a

manager of

Denham succeeds Melvin C.
Hegdal as general manager. Hegdal, one of a team of 3M researchers, will continue as division vice president.

Two Key Executives

Consumer Products Div.
Lee Siamon has been named

president

of

has been

3M Com-

elected chairman of the
board and chief executive officer.

been

has

general

Concord Promotes Two

named

Reela Film Labs Names
Rojas Business Manager

now

3M Company Promotes
Raymond H. Herzog

communication."

is

that division.

who was

count

Group

responsible for

Daniel E. Denham, former
marketing director of 3M Company's magnetic products divi-

pany, succeeding Harry Hehzer

Miller Joins Calvin As
Marketing & PR Director
Ronald K. Miller, former ac-

is

3M Magnetic Products Div.
Names Denham Gen. Mgr.

her efforts to "further the use of
audiovisuals in education and

MILLER

International

& Howel

at Manchester Color Labs, has
been named president of that
company. MCL is a subsidiary of
Transcommunications Corp.
MCL expanded its facilities in
New York City with the addhion
of 5,000 square feet of space for
finishing and office facilities.

motion picture lab-

General's

The
Bell

mem-

A

will

tional

Head B&H's

to

International Group
James S. Tomes has been appointed president of the newly
formed International Group of
Bell & Howell Company.

vice president in charge of sales

oratory with plants in Hollywood

DeLuxe

committees.

trea-

board of directors since 1964 and has served
as chairman of the commercial
ber of the

new management alignment
has been announced for Sandler

and New York.
Rinker will be

the board of directors, become
chairman of the finance committee and remain a member of
the executive and management

Tomes

Callan's responsibilities include

Inc., national

Enterprises,

member of
Management

ministrative

vice president.

PHILLIPS

Wometco

Mill

llllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll

Inc.

munications, Kansas City,
Miller will be responsible for

reorganization resulting

from the purchase by

and

director of marketing

named

Head

Phillips

I

I

The changes become effective
October 31 when Bert S. Cross
retires as board chairman. Cross
will

continue

as

a

member

of

In

manager and Don
Gervin has been appointed key

national sales

accounts manager for the Consumer Products Division of Concord Electronics Corporation.

Siamon has had 25 years

of

and home
as manufac-

experience in the audio

entertainment

field

BUSINESS SCREEN

turer's representative, direct fac-

tory

rep.,

district

and regional

manager.
Gervin has held the positions
of sales co-ordinator and field
manager with Concord.

ernment

Cinema

life.

in

New

Kenneth N. McClure, assistant
to the president of Elba Systems
Corp.. has been named executive
director

of

Canyon

Films,

at

Audio

Realigns Exec Staff
In a move designed to accommodate anticipated growth, DuKane Corp. of St. Charles, III.
stall

Stewart

Lacy

Sprins;, Jr.,

of the executive committee.

cluding market development and
planning; Don Shriver becomes
manager of the audiovisual ser-

tor;

John Stewart has been ap-

pointed products/ markets manager with new responsibilities in-

and of

Sound Masters,

WCD,

Inc.,

Inc.,

New York

film production firms, died

denly on August

Wondsel,

a

sud-

2.

former

newsreel

cameraman, was a major produc-

.

er of training films for the

Armed

Forces during World War II and
continued to specialize in gov-

.

Dut Art

in

presi-

1938.

Sound-O-Matic *

makes your

.

A.

vice

Fallon

member

elected a

.

,

.

president

been
Board

has

of the

of Trustees at Rochester Institute
of Technology

.

.

3M Company

.

has promoted Daniel E.

manager

to general

Denham
com-

of the

magnetic products diviR. Bruce Hill and John
sion
B. Olsson have been appointed
to the sales and marketing staff
of Producers Service Corp.
Donald L. Powell has been appointed director, new market development at Society for Visual
Education, Inc. (SVE)
F & B/Ccco Industries, Inc. has
appointed Philip Graff controllertreasurer and division promotions

pany's
.

.

.

.

.

at that

company

.

.

.

.

Leon-

include:

.

opened

man-

Sales

newly

Metro/ Kalvar's

for

ager

office in

Skokie,

Gotham Recording

dent of the company.
He is a veteran of the film laboratory business, having started
with

.

.

.

named Midwestern

Art Film Labs, Inc. has
elected Paul A. Kaufman, former
president,

.

(Harry)
appointed Ralph D.
Whit more, Jr. technical director
Sony Corp. of America has
named IV. D. Harlow district
manager for video products in
Louisiana and Southern Texas
James L. Wassell has been

Du

vice

.

.

Kaufman to President at
Du Art Film Laboratories
executive

City re-

York City headquarters
Hollywood Film Company has

H. E. Wondsel Succumbs
Harold E. Wondsel, former
president of

.

Kodak

Walter

Pacific

.

Services in Chi-

coordinator

traffic

Eastman

Peter Fallon has joined Modern Talking Picture Service as
account executive at its New
.

administra-

vice department.

York Film Producer

cago as

Addi.mn T. Steven, Southwestern region and Francis X.
Millor. Pacific Northern region

has

named field sales
Popp becomes sales

New York

.

.

gion;

been
manager; Chet

de

McGarry,

T.

.

VPI

has joined

Southern region, Elmo Clark,
John
L.
region;
Midwestern

execu-

wholly-owned subsidiary of Elba
Systems Corporation.
McClure has also been named
to the Board of Directors of Canyon, and is presently chairman

New

Jerome

tives.

a

.

rows. Southwestern region; Jerry
R. Knaus, Midwestern region;

Division

has reassigned four

manager of market
Rill Dwinnell
development
has been named d ector of sales
Logos/ Tclsproductions of
for
Washington, D.C.
Nan Whirl

tions, Inc. as

has

appointed seven sales and engineering representatives for its
motion picture and education
markets division; Jeffrey L. Bur-

York.

DuKane A/V
Canyon Films Appoints
McClure Exec Director

Around the Industry
Eastman Kodak Company

He was most

employed

recently

work

production

film

throughout his

111.

.

.

Company

.

has
appointed William R. Firestone
vice president in charge of opPaul R. Ballantine
erations
has joined TeleMation Produc.

.

ard Hollander to executive vice
president and Robert Kaplan to
vice president of sales

.

.

.

Peggy

Wysong has been named public
Canyon
director
of
relations
and Rodney L. DockFilms
.

.

.

ery has joined the sales staff of

.

Visual Presentations of Dallas.

Our new Sound-O-Matic programmer-recorder gives the power

of

speech

to

about any automatic, remotely-controlled slide projector.
Now, with the optional new response feature, you can pre-set program
pauses to allow audience discussion or question and answer sessions.
Afterwards, you |ust press a remote-control button to get the projector

just

slide projector talk.

talking again.

You can teach even more

effectively with another optional feaElco-Optisonics responder. It makes your projector await a student's answer to multiple-choice questions on the screen. The student records his answer
on a computer-compatible card with a simple hand
control that simultaneously restarts the presentation.
The Sound-0-lVlatic is also available in a playbackonly version, for use with cassettes pre-recorded on the
und-0-Matic programmer-recorder. With or without the
ture, the

Gives you
time to ponder

what

it

says.

response option.

Send

Lets you
ask questions.
And ans^ver questions.

that

the

speaks

coupon

for details,

or ask for a live demonstration

for itself

BS

ELCO Optisonics
Montgomeryville. Pa. 18936
(215) 368-0111

ELCO

Automatically.

Corporation

Send me your

n

I

Call

me

to

illustrated broctiure

arrange a demonstration

I'm interested

in

standard unit

I'm interested

in

"response" option

Company^
Tille-

I

•Sound-O-Matic; Trademark,

SEPTEMBER, 1970

ELCO

SlreelCily

Corporation

.

Zip_

13

the camera eye
By
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Youtli

Audiences

IVIust

tance of helievahle concepts or by anything
less than utmost professional quality. Raised

Be Served

by Truthful, Well-IVlade Films

decades as "television
audience won't acyouth
babies" today's
less about the hiscare
couldn't
pap,
cept

JL outh is in the Majority as 1970 census figures will soon verify and the future
of these United States belongs to the under25's. Young people in our high schools and
colleges have long accounted for major segments of the sponsored film audience; classhalls are probably the
outlets, especialaudiovisual
best-equipped

rooms and meeting
terms of

THE CAMERA MART
Audio-Visual Line can put
your ideas on the right
track with a complete
selection of specialized

equipment including
opaque projectors (for
the projection of nontransparent material),
stop motion analyst
projectors, 16MM Xenon
projectors (for brightest
and long distance
projection), 16 & 35MM

double system sound
interlock projectors,

overhead projectors, strip
film sound projectors,
background slide
projectors and projection
accessory equipment.

or sale.

And

to

keep you

running on schedule we
can also provide
completely packaged
programs.

For further Information

and/or reservations
or write Mr. Bob
(212) 757-6977.

call

Roizman

TheCamera Martmc.
456 W. 5Sth SI (Bel. 9lh « lOlh Aves.)
New York, NY. I00I9 Phone. (212) 757-6977
.

See us at the S.M.P.T.E. Convention
October 4-9, New York Hilton
Booths 74, 75, 76

14

sound projection.
points out, "stu-

dents today portend the direction of changes

occur in American society. The
matter
to be decided is whether liberal
basic

which

two

physiogomy of a company president. What they want to know

tory of widgets or the

your active role in their future,
what is true about productivity, where they
fit in tomorrow's economic scheme of things.
Beyond all that, a myriad of subjects open
up in positive approaches to research, employee relations, product development, safety, health, home building and planning, preabout

is

servation of the ecology.

When

will

.

.

the creative writer, attuned to to-

day's audience, has put

it

all

down and

ex-

and
or conservative attitudes will prevail
the actual course of American society will

perienced

undoubtedly fall between the extremes of
liberalism and conservatism. But the real
question is whether the greater import will

boundless. Such films are welcome as public
service fare by both commercial and noncommercial tv stations, acceptable (in

.

be given
nation

.

.

liberal or conservative ideas as the

moves forward on

a course

either

or slightly to the right of
small variation in degree can

slightly to the left

center.

The

have a tremendous impact on

life in

has

American business

format) for theatrical showing (the
audience today accounts for the

35mm
youth

largest share of

cinema boxolfice receipts)

this

nels

is

era in communication. And no
time for either the faint-hearted, the foolish
or the false. These young people may not

seem overly wise when they follow campus
but we agree with President
agitators
Nixon's recent and eloquent remarks to the
Jaycees. Touching on youth and its aliena-

from

society, the President said
tell

young persons

it

a
is

Amer-

a critical

not be enough to

out

production
creditable sponsored film, the potential

or,

film distribution chan-

(and international)

Certainly, for

turned

as we've said, hundreds of prints can
move out along well-established nationwide

ica."

tion

Everything is available
for rent, long-term lease,

I6mm

As newsman Art Gilliam

past

the

in

ly in

0. H. Coelln

would

that the

schools,

to

meeting

colleges

and community

halls.

Ask Association Sterling Films, Modern,
World for the figures on
United
today's audience potential. And remember
or

what it's worth to tell the complete story
20 to 30 miimtes of viewing time, with
young eyes and ears wide open, as compared to the fleeting seconds of print media

for

observation!

nation would win the peace, clean up the
environment, reduce poverty and provide
opportunities

for

good jobs and advance-

ment.

"They want that." he said, "hut they think
ami idealistic terms and will want
something more. For youth, the driving
dream and idealism is what is important. We
must love America, not because she is rich
and strong, hut hecause America is a good
in spiritual

country."
For corporate leadership, who will agree
that truth alone can both make and keep
us free, the opportunity of full sight-and-

sound communication, "large and lighted"
on the screens of our classrooms is a challenge to be met without delay!
A word of caution: the inherent powers
of the film medium must not be slighted by
amateurish efforts, by ignoring the impor-

Candidate for Missouri's Senate
Rings Bell on Vocational Study Need
On a recent visit to Memphis where we
enjoyed a brief chat with dynamic, creative
Eugart Yerian, who directs the thousandfold monthly a-v programs serving Holiday
Inns from coast-to-coast and abroad, we
ran into another viewpoint well worth mentioning.

"Instead of trying to prepare every high
school student for college, says attorney
Paul L. Bradshaw, candidate for Missouri's
state

senate,

sibility

of

technical

"we should explore the posmore vocational and

including
training

in

the

elective

agree

with

curricu-

lum."
Right!

And we

candidate

BUSINESS SCREEN

,

Bratlsliaw. "tliat

wc have become obsessed

with the idea thai everyone slioiikl attend
The fact is that a college education

college.
siniplv

is

many

not necessary for

When

it

to suspension, storage

comes

incrcitse

of

(instead

TV

the process.

Industry can help its own cause by providing career guidance films, adding to the

safe

brochure
today.

and

are the "standard" to
position TV receivers
for best viewinfj, with
easy movement. Our

imodates a videotape recorder,
monitor, camera
equipment and ma-

Foreign Versions of Training Films

ALL IN ONE
CONVENIENT UNIT.
The special VTR and
OSCILLOSCOPE TABLES round-out the
terials

Can Expedite U.S. Projects Abroad
Mindful of Holiday Inns" expanding conLatinin the Caribbean, other
American lands and in Europe and preparations now being made for translated versions
of their in-house training tilm programs, we

V

struction

know-how

WALL

MOBILE VTR CENTER accom-

stockpile of technical/training media.

note that U.S. industrial

lor oi.r

/TR Products

MOBILE TV TABLES

repairmen and a multitude of other unfilled
jobs could be met and many lives made
hapi'iier in

all.

provide bolter, safer
viewing;, while savinji space
lation is easy. Wilson

today's

shortages of mechanics, technicians,

critical

tfirn

new TV and

AM) C1.ILIN(; MOUNTS

down)

talking

opportunities,

class

Write

Wilson

only parents and educators would
get otT the backs of youngsters who want
to build futures in these useful occupations

and

encompass

useful and

if

vocational

.ve

Wilson rounds-out ETV systems

very prolitable occupations."

Now

and mobility of ETV systems,

is

'

^HH^^iIIBBH

picture

find-

ing a ready market in Eastern European
countries seeking to modernize production.
Among the concerns active in such lands as

(^ILSOinI

i

WILSON CORPORATION

H.

555 W, TAFT DR

.

SOUTH HOLLAND,

ILL,

60473

Rumania. Hungary and East Germany are
Corning Glass Works, Clark Equipment

Company Hong
uals)

and

a familiar user of audiovis-

Kellogg

tion, subsidiary of

Another

International

Corpora-

Pullman. Inc.

audiovisual

opportunity,

for

foreign versions of relevant training and service educational films!

Divert

Aid to

More Industry Scholarship
Encourage Audiovisual Study

Corporate contributions for scholarships
have always been generous. But when they're relevant to the
film medium we're directly concerned. Regretfully, the f970 National Film Scholarship Competition of the University Film Association does not seem to get support from
audiovisual equipment makers, processors or

in higher education

producers.

Eight

of

recipients

S500

to

$1,000

scholarship prizes will benefit this year from

UFA program. The winners were chosen
from the largest group of competitors in

the

the contest's history,

with entrants repre-

senting virtually every major film program
in

the United States.

The winners'

The University

Harvard. Temple, and

of Iowa,

UCLA.

going to its scholarship contributions to aid
and enlarge the opportunity thus afforded to

young people toward careers

corporate audiovisual production?
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and filmstnp source UnequaH'''.:
The largest <•<•

slide

camera work toreloase prints A'
Small or large. Sparkling quality and rendition added, on time .t.i

at realistic prices.

—OHC

Send

for free

copy

of (vlanhattan

Guide .«j

Conors

'^

Film Strips and Slides."

CUSTOM FILMSTRIP
rnnttr>g.

« SLIDE SERVICES: PhOloqtnphy, Mas»'>

Cudio';. Canning. Vacuumaltnq, labollinq. Oua"ttiy

Oeli;iie Opiirai Slides.

"

«|

or BERKFY
44lh SI

•

;>i,t«v

TV Slides Numbe'ina. Counting. Bo>ing,ilWl^,

manhattan color laboratories,
jvi;,ioM

in

tor instant action aqainsi the tightest deadii"-

Geared

the East Coast.

with round-the-clock operation, from
job.

Encouragement to these talented film
makers, "the hope of the future" is to be
applauded and aided. Why doesn't American business divert some of the millions now-

advance

Manhattan Color, the complete

we process

quality meticulously controlled by master technicians.

schools include San Fran-

cisco State College.

idded to every slide and fflmstrip
"or print whatever the quantity!

K t I
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comment
our readers write
iiiiiiiiiiiiiii

stop
borrowing
the Bolex

While we do not make it a
unsigned letters jrom
readers, we make an exception in the following case because it deals with an all too
prevalent problem in attitudes and feelings
between sponsors and producers. Tlie letter came to us in response to our profile of

moron who

cause he's watched

publish

to

Mel London,
month's

Vision

Associates,

in

last

Although it was presumably
written by a producer of less talent and
c/iaracter than Mel London, it does point
up one of the most common problems between sponsors and producers. We showed
tlie letter to Mel London, who insisted on
answering it
in terms kinder and perhaps more tolerant than we or others might
have used
again reflecting the dedicaissue.

.

will

.

.

.

article last

we

we

that

tried to

month. P.S. to

get another letter this

tlie

convey
writer:

month about

our profile of William Greaves (page 11)'?

Rai-5 Camsra,
Zoom Lens

lar

wilh fully aulomaiic
Ihtough-ihe-lens exposure control.
400' Film Magazine with Take Up
MST
Conslant Speed Motor
Motor.
with sync generator (or
synchronous sound recording.

Gentlemen:

Your

who
3l(an-co'reclecJ viewlindef
and external tilm wind.

recent fluff on

Mel London

is

what

hide off most working producers

the

eats

Apparently, it was written by either someone who has never been with film "clients"

away

some

for

time.

been at it for half
one short decade in
the time Mel has
Detroit where I wrote garbage formula for
a motor account under strict orders not to
do anything more.
Unfortunately,

I've

—

it has been with two corpoand two agencies
still writing

Since then,
rations,

the

same old

—

boilerplates the "clients" re-

quest. In spite of this, I've

my
of
26mm

Bolex H.16 Rex-S.
Macro-Swilar 1/1 1 lens.

400' F.Im Magaj'ne with Take-Up
Moior Variable Speed Moto'

Today's the day you wanted to use the Bolex.
"Sorry. The Bolex is being used to make a
lime lapse study and is going to be tied up
for awhile."

You'll have to hold off on that public relations film. And that microscope sequence for

the research film will have to wait. And all
those other film projects will have to be

re-schedul&d.

Maybe what your company needs are a few
more Bolexes.
Then the Bolex would be at your disposal,
instead of the other way around.
For a free 32-page catalog, Industrial Bulletin and list of Bolex dealers near you. write
to address below.

Paiilard Incorporated,

1900 Lower Road. Linden. N.J. 07036.
Other products: Hasselbtad cameras and accessories,
Hermes typewriters and ligunng machines.

16

managed

to

win

share of competitive awards and in spite
the cliche-ridden garbage I've been

forced

to

produce

by

visually

illiterate

"sponsors."

Again, Mr. London has apparently hit
the vein along with the likes of Saul Bass
and a few others, who for some reason

(most producers do not know) manage to
get big budgets.

My

point

is

—

all

the bullshit? This
I've

is

ever

made enough films about
others to know. The average producer IS
creative, gets his work emasculated by his
clients who want Super 8 budget films.
I'd like to see you do more stories that
indicate how important films really are
GOD
sell the medium to the clods out
there, and help some of us overcome every

—

TV

for a few years.

Unsigned

DearLon:
The unsigned
this

letter

up a

lot

its

of

a dialogue like

necessary in an industry that

is

makes so many of
back

brings

— and perhaps

good points

films as

if

still

we were

can understand, however,
does not sign the letter
with an attitude toward clients like that,
they'd be gone from his shop as soon as they
could reach the telephone dial.
Clients are really not our enemies. It is
not a matter of "we know film and you
in the 40's.

why he

I

(or she)

—

know how

to make aluminum bolts, so shut
up and leave us alone." No one knows his
communications problem better than the
client
but it is up to us to develop a relationship that is built on mutual trust. We
can't win every argument, but we can be
damned persuasive when it comes to technique and continuity. We have several clients
who have objected to particular film approaches, but they have also been convinced
that it was best for their audiences and
that they would communicate the message
most effectively.

—

While the complainer was doing

counts.

"garbage" for one motor account, I was
with Wilding and some of our most innonot withvative films were done for Ford
out struggle, certainly, and always with a

—

great deal of encouragement from the client.
Let me touch on another point that is

Dollars do not equal
not necessary that the higher

naive.

quite

really

quality. It

is

our budget, the better the

I've

—

film.

We

have

five

Academy Award nominations in our commy own nomination for "To Live
pany

—

Again" was received in 1963 for a film that
was in black and white and cost under
$25,000. The others are all low to medium
budget

We

films.

"working producers" and we like the field. Where else
could we find so many people willing to give
also consider ourselves

us the

money

novate.

We

to invent, discover, create, in-

haven't turned out a "boiler-

plate" in ten years

why

one of the toughest businesses

known

thinks he's a film producer be-

This even goes for the automobile ac-

read your magazine.

or has been

iiiiiiiiiiiiii

I

.

and character

our

in

Bolei H-16 Rei-S.
IQnim Macro-Swilar
1 6 Lens
Unde'waier
Housing with

Miiiiiiiiiiiiii

practice

tion

6

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii

Editor's Note:

.

sm

mil

iiiiiiiiiir

single client

is

and we don't have a
illiterate,

a clod, or a

we get along rather
people who come to us for

moron. In
with the

who

fact,

well
their

films.

Finally,

I

who wrote

suppose

I

the article

should comment on
it obviously was

—

my mother.
Best regards.

Mel London
Vision Associates

BUSINESS SCREEN
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PROBABLE

IS

no industrial com-

thai

-'

pany or public service organization will
produce a larger volume of films and other
audio-visual materials in 1970 than the
American Cancer Societ\. Look at the record for 1969: some 20 sixty-second TV
spots: 30 shorter TV spots; a half-dozen 14
to 30 minute educational films for the general public: 8 professional motion pictures
for the medical profession: and one annual
dri\e spectacular film produced with top
stars of the entertainment world. It all adds
lip to eight and one-half million feet of color
film for 1969. And the program is still
growing in 1970. Any challengers?
addition

In

quantity

topping

to

recent

in

comers

all

ACS

years.

has

for

also

achic\ed an enviable reputation for quality.
Don Hillman, National Director for TVFilnis-Radio,

protests

amount

the

that

of

production attributed to his division is unimportant in itself, but he does stand by

ACS

the

outstanding

in

the

of

field

health agencies," he says,

"we

responsibility to the public

who

voluntary

feel

a deep

supports us
to see that every piece of audio-visual material that goes out of here will reflect that
public trust.

ACS

maintains

its

quality characteristics

and supervision from
and by dedication away and above
the call of duty on the part of almost everyone who has anything to do with its highly
diversified film program. Performers, for
instance, certainly don't get rich working for
.ACS. and are generally paid only scale
rates, but a job on an ACS production has
proven to be, at the same time, a prize assignment, and the general reaction of almost everyone in the entertainment or film
industries is, "What can we do to help?"
rather than "What's in it for me?"
by

first-class direction

the top,

.ACS. thus,

And

use.

it

is

able to use a wide variety

designed for public

in its films

of celebrities

is

glad to get them, for

time used by the Society
a

all

TV

donated free as

is

service by the broadcasters. TV
want good attractive people to fill
time to meet competition of other sta-

public

stations
this

tions

on

the air at the

same hours. So,

ACS

people who are
effective, people with something to say beyond well-intentioned platitudes. This policy
has resulted in ACS films finding prime
time in almost every market rather than
being shunted to the late-late movies as
provides top

some public

people,

yet

service spots so often are.

Hillman. who joined ACS two years
ago. has been a prime factor in the rapid
growth of film use. which has tripled in
volume in the years from 1968 through

Don

1970.

To

dio and

turn out the

TV

materials

Hillman heads a

tight

amount
that

and

of films, ra-

ACS

requires.

efficient staff of

production and technical people. Almost
actual production

work

is

all

contracted out to

producers chosen on the basis of a particular

talent

Ihe emphasis continues to be quality not quantity in
the preparation of American Cancer Society audiovisuals,
despite the fact that the institution
largest sponsor of films

quality reputation.

"Because the .American Cancer Society
is

American Cancer Society
Number One Sponsor?

needed for a particular job.

al-

Continiied on next page

and

may

related

A-V

well be the nation's
materials.

This highly creative experience was
followed by a stint in the heart of commer-

sion.

cancer society

cial-land

continued

as

creative

and pro-

supervisor

ducer at N.W. Ayer, working on the Philip
Morris and Plymouth and A.T.&T. accounts.

though

occasionally

some

done in-house.
The purpose of the film

production

is

provided
division's activi-

ties are to provide information about cancer, its causes and prevention, to general
and professional audiences, and to aid in
soliciting funds for research, prevention and
treatment activities which the Society sup-

ports.

implementing this purpose, the Society
year has sponsored such outstanding
films as We're Beginning to Win. a lialfhour entertainment special designed to be
In

this

shown during Cancer Control Month, and
shot in Las Vegas with Petula Clark and
other night-club stars; and Journey Into
Darkness, an educational drama on cancer
Robert Ryan and an
outstanding cast. The most used spots have
featured TV star William Talman, who described his impending death from lung cancer, and urged audiences to give up smoking. Tony Curtis has also done an outstanding job in the anti-smoking crusade, notwithstanding his recent pot problems with
British customs officers.
All ACS films produced for general public viewing are photographed in 35mm. pro-

quackery

featuring

16mm.

fessional films usually in

visions

local

to
in

and

35mm,

ACS
8mm or

regional

16mm,

rapidly growing Super

Going back to public service, which has
always been a major interest in his life,
Hillman became National Education Television's first Executive Producer, and pro-

Prints are

Dithe

gram

format according

8

The current

ACS

film

catalog

of N.E.T.'s outstanding programs.
Then, feeling that he had covered almost

as

lists

available for public use:

58-TV spots
23-8mm motion

pictures

6mm

mit

its

value

pictures

a long and extremewell-rounded experience in the visual
ly
arts. His career began with NBC in 194S
where he rose to producer-director in ihe

network's early TV operations.
In 1954, he joined the Ford Foundation's

TV-radio workshop to work on the outstanding programs Omnibus and Excur-

Premiered

Newspaper

at

liam

the

Publishers

Talman

American
Associa-

mini-theater.

New

Ken
York

producers, have de-

signed angled screens which create distorted

AT&T

exhibit, showing mini-theater combined with equipment
the ANPA/RI 42nd Annual Conference, New Orleans. Miniaudiovisual presentation features triple screen program using
angled screens for distortion effects.

18

of

at

aimed

screen images

—

of-

•

at attracting

prise

audiovisual

on

fering unusual "solarized" effects

equipment display.
the

placed

spot.

tention.

Associates,

indicative of the

have

films.

42nd
Institute's
tion/Research
.\nnual Conference in New Orleans, June 7th through 11 th, a
novel AT&T exhibit combines
an audiovisual program with an
Inside

Model

audiences

In May of this year Hillman was honored at the Tenth International Cancer
Congress, meeting in Houston, with the first
Annual International Award given by Houston's world renowned M.D. Anderson Hospital for the best anti-smoking TV message.
In this case, the citation was for Hillman's
personal direction of the now historic Wil-

Don Hillman has had

Saco

display
theater

1967.

suppliers to date,
critical

ACS

-filmstrip

Distortion Screens

in

has never entered a film festival, nor sought
an award in any form, the Society does per-

kinescope

Mini -Theatre Features

Coastal

Although the American Cancer Society

14-Super 8 motion pictures
1

ACS

sition at

26- 16mm motion pictures

5-8mm motion

joined

Film Industries, a leading optical-animation
and laboratory service in New York, as vice
president and director of special projects,
until he was appointed to his present po-

are available:

1

making but post-producHillman

operations,

tion

24-Super 8 motion pictures
25-slide and filmstrip programs
For professional audiences, the following

1-1

aspects of film

all

16mm

motion pictures
16-35mm motion pictures

49-

associate for public affairs, with credit

many

for

to need.

Although

projectionists

audience

at-

professional

traditionally

to avoid this distortion

work

or "key-

stoning" effect, this program relies

on

its

uniqueness for a sur-

impression.

Content

of

the

presentation

covers Bell System's involvement
data communications technology as it relates to the newspaper industry.
in

of AT&T exhibit, with top removed to show projectors, in pairs,
throwing images on angled screens for distortion effect. Theater has three
entrances and exits, open at all times, offering maximum audience traffic
flow. Show runs for 5-minutes continuously, automatically programmed.

Model
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A NEW FILM

'T'HF-.RF. IS

"in

the can" that has had the
impertinence to tinalK ignore one
oi the main shibboleths of the
-'-

man named McLuhan, and in
doing so, it has found its own
form, power and cITectivcness. The underlying strength of
shaf)c,

the film called

simply

ENCE

is

1

+ +
1

that

is

1

it

The film was produced by
Henry Strauss Associates for E.
1.
du Pont de Nemours & Comand

pany,

Jeri>me

by

written

Alden.

The Du Pont corporate public
relations department, after a careful

and detailed study, had come

to

the

that

tions people
pletely

public

rela-

they had a

com-

the

felt

diversified,

The "plot"

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

like

.

expressions

intimate

So the

"Du Pont
a dynamic, science-oriented company; an inmaker
products. Proud of
a

of

quality

its

history,

.

.

a "tapestry

"the need

search

to

the need for recognition

.

the need to

.

.

—

or

."

off

.

.

.And the audience

/,v

both the

—

tumble over each other, so somelanguage are formed in another
and come to a conclusion in

—

a third language.

still

1+1 +

1

a combination

is

techniques (graphics,

... a company that recognizes

rhythm
that

is

of

photos,

three-dimensional ab-

stractions)

em-

still

set

down

with

a

and mounting intensity
young and modern and

—

ployees, to the communities in

sliizhtly

which it operates, and to the
country and world as a whole

mixture that tells a broad, sweeping, many-leveled story in which
a lot of separate and seemingh'

...

it
is a company
warm and human ... a

that

is

serious

controversial

abstract, unrelated parts

but not a solemn aggregation

to a vital

of people."

Du

This was the philosophical forhanded Strauss. He and

who

talked

.Alden

much

the

people

who

its

em-

itself,

surround

Du

—

ployees, customers, and
nity neighbors

—

in a

commu-

are varied, di-

.

new

and

they are be-

bombarded

clothes without weaving, produce

to

and new images,
have developed new emo-

It

shoes without leather ...
grow more food without

signals

keys.

tional
is

from which each level of audience can pull what it needs in
terms of reassurance, informa-

let

us

more

live lon>:er and betand more colorfully than ever
before. Du Pont i\ where the ac-

space ... to

that unique kind of film

SEPTEMBER, 1970

patterned world".

management are able to combine
do such uncommon things as
"change the air we breathe, or
the water we drink ... let us
build
without
lumber,
make

sieged for attention;

with

1

othce

electronic age. the television age.
.

are not alienated from their

salesmen, operators, technicians,
workers, mechanics, and

and complex. And they
live in a changing world, competitively and physically. They
have been part of the jet age. the
.

th;it

a group of individuals

—

ter

tion isl"
,

1

+ +
1

1

is

"uncommonly"'
120.000 individuals in 29 states and 15
countries
"people, who, one
plus one plus one, have come together to do many uncommon
ture;

it's

a bright,

vibrant story about

.

.

.

things!"

•

add up

conclusion:

The tilm leaves its audience
convinced that Du Pont is a place
in which scientists and engineers,

verse,

the space age

film

20 thousand people around the world who are
"able to keep their uniqueness

like the

Pont

company

is

company

with

hundreds of Du Pont people all
over the world, and the film reflects the fact that

Pont

human

a

families or their societies or their

mat

screenwriter

by Henry Strauss Associates for Du Pont, the
audience is both the message and the
leading character, show/ng that they are
people achieving uncommon things in a
united effort while maintaining their
individuality in a patterned wor/c/.

times thoughts that begin in one

live action,

to

People remain the key to the uhimate success
of any business endeavor. In "1 + 1 + 1",

.

compete ... the need

be yourself on the job

to

but forward-looking, optimistic, and confident of the future
responsibilities

the Message

people.

of

becomes

film

of needs":

it

is

its

.

ple themselves ... a kind of
juxtaposing of the visual harshness of technology with the warm

and we

—

is!"

novator;

.

the languages of four continents

put on tilm

this

.

Is

.

.

.

.

.

we're a

tion of indi\iduals

want

a series of seg-

is

ments that have a roundness to
themselves: some dramatic
some abstract
some funny
some with
symbolic
words ... a lot with just scattered impressions from the peo-

swinging collec-

.

Audience

a natural part

message and the leading characvoices and accents and
ter

different

not buried in the past
big.

—

just "there"

is

"We're

image:

The

ac-

tradition,

of the atmosphere.

and outside their company
who looked on it as a conservative, even an old-fashioned collection of past triumphs and present
Fiut

breadth,

of

and
vitality as seen in the company's
and
manufacturing
research,
marketing competence. Du Pont

side

securities.

ex-

produce an

to

all

understanding
complishment,

hard-to-admit conclusion

there were people both in-

—

citement

Al'Dl-

"the
assumes
the message!"

rcwaids,

involvement,

tion,

no philosophic

lee-

The

importance of people

the essence of
a
at

tfie

film.

Is

Here,

Dupont employee Is filmed
work as one of the "1 + 1-

1" who have come together
do uncommon things."

"to

fe.

Film crew of Henry Strauss Associates' prepares to shoot sequence from
the DuPont film "1j-1 + 1'', which centers around the human element in the
successful operation of a large company.

HAROLD

By

READ

N.

Audiovisual Director
Liberty Mutual Insurance Co.

L I B E RTJIpiU TUA L

TELEVISION

There are important lessons to be learned from the experiences of Liberty Mutual in the planning of their complex CCTV
and VTR installation, now in its third year of operation.

MUTUAL INSURANCE

T IBERTY

Company, now 58

-"-^

ganization of
offices

in

years old, is an or15,000 people in some 190

Our

nine geographical divisions.

most rapid growth has been during the past
ten years,
tual

making us today

casualty

company

assets are in excess of

in

one

muOur

the largest
the

world.

billion.

475 mil-

ments
ing,

of our five

(claims,

loss

major operating departprevention,

underwritprac-

and data process'ng) are
autonomous, each being headed by a

sales

tically

vice president with supervisory staff, train-

communications people and

people,

ing

a

range of technicians.
Supporting the operating departments is
an administrative department, supplying the
other departments with the places to work,
the tools to work with and the clerical staffs.
It also provides the audiovisual department,
organized officially

in

its

present form just

over three years ago.
The audiovisual department's work covers

a range of products and services.

example,

audiovisual

In our

Boston,

in

For

1969, we produced:

750 pieces of art
800 B&W negatives
5400 35mm slides
7500 overhead transparencies
77 audio tapes
49 Filmstrips, sound slide presentations and motion pictures
41 videotapes

TV

home office in
two monochrome cam-

studios at the

we have

a

we desired. In the fall of 1968, we
decided a more sophisticated system should
be developed.
ards

Planning the new system took about a
year and included the following criteria:

era capability with recording and playback
facilities set to broadcast standards. The

system

lion dollars.

Each

only a part of our
is
communications effort.
But, an ever growing and increasingly important part of the total program.

Videotape, then,

total

designed to accept a third video

is

input: either a third studio

camera

and only

a

minor mechanical change

the third video input to the present console.
Liberty adopted the Sony '2 -inch system

2060

(the

series)

in

1967, because of

its

ease of operation, picture quality, dependa-

still

in

In

ny.

price. This same equipment is
constant use throughout the compa-

and

bility

then, we began producing
from our studio on the ninth

1967,

videotapes

floor of the

home

office

With a Sony

was a horrendous affair!
2000 video recorder as the heart of the
system and a single camera capability to
start, we continually tried to improve on
It

6.

With

CV

ance of a

Thomas Edison

.

plethora of

to look

visits, calls,

system

that

completely

our

filled

re-

quirements.
Finally, we designed a system which we
could have custom made to our specifications. It was something like this:
1.

monochrome cameras with

2

mote
2.

.

A

re-

control.

console with three camera capa-

mixing devices, special effects
wave form generator,
monitors
line
monitors,
preview
and camera monitors.
A sound system which we would
use to do our films as well as

bility,

generator,

We

soon realized that the Va-inch sysediting.
tem had one major drawback
Additionally, it was essentially crude and the
tapes we produced did not meet the stand.

we began

demwas a bewildering experience. We did learn that everybody
and his brother makes a television system.
But even with dealers literally camped on
our doorstep, we could not seem to find

laboratory.

.

guide in hand,

The

onstrations and comparisons

our product by adding the gadgets. First, a
second camera with switcher, line moniuntors, special effect generators, etc.
our control room took on the appeartil
.

this

in earnest.

the

building.

Minimum maintenance
ReUable repair service.
Future expansion potential.
Simple conversion to color.

5.

add

to

Dependability and compatibility
with the existing system.

4.

a film chain. This without alterations

likely,

Simplicity of operation

3.

more

or,

1.

2.

.

3.

m

videotape.
4.

A

video recorder with sophisticated
must!

electronic editing.

A

guide and specifications to
We took
several dealers. Most could do the job, and
this

Equipped with both
V2- and one-inch
videotaping

equipment, Liberty
can produce programs and material in
both formats, or
reduce from one-inch
to 1/2- inch for
distribution to
regional divisions.

we

finally

selected the one that best fitted

our needs.

The problem of the video remained (the
system we designed could operate any one
of several recorders, American or Japanese).
with

the

Sony solved the
introduction of

video recorder.

company
It

in

We

thus

New England

problem for us
320 one-inch

its

became

the first

to use

the 320.

has proven to be just as reliable and

trouble free as our '/2-inch system,

A second Sony
added as a slave
package installed
2-Shibaden

video recorder (310) was
unit for editing.

The

total

and operating included:
FP108 Vidicon cameras

BUSINESS SCREEN
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with 5 inch viewers, companion camera control units, remote controls, intercom and fIS 20- 100mm rear con-

zoom

trolled

lens.

2-Emcor low

sik>iiette

consoles

with

two 9-inch Ball Brothers monitors
and three 5-inch Shibaden monitors.
Mark 21 Ball Brothers wave I'orni
monitor.

A Telemated
A Mark IX

sync generator.
Ball

Brothers video dis-

and sync amplifiers

tribution

kind

its

(the

made by Shintron Labs

Cambridge. Mass. Installed and
serviced by Shintrtm on a performance

of

evaluation for future design anil
ufacture

man-

).

camera has internal and remote sync
plus electronic camera control. This means
we can control it from the camera itself or
the control room. The consoles are designed
for one man operation and can be expanded
as needed. All of the components are solid
1 he

except

state

the

cathode ray tubes

in

the

monitors.

During the construction of the studio,
two-inch electrical conduits were installed

from the studio to the building service shaft
which permits us to remote our cameras or
place T\ nmnitors anywhere in the building at any time. A patch system installed at
the same time for both video and audio insures

maximum

We

this

tempts te

rig

ease of operation.

purchased

also

prompter

year

many

at-

and

—

We

are jiresently experimenting with

portable video recorders, but

Production console in the control room is designed for one man operation and can be expanded as necessary for future needs

two

have not

still

developed a real use for them. A series of
seminars in various parts of the country
have been employed to teach training personnel use of the equipment and the tapes
sent to them from the home office.

we have not installed CCTV or
our branch offices. We are watching
new innovations like EVR and the video
cassette before taking action. In the meantime we are bringing our branch office peo-

To

VTR

ple

date,

in

to

training centers

the

audiovisual

available

or using other

means

pro-

for these

Both the Audio Visual Department and
management at Liberty have been
pleased with the operation and effectiveness of our videotape equipment and service. Many of our policyholders are already
heavily involved in videotape. As more and
more of our policyholders join the ranks
of videotape users, we will come to depend
more and more on this vehicle to comnumi-

our own.

cate within the Liberty family.
is

a training center in eight of our

and each

VTR

is

using the

Our video production
office

and role-playing.
We have had no problem with compaiibility and our maintenance is unbelievably
low
less than $100 all of last year. We've
never replaced a vidicon tube and only one
\idco head in three years, and it was damaged by a liberty employee.

top

general.

divisions

vide.)

tele-

futile

Software
Our prime interest in the Liberty audiois
visual department
the education and
training of employees. We are additionally
responsible for communication inter-ccmpany, with policyholders and the public in

There

for potential policyholders.

grams.

Telepro

a

after

A

recorders are also used for local prt)grams

Shiiilron special effects generator

of

size and sent out.
broad range of subjects are covered by
the tapes we produce. We produce instructional tapes on
management, sales technicjues, claims control, noise control and
other subjects. In addition, we produce
tapes for orientation on management meetlings and insurance trends and personalized presentations by executixe personnel
',/2-inch

At the division training ceiUers. the

Telematet! broadcast switches.
first

our one-inch tapes are reduced to the

ters,

are the

equipped with
''2

-inch

CCTV

Sony system.

facilities at the

home

hub of our communications

wheel. For use in the di\ision trainins cen-

ent to us at

It is apparLiberty that videotape looms

communication

large as the

tool of the fu-

could conceivably give back seat
to other medias we now hold fixed. Only
time will tell, but we think we will be prepared if this should come about.
ture.

It

For

maximum

for

both

efficiency, a patch system

video and

is

used

audio.

Read Comments on Videotape
Harold N. Read, director of audiovisuals for
Mutual, currently directs a staff of

Liberty

employees at

eight fulltime audiovisual
erty.

a

The department includes

photo

and

lab

TV

art

services

which

studio

Lib-

also

"Video

on

really

that much.

videotape.

changed

hasn't

While the

Read

says,

our

ways

playback has
it all over rushes, the time we spend editing
tape is about equal to film editing. Of
there

course,

"Don't
Editing
to

is

instant

are some

lock

for

limitations

motion

picture

possible, but timely.

edit out the

If

is

bloops. Every error

to

VTR.

quality.

not easy
in

pro-

duction adds important minutes to the edit-

HAROLD
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N.

READ

ing task.

and

I've

seen some

awfu! products done under the banner of
these

so-called

cr'nce

to

think

professionals.
that

some

of

I

sometimes

these

are bound to be charged against

doubles as a sound stage.

Commenting

"Too many omatuers have now entered
the field as professionals

things

my

pro-

fession.

we

"Buf

con't stop

what videotape

is

—

progress and that

ing very fast th-ough the electronic era

there
tronic
is

is

is

progress. We're mov-

and

no doubt fhaf some form of elec

transmission

of

audiovisual

material

the future thing.

behooves all of us to keep abreast
development in communications
so that we will be ready and using the ultimate when it is finally at our disposal."
"It

of

every
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A
making? Will you

Concerned Filmmaker

stick

about Blacks?
A. "My approach
honestly
is

to

is

making
to

try

what

possible

as

happening

really

to

films

state

as
fact

in

any given cinematic

in

situation.

"My

philosophy

expand the con-

to

is

sciousness of audiences and myself through

agencies of insight and delight.

THE

SINGLE

WORD CONCERN"
who

describes William Greaves,

past

the

has es-

well as

motion pictures. Feeling a need to
express his diverse interests, he wanted to

these latter qualities.

get into film production.

ing films about black people: Only

two

major awards for various films and

...

all

years.

TV

10

pro-

dealing with the Negro,

problems, ambitions and future.
His film for Newsweek magazine.

his

Contpmiy

//;

won six major
won three awards

Men,

oi

the
film

lias

(inawards. He has also
cluding an Emmy) as producer of National
Television's
Black
Journal.
Educational

And.

Still

A

Brotlier: Inside the

Negro Mid-

Blue Ribbon

Class garnered a

dle

the

at

Film Festival. Concern remains
his watchword, and it is reflected in all of
his work ... to date, mostly fast-paced,
hard-hitting documentaries.
"I am furious Black." said Greaves recently, expressing his concern in a New
York Times article. As might be expected,
he is concerned about more than just
.'\merican

Blacks.

Commenting on
lems

facing

"America
of

is

tragedy

the

society

multi-faceted prob-

today.

Greaves

said,

obviously sliding into an abyss
an accelerating speed. The

at

supreme tragedy

is

that

she

may

not

go

into the abyss alone, but will probably take
if not the whole, world with her."
Perhaps William Greaves came by his
concern naturally, but more likely it is the
culmination of half a lifetime of varied cre-

half

ative experiences, periodically marked by
impressive achievement. After growing up
in

122

We

invest

In the past year alone, he has received

ductions

with

cessful career as an actor in the theater as

tablished an enviable record of filmmaking

accompHshment within

our

best

Harlem, Greaves began a modestly suc-

Unable

to crack

cies of the

the discriminatory poli-

American

film

and

TV

industries

he went to the National
Film Board of Canada. There he worked as
in the early

writer,

50"s,

editor,

chief

director for

assistant

more than 10

director

years.

He

and

credits

Tom

Daley with much of his development and achievement there, where
among other things he pioneered the use of
cinema verite on this continent. Returning
to the U.S. eight years ago, he was a producer for United Nations television before
starting his own company with the production ol three films for the United States
Information Agency.
Today, William Greaves Productions,

NFB's

Inc., consists of a regular staff of eight

people.

Up

until

this

other

year, the firm leased

services of William Greaves to NET,
where he was executive director of Black

the

Journal.

Now

he actively seeks other con-

produce films independently. First
on the agenda is a film in production for
the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission dealing with the Commission's role
in
combatting job discrimination against
Spanish surnamed Americans.
Business Screen asked Greaves to comment on various facets of his life and
thoughts and ambitions about filmmaking.
Excerpts from his comments follow:
Q. What are your personal approach,
philosophy, and feelings about filmtracts to

"As

films

for whether

I

large

try to

quantities

mak-

intend to continue

Preminger continues

to

make

if

films

of

Otto
about

white people."

Q.

After a successful career
tional

at

the

Na-

Film Board, what caused you

to return to this country?

know what

the major reason
was bored with Canfelt that I had reached the
ada. Perhaps
limits of what Canada had to offer a creative artist. Maybe it was a decision to contribute to the redesign of the American
"I don't

/\,

was.

Maybe

1

1

psyche through the social engineering agency

of

film

and

television.

Maybe

it

was

and the march on
Washington and the hope that it held for
America. I could see that the 1963 America
was noticeably different from that of 1952.
Maybe it was the fact that two former actPoitier
and Belafonte.
competitors.
ing
were making it like crazy and I found this
inspiring and challenging. Maybe I was just
plain homesick."
Q. What spurred you to open your own
Martin

A.

Luther

King

film production company?
The culmination of a long held dream
which I had when I first went into

wanted to short
imagery that was being
generated by many white producers in regard to black people. So, starting this production house, which began in 1963, was
film production because I
circuit the negative

the beszinning of this

new

phase. Also, there

were the usual reasons which have to do

BUSINESS SCREEN

America and the world c i" expect to gc.
from them the same level .if contribution
which they've made in those fields open to
them. If one knows our history, which goes
back beyond the United States, one comes
to learn that we were part of very great
civilizations and there's no reason why we
can't be part of another great civilization;

Unable

and TV

industries in the early 1950's, William

fled to the National Film

nearly 80 films

in

his

Greaves

racial

Q.

own company,

be

American

the
rid

itself

of

its

hangups.

What

are

mentaries, or

A,

the establishment of

your future

jilans.

sticking

"I

more

TV

work?
which

visualize a situation in

am

I

doing both sponsored films and docu-

he has gained even greater recognition

as a talented filmmaker

should

America can

if

primarily to sponsored films and docu-

a variety of technical and creative capacities.

and

which

civilization,

Board of Canada, where he worked on

Since his return to the U.S.

one

the

to crack discriminatory policies in the U.S. film

mentaries as well as features. I don't see
as mutually exclusive. There are cer-

and concerned man.

them
tain

kinds of content which
form, others

the feature film

move
in

best

in

the docu-

mentary, public affairs form. My concern
is with informing, whether through the agency of the feature film or the documentary.

with

self sufficiency,

independence,

tiie

fact

that a producer should have a strong eco-

nomic base under him if he can so that he
can more easily compete for various films
which come up. I visualize a house in it's
completeness where filmmaking is concerned."

have you been received in filmmaking circles in the late 60's and
presently compared to the early 50"s?

A_

What

/\.

"We

styles,

you follow

in

patterns or concepts do

making a

aren't tied to

style

it
is
true that here of late,
has been an increased demand for
cinema verite, judging from the public re-

although

there

sponse, which

we seem

to

have done

fairly

well.

"We use the Eclair and the Arriflex B.L.
cameras as our main equipment, as well as
the Nagra sound recorder and the Sennheiser mike for pick-up. We sometimes use
wireless mikes if necessary. We try to use
available light only, but aren't always successful.

editing

equipment consists of two

Kern machines, one eight plate and one six
plate. To our minds they are to the Movieola what Ferrari is to the Model T Ford."

circles

since the late 60's and

when

now

acceptance

much

in

greater

than earlier

in

and

as far as black people

it

wall.

it

was

Now

just

holds the solid conviction films and

gramming should be

built

that foster civilization

buck; that foster

life

around

TV

pro-

"priorities

rather than

the fast

rather than death.'"

•

were concerned

impossible to penetrate the

there are

little

cracks

in the wall

and some people get through, like myself.
But it's still not too happy a situation as
far as the large mass of aspiring black people who want to get into the industry are
concerned."
Q. What are your personal observations
and feelings about opportunity today
for

/\^

Blacks
"I

in the film

thmk

that

industry?

black people will

per-

form the same cultural creative contribution to the film and television industry
that they have performed in the fields of
music and sports. Once they get the opporpeople are a people
heavily endowed with talent, and
tunity, black

In the editing room, Greaves and associates review a segment of NET'S
"Black Journal", for which he was executive producer.
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is

was a closed shop. It
was a completely racist game that was run
fifties

down

film?

one particular

my

obviously

"Well,

filmmaking
the

Q.

"The

Q. How

My company will be a company which is
concerned with bt)th. It will resemble, in a
way, what Louis De Rochemonte had in
years gone by."
William Greaves remains a concerned
filmmaker and will probably continue to reflect that concern in his future work. He

who
I

are

think

A

busy

interests
ly

schedule

and

incorporating

activities

a

diversity

on the go.

location, Greaves has mostly used a documentary cinema verite
Shooting with available light whenever possible.

On

of

keeps Greaves constant-

style,
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PR NEWSFILM
DO IT RIGHT

What

DON'T!

film

of

material

use?

stations

local

will

use

They'll

legiti-

won't use thinly disguised commercials,
obvious product plugs, nuts and bolts ind'l.strial photography, or poorly planned and

They

material.

will

use

legitimate

news or news-feature material.
Everything on a television newscast

is

page of a newspaper.

similar to the front

For the time being there just isn't a business page on television; or a science page;
or pages and pages of feature material. A

effective tool

.

.

.

but

must be done

it
.

.

.

and

quickly.

In general, local stations prefer to shoot

OHu fi'ni. But if a story occurs at an
unusual hour, or on a hol'day, or is a feature that covers a snan of time, or if the
then
'^tory occurs at a remote location

mav

FACT:

Roper surveys show

that

of those interviewed say television

is

.

involved

is

still

the

basic

So,

if

you are involved

their

ingredient

iii

film

making,

be sure to consider locally produced television news programs as an outlet for your film stories. Because if you can get your material on a
or

industry,

news show you are apt
larger audience and far

to

have a much

more impact than

with anv other kind of distribution.

.

it

imnractical for a sta-

when you should conhaving your own footage shot for sta-

sent to overseas television stations.

A new

engine for auto racing. Sent
244 reported use. Estimated audience; 15,000,000.
A new automobile. Sent to 500 news
contacts. 188 reported use. Estimated audito

500

sports editors.

ence: 12.000,000.

How

tion distribution.

do

to

Be

1.

Newsfilm syndication

59%

of television news programs.
for business

make

audience; 7,000,000.

it

sure that your newsfilm

material

.

major source of news.
FACT: Roper reports that people believe what they see on television; 44 Cf of
those questioned said that television was
the most believable source of information,
while just 2\7<r said that newspapers were
the most believable source of information.
FACT: In most markets, the top-rated
locally produced television programs are
news and sports shows. In many markets
the local news programs have larger audiences than the network news programs.

And FILM

.

be that the time, distance and dol-

tion to cover. That's

sider

.

6,000,000.

Participation in Expo '70. Sent to 200
news contacts. 100 reported use. Estimated audience: 7,000,000. Plus 100 prints

lars

FACT: The average American family
watches television 42 "2 hours a vveet;
more than six hours every day.

Estimated audience: 3.000.000.
Research on new life-saving drugs.
Sent to 500 news contacts. 158 reported
use. Estimated audience: 9,000,000.
• Use of a new computer system at
sporting events. Sent to 195 sports editors.
audience:
Estimated
reported
use.
89

U.S.

vision sports directors.

.

HOWARD BACK*

interviews with contestants

applies to sports material, directed to tele-

it

By

Hometown

a national contest. Sent to 83 television
station news contacts, 25 reported used.
in

Improved smog controls. Sent to 300
news contacts. 108 reported use. Estimated

t'icir

right

ly;

be of broad general interest,
and have legitimate news or news-feature
\alue, if it's going to be used. The same
story has to

Corporate film for TV news release
can and should be a vital part of
a public relations program. It is an

leased as television newsfilm stories recent-

mate news or news-feature material. They

filmed

OR

kind

television

The
tions

business

newsfilm

changed
years

a

a?,o,

lot

supphin*:

of
to

in

public

rela-

stations

has

the past few years.

Ten

individual

most local stafons would take

good

of

is

technical

ing with.

on a newscast. But television news is much
more sophisticated now. Station news departments have big budgets and big staffs,
and shoot hu^e volumes of the-r own film
every dav. This means that film from a
public relations source has got to have a
lecitima'e news-feature hook ... or it won't

riuht people at the right places.

if vou have a story of national interest,
vou should consider the mass distribution

newsfilm materials to television stations
around the countrv. A few large corporations do this job themselves; most however turn to public relations newsfilm specialists, when they think they may have a
story that can be widely told via syndicated
of

all

Here are some subjects

^.

that

Mr

have been

re-

,

Be

2.

sure

directed

is

sent

is

to

the

the

to

people at stations

right

are receptive to such materials.

th:it

Be sure

3.

that

an expert

is

doing the

you don't have the
television news background yourself, don't
waste your company's time and dollars. Retain one to do the iob for you.
There's a big price variation depending
on the subject matter, location of the story,
the lead time involved and other factors. But
a story filmed and distributed to 300 sta-

job.

It's

tions,

a specialty.

If

could cost S4,500expensive, but if

instance,

for

may sound

$5,500. That
story

planned right, filmed, edited
right, and distributed to the

is

and scripted

right people at the right stations, it may
be seen by 5,000.000 or more viewers. And
if you want to translate that into a cost per
thousand
you come up with the amazinglv low range of 50 to 75 cents per thousand viewers.
A newsfilm release is not the cure-all for
every public relations or publicity problem.
But it is a tool that should be considered
constantly. When it is "right", the exposure
is vast; the impact is meaningful; the cost is
reasonable; and it all happens very quickly
.

rrrmrm

material

the

With some
SDO television stations on the air, you can
throw away a lot of money unless your film

the

newsfilm distribution.

it's

and edited in news style,
similar to what the news people at a television station would do themselves, if they
had access to the same inputs you are workfilmed

planned,

almost anv kind of reasonably exposed film
from a public relations source and put it

be used.

that

quality,

.

.

•

indeed!
*Hoivnr(l
ntiiis.

Hack

ii'itJi

is

president

offices in

nt

MTN

Ouulity

Los Angeles and Detroit.

Tlic conij)nny produces

ii

variety of industrial,
is
a

educational and information f.lins. Hack
former neu'sj>aper and te'evision ref)orter,

Shooting a sequence at Lederle Laboratories are Jim O'Donnell and Ben
Research sequence was for TV newsfilm release.
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JVIoon of

NTN

Quality Films.

lele-

risinn neu'sreei editor, and Manager of Motion
I'iilurc ami relrri\ion for Chrysler Cnrfwrnli(ni.
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New Techniques
and the
Now Audience
Today's new,

now

audiences will not tolerate the dated,

more appreciative and
responsive to a creative effort. Here's why
and
some thoughts on how to reach and motivate the now
dull or deceptive, but are

.

.

.

audience.

By DALE BRUBAKER
Walter Landor Associates
San Francisco, California

THE

VERY WORD

—has

ciety.

—

communication

become a sacred one in our
Just communicate clearly and

problems

will

be solved

— over

soall

the break-

fast table or at the conference table.

One sometimes wonders, though. Greece
and Turkey have been communicating for
centuries
and it would take a meticulous
historian to total up the wars and bloodshed
between the two. Meanwhile, Greece and
and
Brazil have had no communication

—

—

not a single war.

But communication is a must in a corpoEven at the risk of bloodshed, you
have to communicate with your customers,
your employees, all of your various publics.

ration.

The problem,
the

then,

is

how

to cut through

communications brawl.

Signs, print, direct mail, and all the rest
have their places. But put a person in a darkand you
ened room, flip on a projector
have a captive audience. He sees, hears,
and feels your message in a sequence determined by you. He has his level of distrac-

—

tion cut nearly to zero.

And

he usually stays

until the

end

— un-

able to turn the page, change channels, or
to toss the message unread into the waste-

Well then, it might seem that with such
a powerful and specific tool, any old audiovisual presentation will

do

—

so just forget

the creativity.

Because the very fact that customer or employee or whoever has allowed
so.

himself to become a brief captive means
that he expects a valuable use of his time. If
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is

his

them seem to offer great promise.
By now. most businessmen have heard of
Super-8 equipment in its varying forms
the briefcase-sized "theaters" with which
\ou can make a presentation to one man
in his well-lit office or 50 in a darkened
room.
We have a new generation of methods to
present the Single Concept. Now on the
market is a small, hand-held, battery-powered device. Plug it into your ear and put it
like an old-fashioned stereto your eyes
opticon. Then push in a tiny cartridge and
watch a five-minute film. It costs about
S75, and can be programmed to stop the

—

—

film

at

sink

in

intervals

— then

—

start

allowing the point to
it

again at the push of

a button.

revolutionary development is
Video Recording
or EVR.

Another

basket.

Not

disappointed in your presentation, then
resentment is going to be much greater
than if he could have turned the page,
changed the channel, or sent your message
to the round file. Far better not to use audiovisual media if they are not used well.
There are many people who look for the
answers in new audiovisual equipment that
is on the market or over the horizon. These
developments are exciting, and some of
he

—

Electronic

This is the
a standard

new CBS system

TV

set into a

for converting

"phonograph

for

the eyes."

EVR

not the most remarkon the horizon. At our
San Francisco, we have recently
Cotuiuitcd on next page

But even

is

able development
offices in
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techniques

&

you hold your hand still in front of you.
your eyes can see the hand only because

audiences

movements from

continued

are

themselves

eyes

the

side

to

hand. The nerve impulses

tiny

undergoing

the

across

side

to the brain re-

cord only the differences observed because

movements.
your hand moved exactly with the eyes,
the hand would disappear.

of these
If

An example of this is the fact that when
and if
you first awaken in the morning
ceiling
blank
a
you look upward toward
you can actually see the blood vessels of
your eyeball. But because the vessels move
move
with the eye (and, therefore, do not

—

—

quickly
at all relative to the eye) the vessels
disappear.

This necessity for dynamism, for move-

seen two concepts

tliat

are absolutely mind-

boggling. To try to explain Iiow they work
would take more space and technical expertise

than

1

have

—

so

1

will just try to tell

you what they do.

The first of these could be applied even
to a polyethylene coffee-can lid, for exampossible to injection-mold a very
ple.
large number of pictures, each coupled with
own injection-molded fresnel lens, as
its
It

is

or a filmstrip.

No one ever set out to make a dull,
confusing motion picture. Then why do so
many audiovisual presentations turn out so
poorly?

into

Then, with a special playback device that
has no shutter action and almost no moving
parts (and costs about the same as a TV
set,) the lid can be used to play an hour's
black and while television show! Cost per
Using a similar method, it is possible to
put a one-minute movie on a can lid or
whatever and show it by rotating it in front
of a lamp bulb. The cost is about one-tenth

more than

the price of an ordinary

who have

because those

put

taken

not

presentations have

account the most important new deand that is the new
velopment of all

—

audience.

Man

has changed

And. the movie can have a sound track
which requires a playback device costing
not more than two to three dollars!
Pursuing the sound track idea further, a
one to two minute sound track could be put
on a seamless can or a bottle (o/ any shape)
at no extra cost. This is accomplished by
spacing out ink-free pinholes when the can
or bottle is printed. When the can is placed
in the inexpensive playback device, you can
hear a song or commercial or don't-litter
message or what-have-you.
For example, it would be possible to put
an audio recipe on a can, which would play
back as the housewife used the contents.
The possibilities for both the visual and
point-of-purchase

audio devices together
or convention exhibit usages are enormous.
You could have a sound motion picture runin

ning in a flashlight-battery-powered box no
bigeer than a cereal box, and tucked in
among the other cereal boxes on a shelf.
These patented developments are beyond
the feasibility study stage and have been

working prototypes.
All of these technical developments are
fascinating. But basically they simply represent new ways of showing a motion picture
into roughly

to

tends

most outstanding.
Have you ever looked at a room full of
people and immediately singled out the best
looking girl in the crowd? For that, you can
thank the physiology of your eyes.
Eye sophistication happens quickly. Re-

member

Christmas, 1968, as the astronauts
moon? Your eyes were glued to

circled the

every fuzzy detail of the moon's surface.
But after seeing Armstrong and Aldrin

on that surface, you probkitchen
ably found that you could go to the
Collins'
from
view
the
when
or bathroom
capsule high above was shown.

actually walking

So you see

that

your ears and your eyes
demand the new.

himself has changed and will change
even more. Let me illustrate with a simple
example. Back more than a half-century

do become
But the greatest demand for innovation
comes from the mind. And here we truly

ago when Mr. Edison's phonograph was new
to the world, a concert was held wherein a
symphony orchestra was on stage along with

have the new audience.

phonograph. From time to time, the orchestra would stop making music and prewhile the music itself contend to play
tinued to come from the phonograph.
a

lid.

made

it's

Man

lid-show; about 14 cents.

of a cent

think

1

is

what it sees to the brain. And it
choose that which is different,

of

tion

tle.

lid.

itself

more

still

is

—

together the

lid

shown

is

important than how.
a list of adjectives: be
1 could give you
sure it's good, and that it's creative, that
ratio
it's clear, that it has a high interest
litvery
means
that
All
cetera.
et
cetera,
et

molded. The pictures and
the lenses would he almost invisible on the
the

What

the
ment, exists at a higher level, in that
porsmall
a
only
back
send
to
eye chooses

—

Believe

or not,

it

members

of the audi-

ence said that they could not

tell

the dif-

ference!

Now, you have probably heard one
those old Edison cylinders, and
cult

for

you

is

diffi-

anyone taking
music. But that

to conceive of

fuzzy output for live
exactly how people in those days actually

that
is

it

of

lieard.

What has happened
itselj

has changed.

It

since

that the ear

is

has become educated,

so to speak. Maybe it would help to prove
my point if vou, who are accustomed to
stereo, might remember back to how re-

markably clear the sounds of your first himonaural set were. Just try listening to
fi
that today, and you will recognize the education that your cars have been subjected
to.

What

is

true of the ears

is

also true of

The new audience is more sophisthan they really know about that

the eyes.
ticated

which they

One

see.

reason for

this

is

physiological.

eve demands dynamism, or

it

cannot

The

see. If

educated, do

McLuhan blames

Marshall

it

all

on

tele-

TV
vision. He points out, for example, that
interruption,
accept
to
has conditioned us
swallow the
.lust as Bette Davis is about to
see a lady plumber cleaning
from our sink with Comet, followed by a lecture on the Blahs from Alka
Seltzer. "This is KLOP-TV Middletown"

arsenic,

the

we

stains

and back to Bette who throws away the
poison and decides to fight back for her

man.
We're right back with
Bette and applauding her new-found resolve
while subconsciously remembering that
was it
we need to pick up a new can of

We

Ajax

TV

accept

it

all.

—

— tomorrow.
way

led the

T would agree with McLuhan that
showed us that it could be done. But I

TV
also

think that the human brain has always had
operation
the potential for multi-channel
that
when
most
the
stimulated
it
is
and that
potential

realized.

is

Theatrical motion pictures have certainly
film still may
use of this discovery.

A

made

have a beginning, middle and end

nowadays

^

flash-backs,

there

are

sometimes

—

flash-forwards
lasting

less

but

and

than a
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"The new audience... will forgive an innovation that

come off—

—

all

done

coming llashback

They

clear communications.

terested

1

Another characteristic of the new audi-

actually are

you are

If

then

film-making,

industrial

in

vou

refer

in-

-

seemingly causing a great confusion

all

as to time and space.
Yet. they don't confuse.

more

world horizons too have been expanded by
comnuinications media. We also insist on
a new honesty in presentations, and we are
exceedingly capable of recognizing and rejecting that which is only partially honest
or downright dishonest.

old-time

the

witlunit

cliches that telegraph a

and

not forgive the dated or dull.... They

will

not tolerate long accepted half-truths or untruths..."

will

second

but they

to such theatrical films as Pettilia.

Han! Day's Night. Faces. Midnight Cowboy.
Thomas Crown Affair. Just as people in
industry look to research labs for new products, we industrial film-makers look to such

ence

is

that

By

particularly enjoys participa-

it

mean

an audiovisual
presentation has some portion in it that requires (or allows) the viewer to move, to
figure something out. to experiment with
tion.

that

I

that

if

films as these as our research laboratories.

something, to talk back or whatever

There is an excellent example of what
your eyes can perceive and how your mind
in other words how
can fill in details
have
become as viewers.
sophisticated vou
That is the film called An American Time

the chances of a successful

—

Capsule. It presents the entire history of the
Revolution
from
the
States
United
through the inauguration of Richard Nixon
all in three minutes. Most of the images
in that film last only l/24th of a second.

—

—

Yet

the

overall

and

effect

comes

story

through quite clearly to today's audiences,
with their educated ears, eyes and minds.
The new audience has a desire for the
experimental, the innovative.

come

off

In

fact,

—

dated or the

dull.

In addition to sophistication, there

more hallmark of

mand

they

an innovation that didn't quite
but they will not forgive the

will forgive

for

new audience:

the

We

honesty.

find

this

is

one

the de-

demand

most vociferously expressed by the youth

They simply will not tolerate longaccepted half-truths or untruths, no matter
of today.

how

sacred.

McLuhan. and

others, say that

TV

is

also

phenomenon. Before
television, it was comfortable enough not to
question anything that happened beyond
our immediate world of familv and neighresponsible

for

this

borhood. But. to the first generation raised
on TV. the immediate world is the entire
world. Alabama and India exist in the living room, just as truly as the family next
door exists. This has led to vouthful de-

mands

that

we

easy hypocrisy,

Whether we

cut the cant, dispense with
tell

it

like to

like

it

admit

it

SEPTEMBER, 1970

vouna

—

—

then

communication
are greatly enhanced. And when you see that
viewer respond with movement or talk or
whatever, then you are home. Because you
have involved him.
That is the truest form of communication,
because it has the essentials of a dialogue
rather than a monologue.
At the end of the stage production. Hair.
the audience frequently responds not with
sustained applause but by climbing up on
the stage and dancing in abandon with the
actors. Don't you wish you could get such
a reaction to one of your sales presentations?

another characteristic of the new
it is
a sort of a throwback.
You see, you do not always have to make
a film about a company or its products to
sell those products. Excellent films can be
made about subjects, and the sponsoring
company benefits a great deal by simply
having their name associated with the film.
This is because the new audience is appreciative. I said that was a throwback.
With few exceptions, today's TV shows do
not not have identifiable and constant spon-

There

is

audience, and

you remember radio, you remember that you ate Wheaties not because
they tasted best, but because Wheaties sponsored Jack Armstrong. And you bought
or MaxJello if you liked Jack Benny
well House if your favorite program was
Charlie McCarthy. Or. for those of us in
San Francisco especially. Tender Leaf Tea
meant One Man's Family every Sunday
sors.

But

—

or not. the

much

of the

and besides, our

Much
son's

same form of appreciation is
by the new audience to John-

this

expressed

Wax

for sponsoring the best film

at

—

To Be Alive.
New York World's Fair
Other people have a newly-found respect
for Kaiser Aluminum, whose name appears
on the 1969 Academy Award winning short
the

Why Man

film.

Creates.

myself worked on the
sponsored film ever to win
I

first

industry-

an

Academy

—

Project Hope. And I can pervouch for the good that film did
for the Ex-Cell-O Corporation.
Now. these examples were all aimed at
the general public, and your prime audiences are often people in industry. But they
too can be appreciative. I suggest that you

Award

sonally

consider

the

would not be

sponsorship

of

film

a

directly about your

that

company

its products, but would be a film that
would perform a unique and valuable service to the industry you sell to or deal with.

or

This kind of film of course, is a once-ina-sometime thing. A company's major output will rightfully be audiovisual presentations directly concerned with public relations, sales promotion, training, and the like.
Therefore, if you would reach the new audiI
refer
which is your audience
ence
back again to the qualities of innovation
and honestly.
How do you achieve these? Right away,
let me tell you that I think it very rare to

—

—

be honest or innovative when the presentation

is

takes

produced in-house. In most cases, it
objective, out-of-the-company ob-

i'n

server to

tell it like

it

is.

The same thing is true regarding innovation. Most companies are not in the audiovisual business, and therefore they cannot
expect to carry a large creative staff which
keeps up-to-the-minute on new methodology-

These are the duties of the independent

if

evening.

is.

older generations have adopted
thousiht of the

didn't quit

producer.

Yoitr dutv

is

you hire a good producer
stands the

new

audience.

to

be certain that

— one who underAnd

after that.

i(

your dutv within your own company channels to back up the innovations he designs
and the honesty with which his presentations
is

speak.

There is a great new audience out there,
and there are fascinating new ways to reach
them. Audiovisual presentations can be one
of your most powerful tools
they can cut
•
throuiih the communications braul.

—
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new
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1th

Angeles Chapter Chairman Jack
Gabrielson has accepted the post of Program Chairman for the National Conference to be held this year at the beautiful
Newporter Inn, in Newport Beach, California on November 5, 6 and 7, the eleventh
consecutive year which climaxes in the
"Cindy" Film Competition Awards Banquet
and Ball. Gabrielson, Montague, and the
program committee met for the second time
on July 29th at the McDonnell Douglas Motion Picture Center where Jack is Chief of
MP and TV to firm up the program components, responsibilities, and general format.
"The 1970"s: Challenge or Change?" is
the theme and will consist of six sessions

its size.

another

advance from

B&M
THE INNOVATORS IN
LIGHTING EQUIPMENT

will be encouraged for "real
time" experiences, and guest speakers will

represent a true cross section of our indus-

from the independent producer, the experimenter, the teacher, the scientist, to the

try,

theatrical,

Regular features of the conference will
Show this year conducted by

he the Trade

the exhibitors themselves. Exhibit times will

not conflict with conference activities such
as screenings, luncheons, cocktail parties, or
dinners, and will be open to the entire spectrum of interested parties of the audiovisual
field whether IFPA members or not. In
addition to the 27 Cindy awards, will be the

Special

"Multi-Media and Multi-Screen
Techniques and Values." a series of pro-

ship, the

gram

instruction demonstrations,

tions

State

of

(6)

ECK Award

(5) "The

intensity of

much

larger

the

Phil

for
will

Innovabe the method of award

Professionalism.

presentation, the

committee consists of
Neuhauser, Bob Hecker, Julian Ely. John Mahon, and Michael
Rye.
Emphasis will be on the practical application of new ideas and techniques, rather
than on the theorical. Lots of visual exRespectively,

Bob Montague.

promised

new TV Category Award,
and afterwards, the ball. Keynote and luncheon speakers will accent the program, and a
social scene is already promised. Family
and ladies programs are scheduled.
IFPA's Second Invitational Golf Tournament is being organized by Irene Sven^,on. who handled the Palm Springs foursomes, and Awards are being provided by

"The New

Wave."

Brite-Eye is a bantamweight
quartz portable that acts
like a heavyweight on the
job. It matches the light

Awards such as the Keefer ScholarJay Gordon Award, and the CFI/

(4)

and

government, and television com-

municators.

ties"

Art."

90028

participation

titled
(1) "The Challenges," (2) "The
Moving Mediums," (3) "Our Responsibili-

the

INC.

amples will be presented as opposed to "papers" being read. When possible, audience

IFPA Conference Develops

Los

than any other

It's

INFORMATION FILM PRODUCERS OF AMERICA,
P.O. Box 1470, Hollywood, California

Brite-Eye 650
gives you more light
and more control
portable of

F PA JOURNAL

I

can be focused from
spot to flood. And it has
units.

It

more

built-in controls,

options and accessories
than you'd ever expect in a
portable.

See how

PRODUCERS

Brite-

"YOUR

Eye can help you do your
job better and easier. Write

.

.

.

will

handle with care,

St..

New

all

your West Coast production
•

H.

or

your friends

visit

Southern California!

LEROY VANDERFORD
CONSULTANT

INC.

Film Production Services
1051 Villa

View Drive

& A-V Communications
P.

O. Box 2444

York, N. Y, 10036

(212) 586-1428
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213/459-1019

•

'^ardWell^'^cAlister "Iqc.

315 W. 43rd

'*

— negotiate name talent — set up and supervise animation, direct second unit shooting, dubbing
expedite lab work — and — serve as your ambassador
when you

North Hollywood, California 91605
(213) 876-1913

MAN IN HOLLYWOOD

requirements

'^^
F&B/CECO INDUSTRIES.
12164 Sherman Way

.

.

AREA CODE

for details to Dept. bs 9-0

A DIVISION OF

.

Pacific Palisades, Calif. 90272

Hollywrood, Calif. 90028
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Warren Strang of the Hollywood Film Company. In addition to the trade show, there
are plans to have a parking lot show lor
equipment and exhibits too large for the
convention exhibit section. There may be

some

real surprises here!

Watch

for further

developments.

Film Men Duel in Dallas
The Date: July 11. 1970. The

place:

Dallas. Texas.

The two

sides

squared

off,

faced each

and the shoot-out began. The
weapons in evidence were sharp and to the
point
pointed questions and sharp answers. These were the implements of the
confrontation between the lab men and the
film men. The occasion: IFPA"s First Regional Seminar "Producer/ Laboratory Relationships."' hosted by the newest chapter
Dallas-Fort Worth. Just three months old,
with a membership (before the battle) of
thirty four, and four sustaining members
for support, they already have plans to attack the National Conference in November!
other,

.

.

.

It all started in January, when President
.Montague proposed regional board meetings and seminars to bring the "action" to
the members outside the Los Angeles area

and have

IFPA emerge

organization
chapters,

.

.

.

as truly a national

national in memberships,

meetings,

seminars,

and expand

meaningful benefits, possible only with ex-

panded
the

activities

and communication from

national headquarters.

The national
Worth Chapter

and the Dallas-I-ort
and members want
to express special thanks to Sid Solow.
president. Consolidated Film Industries, and
Jack West, manager, nontheatrical sales and
service. DeLuxe General Incorporated for
their contribution and participation in this
officers

officers

IFPA first. They volunteered their time,
shared their experiences, gave valuable and
even confidential information. Thanks also
go out to the local laboratories for their
support and without whose help, we would
probably be out of business.

2

picture parade
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1

Catalog of Boats in
Kodak's "Boating Fever"
Boating Fever is the title given
a new Kodalc Informational Film
which looks at Americans' penchant for taking to the water on
anything that floats.
This very colorful 25-minute
parade of boats in all shapes and
sizes could have been greatly improved with a more enthusiastic

The

narration and livelier music.

sound track fails to convey the
same fun spirit of boating as the
film which merrily hops from one
locale to another showing at least
a glimpse of nearly every conceivable kind of boat.

The

however, carry
its primary message of reminding
boaters to take their cameras.
Boating Fever even manages to
make the polluted Chicago River
look like a fun place to be in a
boat by cleverly photographing
attractions awav from the water
film does,

iiiiimiiimiiiniinmiiimm"

iiiniiii

The

film

is

Modern

to

to see his grandchild; a business-

installations,

manufacturing
crisis at a distant plant because
he can see the new part needed.
The hands free, video on or off,
zoom, portability and other features of the equipment are nicely

ness and industry, but that

man

solving

shown

a

various sequences.
absent
noticeably

in the

However,
any mentions of
or

availability

the

local

cost,

are

invitation

does

suggest

phone is
immediate

that

Talking

primarily

him

be a reality for

at

busi-

in

it

can

some time
The view-

in the nebulous future.
er will be reassured that the Pic-

turephone has been improved
since he last read or heard about
it. even though he can't rush out
and order one for himself after

Come

think

to

of

... to keep that Picturephone
carrot dangling out there in front

every

of future users.

An Introduction

and industry. All of this climaxes

Contemporary Inhumanity

seems to say "Picnow."
reportedly is aimed

The

a lead-in that

The
at the

is

film

here,

TV

general public through

and

distribution

free

loan

to

Savages,
white

Picture

poses

phone

service in quick cuts of old

and a glimp.se
development of TV

photos,

at

early

in Bell

the

Labs, the film supposedly "introduces" the Picturephone. All of
the Picturephone's
capabilities
are

shown

sequences

phone

in

a

series

involving

film

style

the

film

30

who

or

it

social

are

as

preparing

teachers,

workers,

to

counpolice,

Media Cen-

California Extension
ter,

An executive and

Berkeley. California 94720.

feel

let

Although the average viewer
vvill

well

from

what you

the

find

done and

may

film

.

.

.

.

As

1

.

partic-

ularly in the business world.

cinematically

to the point

said.

." is an
thought you meant
all too common communications

problem between people,

film.

a

A Measure of Understanding.
new 29-minute color film from

new informa-

Roimdtable Films, delves into
this problem and illustrates the
importance of mutual imderstanding between people. Care-

tion about the Picturephone, only

fully noting the difference in the

short

he

old

tele-

the

not find

film

the

progresses,

anticipates

some

personally

useful

point.

the

viewer

revelation

or

boss

try

to

in

"A

programs, it
cause people to
think carefully before taking sud-

and

should

at

training
least

Though

sented,

not so overtly premildly

also

it

who would

those

chatises

hide their real

intentions in misleading oral

munication,

suggesting

com-

concise

communication conveying mutual and immediate understanding at

all

A

times.

surprise end-

ing concludes this effective film.

is

a

A Measure of Understanding
available for sale or rental with
discussion

leader's

guide

for

For informaRoundtable Films,

use with the film.

A Step Toward Clearing
Communication Problems
'But

The average viewer may
down after seeing the

his

mutual understanding
Measure of Understanding."

write

tion,

groups.

orienta-

gain

stood.

intended for pro-

is

probation and parole officers,
povertv workers or public administrators. It may be purchased
or rented from the University of

Directing a scene from "Face to
Face", producer Leo Trachtenberg
instructs Michelle Block in front of
a Picturephone.

management

in

il-

and lay persons who
concerned with the urban

selors,

of

stand-bys; i.e., a busy
housewife talking to a not-sobusy housewife from her kitchen

used

den or rash action on the basis
of what they thought they under-

encounter

After a fast-paced introduction
reviewing the history of tele-

ly

comments of ghetto residents as well as cliches typifying

are

keep the carrot dangling in front
of customers and future users.

played and preProper-

is

tion

crisis

Face to Face, a bright 8'
minute film by Leo Trachtenberg
and his Harvest Films, Inc.. Ma
Bell (AT&T) manages to deliver
an institutional-type message on
a product (or service, depending
on what you want to call the
much-touted Picturephone) and

film

its

fessionals

in

The

sented straight and well

luminates the explosive environment underlying the scenes of
urban violence. The soundtrack

The

Face" Shows
Report on Picturephone

solid acting.

a

viewers ... is it
ghetto or their
the
people
of
the
surroundings that are savage? In
question to

carries

to

intention,

25-minute,

film

white attitudes.

"Face

of

to

a

and

black

documentary

—LBG

communication
which
often conflict), A Measure presents a two-level communication
problem between an executive
and his boss with some rather

two levels
(words and

—LBG

American home and at present
more for consideration by big
spenders like American business

turephone

mi

iiiiii

maybe

it,

The

in

hhmi

i

seeing the film.

Picture-

a luxury item, not for
installation

restricted to limited

still

is

that's the entire point of the film

seek additional information.
film

phone

to

currently available

Service.

Picture-

the

that

learn

later

as she prepares a meal; a grandfather jubilant about being able

itself.

from

mim.mmiMiiiiiiimiiimmii

i

Beverly

321

S.

Hills,

Ga. 90212.

Dr..

—AR

Beverly

Every American Should
See "The Gifts"
The

Gifts

thinking,

a

is

feeling

grabber.

No

American can

remain passive about the perils
water pollution after seeing
this potent 28-minute documentary sponsored by the Water
Quality Administration of the
of

Department of the Interior.
Produced by Robert McBride
(Richter-McBride Productions),

BUSINESS SCREEN

,

The

Gilts dynamically

shows and

price in pollu-

lells

the

tion

(primarily water)

terrible

paid for

"priigrcss" in a society that rep-

cent

resents

the

of

"six
per
world's population, yet consumes

50%

and
by a very
Greene and hackSkitch Henderson

94010. under a grant from
Irvine Foundation to

Calif.

James

the

Home

Children's
fornia.

Society of Cali-

TV

available to local

is

It

stations for half-hour sh<nving

on

public service time.

of the world's goods

Narrated

services."

Lome

serious

ed by a solid
musical score, the film eloquently presents every facet of American water pollution, skillfully
keeping the personal, human ele-

ment

at the

forefront

.

We

have seen garbage dumps
that look cleaner and more sanithan some of the streams,

tary

Candy Merchandising Film

film.

scare or alarmist film,

ecology

that

Candy, a I6nmi color film, has as
its theme proved ideas and tips
on how and where to display candy effectively. The film was produced by Beatrice Foods Co..
Confectionery Division.

and

life-sustaining

that

man

and

thing;

threatens to throw

film

is

strong and to

fast,

the

in

K

the point, and ignores none of

be

National

the

to

Wholesalers

DC.

should

Inquiries

areas.

dressed

it

seriously out of balance.

interested

to

candy wholesale,
candy bagger, wholesale and regrocery field and related
tail

14.^0

The

available

is

groups

stating

in

very delicate

a

is

properly

it

shows no compromise

Muiiic oj

I lie

It

and rivers shown in the
While not necessarily a

lakes

it Big"
Mcnlumdisim;

Advises "Display

Association,

Street

NW,

ad-

Candy
Inc.,

Washington,

20005.

its

After examining
the gravity of water pollution in
responsibilities.

detail,

We

suggests a ray of hope

it

A

share the belief contained

in the film's statement to the ef-

that

fect

Heroin Addiction Hits

Middle Class Society

managed

society which has
conquer the land the

a
to

and

water

the

air,

un-

build

equalled structures, and bend the
elements to his needs can surely

27-minutc

aimed

film

down and

slowing

rapid proliferation of heroin ad-

among middle

youth
be available for distribution October

diction

and young

class

adults, will

I

The

presents

film

addicts

meet and solve the pollution and

different stages of addiction

ecology

ex-addicts

crisis.

The Gifts
recommend it

and theatre

station
try.

grabber.

a

is

to every group.
in

the coun-

Talking Picture Service

.

.

.

free.

— LBG

I

Pregnant

.

.

And Scared

.

I'm 17, I'm Prei>nant
Don't Know What To
with

sents,

sensitivity

.

.

.

Do

and

and

desperately

Do you have

are read.

The

film

is

aimed

at

ganizations,

It

will

etc.,

as well

educational

as

the

markets.

be sold as a package with
its producer,

training manuals, by

pre-

Nolan, Wilton and Wootten, Inc.,
374 Waverly, Palo Alto, Cali-

problems of pregnant,
single girls and their babies. The
alternatives of a forced marriage, abortion, keeping the child

come

or adoption
in

a series of

between

tations

into sharp fo-

group confrondifferent

girls

working out their solutions to the
same problem.
Children's

Home

Society social

wDrkers and prospective adoptive
portray themselves in
the film, while the girls are played
by young actresses who develop
their characters from actual case

families

situations
files.

All

from

the

dialogue

agency's

was

im-

provised.

The film was produced by Lee
Mendelson
Film
Productions.
1408 Chapin Ave.. Burlingamc.
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me?

tions, labor unions, fraternal or-

And
feel-

a place to put

corpora-

W

.

the

ing,

cus

are

back to the drug.
no acting and no lines

is

traditional

17,

who

in

trying not to go

There

Modern

available from

It's

We
TV

ai

reversing the

I'm the

»*

new Noreico Synchroplayer.

Once-Taboo Subject
Given Sprightly Treatment
Cinemakers. Inc. has taken a
play cassettes.
approach to the oncetaboo subject of family planning with a slide
in two 30-second TV spots soon

I

synchronize slide presentations. Put

me

in

a carrying case

different

anywhere. Or

projector and you can have an audio-visual presentation
build

to be released.

The first zeroes in on the broad and
and mostly adverse publicity on
"the

ing,

pill".

I'll

ute art,

animated

to rock

music.

makers
of

for

New York

Planned Parenthood

into a desk, table or

study

be part of your furniture. I'm designed for

demonstrating. Either individual or group use. You'll find

The second spot, geared to
compact,
young people, uses very this-minThis variation from the frequently stuffy approach taken to this
subject was produced by Cine-

me

carrel

training, sell-

me

very reliable,

easy to handle ... and not expensive. But, remember, I'm a flush-mount

component. You must have

a place to put

me.

For all the facts plus information about what other
companies are doing with the Noreico Synchroplayer,
call us at 212-697-3600. Or write to us care of
Dept. 8S-I
100 E. 42nd St., New York, N.Y. 10017

TRAINING AND EDUCA'i >ON SYSTEMS
NORTH AMERICAN PHILIPS CORPORATION

,

Citv.
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NEW
ASSOCIATION-STERLING
FILMS
Escape from Addiction
broad view of ackliction
lates

to

alcohol,

offers

as

it

establiiiiing

a
re-

and

narcotics

other dnigs. Sponsored by The
American Association Against
Addiction. Free Loan 27'/2 minutes. Color.

Can You Take
don

It? features R. Gornoted lecturer on ad-

Bell,

diction,

discussing tolerance

alcohol

and

how

it

can

to

vary

from persn to person. .Sponsored
by The American Association
Against

Addiction.
Available
from Ridgefield and LaGrange
libraries.
12y2 minutes. Color.

Free loan.
Indoor Gardening Primer is a 29
minute, 16mm color film offering
various
informative
tips
on
plants and their care.
Witty chatter and common sense
liouse

information
is
presented
bv
Thalassa Cruse. Author of Making Thingf^ Crow. Free loan.

Men, Mountains and Mud, sponsored by Te.xaco, Inc., shows the
seven year project of men battling the topograjihy of an exotic
foreign land to bring progress
and prosperitN', Oil is discovered
deep in the Andes of Columbia.
28 minutes, color. Free loan.

A Window
story of

Is tells

the irnteresting

how you

can plan years

comsummer. 18

of carefree living in

total

winter and
minutes, color. Free loan.
fort,

THIS
desire

a

wise

for

management and conservation of
forest land. Sponsored by Min-

MONTH

Management Inj Objectives
Management by Objectives emphasizes

relationship

the

be-

A Cham c

tween company objectives and
management development by
stressing a fundamental principle: "Tt is top management's re-

crucial

.sponsibility to bring together the

nesota

Forest

mation

cities

Industries

Committee.

Infor-

Free

loan.

to Build show s liow
problems of the inner
v'an be conquered when

new

housing,

tal,

new

through

new

new hope

and

jobs

a

business capi-

billion-dollar

The

Institute of Life Insurance.
28V2 minutes, color. Free loan.

NATIONAL AUDIOVISUAL
CENTER
Washington, D.C:. 20409
- Houston W'c'ce Col
a Problem tells how tlie Apollo
13 astronauts returned safelv to
earth after an explosion se\erl\

Apollo 13

their

and caused a

module
power and
command modservice

loss of

o.xygen in their
ule Odyssey. Features on-board

photography. 29 minutes,

color.

Produced by National .Aeronautics and Space Administration.
Purchase

only.

to contribute."

Defining the Manager's Job. Losing
an imaginary company about to
introduce an
Program, a
management guide is drafted
outlining key tasks, standards of
performance and suggestions for
improvement in addition to setting targets for the next three
months.

MBO

Verfornuinee and Potential Review.
Losing the same imaginary company, the general manager is
rjow seen three months latei
conducting the first formal review of performance. This can

now be done

based

realisticall\

on the targets

set three

months

before.

Colt— A Case History centers on a
real compan\
Colt Heating &
,

Airport presents an impressionistic
study of Kennedy Airport as a

hub

of

motion.

perpetual

The

film

international
reveals

the

complex logistics and machinery
that must function continuousK'
to maintain daily operation.
minutes,
color.
Produced

Information
chase or rental.
I'.S.

.4gency.

11
b\'

Pur-

Ventilation

Ltd.

Through

reen-

actment and interviews with real
managers in\'olved, this film
shows the launching and progress of the program. All fomfilms available on a 48-hour Executive
Preview
(cannot
be
scheduled for a specific date).
Purchase or rental.

MODERN TALKING PICTURE
Teen-Aged? Have Acne? explores
the cause and treatment of acne
in
adolescence.
Presented bv
Winthrop Laboratories, this 10
tips

olfcrs preven-

duced by Atomic Energy Com-

ic Division, is

lilni

mission.

Minnesota Meets The Challenge is
a 28 minute color film, which
traces the development of iron
mining industry in Minnesota
b'om first ore shipments around
turn of the centiiry to the

tlie

present. Sponsored
Industries
Forest

by Miimesota
Infonnation

villages

Purchase or

rental.

Jazz hij Berklce is a performance
before a studio audience of

.

.

Minriesota's Tallest

Crop

a statement on compatibility
of various uses of forest land,

is
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an adult film program aimed at people who will
buy automobiles. It shows the
new role played by computer
technology and takes \iewers to

& white. Produced b\United States Infonnation .Agency. Purchase or rental.

Freedom

BNA FILMS
.

Cineconference Center, ,5615 Fishers Lane, Rockville, Md. 20852
.\
t-film niulti media program:

Di\ision of Gen-

Motors and produced by
the General Motors Photograph-

safety

])lack

An Exciting
a 20 minute film
.

aimed

in color

omics

.

is

.

Home

at

Econ-

Women's
The Pork

and

classes

Clubs. Sponsored b\Industry Committee of the National
Live Stock and Meat
Board. Produced b\- Fred A.
Niles Communications Centers.

Quick Meals With Pork, Mutritional Value of Pork, Elegant Meals
With Pork, Outdoor Cooking
Versatility of Pork
5 minute films in color on
the value and uses of pork. Each
was sponsored by the Pork Industry Committee of the National Live Stock and Meat Board

With Pork,
are

all

and produced by Fred A. Niles
Communications Centers.
Korea, sponsored by the Korean
Embassy, Information Office is
an excellent film for

TV

relating

general aspects of culture,
religion, education, national dethe

and sports

fense, agriculture,

in

Korea. 14 minutes in color. Free
loan.

Your Passport to Safe Winter Fun
is a 27 minute film in color about
snowmobiling. It tackles the job
of teaching \ou the basics of
vehicle operation and most important, it reviews the good

common

sense

rules

of

safety

and conduct. Sponsored by the
Ariens Compan\' and produced
by Tech/ Services, Inc. Free
loan.

The

Way

It Is

Anyway
ing

is

.

.

.

Palm Springs,
and amusof the famed

In

a detailed

self-portrait

Southern California desert resort. For TV only, this film was
sponsored by Palm Springs Convention and Visitors Bureau. 30
minutes,

color.

eral

contemporary jazz b\
students and faculty of the Berklee School of Music. 27 minutes,

"cool"

Committee. Free loan.
Trees

Body

and cleansing sugges-

Indian

by

Builders, sponsored

the Fisher

Free loan.

tions.

mamo

SERVICE
The Body

through
feasting, trading, dancing and
chanting. 29 minutes, color. Pro-

minute color
tive

The Feast shows how an alliance
is fonned between hostile Yano-

Taste Treat

profit

invest-

ment program by life insurance
companies are provided. Produced by The Filmworks foi

damaged

company's needs for growth and
with the individual's need

The Netv Pork

and testing

laboratories.

26^2 minutes, color. Free loan.

ion

women's

fash-

Fall- 1970,

and

Patterns, a

report

for

— A New

Ditnension, a
report on men's fashion for Fall1970, are two short T\' fillers
si)ons()red b>' Du Pont and produced by G. Franco Romagh'asliion

noli.

PhiFs Paradise was jiioduced with
techanimation
sophisticated
niques by Hanna-Barbera Productions. The film tackles the

problem of inflation and stresses
the importance of insiuing a
home to its full replacement
value in a liveK', non-commerand entertaining fashion.
cial
I3V2 minutes, color. Sponsored

by

State FaiTn Insurance

Com-

panies. Free loan.

Your Call
Textile

to Colors,

Dye

sponsored by

Institute,

is

a career

guidance film aimed at home
economics, chemistry, engineer-

BUSINESS SCREEN

ing

aiul

classes.

vocational
guidance
shows what kind of
needed and where

It

training

is

young people can get the skills
they will need for this challenging industry. 12 minutes, color.

Free loan.
Manitoba. This year Manitoba is
festival country — it's their cen-

The

tennial.
ti\ities

Los Angeles,
Calif. 90026
You
Opinion Maker is a 30
minute public all airs film which
shows how to influence people
without taking time from work.
Purchase & rental.
.

Otir

filming of the fes-

sponsored

is

DATAFILMS
2625 Temple
.

St.,

.

Man

In \\'asliiiiiiton

is

a

by Mani-

for theatres in color.

Wild Wagcns, sponsored by
X'olkswagen of .\meric. Inc. and
produced by Marathon International
Productions, Inc. com-

\\'//(/

The Many Voices
From lamestown

of

bines exciting automobile action

and

Purchase &

tongue-in-cheek narrative
of the old time "se-

short subject". The film
takes a lighthearted look at the
booming sport of off-the-road
lected

The Extra Step

color.

&
Where It's At! is a
fast-moving, colorful capsule of Los Angeles— its personality and character. Sponsored by
the City of Los Angeles, Board
of Public Works and produced
.

.

Corp.

.

Purchase

a film

made

is

32 minutes of
salesmen to work

motivation for
their proposals from the customer's point of view, and show

them

how.

B&W.

Purchase

workers.

31

11 minutes.

go.

Schooled in Safety gives the basic
safety facets for driver education
students. 8 films, 4 minutes each,
.? explains
You Do If
why and how a driver should re-

What'll

.

.

hearse in advance what

creat-

when

ing an understanding and respect for the scientists in the
research laboratories of business

arise.

industry. Purchase

&

rental.

common

the

12 minutes,

&

chase

do

he'll

emergencies

B&W.

Pur-

rental.

Three For The Road consists of

cies

MarSudden Emergenand Lights Have Limits.

dramatic story format. Purchase

13%

minutes,

&

rental.

three better-driving shorts:

Chance is a 14y2 minute Planned Parenthood "motivator" in

minutes.

rental.

The Costly Crowd

based on a story to demonstrate the over-the-years rewards
of a regular stock investment
program. Purchase & rental.

is a story film
dramitizing the need for popu-

and to enlist workcommunity action. 24%

Water

Is

homes and
"sheet

in

B&W.

The Enemy

instruction

ers

GE MARC

capacity and "change-over" control,
and automatic fail-safe circuit to stop
the projector if your film breaks.
Maybe you think that a projector
that does so much should cost a lot. It
doesn't. And this may be the most
attractive feature of all. Write for

More vivid

color.

Clear images even in full room light.
The Bauer P6 has a 15-watt solidstate amplifier, for real high-fidelity
sound. And a lot of other features, too:
automatic threading, optional 4,000-foot

Purchase

&

is

&

practical

stores against rising

water."

&

rental.

Purchase

flood-proofing

for

minutes. Purchase

times more light than conventional
tungsten lamps. More light means a
picture.

gin of Safety,

lation control

intensity lamp. It's the
300
metal arc that produces nearly four

more brilliant

it

in In-

and

film

Any good 16mm projector performs
well under ideal viewing conditions. But
you usually don't have (or don't want)
perfect darkness or perfect quiet.
That's why you need the perfect
projector for imperfect conditions. It's
called the Bauer P6 automatic 300
16mm portable sound projector.
What makes it better? For one thing,
the Bauer P6 has a special new high-

What's Under Your Hood? gives a
clear and vivid explanation of

&

rental.

Fair

Purchase & rental.
Good Old Sam is a 28% minute

loan.

rental.

up

V For Votes deals with "phone
power" training for volunteer

Metromedia
Productions
26 minutes, color. Free

&

funny but

minutes. Purchase U rental.

what makes

to

rental.

political

service

\'ory

practical look at 'he consequences of neglectet, rar care. 10

.

.

Heavy Going

Dial

.

lively,

by

is

automobile

of

managers
funny, but "kidding on the square." 26 minutes.

improve the attitude and operations of government employees
in their telephone contacts with
the public. 32 minutes. Purchase

competition. 8 minutes for T\^ in

Los Angeks

erations

The Research Environment
dusiry is a 49 minute film

rental.

nostalgia

A

Love That Car.

.

.

Action Baseball is a package of
nine films to ;nake a youtlileague father ii'o an instant
coach. 9 fibus— 156 minutes. Purchase & rental.

rental.

Love Thy Customer is an attempt
to improve tlie attitudes and op-

Freedom.

to the first
president
helping us realize
that our history happened, and
to people like us. 34 minutes.
.

&

29%

minute film about which tells
why even the most dedicated
Congressman must think about
his re-election and how he campaigns. Purchase & rental.

toba Dept. of Tourism and Recreation. I2V2 minutes, free-short

What's It All About, Harry is an
"American way" film to show
the self respect and satisfaction
which comes from doing one's
job well. 29 minutes. Purchase

17%

minutes.

rental.

informa

S^s; lilBAUERPe

THIS PROJECTOR WORKS BEST WHEN THE CONDITIONS ARENT.

ALLIED iMPEX CORP D'V OP
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I

Hill

I

Audiotronics Enters

MMIIIIIIIillllllllllllllllllllllll

Ill

Illlllllllllllll

CCTV

the touch of a control lever with

Audiotronics Corporation has
a new marketing ap-

unveiled

proach.
Audiotronics Corporation has
"systems"
apinaugurated
a
proach to CCTV marketing with
of

introduction

the

its

"Video-

pak" closed circuit TV systems.
Because of the dilTcring needs
of users, there are foLir dilVerent
systems of varying sizes and

Videopak series. Each incorporates newly designed cameras, recorders and
monitors. The PRV 707 recorder

capabilities in the

cassette

major accessories, plus a larger
screen monitor.
Multipak, in addition

equipment

in the

Modpak,

to

the

intro-

duces a pre-wired, mobile console to house all the basic elements, and adds off-air receiving

and recording, plus other extra

Maxipak

to offer full

tape transport modes for ease

of operation and full interchange-

Micropak

is

I

format.

the lowest priced

system and includes

all

elements

VTR,
tripod,

and

vidicon camera, monitor,
microphone, all cables

a

starter

supply

of

video

Mod

pak

is

moderately priced

and offers the same basic equipment as Micropak but adds two

other

8mm

projector

man-

ufacturers through a uniform

ii-

North HoUywood,

Calif.

91063.

Auto 8 Movie Cassettes
Easy Way to Show Movies
200 and
can be snapped
into position and the entire film
projection cycle accomplished at
foot

Business, Government
The Beacon line of rear screen
filmstrip projectors for the busi-

sizes

industrial

market

is

made up

An f3.3 high resolution,
three-element lens system, coat-

rate

400

Filmstrip Projectors for

and goverimienof two
automatic, sound synchronized
units. The fS-250 has a AVs" x
51/2" screen and the fS-200 has
a 3" X 4" screen.

tions to the console such as sepa-

Cassettes in 50, 100,

tape.

19103.

microphone operation, plus addi-

for "live" production, such as a

information and a one
film, write Optol,

8

system and the most versatile. It
also has the mobile console and
and
multi-camera
for
allows

Audiotronics Corporation,
Dcpt. BSC, 7428 Bcllaire Ave.,

—

Vi mils per foot.

BSC, 2124 Race
Philadelphia, Penna.

reels.

many

inexpensive

Dept.

Inc.,

movie cassettes will
be manufactured by Bell &
Howell and will be utilized by

1

full

is

minute sample

tal

write

all

VTR

pushbutton control of

than

For

Street,

Auto

and

life

per 8 and regular 8 on standard

the highest priced

meeting the Type

half-inch

electrical

reportedly the

less

ness,
is

ability of tapes with all recorders

first

is

shelf

also allows for projection of su-

accessories.

camera preview monitors,
both an audio mixer and video
switcher, video distribution amplifier,
two microphones, and
two cameras with zoom lenses.
For additional information,

in the systems

&

Howell's Auto 8 movie
system. High-speed rewind is automatic. The system

Bell

With Videopak Systems

IlilllllllllMllllllllllfllll

Illlllflllllllllllllllllllllllllll

Ill

Bell & Howell cassettes are designed for easy indexing, storing
and ready access.

ed for anti-reflection and antistatic, along with a coated aluminized-glass projection mirror
and brilliant 30-watt projection
a clear, sharp
lamp produce
image on the Polacoat viewing

arrangement. A worldwide program has been underway
for the past two years to provide
all
8mm projector manufacturers with the opportunity \o

censing

standardize on the Bell

Auto

8

The

& Howell

system.
projectors

are

available

two models, the 459Z and the
The 469Z features a
469Z.
Multi Motion capability which
in

allows the user to see films projected in regular motion, slow

motion,

still

mode

or in a stop

motion which projects the film
as slowly as two frames per second. Additional information can
be obtained by writing Bell &
Howell, Customer Service, Dept.
BSC, 7100 McCormick Road,
Chicago, Illinois 60645.

Construction of Beacon rear screen
filmstrip projectors offers high temperature and dirt resistance.

New Chemical Provides
Superior Sound

an

Optolene silver sulphide sound
developer produces susound on
perior Ektachrome
7386, 7388 and 7389 stocks with
only one application needed.
The chemical is pre-mixed and
track

pre-tested,

from the

is

applied

bottle,

has

directly

unlimited

The

unit is equipped with
operated two-track, cassette player which provides the

screen.

AC

sound track as well as the inaudible signals to advance the
filmstrip. For complete information write Beacon, Camera DiProducts,
Whitehouse
vision,
Inc., Dept. BSC, 360 Furman
Brooklyn, N.Y.
St.,

BUSINESS SCREEN

Craig Introduces
Video System Cart

unit

M,S4I
Mohile
model
Video System Carl is a self-contained unit which expands VTR
applications
alnK)st
anywhere
Ilk'

needed, indoors or out. with 50ft. AV cable.
The cart has 6 cii.
of

ft.

tronic

AC

storage

space.

eiiiiipnient

plugs

All

elec-

into

an

the operator to re-

own sound and

procues and playback
automatically on a cartridge tape
with a continuous loop lluit never
needs rewinding. It may be used
with
any automatic projector
with remote capability. Voice,
music and sound effects can be
recorded simultaneously through
his

gramming

AMAZING
THIS

AVE.

10

X-

multiple inputs.

strip.

The

iKMiiiiis

cord

aecoinrnodales anyCraig one-half-ineh V 1 R deck
and the Craig model 6201 12 in.

Programming

cart

continues

as

long as sixty minutes and automatically starts again. For addi-

contact

information

tional

Teat /ling Dynamics, Division of
Jclronic Industries, Dept. BSC,

Main ami Cotton

Sts.,

Philadel-

19127.

phia, Pa.

60-Cycle Sync Generator
From Cinema Beaulieu
Cinema Beaulieu has announced a sync generator which
permits the Beaulieu 16mm camto provide magnetic sound
synchronization with such professional V4 in. sync tape re-

era
in

corders as the Uher 1000/N, Na-

The Craig video system cart is
ly moved from place to place.

easi-

gra, etc.

The generator

is

compact and

lightweight (6 oz.). It has been

monitor/ receiver. The later can
be positioned horizontally, verti-

45° angle. Additiona well holds the tripod and
camera secure for use when
mounted in the cart. Details are
available from Craig Corporacally or at a
ally,

tion,

A POWERFUL QUALITY BUILT

Dept. BSC, 2302 East I5th
Los
Angeles,
Calif.

FOR LARGE

Street,

1

6MM SOUND PROJECTOR

AND SMALL SCREENING

FACILITIES

90021.
1000 hour ozone-free xenon bulb
Xenon bulb intensity control
• Xenon lamp source provides correct
•

•

Slide Projection System

From Teaching Dynamics
Dynamics

This 60-cycle sync generator
pact and lightweight.

is

com•
•

Model

designed to extend slightly over

automatic, self
contained sound/slide projection

from the camera body,
therefore making the camera itself more compact for easy hand-

Teaching

TD

101

fully

system features cartridge recording and sync capability. The

temperature for screening

I

•

in.

held

shooting.

The

cable

•
•

•

has

•

been designed to drop straight
down. For more information
write Hervic Corporation, 14225
Ventura Blvd., Sherman Oaks,
Calif. 91403.

•

•
•

•
•
•

Track Filing Simplifies
Filmstrlp Storage
specially

drawer

cabinet

designed
provides

storage and filing for
strip

cans

drawer
Closed
system

sound/Slide projection
recording and
sync

capabili
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is

or

400

cartridges.

color

prints

control

automatic electric dowser
Simple threading
Unique automatic loopsetter
Large 16 tooth sprockets
Microfocusing device for needlesharp
Built-in

projection
•

•

A

2400 ft. reel capacity
Forward and reverse
Single knob projection

tv

•
•

Replaceable apertures
Solid State transistor sound system
Automatic sound drum tension
Magnetic playback
Hi speed rewind without reel switching
Induction drive motor
Builtin 50 60 cycle conversion
Heavy duty construction
Modular design for easy maintenance

four
Literature

easy

and

price

on request

film-

Each

equipped with a special

metal "track filing" divider (instead of holes or compartment
dividers). An opening at one end

Continued on next page

AVE. CORPORATION
250 West 54th
Cable:

Street

"AVEMANSA"

New

York,

N.Y.

10019

(212) PL 7-0552
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superimposing one
over another, to
fade from a video signal to black,
or any combination of these
for

other,
. .

video

continued

signal

action of mounting lights
chews up other stands. A riser
clamp design provides greater

off

effects.

of each
shifting

row permits convenient
of filmstrips from row

row or for separating within a
row when adding to an expandto

ing Ubrary.

Drawers have full extension
arms for easy access to back

AV

models
Honeywell's two
of automatic-focus 35mra slide
projectors feature previewer/ editor systems useful for loading,
sorting, editing, and previewing
slide before

it

is

shown on

Both projectors also

the screen.

protection
automatic
provide
from overheating, manual reset,

c-=^

nine-pine receptacle for Kodak's

C^-=^

dissolve control

and permanently
attached three-wire power cords.

e
Cabinet

zontal,

of
durability.

and from each
and comer
easily
preset
and

vertical

corner. Split screens

are

inserts

switched directly onto the pro-

gram

and
components of the cor-

vertical

ner

It

and

Enterprises,

transis-

fully

is

contained.

self

For

Kapco
Dept. BSC,

more information

write

Inc.,

947 Janesville Ave., Fort Atkinson, Wis. 53538.

film

for
Honeywell

A simple-to-operate semiautomatic video tape editing device designed for helical scan
video tape recorders has been
announced by Rombex Productions Corporation. The unit was
designed by Rombex engineers

offers

two

models

of

auto-focus preview slide projectors.

Both models accept either
round or straight trays by Honeywell, Sawyer and other makers.
Pushbutton forward-reverse controls operate from the units or

British

can be used with a 10-foot remote cord. The AV-1 has a 500watt DAK incandescent bulk and

able in the

lens.
The AV-II has a
500-watt EGH quartz halogen
bulb and built-in timer and f/2.8
lens. For further information con-

with

several

companies. It is currently
being manufactured in
Great Britain and will be availfall.

prototype

editing

im-

any number of television

in

producuse at the

facility

past three months and

for the

an important development in production technique by users of nonbroadcast and cable television.
For information write Rombex
Productions Corporation, Dept.
BSC, 245 West 55th Street, New
York 10019.
is

Lenscreen Service Kit
Screen Maintenance

The T16R

is

sets

porta-

and self-contained, requires
no special installation and is

ble

Helical Video Recorders

model has been

motion

electronic

to

rigidity

A

complete maintenance and
kit for Lenscreen rigid
R-P screens is available from
Polacoat. Formula SS static inhibitor and mild cleaner wipes
away static charges and surface
dust and dirt. Scuff-Fix aerosol
repairs
minor surface
sprays
scuffs and scratches.
Write Polacoat. Inc., Dept.
BSC, 9750 Conklin Road, Cin-

light

tact

Honeywell
Dept.

Products.

Photographic
BSC, 5501

Broadway, Box 1010,
Colorado 80120.

S.

Littleton,

The
with

transmitter can

reels

up

effects

units.

Switching

is

stand

the

is

fully

Nylon tipped brakes provide
a non-slip, secure grip. Write for
information to Berkey Color-

Tran. Inc.,
St.,

BSC, 1015

Burbank,

Chestnut
91502.

Calif.

be used

to 2,000'

and

is

MacKenzie Offers
Multi-Media Programmer
The Tri/Tone
grammer for use

The Model T16
for

is

a practical system

converting film

images to

tele-

vision signals.

simple to thread. It can be set
simfor continuous operation.
ilar
device for super 8 film
housed in a 4 minute cassettes
for single concept presentations

A

Kapco Switcher, Fader,
Special Effects Unit
The TSFE-4 Switching System

when

quiet in operation.

f/3.5

combines in one unit the functions
performed by a video
special
switcher,
fader
and

for

is

extended.

pulses and transmits the picture

or monitors.

first

16mm

converts

picture

Computer Type Editing

association

light
stand
CoIorTran's
weight but sturdy.

The Optical/Electronic Transmitter

to

Rombex

horizontal

the

inserts.

torized

control

Individual

line.

adjust

bars

Convert 16mm Film to
Television Signals

60473.

land, Illinois

tion

hori-

drawers
are
conheavy gauge steel for

rows. For more information on
the model 401 cabinet write H.
Wilson Corporation, Dept. BSC.
555 West Taft Drive, South Hol-

The

pro-

unit

wipes,

for

facilities

and

structed

in

effects

special

vides

Auto-Focus, Preview

each

^ ___
C-^

The

Slide Projectors Feature

will

more
space

be

available

shortly.

audio proproducing
synchronized, tape recorder controlled, multi-media shows plugs
into any stereo tape recorder and
is both an encoder and decoder.
Programming is a simple pushbutton operation. The basic unit
provides three independent control
signals and is completely
equipped to operate a three projector, three screen show.
With plug-in, building block
accessories

as

350 Great Neck Road. Farmingdale, L.I., New York 11735.

elec-

in

many

as

six

-f

For

information write CornCorporation, Dept. BSC,

I

rf

This basic unit comes comp'ete
with cables to connect to three Kodak Carousel slide projectors.

repair

cinnati,
tails.

36

Ohio 45242 for

full

de-

screens

was designed for rack
mounting and has it's own built in

This

unit

power supply.
tronic with
interval.

vides

from

program bus

The

facilities

one

vertical

fader section pro-

video

for

dissolving

signal

to

an-

can be programmed or

Pro Stand Provides
Extra Stability
CoIorTran's Pro Stand, which
weighs only 2% lbs. and extends

the control channels can be used
to operate other devices such as

108 inches, is designed to allow the legs to expand from a
30" base to an exceptionally stable 46" base yet will store in
24". A solid tip is provided for
extra strength where the on and

in

to

motion

picture

solvers,

lamp dimmers,

projectors,

dis-

etc.,

all

automatic synch with the audio. For more information write

MacKenzie

Laboratories,

Inc.,

Dept. BSC, 10355 Vacco Street,
El
Monte,
California
South

91733.

BUSINESS SCREEN

1

Single Console Houses
Total Audiovisual System
The AVCor Executive is

plugs and will accumulate in onecent steps at the combined rate
a

system
audio-visual
complete
housed in a single console. It
combines features needed for
nuition, sound, sound-onstill,
sound,

rear

projection

front

or

of

inserted.

all

The

result

is

other

Elm

are

features capstan

servo for precise timing, a second audio track, built-in speak-

Compu-

System's

Pro-

Portable

fifteen

27406.

presentations.

AV

gram Origination System is portable by car or station wagon
and can be set-;] in less than
minutes by a single person. Plug in the console, turn
on the lights and be ready to

1001 S,
Greensboro, N.C.

Street,

AV System Qp arable by
Non-Technicc. Personnel

The lVC-870

the

running, in process cost of each
job as it progresses. For more

information write Cost
ter Corp.. Dept. BSC,

information

of

loss

eliminated.

cable-cast

Mistake-proof connecting plug
panels activate this audio-visual
core package which includes two
Kodak RA 900 Carousel Pro-

videotape.

or

cable

design,

panels

and

Single

quick-connector

pre-adjustment

as-

sures quality output.

The

Videotape Recorder Offers

The IVC-BTO

Insert, Assemble Editing

A

color

videotape

format

inch

recorder

is

low priced, onevideotape
recolor
a

corder.

system

is

complete

in-

cluding video, audio, lighting and
cabling. It consists of two view-

offering botli insert and asseinhle
editing

is

being marketed by InVideo Corporation.

er amplifier

base

tL-rnational
It

inserts

viously

complete
housed in

This
is

a

audiovisual system
stain-proof walnut

new

and excellent time
Video bandwidth is

video

."iMHz,

material into pre-

recorded

stability.

signal-to-noisc

is

44dR and horizontal resoludons
is 400 lines. For complete in-

programming

and electronically splices or assembles material from two separate program sources, such as
live cameras or other recorders.
Tearing, rolling, distortion and

International
formation
write
Video Corporation, Dept. BSC,
675 Almanor Ave., Sunnyvale,

94086.

Calif.

finish.

light
increased
Special-

with

jectors

& Howell

source, a Bell

Put a

Auto-Load Filmosound 566
and a drop leaf shelf
on which to mount the three proists

Projector,

professional

Also included are a high
fidelity tape recorder and an
receiver and amplifier. These are
built into the master console.
Microphones and speakers are
movable. For further informawrite Telepro Industries,
tion,
Dept. BSC\5, Cherry Hill Industrial Center, Cherry Hill, N.J.
08034.

jectors.

FM

This complete AV system can be
transported and set-up by one per-

/^
^^ in your
'p**A projection

son.

finder

room

each camera and one
put)

it's built

to the

same

rugged standards of performance
demanded by professional motion
clearer, steadier screen Image.

• PacKs

•

simple-to-use

computer can be applied to
operation costs, job costs, and
departmental distributions of ad-

cost

ministrative,

clerical

a

Cinema Product Dev.
Announces D.C. Motor

—

or can be

or carbon arc light sources

purchased with 500 W,

• Optical

and main-

• Adapts

to automatic operation

and

remote conltrol

/Vore/cci

(or prices

and

to

36

D.C. mo-

studio

cam-

volt battery

pack features an efficient, direct
which eliminates
drive motor
right angle gears and sleeve bearings. It is quiet and has a maxi-

literature.

•

North American Philips Corporation
Motion Picture Equipment Division
One Philips Parkway, Montvale. New Jersey 07645
(201) 391-1000

•

Please send facts and prices on the
fessional Projectors.

new Noreico 16mm Pro-

D

EL-5100 Portable model

FP-16 with column-pedestal

24

BNC

MOTION PICTURE
EQUIPMENT

OUTSTANDING VALUE! Send coupon

/

crystal controlled

era from a

magnetic sound

or

A

tor to drive the

ozone-free Xenon lamp house

• Runs forward and reverse

• • • •

out-

2V2 hour film on one reel

Available with 9 different Noreico
lenses including new zoom lens

• Uses Xenon

tenance costs.

^^ • r
•^ • •

line

and accessories. For more
specifications
and
information
write AV Systems Inc., Dept.
BSC, 44 Railroad Avenue, Glen
Head, New Yoric 11545.

lots of other features, too:

With "Baby Computer"
inexpensive,

solid-

rear

brings big theatre performance to any

picture theatres. Provides a brighter,

An

7"

with

viewfinders,

The new Noreico FP-16nim projector
auditorium because

Simplify Cost Control

cameras

operated
4-1 zoom lenses, three 5" solidstate monitors (one preview for
state

BS-4

Name/Title_
Portable self-contained

The
cost

C-IUU cumputer
control up-to-date.

Model

keeps

Model EL S100
for outdoor showings,

School/Company_

exhibits, social halls,

Address

etc.

Uses incandescent

light source.

Each computer
date as

many

will

accommo-

as twenty pay-rate

SEPTEMBER, 1970

Motor drives BNC
from batter pack.

City

_Stale.

-Zip.

mum
It

studio

camera

torque output of 300 oz-in.
provides variable speeds of
Continued on next page
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...

continued

—

reel-totwo master units
and cassette, either of which
can drive up to 10 cassette

12, 16, 20, 24, 25 and 32 fps,
forward and reverse. At 24 and
25 fps the motor speed is accu-

is

15 parts per million
over an operating temperature
range of
to 140 F. A beep tone
sounds when motor is not in

copiers or slaves,

rate within

reel

,

i

^B^

sync.

Write for more information to
Cinema Product Development
Co., Dept. BSC, 2044 Cotner
Avenue, Los Angeles, Cailf.

90025.

i

^i5^l

4000A, has

Correction

view-finder which also serves as

Our

product rcpuri on tlic
Vandcrlcclie magnetic single systems sound conversion unit described in this
incorrectly

column

stated

last

a

rack adjustment
\itlieoii

tem could be used on Bach Auricon cameras.

The system

is

treme

phone jack,

tures a repeat button

put,

Maier-Hancock portable hot splicer
accepts 35 mm or 16mm film.
at

feais

which

al-

lows the user to repeat any
phrase or section of the tape continously
and automatically.
second cassette in which a two
track tape is coiled in an endless
loop records continuously from

A

tally

internal/external

state

Repeat-Corder L is
Valuable Teaching Tool
Canon's Repeat-Corder L

zoom

Features
separate-mesh

HI 6. De-

on the system may be obtained from Vandcrlcclie Film
Systems, P.O. Box 8092, Universal City, California 91604.

frame

line.

available

Sales.

Inc..

special

moves the

also

tails

St.,

mo

Long Island

I

control

A

entire

yoke assembly for exclose-ups and for sharp

focusing in

designed tor use

with the Paillard Bolex

zoom

positioneil at the rear.

sys-

Dam

47-47 Van
City. N.Y.

playback monitor, and a con-

venient single-rod

month

the

that

7-inch electronic

a

AGC

shots.

LaBelle Expands Line of
Commpak Caitridge Units

The Tutor 16 filmstrip/sound
projector
serve

to

is

designed specifically

when

audience

the

sync,

RF

and completely

outsolid-

circuitry.

Three

models

are

without lens, with 5:

1

available:

zoom

lens,

More information

from Maier-Hancoci<
Dept. BSC, 14106

The Tutor

16

will

under

fit

beyt>nd the limits of a self-contained projector.

It

LaBelles

3-Way Comm-

line

of

the third

Coxco Sound/Slide Unit
Uses Slide and Cassettes

pak Cartridge Systems.

Coxco's Sound Slide portable
imit
employs
rear
projection

loop

readily-available

standard

settes.

It

is

35mm

audio

The

slides

tape

available in record/

cartridge

16mm

is

in

a continuous

Tech-

and magno rewind, no turn over, and instant
replay of 250 visuals and 20
minutes sound. For more infor-

nical specifications are available

mation, write LaBelle Industries,

from .Sony Corporation of America, Video Products, Dept. BSC,

St.,

filmstrip

netic audio tape featuring

Sony's new studio-video camera.

cas-

playback and playback-only.
Programs are created by loading slides in the tray and recording both voice and slide-advance

your

airplane seat.

Sherman
Btndevard.
Ventura
Oaks, California 91413.

and

is

2/3"
vidicon,
head
light, C-mount,
include

and with 10:1 zoom

lens.

Dept. BSC, 510

S.

Oconomowoc,

Worthington
Wise. 53066.

pulse in a single pass. Slides ap-

pear on the self-contained 8" x
10" rear screen as recording is

made.

Slide-change

pulses

can

Tape recorder features repeat button (inset) which allows user to reany

peat

the

first

section

of

rc^^

tape.

so that a predetermined

length of material

is

always avail-

able for repetition.

For more information contact
Repeat-Corder Division of

the

Canon

U.S.A., Inc., Dept.

BSC,

64-10 Queens Blvd., Woodside.
N.Y.

Make

sales training

more

The Coxco Sound/Slide unit weighs
approximately 17 pounds.

Maier-Hancock Announces
Portable Hot Splicer
The Model 1635
portable

hot

professional

splicer

accepts

and 16mm A or B wind
film, sound or silent. Designed
for heavy-duty use by film editors, studios and labs, the unit
features two fixed pins for 35mm
and two sets of retractable pins
for 16mm A or B wind film.

35mm

has a built-in life-time carbide scraper blade that springs
back out of the way when scraping operation is complete, hardIt

ened chrome steel cutter blades,
and narrow, low visibility weld

SEPTEMBER, 1970

effective witti

be recorded independently
allowing erasure and/or replacement without erasing voice track.
Distribution is being handled
by Howe Folding Furniture.
More information is available
also

from Co.x Communications Inc.,
Dept. BSC. 915 Howard Street,
San Francisco, Calif. 94103.
,

Sony Announces
Large-Viewfinder Camera

DuKane

Cassette lYIicromatic

—

sound
Tape Cassette snaps in
and filmstrip work together automatically to help your training and
selling efforts. The Cassette Super
Micromatic tape sound filmstrip
projector is the most versatile unit
ever developed.

High quality reproduction. Program Hold Control
stops and restarts program instantly. Also projects 2x2 slides.
Easy-to-use.

SEND FOR FREE LITERATURE

Corporation has anSony
nounced its first large-viewfinder
camera for monochrome video

^E
U
D
C O R P OR ATI ON

tape recording.

AUDIO-VISUAL DIVISION

The

camera,

Model

AVC-

Dept. BS-gO • St. Charles,

III.

^.^

60174
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From

new

a

facility at 456

large

W. 55th

in New York, The
Camera Mart has
marked impressive

growth in the past
seven years and
now ranks as one of
the largest equipment sales and
rental firms in the
country.

Technicians process orders and
checks for outgoing equipment
department around the clock.

provide final
the rental

in

Production Equipment Firms
Find Success Thru Service
made in tliis country begin at
one of the many production equipment
sale and rental houses like The Camera
Mart shown in the accompanying photos.
The cinematic quality of the finished prodMost

films

the performance of the equip-

on
ment used.
Somewhat

uct hinges

lenses,

eras,

accessories.

lights

A-V equipment

an

and related production

The Camera Mart maintains

ious presentation

division providing var-

equipment and a subsidi-

to provide the improper maintenance of equipment

Camart Products,

ary,

portant

from
typical

of

similar

sale

its other operations.
Service remains the key element in the

and

around the country, The Camera Mart's success depends on service and
timely delivery of reliable equipment. In

success of any production equipment operation. As Camera Mart president Samuel Hy-

New York

prepare an order for thirty pieces of equipment, but if a young filmmaker comes in
wanting to know what kind of camera to

rental firms

just

the

past seven years, this

based company has grown from a small local
equipment rental house into one of the largest professional

equipment companies in the
Just one year ago, the firm

United

States.

moved

into larger facilities to

accommodate

growth and the ever increasing demand
for professional movie-making gear.
Part of the growth can be attributed to
the demise of Hollywood studios and the

its

tremendous increase

in

the

number

of in-

dividuals undertaking various forms of filmmaking. Clients run the gamut from small

independent producers to large commercial
production companies. In fact, the chances
are pretty good that the last
cial you saw was shot with

TV commerCamera Mart

equipment.
In addition to the rental and sale of cam-

man

puts

it,

"It

may be more

profitable to

view of The Camart Products manufacarea where custom modification work
and equipment repair is done.
Partial

turing

show him what to
him how to cut
show
even

use, we'll take the time to

use

.

costs
that

.

.

we'll

on his entire production." After all,
young filmmaker may be tomorrow's

big filmmaker.

move to its new quarters at 456
W. 55th St., The Camera Mart has expandSince

its

all of its departments to the point where
today provides the filmmaker the largest
selection of equipment in New York under
one roof. And, its Camart subsidiary has

ed
it

gained one of the best reputations in the
country for equipment service, and provides
a complete line of editing equipment accessories in addition to custom designed equip-

and

ment.

turers' specifications.

piece of equipment is
after use to be sure that it

Every

checked before
meets manufac-

(center) is a necessity for keeping all equipconstant demand (left) and each is checked prior to rental or sale. A maintenance department
equipment as well as viewers, readers
presentation
and
projection
ment at peak operating performance. An A-V department provides various types of
editing
equipment.
accessory
and

Moviolas are

in

news

industry

Fitzgerald-Sample and

RCA

Viewlex Acquires

16mm
RCA

Projector Line

designed primarily for edu-

and tarining

cational

The purchase

use.

price of approxi-

presently

engi-

manufacturing

designs,

neering

inventor)',

in

patents,

inventory,

parts

drawings, test equipment, tooling
and a quantity of projectors to be

manufactured

RCA,

by

Viewlex

for

according to

Ben

Peirez,

president and chairman of Viewlex,

and Andrew F.
vice

sion

manager

president

RCA

of

divi-

Inglis,

and general
Commercial

Electronic Systems.

The agreement does not
clude

such

TV

as

16mm

in-

products

projector

other

broadcast

station

which will continue to be manufactured, marketed and serviced by RCA. No

RCA

client.

plant facilities are involved

Viewlex

commence manu-

will

facturing

of

the

projectors

in

terials

rescent and specialty bulbs

A

feature of the center

man-

30x30 meeting room, in which
240 four-foot 40-watt fluorescent
bulbs,

recessed into the ceiling,

make

studio lighting fixtures un-

necessary.

The

fluorescent lights

are shielded by non-glare, removable acrylic diffusers, and are
surrounded by overhead spotlight
flush fixtures.

in

special
Available
for
uses
when not in conflict with DuroTest group programs at the center,

ting

room

the

for

service

product

support

for

Videorecord Corp. Formed
To Provide TV Software
Corporatoin of
has been formed in Westport Conn., specifically to "develop the technology

America

(VCA)

of videorecording."

VCA

reportedly

and /or

intends

acquire

projectors

would continue

to be supplied.

Light Bulb Center
Debuts in New York

A

novel facility for lilm-makoffering

light

in

made

its

a

600 footcandles of
non-studio setting,

debut

in the filming of

a television commercial by

Com-

munications Group for Dancer-

to

program

materials for those markets tract-

and

subsequently

for

the

the

RCA

16mm

VCA

vision of

ri

jf

art,

mar-

plans creation of

programming
and public
of

brary for
education

line.

Peirez added that for the time
being no changes in distribution
would occur and all dealers currently handling the
line of

The

quisition

situations.

Viewlex to assume warranty and
other

from this division.
Education
Division
is
headed by James Katavolos, formerly director of marketing for
CBS' EVR Division. This ditients

appropriate for

Peirez said.
calls

VCA

private

candid-camera

entertain-

Audiovisual Center.
plans
a multi-media ""magazine" for the
health practitioner and his pa-

offers a casual set-

particularly

home

the

for

ment market.
The Medical Division is headed by James Lieberman, formerly
director of the National Medical

custom

able at today's state of the

ing,

the

is

create

also

to kindred

sey.

the Light Bulb

is

16 East 56th Street,
a unique showcase for the varied
collection of incandescent, fluo-

Holbrook. N.Y., where an additional
140,000 square feet of
plant space is under construction,

The agreement

open

will

ufactured by Duro-Test Corporation of North Bergen, New Jer-

facility

Videorecord

Following delivery of the units
still
to be produced by RCA,

which

Illllllllll

Three divisions of the company include:
The Entertainment Division,
headed by Corey Allen, formerly
director of sales for the Eastern
region of the CBS network. This
division will be marketing ma-

The

projectors,

in the transaction.

kets

IIMIIIIIII

systems of the future.

Center, at

mately $5 million includes projectors

its

Best Foods Inc.

and \'ie\vlex. Inc. have
announced an agreement for
Viewlex to acquire RCA"s 16mm
motion picture projector product
line

Illllllllllllllllllllll

Illlllllllllllllllllllllllilillllilllllllililllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll

lllllllllllllllllllllll

a

home
and

for

both

sectors,

viderorecord
or

acli-

proprietary

development

of

a tutorial aid program,
A separate Operations Division will provide
marketing, distribution and support
services. Stanley Hopwood heads
the division with the marketing
directed by Samuel C. Gale,
formerly with Capital Film Labs
and Corser Enterprises.

VCA

Chairman

company
renowned

is

of the newly formed
William H. Schuman,

composer and chair-

IMIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII

—

.

industry

news

.

continued

(AVI), to form a new subsidiary,
TeleMation East, Inc., with offices in three East Coast cities.
Offices will be located in Washington, D.C., Cambridge, Mass.,

and Norwalk, Conn.
District manager of the new
firm is Joseph S. Bottali, formerly manager of indirect sales for
Phihps Broadcast Equipment

New

Corp. in

Jersey and eastern
regional manager for International
Video Corp., Washington,

at Credit in
Penney's Filmstrip

Penney

this fall. Using an untechnique that combines
collage with live photography,

usual

the strip examines attitudes and
aspects of all types of buy now,
later arrangements,

from

ser-

vice credit

cash

possible with art or photography
alone.
lively

We combined it with a
sound track not just a

—

narrator, but a variety of voices

and

'characters'

viewpoints,

plus

with

differing

mood-making

background music."

affair with

A

Consitmer Resource,'
a thought-provoking eight-minute,
color-and-sound filmstrip produced by Cinemakcrs, Inc., will
be distributed to schools by J. C.

to

"The visual technique we decided on," Mrs. Hale explained,
"lends itself to special effects im-

ered, 'Credit' does as much asking as telling, and is a three-part

New Look

pay

would

Instead of spelling out every
tedious detail of the subject cov-

D.C.

'Credit:

of-date approaches that
bore today's teen-agers."

and charge accounts
loans and installment

Mrs.

way

that

would

both inform and stimulate. We
felt it was important to avoid out-

the information to their
problems, situations, and at-

titudes."

The

filmstrip, created for PenEducation and Consumer
Relations program, is available

ney's

home-economics teachers and

firm's

educators

1700

stores,

through

the

as part of a

"kit" that includes a synchronized

33-1/3 r.p.m. record plus commentary in booklet form. These
are accompanied by a teacher's
guide and "case histories" for
classroom exploration, prepared
by the Penney staff of home
economists.

t^^'

r.^

is,

relate

own

to

with a complex, often bewilder-

says

instructor-led

and at the very end
by the way, not a statement but a question. This way,
students will be encouraged to

which

other

ing, subject in a

"that

at cru-

expect,"

discussion will take place at these

Cinemakers producer Carol
Hale says the filmstrip's treatment was tailored carefully to its

"Our assignment was
to communicate effectively with
young people; we had to deal

Hale,

"We

breaks

purchases.

audience:

planned breaks

points.

cial

and-piclurc
twelve

presentation

projectors,

using
prouraninied

for automatic projection, in color.

The Bureau of .Advertising followed AT&T's presentation with
an IS-minute show explaining
the specifics of good classified advertising, with emphasis on the
important role played by the adtaker, or "ad-visor" as she

is

now

sequences of Stanley Kubrik's
1
A SiHice Odyssey. The re-

in

200

:

won the film
Award for special

1

(

operation so that

Both presentations have been
converted to lilnistrips for singlescreen projection, and are avail-

a

tising.

effects.

But it remained for Fairchild
and Hansard to refine the process into a compact .500 pounds
against 4.000 pounds for previous eciuipment), give it a crab
dolly mount and simplify tU;

called.

able from the Bureau of Adver-

Academy

the

sults

The FPC can be

up

set

in five

Hansard,

according to

gymnasium, vacant store or
any such area, thus making it
in a

Compact Front
Projection Unit for 16mm

A
tion

useable

so

shipped by

compact

air.

it

can be

land or sea to any

part of the world and set

up

in

a matter of minutes has been
developed by industrialist Sher-

man

as

a

"cover"

location photography

self-contained front projecunit

and Hollywood
engineer Bill Hansard.
Called FPC 101, the machine
now is being marketed on a sale
Fairchild

halted by

bad weather.

The

well

lines

as

ratios

can be

the

varied

as

accommodate

set to

power

sources

available

The

old triple-head rear pro-

process

jection

equipment

re-

quired five copies of background

machine and

plates (three in the

spares)

as

but

FPC

101

needs only two plates, an import-

Hansard

states

the

does
not lose focus nor develop hot
superior because

has been demonstrated on the big
screen in Paramount's forthcom-

chine

is

Catch 22 and on the television screen in "Beverly Hillbillies"
episodes
and Raleigh
cigarette and other commercials.
An adaptation now has been perfected for use of the equipment
in 16 mm. educational and in-

spots

or

bigger

"halos."

It

it

permits

a

background picture, as
feet compared to a

wide as 50
24-foot

maximum

for rear pro-

Cartridge

of pre-recorded, full

length movies will also be

$3

for

rental

made

as

for

little

red-coded packages for

in

Arrangements

viewing.

Plant Begins Operation

other

lirsi production facility in
country designed to manufacture magnetic tapes for cart-

tors. In addition, a

1

he

this

ridge

use has begun
San Jose. California,
to
Frank Stanton,

television

operation

in

president of Cartridge Television,

subddiary of Avco Corp-

Inc.. a

oration.

The $2

million, 145,000 sq. ft.
which will employ 250
technicians and electronics specialists, will begin mass producing
blank and pre-recorded tapes for

the

new home

firm's

way with

American and European
major and independent distribuwide selection

of special interest cartridges fea-

jects,

pro-

how-to-do-it

sports,

turing

business, education and in-

topics,
documentaries,
cartoons and other subjects will
be made available for rental or
These pre-recorded cartsale.

dustry

ridges,

which

will

are expected

to

be coded black,
for

retail

from

$7.98 to $24.98, depending on
length, content, artist and subject.

cartridge

color television system later this
year.

television system

troduced

in

Called Cartri vision,

be the

will

in-

the

at

Show

Electronics

New York.
it

public

the

to

Consumer

cartridge color

was recently

first

American

set

to play pre-recorded cartridges in

color with high quality pic-

full

old systems.

ally

pan shots and Hansard is working on zooms.
The key to the development of
the Front Projection Company
refinement was a reflective ma-

involved.

discussions are under

ture presentation on a television

capable of

is

Hundreds

and Avco Embassy Pictures, and

AVCO TV

and only two cables are
needed against lO-to-15 for the
is

1

have already been made to tape
films produced by United Artists

cess,

The FPC already

for

home

The new home

new ma-

SI 2.98 for

as

plant,

ant cost-reduction factor.

Front projection has been attempted on an experimental basis
for some 30 years, but not with
any degree of success until several vears aco when it was used

of

foreign countries.

Company.
The System's

dustrial films.

lens.

according

on AC
DC. and gear

unit can operate

two

ing

when

set

is

or rental basis through Fairchild's
wholly-ov\ned Front Projection
versatility already

cessing

this

four needed for earlier systems.

$16.98 lor one-hour,
30 minutes and $9.98
5-minute cartridges. No pro-

on highway
signs. There are about 1.000.000
reflective grains or beads per
square inch of screen and each
bead functions as a reflective
similar to that used

be cut to one) instead of the

minutes,

Light,

priced at $24.98 for the two-hour
cartridge,

requires only

it

two-man crew (eventually

will

created by Minnesota Min& Manufacturing Company,

terial

ing

receiver, as well as to automatic-

record

television

off the air, with instant

programs
playback

and no processing. The system is
also designed to make and play

"home movies," insound, on blank video
cartridges through use of a spe-

Quality-Bilt

cartridges of

cluding
cial

play"^*'.

Normal

television view-

of course, will be available
when the cartridge system is not
ing,

use.

in

The

Cartrivision

which

sets,

be on the market in the
spring of 1971, are expected to
sell in the S800-$900 range for
will

combination recording unit
and the color television receiver.
Admiral Corporation of Chicago

the

recently

became

the

initial

tele-

vision set manufacturer to adopt

the

Film Shipping Cases

camera featuring Instant Re-

new

Cartrivision

tape

deck

be

pro-

system.

Cartridge

•

Best quality domestic fibre

•

Heavy
added

•

Durable 1"

•

steel corners for

protection

web

straps

Large address card holder
v/ith positive retainer spring

•

Sizes from 400' to 2000'

OTHER "QUALITY-BILT" ITEMSt
Salon Print Shipping Cases

Sound

Slidefilm Shipping Cases

(for Transcriptions

&

Filmstrips)

Filmstrip Shipping Cases (hold up
to 6 strips plus scripts)

tapes

to

cessed at the San Jose plant will
be in 5-minute. ."^O-minute, oneformats.
two-hour
and
hour

K'rile direct to

manufacturer tor catalog

1

Blank cartridges, which
Compact FPC

101

is

mounted on

can be operated by two men.
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a crab dolly, weighs just

1500

lbs.

and

be
sold in a distinctive yellow package, can be erased and used
again. They are expected to be
will

SCHUESSIER CASE

CO.

Div. of l.uduig Ificiustries
2020 W. St. Paul Ave.

Chicago, III. 60647
Phone: 312-227-0027

43

Many large corporations and small businesses are contributing generously to colleges and universities. The men
who head these businesses are urging others to join them—
with larger investments—or by starting a company aid-toeducation program.
Business needs college talent in increasing quantity.

But rocketing costs are causing a financial crisis for colleges and universities that could impede educational
progress.
If your business has not recently evaluated the selfinterest importance of investing in higher education, it

should do so now.

of excellent higher education.

Tuition, on the average, covers but Vi the cost of a college education. More help from more businesses is needed
to contribute importantly to the other Vi.

They know

Give to the college of your choice.

These

men

believe in tlie

importance

can't be maintained
without increasing business support.
it

Special to

management

— a new

booklet of particular

your company has not yet established an aid-toeducation program. Write for: "How to Aid Education,"
Council for Financial Aid to Education, 6 East 45th St.,
New York, N.Y. 10017.
interest

if

XWT/y
-t-

iO

COtlNOL FOR
/flNAN(l*L
() AID TO

0^,4C^

EDUCATION

Ad\trtistng contributed
for the public good-

Joseph C. Wilson, Chairman
Xerox Corporation
Rochester, N. Y.

44

McCoy. President
Pont de Nemours & Co.
Wilmington, Del.
Cliarles B.

E.

I.

dii

J.

(Inc.)

Irwin Miller, Chairman

Cummins Engine Company,

Inc.

Columbus, Indiana

BUSINESS SCREEN

.

r

CAMERA STOCKS

16min EKTA Color 7242. 7241, 7255
16mm B & W-7220. 7222,. 7231
16mm Color Negative 7254
35mm Color Negative 5251

reference

35mm B &

nil

iiiiiiii

7387. 7253. 7385, 7234, ale,

iiiiiiiiiiiii

iiiiiiiiii

iiiiiiii

MAGNETIC SOUND STOCK

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii

iiiiii

II

16mm New and Reclaimed

35 and

Intciuicd

operating

tor

people

both

in

Film

Rodger

Color

for

Ross, has as

J.

in a praetieal

its

by
purpose showing
Television"'

manner how easy

it

is

It

it's

why

over 90

program producdifferent approach

television

needs a

with film

tion

than motion picture production.

Anyone willing to give up conventional
motion picture practices should find in the
book plenty of ideas and information on

how

make

to

The book

film

work

10 East 40th

Street,

New

is

illustrations.

A

brochure is available which describes
the Visual Educom 620P portable tape re-

BSC,

a professional quality, high-fidelity
recorder amplifier/speaker system. It provides reliability and crisp audio reproduccorder,

York, N.Y. 10016.

An

Write for the brochure to Visual Edu-

Data Sheet

ies

com, Inc., Dept. BSC, Michigan
ana 46360.

information sheet with a description

and specifications of the
portable

of

video

Ampex DR-10

ser-

recorders

for

disc

Clear Leader 16mm
Also; Painted, Personalized
Printed & Lightstruck.

$«liidii> film 4>x4«liaii;$«>
11555 VENTURA BLVD.
STUDIO CITY, CALIF. 91604

^

(213) 985-3303

m

.

^

BrnmorlBma,

DUPLICATES

'^c^ce

Finest-Quality Kodachrome
COLOR or BLACK & WHITE
Imm
ntOFESSIONALS: We ar* Spsciallsh In
to Umm Blow-Up$. ir 35mm or l*mn to Imm or
Sup«r-8 Reductioni if A k B Roll Prlntlnq. * Smm
.

.

.

*• »mm li l*mm Eartman
Ravarial DupM.
B t
Color Rolaas* Printi.
Positiv* Ralaai* Printt. -^r S\ny»
Dup Naqs. if I I

a l*mm Eastman InUrnagi.

*

^

tion at a reasonable cost.

Ampex

18 50
16.50
4.50

for a

Tape Recorder Brochure

SI 0.00. Write for copies to the

is

35mm

Opaque 16mm

A^ SUPER-8

better in television.

publisher, Hastings House. Inc., Dept.

to use

224 pages long and contains
Hardbound copies are
$7.95; paperbound are $4.95. Write to the
publisher. Tab Books, Dept. BSC, Blue
Ridge Summit, Pa. 17214.

The book

film,

not just a review of current practices,

is

but shows

made, and the best type

specific purpose.

to pro-

duee high quality color televisions with

BlacK Opaque
Blacit

design and operation, plus a detailed explanation on how to judge tape quality, how-

the motion pietiire and television industries,
"C'olor

FILM & EDITORIAL LEADER

ences between recorder types, transport designs for specific applications, magnetic head

"Color Film for Color Television"

10

035

5220, 5222, 5231

LABORATORY STOCKS

shelf
iiiiiii

W

0525
OSS
06

»mm

Printing.

*

W

•

Sounditriping,

Etc

Spltcing,

FAST SERVICE en Mail-Ord«rs.
j^ Hnest QUALITY Work.
t^ GiiarantMd SATISFACTION!

*^

City, Indi-

if

if

Sand for our

latatt

if

PROFESSIONAL

Prle*-Uil.

Writ* Dapt. S

closed circuit television medical, educational,

military

industrial,

plications

is

*i¥alltfU^<KxeC

and government ap-

High-Intensity Light Systems
Xenolite system components for providing high-intensity xenon, mercury, and xenon-mercury illumination are covered in
bulletin XE-70 issued by Christie Electric.

available.

V265. Write Ampex
Corporation. Dept. BSC, M.S. 7-14, 401
Broadway, Redwood City, Calif. 94063.

Ask

for data sheet

The

bulletin

gives

features,

2704 W. OLIVE

VAtlEY F/tM LABS.

Ave.,

of

Magnetic Recording"

Finn Jorgensen has written this compact
all popular applications of
magnetic recording, from audio to weather
surveillance data recording. Beginning with
the basics, the author explores the differ-

volume covering

BEST

WAY

Write to Christie Electric Corp.. Dept.
St.. Los Angeles,

BSC, 3410 West 61th
Calif.

90060.

Cassette Slide/Filmstrip

FILE

Show

SLIDES

SYNCHROMATIC AV2000
Use

Simple operation inaudibly synchronizes
SLIDES AND FILMSTFtlPS with sound

a Multiplex Slide File Cabinet.

matter, date, etc. and protected against
loss or

damage.

in place,
ties

Solid state amplifier

... or 240 to

2080

both

under airplane seat
or automatic operation

BSBllll T.M.

31/4".

.

sizes.

Ask for

Bulletin LS-367.
for itself! Let us

show you how.

or

VISUAL INDUSTRIES, INC./25W.

45th Street/ New York,

NY.

10036

MULTIPLEX
COMPANY

DISPLAY FIXTURE
Dept.
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slides, 4" x

or combinations of

Remote

Ask your dealer

view

range from 720 to 6760 slides, 2"x 2"

Powerful speaker
Two track signal/sound system

^^^^

Slides are easy to

easy to insert or remove.Capaci-

Record and instant playback
Super size daylight rear screen

The Synchromatic AV2000 speaks

You

can keep your slides classified by subject

automatically. A total A-V programming
center that is COMPACT AND PORTABLE
in a self-contained single unit.

Fits

CALIF. 91505

engineering

and physical specifications on power
supplies, igniters, and lamphouses and includes a special section on matching power
supplies to other components.
data,

"Handbook

BURBANK,

085.

Warne &

Carter,

St.

Louis.

Mo. 63107

45

.

NATIONAL DIRECTORY OF AUDIO-VISUAL DEALERS

reference shelf.

.

continued

MISSOURI

•

EASTERN STATES
•

6100
Division

United

of

Camera, Inc. Providence, R.I.;
North Haven, Conn. (401) 4674750 or (203) 239-5300

WASfflNGTON

•

NEW YORK

Louis 63112.

Ampex Brochure
A two-color, 16-page

rental (314)

EG 7-1111

describing the

Swank Motion

Academy Film

S.

63166.

Louis

•

2110

Service^ Inc.,

The Jam Handy Organization, 1775

Films,

329 Salem

Inc.,

Dayton 45401

M. H. Martin Company, 1118

Broadway, New York 10019.
Phone 212/JUdson 2-4060

coln

Way

MU

Lin-

St.,

Harrisburg

Oscar H. Hirt,

41 N. 11th St.
19107.
Phone:

215/923-0650

Wood

Audio Visuals Center, 14
Repairs. 471-3313

Vath Audio Visuals, 449 N.
Hermitage Rd., Sharpsville,

L. C.

16150. 342-5204.

HO

Photo & Sound Company, 870
Monterey Pass Road, Monterey
Park, 91754. Phone: (213) 2646850.

Ralke Company, Inc. A-V Center,
641 North Highland Ave., Los
Angeles 36. (213) 933-7111
•

SOUTHERN STATES
FLORIDA

Jack Freeman's, 2802

SAN FRANCISCO AREA

MacDill
Ave.i'^ampa (813) 839-5374
•

Colonial

N.W.

GEORGIA

Films,

&

toma

•

752

Spring
404/875-8823, Atlanta

St.

30308

LOUISIANA

•

•

Stanley Projection Co., 1808 Rapides, Alexandria 71301. 318-443-

Sound Company, 116 Na-

•

COLORADO

Cromars'

Audio-Visual

ILLINOIS

NEW MEXICO

Albuquerque 87106.

OREGON

Organization, 230
North Michigan Avenue, Chicago 60601. State 2-6757

United World Films,
BSC. 221 Park Ave..
New York, N.Y. 10003.

Dept.
Sontli,

Sylvania

MICfflGAN

•

ufactured by

The Jam Handy Organization, 2821
E. Grand Blvd., Detroit 48211.
Phone: 313/TR 5-2450

AA

Sylvania for resi-

industrial,

applications.

cial

lamps

studio,

for

and commerIncluded

are

theater,

and

television.

every conceivable form of psychedelic lighting, light show, or
special effects. The book contains
seventeen chapters with titles

such as Blacklight, Strobe Lights,
Lumia, the Anti-Shape, Mirrors
and Color Organs.
Also included is a chapter on
diverse and unusual lighting effects used at Japan's Expo '70.
The book will be available soon
for $3.00 a copy. Write Edmund

Cinema/Sound
Do you
bobsled

Collection

need the sound of a

racing

toward the

down

track

the

An

finish line?

Irish

blacksmith shoeing horses at his

Superman

anvil?

Famous

blasting

off?

The creak

belltowers?

of

a Western Saddle? A three-second
brass fanfare, or the cool, com-

sound of contemporary
music? Shouts, talk, chatter and
song from other countrys?

Cinema/Sound
and catalogued

The

catalog listing specifications

and prices of a wide range of
laboratory

St.,

New

collected

sound

Ltd.,

York.

li-

available

is

persons

Cinema/Sound
45th

has

a large

catalog

qualified

to

Gryphon Product Catalog

is

Bldg.,

Barrington, N.J. 08007.

brary.

ment

380 Edscorp

Scientific Co.,

pelling

For your copy, write Sylvania
Products Inc., Dept.
Electric
BSC, 70 Empire Dr., West Seneca, N.Y. 14224.

by writing
56 West

NY.

10036.

equip-

Gryphon
BSC, 101

available. Write

Corporation, Dept.
East Santa Anita Ave., Burbank,

Christie Projection Light

BSG-70,
on its line of
lamphouses and power
bulletin,

Christie's

91502.

xenon
Projector Accessories

A

four-page

scribes the Series
•

WASHINGTON

man-

Lighting Handbook
The "Unique Lighting Handbook" displays and discusses

gives complete data

dom

Deseret Book Company, 44 East
South Temple St., Salt Lake, 10.
•

Catalog

halogen, and mercury lines

Access

sories.

Among

Kodak
Carousel

•

Lamp

Sylvanias lamp catalog includes a complete listing of incandescent, flourescent. tungsten-

Calif.

•

Moore's Audio Visual Center, Inc.,
234 S.E. 12th Ave., Portland
97214. Phone: 503/233-5621.

UTAH

films in black

professional

Book Store Allied Supply Company, 2122 Central East,

•

The Jam Handy

•

University

•

offering

write

A

5408

•

.

•

Center,
1200 Stout St., Denver 80204.
Colorado Visual Aids, 955 Bannock, Denver 80204, 303/255-

0464

MIDWESTERN STATES

•

San Francisco 94105.
Phone: 415/GArfield 1-0410.

•

is

catalog of over

dential,

St.,

•
S.

94063

Calif.

1

•

Taft Building, 1680 N. Vine St.,
3-2321
Hollywood 90028.

Photo

•

Cily,

a variety of subjects, including
ecology, education and sports.
For a copy of the 1 97 cata-

The Jam Handy Organization, 305

St.,

Pittsburgh 15222, Sales, Rentals,

&

wood

log

Inc.,

Philadelphia,

sta-

35 free loan
and white
and color. The films listed cover

CALIFORNIA

•

17105, (717) 238-8123

television

Write for brochure V256 to
Ampex Corporation. Dept. BSC,
M.S. 7-14, 401 Broachvax. Red-

16mm

WESTERN STATES

2009 N. Third

educational

a

•

P.

and

tions.

(419) 246-3691.

PENNSYLVANIA •
Lilley & Son, Inc., Box 3035,

trans-

are available from
Development Company,
Dept. BSC, 2212 E. \2th St.,
Davenport, Iowa 52803.

Projector",

Mast

coaxial products and antenna ac-

Free Film Catalog
United World Films

2-0995

10901

UHF

and

Visual Education, 1945
Franklin Ave., Toledo 43601.

Visual sciences, Suffern, N.Y.

I.

VHF

is

com-

describes the

It

E., Massillon.

Cousino
Systems, Incorporated,
202 East 44th Street, New York,

Projection

10036 (212)

available.

and

Ave.,

Ampex

"Special

cessories for use by conmiercial

Simray Films, Inc., 2005 Chester
Ave., Cleveland 44114

Twyman

of

mitters, translators, antennas

Payne Ave., Cleveland 44114.

•

full line

brochure and a paper,
Applications
of
the
Kodak Carousel Random Access
This

brochure

television transmission products

pany's

OHIO

•

201

Pictures, Inc.,

Jefferson Ave., St.
(314) 534-6300.

•

"The" Film Center, 915 12th St.
NW, Washington, D. C. 20005
(202) 393-1205
•

St.

Equipment

Headlight Film Service, 104 Ocean
St.,
So. Portland, Maine 799-

UNICOM -

Communications Co., 5316

Cor-rell

Pershing,

NEW ENGLAND

•

•

•

Photo & Sound Company, 1205
North 45th St., Seattle 98103.
206/ME 2-8461

supplies

brochure

de-

137/138 Ran-

Projector

Acces-

the adaptations of

and RA-960
Projectors which are

RA-950

random access
are
discussed
nniltiple control and dual projection
kit,

systems, a panel mounting
and a rear projection theatre.

The

projection

for

systems.

bulletin covers systems rated
to

4200

signed for 35/

70mm

from

1600

watts,

de-

projection.

All major system components,
xenon bulbs, lamphouses, igniters and power supplies are dis-

cussed.
tric

West
Calif.

Write to Christie ElecDept. BSC, 3410
67th St., Los Angeles,

Corp.,

90060.
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Brochure From Visual Educom
1

Visual

Ik-

recorder

Safety Film Catalog

liducoin C>20P portable tape

a professional quality, high-fidelity recorder amplifier/speaker system. It
is

consists of a magazine-type tape deck, dual
channel amplifier and speaker system packaged in a compact, rugged carrying case.
A brochure describing this system is
available from Visual Educom, Inc., Depl.
BSC, Muhimn City. Imliana 46360.

Ihose anxious to curtail accidents in fachomes, on highways, or anywhere they may happen, may write for the
tories, offices,

1970 catalog of

safety films.

The

largest in

the world

dedicated to safety, the catalog
this year has a supplement listing a large
consignment of newly acquired subjects,
featuring supervisor training, on and off-thejob safety, Spanish language films, office

and fire safety.
For your free copy of catalog and supplement, write the Greater Los Angeles Chapter,

National Safety

3388
Atlas

Copco Film Catalogue

The

third edition of Atlas

catalogue

is

now

Sth

St.,

Dept. BSC,

Council,

Los Angeles,

Calif.

MU005.

Copco's film
been ex-

available. It has

tended to include films and filmstrips made
since the previous edition was published in
1964. Owing to the rapid developments
being made in compressed air engineering,
its products and their applications, several

They have
been included, however, because of their

of the earlier films are outdated.

general interest and are

marked "documen-

tary."

For the

West

have been
cross-indexed by subject. For example, minbenefit of users, films

Amphoto Book Catalog
The 1970 Amphoto Catalog lists over
600 books on photography. Subjects covered

are

geared to interest every photog-

rapher, from beginner to the most experi-

enced craftsman.
Copies are available for $1.00 from
photo. Dept. BSC,
York. N.Y. 10010.

915

Broadway,

AmNew

ing, tunneling, construction, industrial tools,
etc.

Copies of the catalog

may be

obtained

by writing Atlas Copco AB, Film & Photo
Dept., 5-105 23 Stockholm .Sweden.
List of

A

Videotape Recorders

listing

of

rcel-to-reel,

all

heUcal scan

closed circuit videotape recorders is available from the magnetic tape division of

Guide

to

Kodak Publications

The "1970 Index to Kodak Technical
Information" provides the key to finding
photographic information in over 500 Ko-

Ampex. The chart lists manufacturers, recorder model numbers, recorder standards
and the type of Ampex video tape designed
for each recorder.

T529 from Ampex

Request

literature

Its

32 pages con-

Corporation,

Dept.

tain a listing of publications

alphabetically

401 Broadway, Redwood
94063.

dak technical publications.

by subject and product line, as well as by
code numbers, a center-page order form and
a review of binders which can be used to
hold various

Kodak

BSC,

Mailstop
City,

7-13,

California

with

'*PRIDE IN PRICE"

publications.

Write for Pamphlet No. L-5 to Eastman
Kodak, Dept. 412-L BSC, Rochester, New
York 14650.

Motivate Your Salesmen

...one of six

Mast Learning System Described

A
scribes

four-page,

two-color

various

applications

brochure
of

the

de-

Mast

strips

Learning System in business and industry.
Six versatile Mast Programmed Instructors

search evidence that a second showing of
a training film following review or discussion reinforces knowledge of the film in the
participants'

minds and aids them on post-

synchronized sight and sound.
The Mast system offers an inexpensive,

method of creating your own
filmed programs. Film is in cartridge and
simplified

audio in convenient cassettes. Write tor
your copy of the brochure to Mast Development Company, Dept. BSC. 2212 East
\2th Street, Davenport, Iowa 52803.

The

punched to fit a standard
binder and are offered without
cost to persons requesting them on company letterhead. Write Roundtable Films,
Inc., Dept. BSC, 321 S. Beverlv Drive,
reports are

Beverly Hills, Calif. 90212.

. .

This unique Sales Motivation Program

cause your salesmen to produce
the results you want— to meet the
continuing demand for more sales
will

and more

profits.

YOU BE THE JUDGE
Send

for details

and "Preview

BETTER SELLING BUREAU
1150 W. Olive Ave., Burbank,

Offerl'

Dept. X90
91506

Calif.

Please tell me how may evaluate this
Sales Motivation Program.
I

session retention tests.
loose-leaf

subjects explored

"CREATIVE
SELLING"

are described, including the Audivator with

Getting the Most out of Fims
The advantage gained from showing a
film more than once is the subject of the
sixth in a series of reports on the use of
motion pictures for training. "How to Get
the Most Training out of Your Training
Films by Re-Showing a Film" presents re-

critical

a 14-meetlng SALES MOTIVATION
program with 7 color sound film-

in

Name

new
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Allied
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Bohn Benton,
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Bardwell
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Byron Motion Pictures
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Camera

Mart,
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Howe
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Colburn Laboratory,

DeWolfe Music
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Studio Film Exchange

43

^.M. Visual Industries, Inc

45
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assigned

Vanderford, H. LeRoy

28

31

Wilson Corporation, H

15

walk.

a beat to

They

how

force the rookies to examine

they

will

with

live

feelings

of

and com-

fear, anger, humiliation

passion while handling such routine

the

We

The

don't

attractions in

to

normally

publish

coming
Business Screen,

more

'

.

.

reader.

special

features

and sections have been added to
round out our "total coverage"
policy of service to

established

A-V

people. These
supplement our
established departments to provide the necessary overview tying

together

be coming to you in
a completely new size. We will
be an easier to read and carry
standard 814 x 1 1 /i inch size
and in an entirely new graphically designed package. The re-

audiovisual

new

Several

ately noticeable will
will

GREGORY

useful and beneficial to the

professional

professional

be the fact

B.

make Business Screen even

be unveiling some major
changes and we believe improvements in the magazine.
First of all and most immediwill

we

LON

By

but we're excited about the next
issue. After more than a year
of planning and preparation, we

that

and

new items

will

many

the

specifics

of

We're excited about
miss our October issue.
you'll like

cities.

it.

We

Rubin

selected

policemen from the Mount
Vernon, New York, department
to portray patrolmen in each of
real

three

the

The

vignettes.

deliberately have

films

three

no end-

Rubin, each film

puts the rookie in a real situa-

think

tion

—
—

tions

involving

emo-

it

end of the film

at the

his

strong

up to the
discussion group

then leaves

individual in the

.

National Teleproductions procomplete videotape pro-

duction and transfer services from
its

headquarters at 5261 N. TaAve., Indianapolis, Ind.

coma

46220.

1401
Satellite Film Service,
Lansing Ave., San Jose, California, 95118, provides complete
filmstrip, sync resolving, music
scoring and videotape recording
services. The former Miami company now has offices in both
San Francisco and San Jose.

Jumbo

Jet 747 Stock
Now Available

Footage

In-flight,

to

absent

vides

ing.

Don't

it.

Listings
from our
"Buyer's Guide to Film /Tape
Production Services" listings last
month were National Teleproductions and Satellite Film ServRegretfully

ice.

has

Interestingly,

More Service

10-

caused some
administrators to balk at the use
of the films, even though they
are approved by the police chiefs
association. The New York Police Department has not ordered
the films, for example, although
they are in use in Denver, Boston, Ft. Lauderdale and other
films

According

our business.

loud

derelicts.

realism in the three

minute

word

as family fights,

calls

parties

"teasers" or previews of

4-5

.37

North American Philips Corp.
(Training & Education Div.)

1

Coming Next Month

6

North American Philips Corp

39

Optisonics

last

45

United Air Lines
Universal Commercial-Industrial
Films

...45

(Motion Picture Equipment Div.)

EIco

^

i^.,^

47

Library, Inc

DuKane Corporation
Eclair Corp. of

p^^i^ pji^^^

Manhattan Color Laboratories, Inc. ...15
Modern Talking Picture Service
Second Cover
29
Montage Productions

Chicago International Film Festival ...31
Cine Magnetics Film Laboratory
Third

9

Folding Furniture, Inc

to identify

own problems and how

to

take-off and landing

stock footage of the world's newthe
est commercial jetliner

widely

now

discussed

B-747

—
—

is

from United Air
Lines' film libraries in Los Angeles, Chicago and New York.
available

The

so-called training films has been

the films because

footage, all with unidenbackground, is available
for immediate delivery in 35mra
and 16mm EK Color at the Los
Angeles office and in 16mm
Color at the Chicago and New

curse,"

York

the most current and useful in-

performances by actors playing in dramatic scenes.
This is definitely not the case

formation about the entire busi-

with

conducted to determine reader preference
suggested the new size.
sults of several surveys

An

entirely

new format

concept on the inside

will

design

make

the magazine easier to read and

We

continue our established practice of providing only
use.

will

ness, industry,

visual

government audio-

more
pointed manner. At the

industry,

concise,

but in a

same time we arc offering several new helpful reader services

48

Police Conservatism?
Training films have often set
the pace for realism and re-creation

or

scenes.

portrayal

The

of

dramatic

real criticism of

many

lackluster

three

training

films

pre-

pared for rookie policemen.

The

were created by
filmmaker Robert Rubin to give rookie policemen a
films

New York

taste of the street before they are

handle them to do the right kind
of job.

Despite the refusal of the

York

top

Police

Department

cites

official,

New

to order

"Our men don't
Rubin quoting a

the National Insti-

Mental Health was impressed enough with the films to
grant Rubin a $100,000 plus
contract to produce two films exploring how teachers and parents respond to drug abuse by
students and children.

tute of

tified

libraries.

Motion

picture, television, ed-

and industrial producers may order the film without charge through the libraries
or the airline's public affairs offices in Atlanta, Boston, Den-

ucational

Honolulu, Pittsburgh,
Francisco and Seattle.
ver,

San
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Dirt can ruin a lilm.

And

our business is printing and
processing 8mm, Super 8mm and 16mm
for motion picture duplication and preprints.

Clean water. Clean air.
W'e simply cannot operate without
either of them.
Take Super 8 him.
A single frame magnifies so many
times reaching screen size that even an

In this s>stem, air comes from thousands of tiny holes in the ceiling. It forces

infinitesimal particle of dirt or dust can
become a colossal e\'esore.

That's
a

why

unique water

and dust particles down
and out the exhaust e.xits.

\ve'\e recently installed
filtering

dirt

system in our

to

Hoor level

processing department.
Unique because this system filters
water to one-millionth of a meter. Result:

It's wh\- we've clothed technical people in both areas entirely in white, with
protective hats and boots.

Incredibly pure water.
It's why we've put a highly sophisticated air-control system in our cartridge

walls

And

W'e think

CINE MAGNETICS FILM LABORATORY
A i;i\ ISK )N ( )l CINE MAGNETIC^, I.SL
650 HjMead Avenue. Mamaroneck. NY I054J (SMI b98York R«eivinR Center

why we

J05

E

45th

St (2121

J-4

(.82-2780

have white

floors.

Dirt.

loading room.

New

it's

and seamless

14

it's

obscene.

jilastic

TO MOVE DEAS
I

from those
that have those ideas
to those that don't
^

,<-

)

"^ '5.
t,

ti;*^

Convention Assistance
Sales Meetings
Field Services

Supervisory Training
Quality Control Programs

Go

JHB

Motion Picture Plans

and Specifications
Projection Services
Closed Circuit TV
Sales Training & Retail Training

Project Supervision with
Total Responsibility for Security and

Delivery to Meet Your Deadline
Comprehensive Consultation Services

M JAM HANDY
is

set

cpya^j.^2:^

up to help you without prejudice as to
will serve your purpose

the methods chosen that
Detroit

313-TR 5-2450
2821

E.

Grand Blvd.

Chicago
312 ST 2-6758

New York
212-JU 2-4060

404-688-7499

230 N. Michigan

1775 Broadway

230PeachtreeSt.N.W.

Atlanta

Hollywood
213-463-2321
1680 N. Vine

St.

Nothing does it more
effectively than films.
And this film
shows the

many marvels
of the medium.
It's

show you how— and how well

Eastman Kodak's "Mov-

People." A film
that dramatically demonstrates the many
ways in which movies can work for you.
Want to introduce a new product? Train

ies

Move

men

Help solve

for a different assignment?

public relations, marketing, training, or
safety problems? Film

cations

medium

effectively,

is

the one

that can really

communido the job

and Eastman Kodak's film

will

—film does
If

12 12 Avenue of the Americas.
Is

(be world's larsr^l distributor of sponsored films to

or

Modern and

to send

SERVICE, INC.

New York, N.Y.10036

Community Groups,

call

say when. We'll be happy
you a print of "Movies Move People."
We'll also send you a free copy of Kodak's
brochure, Movies Move People. It explains
what's involved in producing a film, and
answers other questions you may have about
using films to work for you.
write

MODERN TALKING PICTURE
^lodern

it.

you'd like to see for yourself,

Phone: (212)765-3100

Schools, TclcTislon, and Tbcatcrs, servlne sponsors throuch L'.S. and CuiadEui film Ubruies.

circle 102 en reader service card
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Fixed Focal Length

5.7mm

®
®
®
®
®

to

Mechanical

Lenses—

tachment

600mm

Phase Shift At
for Kinescope

Recording

Macro Lenses

Motors— AC Synchronous, DC
Widest selection of Zoom and
Tele Lenses witti

improved

Bayonet Lock Mounts
Divergent 3Lens Turret

Lens Cradle for long, tieavy
lenses

Rear View Stiowing Tachom-

eter, Footage
Counter

Variable Speed, and Governor

&

Frame

Dom Sound Barney

Controlled

©
@
@
@
@

100' Daylights Spool

Internal

200 and 400' External Magazines

Intervalometer

for

time-lapse

Periscope Finder Attachment

Dom Animation Motor
Auxiliary Shutter

Microscope Set Up

®

Pistol Grip

Gyro and Friction Pan Heads

POWER!
world's most versatile camera system

Special Tripods

Nickel-Cadmium Batteries

Power Supply

OCTOBER,

Master

Body Brace

Sound Blimp

Film Capacity

ARRIFLEX 16 S/B

1970

Combination Shoulder POD
Pistol Grip

TUtllTFUX
r%
CORPORATION

OF

AMERICA

P.O.

BOX 1050, WOODSIDE,

N.Y.

11377

your lab isn't
changing for the
If

better;

why not change to
a

better lab

Our new
year

building doubled our capacity.

later

we've doubled

it

again.

A

We've

also adding the world's newest super

8mm

and video tape to film transfers to our existing 16mm and 35mm Color
Correct facilities. Constant change keeps us
color facilities,

constantly better.

byron

MOTION
•

202/783-2700

Film

Laboratory

65 K Street, Norttieost, Washington, D.C. 20002

World's most sophisticated
circle 106 on reader service card
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The portable
projectorjs,iiow

more
The

MPO Videotronic Super 8 is now the Hghtest

cartridge-load projector in the big screen field.
Easier to carry.
Easier to sell with.
Which is what portable projectors are all about.
Backed by 35 years of projector manufacturing
experience. Brightest picture, quietest operation, worldwide sales 5c service, lease plans from $1.50 per day.
MPO Videotronic Projector
Service:

461 Park Ave. So.,

Corp., A div. of Optico, Inc. Headquarters office: 222 East 44 Street, New York, N.Y. (212) 867-8200
New York, N.Y. (212) 867-8200 • 5400 Cahuenga Blvd. No.. North Hollywood, Calil. (213) 985-7310
640 N. LaSalle, Chicago, 111. (312) 527-3680
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gleanings
BY LON B GREGORY

Two

comment on

recent events directed our thinking toward a

truth as

it

was a letter from San Francisco
producer Larry Dawson in response to our August "Camera Eye" column.
The second was a statement by filmmaker Mike Gray at a Chicago Film
Council meeting. Half a continent apart, and in different ways, they each
The

applies to today's business fihn.

first

proffered an important statement on sponsor/producer responsibility for
truth.

No

one disagrees

that our planet faces serious

"growth" pains

in the

many recent films have
Dawson noted (and we agree) that neither

forms of population, pollution and poverty. And,
called greater attention to this.

the audiovisual

management

media nor a recently ecology minded American corporate

are the sole repositories of eternal truth.

Redwood

the California

Forever-Living Forest, "leaves an impression that

redwood

possible

all

preserve our fast

and

forests,

He

points out that

(a lumber trade group)

Association

all

is

film.

The

well in the best of

that so-called tree farming will forever

dwindling heritage of great trees ... an impression which

simply doesn't accord with the facts."

no matter how inconvenient or painand present the (whole)
truth. "The filmmaker is today's and tomorrow's educator," adds Gray.
And, no one can deny the effects of films on people (young and old) today. They are compelling. They are moving. And, more importantly
they are believed. This alone should steer the business sponsor and producer
away from a presentation of a misleading or half-truth. Unfortunately, it

Mike Gray

ful,

told his audience that

a filmmaker's responsibility "to search out

it is

.

.

.

doesn't always.

The range and

effect of films

thousands of showings

to small

today cannot be denied. In addition to

groups

in meetings, airports, resorts, schools,

and ever more on television, a recent survey by AssociationSterling Films shows that sponsored short subjects are being shown in
nearly nine out of ten hardtop and drive-in theatres. And, 88 per cent of
the theatre owners said they would use more if they were available. The
industrial plants

point here

is

that audiences are easier than ever to reach with meaningful

films.

As Dawson noted
advance
those

—

who

The

to us,

it

is

point to the problem."

challenge

is

to begin to spell out

can be assured for the well being of
sented and delivered to audiences
for alert

We

—

we bend every effort to correct in
and planet than decry the efforts of

"Better

the problems of our nation

is

all

what and how America's future
concerned. "Truth, clearly pre-

the proper and

hasten to join both

Dawson and Gray

in adding,

the truth."

^
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much needed answer

management.
"But

let is

really

be

UfftANGlCD!
America's widest choice
of wireless sync -sound options
ARRI BL with
PRECISION MOTOR

CONTROL
Allows crystal control
or constant

speed op

rBV^TJMiTir
i,nioiHmHiii.
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For sale or rental in Detroit, Chicago and Dallas
For information on specific crystal units,

DepL W, 11043

call

Gratiot, Detroit,

or write Victor Duncan.
Michigan 48213,

Inc.,

GoWIREIEBwittl

VlimiR DUNCAN
RENTALS

.

SALES

.

SERVICE

11043 GRATIOT, DETROIT, MICH. 48213
1313)
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(312)

E.

371-4920
OHIO ST., CHICAGO.

ILL.

60B11

321-9406

2659 FONDREN, DALLAS, TEXAS 75206
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REPORTS ON CURRENT EVENTS AND TRENDS

He said that the merger, accomplished by an exchange of stock, will

Byron Again Byron; Merger
With Technicolor Dissolved
has

Corporation

Technicolor

re-

versed its acquisition of Byron Motion Pictures of Washington, D.C.
Technicolor had acquired the firm

Byron

owner-founder

from

S.

March in a stock
Roudabush
transaction that made Roudabush
in

the largest single Technicolor stock-

Empire under present manage-

Da-Lite

as a subsidiary of Cambridge.

ment
Empire president William S. Yale
said, "With the larger resources of
Cambridge to draw on, we will be

plans

able to accelerate our growth while
increasing our capability to service
our present accounts."

42,000 square

leave

As it turned out, Roudabush
played a key role on the Technicolor proxy battle that ended with
the ousting of Patrick Frawley and
16 Technicolor directors in favor

Harry

Saltzman

and

William

McKenna, who succeeded Frawley
as Technicolor chairman.

McKenna
Byron
all

to

said the reversal of the

acquisition

had nothing

do with the proxy

battle,

at

add-

ing that Frawley has since sold his

Technicolor shares and the current
move will have no effect on the
present control of Technicolor.

Fred Niles Opens Rental
FanFilm Services
Division
Fred A. Niles Communications
Centers, Inc., headquartered at 1058
W. Washington Blvd., Chicago, with
studios in New York and Hollywood, has opened a new division:

—

FanFilm Services.
FanFilm Services is a facility and
equipment rental division headed by
James Miller. In Chicago alone,
more than $3 million in hardware
and three sound stages are available.

The new
rental of

division

includes

the

equipment and space, and

an

Co. has
expansion

reported

program

caUing for an addition to the company's plant in Warsaw, Indiana.

The

addition

will

feet of

add some
manufactur-

ing space to the existing plant, ac-

cording to George H. Lenke,

Jr.,

old Minneapolis industrial film producing company, and its subsidiary,

Northwest Teleproductions, have
merged into The Cambridge Corporation. Cambridge, also Minneapolis-based, has manufacturing operations, banking interests, and parpromising
financing
ticipates
in
young companies and other special
situations.

Empire and Northwest, both
have

occupied

large

of

new

studios within the past six months,
are currently reporting revenues at

an annual rate "in excess of $1
million," according to Cambridge
chairman Donald A. Shultheis.
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The

Services available include editorpost production and art as well

ial,

addition will house

lab-

of rear screens.

According

to Lenke, the expanpermit the company to
increase production, improve qual-

sion

will

control

ity

and assure better de-

liveries of all of its products.

Canada

Lifts

Technicolor

Projector Tariff Barriers
Canada has lifted tariff barriers on
Technicolor projectors following a

by the Canadian Tariff Board

that

they be placed in a different

class

from

reel-to-reel projectors.

sound department that offers
on-set and in-studio recording, magnetic film transfer and mixing.

The tariff barriers
plied when Canadian

CINE "Golden Eagle" Ceremonies
November 12-13 in Washington
The Council on International Nontheatrical Events (CINE) will hon-

was

as a

new

and development, compounding rooms to manufacture fabric coatings and dust
proof rooms for the manufacture
oratories for research

ruling

service rental as well.

Empire Photosound Merged
Into Cambridge Corporation
Empire Photosound, Inc., 25-year

which

Screen

for

president.

holder.

of

Da-Lite Screen Plans New
Manufacturing Addition

are only

ap-

firms produce

similar equipment.

The board's

or

183

films

at

its

annual

cere-

monies November 12-13.
Again this year, awards from
foreign festivals will be presented
by representatives from the various
annual banquet.
Additional information about the
CINE ceremonies may be obtained
by writing CINE. 1201 Sixteenth
St., NW, Washington, D.C. 20036.
countries

at

the

majority decision
loop film "has resulted in basic differences in the
design and operation" of projectors,

that

the

and

that

loop projectors

the

from reel-to-reel
projectors "that they do not even
compete with one another except
are

in

so

different

some limited applications.
The board concluded that

operation

much
to-reel

of

the

"the
loop machine is

simpler than that of the reelmachine. In the loop ma-

chine, the cartridge

is

inserted, the

Continued on next page
11
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machine

is

operation.

continued
turned on and

Because

tlie

is

in

is

in

it

film

a continuous

ment, Creaser said, Imagic Inc. "has
all of the facilities and design capabilities in-house to provide the opti-

mum

optical

in

loop or length, the
film will repeat itself again and
again until it is turned off." Even
though the reel-to-reel machine can

tical

be

one of ten

automatically

"once

threaded,

the film has been shown, in order
to

show

it

again the machine must

be stopped, the film led from the
rear pick-up reel to the reel on the
front arm and then rewound."
Anglophoto Ltd. brought the appeal to the board to have the loop
projectors

made

equipment
Canada. The

as

classified

of a kind not

in

appeal was opposed by the Customs
and Excise Branch of the Revenue
Department. Canadian Kodak and
Bell and Howell Canada, projector
manufacturers, appeared as intervenors.

Bardwell

&

McAlister Moves to

New Hollywood Headquarters
Bardwell & McAlister, supplier

of

facilities at

12164 Sherman

Way

in

North Hollywood, California 91605.
Kalart Victor

Emerges

in

Corporate Consolidation

The Kalart Company,
Animatograph

Inc..

Victor

Corporation,

all

latest

camera, matte process camera

designed

in the world.

Specially

zoom roUup backUte

title

stand," he added.

Sharing in the management of
Imagic Inc., which occupies faciliadjacent

ties

to

Creaser's

color Laboratory, producer of slides
and film strips, are Jack W. Kerri-

gan and

Hank

Stockert, vice presi-

and veterans of optical and

dents

all of Plainville, Conn.,
been merged into the Kalart

Victor Corporation.
All three of the companies had
been operated as divisions of the

new office will be
headed by David Haylock, founder
of the firm. Joyce Winner, former
assistant manager, will manage the
production, the

Miami

Int'l Broadcasting Awards
Adds Videotape Category
A new videotape category

pected

to

ex-

sored by the Hollywood Radio and

Movielab TV Processing
Relocates in New York

Television Society.

Movielab, Inc. has moved its television and commercial spot laboratory to its home office headquarters
at 619 West 54th St., in New York.

making

announcement,
Saul Jeffee, president, emphasized
that the Movielab TV facility will
the

same personnel
as a completely separate lab on the
fifth floor and will have its own
plant, switchboard, equipment and
shipping and receiving deparments.
The new Movielab TV phone numis

is

draw strong additional

11th annual InternaBroadcasting Awards spon-

tional

ber

operation.

entries in the

insert craft.

function

New

Branch in California
Cine UnHmited, Miami (Fla.) production company, has opened a
branch at 685 Barroilhet Ave., San
Mateo, California 94402.
Fully equipped for 16 and 35mm

Identi-

with

the

541-8670.

and

Craig, Inc.,

have

services."

generation
producers service multiple head op-

In

motion picture and television lighting equipment has moved to new

effects

"These include the

Cine Unlimited Opens

Chicago's LaRue Films Moves
To New Offices & Studios
LaRue Films has moved to new

Gerald J. Leider, IBA general
chairman and president of Warner
Bros. Television, said the tape cate-

gory had been added because of the
increasing number of commercials

produced on videotape.

The tape category
12

television

year's

IBA

will

be one of

categories

in

this

competition.

International Festival
Outlines Seminar Program
"Video Tape," "Computerized Film
Productions," "Color Film Process," "Video Cassettes" and "Sex
in

TV

Commercials" are a few of

the themes presented in connection
of-

with this year's International Film

TV

New

and studios at 708 N. Dearborn St. in the windy city. In addition to puttmg the company in

&

closer proximity to key clients, the

Festival

Director,

Imagic Hollywood's Newest

new

facility

versified

and intriguing one which

Optical, Effects Firm
Opening of a new optical,

of a

new

Kalart

Company.

title

and

Imagic, Inc., was announced by D. B. (Skip) Creaser,
president and one of Hollywood's
leading veteran optical camermen.
insert

firm,

Imagic Inc., which spent more
than $10,000 in remodeling the
former 8,000 sq. ft. Cinefx facilities at 845 No. Highland Ave., is
specializing in design

and produc-

tion of creative film effects for motion picture,
and industrial

TV

Creaser said.
With more than $350,000 in
optical production, editorial and
printing equipment, plus a projecclients,

tion-conference

room equipped

for

both 35 and 16mm and an insert
stage of 1,500 sq. ft., including focus quartz lights and grip equip12

fices

permits the installation

KEM

editing system, the

Festival of

York. This

extensive program arranged by Mr.

Herbert Rosen,

its
is

Chairman and
the most di-

has ever been presented in the last

second to be installed in the greater
Chicago area, according to LaRue
president Gunter Doetsch.

Other lectures consist of "Producing
Films
and Commercials

Videotape Production Group
Forms New Speakers Bureau
The Videotape Production Association has formed a Speaker's Bureau.
According to Mort Dubin, VPA

Abroad," a discussion by three experts regarding "The Opportunity
Spectrum for the Business Film,"
a lecture on Electronic Music, or
"The Film in A-V as a Communications Media" by Tom Hope, pres-

formation of the new
in response to many
requests for qualified speakers from
president,

service

came

the tape industry.

years.

ident of

"Hope Reports."

These lectures, seminars and
workshop sessions will be held during the International Film & TV

New York now

The new bureau will be headed
by Gaylord Creedon of Teletape

Festival of

Productions.

be drawn from the
VPA membership and will be available to industry association meet-

Americana Hotel in New York.
detailed program may be obtained from the Festival Office at
121 West 45th Street, New York

ings, festivals, public service groups.

City 10036.

Speakers

in

its

14th year from October 27-30 at
the

will

The
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Wherever you

go, whatever the

shooting situation, CINE 60's ex-

Power Belt gives you the
power you need to run every professional camera on the market.
clusive

Plus the all-important mobility to
go where the action is (how do
you think recent skiing and mo-

Why

put up with awkward batcases and long cables? Or
bulky boxes that tug your shoulder and keep you off-balance?
Especially when you can have the
CINE 60 Power Belt— now the
standard power supply world-

tery

ient to

wide.
For increased maneuverability,
an accessory 6-foot coiled power
cable (11" retracted) is available

able

for

torcycle movies were made?).

The Power

Belt

is

as conven-

use as it is foolproof. Availvoltages from 6 to 30V, this
handsome, easy-to-wear unit features high capacity, rechargeable nickel-cadmium cells. With
built-in
charging unit, the
its
Power Belt is ready to go. And
wherever you go, you'll find its
sealed, trouble-free design means
day-in, day-out reliability. In the
event of a short circuit, a built-in
automatic overload switch disconnects the batteries, resetting
when normal conditions are rein

tively fastened to any smooth surface (car tops, floors, etc.) without
marring. Especially use-

ftC^

a

number

it

low-angle work,

mates with standard

tripod heads.

<9

The Single Universal Shoulder
Pod the "unipod" is a lightweight
shoulder mount that accepts all
cameras. Easily removable between takes, it keeps the camera

use with Arriflex and other
cameras.

CINE 60 has

ful for

W

the

in

shooting

ideal

while offering the maneuverability of single-

of other

shoulder construction.

exclusive time- and money-saving products for the professional
filmmaker, including:
The Vacu-Platform suction-actu-

Used with the CINE 60
Uni-Eclair Mount, this

is

position

V

V
^

pod
for the Eclair NPR-16.
For details on these and any of
the

ated platform which can be posi-

only

practical

the other products in our line,
please call or write:

H
In
Ijj
NCORPORATEO
I

stored.
I

^=1

Film Center Building/B30 Ninth Avenue
New York. NY. 10036/Tel; (212) 586-8782

INSTANT

POWER

@ U.S. Patent *3274476

the audiovisual

angemeux

calendar
OCTOBER
Photokina— World

17-68

Fair of Photography,

Sponsored by Cologne
Fair Authorities and the Association for
the
German Photographic Industry,
Cologne, Germany.
October

mm f/2.2

3-11.

Technical

108th

Conference & Equip-

ment

Exhibition, Society of Motion Picture & Television Engineers, October 49, New York Hilton, New York.

12.5-75

Industrial Audio-Visual Association Fall
Conference, October 6-9, Americana Hotel, New York City.

mm f|2.2

Columbus Film

Festival, October 21-22,
Southern Hotel, Columbus, Ohio. Sponsored by the Film Council of Greater
Columbus.

& TV Festival of
& TV Expo, October
Americana Hotel, New York City.

13th International Film

New

9.5-95

mm fl2.2

York

27-30,

&

Film

NOVEMBER
11th Annual Information Film Producers
America (IFPA) Conference, Novem-

of

ber

4-7,

Newporter

Inn,

Newport Beach,

California.

12-120

mm f|2.2

7th Audio-Visual Institute for Effective

Communications, November
ana University, Bloomington,

8-12,

Ind.

Indi-

Spon-

sored by National Audio-Visual Association and Indiana University.
17th Annual "Day of Visuals", November
sponsored by National Visual Communications Association, Automation
House, New York.

9-10,

12-240

mm

f|3.5

National Industrial Television Association conference, November 10-11, Washington Hilton, Washington, D.C. Sponsored by NITA, P.O. Box 228, East Orange, N.J. 07019.

dng6nl6UX
From

a

now

offers the

zoom

lenses.

f2.2, less than six inches

long to

most complete selection

compact wide angle, 12.5-75mm

of

the remarkable range (20x) of the 12-240mm f3.5.
Available at leading cine equipment dealers throughout the
further information and technical specifications, call or write:

1970 CINE Awards Ceremony and Exhibition of Films of Merit, November

world.

For

Washington, D.C. Presented by
Council on International Nonthe-

12-13,

the

atrical Events.

Public Relations Film Festival, sponsored by Public Relations Society of
Regency
November 15-18,
America,
Hyatt House, Atlanta, Ga.

FEBRUARY
25th Annual Calvin Workshop, February
Kansas
Calvin Communications,
1-3,
City.

U

circle 114

on reader service card

film to tape,

tape to tape,
tapetofilm,
film to tape,
tape to tape,
tapetofilm,
film to tape,
tape to tape,
tapetofilm,
film to tape.
Whichever way you want
Video Iran makes
Like the

economy

it

We

to go,

you want

easy.

collect.

of originating

audio-visual material on inexpensive video tape

back on

and playing

readily available

16mm

Using our newly developed

16mm
circle 115 on reader service card

Give us a

call,

cated right here

in

lo-

the Midwest.

Inc.

3200 Westlake Ave.
Glenview, 111.60025

3M

(312)729-5540

Beam Recordwe can transfer

Electron

ing equipment,

television

to go.

We're conveniently

Video Iran,

it

motion picture projectors.

Company

can help you, whichever way

images

film.

directly to

And our

resolution far

Video Tran

1000-line

exceeds present

makes it

kinescope capabilities. Video
Iran makes the ultimate

in Va ",

1

the screen executive
manager

president in charge

of promotion,

Timing and Special
Haley; and Rick
Brahim has been promoted to man-

TV

client services

ager

Association-Sterling Films has
named Tim Wholey group vice
and

distribution

as

Effects

.

man-

Production 13 in Grand
Rapids, Mich, has named Linda Dejong account executive for the production arm of the TV station
Richard D. Higgins is the new vice
president of Bell & Howell's International Group
Reela Film
ager

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

equipment including
opaque projectors (for

prises

Laboratories has appointed C. Rob-

Division has apCBS'
pointed Vincent J. Capuzzi director
of special projects; he was former-

programs.

ly

For further information

ies

to

and/or reservations

call

or write Mr. Bob Roizman
(212) 757-6977.

ert

.

.

.

.

.

St..

New York. N. Y.

(Bet. 9th « 10th Aves.l
I00I9 Phone: f 212) 757-6977

circle 116

IS

.

a vice president at Sterling MovLewron Television director
..
of operations Tony Masucci has
.

been elected
tors

of

Association

board of direcVideotape Production
Bell Television has
to the

the
.

.

.

president of

its

Reliance Audio-Visual
Corporation ... In changes at WRS
Motion Picture Laboratory, Robert
Kaiin has been promoted to production manager; succeeding him

subsidiary,

456 W. SSth

.

EVR

.

named James Gore

TheCamera Martmc.

.

RMP

Associates,

and documentary subsidi.

.

.

Audio-Visual
division
is
Robert Kotula; the promotion came
as a result of expansion of the diviWilliam Wadsworth has
sion
been appointed a producer-director
at Milwaukee's Omega Productions
heading this year's International Broadcasting Awards
for the
Hollywood Radio & Television Society is Gerald J. Leider, president
.

.

HIGGINS

keep you

And

.

director of the

running on schedule we
can also provide
completely packaged

or sale.

.

Rose-Magwood
The new
Alan Gordon Enter-

ary of

.

Everything is available
for rent, long-term lease,

Garth Gentilin

is

posts at

industrial

Miele plant manager of the Miami firm; he formerly was technical
The Society
director at Movielab
Television
EnPicture
Motion
&
of
gineers has awarded Gordon Sawyer, technical director of Samuel
Goldwyn studios the Samuel L. Warner Memorial Award for 1970; the
award is for outstanding contributions in the design and development
of new and improved methods for
sound-on-film motion pictures
Ray Gaul is the new vice president
in charge of West Coast production
for DeLuxe General Incorporated

accessory equipment.

.

Kenneth Baldwin and Sherman
Beck have been named to vice presidential

interlock projectors,
overhead projectors, strip
film sound projectors,
background slide
projectors and projection

.

.

Television

.

Audio-Visual Line can put
your ideas on the right
track with a complete
selection of specialized

double system sound

depart-

Nemours & Co. has joined the New
York division of Technicolor, Inc.
New sales executive at Lewron

THE CAMERA MART

the projection of nontransparent material),
stop motion analyst
projectors, 16MM Xenon
projectors (for brightest
and long distance
projection), 16 & 35MM

Optical /Tide

the
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

previously California district

of

ment
New at Manchester Color
Labs are Harold A. Stroud, Jr.,
and Steve Zucker; Stroud will suoperation
pervise
the
and
lab
Zucker will serve as production
manager
Joseph T. Dougherty,
for 40 years with E. I. DuPont de

Richard R. Peterson is the new
marketing vice president at Telemation, Inc., Salt Lake City; he was
.

of

Tom

is

.

.

of

.

.

Warner Bros,

ert

television

.

.

.

Rob-

G. Crane has joined DuArt Film

Laboratories

vice

as

president

of

he is the former
president and founder of Color
Service Co.
William H. Madden has been promoted to marketadministration;

.

director

ing

.

.

for

3M

Company's

Magnetic Products division
Consolidated Film Industries president Sidney P. Solow has begun his
23rd year teaching at the University
of Southern California; he conducts
a course in motion picture processing
New marketing director for
3M's Visual Products division is
E. T. Thompson, formerly sales and
marketing manager for the company's Industrial Special Products
division ... In Chicago, Terry Kahn
has been appointed a vice president
at Fred A. Niles Communications
Center and Joe Callan has become
vice president of VPI, Inc., whose
windy city holdings include Sarra,
Astro and VPI Services.
.

.

.

.

.

.

on reader service card
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the camera eye
VIEWPOINT AND COMMENTARY

The PR Film, It's Past, Critical
Present and Challenging Future
In October, 1955 we observed the
10th anniversary of the PR Journal
as that esteemed

and authoritative

guest

commentator on

periodical's

—

"What's Ahead in PR Media
Films" with a piece titled "Dividends from the Golden Screen."
This Camera Eye column salutes
the JOURNAL on its 25th anniversary with another overview on
the developments in sight/sound
communication which we hope will
be equally well read as the Public
Relations Society of America holds
its 25th annual conference coming
up November 16-1 8th in Atlanta.

BY

O. H.

COELLN

year time span include Sinclair's
Miracle in Paradise Valley, a farm
safety winner; And Then There

of a '58 Ethyl-sponsored film, Pick

Were Four,

Foundation-sponsored Horizons of
Hope, produced by John Suther-

a timeless traffic safety

subject; In the Beginning, Mobil
Oil's epic treatise on the Grand Canyon; and International Harvester's
great film story of Man With a
Thousand Hands, showing people
and machines carving out a tre-

mendous

project

hydro-electric

British

the

Columbia

in

wilderness.

General Electric foresaw the future
problems of water pollution with
Clean Waters, which brought nationwide community action through
the installation of new civic water

Your Tomorrow. Cancer research
was the content theme of the Sloan

land.

1958-1959 began the era of modWorld Fairs, in a sense. Oddly

ern

American-originated
the
enough,
multi-screen
were
techniques of
envisioned at the
1959 as Charles

Moscow

Fair of

Fames

unveiled

Glimpses of the U.S.A. with the
showing of 2,200 still and moving
pictures within a 12-minute time
span!

filtration plants.

That era had begun the previous
year at Brussels; it was to continue

indeed a year of momentuous happenings for the corporate

wasn't always the "box-office"
attraction that earned public respect

with Seattle's "Century 21" of 1962
for which Fames created his mem-

and

for the film

1970

is

public

professional

practitioner; the

PRSA

relations

meetings at

Regency Hyatt House should
reflect both challenge and oppor-

the

It

medium: the American
Cancer Society was bringing adult
and young women the vital message
of cancer prevention in

a notable

tunity!

series of

Audio-produced films that

decade before '55 was illuminated by notable PR film sucUnfinished Raincesses. Alcoa's
bows outdrew Gone With the Wind
in its time and had been seen by
over 50 million persons. Weyerheuser brought the story of forest
conservation to nearly 57 million
viewers at a cost to this sponsor of
less than a penny each as Green
Harvest showed in theaters, on television and among myriads of 16mmequipped group audiences. It was
the time of Modem Talking Picture

eluded

Breast

Tliat

Service

successes

distribution,

in

with other distributors such as Association-Sterling

helping

to

and United World

bring

the

medium

to

audiences throughout America.
We reported the development in
that era of then-new techniques of

such

presentation

as

industry's

"Movie Day" employee
showings. Both labor and management agreed that such noon-hour
shows in plant cafeterias, etc. were

weekly

and
wholly enjoyable. Wisely, management didn't attempt to "preach".
Films we'll always remember

beneficial,

tension-releasing

through the early years of

OCTOBER,
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this

25-

Self -Examination.

That single film was to save a life
every time it was shown! The first
version of this notable film was produced in 1950; a new version was
completed by Audio in 1962 and
is still going strong.
This was the era of some very

it

good Champion Papers' films and
in 1956 that company raised some
about corporate
morality and the need for communiquestions

serious

cation

to

its

publics

and

its

orable visual introduction to the
U.S. Science Exhibit, utilizing seven
projectors to cover a 34-foot concave screen wall. Peckham Productions closed that U.S. Science show

with a 30 X 100-foot visualization
of Infinite Horizons. Lessons in
mass audience presentation learned
at

Brussels,

came

to

Moscow and

fruition

at

Seattle

New York

in

1964, were doubled in score and
expression at "EXPO" in Montreal
and reborn at Japan's recently concluded Expo-70 show in Osaka, at-

tended by 65 million persons.
Fairs of world scope or statewide
Continued on next page

em-

Production 5118. That
company's PR director, "Cal" Skillman set the tempo for corporate
community relations objectives with
ployees

his

in

1958 comment:

"We want

our films to show
people we're a good guy with good
intentions and with the know-how
and experience to put these intentions into action."

us

And in that
how potent

year, Squibb

the film

showed

medium can

in recruiting young people for
the nursing profession with Helping
Hands for Julie, expertly put to-

be

gether
tions.
vital

by Henry Strauss ProducCareer guidance, even more

a topic today, was the theme
17
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message and more

continued

likely to

many products we have
and

offer

county-size

tremendous

to

buy the
sell.

In that vein, note that the Ameri-

audience potential for films designed

can Oil

to serve millions of these fairgoers.
Public relations is, of necessity,

records within the past three years

a wide-band area insofar as content
and film subject matter are concerned. Recruitment of young people for future corporate careers,

problems of national (and thereconcern) such as

fore, of business,

pollution,

conservation, health and

The econo-

are paramount.

safety

mics of our free enterprise system,
hard-pressed by avid critics these
days, need continued treatment and
maximum creativity to keep such

with

Company

some audience

film
widely-appreciated
Holidays. In 1967

its

series of

set

Happy

we

reported that 78 million viewers
had seen one or more of those U.S.
promotion films. One of
travel

Happy

these,

was

Smokies,

mount

Holidays
accepted

the

in

Para-

for

release to theaters

Pictures'

and won 3,347 show-days with a
total audience exceeding 1,673,000
Public

persons.

release of both

television

service

28 Vi and 4 '/2 -min-

Happy

Holidays'

Modem TPS)

brought

ute versions of the

matter interesting and attentionholding as well as factual. And who
is to say that the always-popular

American Oil 1,853 showings to
nearly 76 million viewers. Modern

travel and related recreathemes are not only apropo as

community (16mm-equipped) audi-

sports,
tional

public relations fare but also great
busmess-builders?

Consider

the

communicator (read:
PR director) laid down by Henry
Strauss in these pages some years
of

role

also

the

past:

carried these

titles

to

15,143

ences for another 774,293 viewers
in

that

Who

the

of

definition

(by

films

lic

one year.

relations for an oil

any other transport company, are not achieved through encouragement of travel. Most appreairline or

"The communicator commands
an infinite variety of techniques
which enable him to enter the
privacy of the mind through an in-

ciated of

terplay of emotions."

sight/sound tools.
But deeper concerns motivate
both business and its publics in
these times. Away back in 1962, the
Planned Parenthood Federation of
America sponsored two of this era's
most notable (and at that time, least
appreciated ) titles Fair Chance and
The Costly Crowd. These Parthenonproduced forerunners showed viewers the vital need for family coun-

C. T. Smith,

AT&T

statistician in

company's Marketing and PubRelations' activity, told us back

that
lic

in 1962:

"We think that films will help
people to know more about our
business and to understand it better. We believe that films will help
in the effort to have the public think
favorably

of

our business."

With such Bell System films as
Beyond Three Doors (dealing with
the

individual's

importance

in

in-

Beyond
All Barriers (the Larry Madison
exposition on international comfluencing public affairs; and

munications) and myriads of other

motion pictures serving Bell
companies throughout America
through recent decades, this company is truly one of the nation's
foremost, knowledgeable users of
useful

medium. And

makes
sense of C. T. Smith's further comment back in '62 when he con-

the screen

cluded
"Furthermore,

it

:

ing

we

think that hav-

public

favorably disposed
toward our business will make them
the

more
18

willing

to

listen

to

a

sales

all

vant

mains

one

and most

screen fare

terms of building rele-

business,
of

the

travel

the

most

film

re-

effective

:

seling, for

population

"open skies"
control

as

policies

on

opposed

to

slums,
unemployment,
growing
bankrupt welfare agencies, shortday schooling, overcrowded hospitals and mental institutions.
Nobody will disagree that America and the rest of the world have
simply "grown" too fast, and that
we're filling the earth's air and water
with too much waste, and that we're
jamming our streets and highways.
Before we give our readers the
impression that national and world
"problems" are all that can and
should be dealt with by the film medium, arrange to see such excellent

screen fare as

film competition:

all

Industrial

tional

The

Film

Interna-

Festival

at

West Berlin, this film excited European audiences as much as it has
U.S. viewers. Hopefully, man's ingenuity may yet enable him to
"create" his
mess!

way out

of our global

Another sponsor in tune with today and tomorrow: Boise Cascade
Corporation. This company's documentary The Significance of You
relates the imporance of man as an
individual with the free enterprise
system approach to today's problems
and tomorrow's solutions. Ask any
Modern TPS film library in the 50
states and principal Canadian cities
to arrange a booking of either or
both of these last-named titles for
an up-to-the-minute overview of the
best in content and production technique.

pubcompany, an

will say that successful

resultful in

by Saul Bass. The Grand Prix winner last fall in the most rugged of

Why Man

Creates,

sponsored by Kaiser Aluminum &
Chemical Corporation and produced

And in these latter years of our
25-year "review" let us return, all
too briefly but with real emphasis,
to the useful role of public relations
films in helping expand world trade.
For without this vital segment of
overseas business, America as well
as its neighbors abroad, are really
economic trouble.
has one of the world's
truly great examples of a worldwide
PR film program in the continuing
work of Shell International and its
Shell Film Unit headquartered out
of London. Approaching the fourdecade mark of excellence, Shell
films developed out of its London
centre (headed by Hugh Wickham,
head of Films, Radio & Television)
in

Britain

include these recent

titles:

Mekong,

the Story of a River (the only factual documentary to inform the

world of what might have been a
better answer to the Vietnam conflict, completion of the international
river control project and the doubling of that area's food supplies);
and The River Must Live, a fine exposition

By

on pollution control).

1968, in 34 years, more than

200

films

this

dedicated film

those

had been produced by
by

aided

unit,

such

including
illustrious

names as John Grierson, Edgar
Anstey and Sur Arthur Elton. And
here's what the PR practitioner can
learn from Shell International's experience:

Distribution

statistics

serve

this

Continued on page 20
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This 4-inch attache case turns any office
into a movie theatre in less than thirty seconds.
the

It's

Bohn Benton

an elegant, rear
sound and motion

Institor;

screen (also front screen). Super

8,

It's

And it's sensibly

picture projector

only 17 pounds.

It's

light,

It's

simple to operate. In

It's

as

less

up and amning

it

set

in

low

than 30 seconds, you

broad daylight.
cartridge loaded. There's no film threading.

can have

an attache case. Easy to carry. Just 4-inches

wide.

Inc.,

Or

Write today for our new brochure: Bohn Benton
110 Roosevelt Avenue, Mineola, New York

11501.

Bohn Benton

priced. S300 for single units.

as S240 in quantities.

Institor

You'll be sold on the way it sells,
circle 119 on reader service card
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continued

sponsor as basic guides

From

production.

stop
borrowing
the Bolex

their

new

to all

intensive

studies, two important factors have
emerged:
(a) The life of a well-made public relations film is nearer 10 years

than

sidered as

previously

years,

five

con-

"maximum."

(b) The most successful films
have nearly always been those on

which the most care has been lavished and which consequently may
have been the most costly //; the bciliiining. But, as one Shell film
The
Rival World) has adequately demonstrated by remaining very popular
(

after 12 years of constant showings,

costs diniinisli to a fraclion-of-

/////;

iiiiil
witn luMv automatic
thtougli-tfte-tens e«posufe cotilfol
400'

Molof

Filitt

a-penny per head by the time they
lire withdrawn from distribution.
The American oil industry, most
fortunately,

Bolei H-16 Rfti-S CAinera.

counterpart

has

spon-

in
such
long-range,
wellplanned and effective film programs
such as those conducted by the

sors

Magazine with Take Up
Constant Speed Motot

t^flST

with sync genefatoi for
synctifonous sound tecording

Humble

&

Oil

Refining

Company

Wild Rivers and its numerous "state" films); and the international-in-scope program of Caltex Petroleum with 37 outstanding
color films produced in the past 15
years. The American Petroleum In(such as

-J

Lens Undeiwaiei

laKcoiiected i/iewtmaer
e'lernai lilm wind

Id

is
another active sponsor,
through recent decades, with public-interest
alertness demonstrated
by such titles as To Clear tlie Air.
dealing with what causes air pollution and what can and is being
done about it.
Company anniversaries will continue to be basic themes for 25th,
5()th and 100th "birthday" films.
Let the next one sponsored by your
company look to today and to-

stitute

Bolaii

H-16

morrow and

the story of yesterday's

growth

be better received by

flex-5.

26mm Macro-Switar f/1 1 lens
400' Film Magazine with Take-Up
Molot Vaiiable Speed Motor

will

generation concerned with
present and future. Yesterday's
a

Today's the day you wanted to use the Bolex.
"Sorry. The Bolex is being used to make a
time lapse study and is going to be tied up

Story,

l^ont

of

You'll have to hold off on that public relations film. And that microscope sequence for
the research film will have to wait. And all

climate.

those other film projects
re-scheduled.
Ivtaybe

will

have

to

be

what your company needs are a few

more Bolexes.
Then the Bolex would be at your
instead of the other way around.

For a free 32-page catalog, Industrial Bulletin and list of Bolex dealers near you, write
to address below.

faillard Incorporated.

circle 120
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on reader service card

"masterpiece epic"
would be an
in
today's
viewing

Within recent years, audience ac-

more
such

results

positive.

principal

works

as

and

measurement of
has become faster,
Computers serve

and

sponsored-film

Modern,
United

net-

Association/
World Film.

Systematic inter-city exchange of
needed audience data, booking detail is exemplified by Modern Talking Picture's automated system of

computer

its

New

in

(such as Modern,
example) have continuously explored and opened new audience
channels such as that company's
nationwide Airport Cinema, which
Distributors

for

many

reaches

viewers

topflight

room

in

Resort Cinema, reaching Americans at
leisure, in summer and winter vacaairport waiting

tion

centers,

theaters.

another important

is

influential audience

outlet.

More than 600 commercial and
educational

television

are

stations

programming sponsored films of 4
to 27 Vi minute duration on "public service" time. And the 700,000
16mm sound projectors
existing
(with 8mm sound coming up) continue to serve as a basic channel for

worthwhile, informative films.
All
ture.

takes

it

is

that one,

Good enough,

good

pic-

perhaps, to de-

serve the purchase of the sponsor's
print

(or, better yet,

its

"lease" to

and school system or public libraries). Find out how many
prints
were sold of Wliy Man
university

Creates.

Yes, the 25 years which passed so
are but "prologue" to the
challenging future, not only of the
sponsored film medium, but of sponswiftly,

sors themselves.

When

Motors turns

General

to

Drug
Drinking
and
Teeii-Age
Addiction as subjects for that company's film program, it is indeed a

new

era.

When Caterpillar Tractor shows
that One Turn of Earth can encompass miracles in improving underdeveloped lands and the National
Trust for Historical Preservation
can ask How Will We Know It's
Us? as its film shows how Urban
Renewal Programs can preserve fine
buildings of our historic past while
renewing vast sections of cities, then
we have clues to better films.

The

truth alone can

keep us

countability

Sterling
1900 Lower Road. Linden. N.J 07036,
Other products: Hasselblad cameras and accessories.
Hermes typewriters and rigunng mactimes.

the

Du-

past

anachromism

viewer
disposal,

a

decades

for awhile."

backed by
York.

control,

room

)

free.

And

make

us (and

within the scope

of that most potent of

all

tools: the

sound film medium in whatever dimension, from all-encompassing 70mm to Super-8, the eyes and
ears of the world await our subjects.
All it takes are courage make that,
guts), good taste, careful selection
of both content and producer and
a little money.
The past 25 years: only prologue!
Now let's meet tomorrow head-on.
factual,

(
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MODEL

102

THE GREAT ENHANCER
and cool
have
into
film
are ulticash that
gone
a
printer.
Here
mately at the mercy of the
is where a good
production can be
loused up or livened up. And that's why

All of

the blood, sweat, tears

more professionals

in

the business rely

en Acme Optical Printers than any other
make.
With an
full

Acme

control at

obey

his

Printer the operator
all

every

times.

He knows

command

—

is in
it

will

precisely,

dependably. It is a fine tool that gives
total freedom to his creativity, enabling
him to enhance the color and tonal

values, maintain sharpness

smooth special

and create

effects so essential to a

polished production.

When you lease equipment and service
as we have for many years, you make
It,

sure

it's

possible.

built to

Acme

be as trouble-free as
Printers are.

And now

they're available for either sale or lease.

Our full line includes an optical printer
and accessory for every requirement;
step contact, step reduction, laboratory
duplication

and special

effects.

Bro-

chure available on request.

«

Producers Service Corporation
(Subsidiary, Boothe Computer Corp.)
1200 Grand Central Ave.
Glendale, Calif. 91201

ACME

Please send brochure on

OPTICAL PRINTERS

Acme

Printers.

Name
Firm

AddressCity

PRODUCERS SERVICE CORPORATION

MODEL 370
circle 121
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MODEL

104C

-

State

Zip

on reader service card
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SOUND EQUIPMENT
Nagra
Nagra

CAMERA SALES CENTER
625 West 54th Street,
Gentlemen:

I

am

New

CORP.,
York, N.Y. 10019

interested in

Name.
Firm

.

.

Street
City

State
Zip
Trades accepted! Satisfaction guaranteed or money back within 10 days!

CAMERAS
Cine

Special

w magazine 1"

lens ...used
299.50
lens
used
139.50
body only
demo 2215.00
Arri,
35 w/sync. generator, 2 magazines variable speed motor, matte box
50mm, 75mm Cooke Speed Panchro
used 3595. OC
Filmo 70 HR body only
used
485,00
Mitchell
Standard
Camera Complete
Bell
Arri.

I

& Howell 70DA, no
S.

—

with the following; (1) Each
32mm, 35mra, 40mm, 50mm,

25mm,

75mm

Cooke lenses.
(2)

—

1000'

Magazines, Viewfinder w/

bracket, matte box. Camera case, magazine case, accessory case, all lenses
matched with follow focus rings, completely overhauled
used 4100.00
Complete Mitchell Hi Speed Camera
with
M atched and Cammed, 25mm.

28mm,
75mm,

32mm, 35mm, 40mm, 50mm,
100mm, Cooke lenses and ac-

cessories
Mitchell

listed

above

used 4600.00

NO complete with 25mm,
32mm, 35mm, 40mm, 50mm. 75mm,
lOOmm, Cooke Lenses and all accessories

listed

Bolex Rex-5
case

above

used 5800 00

w/12/120 Angenieux

and

lens

used

_

LIGHT METERS
Spectra 500 Combi w case
Spectra Professional w case
Spectra Professional w, pointer
case
Spectra Universal w/case
Gossen Luna Pro w case

new
lock

Gossen Super Pilot w'case
Gossen Sixticolor w'case
Honeywell Spot Meter w/case
Weston Ranger 9
Weston Master V w case
G. E. Foot Candle meter w/case
Minolta Spot Meter w, case
.

Spectra 3-color meter, as

is

&

950.00

III

IVL

w

case

w

2

Preamps

(IN

paradox
BY STANFORD SOBEL

As part of Business
Screen's editorial effort to expand
our coverage of the film industry,
and to serve our readers more responsively, we have asked Stanford
Sobel to write a regular column in
these pages on various aspects of
the industry as seen from tlie ratlier

Most

Editor's Note:

special viewpoint of the scriptwriter.

Stan
of

already well l<nown to many
our readers, having written
is

most of the leading pro-

scripts for

ducers and sponsors of films. Based

New York

in

he

City,

member

a

is

of The Writers Guild of America.
{East),
The Dramatists' Guild.

American Medical Writers' Assoand the National Academy
of TV arts and Sciences.

ciation,

columns were about
swimming, baseball, track-

of the

football,

and-field, basketball, because we
were doing well in those and also
because I felt that I was an expert

pundit in

my

I was standing at
when Gretchen Gustaf-

locker

though

about

her

was amply and magnificiently

su-

everything

When

Team?"

brass

about

Business

of

scriptwriter,

reaction

initial

mixed emotions

that of
parts

my

caution,

of

.

.

.

was

equal

enthusiasm,

and

tender reveries.

soft,

Caution because

all

writers

in-

stinctively regard all editors the

way

motorists

or

regard

pedestrians

Enthusiasm because they promised mc
complete freedom in the language,
regard

tenants

landlords.

know

cause the invitation reminded me of
first experience as a columnist.

my

I

was

was

sixteen at the time, and

in Detroit,

the Detroit

sports

and

TIMES

I

as their official

correspondent

at

High School. Each week,

sum

it

was hired by

of three dollars,

1

pound

the

itors,

and

own on

comments of my
what was needed to

editorial
just

correct the errors of our coaches in

order for Northern High to do better in the city-wide standings.

OCTOBER,

1970

Girls Field

feminine

soap,

Peel's

and

perspiration,

athletic

Detroit

me

that she
pressed against me,
blinked those long soft, curly lashes

so

in front of

"We

have a very good chance of
into the All-City Quarter
Finals and people should know it."
this

time

was

I

breathing

spasmodically, and not too deeply.

"Anything you
agree with you.

say,

Listen,

Gretchen.

why

I

don't

a whole column feature

.

.

.

you know, something about
"the sport that nobody knows'
behind the scenes
what goes on
.

.

.

.

in

the locker

start

that

who have had any

on

the

.

.

.

.

.

room ... we could
research

this

after-

noon."
Gretchen stepped back and delivered her next line, which was the

Swedish

up

cleaned

I

a

reproach-

said

large

girls

that

last

went into this reminiscence because although it goes
a

line

little.

much

very

to

like

I

my

against

establish

with

grain,

my

I'd

readers

hard not to be

that I will try very

a smart aleck in this column. That's

Number One.
Number two, I'm

Rule

going to dispense with the editorial "we," not
just because Ann Landers has done
so, but because I've promised the
editors

and publishers that

turn for their giving

me

re-

in

this

kind

of freedom, they don't have to take
responsibility

for

the

view-

These are not
"our" views, but mine, and we are
not "we," but I am me.
points

And

expressed.

finally, the subject

indicated by the

getting

we do

know

anyone

writing

likes a smart-aleck."

with

dealings

her clear blue eyes and

said:

By

Nobody

about

she

"Stanford,"
fully.

any

of Education library paste.

She took another step toward

delivered in

person to the High School Editor
of the paper, approximately 300
words of resumes on the games we
played with other high schools, interviews with leading players or vis-

sort of gulped, "I don't

much about

of

Board

Northern
for

I

too

Hockey."
Gretchen had a marvelous, totally indefinable odor about her when
she was close to you ... an aphodisiacal mixture which I can recall
to this day with a clarity I can bring
to almost no other memory of my
youth. It was some mysterious com-

the content, the ideas, the editorial

posture, and the format of the column. And soft, tender reveries be-

the

"Well,"

first

me

gave
column.
ever

Tliose of you

"Have
nothing in your column
Field
Girls
Hockey
demanded,

she

you written

proposed that I write
a regular column on our industry,
as seen from the viewpoint of the

else

practical advice

really

first

perior.

Nobody Likes A Smart-Aleck,
Or, A Portrait of Paradoxes
the

(We

son came over to talk to mc.

had a lot of big, blonde beautiful
Swedish
students
at
Northern
High.) She stood close to me in
front of my locker in the hall and
looked me straight in the eye. She
could do this because she was exactly the same height as I was, al-

"Why?"

Screen

those sports.

all

But one day

title

matter as

of this column.

I will be addressing myself in these
pages to the paradoxes of our in-

dustry.

A

scriptwriter gets

around

to a lot of industries as a visitor or
guest,

and every industry has

its

own paradoxes. But none, I feel, has
as many as the film industry. You
know of course what a paradox is

m

general

... a

common

situation contrary

but nevertheLike ... we have people
starving in the country, but we're
paying farmers to raise less food.
That's a socio-economic paradox.
But how about these in our own
Continued on next page
to

sense,

less true.

S3

PARADOX
industry

VflCUUIDflTE

continued
.

.

openers

just for

.

.

.

.

day when you move onto location

PARADOX:

A

company

seven

interviews

writers for a prospective film
selects

finally

creative

how

At the first
him exactly

originality.

tell

want him

they

and

write

to

the

picture.

THE

LICENSING

Warned

advance that not one
penny over $50,000 is available for
production, a producer submits a

KS

EAST 45th STREET
NEW YORK. N. Y.

305

WILL SUPPLY

THf/R

t

competitive

proposal
later

a

film.

FILM TREATMENT

Our

have a great deal of
communicate, but
very few people in our audience
want to hear about it.
clients

information

to

PARADOX:
You sit around

All

these

common
true.

client.

reflect

.

situations

paradox

nition of
to

.

weeks

for three

without a really good job in the
house, then two come in on the
same day, both for delivery at
meetings on December 10th.

ly

.

the defi-

fit

contradictory

.

.

and yet absolute-

sense,

In fact, they are probably

so true that

it

may be

painful to

upon them, and perhaps we

have to take refuge in a violaof Rule Number One, originally stated by Gretchen Gustaf-

tion

PARADOX:

A

company's president goes to
under an assumed name,
the treasurer is subpoenaed by Con-

Brasilia

son.

drops thirty points
in one day, a proxy fight is announced in the Wall Street Journal,

is

they call you in to suggest a
good approach for a new corporate
image movie.
so

NO-EN GIVES TROUBLE-FREE PROJECTION TO LOOP AND CARTRIDGE
LOADED FILMS. NO-EN INSURES
SMOOTH, UNINTERRUPTED SHOWOF

LIFE

VACUUMATE CORP.
ST..

PARADOX:

Godfrey, Barbara Streisand. Bob
Hope, and the Smothers Brothers
talent costs to be borne by the

gress, the stock

NO-EN

INGS AND EXTENDS THE
THE PRINTS.

rain

to

starts

it

will

FAMOUS

427 W. 42nd

for

he finally receives
a "sorry" letter in which he learns
winning producer was
that
the
awarded the film because he suggested the picture include Arthur

CUSTOMERS

THE INCOMPARABLE

I

in

Three weeks

.

WHO

exteriors,

for the first time in seven weeks.

PARADOX:

OF

SERVH

the

for

one because of his

meeting they

script

first
three days of a production
while you're doing the interiors in
a rented studio, and on the fourth

NEW YORK.

N. Y.

think the reason our industry

I

so beset by these paradoxes

.

.

is

.

.

.

.

At nine o'clock in the morning
you hire a new production assistant
... a brilliant 22 year old with
straight 'A's and a brand new diploma in Filmmaking from a leading University. At three p.m. he
comes in and asks you. "What's a
B-Wind?"

This

is

.

.

.

.

PARADOX:

is

something
of a paradox. We are always at
some crossroads
where enterwhere
tainment meets education
where techart meets industry
where
nology meets marketing
culture meets accounting
and
where people meet ideas.
that the industry itself

.

.

.

.

.

the sort of subject matter

form the contents of
columns in the months to
come, and in closing this first colwhich

will

these

umn

I'd

which

I

like to pose a paradox,
myself have been avoiding.

PARADOX:
NO-EN ALSO AVAILABLE AT
A-V

CORPORATION

2518 No. Blvd..

HOUSTON, TEXAS

ASSOCIATED SCREEN INDUSTRIES
200 Northcliff Ave.. MONTREAL, CAN.

COLORMAX CORPORATION
1105

164

No. Wacker Drive,

ILL.

1467

however.

8 CITY,

A

company's

a slump.
is

INC

.

The

sales start to

first

to reduce the budget for produc-

D.C.

their sales.

XICOM

INC.

RFD #1,

Sterling Forest,

TUXEDO,

The sun
circle 124

drives

become

know

the answer to that one,

of the most basic of all
which motivates a man te
a writer in the

tive

shines brightly for the

first

place

is

deep respect for the value of personal communication with his professional peers.

N.Y.

PARADOX:

24

I

One

go into

action they take

ing and distributing films that help

1905 Fairview Ave.. N.E.

WASHINGTON,

.

think

Tamarind Ave.,

SUPER

hates to

PARADOX:

FILMLINE PRODUCTIONS

LOS ANGELES, CAL.

who

changing magazines.

LABS, INC.

CHICAGO,

does a writer

work on Sundays, and who has one
script deadline on Tuesday morning and another on Thursday at
2:30 p.m., spend Sunday afternoon
writing a new monthly column? I

seven cameramen covering the Indy 500. A spectacular
1 1
car accident occurs right in
while he's
front of one of them
.

Truman Road. KANSAS CITY, MO.

GEORGE W. COLBURN

Why

PARADOX:
You have

in

I

hope

issues to

That

is

the objec-

to achieve in these

pages

come.

on reader service card
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who's kidding

whom?

there are always imitators. But there's only one best. In the
field^of lighting, Charles Ross, Inc. has for years been acclaimed the
best by thousands of motion picture producers who demand the finest
In

any

field,

lighting

equipment

in

the industry. Send for a schedule of rental rates!

THE EAST'S ONLY SPECIALIST - LIGHTING, GRIP EQUIPMENT, PROPS, GENERATORS
RENTALS

/

SALES

/

SERVICE
INC

*cr>-

Sole distributor of Mole Richardson

333 WEST 52nd STREET,
circle 125
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Company Products
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M.T. E. Recording
Projection Equipment
System Engineering
Automated technique
Reversible sync-interlock operation
For your sound studio, screening

room, preview room and
conference room.

ELECTRONIC
MAGNA-TECH
New
10036

630 Ninth Avenue

/

CO., INC.

York, N.Y.
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comment
A

Letter from Our Publisher

I'm sure you've noticed a great

changes

Screen

many

Business

you're reading today. Per-

haps you'd

how

new

the

in

they

to

like

came

know why and

about.

two surveys were
which indicated
that readers would generally prefer
a magazine in the "standard" 8V4
by 1 1 '-4 inch format. Two comments which turned up repeatedly
Last

spring,

conducted for

us

in the surveys were:
size

store

( 1 )

a standard-

magazine would be easier
for

proportion

reference

—

a

Business

of

to

significant

Screen

readers do store a year's back issues

ready reference; and (2) it
would be more convenient to pack
a standard-size magazine into a
for

briefcase to take

home

to read.

The

surveys convinced us that the time

ringing the appropriate

had come to make a change; we
hope you will like the new size.
But size is not the only change
you'll find in Business Screen this
month. After much concentrated experimentation and selection of dozens of new typefaces and layout
designs this summer, a committee
of HBJ editors, art directors and
outside consultants have produced
for us a modern, new-looking Business Screen which we're sure will
make a more attractive and lively
magazine that will be not only eas-

this

but more enjoyable to
As you look through the

ier,

will

find key

advertisement,

read.
issue

you

numbers under each

new

product

an-

nouncement and reference shelf offering. These key numbers refer to
numbers on a new Reader's Service
Card at the back of the book. By

card,

postage-free,
receive

we'll

know

suppliers

number on

and returning

more

be

that

it

to

us

able

to

let

you want

The Pilotone
Portable Recorder
that costs about half
what you thought
you'd have to spend.

to

extensive information

about the equipment or materials
they offer. The Reader's Service

Card

is

you.

We

a

new

hope

service
you'll

entirely for

want

to use

Point for point, the
it

Tandberg 11-1

P

an unbeatable value for full-fidelity recording and picture-sound synchronization. Four heads, three
speeds with electronic servo-control, llmiler-ampllfler to prevent
overload, servobrake for constant
IS

often.

Another new feature

month

starting this

monthly
column, Paradox, by Stanford Sobel,
long considered to be one of the
nation's
foremost industrial film
scriptwriters. Stan's wealth of experience in writing for both industrial sponsors and producers makes
him an ideal catalyst to bridge theii
two sides of the industrial visual
communications world. Don't miss
is

a

column
on page 23.

his first

ing

fascinating

in

this

tape tension, flutter-filter and
neo-pllot synch facilities.

full

Everything you need— In the studio
In the field for post-synch shootmg-at just about halt the price of
comparable top-quality equipment.
or

Of
Ask

course, a resolver
for

it

at

your

is

available.

dealer's, see

alternative doesn't

if

our

make you happy.

issue start-

TANDBERG

fS^

%

OF AMERICA
P.O. Box 171, 8 Third Avenue
Pelham, New York 10803

(I
circle 127 on reader service card
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Dirt can ruin a film.

And

our business is printing and
processing 8mm, Super 8mm and 16mni
for motion picture duplication and preprints.

Clean water. Clean air.
We simply cannot operate without
either of them.
Take Super 8 film.
A single frame magnifies so many
times reaching screen size that even an

we've recently installed
filtering system in our
processing department.
Unique because this system filters

In this system, air comes from thousands of tiny holes in the ceiling. It forces,
dirt and dust particles down to floor level
and out the e.\haust e.xits.
It's why we've clothed technical people in both areas entirely in white, with

\vater to one-millionth of a meter. Result:

protective hats

infinitesimal particle of dirt or dust can
become a colossal eyesore.

That's

a

why

unique water

And

Incredibly pure water.

why

we've put a highly sophisticated air-control system in our cartridge
loading room.
It's

walls

it's

and

boots.

why we have

and seamless

white plastic

floors.

Dirt.

We think

it's

obscene.

CINE MAGNETICS FILM LABORATORY
A DIVISION OF CINE MAGNETICS, INC
650 Halstead Avenue, Mamatonect,

New York

Receiving Center: 305

N.Y. 10543 (9141

E.

45th

St.

(2121

698-3434
682-2780

circle 128 on reader service card
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BLACK,
GRAY,

AND THE AMA
departure from traditional films, the American
Medical Association asked Mike Gray &
Associates to produce a film to recruit young
black people into the medical profession.
"A Matter of Opportunity" should work well.
In a

A

"Hell!

change
"I don't

doctor's got to be a politician, a social force to bring about
which seeks to maintain the status quo!"

in a society

want to be one of those Cadillac-driving, slick-haired physicians

of the past!"

"There are 721 whites for every white physician. There are 3800
blacks for every black physician!"

are black doctors and
medical students. They appear in
A Matter of Opportunity, a 25documentary which exminute
amines the role of blacks in the
medical profession.
There is no music or enlighten-

The speakers

ing

narration.

era work, no
is

No

capricious cam-

optical effects.

There

an involving and
almost miliemotionally charged
Sponsored by the
film.
tant
American Medical Association, the
result

is

—

—

film presents a penetrating
critical analysis of the

and often

medical-pro-

That the

AMA.

traditionally

a

conservative trade association, paid

— and

released!

— A Matter

of

Opportunity seems rather strange.
hired Mike Gray
That the

AMA

OCTOBER,

1970

make

Director/cameraman Mike Gray
and his associates are the longand mustached
bearded
haired,
moon-cats who ride monster moairline
convince
and
torcycles
stewardesses

that

they's

a

rock

band.
they

make

films.

Like

American Kcvoliiiion II. the critiacclaimed documentary of
cally
how it came to pass that the Chicago

Black

.•\lliance

Panthers

with the

Young

forged

an

Patriots, a

gang of Southern whites.
Panther,
Gray's
Black
newest film which focuses on Fred
Hampton, slain chairman of the

street

And

fession.

for

Associates of Chicago to

the film seems masochistic.

.Actually,

only talk.

The

&

Illinois

Panthers.

Mike Gray and

the

AMA? Why?

Continued on next page
29

BLACK, GRAY continued

During a discussion of tiie filming
of "A IVlatter of Opportunity,
Mike Gray (left) and Chuck Olin

make

a point.

the AMA, like Gray,
deeply concerned with social
knows that
problems. The
there is a desperate need for blacks
in the medical and paramedical professions and has launched a mas-

Because

is

AMA

campaign

sive

recruit

to

young

.

.

.

ing rooms.

blacks.

But the
ment film

AMA's

standard recruitat an all-white,
middle class audience. The kind of
is

aimed

where the kid takes off his letand tells dad, who's
washing the family station wagon,
film

sweater

ter

black doctors and medical students.
They shot almost ten hours of film
at Howard University in Washington, the National Institute of Health,
and the University of Pennsylvania.
The "sets" were dorms, labs, adeven operatministrative offices

that he's decided to

become a doc-

tor.

AMA

Clearly, the

needed a

dif-

The final print of A Matter of
Opportunity (The title is from Hipprocrates; "Healing is a matter of
time, but also a matter of opportunity") enumerates the opportunities for blacks in paramedicine. But
it stresses the need for black doctors
and the brutual odds against them
ever making

A

ferent type of film to interest black

it.

Matter of Opportunity

is

done

high school and college students in

in

DuMont and Denny Cavan of the AMA's TV-RadioMotion Picture Department decided
they needed Mike Gray whose repu-

black but the subject is definitely
white. The film shouts to the medical Establishment, "Look what's

medicine. Dick

tation

for

blacks

is

being able to relate

to

considerable.

"Caven knew

that the black

man

has received shirt shrift," said Jim
Dennett, Gray's production manager,

"and

to

get

it

together

you

couldn't do a glossy, half-hour television drama about how everything
is

really cool.

down

You've got

to really

what
the problems are and what can be
done about them."
So Gray and his crew took the
get

question
30

there and find out

of

black

recruitment

to

chiaroscuro; the personalities are

Denny Cavan
tion Picture

of the

AMA

TV/ Radio/ Mo-

Department wanted

a film

that related to blacks.

This is what you look
from the outside.!"

going on!
like

The view is disturbing. Students
and doctors recount the inequities
of the medical school aptitude test,
financial aid programs, recruitment
programs; even the high school's
lack of information on admission
procedures.

And the view is distorted. Many
blacks never see a black doctor and
the medical profession

beyond

their

is

of

—

med
Few

school are too difficult.
the un-black, un-poor.

of

and un-young

really

med

school

Those

who,

literally,

blacks who are interested in medicine are often discouraged by high

understand

how

serious the difficulty of getting into

something

experience.

—

and college counselors
who fear that
white and black
the financial and academic demands
school

for

is

ent culture. But

understand.

blacks,

come from
Gray and

Their

film

people

a differthe

AMA

is

about

BUSINESS SCREEN

medical school they'd be social
workers or ACLU
lawyers
or
Black Panthers. Their covenent is
in

with their people, in working in
black communities and in guidini;
more blacks into paramedical ca-

to

their

school,"

to

the

insists

"Don't

coed.

a

let

—

our communities ... To do that,
we have to take the mystique out of

make its language understandable so that ten-year-old boys
can learn to recognize communicable diseases
Paramedicine
n-edicine.

.

.

.

means you engage everybody."
Despite

danger

the

and outspoken

criticism

ized

the

medicine,

influence

to

the

of

implicit

of organ-

AMA

refused

direction

of

the

The AMA's primary concern

film.

was

to bring blacks into the medi-

cal

profession,

not

on

to

put
black-face corporate image.

a

Nobody over shoulder
"Nobody sat over our
telling

how

us

shoulder,
engineer the

to

truth," said Denett.

"We

shot and

recorded everything, from the hip.
it
happened, and it was important, we got it."
If

The "we"

is

the skeleton crew of

Gray, Denett. Chuck Olin (producer

cum sound
(utility

Mason

recorder), John

film

maker) and Cavan
client
worked). On

(even
the
Gray's crew, job

titles

are

super-

"anything at all. We all become
tremendously involved, emotionally
lies

its

"The

film

is

because

it's

force,"

says

young

blacks;

essentially

militant

a powerful, motivating

Cavan.

"It

'Here

says

to

your
brothers and they're making it! So
can you!"
The black students in A Matter
of Opportunity obviously are not
Cadillac

drivers.

OCTOBER, 1970

If

are

they

weren't

parent
era

sense of involvement

is

ap-

in the

work

highly subjective camand the discrete use of

—

overlapping individual scenes
unrelated by time or space
with
a single dialogue track. The effect
can be devastating.

—

A

people.

students

The scene shifts
rapping. The talk

continues as the action cuts to the

team of

interns,

now

fingering

what

obviously an ossified human liver.
"Heretofore, the black doctor has
not been someone we could be

is

proud of
Overlap

."

.

.

the only remotely the-

is

atrical technique in the film

and

it's

used to crystalize rather than abstract. There are no "aesthete duschlock" effects to distract from
what is being said. The film is
guided by the subjects themselves.

The overwhelming reaction to A
Matter of Opportunity was laudatory from both civic groups and the
profession. Dr. Ernest B.

executive

AMA

Howard,

vice-president

of

the

has championed the film, es-

pecially

to

few

its

AMA's Committee on

The

critics.

Health Care

the Poor offered Chuck Olin
suggestions for similar films to explore different aspects of black recruitment. Dick DuMont, who selfor

dom

gets

said.

"We've got a winner!

the film

excited

about

anything,
"This is

we needed."

A prototype?
And Mike Gray
"There

is

satisfied.

a real possibihty with
this film that somebody may walk

up

is

on the street and say, 'Hey,
man. I want to thank you because I saw your film in 1970 and
to us

listen,

I

decided to become a doctor and
I
am." This is what we were

after,

this is

the soul of the film.'"

And

the value. A Matter of Opportunity could well be the prototype for any major institution in-

volved with eradicating

involved."

The

Med students are discussing
the need for black doctors to relate

now

fluous.

"We'll do anything for a film
we're working on," said Dennett,

and therein

examination continues,
from synch to voice

the

over.

eliminate disease, man,
and affirm the health standards of

doctors

up.

As

"If you don't have any money,
you work in the summer for tuitition and get a job when you get to

"We must

strength.

cracks

the track goes

—

black

pint a day for 34
no doctor ever told him
he was a heavy drinker. Amusing
enough. Even one of the interns
least a

at

years, but

reers.

money be a hang-up. If you want to
go to medical school, you go!'"
And there's Walter Palmer. He's
big
real big
and he's got a
beard and he's wearing shades and
a Nigerian cap and he doesn't come
on like any doctor.

Jim uennett, production manager for
Mike Gray will "do anything for a film
he is working on."

down

team of interns

shown examining a chronically ill black man.

The man admits

to

is

havina belted

equities.

The

film

its

own

in-

doesn't offer

a

young black a macawberish future
of money and prestige. It doesn't
offer the white Establishment any
racial panacea. All it offers
challenge and a struggle.

Ultimately,

portunity that

AMA

examine

the

matter

of

Mike Gray and
is

the

is

a

opthe

opportunity

to serve humanity.
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Key to

utilization

Savings with Videotape
the real
Making maximum use of a videotape installation is
s how
Here
use.
its
with
money
saving
key to cutting costs and
thousands
saved
and
applications
one company found many
in

the process.
recording

Videotape

helped

lias

save time and money and improve
the flow of technical information at
Inc.'s

Engineering
Combustion
Combustion Division.

The Windsor, Connecticut

divi-

teaching time of each instructor by

87 percent.

"And

the

result

is

a

more

sion, the leading U.S. supplier of
fossil and nuclear steam generating systems and components used
for electric power generation, has
established a videotape recording

presentations. Also the course

link with five regional sales offices

Ampex

keep

sales force up-to-

in-

formative and uniform presentation
than is possible with a grueling
schedule of travel and in-person
is

on

tape and can be repeated each year
at

minimum

cost."

Master tapes were produced
divisional

headquarters

VR-7500

using

closed

at

two

circuit

date in highly specialized technol-

videotape recorders and closed circuit television cameras. Five copies

ogy.

of

to help

One
taped

of

its

major tools

its

course

a video-

is

Introdiidion

Nu-

to

Power, which was produced
division's main studio in
Windsor and distributed via video-

clear
at

the

tape to the regional offices in New
York City, Chicago, San Francisco,
Da'las and Birmingham.
The course consists of 52 clocka
hours of formal TV instruction
full year's instruction. It has been

—

taken

by approximately 300 em-

ployees.

The primary purpose

of the

each tape were made and distributed to the regional offices for

playback

Ampex

on

VR-6000

and nuclear structure, nueconomics of nuclear
reaction,
clear
fuel and plant start-up and testing.
atomic

is just one
which the Combus-

Technical instruction
in

600

$6,000.
salaries,

Add

a

to

this

lodging,

materials,

have

at

and

it

the

of

able to reduce expenses by
about 40 percent and cut the live

TV

within

personnel

district

its

geo-

graphic area.

Videotapes are available to inform customers of new products,
services and other company offerings. Tapes on C-E's air pollution
control systems, waste treatment sys-

tems and

C-E

advanced steam

supply

effective has

been the

Com-

Tulsa,

division,

Oklahoma, another
have installed VTR

equipment.

would

we were

regional office is in a posiinstruction for

tion to prepare

Natco,

easy to see that

TV

dis-

and divisions are evaluating its use.
date, C-E's manufacturing plant
in Chattanooga, Tennessee and C-E

of

the total cost of instruction
instruction.
far exceed that of
"By using videotape recording,

a

To

food and course
is

has

master tapes for intra-company

So

about

cost

office

bustion Division's use of videotape
recording that other departments

travel

to

cost

sales

date veteran empoyees.

"In addition, each of the three

would

regional

videotape recorder, camera and TV
monitor and can prepare its own

hours of master videotape information have been prepared. Tapes
from the master file are often used
to instruct new employees and up-

coordinator for the Combustion Division's field sales department.

60,000 miles

Each

power have been produced and
shown to customers in the field.
Since 1968, approximately 80

annual class sessions in Windsor,"
said James C. Anderson, training

instructors

visual communication between Windsor and the field offices,
and even among the field offices.

efficient

systems for production of electrical

course is to provide a contemporary review of nuclear terminology
and nuclear power plant development trends to the field sales force.
Without videotape recording, the
course would require three full-time
instructors to present the 52 sessions in the five regions, plus

Television
industry.
the
presentations have become a regular
part of these informative sessions.
Videotape recording also permits
within

Each

course, prepared in conjunction with the Nuclear Utility ServMaryland, inices of Rockville,
cluded tapes on such topics as

The

ways

dozen metropolitan areas meet to
keep informed of developments

tribution.

videotape recorders.

of the

Division is putting its videotape recording equipment to use.
Each month, sales engineers and
district managers from more than a
tion

Training and educational tapes are duplicated

for

offices. Here,

distribution

to

James Anderson,

regional
training

coordinator of C-E's field sales department duplicates a master tape.

As a result,
may be used

all

of the videotapes

any of the three
areas without dubbing the content
electromagnetic
second
onto
a
in

format.

BUSINESS SCREEN
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CCTV camera

(above) captures image of instruccourse on nuclear energy during taping
session in combination studio-classroom.
tor for

Combustion Engineering employees participating
in

not

taped course on nuclear energy (TV monitor

shown

in

photo).

Videotape recordings of instructional material
are packaged for mailing (left) to the five regional offices. Tapes reduced expenses about 40
per cent and
87 per cent.

OCTOBER,
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cut

instructor teaching

time by
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Multi-Screen Destruction
Entrance

to

exhibit invites
visitors with
suspended pan-

orama, hinting at
architectura
delights to come.

)t

Viewers (far left) are invariably
stunned. The effect of the nonsynchronous projection is almost
hypnotic. Photo shows three of the
SIX film screens (cloud of dust displayed on one at right appears

film

hazy).

parU)rs.

would communicate the

that

urgency for action before the architectural heritage being saluted in
the exhibit was destroyed forever
in favor of parking lots and pizza

Because

the

tion as an
exhibit, 40-inch

square

specific requirements

panels are used, sometimes singly,
sometimes combined for murals or

The plan

called

func-

to

part of the ex-

were

there

hibition,

Throughout the

was

film

integral

unique
from the

for

and
start.

film

a

that

would tell no "story," but rather,
would make its point inuncdiately
and wordlessly. There would be no

blow-ups.

scheduled

screenings

torium-like
film

would have

er-by

him

hold

deliver

to

aiidi-

the

instead,

to attract the pass-

instantly,

enough

an

in

situation;

its

long

message, but

not so long that the film area would

become
exit.

a bottleneck at the show's

Further,

the

—

to run con-

tinuously
eight hours a day, six
days a week, plus four extra hours

the Met

on

A tight

Tuesday

schedule, modest
It

presentation

in

the face of

such obstacles.
By ED

SCHULTZ

President, Cinemakers, Inc.

people to realize that
19tli-centiTy
sonic
our best
of
buildings are being destroyed. We
want them to care about it, and we

want them

to take action to stop

it.

accomplished
in a two- or three-minute movie."
This was the challenge posed to
Cinemakers this past February.
The Metropolitan Museum of
Art was planning a new exhibition. "The Rise of an American
like to

have

was quickly agreed

of demolition itself

huge wrecking
the

air

would

to

ball

shatter

make

plus

this

—

four

—

for

that the act

especially the

swinging through
walls

stately

—

most

powerful
statement. But they couldn't be just
any old walls. Our subjects had to
be distinguished in design, good examples of 19th-century American
the

architecture; since

"We want

We'd

evenings,

hours on Sunday afternoons
a full five months.

budget and projection questions are problems that can be
overcome. Here's how one
producer created a dynamic

"'*:

of

part

as

film,

would have

the exhibit,

"American" im-

whole country, those examples had to be taken from a vaplies

the

riety of locations;

including private

homes, as well as public buildings.
Taking the chance of being present
at the filmworthy instant of demolition of a

qualifying building

tax both schedule

and budget

would
to an

impossible extent.

by

So began an intensive search led
Carol Hale, Cinemakers pro-

American

centennial celebration. Edgar Kauf-

ArcNtecbie

man Jr. of Columbia University
and James Stewart Polshek of the

ducer/writer and. incidentally, longtime architecture buff. She found
that few newsreel or stock houses
had bothered to record architectural
treasurers being demolished, and

nsBws

American

art-lovers

Architecture," as part of

Institute

of

its

special

Architects,

hadn't

had much heart

respectively the exhibition's director

for filming the destruction.

and co-designer, envisioned an exhibit that would offer insight into
19th-century American architecture
through the use of huge color and

phone

black-and-white photographs, original

plans

and sketches, and three

dimensional building fragments. For
the climax, they

wanted

a film

—

a

calls

across the

and
U.S..

letters

she

Still,

as

went out

discovered

a

tremendous undercurrent of interest
and eagerness to help in the search,
so that one contact led to another,
and yet another.
Finally,

we had what we wanted:
Continued on next page

DESTRUCTION

continued

sented to

excellent examples of nine different

buildings

— ranging from Chicago's

Garrick

Theater

handsome

a

to

New Hampshire mansion

New

to

—

York's imposing Penn Station
being reduced to rubble. Some material was in the form of film footage, some in stills, but all captured
that moment-of-destruction impact
we were looking for.
Meanwhile, the technical problems were being explored. Projection equipment had to be arranged
for, and quickly, if it was to be in
place and functioning for "dress re-

hearsals" before the exhibit's opening date. Budget limitations simply

16mm. Was

ruled out

8mm

there an

projector that could run continuous-

hour

day after day,
for five monthsunattended? "Forget it!" was the most printable answer we received from incredulous
audio-visual equipment dealers.
Meetings continued. Rear-screen
ly,

after hour,

—

projection

was

a

must:

would

it

better tolerate light spill from other

and the necessity of mountof maintenance
reach would be avoided. Multiple
images were highly preferable for
impact; how many would depend on
the cost of hardware. Whatever the
number, we were presented with a
new and unchangeable requirement: screen size was to conform
to the rest of the exhibition, mountgalleries,

ing

projectors out

—

—

ed entirely in 40-inch-square panels.
used singly or in combination for
mural-size photographs. The standard thrce-to-four ration was out;
each screen, whether there were two
or twenty, had to measure precisely

40 inches from top
from

to

bottom and

side to side.

By now

it

was evident

that

8 might be the only solution

though
would
to

the
still

achieve.

requisite

The problem was

special pedastals

minimize

vibration, projectors perform

their 56 hour-

a-week job
of

beaming

re-

peated scenes of
destruction on
six 40-inch

screens.

36

image

size

be anything but a snap

Mounted on
to

Super

—even

pre-

of

the

whom

manufacturers,

plainly did not

know

most

—

be-

cause they had never before encounwhether
tered such
a challenge
their machines, or any, could function under the conditions we described. Projectors were exhaustively
tested and compared: in sharpness

—

and brightness, in ease of operation,
above all in ruggedness and ability
and. in econto withstand wear
omy. We settled, at kust, on the
Technicolor SIOWS.

—

Six

screens,

would
and the space
agreed,

it

fit

was

mutually
both the budget

allotted

within

the

exhibition to the film presentation.

Now

were beginning
had our material, and we knew what we were
aiming for. Rights were cleared for
the photos and footage we had selected. Next the stills in our macabre
demolition collection went under the
animation camera, to be cut in with
the live footage; animation was conformed with the 24-frames-persecond speed of the live footage, the
whole to be projected at 18
modified slowdown we felt was desirable to subtly prolong the "moment of destruction" (and which,
to

come

the

pieces

together.

We

—

incidentally,

did just

Most

tliat,

very ef-

was
b/w; we converted the color to
b/w, for stark ness as well as for
fectively).

of the material

in

consistency.

cartridges.

final plans

cal set-up:

At

the

Museum,

were drawn for the physithe six screens to abut,

with a 40-inch-square mirror rightangled at each end of the row of

Museum

at the

could be seen

cumbersome colunms,

moving

iron railings,

and photo panels into position. This
was it for at 10 a.m. on May 1,
there was to be a special press review of the exhibition, a full day before the show opened to the public.
Miraculously, all was serene next
morning as reporters and critics were
admitted to a stunningly mounted
display of American architectural

—

achievement. In the exhibit's fourth
and final gallery, they entered a
room illuminated only by the light

Each

of the six square screens.

film

loop was deliberately projected out
of synch with the other five, so that

same scene of devastation seemand in slighted eternally repeated
ly slower-than-life motion
as the
shocked viewer watched; faintly but
the

—

—

was heard the sound
ominously pealing bell.

distinctly, there

of an

"Bell tolls for all"

"The

bell

tolls

us

for

York Post
wrecker's

while

reported,
balls

swing

art

all,"

New

Emily Genauer of the

critic

"giant

relentlessly

back and forth in some demonic
choreography as they topple the
towers and walls of majestic 19thcentury structures." Wrote Pulitzer

Prize-winning

Ada Louise Huxtable

New York

Times: "The mestowers
topple, rubble cascades. This is a
significant and disturbing show, as

of the

sage

The final, edited result was reproduced on Super 8 loops running
slightly under three minutes. A separate special-effect sound track was
prepared and inserted into Cousino
tape

men

frantically sawing, painting,

it

is

clear.

meant

is

As

is

ball swings,

to be."

exhibition

the

New York
show

The

at

continues

(in

through October 4, the
this writing scheduled to

then tour other museums across the
country), other visitors stand and
watch the mosaic of destruction
playing endlessly

upon

the screens

and special baffles between
screens on the projector side to pre-

mourners paying

vent light

each receives a booklet, "What You
Can Do," prepared by the National
Trust for Historic Preservation, a
cosponsor of the exhibition.
as
If movies do move people

screens,

spills.

At midnight on April 30, work-

part

we

final respects to a

of their heritage.

believe they do,

and

On

leaving,

as the

—
—

Met-

ropolitan evidently does as well

being made in combatthe major, albeit oftoverlooked, threats to our American
environment: the threat, as the
National Trust puts it, of loss of our
historical identity, of the advent of
"an environment strange and un-

beginning
ing

one

is

of

friendly."

BUSINESS SCREEN

Single Concept Training

Films

L COPELAND'

By JACK

Combining the new

— New

Profit Idea

single

concept film idea with the
need for training materials
in the mushrooming food
service industry, producer

Jack Copeland has found
a

The

new income
now

service industry,

largest

tlic

third-

more

has

world,

the

in

source.

growth potential than any other sector of the economy. This is the
message the nation's foremost economists have been preaching for
years.

Taking

their predictions to heart.

National Educational Media, Inc.,
producer of sponsored films for in-

government

dustry,

niche of

and

its

and religious
carved out a
in the production
of non-sponsored

has

organizations,

own

distribution

training

Company.
Our first
specific

the Eastman
Eastman Kodak

using

films

Color System

of

task

was

of

field

to

select

a

The

endeavor.

maker of sponsored films starts out
with at least a generalized definition

of his subject and objectives.

Not

so

preneur

motion-picture

the

—

entre-

options are as di-

his

verse as those of the feature

Dramatic close-ups add realism and
Impact to the food-service training
films.

film

despite the very real

creator.

After
extensive
chose food service
venture.

We

did

affluent society
often,

Turnover was high and morale
was low. Many potential workers
held the whole field in low esteem,

research,

outlets

—

By and large, this important segment of American business still was
forced to rely on man-to-man training, a totally inefficient and inadequate way of approaching the problem. Some institutions and chain

was eating out more
facilities
from

—

and new

quick-service

we

our initial
because our

for

so

prospects for

substantial earnings.

posh resmushrooming.
to

taurants
were
Furthermore, the proliferation of
hotels, motels and hospitals was
compounding the problems of an already tight labor market for food
service workers.

operations,
for

it

is

true,

ran

classes

new employees, but even

those

were crippled for lack of a coordinated,

systematized

proach that

utilized

ap-

training

the best avail-

able audiovisual techniques.
*Jack L.

wood

writer,

producer,

1954 specializing

director

since

documentary, educafilms. His 1968 docat Delano" on the
grape strike won a CINE Golden Eagle
and numerous other awards.
1970

pilot

in

and industrial
umentary "Decision
tional

OCTOBER,

Since the production of our

Copeland has been a Holly-

Every phase of the food service indusIn the single concept
try Is covered
films, beginning with the way orders
should be taken.

film in

1967,

we have

first

intro-

duced 27 single-concept motion pictures in sound and color and none
rumiing more than eight to 10 minCoiitiniied

on

ne.xl pcii>e

37

SINGLE CONCEPT continued

federal,

Before the end of 1970, we
plan to have at least 40 titles in
our catalogue, including the begin-

pal levels.

utcs.

state,

county and munici-

For example, the Federal prisons

success,

it

is

vocational training in their career de-

fashioning

of

panels

experts.

heavily

Twenty more titles are planned for
The subjects of the films we've
done range from the practicalities

velopment programs as do the prisons of many states. The Louisiana
Hospital Television Network broadcasts them by closed circuit to many

of kitchen safety to the subleties of

hospital facilities.

nings of a

maids

new

and

courtesy.

series to train

other

Many

hotel

are

room

workers.

deep

fat

frying,

der taking, waste prevention, dish-

washing and

Our
in

sanitation.

training

uses

our

films

for

programs are used

most of the Hilton International

About 30 percent

of our orders

are for overseas delivery. Although
we made one Spanish-language film

on dishmachine operation for use
among the Puerto Rican people in
the U.S., the audio tracks on all of
the rest are currently English. Their

as by organizations as diverse as the

among people in Africa, Europe
and Asia who don't speak English
indicates what a powerful communications medium the motion pic-

Hamburger Hamlet chain in Los
famed Ecole
and the
Angeles
Hoteliere in Paris. The materials
also

are

used by other hotels and

restaurants,

clubs,

schools,

airlines

convention centers, hospitals, convalescent homes
and governmental agencies on the

and steamship

lines,

use

even in solely visual terms.
French
Spanish
and
Complete
translations, however, are planned

ture

is,

for the future.
If

there

is

any single key

to

our

Film crew voices pleasure over obviously tempting platter of food used
m one of the films.

Jack Copeland (center)
confers with staff members about production of
one of the films in food
service series.

a

we

script,

on industry

We

consult

also

polls.

rely

Typical

was one we sponsored ourselves

in

conjunction with the School of Hotel and Restaurant Administration
at Cornell University in Ithaca, New

The

30 per cent overseas

as well

hotels throughout the world,

of

York.

how-to-do-it

egg
preparation, rib roast carving, sandwich preparation and presentation,
table settings, the rudiments of ortreatments:

systems

research and

careful

meticulous attention to detail. From
the inception of an idea to the

filming usually takes several

weeks, followed by an even longer
period of editing. The last is critical because we're trying to condense as many as 50 specific points
in the eight to 10 minutes of running time, and we're trying to do
it

dramatically.

The thinking used to be that
showmanship was undesirable in
training

films.

We

don't

believe

that. If you're trying to educate, the
pill

goes

down more

effectively

if

you offer it with entertainment.
The empathy of the viewer for
what he's seeing on the screen is
medium
the
film
what makes
unique. If we can capture and hold

Careful

product

attention Is given the
in the editing room.

final
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Part

special report

PRODUCTION

IN

DALLAS
Texas has become a metropolitan hotbed of
and TV commercial production activity. In the

Probably no area

Dallas,
film

past six years, production there has skyrocketed.

More

and more national sponsors are finding the area

to

their liking for various reasons.

The

tarnishing of Hollywood's golden image in the

past decade has caused
of the old

saw

many

to question the credence

Hollywood and

growth

in

New York

were
and spurred
many areas. Good weather, varied outdoor
that

the only places of creative filmmaking

.

.

.

shooting

locations,
availability
of every necessary
production component, generally lower costs and the
gradual influx of highly creative people coupled with
an unparalleled spirit of cooperativeness have brought

a

tremendous

amount

of

new business

to

Dallas.

Theatrical filmmakers have even found the area successful.

in

the country has achic\cd such

successful growth in film production as has Dallas in

past decade. Somewhat surprisingly, most new
production ventures have succeeded. Even more surprising is the genuine spirit of friendliness that prevails
the

among

nearly

all

of the producers there.

good

The common

any producer is good for
the entire Dallas production market." overrides petty
competitive bitterness and jealousies common elsewhere. There is competition, but most Dallas producers are understandably as much intent upon selling
Dallas as a first-rate, fully equipped production center
feeling that "what's

for

as they are in selling their

On

the following pages

own
is

personal services.

a picture of

filmmaking

Dallas today, along with a look at many of the
people and companies instrumental in the area's
tremendous growth
and current vitality.
in

.

.

.

rig-gan (reg'en), n.
1.

writer.

poet.

2.

producer.

3.

another

4MJirg,g;|:QiL»5.

reason for filming

in Dallas

i^i^

If

you need

to

communicate, maybe you should come to Bill Stokes Associates and hire this man. In the past five
And the resulting films have won thirty-five festival awards including a 1970 Cine Golden Eagle.

years, eighty-five people have.

If

you were to ask Marshall Rifrgan, our Creative Vice-President, why his films have been so well received by his own industry,
and their clients, he would tell you three things: First, to approach the project as if you were paying for it out of your
own grocery money. Second, to prepare the film as if its only audience would be a single, intelligent and feeling human
being. And, third, to produce the film with a group of aware and talented friends who care a great deal about what they do.

his clients

That's the

way we

DOCUMENTARY.
Made With

all feel

about things at Bill Stokes Associates. To see what we can do, write for one of the films listed below.
To sec how we charge for what we do, write a few of the listed sponsors and ask about value received.

This Sailcar

Was

Love. Interpretive documen-

tary fur Antioch College; 1970 Cine
Golden Eaple .Award.

EXHIBIT.

Tour Fourteen. Motion picture
tracing man's search for God in the Western Hemisphere: produced for the Texas
Baptist Convention: First place U. S. Industrial Film Festival; .Silver Medal, NewYork International Film and Television
Festival.

SAFETY. How

Motorcars And Other LivI'^ind Happiness In The
.System. Safety film with

Can
DaMas Freeway
ing Things

Mel

lilanc

Dalla.s.

newly released for the City of

TR.VINING.

Rather Like You Mr. Bell.
I
Southwestern Bell Telei)hone
starring Bob Newhart; Special
.Award for Creative Excellence. U. S. Industrial Film Festival; Gold Medal, New
York International Film and Television
Festival; First Place, Public Relations
.Society of .America; Chris .\ward, ColumFilm

for

Company

bus

I'''ilm

Festival.

MEDICAL.
drama

t)id .Sauce.

A New Look At The

P^dncational film on the effects

of alcohol; produced for

Texas Commis-

sion on Alcoholism; First Place, National

Visual Presentation Association; Bronze
.\ward. New York International Film
and Tele\ision Festival.

BILL STOKES ASSOCIATES, INC.

5642

DYER

Mayo

Clinic as pa-

completed July, 1970.

INpUSTRI.\L.
Varo,

Inc.,

Varo. Corporate film for
for presentation to financial

analysts.

RECRUITING.
Recruiting

EDUCATIONAL.

Questions. Thirty-minute

]iroduced for

tient education film;

film

Right
for

Man For The Job.
Campbell-Taggart;

Bronze Award, New York International
Film and Television Festival.

FUND

RAISING. The

Far Side Of The
theme film for the
19()9 Dallas United Fund Drive. Bronze
.Award, New York International Film and

Garden.

.A

I'J-minute

Television Festival.

ST.

DALLAS

>14/363-0161

Bill

Stokes Associates

Typical of the Dallas Story

and filmstrip presenwere the initial key to success since few other firms in the
urea were promoting such services

Ten

years ago, one would have been
hard pressed to find a dozen film
production firms in Dallas. Today,
there are more than 40 listed in the
Dallas yellow pages.

Typical of
in the

area

is

many
Bill

of the

new

office.

at

sary

24 employees, the company
produced 20 filmstrips and 15 films
during 1969. The company's facilities today include a 6,500 sq. ft.
sound stage (used for the filming of
Bonnie and Clyde by Warner
Bros.); a complete $150,000 sound

RCA

and

editing,

prop,

set,

slide, services.

A

fully

company

The

com-

filmstrip,

foothold to permit expansion

enable

of the three

Navy

.And, Bill Stokes

company

1965 by Bill Stokes with
$5,000 borrowed from his minister,
a part-time secretary and a small

contract.

started in

in Stokes screening room is
room (from which picture was taken).

Bill

of

the

Stokes

2

is

for

the Media Master 600, deStokes by Systems Tech-

nology.

contracts west of

is

was the youngest
14

to

receive

in
It

front

of

machine

a

a jovial, friendly

Continued on

provides 8 input
channels, 3 output, compression, limiting, de-essing in each
output bus

PART

signed

the Mississippi River are in Dallas!

company was

Console

hands

approach. This year the company received one of the 14 contracts let by the U.S. Navy. Two

range of production services.
the

tation for Frito-Lay is Val Holley, vice
president of sales promotion of TracyLocks advertising agency. Beneath his

ti\e

to provide a complete

Interestingly,

Checking a Stokes muiti-image presen-

rather unusual films with a distinc-

equipped

facilities

for

none of his
employees come from a competing
Dallas company.
The company won six major
awards for its films last year, one
already this year, and continues
reputation as a producer of
its

photo lab and a specialized
equipment rental service round out
the

work

of Bill Stokes himself,

trans-

still

the operations.

early

As the company grew, new and
experienced people were brought
into the various phases of the operation. And, with the exception

and

In addition, Stokes provides

Good

inal scores.

mixing equipment. It
is
capable of handling any or all
sound requirements in either 16mm
or 35mm or a combination.
plete

time.

and growth into films. To this day,
most Stokes filmstrips feature orig-

\\ ith

ferring

the

various clients established the neces-

firms

Stokes Associates.

theatre with the latest

Slide

tations

pai;e

1

A highly skilled stop motion animation
department at Bill Stokes Associates
is lieaded by Dan Peeler, above working
on "The Band Wagon" for a City of
Dallas film.

During a scene for "Question, a Mayo Clinic pilot project
patient education films. Thor Brooks (left) director sets
scene. Also in progress at Stokes Associates are films for
the U.S. Navy.
'

in

^
t

Company—

Jamieson Film

An Established Success
Stokes

Bill

If

ing page)

is

Associates

The company

(preced-

new

typical of the

film-

founder Hugh,

headed by

is

Sr.,

who

its

currently

is

makers' success in Dallas, then
Jamieson Film Company represents

active only in an advisory capacity

the

established

serves as president and

fact,

Jamieson

Today, the firm provides commotion picture production facilities,
including
animation
and

Bruce Jamieson
Hugh, Jr.,
is executive vice president and directs the equipment manufacturing
division. A total of 66 years of filmmaking experience is represented in
the company's production management team of David Orr, Jerry
Dickinson, Lloyd Abernathy and

laboratory services. Currently hous-

Tom

success
is

story.

one of the oldest

film firms in the nation

lished in

In

.

.

.

estab-

1916 by Hugh Jamieson,

Sr.

plete

two separate buildings, the
firm plans occupancy in new quarters in North Dallas on a SVi acre

ed

as board chairman.

addition

In

to

film

its

Jamieson

services,

Ihese units are in use
in-plant

film

units

Jamieson's

first

in

and

laboratories,

tions,

TV

work

potential.

its

Explaining

filmmaking
the answer

the

in

the

is

not

"Dallas has a

personality all
its own. It is exhibited
by the
vitality and dy-

involved

screen" films for nickleodeon

namics

of

of

he admits

simple,

but

re-

its

theatres.

Cameras were hand cranked, exposure was by eyeball estimate and processing was a hand

people resulting
from a variety of

rack-and-tank procedure.
In 1930, the company became
the first independent film producer
to add sound recording equipment
to its capabilities and patented its
processing machine the same year.
The company was one of the pio-

history.

operated

flourishing
area,

lates:

sta-

throughout the

Dal-

in the

Bruce Jamieson
the enthusiasm felt for the
business,

industrial

world.
"silent

reflects

produc-

manufactures color film
processing machines of its own design and patent.
tion

film

las

area and

1971.

tract in

Terrell.

Like nearly everyone

in

influence

of

its

Jamieson

B.

has

It

the pioneering spirit of the frontier,
as well as the sophistication of the

cosmopolitan
grace

and

east.

It

hospitality

couples

the

of

old

the

south with the informality and
of the west. Underlying

all

spirit

of these

neers of industrial films and began

are the values of self responsibility,

using color in educational and busi-

diligence

ness films in the late '30s.

honor and

Today, the company
in all

is

engaged

types of production activities,

provides

services

35nim, with a
85 persons.

16mm

in

staff

of

and

more than

of

effort,

and esteem of

integrity that are part of

rural heritage.

its

"Dallas, unlike most other ructro-

has no real reason

politan centers
for

being

there

in

the

first

Coiiiiniu'il

place.

on page 6

Film crews from Jamieson are
everywtiere apparent
having
filmed about 150 commercials
and 17 films during 1969
alone. Like many Dallas
firms, Jamieson attracts sponsors
from all over the country.
.

.

.
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VICTOR DUNCAN,

INC.
RENTAL

SALES
SERVICE

dl*'

"The Check 3nd Double-Check f^ople

2659 FONDREN DRIVE • DALLAS, TEXAS 75206 • PHONE (AREA CODE 214) 369- 1165
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JAMIESON continued
It is

not a seaport or on any naviga-

ble

waterway.

natural

had

It

resources

no

indus-

attract

to

settlement

early

the

in

of

grew only because
the people of the city were determined that it should.
the state. Dallas

"Around the turn of the century, by hook and crook and pure
salesmanship,

the

city

fathers

re-

quired that a southern route of the

transcontinental

pass

railroad

through Dallas, establishing a necessary

to

lifeline

commerce. Thus

Dallas began to grow, based on a
semi-rural economy of cattle ranching,

cotton farming, light industry,

and marketing distribution of goods
manufactured elsewhere."

With

the

East Texas

became

establishment
oil

fields,

the

of

Dallas then

the financial center for this

gigantic

Gradually,

industry.

the

became a center for airline operations, and continuing development assured the position. The same
forward vision and action appUed
the city
as
continued to grow
through solid economic expansion.
city

"A

key leader

Dallas,"

relates

in

the growth of

Jamieson,

"R.

L.

Thornton, had two favorite sayings:

in Dallas, nobody builds things big
enough the first time.' (This was
true of even his own bank.) And,
concluded meetings with
let's keep the dust flying.' The
dust has certainly flown. Dallas
now has a metropolitan area of 1 Vi
million and is still growing.
he

.

.

.

'and

"Years ago, film production acoutside of Hollywood and
New York, existed in small pockets
around the country each serving its
own area in business and nontivities,

theatrical

film

requirements.

Oc-

casionally films were produced outside the local area, but

...

It

Began with Animation

and investment. It was not the
seat of government or a historical
try

center

& Herndon

Keitz

special

by and large

was a regional business. As transportation modes improved, however, film companies extended their
area of service to where now in the
age of jet airplanes, no spot in the
country is over a few hours away.
it

Thus, today we in Dallas serve film
users throughout the nation. Among
our own customers are business,
industry, government, and advertis-

& Herndon,

Keitz

Inc.

unique in

is

When

company moved

the

for theatres, having been classified

new

as the industry's largest producer of
"snack
bar"
promotional
films.
Sponsors of these films include all
of the major soft drink companies.
For K&H, it began with animation. Larry Herndon
and Roddy
Keitz began the company in 1950
with a home-made animation stand
and a second-hand Mitchell camera,
with which they produced a number
of animated TV commercials for
local and regional advertisers. Their
expertise and reputation for animation has continued to this day.
In 1969, the company produced
some 250 commercials, 50 film-

optical printing

strips,

and

15

(including

films

and

A

matic
In

even though the company proall production facilities and
services, its animation identity con-

Dallas"

WFAA

sidiary of the

and

at

A. H. Belo Corporaholdings

WFAA-AM-FM
in Dallas; the

found

Productions, a sub-

whose

tion,

the

and

TV

its

.

company's

most

.

.

new

recent

Range:
Videotape

Full

in

production
is

20 years of growth, the

tools.

Offers

videotape

its

asset has been the versatility
moving
animation staff
with equal skill from a children's
cartoon series to complex presentations for the Apollo Space Program.
Computer animation and fully automated animation photography are

\ides

largest

communica-

the

An

And

The

for

vision.

Young, Tom Doades, John
Bronaugh and Ben January rounds
out the K&H management staff.

center in the Southwest

future

promotion films, filmstrips, slides
and films for advertising and tele-

of

Specializes

was added

the first in the South-

developed the full
range of motion picture services and
has most recently added videotape
production facilities. The company
currently provides educational and

Tom

WFAA

its

company has

still

consisting

facility

to

1960, an

in

tions industry in Dallas.

of

crew

talented

75

and studio

west with the capability.
In 1969, the company became a
wholly owned subsidiary of the
Chilton Corporation, a Dallas based
organization which foresees a dra-

200

theatre trailers), in addition to

graphic illustration
photo assignments.

offices

making them

3

rector/producers are multi-talented

young men with experience

in

all

TV production. Much of
firm's TV production equip-

phases of
the

include

ment was

specially

designed.

stations

example.

General

Electric

For
and

Dallas Morning News;

Beaumont

Corpo-

Television

ration.

WFAA

Productions'

commercial-program

expanding

activity

in-

cludes productions for major

New

York, Chicago, Dallas,
Atlanta
and
Houston

St.

Louis,

agencies.

ing agencies located from coast to

Clients include Delta Airlines, Blue
Cross/Blue Shield,' Humble Oil.
Falstaff Beer and many others. The
company also serves as an agency
for clients needing a complete com-

coast.

mercial production package.

"Let's keep the dust flying."

tmues.

the production of advertising films

Nearly

all

of the company's di-

Still from "Make Me Smile'' by WFAA
which made use of solarization device
on camera and won several awards for
the company.
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WFAA

recently premiered a custom
designed multiple re-entry production switching system.
is geared to handle three

WFAA

\ideotapc

sessions

sinuiltaiieoLisly,

commercial

having

while

crews on location

film

same

at the

—

Ten videotape recorders

time.

includ-

HS200 computerrecorder, RA-4000 ran-

ing the innovative
ized

disc

dom

access

programmer, and

.'\nipe.\

2000"s

plus ten

GE

five

Editec

full

—

350 color cameras help
triple-taping

the

effect

\vith

The company

also

capability.

has

separate,

completely equipped film and audio
production facilities.

A
may

WFAA

typical

commercial

involve "in-house" film, audio

and videotape

production of any
portion of a production. A complete
mobile unit with remote taping
rounds out the flexibility of the

WFAA

the

experimental

four-minute

Make Me
Quantizer

as

606.

various

new

CVI Video

the

The

606

colors

to

assigns
different

shades of the gray scale and "solarizes" the video product. The tape
won a silver medal at the Atlanta
International Film Festival.

Agencies

like

BBD&O, Ketchum,

McLeod & Grove, Tatham, Laird,
and Foote, Cone & Belding have
found

facilities

WFAA

and

capability

at

equal to anywhere in the

country.

operations

in

Dallas

is

Wynne

Wynne Enterprises
Wynne Enterprises was

Films, a

subsidiary.
in

October 1969 with most

of the original personnel at the lo-

cation of

what formerly was C.T.L

Audio-Visual.
In addition to its newest film
production division (which began
operation
in
February,
1970),
Wynne Enterprises leases 35mm
production
equipment,
carousel
computers, 16mm interlock plus a
wide range of standard audiovisual
presentation equipment. In addition
to

the capability to produce

plete

slide

company
PART
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offers

com-

programs, the
a wide range of

or films

Namath during filming

1969.

Like

many

of the

smaller

compa-

Film Produccomplete production
tions
offers
services with a solid b2ck:round.
nies in Dallas, Sloan

With a business

office

that

in-

only an art studio and editing facilities, Frank Sloan adds personnel and rents equipment and
studios as needed permitting a funccli'des

tional flexibility vital to success.

His

16-ycar filmmaking background includes sound, editing, laboratory
supervision and directing/produc-

Adds

Enterprises

Another of the very new production

begun

in

ing.

Wynne
Award

Dallas

tape.

Smile, which used a

known

in

Sloan Film Productions
Taps Free-Lance Pool

company's

most
recent productions was a
of

unique

eight

commercial

services.

One

unit

Director/producer Frank Sloan discusses script with Joe
of

system

audiovisual
struction

and

Film Division
con-

projectors with xenon or carbon arc

and modified 16mm projectors able
to project up to
'/a hours.

headed by David
Wynne and Herman Day, vice presCurran,
Kenneth
Robert
ident.
Marthey and Yves Vezina head
the film production division and Edward Goodman is the division man-

The company

ager for the

From
Main

St.,

is

A-V

services.

equipment for

production or presentation. In addithey offer specialized equip-

tion,

ment

like five Bell

Interlocking

Sync

16mm

& Howell

projectors,

MARC
Magna-

recorder. Carousel pro-

grammer capable

of handling

ten projectors, four

35mm

1

A

specializing cartoon theatre di-

vision manufactures 32 sq.

ature

theatres

with

up

to

Simplex

ft.

mini-

continuous

I6nim cartoons leased to department stores, bowling alleys and the
like to entertain children

headquarters at 3905
Wynne provides a large

its

inventory of rental

ed basis. Similarly, smaller producers have a diverse pool of creative free-lance
talents in Dallas
from which to select those best
suited to a particular assignment.

services.

design,

installations

The company began operation in
1968 on the premise that a small
operation with minimal overhead
can generally provide faster, more
personalized work on a competitively priced basis by taking advantage
of the physical studio, equipment
laboratory
and
services
already
available in the area on an as-need-

while par-

ents recreate or shop.

Wynne Award

Films the produccompleted

tion division has already

training films for

IBM. The

division

10th anniversary film for Six Flags Over
Texas and has just completed cineis

presently filming the

matography for the Holiday on Ice
commercials and promotion films
for a

New York

firm.

LANE
One

Industries
of DaOas' newest firms

is

—

Cen-

tury Studios, a subsidiary of Lane
Industries, which also is parent
to Producer Services, Inc.,
and Universal Cine Photo in Dallas.
Century began operation in February, 1969, under the direction of
"Brownie"
and
Beasley
,Iohn

company

A mixing console, interlock facilities
and dubbing transferring are but a few

Brownrigg, both formerly with Bill
Stokes Associates. Since the company's inception, Century has com-

of the Producer Service, inc. offerings.

pleted

more than 14

films,

76 com-

mercials and 22 filmstrips.

Chemist

at

work

in

laboratory

the PS

A

in Dallas,

full-time staff of 16

is

headed

by Larry Stouffer, director; Mike
Freeman, chief cinematographer;
and Dick Spraggins, chief editor.
Beasley and Brownrigg operate as
executive producers sharing administrative and executive responsibihcomplimentary
highly
in
a
ties

r

fashion.

The key to the quick success
company can be attributed

the

of
to

of
experience
and
talents
the
Brownrigg and Beasley coupled
with the tremendous creative capabilities

past year, Producer Services, the Lane Industries lab, has invested
more than a half million dollars in new equipment to mal<e it one of the most
modern labs in the country.
in

just the

of the rest of the relatively

young staff.
Century provides

complete
a
range of production services from
its 4519 Maple Ave. studio location
which includes a 100' x 60' sound

and a custom-built 8-channel
mixing console. Through its sister
company Universal Cine, Century
can furnish complete lighting and
cinematographic requirements for
any job.
stage,

Heading the Century Studios pro"Brownie" Brownrigg,
is

duction

director,

On

location

agency

in

for the

Oklahoma

filming of a
City, a

Munsingwear commercial

for

the

here

with

Lito

White.

Lowe-Runkle

Century film crew prepares to shoot.
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does

own

its

3

UCP

Gordon Enter-

manufactures a
of zoom controls for the Arri
zoom lens and Angenieux zoom

prises.

for Dallas

line

BL

lenses.

ed head of
going tests.
in

1961. Pro-

ducer Services has been an integral
part of the Dallas film scene.

It

is

today one of the Southwest's prime
sources of motion picture labora-

and technical services.
Founded and operated on

tory

the

own

its

time,

the

design under-

offering

to

com-

a

and manufacturfor custom equipment,

engineering

facility

UCP

is

designing

power supply and
fier

philosophy
that
quality
insures
growth, the company strives to

present

a fluid head and gear-

addition

In
plete

ing

also

the

.\{

company has
Producer Services
S'licc its appearance

conversions

Auricori

as well as those for

for

simple

a

portable

AC

solid state ampli-

system

magnetic

Lane

Industries,

sound application.

The
David

president of

T.

maintain
fast,
reliable
service
through a 24-hour a day operation.

Lane

feels

that

Dallas

"is

unusually well equipped to con-

tinue

its

development as a motion

picture production center.

"More and more people

This has resulted in a steady upgrading of the technical talent available in Dallas in recent years."

With a positive eye to the future,
Lane adds, "Our ability to continue
to grow will be in direct ratio to our
supply imaginative, creapersonnel to turn
out films that will match in professional excellence those which can
be obtained elsewhere."
ability

to

tively

superior

The company's facilities include
& Howell Model '•€"' additive

Bell

color printers, five film processing

machines

installed

neering. All film

on the

printing

is

by Triese Engicleaned prior to
Lipsner-Smith

latest

Ultrasonic cleaner.

A

sophisticated sound department
provides original recording and mixing with a 12-channel stereo system

custom

designed by the AudioEngineering Co. Optical

.Acoustics

sound transfers are made on tran-

RCA

sistorized

film

recording sys-

tems.

became

PSI

subsidiary

a

Lane Industries

1968. seven years
after its beginning with three employees. President Robert Reed has
more than 25 years experience in
various phases of the film industry
in

and has kept PSI always strongly
competitive in the lab business. It

was the first Dallas lab
7352 processing and is

to

the

Dallas lab to offer complete

b/w and

offer

only

16mm

color processing and print-

ing.

Universal Cine Photo

Rounding out

the

Lane Industries

film business in Dallas

Cine-Photo,

ment

sales,

Begun
the

in

a

is Universal
produ:tion equip-

and repair firm.
1967 by Robert Redd,

rental

company

currently

provides

a

wide range of production equ'pment
services. The company is a dealer
or representative for Eclair, ColorTran, Sylvania, Canon, Sennheiser,

and practically every other
brand of motion picture equipment.
The firm, headed by Danny
Brown with more than a decade of
experience in production and sound,
Phillips
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A DIVISION OF LANE INDUSTRIES
4519

with im-

and experience arc
moving here from New York and
Hollywood.
pressive credits

MAPLE AVE • DALLAS, TEXAS 75219 • TELEPHONE

214/522-3310

Pat Sims Productions, 3636 Lemnion Avenue, was originally organ-

1959, but reestablished in
present form in 1968 after Pat

ized in
its

& TV

mented by a reserve of area freelance writers, crewmen, artists, technicians and musicians. During 1969,
the company produced 10 films, 6

Sims had spent three years as motion picture director and coordinator for a major aerospace com-

tape programs, for such clients as

pany.

LTV, Humble

The company provides

a

full

range of production services for a
variety of clients from headquar-

which include

an art,
&
department,
a screening and conference room
and two fully equipped editing faters

animation

offices,

filmstrip

4

commercials,

filmstrips,

5

slide

Headed by veteran

writer/direc-

Ben
Bobby

International Film
and a special merit

award in Australian competition.
Looking ahead Marty Young
Productions soon anticipates enterfilm distribution with services
to colleges and universities throughout the country.
ing

U.S.

the

Oil,

Air

Bracken-

Bill

Force, and others.

Like most Dallas producers, Sims
Productions believes "the basis of
our operation is to deliver to our

measure of

clients the full

solid pro-

duction value for every cent
invest with us."

they

Marty

Young-

cludes cinematographer/editor

Jack Smith, music director
sales coordinator/cameraman Paul Stewart.
The versatile staff is compli-

Festival

presentations and 2 one-hour video-

cilities.

tor Pat Sims, the full-time staff in-

New York

at the

Pat Sims Productions- "Full Value"

Looks Ahead

Designer
Bill

Bracken's production business

3512 Caruth includes

art, animaand editing facilities and is an
outgrowth of The Film Shop, one
of the few production ventures to
close in recent years. His background includes five years with
Keitz & Herndon and three years
operating his own film and graphic

at

tion

design studio.

Rambo and

Another veteran on the Dallas filmmaking scene is Marshall Young
who heads Marty Young Productions at 3303 Lee Parkway. A native of the

Lone

Star State,

Young

TV

com-

mercials and as a stringer for

CBS

began

his career with early

News in the early 50s.
He moved to Dallas
after

three

moved up

years

as

in

1954 and

a film

editor

and

proorganized his present
company in 1967, and operates on
an independent basis renting equipdirecting

to

He

ducing.

ment and

facilities

as

needed for

various production work.

an impressive
back to

list

He

of film

Gold Medal

at

the

Atlanta

In-

Ben Smith and Pat Sims review script

ternational Film Festival, a "Chris"

during editing on a recent film.

award

at

Directing a scene in a TV commercial,
Bracken gives instructions to actors Bob Tananis and Bob Glenn.
Bill

boasts

of credits with a

awards dating
1959. In 1969 he garnered

consistency
a

works

In his present operation he

Columbus, a bronze medal

producer and film
To date he has
produced a number of films and
commercials for a variety of clients.
as

a free-lance

design consultant.

Bracken plans

direct

to

his

ex-

perience in commercial production

toward

specialized

educational

ef-

forts in the future.

Sims crew prepares take

for Air

Force Film.

Films Only at

Shuler Productions
Shuler Productions, headed by one
dynamic Linda Shuler from 3400
No. Central Expressway is another
of the

many

Dallas production firms

utilizing the plethora of local facilities,

equipment

and people

avail-

able on a free-lance basis.

Unlike similar companies
Shuler Productions

areas,

in

other

makes

films exclusively, feeling that "Dallas

10

has

outstanding

producers
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commercials who can
own anywhere; their
expertise is widely known and gettelevision

hold

their

Everything's

Coming Up

The firm

time."

ting better all the

occasionally enters a joint venture

Talent

with their services available to other
producers on a subcontract basis.
Since establishing Shuler Productions in

1952

VVFAA-

after leaving

by Margaret

TV, Shuler Productions has compiled

a

solid

400 films) including 17 films for
Humble Oil. One, a five screen experimental film,

Name

A/\'

main

Is Paul,

was one of the
San Antonio's HemisFair.
Linda Shuler believes

attractions at

an

im-

a major film cen"The West Coast

ter is its location.

oriented toward

is

wood." she
is

oriented toward

and

York. The
values

these areas are not those of the
jority of viewers. Dallas

the

is

of

ma-

closer to

More imwe can emphasize with

majority physically.

portantly,

We

a national audience.

are West,

but not wholly Western; South, but
not wholly Southern. There is some

daying that 'Fort
Worth (30 miles west of Dallas) is
where the West begins, Dallas is
where the East begins!" (There may
truth

to

old

the

be more than mild tniih in this, for
in two trips to Dallas compiling this
section, the only place we saw a
western hat or horse was on a movie
set.

Believes

the Talent Scene,

president of

pressway,

believes

'fantastic

potential

leader

the

in

Hansen

Texas

film

has

a

become

the

industry."

He

to

believes the recent influx of talented
people from Hollywood is indica-

movement

of a

in

to

the next Gar-

it's

is a bounty
and talented people
a collection of ready, willing and
able performers for that growing

multi-million dollar audio-visual in-

dustry

this

consumes

that

talent

a

at

fantastically rising rate.

no

It's

files

wonder

that

and

thousands,
schools,

acting

workshops

the

numbers

of one agent

the

dancing

the

that

talent
in

and model

classes

enrollment
scams. Talent surely grows, flourburst

their

—

ishes,
thrives
or moves like
transplanted pollen to this Soaring
Southwest. They "want to be in

pictures,'

fessional

This

come

and they must be proto do it.
region

suddenly

has

be-

a leading national center for

audio-visual

production.

direc-

Hansen Productions
range

of

services,

production
maintaining

"We

tive offices.

of having very

lance people

the

and

agencies produce more
more television commercials
here, on both film and videotape.
It's first in the nation for commerjingle

high

in

tion,

in

and ranks
commercial producphotography and the

production,

radio
still

nies

arts.

located

the

in

Southwest. There's big

made by

seven-state

money

to

be

talent here.

know

its

pull as a trade

convention

center.

show and
manu-

Fashion

and fashion centers coninsist on glamour guys and

spreads.

area,"

says Hansen, "and rent one of the
many fine stages or studios here

necessary."

Hansen,

PART 2

stantly

gals for their nationally recognized

markets,

talented free-

whose company comContinued on page 1

a partner

broadcast and print advertising.

shows

and

Exhibit

photographic

more

be found

the

and

the

rise

in

new dinner
community

establishment of
he .American
Federation of Television and Radio

a

regional

.Artists

So,

in the

office

of

and the Screen .Actors Guild.
Mr. Producer wherever you

when

you're looking for a lowith a film climate deluxe,
plus a pool of pros in the talent
field,
look Southwestern. Every-

are.

cation

Ervay
75201.

personalities,

better

the Southwest include

in

playhouses,
theaters,

to

professional talent to

new demand by

new faces, new
new performances.
for

.

the case for talent

Other signs that point
trained,

Whitmark

.

in

for assignment.

This shift in production from the
Coasts and the Midwest has been
the signal calling for a continuous
pool of professional talent: men.
women, children, even animals
.

.\

Southwest is the annual Whitmark Talent Directory. This publication serves Arizona, Arkansas,
Louisiana.
Colorado.
Oklahoma,
New Mexico and Texas, with listings of actors and models available
in the

the

Feature film producers, local and
imported, arc making the Southwest
a second Hollywood. And all of us

execu-

Dallas

is

Creative
Director of Carlocke/Langden, Inc. Recognized as Dallas Ad Woman of the
Year, 1969, Mark has received many national, regional and local awards for

and

the luxury

only

utilize

many

in

oO'ers a full
facilities

(Mark) Murrell

F.

Whitmark Associates and

in

advertising

facturers

tion.

Margaret

National

Motion picture firms
add more to the talent draw with
some 200 film production compa-

6400 No. Central Ex-

Productions,

desert

— but on

-

den of Eden. For here

graphic

Dallas

in

Don Hansen,

when

—

cial

Ed.)

Don Hansen

tive

The Southwest may be
many
barren and arid

"New York

New

mores

psychology,

Holly-

the old

says, adding,

(Mark) Murrell

of beautiful

portant reason for the recent emer-

gence of Dallas as

F.

(over

of credits

list

thing here conies up talent. And
look at the latest edition of the Whitmark Talent Directory, just off the
press,

and available

at

.Associates,

Building,

S7.50 from
505 North

Dallas,

Texas

11

HANSEN

continued

Producer Services— No
Shortage in Dallas

pleted 22 productions in 1969, believes

only better financing and a

more

aggressive

producers

selling

needed

is

the production

into

nation.

He

effort

by

to turn the area

center of

the

believes local producers

be the trendsetters of the fu-

will

ture.

His company

is

currently in the

midst of one of the most unique
projects undertaken by any producer. They are in the midst of an
anticipated 6-year project of animating both the Old and New Testa-

ments of the Bible. Using interfacing animation techniques with computer techniques, the finished product will be in 35mm.

Filmstrips

&

Slides Only

As many producers have noted on

Universal

the preceding pages, there are a tre-

Duncan provide

mendous number

services for

of

facilities

and

services available in the Dallas area.

can
and studios as
necessary from companies like Bill
Stokes Associates, Jamieson, Century, Hallmark, Keitz & Herndon
and others.
In addition, Producer Services
(page 8) and Southwest Film Laboratories represent two of the most
modern lab facilities in the nation.
independent

Small

producers

rent or lease stages

and slide programs
have always been a major part of
most Dallas producers' bag. The es-

Cine-Photo
all

rental

and Victor
and repair

types of production.

Companies like Bauer Audio Video.
Audio Visual Associates, Lou Walters and others provide a full range
of sound and presentation equipment for all kinds of audiovisual
needs.

Like the Dallas economy
the production industry there
sustaining

.

.

.

itself,
is self-

positively everything

necessary for any kind of production

there.

is

Filmstrips, slides

tablishment of Filmstrips

&

was a natural for Jack and
Ross Benton, who have a combined
total of 20 years photographic exInc.,

perience.

They decided

to

specialize

in

35mm

and eventually opened their
which provides filmstrips, slides from art and shde duplication. They have four camera
rooms and two filmstrip cameras
present firm

capable
cies

ing

converting

of

from 35

8x10,

They operate

many

mm

into

local

up

to

35mm

transparen-

and includsuper

Southwest

Fiinfi

Lab— The

First

Slides,

slides.

custom house for
businesses and pro-

as a

Film Laboratory,
probably the oldest lab in

and satura-

Dallas' Southwest

rection for color fidelity

Inc.,

high-speed
Triad Color Printers bear a sub-

is

and

processes

presently

the

area

film

from 40 other

states

and sev-

Established

m

1950, the lab

is

modern quarters near
downtown Dallas and provides complete

in

"in-house"

producer of

services

16mm

for

the

films including

sound recording and optical
recording and effects.
Southwest originated Triad Color
printing in 1954, which provides
editing,

additive

scene-to-scene

stantial

lab's

part

of

three

the

color

cor-

in the

first

Southwest

high-speed

16mm

work
became the

printer

load. In 1968, the firm

eral foreign countries.

situated

The

tion.

to install the

Internegative/

processor, and in 1969,
magnetic film equipment was
installed in the sound department.
Jack Hopper, vice president and
general manager, founded the company. He entered the film processPositive

RCA

ing

business

War

II

shortly

after

World

by purchasing surplus b/w

ducers.

Gable Associates-

Youngest Crew
Jim

Gable Associates at 3701
Turtle Creek Rd. has perhaps the
youngest staff in the area (average
age of six regular employees is 27

Headed by Jim Gable who
in agency work
and film production, the company
years).

has a background

has produced about 30 commercials

and three films in the past year.
Looking ahead, Jim Gable and
cinematographer Jeff Kimball, formerly at Warner Bros., anticipate
production of more documentaries

and
12

possibly

some

feature

films.

Ultra-sonic cleaning is another of the
services provided by Southwest Film
Labs.

Edge numbering machine at Southwest
Labs codes original and work

Film

prints.
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ices, the

company provides

duction

services

full

pro-

and operates the

.American Schools of Cinema (the
with
one in the Southwest
courses on professional cinematography and editing.
only

)

The company was formed when
several free-lance editors decided to

pool their talent to form their

own

company. Besides president George
Jalonick, the

company

operated

is

by Robert Rogers
20 years as a
producer, director, cinematographer.
(

editor

including

NASA

project);

years

three

on

Don Lovins (18

v'ears experience including cinematography at RC.-X & General Dynamics): and Sam Russell 10 years
experience including work in U.S.
(

Employee at Southwest Film labs keeps
close eye on printing machine.

Navy and

editor at

Keitz

& Hern-

don).

Victor

Duncan

Began

in

Victor

Duncan was an active mocameraman when he

picture

tion

gave up
raphy in

Duncan.

packaging and
marketing it. From this, he expanded the operation by inventing
and manufacturing his own film
processing machines and supplying
film,

then

motion

picture

19.^9

organize

Inc.

to

in

Detroit.

photogVictor
Mich, to

equipment
and sales firm to serve the
area between New York and Hollywood. In 1969. the company opened
a branch in Dallas.
provide

a

specialized

rental

Owner Victor Duncan was born
and raised in Dallas and began his
motion picture career there
hut
left Dallas twenty years ago because
of the lack of motion picture activithere.
He opened his Dallas
ty
branch last year because of "the
.

fantastic

16mm

Dallas

increase

.

.

of production in

the Southwest."

Victor

Duncan's

Dallas

branch

Continued on next fuige

processing service.

ro
(X)

MP

O
O
DO
O
c
H
I
H
Z
P

Editors

(/)

Teachers, Too
One

of the

most unique

stories

in

Students at American Schools of Cine-

Dallas is Motion Picture Editors.
Inc. Besides offering editing serv-

Students
machine.
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at

Dallas'

American Schools

ma

learning

operation

of

Arri

16mm

camera.

of

Cinema discuss merits

of

KEM

0
O
D

SO

editing

13

DUNCAN

continued

Summary

.

.

.

Not Another Hollywood,
Dallas

Joe
in

Pope, manager at Victor Duncan
Dallas discusses camera repair job.

today boasts the largest inventory
of
a

cameras and accessories witliin
thousand miles. Joseph Pope is

manager

general

of

Dallas

the

branch and Robert Burrell heads
the service division there, which
provides complete precision equip-

ment repair

STOKES

services.

Dallas will not be the new Hollywood. There will never be another.
But there is no doubt that the city
its

major production center

The

history

industry

film

many ways

own

as a

is

never

more

has something to do

two specific kinds of filmmakers who work together here.
There are a great many enthusiastic
young people who have grown up in
with

slowly

it

is

and a dedicated spirit,
up on other areas.

a step

are sure to follow.

similar

is

in

the

Then

industry.

1960s coupled with
the decline of Hollywood, a gradual
influx of new talent
and the
the late

.

boom was

eco-

outdoor shoot-

ing locations

On

to the

built

(meteorological,
social),

and growth of the

back to the early part of
in
century
companies like
Jamieson. Many dedicated people

came

climate

nomic and

there

las dates

said:

of

Big sponsors have already discovered the economic advantages
of productions from Dallas. Others

in just the

growth pattern of
the city itself. Dallas actually grew
slowly mainly due to the efforts of

this

it

into

past five years.

than ten seconds from a telephone.
Asked about the recent tremendous
growth of production in Dallas, he
"[ believe

come

has firmly

some dedicated early residents. Then
came the oil boom and Dallas skyrocketed. The film business in Dal-

continued

man, who

likable

Here to Stay

Is

.

.

we have

the preceding pages

presented

the

several

of

stories

or typical production and
service operations in Dallas. Space

"key"

simply did not permit coverage of
other equally capable firms such as

Carlock/Langden, Hallmark Films,
Presentations,
Pepper &
Visual
Tanner and many other high quality
production operations. Several larg-

companies like N. Lee Lacy and
Robert Yarnell Richie have branch
er

offices there.

There

on.

50

nearly

are

film

dis-

There can be no doubt today that
by any yardstick, Dallas is as com-

tribution firms with offices in Dal-

Service

found in Hollywood, Chicago and
New York. They lacked only techni-

production center as New
York, Chicago, and Hollywood.
And, it is perhaps the harbinger

cal discipline.

of things to

the business free of the restrictions

"The recent

infusion

of

adven-

turous technicians from other areas
has resulted in an exciting blending of technical

know-how and

en-

thusiasm.

"As

plete

a

come

in the industry.

Already, places like Miami, Denver,
San Francisco and Seattle are begining to show strong signs of a
similar growth. Modern transportation facilities have forced the drop-

The

our business is concerned, we have tried to base our
business
on
'problem-solving'
a
philosophy. After consultation with
a client, we try to develop the
proper method to solve the prob-

ping of geographical barriers.

lem."

ducers there are rightly tired and
The
indignant over this image.
world can expect a far more positive

firm

as

Stokes

Bill

ably

far

the
in

most

Associates
recently

is

prob-

successful

the area and certainly has

programs and films emanating from
Dallas

the past three years har-

in

the old image of Dallas as a
"second rate citizen" in film produc-

poon

tion. Indications are that

approach from them

The

many

pro-

in the future.

there
has
needs to become a real

recorded the fastest growth, despite
the fact that Bill Stokes himself is
not a film technician. His knack for
hiring highly skilled people and eye

leader
of experience

what will sell in the current
market have been the keys to suc-

highly creative and skilled people,
every necessary physical ingredient

for

cess.

1.4

film

everything
in

to

it

the

industry
future.

and

A

solid

young

produce anything. And,

mix

talent,

in

terms

las,

Modern Talking

and

and

among

Films are
al

those with region-

and headquarters

libraries

there

addition,

In

Picture

Association-Sterling
there.

a plethora

is

of free-lance writers, editors, cine-

matographers

and

recording

spe-

cialists there.

There

also a unique spirit of

is

among
try.

the people in the film indusis a genuine air of welhospitahty and informality

There

come
that

cooperativeness

and

dedication

is

haps

and is peranywhere else in

difficult to forget,

unequaled

the country.

And, there are ever

creasing signs

of

strength,

in-

leader-

and optimism growing there.
Dallas leader R. L. Thornton
said years ago, "In Dallas, nobody
builds things big enough the first
ship

As

time."

The

film

industry

there

is

no exception. Even with the phenomenal growth there in recent
years, the surface has barely been
scratched.

The

best

is

yet to

come

from Dallas.
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We

don't discriminate. Every color
gets equal treatment from PSI with the Kodak Video-

Color Analyzers and our Bell and Howell Model "C"
Additive Printers. Plus 3-stage quality control in DAILY
runs of ECO-2, ECO-3, ME-4 and Eastman Color Negative/Positive processing. Couple this with RCA Royalty
Free Optical Sound Tracks and you can see why PS
the Personal Service Lab for motion picture
producers who do discriminate.
is

LABORATORY

PSI FILM
3011

DIAMOND PARK DRIVE

•

DALLAS, TEXAS 75247

•

(214) 631-5670

The more you look

at

Dallas...

The more you
Jamieson

see of
Film Co.

Longa national leader In the motion picture
Company reflects the dynamic

Industry.Jamieson Film
vitality

and

spirit of

the Dallas scene.

Exciting things are happening at
Jamieson. Whether you want to move the audience or
just move the product. Jamieson offers a creative

atmosphere for production of documentary, sales,
training, and educational films, TV commercials, and
sllde/filmstrip presentations. Jamieson is an old
company with fresh young Ideas about visual
communications, and has a comprehensive range of
facilities, staff and equipment to back it up. That is
why major corporations, advertising agencies, and
government activities look at Dallas... and select
Jamieson Film Company.

EB

JAMIESON FILM COMPANY
3825 Bryan/ Dallas. Texas 75204

(214) 823-8158

attention

with

context

a

in

the worker can

icicntit'v,

which

we've

won

half the battle.

Reviewed

completed, our films are
shown to a review board carefully
If

from experts

questions are raised,

in

we

the field.
revise.

For example, we had to throw
out all the footage we had prepared
for a safety film because the parkitchen workers
ticipants
and wrist
rings
wearing
were
watches, a real taboo to safety experts. Another time we had to replace an audio track because we'd
identified an obscure meat bone by
the wrong name.

—

—

employed

for

the

Actors
inxohing dialogue, such as
those demonstrating courtesy or the
proper way to take an order. For
kitchen work, however, we usually
use European-trained professional
chefs and cooks. It simply would
take tot) much time to teach an
are

scenes

actor liow to use a deep fat fryer

distinguished

including

and

hotels

When

selected

impact of showing real people at
work cannot be overestimated.
We've used a variety of real-life
locations,

accuracy

for

The

or carve a roast, for example.

restaurants,

cafeterias,

trade schools, and hospitals.

One

of

our favorites is the famed Century
Plaza Hotel in Los Angeles, which
provides us with sets of some of the
most modern and fully-equipped

and hotel

kitchen

the

in

facilities

country.

Throughout production we use
Eastman Color System. All our
original footage is exposed in 16nmi

era original

is

transferred to Inter-

7271, which proeconomical release prints
with consistently sharp images, fine
grain and faithful color rendition on
Eiustman Color Print Film. About
80 percent of our orders are for
negative

Film,

duces

16mm

fast

loops of

16mm

which we

demand

but

prints,

creasing

sell

is

in-

continuous
and super 8 film,
the

for

cartridges.

in

In

all

recorded on
masinetic strips edge-coated on the
the

cases,

sound

is

film.

the

When

format.

color fidelity

important,

pecially

footage,

we

a

are

Com-

and

libraries,

major

still

in

16mm

such as for our film on pre-

smaller format films along with reg-

Ektachrome
to

schools

users because of the projection
equipment they own, we feel the

venting waste,
us

While
particular,

food

latitude regarding color

more

fidelity,

with

use Ektachrome

mercial Film, 7255.
little

as

Small format portability

es-

is

we use

EF

films.

move more

work with

less

When we

have

projection

equipment

the "faster"

ular-screen

They permit

have definite advantages for individualized training. Workers can
even view them in fully-lighted
working areas during their spare
on coffee breaks, for extime
ample. Training directors particunew super 8mm
larly
like
the
attache case projectors, which can
be easily transported from one lo-

quickly

and

to

lighting equipment.

Either way, our film is processed
and printed by Consolidated Film
Industries in Hollywood. The cam-

—

cation to another.

8mm and super 8 cartequipment permits easy handling and repetition of our films.
Thus, we encourage such use by
our customers because the information recorded on film is so comThe

ridge

pressed that trainees can benefit
from repeated re-runs. They pick
up a little more information each
time.

Printed study guides

The

training

films

produced by

National Educational Media, Inc.,
can be used independently, but each
is designed for use with a printed
study guide. Each guide contains
a

programmed

self-examination

which stresses points made in the
motion picture. This we feel, produces maximum learning retention
in
a carefully structured program
ol multi-media education, which is
fast becoming a generally accepted
tool

for food

service industry edu-

cation.

location in the kitchen of the CenPlaza Hotel in Los Angeles, film
professionals
at
photographs
crew

On

tury

work.
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Making "Love"
A 10-minute

During break

the filming of "Love,"
All McGraw (above) visits with other
celebrities while David Susskind (below)

in

conducts

impromptu

interview.

making

film on the

may generate

as

much

Last December 7, one of the most
ambitious spectaculars in the history
of television comercials was filmed

MPO

at

studios in

The Urban
jobs,

New York
seeking

better

opportunities,

housing, health services and a better
life

A

for residents of the inner cities.

group of over 200 of some of

the best

known people

in

America

from government, private industry
and the entertainment world took
part in a 2-minute "commercial"
designed to
divisiveness

reverse

forces

the

and anger

in

of

America

and foster constructive attitudes toward people and the problems of
the cities.

The basically simple idea was
dreamed up by Arthur X. Tuohy,
Vice President of Ketchum, McLeod & Grove, volunteer agency
for the Urban Coalition, through
the Advertising Council. It was designed to show this large crowd of
celebrities of all races and religious
persuasions singing "Let the Sun
Shine

In"

from

Hciir,

while

all

commercial "Love"

the

screen carried but one line of copy,

—

"Love
it comes in all
colors."
The commercial, now informally
titled Love, has been seen on all
major networks and almost all TV

itself.

sectors of media, as well as sev-

eral

awards as an outstanding public
commercial of the year.

service

As

for

Coalition, a private non-

corporation
educational

profit

of the

attention as the commercial

plans

filming

for

the

com-

mercial progressed, the idea seemed
just too good to be confined within
the walls of one

MPO

TV

commercial. So,

and The Urban Coalition de-

cided to

make

a film about the

—

ing of the commercial

•

in

makother

words. Making Love, as the tenminute film is called. While it incorporates most of the commercial,
Making Love is mainly a
itself.
chronological account of how the
deeply moving

TV

spot

came about,

and how the complex mechanics of
putting such a major project together were accomplished.
Two MPO crews, under cameramen Lloyd Ritter and Juliana Wang,
shot 1 2,000 feet of color film covering the day-long filming session, and
the preceding day's rehearsals, while

Bea Conetta performed

a masterful

editing job in putting

the bits and

pieces together. Art
tive

Tuohy, Execu-

Producer, and Finbar Harvey,

director for

MPO.
and

for organizing

Making Love
television

of

all

and

deserve accolades
directing.
will

be

in theatres

The Urban

Coalition.

seen on
on behalf
Its

pre-

Doug McClure and Henry Fonda chat

stations throughout the country this

miere performance was held at the
New York Film Festival at Lincoln

during shooting break.

year. It has received applause

Center, September 13.

In

what has

for filming of

40

to

be one of the greatest assemblages of talent

in

from

recent years, stars gathered at

MPO

studios

last

December

TV commercial "Love."
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one or

all

this your

UNIDIRECTIONAL

DYNAMIC
MICROPHONE

of these provable

most

effective

and

advantages can make
reliable

microphone!

People like to watch television. And
closed-circuit television systems of
various kinds have been used for
years totrain,tosell,tocommunicate.
But the television systems available have been too cumbersome,

too complicated and too costly.
Until now Now there's a system
for displaying audiovisual materials

more economically and more
conveniently than by either optical
projection or videotape techniques.
And they can be shown in normal room light.
The system. .CBS Electronic
Video Recording.
.

The EVR System
fifty

stores

up to

minutes of monochrome

pictures with sound, or 25 minutes
of color pictures with sound, in a
7-inch circular EVR Cartridge.
The cartridge is placeaon the

EVR Player, where it threads itself
automatically at the touch of a
button.

The EVR Player connects diantenna terminals of

rectly to the

>bur salesmen might bring
in extra business if tney spent
more time watching TV

any standard television receiver.
one or as many as you require.
The EVR System is fully de-

.

scribed in an illustrated brochure
that shows how your audiovisual
materials can be converted to the

EVR format
flexible

for

more convenient,

and economical display.
fill out and

mail the attached postpaid reply
card Or write on your company
letterhead to Electronic Video
Recording, a Division of Columbia
Broadcasting System, Inc., 'SI West
52 Street, New York, N.Y. U)019.

s
CHS

KLKCTHOMC
VIDEO RECORDING

To obtain a copy,

The economical way to distribute
audiovisual materials for playback

on any TV receiver.
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Box 1470, Hollywood,
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Speedlighting
floor space,

mounts so fast
you cut time and
labor to
It's

50%

another

advance from

Meaty 1970 National Conference
in Preliminary Program
The 11th Annual National Confer-

Shown

ence of the Information Fihn Producers of America promises to be
the busiest and most loaded to date.
Co-sponsored this year by the Naval
Air Reserve Photo Unit at Los
Alamitos, the mee*'..igs will be held
at

B&M

Newporter Inn, November

the

IFPA executive VP.
"The Challenges" will be examined by a keynote speaker (to be
announced) on the opening (Thursday) morning. The afternoon session will look at "The Moving Menarrator and

diums:
Electrons & Emulsions."
This promises to be an enlightening
comparison of the very latest in film

and

video.

include

Panelist

Roy

NBC

News; Al Hibbs; a
representative from Eastman Kodak
Neal,

walls, doors, ceilings,

mount

stands or between
baby keg stands. It's the

to grip

compact

and others.
Friday afternoon's program
at

the

latest

in

system ever designed for shooting motion
pictures and stills in confined areas. Get full details
on Clipstrip kits and acces-

"Our Responsibilities, Ethics,
Conscience & Practice" will be the
topic Friday morning. Speakers will
represent government, industry and

sories. Write Dept.

education.

lighting

*

BS-iO-0

Patent 3.437,802

'BardwSn^'^cAlister Iqc.
A DIVISION OF F&B/CECO INDUSTRIES, INC.

12164 Sherman Way
North Hollywood, California 91605
(213) 875-1913
315 W. 43rd St., New York. N, Y, 10036
(212) 586-1428

circle 146

generations.

A

promis-

avant garde and student films.
The annual "Cindy" awards banquet and grand ball will conclude
the

scheduled program Saturday
This year, the presentations
be televised for the first time

night.
will

with movie stars making the presentations.

a look at

"The New Wave,"

speakers

from

the

featur-

theatrical

will

be

screened during the first two
evenings of the conference. In addi-

toon to the "Cindys" presented at
the banquet the coveted Eugene
C. Keefer (for a production unit
consistently demonstrating professionalism in the

making

of films)

and Jay Gordon (to the person who
has contributed the most during the
year to the status of the industry)
awards will be presented. In addition, the Keefer scholarship presentation will be

young

film

made

maker

to a deserving

his or her
continuing education in the cinema.
An exhibit area of more than 30
booths will be featured next to the

for

meeting rooms. In addition, a speoutdoor area will feature
equipment and items too large to
be shown inside.
Optional
activities
during the
conference include:
golf tournament to be held at

cial

A

the Irvine

awarded

Country Club with prizes

Saturday luncheon.
water sports are
available including pool or ocean

A

"The State of the Art" will be reviewed by several specialists on
Saturday morning. The emphasis
will be on new techniques and concepts in filmmaking. Not to be an
equipment presentation, the program is designed to examine the
concepts and effectiveness of optical effects, solarization, computer
graphics and other things.
Saturday afternoon will feature
ing

46

will

multi-image
and multi-screen techniques with
workshop sessions running simultaneously in three rooms.
look

all

"Cindy" award winning films

This year's theme is "The 1970's:
Challenge or Change?". The scheduled six half-day sessions will be
moderated by Michael Rye, actor-

Here's a quartz lighting
system you can attach to

of

field

ing examination of the imaginative,

5-7.

THE INNOVATORS IN
LIQHTING EQUIPMENT

simplest, most

I

•

Clipstrip*

needs no

INC.

90028

at the

variety

of

swimming, skin diving, fishing or
surfing.

Tours

of

Disneyland,

land, Knotts Berry

Marine-

Farm and

other

nearby attractions.
A genuine Hawaiian Luau Friday night. Some real surprises are
promised at this event.
For additional information or details, write IFPA, P.O. Box 1470,
Hollywood, Calif. 90028.
Continued on page 48
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Good
SHORTSmanship!
In

fL

hundreds of top theaters the "added attraction"

these days

is

THEATER CAVALCADE,

This unique public relations concept

CAvmoE

a

10-minute

sponsored "newsreel."

Association-Sterling Films

—

unprecedented opportunity
audiences

low

in full-color

— created by

gives sponsors an
to reach theater

on the wide screen,

cost. For that matter,

at very

most sponsored segments

m THEATER CAVALCADE are adapted from existing
16mm films — re-edited and blown-up to 35mm.
Sponsors pay for exposure only.

l\

mwE

for editing, narration,
If

you would

like to

music and

We

assume

effects,

see your present film

costs

all

and

prints.

become

a

'selected attraction" in first-run theaters in major

markets-

— our current issue played three weeks on

Broadway with the

latest Elliott

Gould comedy

contact us today. The next issue of

CAVALCADE

is

on the boards

THEATER CAVALCADE
Ford, Florida Citrus

issues

—

THEATER

for an early release.

have included Clairol

Commission, South African

Tourist Corporation, General Dynamics, Sears

Roebuck and

Co., A. T.

&

T.,

and the American

Trucking Association Foundation.

SPORTS! TRAVEL! SCIENCE! FASHIONS!

CAVALCADE
\M

mwE

NAME

IT!

ASSOCIATION-STERLING 35
600 Madison Avenue,
TELL

New York 10022

ME MORE ABOUT THEATER CAVALCADE

Name.
Title_

Company_
Address
City

We

_Stale_

-Zip.

have existing footage whicti might be included

in

Theater

Cavalcade.

niuiininE

We

are interested
Cavalcade.

in

producing a segment

for

Theater

circle 147 on reader service card
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1

LIGHTING THE

SHQW

FOR OVER 30 YEARS!

?i

iff

In

1956 thousands

sed the

Th/s /s

Network Show

witnes-

Your Life
honoring

Ernest Breech Lighting
by Jack A Frost

was

Tons
this

Havana

1958 Steve

Show Today
are

to

still

Allen

m

tistic lighting

TV

special exhibits, such as this

with lighting by Frost and
Frost is still lighting these
important shows.

Frost experts

lighting "the

Auto Show

Frost has been creating areffects for

The

for

of Frost lighting equip-

ment traveled

show"

Flower

Show,

quarter of

a

for

over

a

century.

first

roit's

Cobo

Det-

Hall started right

wherever temporary lighting
and power are needed

JlStcalltlMEXI>EIITS/JHI[I.FR
HOME OFFICE

COBO HALL OFFICE

234 Piquette Avenue
Detroit. Michigan 48202
Phone: Area 313. TR. 3-8030

Detroit.

Washington Blvd.. Rm. 3143
Michigan 48226
Phone: Area 313. WO. 2-1255
1
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picture parade
REVIEWS AND PREVIEWS OF NEW VISUALS

New

Birth of Vital

Taking the best from the past season's emotional and hotly contested
playoffs, the film shows dramati-

Shows

Occidental's "Green Sahara"

Agricultural Area

cally that there

a lot of action in

is

basketball

for

For the second years in a row,
Los Angeles based Occidental Pe-

fast-paced,

action

contacted
Corporation
troleum
Sandler Institutional Films to produce a half-hour film for their anannual shareholders meeting. Those
who found the first film a sort of

by promoters to gain audiences.
Produced by Winik Films and
directed by Leslie Winik, it emphatically shows the physical and

hum-drum

presentation of

primarily

in

overseas

oil

concerned

exploration,

rather

plainly told the story of their suc-

cess in oil drilling ventures in
desert in the first film.
that

in

the

intervening

company learned
ple,

It

the

appears

year,

the

a lot about peo-

public relations and films.

The Green Sahara tells a story
somewhat removed from oil. Drilling more than 2000 feet beneath
sand (whose nutrient value was
likened to "ground-up soda pop
bottles"), Occidental searches for
water in this film and upon finding
transforms thousands of barren
it
into
vital
food producing
acres
green, growing agricultural land via

The

It's

in-

emotional demands of the game
including some very good action
scenes of the game's super-stars as
they vied for the 1970 championship. Typical of Winik sports coverage, nothing is missed in bringing
the action and excitement of the
.

ing in the Libyan Sahara, could not
have been bored by this year's offering. Green Sahara. It contained
all the important elements absent in
the first film and cannot be ig-

Occidental,

spectator.

packed and

cludes a lot of the color interjected

oil drill-

nored.

the

Recording the narration of "Green
Sahara," Lowell Thomas (left) reviews
script
with Bill
Loudon and David
Bransby of Sandler Institutional Films.

game
film

to

the

Films, 20 N.

from

Wacker

.

.

.

Soortlite

Dr., Chicago,

—LBG

111.

wasteland

especially in light of

a narration that cites future

The American

as a

Get Into the Great Outdoors

famine
major problem facing mankind,
adding that it helps the Libyan
economy now.
Rightfully, the film was not limited

to

just

annual Occidental

the

shareholders meeting.

available

It is

on free loan from Audience Planners, 208 S. LaSalle, Chicago, III.
60604.
LBG

—

Arm

in

Still

struggling

for

NBA
for

that

important

Trail

Beckons

American

Trail is not a trail
but a happy, colorful tour
through much of America's public
Tlie

at

all,

park land that has been set aside
just for human enjoyment.
In this film for

Humble

Oil, pro-

ducer Larry Madison conveys the
message with just the right touch.
From Central Park to the Pacific

Redwoods,
film shows

Playoff Film Could Be

Shot

.

Prints of the

screen.

available

are

.

this

excitingly

colorful

the majesty of the

ican outdoors in

all

of

its

Amer-

splendor

attendance and public attention, the
National
Basketball
Association
plans half-hour TV films this year

in various seasons of the year. The
American Trail suggests a relaxing
respite from the choking, stifling

(see

BUSINESS SCREEN, Septem1970) to help grow.
Meanwhile, a half-hour film. The
NBA 1970 Championship Playoffs.

routine of our

and in part the story of
the effect their accomplishment may
have on the future of a hungry

ber,

Through the use of sharp photography and good editing. The
American Trait literally beckons

world.

currently available, could help a

the city dweller into the woods, for-

irrigation.

film

the accomplishment

The

film

is

in

is

a tribute to

itself.

part the story of

people, in part of the story of Occidental's role,

Narrated masterfully by globe
trotter Lowell Thomas, The Green
Sahara tells a contemporary story
in terms that command attention.
Sandler's David Bransby wrote the
solid script and special credit must
go to Tom Warner for photography
and direction.
The film is both moving and
startling. No one can remain impassive when he sees strong, green
alfalfa
growing amidst a desert
50

lot.

cities.

and parks of America. It thanks
condemns those
who would usurp these needed
lands and charges all of the public
ests

Producers
If

you

would

prints of your

view

in

conservationists,

— Sponsors
like

new

to

submit

films for re-

Business Screen

in

the

with

the

and

future, please write Picture Par-

clean

ade

pollution.

Business Screen,
402 W. Liberty Dr., Wheaton, III.
60187 for information and shipping instructions.
Editor,

responsibility

of

keeping

these most enjoyable, relaxmg places

Prints

loan

free

from

impending

available on a free
from Modern Talking

are

basis

Picture Service

—NMO

Continued on next page
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Sonata

—A Point

of Pride for

Bank of America
Obxiously, the Bank of America's
new corporate headquarters buildCalifornia's

was not built
enable a film to be made
about it's construction. But one cannot help but wonder after seeing
Sonata, a niagnificient film about
ing in San Francisco
to

just

what must surely be a great

struc-

ture.

Produced by Walter Landor As-

Books used to be a great way to give people
information and ideas
. .

I

Now there's a better way ... the new narrator 850
cassette operator sound/slide system
look for it
on the best sellers list, or write for the
fu
story From Montage Productions Inc.,

i//y

.

,

On

at the Bank of America
during filming of "Sonata" is
Salisbury, director of photog-

location

center

Hugh

'

1 1

!

49 West 27th

|\\V

.

.

:

Street,

New York,

Marubenl-lida (America),

N.Y. 10001

.

Agent for

Inc.

raphy.

sociates
tells

San Francisco. Sonata

of

Circle 151 on reader service card

the story of the building of the

of America's new Internationheadquarters building ... in unforgettable terms. Exemplary photography, a brilliant score and a
positively outstanding editing job

bank
al

CINE

makes this film a must for any company considering a film about a
building. Not overlooking the vital

human element
tually

seems

at

all.

Annual Showcase of Films

Sonata ac-

Annual presentation of CINE

create an audience

to

feeling for the inanimate steel

and

marble used in its construction.
One cannot help but liken it to
Charles Guggenheim's Monument
to the Dream. While with not the
same drame and historical significance. Sonata conveys a similar impact and emotion to the viewer. For
its effect, Sonata uses very imaginative, split, spread and multi-screen

Golden Eagles and
International
November

help but auger well for the

America.

Prints

available from
ture

Service

winners.

are

Modern Talking

Pic-

(in

the

the

West only

EDITORS NOTE: As
and

of

Washington, D.C.
screenings of outstanding award

Enlarged

program and

accommodate attendees.

facilities

to

Friday night awards

banquet with foreign diplomats making pre-

of

film

of

of this writing).

iness

Bank

12-13, 1970

Two days

techniques along with a great score
and quick cuts. This film cannot

Awards

sentations,

room

Statler-Hilton

Plan to attend.

Make

Presidential

Ball-

reservations now.

as

—AR

part of Bus-

Screen's

expanded coverage

service to

the audiovisual in-

our "Picture Parade" department will henceforth consist of
Continued on next page
dustry,

OCTOBER,

1970

:iNE

NW

i201 Sixteenth St,
Washington, D.C. 20036

Package price $23.50
& banquet
(Hotel accommodations extra)
for all screenings
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economy; and (3) how the Federal
Deposit Insurance Corp. works with
bank management. Produced by Audio

PICTURE PARADE continued
reviews

several

current

of

films

based on impressions from screenings of the films by various staff

members and

contributing

"New
this

Month"

This

critics,

under

listed
.

.

much

.

like

month's department looks.

The reviews will praise the good
films, pan the bad ones and suggest
general improvements as necessary
in the

hope

more

that even better,

meaningful films

be made

will

in

the future.

To submit a newly completed
film

review,

for

write

Picture

to

cated to their

Parade Editor, Business Screen, 402
W. Liberty Dr., Wheaton, III. 60187
for
tails.

way

new

ideals.

to

a

Home

food,

the concept of
( 1 )
insured deposits; (2) how the banking
sector contributes to our national

Economics

— An

Expanding

and other
high school age

furniture,

Available

to

A

Feast for the Mind is a film as
and kaleidoscopic as the

colorful

world of magazines it describes. Sponsored by International Paper Company, this 24 minute color film is

background of electronic

available to adult groups.
The Men from the Boys

Army

is

a U.S.

Command

Recruiting

film

only to junior and senior
high schools and tells the complete
story of the eight weeks of basic
training during which a raw recruit
becomes a soldier. 52 minutes. Color.
available

enforcement

ment

.

level and above east of the Mississippi
and north of the Mason-Dixon Line.

Sponsored

training

understanding of

.

A

clothing,

fields.

Forests of the Night is an unusual
film on drug users, drug
abuse and pushers and the subtle
signs involved in recognition by law

—

.

15

10 minute, 35mm, color
filmstrip with
33 1/3 rpm record
narration. The University of Akron
presents the thousand job titles a
Home Economist can aspire to in

fields.

ASSOCIATION
STERLING FILMS
It's Only Money develops a basic

a

is

Career.

music. Presented by The Aluminum
Association,
Aluminum
Extruders
Council. Available to those in related

month

this

own

Cool

it

high school. Purchase or rent.

by Best Foods. Available to high
school age levels and above.
Extrusion tells the story of metal
extrusion in a fast-moving, exciting

and shipping de-

information

A Question of
minute, color film
showing how police behavior can increase or diminish hostility potential.
For law enforcement classes and agencies,
school administrators, senior
Play
Control

Productions for the Federal Deposit
Insurance Corp. 20 minutes. Color.
Available for free loan.
Seafood 'n Seaports, 13 '/a minutes,
color, has as its theme Yankee seafood
cookery against a background of
quaint Massachusetts seaside towns.
Available to home economics classes
and church groups in most eastern
and mid-western states. Sponsored by
Massachusetts Seafood Council.
No Hands but Yours. 28 minutes.
Color. Marilyn Van Derbur, former
Miss America, simply and dramatically inspires her audience to be dedi-

plus a brief description of pertinent

newly released films

ministrators, senior high school. 15
minutes. Color. Purchase or rent.

Moments

For law enforceand agencies, school ad-

officers.

classes

color film,

of Decision, a 27 minute
tells

how

the

army

instills

MUSIC AND SOUND

NATIONAL VISUAL
COMMUNICATIONS ASSOCIATION

EFFECTS:

NVCA

Essential tools of the professional

"MAJOR"

Film

Media Producer

offers

you a

production

music

for

full

73 hours
bridges,

titles,

of

and dubbing music

scoring, editing, recording

17th Annual

background

background— for
for your:

• COMMERCIALS
• TV FILMS • FEATURE PRODUCTIONS
• SLIDE FILMS • INDUSTRIAL FILMS
• ANIMATION • SALES PRESENTATIONS

Days

of Visuals

• DOCUMENTARIES

"MAJOR"
technical

specializes

in

know-how and

at

sound— you get exceptional
beautifully

recorded original

music on LP records or Vi-inch tope, or on 16 or

Mag, Tape ready

November
New York's

^

Automation House

Seminars, Workshops

-^ Product Demonstrations

35mm
^A*

for

exciting

9-10

Feature Presentations

a mix,

-^ Awards Banquet
IMPORTANT: "Major" owns

mood

music

completely

in

its

sound

library.

legal

its

own

World

basis.

copyrights on

rights

—
St.,

New

circle 152

52

on
fee arrangement,
rights

a

J.

VALENTINO

York 10036

for further details contact:

"per

WRITE FOR 135-PAGE CATALOG TO:

THOMAS
150 W. 46

production

available to you on a

Re-recording

selection" basis or "unlimited use" flat

oil

(212) 246-4675

NATIONAL VISUAL

COMMUNICATIONS ASSOCIATION
420 Lexington Ave.,

New York,

N. Y. 10017

(212) LE2-7700

on reader service card
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the
cer's

concept of leadership into OffiTraining School candidates. U.S.

Army

Command.

Recruiting

Avail-

able to junior college and above.

Your

Sliikc

in

Tomorrow

tells

the

young men who would

story of three

have trouble obtaining the specialized
education
sional

able

required

status
to

high

for

civilian

in

profes-

but

life

are

advance through specialized

education during military service. U.S.
Recruiting Command. 21 minutes. Color. Available to JLmior and
senior high schools.
Best Food Afloat was shot aboard
the S.S. Rotterdam, Holland-America
Lines, during a fourteen day Caribbean Cruise. The emphasis is on gour-

Army

met foods. Sponsored by CPC International, Inc., Best Foods Division.
14 minutes. Color. Available

to adult

groups.

Men, Mountains and Mud,

a 28 '/i

«r«^Af

minute, color film, takes the viewer
into the land of the Spanish Conquistadores and the forbidding jungles of
Colombia. It shows men transforming
the dream of a Trans-Andrean pipe
line into astounding reality. Sponsored

by Texaco,
for

free

Inc.,

the film

is

available

loan.

MODERN TALKING PICTURE

SERVICE,

INC.

1980

is

in

Tomorrow was produced

Department of Airports by
Film Group. It illustrates the solution to the commercial
air traffic problem which faces Los

its

staff in

the cus-

the

for

Roberts

Ciete

Angeles' Dept.

of Airports.

18

Color. For TV.
Central American Holiday gives the
viewer, in 30 minutes and color, a

whirlwind tour through Central America's

six exciting

countries.

The

film

was produced by Flagg Films, Inc.
and sponsored by Secretaria de Integracion Turista Centre Americana
Guatemala.
Picture Hong Kong was sponsored
by the Hong Kong Tourist Association

to

give

television

audiences

a

tour of the Orient's most
fascinating city. 18'/i minutes. Color.
Chevrolet on Skis presents safety
pictorial

and fine techniques for the
and the experienced skier.
Sponsored by The Chevrolet Sports
Dept.. Chevrolet Motor Division and
produced by the
Photographic
Dept. 27 minutes. Color.
Chevrolet Presents: the 1970 U.S.
Open was sponsored by The Chevrotips

novice

GM

Sports Dept., Chevrolet Motor Diand produced by International
Sports Producers of New York. This
27 minute film in color tells of the

let

vision

golf history that
first

time

in

was made when, for
50 years, an English-

Contimied on next page
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1970

These men and

women work

for

They follow your job completely

YOU.
to final delivery.

min-

utes.

the

the last year, Capital Film has increased

tomer service department by 50%.

You always have someone to TALK
needs. It's a CAPITAL idea!

We

to

.

.

.

that understands

your

have a growing file of testimonials on our service which
be
happy to share.
we'd

)n the

Nations CAPITAL

ID

LOWELL QUAR

"UNIVERSATI TY"

PICTURE PARADE continued
man. Tony
Open.

Jacklin,

won

the

U.S.

Everyone is Somebody, sponsored
by Southern Arizona School and produced by Ray Manley, tells the story
of a secondary girl's school in diary
style. 28Vi minutes. Color. TV only.

The Fly Fisherman's World was
sponsored by Old Crow Bourbon, Division of National Distillers and produced by Lee Wulff Productions.
Sportsman Lee Wulff shows the thrill
of fly fishing in the Rockies and in
the Atlantic and Pacific oceans. 28
minutes

in color.

Playing it Safe With Power Tools
demonstrates safe procedures in the
use of a variety of portable power
for industry, home and lawn
and garden. Produced for Black &
Decker Manufacturing Company by
Ben Fowke Productions. 14 minutes
tools

3 liDhts iH one

in color.

Organize your slides
Our

filing

system helps you orga-

nize your slides— by subject matter,
place, easy to insert or remove.

in

Capacities from 720 to 6760 slides,
2" X 2".
or 240
.

1,000 Watt focusing

light

500 Watt
focusing light when
.

}\

.

Me

features Jean

to

Claude Killy skiing the western United

4"

skiing,

^
H

With

Ski

Beautiful

States.

&alsoa

you change bulbs.

Come

in

this

scenery,

excellent

28 minute, color film

'^"

at

also a long 'throw',
high-intensity light
when you change to

an accessory

&»any

reflector.

.

Ofc unprecedented
.

GM

Photographic

utes.

Color.

.

plug with swing away

Ofc

mounting
with Lowel-Light Gaffer Tape
pin

wall

.

^fc accurate

0& location

daylight

filter

.

.

.

.

"D" only

LOWEL-LIGHT
NEW YORK

10019
ST.,
circle 154 on reader service card
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2

min-

J.

by

Marathon

International

C. Penny Company.

Sonata, 27 minutes in color, shows
an architect
two creative people
doing their reand a composer
spective things. Produced by Walter
Landor & Associates for Bank of
America and available in California

—

—

Kits

$5750
421 W.54th

25'

Dept.

only. (See review in Picture Parade.)

Lowell Quartz

Warne & Carter, St. Louis, Mo. 43107
circle 131 on reader service card

Quality-Bilt

Style lO's, 9 minutes of fabulous
Filmed in
70's fashions in color.
for

ground

Bulletin LS-168.

Bright Star introduces the Vega
2300 and carefully documents its development. Sponsored by Chevrolet
Motor Division Merchandising Dept.,
Passenger Cars and produced by the

Sardinia

CSia

or

Dept. 098,

Doctor, Teacher, Friend was sponsored by Project Hope to describe its
people-to-people medical training and
treatment programs on four continents. 27 minutes. Color.

Ofcall interchange with the
Lowell Quartz 'Remote' model

spot flood range

new

.

tries.
.

i^P

used with any
9 accessories

of

revolutionary

.

in
carpet manufacturing. Produced
by Jack Fenimore for Trend Indus-

bulb or

reflector can be

the

S'A".

DISPLAY FIXTURE

ute, color film for television, is

Ci<

X

MULTIPLEX
COMPANY

min-

a look
techniques

.

2080 slides,

combinations.

from United Air Lines.
Carpeting the Earth, a 13 '2

view

date, etc. Slides are easy to

Prevent, Protect, Preserve presents
hazards of the fire fighting profession with spectacular scenes from

the

actual

fires

•
•

•

Best quality domestic fibre
steel corners for
protection
Durable 1" vt^eb straps

Heavy
added

Large address card holder
with positive retainer spring
• Sizes from 400' to 2000'
OTHER QUALITY BILT" ITEMS:
•

Salon Print Shipping C:ases • Sound
Slidefilm Shipping Cases (for Transcriptions & Filmstrips) • Filmstrip
Shipping Cases (hold up to 6 strips
phis scripts).
W'rili- for Ciitaloa,

around the country. 28

minutes. Color. Sponsored by International Association of Fire Fighters and produced by Paragon Productions.

Film Shipping Cases

SCHUESSLER CASE CO.
Div. of Ludu'ig Industries

2020

V/. St. Paul

Ave.

Chicago,

III.

60647

(312) 227-0027

circle 132 on reader service card
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NATIONAL AUDIOVISUAL CENTER
Washington,

Day

D. C.

20409

the Dealli of

in

Dannie

B.

A

a

IN SPITE OF
SO-CALLED RECESSION"

and his scrambling for the money
buy one. Produced by the National
Institute of Mental Health. Purchase.
fix

IMAGINATION

to

—

Tomorrow Will Not Wait
Water and Land Conservation

IN

IMAGES

He continues; "We knew there wasn't
any sales problem that a little creative

we decided

selling wouldn't solve. So,

Air,

to

indicts

By

water and
soil, and shows attempts by the Air
Force to do something to stop polluus for befouling our

Vice President of Sales reports:

"SALES ARE UP

14 minute, black and white tilm dramatizing narcotics addiction
through
scenes showing Donnie's need for a

air,

do some

real sales training.

installing

new

CREATIVE SELLING, the

audio-visual program,

in all our
major sales offices— we got sales off
dead centerand upward. Surprisingly,
the old pros, already earning large
incomes, responded the most."
But— judge it for yourself! This unique
14 meeting, multi-media SALES MO-

where possible. 13 minutes, color.
Produced by the United States Air
Force and cleared for TV. Purchase.
tion

—

The White Cloud
The Truck of
Joe Madrid, a 30 minute, black and
white film, tells the story of a Mexican-American truck driver who hauls
perishable goods worth thousands of

TIVATION program

.

.

.

"CREATIVE SELLING"
including 7 color sound filmstrips

available for preview.

Produced
by the United States Information
Agency. Purchase or rental.

dollars across the continent.

Send

is

our

for

offer.

S.

OPTICALS • TITLES • INSERTS
FULL RANGE OF OPTICAL SERVICE

35MM

A

Step in the Right Direction dramatizes the importance of merchandise
control in retail stores and illustrates
some control procedures and techniques. This 13 minute, color film was
produced by the Small Business Administration of the Department of
Commerce and is for purchase or

ana/or

BETTER SELLING BUREAU
1

16MM

150 W. Olive Ave.. Burbank.

Dept.xiOO

Calif.

91506
new

Please tell me how may evaluate this
Sales Motivation Program.
I

Name

IMA6IC INC.
845 NO. HIGHLAND AVENUE
HOLLYWOOD. CALIF. 90Q38
TELEPHONE 1213) 461-3744

Title

Company
Address

rent.

State

City

PUBLIC SERVICE

AUDIENCE PLANNERS

on reader service card

circle 134

Zip

circle 133 on reader service cord

6290 Sunset Blvd.,

Los Angeles, Ca. 90028

The Miracle of
ute

color

American

The

film

is

Do you have

Vision, a 14 minsponsored by the
Optometric
Association.
an entertaining look into

me?

phenomenon of

vision and the
mechanics of the human eye in photographs and drawings. Free loan.
Eyes on the Road, sponsored by the
American Optometric
Association.
This 24-minute color film emphasizes
the importance of good vision to

the

a place to put

film

m

e

drivers of today's cars.

Show and

Sell

is

the story of the

I'm the

development of a TV commercial.
Sponsored by the Keebler Company,
film follows the creative brainstorming, storyboard and final animation. Free loan.

new Noreico Synchroplayer.

the

I

play cassettes.

I

synchronize slide presentations. Put

me

in

a carrying case

That Certain Something. A 14minute film sponsored by Patricia
Stevens Career Schools, this film
shows how training and development
can provide a girl that certain something through poise, grace, confidence and self-assurance.

with a slide

projector and you can have an audio-visual presentation

anywhere. Or

build

Careers in Fashion Merchandising
from Patricia Stevens Career Schools
is a 14-minute color film showing the

compact, easy to handle ... and not expensive. But, remember, I'm a flush-mount

role of

women

today

in

and
ing,

It's

avail1

Continued on next page

into a desk, table or

be part of your furniture. I'm designed for

[

study

^^^

demonstrating. Either individual or group use. You'll find

component. You must have a place

shaping the

fashion world of tomorrow.
able on free loan.

I'll

me

to put

me

carrel

training, sell-

very reliable,

me.

For ail the facts plus information about what other
companies are doing with the Noreico Synchroplayer,
call us at 212-697-3600. Or write to us care of
Dept. BS-2
100 E. 42nd St., New York, N.Y. 10017

'ore/co'^
TRAINING AND EDUCATION SYSTEMS
NORTH AM(RICAN PHILIPS CORPORATION

,

circle 155 on reader service card
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PICTURE PARADE continued

Let's cut out the problems.
Editing, one of the

most essential and creative steps
booklet

FREE "Colburn Comments on Editing."

GEO. W.
164

N.

COLBURN LABORATORY,
Chicago,

•

Wacker Drive

III.

INC.

60606

Telephone (area code 312) 332-6286

circle

Fantasy. This 14-minute
film in color looks
Colorado
state of
appearat the state and its autumn
minand
towns
ghost
ance. Deserted
ing ruins add to the historic interest.
Free loan.
Colorado's Mystery Mesa takes the
viewer back 2,000 years into the
unique Colorado Mesa Verde cliff

Autumn

It is the mysterious story
of a race of people who disappeared
before Columbus set foot on the
North American continent. 14-min-

dwellings.

on reader service card

i:<5

state

for free loan.

language of editing.
for your

is a spring
Colorado
of
panoraina
sponsored hy the state. Many of Coloin
rado's scenic wonders are shown
14-minute color film available
this

the

of

subject of a
in producing a film, is the
information
we have produced. It contains valuable
and the
about the equipment, the procedures,

Send today

High Country Awakens

utes,

sponsored by the

color,

State

of Colorado. Free loan.

The Proud Breed is a 26-minute
color film sponsored by the InternaArabian Horse Association.
tional

i

[•«<>*

The

^*-

„«««"5'"'^W

film follows Arabian horse ownas he enters these

Wayne Newton

er

animals in various shows.
Colorado Images is a 27 minute
color fantasy based on the misadven-

two scientists and their attempt to perfect a machine which
can show the viewer any activity in
Colorado at the push of a button.
Sponsored by the State of Colorado

tures of

'Hiiani

for free loan.

Of Mountains and Music

That's the name of the game with
METROlKALVAR. Look at this extensive

is

of uses for this versatile
black and white dry process film.
list

niinute

an

follows them
day. Free loan.

film

entire

through

Dude Ranch Country U.S.A.
Television prints

/

35mm

35mm

filmstrips / Education films /

prints

/ Release prints
Workprints / Computer
prints / Engineering
sound
optical
16mm
films
Slides / Business
Cartoons / Super 8
Kine prints
data reproduction / Religious films
prints
cartridge
/ Sports films
8
Super
Editorial prints /
prints
machine prints / Scientific films / 16mm magnetic sound

generated output duplication
,/

,/

,'

'

Teacfiing

Scoring prints

prints /

sound

prints

/

filmstrips

Dubbing
8 magnetic sound
/

16mm

prints

/

Instructional

/

prints

/

tracks

,/

Temp

cartridge prints

,/

/

Government

Super 8 optical

/

programming

/

Industrial

8mm

/

prints

Student-produced films / Super
dupes / High speed analysis

Advertising films / Additive color

Product assembly instructional films
Library prints

Training films

Processing machine leader

,'

70mm sound

prints /

prints

16mm

Archival prints

16mm

films /

/

35mm

/

optical

the

true story of four teenagers brought
to Colorado to play in the Blue Jeans
Symphony in the Rockies. The 14-

sound prints
systems

a

is

28 minute film sponsored by the
State of Colorado which takes the
viewer into the heart of dude ranch

Much

of the film follows
of children
exuberance
the
especially
as they mount a horse for the first

country.

time. Free loan.

Rebirth of Libya. A 23-minute film
on the discovery of oil and its economic effect in Libya. New develop-

ment encroaching
wastes is shown
old culture.

into

former desert

against

a

centuries

Sponsored by Occidental

Petroleum for free loan.

films / Direct recording / Display

ASSOCIATION OF EDUCATIONAL
COMMUNICATIONS & TECHNOLOY

METRO /KALVAR,
745 Post Road
Darien, Connecticut 06820

A JOINTLY

MGM,
GRAPHIC CONSULTANTS,

INC.

V

Hev Look

203 655-8209

OWNED SUBSIDIARY OF

LTD., Toronto

MARUSHO INDUSTRIAL

CO., LTD., Tokyo

STA. INES-MELALE

MARKETING CORP.,

RECENT PICTURES

(P) LTD.,

circle 156 on reader service card

Me

is

part

of

an

Calcutta

Manlli

cept of visual literacy. Produced by
Screenscope, this 12'/2 minute film
shows Appalachian children using
movie cameras to gain a greater unsurroundings.
their
of
derstanding

Purchase or

56

at

(formerly DAVI) program to
develop understanding of the con-

AECT

AND THE KALVAR CORPORATION

KINOTECHNIEK, Amsterdam
VIDEOTRONIG SVENSKA AB. Stockholm
N

/

1201 Sixteenth St., NW,
Washington, D.C. 20036

Inc.

rental.

BUSINESS SCREEN

uyers guiae
TO PRODUCTION & LABORATORY EQUIPMENT

LABORATORY EQUIPMENT
Motion

processors

^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^B-

.

titling

equipment

lenses

^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^K
I^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^V*
'^^^^^^^^^^^^^^B*

^^^^^^^^^^^^H
Editing, splicing

Recorders

& sound
&

Reels, cans

Videotape

&

inspection equipment

gear

storage equipment

cameras

Videotape recorders
Sales, rental

&

^^^^^^^^^^^^ft

60

^^^^^^^^^B

^^^^^^B

^

^^^H^'

.53

.63

repair services

63

III

Names & addresses

To obtain additional information about the products or compwnies listed in this
buyer's guide, circle the number indicated on thp itpm on the Reader Service Card
on page 76. No postage is required.

CAMERAS
ARRIFLEX CORP. OF AMERICA

301

The 16BL is a quiet-sound convertible
camera for double or single system
sound recording. The 16S is compact;
has 100' internal film capacity with 200
and 400' external magazines with torque
motors. The 16SGS has a signal generator and e'ectric clapstick system.

The 16IVI features greater capacity. A
wide range of accessories is available.
Also Model 2C 35mm and accessories.

blimp; 5-second magazine change; 400
loads, dalight spools or core wound;
reflex viewing; rotating two-lens turret,
crystal control sync motor, battery operated; variable shutter. Silent 16mm
ACL has clip-on magazine; lightmeter
behind lens. CM3 shoots 16 and 35mm

JACK PILL & ASSOC.

and can be adapted

TELEDYNE CAMERA SYSTEMS
The DBM-54A 16mm kinescope

302
with sound
head for recording on prestriped film;
Cine-Voice II, Pro 600, Pro 600 Special,
Super 1200 self-blimped models for optical

sound.

BECKMAN & WHITLEY
CM 16 has single and
sound.

Pin

registered

303

double system

movement,

film

FOROX CORPORATION
stand has
rotation

16.

&

35

311

camera

slide/filmstrip

46

mm

and

capability;

magazine; film
cutter; automatic two power

head;

magazines. It offers a reducweight and maintains accurate
film speed.
Mitche'l

tion

in

per second on 60 cps system; 25 frames
per second on 50 cps system. Selfcleaning gate, lifetime lubrication, no
reciprocating parts.

400'

TELEDYNE CAMERA SYSTEMS

304

16mm

cameras: 70DR has 7
filming speeds, 70 HR for magazines.
Also the Eyemo 35mm for newsreel

Model

70

work.

BERKEY TECHNICAL/OXBERRY
305
Model 5325 16mm animation camera
animation and stop motion. Reflex
viewfinder with ground glass reticle,
200' capacity, automatic take-up.
for

CANON

U.S.A.

INC.

306

Canon Scoopic '16' motion picture
camera w 13- 76mm zoom lens, motor
automatic exposure system
wi'^h manual override, contoured hand
grip. Complete set includes camera, 3
drive,

fully

charger, lens hood and
cap. Underwater housing, complete line
of accessories available.
battery,

filters,

registration

307

R16B Automatic features extra-luminous reflex viewfinder, iris diaphragm;
speed control allows sync cound recording; 200 ft. magazine; 1 amp. battery;
accepts lenses for micro, macro, telescopic cinematography. Two semi-automatic models available.

PRODUCTION
ACCESSORIES

GENERAL CAMERA CORP.
1

312
lightweight single-double system

1

GORDON ENTERPRISES

308
for blow-

up to theatrical wide screen format.
Uses 16mm width stock with one and/or
two rows of super 8 perforations. 400'
magazine.

ANDRE DEBRIE OF NEW YORK
The CX-16 features
magazine and sound

light

weight,

level of

313

37db

EASTMAN KODAK CO.
K-lOO 16mm turret camera

309
400'
at

3'.

310

has

full

INTERCINEMA CORP.

BREWSTER CORP.

314
Doiflex 16 has reflex viewing, three
lens C-mount turret, battery operated
motor. Accessories available.

MAGNIPHOTO CORP.
315
ADMIRA 16 Al— a lightweight 16mm

"C

CHRISTIE ELECTRIC CORP.

mount

24 & 48 fps, 100' capacity. Available with or without lenses.
16,

8,

MAURER,

INC.
316
Cine-Sequential and time-exposure camera features miniaturization.
Model 308 with attachable magazine is
capable of functioning in outer space,
as well as airborne and ground-based
installation. Both are small and lightweight without sacrifice of reliability
and ruggedness.

J.

A.

317

camera systems (airborne, ground and underwater), electromechanical systems involving motion
picture cameras and/or projection systems with rapid processing in 16, 35,
65 and 70mm format.
Motion

picture

PAILLARD, INC.

318

Bolex H-16 Rex-4 and Rex-5 cameras
have reflex viewing systems, variable
shutter speed, rewind, automatic threading and triple turret. Rex-5 has 400'
capacity magazine.

Acme

NPR
58

CENTURY PRECISION OPTICS

camera, rechargeable NiCad pistol grip
batteries,
backwind, footage counter,

PHOTO-SONICS,

551

324
Polecat studio back ground light supports spring between floor and ceiling
and holds seamless paper rolls, drapes,
panels, shelves or lights.

Custom made sound blimps.

drive

plete range of Ektar lenses with inter-

and 35mm cameras. Silent 16mm
permits sync sound without a

The

viewfinder

electric

changeable telescopic finders.

Five 16

323

trol with
indicator image on film to
show which part was exposed during
overrun. Frame rates are 16, 32 and 64
fps and film capacity is 50'.

built-in overrun con-

speed range from 16 to 64 fps and com-

ECLAIR CORPORATION

BERKEY COLORTRAN

Mini-Crab dolly is 26%" wide;
crabs, tracks, has front wheel steering;
will carry camera, operator and assistant; self-contained CO,
powered hydraulic system.

AN-6 and AN-N6A:

MITCHELL CAMERA CORP.
CINESTAR INTERNATIONAL
Cinestar super 16mm camera

pin.

lens available.

16mm

CINEMA BEAULIEU/HERVIC

322

Models of D. B. Milliken Co.'s
16mm motion picture cameras with
variable speeds from 2 to 500 fps, intermittent film transport and positive
Several

sound camera.

BELL & HOWELL

321

recording camera provides rapid film transport. Synchronous speed of 24 frames

copy

notcher &
viewer with reticle projection and automatic focus. Micro Nikkor lens has
auto-diaphragm and covers 48" opaque
copy or 14" transparencies; wide angle

SSI

reflex viewing.

Techniscope;

pins.

SS

BACH AURICON
Filmagnetic 16mm cameras

to

three-lens turret. 16mm GV16 features
high-speed,
portability.
35mm GV35
high-speed portable has clip-on magazine; four claws and four registration

320

The Cine-Con camera converts Auricon
Cine-Voice
camera to accept 400'

INC.

319
process camera has
spring loaded pressure plates to take
1,
2 or 3 films without adjusting the
cam. Positive reflex viewer; anti-buckle
switch; manual and automatic dissolve.
35 or

16mm

325

326

High current D.C. power supplies and
battery chargers.

CINE

327

60

zoom

Electric

drive for Angenieux

12-

120 and 25-253. Powerbelts for Arriflex,
Eclair,

etc.

Sun Gun

belts.

Uni-Pack

battery supply for Arri 16S and 16BL.
Fiberglass blimp for Arri 35 IIC and
MB. Stretch power cables.

CINEMA BEAULIEU/HERVIC

328
Hydrofluid Jr. tripod support motion
picture cameras and accessories up to
twenty pounds; features an integral
leveling ball.

CINTEL CORP.

329
Motor-driven
pedestal,
tripod-dolly,
cradle heads, friction heads, line of
studio equipment.

DAVIDSON OPTRONICS,

INC.

330

multi-motion
tripod
features
head with swing-over feature, finger-tip
adjustments for pan and tilt, elevating
air-cushioned center column, positive

Saturn

leg

lock

and

reversible

rubber

and

spike tips.

VICTOR DUNCAN,

INC.

331

Lightweight power source drives Auricon, Arriflex and Eclair cameras.

BUSINESS SCREEN

F&B/CECO

332

Sync motor for Eclair NPR; motors for
other cameras; sync, variable speed,
stop-motion.

FELLER VACUUM FORM
inexpensive

tic,

333

backgrounds

Pre-fabricated

scenery.

for

realis-

Light-weight

and easy to erect, each unit
mensioned and detailed.

is

fully di-

JACK

A. FROST
334
Rental of lighting equipment for stage,
studio and motion picture. Generators,
transformers and rectifiers.

GENERAL RESEARCH

LAB.
Frezzolini portable power packs.

to 110 V-A.C. for driving
eras.

motors

mm, 25-250mm and

Arriflex

BL Zoom

mation and

lapse,

memo

surveillance,

The Samson Profeselevator and pan

with

head reaches a maximum height with
column extension of 98". Many other
models and accessories available.

CHARLES ROSS,
A

fleet

INC.

349

of generator trucks for

rent.

SOS PHOTO-CINE-OPTICS

350

TERADO CORP.
Inverters
volts

for

D.C.

to

351

conversion of 12 and 24
115

volts

60

Hz

A.C.

in

ani-

Carshot, a 10 x 3 camera platform for
filming while driving.

MAGNASYNC/MOVIOLA CORP.
340
Crab dolly for 16, 35mm cameras. Mocamera support places camera

352
precision film transports,
boresight tools, disc shutters, portable
power supplies and power converters.

Magazines,

353

Compact high-energy rechargeable

bat-

packs; lights; sound equipment.
inverters.
Battery chargers and
Rechargeable D-ce!l packs nearly three
times the power of nicads.

BERKEY TECHNICAL/OXBERRY

16mm

1200'

magazine and au-

NATIONAL CINE EQPT.

343

Hydrofluid Master tripod has true fluid
head, pans 360°, tilts —75° to 775°,
Also Hydrofluid Junior, Model C and

Model

H.

O'CONNOR

ENGINEERING

Line of pan
ture camera

and

tilt

heads.

345

fluid-motion
Level heads

pedestals.

Underwater housing for

346
Bolex-Paiilard

354
avail-

5332 (Filmaker Series) designed
industrial
and educational
for
the
16mm film producer, and the Model
5442 (Master Series) designed for the
professional animator. Model 5442 features the 5420 camera with fixed pin
registration and camera and stand are
made to professional standards for tolerances and flexibility. Various accessories available. The 5332 includes the
Oxberry 5326 animation camera which
features automatic focus, camera interchangability
for
35mm filmstrip
work, reticle projection and ease of
operation.

JACK PILL & ASSOC.
Kelly Zoom Control
1001, provides

347

Pod,

Model

JP

camera support with con-

of zoom, focus and motor without
shifting hand position. Also, the Powernator, an efficient, low cost, mobile
electric power unit.
trol

1970

Animator's

discs,

361

Animation motors constructed of cast
aluminum assure even exposure with
synchronous motor unit, 115 volt, single
phase. Motors are 100 frames per minute.

PAILLARD, INC.
The Super Titler can

362
with
including the

be

used

16mm cameras,
Bolex H16 and H8, in either vertical or

many

CAESAR-SALTZMAN

363

or 16mm process camera
designed for optical printing, step contact printing, animation camera and

Can be equipped with
motion or variable speed
chronous motor.

titling.

Acme

stop

RICHARDSON CAMERA

CO.

syn-

364

Model RB-300 Superior animation camera stand features camera movement
from 3 to 20 fields, accurate field
guide 360° camera rotation.

SOS PHOTO-CINE-OPTICS
Tel-Animastands
animation work.

for special effects

VISUAL ELECTRONICS
Visual

TV

365

and

366

Electronics Corporation.

titling

equipment.

355

LENSES

effects optical printers.

COMPREHENSIVE SERVICE

H-16.

visuals.

NATIONAL CINE EQUIP.

Animation equipment including special

PAILLARD, INC.

OCTOBER,

art

PHOTO-SONICS, INC.

pic-

and

360

Acme 35mm

able:

housing,

MERV'S ANIMATION AIDS

horizontal position.

ANIMATION & TITLING
EQUIPMENT
Two Oxberry Animation Stands

tomatic exposure control.

359

Multipurpose Verticam for direct and
copy photography.

tery

to 70"; folds to 30".

Instrument positioning tripod, camera
mounts, lens supports, maintenance
kit,
environmentally
sealed
camera

HOFFMAN CAMERA CORP.

TRAID CORP.

in

342

daylight color film.

inking boards, checking boards, animation punches and camera stands.

M. MARCHIONI
341
Elevating center post tripod with all
angle tilt head and 350° pan. Extends

MILLIKEN CO.

358

INC.

Macrostat combination: Macroand
provides accurate vertical
dia
horizontal alignment as well as critical
fine focusing. Special film holder atfor
copying
taches to
macro-stage
slides and uncut 35mm film, 3 interchangeable discs offer choice of background and lighting effects. Incandescent light source can be substituted
by electronic flash, allowing use of

graphic

C.

B.

KARL HEITZ,
Alpha

supplies.

any position.

D.

control with master control to bring
three up to speed simultaneously.

all

operation of videotape systems and
other equipment. Also, portable power

YARDNEY ELECTRIC CORP.
339

357

Forox coordinated three-axis motor sys-

Complete package of essential equipment for the design and production of
all
types of animated or still photo-

motion.

MAGNAPHOTO CORP.

bile

90".

338

Time and motion study equipment.
Camera drives for Bolex H-16, Bell &
Howell 70 Series, Eastman Kodak Cine
Special and K-100. Plus other accessortime

tripod

sional

336

12-120-

LAFAYETTE INSTRUMENT CO.

for

from 31" to

SOS Sound Seal Blimp for Arriflex
cameras and Cine-Voice conversion for
mounting 400 or 1200' magazine on
Auricon. Light weight SOS Body Brace.

lenses.

ies

tem for controlling compound and
zoom movements on animation stand.
Each movement has individual speed

Tel-Amatic Bolex conversion enables
Bolex to take 400' or longer runs of

337

Angenieux

for

three-section legs, geared elevator, reversible IV4" diameter to 15" rise, extension from 30" to 72". Hi-Boy extends

335

movie cam-

INTERCINEMA CORP.
Electric

FOROX CORP.

film.

HENRY GROSSMAN ASSOC.
DC

QUICK-SET, INC.
348
Husky IV elevator tripod and head has

356

Sturdy, portable optical lathe, designed
for both vertical and horizontal opera-

and critical zoom movement. Can
be used with 8, 16, and 35mm television
cameras for shooting moving and superimposed titles, animation, background and depth effects, as well as
conventional copy work.
tion

ALLIED IMPEX CORP.
For 16 and 35mm.

ANGENIEUX CORP. OF AMERICA
For 16 and 35mm and TV.
ARRIFLEX CORP. OF AMERICA
For 16 and 35mm.

BACH AURICON,
For

INC.

16mm.
59

BAUSCH & LOMB, INC.
For 16, 35 and 70mm and

RED LAKE LABORATORIES,

BELL & HOWELL
For

16mm.

BIRNS& SAWYER
For

16mm and

HERVIC/CINEMA BEAULIEU

INC.

For 16mm.

TV.

TV.

SOS PHOTO-CINE-OPTICS, INC.
For 16, 35 and 70mm and TV.

Lighting
Kits,
lightweight, self-contained, flow-through
convection cooling permits operation
for long periods, reducing heat load.

WILLEY OPTICAL CORP.

LOWEL-LIGHT PHOTO ENG.

For 35mm.

Light weight,

H.WILSON CORP.

tures, television

For 16 and

35mm.

For 16 and

compact,

378

versatile,

loca-

equipment for motion picand still photography.

tion lighting

BUHL OPTICAL

377

Location

Hervi-Quartz

35mm.

MOLE RICHARDSON
BURKE & JAMES
For 16 and 35mm and

TV.

For

35 and

16,

CENTURY PRECISION OPTICS
For 16, 35 and 70mm and TV.
CINE MAGNETICS,

70mm and

Complete
equipment

TV.

LIGHTING
BARDWELL & MC ALISTER
Complete

CINEMA BEAULIEU,

INC.

line

studio

of

367

and

location
spotlights,

Individual fresnel
accessories, plus lightweight
models In single
Tungsten-Helogen
lighting.

16mm.
INC.

For TV.

16mm.

ERCONA CORP.
For 16, 35 and 70mm and

TV.

F&B/CECO

CHARLES ROSS,

BERKEY-COLORTRAN,

Complete inventory of lighting equipment, grip equipment, props and gen-

368

INC.

INC.
3B9
Line of studio and portable lights including B&S Snooper underwater light
for

depths to

5000'.

For TV.

THE BREWSTER CORP.
GRAFLEX, INC.
For 16mm.

HENRY GROSSMAN ASSOCIATES
For 16 and 35

mm and

OSCAR
For

16,

35 and

CENTURY STRAND
70mm and
70mm and

INC.

371

TV.

Key and back lights, scoops, striplights,
spot and effect lights, follow spots,
studio lighting packages, portable light

TV.

equipment and kits,
packaged systems.

H. HIRT, INC.

35 and

370
Polecat telescoping and spring loaded
supports for photographic lights and
backgrounds. Fittings to support rods,
crossbars, shelves and tables.

TV.

KARL HEITZ

381

grip equipment.

BIRNS & SAWYER,

GORDON ENTERPRISES

JACK PILL & ASSOC
(aiiciffe

Production equipment for motion picture, television, still photography and
specialized photographic applications.

For 16mm.

16,

380

units or comp'ete kits. Can also supply
outdoor reflectors and motion picture

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY

For

INC.

Strong, lightweight, diecast aluminum
housing, push-pull beam control, equipped with table base, removable for
mounting on floor stand.

stands,

COHU ELECTRONICS,

For

of

line

NAREN INDUSTRIES,

INC.

For 16mm.

For

379
CO.
specialized lighting
for motion picture and TV
studios. Arc lamps, Molequartz kits,
wicie range of accessories.

ZOOMAR

lighting

control

of portable studio stands.

line

INC.

382

erators available for sale or rent.

SYLVANIA ELECTRIC
Lamps designed for the
studio. Lamp types are
replacement

direct

of

383
film and TV
available for

Incandescent

types In present equipment as well as
recently developed fixtures. The product
line ranges from 150 to 10,000 watts.

UNILUX

384

System 700, a strobe light for synchronous use with motion picture cameras
and videotape. Up to 250 flashes per
ft. candles over 300 sq. ft.
converts from spot to wide

sec. with 250

Lamp head

WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC

385

Lamps

for all

motion picture and

vision

flood

and

spot

light

tele-

require

ments.

KALART/VICTOR
16mm.

CHRISTIE ELECTRIC

372
illuminators with slide and
motion picture projectors to provide 3
to 7 times more light for rear screen,
large screen or high ambient light projection applications.

For

Xenolite

MITCHELL CAMERA
For 16 and

35mm.

MOTION PICTURE CAMERA SUPPLY
For 16 and 35mm and TV.

JACK

NATIONAL CINE EQUIPMENT,

of lighting

A.

FROST

Rental, sales

For 16 and

35mm and

INC.

373

and service on wide range

equipment.

EDITING, SPLICING
INSPECTION EQUIPMENT
386
ALLIED IMPEX CORP.
The large evenly illuminated screen of

the

Bauer

Super

Fl

editor

permits

critical focus.

TV.

GENARCO
PAILLARD, INC.
For 16mm.

374
Spotlights for studio and location lighting. Metro-Lite ME-4 for long distance
light

PHOTO-SONICS, INC.
For 16, 35 and 70mm.

JACK PILL'S CAMERA EQUIPMENT
For

70mm.

throws of up to

GENERAL ELECTRIC
SuperMate and
movie lights.

HARWOOD MFG.

400'.

CO.
MardiGras

375

on-camera

RADIANT CORP.

376
CO.
Models XRl, XRIH, XR3, XR4 and MBl
reflectors with Harwood bracket attaches to all movie cameras or tripod/
light stands. Furnished with 650W DVY
Quartz Bromine Lamp for 117V. opera-

For I6mm.

tion.

PROFESSIONAL CINE PRODUCTS
For 16mm.

60

BAIA CORP.

387

Movie viewing and editing machines.
Various editing and viewing models
Include slow motion to high speed
viewing, projector speed rewinding, Instant switching of film direction and
instant stopping without film
spilling or coasting, automatic thread-

speed,
ing

when using

BIRNS

8.

projector take-up reel.

SAWYER,

—

INC.

388

Model 2668 Instant
Film Splicers
Splicing Block for 16mm film/tape.
Model 2669 Instant Splicing Block for

35mm

film/tape.

BUSINESS SCREEN

CINEMA BEAULIEU/HERVIC

389

Minette Viewer Editors for Super
gle

8mm

8,

sin-

and 16mm.

C. COFFEY CO.
390
Slide and transparency viewing and
preparation unit. Fluorescent illumination, steel case, plexiglass stage.

HOLLYWOOD FILM

CO.
402
Manufacturers and distributors of all
types of film handling devices, rewinds and splicers.

W.

JACK

COMPREHENSIVE SERVICE

391

A compact viewer which
a

pair

image

sharp
tion

area

fits between
which projects a
picture and perfora-

rewinds

of

in

of
a

room. Available

well-lit

INTERCRAFT

KEM

CORP.

403

editing machine.

KALART VICTOR CORP.
404
Craig film editing equipment includes
Pro Viewers, rewinds, splicers, frame
counters, both as components and as
complete projector editors. For 8mm,
Supers and 16mm

film.

with built-in counter and Kodak Ektalite screen. Also available mounted on
formica board with power rewind.

LIPSNER-SMITH CORP.

CUMMINS-CHICAGO CORP.

inspection. Ultrasonic
storing clarity.

Complete

line of film

tors for

16

8,

392

marking perfora-

and 35mm.
393

professional viewer
inspection
permits
high-speed
and
aural monitoring of optical sound.

DU PAGE METAL PRODUCTS

394

automatic dry
splicer for microfilm. 7616 Cine Splicer,
automatic dry splicer for motion picture film with punch.
7600

Micro

Splicer,

F&B/CECO

395

and

Viewers for
16 and 35mm editing. Automatic splicer
and Magic Mylar splicing tape.
Editing

tables

bins.

ALAN GORDON ENTERPRISES
splicers

of

for

396

and

16

GRISWOLD MACHINE WORKS
Splicers for 8 and

Meonet

397

16mm.

GRYPHON CORP.

398
rewind units feature
special lineal torque motors along with

Compact bench

and stepless power
enough for negatives;

sensitive

Safe
rugged enough for production use.

controls.

407

16, stury, portable

3x4

tor with

manual

edi-

glass screen, easy load,
se:f-braked rewinds for 400'

notcher,

reels. Operates on all voltages,
15w
condenser augmented
light
source,
three element lens and double
silver

mirrors, prism shutter.

408
precision made and designed for continuous, professional
use;
features four
rollers,
one sprocket
wheel and a film pressure plate with
special mirror finish to prevent scratching. Portable Hot Splicer
cuts, splices
is

in

16

and 35

one operation.

split

cores;

when flanges

or

are

Aluminum,

reel.

PAULMAR

INC.

415

Automatic 15mm film
splicing equipment.

&

inspection

JACK PILL & ASSOC.

416
Pic Sync editor with synchronous motor
modification for forward and reverse
operation at sound speed. Three position switch control forward and reverse
and in the center position through an
electro-magnetic clutch disengages motor to

permit manual operation.

PRECISION LABS.
A complete line of

417
film

editing

and

viewing equipment for the motion picture and television industry, including
editing tabes of various
equipped with electrical outlets,
film editor and optical sound reader
for matching lip-sync. Also model with
unitized synchronizer and 16mm prosizes,

jection viewer.

PRESTOSEAL MFG.

4I8

reels.

Forms two

splicers.

RESEARCH TECH.

INC.
419
"Retectron" film inspection machine
offering defect detection for 8mm,

16mm and 35mm

film at

speeds from

to 1400 fpm.

SOS PHOTO-CINE-OPTICS

70mm
409

separate usable film flanges, each capable of handling film on negative or
positive

magnetic film in interlock. Sound transfrom stripe to magnetic fullcoat
or from fullcoat to stripe.
fer

Data

IND., INC.

mm

414

Rewind equipment and

MAIER-HANCOCK SALES

and welds

PALMER FILMS

A.

Interlock Projector utilizes Graflex 800
series picture transport. Will record
or playback from 16mm stripe or 16mm

Precision

MAGNIPHOTO CORP.

MASTEREEL

highly

cleaner for re-

406
Series 20 editing machines for 16
and
35 mm. Also rewinders, editing tables,
viewers and bins, synchronizer
sound
readers available for optical or magnetic sound or combination.

1600 editor

Wide range
35mm.

405

16 and 35mm professional projectors
for fast, safe, high speed viewing
and

MAGNASYNC/MOVIOLA CORP.

ANDRE DEBRIE
The Vedette 15mm

editing equipment including tables, rewinds, (hand and power) synchronizers,
splicers, cleaners and accessory items.

420
reduction editor for 16, 35, and
permits rapid viewing of film in

either

Models

direction.

for

magnetic

and/or

optical sound. Pic-Sync synchronizer, footage counter, viewer and

sound reader.

tightwound just as
joined

to

make

non-magnetic,

a

1200'

SUPERIOR BULK FILM

CO.
421
Line of editing and splicing equipment.

size.

THE HARWALD CORP.

399
elec-

Editing and viewing equipment,
tronic film cleaners with cleaning and
protection attachment. Film
inspection machines with sound track, sprocket, thickness, splice and scratch defect
detection; allows for immediate correction.

KARL HEITZ,

—

INC.

400

Combination table viewer
for daylight inspection and comparison
of 35mm slides, 35mm filmstrips, and
Multiscope

non-perforated microfilm. Optional
tachable magnifying glass.

HOLLYWOOD CAMERA

CO.

HollyCam portable
and welds

one

hot

at-

OCTOBER,

1970

in

Film

401

patches,

Mercer

410
film

METRO/KALVAR

INC.
411
Negative and raw stock are threaded
through the Metro/ Kalvar Film Cleaner/Contrast Control accessory where
static electricity is e'iminated by replaceable polonium strips and dust
particles are dis'odged by air and re-

moved

The

16,

and 35mm.
423

Editor

for

with

bright

viewing screen

16mm.

ZYCO MFG.

INC.

Double rank film slitter
and extreme accuracy.

for

424
clean cuts

RECORDERS
SOUND GEAR

vacuum. Contrast can be
by variable pre-exposure of
Metro/Kalvar films.
by

AMEGA INTERNATIONAL
412

Pro

Splicers feature automatic
stainless steel construction
precision pins. Available for 16

scrapers,

and
and 35mm

8,

ZEISS IKON VOIGTLANDER

controlled

MOTION PICTURE ENTER.

422

Hot Splicers for

—

ru'e

16mm, 35mm and 16/35 combination.

all

splicer cuts,
operation.
Features built-in carbide film scraper,
.065" splice, across frame line splicing
method, 110° splicing temperature, 110
to 120V AC power requirements, 35 or
16mm film, grey wrinkle finish.

splices

TRAID CORP.

RAY MERCER & CO.

425
reproducers in single, double,
triple, combination and automatic mode s. Also portable u^its, modular control centers and amplifier systems.

Sound

film.

AMPEX CORP.

NEUMADE PRODUCTS
A complete line of film

413

handling and

Complete
location,

line

CCTV,

426
of

cameras

for

studio,

etc.

61

427

BACH-AURICAN, INC.
Special head for recording
film on Auricon cameras.

sound-on-

CINEMA BEAULIEU/HERVIC

428

Hervic Corp./Cinema Beaulieu
Exclusive U. S. distributor of the Uher
1000 Report Pilot Va" tape recorder,
designed for sound/film synchronization.

429
Studio monitors offer precise and constant audio reference, standard for
studio and control room monitoring In
radio, TV and recording facilities.

ELECTRO-VOICE INC.

ERCONA CORP.

430

High quality dynamic and condenser
microphones for home and studio.

PHOTOMART

442

Rubylite microphone mixer will accept
up to four low-impedance microphones
for use with Auricon sound cameras.

PRECISION LABS

443

Magnetic

and

optical

552
recording

film

systems, available for 35mm, 16mm, and
Super 8 film. Many features for auto-

mated operation.

RHEEM MFG.
line

of

desk, hand and casette recorder models.

445

ROBINS INDUSTRIES
F&B/CECO

431

Mini Monitor for tape recorders, sound
reader.

GENERAL CAMERA CORP.
amplifier/mixer

Magnetic
cameras.

Auricon

HENRY GROSSMAN ASSOC.
Recording

amplifiers

for

433

sound

film,

compact & lightweight, rechargeable battery, custom electronic
units designed and built to specs.
solid state,

THE KALART

434

CO.
Mixer Magnasound for
playback of magnetic

film sound track.

recording

in

and

16mm

striped

Adds sound

records and erases

film,

to silent

single op-

eration.

MAGNASYNC/MOVIOLA CORP.

435

Synchronous magnetic film recorders
and sound equipment, pickup recorders,

studio-mixing consolettes.

MAGNA-TECH ELECTRONIC
Complete

line

436

professional motion
recording and

of

picture studio sound
projection equipment.
J.

A.

MAURER

Model

10,

437
recording sysinstallation, dual

INC.

16mm sound

tem features quick

Robins Industries Corp.
Magnetic recording tape on reels and
casettes for magnetic recording. Also,
cartridges for magnetic recording.

432
for

RYDER MAGNETIC SALES

Magnetic striping machines, combination sound readers/ viewers and sound
recorders and mixers.
449
Magnetic film recorder/ reproducers for
16mm, 17.5mm or 35mm as ordered,
complete with microphone mixers and

STANCIL-HOFFMAN CORP.

interlock motors.

V4"-tape synchronous sound
recorder, still retaining components of
the Nagra III, plus additional features.

450

Tandberg of America, Inc.
Model IMP "Pilotone", battery driven

Optical

systems

439

INC.

for

16mm

35mm

or

film.

440
PHILIPS BROADCAST EQPT.
Noreico full audio system components,

including three-speed (3%, 7V2, 15 IPS)
Pro-36 studio tape recorded with Ferroxcube heads for longer life.

PHILIPS BROADCAST EQPT.
Noreico F.E.T. condenser mics
9080
tional

(uni-directional),
"gun"'),

9073

(uni-direc-

have wide 20 to 20,000

Hz frequency responses. Many
62

441

LBB

others.

and cans.

CO.

455

Film and filmstrip cans.
C. COFFEY CO.
456
Luxor filing and storage cabinets for

filmstrips,

sound

filmstrips,

slides,

audio

tapes, cassettes, disc records,
transparencies, study prints, 16 &
films, 8mm film loops, video tape, microfilms and microfiche. Also mobile
cabinets and projector stands.

8mm

COMPCO CORP.

457

Overhead projector tables with adjustable shelf for flush or scroll mounting
heights, with 2 storage bins. Also mobile cabinets and mobile tables.

COMPREHENSIVE SERVICE
Motion picture

reels,

458

cans and cases.

FIBERBILT PHOTO PRODUCTS

459

Shipping

Cases for all audio-visual
equipment such as projectors, viewers,
screens and film.

THE HARWALD

CO.
Cabinets for 16 and

460

35mm

film, tapes,

filmstrips and data processing
Mobile cabinets for storing projector equipment,
discs,
tapes and

discs,
reels.

films.

HOLLYWOOD FILM

CO.

461

Manufacture and distribute
and shipping cases.

reels,

MASTEREEL INDUSTRIES
16
& 35mm plastic storage

cans

462

and

shipping containers. Designed for hubmounted storage for film on reels or
cores. 1200' size.

CHARLES MAYER STUDIOS

463

Filmstrip cases, vulcanized fibre.

464
Film reels, cans and shipping cases.

NEUMADE PRODUCTS CORP.

465

Complete

picture.

er files for film, slides, filmstrips, and
disc records, tape casettes, audio tape,
and 1" & 2" video tape.

451

Manufacturers and distributors of sinsystem sound modules for Bolex,

gle

Beaulieu, and most other

16mm cam-

eras.

line

of storage facilities in-

cluding cabinets, open racks, and draw-

PLASTICAN CORP.

466
Store 2" x 2" slides, vertical or horizontal mount, slide emulsion touches
no other surface.

452

WESTREX
OPTRONICS TECH.

BUCKEYE STAMPING

reels

recorder with pilot tone equipment for synchronization of sound and

tape

Vanderleelie Film Systems

IV

454

16mm

MOTION PICTURE ENTER.

TANDBERG OF AMERICA

disc or film.

Nagra

448

SOS PHOTO-CINE-OPTICS

VANDERLEELIE FILM

438

447

INC.

Professional broadcasting microphones,
tape recording and general purpose
uses. Also, microphone mixers, disc reproducers, tone arms and ace.

system recording, permits playback of
any portion of a pre-recorded tape,

NAGRA MAGNETIC RECORDERS

446

Nagra Va" synchronous tape recorder,
Sela four dial mixer, Sennheiser &
Beyer microphones & headsets, Talmak
&
projection
counters for
footage
dubbing studios, Ryder sync-generators
for 16mm and 35mm cameras.

SHURE BROTHERS

line of

444

CO.

microphones, with
switchable Lo-Hi impedance, adaptable to floor stand or boom mount. Also

Complete

Complete

JACK

Precision sound editing equipment.

RCA CORP.

BELL & HOWELL CO.

Sound recorders and reproducers

for

motion pictures, theatre projection and
sound systems.

PLASTIC REEL CORP.

467

Plastic shipping cases, reels, cans and
phono record case, cores, bearings,
bushing, rollers, reel paks, casettes,

tape reels and boxes.

REELS, CANS, STORAGE

EQUIPMENT
ADVANCE PRODUCTS

453
CO.
Welded steel, stacking cabinets for
projectors, audio tapes, records, filmstrips, slides, transparencies and related electronic equipment. Use individually or stack.

RICHARD MFG. CO.

468

storing

Poly-Cons,

for

processed

uncut

filmstrips

35mm

film.

and

Album

pages, for storing 2x2 slides and other
sizes of transparencies.

SCHUESSLER CASE
Div. of

Hard

469

CO.

Ludwig Industries
vulcanized

fibre

carrying

and

BUSINESS SCREEN

shipping cases custom made to your
requirements for any of your equipment.

CONCORD ELECTRONICS

TAYLOREEL CORP.

PHILIPS BROADCAST EQPT.

481

Supplier of videotape recording systems and related accessories.

CAMERA CRAFT RENTS
6820 Sunset

Blvd.,

Hollywood, Calif.

THE CAMERA MART, INC.

Film cans and

470

shipping cases

in

all

sizes.

WALACH & ASSOC.

471
Sectional, double door and mobile cabinets for storage and filing of records

tapes,

slides,
transparencies,
microfilm and microfiche.

films,

cassettes,

H.

WILSON CORP.

472

Mobile cabinets for storage with mobility, for photographic equipment and
materials. Adjustable shelves are 18°
x24".

RHEEM MFG.

470

CO.

483

Roberts model 1050AV, portable, compact videotape recorder, is batterypowered and has instant playback on
its
own detachable monitor. Roberts
model 1000, videotape recorder is also
a 4-track stereo recorder. Camera TV
monitors available.

in

CAPITAL FILM LABORATORIES, INC.
E. St., S.W., Washington D.C. 20024

CAPITAL FILM SERVICES, INC.
1001 Terminal Rd., Lansing, Mich.

CENTURY CAMERA SHOPS,
119 N. 9th

2"

1",

484
recorders,

3 Entin Rd., Clifton, N.J. 07014

CENTURY PRECISION OPTICS

V2"

&

1"

recorders

of videotape

helical

in

scan formats. Many

CINE MAGNETICS, INC.
202

E.

44th

CINE 60
630 9th Ave.,

bandwidths from 8 MHZ to 32 MHZ,
scan rates to 1225 lines, corner resolu-

cording systems, exposure control, step
generator for operation with exposure
monitor,
vertical
control,
caveform
aperature corrector and gamma am-

2!

plifier.

312 12th

PHILIPS BROADCAST EQPT.
475
Noreico TV cameras cover total range,
from 3-Plumbicon PC-70 color camera
to monochrome Plumbicon and vidicon
studio and CCTV cameras with and

VISUAL ELECTRONICS CORP.

486

487

The VS40 compact high-bank recorder
(monochrome or color) is mounted on,
skids for portability. Suited for CCTV.

RHEEM MFG.

REPAIR SERVICES

CO.
476
Roberts model CllOO CCTV camera.

ABC CAMERA CORPORATION
Small,

light,

easy

to

operate

el

352 W. 44fh

New

St.,

York, N.Y. 10036

ADMASTER PRINTS, INC.
425 Park Ave., S. New York,

SHIBADEN CORP OF AMER.
478
Model HV-70F, compact & lightweight,

&

York, N.Y.

CINEMA RECORDING
W. 46th St., New York,

N.Y. 10036

CINEMA SERVICES CO.
Son Francisco,

St.,

Calif.

CINERAMA CAMERA CORP.
1

19

W. Olympic,

CRAWLEY

Los Angeles, Calif.

FILMS, LTD.

DEKKO

Canada

FILM PRODUCTIONS, INC.

126 Dartmouth

St.,

Boston, Mass.

ECLAIR CORPORATION
7262 Melrose Ave., Los Angeles,

02116

Calif.

90046

color

cameras.

for use with the

New

19 Fairmont Ave., Ottawa,

SALES, RENTALS

477

York, N.Y.

re-

without viewfinders. Also, high quality
LDH-1 color camera.

RCA CORP.

New

St.,

models available.

TELEDYNE CAMERA SYSTEMS
Model DBM-Rl, 16mm video film

tion to 900 lines.

N. Hollywood, Colif.

Blvd.,

485

COHU ELECTRONICS

474
Closed-circuit TV cameras offer video

INC.

Minneapolis, Minn. 55403

St.,

10659 Burbonk

Wide range

Complete line of recorders
and Va" formats.

N.Y. 10019

CENTURY LIGHTING

SHIBADEN CORP. OF AMER.

SONY CORP. OF AMERICA
473

York, N.Y.

CAMERA SERVICE CENTER
333 W. 52nd St., New York,

range of videotape
monitors and accessories.

AMPEX CORP.

New

1845 Broadway,

Videotape recorders in 1" & Va" formats. New LDL-1000 uses chromium
dioxide tape at low speed for economy
and quality reproduction.

Wide

VIDEOTAPE CAMERAS

482

Shibaden SV-600,

700,

PRODUCTIONS, INC.

CTF
N.Y. 10016

ALLEGRO FILM PRODUCTIONS, INC.
W. 52nd St., New York, N.Y. 10019

201

640

Bizzell Dr., Lexington, Ky.

F&B/CECO, INC.
315 W. 43rd

New

St.,

York, N.Y.

800 series video tape recorders. Mod-

complete

FP-107,

2:1

interlace

tem, suitable for educational

sys-

&

industrial uses. Models FP200V & FP-200P,
separate mesh vidicon, removable viewfinder. Model FPC-1000 color viewfinder,
for CCTV and CATV in the educational,
industrial

and medical

fields.

SONY CORP. OF AMERICA

ALLIED

3822

FILMCRAFT

AUDIO VISUAL SERVICES

Lincoln Ave., Chicago,

III.

5145 N. Keystone Ave., Indianapolis,

60613

JACK FROST

AUDIO VISUAL CENTER
2855

El

Comino

Ind.

Real, Palo Alto, Calif.

BEHREND'S INC.
161 E. Grand Ave., Chicago,

III.

94306

6061

234

Piquette, Detroit, Mich.

GENERAL CAMERA CORP.
W. 44th St., New York,

321

N.Y. 10036

479

cuit television

Model AVC-3200, for both closed cirand video tape recording. Model DXC-2000A, features an inter-

BIRNS & SAWYER CINE EQUIPMENT CO.
6426 Santa Monica Blvd., Hollywood, Calif.

nal
crystal-controlled sync generator
with 2:1 interlace, and automatic sen-

BURKE & JAMES
333 W. Lake St., Chicago,

AUN GORDON

ENTERPRISES
5362 N. Cohuenga Blvd., N. Hollywood,

Calif.

O. H. HIRT, INC.

60606

III.

41

N.

nth

St.,

Philadelphia, Pa., 19107

sitivity control.

CALVIN COMMUNICATIONS, INC.
1

VIDEOTAPE RECORDERS

105 Truman Rd., Kansas City, Mo. 64106

AMPEX CORP.

1970

Pa.

19130

6838 Sunset

Blvd.,

Hollywood, Calif. 90028

480

Professional magnetic tape equipment
and related accessories.

OCTOBER,

St., Phila.,

INC.

Ave., Buffalo, N.Y. 14202

HOLLYWOOD CAMERA CO.

CALVIN DEFRENES CORP.
1909 Buttonwood

HOLLAND-WEGMAN PRODUCTIONS,
207 Delaware

CALVIN PRODUCTIONS, INC.
1105 Truman

Rd.,

Kansas City, Mo. 64106

HOUYWOOD CAMERA
1607 Cosmo

St.,

EXCHANGE, INC.

Hollywood, Calif.

63

J

&

Grand

E.

PHOTO-SONICS, INC.

HANDY ORGANIZATION

THE JAM
2821

820

Mich.

Detroit,

Blvd.,

JACK

R FILM CO.

905 Cole Ave., Hollywood,

St.,

Plainville,

CAMERA EQUIPMENT

PILL'S

Blvd.,

Hollywood, Calif.

PRECISION LABS

THE KALART CO., INC.
Huitnius

LABORATORY
EQUIPMENT

Burbonk, Calif. 91506

St.,

6510 Santa Monica

90038

Calif.

Mariposa

S.

928-930

Conn. 06062

E.

51st

Brooklyn, N.Y. 11203

St.,

CHEMICALS

PRODUCERS SERVICE CO.

lABCRAFT INTERNATIONAL CORP.
4019 Prospect Ave., Cleveland, Ohio 44103

picture processing chemicals
Cintel Corp.,
available from

Motion

1200 Grand Central Ave., Glendale,

Calif.

are

—

DuPont De Nemours,
Eastman Kodak Co., The FR Corp., GAF
Corporation, and Superior Bulk Film
Company.
H. G. Cramer, E.

PROFESSIONAL CINE PRODUCTS
L-W PHOTO, INC.
Cobrito

15451

Rd.,

2959 Ladybird Lone,

Van Nuys,

Dallas, Texos

75220

Calif.

I.

PROJECTOR RENTAL POOL, INC.
LLOYDS CAMERA EXCHANGE
1612 N. Cohuenga Blvd., Los Angeles,

1004

48207

Jefferson Ave.. Detroit, Mich.

E.

Colif.

MOTION PICTURE
PROCESSORS

PROJECTION SYSTEMS, INC.

LOGOS TELEPRODUCTION CENTER
3620

27th

S.

St.,

202

44th

E.

New

St.,

York, N.Y.

Arlington, Va.

RELIANCE AUDIO-VISUAL CORP.
552 W. 53rd St., New York, N.Y. 10019

MAGNASYNC/MOVIOLA CORP.

AEROJET DELFT CORP.

Ave., N. Hollywood, Calif.

5539 Riverton

488

Processors.

CHARLES ROSS, INC.

MPO VIDEOTRONICS
210 W. 65th

MAGNA

St.,

FILM

49 Berkeley

333

New

Boston, Mass.

SOUND

RYDER

161 N. Vine

1

S.E.

D.B.

Chicogo,

FILM

York,

NY. 10019

ARTISAN INDUSTRIES

Eastman
negative-positive
FC-200,
Kodachrome, Ektacolor equipment,

&

III.

60618

MILLIKEN CO.

Hollywood,

chrome and anscochrome install., silver
recovery systems, custom photographic

Calif.

processing equipment,
neering service.

St.,

Columbia,

BURKE & JAMES
Portable

East Coast;

and 70mm.

W. 43rd

St.,

New

Blvd.,

Hollywood,

Calif.

MOLE-RICHARDSON CO.
Calif.

SOUTHWEST
3024

Fort

FILM LABORATORY, INC.
Ave., Dallas, Tex. 75211

Worth

MOTION PICTURE CAMERA SUPPLY INC.
424 W, 49th St., New York, NY. I00I9

TECH-CAMERA RENTALS, INC.

PICTURE EQUIPMENT COMPANY
210 Semple St., Pittsburgh, Pa. 15213

TELECINE FILM STUDIOS, INC.

MOTION

MACK CAMERA

1024 Cole Ave., Hollywood,

100

S.

90038

Calif.

Northwest Hwy., Pork Ridge,

111.

60068

TELEDYNE CAMERA SYSTEMS
SERVICE

781

S.

INC.

91006

TRAID CORP.
777 Flower St.. Glendale,

Colif.

91201

TRINITY PICTURES, INC.
P.O. Box 6111, Dallas, Texas 75202

E.

Jefferson Ave., Detroit, Mich.

48207

UNILUX, INC.

MAGNASYNC/MOVIOLA CORP.
5539 Riverton Ave., N. Hollywood,

48-20 70th

St.,

Woodside,

New

York 11377

16,

35,

491

492
Black/white, microfilm/fiche and color
processors. Eight, Super 8, 16, 35, 70

CINTEL CORP.

and 105mm capabilities.

CRAMER

Compact,

493
units

portable

cessing of Super 8,
film. Black & white
negative and color.

for

the

pro-

16mm and 35mm
reversal-positive-

1430 Slocum

Dallas, Tex.

St.,

75207

Union Ave., Englewood, Colo. 801 10

MOTION PICTURE LABORATORY
MOTION PICTURE EQUIPMENT CO. DIV.
W.R.S.

NATIONAL CINE EQUIPMENT,
37 W. 65th

St.,

New

INC.

York, N.Y. 10023

494

N.Y.

Automatic daylight film processor at
speeds up to 1400 feet per hour.

FAIRCHILD CAMERA
for

UNIVERSAL CINE PHOTO, INC.
V^.

ANDRE DEBRIE OF

495

16 automatic processor
negative or positive features

The Mini-Rapid

Calif.

NATIONAL CAMERA
2000

for

Main, Memphis, Tenn.

MOVIE-MITE CORP.
1004

units

Houston portable tank mixes and transfers photographic solutions in one oppump
Built-in motor driven
eration.
does the mixing and solution transfer
without a separate mixing motor.

H. G.

131 N. 5th Ave., Arcadia, Calif.

1025 Commerce Ave., Union, N.J. 07083

MOTION PICTURE LABORATORIES,

490

developing

CINTEL CORP.

7051 Santa Monica

engi

York, N.Y. 10036

West Coast:

937 N. Sycamore Ave., Hollywood,
90038

laboratory

29201

S.C.

SOS PHOTO-CINE-OPTICS, INC.
311

131 N. 5th Ave., Arcadia, Calif.

SERVICES

St.,

489

Hi-Speed spray developing machines,
black and white; Models FA-50, FA-200

& SCHOOL SUPPLY

2608 Main

MIDWEST VISUAL EQUIPMENT
St.,

New

02116

CHARLES MAYER STUDIOS, INC.
776 Commins St., Akron, Ohio 44307

571 W. Randolph

St.,

ROSS-GAFFNEY, INC.
21 W. 46th St., New York, NY. 10036

PRODUCTIONS, INC.

St.,

52nd

VV.

York, N.Y.

210 Semple

St.,

Pittsburgh, Po.

16mm

leaderless loading, self-threading.

FILMLINE CORP.
Daylight and darkroom
16, 35 and 70mm.

496
processors for

15213

OSCAR FISHER
PALMER FILMS, INC.
Howard St., San Francisco,

WESTERN-CINE

V/.A.

611

Calif.

312

S.

Pearl

St.,

Denver, Colo. 80209

497
CO.
Semi-portable Mark 16/35 processing;
also dry spray immersion film processor.

PAN AMERICAN FILMS
822 N. Rampart St., New
PEERLESS CAMERA
415 Lexington Ave.,

64

Orleans, La.

WILLOUGHBY INDUSTRIAL CO., INC.
now. 32nd St., New York, N.Y. 10001

ZOOMAR,

New

York, N.Y.

55 Sea

INC.

Cliff Ave.,

Glen Cove, N.Y. 11542

ALAN GORDON ENTERPRISES

498

Daylight operation A-9 portable processor for black & white films. Automatic
processors for 15 and 35mm.

BUSINESS SCREEN

GRYPHON CORP.

499

Processing previewer for
ture processing machines.

motion

pic-

HOUSTON PHOTO PROD.

500
EC4-240, continuous; E-4, process; four lines simultaneously, designed for photo finishers; all film

Model

UHLER CINE MACHINE
Sound and
16mm.

511

processors for 8 and

silent

WESTREX

512

Densitometers for processing control of
motion picture film, color, black and

and

white, infra-red. Solid state
readout.

sizes.

digital

PRECISION LABS.

524
Special printers, processing and tanks
for the film laboratories.

PRODUCERS SERVICE
Complete

line of

525

optical printers, step

contact, step reduction and special effects with a variety of accessories and

formats

JAMIESON FILM

CO.
501
Manufacturers of Color Film Processors
for all film widths from 8mm to 70mm
and for all processing including Ektachrome, Eastman Color, C-22 and Gevachrome. A total of 15 models offered
in two major lines.

JANPRO

502

Film

processor rollers and bushings.
Precision molded plastic film rollers
and parts for use in film processing

machines and related equipment.

MARK SYSTEMS,

INC.

Bimat processors

for 16, 35

503

and 70mm.
Specialized processing equipment and
materials.

RESEARCH PRODUCTS

MOTION PICTURE
PRINTERS

W. MAURER, INC.
504
Models 154M & 153M for 35, 70, 15, &
35mm. No plumbing required, instant
processing up to 15 fpm, small portarugged, processes negative or positive film to a negative.

ble,

METRO KALVAR

INC.

515

The Model 135/16 convertible
produces

processor

35mm, 16mm, 8mm,

black
or

printer-

&

white

Super 8 positive

prints at up to 199 fpm, cleans the
negative and raw stock just prior to
exposure,
permits variable contrast,
timing and print inspection in one
continuous operation in ordinary room
light without chemicals or solutions.

JOHN

OLSSON

B.

Pocket

processor

CO.
using

506

Kodak

Bimat

process. B & W-35/16mm. Provides developed negative and positive transparency simultaneously without use of
free liquids or dark room.

AEROJET DELFT CORP.
and 35mm

PRODUCERS SERVICE

508
step
contact, step reduction and special
effects with a wide variety of accessories and formats. Plus a new concept
in liquid gates, film gate photometers,
and Focatron image focusing instruments.
line of optical

printers,

Special

effects

optical

wipes,

dissolves

ripples,

CINEMATIC SYSTEMS,
Continuous contact

515
series

printer

complete control over film

all

have

to

CO.
528
automatic L&F printer
daylight and provides re-

fully
in

versal printing.

UHLER CINE MACHINE

529

Motion picture printers for the 35, 16, 8
and Super 8mm sound and picture in
color or black and white film.

INC.

516

FILM

sound track
printer,
optical
reduction and
loop
printers are available in 16mm, 8mm,
35mm and Super 8.
printer,

MANUFACTURERS
AGFA-GEVAERT,

ANDRE DEBRIE OF

N.Y.

517

Complete line of step printers in contact and optical. Tipro RA optical printer,
reduces, enlarges, makes 16 and

35mm

contacts.

FOTOVEND CORP.
Ultra high-speed contact
printers.

518

and reduction

HOLLYWOOD FILM

CO.
519
High speed printers, slitters, inspection
projectors, edge numbering machines.

METRO/KALVAR,

INC.

520

The Model 135/16 convertible

&

printer-

white

35,

8mm

or Super 8 positive prints at
to 100 fpm, cleans the negative and

raw stock just prior to exposure, permits variable contrast, timing and print
inspection in one continuous operation
in ordinary room light without chemi-

OPTRONICS TECH
Optronics 16mm to Super

521

8

Quad

opti-

Includes both
step and continuous high speed.

reduction

printers.

522

complete line of
equipment from Super 8 to
wide format films. New this
slide and filmstrip printer and

CO.
531
Motion Picture and Education
Markets Division
General Offices: 343 State Street
Rochester, New York 14550
Phone: (716) 325-2000
Dr. N. L. Simmons, General Manager
E.

I.

D UPONT DE

NEMOURS

533
N.Y.

10020

Phone:

(212) JU 2-7600
Van Winkle, National
Marketing Manager
R. C.

D. Liddell. P. Telep, C. R. Bennett,
Assistant Product Man.

Manufacturers of a

METRO/KALVAR,

70mm

745 Post Road, Darien, Conn.

70mm

in

year

small

ree's

Super

May

B/W

TREISE ENGINEERING

510

Continuous film processing equipment
and accessories. Custom design and
building for any processing need.

OCTOBER,

is

8 reduction printers.

1970

INC.

534

06920

Phone: (203) 655-8209
W. Hall, Jr., President
W. A. Muttitt, Director of Operations
A.

PHOTO-SONICS,

films.

532

Photo Products Department
Wilmington, Delaware 19898
V. C. Chambers, Director of Sales,
Printing & Industrial Markets
H. T. Harding, Manager Planning &
Tech. Serv., Instrumentation Markets

printing

lengths to 100' and/or 1 to 28
(35mm to 120 film size)
be programmed for most color and

530

EASTMAN KODAK

GAF CORPORATION
140 W. 51st St., New York,

cals or solutions.

cal

INC.
275 North Street, Teterboro, N.J.
07608
Phone: (201) 288-4100
Sales Manager, Professional Cine
Products, Irwin B. Freedman

509
Circle-S automatic color film processor
the Mark III handles 16-35-46 and

—

527

formats.

included.

PETERSON ENTERPRISES
SICKLES INC.

and

SUPERIOR BULK FILM
Portable
operates

BERKEY TECH/OXBERRY

16,

Complete

16

films.

514
Printing equipment for all sizes. Professional additive color printing system.

up

and 70mm.

for

BELL & HOWELL CO.

507

35

35

513

Reduction and contract printers

Tabletop Maurer-Matic Model 153M for
16 and 35mm. Cine-Strip processors for
16,

16,

70mm.

Professional printers for

processor produces black

PAKO CORP.

526
in 8,

SOS PHOTO-CINE-OPTICS

for
J.

Line of optical printers

INC.

523

The Acme Step Contact Printer is a
daylight operating machine that functions on the proven step printing principle.
Available are the 35mm and

16mm

models.

STUDIO FILM EXCHANGE

535
11555 Ventura Blvd. Studio City, Calif.
91604
Carole Dean, President

65

NAMES & ADDRESSES
BIRNS & SAWYER, INC.
1026 N. Highland Ave.

Los Angeles, Calif. 90038

ADVANCE PRODUCTS COMPANY

BREWSTER CORPORATION

2300 East Douglas Ave.
Wichita, Kansas 67214

50 River Street

AEROJET DELFT CORPORATION

BUCKEYE STAMPING CO.

80 Skyline Drive
Plainview, Nev/ York 11803

555

AGFA-GEVAERT, INC.

BUHL OPTICAL CO.

275 North Street
Teterboro, New Jersey 07608

Pittsburgh, Penn. 15233

Old Saybrook, Conn. 06475

Marion Road
Columbus, Ohio 43207

1009

170 Carrie Street

Bridgeport, Conn. 06607

601

New

Div. of Ikelheimer-Ernst, Inc.
W. 26th Street

64th St.

New

York, N.Y. 10023

CONCORD ELECTRONICS

CORP.

Armacost Ave.

1935

Los Angeles, Calif. 90025

CRAMER MOTION

H. G.

6028 General Tinker Ave.
Sarasota, Florida 33580

Beech Ave.

Chicago,

FIBERBILT

PICTURE PROD.

CUMMINS-CHICAGO CORP.

BURKE & JAMES, INC.
333 W. Lake Street

ALLEN PRODUCTS. INC.

COMPREHENSIVE SERVICE
CORP.
250 W.

4750 Ravenswood Ave.
Chicago, 111. 60640

New
DIV.

AMPEX CORPORATION

5922 Bowcraft Street
Los Angeles, Calif. 90016

Broadway
City, Calif. 94063

Redwood

MART, INC.

THE CAMERA
456 W. 55th St.
New York, N.Y.

ANGENIEUX CORP. OF
AMERICA
440 Merrick Road

Oceanside,

New

ARRIFLEX CORP. OF AMERICA
25-20 Brooklyn-Queens

Expressway West

Woodside, New

10019

USA, INC.
64-10 Queens Blvd.
Woodside, N.Y. 11377

ARTISAN INDUSTRIES, INC.
HiSpeed Equipment Division
73 Pond Street
Waltham, Mass. 02154

6914

Road

Clifton, N.J. 07014

Romaine Street

Road

INC.

Mountain View, Ca. 94040

BEHREND'S INC.
161

E.

Grand Ave.

Chicago,

111.

60611

Chicago,

III.

60645

BERKEY/COLORTRAN, INC.
1015 Chestnut Street
Burbank, Calif. 91502

GENERAL RESEARCH LAB
7 Valley St.

Hawthorne, N.J. 07506

ALAN GORDON ENTERPRISES
Cahuenga

Blvd.

Calif. 91601

412 Main Street
Port Jefferson, N.Y.

CINESTAR

ELECTRO-VOICE, INC.

619 S. Fifth Ave.

600 Cecil Street

Mt. Vernon,

4334 Tuiunga Ave.
Studio City, Calif. 91604

11801

New

W. Olympic

Blvd.

ERCONA CORP.
432 Park Ave. South
New York, N.Y. 10014

New York

10550

101 E. Santa Anita
Burbank, Calif. 91502

H

CINEMATIC SYSTEMS, INC.
5716 Camille Ave.
Box 2765

60,

INC.

630 Ninth Ave.
New York, N.Y. 10036

JACK COFFEY CO., INC.
Lake View Ave.
III.

60085

ELECTRONICS, INC.

OXBERRY PRODUCTS
25-15 50th Street

Woodside, New York 11377

P.O. Box 623
San Diego, Calif. 92112

CHARLES BESELER CO.

COMPCO

CORP.

Spaulding Ave.
Chicago, III. 60647
1800 N.

1777

GRYPHON CORP.

CINEMA RESEARCH CORP.

104

1

HENRY GROSSMAN ASSOC.

716 N. LaBrea Ave.
Los Angeles, Calif. 90038

CINE

York 14603

GRISWOLD MACHINE WORKS

Buchanon, Mich. 49107

COHU

219 S. 18th Street
East Orange, New Jersey 07018

Nela Park
Cleveland, Ohio 44112

Div. Ehrenreich Photo
Optical Industries, Inc.
623 Stewart Ave.
Garden City, New York 10530

ECLAIR CORP. OF AMERICA

Waukegan,

BERKEY TECHNICAL

DURST

7262 Melrose Ave.
Los Angeles, Calif. 90046

Culver City, Calif. 90230

BELL & HOWELL
7100 McCormick Road

GENERAL ELECTRIC CO.

Rochester

Los Angeles, Calif. 90064

Rd.

Wilmington, Delaware 19898

202 E. 44th Street
New York, N.Y. 10017

BAUSCH & LOMB

WHITLEY

W. 44th Street
New York, N.Y. 10036

321

GRAFLEX, INC.

88568 Bausch Street
Rochester, New York 14602

&

York 11356

GENERAL CAMERA CORP.

EASTMAN KODAK CO.

(Houston Fearless)

Whisman

DU PONT DE NEMOURS

IND.

343 State Street
Rochester, N.Y. 14650

INC.

CINTEL

BECKMAN

New

No. Hollywood,

No. Hollywood, Calif. 91605

441 N.

127th Street

5362 N.

Jackson, Michigan 49201

BARDWELL & McALISTER
12164 Sherman Way

I.

OF ROBINS

15-58

Flushing,

Product Information Center

INC.

DIV.

HERVIC CORP.

CINE MAGNETICS,

BAIA CORPORATION
9353 Lee

GENARCO

CINEMA BEAULIEU/
14225 Ventura
Sherman Oaks, Calif. 91403

Hollywood, Calif. 90038

140 W. 51st Street
New York, N.Y. 10020

211 S. Main Street
Lombard, III. 60148

1007 Market Street

3 Entin

GAF CORP.

DU PAGE METAL PROD.

E.

3410 W. 67th Street
90060
Los Angeles, Calif.

BACH-AURICON, INC.

Ramona Blvd.
West Covina, Ca. 91790

Burbank Blvd.
91601
No. Hollywood, Calif.

CHRISTIE ELECTRIC CORP.

B

DAVIDSON OPTRONICS

CENTURY PRECISION OPTICS

CENTURY STRAND INC.

FROST

A.

2223

11043 Gratiot Ave.
Detroit, t.<ich. 48213

10661

York 11377

St.

York, N.Y.

45th Street
York, N.Y. 10036

VICTOR DUNCAN, INC.

CANON

York 11572

Greene

West

432

CALIFONE/ROBERTS
RHEEM MFG. CO.

10543

FOTOSONIC, INC.
15 W. 4tth Street
New York, N.Y. 10046

234 Piquette Ave.
Detroit, Mich. 48202

ANDRE DEBRIE

Sun Valley, Calif. 91352

Ave.

180 E. Prospect

Mamaroneck, N.Y.

JACK

AMEGA CORPORATION

401

FOROX CORP.

New

Carle Place, Nev/ York II5I4

Wicks Street

Erna Street
Milford, Conn. 06460

FOTO-VEND CORP.

ALLIED IMPEX CORPORATION
168 Glen Cove Road

11817

FILMLINE CORP.

50

60606

111.

York, N.Y. 10001

HARWALD CO.
1245

F&B/CECO, INC.
315 W. 43rd Street

New

York, N.Y. 10036

Brook Ave.
New York 10451

III.

HARWOOD
1800

THE FR CORP.
951

Chicago Ave.

Evanston,

W.

Chicago,

60201

MFG. CO.

Fullerton
III.

60614

Bronx,

KARL HEITZ, INC.

FAIRCHILD CAMERA &
INSTRUMENT CORP.

979 Third Ave.
New York, N.Y. 10O22

Industrial Products Div.
Fairchild Ave.
Plainview, New York 11803

221

FELLER VACUUM
STUDIOS, INC.

FORM

Canal Place
New York, N.Y. 10475

381

O. H. HIRT, INC.
N. nth Street

41

Philadelphia, Penn. 19107

HOFFMAN CAMERA CORP.
19 Grand Ave.
Farmingdale, New York 11735

BUSINESS SCREEN
66

HOLLYWOOD CAMERA CO.

MAGNATECH ELECTRONIC

ten

430 9th Ave.
Now York, N.Y. 10034

Sunset Blvd.

Hollywood. Calif. 90028

HOLLYWOOD

FILM

CO

MAGNIPHOTO CORP.

lU

N. Seward Street
Hollywood, Calif. 90028

HOUSTON PHOTO PRODUCTS,
INC.
P.O. Box
Yuma, Arizona 85364
455

E.

2Dth

St.,

DOUBLE

84 Fifth Ave.
New York, N.Y. 1001

52M

PHILIP A. HUNT
CHEMICAL CORP.
Palisades Park, N.J. 07i50

MAIER-HANCOCK

SALES, INC.

P.O. Box 5135
Sherman Oaks, Calif. 91413

YOUR POWER

C. M. MARCHIONI
Chestnut Street
Rutherford, N.J. 07070

51

MARK SYSTEMS
1095 N. Tantau Ave.
Cupertino, Calif. 95014

ILFORD, INC.
West 70 Century Road

MASTEREEL INDUSTRIES, INC.

Home

25

Street

P.O. Boi 288
Paramus, N.J. 07452

White

INTERCINEMA CORP.
W. 43rd Street
New York, N.Y. I0O34

J.

INTERCRAFT CORP.

CHARLES MAYER STUDIOS, INC.

430 9th Ave.
New York, NY. 10036

776

311

Plains,

NY.

MAURER

A.

10406

INC.

25-24 50th St.

Woodside, N.Y. 11377

Commins

Street

Akron, Ohio 44307

RAY MERCER S CO.
Normal Ave.

4241

Los Angeles, Calif. 90029

JAMIESON FILM CO.

MERVS ANIMATION AIDS

King Arttiur Dr.
Dallas, Texas 75247

17040 Otsego Street
Encino. Calif. 91316

9171

JANPRO

METRO/KALVAR, INC.

P.O. Box 1028
Ontario. Calif. 91742

745 Post Road
Darien. Conn. 06820

J S R

FILM

CO

Cole Ave.
Hollyood, Ca. 90038

905

K
KALART VICTOR CORP.
Hultenius Street
Plainville,

Conn. 04042

KEM ELECTRONIC

MECHANIC CORP.
Film Center BIdg.
430 9lh Ave.
New York, 10036

N.

Ave.
666 W. Harvard Street
Arcadia, Calif. 91004
131

Fifth

Glendale, Calif. 91209

MOLE-RICHARDSON CO.
Sycamore Ave.
Hollywood, Calif. 9003B

937 N.

15451

Cabrito Road
Calif. 91404

SPECIALLY DESIGNED

MOTION PICTURE CAMERA
SUPPLY. INC.

New

utilize

the

power of a
light out-

put of the ordinary ektagraphic slide projector.

ENTERPRISES

York 10591

MOTION PICTURE

to

1200 watt quartz lamp that doubles the

W. 49th Street
New York, N.Y. 10019

424

MOTION PICTURE

Van Nuys,

CAROUSEL
SLIDE PROJECTOR

MITCHELL CAMERA CORP.
W. Harvard St.

666

Tarrytown.

L-W PHOTO. INC.

The A.V.E. "1200"

MILLIKEN CO.

D. B.

SPECIALLY PACKAGED to include remote focus,
forward and reverse projection, side door lamp

LAB. INC.

Main St.
Memphis, Tenn. 38102

781 S.

access,

zoom

lens

and carrying

case.

LABCRAFT INTERNATIONAJ

N

4019 Prospect Ave.
Cleveland, Ohio 44103

LAFAYETTE INSTRUMENT CO.

NAGRA MAGNETIC RECORDERS

P.O. Box 1279
LafayeHe, Ind. 47902

19 W. 44th
New York,

LIPSNER-SMITH CORP.

NAREN

7334 N. Clark Street
Chicago, III. 40424

Chicago,

LOWELL-LIGHT PHOTO
ENGINEERING
421 W. 54th Street
New York, N.Y. 10019

1214

SPECIALLY PRICED at $390.00 for a limited time
only. Literature on request.

Street

N.Y. 10036

INDUSTRIES, INC.

Inquire

W. Madison
III.

Street
60607

NATIONAL CAMERA,
W. Union Ave.

INC.

A.V.E.

2000

Englewood, Colorado 80110

CORPORATION

NATIONAL CINE EOUIPMENT

M
3M COMPANY
3M CENTER
St. Paul,

37

W.

45th Street

Nevr York, N.Y. 10023

NEUMADE PRODUCTS CORP.

250 W. 54th

720 White Plains Road
Scarsdale, New York 10583

Cable

Minn. 55101

NORTH AMERICAN

MAGNASYNC/MOVIOLA CORP.
5539 Riverton Ave.

PHILIPS CO., INC.
One Philips Parkway

No. Hollywood, Calif. 9IMI

Montvale,

New

Jersey 07(45

"AVEMANSA"

1970

New

York, N.Y. 10019
(212) 757-0552

_
circle 167

OCTOBER,

•

St.

on reader service card
67

PETERSON ENTERPRISES. INC.
Glenview.

III.

STAREX. INC.
430 Schuyler Ave.

Q R

1840 Pickwick Ave.

60025

O'CONNOR ENGINEERING
379 E.

Green

LAB.

PHOTO SONICS.

St.

820 S.

Pasadena. Ca. 71101

JOHN

B.

Skokie.

Burbank, Calif. 91506
PILL i ASSOC.
1135 N. Highland Ave.
Hollywood, Ca. 90038

OPTRONIC TECHNOLOGY
IIS W. 29th Street
New York. N.Y. lOOOl

ELECTRONICS SYSTEMS
Camden. New Jersey 08102

Butler.

New

Jersey 07072

RCA FILM RECORDING
W. Olive Ave.

2700

Burbank. Calif. 91505

P.

12550

PLASTIC REEL CORP.

OF

AMERICA

OXBERRY CORP. BERKEY
TECHNICAL

640 S. Commercial Ave.
Carlstadt, N.J. 07072

25-15 60th Street

PRECISION CINE
EQUIPMENT CORP.
Precision Lab. Division
894 E. 51st Street
Brooklyn. New York 11203

RHEEM MFG. CO.

PRECISION LABS, INC.
894 E. 51st St.
Brooklyn. N.Y. 11203

PAILLARD. INC.
1900 Lower Road

37-12 108th Street

PAKO CORP.

Corona,

6300 Olson Memorial Highway
Minneapolis. Minn. 55440

60645

New

York 11368

PRODUCERS SERVICE CORP.

PALMER FILMS INC.

1200 Grand Central Ave.
Glendale, Calif. 91201

Howard

PROFESSIONAL CINE P|lODUCTS
2959 Ladybird Lane
Dallas, Texas 75220

131 N. Fifth Ave.
Arcadia. Calif. 91006

Raymond Ave.

1068

St. Paul.

Minn. 55108

TRAID CORP.
777 Flower Street

Glendale, Calif. 91201

TREISE ENGINEERING. INC.

RICHARDSON CAMERA CO.

San Fernando. Calif. 91341

W.

Desert Cove Rd.
Phoenix, Ariz. 95028

1941

Street

1st

U V

ROBINS INDUSTRIES CORP.
15-58

PAULMAR. INC.

TELEDYNE CAMERA SYSTEMS

P.O. Box 2041
Van Nuys. Calif. 91404

w

127th Street

Flushing,

464 Central Ave.
Northfield. III. 60063

P.O. Box 114
Rochester. N.Y. 14601

TERADO CORP.

5922 Bowcroft Street
Los Angeles. Calif. 90016

2201

Street
San Francisco, Calif. 94105

611

INC.

RICHARD MFG. CO.

Jersey 07036

PRESTOSEAL MFG. CORP.

A.

III.

York 10803

TAYLOREEL CORP.

RESEARCH TECHNOLOGY. INC.
3525 W, Peterson Ave.
Chicago.

New

Pelham.

716 N. LaBrea Ave.
Hollywood, Calif. 90038

Ave.
Pasadena. Calif. 91108
168 Vista

INC.

Ave.

8 Third

2971 Corvin Drive
Santa Clara, Calif. 95051

PACIFIC UNIVERSAL PROD.

W.

TANDBERG OF AMERICA.

RED LAKE LABS. INC.

RESEARCH PRODUCTS.

Woodside. New York 11377

New

730 Third Ave.
New York, N.Y. 10017

PLASTICAN CORP.
P.O. Box 157

Linden.

Photolamp Division

RCA COMMERCIAL

INC.

OSCAR FISHER CO.
O. Box 2305
Newburgh, NY.

SYLVANIA ELECTRIC
PRODUCTS, INC.

8220 N. Austin Ave.
Morton Grove. III. 60053

JACK

Tustin. Calif. 92480

442 N, Wells Street
Chicago, III. 60610

60078

RADIANT CORP.

OL5SON CO.

P.O. Box 653

III.

Jersey 07032

SUPERIOR BULK FILM CO.
Ave.

8121 Central Park

INC.

Mariposa

New

Kearny.

<?UICK-SET. INC.

New

York 11356

CHARLES ROSS.

INC.

W. 52nd Street
New York. N.Y. 10036

UHLER CINE MACHINE CO.
15762 Wyoming Ave.
Detroit, Mich. 48238

333

UNILUX, INC.
48-20 70th Street

RYDER MAGNETIC SALES CORP.
1147 N. Vine Street

Hollywood. Calif. 90038

Woodside. New York 11377
VANDERLEELIE FILM SYSTEMS
P.O. Box 8092
Universal City. Calif. 91608

VISUAL ELECTRONICS CORP.

W. 40th Street
New York. N.Y. 10018

356

PHOTO-CINE-OPTICS.
INC.. DIV F&B/CECO. INC.

WALLACH

W. 43rd Street
New York. N.Y. 10036

Cleveland. Ohio 44103

S.O.S.
311

Sl

ASSOC. INC.

Euclid Ave.

5701

WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC
SCHUESSLER CASE CO.
2020 W. St. Paul Ave.
Chicago.

III.

Lamp

Division

New

Bloomfield.

Jersey 07003

60647

WESTREX DIVISION

5HIBADEN CORP. OF AMERICA

Increase sales
with battery- or

58-25 Brooklyn

Queens

Expressway

New

Woodside.

1136 N. Los Palmas
Hollywood, Calif. 90038

York 11377

SHURE BROTHERS. INC.

AC-operated
cassette sound

LITTON INDUSTRIES

222 Hartrey Ave.
Evanston, III. 60204

WILLEY OPTICAL CO. CORP.
Nasa Blvd.
Melbourne. Florida 32901

2353

SICKLES INC.

H.

filmstrip projector

P.O. Box 3396
Scottsdale, Arizona 85257

555

The Cassette Commander

SMITH SYSTEM MFG. CO.

is

the

automatic, lightweight, portable "sales force" that tells your
new/

complete story quickly, effectively.
Even your best salesman will sell

more because

he'll

make more

Easy to use with new tape
cassette. Uses either AC or rechargeable battery. Send for free

56

Emerald

S.

WILSON CORP.
W.

Dam

47-47

Van

Long

Island, N.Y.

Street
1

1

101

calls.

SOUTHWEST FILM
3024 Fort

LAB., INC.

Worth Ave.

Dallas, Texas 75211

III.

60473

X Y Z

Street, S.E.

Minneapolis. Minn. 55414

SONY CORP. OF AMERICA

Taft Drive

Holland.

YARDNEY ELECTRIC CORP.
40-50 Leonard Street

New

York. N.Y. 10013

ZEISS

IKON-VOIGTLANDER

444 Fifth Ave.
New York. N.Y. 10018

literature.

SPINDLER & SAUPPE, INC.
1329 Grand Central Ave.
Glendale. Calif. 91201

ION
C OR PO R AT
DIVISION
AUDIO-VISUAL

Dept. BS-100

•

St.

Charles, 111.60174

circle 168 on reader service card
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ZOOMAR,

INC.
Ave.

55 Sea Cliff

Glen Cove. N.Y. 11542

STANCIL-HOFFMAN CORP.

ZYCO MFG. CO.

N. Highland Ave.
Hollywood. Calif. 90038

1624 Newportvilla Road
Cornwells Heights. Pa. 19020

921
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new products review
FEATURING NEW EQUIPMENT AND SERVICES

zoom-in and zoom-out switch, and

production

rheostat control for

Instavision Videotape Systems
Feature Cartridge Loading

Ampex

has introduced a series of
miniature videotape recorders and

conveniently

located

hand camera

grip.

The

in

the

are

right

Instavision

system

Instavision

and

in

film

The

speeds

for daytime use,

is

conditions

needed.

3M

or

night

Company.

Simple, Compact Video Camera
Offered by Sony
The Model AVC-3000 compact,

monochrome video camera
designed especially for industrial

low-cost

recorder/player

cartridge 4.6 inches in diameter

Company.

circle 204 on reader service card

or household current in either color
or black and white.

The

3M

available

for every lighting condition.

is

in-

cludes a choice of recorder/players
and players operating on batteries

uses standard half-inch video tape
enclosed in a small circular plastic

by

are

in-

in-

one for
photography and one for indoor situations or where exceptional speed

closed circuit television as well as
recording and playback mar-

The

films

overcast

home
kets.

and government and
have been

dustrial applications,

One

automatic cartand designed for

loading

well suited for sports pho-

stocks,

tography
troduced

works from the main
battery pack and provides a threedrive

featuring

players
ridge

zoom speed

is

to-one speed range from 8 seconds
to 24 seconds. Noise level is compatible with the 31

camera

itself.

db

CCTV,

circle 203 on reader service card

Three 16mm Film Stocks for
Government, Schools, Industry
Three new 16mm black and white
camera reversal motion picture film

and basic

re-

In corporating an automatic sen-

level of the

Arrijle.x Corporation.

surveillance

cording systems.
it can be used over
wide range of lighting conditions

sitivity control,

a

without adjustment. Specially developed circuitry and a 2/3 inch,
separate-mesh vidicon produce a
high-resolution picture. Features in-

Continued on next page

WHEN YOU BUY
CANNED GOODS
.7

STICK TO A

inches

with

all

compatible
other conventional reel-type

recorders

thick.

It

is

embodying the Type

BRAND NAME

1

standard recently adopted by most
manufacturers. Ampex Corporation.
circ'e 201 on reader service card

Cordless Crystal Motor Available
For Mitchell BNC Camera

A

cordless

Mitchell

motor for the
camera operates from

crystal

BNC

rechargeable

batteries

generators and

eliminating

cabling to camera
and sound recorder. Cinema Products Development Co.
all

circle 202 on reader service card

Zoom

Drive for 16BL Lenses Aids
Imaginative Camera Work
Increased versatility has been added
to the Arriflex 16BL system with
the introduction of a zoom drive
for Arriflex

16BL

lenses.

The most

essential controls, stop-start switch,

OCTOBER,

1970

TRY US—
VELAZCO
OVER

6200

PRODUCTIONS
69

NEW PRODUCTS

continued

before you buy any

circle 207 on reader service card

U.S. Magnetic Tape Offers
Monochrome, Color Tape
U.S. Magnetic Tape Company has

questions:
A V C

elude a C-mount
changeability and

7

it

take to

warm up?

Normally It takes most processors 3 to 4
hours to get from ambient 70° to the required 100-110°. With a Trelse Color Processor,

warm-up takes only 20-45 minutes.

CThlnk

how much

valuable time you save!)

Once on temperature, does

for

lens

-3000

entered the videotape field with two

inter-

UHF

connector
for video signal output. Sony Corporation of America.
circle 205

long does

trays

Cabinets are of heavy gauge steel
trays are plastic. H. Wilson
Corporation.

ask yourself these

How

ten

and

color processor,

V

it

stay on

temperature?

iViini-Pro

Go

on reader service card
Kit

Features

Light Weight, Stability
The Mini-Pro-Go Kit, a lightweight,
yet
rugged,
professional
quality
lighting kit is designed for use with
30 volt battery power or 120 or
220 volts. It includes three Mini-

Trelse Processors feature a unique "proportional control" system that maintains a close

CAMERA STOCKS

watch over the temperature and provides
amount of heat to maintain it
at all times. There is no "stop 'n go," no
wide fluctuations of temperature. Thus a
Trelse Processor is more economical to run
than any other processor.

16mm EKTA Color 7242, 7241, 7255
16mm B S W 7220, 7222, 7231
16mm Coloi Negative 7254
35mm Color Negative 5251
35mm
5220, 5222, 5231

just the right

Does

it

7387, 7253. 7385, 7234, ale.

MAGNETIC SOUND STOCK

varyingly consistent quality and performance
to end, side to side, roll to roll, day
to day! This is the kind of performance you

FILM & EDITORIAL LEADER
Black Opaque 35mm
Black Opaque 16mm
Clear Leader 16mm
Also; Painted, Personalized
Primed & Lightstruck.

"cut corners" to feature a

"cut-rate" price?

meet or exceed all film
manufacturers' specifications. All chemical

Trelse Processors
solutions are

pump

moving parts

in

recirculated and filtered.
the drive system run on

ball bearings. All

that

How

components are the finest
money can buy.

easy

is it

Pro heads, which are
and produce a smooth

The

to maintain?

When it comes to maintaining a Treise Processor, there's frankly very little of It. When
necessary, however, you'll find that It has
in mind. For example, the film racks are removable without
the use of tools and without disturbing
thread-up. Moreover, all pumps, filters, etc.,
can be easily inspected and replaced In a
few minutes, instead of the usual 2 to 3

design

fast focusing
field of light.

of the stand

allows

expand to a stable 46inch base. Berkey ColorTran, Inc.

the legs to

STUDIO

^

CITY, CALIF. 91604

circle 143

on reader service card

SUPER-8
Sinni or

T^Cotuce

IGinm

DUPLICATES

A

cess assignments, audio-visual mate-

^

(213) 985-3303

Tray Cabinets Solve Storage,
Distribution Problems
full line of mobile and stationary
tray cabinets that are ideal for storing and distributing work-in-pro-

18.50
16.50
4.50

sludi4» film 4'x««liaiigo
11555 VENTURA BLVD.

circle 206 on reader service card

been designed with service

hours delay!

16mm New and Reclaimed

35 and

should demand ... and can take for granted
when you buy from Trelse.

All

10

035

LABORATORY STOCKS

provide consistent quality?

— end

it

0525
025
06

B&W

No other processor can assure you such un-

Does

five

— with

or without
swivel casters and locking door.
or

fSS

and other supplies feature

rials

Kodachrome
BLACK S WHITE

FInesf-Quality

COLOR
I

or

PROFESSIONALS: We

are

Specialists

in

or
16mm to 8mm or Super-8 Reductions.
8mm to I6mm Blow Ups. * A & B Roll Prinling.
8mm & 16mm Eastman Internegs.
8mm S 16mm

35mm

-jk-

B X W Reversal
-k Dup Ncgs. if B & VI Positive Release
Single
8mm
Printing
-^
ir

Eastman Color Release
Dupes,
Prints,

Prints

-jk-

Soundstripping -ff Splicing, Etc
If;

FAST SERVICE on Mail-Orders.

#

FINEST QUALITY

#
Send

Write for catalog on our complete line
Of Color and B&W Processors!

TiREISE ENGINEERING, INC.
1941

First

St

•

San Fernando,

Calif.

9134Q

circle 170 on reader service card
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WORK!

Guaranteed SATISFACTION!

lor our Latest

Write;

Dept.

PROFESSIONAL

PriccList.

S,

VALLEY FILM LABS.
2704 W. OlIVE
circle 144

BURBANK,

Ave.,

CAIIF, 91505

on reader service card
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lines for use on Vi" videotape recorders and one for 1" video-

product

tape recorders. All are compatible
with any helical scan recorder.

The

tape features low dropouts,

high signal-to-noise ratio and minimal oxide shed and is preconditioned, permitting first pass use on
the recorder.
plastic

It

comes

canisters.

in dust-proof

U.S.

Magnetic

Tape Company.
circle 208 on reader service card

lizes a

100' spool of film, essentially

Jack C. Coffey Adds to Luxor Line
Of Audiovisual Cabinets, Bases
A series of adjustable-height mobile
audiovisual equipment bases and
locking
cabinet/bases
has
been
added to the Luxor instructional

coupled

with solidbreaker for
clean, noise-free sound pickup. For
state

solar-cell

circuit

new model AV-12E6

output,

the

has

solid-state,

a

high-fidelity

eight-transistor,

amplifier.

Frequency

materials libraries.

response ranges from 30 to 20,000

Construction is of all-welded,
heavy-gauge steel finished in bakedon charcoal hammerloid. Jack C.
Coffey Co., Inc.

and the "music power" rating

cycles

12 watts.
It is equipped with a heavy-duty,
well-baffled speaker and has sepis

arate
It

Double Supers Movie Camera
Provides 200' Shooting Capability
The Canon Zoom DS-8 professional
double super 8 movie camera uti-

lamp

exciter

circle 219 on reader service card

microphone and phono inputs.
easily and is equipped

threads

with a two-inch f/1.6

Kodak

DuKane Adds Features

pro-

Ektanon lens. Eastman Kodak Company, Corporate Information, 343 State St., Rochester, New
York 14650.

jection

to

Micromatic Filmstrip Projectors
The "F" series of the Micromatic
and Super Micromatic sound filmCoiuinucd on next paiic

16mm film with two
rows of super 8 perforations, and
the width of

Put a
professional

-

in

^M

projection

your

room

The new Noreico FP-16nim projector
brings big theatre performance to any

auditorium because

provides 200' of film for projection.
It features an f/1.4 lens with an

it's

demanded by professional motion

8 to 1 (7.5 to 60mm) zoom range,
automatic light exposure, variable

picture theatres. Provides a brighter,
clearer, steadier screen image.

and powered rewinding mechanisms for fading and

Lots of other features, too:

overlapping, film speeds of 12, 18,

•

shutter

control

24, 36, and 54 fps. and a

and

semi-automatic

system. Bell

• Packs

2V2 hour film on one reel

• Uses Xenon

loading

—

& Howell Company.

circle 209

a

Available with 9 different Noreico

new 200m

lenses including

powered

film

same

built to the

rugged standards of performance

lens

or carbon arc light sources

or can be

purchased with 500 W.

ozone-free Xenon lamp house

on reader service card

• Optical

magnetic sound

or

• Runs forward and reverse
• Adapts to automatic operation and
remote conltrol

implementation
MOTION PICTURE
EQUIPMENT

/Vorefc
Versatile Projector Melds

Several Long-Life Features

The

easy-to-operate

16mm

OUTSTANDING VALUE! Send coupon

Kodak Pageant

projector features a lifetime

(or prices

and

BS-5

Noflh American Philips Corporation
Motion Picture Equipment Division

One

Philrps Part<way, f^ontvale.

New

literature.

Jersey 07645

(201) 391-1000

Please send facis and prices on the
fessional Projectors.

Z

FP-16 with column-pedestal

D

new Noreico 16mm

Pro-

EL-5100 Ponatjie model

Name/Tille_
Portable seifcontalned

Model EL 5100
for

School /Company.

outdoor showings,

exhibits, social halls,
etc.

Address.

Uses incandescent

light source.

City.

circle 171
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NEW PRODUCTS
"I
have found the Chappell
Music Library a most valuable
source for scoring my commercial, industrial and educa-

strip

continued

projectors feature several im-

provements.

Weight has been

re-

marketplace
CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING

tional projects."

Hy Fuchs, President
Music for Films
(N.Y.)

Equipment
New

sole
the U.S.A. of the
in
distributor
Chappell-Sonaura Library, offers over

Musicues

200

in

York,

the

Oxberry Master Series Animation
Filmstrip Stand. Shutfle-SF & DP

—

religious to rock, from continental to
contemporary, from pastoral to pow-

Dial

ALWAYS UPDATED. New

leases

EVERY Month.

sound without the

live

Re-

LIVE
performance

It's

the

Strobe outlet

Theodore Kraskow-(212) 279-2270

duced by 2'/2 pounds and framing
and take-up are easily accessible.

cost.

Leveling feet allow greater elevation. Push button picture change,
For complete free catalog

— Timer — Cappingshutter
— Etched Reticle —
Indicator — Auto focus.

Aperture

HOURS OF ORIGINAL DIVERSIBACKGROUND MUSIC — from

FIED

erful.

Color Slides, Incorporated

152 West 42nd Street
York, New York 10036

New

molded sprocket and knob assembly
and improved elevating lock have

write or call:

for Sale

all

Equipment

DuKane Corp.

been added.

Milton B. Kaye

circle 211 on reader service card

35mm

Arriflex

lie,

for Sale
sync

light

and

generator, three lenses, matte box,

117

West 46

N.Y.,

St.

N.Y. 10036

(212) 765-1742

circle 160 on reader service card

Endless Loop Cartridge Provides
400 Pictures, 30 Minutes of Sound
The RCS MODule system features
a sound filmstrip cartridge the size
of a deck of cards with the program capacity of 400 pictures and
30 minutes of sound. It contains its
own 6" X 8" screen and also can
be used for large, wall projections.
The MS-i is complete with "run"

mode
tation

of operation for story presen-

and

"response"

mode

for

three

magazines,

constant

speed

motor, variable motor, hi-hat, case,
battery. Like new. $3500.

Livesey

Phone: (201) 652-7543

FOR SALE
One brand new Palmer

Television

Model ECP-2S, Serial
#072 with latest monitor and tube
and extra magazines — cost apFilm Recorder,

proximately $18,300
tiate.

Contact

Byron

—

will negoRoudabush,

Byron Motion Pictures,

Inc.

65 K Street, N.E.
Washington, D.C- 20002

What do you look for when you want to
store and ship your film? Dependability.
•

•

circle 162 on reader service card

Now you

can have all three.
Completely fireproof building (15,000
square feet).
Temperature & humidity controlled environment to maintain proper conditions

Safety.

Speed.

[title] HOUSE

A company

•

with over 30 years experithe motion picture business.
Pickup and delivery service.
And you can also take advantage of
Rapids famous rejuvenation service. It removes scratches, smudges, fingerprints.

ence

in

•

^^Fapid

3702 27th Street long
New York 11101 Phone

Island City
Stiliwell 6

instruction.
off
is

at

The
the

sys-

end of

ready to repeat

without rewinding. The projector
Retention
lbs.
weighs only 9'/2
Coiiiniiinication Systems, Inc.

film

'^^Wf'TECHNIQUE INC
M^

programmed

tem turns itself
the program and

4600

circle 212

on reader service card

TITLE DESIGN

ILLUSTRATION

COLOR CORRECTION
BACKGROUND ART
RETOUCHING

HAND LETTERING
PHOTO LETTERING
HOT PRESS TITLES
SILK SCREEN

SLIDES FOR TV

723 SEWARD

ST.

469-1663

HOLLYWOOD. CALIFORNIA 90038
circle 163 on reader service card
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Battery Operated Viewer for
Individual Use
battery operated filnistrip viewer

A

individual

for

construction,

use

features

jam-proof

rugged
ad-

film

vance and reverse mechanism which

control

pulses,

as optional

as well

one-pass simultaneous recording of

frame capability and rapid rewind

both.

two independent pulses
both recorded on the second track
of the tape. The first advances a
remote slide or filmstrip projector
and the second automatically stops
offers

It

the

tape,

self-paced

permitting

stcp-by-step,

programmed

Cox Communications,

instruction.

Inc.

circle 215 on reader service card

Dual Douser System Dissolves,
Fades, Superimposes, Flashes
The Telefader Twin douser system
can control one or two projectors
independently or coordinate two
lap
for
simultaneous
projectors
fades or dissolves. All action can
be controlled at the unit, by remote
control, or by automatic programcan't

damage

film,

and distortion

magnified optics.
The viewer shows the complete

free,

image and

is

brilliant

mer.

The TelePro 6000,

heart of the

enough for

use in fully lighted rooms. Standard
Projeciion & Equipment Co.
circle 213 on reader service card

Convert Standard Projectors for
Remote, Pre-Programming

A

miniature micro-switch adapter
plug provides the means for automatic homing and positive program
resynchronization,

as

well

as

all

system, produces over 6,000 lumens
of light and has a magazine capacity
of 65 slides. TelePro Industries, Inc.
circle 216 on reader service card
Oil Circulation

Long
Three

Life for

16mm

tors featuring

tem

System Insures

Honeywell Projector
optical sound projecan

oil

circulation sys-

to insure long life for the in-

mechanism were introduced by Honeywell. Typical of the
termittent
three, the

Elmo F16-1000S

is

dura-

and modular in construction,
with motor, blower and shutter asble

Kodak low-profile Carousel and Ektacontrol functions for standard

graphic projectors. It permits multimedia show producers to move
shows from one location to another
without shipping specially modified
projectors.

This miniature adapter provides
remote control over all projector
functions. Hamton Engineering Associates,

Inc.

circle 214
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Automated Cassette Recorder

for

Self-Paced Programmed Learning
The Coxco/Munnicator, series Y,
is

a single-unit

programming

cass-

tape recorder capable of independent record/erase of voice and
ette

watt lamp produce a bright image.
projector has reverse and still

The

sembly, amplifier, power supply and
other major components in separate
easily serviceable modules.

A 50mm

f/1.5

lens

and

1000

the 2000-foot-maximum reels.
Honeywell Photographic Products.
for

circle 217
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Playback Unit Available for

Programmer
The Cue-Slide Playback
Ctie-Slide

been designed
customers for
salesmen when

unit

has

to

meet the need of

a

unit

it

is

to use with
unnecessary to

How you can join the future for 6^.
Maybe even 5*^.
The future is being shaped in college today.
Their future. Your future. The future of your business.
But the costs of higher education are rising.
And tuitions now pay only about one third of that cost.
Somebody has to help with the other two thirds.

You can

help through individual giving. Your
business can help. Business, through aid-to-education programs,
should help pay its share if it is to continue getting the kind of
trained people needed to keep business growing.

A 6^ stamp or a 5(^ post card can get your business
started

on the good business of higher education. Write

for

"HOW TO AID
to Education, 6

EDUCATION.^Xouncil for Financial Aid
East 45th St., New York, N.Y 10017.

Join the future. Give to the college of your choice.
COl'NriL FOR

\FINANC1AL
6"
AID TO

EDUCATION

ci^Si:?^'.

advertising contributed for the public
74
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the national directory of

audiovisual dealers
GEORGIA

eastern states

western states

Colonial

NEW ENGLAND
Headlight

Ocean

Service,

104

30308

Division

United

of

Providence,

inc.

R.I.;

North Haven, Conn. (401) 467-

Hollywood 90028.

Stanley Projection Co., 1808 Rap-

Alexandria 71301. 318-443-

ides,

Washington,

St.

midwestern states

NEW YORK

North Michigan Avenue, Chica-

Handy

Organization,

New

Broadway,

Phone

212/JUdson

New

202 East 44th Street,

MU

York,

MICHIGAN
Jam Handy

10901

2821

E.

17105,

Third

Detroit

Harrisburg

St.,

FO

41 N. 11th St.

Louis 63112.

St.

rental (314)

Pittsburgh

St.,

Rentals
L.

C.

14

Wood

Pictures, Inc., 201

Jefferson

Ave.,

St.

63166. (314) 534-6300.

East,

Albuquerque 87106.

OREGON
Moore's Audio Visual Center, Inc.,
234 S.E. 12th Ave., Portland

OHIO
Academy Film

Service, Inc., 2110

97214. Phone: 503/233-5621.

Cleveland 44114.

Ave.,

Sunray Films,

Inc.,

Ave., Cleveland
Rd.,

Company, 2122 Central

Louis

471-3313

Vath Audio Visuals, 449 N.

Hermitage

303/255-

Sales,

15222,

Repairs,

Denver 80204,

Ban-

955

NEW MEXICO
ply

Payne

&

Aids,

University Book Store Allied Sup-

215/923-0650
Center,

Visual

7-1111

Phone:

19107.

St.,

Denver 80204.

Communications Co.

Swank Motion
S.

Audio Visuals

1200 Stout

nock,

Center,

Audio-Visual

Cromars'

5408

Equipment

Hirt, Inc.,

Philadelphia,

Blvd.,

MISSOURI

238-8123

(717)

Oscar H.

Grand

5316 Pershing,

Box 3035,

San Francisco 94105.

COLORADO

48211. Phone: 313/TR 5-2450

Cor-rell

Inc.,

116 Na-

Organization,

2-0995

PENNSYLVANIA
J. P. Lilley & Son,

St.,

Colorado

Visual sciences, Suffern, N.Y.

N.

933-7111

Phone: 415/GArfield 1-0410.

The

Projection Systems, Incorporated,

2009

36. (213)

SAN FRANCISCO AREA
Photo & Sound Company,
toma

go 50601. State 2-6757

York

2-4060

10036 (212)

Angeles

Los

ILLINOIS

The Jam Handy Organization, 230

10019.

Highland Ave.,

North

641

20005

D.C.

(202) 393-1205

1775

Phone: (213) 264-

6850.

"The" Film Center, 915 12th

Jam

870

Monterey Pass Road, Monterey

Raike Company, Inc. A-V Center,

WASHINGTON

The

HO

St.,

3-2321

& Sound Company,

Photo

Park, 91754.

0464

4750 or (203) 239-5300

NW,

Organization, 305

Taft Building, 1680 N. Vine

LOUISIANA

—

Camera,

CALIFORNIA
The Jam Handy

Maine

So. Portland,

799-6100.

UNICOM

St.

N.W. 404/875-8823, Atlanta

Film

St.,

Spring

752

Films,

Sharpsville

Twyman

Films,

2005 Chester

44114
Inc.,

329 Salem

UTAH
Deseret Book Company, 44 East
South Temple St., Salt Lake,

16150. 342-5204.

southern states
Jack Freeman's, 2802
Ave.,

Tampa

OCTOBER,

M. H. Martin Company, 1118 Lincoln

Way

Cousino

FLORIDA

1970

S.

MacDill

(813) 839-5374

10.

Dayton 45401

Ave.,

E.,

Franklin

WASHINGTON

Massillon.

Visual
Ave.,

(419) 246-3691

Education,

Toledo

1945
43601.

Photo

& Sound Company,

North

45th

206/ME

St.,

Seattle

1205
98103.

2-8461
75

reference shelf

index

HELPFUL BOOKS AND LITERATURE

Useful Tool for Management
'"Performance Appraisal: Responsibility
and Opportunity" provides
standards for using systematic per-

formance appraisal in the management of people and in making decisions regarding promotions, salary

increases,

terminations.

transfers,

This 32-page booklet emphasizes
the

that

fact

and

job

individual

needs can and should be

in

har-

mony and

presents, in easily understood steps, the methods for estab-

Century

20//;

to advertisers

Instructional

ciation

circle 253

Materials.
on reader service card

Videotaped Industrial Training
A library of career development
courses offers, on videotape, industrial training in the areas of administration, business management, engineering and technical
training,
professional review, supervisory de-

velopment

computer

and

hour sessions and

table Films.

specialist

circle 250 on reader service caro

catalog

rental

Schneider
lens accessories and a complete line
of close-focusing Schneider 1 1 .2 to
1 manual and servo lenses is avail-

The
zooms for
hand held
able.

HS

catalog includes 10 to
I.O. cameras, a

100 slow motion

1

PCP-90

VR 3000
VTR and

color camera,

Also available for

items.

and

hard

rent

is

to

An information
Ampex DR-10

find

specialty

Guide to Teaching Materials
The "Learning Directory," a computer-developed single-source reference for educational materials, including both print and non-print
media, contains information on over
200,000 items from some 1,000
sources.
all

on reader service card

Instructional

Materials

its
1970-71 rental/sale
Copies are available to

community and industrial
organizations, clubs and libraries.
The catalog describes hundreds
schools,

films on diverse subjects. Featured are television's Insiglit series,
the Briggs Nature Library, CBS
76

series

of

portable

and government

applications.

Ampe.x Corporation.
on reader service card

Slides With a Purpose
booklet from Eastman Kodak
provides a step-by-step guide to

A

more

effective

presentations

slide

who have

never prepared
a slide program or those who want
to sharpen their skills.
The booklet gives pointers on how
to

plan,

that

make and

communicate

present

Street,

EastDept. 640,

effectively.

man Kodak Company,
343 State

slides

Rocliester,

New

14650.
circle 256 on reader service card

included.

Association Instructional Films

of

sheet describes the

industrial, military

Yorii

audiences and all
Westinghouse Learning Corporation.

catalog.

available. In-

is

video disc recorders for closed circuit television medical, educational,

for those

Association
has issued

a

A

Angenieux Corporation of America ..14
Arriflex Corporation of America ...4-5
Association-Sterling
Corporation

47

35

AVE

67

Bardwell & McAlister, Inc
Better Selling Bureau
Bohn Benton, Inc
Byron Motion Pictures

46

The
Camera Mart,
Camera Sales Center Corp

16

22

Capital Film Laboratories, Inc

53

55
19
6

Inc.,

CBS

Electronic Video Recording ..43-45
part 2
9
Century Studios
28
Cine Magnetic Film Laboratory
13
Cine 60
Colburn Laboratory, Inc., George W. .56
48
Consolidated Film Industries
.

.

DeLuxe General,
DeWolfe Music

.

3

Inc
Library,

72

Inc.

DuKane Corporation
Duncan,
Duncan,
Frost,

Inc.,

68
10

Victor

Inc.,

Victor

.

.

part 2

.

5

Jack A

49

Handy Organization,

Inc.,

The Jam

..78

Hollywood Valley Film Labs

70

Imagic,

55

Inc

Jamieson Film Company

.

part 2

.

.

.

.16

54

Lowel-Light

any

circle 251 on reader service card

circle 252

covered.

Video Disc Recorder Data Sheet

circle 255

Tele-Cine, Inc.

Material for
age groups is

by

taught

is

field

catalog of courses

VTR.

type of television production equip-

ment

the

listing

portable highband color

an

in

ternational Video Institute.
circle 254 on reader service card

Equipment Rental Catalog

A

science.

Eighteen courses are now available.
Each course consists of 24 one-

whether work is being done
effectively. This, and other guidebooks for managers, from Roundlishing

and Ryan
Asso-

subjects,

Instructional Films.

Athletic

Photolamp Catalog, Guide
photolamp catalog includes data on the Magicube and
SG9 Sun Gun movie light, in addiSylvania's

tion to current

lines

of photoflash

lamps, projector lamps for 16 and
35mm, movie lights, superflood
lamps, darkroom lamps

The booklet has

a projector

and

Magna-Tech Electronic Co., Inc.
Metro/Kalvar, Inc
Modern Talking Picture Service
Montage Productions
MPO Videotronic Projector Corp.
Multiplex Display Fixture Co

...25

56
2

51
...

8

54

MusiCues

72

Musifex,

69

Inc

North American Philips Corp.
(Motion Picture Equipment Div.) ..71
North American Philips Corp.
55
(Training & Education Div.)
Paillard,

20

Inc

Producers Service Corp
part 2
PSI Film Laboratory

21

Rapid Film Technique
Reela Films, Inc
Ross, Inc., Charles

72

Schuessler Case Company
Shure Brothers, Inc

54

.

.

Sloan Film Productions
Stokes Associates, Inc.,
Studio Film Exchange

77

26

.

.

Electric Products, Inc.
circle 257 on reader service card

Valentino,

Vacuumate

Inc

Corporation
Inc.,

Video Tran, Inc

Thomas

51

part 2
.

.

.

.

.

.13

part 2. 2

70

Tandberg of America, Inc
House

Treise Engineering,

.

Bill

Title

lamp reference guide and projector
lamp substitution guide. Sylvania

15

.

27
72
70

24
J

52
15
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Ifyou re in a bind
oina ror
for lab
lao service^

Reela can bail you out.
When

deadlines loom large, and you
keep running into one delay after

another,

call

Nobody offers
And nobody will

Reela.

faster service.

give you better quality work.
Reela's speed and high quality
of three things:
1. Competent, dedicated people.
2. Jet transportation, and an outfit
that knows how to exploit it.

come about because

3.

Sophisticated

new equipment.

How many release prints do you need
—20? 100? Reela can make them.

Perfect. Sharp. Color-balanced.

Back in your hands (or drop-shipped
if you want) before you know it.

Why

settle for less

than the best?

now.

Call Reela

REELA OFFERS:
Complete

editorial services

producer's services

—

titling

and

— sound

•

35mm

complete

complete

8,

1

laboratory services,
including black and white or color
dailies for Florida filming
• Super 8 printing and cartridging.

^w'^S'S:

circle 175

•

— animation

on reader service card

6,

-

Sj|<-i

*y;-j;*

.

f

.

1^
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To Develop

Manpower
Convention Assistance
Sales Meetings

Motion Picture Plans
and Specifications

Field Services
Supervisory Training
Quality Control Programs

Closed Circuit TV
Sales Training & Retail Training

Go J ho:
1^13
^^

Projection Services

Project Supervision with
Total Responsibility for Security and

ueiivery to

iVieet

Your Deadline

Comprehensive Consultation Services

;^
is

JAM HANDY (^.^fo^-^z^^^
set

up to help you

w/ithout prejudice as to

the methods chosen that

will

serve your purpose

Detroit

Chicago

313-TR5-245C

312-ST2-675S

New York
212JU 2-4060

404-688-7499

230 N. Michigan

1775 Broadway

23JPeachtreeSt.N.W.

2821

E.

Grand Blvd.

circle 176 on reader service card

Atlanta

Hollywood
213-463-2321
1630 N. Vine

St.
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Nothing does it more
effectively than films.
And this film
shows the

many marvels
of the medium.
It's

Eastman Kodak's "Mov-

ies

Move

People."

A

show you how— and how

film

—film does

that dramatically demonstrates the

ways

many

which movies can work for you.

in

Want
men for

to introduce a

new product? Train

a different assignment?

Help solve

public relations, marketing, training, or
safety problems? Film

cations

medium

effectively,

is

the one

that can really

communido the job

and Eastman Kodak's film

will

If

write

it.

you'd like to see for yourself,

Modern and

to send

well

call or

say when. We'll be happy

you a print of "Movies Move People."

We'll also send you a free copy of Kodak's

brochure. Movies

Move

People.

It

explains

what's involved in producing a film, and

answers other questions you
using films to

MODERN TALKING PICTURE

work

may have about

for you.

SERVICE, INC.

1212 Avenue of the Americas, New York, N.Y.10036 Phone: (212)765-3100
Modern b

the world's Urcest distributor of spoosortd Alms to ConuDunlty Groups, Schools, TelevlsloD, aod Tbcatcrs, scttIdc sponsors throacb U.S. and Caoadlnn Sim Ubrmrlc*.

How do you want your SMM ?
Super or standard ? Color or
black and white? Optical or
contact printed ? Silent or sound
Magnetic or optical track?
Do you need complete lab
work

or just loading

How

about

titles ?

Or

Send your first order now.
if you want further

information, write for our
price list to Dept. 007
Reela Film Laboratories,
65 N.W. Third Street,

?

Miami, Florida 33128.

?

Music?

Optical effects?

Reela can do

FILM
LABORATORIES.INC.

it.

A

Our recently completed
the most

in layout, in

in the world
equipment, in

.

.

New

8MM

circle 105
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Enterprises, Inc.

(305) 377-2611

York (212) 279-8555

or call Reela in

techniques. To top it off,
loading is done under
all
"clean room" conditions.

NOVEMBER,

Division of

Phone

facilities are

sophisticated

new

Miami

collect.

Byron announces best
Videotope-to-Film
service

in

the country

at America's lowest
prices-

an d

it's

Color- Correct^ too.

Tape-to-film

is

now better— faster— less

pensive. That's saying o lot— but Byron

ex-

makes

it
possible with the newest, most sophisticated Vidtronics and Electron Beam video
film equipment. Transfer, printing, and processing under one roof means better quality

control.

Another reason why your lab should

be

Byron!

byron
ELECTRON BEAM RECORDING
FOR BLACK AND WHITE

MOTION
•

202 783-2700

Film

Laboratory

65 K Sireet, Northeost, Woshington, D.C. 20002

World's most sophisticated
circle 106
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the ultra-sophisticated

built-in

exposure control system-an other major
tribution to protessional filmmaking

con-

from Ami

NEWthru-the-iens

Exposure Control
for the ARRIFLEX- 16BL

Arri Precision
system

ARRIFLEX CORPORATION OF AMERICA

P.O. Box 1050 Woodside, N.Y. 11377

Gen-j-lemen: Please send your color brochure on

Namp

apSC

Busjpess
Screen
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newsreel
REPORTS ON CURRENT EVENTS AND TRENDS

SMPTE

Presents 25 New
Fellowship Certificates

and

The Society of Motion Picture and
Television Engineers has announced
the election of 25

new Fellows

to

the Society. Fellowship Certificates

were presented by
dent

SMPTE

Deane R. White

Dr.

Presiat

the

Annual .Awards Presentation October 5. during the Society's 108th
Conference

Technical

York

at

New York

Hilton,

the

New

City.

SMPTE

Fellowships are awarded
annually to members of the Society
who. by their proficiency and conconsidered to have
attained an outstanding rank among
engineers or executives in the moare

tributions,

tion-picture,

television

or

related

industries.

The new SMPTE Fellows are:
Charles A. Ahto, General Manager,
Tape-Films, Inc., New York; Ray-

mond A.

Balousek, President, Producers Color Service, Inc., Detroit;
Joseph E. Bluth, Vice President
and General Manager, Vidtronics
Division of Technicolor, Inc., Hollywood; Frank P. "Pete" Clark,
Research Engineer, Motion Picture

TV

and

Research

Center,

Santa Monica; Frank Davidoff,
Senior Consultant, Engineering and
Development, CBS Television Network, New York City; Sherman M.
Fairchild, Chairman of the Board,
Fairchild

York

Switzerland;

Bolex InternaLewis Mans-

field. Associate Superintendent,
Consolidated Film Industries, Los
Angeles; John H. Maynard, Re-

'waiter

W.

C. Gentleman.

International Filmtreat

Name
vision

NOVEMBER,

1970

of Research

the educational,

and

industrial,

non-theatrical

Angeles with a service center in
Chicago. Stevens said, "The new

Ormeaux, Canada; Winton
C. Hoch, Cinematographer, Hollywood; Bruce Jamieson, President,
Jamieson Film Company, Dallas;
Dr. Bernard R. Kantor, Chairman.
Division of Cinema, University of
California,
Los Angeles; Jean-

Head

to

Meschter, Research Manager, E. I.
du Pont de Nemours & Co., Inc.,
Wilmington; O. W. Murray, Vice
President, Universal Pictures, Universal City; Frank E. Pontius, Vice
President. Marketing, Westrex, Van
Nuys; Paul H. Preo, Development
Engineer, Eastman Kodak Company,
Rochester;
Frederick
S.
Quinn, Chief Development Engineer, Canadian Broadcasting Corporation,
Montreal; Tryggve T.
Ramqvist, Chief Engineer, FOA.
Stockholm; Arnold C. Schieman,
Chief of Laboratory Services. National Film Board, Montreal; Burton Smith, President. Cine-Chrome
Laboratories, Inc.. Palo .Alto; Lawrence
Weiland,
Vice President,
Television Products, Ampex Corporation, Los Altos; Paul F. Wittlig,
Associate Director Production
Development, CBS Television Network, New York City and Charles
B. B. Wood, Head of Image Scanning Section, Research Department.
British Broadcasting Corporation,
England.

The

Pierre Lavanchy.

ices

governmental

film repair markets. Present labora-

President. S.P.E.A.C. Limited; Dollard des

its 40 year old operations
by opening a laboratory and office
in Toronto and expanded its serv-

enlarged

Manager, Eastman Kodak
Company, New York City; Emery
gional

Camera Company. New

City; Dr. Bela Caspar, Bever-

ly Hills;

Development,

tional,

of

Comprehensive

film repair

of

New

Novo

and restoration
Corporation,

di-

Inc.,

Technicolor Vidtronics Opens
Videotape Rental Studio

A

new 4,000-square-foot videotape

Techniheadquarters in the heart of Hollywood,
especially designed for production
studio

rental

color's

vision programs,

Stevens,

formerly
Filmtreat,

Novo

in

president.

known
Inc..

The

division

Comprehensive
was purchased bv
as

1969.

Recently. International Filmtreat

is

now

available,

tronics Division vice president

and

general manager.

Bluth said the

new

rental studio

housed in the same building
which contains Vidtronics' videotape facilities, thus enabling both
production and post production under one roof.
is

Association-Sterling to
Larger Atlanta Quarters

.Association-Sterling Films has
moved its Adanta library to larger
facilities at 5707 New Peachtree Rd.
in Atlanta.

The

to

in

Division

according to Joseph E. Bluth, Vid-

library

name

located

Vidtronics

of commercials and small-cast tele-

tional Filmtreat, according to Ira S.

its

and Los

name. International Filmtreat, is a
reflection of the markets and services in which we now operate."

Interna-

has changed

New York

are in

tories

and

states served

include

South

.Alabama,

by the Atlanta
North

Tennessee,

Carolina,

Georgia

Mississippi,

and

Florida.

Booking and information requests
should be addressed to the
cation.

new

lo-

cut the cost
of listening to your
slicJe projector.
I

Remember when you used

Sound-0-Matic

slide presentations?
You still do''

Or one that will
pre-program pauses
for question and answer sessions. Or one that
records audience replies on a punched card.
All at prices that make Sound-O-Matic the
soundest sound investment you can make for

play-bacl<-only

you can afford not to. Our
Sound-0-Matics cost less than
any comparable equipment.
Sound-0-Matic worl<s with
|ust about any automatic, re-

your slide presentations.
Write for details, or ask for a

motely controlled slide projector
to give you up to 60 minutes' worth
of audio:

commentary,
music, and sound
effects.

And

it

stration Ihat

speaks

live

demon-

for itself.

p

Optisonics Corporation
Montgomeryvllle, Pa.

1

8936

/ (21 5)

bs
368-01

1

will

forward the slides
automatically, on
inaudible electronic

cues you program onto
the tape cassette sound

Gentlemen;
put up with a
should
sound effects cost so little?

Why

n

send

I

literature.

Q

call

silent slide projector

me

to

when

talk,

music, and

arrange a demonstration.

Name-

track.

You

a
ver-

sion.

Now

sit

back with

your audience and enjoy the audio-visual
show.
You also can have

Tille—.

CompanyAddress
City

circle 110
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m

to have to fumble
around with scripts and switches during your

-Zip-
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The

MPO Videotronic Super 8 is now the lightest

cartridge-load projector in the big screen field.
Easier to carry.
Easier to sell with.
Which is what portable projectors are all about.
Backed by 35 years of projector manufacturing
experience. Brightest picture, quietest operation, worldwide sales & service, lease plans from $1.50 per day.
MPO

Videotronic Projector
Service: 461 Park Ave. So.,

A div. of Optico, Inc. Headquarters office:
New York, N.Y. (212) 867-8200 5400 Cahuenga

Corp„

•

640 N. LaSalle, Chicago,
circle 111

HI.

<

222 East 44 Street,
Blvd. No., North

(312) 527-3680

on reader service card

New York, N.Y,

HoUywood,

(212) 867-8200

Calil. (213)

985-7310

the screen executive

before you buy any
color processor,

ask yourself these
Kiernan, formerly of The
CBS ElecVideo Recording Division

Frank

J.

Singer Co., has joined

questions:

tronic
as

EVR

VP,

Processing Sales

.

.

.

Films, Inc. announced the appoint-

ment

of

Donald Jonjack

as

assis-

tant to the president; Jonjack, while

with

won

How

long does

it

take to

Normally it takes most processors 3 to 4
to the rehours to get from ambient 70
quired 100-110". With a Treise Color Processor, warm-up takes only 20-45 minutes.
(Think how much valuable time you save!)
it

.

.

who

passed away

Sept. is Ray Dutfield, who is
now managing director of Rank
in

warm up?

Once on temperature, does
temperature?

.

R. Dibley,

late

in

Associated Press
Succeeding the

the

award

writing

Times

Sun

Chicago

the

1968,

Film Laboratories Ltd.

Does

P.

should demand ... and can take for granted
whe.i you buy from Treise.

Does

it

"cut corners" to feature a

"cut-rate" price?
Processors meet or exceed all film
manufacturers' specifications. All chemical

solutions are
All

pump

moving parts

money can

How

easy

When

it

John
Hudak, nationally known audiovisual
communication specialist,

has been

it.

When

necessary, however, you'll find that it has
been designed with service in mmd. For example, the film racks are removable without
the use of tools and without disturbing
thread-up. Moreover, all pumps, filters, etc..

can be easily inspected and replaced in a
few minutes, instead of the usual 2 to 3
hours delay!

1

t^

.

named

RMP

of

Assoc.

I

.

.

.

Robert

.

EVR

Vice-Presidents
a

Inc.,

Hill,

has been elected VP of
at Bohn Benton, Inc.

Processors!

Corp. has expanded

it's

include

REISE ENGINEERING JNC.
1941

First St.

circle 112
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•

San Fernando,

Calif.

91340

.

board
Carl

.

VP

rath,

and director

.

.

of the Inter'!

Executive Association, and Richard
Jamieson, Executive VP for EmTechnipire Photo Sound Co.
.

.

announces many new
William
Frye
as
President of Consumer PhotographInc.

appointments:
Div.:
to

Vice-Presidency

positions

Olmes of the exPhotographic
Consumer

Robert

rate

Development

Div.;

Corpo-

Paul Fla-

Cinema System Div.;
and Edward Rosenfeld as VP and
General Counsel of the Corporate
herty of the

I

.

.

Div.: Jerrj' Fraschild in the

B&W

.

.

div.,

panded
and

.

Lenz, President of KDI Modern
Talking Picture Service, Inc.
Two new directors have been
chosen at CINE: Robert F. Un-

go

ol Color

of

div.

formerly of CBS,

members which now

ic

Write for catalog on our complete line

.

Rose-Magwood Productions

color,

liv|

.

director of audio-

.

iC^^y] i:Ui

.

program dev. for the NaKentional Geographic Society
neth Baldwin and Sherman Beck

KDI

to maintain?

to maintaining a Treise Proc-

essor, there's frankly very little of

named

.

visual

Sales

buy.

is it

comes

the drive system run on
components are the finest

in

ball bearings. All

that

recirculated and filtered.

.

.

Reeves /Actron

the

who was promoted
President

.

lance

free

subsidiary;

Gray Hodges

E.

Stewart replaces

.

Vice-

to Senior

After working on a
basis Victor Haboush

.

.

was time to make the assoMichael Butler a permanent one; Butler is now on the
Haboush Co. staff
Barbre Productions, a div. of Mullins Broadcasting Co., announced the appointment of Jack Lemmon as
eastern marketing manager
Promoted to VP in charge of
felt

it

.

.

.

.

.

.

production at Movielab-Hollywood,
Inc., is Michael Crane, who had

Hudak

Dutfield

have been

Treise

Sher-

mixed the
two academy

.

There is no "stop 'n go," no
wide fluctuations of temperature. Thus a
Treise Processor is more economical to run
than any other processor.

—

Bob

.

.

sound tracks for
award winning features, has joined
Reeves Production Services
Also at Reeves, Brad Stewart has
been named general manager of

.

at all times.

No other processor can assure you such unvaryingly consistent quality and performance
end to end, side to side, roll to roll, day
to day! This is the kind of performance you

.

year

this

.

stay on

provide consistent quality?

wood who

ciation with

Treise Processors feature a unique "proportional control" system that maintains a close
watch over the temperature and provides
just the right amount of heat to maintain it

it

Development Div.

served with the West Coast Labs,
for 19 years, prior to

by Movielab

tion

.

.

.

it's

acquisi-

Arnold Why-

recently appointed Creative Art

ler,

Director

of

Communication

Niles

Center, Inc., will be responsible for

and graphics

all art

in all three

Niles

Deborah Rubin will be
working with Whyler in the newly
reorganized and expanded art dept.
studios;

.

.

.

Optical Radiation Corporation

Mac

Ken Squier, formerly of
Beth Corp., as their eastern

sales

manager

named

.

uelsen has been

Gene H. Samnamed Vice-Presi.

.

dent of Sales for the central div. of
Films

Association-Sterling

.

Many new awards have been

.

.

pre-

by the Society of Motion
and Television Engineers:
C. B. B. Wood of the British Broadsented

Picture

casting Corp., received the

SMPTE

Award; Dr. Peter Goldmark of CBS Laboratories was
awarded the Progress Medal; Willi
G, Engel, Bell & Howell, was presented the Herbert T. Kalmus Gold
Medal; and Charles H. Coleman,
Journal

video engineering dept. of
Corporation, received the

Gold

Sarnoff

Medal

—

•

Ampex
David
These

awards are for 1970, presented annually

ment

.

outstanding
Congratulations

for
.

.

achieve-

on reader service card
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Special Effect
From the studio that brought you animated micro replication: Photo and cine macro-and-microscopy, three-dimensional animation, high speed, and endoscopic cinematography; posterization and
border spectrum photography in both still and motion pictures; and a new process tor exceptionally
brilliant color transparency reproduction.
Though we specialize in medical and scientific films,

Q

call

on us

for almost

any film or photographic assignment.

If

you want

it

to

have special

effect.

I
La Rue Films,

V-

Chicago,

708 N. Dearborn
60610, SU 7-8656(7).

Inc.,

Illinois

circle 113 on reader service card
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the audiovisual

Audio

calendar

VIS

^gj notes

n'

quotes
NOVEMBER
11th Annual Information Film Producers
of America (IFPA) Conference, November 4-7, Newporter Inn, Newport Beach,
California.

Report from Rochester:*
"/ think screens are just about the best buy for the money
department. I can't think
anything we have in our

AV

of

—

takes more hard
of anything that gets used more often
and yet is relatively inexpensive"
use and sometimes abuse

7th Audio-Visual Institute for Effective

—

Communications, November
ana University, Bloomington,

8-12,

Indi-

Ind.

Spon-

sored by National Audio-Visual Association and Indiana University.

(name on request)
This was one of the hundreds
of replies to our recent survey on
users' feeling about AV screens
their good points and bad

and suggestions

for im-

*

points,

—

provement. Next time, we'll tell
you about a common complaint
... and what we're doing about it!

17th Annual "Day of Visuals", November
sponsored by National Visual Com-

9-10,

munications Association.
House, New York.

National

Industrial Television

Associa-

tion conference, November 10-11, Washington Hilton, Washington, D.C. Sponsored by NITA, P.O. Box 228, East Or-

~^

DA-LITE SCREEN CO., Inc.
Warsaw, Indiana 46580

Automation

ange, N.J. 07019.

1970 CINE Awards Ceremony and Exhibition of Films of Merit, November
D.C. Presented by
12-13, Washington,

circle 125 oo reader service card

Council

the

on

International

Nonthe-

atrical Events.

Public Relations Film Festival, sponsored by Public Relations Society of
Regency
November 15-18,
America,
Hyatt House, Atlanta, Ga.

FEBRUARY
25th Annual Calvin Workshop, February
Kansas
Calvin Communications,
1-3,
City.

to every slide and filmstrip
or print whatever the quantity!

added

we process

and filmstrip source, Unequalled
technicians. The largest on
master
quality meticulously controlled by
the tightest deadline
against
action
instant
for
Geared
Coast.
Manhattan Color, the complete

Over 150 Motion

slide

Picture Scripts of

the East

Consistently High

release prints. Any
with round-the-clock operation, from camera work to
on time and
added,
rendition
job. Small or large, Sparkling quality and

Quality produced

at realistic prices.

Send

for free

copy

of

Manhattan Colors 'Guide

since 1958.

to

Film Strips and Slides."
Relea«6
Pholo-^'aphv. Master Noaalives. Answof Pr.nn,
Supor Slide..
Vacuuma-ing. L.b^H^ng, Quanlily Slide Duplicating.
Mounts.
Nun.b«tm<i. Collating. Bo»mo Mqunt Imprmt.nij. Specral

William

CUSTOM FILMSTRIP » SLIOE SERVICES;
P,ir..,n,

Culhna,

Cannmg

Delu«« Ovtical Si.dej. TV St.dPs

manhattan color laboratories, inc.
DIVISION OF BERKEY K + L CUSTOM SERVICES. INC.
circle 114

14
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_

p.

Lundgren

R.

O. Box 884

*
b'-^^^'l^

Washington, D.C. 20044

SSItI^ISI

Phone: (202) 966-5834
circle 849

on reader sen/ice card
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whars mat?

audience planners is
... a new and growing
prints receive care here

maximum

.

.

16mm

film distribution problems.

to the audiences

you want

Your

to reach with

bookings.

audience planners
.

firm ready to solve your

and are actively promoted

is

people, experienced and dedicated, like Ralph Rafik, president and

Gordon Hempel,

executive vice president building an organization small enough to insure personalized attention
yet big enough to do the job through offices in Los Angeles, Chicago and New York.

audience planners
growing

is

Names like Occidental
Petroleum, American Optometric Association, Patricia Stevens, State of Colorado and others.
... a

We're different

of clients finding out there

list

—

is

a better distributor.

we're interested in our clients and our service proves

—

an Audience Planner today

up the

he'll line

right

it.

Call

audience for you when and

where you want them.
audience planners,,
6290 Sumet Buule\drd

inc.

.

.

distributors of

Loi An^t'les. (.aliiurnia 'iOOlU

208 South LaSalle Street

'

New

in

York office opening

.

Chicago. Ilhnoii 60604

/

/

16mm sponsored films.
phone

phone

C27JJ 4h3-7Hliti

(3T2) 2b3-0497

December

public service

audience planners inc.
LOS ANGELES

CHICAGO

NEW YORK

circle 115 on reader service card
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Jamison Handy Receives
1970 Kodak Gold IVIedal
The

Society of

Motion Picture and

Television Engineers

lias

conferred

Eastman Kodak Gold Medal
Award for 1970 on Jamison Handy,
president of The Jam Handy Orthe

Presentation

ganization.

of

the

award was made by Dean White,

SMPTE

president

conference

last

The purpose

of

the

at

month

group's

New

in

York.

award

the

is

HANDY

to

honor individuals for their contributions to the advancement of the educational process. These must be
contributions in the field of engineering development
which lead to new and unique techniques or programs.
Among Handy's most significant contributions to
educational methods has been the origination and use
of short strips of film for educational and discussion
purposes, with or without recorded voice. During
World War I, Handy adapted the animated cartoon

©imsMmeif

techniques to the production of drawings to familiarize

equipment bewas ready for field use. He was also responsible
for the use of motion picture techniques in aerial reconnaissance, flight simulation, and target practice for
aerial gunnery in World War II. in addition to about
600 other optical and auditory training devices.
trainees with the operation of military

fore

J

[St,

it

GO

FORM

FREE

.

.

.

WITH CRYSTAL VISION STRETCH SCREEN

-tlderly
Create your own environment with

J

The

K:

this

unique front or

rear projection screen.

and

embossed

stretch fabric of
brilliant

by notional
For soles

images.

industrial

and

rental

It

crystal cells reflects sharp

has been used most successfully

companies and producers.
information

on screens and en-

vironments with a new "in look" contact:
Just a few of

tfie

And when we

put our thoughts into pictures and sounds,

we

started a

things we've been tfiinking about lately.

lot

The exclusive distributor of
Crystal Vision Stretch Screen

of other people thinking, too.

Charles H. Brotman

cinemakers
162

wesT

56

sireei

new vorK,

n v ^ooiQ/ves-nes

circle 116 on reader service card
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201

New

East 36th

St.

York, N.Y. 10016

circle 159

on reader service card
circle 117 on reader service card^

This film wasn't
it's

It just looks that way. Why? Because,
been rejuvenated by Rapid Film Tech-

nique.
Sure, it was in bad shape when it came to
Rapid, but we made it like new again.
Fact is, most film being scrapped todaycan be salvaged. There's no need to order expe^si^•e

new

prints.

^'halever the condition of your film.
repair, restore and rejuvenate it.

Rapid can

No

matter how scratched, brittle, oilstained or dirty it is. No matter how badly
spliced. Or Torn. Rapid can give it new life.
Tliat goes for color as well as black and
white; 8, 16, and 35mm.
What's more, after we've revitalized the
film we give it a special protective coating
that resists future damages.

So why spend a fortune on new prints?
Come to Rapid Film Technique and renew
your old ones.

bom yesterday.
Send

for

your

FREE

Trial

Certificate

today and see for yourself what dramatic
effect rejuvenation can have ... on your fihns
and to your budget!

A new storage and shipping service
What do you look for when you want to
store and ship your film? Dependability.
Safety. Speed. Now Rapid Film Technique
can give you all three plus:
•

Completely fireproof
square feet)

•

Temperature & hiunidity controlled environment to maintain proper conditions.

•

building

(15,000

A company

with over 30 years experience
motion picture business.
Pickup and delivery service.

in the
•

Ifrite for free brochure.

RAPID FILM TECHNIQUE,

INC.

Dept. B, 37-02 27th St. Long Island City, N.Y. 11101

IF YOUR SUPPLIER

CAN'T SUPPLY YOU

WITH REPLACEMENTS
CALLTHE SUPPLIER

WHO SUPPLIES
YOUR
SUPPLIER
We

most modern
inventory

in

V

O^

have the biggest,
lighting

'^

-'

'

-^

^,

the East.

lighting
ural to

if

,

^^^

We've been around longer
than anybody (1921). So

to

,

Charles Ross

''^»^

'-^

.

^-^

you need

replacement parts, w/ouldn't

go directly

'

"*

it

be

^.j

nat-

W- v

wjJ

— your

supplier does! Matter of fact, Charles

Ross

is

the best place to go for

lighting needs!

Send

all

your

for a rental rate schedule.

THE EAST'S ONLY SPECIALIST - LIGHTING, GRIP EQUIPMENT, PROPS, GENERATORS
RENTALS / SALES / SERVICE

^

INC.

iVjj

Sole distributor of Mole Richardson

333 WEST 52nd STREET,

NEW YORK,

Company Products

N. Y.

in

Greater

New York

10019, Area 212, Circle 6-5470

circle 118 on reader service card
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the camera eye
VIEWPOINT AND COMMENTARY

Study Industry Trends, Corporate
Data to Uncover Picture Prospect
Long and careful thought is being
given by this department to the
practical economics of factual film
production. Especially in these uncertain, troubled days of the econ-

omy, both

home and

abroad, is it
evaluate and

at

important to plan,
a producer's future outlook
on the study of industry trends, on
build

careful evaluation of a specific

com-

pany's or trade /professional group's
financial outlook, the reactions of

a typical reference source useful in

up

setting

does the typical producer
business,
over-the-transom
await
keep his light well hidden under the
proverbial bushel and hope for the
best? We suspect too many do just
that; respond to the stimulus of past
customers and bewail "slow times"
without fighting or, better yet,
ihinl<ing and planning for the future
of his facility and its people?

We

find

family. Clues

abound to help guide
kind of prospect-planning. Take
for example the up-trends recently
noted in many fields, study those
with market down-trends.

financial

this

zines,

comeback in
stocks of mobile home, leisure-time
companies (mobile home stocks up

HEW

The

recent market

85.5 per cent from

tember 30, 1970;

May

leisure

27 to Septime com-

up 51.9 per cent in
same period) is followed by

panies' shares

the

equally

attractive

for

savings

and

producers,

crude-oil

companies,

loan

rebounds

home

furnishings

logical prospecting.

Or

and consumer

dealer, distributor

its

ered by sales-planners. Babson's Reports, of Wellesley HiUs, Mass., is

sorts of clues in the

all

press,

business

in

maga-

annual reports and talks by
business leaders. Government publications such as the U.S. Depart-

ments of Commerce, Agriculture,
and the "reborn" Post Office
are useful. Take, for example, the
current study by the cabinet-level
Rural Affairs Council which is conwith the redistribution
of the United States population.

cerning

The

itself

goal

is

to

make development

economic opportunity in rural
America an integral part of the

of

country's

growth.

national

Group

suppliers, discount store chains, bi-

efforts point to

tuminous coal producers, hotelmotel firms (like Holiday Inns) and
makers of steam generating machin-

agement for industry to build plants
outside crowded cities by providing

ery.

new manufacturing

Conversely,

com

makers of machine

tax

incentives.

government encour-

Nearly half of the

the last 10 years

jobs created in

were

in rural areas,

aluminum producers, steel makers and brewers
showed modest losses during the
same period. Follow this out with

with the South accounting for threefifths of the nation's annual gain.
Small towns throughout the country

an

people are becoming disenchanted
with life in the crowded urban

tools,

refiners,

industry-by-industry

evaluation

of market trends:

are

realizing that

Aerospace companies suffer from
and low-level
commercial airline orders. Improve-

areas

sizeable defense cuts

country.

ment is indicated "as some time off
—late 1971 or early 1972."
Agricultural implement companies, facing imminent higher wage

specific

costs,

may

benefit

from easing of

short-term interest rates and better

farm business as well
level

of

as a higher
replacement demand and

further stimulus for foreign sales.
Just two of the industry-by-industry reviews

which must be consid-

NOVEMBER,

1970

and want

BY O

H.

COELLN

now has an affiliation of
198 television stations in 47 states.
More than eight out of 10 U.S.
families have receivers which can
ing which

tune in on public-television stations
by state governments,

—owned

school groups and universities.
interest

of this

network and

The
indi-

vidual stations in factual, informa-

and truthful factual films
odds the greatest in years.

tive
all

is

by

There's no easy answer, no simple translation of such ideas as these

sponsored
world where ideas

cash-with-order

into

a

film.

But

in this

are surely of vital concern,

where

answers to "problems" equally affect both the industry-prospect and
his public, employees etc., this is
the age of opportunity for those
smart enough to think, to apply
obvious potential to firm order and
alert to seize the initiative.

Focus on News and Commentary
The ban on cigarette commercials,
ordered by Congress effective January

1, will

the

to

mean

a

television

million loss

industry

and

a

million loss of revenue from

$150

that source to the

Follow the
aggressive

sources in

networks alone.

optimistic

word from

and

production

time

sales leaders

up

$226

who

other

are finding
industries

new

taking

the tobacco companies' time.

We
the

liked the recent ad defining

word

"Benchmark"

as

"that

more and more

to

move

to

the

Translate such developments into
industry subject
matter;

note that such shifts "which

may

change drastically the lives of many
of the 100 million children who will
be born in the U.S. between now
and the year 2000" indicates
changes in factual film audiences
and in their outlook toward film
content.

And we have to consider another
audience outlet: public broadcast19

CAMERA EYE
which others
Apply that
studios

who

continued

are

measured against."

definition

unlisted

to

didn't take the time to

supply our readers and their prospective clients with facts needed to

We have a
New LAB Price
List for you.

review prospective bid sources.
The "social conscience" of business, in the U.S., Canada and overseas

the

is

articles

and

subject

countless

of

One econo-

editorials.

(Milton Friedman)
chides
businessmen who believe "that they
are defending free enterprise when
they declaim that business is not
concerned 'merely' with profit but
also with promoting desirable somist

ends."

cial

The

objective

sole

of

business, according to Prof. Fried-

man

is

to

make

much money

as

as

and the market allow.

the law

Professors as well as economists

mot/on pictures
filmstrips

have been wrong a
their permissiveness

lately,

lot

in

on the campus

and in such cynical analysis as the
above comment portends. As the
St.
Louis Post-Dispatch recently
concluded; reacting to Friedman's
cynicism:

slides

".
it
is both desirable and
proper that business should take an
active part in solving social prob.

.

Indeed, as far-sighted businesstnen recognize, participation in
lems.

efforts to solve

problems

in the

is,

context of today's world, just plain

good

Write,

phone

business.

nore social problems onlv at

inter-

its

own

peril."

Translate

bebell

Any company

ested in long-term success can ig-

that

into

the

urgent

need for sight/sound transmission
of safety, health and medical knowledge, into consumer-oriented nutrition answers, into pollution understanding and the cooperative effort
which must be made by both community and industry. Film is the
only complete medium, reaching into the eyes and ears of its beholder,
/;/// understanding. And do
we need anything more than that on
the campus, in the community and

to bring

416 West 45 St.
New York 10036

(212)245-8900
circle 120
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in

the factories?

"By Their Works" You Can Select
Qualified Producers of the Film
For over two decades, the pages of
these Annual Production Review
issues have provided business and
industry, trade groups and government agencies as well as institutionCo/; //ni/efi? on page 22

on reader service card
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'I

believe that

will prevail.

among

man will not merely endure: he
He is immortal, not because he

has an inexhaustible
voice, but because he has a soul, a spirit capable
of compassion and sacrifice and endurance.'
alone

creatures

William Faulkner
1897-1962

Vision Associates,

Inc.,

680

circle 121

NOVEMBER,

1970

Fifth

Avenue,

New York

City

on reader service card
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users of the audiovisual media,
both at home and abroad, with saje,

al

dependable guidance to qualified,
professional companies fully devoted to

ity

all

aspects of production.

The standards of reference qualwith which we inaugurated this

Guide to Production Resources in the U.S. and
overseas continue to be upheld by
authoritative Buyer's

recent work experience.
no reporting company is

revealing

And

yet

barred from these pages;

new

en-

trants to the field are given a first

year's listing without our prerequisite for reference.

Some people won't go anywhere without
their narrator

-^Ml J

It's

.

850!

nX>

From Montage Productions Inc.,
49 West 27th Street, New York, N.Y. 10001
Agent for Marubeni-lida (America), Inc.
circle 119

on reader service card

their

works" you

really

know

and yet the

experienced buyer will always follow the
guidance precepts of

ANA

easily portable, simple to operate,

requiring references as to financial

and you can create your own audio/visual
programs in-machine!
"

"By

these listed producers

stability,

permanence of itaff, availand their extent.

ability of facilities
.

And

such

buyers

will

carefully

screen submitted samples of recent
work, checking full accreditation of

such films to the bidding producer.

Behind these many

listed

com-

panies stand the great majority of

experienced officers, directors, technicians and our listed, equally accredited specializing screen writers.
Thus, the additional listings of phys-

and principal key

ical facilities

offi-

cers provide further clues to guide

both the experienced and the

first-

film user.

And a Closing Note
Some 30 years ago we brought
first
Business Screen off

the
the

presses as a publication of unusual

and "open" format. A year or
two ago, a new leadership team at
our Wheaton editorial headquarters
and now at the international pubsize

headquarters of Harcourt,
Brace and Jovanovich in Manhattan, began the era of transition.

lishing

Last

month

that

transition

of

personality and progress culminated
in a

new

size,

world leader

in

a new identity for a
audiovisual publica-

The present new size is truly
more convenient for the reader,
more efficient for the advertiser and
enables our present owner to deliver thousands of more copies to
tions.

the heart of industry, in the U.S.
and abroad. The costs of using and
circle 122 on reader service card
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getting this

book remain modest.

circle 123 on reader esrvice card
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Harold Lipman filmed
'Freedom To Explore"

a

it

that

way

contemporary exploration of the concepts of freedom
bridging ttie gaps of understanding between all age groups.
Filmed in Panavision for the Alabama Space and Rocket Center;
private screening of this multi-image, stereophonic motion picture can be arranged.
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A group

of creative film-makers

give any film compelling force

Audio Productions
630 Ninth Avenue,

N.Y., N.Y.

70036

•

(212) PL 7-0760
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and cases, you are insured that your delicate
hard, cruel world outside. It's an insurance
the
film will survive in

With

plastic reels, cans

that metal can't offer you.

For one thing, plastic resists denting and bending. It's resilient.
For another, our plastic cases have four positive locks. The
chances of them coming open accidentally are non-existent.
And lastly, we pack each and every can with foam. To insure
that our reels (and your film) have a nice cushioned ride in shipment.

make a complete line of plastic accessories for the film
Amerindustry Write for our catalog. Plastic Reel Corporation of
933-9125.
ica, 640 So. Commercial Ave., Carlstadt, N.J. 07072, (201)
Direct N.Y.C. Phone No; (212) 524-5055. West Coast: 905 North

We

Cole Ave., Hollywood, Calif. 90038, (213) 467-3107.
Export Dept., Permafilm Inc., 257 Park Ave. South,
10010.
Permafilms.

N.Y.

Cable

York,

Code:
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paradox
BY STANFORD SOBEL

PARADOX:

Everybody agrees

.

.

.

good

the definition of a

What

is

good

a

script.

My
at

most recent experience

New York

where

I

some

youthful

makers.

in

Film

avant-garde filmthan half were in

their twenties.

The most engaging answer was
a paraphrase of Louis Armstrong's
definition of Jazz
"Man. if you
.

.

.

have to ask for a definition, you'll
never know." But after some talk,
this was judged to be a cop-out.
The consensus eventually emerged
that if the film conception were
creative in the first place, the script

good ... or even
discovered that "great"
is often used today to mean only
average. In their use of superlatives,
at least, the filmmakers of the 70s
would

also be

"great".

I

seem to be closely related to the
Hollywood film moguls of the 50s.
Like

on a

all

free lance writers

assignments.

they

Invariably,

"We're always interested
scriptwriters" but then
their definition

is

a

In these situations,

by

a

writer

good

I

call

producers, in search of

lot of

I

good

find out that

specialized.

little

what they mean

scriptwriter

who can

in

say

write

not

is

good

a

scripts,

but rather a writer who can bring
a job into the house. In other

words

...

a good scriptwriter

defined as a salesman.

How,

is

then,

script is

on the

Wrong on

accounts.

all

in fact,

It is,

I
called on actually
mind, although they clothed
tlieir answers in a lot of rhetoric
and coded symbolic language.

in

And,

after the rhetoric

how

away,

similar

inition to that of
ful co-panelists at

is

stripped

is

Wilding's def-

one of my youththe Film Festival,

who boasted that he
money by showing

raised his front

a distributor a
three page outline and two dialogue

from

scenes

a

hopes

he

film

to

make.

My

wife has her

...

a progressive

sive

one.

"A

cial
I

but

it

own

definition

and comprehengood script is one

doesn't help.

used to avoid the whole ques-

by including a motto in my
ads and on my stationery
"Good
Films Begin With Good Scripts."

tion

.

man

.

has to end up being so speit has little or no rele-

cialized that

vance to a broad audience. Every
once in a while there is an exception.
Sometimes an individual is
such an accurate one-man distillate
of the audience he

is trying to reach
he likes a film, most of the
audience will. But that's a very, very
rare occurance.

that

where you get paid in thirty days
... a great script is one where you
get paid in ten days or less." I keep
telling her not to be so commer-

if

A

which a sales-manager
almost never popular with
salesmen. And a lab director almost
never likes the same pictures as the
physicists and chemists who work
for him. And of course, nobody understands less what the public likes
film

likes is

than

counselor.

public-relations

a

.

had to be a good
was so obvious
such a simplistic truism that nobody

Except for one man I know. His
dictum is: "If you want to build a
successful business, build it on a
firm foundation of some form of

could possibly dispute

human

I

figured

that

motto because

It

it

.

But ...

negatively.

turns out that

makers

or

it

.

react

was wrong.

I

a

of film-

lot

feel that script quality is

not
very closely related to film quality
... or maybe even that scripts per
se really have nothing to

do with

finished film quality.

You
scripts

see,

to

if

you continue

please

your

to write

and

client,
.

when they

.

.

are delivered.

He

pretend to like the picture in
order to protect his position and
justify

when

his

the

purchase decisions. But
is

released

and

field, it

has very

little

picture

goes into the

sin."

This also works with the "personal

films"

produced

by

many

film-makers.

Every once in
comes along who

a while,
is

someone

a great writer,

and producer all rolled up
But how many Orson Welles
are there in one generation? I'll tell
you one thing, and I know this for
director,
in one.

nothing more than that
you will
end up with very bad pictures,
which even the client himself will

may

1970

Money-grubWrong.

right?

the producers

script presentation, along with a di-

NOVEMBER,

that the

reading."

a very close approximation to what

dislike

and the salesman. Wilding
turned to me and said, "I sure hope
it's a good script, Stan." Astonished,
I said, "Of course it's a good script!
Everybody's very enthusiastic. What
do you mean. Skipper?"

one

first

bing, right? Limited, right?

do they define "a good script?"
Well, the answer to that question goes back to the late Norm
Wilding. We were flying to a big
rector

head and said. "But
our own people. I

client accepts

Festival.

discussed the question with

More

his

all

mean, a good

have

personal research project was
the

are

Simplistic,

the years,

the answers.

this

those

script?

Tve asked many
people, in the business and out, for
their definition of 'a good script".
\'ou just wouldn't believe some of

Over

He shook

that

a good script is essential to a good
movie
but nobody agrees on

chance of succeeding. The reason
is that a film designed to please one

sure

.

around

.

.

there's

geniuses

a
all

lot

fewer

all-

around than
And. although

they think there are.
I don't understand the reasons for
it.
I'm sure of a second fact
.

Whenever

a

man

.

.

tries to write, di-

rect, act, and also produce, the
completed film is going to display
a very obvious strength in one of
the areas, and a very obvious weakContinued on next page
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continued

mysterious reason,

which

script

is

You can

ness.

is

it

some

variably

usually the

terested

the obvious weak-

prove

your-

this for

Whenever you see a film,
you think of
make this comment when

self.

not
in

is

slightest

the

in

the

receiving

nor are they the least

paraalmost in-

But,

urgency.

greatest

the

doxically, the audience

ness in another of the areas.
Don't ask me why, but for

bit

in-

message,
anxious to

So, generically speaking, the pri-

gardless of what

the

mary

film,

the

particular branch of the film busi-

picture

finished:

is

ness,

"I think the script

part

...

it

is

the weakest

come up

doesn't

to the

will

role of the scriptwriter in this
is to create a film script which
bridge the "interest-gap", that

wide gulf between

how important
communicate

it

level of the rest of the film."

is

Nine times out of ten you will be
factually right, and nine times out of
ten the producer will agree with
you, even if he wrote the script himself and is proud of it!
think I know what a good
I
script is, and I'd like to give you my
own definition. The problem is that
it can't really be summarized in a
few short words ... or at least if
you try to do that you end up with
a simplistic cliche which gives you
the illusion of having said something
important, when in fact all you have

message to the audience, and how
totally resistant the audieace is to

the substance of a hot air balloon.

the picture for the monthly Rotary
meeting. Financial analysts might be

is

What

I

identify for
acteristics

can do, however, is to
you what kinds of chargood scripts have, and

you can then evaluate a
least a
is

little

better before the budget

Of

course,

you may be

in this

shot rather than after.

how

at

script

successful

pre-production evaluation, will depend to a large degree upon how
objective you can be about the
script.

inates

As

a general rule, that elim-

the

scriptwriter

evaluation process

.

.

.

from

the

but that's a

paradox all by itself which will
have to wait for another column.

To

begin with, the script has to
do a very special kind of job in the
sponsored film industry. In this
business, the script and production
are being paid for by a client with a

to the client to

its

receiving the message.

Of

course, that isn't necessarily

always the case for all audiences
that see all sponsored films. A heavy
smoker might be interested in seeing a film about the dangers of

you can bet
would have very

that the

cigarettes, but

same

film

company

terest for a rifle

nam.

A

little in-

in Viet-

science teacher might be ina film on ecology, but

terested in

have a

you'll

lot of trouble

booking

very interested in seeing a corporate
image film on a newly listed company, but you would be unwise to
show the same picture to the union's
negotiating team during wage talks
at contract expiration time. And al-

though dealers are usually anxious
to see the new year's models on
film,

they usually try to leave the

room when you

start talking

about

your national advertising. And so it
there's usually a gap begoes
tween sponsor and audience, and it
.

.

.

I

think the basic character-

driving ambition to get a very im-

portant message across to a particular audience he wants to reach with

ment or enlightenment ... for television or for training ... for theatrical use or for mollifying the angry
stockholders ... for recruiting or
for explaining retrenchment. Whatever the film is intended to do, the
script will have certain basic charac-

THE IMAGE MAKERS

ion,

a

if it is,

good

circle 615
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my

script,

FIRST ...
GOES5L S ASSOCIATES
612 N MICHIGAN AVE
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in

personal opin-

and here are

77

to pictures.

vi/7/

A

subordinate

realistic

name

our medium would be visualaudio instead of audio-visual. The
pictures are far, far more important than the words in all but a very
for

I

and somewhich

difficult to define

can only summarize as "visual

make

the

Briefly,

logic".

should

picture

sense in visual terms, and

should be visually exciting.
SECOND ... the writing

will

There

simple, and understated.

is

it

be

no

place in a good script for verbosity,
or baroque sentence structure, or

pompous

Remember

vocabulary.

words are only the handmaiden of the visuals, and therefore
words should supplement the picthat the

them, strengthen them,
them, give them added significance, but never, never distract
from them. The most sophisticated
audiences are merely alienated by
pompous verbiage and complex
tures, clarify

fortify

language on the sound track.
And less sophisticated audiences
resent complex language because
they recognize it as an attempt to
patronize them, to make the writer
look good at the expense of the
audience. Beware the arch phrase,
the clever clause, the tricky use of

complicated syntax in a script. Such
scripts are usually turned out by insecure scriptwriters trying very hard
to conceal a lack of talent.

Simplicity of language

time.

difficult

and

But

it

takes

makes

it

...

it

is

kind of writing to
a

longest

the

great script.

The same thing holds true for using
more words than are necessary. You

Mark Twain's
recall
probably
apology to a friend for writing a
long letter, because he didn't have
time for a short one. That is especially

true

for scriptwriting.

word

that

is

tial

should be cut from a film

.

.

its

right to the ear.

with

objective.

A good

.

script.

will interfere

the film's achieving

THIRD

Every

not absolutely essen-

Each such word

sound

those characteristics:

words

visual transitions,

more

produce,

of good script are the same,
whether the film is for entertain-

you
good script has good
good visual continuity,

thing

narrowing, that interest gap.
that special quali-

not

what these

but those de-

good

the most

istics

teristics

visual ideas,

of bridging, or

script-

A

to judge.

way

But aside from
fication,

You may

scriptions should be there for

of

writer to find a
at least

the

should be,

pictures

role

special

the

is

stead of to the words.

like the writer's idea of

see the film.

re-

number of motion picmade. So in judging a script
in advance of production, pay most
of your attention to the pictures inminiscule

tures

script will
It

may

or

not look interesting when you
read it silently on the paper in front
of you, but it will be fascinating to

may

listen to, either

read to you by the
you aloud by you

writer or read to

Continued on page 29
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Script to screen service tor television commercials, business,

industrial

Now
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and educational

films.

located at

W. Pershing Road

Kansas City, Missouri 64108

New

building. ..new look. Dependable service for 40 years.
(816) 421-1230

And now even

more.

Phone;
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the
smartest

case
town
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PLASTIC FILiyi
I

.

IT

L?
piH

CASE

LIGHTEST,
AND

'

in

STRONGEST and MOST VERSATILE

COSTS LESS, TOO!

For openers, consider

this:

This superb

new case

strongest, most durable, yet lightweight plastic.

It

is

made

of the world's

resists water, fire, shock,

fungus, dust and humidity. The patented design is revolutionary and pracgently cushioning film on reel or core despite the roughest handling.

tical

.

.

.

locks at 10 points, yet two quick motions open case. Nothing to twist. No
buttons to push or pull. No bulky straps ... or buckles to scratch work
surfaces. Save time. Save space. Save labor. Save postage. Whether you
ship it, store it or carry it,
the Mastereel Plastic Film Case is the smartest
It

—

case

in

town.

Send

for free literature

and

trial

offer information

MASTEREEL INDUSTRIES,
25

HOME

STREET, WHITE PLAINS,

NEW YORK

10606

TEL:

INC.

(914) 946-4884

Mastereel and (CS9) are registered trademarks of Mastereel Industries, Inc.
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A

yourself.

continued
very good way of check-

ing this out

is

to read the narration

and dialogue into a tape recorder,
and then listen to the playback.
Dozens of times in my own experience a good script has been ruined
by somebody editing it as if it were
for pubHcation rather than for the

sound

Good

track.

writers

film

write for the ear and

not for the

and you must judge their work
by the ear and not by the eye.
eye,

FOURTH

.

.

.

A good

script

is

an integrated unity. Although the
words are secondary to the visuals,
the two elements should be unified,
inseparably interdigitated.

The view-

The

the scriptwriter can be in

of the creative or conceptual areas

can obviously be in
if I am right about
the scriptwriter's role, it is even
more likely to be in the visuals. It
may just as logically be in the
thematic conception of the picture,
the integration of audio and visual,
of the film.

It

the language, but

"story

the

or

line"

continuity,

thread of the

of the message, the music, the time-

the

structure,

sound

casting,

proach,

The

standards apply to the organization

a dozen pictures that had

If you find that you
can remember one particular sequence better than another, the
chances are the picture is not an
integrated unity. It may be a very
good picture, but it w ould have been
a better film, if all the sequences
were conceived and edited with an
integrated creative approach. The
whole of the script should always
be equal to more than the sum of

at all

and

his

ture.

think I've written

I

more than
no words

on the sound-track, although
was a fad that was carried too

that

about

far

A

years ago,

five

good

to visuals,

script subordinates
it

places a

words

premium upon

simplicity in writing style,

it

is

ten to sound well to the ear,

writit

an integrated unity about it, and
most important of all it is original.
The above characteristics can be
recognized in scripts for films in
any field, theatrical, television, educational, or industrial.

tion to those

qualities,

But

picture, will write an excellent script

on

bright

and

formed

It's

fresh,

starts out

usually

and

technically,

previous
will

He

his very first try.

conceptions

work and what

well-in-

no
what

with

about
not work.

will

that second script of his that

really the

bomb you have

is

to watch!

That is the one most likely to be the
hackneyed formula: the new salesman and the old salesman, or the
reporter assigned to a story- about
the company, or the husband telling his wife about the

dream he had.

Eclair

Magnasync/Moviola
Eastman Kodak
Electro-Voice
Technicolor
Bell

.^rriflex

in addi-

Sylvania
Beaulieu

the sponsored film industry

Canon

3M

so

audience

Of

who

course, like

visual

arts,

Fairchild

Wollensack
Bach-.Auricon
Lowell
Kinoptic
Bolex Century

it.

all

formulae

in the

the ultimate evaluation

done by people,
people who have subjective and objective pressures on them all the
time, and who bring different viewof those Qualities

points of their

ments.

Xagra

not especially in-

is

is

own

One man's

"simplicity"

Neumade
And many, many others
film

and magnetic

— Compare Our

CINEQUIP, INC.
215

But there you have one man's
good script ... or

definition of a
I'd

any of the other old familiar chest-

definition of a

like

read

.

to
.

.

revise

that last line to

one good scriptwriter's

good

Prices —

CALVIN
\n Affiliale of Cali'in

a really great film!

or the trip through the plant, (starting with the founder's picture) or

including

stocks.

is

turns out to be

still

Bohn-Benton

to value judg-

another man's "insipid". One man's
"original" is another man's "weird".
And perhaps the weirdest fact of
all. is that every once in a while, a
script comes along that violates all
the rules and

& Howell

Du-Kane

a script in

terested in hearing

motion

Colortran

has

a professional scriptwriter, w hich requires writing one good script after

first

CALVIN
ONEQUIP, INC.

contribution of eliminating language
and narration entirely from the pic-

must aldo the difficult job of closing the
interest gap between the client who
wants to tell his message, and the

himself, producing his

AVAILABLE THROUGH

originality

may even be

perhaps the most important of all.
a script should be original. It isn"t
terribly difficult to write one good
script, although it is frightfully difficult to make your entire living as

another year after year. Thus, it
very often happens that the client

YOU NEED FOR SALE,
DAILY OR WEEKLY RENTAL
OR LONG TERM LEASE

tech-

cinematographic apabsolutely
anything
in

creating the picture!

AND FINALLY,

of

the

of the scriptwriter

FIFTH.

use

the

lighting

the

effects,

niques,

PROFESSIONAL
MOTION PICTURE
EQUIPMENT

posture"

"creative

the

between them when the film is running, nor should he be able to evaluate them as separate elements after
he has seen the picture. The same

the parts.

by
any one

contributed

originality

er should not be able to distinguish

of the script.

ALL THE

nuts of the stock industrial movie.

script.

Communications

Inc.

W. Pershing Road

Kansas City, Missouri 64108
Phone: (816) 421-1230
1909 Buttonvvood

Philadelphia, Pa.

Phone:

(215) 563-1686

o^os
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AUDIOVISUAL BRANCH
OFFICES OF THE NATIONAL
ARCHIVES

GOVERNMENT
AUDIOVISUAL

PROGRAMS

James W. Moore, Chief
The Audiovisual Branch,

other audio-visual materials on atomic
energy.
Edwin L. Wilber, Branch Chief

of the
Archives

Offlce

National Archives, National
and Records Service. General Services
Administration
the
repository
is
for
more than 60 million feet of historical
motion pictures created by 100 Federal
agencies and non-government producers.
The ever-growing collection includes a
wide range of subjects covering the period from 1896 ot the present.
Films are not loaned, but may be viewed
by researchers, film producers, or their
representatives.
Duplicate
authorized
negatives or masters of films or scenes
may be purchased by individuals or producing companies subject to consent of
the depositing agencies and copyright
restrictions,

if

any.

Motion Picture Service
Washington, D. C. 20250

The Motion

Picture Service of the
produces motion pictures in color
and black-and-white on agricultural and

tration,

and

Space
The National

Agriculture,

for
various
agencies
subjects
within the Department and, on occasion,
for other Government agencies. Production and laboratory services are also
available on a cooperative basis with land
grant colleges and universities.
Martin Lobdell, Chief, Motion Picture
Servcic
currently has
AcTiviTirs: The
more than 300 films in distribution with
an estimated audience of 380 million persons. These films cover such subjects as
agricultural reconservation,
forestry,
search, insect eradication, control of animal diseases, consumer information, rural
area development, nutrition and marketing. Maintains an extensive 16mm color
of agricultural
footage library
stock
scenes which are for sale at nominal
related

Adminis-

44

The Department of

30

Air Force, Department of the

34

Army, Department of the

34

.30

Atomic Energy Commission, The

Commerce, The Department of

30

planned for 1971. In addition, TV clips
and radio platters and tapes are produced by the Commission and contractors every year. This branch also places
Commission- and contractor-produced
motion pictures into loan and commercial sales channels, determines the content of the 1 1 domestic and 9 overseas
film libraries, and issues a combined Information
Education and Professional
Technical film catalog.
Facilities: AEC has no motion picture
production facility or motion picture

USDA

Federal Aviation Agency, The

General Services Administration
Health, Education and Welfare

44

.

.

...

Information Agency, The U.S.
Interior,

38
38
44

Department of the

40

Motion Picture
Facilities: The
Service has complete in-service production and laboratory facilities which have
been in continuous operation since 1912.
Distributions Films for school and
group showings are distributed through
69 cooperative film libraries located in
each state. Films for TV bookings are
distributed directly from the Distribution
Section, and prints of most films may be
purchased from the Business Management Section. Catalogues are available
of motion pictures, films suitable for TV
showing, and of stock footage scenes.
Two catalogs contain
Publications:
complete listing of USD.A motion pictures:

Library of Congress,

The

42

Navy, Department of the

36

Peace Corps, The

44

Post Office Department,

The

42

one of these

provides

data

on

films for general 16mm distribution; the
lists films available for public service showing by television stations.

other

UNITED STATES
ATOMIC ENERGY
COMMISSION

Treasury Department, The U. S.

Canadian Film
30

Institute

...

...

44

44
44

Audio-Visual

Energy

Branch

Commission

of
has

library,

in Vienna, The American Film Library,
The Hauge, Holland. The Puerto Rico

Nuclear Center, and the USIS-Stockholm
The
throughout Scandinavia.
and Buenos Aires libraries have
about 80 films each in French and Spanish respectively. Information on libraies
available from Washington office.

for use
Brussels

DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
•

Washington, D.C. 20230
The U.S. Department of Commerce

produces and circulates motion pictures
dealing with those domestic and foreign
subjects relating to the offices under the
jurisdiction of this Department.
Bureau of Domestic Commerce
Saul Padwo. Director
Scientific and Business Equipment
Div.

Phone: 967-3518
Earl Young, Motion Picture Analyst,
Motion Picture & Pliotographic

Products Brandt
Phone: 967-2911
• The Motion Picture and Photographic
Products Branch of this Division serves
the motion picture, photographic, and
audio-visual equipment and supplies inIts primary function is to foster, promote, and develop the foreign
and domestic trade of these industries.
It provides market development counsel
to producers and exporters on where

dustries.

and how

Washington, D. C. 20545
•
The
.atomic

slide

and
historical).
technical-professional,
The Commission also has four overseas
libraries at its offices at the U.S. Embassies at London. Brussels. Tokyo. Rio
de Janiero and Buenos Aires, stocked
with educational and technical films, and
also supplies films to the film library of
the International Atomic Energy Agency

to cultivate and expand their
participates in tariff and trade
negotiations, maintains information on
foreign trade trends, and periodically issues basic trade statistics on U.S. exports and imports of photographic goods.
The Branch acts as a focal point for
industry with reference to advice and
guidance to other agencies and use of
sales.

Division of Public Information

Audio-Visual Branch
Transportation, Department of

color

1 6mm
prints
3,100
through 11 domestic film libraries which
cover particular geographical areas. All
films are for free-loan. Each library has
about 320 titles (education-information,

USDA

32

35mm

library,
distributes

and

cost.

Defense, The Department of

—

still

USDA

Aeronautics

Washington and nationwide or audiovisual problems ad projects. In 1970, 10
films were produced by the Commission
and its contractors; about 8 films are

laboratory, but uses Government and/or
commercial services.
Distribution: AEC operates an 8,000

Office of Information

INDEX

ture projects to advance specific Commission Programs, and acts as advisor to
Commission and contractor personnel in

—

DEPARTMENT OF
AGRICULTURE

•

Phone: (301) 973-5365
Activities: This branch plans and carries out film, TV, radio and still pic-

the
its

primary function responding to requests
from the public media in all the audiovisual fields for assistance in the perparation of films, stills, tapes, slides and

It

other agency

facilities.

Continued on page 32
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Disguised as a delivery boy,
the

cameraman
in

hid his

camera

a cardboard box to shoot

on board a New York City bus.

The film crew, disguised as
tourists, carried equipment to
secret setups on board ship

hidden inside small suitcases.

They were shooting sync sound
bits for (gasp!) Candid Camera.
They were using an NPR.
The cameraman boarded the bus
with his cardboard box, and sat
down by himself. The soundman

Psst!

— Hand me a Chicken Leg.

The cruise

to

Bermuda took four
Camera team

got on at the next bus stop, with his

days.

Nagra

were discovered by a passenger,
the news would spread fast and
they would be unable to work for
the rest of the time at sea. Several
bizarre situations had to be set up
and shot withouttheirvictimsknowing what had been going on until
the last day of the trip. The film
crew ate in the passengers' dining
room: the actors had to skulk inside

in its leather case hanging
unobtrusively from his shoulder.

The director was waiting at the next
stop, with a trombone player from
the local high school band,

in full

band uniform with trombone. And
at every stop thereafter, another
member of the band, in uniform
with instrument, climbed on the
bus and joined those already on
board in playing selections from
John Philip Sousa.
Smile

- you're

on Cardboard Box.

Through the small holes in his
cardboard box, the cameraman
shot the bus driver's reactions,
which ranged from amazement to
fury. When the driver stopped the
bus to look for a policeman,
director-interviewer Bob Schwartz
tapped him on the shoulder and de-

If

the Candid

their cabins

all

the time

soup-spilling stewards or starving

stowaways. Hidden inside one of
the lifeboats, the "stowaway"
would lift its canvas cover a few
inches and ask a passing passenger to please bring him a chicken
leg

from the buffet

table.

Suspicious Suitcases Prohibited.

To get to each new setup, the
crew carried their equipment
casually through the passageways

livered the immortal lines: "You're

film

on Candid Camera." The bus driver
didn't believe it, even when the

inside small suitcases

cameraman
to him,

still

got up and walked over
rolling, to get a

close-up

Schwartz
him that inside that little cardboard box was a motion picture
camera, taking pictures. Gasp.
of his expression as Mr.

told

— except

when they were impersonating

— big

cases
would look too suspicious. For this,
they needed a camera about the
shape and size of a briefcase — and
luckily, they had one. The NPR. At
the setup, anyplace where there was

room

cause a passenger might wander in.
Anyplace where they wouldn't be
discovered was too small to shoot
in — so they used that.
I

said Sync,

Madam -not

Sink.

No room for 1200 foot loads in
No AC power. No tripod,

there.

even, half the time. Certainly no
blimp. The shooting to aired-foot-

age

ratio on Candid Camera was
around a hundred to one; and the
best action often happened at film
runout, of course. Gasp. But Mr.
Schwartz reports that the two-man
crews could change the NPR's
magazine literally in three seconds:
and the NPR's built-in clapper auto-

matically re-established sync. With

cameras, they had used a
system of warning lights to let the
interviewer know that he should
stall the action while the crew
changed magazines. But with the
NPR it was found to be unnecessary. The NPR turned out to be the
ideal Candid Camera camera.
earlier

NPR Brochure?
Eclair; 7262
Melrose, L. A.
Calif.

90046

to shoot they couldn't use be-
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ual motion picture facilities, this organizational unit plans, produces and distributes fishery marketing and educational motion pictures sponsored by both
Government and industry. Other audiovisual materials such as fishery television
spot announcements and radio spot announcement discs and are also produced

GOVERNMENT
National Oceanic and

Atmospheric Administration (NOAA)
Stanley B. Eames, Director of Public
Information

George A. (Jeff)
Film Officer

and

Baker, Radio/TV/

tion

NOAA's

Agency.

Film and tape

spots, short

Phone: OXford 7-4162

The Motion Picture ProducBranch approves release of Armed
Forces stock footage wiiich cannot be
produced commercially and assists studio
motion picture and independent producActivities:

tions

ers

and

TV

cial

of-

NOA.A's

film

library

now combines

The

Radio

Television
Productions
approves
release
of
Armed
Forces stock footage which cormot be
procured commercially and assists network and independent producers in the
production of documentary and entertainment programs related to the Armed

Forces.

The

.Audio-Visual

News Branch

re-

leases approximately 200 (2-3 minute)
subjects to the
and treatrical newstwo
It maintain
film media annually.
small Pentagon studios for servicing the

TV

libraries.

news media and radio programs which
feature interviews with top Defense ofIt also releases taped and filmed
messages by Secretaries and Service

Office of Public Affairs Directorate for
Defense Information
.\udio-Visual
Division

ficials.

—

A. Macklow. Chief, Aiidio-l'isual Services, Branch of Marketing,
Bureau of Commercial Fisheries,
Fish & Wildlife Service.
Phone: (202) 343-6897
Activities: Using commercial contract-

available

Branch

DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE

National Marine Fisheries Service

Armed
Armed Forces

Branch.

obtained by writing .Audio Visual Ser\ices. National Marine Fisheries Ser%'ice.
1815 N. Ft. Myer Drive, Room 601.
Arlington. Vo.. 22209, Requests for films
to be sent outside the U.S. should be
made to the nearest U. S. Embassy or
Consulate.
Applications
are
accepted
from institutions wishnig to serve as non-

Elliot

theatrical

the

TV

A

profit

and

show or cleared

films distributed and the instructions for
obtaining them may be obtained free of
charge upon request.
central .\udioVisual Services film library is maintained. Films and information may be

formerly distributed by the U.S.
Weather Bureau, the U.S. Coast Guard
and Geodetic Survey, and the Interior
Department's
Bureau of Commercial
Fisheries. Distribution of these films is
handled by Modern Talking Picture
Service, and requests should be directed
to them.
Inquiries about ESSA film, radio and
TV activities should be directed to:
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration, U.S. Department of Commerce, Washington Science Center, 6010
Executive Blvd., Rockville, Md. 20852.
Attention: PI.

films

public
non-profit
for
for public non-profit
showing or cleared for public service
programs can be obtained from the
films

A

film

documentary

productions
relating
to
Forces. Information on

permission is required before telecasting. Stock footage is not available.
catalog listing the commercial fisheries

fice.

production of entertainment

the

in

and

fishery motion
free of charge

production of informational and educational films for all components of the
special features for both radio and
are also under the direction of the

T. Hatch, Chief, Audio-Visual
Division

facilities.

pictures are distributed
upon request. Provision
has been made so that most of the films
are cleared for television, although spe-

on national and
matters in these

Norman

Commercial contractual mo-

picture

release

are:

fields

Distribution: Utilizing about 200 Government and private film libraries, 28

centralized film development
office within the Office of Public Information administraters and supervises

•

international

distributed.

Facilities:

(301) 496-8243

Phone:

Direct contacts

tures.

Chiefs and provides advice and guidance
to radio and TV news producers.
The

The Pentagon Washington. D.C. 20301

Branch also releases to the press and TV
media approximately 2.000 photographs

• This Division of the central Armed
Forces contact for news media and producers in the important fields of radio,
television, still pictures and motion pic-

each year.

Continued on page 34

RECORD

Improve yourTRACK

with the So4€4id o^ McunJudian!

MAHHATTAH
MANHATTAN
17 East 45th

MANHATTAN "54'

'45'

460 West 54th

St.

St.

Sound Studio
".

The

Finest

MANHATTAN AUDIO

.

.where P&i^ectitm.

is

almost good enough"

Recording Talent and

CO., INC.

/

460 WEST 54th STREET

/7 UtLiidicAif.

aj,

/

Facilities in.the East!

NEW YORK,

N. Y.

NATIONAL SHOWMANSHIP SERVICES,

10019

/

(212) 757-9800

INC.
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&^^^x^
Unbelievable Simultaneous Quad Track Sound!
"Fail Safe" Electronically

Programmed

Pictures!

At Cal Dunn Studios we've combined our 23
years of creative filmmaking experience with
the latest space age electronic hardware to

bring you a major breakthrough

in

Multi-

Screen Presentations. Push one button and
our computerized digital programmer will
take the guesswork out of your next sound
and picture presentation. For an unforgetable
experience in sight and sound at your next
sales meeting, business or industrial presentation, contact our

MOTION PICTURES

Cal

Dunn

Studios
IN

CHICAGO/141 W. Ohio

IN

HOLLYWOOD/1040

St.

N. Las

Inc.
-

60610

Palmas

-

-

312 644-7600
90038 - 213 - 469-901
•

Multi-Screen Department.

• T.V.

COMMERCIALS

•

SLIDEFILMS

•

PRODUCED WITH IMAGINATION SINCE 1947
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Activities: This Institute makes or supervises films for the Armed Forces on
medical subjects.
Facilities: In-house capability, and cantracts through Office of the Chief, Communication-Electronics.
Distribution: AFIP operates a U.S.

GOVERNMENT
DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE
Defense Supply Agency: DSA
Administrative Support Center
Teclinical Presentations Division

Cameron

Station, Alexandria, Virginia

• Technical Presentations Division, DSA
Administrative Support Center, is ttie
technical source and point of contact for
the production of films for the Defense
Supply
Agency.
DSA's headquarters
staff at Cameron Station and 25 primary
level field activities furnish technical infor the films.
The projects

Army Audio-Visual Support Center for
medical films.
The Institute procures
and loans films for the Medical Services
of the .^rmed Forces. Unclassified films
are available to members of the medical
profession, with borrowers paying return
posatge.
For information about available films, write the Superintendent of

formation

Documents,

are aligned with the primary objective of
the agency, mainly, to provide effective
logistic support of the operating forces
of all Military Services in war and peace.
Activities: This division carries out a
wide variety of activities, including audiovisual communications, motion picture
productions, technical and informational
exhibits, still picture photography, and
graphic presentations. The range of inhouse staffing allows the division to
contribute materially to the production
of DSA films.
Facilities: DS.A has no motion picture
production, but uses Government and/or
commercial services. The key personnel
of Technical Presentations Division is as
follows:
Chief. Morris S. Namkin

fice.

Phone: (202) OX4-6075

Armed Forces

Government

Printins;

Medical Illustration Service
Washington, D.C. 20305
Morris M. Goldberg, Chief, Medical
Illustration Service

Phone: (202) 576-2866

Specific

cine

Of-

.Mr Force
Library

audio-visual activities.
It
is
directly responsible for
presentation services, graphic arts, training aids, audio-visual libraries, closed
circuit

with

.'\ir

Force's

television,

and

exception

the

of

all

photography

reconnaissance,

service of the Military .Mrlift Command.
AAVS. commanded by Col. Alterio
Gallerani. has its headquarters at Norton
AFB. California. Its Squadrons and detachments distributed world-wide, document Air Force activities where they oc-

Central

Audio-Visual

Norton AFB. Calif. 92409
Phone: (714) 382-2493

Washington, D.C. 20330
Phone: (202) OX 5-2830
Col. James P. Warndorf: Chief, Audio
Visual Systems Division.
The Division is the central office which
the

92409

Calif.

tacting:

Force

(AF/XOOTV)

guides

the
film

382-3215
Information regarding distribution of
.\h Force films may be obtained by con-

DEPARTMENT OF THE AIR FORCE
States Air

regarding

(DMP)
Norton AFB,
Phone: (714)

and Allied Sciences.

Hq. United

information

commercial production of Air Force
may be obtained by contacting:
Aerospace Audio-Visual Service

Washington, D.C. 20402 and' refer
to The Film Reference Guide for Medi-

and mapping and charting. It also monitors the activities of the Aerospace Audio-Visual Services (A.'WS), a Technical

Institute of Pathology

in still and motion picture photography or, in some cases, on video tape.
The U. S. Air Force Audio-Visual
Center, under the management of Col.
Richard S. Alexander, and also located
at Norton AFB, produces audio-visual
materials with its in-service motion picture, television, and still photographic
capabilities and also procures them from
commercial production firms. The Center
includes the U. S. Air Force's Central
Motion Picture Film Depository.

cur

DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY
The

Washington, D.C. 20315
Chief of Staff for Com-

.Assistant

munications-Electronics of the Army is
responsible for coordination, review and
supervision of all audio-visual activities
to include motion picture and still photography, television and electronic display. Within the Assistant Chief of Staff
for Communications-Electronics the AuOffice carries out these responsibilities and information pertaining
to them may be obtained from:

dio-Visual

Colonel Stanford Roberts. Chief.
Audio-Visual Office
Phone: Oxford 7-3520
Continued on page 36

Designed for your film /tape production requirements

ONLY SERVICE STUDIO
THE MIDWEST'S
AND PRODUCER
SOUND

V^

QUARTERS IN THIS
STAGES WITH EDITING
SELF-CONTAINED PLANT FOR EVERY TYPE OF FILM/TAPE OPERATION

TWO

^

-^^Hl_

.

Midwest Studios. Inc. has the finest physical
Midwest for the production of
sound motion pictures or \ideotaping ... a
production man's dream come true! Here, under one roof, is a complete ser\'ice studio a\ailfacilities in tlie

abie to any organization.

INDUSTRIAL FILMS

THEATRICAL FILMS

TV FILMS & COMMERCIALS

EDUCATIONAL PICTURES

This sound studio has two stages. The main
sound stage is 100 feet long by 60 feet wide,
height to overhead catwalk ,S0 feet. Catwalks
on both sides of the stage 16 feet from floor.
Ground level entrance to stage for passenger
cars and trucks. Stage is equipped with overhead electric crane. The second stage is 40 feet
long and 24 feet wide with a 14 foot ceiling.

PHOTOGRAPHY

.

.

.

.

.

.

TFor
MIDWEST
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Fully equipped editing

.

Production

office facilities lor units

Conference room availrenting the stages
ahlc for top executives' "office-away-from-theoffice" while working in the studio.

jdOO amps of 120 \olt .\C current distributed
plugging outlets: hundreds of feet of
cable
A permanent sweep set. as well as
Sepamiscellaneous sets and components
.

.

.

room

to stage

.

.

fire-proof vault

OTHER PLUS FACTORS:

.

and STILL

.

.

PHYSICAL DETAILS:
ideal Facilities for

make-up and dressing rooms lor men and
Modern kitchen
Screening room
Large
Carpenter shop with power tools

rale

women

.

Midwest Studios,

.

Inc.

Operational Policy

Midwest Studios, Inc. is owned by a fealty corporation ond will not compe'e with its service customers.
No production personnel wilt be employed by the
studio corpofotion. A producer desiring to rent
studio space may bring his own personnel and
equipment. However, upon request, Midwest Studios will

supply or suggest sources of personnel

needed, such as directors, set designers, cameromen, sound men, corpenters, painters and other
technicians. Tolent sources also ovoilable. Arrangements may be made through the studio for any and
all types of equipment as required.

.

information on Rates and Schedules, contact:

within minutes of Chicago's Loop or

O'Hare International Airport

1037 Woodland
CHICAGO PHONE:
(312) 273-3880

STUDIOS, INC
Drive, Glenview,

Illinois

GLENVIEW PHONE:
(3121

724-0515
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NEW GENERATION

THE

PROJECTORS

IN

A.V.E.
A

A. V. E.

X-300

liigh intensity

16mm sound

projector

xenon light source that
5400° Kelvin broadcast

with ozone-free

meets

the

standard for screening

16mm

Modular design and easy

tv prints.

to operate.

Features automatic loopsetter, forv^rcrd

^

and

reverse,

magnetic playback and

high speed rewind. Ideal for large

1971

••

16mm

filmstrip

projector

speed

advance,

variable

panoramic

crawl, automatic start-stop

and remote

Features

control.

high

with

high

illumination

\nm.

lamp, interchangeable aperture plates,

and simple thread-

framing

adaptable

Also

ing.

in

and Long Play models.

powerful double-frame hori-

zontal

positive

Interlock

WIDESCREEN

A.V.E.
A 35mm

and

small screening facilities. Available

Marc 300

light

xenon

for

and

sources.

3^
"TRANSPORTABLE"
RUSHER-INTERLOCKER
A.V.E.

A.V.E.

duty 35mm interlock projector
with incandescent light source. Portable and packs in two carrying coses.
Features forward and reverse, remote

A heavy

Magnetic/optical portable
jector with quartz

that

produces

halogen

screen

16mm
light

pro-

source

brightness

of

more than 800 lumens. Features auto-

and go, exterior
and magnetic

control, instant stop

CANARY

positive framing, optical

matic loopsetter, forward and reverse,

playback and

slow speed and stop frame. Available

speaker system.
Ideal for the screening room or on
location. Also available in Standard
35mm projector model.
built-in

A.V.E. Corporation has
slide
All

and

filmstrip

equipment

made

it

in

their business to

equipment and

16mm

Interlock

and Looper

(con-

tinuous projector) models.

offers a

meet the current demands

complete

line of

in

16mm and 35mm

audiovisual systems, devices

and

projectors,

accessories.

available for purchase, rental or on a lease-agalnst-purchase plan.

is

Inquire

A. V. E.
250 WEST 54th STREET

•

NEW

YORK, N.

Y.

10019
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GOVERNMENT
The Commanding General, United

States

Material Command is responsible
for the production and initial distribution of official motion pictures and related audio-visual materials. Information
concerning contract for writing, production and "procurement may be obtained

Army

Our First

from:

WasNot

Commanding General
U.S. Armv Material Command
Washington, B.C. 20315
Phone: (202) Oxford 2-2463

OurLast
In

1951

got our

-many

films

produces motion pictures and still photographs for such purposes as training,
maintaining fleet readiness, explaining
new weapons and devices, and for medihistorical, indoctrination, safety and
recruiting uses, public relations, to name
a few key subject areas.

cal,

ago-we

Today — 1970

first client.

— we are still

• Information and General Policy Procedures on all aspects of the Navy film
program, including application information for commercial producers interested
are
in bidding on Navy contract films

serving that client.*

And have served other clients
(listed below). There must be
good reasons
All

handled by the Commander, Naval Air
Systems Command (AIR-539), Navy Department. Washington, D.C. 20390.

for this success.

these clients

demand

crea-

service and performance.

tivity,

Demands we

DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY
The U.S. Department of the Navy

•

Capt.

effectively meet.

R. Fraser. USN, Code
Director. Photographic

W.

539)

(AIRDivi-

Phone: OXford 3-3416
• Procurement policies and procedures
which involve information on technical
questions regarding bids, are handled by
the Officer in Charge. Navy Purchasmg
3Office. Washington. D.C. (Phone:

OX

2901

\
Jersey State Commission

Allergy Foundation of America

New

American Cancer Society
American Field Service

New York

American Foundation
Overseas Blind

for the Blind

for

Insurance

Company

N. Y. City Department of
Social Services

American Heart Association

AT&T
Beecham Group

Life

N.Y. City Board of Education

Philips Roxane, Inc.

Recording

Cancer Care

Save the Children Foundation

CARE

Society for the Propagation of

Welfare League of America

New York Department

State of New York Department of
Social Services

Fresh Air Fund
Girls

State of N.Y. Hospital for
Rehabilitation

Clubs of America

Insurance Institute for
Highway Safety

The Salvation Army
Travelers Aid Association of

International Social Services

Naval

Officer.

Photographic

Center. U.S. Naval Station, Washington,
D.C. 20390.

Commanding

State of
of Health

Federation of Protestant
Welfare Agencies

group

experimentations, development and evaluation of photographic
equipment. Here, technical photographic
specifications, instructions and other publications are also prepared. Information
about NPC may b; obtained from: Com-

for the Blind

the Faith

Federal Services Joint Crusade

development

and

tests,

Capt. R. F. Roemer.

Better Vision Institute

Cfiild

research

conducts

manding

N.Y. Tuberculosis & Health
Association
Limited

)

Phone:

OX

USN

Officer

3-2102

Prints of all Navy films
available to the public can be purchased
from the National Audiovisual Center,
National Archives and Records Service,

Distribution:

Washington. D.C. 20408. Civilians may
borrow'films from Naval District Public
Affairs Officers. Training Aids Libraries,
\viation Films Libraries. Recruiting Stalotions and Public Information Offices
cated throughout the United States will
showserve government requests for film

National Association for
Mental Health

United States Navy

Requests for the purchase of Navy
stock footaee in commercial productions
should be submitted to the Chief of In-

National Council on Alcoholism

U.S. Department of State

formation.

America

Jewish Child Care Association

U.S. Department of Transportation/

National Rural Electric
Cooperative Association

ton,

Navy Department, Washing-

D.C. 20350.

FHA
U.S. Public Health Service
Visiting Nurse Service

National Society for the
Prevention of Blindness

So-make demands on

ings.

United Hospital Fund

us.

We'd

like to

succeed

for

you too.

^n

DETROIT
Call or write:

Leo Trachtenberg/Roger Reidy

Harvest Films, Inc.
309

Fifth

Avenue,

New

York, N.Y. 10016

INCORPORATED

Telephone (212) 684-7970
circle 136
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Let your salesmen carry the Bohn Benton Institor an elegant, rear
Super 8, sound and motion picture projector.
It's light, only 17 pounds.
It's simple to operate. In less than 30 seconds, you can have it set up
and running in broad daylight.
It's cartridge loaded. There's no film threading.
It's an attache case. Easy to carry. Just 4-inches wide.
And it's sensibly priced. $300 for single units. Or as low as $240 in
;

screen,

quantities.

The Bohn Benton

Institor. You'll be sold

on the way

it sells.

£).'.'-,;',

L.
Bohn Benton
.i^'';,.-^,'"-.

Inc.

110 Roosevelt Avenue
Mineola, N.Y. 11501

D Send one of your salesmen. Q Send one of your new
Name^

Company

brochures.

Q Send both.

Title
.

Address
City

-State-

Bohn Benton

-Zip_

Institor

GOVERNMENT

posited in the Center by various FedGovernment agencies.

eral

United States Marine Corps
• For information on U.S. Marine Corps
films write to the office of:

Commandant of
(Code A03P)

the

Marien

Headquarter, U.S. Marine
Washington, D.C. 20380

Corps

Corps

GENERAL SERVICES ADMINISTRATION
National Archives and Records Service
8th and Pennsylvania Avenue, N.W.

Washington. D.C. 20408

NATIONAL AUDIOVISUAL CENTER
Jim Gibson. Director
Phone: (202) 963-4275

The National Audiovisual Center,

a Division of the National Archives and Record Service. General Services Administration, providt's five main services:
1.

INFORMATION. The

Center

is

main contact with the public and
Federal
Government regarding
audiovisual materials available from
Federal agencies and where and how
the
the

they can be obtained. Detailed information is gathered on all relevant
materials and is made available on request.

The Center functions as
2. SALES.
the central sales point for most completed audiovisual materials produced
by the Federal Government. Over 4.500 motion pictures, film strips slide

STOCK FOOTAGE.
NASA

The Center

the public.
5.

TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE. The

Center develops and monitors basic
ordering agreements covering production services, distribution services and
other audiovisual services desired by
the Federal Agencies. It also provides
on request to other Federal Agencies
limited technical

assistance relating to

such audiovisual services.

DEPARTMENT OF
HEALTH, EDUCATION AND WELFARE
U. S.

Washington, D.C. 20202
Dr. Paul R. Messier, Acting; Chwf.
Instructional Materials and Practices
Branch, Division of Higher Education
Research. National Center for Educational Research and Development, U.S.
Office of Education, 400 Maryland
Avenue, S.W. Washington, D.C. 20202
Phone: (202) 963-5963
The Instructional Materials and Practices
Branch supports promising media-related
proiects.

produces and distributes films, filmstrips
and related media for the deaf and for
persons who work closely with the deaf
(parents, employers, etc.). The branch
also provides for the training of persons
in the utilization of these materials and
provides
media equipment to most
schools for the deaf.
Further expansion to provide media
services to all types of the handicapped
was made possibly by enactment of P. L.
90-247. Actual program activities re-

mained

essentially the

listed in a sales

as in previ-

DEPARTMENT OF
HEALTH, EDUCATION, AND WELFARE
NATIONAL LIBRARY OF MEDICINE
NATIONAL MEDICAL AUDIOVISUAL
CENTER

Media Services
and Captioned Film for the Deaf
(Division of Educational Services,
Bureau of Education for the

Handicapped)

AROUND

same

ous years since no funds were appropriated for the expansion of the program.

and

foreign language tapes are
catalog available from
the Center.
3. DISTRIBUTION. The Center provides a uniform, efficient and economic
loan service of audiovisual materials,
primarily 16mm motion pictures, desets

4.

operates the
Film Depository
containing approximately nine million
feet of motion picture depicting activities of the Mercury. Gemini, and
Apollo space missions. Other Federal
agencies are encourages to place stock
footage with the Center for better
utihzation by the Government and

Dr. Edwin W. Martin, Acting
Associate Commissioner, Bureau of
Eiliication of the Handicapped
Phone: (202) 963-5925
• The Media Services and Captioned
Film Branch administers a program of
educational media under P. L. 85-905, as
amended by P. L. 87-715 and P. L. 89258. These laws provide for promoting
the general welfare and the educational
advancement of deaf persons. Media Services and Captioned Films furnishes a
free loan service of films for the deaf;
conducts research in the use of films and
other educational media for the deaf;

Atlanta, Georgia 30333
Jerome K. Harnett, Acting Director,
Deputy Director, Acting Ass"!
Director for Operations

Phone:

(404)

633-3351
Continued on page 40

WORLD AT VENICE, ROME, EDINBURGH, VANCOUVER,
COLUMBUS, NEW YORK, CHICAGO, ATLANTA, SAN FRANCISCO, WASHINGTON AND SO FORTH HAVE HONORED HENNESSY FILMS PRODUCED ON SUCH DIVERGENT SUBJECTS AS TRAINING, SAFETY, TRAVEL PROMOTION, HELIUM, DESTROYERS, PUBLIC RELATIONS AND CORPORATE IMAGE,
DEALER MOTIVATION, SALES PROMOTION, MISSILES, ALUMINUM, THE STATE
OF CALIFORNIA, SPACE VEHICLES, CONCRETE PIPE, PETROLEUM PRODUCTS,
FOOTBALL, GEOLOGY, OCEANOLOGY, METEOROLOGY AND SO FORTH.
FESTIVALS

THE

TEL AVIV, BRUSSELS,

t^W'

WE'VE MADE THEM FOR SUCH CLIENTS AS KAISER ALUMINUM, MONTGOMERY
WARD, U.S. NAVY, MOBIL, CITGO, CROWN ZELLERBACH, RICHFIELD, DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, NASA, FEDERAL AVIATION ADMINISTRATION, AMERON
PIPE AND SO FORTH. MORE IMPORTANTLY THE PICTURES PRODUCED THE
RESULTS THEY WERE INTENDED TO PRODUCE.

FOR SCREENING PRINTS OR MORE INFORMATION TALK TO OUR MIDWESTERN
REPRESENTATIVE, BILL MAXWELL AT ONE NORMANDIE DRIVE, PRESTBURY,
AURORA, ILLINOIS 60504, TEL: (312) 466-4922, OR TO JACK HENNESSY AT:

JOHN

J.

HENNESSY
MOTION PICTURES
900 PALM AVENUE
SOUTH PASADENA, CALIFORNIA 91030
TELEPHONES: (213) 682-2353/682-3611

circle 138 on reader service card
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COMMUNICATE
CREATIVE BUSINESS COMMUNICATION

AND DEVELOPMENT SERVICES

Films and Videotape

Brochures
Public Relations

Sales Aids

Music
Art

UT as

soLi^e

youR probum!

609 IVY COURT, KENILWORTH, ILLINOIS
60043
312-256-4250
circle 139

NOVEMBER,

1970
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GOVERNMENT
Activities:

As a component of the Na-

tional Library of Medicine, the National

Medical

Audiovisual Center plans and
a national program to improve the quality and the use of biomedical audiovisual materials in schools
of the health professions and throughout
the biomedical community through: (1)
administers

acquisition and distribution of films
and other audiovisual resource material;
(2) audiovisual reference and research
services; (3) consultation and assistance
in the development and use of audiovisual materials and systems; (4) audiothe

visual

research,

training,

experimental

and other activities in the
development of media to support medical education; and (5) encouragement
of the production, dissemination and use
production,

of

audiovisual

materials.

Distribution: Films are available from
National Medical Audiovisual Center
(Annex), Station K. Atlanta, Georgia
30324, on loan to schools of the health
professions and other medical/health institutions and organizations throughout
the U. S. The films are listed in the National Medical Audiovisual Center Catalog.

on Old Age, Survivors, and Disability Insurance, and on Health Insurance (Medicare).
These are public information
films designed to explain to the viewer
what he needs to know about the social

Branch
prints

throughout the country,
be obtained on a free loan
Prints may also be bought.
oflices

may

basis.

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR
Washington, D.C. 20240
• The Department of Interior produces
films which are concerned with the management, conservation and development
of natural resources in every section of
the Nation. Films are available from the
bureau in which they have been produced.
Office of the Secretary

Harmon Kallman,

Office of

Information
Phone: (202) 343-3171
Inquiries concerning the use of Department of Interior films for television
should be addressed to this office. A Department film catalog is available on request.

Social Security Administration

Baltimore, Maryland 21235
Russell R. Jalbert, Assistant
Commissioner for Public Affairs

Phone: 944-5000 cxt. 2187
Robert T. Fenwick, Chief, AudioVisual Staff. Office of Public Affairs
Phone: 944-5000, ext. 5587
Activities: The Social Security Administration

produces

and

distributes

films

The Bureau of Land Management
John A. Mattoon, Chief, Office of

age.

The

Phone: (202) 343-3609
The Last Frontier, winner of national
and international awards for excellence,
is a 29-minute film about America's last
public domain lands, their history and
•

PROTECT

from the Bureau's

office

of

Mines

202-343-3359
The Bureau of Mines has a
broad film program dating from about

Phone:

Activities:

1920. Motion picture subjects deal with
natural resources of various states and
including
commodities
mineral
with
metals, reveling the conservation ethic at
work. Recently released films include:
Wealth of the Wasteland, Mine Fire Con-

and
Oregon and

Tennessee

trol,

sources.
sources.

Its
Its

Natural ReNatural Re-

Fahrenheit 3300, and The MinChallenge.
Facilities: All films are made in cooperation with private industrial firms
which pay production costs and select
commercial film producers. The Bureau
maintains no production facilities.
Distribution: About 10,000 prints of
films are distributed to the public on a
free loan basis from the film distribution center of the Bureau of Mines, 4800
Forbes Ave., Pittsburgh. Pa. 15213, and
erals

from depositories

in

40
is

films are cleared for free

or

block

bookings

states.

250,000.

TV

arranged.

use.

Annual
Most
Single

Catalogs

available.

Productions:
are films on
sylvania

future.

available

Bureau

U. S.

Dr. A. Nicholas Vardac, Chief, AudioVisual Staff, Motion Picture Development and production Bureau of
Mines, Washington, D.C. 20240

number of showings

Infornuition

It is

fices

and what

benefits he might
be entitled to. Most films and spots are
intended for both television and theatrical use.
Distribution; Through 800 District and

security law

Washington, D.C. and BLM State ofin Portland, Sacramento, Phoenix,
Reno, Salt Lake City, Santa Fe, Denver,
Cheyenne, Boise, Billings, and Anchorin

And

Currently

in

production

Molybdenum and PennIts

Natural Resources.
Continued on page 42
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hundreds of top theaters the "added attraction"

In

these days

is

THEATER CAVALCADE,

a

10-minute

sponsored "newsreel."
This unique public relations concept

Association-Sterling Films

unprecedented opportunity
audiences

low
in

to reach theater

on the wide screen,

in full-color

most sponsored segments

THEATER CAVALCADE

are adapted from existing

films

— re-edited and blown-up

Sponsors pay for exposure only.

mmE

at very

cost. For that matter,

16mm

music and

for editing, narration,
If

— created by

— gives sponsors an

you would

like to

Broadway with the

issue played three

latest Elliott

is

on the boards

THEATER CAVALCADE
Ford, Florida Citrus

issues

ail

cost;

prints.

become

a

weeks on

Gould comedy

contact us today. The next issue of

CAVALCADE

and

theaters in major

in first-run

— our current

35mm.

assume

effects,

see your present film

"selected attraction"

markets

We

to

THEATER

for an early release.

have included

Clairol,

Commission, South African

Tourist Corporation, General Dynamics, Sears

Roebuck and

mxmE

Co., A. T.

&

T.,

and the American

Trucking Association Foundation.

SPORTS! TRAVEL! SCIENCE! FASHIONS!

NAME

IT!

ASSOCIATION-STERLING 35
600 Madison Avenue,
TELL

New York 10022

ME MORE ABOUT THEATER CAVALCADE

Name.
Title.

HE
mm
NOVEMBER,

1970

Company_
Address
City_

-State,

-Zip-

n We have existing footage which might be included in Theater
Cavalcade.

n We

are interested
Cavalcade.

circle 141
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GOVERNMENT
The Bureau

of

Reclamation

Ottis Peterson. Assistant to the

Commissioner, Information
Phone: (202) 343-4662
Activities: The Bureau of Reclamation
produces one or two pictures a year on
water resource development in the seventeen western states
usually "low budget" sound-color films which run 14 or
28 minutes. Film catalogs are available
from the Washington. D.C., office of the
Bureau; the Regional offices and the
Film Distribution Center in Denver.
Distribution: Distribution of Bureau of
Reclamation
films
is
accomplished
through the Film Distribution Center,
Bureau of Reclamation, Bldg. 67, Denver
Federal Center. Denver. Colorado 80225.
On occasion, surplus prints are loaned

—

to educational institutions for their distribution libraries.

The U. S. Geological Survey
Frank H. Forrester, Information
Officer

Phones: (202) 343-4646/4647
• This office maintains and distributes a
limited collection of motion picture films
dealing with the earth sciences. Of major
interest are the award winning films,
The Eruption of Kilaiiea. 1959-60 and
the earlier film release. The 1955 ErupThese show, at close
tion of Kilaiiea.
spectacular eruption of the
Kilauea volcano on the island of Hawaii.
Recent film releases include the Alasrange,

the

1964 and The Sea
The first of these films docuRiver.
ments the destructive effects of the
March 27. 1964. Alaskan earthquake
both graphically and pictorially in on-

kan

Earthquake,

Any good 16mm projector performs
well under ideal viewing conditions. But
you usually don't have (or don't want)
perfect darkness or perfect quiet.
That's why you need the perfect
projector for imperfect conditions. It's
called the Bauer P6 automatic 300
16mm portable sound projector.
What makes it better? For one thing,
the Bauer P6 has a special new high-

the-spot scenes. The Sea River film rechydrological investigations carried
on in the Amazon River Basin as a
point operation between the Geological
Survey and the Brazilian Navy.
Requests for additional information
about these and other films should be addressed to the Information Office. U.S.

ords

Geological
20242.

Survey,

Washington,

D.C.

THE LIBRARY OF CONGRESS
Washington, D.C. 20540
Dr. Edgar Breitenbach,
and Photographs Div.

Chief,

Prints

after registration, but the Library has
the right to claim the deposit for its collections later.
The Library's collection of motion pictures comprises about 122,000 reels and
is in the custody of the Prints and Photo-

graphs Division in the Reference Department. It is primarily an archive in nature, and reference service is provided to
assist research activities.
The Library
does not lend motion pictures, but some
films may be copied under certain conditions; copying requires the signing of a
standard agreement concerning the clearance of copyright and the copying of
equivalent footage for the Library.

Phone: 426-5839
• The Library of Congress has an unrivalled collection of

ing
ture

American

films dat-

from the infancy of the motion-picindustry, which it has acquired

through the operation of the copyright
law and through gifts, and it also has a
large body of foreign films turned over
The
to it as a result of wartime seizure.
Library's activities in the motion-picture
field include the registration of claims
to copyright, the acquisition of films, the
cataloging of films and related biblio-

graphical data and a small study center
for research.
The Library's Copyright Office has
registered claims to copyright for motion pictures since 1894. when the first
examples of this medium were deposited
in the Library in the form of photographic paper prints; since 1912 the copyright law has provided for the registration and deposit of motion pictures as
such. Generally, under the provisions of
the motion-picture copyright agreement
between the Library of Congress and the
copyright proprietors, the films are returned to the proprietor by the Library

MARC

300
intensity lamp. It's the GE
metal arc that produces nearly four
times more light than conventional
tungsten lamps. More light means a

more

brilliant picture.

More vivid

color.

Clear images even in full room light.
The Bauer P6 has a 15-watt solidstate amplifier, for real high-fidelity
sound. And a lot of other features, too:
automatic threading, optional 4,000-foot

National Audiovisual Center
General Services .'Administration).

(See

POST OFFICE DEPARTMENT
Washington, D.C. 20260

James M. Henderson, Special Assistant
to the Postmaster General, Public

Information
Phone: 961-7500
Activities: The Post Office Department
currently uses Public Information film
clips

for

Public

Service,

plus

training

and engineering photo reports.
Facilities: Limited motion picture production performed by the Department.
Public

Service

production

film

is

con-

tracted:

Bureau of

Facilities,

Procurement

Division
Room 7407, Post Office Department

Washington, D.C. 20260
Distribution: Public information film
clips for public service and documentary
films are distributed through U.S. Postmasters in all regions.
Continued on page 44
capacity and "change-over" control,
and automatic fail-safe circuit to stop
the projector if your film breaks.
Maybe you think that a projector
that does so much should cost a lot. It
doesn't. And this may be the most
attractive feature of all. Write for
information to
Dept.ii:5-ii

i BAUER P6

THIS PROJECTOR WORKS BEST WHEN THE CONDITIONS AREN'T.

circle 142 on reader service card
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INSTANT EVERYTHING
success)
(the next-best thing to instant

Most moviemakers will agree that the
difference between good footage and
great footage goes beyond talent and
luck— it's the little things that often
make the difference. Little things like
extra mobility, to follow fast-moving
action. Or a few extra dB of silence on
the set. Little things
like the fleeting
.

moment

of

.

.

news, captured because of
in set-up time. Or an

a minute saved

unusual camera-mount that produces
the "different" point of view you need.
Little things do mean a lot. And, for
many of those important "little things,"
cinema professionals turn to Cine 60...

Instant

Power

Camera Pod

Instant

Our single universal

Plus the all-important mobility to go

where the action

able

is.

in

Availvolt-

ages from 6
30V (and
up to 7 am-

to

pere-hours), it
features rechargeable nickel-cadmium
cells, sealed design and an automatic overload safety switch. With
charger and plug-in coiled
built-in
power cable, it is one of the most widely-used

power sources available today.

Instant

jm^

camera. Rugged,

may be

light,

on the camera at all times,
ready for hand-held operation or shooting with a tripod or shoulder pod. And,
it makes a handy camera rest between
left

takes.

Instant
If

Zoom

you own one

of

the fine Angenieux zoom lenses,

more

consistent zooming with one of our electric zoom
drives. Available in four sizes (for the
9-95mm, 12-1 20mm, 12-240mm and 25250mm), these units feature a precision
gear assembly which mounts securely
and directly to the lens barrels. The

positively

Camera Mount

you've

universal
the Eclair

surprisingly

smoother,

fastened to any smooth surface (cartops, floors, etc.) without marring. A
flick of a lever on its extra-large suction mounts does the job. Especially
useful for low-angle work, it mates with
standard tripod heads.

If

Instant Quiet

be

a

you can have

are our VacuPlatform can provide
it. This rugged suction-actuated device

can

for

it

Camera Platform

Wherever and
whenever you
need a stable
camera platform, chances

—

mount
yet

ideal shooting position
while offering the maneuverability of single-shoulder construction. Used with the
Uni-Eclair Mount (detailed later), this
is the only practical pod for the Eclair
NPR-16. (By the way, we also have an
excellent double-shoulder pod as well.)

Instant

implies

NPR

between takes, it
keeps the camera in the
able

ing situation.

NPR

Our Uni-Eclair Mount
is just what the name

shoulder pod ("unipod'
is a lightweight shoulder
mount that accepts all
cameras. Easily remov-

Wherever you

go, whatever the shootCine 60's exclusive power
belt* gives you the power to run every
professional camera on the market.

Instant

ever

gear assembly, in turn, is rigidly
coupled to a high-quality DC motor
via a flexible shaft. The motor is powered by a transistor-regulated nicad battery pack featuring directional pushbuttons and a smooth, variable speed
control — all contained in a convenient,
palm-sized case — with built-in recharger. (We also make an instantmounting, collapsible rubber lens hood
for the Angenieux 25-250mm zoom.)

watched a good shot

Silence is golden, yet relatively inex- pass you by while try5ra lP»f*^
expensive with the Cine 60 battery- ing to thread a camer
powered fiberglass Blimp for Arriflex onto a tripod or shoulder pod, the Cine
60 Snaplok is your answer. Combining
35 cameras. Only 19 pounds, the
_rapid, fail-safe operation with the rugBlimp permits shooting in even the
^gedness and precision alignment
most restricted spaces — with all
needed for day-in, day-out use,
standard lenses (even 18mm,
the Snaplok features
without vignetting!). Inside
light weight and high
the camera is securely
rigidity. One section
mounted, yet isolated acou
mounts on the camtically from its surroundera; the other on
ings. On the outside, a
tripod or shoulder
pod. A single
new, gear-driven mechpushbutton inchanism permits smooth,
stantly separates
accurate followfocus via
the two. The base
large, easy-to-use knob. All
unit of the Snapother controls and conlok is compatible
nections are conveniently
with standard Va"
placed on a rear
%"

and

Instant Rentals

Cine 60 also enjoys an excellent reputation for

its

line

of top-quality rental

equipment. All thoroughly maintained
and delivered on-time. We'd appreciate
the opportunity to fill your rental needs.
Instant Information

Whatever your filming needs, all you
need to know for "Instant Service" is
one name and one number:

I

NCORPOnATEO

Film

New

Center Building/630 Ninth Avenue
NY. 10036/Tel 1212) 586-8782

York,

sockets.

control panel.

® U.S.
©

Patent ^^3274476
1970, Cine 60, Incorporated

Washington, D.C. 20591.
be purchased by responsible
organizations, by inquiry to same administration,

GOVERNMENT

may

Films

NATIONAL AERONAUTICS

dress.

AND

United States Coast Guard

SPACE AOMINISTRATION
Office of Public Affairs

—

Audio-Visual Program
Washington, D.C. 20546
Clayton E. Edwards, Audio-Visual
Officer,

Room

811, Reporters

Building

Phone: 962-2757
B. Etheredge, Chief, Motion
Picture Production. Room 811, Reporters Building

James

Phone: 962-2757

Henry W. Detrich, Jr., Acting Chief,
Distribution and Depository, Room
811, Reporters Building

Phone: 962-4341
Activities: These branches supervise the
agency-wide production and distribution
of films, TV and radio programs, and
other audiovisual materials on space and
aeronautics; and coordinate requests for
NASA assistance from media producers
and the public.
Facilities: Production requirements are
fulfilled, primarily by contractors under
a "call contract" or basic ordering agreement system, with some in-house production.

Distribution: NASA films, tapes, and
production aids are available on free

and transparencies
may be purchased from agency contrac-

Division
Activities: The U. S. Coast Guard produces information and training, as well
as recruiting films. The majority are in
16mm color-sound with running time of
3 to 28 minutes. Coast Guard films have
consistently been selected by the United
States government for entry in foreign
film

All requests for astor laboratories.
productions
sistance in film and
should be sent to Mr. Edwards. Requests
films or other
mato borrow
terials should be sent to Mr. Detrich.

TV

NASA

DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION
Federal Aviation Administration
Office
of Headquarters Operations
Motion Picture and TV Branch,

HQ-450
800 Independence Ave., S.W.,
Washington, D.C. 20590
Phone: 962-5693
John A. Nugent, Chief, Motion Picture
and TV Branch
Activities: The Motion Picture and TV
Branch produces motion pictures and
television programs designed to meet the
needs of the Services and Offices which
comprise the Federal Aviation Administration.

The FA.\

uses both in-ser-

vice capabilities and commercial contracts
with industry in supplying its motion picture services.
Film Distribution: Distribution of
films is handled through the Aeronautical Center Film Library, AC-921,
P.O. Box 25082, Oklahoma City, Okla-

FAA

homa

capability.

The

directing,
shooting and editorial
capability.
Additional production services as well as all processing and printing are contracted for as required.
ing,

Distribution:

A

catalog of U.S. Coast

Guard

films is distributed by film libraries
Washington, D. C. and at District offices in Boston, New York, Portsmouth,
Miami, New Orleans, St. Louis, Long
Beach, San Francisco, Seattle, Juneau
and Honolulu.
Productions: Current productions include training films, public information
films and TV spots.
in

U, S.

73125.

TREASURY DEPARTMENT

Washington, D.C. 20224

TV

Facilities:

In-house

Coast Guard has limited in-house writ-

Internal

Revenue Service

Home,

Training Production
Coordinator,
Phone: (703) 557-2933
Charles M. Lammond, Visual
Information Officer, Office of
Public Information.
Phillip S.

Phone:

WOrth 4-4037

Activities: Film for public and internal
use are prepared by the Internal Revenue Service. Motion pictures for public
viewing are produced by the Public Information Division, those for employee
training or orientation by the Training
Division.
The Training Division also

produces filmstrips, slide/tape programs
and videotapes for internal use. The Information Division also supervises production of television spot announcements
for use during each tax filing period. It
has also recently begun the production
of films in Spanish, partly to extend its
taxpayer information in the U.S. and
partly as an advisory aid to Latin American countries concerned with Federal
government cooperative programs.
Distribution: The 58 district offices,
and several of the larger local offices,
distribute Internal Revenue Service film
productions. All clearances and releases
have been obtained for general showing
of Internal Revenue Service films.

Federal Highway Administration
U. S. Savings

William F. Hall, Chief, Photographic
Section

Phone: (202) 426-60835
This Bureau produces films
on subjects pertinent to highway development, safety and related subjects, some-

Activities:

times in cooperation with other govern-

ment

agencies,

state

and

local

highway

departments, and other interested organizations.

In-house capacity.
Distribution: These films are available
on a loan basis, with borrower paying
return transportation, from Chief, PhotoFacilities:

graphic

44

Section,

Federal

Highway Ad-

Bond

Division

Treasury Department
Promotion Manager, U.S. Savings
Boinis

Phone: (202)

A

WOrth 4-5702

•
variety of films telling the story of
U.S. Savings Bonds is available suitable
for community audiences of all kinds.
Many are inspirational, some humorous,
some informational. They were made
available to the Treasury through the
generosity of patriotic volunteers. Their
showings take place under volunteer
auspices as well. The Land We Love,
16mm, sound-color, 23 min., cleared for

24

Hours

Tyrantland,

in

16mm, sound-black and

white, 30 min.,
television rights by special arrangement
16mm,
only.
Grampa's
Inheritance,
sound, black and white, 16 min., television rights by special arrangement only.

Star Spangled Salesman, 16mm, sound,
20 min., not for television. Riley
Savings Bonds Salesman,
16mm,
sound, black and white, 19'/2 min., tele-

colro,

—

vision rights by special arrangement only.
Wilbur Gets the Message
About
.
Payroll Savings, 16mm. sound, black and
white, 20 min. Rally 'Round The Flag,
16mm, sound color, 12 min., not for
.

.

television.

The

Story

of

Old

Glory,

16mm,

color, sound, 16 min., not cleared
for television.

and have won a number

festivals,

of awards.
Facilities:

footage

stock

loan;

Washington, D.C. 20591
Phone: (202) 426-1587
H. E. Whitwer, Chief, Motion Picture
& TV Branch, Public Information

television.

THE UNITED STATES
INFORMATION AGENCY
Washington, D.C. 20547
Bruce Herschensohn, Director, Motion
Picture and Television Service

Phone: 755-1890
Services

And

Facilities:

USIA

pro-

and distributes abroad
motion picture and television films for
the overseas information and cultural
program of the U.S. Government. The
duces,

acquires

USIA audience numbers several billion
televiewers in more than 100 countries
plus around one billion persons who annually see USIA films in theatres and
private showings. Output ranges the full
from brief
gamut of both media
newsclips to feature length motion pictures and hour-long television programs.
These products are released in as many
as 75 foreign languages. Lately, USIA
has gone into satellite telecasting. This is
expected to be used more and more frequently in the future in order to reach
USIA's audience overseas.

—

THE PEACE CORPS
Washington, D.C. 20525
Kenneth Skirvin, Special Assistant
Phone: (202) 382-2333
Information regarding films produced
for the Peace Corps may be obtained by
writing directly to the Peace Corps.

THE CANADIAN FILM INSTITUTE
National Office: 1762 Carling Avenue,
Ottawa 13, Ontario, Canada.
Officers: Jean Clavel, President: Talbot
Johnson, Robert Anderson, Vice Presidents: Peter Cook, Treasurer: Gordon
Noble, Secretary, Executive Director.
Divisions: Canadian Film Archives, NaScience Film Library, Business
tional
Film Service, Reference and Information
Center and Film Study Centre.
Purpose: To bring together Canada's edscientific, culutral and community interest in the field of films and
to encourage and promote the study, appreciation and use of motion pictures
and television as educational and cultural

ucational,

factors.

—

National
Activities: Film Services
Circulating Film Library (12,000 titles
in special subject collection); Importation of films from other countries (Special services in the fields of business
art, mediand Informainformation on 100,000
tion Center
feature and short films, newspaper clippings; book and periodicals library, etc.;
Canadian Film Archives preservation
and study of films; National Film ThePeter Morris, Curator; National
atre,
programmes,
Science Film Library
information and distribution in the area

films, scientific films, films
cal films, etc.); Reference

on

—

—

of science films, Steven
grammer, Director.

Rothwell,

Pro-

BUSINESS SCREEN

itieusaldit-wedidnt!
Read what the pros say
about the CSC Retlex BNC.

'Believe me, I've tried

The CSC Reflex BNC

them
is

"I've shot four feature films

all.

the quietest,

exclusively with reflex BNCs.

my

best performing, most professional

The only one,

conversion on the market today."

functions reliably from day to day,
hot or cold,

in

the

is

opinion, that

CSC Reflex BNC.

'My

last three films

were

photographed with the CSC Reflex

BNC
I

.

.

.

it's

even took

a really fine
it

camera

.

.

halfway around the

world to Japan for feature filming."

Andrew

Laszio, A.S.C.
recent credits: Out of Towners,
Popi, Lovers & Other Strangers,
Divers Five, The Owl &
the Pussycat.

It's

excellent!"

Gordon

Willis

recent credits: End of the Road,
Loving, Landlord, People Next Door.

Gerald Hirschfeld, A.S.C.
recent credits: Goodbye
Columbus, Last Summer, Cotton

Comes to Harlem,
Mad Housewife.

Diary of a

camera service center^
sales affiliate
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National
Distributors
of

Sponsored

Phone: (415) 783-0100
Winston O. Siler, I ice President
South Western Sales Division
2221 South Olive Street, Los Angeles,
California 90007
Phone: (213) 749-0377
Linwood P. Beacom. Manager
Canadian Sales Division
Sterling Movies Canada, 4980 Uuchan
Street, Montreal 9, Quebec
Phone: (514) 737-1147
John Lush. Manager
Association Films (of Canada)
333 Adelaide Street W., Toronto 133,
Ontario
2-2501
Phone: (416)

EM

Films

Herb Lewis,

ASSOCIATION-STERLING FILMS
Inc.)
(A Division of Association Films,
Executive Office:

Madison
N.Y. 10022

600

Avenue,

New

York.

Plione: (212) 421-3900

Robert D. Mitchell, President

Roger Cahaney, Exec. Vice President
Robert W. Bucher, VP, Sales
Ward French, VP, Sales
Robert M. Finehout, Vp, Marketing
Donald Adams. VP. Operations
Tim Wholey, VP, Client Services
Lyle Zimmerman. Comptroller
Arthur McLaughlin, Manager, Theatrical Distribution

Edward C. Atwood, Manager, Programming Ser\'ices

E H. Jornson, Manager, Association
Instructional Materials Division
President
Shirley Smith, Asst. to the
'

NATIONAL SALES OFFICES

Eastern Sales Division

600 Madison Avenue,
N.Y. 10022
Plione: (212) 421-3900

New

York,

Reg Evans, Vice President
North Eastern Sales Division
484 King Street. Littleton, Massachusetts 01460
Phone: (617) 486-3458
William H. Shumway, Jr., Manager
Mid-Atlantic Sales Division
1701 N. Ft. Myer Drive, Arlington,
Va. 22209
Phone: (703) 525-4475
C. E. Bryant.

Manager

South Eastern Sales Division
5797 New Peachtree Road, Atlanta,
Georgia 30340
Phone: (404) 458-6251
William O. Fly, Manager
East Central Sales Division

2nd and Delaware Avenue, Oakmont,
Pennsylvania 15139
Phone: (412) 828-5900
Robert Imlach. Manager
Central Sales Division
69 West Washington, Chicago, Illinois

60602
Phone: (312) 939-6056
Gene Samuelsen, Vice President
North Western Sales Division
25358 Cypress Avenue, Hayward,
California 94544

York.

Ontario. 333 Adelaide Street W.,
133
Phone: 416-EM2-2501; Dallas, Texas
75247. 8615 Directors Row, Phone: 214Massachusetts
Littleton.
638-6791;
01460. 484 King Street, Phone; 617486-3458; Atlanta. Georgia 30340. 5797
New Peachtree Road, Phone: 404-458-

625

to motion picture theaters. AssociationSterling, working with theatrical booking services and distributors in 31 ex-

supervises promotion, seof theaters and feature films,
concentrating on first-run theaters in
major cities and suburbs.
Creative Programming Services: Cre-

change

cities,

lection

Manager

Film Distribution Centers
New York 10023. 43 West
212-JU6-1717;
Phone:
Street.
61st
Ridvefield, New Jersey 07657. 600 Grand
La
201-943-8200;
Phone:
Avenue,
Grange. Illinois 60525, 512 Burhngton
Avenue, Phone: 312-352-3377; Hayward.
California 94544, 25358 Cypress Avenue Phone: 415-783-0100; Los Angeles.
OUve
90007, 2221 South
California
Street, Phone: 213-749-0377; Oakmont.
Pennsylvania 15139. 2nd & Delaware
Avenue, Phone: 412-828-5900; Toronto

New

TV Division:
Association-Sterling
This division is responsible for the distribution of sponsored films to commerand educational TV stations. It
cial
maintains daily contact with TV programmers, creates sponsored film series
and special concepts, prepares TV promotion kits, publicizes sponsored films
Guide" and local newspapers
in "TV
and distributes newsclips and scripts to
TV news department.
(Theatncal
Association-Sterling / 3 5
Division); A nationwide service for the
distribution of sponsored short subjects

specialized

of

ation

TV

interview series featuring inTV
business spokesmen;
Tempo, 3 to 5 minute TV news features for syndication to news and speTempo.
cial events programmers; Radio
News and feature programs distributed
"live"

and

dustry

News
ind
stations
radio
selected
Screen, development and or distribution of 60 second news and news-feature

to

clips

to

TV

news programs.

circle 805 on reader service card

AUDIO FILM CENTER/IDEAL PICTURES

1

Background: Founded in 1911 (as "The
YMCA Motion Picture Bureau", a division of the International Committee of
the YMCA's), Association Films was
the

sponsored

first

film
the

distributor

in

company was
In 1949.
incorporated as an independent distribution service. In March. 1970 Association Films merged with Sterling Movies.
Association-Sterling
become
to
Inc.
Films, a Division of Association Films.

America.

Inc.

and

Publicity:
Promotes sponsored films through catasupplements (directed to
special
logs,
teachers and program chairmen), advertising in educational and adult jourexhibits
nals, individual film brochures,
Print
at conventions, publicity services.
Inspection and Maintenance: prints are

SERViChs:

Promotion

electronically cleaned and inspected after each use; repairs are made as needed
and replacement prints ordered on sponare
prints
scratched
authority;
sor's

given Perma-New treatment, as authorfzed. Monthly Reports: sponsors receive
detailed performance reports (data proc-

essed) which give audience size and
composition; film user evaluations and
comments; course of study where film
was used; bookings and showings (current,

and
vear-to-date,
of coverage by

summary

cumulative);
stales;

and

other data about performance and audiences.

Programming

Services:

confir-

mation and advance booking notices are
sent to users and sponsors on a daily
basis; bookers assist organizations in arranging programs and special distribuOn
(Movie-A-Week,
'concepts
tion
Campus, Vacationland Cinema, Cinema
La Carte. Travelcinema. etc.) LibraryPlan: a professional ''physical
handling" service for sponsored film libraries that provides all regular services
except promotion, as desired) and inclcdes Sponsor Imprinted forms.

Service

communications

concepts for sponsors, including Theater
Cavalcade, a 10-minute theatrical seiies
with five participating sponsored segments in each issue; Tele-Lecture, a

Division of

CCM

Films Inc.

Executive Offices: at 34 MacQuesten
Parkway, South, Mount Vernon,

New York 10550
Phone: (212) 246-0560
Myron

Bresnick,

Martin Bresnick,
Operations

President

Gen.

Manager,

Branch Exchanges And Manacers:

—

Bal-

102 West
Maryland 21218
25th Street, Nelson C. White, (301)
^2
889-9963, Boston, Mass. 02116

timore,

—

Melrose St., Edward Kondazian, (617)
426-1133; Denver. Colorado 80203 -—
8251120 Broadway, Hal Stewart, (303)
Hawaii
Honolulu,
534-4533;
5525,
1370 Beretania St. Oram Strau96814

Honolulu 6-5536; Indianapolis,
15 E. Maryland, Marty
46204
Maikey. (317) 632-6383; Los Angeles,
Cherokee Ave
Calif. 90028-1619 N.
William E. Kenney, (213) 463-0357,
Memphis, Tennessee 38103—352 Union,

ser

Jr

Ind

—

Nolan, (901) 527-4313; Miami
St., Jack
Florida 33132-15 N.E. 13th
Wis
Spire (305) 374-8173; Milwaukee.
53^08 4431 West North Ave., Richard
(414) 873-0434; Minneapolis.
Ho'elke
Minn 55408—3400 Nicolet Ave., Joe
(612) 827-2966; Mount Ver-

St.-mley

Komarek,

New York 10550--34 MacQuesten
Parkway, South Walter J. Dau'^";'/ ill
664-5051; Portland, Oregon 912\A--2M
SE 12th St., Tom T. Moore, (503) 233E.
5621; Richmond, Virginia 23219— 200
644Cary St.. Dan Browning, (703)
--973; San Francisco, Calif. 94118—406
Clement St., Eddie Nakagama, (415)
75-'-4800; Buffalo. New York, 14226,
3910 Harlem Road, William Kirkpat(716) 839-1290; Dallas, Texas,
rick,
75147 8615 Directors Row, Carol CrowIllinois
der (214) 637-2483; La Grange.
605'' 5
512 Burlington Avenue, Dorothy

non.

De'smind, (312) 482-9090.
circle 806 on reader service card
Continued on page 48
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Dirt can ruin a film.

And

infinitesimal particle of dirt or dust can
become a colossal e>esore.

our business is printing and
processing 8mm, Super 8mm and 16mm
for motion picture duplication and pre-

a unique water filtering system in our

prints.

processing department.

Clean water. Clean air.
We simply cannot operate without
either of them.
Take Super 8 film.
A single frame magnifies so many
times reaching screen size that even an

Unique because this system filters
water to one-millionth of a meter. Result
Incredibly pure water.
It's why we've put a highly sophisticated air-control system in our cartridge
loading room.

That's

why

we've recently installed

In this system, air comes from thousands of tiny holes in the ceiling. It forces
dirt and dust particles down to floor level
and out the e.xhaust exits.
It's why we've clothed technical people in both areas entirely in white, with
protective hats

And

it's

and

boots.

why we have

white plastic

walls and seamless floors.
Dirt.

We think

it's

obscene.

CINE MAGNETICS FILM LABORATORY
A DIVISION OF CINE MAGNETICS. INC.
650 HdMejd Avenue, Maniaroneck, N.V 10543 (9HI 698-3434
New York Receiving Center 305E 45lhSl 12121682-2780
circle 147 on reader service card
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Harry Bogaards, Vice President

DISTRIBUTORS
BERGEN MOTION PICTURE
Route 46, Lodi, New Jersey 07644
Phone: (201) 472-1154
New York City, Phone: (212) 564-1195
Eugene Demick, President
Morris Shapiro, Comptroller
Camelina Connelly, Director of

Leo Loewenthal, Vice President, Sales
Distribution of sponsored motion pictures via network of field representatives
who operate 65 regional iilm exchanges
serving Bergen.

Design, fabrication, inof exhibit, auditorium, board
room and screening room, audio visual
stallation

of audi-visual

instal-

lation.

circle 807

on reader service card

CAROUSEL FILMS,

INC.

1501 Broadway, Suite 1503, New
York, N. Y. 10036
Phone: (212) 279-6734
Date of Organization: 1957
David B. Dash, President
Jack Strand, Director of Advertising,
Sales/ Promotion
Services:

Primarily,

North

American

distribution of 16mm educational and
social
documentary films. Facilities:

New York
Shipping

City

facilities

headquarters

office.

from Ridgefield,

New

Jersey.

circle 808 on reader service card

FILMS OF THE NATIONS
(a subsidiary of Alden Films)
5113 - 16th Ave., Brooklyn N.Y,
11204
Phone: (212) 851-8090
Date of Organization: 1945
Jerome Schpiro, President
SERVicts: Film Distribution; sponsored

films,

TV

tional

films.

on

—

sales of educaColor stock shots, mostly

distribution,

foreign countries.
circle 809 on reader service card

City,
Mo. 64111: Helen
Bertsch, 3718 Broadway, (816) 561-

1208

Los Angeles, Cal. 90038: Harry San-

JAM HANDY PRODUCTIONS
(Division of Tele-Tape)
Headquarters Office:
2821 East Grand Blvd., Detroit, Mich.
48211
Phone: (313) 875-2450
Services: Producers and distributors of
sponsored films to theaters, non-theatrical audiences and TV stations throughout
the United States and Canada. Special
promotional pieces prepared for each
title and listings made in professional directories. Normal services include storage,
booking, shipping, electronic inspection.
circle 810 on reader service card

Central Division Sales

1909 Prudential Plaza, Chicago, Dl.
60601
Phone: (312) DEIaware 7-3252
Jack Lusk, Midwest Sales Manager
Don Konney, Account Executive
Edwin Swanson, Account Executive
Don Schumacher. Account Executive

Angeles, Calif.

Phone: (213) 469-8282
Jack Whalen, In Charge
WASHINGTON D.C. SALES
200 L Street, N.W., Suite 4, Washington, D.C. 20036
Robert A. Kelly, Director of Public

SERVICE, INC.

President
Kater,

Vice President

Manager
Albert Tyndall, Treasurer
48

New

& General

1712
lane.

45th St.. (206) 632-8461
Washington, D.C. 20036: Mitzi Gaerlan. Suite 4, 2000 "L" St., NW,
(202)9234
Don Mills (Toronto) 405 Ontario:
Lottie Wilson, 1875 Leslie St., (416)
444-7347
Montreal 125 Quebec: Brian Buckley,
485 McGill St., (514) 878-3644

Canadian Sales
1943 Leslie Street, Don Mills, Ontario,

Canada
Phone: (416) 444-7359
Mr. Lynn Meek, /;; Charge

NATIONAL SERVICES CENTER
New Hyde

Park Road, New
N.Y. 11040
Phone: (516) 437-6300
Park,

L.I.,

REGIONAL FILM LIBRARIES
Atlanta, Ga., 30308:

Thomas

L.

Gun-

714 Spring St., N.W. (404)
875-5666
Boston. Mass. 02167: James Lowe,
230 Boylston St., (617) 527-4184
Buffalo. N.Y.. 14202: Fred Muchan.
Buchan Pictures. 122 W. Chippewa
St.,
(716) 853-1805
Cedar Rapids, la, 42404: Ixiuis Nordstrom, Pratt Educational Media, 200
Third Ave. SW, (319) 363-8144
Charlotte. N.C. 28202: Max Austin.
503 College St., (704) 377-2574
Chicago. 111. 60611: Hal Smith, 160
Grand Ave.. (312) 467-6470
Cincinnati, Ohio 45202: Curtis Hensley,

9

Garfield

PI.,

Background: The outgrowth of
neering program in the field of
motion

pictures

a piotalking

by Electrical Research

Products, a subsidiary of Western Electric Co., formed in 1927, Modern Talking Picture Service first emerged as the
nontheatrical department of that compresent
name was
pany.
Modern's

adopted

by

its

licensees

in

1935

and

Arlinghaus, then of ERPI, was
placed in charge of this growing activity.
Modern became and independent corporation in 1937 under the ownership

Frank

and management of
ployee.

In

1969,

its

distribution

em-

Modern was acquired

KDI

Corporation of Cincinnatti.
of Distribution: Modem
represents more than 700 organizations
from industry, commerce and the professions. Corporate and public information films are circulated to both general
and specifc groups through channels
throughout the U.S. and Canada.

by

Channels

421-

Community Groups and Schools: Over

Shobel,
2238 Euclid

bookings are made each year
community groups and schools.
Television: TV stations make regular

(513)

a million

2516
Cleveland.

Wash. 98103: Fred MacFarPhoto & Sound Co., 1205 N.

Seattle,

Affairs

Ohio

44115:

Al

Programs, Inc.,
(216) 9469
Dallas Texas 7520: Ed Cothran, 1411
Slocum St., (214) 742-4106
Denver, Colo. 80204: Kenneth Cromar, Cromar's Modern Films, 1200
Stout St.. (303) 244-4621
Detroit, Mich. 48235: Kermit Cable,
15921 W. 8 Mile Rd., (313) 2732070
Harrisburg. Pa.. 17105: J. K. Lilley.
J. P. Lilley & Son. 2009 N. Third
St.,
(717) 238-8123
Honolulu,
Hawai 96814: Arlayne
Rosenstock. Film Services of Hawaii, 1164 Waimanu St. 538-1928
Ave.,

MODERN TALKING PICTURE

Pittsburgh, Pa. 15222: Patricia Dillon,
910 Penn Ave., (412) 471-9118
St. Louis. Mo. 63166: P. Ray Swank,
Swank Motion Pictures, 201 S. Jefferson Ave., (314) 534-5211
San Francisco, Cal. 94106: Rosalie
Kuwatch, 16 Spear St., (415) 982-

Western Division Sales
1145 North McCadden Place, Los

Film

Headquarters Office:
1212 Avenue of the Americas,
York, NY. 10036
Phone: (212) 765-3100
Carl H. Lenz, President
William Oard, Executive Vice

ford,
1145 McCadden PI., (213)
469-8282
Milwaukee, Wis. 43202: Roa K. Birch,
Roa's Films, 1969 N. Aster St.,
(414) 271-0861
Minneapolis, Minn. 55420: Cairan Eigan, 9129 Lyndale Ave. S., (612)
884-5383
New York City 10036: Ted Goldberg,
1212 Aveneue of the Americas,
(212) 586-5530
Omaha, Nebr. 68102: Keith T. Smith,
Modern Sound Pictures, 1410 Howard St. (402) 341-8476
Philadelphia, Pa. 19107: Donald Arcangel, 1234 Spruce St., (215) 5452500

1212 Avenue of the Americas, New
York, N.Y. 10036
Phone: (212) 765-3100
Bruce Thomas, Eastern Sales Manager
Gordon Reynolds, Account Executive
Less Weiand, Account Executive
Peter Fallon, Account Executive

Hyde

635-

Kansas

NATIONAL SALES OFFICES

2323

Poff,

5331

Division

ter,

Dan

3841
Indianapolis, Ind. 46204: E. S.
115 E. Michigan St., (317)

Sy Perry, Manager, Theatrical

Management, maintenance and
service

Texas 77027: Ruby Short,
4084 Westheimer Rd., (713) 622-

Eastern Division Sales

Distribution

operations

Houston,

—

SERVICE, INC.

facilities.

—

Production
Fontaine Kincheloe, Vice President
Advertising & Promotion
James McPoland, Vice President
Operations Manager

to

of sponsored films and seven of
Modern's regional film libraries have a
print inventory and TV staff to serve

use

the needs of station in their areas. In
addition. Modern distributes 30 and 60
stations throughsecond newsclips to
out the country.

TV

Theatrical: Movie house use entertaining sponsored shorts to supplement their
The 35mm
reature filb programming.
prints are handled through theatrical exchanges located in 32 cities from coast
to coast.

Resort Cinema:

Through

this

opera-

Continued on page 50
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DISTRIBUTORS

Advertising, Promotion, Publicity
partments, 208 South LaSalle

prints are circulated to individual
resorts and motels in a given circuit.
The films are assembled into programs
tion.

and delivered to the resirts by Modern
representatives. In all. a total of 1500
resorts are corvered by a nationwide,
network of 40

circuits.

Skyport Cinema: Another of Modern's
innovative extensions of non-theatrical
distribution maintains free movie lounges
in major airport terminals.
Films provide waiting passengers with continuous

entertainment and information for ten
hours each day in Atlanta, Cincinnati,
Cleveland, Denver, Detroit. Honolulu,
Kansas City, Minneapolis, Pittsburgh,
Seattle, and, at New York's John F.
Kennedy Airport, in the United Air
Lines Terminal and in the International
Arrivals Buildig.

Video Tape:

Modern

Inforfilm: Modern is the member for
the United States and Canada in Inforthe international association of in-

formational film distributors.

Cinema:
Modern operates
lounges in Student Unions on
many campuses.
Normal and Special Services: For
sponsors utilizing its service, the company promotes, ships, cleans, repairs,
maintains and stores their films. Additionally, it counts audiences attendance,
records their comments and furnishes
the sponsor a monthly tabulation. Extensive data
processing facilities and
equipment for promotional printing are
maintained at hte National Service Center. All regional libraries are equipped for
electronic film inspection and handling.

Modern can

ture

general adult audiences,
clubs and organizations, business
and professional groups, vacation resorts, public and private colleges and
universities, high schools and elementary
schools.
Films are distributed for corporations,
associations,
trade
groups,
foreign
governments, educational, religious, civic charitable or fund raising
organizations.
theatres,

Services: Development of a promotionplan to enable the sponsor to reach

al

distribute

and

NEWPORT

FILMS, INC.

630 Ninth Ave., Film Center Building,
New York, N.Y. 10036
Phone: (212) 582-1180

Seymour Berkowitz, President
Arthur White,

Vice President,

Alarketini;

M. O'Ferral, Office Manager
Ken McIIwaine. Film Editor
Services: Exclusive distributor of sponsored short subjects for theatrical use.
Clients Served: I.B.M.. Texaco, New
York Stock Exchange, Celanese, Chase
Manhattan Bank, Warner-Lambert Pharmaceutical Co.. Newsweek Magazine, Investment Company Institute, Grumman
Aircraft, etc.
circle 812

-

on reader service card

RHR FILMEDIA,

PUBLIC SERVICE
INC.

Sponsored Film Distributors
Ralph Rafik, President
Gordon Hempel, Executive VicePresident

Midwest Regional

Offices:

Chicago,

208 South

60604,
Phone: (312) 263-0497
Western Regional Offices: 6290 Sunset Blvd., Los Angeles, Calif. 90028,
Phone: (213) 463-7888
Eastern Regional Offices: New York,
St.,

New York
50

III.

P.

Howard, Manager

Services: Since its organization, United
World Films has distributed sponsored
films for industry.
Distribution is conducted for non-theatrical, television and
theatrical audiences through 43 distribution offices located throughout the United
States.
United also produces and distributes classroom teaching films to the
nation's schools. It makes available on
16mm film all of its own company (Universal) feature theatrical titles along with
selected features from Paramount and

Demand for its films
clubs, business organizations, colleges, universities, high schools,
other producers.

comes

from

women's

New

Irwin Lefhowitz, Senior Vice President
Services: Distribution of sponsored films

motion picture theatres via network
of 32 branches and full consulting services, including analysis and evaluation
of cuiTent television and 16mm audience
distribution, evaluation of your film lito

brary, treatment or script. Services available per assignment, monthly or yearly
retainer.

organizations,

agricultural

These audiences are canstantly increasing and United uses this
groups,

etc.

source of fresh

new audience

contacts

for

distributing their clients' sponsored
films. In the distribution of their clients'

35mm

sponsored

films.

United

utilizes

the theatrical knowledge, experience and
contacts of Universal Pictures, its associate company.
circle 815 on reader service card

INC.

1270 Avenue of the Americas,
York, N.Y. 10020
Phone: (212) 541-9692
Richard H. Rogers, President

INFORFILM
Headquarters Office:
Guldenkasteellaan 17, 1711-Itterbeek
near Brussells, Belgium
Phone: 22.22.87

MEMBER COMPANIES
Austria:

Oesterreichises

Graf Starhemberggasse
na

Film Service,
1040 Vien-

15,

Belgium: Sofedi, 147 avenue de I'Hippodrome, Brussels 5.
Canada: Modern Talking Picture Service, 1943 Leslie Street, Don Mills,
Ontario.

circle 814 on reader service card

UNITED WORLD FREE FILM SERVICE
An Activity of Universal Education
and Visual Arts
Headquarters Officp:
221 Park Avenue, S., New York. N.V,
10003
Phone: (212) SPring 7-6600

ITEM Film Library (Western Div.) c/o H. K. Hughes, Gatwick
House, Horley, Surrey, England.

Caribbean:

Czechoslovakia: Praha 1
Denmark: Erhvervenes Film Center, 22

Kobmagergade Copenhagen.
Finland: Filmiyhtyma Oy, Kaisaniemenkatu 13A Helsinki.
France: Celfilm. 31 avenue Pierre Ler do
Serbie, Paris 16.

McDonald, President
Murray Goodman, Vice-President,

Germany:

Castle Packaged Films
John D. Desmond, Vice-President,
Distribution Services
Bill Ryan, Advertising

Godesberg.
Great Britain: Sound Services Ltd.,
Kingston Road, Merton Park, London
S.W. 19.

Paul Weber, Manager, Branch
Operations
Richard Lukin, Executive Producer

Japan:

Peter

New York

Regional Area

221 Park Ave. South,

New

York, N.Y.

10003
Phone: (212) SPring 7-6600

Los Angeles Regional Area
155 Universal City Plaza, Universal
City, Calif. 91608
Phone: (213) 985-4321
Calvin Behr, Manager

Atlanta Regional Area
205 Walton St, N.W., Atlanta, Ga.
30303
Phone: (404) JAckson 3-6201
Hunt, Manager

Dallas Regional Area
810 South
75201

St.

Paul

Konferenz de LandesfilmRheinallee 59, 53, Bonn-Bad

Viala Parioli 25, 00197 Roma
Educational Film Exchange, 3

Italy: Difi.

Ginza Nishi: 6-Chrome, Chuoku,
Tokyo.
Middle East: Colchester-Hughes Ltd.,
Gatwick House, Horley. Surry,

Arnhemsestraatweg
III.

Phone: (312) DEarbom 7-1100
Daniel Bishop, Manager

J.

dienste,

England.
Netherlands: Technical Film Center,

McG ratty.

Manager
Chicago Regional Area

Charles

425 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago,
60611

AUDIENCE PLANNERS,

LaSalle

and pro-

duction of advertising and promotional
materials as well as publicity. Print inspection, cleaning and maintenance are
included in the services. Detailed monthly reports are provided.
circle 813 on reader service card

help

supplemental material for
films. Thus, at a very nominal cost, a
sponsor can greatly increase the impact
of his message.
circle 811 on reader service card

(312)

civic

movie

addition.
create

Phone:

60604,

Phone: (214) 747-2326

St.,

Organization:
Public
Service
Audience
Planners
distribute
sponsored
motion pictures nationally, regionally or
to designated audiences or markets including television stations, motion pic-

College

In

III.

his targeted audiences, creation

distributes sponschools, colleges,

sored video tapes to
industry and other audiences.

film.

Chicago,
263-0497

De-

St. Dallas, Texas;

HIF Velp

Norway: Opplysningsfilm,

P. O.

(Gld.)
25,

Box

Haugenstua, Oslo.
South Africa: Independent Film Centre
South Africa (PTY), P.O. Box 11112
Johannesberg.
Spain:

Teletecnicine

International

Dis-

Anda Jose Antonio, 464,
Barcelona 15.
Sweden: Swedish Council for Personnel
Administration, Sturegatan 58, Stockholm O.
Switzerland: Schmalfilm Zentrale.
Eriachstr 21,
3000 Bern 9.
Turkey: National Productivity Center,
Mithatpasa Caddesi
46,
Yenisehir,
Ankara.
United States of America: Modern Talking Picture Service, 1212 Avenue of
the Americas, New York, N.Y. 10036.
tribution,
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go ahead,
narae drop
-

4NIL
. .

Over cocktails atSardi's or while chatting on
the floor at the Exchange, casually mention

the fact that Frank Holmes Laboratories
processes your filmstrips and color slide
duplicates. You'll get blank stares from the

ignorant!

ing

.

.

.en\ y

Holmes

from the cognoscente. Hav-

as your laboratory

status symbol.

a subtle

Not

everyone can afford us
only those

is

.

.

who want the

very best and are willing to

pay a little more for it.

Write for
our new catalog

FRANK HOLMES
LABORATORIES,
1947 Rrst Street

•

San Fernando, California

•

INC.

EMpire 5-4501

circle 151
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t

Specializing In

Feature Productions,

equipment

for

16mm-35mm

TV Commercials, TV News,
Documentaries, Industrial and Educational Films.

THE

CAMERA MART

456 W. 55th

ST.,

RENTALS

NEW
o

YORK,

N. Y.

1M19
o

SALES

•

im:.

(212) 757-6977

SERVICE

EXPO 70
LACKED ONLY
CONTENT
By

At Expo '70 there was more pure
showmanship concentrated in one
than

place

I've ever seen

before.

had been poured
into an extravaganza whose architecture soared in hundreds of faswhose shows
cinating aspects
overlooked
have
(possibly)
might
some tiny technique of modern prowhose
jection and multi-media
from
techniques ranged
display
jewel-like to massively overwhelming. Communications ideas jumped
at you more quickly than you could
jot them down.
The scale was breath-taking. For
instance, there was a tall Tower of
the Sun, the Theme Center. Outside, it was impressive enough. But
inside, the Japanese had erected a
"Tree of Life," a hundred and fifty
feet high, from which, in tracing
the story of evolution, were hung

Two

billion dollars

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

land animals, a
jull-size dinosaur, more animals, including apes, and finally, cave men
first

animated or flashing! Lookdownward, from the topmost
branch, left you dazed.
It was impossible to see every-

...

all

ing

thing at Expo.

Many

the wake of perhaps the

In

greatest extravaganza of A-V

of the pavil-

showmanship ever staged,
correspondent reports
that content throughout the
shows at Osaka was weak,
our

cites

few exceptions.

did see every

In eight long days

I

Industrial Pavilion,

and most of the
until I began

National Pavilions
losing patience at the displays of
canned goods and stuffed animals in
.

.

some

.

of the smaller ones.

was
everywhere.
Innovation
Screens varied in size, shape, placement, and number, and in some
cases the projection area wasn't
even a screen, but was the inside of
an inflated building, a dome, a
or

sculpture,

piece

of

shape.

You walked

a

moving

through, or were

conveyed through, around, or upwards on moving ramps. You sat in
space ships, airplanes, specially designed chairs, in theatres that revolved from stage to stage, or within
a 360° screen presentation. You
were elevated, or lowered, into

and

one instance

theatre areas,

minutes to see, and
you could easily have
spent an entire day. (The Russians
were showing upwards of forty
display
in
their
longish movies
areas, and the Art Museum had
hundreds of pieces from all over the
world, just to cite two examples).

the elevators became part of the act,
revolving around and rising and descending within a circular presen-

in

fifty

others,
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were

effects

where,

achieved.

are

are

as

detailed

fully

how

Those

synopses

of

exelse-

each

building's presentations, so this re-

port will be concerned mostly with
my reactions to content.

found Expo a mixed bag from
communications viewpoint. A
few things were superlative. Many
were imaginative. Some were incredibly bad. The weakest thing,
I

and

ions with controlled traffic patterns

took up to

rather than for explanations of

planations

.

brilliant displays of single cells,

early fish, the

DON SWEET

in

tation.

As

a film, meeting, and exhibit
I went to Expo look-

script writer,

ing

for

pressed

communications ideas exverbally,
visually
and

the

throughout, was content. Here are

my

reactions:

Reverse snobbery

Today

the

nation

is

sign

ing out that

it

progress that
pollution,

down

of

a

wry but

the

it

etc.

has

"developed"

prideful point-

made

so

much

has problems with
This gets carried

where even the
rinkeydink third-class nations also
state they have these problems too!
to a rub-off

However, at Expo '70, this approach was used in moderation. No
nation here went so far as had the
United States at HemisFair in 1968,
where the film suggested our country was on the brink of anarchy
and ruin. That was an effective, if
one-sided film. For instance, it suggested that modern lumbering operations ravaged the land, neglecting to point out that lumber companies must, because of practical
economics, if not from public interest,

showed

reforest

as

they harvest.

It

the lack of privacy at public

Continued on next page
S3

con/iro

r7irr\

OSAKA

continued

beaches, forgetting that without the
country's affluence, people couldn't

well as by pairs of girls. For good
measure the Company rounded out
the program by briefly touching on

go

love of country, of parents, or an-

showing
a
runway.
Then the
"plane" moved forward, tilted back

any
accompanied by an adult or
was permitted entry to any of

taking off, flew about, tilting, diving,
climbing, in response to the pilot's
reaction to mountains, etc. Then it

beaches in the first
place. It struck out at traffic jams,
perhaps not considering congestion
could be the result of too many
people, rather than too many autothose

to

cestors. Interestingly, a child of

age,
not,

the presentations.

wonder

small

It's

mobiles.

that with this

Amusement Area
Midway with

At Expo '70 a more sensible tone
was established in the Japanese
Government Pavilion. Here problems were acknowledged with a

competition

weighting of perhaps ten percent of
the exhibit. But the other ninety
percent stressed that without modern technology the population as a
whole wouldn't enjoy a reasonable
standard of living, or expectations.

Farewell, Professor!
For those who looked closely. Expo
laid good old Marshall McLuhan to

Plain sex and fancy erotica
Since Japan permits showing

.

TV

.

a certain amount of casual
nudity around and about. So bare
pect

breasts were no novelty in films at

the

Fair,

from

and

the

ranged
costume of

display

workaday

the

Japanese women divers, to more
sensuous visuals. Admittedly, some
were but quick flashes. But the longest featured a dance by a girl who
started

out,

garbed,

somewhat

ir-

reverently, as our Statue of Liberty,

and shortly was down to only a loin
She was not only lovely and
a good dancer, but she pranced
around on four delicious screens for
cloth.

at least a

One

minute.

national pavilion had a girl

remove a clinging jersey sweater;
another showed a highly imaginative
experimental and live film that managed to be beautiful as well as highly suggestive, and still another country carried a loving couple through
disrobing, full
girl,

frontal

flash

of the

and simulated lovemaking.

Two

industrial pavilion presenta-

were out and out erotic. The
first
was a projection of moving
lights; and still and moving pictures
of faces and hands; onto naked
female statues, all to the insistent
throb of what can only be called
"orgasm music." The second was
devoted to the subject of "Love,"
and explored it quite fascinatingly
for six minutes on multi-screens.
These movies showed considerable
undressing
and
quite
intimate
fondlings by heterosexual couples as
tions

54

strippers.

airplane cabin, complete with
instrument panel and a windshield

landed. It seemed very realistic.
Then, on the floor below, the passengers were shown a very elaborate model of the same runway, and
the mobile camera above it. The

Company makes

Hitachi

The medium never

was
the message, no matter how complex the logic. Any one who's ever
gotten a letter telling him of the
rest.

in

Tas-

knows that the postman
didn't leave him the million dollars
good old Uncle Roscoe did.
mania
.

.

.

Sergei
Eisenstein demonstrated
(about the time most of us, including the good Professor, were playing
with building blocks, or hadn't yet
been born) that the simple rear-

So

in at least these

medium was

if not exactly the same footwas used over and over again,
and the message tended to become

matter,

age,

blurred.

Now, having dismissed
ium

med-

the

have to recant, at least slightly. For there
were at least two instances where
the medium was the message, and
handsomely so.
as the message,

I

Takara "Beautillion" the

In the

viewer sat in a kind of futuristic
barber chair and was locked in.

The

some

chairs rose

feet in

five

air, titlted back, and revolved
about while lights and a kaleiodescope effect show played on the ceiling. Why is the medium the mes-

the

sage?

Among

Com-

other things the

pany makes barber and beauty salon
chairs.

The other
at

first

put-on.
into

exhibit

glance,

As

little

seemed

expensive

a highly

the audience

to be,

was belted

airplane seats, a straight-

faced explanation was given that
those at the controls would actually
fly

each

little

plane.

A moment

the sixteen turntables revolved

each group found

itself

in

later

and
a seem-

two cases the

intelligent

was

at

be found

to

films

Suntory

the

Pavilion. Its title was Water of Life,
which comes from the old Gaelic
description of whiskey, and you

kept expecting a w/iifkey commerbut the Company cleverly con-

cial,

fined

itself

of "real"

being

of subject

a

the message.

The 180' reversal
One of the most

much

sort

was

uct.

finding a

same

simulators
this

graphic demonstration of their prod-

rangement of exactly the same footage could convey grief, fear, joy,
hunger, love, and other assorted
emotions. Unfortunately, at Expo,
of the

and

for training pilots,

really

death of a long-lost uncle

commercials for sexploitation movies
complete with undressing and
lovemaking film clips, one might ex.

the

didn't bother having a

ing

to

a

water,

lightful reversal.

deep examination
which was a de(There were a few

barely noticeable product plugs).

The

was
theme

film

a

fine

example of

that every

human

(and particularly the Japanese) could relate to; doing a lot
of research homework on it; and
using the camera and multiscreens
with great judgment.

Here was a subject that has been
done to death, but because this producer looked thoughtfully

and

a highly personal

at

esthetic

it,

in

way,

he compelled the audience to respond.
Will the real

Unlike Suntory's

stand up?
most of the

effort,

"national identity" films were, preall
but interchangeable.

dictably,

Minor editing could have saved
nearly every country a great deal

money

of

the

if each had drawn from
same stock shot pool. Night-

club scenes, people on snow-cats or
water skis, or doing work on essentially the same kind of machines,
tend to look the same, no matter
what country they've shot in.

And
will

a Scot's festival in Ontario
look pretty much the same as a

Scot's festival

imitation

look very

in

castle

much

Scotland, and an
in

Milwaukee can

like

the real thing

on the Rhine.
Here the same kind of mindless

BUSINESS SCREEN

opening of the camera seems to be

however spectacular the

duplicated

ing,

millions

in

of

feet

of

Fair's bill-

tends to be a regional, rather

it

over the world. No real
depth of research. Why not find the

than a national show. Certainly this
was true for the 1939-40 and 1964-

one essential difference between one
all the rest of the world?
The difference might be that it enanyjoys greater freedom than
where else, or it may be the trivial

65 New York Fairs, and for San
Antonio and Seattle.
But Expo '70 was, like Montreal's

footage

all

place and

fact that

citizens are the greatest

its

on the steam calliope.
the difl'erence, and devote

virtuousos

But

find

the entire film to

instead of try-

it,

ing to show everything that takes
place in the country in twenty min-

Happily, some of the presentations did concentrate. And two outstanding films intensified their ap-

by

relating

(As

the

Japanese

the

to

A

easier

but

showed
more im-

showed how its citizens,
most Japanese, live in big
cities, have the opportunity to enjoy the open spaces, and nature.
British Columbia's film used a vertical screen, which enabled showing

It

to

sages
a

(who

are

geared to

small things and are immoderately

impressed by the oversize) just
tall

the trees

The Netherlands had

a

double

their

In a theatre they

hit.

their multi-screen presentation

never

of the fact that Holland

sight

came

a

list

of

were
you'd be seeing footage that was
different
either camera angle,
subject

categories,

.

.

or editing

.

the

odds

.

.

.

how many

sophisticated

is

up controlled
on conveyors, in seat

hibit designers to set

pods, or in time-limit theatre areas).

So perhaps the Japanese creative
people were correct in their fast
even in one of the
few multi-screen presentations
I
thought superlative, the
Astrorama, I had some doubts. ProBut,

on a dome, it traced parallels
in
the
development of cultures
around the world. I found the
Oriental visuals somewhat unfamiliar, and cutting a trifle too fast. I
wondered if the Japanese audience
found the quick sights of Western
jected

as comprehensible as did I,
who'd seen most of them before.
In this connection, most movie

art

reviewers are fond of pointing out

About the Author

your

A

World's Fair tends to attract a

homogeneous

somewhat

audience,

Western world.
Temperament, income level, and
audience taste tend toward averages rather than extremes. And.

certainly

in

NOVEMBER,
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Prior

to

that,

its

side

uniqueness.

away

for example.

surging

the

ocean,

And

please.

appeared on domes, multiscreens, and mirrors. Maybe this excessive usage was a form of relating
to the audience. The Japanese are

Both

closer to volcanos.

(Mount

Fuji

was

he was employed

seems

It

ubiquitous

to
jet

me

that

airplane

showing the
both slop-

is

py bridging and unimaginative, in
the same fashion as was the
use of the diesel train and its blaring horn a while back. But both appeared here with annoying frequen-

much

(In

cy.

train

I

fact,

the

only

saw on screen

that anachronism,

at

interesting

Expo was

the steam loco-

motive, with a fascinating close

up

running rods. But even this
should have held only mild interest
for the Japanese, for, surprisingly,
of

its

in

their

air-polluted

country,

it's

possible to go off to any marshalling

yard and still see steam locomotives
belching out clouds of sooty black

smoke).

At Expo,

as in too

many Amer-

ican films, the miracle of birth

was

almost universally made tiresome.
The only notable exception to this
appeared in "Hunt for the Sun," a
multi-screen presentation where the

Script writer Don Sweet has been
writing motion pictures, slidefiims
and business meetings since 1962.
in

facets of production including
art, sales and management. His clients include GM, Shell, AT&T, DuPont, Westinghouse and many others.
all

Astrorama was on the

of the angels in

don't see them again for five years.

this also

than you'd seen pre-

audience?

of tachisto-

sort

this

occurs in

did observe

This has led Western ex-

...

to

they'd visited.

I

viously.

How

that the

the West, but Westerners tend to be

traffic

limit

tical

scope flashing of images.
However,
after
complaining
earlier about too much of the same
old images, I want to say definitely

an active volcano two or three hundred years ago). And, being an island people, they are only too well
aware of the raging ocean and typhoons. So they may respond, but
after seeing volcanos and the boiling ocean in a half a dozen presentations at Expo, I don't care if I

across, but

(To some degree

relatively

was ten minutes, the
amount of footage on the
reels amount to two and a half
hours. So on subsequent visits to the
pavilion, while you'd see the same

can be pin-

anese either grasp ideas much faster
than anybody Fve ever seen before,
or
they were
simply marching
through pavilions in order to make

cutting.

escalators

How

phenomenon. The Jap-

curious

machines. It expressed the
spirit of Holland beautifully, and on
top of that achieved what I believe is a first in multi-screen presentations. And that is, while the normal traffic time up the viewing
actual

bet!

would be presumptuous for me
whether the various mes-

was the subject and not automatic
screw

You

the

as

while you're taking them, also take

make an Amer-

characteristics

lingerers.

are.

showed
great Skies Over Holland, and

feature

lost

how

to

that

in

common

state

who.

like

is

...

language of film has developed, the
viewers learned the "shorthand,"
permitting quicker cuts. I don't dispute this, but there must be a prac-

For showmanship doesn't cover
up a lack of depth.

ican industrial film for an audience

film

State's

it

generation grasps film

Take volcanos

frame of reference?

much

portantly,

incredibly

it

new

faster

of so-

their level

hard job to find a

pointed.

Japanese

And

the nation.

wood.
Washington

the

that

would be a Continental event, but
the bulk of the attendance was Japanese). So it drew Japanese from
every walk of life, every corner of

whose

operations,

first

was some expectation

there

love of nature, and particularly of

logging

National event.
World's Fair in Asia,

first-time

visuals

phistication varied.

utes of screen time.

peal

a

Fair,

that each

focus was on the face of a
in labor, while the

woman

adjacent screens

flashed quick cuts of people who
were aimlessly enjoying themselves,
or who seemingly were bored at
their work.

To be concluded next month.
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Snoopy

watches Red Baron
Gibson and Frank Tallman
(left) p'an shooting sequence of Snoopy
aboard his 747.
take

^A.

(above)

off. Bill

"Snoopy" Intros United's 747
Not first with the biggest, United Air Lines
chose to compare the comforts of the jumbo

Even

the script looked good. Witness this portion:

Over-the-Shoiilder Shot

jet

Snoopy, in helmet, goggles and scarf, flies his
doghouse into a steep turn. The Red Baron cuts

with the discomforts of early planes, using
"Snoopy", a flying doghouse and several
vintage aircraft.

across in front of him and Snoopy pulls into position on the enemy's tail.

But writing

At

first

blush, the assignment sounded like a breeze.

Produce a film on the 747 for United Air Lines and
The Boeing Company. Great! But when the principals
got together, they were stumped.
The 747 has been flying for several months, and
other airlines had been plugging the big jet on television commercials, news reports and magazine covers
in living color. What was so new about United's 747
Friend Ship

—

other than the airline's livery

—

that

would make the audience sit up and take notice?
Productions in Los
Bill Gibson of Bill Gibson
Angeles; John Grember, United's manager of films,
and Dave Peterson, director of public relations for The
Boeing Company, began to kick ideas around. Their
decision: show off the plus comfort of the 747 by
comparing it to the discomfort of pioneer fliers.
The stage and props were readily available at the
Orange County Airport where TaUmantz Aviation,
maintained a large collection of flyable vintage
United's 747 was nearing completion at the
Boeing plant in Everett, Washington, and would be
available shortly. All they needed was a star.
Enter "Snoopy," the World War I ace and hero of
the Charles M. Schulz cartoon, "Peanuts." Permission
was promptly obtained from United Feature Syndicate
to use the intrepid canine in the film.
"Snoopy," his flying doghouse and his Walter Mittyesque dream of aerial combat with Manfred von
Richthofen have become such household topics that
they seemed a natural medium for viewers to identify
with. Integrating scenes of barnstorming pilots with
shots of present-day passengers riding in relaxed comfort in the 747 would not only help sustain audience
interest, but would also allow the introduction of
Inc.,

aircraft.

humor. Use

of the

vintage planes would revive the

excitement of flying and enhance the aura of glamour
identified with big jet travel. Everything seemed to
fall

56

in

place.

How

it

was one

thing; shooting

it,

another.

best to send a doghouse flying through the air?

More ideas were kicked around. Result, a replica of
"Snoopy's" doghouse was built and mounted on the
nose of a Curtiss Pusher biplane from the Tallmantz
collection.

A

"Snoopy" was firmly

stuffed-doll

at-

tached to the doghouse, straddling the roofline jockeyfashion.

To produce

the

over-the-shoulder shots,

a

35mm

was mounted behind the doghouse, and because the Curtiss Pusher was a one-seater, the pilot
(ex-Air Force Major Jim Appleby) found himself operating the camera start by remote control.
Arriflex

Southern Californians are a pretty blase lot, but to
Orange County, the sight of "Snoopy"
piloting his doghouse from the nose of an antique biplane was a little too much. And when the aerial happening evolved into deadly combat between "Snoopy"
and his arch enemy (played by veteran stunt pilot
Frank Tallman), it became a show the people of
Orange County will certainly be telling their children
and grandchildren for years to come. Later, ground-toair and air-to-air shots were made with other historic
aircraft in the Tallmantz fleet, including a Bleriot
monoplane into which a passenger was literally jammed
the people of

for

comic

effect.

was made of "Snoopy's" philosophical
and in one sequence, the fearless pooch
soliloquizes on the grandeur of United's 747, somehow
giving the impression that he would chuck his role of
the Red Baron's pursuer for a few minutes in the
Effective use

rambling,

luxurious cabin of

When

the

strung out to

The Friend Ship

various takes were

make up

a

1

cruising beside him.
edited,

spliced

and

2 Vi -minute film, producers

tacked the catchy title. Those United Men and Their
Magnificent Flying Machine, then turned the reels over
to Modern Talking Pictures film library for distribution. "Snoopy" has returned to his lonely search for
the elusive Baron.
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How's

for

this

man-size job!

a

Production Problems?

Find a two thousand million dollar
ore body in a wild and remote part

Yukon

of

Canada

Territory,

—

de-

velop a mine, a mill to process the
ore into lead, zinc and silver concentrate
bring out this concen-

—

from nearly inaccessible wilderness and deliver it on a rigid
trate

schedule to smelter customers in
Japan and West Germany
build
a whole new town in the wilderness
for fifteen hundred inhabitants to
operate the mill and run the second
largest town in the Yukon!

Try the Yukon
Before

—

many phases

Just to record the

of

documentary
movie over a two year shooting
period, only 300 miles from the
Arctic Circle is likewise no small
project

this

a

in

undertaking.

The documentation became a
dramatic story in itself compounded
by the vastness of the

land,

beauty of the scenery, the

the

life-style

of the inhabitants and the challenge

of the climate

—

summer

Bikinis in

and Parkas in winter. Cyprus Mines
Corporation and its subsidiary Anvil
Mining Corp., Ltd. wanted "baby
pictures" of the birth of its mine in
the Anvil Mountains. A mine destined

become

to

a

national

asset

and an international phenomenon.
How it was done is told by Lome
Greene in A New World in the
Yukon, just released.
How the film was made is another story. Some highlights may be
helpful when you need to work with
eisht producers on three continents.
The film grew from just "construc-

was

it

finished, eight producers on three continents

had participated in the two-year production
unusual documentary.
By H.

of this

LEROY VANDERFORD
& Executive Producer

Film Consultant

with
wolves, grizzly
bears and
moose, the best mobility and best
camera platform would be helicopters.

4.

And

they are costly.

to provide the director

filming.

Helicopter filming requires an

camera-mount and it
would have to be air expressed from
Los Angeles, and clear Customs.
5. Charter aircraft have weight
limitations on freight so bulky gear
and heavy camera equipment and
lights would take big bites out of
anti-vibration

the production budget.
In view of these logistics

knowledge

it

twelve trips

would take

—

4700

and the
at

least

miles round

—

from Los Angeles
to film
over the two year construction period, two major decisions were made. The first to engage two top producers, the second,
trip

progress

to shoot in

Jerry

16mm.

research,

was
script,

do the
U.S. filming and

selected

to

and post production.
Canawest Film Productions, Ltd.,
editing

This association provided

many

advantages. Canawest had years of
experience filming in the Canadian

Northwest and its crew had the gear
and clothing for working in minus
zero weather
some days as low
as -60 degrees! Their travel time
from Calgary, Alberta, was only
half that from Los Angeles.
The Jerry Fairbanks Studio in
Hollywood was within ten minutes
of the headquarters of Anvil's parent company, Cyprus Mines Corporation. This provided convenience

—

for conferences with top executives

on

shooting schedules and
on screenings and answer print

script,

later

approval.

Fairbanks Productions of

California

all

Vancouver and Calgary agreed
and camera
crew for the Yukon and Alaska
of

After each shooting trip, Canawest shipped exposed film to Hollywood for processing by General
Film Laboratories, with a timed

Continued on next page

tion pictures" to a dramatic epic of

the

Yukon's old and new

telling

like

it

The problems
tion
1.

mine
itol

The only way
of

—

facing film produc-

were easy enough to
si^e

life

is!

it

to

list:

get

to

the

from Whitehorse, the cap-

Yukon

Territory,

was by

charter aircraft. This meant flying

130 air miles over desolate snow
covered mountains to a small landing strip.
2.
cial

From Los
jet

Angeles,

travel took

commer-

eight hours to

Whitehorse and the next day the
DC3 or Piper Aztec charter flew
to the minesite. Returning took
three days due to out-of-sync airline schedules. This meant five days
travel for three days on location to
shoot, weather permitting!
3.

In

such

NOVEMBER,

virgin

1970

terrain,

alive

Aerial shot shows Anvil mill as it nears completion. Mill and town of Faro were
carved out of remote Yukon wilderness.
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YUKON
work

continued

print to Fairbanlcs' editor.

A

trip

Yukon

the

to

minesite,

Whitehorse and Skagway, Alaska,
was made by veteran screen writer
Leo S. Rosencrans. He chatted with
construction workers, mining engineers, railroad officials, waitresses,

historians

Indians,

native

tourists,

fair

is

and Yukoners. In four days he gathall the research material needed
for an approved script.

ered

Concept expanded

course, an engineer

who knew

just

we

when

The

ran head-on into a train from White-

camera-mount with
camera and zoom lens had a dehelicopter

$19,200.00. This
ups the duty to $340.00 per trip.
When transit time becomes part of
the rental week and air express and
Brokers fee are added, this item
can become sizeable. When such
gear is air expressed to a foreign
country be sure a copy of U. S.
Customs form 4455 is attached to
the shipment so it is available to
clear customs on return. Otherwise
clared

value

of

to get to a siding before

With the helicopter camerathe flat car, the cowcatcher scenes were smooth and

horse.

mount on
effective.

Later scenes of the ore train mak-

Skagway

ing this spectacular run to

were filmed from a Bell Jet Ranger,
the ultimate in small, fast 'choppers,
for

carries the

it

and

tor

latter

cameraman,

his

justifies

shooting Leica

direc-

producer.

executive

The
by

co-pilot seat

stills.

rental.

On one flight by Jet Ranger to
Skagway, fog closed in on us at
White Pass summit. The pilot put
the "chopper" down gingerly on a
srjDw covered ledge so narrow the

to build 230 miles of
road to the mine and the town of
Faro. The famous White Pass and
Yukon Route had to rebuild its
railroad and a new dock terminal
at Skagway for ore sliips, and the
channel dredged at Skagway to allow ore ships to get to the new
dock. With Japan and later Ger-

While we're on helicopter camera-mounts, the Tyler Mini-Mount

tracks.

many

will

The
the

expanded the

script

concept

to

include

Gold Rush

bodies

are

of

original

history

the

of

how

ore

today,

the

'98,

discovered

story of the

Canadian Government

commitments

the final destinations for the

the script called for

mines output,

scenes in these countries. All this

Yukoners now live
it with their annual Sourdough Rendezvous, its dogsled races, pack carrying contests, snowmobile races
and famous Anvil Mining's Presiplus

life

as the

dent quickly
epic

agreed

to

as written in the

drama

make
script!

the

The

of finding the ore body, the

struggle to get

heavy machinery to

this isolated spot,

how

Nature's ob-

were overcome, the commitments of faith and credit by
government bodies, the
various
complex and incredibly difficult
logistics to get people in and proand
duct out to a world market
how one hundred million dollars
was found to make it all possible.
This is the story told in A New

—

World in the Yukon.
The only equipment air expressed
to the Yukon from Hollywood was
the helicopter camera-mount and
Arri camera with its 12:120 Angenieux zoom lens. Arrangements
made with the Canadian Department of National Revenue in Ottawa gave us an Order of Council
authorizing a remission of duty in
excess of 1/60 of the declared value
of photographic equipment for each
month it remains in Canada. This
58

may take two
190 pound case

the Lessor's Broker

weeks

to

find

a

known to be in bond at the airport.
This will cost you two weeks more

is

tied

down

to the 'copter by straps

while the Aero-Vision Mount prestie-down bolts
ently
requires 4

through the 'copter's flooring. The
helicopter's

from the

owner may want a note

aircraft

manufacturer to

him the small

reassure

bolt

holes

not affect structural strength of

honeycomb flooring. They
also tell him how to rustproof
the

will

the

Aerial

shots

over the
covered Yukon

flying

7,000 foot snow
mountains were made

from 737
Jets,
F 27-Turbo-jets and Piper
Aztecs. Running the camera at 64
frames smoothed out rough air
bumps and it was easy to select 5
foot scenes from any eight second
run.

The

helicopter

mount was

also

used to make cowcatcher shots
along the famous 110 mile White
Pass and Yukon Route. This narrow gauge railroad that would haul
the ore containers from Whitehorse

Alaska
to tidewater at
was built to serve the Gold Rush.
In '98 when no heavy construction
equipment was available, men literally clawed a ledge out of the
shear sides of mountains with black
powder and pry bars. With tracks
hugging the sides of a 1000 foot
Skagway,

gorge, they cross the International

Border at White Pass summit, 2900
feet above sea level. Twenty rail
miles south they reach sea level, at
th

rotor barely cleared the railroad

tail

With zero

Skagway dock. To

film this se-

quence, the railroad made available
a gasoline engine "Casey" to push
a four wheel flat car. And, of

and no

visibility

we

radio contact due to mountains,

waited for the train to find us. It
stopped beside the helicopter so the
pilot and train crew could discuss
reports of weather ahead. With their
it was clear at Skagway,
Ranger took off, straight up

assurance
the Jet
to

7,500

to

ft,

pass over top the

and clouds. Ten miles
south we found Skagway in suncoastal fog

shine. This incident

holes.

stacles

.

enough, but watch out for

the Lessor's high regard for his gear!

to prove to

is

skeptics that helicopters are the only

way

when weather closes in!
straight up when you

to fly

But then, only

see blue sky through a hole.

As

equipment had

to be flown
weight and bulk
were of continual concern. Lights
to

all

the

minesite,

were needed to make interiors of
the construction camp's mess hall,
recreation hall, bunk houses etc. We
used 4-9 light Mini-Brutes and
8-500 watt ColorTrans. The
huge mill interior had its own overhead mercury discharge lights so

we decided

The

to use them.

mill

were High Intensity Color
Improved Mercury Discharge types.
The proper filters were made from
E.K. gels. With 7141 Ektachrome.
the filter combination required was
20M+20 Y with a 2/3 stop inlights

Kodachrome

crease.

Daylight

11

film gave excellent color corrected
stills

M

when

filter

shot with a 20

combination and

C +
1

30

stop

increase.

The

script

called

for

scenes of

an airborne geophysical survey.
This surveying is done by a helicopter that carries cockpit equipment
to graphically record signals from

BUSINESS SCREEN

a

"bird."

trailing

bird

Tlie

is

a

twenty foot torpedo-like tube housing magnetic detection coils and
their amplifiers. As it is flown over
terrain it can reveal the location of

anamoly

a large geologic

—

—200

possibly

an ore body
as much as
beneath the surface.

manager to let him do
was not so easy!
read the script and wanted

getting his

an

industrial

Lome
to

do

the film so

I'he

duction

most
is

we were

difficult

lucky.

part

of

usually the editing.

pro-

We

couver, have regulations prohibiting

had to cut a one hour picture to
28 '/2
minutes.
Multi-image
sequences were made by Cinema Research in Hollywood but we still
wound up with 310 scenes for a

the

fast action picture.

Filming
easy.

this

Major

was not
Van-

action

in

feet

airports, such as

helicopter

to

lift

had

Bird, so the Bird

off

with the

to be trucked

100 miles to a smaller airport. This
Vancouver restriction proved an
understandable one for the 'copter
did drop the Bird during filming. It
took several hours to find and retrieve it from a wooded mountainThis

side.

day

to

made

film

chartered

the
later,

too late in the

it

recording gear in

the

Weeks

helicopter.

the tracing action on the re-

cording gear was filmed with the

equipment shop activated on a test
bench in Toronto. So another producer made his contribution. And
months later a mock-up of this recording gear was installed in a
grounded 'copter undergoing overhaul at Whitehorse Airport. A
couple of willing mechanics moved
the tail slowly around to change the
sunlight m the cockpit and a local
pilot

looked-a-busy

The scene was

in

shot

the cockpit.

from

a

With the

first trial

print screening

came an urgent demand
anese version.

To do

for a Jap-

this in

Tokyo

would have added days of travel
time and airfare so we had native
Japanese, doing post graduate work
at Los Angeles Universities, handle
the translation, caligraphing and recording. Also to syUabify lip sync
for Lome Greene on camera. This
was all expertly handled by the
Foreign Language Service in Hollywood.
A New World in the Yukon was
not an easy picture to make. Nevertheless it was a challenging production and with the beauty and grandeur of the Yukon, it was a reward-

Narrator Lome Greene and executive
producer H. Leroy Vanderford discuss
script for voice-over.

ing assignment.

As Lome Greene says "Why
you come up and see it sometime!" Or ask Modern Talking Picdon't

ture Service for a print.

mini-mount was also used on
pushed by a "casey" engine near
crew and gear to minesite.
Tyler

flatcar

low

angle and even the geophysical survey people have not detected the
Tyler camera mini-

fake!

Progress

trips

were made

to

the

Minesite

about 8 week interweather and
temperatures were experienced. Exteriors were filmed with 7255 Ektavals,

is shown on Bell
Ranger during filming
at White Pass,

mount

so

at

all

seasons,

chrome (now replacd with 7252)
and interiors with 7242. The faster
daylight 7241 was used for the mercury discharge lamp mill interiors.

Lome Greene, a Canadian, frontiersman and star of the Bonanza

TV

series

was

a

natural

narrator. His selection

for

our

was easv but

Trains and planes were vital in filming.
left, helicopter and train are
fogged in at White Pass summit. At
right is the Canadian "Otter"
charter plane used to fly camera

At

White Pass, Yukon.

Marketing trainees begin trainemployment; retail
salesmen are usually brought to
Newton in groups of six.
"We start the first hour they arrive in Newton. We record them as
they meet each other and their ining.

VTR Adds Punch

to

Maytag Marketing

ing at time of

"We

structors," said Fuller.

pitches;

the IVlaytag Corporation is
finding diverse applications for its videotape
recording installation. From training to competitive
product analysis, IVlaytag is realizing considerable
Like

savings

many companies,

in

time and money

headquartered
in Newton, Iowa, is using videotape
recording as a key element in its

Company,

Maytag

training

program

to help instruct

its

marlceting personnel on retail and
wholesale sales presentations. Vi-

deotape recording also is being used
in internal plant communications.
From its small beginning in 1893
as a maker of farm implements, the

Maytag Company has become

firm-

ly established as a leading producer
of home laundry appliances and its
reputation for quality is now being

extended to the kitchen appliance
field. Yearly sales have exceeded
$100 million annually for the past
12 years and reached $166 million
in

1969.

w/ith its

VTR equipment.

Max E. Fuller, director of field
education, states, "Marketing training courses at Maytag are oriented

resulted

in

a

more

effective

and

program, according to Fuller. Before the tape

challenging

training

program was introduced, the
trainees were unable to see their
performances and evaluate their
own good and bad points. Now,
using

VTR's

instant replay capabil-

ity, this is possible.

Instructing

wholesale

and

retail

VTR

salesmen, the main task of
Maytag, requires on-location

at

tap-

TV camera.
Sales presentation of Maytag trainees is recorded for playback by
The finished tape plays an important part in teachmg proper presentations.

up a store for a sales promoand learning how to close."

setting
tion;

As soon

as the trainees finish a

they

project,

sit

down and watch

themselves in action on videotape.
"In this process the trainees become

aware of their strengths and shortcomings," said Fuller. "Instructors
don't often have to point out what
is wrong because the trainees can
see

to effective sales presentations."

Videotape recordings, which
have been used by Maytag's marketing division since July, 1968, have

sales

situations;

role-playing

in

record

practicing

salesmen

the

it

themselves."

Maytag makes extensive use
role-playing

retail

instruct

to

of

and

wholesale salesmen. The marketing
division built and stocked a model
store, complete with display win-

dows,

demonstration

a

center,

a

a parts and service

closing room,

center and other fixtures.

Prior to the

sales

retail

taping

session, each "shopper" (a Maytag
employee) is given a situation sheet
explaining exactly what he is shop-

ping for, what questions to ask,
what objection to raise, and how
afford as a down payment. Thus, sales trainees are exposed to the entire range of possibilities they might realistically expect

much he can

to

meet on an actual

sales floor.

The

videotape provides an instant replay
of the action and each trainee eval-

uates his

own

performance.

Videotapes also are produced in
Maytag's closed circuit television
studio, part of the training facilities

The studio includes Ampex
CC-324 and CC-326 television
cameras, an Ampex Model VR7500 videotape recorder, a switch-

center.

ing console, and five

"We

TV

need a

don't

monitors.

professional

to shoot a presentation
because the cameras remain station-

cameraman

ary," said Fuller. "One camera is
set up for long shots and the other
is

positioned

doesn't take

for

much

close-ups.

It

to

up

skill

set

With one man
on each camera, one on the console,
and a person giving directions, we
produce our own videotapes."

the cameras either.

A

small

of

library

duced videotapes

is

studio-pro-

available

for
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training purposes and to marketing

who

trainees

wish

review past
sessions.
The tapes contain an
analysis of Maytag's washer, dryers,
dishwashers and disposers in relato

Maytag product service
instructor William Hotle
watches a presentation
playback of television
monitor.

tion to competitive models, as well
as basic information in the areas of
advertising,

utility

and

relations,

dealer devilopment.

"We

have been building this tape
since August, 1968," said
Fuller, "and will continue to add
library

to it."

The marketing

Ampex

videotape

division uses

recorder

its

the

in

studio for a variety of other tasks.
At four national sales meetings
in June,
1969, a comparison of
Maytag's new model of dishwasher

with those of
presented.

cording

it

its

competitors was

Without videotape rewould have taken a half

day

to present this type of detailed
analysis.
However, the product

comparison presentation was recorded on videotape with Maytag's
product planners and testing en-

making

gineers

Watchful eye of TV camera zeroes in on a role playing sales situation
between Maytag trainee and his customer.

the presentation.

"A 45-minute
this

to

tape emerged from
taping session and we were able
stage a meeting that couldn't

have been held otherwise," Fuller
said.

"Another special use of studio
videotape recording arose in June,
1970, when officials of our production plant in Newton decided to
make a change in the insurance

program

available to
ployees," said Fuller.

em-

plant

The new program had to be explained to every employee, but it
was physically impossible to reach
everyone at the same time.

A

videotape presentation was the
answer. The tape was shown in 30
meetings over the period of a week
with each employee being able to
see

and hear the same information.
to expand its use of

Maytag plans

videotape recordings for future internal plant

communications.

The marketing

division's use of
has spread to other divisions
of the company, according to Fuller.

VTR

Maytag's industrial engineers and
manufacturing people play college
instructional tapes of time and
tion studies on the videotape

corder. F. L.

more-

Docken, Maytag

rector of training,

personnel,

di-

uses

instructional tapes
versity

in

from Iowa UniAmes, Iowa. 50 miles

from Newton.
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Stoplights
Multi-media with a flair is
Melandrea's bag. Their
"Stoplight" technique has
blitzed and bedazzled the
most sophisticated audiences.

most

180

technique
fact in

We

Innerspheres

degrees.
is

Our

"blitzing'

an adaptation of

this

an audiovisual presentation.

utilize

multiple screens in var-

ious configurations

and placements

and hold the audience's
Images from slide or motion-picture projectors can be shown
on any or all of these screens in sequence or simultaneously. The concept is open-ended. Depending upon
the project, one of our presentations
can be combined with live narration,
to

attract

attention.

The program opened with

a three-

— mo-

minute, mixed-media "bhtz"
tion

pictures,

jected

colored

lights,

stereo-taped

slides,

music, live dancers

—

pro-

original

displayed

all

on a line of multi-shaped screens
100 feet in length.
The scene? The ballroom of the
Americana Hotel in New York City,
the site of the 47th Annual Gold
Medal Awards Dinner of the Art
Directors Club of New York.
The result? "Melandrea Does It
Again," headlined Meetings & Conventions magazine, and continuing
with ".
For the second year running, Melandrea dazzled this highly
sophisticated audience
The pre.

.

.

.

.

sentation has developed into almost
a show-piece of developments in the

audiovisual arts, and as such, provided much in the way of ideas to
the art directors viewing it."

The
of

full

name

New York

test

is

City,

Melandrea, Inc.,
one of the hot-

and most successful creative

groups

operating

audiovisual
six-year-old

in

the

field

communications.

company

started

of

— now has

television, live choreography, sculpture, or almost any
art form.

"We've

remote control."
The most common application of
Stoplight

is

in the configuration of

four or more cut-out, shaped screens
plus a speaker's lectern, such as that

produced by Best Foods' presentation of its marketing program. In
this project, more than 2,000 35mm
slides were combined with several
hundred feet of 16mm motion-picture film and live narration to convey Best Foods' message to salesmen around the country.
Stoplight

extremely

is

flexible.

The masking concept involved

re-

packaged this concept,
with a patented masking technique,
trademarked 'Stoplight", that allows

quires fewer slides than a standard

35mm slide projector or a
motion-picture projector to

ration. Thus, a 15 to 20-minute
message can be packaged in one
Kodak Ektagraphic projector tray
holding 80 slides. It can be set up

either a

16mm
serve

screens in the unit from a

all

single frame.

"Applied to communicating with
an audience, Stoplight can become
either very simple or quite complex.
"In its simplest form, the techniques can consist of a large screen

and a spotlighted

lectern, as

for a presentation created for

it

did

Alcoa

Aluminum. In this case, we used
masked 35mm slides (projected by
a Kodak Ektagraphic slide projector)

to

create

various partial

and

presentation,

slide

and the multi-

screen pattern also requires less nar-

desk-top presentation, or pro-

for

jected in an auditorium
ple,

as

it

was

full

of peo-

for the art directors'

awards presentation.
In that show, co-produced by Jim
and Carmine Santandrea, 15 shaped
screens, including a huge closedcircuit

television

screen,

stretched

across the hotel ballroom, providing a periphery paralleling the 180-

degree environment natural to the

The

full-screen images, while also throw-

human

by one
Jim

on the speaker
and on the Alcoa logo on the lec-

dent/sales director of Melandrea.

—

young man with an idea
Santandrea, president and creative
director

closed-circuit

the presentation from the lectern by

offices in Chi-

ing a spot of light

tern.

The

ration,

speaker,

controlled

who

read the nathe progress of

eye.

Carmine

is

vice presi-

Closed-circuit television was used
in

this

case to achieve spontaneity

and involvement

in

the

siant ball-

cago, Los Angeles, and Toronto, as
well as New York.

"Our ideas really aren't revolutionary," says Santandrea. "Actually, what we do is try to adapt multiple audiovisual techniques to create
a presentation that audiences can

experience as they do events in ev-

eryday life. We try to duplicate in
our creations the way people see,
hear and think about things.

"The human eye, for example, is
capable of seeing several things at
once, and its vision encompasses al-

Discussing the marketing of Melandrea
services are Carmine Santandrea and
an account executive.
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room. Wherever the audience

TV

received a

it

sat,

close-up, simultan-

eous view of award winners and the
prize-winning material on film and
slides.

As

the

award category

lit

ular slide screens, a gold

rectang-

medal ap-

peared to float into place at the
center and the side stages on round
styrofoam screens. A girl dancer,
symbol of the spirit of the awards,
seemed to take the medals from thin
air.
Winning ads or commercials
were projected onto I2-foot-square
center and side screens,
followed
by names of clients and agencies
flashed on small screens below the
huge gold medals. Closed-circuit
TV picked up the actual medal presentation on the central screen, so
the audience saw simultaneously the
category of the winning ad or commercial, the client, the agency, the

award winner and the award

itself.

One very sound marketing reason for the development of Stoplight,
the
multi-image projection
technique,

that

is

use one standard.

it was created to
The projector re-

quires no special adaptation. It has
been a boon to people who have had
a multiple-projector presentation

addition to their

own

art

department, Meland.-ea uses about 17 freelance
between Chicago, Los Angeles and Toronto.

artists,

a staff of 12 divided

fail

middle of a show.

in the

was designed

Stoplight

requiring

ple

In

and has

simple

highly

operate

to

Art completed,

for peo-

the proiect moves

and
mixed-media

portable

to

You might say Stoplight is
multi-media technique for the
average man.

shows.
the

"Each Stoplight presentation

photographic

department where
animation camera
captures images
on film.

is

created around the message and the
audience," Santandrea says. "The

technique
sage.

It

mersion
tives

only after complete im-

in the

of

the

audiovisual

When

secondary to the mes-

is

is

problems and objecmessage, that

client's

solutions

are

we explore

they are,

sought.
all

art

forms in search of effective means
of communication, tailoring them to
meet the needs of the message,
while stimulating the audience on
several levels at once.

"New methods

are explored con-

Color slides are
in spe-

mounted
cially

designed

plastic

and glass

frames for
assembly into
Carousel trays.

example, we've
been experimenting with messages
lettered onto the normally white,
matte surface of a cut-out projec-

stantly. Recently, for

tion screen

in

invisible

ultra-violet

paint.

This leaves the screen surface

plain

for

yet
it

when

slide

or film projection,

flashed with black light,

creates a bold, brilliant message
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STOPLIGHTS continued

to the audience. Closely

a

an

projector,

slide

cations, has

a busy shop. Thirty-five persons are

strobe light on such a screen can interject a

strong and startling mes-

sage at an important point in a presentation."

An

extension of the Stoplight con-

employed

conventions.

shows and

Trademarked "Inner-

The
ness,

The clear portion of the
became a viewing port,
the transluscent part became

involving

fill

a

file

tions

ture film, taped sound, or

while

medium

a

or

front

rear-projection

an image on

this

"Projecting

curved surface pro-

vides a large viewing area in a very

small space.

"We

have since refined

nersphere concept and

now

In-

this

are hav-

spheres manufactured in rigid
fiberglass. Equipped with viewing
ing

ports,

these

mounted on

'capsule'

theaters

are

a pedestal in which

is

slides,

do the

that will

drawer.

motion-pic-

plastic.

balloon

eye," says Santandrea.

any other
job.

"The reason

for our success is
Santandrea states flatly.
"We've assembled a crew of highly
creative renaissance men
people
capable of assessing both a communications problem and the entire
range of audiovisual technology and
art media to assemble an effective
package that appeals to an audience.

our

staff,"

—

Certainly, the

mote

control

slide

projectors,

equipment,

re-

taping

techniques and other tools of our
trade exist in highly perfected form.

we do

All

is

combine these

tools

fixed a slide and/or motion-picture

with an effective message to appeal

projector aimed at a convex-curved

to

mirror which relays the images on-

levels as possible."

to the

an audience on as

many

sensual

Advertising columnist Bill Saari

curved rear inner surface of

Chicago American,

wrote

the sphere. (Innersphere).

of

"Like Stoplight, Innersphere is
immensely flexible. It can be made
small and used in clusters to imple-

after viewing a presentation created

ment

the Stoplight concept;

it

—

also

can be made large enough
in
inflatable form
to become

—
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reads like

list

American busiand testimonial letters from
of

At any time, the Melandrea staff
is working on about 40 presenta-

"The Innersphere simulates the
dished sight pattern of the human

is

client

Who"

pleased customers

screen for slides or motion pictures.

editing (right)

firm's

a "Who's

a plastic balloon constructed half-

either

Technician (below, left) places metallic
foil cues on 15mm film, which
automatically advance slide projectors
for proper synchronization. Careful

facility

sphere," the technique evolved as

and-half of transluscent and clear

Using three projectors for "Stoplight"
presentation, girls (above) check slide
sequence against original storyboard.

New York

in the

Inc.,

(about 17 freelancers are used, as
well), with another dozen persons
working at the firm's Chicago, Los
Angeles and Toronto offices.

cept was designed by Melandrea to
attract audiences at trade

made Melandrea,

timed with
ultra-violet

its

a

like

by Melandrea for Scholastic Magazine, "The advertising agency people on hand showed their approval
by applauding!" In a parenthetical
note, he added an incredulous, "Ad

men

walk-in theater."
Creativity

the

this,

the problems of business

applied

to

communi-

applauding?"

It is safe to

Melandrea does reach
audiences.

its

say

clients'

•

required to insure
precise timing.
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OUR NEW ECO
TURNS INTO SHARPER
SUPER 8 PRINTS.

It's finally here — new Kodak Ektachrome
Commercial Film 7252 — the long-awaited

camera-film improvement in the ECO system
that turns into sharper prints — especially in
super 8.
Give it a try. You'll see the sharpness and
the excellent color rendition in your 16mm
prints right away. And you'll really see the difference in super 8 prints.
But sharpness isn't the whole story. 7252
also has a wide exposure latitude. Which means
you've got more control when faced with a
tough lighting problem. If conditions just won't
permit you to shoot at the normal ASA 25 rating,
push it up a stop to 50. It can then be forced
processed and you've got it!
Last but not least, 7252 is probably going to
mean greater efficiency in the lab. That's because it's designed for the new ECO-3 process
which is more compatible with the popular
ME-4 process.

new Ektachrome Commercial Film
when you want to
turn out sharper prints. Check with one of the
offices listed below for more information.
All in all,

7252

is

the film to turn to

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
Atlanta: 404/351-6510

Chicago: 312/654-0200
Dallas: 214/351-3221
Hollywood: 213/464-6131
New York: 212/262-7100
San Francisco: 415/776-6055

to the membership and interested in the furtherance of the motion
picture industry in Canada are eligible
for Associate Membership. Present membership; 60 Active Members; 12 Associate Members; Total 72.
Purpose: To promote the common interest of those engaged in the motion picture production and laboratory industries
in Canada by maintaining the highest
possible standards in the production of
motion pictures for industrial, commercial, theatrical, or television release; to
represent the industry in its relations
with government, other associations and
the public at large; to encourange government agencies to have their films
produced by private producers.

acceptable

Trade and
Professional

Organizations

Serving the
Film and

Audiovisual
Industry
THE ASSOCIATION OF
CINEMA LABORATORIES, INC.
Office: 901 N. Washineton St.. .Mexandria, Va. 22313.
Officers: Garland C. Misener (Capital
Film Lab. Inc.) PresUlent: Bruce Jamieson (Jamieson Film Co.') Vice Presndent: F. F. Sack ( Reela Film Labs. Inc.)
Theasurer; G. Carlton Hunt (Deluxe
General) Secretary; Preston B. Bergin
(Association of Cinema Labs. Inc.) Execiitive Secretry.

Board of Directors: Terms

expire Fall
1971: Class A
Bruce Jamieson f Jamieson Film Co.): Class B
William H.
Smith (Allied Film Lab., Inc.); Class C
William D. Hedden (Calvin Communications): Central Region
George

—

—

—

—

W. Colburn (Colbum
eastern Region

Inc.): North-

— JohnLab.,
Kowalak

(MoiveSouthern Region (James K.
Anthony (Capital Film Labs); Terms expire Fall 1972
Leo Diner (Leo Diner

lab.

Inc.);

—
—

Frank M. McGeary
(Motion Pictures Labs, Inc.): Class C
Robert M. Smith (DuArt Film Labs.,
Inc.); Canadian Region
Findley J.
Quinn (Quinn Laboratories. Ltd.); Western Region
Sirney P. Solow (ConFilms): Class B

—

—

—

solidated Films Industries).

ASSOCIATION OF

MOTION PICTURE PRODUCERS
AND LABORATORIES OF CANADA
Office (Of

19 Fairmont
(Of the Executive
Secretary):
Suite
512, 55 York
Street, Toronto 1, Ontario, Canada.
Officers: Tom F. Glynn (Crawley Films

Ave.,

the President):

Ottawa, Ontario;

ASSOCIATION FOR EDUCATIONAL
COMMUNICATIONS AND TECHNOLOGY
Affiliate of the National
Education Association)
Office: 1201 16tli Sh-eet, N.W., Washington D.C. 20036. Howard Hitchens, Jr., Executive Director

(A National

Purpose: The improvement of education
and the public welfare through the use
of educational communications, educational technology, educational media and
audiovisual materials and methods. Membership consists of media directors and
specialists in county and city school systems, colleges and universities, and state
departments of education. School supervisors
and administrations, classroom
teachers, librarians, and audiovisual specialist

in

health,

the

and

included in membership.
Conferences: Annual national convenPhiladelphia, Pa., March 21-26,
tion,
1971; Minneapolis, Minn., April 16-21,
1972; Las Veaas, Nev., .\pn\ 8-13, 1973;
Atlantic City. N.J.. April 29-May 2,
1974. Lake Okoboji Educational Media
16-21,
Leadership
Confercence, Aug.
1971.
Activities: 1970-1971. AECT (formerly
the Department of Audiovisual Instruction) adopted a new name in 1970 along
with a new constitution reorganizing the
association as an "umbrella" organization taking in a number of divisions and
national affiliates representing special interest in the bro,id field of instructional
technology. Through divisions and comAECT continues working in
mittees,
these areas of concern; evaluation of
instructional materials and systems, definition
and terminology, information
sciences, legislation, modes of instruction,
design of educational facilities, equipment, and materials, visual literacy, media and contractual negotiations, research
in educational technology, and certification and training of media personnel.

Awards

And

annually

Honoiirary President.
Directors: Reg. A. Batten (Rabko Television
Prod.
Co. Ltd.);
Pat
Clever

al).

(Comprehensive Distributors Ltd.); E.
Wally Hamilton (Trans-Canada Flms
Ltd.); Gunter Henning (Western Films
Ltd.); Gerald S. Kedey (Motion Picture
Centre Ltd.); Findlay J. Quinn (Quinn
Laboratories Ltd.); Ed Zemla
RoseMagwood Productions Ltd. Canada).
Membership: Canadian firms, proprietorships, corporations and agencies engaged
in motion picture production or labora(

tory
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are eligible for .Active MemPersons, firms or organizations

work

bership.

graduate

for

AECT/EBE

President:

Scholarships;

AECT

Memorial Scholarship of $1,000 awarded

Henry Michaud (Stellar! Drege Audio Ltd.)
V. President.
Robert C. Crone (Film House Ltd.)
Ltd.)

armed forces, in industry,
religious groups are also

AV

study;

joint

award for inservice education programs in educational institutions
10 regional and 1 nation(11 awards

—

AUDIO VISUAL SERVICE COMMITTEE
OF THE ASSOCIATION OF NATIONAL
ADVERTISERS, INC.
Office: 155 E. 44th St., New York, N.Y.
10017. Officers: Peter W. AUport, president: William D. Kistler. Vice President:
.Anthon

C.

Lunt,

Adininistrniive

Secre-

Audio-Visual Service Committee.
Membership: Chairman: Willis H. Pratt,
(American Telephone & Telegraph
Jr.
Co.); Committee Members: R. W. Bonta
(General Electric Co.); William J. Contary.

(Union Carbide Corp.); James G.
Jr. (IBM World Trade Corp.);
John Flory (Eastman Kodak Co.); John
K. Ford (General Motors Corp.); John
nelly

Damon,
P.

Grember (United Air Lines);

M

C.

M.

Co.); Frank Rollins (E. R.
Squibb & Sons); Johna Pepper (Ford
Motor Co.).

Kent

(3

Purpose:

The committee

initiates

and

executes projects which will provide the

1300

"Audio-Visual

members

of the

Interest

ANA

with

Group"

cost, techni-

and other information
business films and other audiovisual materials and techniques.

cal,

distribution

about

BIOLOGICAL PHOTOGRAPHIC
ASSOCIATION, INC.
Headquarters: P.O. Box 12866, Philadelphia, Pa. 19108. (Office of the ExeRonald M. Christocutive Secretary).
pher, RBP, FBPA,
Officers: President; Stanley Klosevych,

RBP, FRMS,

FBPA

Medical Communi-

cation
Services Faculty of Medicine,
University of Ottawa, Ottawa, Ontario,
Vice President; Donald H.
Canada.
Fritts, RBP, FBPA Associate Professor,
Montana State University, Bozeman,
Stanley
Secretary-Treasurer;
Montana.
McComb, RBP,' FBPA Director of
J.
Photography, Mayo Clinic, Rochester,
Minnesota. Editor of Journal: Stanley

Klosevych, RPB, FRMS, FBPA, Termin"A" P.O. Box 333, Ottawa, Ontario,
Canada.
Clerk, House of Delegates;
Lawrence R. Reynolds, RBP, The Pennsylvania State Univ., Milton S. Hershey
Medical Center, Hershey, Pa. Past Presidents: 1968-69 Howard E. Tribe, RBP,
FBPA, Academic Communications Facility, Health Science Center U.C.L.A.,
Los Angeles. Calif.
Purpose: The BPA was founded at
Yale University in 1931 as a group of
medical, dental, veterinary and natural
science photographers. Active memberal

ship

is

limited to those professionally en-

gaged in the practice of bio-photography.
The BP.\ is dedicated to the study and
improvement of photographic science
as applied to all things which live or
have lived.
.Activities: Chapters hold area ineetings
for their respective members. Slide-tape
lectures of outstanding papers presented
at annual meetings are made available
through the BP.A's recorded lecture pro-

.Ahe 1971 annual meeting will be
held at the Chateau Laurier Hotel, Ottawa. Ontario, Canada, August 23-27,
1971.

gram.

CHICAGO FILM COUNCIL,

INC.

Office: 208 South La Salle St., Chicago,
111. 60604. Phone: (312) 263-0497
Officers: Robert Konikow (AbelsonJack Lusk
President:
Inc.)
Frankel.
(Modem Talking Pictures) Vice President: Gordon Hempel (Audience Plan(U.S.
Secretary; Robert Doyle
ners)
Treasurer; Lon Gregory
Steel Corp.)
(Business Screen) Program Chairman.
Directors: Wil Anderson (Keebler Co.);
Dan Bjick (Illinois Bell Telephone Co.3;
Frank Bronwell (Chicago Cinema Club);
James Bruce (National Congress of
P.T.A.'s); John Colbum (John Colbum
Associ.ites); Jerrv Curto (Santa Fe Railway); Ray Hyde (Barton Distillers);
Media,
(.Audio-Visual
Kiuse
William
Inc.); Dr. Phillip Lewis (Instructional
Dynamics St.); Darryl Miller (American
Dental Association); Carl Nelson (The
Seipp
Robert
Film-Makers,
Inc.);
(WTTW-TV); John Thompson (Technicolor Film Services): Robert Zeller (Allstate

Insurance Co.).

BUSINESS SCREEN

PuRPDSi
I he
purpose of ihe Council is
to promote, improve and extend the use
of films and other audio visual materials
for commercial, informational, cultural,
and socially constructive purposes and
to seek progressive methods of film production, distribution, and effective use of
:

films.

Bureau
Federation),
Vice
Presidents:
Webster Tenney (Future Farmers of
America), Secretary: C. D. Bennett, SpeConsultant: Lewe B. .Martin (Pope,
Ballard & Loos), Counsel; Julian Heron.
Jr. (Pope Ballard & Loos), Asst. Treasiir
cial

er.

York 10023.

Board of Trustees: Mrs. Edith Bennett
Exec. v. P.: Richard J. Babcock (Farm
Journal); Harry O. Bercher (International Harvester Co.); William J. Brake (National Grange): Anna Breckenridge (Potomac Grange). Roger Corbett (New

Offici

Mexico

THE EDUCATIONAL FILM
LIBRARY ASSOCIATION
Office: 17 West 60, New York. New
ham

Rs: Carolyn Guss. President: AbraCohen.
Vice
President:
Penny
Northern. Secretary: Esme J. Dick, Ad-

State LIniversity), John H. Davis
(.Agribusiness Consultant), Roger Fleming (.American Farm Bureau Federation).

ministrative Director (at headquarters).

James Gibson (National Archives). How-

CoMMiTTFrs: Esme Dick. Festival Chairman:
Penny
Northern.
Nominaliorts
Chairman: Jill Ippee. Membership Chairman:
Abraham Cohen, Evaluations

ard Harris (CPC International, Inc.); H.
G. Hawes (Maine State Dept. of Agriculture), Patrick Healy (Natl. Milk Producers Fed.); R. M. Hendrickson (Chas.
Pfizer and Co.. Inc.); Karl D. Loos
(Pope. Ballard & Loos), G. C. Matthiesen (Allied Chemical Corp.), Charles E.
Palm (Cornell Univ.). James Roe (E. H.
Brown Adv.). John W. Scott (National
Grange); Melvin E. Sims (National
Council of Farmers Co-ops); Virginia
Smith (Women's Committee American

Chairnnin.

Membirship: (Constiuent)

—

706 noneducational institutions; (Sei'vice)
94 commercial organizations and in-

profit

—

terested individuals; 8 sub-memberships
and 161 personal memberships. Magazine 477, for a total enrollment of 1446.

Purposk: To encourage and improve the
production, distribution and utilization
of educational films, EFLA conducts a
film evaluation service.

THE FARM FILM FOUNDATION,

INC.

M.^iN Office: 1425 H. St., N.W., Washington. D.C. 20005.
Officers: Dr. Roger B. Corbett (New
Mexico State Univ.). President: Mrs.
Edith T. Bennett. Executive Vice President:
.Anna
Breckenridge
Potomac
Grange). James E. Gibson (National
Archives), Melvin Sims (National Council of Farmer
Cooperatives), Virginia
(

Smith (Women's Committee, .Am. Farm

Farm Bureau

Federation). J. K. Stern.
(American Institute of Cooperation). R.
D. Stuart (Quaker Oats Co.). Webster
Tenney (Future Farmers of America);
R. N. Whipp (Natl. Assn. of County Ag.

Agents
Meetings: The Trustees meet each year
in June. The Board of Consultants meets
to screen films on call of the Executive
Vice-President. Purpose: The creation of
better understanding between rural and
urban .America through audio-visual edu)

national teleproduciions corp.
52(1 N. Ticoma Ave. • Indianapolli,
Ind. 46220 (317) 257-1S(1

new approach

a

to videotape production

circ.e BUI

on reader service card

JACOBY/STORM
PRODUCTIONS
WE'LL

Westport, Conn.
SHOW YOU THE WAY, THE WHY

HOW

& THE

INDUSTRIAL. DOCUMENTARY,
EDUCATIONAL FILMS
circle 306

on reader service care

The highest standards
Film

making

.

.

in

.

Here & Now, Inc.
377 Park Ave. So.

New

York,

New

York

(212) 725-2160
Industrials

and Comm's.

cation.

Activities:

(

1

)

through its
Continued on next pai;e
Distributes

Please

call for

sample

reel.

circle 167 on reader service card
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Organization

new
Slimline

main office and cooperating depositories
16nim motion pictures found suitable by
Board of Consultants for Foundation endorsement. Distribution is principally to
rural America. There is no cost to film
users except for return postage. (2) The
Foundation, through its contacts with all
phases of rural America, makes available a unique consultation service to film
sponsors and producers.

FEDERATION OF SPECIALIZED
FILM ASSOCIATION

H

Office

25 Green
England. Telephone: 01-499-0631. J.P.H. Walton, GenStreet,

packs up

in

3

"

of

space, delivers more
than any flood

light
fill

It's

of

the

Secretary)

:

W1Y3FD,

eral Secretary.
Purpose: TTie Federation represents and
promotes the interests of all branches
of the specialised film industry through

constituent

member

.Associations:
.Association of Specialised Film Pro( 1 )
ducers representing the producers of cinema shorts, documentaries, educational
and training films, sponsored industrial
and Government films. (2) Advertising
its

or

(of

London,

its size.

another

advance from

Film Producers Association representing
producers of advertising films for television and cinema. (3) British Animation
Group representing producers of cartoon,
animated diagram, special and model

B&M
THE INNOVATO'

animation films. Each Association is represented on the Federation Council by

LHlHTINa,

its

Chairman

and

Vice-Chairman

and

elected representatives.

THE FILM COUNCIL OF
GREATER COLUMBUS
Offices: Center of Science and Industry.
280 E. Broad Street. Columbus. Ohio
43215, and Office of Columbus Film
Council. Kresge Bldg., Room 212, 83
South High St., Columbus, Ohio 43215.
Officers: Dr. D. F. Prugh (Director,
Historical
Society,
Franklin
County

What a combination

for a

2,000 watt quartz lamp!
So slim you can put 3 in the
space of one ordinary flood.
So high in intensity it does
the job of much larger
units. And with Slimline's
extra sharp barndoor
cutoff, you control light
better and easier than ever
before. Want to know
more? Write Dept. BS-11-0

organizations, civic groups, and business
firms and industries. The use of films by
these organizations in the Columbus area
and the state is also stressed.
new objective is the promotion of films in all
fields produced by students. This is the
first year for student entries in the Co-

A

lumbus Film

Festival.

FILM PRODUCERS ASSOCIATION OF
NEW YORK, INC.
Office (of the Executive Director): 165
West 46th Street, New York, N.Y. 10036.
Officers: George Cooney (EUE/Screen
Gems), President; (Tharles Ticho (Fred
A. Niles Communications Center), Vice
President;
Irving
Hecht
(Cineffects,
Inc.), Secretary; Robert Gross (American Film Productions), Treasurer.
Directors: Bill Aronson (Filmways of
Calif., Inc. East), John Babb (F&B Ceco),

Julie

Barron

(MPO

Ronald Cohen (Jerome

Cohen
(Galfas

J.

Productions),

Cohen), Bob

(DUO

Productions), Tim Galfas
Productions,
Inc.),
Sanford

Greenberg (DFI Communications), Howard Henkin (Trio Productions), Lou
Mucciolo (Strauss Productions), Norman
Ohrwashel (PGL Productions, Inc.),
Paul Rosen (Motion Associates East,
Inc.), Sam Magdoff (Elektra).
Executive Director: Harold Klein
Purpose: An organization of professionals in the art and craft of motion picture
making, dedicated to preserving standards
of quality, service, good practice, ethics
and to the development of the industry.
The organization, through membership
meetings and active committees works to
advance the motion picture industry in
all of its branches; to establish and maintain a high standard of ethics among protheir employees, their suppliers
and their clients; to distribute accurate

ducers,

information with regard to technical improvements; to advise the general public
on the importance of the film industry in

President; Nils Lindquist (President Lindy
Productions), Executive Vice-President:
Mary A. Rupe, Secretary-Treasurer, Film

the nation's economy; to encourage responsible people to enter the industry; to
promote, stabilize and coordinate all elements of the industry.

Council of Greater Columbus.
Trustees: G. Roger Cahaney (President,
Sterling Movies U.S.A.); Dr. Edgar Dale
(Research Associate of the Bureau of
Education, Ohio State University): Carl

THE INDUSTRIAL
AUDIO-VISUAL ASSOCIATION

(President, Modern Talking
Picture Service); Dr. Robert M. Wagner

M.

Lenz.

(Chairman, Dept. of Photography, Ohio
University); Charles W. Vaughn.
(Director of Communications Arts Department, Xavier University).
Purpose: To promote a greater interest
in the production and use of films by
schools and universities, public service
State

Office (of Executive Secretary): FredWoldt, 313 Stanley Ave., Wauke60085.
Officers: Lee Coyle (Ohio Bell Tele.
Co.), President; Gerard K. Hall (Natl.
Cash Register Co.). 1st Vice President;
Harold N. Read (Liberty Mutual Ins.
Co.), Second Vice President; Robt. McCaslin (Caterpillar Tractor Co.), Vice
President-Illinois; Richard H. Joy (Bureric

gan.

J.

111.

'^ardw€ll^'=McAlister 'Iqc.
A DIVISION OF F&B/CECO INDUSTRIES, INC.

12164 Sherman Way
North Hollywood, California 91605
(213) 875-1913
315 W. 43rd

St.,

New

Yorl<, N. Y.

10036

(212) 586-1428

GI3[}Ci:Z3 lllliro
circle 168
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on reader service card

circle 103

80C23I^
on reader service card
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roughs Corp.). Secretary; Richard C.
Matthias (Smith, Kline & French), Assistant Secretarw Frederic J. Woldt, retired (111. Bell tele. Co.), Executive Sec-

&

Treasurer.
E. L. McElroy (Northern
m. Gas Co.), Central Region; Wm. T.
Dikeman (Sears, Roebuck & Co.), East(Pako
Region; John A. Regan
ern
retary

Directors:

Northern Region; Clyde D.
(American Cast Iron Pipe Co.),
Southern Region; Ralph Costlow (Motorola Semiconductor Products), Western
Corp.),

Wood

Region.

Advisory Council: Robt. M. Titman
Laboratories),
Constitutional
(Wyeth
Chairman: James Craig (General Motors), Historian; Robert E. Doyle (United States Steel Corp.), Membership
Chairman; Wm. W. Walton (IBM), Past
Presidents Chairman; Willb H. Pratt, Jr.
(American Tele & Tele), Program Chairman; Michael J. Ritt. Jr. (Combined Ins.
Company of America), Publicity Chairman; Edward W. Palmer (New England
Tele & Tele), Technical Chairman.
Purpose: To study all means of audiovisual communications including creation,
production, appreciation, use and distribution; to promote better standards and
equipment, and to establish a high concept of ethics in the relation of
with associated interests.

members

INFORMATION FILM PRODUCERS
OF AMERICA, INC.
Office: (mail address): P. O. Box 1470,
Hollywood, Calif. 90028.
National officers: Robert Montague,
President; Michael Rye, Executive Vice
President; Philipp D. Neuhauser, Financial

Treasurer; Chuck
Editorial
Vice
President;
McGovern, Vice President,

Vice President

MacCrone,
Daniel

A.

&.

Ray Hollingworth,
Relations;
Chapters Vice President & Membership
West; Art Rcscher, Cliapters Vice President & Membership East; Jacqueline
Stilwell, Recording Secretary; National
Lebens,
Marilynn
Manager.
Office
(Ralph Hall Prod.).
Board of governors: Robert C. Scott,
Chairman; Robert J. Gunthern. Vice
Public

Chairman; Policy and
mittee: Gene Burson,
Plans
B. Montague.

Management Com-

Chairman; Robeil
and Development
Committee: Mitchell Rose, Chairman,
Robert Murray; Communications Committee: Robert J. Gunther, Chairman;
Ray Jewell; Member Services: Ralph M.
Hall, Chairman; Jack Smith; Government Operations Committee: Lt. Col. J.
Stokes,
USAF. Chairman; Bruce
C.
Operations:
Industrial
Herschensohn;
Charles (Cap) Palmen, Chairman; Robert
L. Hecker; Educational Operations: Dr.
Raymond S. Fielding, Chairman; Technical Advisory Committee: Donald B.
Adams, Chairman; William J. Gibson.
Purpose: Study, discussion and exchange
of ideas, concerning the production of
industrial, documentary, educational, informational, promotional and governmental films; upgrading of standards and
advancement of the "state of the art."
Membership: Primarily composed of industrial, business, educational and govdirectors,
producers,
film
ernment
writers,

cameramen,

cians as well as
labs,

equipment

editors

members
firms,

duction

studios,
equipment firms.

in

and technicommercial

independent pro-

commercial

labs

and

Publication: Official publication of the

IFPA

is

BUSINESS SCREEN.

publication

is

the

Internal

NEWSLETTER.
Continued on next page

*ttz

ORGANIZATIONS
FILf\/l, TV AND
PRODUCERS ASSOCIATION

INTERNATIONAL

A-V

Offices: 121 West 45th Street. New
York, New York 10036
Officers: William Van Praag. President:
Herbert Rosen. Executive Director
The purposes for which
Purpose:
IFTAP.\ has been organized are: To
advance, internationally, the film, television, and audiovisual fields, and all
their branches. To be a vehicle for col-

new

ment 'and

on production, equip-

ideas

facilities

available

throughout

world. To work with international
organizations or individual countries to
To colset up international standards.
the

make available statistics and
other data. To distribute and disseminate to its members important news. To
lect

and

activities relating to technical
research, testing supplies and materials.
To create and maintain cordial relations

promote

bigger

and cooperation amongst its members.
Publications: The IFT.^PA— Newsletter.

THE NATIONAL AUDIO-VISUAL

super 8
standard

National Office: 3150 Spring St.. Fairfax. Virginia 22030
Contact: Don White, Executive Vice
Harry McGee. General
President or
Manager.

A

trade association of
commercial audio-visual industry:
the
.\-V dealers
membership consits of 1
and film libraries; (2) h-\ materials'

Membership:

)

(

(3)

producers:

A-V equipment manu-

optical printing

facturers: (4) independent
representative;
(5)
ers"

magnetic printing

services;

contact printing
reduction printing
color

.W

suppli-

professional

and (6) overseas commercial.
Purposes: The Association was organcollect and furnish
1
ized in 1939 to
data which will benefit A-V business;
(2) improve the professional status and
(

)

b&w

business practices of the industry: (3)
provide business education and information; and (4) promote better relations

titles

between A-V suppliers, distributors, and

opticals

customers.
1971 Activities:

cartridge loading

shipping
storage
distribution

All of

the

it.

Right

line. In

Under one

down

one

line.

roof.

Call Bernie Barnett
(212) 838-3900

The NAV.A Convention and Trade Show: July 17-20.
Board of Directors: P. Ray Swank
(Swank Motion Pictures. Inc.) Chairman Of The Board: Man P. Twyman

(Twvman

Films. Inc.)

E. Fluff (Allied
Vice
\st
Inc.)

Elect:

President: Boggs

Sound-Visual Education.
President

&

President

Robert R. Hiller (Midwest Visual

Equipment Co., Inc.) 2nd Vice PresiMatt Dowling (Dowling. Inc.)
dent:
Secretary: Malcolm P. Ewing (Jasper
Treasurer.
Ewing & Sons. Inc.
)

THE NATIONAL COMMITTEE
ON FILMS FOR SAFETY
Office (of the Secretary): 425 North
Michigan Ave., 5th Floor, Chicago, Illi-

Thomas H. Wilkenson

Dept. of The
man: William Wendland
Director.

COLOR
410 East 62nd street,

New York.

N.Y. 10021

(Safety
Army). Chair(National Safe-

ty Council), Secretaiy.

Member

Organizations: American

.Au-

tomobile Association, .\merican Association of Motor Vehicle .-kdministrators,
.\merican Insurance .Association, American Medical Association, .American Mutual Insurance Alliance, American NaRed Cross. American National
tional

Standards Institute. Inc., American Petroleum Institute. .Americin Public Health
.Association, .American Society of Safety
circle 170 on reader service card

70

the

Air

duction and use of safety films. 2. To
raise the quality of films produced. 3.
To establish film evaluation standards.
4. To recognize film excellence in awards

program.
1971

.Activities:

April

meeting of the

Committee as a Board of Judges to screen
and finally judge entries in their 28th
Annual Safetv f6mm Film Awards Program. October evening showing of top
winning films and presentation of awards
representatives of sponsors and/or
to

111.).

THE NATIONAL VISUAL
COMMUNICATIONS ASSOCIATION,

INC.

Offices: 420 Lexington .Avenue, New
York. N.Y. 10017. Phone: (212) LE 2770^
National Officers: Les Waddington (J.
C. Penney), President: Morris Slotkin
(First National City Bank), \'icc President: Gordon Reynolds (Modern Talking
Pictures), Vice President: Mrs. Joseph V.
Connolly, Jr. (Assn. Brain Injured Children). Treasurer: Joseph Kroppy (Union
Carbide), Secretary: D. D. Miller, Executive Secretary.

Purpose: To advance and encourage the
most effective use of visuals to promote
better communications in industry, business, education and government. To inprestige of the visual comspecialist by adherance to
the highest ethical standards.

the

crease

munications
.Annu.\l

Awards Competition: Deadline

for the entries will be one month prior
schedto "Days of Visuals" Program,
1970. The
uled for November 9-10.
awards will be presented at the Awards
Banquet in New York City at the Essex

House.

Meetings:

luncheon

Monthly

meetings

featuring presentations of specialized authrough
September
topics.
dio-visual
June, in New York and Chicago. Visitors
welcome. The 17th Annual "Days of Visuals" Exposition. Seminars and .Awards
Banquet will be held November 8-10
in

New York

City, at

Automation House.

SOCIETY OF

nois 60611.

Officers:

of

Force, Department of the Army, Department of the Navy, Department of
Transportation, Insurance Institute for
Highway Safety, National Association of
ComAutomotive Mutual Insurance
panies, National Association of Manufacturers. National Fire Protection AsGrange. National
National
sociation.
Safety Council, The Traffic Institute.
Purpose: .A co-sponsored group of national organizations, with active interest
in accident prevention through use of
films, who wish to accomplish the following objectives; 1. To stimulate pro-

producers (during the National Safety
Congress and Exposition in Chicago,

ASSOCIATION, INC.
We've added 8mm services
to the 16mm and 35mm for
which we're best knowr).
Now we're ready for any little
thing you come up with.
Or down to.

Department

Foundation,

(IFTAPA)

lecting

Engineers, American Society for Training and Devleopment, American Water
Works Assn., Association of Safety Council Executives, Auto Industries Highway
Safety Committee, .Automotive Safety

CINEMA ARTS & SCIENCES
Offices:
Parkway,

Franklin

Institute,

Franklin

Philadelphia, Pa. 19103.
Purpose: The Society of Cinema Arts
and Sciences is a professional association representing the motion picture community of the Delaware Valley area.
Through its annual Directory, it provides a listing of motion pictures services
in the region around Philadelphia.

Publication:

Annual

Directory listing
and technicians

writers, producers, artists
in the Delaware Valley

area.

BUSINESS SCREEN

THE SOCIETY OF MOTION PICTURE
AND TELEVISION ENGINEERS
HFADguARn Rss 9 Fast 41st Street. New
York. N.'*'. 1(M)17.
OrFiciRs: Wilton R.

Holm

K

(Assoc, of

Motion Picture & TV Prod.). PreaidciU:
Byron S. Roudahiish (Technicolor. Inc.).
Executive >;(-(• I'resulent: Deanc R. White
(E. I. du Pont de Nemours & Co.), Past
President: Wm. T. Wintringham (Con-

I'llXri"

President:
Engineering
\'ice
Richard E. Putman (General Electric),

sultant),

lice

Editorial

).

CHICAGO

M.

Kenneth

President:

Mason (Eastman Kodak

Wm.

ward

Inc.).

H.

Reichard

Film

(Consolidated

Industries), lice President
Picture Affairs: Roderick T.

for

Motion

Ryan (Eastlice President for PhotoScience Affairs: K. Blair Benson (CBS
Television Network). Vice President for
Television Affairs; E. B. McGreal. 5«retary; Denis \. Courtney. Treasurer.
Conferences: 109th Technical Conference and Equipment E.xhibit, April 25April 30. 1971. Century Plaza Hotel. Los
Angeles. 110th Technical Conference and
Equipment Exhibit. Oct. 3-Oct. 8. 1971,
Queen Elizabeth Hotel. Montreal.

SLIDES

man Kodak),

OUR

30th

YEAR

THE UNIVERSITY FILM ASSOCIATION
1819 Ridge Ave., Evanston,

(Formerly University Film Producers)

University,

Philadelphia, Pa.

III.

60201

BRoadway 3-4141

DAvis 8-3700

Office (of the President): Dr. Ernest
D. Rose. Professor. Radio-TV-Film Dept.,
School of Communications & Theater,

Temple

IN(^

EVANSTON

MOTION PICTURES
SOUND FILMSTRIPS
CASSETTE PROGRAMS

(Calvin CommunicaSections
Vice President:
Herbert E. Farmer (University of Southern Calif.), lice President for Educational Affairs: Carlos H. Elmer, Vice
President for Photo-lnstnimenfation: Ed-

Hedden

D.

-

/i/kj/icu;/ \'ice

President: Harry Teitelbaum (Hollywood
Film Co.). Conjerenee \'iee President:
tions,

PRODUCTIONS

circle 107 on reader service card

Officer: Ernest D. Rose, President: Edward P. McCoy (Radio-TV-Film Dept.,

Temple

Vice
Executive
.University).
President: Robert W. Wagner (Dept. of
Photography, Ohio State Univ.), Editorial Vice President: Marshall Lovrien
(Motion Picture Unit. Univ. of Iowa),
Conference Vice President: J. Sol Wrenn,
(Film Production Service. Va. St.
Jr.
Board of Education). Treasurer: Kaye
Finch (Motion Picture Unit. Univ. of
Raymond Fielding
Secrelaiy:
Iowa).
Communications, Temple
(School
of
Univ.). Past President.

Board

of

Directors:

Dennis

Lynch

(University of lown): Peter Dart (Univ.
of Kansas); Sanford Gray (Univ. of So.
Dakota): Donald E. Staples (N.Y.U.);
Richard D. McCann (Univ. of Kansas);
Edward S. Perry (University of Texas).
Annual Conferenci.: 25th .Annual Conference to be held August 15-21. 1971
Host: University of Wisconsin, Madison. Wis. Conference Progr;im Chairman: Robert Edmonds (Columbia Col-

Chicago) and Conference Arrangements Chairman: Jackson Tiffany (University of Wisconsin).
lege.

UNIVERSITY FILM FOUNDATION,

INC.

Office (of the President): O. S. (Steve)
Knudsen. Film Production Unit, Alice
Norton House. Iowa State University,
Ames, Iowa.
Officers: O. S. Knudsen (Iowa State
Univ.). President: John Flory (Eastman
Co.), Vice-President: Herbert E.
Farmer (Univ. of So. Calif.). Secretary:
(Virginia State Board of
J. E. Oglesby
Education). Treasurer.
Purpose: This Foundation is a tax-exempt, non-profit corporation established
to raise endowment; handle research contracts; and facilitate fellowship and scholarship programs.

Kodak

More screen

brilliance for clear pictures even in lighted rooms ... on giant
screens ... or long throws! Safe
cool
operation. 500 watt Xenon or 1200 watt

—

See lor yourself! Write for all the facts
and compare: Realist, inc., Megal
Drive,

Menomonee

Falls,

Wisconsin

53051. DEPT. BS-711

tungsten models.

City.

.

State

-Zip.

circle 171 on reader service card

NOVEMBER,

1970

71

production (U.

The

culture);

Guide to

Department of Agri-

S.

Corrupters:

Know About

Should

What

Illegal

You

Gambling,

production (FBI); Foreign Trade For
Latin America (U.S. Information AgA New System of Nursency): LEGS
ing Education (John Wiley & Sons);
Bank Robberies
Evidence;
Physical
(FBI); The Saturn Gas Turbine Engine
(U. S. Navy).
circle 820 on reader service card
in

—

A-V and
Film

Review of
canes; A
Compatibility; Built-in
Anechoic Chambers;

Electronic Systems;

in

Electromagnetic

EMC; Shielded
EMI Vulnerability
Optimization

of

HE

Communications (U. S. Navy and
Marine Corp.).
circle 825 on reader service card

*
SPENCER BOSTWICK'S
PLANFILM, INC.

JOHN

Writers
MARVIN ALBERT/MOTION MEDIA FILM
Wash. 98121
2-4442
Date of Organization: 1968
RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Pictures: Super Tiger (Protective Packaging, Inc. /The Movies); Land
of Villages (The Movies); The Restless
Sea; Benthos: The Bottom of the Sea
(The Motion Media Film )
circle 817 on reader service card
1003 Lenora.
Phone: (206)

Seattle,

MU

5855 N. Sheridan Rd., Chicago, III.
60626
Phone: (312) ARdmore 1-7747
RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Pictures: A-Way With Waste;
Do Big (Allis Chalmers);
Think Big
to Goodness (Banquet FrozHonest
en Food/Fred A. Niles); The Most
With Marion (Marion Power Shovel/
Fred A. Niles).
circle 821 on reader service card
.

.

cial:

The

Visit

circle 822

I.

W.

Meister,

Industrial

P.R.

Consultant

PRODUCTIONS

RECENT

AND

SPONSORS

Pictures: GLC (General
Learing
Corp.);
Dorr Oliver DSM
(Dorr Oliver Corp./Target Films); Why
Quality Assurance?; Product Quality in
Naval Shipyards; Supervisor Shipbuilding & Repairs; Quality Assurance and
The Engineer (U. S. Navy /Bray Stu-

Motion

dios).
circle 819

K

St.,

S.

203 Glen Ave., Sea Cliff, L.I., N.Y.
11579
Phone: (516) OR 6-1664
Date of Organization: 1946
William Bernal, Writer- /Producer
RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Pictures: Threshold of Tomor(FWB & Associates/Masonite
row
Corp); fVe Walk In Beauty (Audio Pro-

ductions/Western Electric); What's New
... //I Ideas-, Part II (Film Enterprises,
Inc./Department of Defense); Those
Who Care (FWB Associates/National
Education Assoc). Also Creative director for Monitel's

24-Hour-A-Day

In-

formational Cable Television Show.
circle 824 on reader service card

The

Guardians,

CARL

in

COE-PEACOCK,

INC.

5807 Wicomico Avenue, Rockville,
Md. 20852
Phone: (301) 881-2420
Lowry N. Coe, Jr.. Partner, Writer
Clifford L.

Peacock, Partner,

Writer

PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Fast Start; Meet The Multi-Zone (CarRECENT

Air Conditioning Co.); Highlight of
(GM Photographic For
Buick); Breaking The Ground Barrier;
Wake Turbulence; Underway With
ARTS; Area Navigation (Federal Aviarier

The Buick Open

tion

Administration); Derby

Dream

—

1970 Soap Box Derby Film' (GM Photographic for Crevrolet).
circle 827 on reader service card

DEAN COFFIN & ASSOCIATES
7261 Hollywood Blvd., Hollywood,
Calif. 90046
Phone: (213) 876-8975
Date of Organization: 1965

Dean Coffin, Executive Associate
W. D. Coffin, Office Manager
RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
for Rocket Pictures, Inc., Show Magazine, Bandelier Films, American Bar Association, Hertz.
circle 828

on reader service card

COMMUNICATIONS SCRIPT AND
ART GROUP
Post Office Box 10207,
Fla.

St.

Petersburg,

33733

Phone: (813) 862-0538
Date of Organization: 1970
Robert Fox, Art Director
Robert Gilbert, Writer
Nicholas Amos, Writer
RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
The Story
Scripts: System for Profit
of Minnie Pearl's Chicken; Total Electric
Mobile Homes (Florida Investor-ovmed

—

Utility
Co.); Recreation For
School
To
Retarded;
Mentally
School; Training for Tomorrow; Speech
and Hearing For The Mentally Retarded

Electric

N.E., Washington, D.C.

Pictutls:

—

Consulting services on film productions

WILLIAM BERNAL

BAER

20002
Phone: (202) 628-7089
Date of Organization: 1968
Lewis S. Baer. Writer/Director
RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS

Motion

BECKER

on reader service card

LEWIS
65

S.

Drive, Westport, Conn. 06880

Phone: (203) 226-0300
Lester Becker, Writer-Director
circle 823 on reader service card

on reader service card

239
10021
Phone: (212) 628-8165
Date of Organization: 1960
H. F. Armington, Writer-Director

Cob

2015 Virginia Avenue, McLean, Va.
22101
Phone: (703) 536-6471
Date of Organization: 1958
Spencer Bostwick, Owner
Head,
Script Production Storyboard
Service, and Slide Film Photography
circle 826 on reader service card

.

on reader service card

LESTER
11

TV Commer-

ARMINGTON & MEISTER
East 79th St., New York, N.Y.

.

Sherman Beck, Writer/Director
RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Pictures: Answer From Asia
(MIP); Easy Way Out (ACI); A PatWay To Get
tern For Success; The
There; The Way It Is (N.W. Ayer/U. S.
Army): Selling The System (David Piel/
American Can): Far And Away (U. S.
Army); From The Tenth Decade (J. C.
Penney/Rose Magwood).

(AICPA/Lurana).

circle 818

.

SHERMAN BECK

Figure? (AICPA/Lurana);
The Mountain; The Naked Peas (Continental Can/Kent Lane); As It Is (Chi-

Pnuematic/Scad.).

.

.

207 East 43rd St., New York, N.Y.
10017
Phone: (212) OXford 7-1459
Date of Organization: 1947

How Do You
cago

.

.

STAN ANTON
440 W. 34th Street, New York, N.Y.
10001
Phone: (212) CH 4-4578
Stan Anton, Writer/ Producer
RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Word?
The
What's
Multi-Media:
(Maidenform/Lurana). Slidefilms: It's
All Together (Maidenform/Lurana); The
Spots On The Computer (Northern Electric/ Admaster); The Way We're Going
(Mobile Oil/ Kent Lane); The Demonstration (Continental Can/Kent Lane);

BANCROFT

C.

Filmscripts

B.

BLACK,

& Storyboards

6 Priscilla Aldeu Rd. Provincetown,

Mass. 02657
Phone: (617) 487-0322
RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Pictures: Typhoons & Hurri-

Sae page

1

1

The

(HEW).
circle 829

on reader service card

AVERY CORMAN
220 East 31st Street, New York, N.Y.
10016
Phone: (212) 689-7519
RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Pictures: The Wings of Man;
From Here To The '70's (Eastern Airlines/Vision

Associates); South Carolina

Minus .003 (South Carolina
State Development Board/Vision Associates); A Million Pounds of Love (U. S.
MOTION PICTURE PRODUCTIONS, INCOHPOBATED

circle 546

72

|

MOTION PICTURE PRODUCTIONS. INCORPORATED

on reader service card

Plus

or

Post

Dept. /Vision Associates),
Office
circle 816 on reader service card

BUSINESS SCREEN

SCRIPTS BY LEE DAVIS

•
JANE WARE DAVENPORT

9631 Percussion >\a), \ ienna, \a.
221 80
Phone: (703) 281-9003
Date of Organization: 1965
Lee D. Davis, Owner (Writer)
Joyce T. Davis, Treasurer (Script

& ASSOCIATES
609 Ivy Court. Kcnil»orth. III. 60043
Phone: (312) 256-4250
Date of Organization: 1967-1970
Jane Ware Davenport, Principal
Leone Ann Heuer. As.sociulc
Consumer Education
W. L. "Bill" Burkharl. Associate

This

it's

a fact

IS

.

.

.

closed

new concepts and

techniques show that "closing"
easiest step

in selling

.

.

the least time and effort.

SPONSORS
Relation of Music to

lo
Huild A Future (The Associated General Contractors of America); Ounce Of
Prevention (U. S. Department of .Agri-

...

CATV-EVR

culture Forest Service); Shipshape (Beth-

circle 830 on reader service card

Steel Corp.).
circle 832 on reader service card

PRODUCTIONS
In

Piocress.

TlunkinK

Program

PR &

I

AND

(Study);

-

JOHN

B.

DAVENPORT

.

Just

A

Div. of Insurance Co. of N. .AmerSomething To Smile About (Cal
Dunn Studios Warner Lambert); The
Surgeon (Cal Dunn /.American College
ica);

("close isn't closed")

unique 14 meeting multi-media
SALES IV10TIVATI0N program:

"CREATIVE SELLING"
Judge for yourself! Send
and "Preview Offer".

1

Name

91506
new

Title

Company
Address
Zip

State

city

circle 108 on reader service card

recent films of unusual interest
(for

Dept. XllO

Calif.

I

Beautiful Beach (Creative Circle).
circle 833 on reader service card

MACHINE

150 W. Olive Ave., Burbank,

Please tell me how may evaluate this
Sales Motivation Program.

Ohio 44113
Phone: (216) TOvver 1-4577
Continued on next page

INCREDIBLE

for details

BETTER SELLING BUREAU

.

1276 West Third Street, Cleveland,

Institutional

Motivate your salesmen
them in on the better way of

This is one of seven color filmstrips
covering the basic principles of selling which are explored in this fresh,

EDITORIAL SERVICES, INC.

(American Graphics/Quaker Oats Co.).
circle 831 on reader service card

some

.

let

the

is

and takes

,

"CLOSING THE SALE"

York 10017
Phone: (212) 682-2015
Date of Organization: 1970
Robert G. Ervin. President
RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Pictures: The Real World:
Have Bag
Will Travel (IBM Cor(Price Waterporation); The C.F.A.
house & Co.); The Personal Medium
(Specialty Advertising Assoc); Response
To Challenge (New York Telephone);
Your Army Report (Dept. of Army);

Dyne

Untitled

.Administration);

ROBERT G. ERVIN — WRITING &
PRODUCTION SERVICES
545 Fifth .Avenue. Neu ^ ork, New

—

Surgeons);

.Aviation

Fixleral

lehem

Scries.

754 Grcenview Place, Lake Forest. III.
60045
Phone: (312) 295-1168
Date of Organization: 1968
John B. Davenport. Writer Consultant
RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion PicruRLs; Con-Con: A Dialogue (Henry Ushijima Films 111. Bell
Tele.):
Hon- Are You? (Jack Lieb
Prod. /Cancer Prevention Center of ChiThe New Climate
cago); Driography
in Printing: Show Your Colors (American Graphics/3M Co.); The Wave Of
The Future (H. G. Peters & Co./Market

of

until

Editor)

Engineerinf;

Work

"NO SALE"

RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
.MoiioN PiCTLRis: The Eye Of An Eagle

RECENT
Social

It's

&

format:

AT&T)

Cine Golden Eagle
Blue Ribbon: American Film Festival
Special Jury Award: Atlanta Film Festival
Silver
Silver

Grand

Hugo: Chicago Film Festival
Award: San Francisco Film Festival
Prix:

Pardubice Film Festival

Special Citation: Antwerp Film Festival

Edinburgh Film Festival
Vienna Film Festival
First Prize:

LIGHT

(for

N. V. C. A.

AT&T)

Cine Golden Eagle
Silver Hugo: Chicago Film Festival

Cannes Film Festival
American Film Festival

MICRO

(for

Western

Electric)

Cioe Golden Eagle
First Prize: U. S. Industrial

_^

Documentary

Film Festival

Atlanta Film Festival
"Cindy": Information Film Producers of America
Best

San Francisco

(Silver Phoenix):

International Film Festival

Ask

OWEN MURPHY PRODUCTIONS,
274 MADISON AVENUE

•

NEW

circle 173

NOVEMBER,

1970

YORK, N.

Y.

10016

•

(212)

for:

Paul

Cohen

INC.
689-4060

Eric

Lawrence

on reader servcie card
73

WRITERS

FLINTLOCH FARM,

Date of Incorporation: 1952
William D. Ellis, President
RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Pictures: Presenting The
Cloud Nine Humidifier: The Market Expander; Selling With The News; Mrs.
Burke In The Second Time Around
(American Standard/Cinecraft); Hurricane Camille (Thomas Associates/Cinecraft ) The Exphrcn- WCET
circle 834 on reader service card
.

;

.

.

DON FRIFIELO
St.. New York.

RECENT

Mary K.

Motion

Writing,

Flint,

Assistant/

Research
Richard H. Flint, Research
Services: Specializing in Script writing
agriculture.
circle 835 on reader service card

for

)

(

INC.

6618 W. Camellia Drive. Winston,
Calif. 95388
Phone: (219) 358-5047
Date of Organization: 1968
Jamts H. Flint, Writer/ Director

55 West 42nd

Don

Frifield.

Writer-Director

I

ROBERT HECKER

Write today for our latest type chart

•

Phone: 212

GAHAN
New York, N.Y.

6115 Selnia Avenue. Suite 206,
Hollywood Calif. 90028
Phone: (213) 461-4561
Date of Organization: 1960
RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Pictures: Assignment: 747
(Cameron Prod./ Boeing Aircraft Co.);
The Magnificent Men In Their Flying
Machines (Bill Gibson Prod. /United Air
Lines); Special Weapon. Delivery By
(Ralph
Light
Carrier
Hall
Aircraft
Prod. U. S. Navy).
circle 838 on reader service card

PROMPT COAST TO COAST SERVICE
S Hot-jmi CAapmiuiif

B.

10027
Phone: (212) 666-0025
Jim Gahan, Writer-Director
circe 817 on reader service card

"from the Old School"

145 W. 45th Street

SPONSORS

Pictures:
Relief For
Tired
Streets (Harry Coleman Prods. /National
Highway Research Board); Inland Sea
Odyssey Mario Ohio Prod. Group/Mercury-Kiekhaeffer/United
Artists);
Annapolis: The New Breed (U. S. Navy);
Alaska: The Great Land (Department
of Defense): The Business of Survival
(IBM Systems Manufactcring Div.).
circle 836 on reader service card

21 Clareniont Ave..

EXPERT CRAFTSMEN

7)Utiiuim ViifHXjwfkii

AND

PRODUCTIONS

JAMES

HOT- PRESS TITLES

N.Y.

10036
Phone: (212) 565-5230

.

CO 5-2080 New York. N.Y. 10036
.

circle 154 on reader service card

BRUCE HENRY

PRODUCERS
"YOUR

Winter: 3018 N. 62nd
.

.

.

MAN IN HOLLYWOOD"*
AREA CODE

.

.

.

will

handle with care,

requirements

213/459-1019

—

—

negotiate name talent
set up and superanimation, direct second unit shooting, dubbing
expedite lab work
and
serve as your ambassador

—

vise

—

—

when you

H.

or

your friends

CLARK HOWAT
20549 Rodax Street. Canoga Park.
Calif. 91306
Phone: (213) 341-6115
RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS

LEROY VANDERFORD
CONSULTANT

Film Production Services
1051 Villa

& A-V Communicalions

View Drive

P,

Pacific Palisades, Calif. 90272

circle 153

Hollywood,

O. Box 2444
Calif.

Announcing expansion of

its

sound stage and editing

or

45 West 45th

for

full

production

produce-it-yourself rental.

St.

+

New York 10036

+

Si.iDEFlLMs: Euclid /?-105 Training ProDiv. Kepner-Tregoe. Inc. Link Div. Singer Co.).
circle 840 on reader service card

gram (Media Systems

CHARLES

90028

E.

HUSTON

7337 Becchwood Drive, Mentor, Ohio
44060
Phone: (216) 255-3189
Date of Organization: 1961
Charles E. Huston, Writer Producer
RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS

on reader service card

COLEMAN PRODUCTIONS,
facilities

—

Southern California!

visit

Scottsdale,

—

your West Coast production

all

St.,

Arizona 85251
Phone: (602) 949-1680
Simimer: Victory Heights. Stone Lake
2. Wisconsin 54876
Phone: (715) 865-3227
RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Credits: Hegira!; Sturshine: Genesis
Take Two; Soaring Sculpture (Johannsen & Girand, Inc.); Viva Zanjero (Salt
River Project); Montlure
Where Love
Is Found (Presbyterian Church Synod),
circle 839 on reader service card

Motion Pictures:

INC.

training

films

Series

on F-111

of 3 aircrew
aircraft (Gen-

Dynamics for U. S. Air Force);
Learning To Be Independent (Ohio Area
Program for Educational Improvement

eral

for E.xceptional Crildren).
circle 841 on reader service card

PHILIP KALFUS
1323 5Ist Street, Brooklyn, N.Y.
11219
Phone: (212) GEdney 5-1075
circle 842 on reader service card

(212) 245-9080

circle 174 on reader service card

74

BUSINESS SCREEN

AARON
28 Munle>

A.

KASTIN

lerrace,

port

Maplvnoud,

.N..I.

07040
Phone: (201) 763-9444

Aaron A. Kastin. H'liur
PRODUCTIONS AND

RECENT

Motion

Pictl'ris:

Osmond

non &

I'lasiic

SPONSORS

HoitUs

Continental

(

Fan-

(

I.ixkheed): Subject:

(I.A-DWP);

Rif-ht

On

Los Angeles
The Button

WILLIAM

Didnt

(212)

MO

O. Box 884. Washington.
20044
Phone: (202) 966-5834
Date of Organization: 1958

AC

2-7634/
3-7422

circle 844 on reader service card

447 Fullerton Pkwj., Chicago, III.
60614
Phone: (312) 528-1144
RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
FiiM Credits: The Shape of Things To
Come.' (Wilding Bell & Howell); The
Atl-American Hiah School Band (United
Artists/Mattco Assoc./McDonalds); The
World of Envoy (Envoy International
Town Clubs. Inc.); Discover Southern
Style (Cine-Mark Southern Airways).
circle 845 on reader service card

DAN KLUGHERZ PRODUCTIONS
New

43-23 Golden Street, Flushing,
York 11355
Phone: (212) 939-0055
Daet of Organization: 1958
Dan Klugherz. President

RECENT

\'ice

PRODUCTIONS

President

AND

SPONSORS

Motion Pictures: A

Nation Is Born
(Independence Hall/National Park Service); /
A Man (U. S. Information
Agency): A Piece of The Cake: American Samoa: Paradise Lost'.' (NET).
circle 846 on reader service card

Am

L.

LAWRENCE

1504 Pfingsten Road, Clenview, III.
60025
Phone: (312) 729-6545
Date of Organization: 1968
Services: Free Lance writer, director.
Producer's Producer.

RECENT

PRODUCTIONS

AND

SPONSORS

Traveled all over the States, Mexico.
Alaska and the Phillipines writing, producing and directing over 200 industrial
and entertainment films, television commercials and video-tape productions.

649 Meadowbrook Avenue Orange,
Calif. 92667
Phone: (714) 637-4326
Date of Organization: 1956
RECENT

Livingston.

Writer-director

PRODUCTIONS

AND

Soundslripping -^ Spiicmg.
j^jfi

SPONSORS

Scripts: She's Quite A Bird: TriStar Recircle 847 on reader service card

#

#

y

Send

(or our Latest

Write;

1970

Dept

PROFESSIONAL

Pnce-List.

S,

VALLEY FILM LABS.
CAIIF. 91505

Circle 155 on reader service card

IN

PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
American Van Lines.

THE SOUTHEAST

MOTION PICTURE PRODUCTION

Fii.MSTRiPs: North

1970 Training Filmstrip Series: Greyhound Baggage and Express Training
Filmstrips. Motion Pictures: Hi School.'
Idea/ Kettering Foundation); Take A
Motorola/Telecine Film
Second Look

COMPANY

(

TEL-AIR INTERESTS, INC.
1755 N.E. 149th

STREET

MIAMI, FLORIDA

33161

(

(305) 949-8611

Studios).
circle 850

on reader service card

DOUGLAS

c.

Write for detailed

brochure
Grant H. Gravitt-Pres.

Mcmullen

826 Karenwald Lane, Schenectady,
New York 12309
Phone: (518) 393-8308
Date of Organization: I960
Douglas C. McMullen, Writer
RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS

circle 561 on reader service card

Motion Pictures: Isotopes In Environmental Control (AEC); Educatini; The
Computer (Dartmouth College and GE);
The Children's Wav
.\lalh With Mai
(EDUCAID, Inc.); Precision hy The
Mechanical Drive Turbine Dept.,
Ton
Mui-TI-Media
Presentations:
GE).
Several meeting program segments.
circle 851 on reader service card

—

(

JEANETTE

B.

MARSH

1400 N. Lake Shore Drive, Chicago,

60610

Phone: (312) Michigan 2-3883
Date of Organization: 1960
Miss Jeanette B. Marsh. Writer
circle 852 on reader service card

CLAIRE BIRSH MERRILL
130 East End Avenue, New York,
New York 10028
Phone: (212) BU 8-3480
RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Pictures: Helen Hayes Portrait
of an American Actress (NET/
General Tele. & Elec); Opera With Joan
Sutherland ( K r o 1 Productions/Argo
Sight & Sound).
circle 853 on reader service card

—

LAWRENCE MOLLOT
36 Wesi 62nd St, New York. N.Y.
10023
Phone: (212) 245-5147

Lawrence Mollot. Writer-Director
Continued on next page

PRODUCTIONS,
1842

BRIARWOOD RD

,

INC.

N.E.

ATLANTA. GEORGIA 30329
404-634-2433
circle 175

NOVEMBER,

Etc.

FAST SERVICE on Mail-Orders.
FINEST QUALITY WORK!
Guaranteed SATISFACTION!

1

DON LIVINGSTON

Don

Ptints -^ B & W Reveisal
Dup Negs. -^ B & W Positive Release
Smgle
8mm
Printing -j^
if
-tf

A COMPLETE.CREATIVE

Considliint

111.

DONALD

60091

Phone: (312) ALpine 6-1526
Date of Organiation: 1961
Sumner J. Lson. Film H riterRECENT

in

Inc.

DICK KLEVICKIS

Wilton.

III.

Specialists

2704 W. OLIVE Ave, BURBANK,

LYON

518-8th Street, Wilmcttc,

Insurance Co.; Columbia PicParamount Pictures; American
Electric
Power Co.: Boys Clubs of
.\merica: Interstate
Park Commission;
Life

RCA.

J.

arc

(USAF

circle 849 on reader service card

tures;

Mary

Dupes,

Comiinind Post.

SUMNER

PROFESSIONALS: We

Prints,

(

SAC

or

Eastman Color Release

William R. Limdgren. Screennriter
RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Pictures: Jazz Comes Home:
School Without Walls United Stales Information Agency); No he. Please: (U.

Prod.): The
SFP 1795).

Kodachrome
BLACK 4 WHITE

Finest-Quality

35mm or 16mm to 8mm or Super-S Reductions.
8mm to 16mm Blow Ups *• A 4 B Roll Prmlmg.
8mm & 16mm Eastman Intemegs. it 8mm & 16mm

I).C.

S. Navy MN \m2»): Soinelhint; Special
(U. S. Navy MN 10833 American Film

Alexander Klein & Staff. Writers
RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Scripts: Good Housekeeping Magazine:
Board of Guardians;
Manufacturer's
Trust Co.; Bell Telephone; Metropolitan

LUNDGREN

P.

(

521
10025
Phone: (212)

R.

TH^tUC

or 16niin

DUPLICATES

^
•

pany).

ALEXANDER KLEIN
West 112th St. \i» Nork, N.Y.

Smin

COLOR

Can Com-

FuMSTRlPs: The Town That
Count
(F&OIBM): Silenix
(F&O/ Warner-Lambert):
The
Wild
Streak (Clairol). Mii ti-Mi dia: The Hot
Ones (Fannon & Osmond Gillettt-): The
Spirit of St. Louis
Fannon & Osmond/
Brown Shoe Co.).
circle 843 on reader service card

SUPER-8

(North .American Rockwell. Autonetics
Div); Educational Films (Bailey. CBS.
Cahill); Weather To h'ly (FAA): The
Mineral Squeeze (Union Pacific).
circle 843 on reader service card

on reader service card
75

thing Else Again!

Writers
CRAIG STEWART

circle 859

PRODUCTIONS

RECENT

YOUR BUDGET

DEADLINE

&

TVA

BYRON MORGAN ASSOCIATES, INC.
AND
EDUCATIONAL FILM PRODUCTIONS

60014

NICK NICHOLSON
6222 Rex Drive, Dallas, Texas 75230
Phone: (214) EM 8-0903
Date of Organization: 1957
RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Scripts: Frito-Lay; IBM; Kerr-McGee
International;
General
Corp.;
Braniff
Dynamics; U. S. Air Force; Six Flags
Over Texas; Western Information Net-

work.
circle 859

4K05 Frolich Lane, HyaHsville, Md.
20781
Phone: (301) 322-1900

on reader service card

Monumental Films

Is

(TVA); Teamwork Pays Dividends;
Minuionan And You (Sylvania); Espionage Warfare; The Man For The Aero-

(815) 459-2278
circle 864

SPONSORS

Team (U. S. Air Force); Techeval
(Naval Underwater Systems Center).
circle 854 on reader service card

931 Darlington Lane
III.

AND
This

space

MY STYLE

Crystal Lake,

Discovery;

Scripts:

YOUR

Recordings,

Date of Organization:
Byron Morgan, Writer

Inc.

EDDIE O'BRIEN

Dorothy Weatherwax, Writer
RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Pictures: U. S. Diplomacy
1914-45
(State
Department); Underwater Sound (U. S. Navy); Aeronautics
1970-1980 (NASA); Training For Profit
(Small Busines Administration); Apollo

Television Hill

Baltimore, Maryland 21211
(301) 462-1550

&

Industrial Films

Television Spots

circle 855

Sound-Color
Film Strips-Slides-Sound Recording

on reader service card

Louis A. Petronio, Writer
circle 861 on reader service card

South

12 Lake Road, Short Hills, N.J.
circle 521 on reader service card

We

take the mystique out

of the film business!

Professional/Fnigal Productions

TV Productions,

AVC

on reader service card

circle 340

Bernard Morris, Producer-Writer
RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Pictures: The Object of My

Kansas 67211

Wichita,

DISTRIBUTES
FILMSTRIPS — PROJECTORS
A-V Equipment— Free Catalog
on reader service card

circle 647

All

Good Wishes

for

Trans-Atlantic

the

FILM

Davenport

AND A-V PRODUCTION WITH A FLAIR

BRUCE MOODY
723 Old Stamford Road, New Canaan,
Conn. 06840
Phone: (203) 966-5347
Date of Organization: 1961
RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Scripts: Research and development of
historical series for educational television

Meadow, N.

circle 452

Y.

writes

MURKLAND, Writing
Box 38, New Milford,

Phones: (203) EL 4-3301/5660
RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Pictures: Some Call It Software (Film Enterprises/IBM); The Real

World

scripts,

.

in

Hawaii?

and

Street,

New York 10016

St.,

circle 867 on reader service card

Calif.

With

Prod.).
circle 863 on reader service card

successful

slidefilm training system?
wish you could

augment and freshen
impact and effectiveness?
At mini

clutter

and

See Cap Palmer's
in

the October

cost?

article

SMPTE

Journal

PARTHENON PICTURES
Los Angeles

circle 176 on reader service card

Hollywood,

Safety Officer (USAF); Sales
Star Kist (Harris-Tuchman

Missile

Soar

CINE -PIC HAWAII

(212) 867-8157

.

Phone: (213) 934-7302
1279 W. Forest Ave.. Detroit, Mich.
48201
Phone: (313) 831-1786
Date of Organization: 1952
Harry Preston, Writer, Director
RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Pictures: Air Weather Central;

Call

George Tahara
533-2677
1847 Pacific Hts. Rd.
Honolulu, Hawaii

.

HARRY PRESTON
N. Detroit
90046

861

its

sketches

.

.

Do you

FRANN SCHACHT

76

Places
Products (Aegis/Iulius Wile Sons);
Ventilation (Niagara/N. Y. S. Div. of
Fire Safety); Link The Classroom To
Flying (Cinema 65/Link Div. of Singer);
Project Read: The Teacher's Approach
Labs);
Research
(Aegis/Behavioral
Worlds Together (Sleeping Giant Films/
Human Relations Areas Files).
circle 862 on reader service card
.

(FWB & Assoc/IBM); Some-

Filming

shows

35 East 38

Motion Pictures: People

11554

on reader service card

lyrics for industrial

R.

Street,

1961

Henry R. Poster, Writer, Director
loyce Keys Poster, R.N., Research
RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS

Do you have a

SHE
also

Main

House

2000 LONGFELLOW AVE.
East

Voyage; Discovery Goes

Conn. 06776

on reader service card

Picture

PEP
A

of the Flaming Gorge
(ABC-Discovery).
circle 856 on reader service card

EDWARD

Writer-Consultant
circle 831

The

Illustrated);

To Belgium; Land

11

B.

Collection;

(self-sponsored).
circle 857 on reader service card

Coming Year

John

My

Is

Squad (NBC/New York

LIBRARY FILMSTRIP CENTER
3033 Aloma,

N.Y. 11050
Phone: (516) 883-3232
Date of Organization:

07078
Phone: (201) 376-3922

Affection
Inc.

45 W. 45/ NYC 10036
212-245-5313

R. POSTER & ASSOCIATES
Farm Road, Port Washington,

HENRY

BERNARD MORRIS

Kinescope-Editing-Animalion

WRITER

LOUIS ANTHONY PETRONIO

•

Theatrical-Aerial

— THE

2104 Genessee St., Utica, N.Y. 13502
Phone: (315) 732-4535
Date of Organization: 1958

II.

16mm-35mm-70mm

on reader service card

67 Old Highway, Wilton Conn. 06897
Phone: (203) 762-8400
Date of Organization: 1960
Eddie O'Brien, Writer-director
Lulu Winters. Production Assistant
circle 860 on reader service card

1965

Tony Lazzarino, Wiiter

2160 Rockrose Avenue

Commercial

on reader service card

Ceceille Lester, Associate

WRITER
YOUR OBJECTIVE

(Kerbawy Co./VW of

America).

90026

circle 754 on reader service card

BUSINESS SCREEN

CARL SELWYN PUGH
74 WasliiiiKton Avenue al First Street,
IVfiami Beach, Fla. 33139
Phone: (305) 538-4902
circle 864 on reader service card

RUTH
70 E. Walton
Phone: (312)

L.

RATNY

Chicago. III. 60611
4-5236
Ruth L. Rcitny. Writer/Producer
circle 865 on reader service card
St.,

MO

LEON

S.

RHODES

S.

circle 868

*
FRANN SCHACHT
35 East 38th Street, New York, N.Y.
10016
Phone: (212) 867-8157
RECENT
PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
FiLMSTRiPS, Slidefilms: The Lady Is A
Machine (Singer); The Three Bears
(British Leland Motors, Ltd.); Shoe-In
(Thorn McAn); Lightpower (Ontario
Hydeo); Security For Servicemen (Wm.
M. Mercer, Ltd.); Year Of The Big
Catch (Chevron): Paper Plates, Paper
Money (Continental Can); The Time Is
747 (Eaton, Yale Towne); It's A Wrap
(Monsanto). All of the above for Melandrea. Inc. From Chisel To Tape (IBM).
circle 867 on reader sen/ice card

IT ISN'T
IT

WILLIAM

SIMON FILM SCRIPTS,

L.

PRODUCTIONS

AND

The

Secret

of

the

Ice

10

035

7387, 7253. 7385. 7234. a!c.

MAGNETIC SOUND STOCK
16mm New and Reclaimed

35 and

FILM & EDITORIAL LEADER
Black Opaque 35mm
Black Opaque 16mm
Clear Leader 16mm
Also: Painted. Personalized

INC.

18.50
16.50
4.50

Primed & Lighislruck.

.siu«lii» film oxi^liaii^o
11555 VENTURA BLVD.
STUDIO CITY, CALIF. 91604
(213) 985-3303
_j
\^
circle 157 on reader service card

your camera
in

Skat-

Pushbuttons:

Horseplay; And now, a word from our
Foundation);
Safety
(Traffic
sponsor
Lesl We Forget (DBA Dilms for Bowlers
for Veterans, Inc.): The Possible Dream
(Airlie Prod, for Virgin Islands Tourist
(Arlie Prod./AmeriBureau); 3:08
can Red Cross); The Other Face of
Freedom (TRIP, Inc./American Road
Builders); A Lab Called Clover (Underwater Research Lab); Latin American

PM

On The Move

0525
025
06

LABORATORY STOCKS

SPONSORS

Motion Pictures: Otto Goes
ing:

CAMERA STOCKS

16mm EKTA Color 7242. 7241, 7265
16mm B & W 7220. 7222, 7231
16mm Color Negali.e 7254
35mm Color Negative 5251
35mm B & W 5220. 5222, 5231

on reader service card

24071 > Eye St. N.W., Washington,
D.C. 20037
Phone: (202) FEderal 3-7514
Date of Organization: 1958
William L. Simon, Film Writer
New York Representative: William
Morris Agency, Harry Ufland, 1350
Sixth Ave., New York. N.Y. Phone:
(212) JU 6-5100

RECENT

r

Can Company )

Continental

King Road. Brjn Athjn, Pcnn. 19009
Phone: (215) Wilson 7-4044
Loon Khodcs, Scriptinfi. Direct icn
RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Scripts: A New Way (Badger Cable
Laying); Acceptance of Planning Montgomery County Planning Commission);
Forge For Freedom (1976 Bicentennial),
circle 866 on reader service card

DAVID SCHER

305 Fast 86th St., New York, N. Y.
10028
Phone: (212) 427-5472
Date of Organization: 1966
S. David Scher, Writer
RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Pictures: Ore to Ore (Tomlin
Film/United Nuclear Corp.); R-2 (Target Film Prod. /Remington Rand); Steel
Lives Here; Assignment in Steel (Basford, Inc. /American Iron & Steel Institute); Directions '70 (Applied Concepts/

THE SOUTH
JOHN HUTCHINSON
FILM PRODUCTIONS
O. Box 2943!
Orleans, Louisiana

p.

New

(U.S.I.A.).

70129

circle 869 on reader service card

Continued on next page

(504) 241-3803

Circle 574 on reader service card

AN ORIGINAL SCORE

JUST SOUNDS LIKE ONE!

The DE WOLFE MUSIC LIBRARY swings you completely
away from that old, tired "canned music" sound. We're
constantly combining the music world here and abroad
to record all the contemporary sounds of today.

it's an 8-second TV commercial or an 80-minute
DE WOLFE has what you need. Cool. Young.
Classical to modern jazz and rock. You name it.

Whether

Make

sales training

more

film,

Write or phone today for the new, easy-to-use classified
catalog, and, of course, sample discs in any category
.

strictly

.

on approval.

effective witli

DuKane

Cassette IVIicromatic

—

Tape Cassette snaps In
sound
and filmstrip work together automatically to help your training and
selling efforts. The Cassette Super
Micromatic tape sound filmstrip

Zl

projector is the most versatile unit
ever developed.

T>eWolfi

High quality reproduction. Program Hold Control
Easy-to-use.

stops
stantly.

mc:
25

WEST

45 ST..

NEW YORK.

and

restarts

program

in-

Also projects 2x2 slides.

SEND FOR FREE LITERATURE

N.Y. 10036

COR POR ATION
'In assbCfaiilfn'vrHh Corelli-Jacotjs Film Music. Inc

circle 158 on reader service CSfd

NOVEMBER,

1970

>^^

AUDIO-VISUAL DIVISION

_

Dept. BS-110* St. Charles, III. 61074
_
circle 177 on reader service card

77

WRITERS

Fiitnakvrs:
CAROUSEL FILMS, INC.
new 16mm sound b/w or
of

educational

character.

contemporary and germane to educational, business and industrial
If

markets, we will screen with view
toward non-theatrical North American distribution. Write:

Carousel Films, Inc.
1501

Broadway

New

York,

Tel: (212)

—

Suite 1503
York 10036

New

STANFORD SOBEL
103 Park Ave., New York, N.Y.
Phone: (212) LE 2-1450

looking for
color films

10017

*
STARBECKER,
Suite A, Seven

on reader service card

Oaks

have the Creative Team and the Pro-

duction

ond

Facilities

Realization

bring

to

Interest of a

Good

all

the

Script to

Povt/er

Dromatic

on the Motion Picture or TV

screen.

EDWARD

R.

LANG PRODUCTIONS
DAYVO:^. O.

circle 597

on reader service card

Studios,

9145

Dept. of Transportation); All
IRS/Monumental
Day's Work
Films and Recordings, Inc.); Is a Career
As A Technician For Yon? (Counselor
Films, Inc. /Ralph Lopatin Productions,
circle 876 on reader service card
(

GENE STARBECKER,

Productions
Km

(

oiiinionwfalth
Miss, l)J2 T)

Vc

B( islon,
Tel: (417)

783-0200

MU

Gene

Motion
circle 324 on reader service card

Film Builder

475 Fifth Ave. New York, N.Y. 10017
3-1093
Phone: (212)
Date of Organization: 1953
RECENT

Starbecker,

Writer-Director

PRODUCTIONS
Pictures:

AND

Air

Try

me!

Hills,

N.

J.

(201) 376-3922

circle 109 on reader service card

LOW BUDGET

ANIMATION
robert p. heath productions, inc.

(FAA/US
A

Awards.

12 Lake Road, Short

to Screen,

INC.

Md. 20901
Phone: (301) 587-8648
E. N. Starbecker. President
M. A. Marlow. Researcher-Writer
Joan E. Simnis. Executive Secretary
RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Pictures: Dusk To Dawn
In

Writer

Cartoon and Technical from Storyboard

Sligo Creek Parkway, Silver Spring,

We

Film

Many

Date of Organization: 1947
RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Picturks: Clean Up With From
(Monumental Films / Aitken-Kynett);
AMEX TV Featureltes (Audio Prod./
American Stock Exchange); Challenge
(Henry Strauss Assoc. /Armco Steel),
circle 875 on reader service card

BR9-6734

circle 808

BERNARD MORRIS

SPONSORS
and

Pollution

Continued on pane 80

1627

scon

WEST ISLIP.
(516) 661-5935

AVE,,

circe 407 on

NY.

11795

"-^

'^f *:^'^^^

.^'""•^^:'-

-^^^P^lv^^*^^'

OBrien - The
WILTON, CONNECTICUT

AREA CODE

tOS

•

ff^riter

rttS^OO

Tt

DON SWEET
3402— 153rd Street, Flushing, N.Y.

WRITERS

Round Peg
in a Round Hole

Vegetation

(Air

Pollution

Control

Assoc./Monumental Films and Recordings. Inc.): Emergencies In The Making;
Attitudes: Sure Mack Sure (AAA Foundation For Traffic Safety).
circle 877 on reader service card

RAY SPERRY

We

think script writing

start with

—That's

fine

is

11354
Phone: (212) 463-9095
Date of Organization: 1963
RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS

Motion

Pictures:
Untitled
(Plaza
Prod. /Colt Industries).
circle 882 on reader service card

2332 Manchester Avenue, Cardiff-bythe-Sea, Calif. 92007
Phone: (714) 753-7118
Date of Organization: 1961

to

Ray

the start of fine

JOHN TATGE
322 East 34th St., New York, N.Y.
10016
Phone: (212) LE 2-3697
Washington Office: Felton Studio, 806
15th St. N.W.. >^a$hington, D.C.
Phone: (2021 638-6181
circle 883 on reader service card

T. Sperry, Writer

PRODUCTIONS AND
Motion Pictures: CATS

script writing.

RECENT

Spencer Bostwick's

Automatic Test System (Naval Electronics Laboratory Center).
circle 878 on reader service card

Planfilm, Inc.

HOWARD TURNER

•
CRAIG STEWART

2015 Virginia Avenue
McLean, Va., 22101
Phone (703) 536-6471

931 Darlington Lane, Crjstal Lake,
III. 60014
Phone: (815) 459-2278
Date of Organization:

circle 191 on reader service card

FILM FESTIVAL

SPONSORS
— Centralized

1968
Craig Stewart. Writer
circle 879 on reader sen/ice card

AWARD WINNING

57 West 75th Street, New York, N.Y.
10023
Phone: (212) 873-3211
RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Pictures: Islamic Heritage
(Graham Assoc. Inc./Esso Standard
Libya,

Inc.).

circle 884 on reader service card

"THE FISH STORY"

PETER

WRITER-DIRECTOR

GEORGE
18

West

45fh

St.,

(212)

circ e 889

YU

E.

WOLF

N.Y., N.Y. 10034

4-5707

on reader service card

ANOTHER DESI MAKING FILMS?
Si.

Yes.

Igen.

Oui.

J.

DICK UPTON SCRIPTS & COPY

STUPKA

418 S. Fourth Ave., Libertyville, HI.
60048
Phone: (312) 362-0174
circle 885 on reader service card

6980 Maple Street, N.W., Washington,
D.C. 20012
Phone: (202) Randolph 3-6427
Date of Organization: 1945
circle 880 on reader service card

WEBSTER

19541 S. Poplar, Mokena, III. 60448
Phone: (312) 479-9865
John Sumock. Writer
RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS

Ja.

Desi K. Bognar of AFI
Atelier Films, Inc.

"The Inter-Continentalists"
circle 338 on reader service card

Scripts: In production. The Industrial
Switch Out (self).
circle 881 on reader service card

J.

VAN DE MARK

502 Linden Place, Cranford, NJ.
07016
Phone: (201) 276-9649
Date of Organization; 1962
W. J. Van De Mark, Writer-Director

JOHN SUMOCK

circle 88G on reader service card

BENJAMIN

S.

WALKER

11317 Marcliff Road. Rockville, Md.
20852
Phone: (301) 493-5556
Date of Organization: 1963
RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
.Motion Pictlris: Charting The Oceans;
Loading and Stowage of Ammunition
Car^o, three films; Engine Trim Tester
(U.^S. Navy).
circle 887 on reader service card

HUGH GORMAN WHITTINGTON

y^°°"<:%

1216 Connecticut ,4venue N.W.,
Washington DC. 20036
Phones: (2«2) FEderal 8-6198;
EMerson 2-7326
RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Introduction
To
Motion Pictures:
Gremex (Goddard Space Flight Center);

terictel'ikfl^r;

telVsis telVsis «;
from the Greek telikos, teleos.
1: Purposive 2: Progress intell U-^n)i!

M ^IV.lMi

planned and directed
3: The attainment of desired
ends by the application of inligently

telligent

^^Rsu^xi^^

human

effort to the

means. Example: Our film
always telle—

is

TELIC, INC/FILM CENTER 630 NINTH AVENUE/NEW YORK, N.Y. 10036/ • 212 • 582-3480

Anatomy Of A
Prod.); Fosat
S.

(Irving Rusinow
Service (U.

— City
At Your

Navy).
circle 888

on reader service card

•

GEORGE
18 West 45lh

St.,

E. WOLF
New York, N.Y.

10036
Phone: (212) YU 6-5707;
(516) HU 2-9173
Date of Organization: 1948
George F. Wolf. Writer-Director
recent' PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Scripts; .Mtmorial Activities Program
(U. S. .^rmy); Technical Films (Grumman .Aerospace Corp.): The Fish Story
(Espicopal Church NBC): The Shavetail, in prepartion (Kilrea Pictures).

circle 180 on reader service card

80

BUSINESS SCREEN

Geographical Index to Producers
WEST CENTRAL STATES

A Reference Listing of Established
Business & Television Film/Tape Producers
In the United States, Canada and Abroad

MIDDLE ATLANTIC STATES

Kansas, Minnesota, Missouri

123-125

Nebraska, North Dakota, Wisconsin

125-126

SOUTHWESTERN STATES

Connecticut, Massachusetts, Vermont

.84-86

Arizona, Texas, Colorado

NEW ENGLAND STATES
New

Metropolitan

New York

State,

New

WEST COAST

PACIFIC

York

126-129

86-105

Jersey, District of

Columbia ...105-106

Maryland, Virginia, Pennsylvania

California

129-131

Metropolitan Los Angeles

131-138

107-110

NORTHWEST AND HAWAII

PACIFIC

SOUTHEASTERN REGION

Oregon, Washington, Hawaii

Alabama, Florida, Georgia

111-113

Kentucky, Louisiana, North Carolina, Tennessee

113-114

.138-139

BUSINESS SCREEN INTERNATIONAL
Canada

EAST CENTRAL STATES
Michigan, Ohio,

140-141

Belgium,

Indiana

Metropolitan Chicago, Illinois

England, France, Germany

114-117

Holland, Denmark, Norway,

118-123

India, Singapore,

141-144

Sweden

144-145

Japan

145

Alphabetical Index to Producers
Academy Film Productions,

Inc.

Academy-McLarty Productions
ACI Productions
Adfilm Producers, Inc
Admaster, Inc
A D Media
Aegis Productions, Inc

...118

Inc.

.105

86
87

Bear

84

Becker,

87

110
Animators, The
Anvil Film & Recording Group Ltd. .141
88
Arden, Hal Mark, & Company
141
Armada Productions
88
Arzt Productions, Inc
Associated Film Consultants Inc. .. 88
131
Atlantis Productions Inc
126
Atzec Film Productions
88
Audio Productions
105
Audio Visual Productions

Systems

Inc

Corporation
AVC-TV Productions Inc
AVI Associates Inc
Avon Productions Inc
A-V

Bailey,

Lem, Productions

Ballantine

Films,

Inc

Barbre Productions Inc

NOVEMBER,

1970

Beacon Features,

87

88
API - Atelier Films, Inc
140
Agincourt Productions Ltd
Albert, Marvin Motion Media Film .139
87
Allegro Film Production Inc
Altschul, Gilbert, Production Inc. .118
American Film Productions, Inc. .. 87
122
Anderson, Mark, Films
87
Aniforms, Inc
87
Animated Productions Inc
87
Animatic Productions Ltd
Animation Arts Association Inc. ..108

Audio Visual

Barton Film Company
Barton, Peter J
Bay State Film Productions

128
127
88

89
89
131

85
128

HI
Ill
Inc.

..

Inc

Films,

Inc
Marvin,

Film-Maker
Becker Twin Arts Studio

Benchmark

Films,

85

85
89
129

118

Inc

89
Bennett, Charles A., & Assoc
128
Benson, Martin, Films Ltd
141
Bergman, Lester V., & Assoc
89
Berry Production Service Inc
89
Betzer Productions Inc
118
BFA Educational Media
131
Blackman, Everett, Productions ..118
Bosco, Don, Films & Filmstrips ... 89
Bosustow, Stephen, Productions ...131
Bransby, John, Productions Ltd. ... 89
Bray Studios, Inc
90
Brill,
Richard G., Productions
105
Bruner Productions
105

Bukar

&

Larisch,

Businessfilm

Inc
International

90
Inc.

...

90

Caldwell Picture Corporation
90
Calvin Communications Inc
124
Calvin Productions of Pennsylvania .1C9
Cameron Film Production Co
139
Campbell Films
85
Campus Film Production Inc
90
Canawest; Master Films Ltd
140
Cantwell, Alexander, Assoc
90
Canyon Films, Inc
126
Carm-Lar Productions
131
131
Cascade Pictures of Calif
Gate & McGlone Films
132
Cavalcade Productions Inc
118

Center for Communication Inc
85
Center for Mass Communication of
Columbia University Press
90
Centron Corporation Inc
123
Century Studios
126
Century Studios Film Production ..113
Channel Films, Inc
90
Chanowski, M.M., Productions, N.V. 90

Chapman

Spittler

Chartmakers, The,

Inc

125

Inc

90
132

Chenoweth, R. B., Films
Chetwynd Films Ltd

140

Chisholm, Jack, Film Prod. Ltd. ...140
Chronicle Productions
90
Cinecraft Incorporated
116
Cinegraphics Incorporated
116
Cine/Graphique, Inc
90

Cinema

55,

Inc

91

Cinemakers Inc
Cine-Mark
Cinematography

91

Cinematronics, Inc
Cine'-Pic Hawaii
Cine-View, Inc
Circle Productions Inc
City Film Productions
Classroom World Productions
Close Plenum Productions Inc
Coffin Christensen, Todd Inc
Coleman Meyer, Inc
Coleman Productions Inc
Colonial Films Inc

Commonwealth

Films,

Inc

118
Ill
Ill
139
132
130
91
113
Ill
139
91
91

113
106

Communications 21
Communications Center, The
Communications Group West

HI

Communico

124

Ill

132

81

Communicators, Inc., The
84
Comtact Corporation
91
Confluence Films Inc
124
Contact! Business Communications. 118
Contempo! Production Inc
91
Continental Film Production Corp. .114
Copley Productions
137
Cornell Visual Aids Company
109

Countryman-Klang,

Inc

123

Thomas, Film Corp

Craven,

Crawley Films

Limited

140

Creative Arts Studio, Inc
Creative Consultants
Creative Film Group, The
Creative Productions Inc
Crowe, Gordon, Productions
Curtis, Nye, Associates

Custom

Films
Cygnet Films
Cypress Films

91

106
112
129
106
Inc.

..

135

Inc

D-4 Film Studios

91

84

125
138

Inc

85

D'Amylar Productions Inc
Dash, Harold, Associates Inc
Da Silva, Raul, Motion Pictures
Data Films
Davidson Films
Day, Gordon M., Inc
Dekko Film Production Inc
De LaVarre, Andre, Film Prod
Depicto Films Corp
Desort-Fisher Productions Inc
DPI Communications Inc
Dimension Films

92
118
....

Film Productions/ Indianapolis
Film Sense Inc
Film Works, The
Films by Edmond Levy, Inc
Films Five. Inc
Films for Industry Inc
Fine Arts Films Inc
Finley,

132
130

92
85

105

92

Glen.

132

G.N.

92
132

Jack.

92

Goodway

Dura-Sell

Dynamic

Corporation, The
Films Inc

Edcom Productions

Marshall L., Productions
Fairbanks, Jerry, Prod, of Calif.
Falkenberg. Paul, Films
Faber,

Fannon & Osmond

Inc

Productions Inc
Films Inc
Federal Film Production
Fell,
Edward, Productions
Fenwick, Milner, Inc
Filmack Studios
Filmaker 1
Filmaker's Inc., The
Film Collaborative Inc
Film Enterprises, Inc
Farrell,

Matt,

Fashion

Filmfair
Filmfair,

Communications
Inc

Film House, The
Filmline Production Assoc. Inc.
Film Makers of Philadelphia
Film Producers Service Inc
82

116
92

92
92
84
114

119
93
93

93
116

Edson, Franz, Incorporated
Educational Services
Education Development Center
Film Studio
Elektra Production Inc
Elms, Charles, Production Inc
Empire Photosound Incorporated
Envision Corp

133

Inc

107
106
84

119
119
133

93

93
..123
86
...129

...132

93
93
93
132

115

94
107

130

94
94
117
94
94

Inc

119

112

Arts,

Inc

Com

Interfilm

Cinema

110

East

113
84
127

Jefferson Productions
John, Michael, Assoc. Inc
Johnston, Hugh & Suzanne,

114

96
Inc.

..108

Joshua Tree Productions Inc
Denver
June 7 Productions

96

JPI

129
96

Kaleldo-6 Productions
Karas, Jonathan, & Assoc
Kartemquin Films Ltd
Katz, Max, Productions Inc

Keitz

& Herndon

133

King

95
107

.

96
96

.

134

96

Inc

Kerbawy Company, The
Kim & Gifford Productions

133

86
119

Victor,

Kellock Productions Inc

140

106

Productions Inc.
Keach, Stacy, Productions
Keith, Allen, Productions Inc
Kayfetz,

95
ISO

138
119
..

Jacoby Storm Productions
Jamieson Film Company

112
95

127

119
115
Inc.

...

96

Screen Productions
139
Kirn, Hal, Associates
107
Kirschner, William M., & Co. Inc. ..120
Kirt Films International Ltd
97
Klein, Walter J., Company Ltd
114
125
Kluge Film Productions Inc
Klugherz, Dan, Productions
97
Knickerbocker Productions Inc. ... 97

95

Lance

Ralph. Productions
Hallmark Film Productions

r^3

Handy, Jam, Organization Inc
Handy, Jam, Productions
Hankinson Studio, Inc
Hanna-Barbera Productions
Hardcastle Films
Haris-Tuchman Production Inc.
Hartley Productions Inc
Harvest Films, Inc

114
114

128

95
1?3
1^5

...133
93

95

Studios
Landis Wolf Inc
Lane Fi'ms
Lane, Don, Pictures Inc
Lang, Edward R., Productions

indi-

issue. See index
on oage 148. For
more information about any
producer listed, circle the numin this

to advertisers

ber at the bottom of his listing
on the reader service card located on page 148.

97

97
134

97
117

Lang. Stan, Inc
97
La Rue Films Inc
120
Lasky Film Productions Inc
117
Latent Image, The
110
Laurence Associates, Inc
86
League, R. M., & Associates
125
Le Roy Motion Picture Production

Studios
Gene, Productions
Lewis Young Corporation
Library Fllmstrip Center
Lieb, Jack, Productions
Lilly,
Low, Films West, Inc
Lloyd, Harvey, Productions Inc
Lodge, Arthur, Productions
Logay, Don, Productions
Logos Ltd
Lopatin, Ralph, Productions Inc.
Lord & King Associates Inc
Lori
Productions Inc
Love, James, Productions Inc
Low & Associates Inc
Lyceum Productions
Lester,

cate display advertising of pro-

...132
109

Inter

130

94

.

107
119

94

139
114

Instructional

NOTE: Boldface

106

96
134

94
117
P4

116

93
93
133

96

96
119
134

108

Films
Gordon Glyn Productions
Gotham Film Production Inc
Grandey, Rov. Productions
Graphic Films Corporation
Graphic Films Limited
Graphics-West
Gray, Mike, Associates
Greaves, William, Production Inc.
Green Associates Advertising
Guggenheim Production Inc
Guidance Associates of Pleasantville,
New York

ducers

115

129

107

126
115

95
134

Imagination, Incorporated
Films

95

listings

.

.

Impact

94

Inc

Hall,

95
108

112

128

85
93

Haverland Film Production Ltd
Haycox Photoramic, Inc
Heath, Robert P., Production Inc.
Hennessy, John H., Motion Pictures
Henning & Cheadle, Inc
Here & Now, Inc
Hess, Dan, Productions
Hicks, Robert Bruce, & Assoc
Hollywood Animators
Horn Griner Productions, Inc
Hotchkiss, Tom, Productions
Huber, Louis R., Productions
Hutchinson, John, Film Prod

H^

Productions Inc
133
Ooe'is' & Associates
119
Goldberger, Edward H.. Production .125
Goldsholl, Morgan, Design Associates,

William
Dolphin Productions Inc
Dona'd, Jonathan, Productions
Donati & Friends, Inc
Donovan, Kevin, Films
Douglas, Neil, Productions
Dunn, Cal, Studios Inc
Duo Productions Inc

94
130

Gemini Fi'ms Inc
General Pictures Corporation
Gerald Productions
Ghio Mario Production Group Ltd.
Gillelman Film Associates Inc

92

Ditzel,

94

92

92
Inc

130

Films
Fiorelli Fi'ms Inc
Fire Escape Limited
Fischer Cygnet Inc
Flagg Films Inc
F-M Motion Picture Service
Fordel Films Inc
Foster Films Inc
Four Winds Films Inc
Fox & Associates Inc
FPS Productions Inc
Frechette Films
Fried, Si, Productions Inc
Frost Productions Inc
Furman Films
FWB & Associates Inc

The

Center,

133

Fiore

Directors Group, Inc
Discovery Productions

Directors

Stuart,

117

97

134
120
123

120
134
97
97
120
108
..109

120
134
97

123
134

BUSINESS SCREEN

Madison, Larry, Productions Inc.
Magna Film Productions Inc
Mann, Monty, Productions
Mantell,

Harold,

..

Pictures

Pilot Productions

Inc.

Marshall, Lawrence, Prod. Ltd
Marshall Tay'or Prod. Limited
Marx Advertising

Summit

140

Portafilms, Inc

116

Super

141

Potpourri Productions
Price Filmakers
Price, John, M., Films Inc
Price-Weber Associates, Inc

135
135

Producers Group Inc., The
Producers Group Ltd
Producers Row, Inc
Producing Artists Inc
Production Thirteen
Provence Productions Inc
Purpose Film Center

100

98

Media Plus, Inc
Media Productions
Medion Incorporated

98

98

Inc

98
..130

Ire.

Mercury Newsfilm
Mercury Productions Ire
Metromedia Producers C-rp
Meyer, Robert J.. Productions

Quaid,

Productions

David,

.

.

Inc

,

lOI

P3

Bill

Moss Communications.

Inc

139

....Ml

Inc

MPO
MRC

Videotronic Repeater Corp.
Films Inc
Multimedia, Incorporated
Multi Media Productions
Munk. Burt, Productions Inc
Films,

Inc.

124

139
120

,99
109

117
115

99
100

121
131
Inc.

124
...100

84

Motion
138

110

Pageant Productions
Panel Film Productions Inc
Panorama Film Productions
Paragon Productions
Parry, Lew, Film Production
Parthenon Pictures

100
100

126

House

NOVEMBER,

1970

Robert Yarnall
Productions

Richie,
Riviera

101

136

Rocket Pictures, Inc

136

RMA.

102

Inc

Rocket.

Productions Inc
136
Rose-Magwood, Productions Inc. ...102
Rourke, Jack, Productions
135
F.

K.,

Ken,

Saco.

Associates,

Inc

105
Inc.

...135

Sanderson-Times Mirror
129
Sandler Institutional Films
136
Schulman, Samuel L
1C6
Scope Productions
112
Scope Productions Inc
138
Screen Presentations Inc
107
Secondari, John H., Productions ...102
Seneca Productions Ltd
102
Sergeant Film Services
102
Seymour, Jim, Associates
128

Show

Associates,

Inc

102

Showest

136

Productions
Sight & Sound Productions
Skyline Films Inc
Sloan Film Productions
Sloane, Bart, Films

127

110

Smith

112

Shuler

Studio,

Inc.,

The

Smith, Walter Harrison, Prod
Snazelle Productions Inc.
SPI Te'evision Center
Snyder, Bill, Films
Sofedi-Films
Solo Productions Inc
Spenfilm Corporation
Sponsors Film Service
Sportlite

Fims

107
Ltd.

..140

135
Inc.

...

84

102
102
127

81
131

125
141

102

129
101
121

100

Note: Boldface listings on this page
indicate
producer advertising on
other pages of this issue. See index
to advertisers on page 148. For more
information about any producer listed circle the number at the bottom
listing on the reader service
card on page 148.

of his

138
Inc. .136

Enterprises

Take Ten Incorporated
Tape Film Inc
Film Productions Inc
Market Productions Inc.
Teacher Made Films Ltd
Tech Films Corporation
Target
Target

Interests,

Inc

11?
126
126
122
102
102
...102
141

86
112

Ra Productions
Telecine Film Studios Inc
Tele-Color Productions Inc
Telemation Productions Inc
Tele-Tape Productions
Te!e-Video Productions Inc
Telle Studios Telle Inc
Terrell, W. R., A V Consultant
Thomas, Bob, Productions
Tilton, Roger, Films Inc
Time Life 6 Productions
Time Life 8 Productions
Tomlin Film Productions, Inc
TR Productions Inc
Training Films Inc
Trio Productions Inc
TVA Group, Inc., The
TV-Fi'm Graphics, Inc
Tel

110
122
108

122
102
129
103
124
106
138
117
116
103
86

103
103
103
103

101

Inc

138

Peckham Productions Inc
100
People Reaching Productions
121
Persuasion Systems, Inc
121
Piccadilly Films Inter'l Co. Ltd. ...128
Picture

115

Sande, Robert, Productions

O'Connor, Walter, Company
Omega Productions Inc

Associates,

112

Re^an Productions Inc

126

Nicholson-Muir Productions Inc. ..100
Niles, Fred A., Communications

Lloyd,

136
Inc

SA Films

99

National Teleproductlons Corp
National Television News Inc
Nestingen Films
NFL Films Inc

Pearson,

114

131

99

Inc

Centers, Inc
Nolan, Roy, Productions
North Star Production Inc
Nowak, Amram, Associates,
Noyes, William, Films
Northwestern Incorporated
Pictures & Recordings

Inc

99

Motion Picture Centre Limited
Motion Picture Service Co

Murphy, Owen, Productions

.101

Rarig's

Reel 3
Reela Films

Mutschmann

113
135

141

Reeder Productions

Moynihan Associates,

100

116

Ragsdale Carl. Associates, Ltd. ,..101
Randon, Lee, A VC
121
Ravitz, Lawrence, Associates, Inc. .101

Fi'ms Production
128
Forney Film As'ociation ..i09
Minifilms Productions
112
Mode-Art Pictures, Inc
1 in
°9
Mokin, Arthur, Production Inc.
Morehouse, Clint, & Associates ...135
Morgan, Byron, Associates Ire. ...103
Morgan, J. C. Fi'm Productions ...!3'.
Monumental Films & Re:ordirg5

12Sl

Swartwout

98
175
91

Miller,

Inc

113

101

Inc

Films,

8mm

109

121

Inc.

Ted,

Productions
Sutherland, John, Productions
Swain, Hack, Productions Inc
Swanson Productions, Inc

Tel-Air

MFC

Morrow,

121

100

130

Melandrea, Inc
Mendelson, Lee, Film Prod.

Ill

135

126

Inc

Steeg,

ICO

Matthews, William W., & Company .110
Mattico Associates, Inc
120
Maiples Films Inc
98
McGovern, Jim, & Associates
123
MCI Video Film Productions Inc. .. 98
McKay, Cameron, Productions
134

Medcom

Spottswood Studios

123

98

.

135
121

Pinnn
Place for Film Making, The
Playhouse Pictures
Plus Two Productions Ltd

98

Marathon International Prod.
Marsh Film Enterprises

tor

Productions, Inc
101
Stiber, Sidney J., Productions, Inc. .101
Stokes, Bill, Associates, Inc
127
Strauss, Henry, Communications ...101

122

Inc

Business

98

86

Unit One Film Productions Inc.
University Films Inc
Urie, John, & Associates
Ushijima, Henry, Films Inc
Valley

Productions

Inc

Van Praag Productions Inc
Van Valkenburg, George, Prod
Vavin,

Inc
Inc

Ltd

Methods

137
122
116
104
138

122
104

Video Films Incorporated
Vidieom-8 Information Services
Vision Associates Inc
Visual
Visual

103

103

Vebo Productions,
Viafilm

..103

Inc

Presentations
Visualscope Inc
Visuals Unlimited
VPI Films Inc

115

...137

104
117

Inc

127
104
137
137

Wade, Roger, Productions Inc
104
Warner, Jerry, & Associates
137
Warner, Robert, Productions
104
Wayne, Street, Sands & Gerard Inc. .104
Western Film Limited
140
Westport Communications Group Inc. 84
Wexler Film Productions
137
Wilding Inc
115
Wil ard
Willard

Pictures,

Inc

Productions
Winik Films Production Inc
Wombat Productions Inc
Wooster Productions Inc
World Wide Video Association
Wynne Award Films

Zacks & Perrier Inc

104
113
104
105

113
105
127

104

Zapel Studios, Inc
122
Zweibel, Seymour, Productions Inc. .105
83

CONNECTICUT
AD

MEDIA ARTISTS

Director
1"

videoServices: Specialize in Vi" and
multitape production. Also slide-sound,
media presentations, consultants in media
Location
Facilities:
communications.
editing.

shooting,

RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Videotapes: ACADIE (F. H. Playhouse); Shade of the Doorstep; The
Emerging
Community. The Child
(F.
Identity (White House); Half A Six
H. Playhouse).
circle 301 on reader service card

—

.

.

Berry Production Service, Inc.
Ball

Pond Road

East,

New

Conn. 06810
Phone: (203) 746-1800
See complete listing under

Fairfield,

New

THE COMMUNICATORS,

York).

INC.

Pomfrel Center. Conn. 06259
Phone: (203) 928-7766
Donald J. Ryan, President I Chairman
of the Board
Norval F. Smith, Vice President of
Operations

James S. Morse, Vice President of
Marketing
Carleton Bearse, Vice President, of

Motion Pictures
Services: Complete audio visual produc-

industry and
tion services for business,
education, including motion picture, film
Scriptstrip and sound slide productions.

and technical art,
motion and instrumentation photog-

ing: design, illustration
still,

raphy; hot press, hand lettering, titling
and offset printing; sound recording, engineering, scoring and high speed reel
and cassette duping; strip and slide masand
tering. Facilities: Studios, offices
complete in-house facilities and equipment for the services offered above.
RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Pictures: Position Counts;
Where The Action Is: Paper Handling
Play:

P.S.

Worth
ing

It

Was

It's Child's
Missint; Recess For: Rust ProofAll;
Vehicles: You Can't Win
& The Chicken: Life Cycle of the
Fastatements; Speeding Your In-

People;

Em

Egg
Moth;

formation S\stcms; 7270 Data Systems;
One Girl Mail Room; The Bostron Concept;

AQmm

Shell Inspection.

.

circle 302 on reader service card

CUSTOM FILMS INC.
11 Cob Drive. Westport, Conn. 06880
Phones: (203) 226-0300
Date of Incorporation: 1963
Lester S. Becker, President
Services: 16mm and 35mm motion pictures for business, industry, sports. Speand comcial services for auto racing
Complete
Facilities:
sports.
petition
produceditorial facilities; all portable
iton equpiment for location photography
with multiple crews, including lights
cameras and sound recorders for all

work.
RECENT

PRODUCTIONS

Motion Pictures: The

AND

Sandy
Hook, Connecticut
Phone: New York (212) 989-1754
(See complete listing under New York

KEVIN DONOVAN FILMS

Phone: (203) 853-3133
Date of Organization: 1969
Debra Campo, Acting Artistic

SPONSORS
World

Wildest

(STP Corporation); The Chaparral 2 /
(General Electric Co.); The Southern
Wide
500; The National 500 (ABC
World of SporU); Solving The Disc

44 Treat Road, Glastonbury, Connecticut 06033
Phone: (203) 633-9331
Date of Organization: 1953
Branch: 101 West 57th St., New York,
N. Y. 10019
Phone: (212) 246-4287
Kevin Donovan, Owner
Sidney Berry, Executive Producer
H. Dildilian, Lab Coordinator
George McMillin, Writer
Services:

TV

Spots,

filmstrips
Public relations,

slides,

and

Motion

City)
circle 307

WILLIAM NOYES/FILMS

pictures,

advertising, industrial,
Arriflex Cameras

—

Facilities:

medical.

S & BL) Nagra, Magnasync
sound equipment, studio and portable
lighting, editing equipment.
RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Newsreel
1970
Pictures:
Motion
(Northeast Utilities); CYA Refueling
(Conn. Yankee Atomic Power Co.);
Power Across The Soimd (Long Island
Lighting Co.); Progress At Northfield
Mt. (Stone & Webster Engineering); Kirby Bauer Method of Disc Sensitivity

(Model

Corp.).
circle 308

26

recordings,

(FFl)

for

scripts

industry,

government and education. Facilities:
General business offices, screening and
editing and distribution faciltiies.
RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Picture: Drugs: Facts Everyone
Needs to Know (FFI). Sound Filmstrip: Self-Goverance In Education (National Education Association).
circle 305 on reader service card

JACOBY/STORM PRODUCTIONS
06880
Phone: (203) 227-2220
Date of Organization: 1965
Frank D. Jacoby, President
Services: Complete creative motion picfrom the idea to the
ture services
finished film. Have filmed in 40 counFaciltries for industry and government.

—

documenities: Specialist in industrial,
films,
tary, educational, sales promotion
Arriflex cameras, Nagra and Uher re-

corders, full lighting equipment, sound
transfer gear, six-plate Steenbeck editing.

PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Through The Mill

Motion Pictures:

(Buriington Industries); Unfinished Story
(Association for Study of Abortion);
What's The Tallest I Can Grow? (Umted
Federation of Teachers); There'll Always
Be A Girl (Seventeen Magazine); TalkEconomic Oping Typewriter (Office of
portunitv).
circle 306 on reader service card
.

Ave.,

.

necticut 06840
Phone: (212) OX 7-9174
Date of Organization; 1950
Walter Harrison Smith, President
Motion picture production,
Services:
of
consultants on use and exploitation
Facilifilm by business and industry.
concept.
ties- Cameras, editing, writing,
RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Pictlires: Fishing In The EverBahamas (Iv
elades: Fishing In The
Syndication); The Wonderful World of
Welch (Welch Foods).
circle 310 on reader service card

WESTPORT COMMUNICATIONS
GROUP,
155

INC.

East State Street. Westport,

Conn.

06880
Phone: (203) 226-3525
Date of Incorporation: 1965
Fred Hertz, President

Tod Dockstader.
this symbol over a proto
ducer's listing in these pages refers
Prodisplay advertisement in this 21st

duction Review issue.

INC.

Conn.

WALTER HARRISON SMITH
PRODUCTIONS
New Canaan, ConTerrace,
Highview

101 East State St, Westport, Conn.

RECENT

Imperial

Westport.

06880
Phone: (203) 226-4295
Date of Organization: 1952
Lloyd Pearson, President
Alexander Greeley, Secretary
President
J. D. Pearson, Vice
Services: Visual Communications conand
sultant and producers, international
domestic audiovisual and multi-media
stuservices. FACiLmEs: Comprehensive
on a
dio and remote facilities operaUng
world wide basis.
_.„^„o
RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Conquered
The
Slidefilms: Land Of
(McGraw-HiU); Images of Antiquity
(Eevptian Tourist Board); Ray-0-Vac
Multi-Medu:
Inc.)
(ESB,
Abroad
InU.);
PM Overseas (Phillip Morns,
Rubber Plantations Today (Umroyal).
circle 309 on reader service card

Research Drive, Stamford, Conn.
06906
Phone: (203) 324-1341
Date of Organization: 1964
Joseph A. Fiorelli, President,
Treasurer, Exec. Producer
Robert Beebe, Secretary
Services: Total Film Production, Filmstrips,

on reader service card

LLOYD PEARSON ASSOCIATES,

Testing (Sobering Corp.).
circle 304 on reader service card

FIORELLI FILMS, INC.

on reader service card

371 Greens Farms Road, Westport,
Conn. 06880
Phone: (203) 259-8871
Date of Organization: 1969
William Noyes, Producer
Services: Motion pictures, sound film
for
strips, and mixed-media presentations
industry, education and TV.
RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Don't Try It
Slidefilms: Marijuana
(Curriculum Studios, Inc.); Typography
Graphics).
Is An Art (Ad-Set House of
Multi-Medu: Harnessing The Informa(GT&E Data Services
tion Explosion

photography.

still

FILMS, INC.
Road,
Hill

Walnut

Studio:

.

832. Fairfield, Conn. 06430

Bos

P. O.

MRC

Brake Mystery (Grey Rock Div. of Raybestos Manhattan).
circle 303 on reader service card

Vice President

Hubert Lindsay. Art Director
Audio-visual production; (all
sales, educational, training,
advertising, marketing and promotion.

Services:

Media)

for

BUSINESS SCREEN
84

and art production
and mono recording studio,
still and
motion photographs; scripting;
mixing and editing; sound effects and
music libraries; electionic synthesi/cr.
RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Ml'iriMiiiiA; 1970 Pn-scntalion (National Book Committee). SiioiiiiM: A
Guided Tour (University MicrofilmsXerox); The Aiticricans. series of 16
(American Heritage Publishing); TSO!
360 (IBM). Tv' CoMMiRciAis: For
FACiLiTirs:

Public

BEACON FEATURES,

Design

studio; stereo

l-ibr;u-ies

circ e 311

of

New York

State.

on reader service card

MASSACHUSETTS
BALLANTINE FILMS,

tations.

PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
MoiioN PicujREs: Tell It Like It Is
(Knapp Shoes); What's On The Menu

RECENT

(Market Forge). Slidefiims: Challenge
Of Our Affluent Society (Inter-Harvest);
Cook's Tour (Knapp Shoes); Keep It

Moving (United

INC.

INC.

70S Wasliiiiglon Street, Dcdhani, Massachusetts 02026
Phone: (617) 329-9504
Date of Organization; 1951
J. Leonard Sanderson. President
Barbara Keane, Treasurer
Services: Write and produce motion
pictures for every use and write, photograph, and produce slide sound presen-

on reader srevice card

115 Newbury Street, Boston, Mass.

CENTER FOR COMMUNICATIONS

Phone: (617) 267-2160
Date of Organization: 1957
Jerry T. Ballantine, Prcsldcni. Head oj
Prod.
Charbs E. Ballantine. Vice President,

Producer

Asst.

Skrvicis: Motion picture and television
production. Facii.ities: Camera, sound

and editing equipment and facilities.
circ'e 312 on reader service card

industry, science, education,
Consulting in
research.
audiovisual media, educational technology, photographic instrimientation. and
optical systems. Research and development in visual communications techniques and applications. Design engineering, and fabrication of audiovisual
systems, elcctro/mechanical/optical devices and simulators. Supply of photographic, television, and optical equipment. Facilities: Complete 16mm production facilities including Arriflex and
Nagra equipment, recording, interlock
for

and

medicine

BAY STATE FILM PRODUCTIONS,

INC.

35 Springfield St., Agawam (Springfield), Mass. 01001
Phone: (413) 734-3164
Date of Organization: 1944
David D. Doyle. President
Morton H. Read. Assistant to the
President
Harold O. Stanton. Vice-President.
Public relations
Francis N. Letendre. ]'ice-Presidenl,

Laboratory
Services; 16/35mm motion pictures in
b&w and color; TV commercials and
programs: sound slidefilms. filmographs;
storyboards; technamation; foreign language, narratives; special effects, still photography, b&w and color; script services;
3
sales and training aid: distribution.
screen multi-media, multi projector road

shows.

PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Pictures: The Perfect Com-

RECENT

Motion

bination (.Asphalt Roofing Mfg. .Assoc);
Communications: Submarine:
BR.-l/\(i
Missions. CImriicterislics, Capabilities (U.
S. Navy); A Fool And His Money (U.
And
S. Marine Corps);
of
(Factory
Fxlinguishers
Portable
Fire

ABC

Ds

Mutual Engineering); Edison And His
Friend.'!
1970 (Edison Electric Institute); Engine Brake Installations (Jacobs Mfg. Co., 3 films); Magic In Your
Doorway 1970 (Door Operating Equipment E)iv. of Stanley Works); Radio

—

Procedures for Pilots (Federal

.Aviation

Committment to Service (Junior League of Greater Springfield); People, Precision and Power 1970 (Stanadyne Corp.). Film Loops: Tecnifa.x
.Agency);

Corp.: Educational Direction. Inc.: Harper and Row. Publishers. Filmstrips:
Youth Crib (Baby Products): Evaporated
Milk (Scott Papre); Organ Banks: Nigh<
Sky: Down The Math Path: The Cell:
Dimension, Direction & Condition: Liaht,
Heat & Sound: Lunar Probe (Tecnifax
Corp Div. of Plastic Coating, Sub. of
Scott Paper); The Nervous System: MaHuman Body: Round
rine
Biology:
Worm: Digestive (Educational Direction,
Inc.).

circle 313 on reader service card

NOVEMBER,

1970

INC.

43 Lovett Srtect, Beverly, Mas.s. 01915
Phone: (617) 922-3773
Date of Organization: 1952
Date of Incorporation: 1968
Alex Ushakoff, Jr., President
D. E. Wethey, Vice-President
Services: Production of films, visual
presentations, photography, modeK and
exhibits

complete

PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
MorioN PiciUREs: Mrs. .Andrews (Bernstein & Co.); The File System (Fngi-

RECENT

Advertising); Playground (Sacks
Co.); Ilutr.ler (Center Productions);
Moratorium (United Brands); Tensor
Corp. (Harvard Businc-s School); Module H (Baker Bros.); All Stars (Gillette
Co.); New Building Project (Federal Reserve Bank of Boston).
circle 316 on reader service card
neerctl

&

D-4

56

Motion

Pictures:

(Department of Vocational Education):
Health Film (Div. of Occupational Education); Vietnam Calling (Simplex Wire
& Cable Co.); Our Future Starts Here
(North Shore Children's Hospital); The
Barry System (The Barry Controls Div.
of Barry Wrifht Corp.). TV CovfMERciALs: N/C Machining (Gurnard Manufacturing Co.). Special: Experimental
(Boston RedevelopResearch Project):
Psxchdcelic
(Rochester
Livht
Systetn
Philaharmonic Orchestra); Dciwison Exhibit
(NRM.A Convention. Dennison
Manufacturing Co.); Dennison Meritag
(Slide-Tape Denlson Mfg. Co.).
circle 315 on reader service card

Information Center

ment Authoritv.

HUD

DEKKO FILM PRODUCTIONS,
126 Dartmouth

St.,

INC.

Boston, Mass.

02116
Phone: (617) 53fi-6169
Date of Oreani7;ition: 1946
Joseph Rothberg. President
Webster Lithgow, Creative Di'/ctor
Aloysius Petruccelli. Production Mgr.
Howard Rothberg. Sound Recordini;
Services: Corporate. Training. Marketing & Instructional Motion Pictures &
Filmbtrips. Producer dealer for Technicolor aTd LaBelle Courier. Facilities:
Complete in house faciUty. fully equipped
with sound stage, interlock projection
theatre
editing rooms
art and animation, sound recording & mixing, resolving, transfers and optical recording.

—

—

Newton,

Mass.

Date of Organization: 1935
Joseph Dephoure, President &
Treasurer
Stephen Dephoure, Vice President
Ralph Picardi, Laboratory & Printing
Dept.

16mm

color and b&w produceducational,
medical,
government, TV, public relations, trainSound recording, optical &
ing films.

Services:

Industrial,

tion.

magnetic.
Negative,
cessing.

and
and

Color
positive
Editing:

and conforming.
and super titles.

b&w

printing.
reversal
pro-

A&B

roll preparation
.Animation, hot press
Facilities: Air-condi-

sound-proof studio. 15mm camArriflex with zoom. Fearless sound
camera, 3 Bell & Howell 2 cine specials,
tioned

eras:

hydrolly with fluid heads, 16mm Sync
Recorder, 3 16mm, interlocked dubbers.

PRODUCTIONS

RECENT

(No production

AND

SPONSORS

credits indicated)

circle 317 on reader service card

EDUCATION DEVELOPMENT
CENTER FILM STUDIO

AND

SPONSORS
Wheels of Change

Street,

02158
Phone: (617) 969-7770

eras.

PRODUCTIONS

FILM STUDIOS, INC.

EInivvood

and mixing facilities. Various instrumentation equipment and high speed camRECENT

equipment and crew

location

capability.

Fruit Sales).

circle 314

02116

NEW ENGLAND

39 Chapel Street. Newton, Mass.
02160
Phone: (617) 969-7100
Date of Orsanization: 1957
Jack Churchill. Executive Producer
John J. Barta. Production Manager
Services: Staffed by full-time or freeprofessional film makers, resident
and engineers, technicians and
administrative personnel who support a
variety of consulting scholars and eduprincipals.
Facilities:
cators as film
Motion picture and television production,
sound stages with carpentry, shops, editing suites, mixing theatre and view theatres, microcinematic studio with biology
laboratory, film library, art department.
35mm and 16mm high-speed, time lapse,
graphic and computer animation. Coaxial

lance

scientists

connection

with

WGBH-TV

videotape

facilities.

PRCDUCTICN;

R'-CENT

AND

SPONSORS

Eskimo: Fight For
Life (CBS); The Baboon Troop (Social
NSF);
Program,
Curriculum
Studies
They Can Do It (Early Childhood Education Study, OEO); Another Way To
Learn (E'ementary Science Study); Life

Motion Pictures:

Cycle

of

the

Flat

Worm

Cryptocotyle

Lingua (Devclopmen'al Biology Film
Program); Micr<nyove Optics (College
Physics Film Program); Movies From
Computers (National Committee For
Engineerin'? Films); Atmo.'s(.American MeteoroElect ri'ily
logical Society).
circ'e 318 on reader service card
Electrical

pheric

85

ENVISION CORPORATION
323 Newbiirj StreeJ. Boston, Mass.
02115
Phone: (617) 267-4450
Date of Organization: 1967
Bernt Petterssen. President

Fred Brink. Head of

Slill

Photography

shows, multislide
Services:
Films,
media shows, brochures. Facilities: Two
screening
glamorous
editing
rooms,
room with Siemens.

RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
.Motion Pictures: Skin (S. D. Warren
Co.): Women In Revolt; Credit Cards
(Polaroid): Tag (Boston); Image o]
Christ: Film of Fi'ms (United Church of
Christ); Pine Tree (Pine Tree Camp).
Slidefi'ms: Action Unit (United Church
of Christ); Supermarkets (Polaroid); No
Smoking (D. C. Heath).
circle 319 on reader service card

JONATHAN KARAS & ASSOCIATES
Science House. Manchester, Mass.
Phones: (617) 526-1120; 526-7116
Date of Organization: 1958
Dr. Jonathan Karas, President
Services: Creative science and engineering consultants to advertising agencies,
industry and film producers. Scientific
demonstrations, exhibits; motion picture
technical testing and specialized
writing. F.\cilities: Laboratory and photographic facilities and affiliations with
university technical staffs with laboratory
and testing facilities. Scientists and engi-

scripts,

available as consultants in any
branch of service and engineering and as
professional exhibit demonstrators.

neers

RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Line Presentations: Volkswagen Automobile Shows: Porsche/Audi AutomoSilicones:
bile Shows: General Electric
Carborundum: General Electric Plastics:
Strombreg-Carlson: S t r o m b e r g DataInsulating
graphix: Genera' Electric

—

—

Materials.
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LAURENCE ASSOCIATES,

INC.

215 Stuart Street. Boston, Mass. 02116
Phone: (617) 423-0133
Date of Organization: 1948

49 Berkeley

Srteet, Boston.

INC.

Mass.

02116
Phone: (617) 482-5580
Date of Incorporation: 1955
Robert Berman. President
Maryann Squadrito, Art Director
Benjamin Miles, Art Assistant
Jay Rose, Production
Services: 16mm and 35mm motion picture production. TV commercials, slides,
film strips, art work, hot press lettering,
creative
services,
magnetic & optical
sound services. Facilities: Studio 2500'.
Maurer, Arriflex, Auricon. Bell & Howell
Cameras, Magnasync and Ampex Mon-

&

aural

stereo sound.

PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Pictures: When Help Is Needed

RECENT
(Mass.

State

Police);

Urban

Renewal

People Who Work
On Christmas Night (New England Telephone); various programs for General
Electrci.
Filmstrips:
Colorado Stone
(Advance Building); Onset Ski Resort
of Newton);

(City

screening
rooms;
kinescopes.

PRODUCTIONS

RECENT

Motion

Pictures:

(Sylvania

Horizons:

Oil.

Opening

TV

(Audiscan/ Mobile

Commercials: Apex Swimming

Pools;

J. C. Best Carpets; Eclipse Sleep
Products of New England. Bataca.
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TECH FILMS CORPORATION
222 Arsenal Street, Watertown, Mass.
02172
Phone: (617) 923-1661
Date of Organization: 1965
Wm. J. McCrea. President
Edward B. Shaw. Vice President of
Productions
Services: 16mm & 35mm motion picture producers of educational/ industrial
printing of all
films
processing and
16mm motion picture film. Facilities:
larger facilities in Watertown, lab
includes. Model "C" Bell & Howell printer and color analyzer, production unit
features 16mm .Arriflex B. L. M.,

New.

Kem

animation;

AND

SPONSORS

Magicubes
The Fo.v-1 System

Blucdot

Teamwork (Honeywell); GE-

12 Qtly. & Summary Film Reports (General Electric); DeSimone For Governor
(Political Committee). Slidefilms: Gar-

den Products (Zayre's Dept. Stores); Arts
series (Arts Six); Monokote (W.R.
Grace Co.); Chain Drug Stores (Davol,
Inc.). TV Commercials: Jordan Marsh
Six.

(Smith Patterson); Series for \st FinanMarketing (First Fin. Mktg. Group);
Maine National Bank: Webber Oil (Curcio Advtg.); Seafoods (Mass. Seafood
Council).' Home Rule (Boston College
Comm. Rel.); State Mutual Insurance
(Bresnick); Conn for Attorney General
cial

i

Prentice Advtg.).
circle 324 on reader service card

(Advertising Agency Associates); Credit
(Credit Control Service/.^udiscan); Wire Bonding (Sylvania Elec./
.^udiscan); Softwcar (Honeywell); Busi-

Film

Electric);

and

(The Foxboro Co.); Bentley Means Business (Bentley College); F-lllB Weapon
System (USAF); Total Power: New

Control

ness

art

VERMONT
CAMPBELL FILMS
Academy Avenue, Saxtons River,

Vt.

05154
Phone: (802) 869-2547
Date of Organization: 1947
Robert M. Campbell, Executive
Producer
James Hormel. Writer-Editor
Elizabeth Chromec, Editor
Milton W. Bellows. Cameraman-Editor
Services: Educational and business films
for all purposes. Sound Slidefilms, filmmulti-media, training programs.
strips,
Industrial still photography. Editing service.
Contract shooting, audio-productions. Facilities: Complete facilities for
studio and location shooting. Arriflex
and .\uricon cameras. Nagra and Mag-

30KW

lighting equipment. Com16mm
editing rooms.
stand.
,'\nimation
screening.
interlock
16mm distribution services.

nasynch
pletely

equipped

Oxberry Ani-

RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Pictures: Four Cats (Guidance

L. R. Miller, President
Ray Welch, Vice-President

RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Pictures: Membrane Microf ti-

Sam

tration

Information Center); Time To Grow
(N.H. School Readiness Project.); Two
Productions for the Perkins School For
The Blind; LIntitled production for Eisen-

Miller, Treasurer

John Daley, Office Manager
Services; Fi'mstrips; sound slidefilms,
art, photography, scripts, sound recording, motion pictures, staging. A-V equipment for sales, rentals. Facilities: 5,000
sq.

ft.

downtown

Bench,

Editing

Universal
mation.

Dawn
Polar
Control Over Time
Kodak/PolarciJ);
Confics

(Millipore);

(EG&G);

Mans

(Eastman

(RCA);

Benjamin

(Epilepsy

this

symbol over a pro-

ducer's listing in these pages refers to
display advertisement in this 21st Production Review issue.

hower College.
circle 325 on reader service card

Founda-

tion).

circle 323

on reader service card

NEW YORK

street floor; three dark-

rooms, color processing; photographic &
design studios. Editing, screening and
sound rooms. Repair section.
RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Slidefii MS: Faulkner Orientation Piogram (Faulkner Hospital): Dyna Pert
Systems (USM Corporation); Wanted:
10.000 Jobs (Mayor Kevin White's Economic and Development Commission).
FiLMSTRiPS: FT-4 (United Aircraft Pratt
& Whitney). Multi-Media: An Evening
For Tomorrow (Worcester Redevelopment Authority); A Study (Manpower
Assistance Proect). Commercials: For
Puritan Press Radio Spots/Van Christo
Assoc; Boston Pops WGBH.
circle 321 on reader service card

86

MAGNA FILM PRODUCTIONS,

ACI

TR PRODUCTIONS, INC.
1031 Commonwealth Ave.. Boston

35

02215

CITY

PRODUCTIONS
New York, N.Y.
St..

West 45th
10036

Phone: (212) 582-1918
Date of Organization:

Phone: (617) 783-0200

TV

July. 1958
Roccos. President
Daphne Brooke. Vice President/
General Manager
Toll Fliakos. Production Mgr.
Services: Motion picture production including photography, animation, editing,
sound and music. Facilities: Recording
and editing facilities; small studio and
photographic equipment.
circle 326 on reader service card

equipment; 2 sound
sound recording facilities; Naara.
Magnasync, Ampex, interlock projection;

leferences provided in these
pages are for the guidance of our
buyer-readers. Check titles and sponsors
listed; preview work of your prospective
producer who is listed in these pages.

Date of Organiation: 1947
Oscar H. Cheses. President
Alfred D. Benjamin. I'ice President,
Production
Eugene W. Jones, Vice President/
Musical Dir.
James Lambrenos, Art Director Animation Cameraman
Motion pictures animation,
Services:

—

wide-screen,
commercials and programs, cartoon packindustrial,
ages; educational, scientific,
public relations and business films; filmstrips, slides, script services. Facilities:
35 and 16mm Arri's. Mitchell cameras;
live

action,

KEM

stages;

theatrical,

& Moviola

Stelios

References to Guide the Buyer
Client

listing

BUSINESS SCREEN

ADFILM PRODUCERS, INC.
.St..
New ^ ork. New

60 Kast 55th

sound
equipment.

equipment;

Phone: (212) 758-3040

Date of Organization: 1968
Matt Harlib, President /Executive
Prottiiccr

Alice Haynsworth. Production
Assistant

Motion

videotape,
pictures,
productions: we are a production department and audio-visual arm
for companies that have none of their
own. Facilities: Everything necessary to
the production of film, tape or audioaudio-visual

visual materials,

PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Pictiires: The Onink Driver
(Nassau County); Tiro Hands (Eastman
Kodak); Rain Fresh Feel inn (Lever
Bros.). SiiDEFiLMs: Home Acquariums
No
(Metaframe Corp.). Videotape:
Trick (Van Wyck Infl).

RECENT

circle 327 on reader service card

PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
MoiioN Prihris: The Case Against
Rubella: Conver.mtions In Medical Ethics; Management of Shoulder Dystocia;
Report On .Amphetanune (Smith, Kline
I.aboratories);
.-iustralia
and
French
Walk-About; Yankee With A Differ(Monsanto);
Mi.ro-Circulation;
ence
Hiatus Hernia (Conevisual/ Warner-ChilI.aboratories): Multi-Strand Sutures
Alcoholism: A Disease In
(Ayerst LaboraDisguise: O.sleoporsis
tories); The Management of Parkinsons

cott

(Ethican);

and Si/ndromc
Hoffnian-LaRoche Labs); Facets of Brightness (InDisease

(

Nickel);
Ire'and;
Fashion
.And The Stars (Mens Fashion Institute); The Champlain Film Press Story
Champlain); Barrier Surgical
(Bobst
Gown; Arterial Graft (Johnson & Johnson); Project Read: An Opportunity For
Teachers; Project Read: How It Works
(Behavioral Research Laboratories); InMcNeil
noval In Orthopedic Surgery
Laboratories); Arterio.sonda
Why It
Works (Roche Laboratories); One Sight.
One Sell (Pepsi Cola). Newsfims: 1969
Penney Magaziiw .Awards (J. C. Penney); Borg Warner Teaching Machine:
ternational

—

ADMASTER,

INC.

425 Park .\ve. South. New York. N.Y.
10016
Phone: (212) 679-1134
Date of Organization: 1948
Charles Corn. President &

Creative

Director

Meyer Gordon. Treasurer
Al Salerno. Art Director
Glasser, Production Manager

Edward

Creators and producers of
productions, filmstrips and
limited animations. 35mm. 3'/4 x 4, Vugraph; stand photography. Facilities:
Fully staffed art dept.; air-conditioned
studios, projection-conference room; camera and processing equipment for color
and black & white including both hori-

(Honeywell).
circle 329

slide

zontal and vertical facilities for all slides.
All facilities for complete internal pro-

duction package.

RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Slidefilms: Candidate Identification System (Te.xaco): Savings Accounts (Chase
Manhattan Bank); Life Is Beautiful
(Metropolitan Life Insurance); Where
The Action Begins (Assoc, of Stock E.xchange Firms); Management Seminar
(United Parcel); Oscilloscope H (Volks-

wagen of .America): A Company For
The 70i (W. R. Grace & Co.); Dr. Glut
& Mr. Hyde (Union Carbide Corp.);
Current Facts
Long Island Lighting
Co.). Vucraphs: Training Series (West(

ern Electric Co.).
circle 328

on reader service card

on reader service card

ALLEGRO FILM PRODUCTIONS,

INC.

Wholly owned subsidiary of Sterling
Communications, Inc.
201 W. 52nd St, New York. N.Y.
10019
Phone: (212) JUdson 6-3057
Date of Incorporation: 1961
Jerome G. Forman. President
Julius Edelman. Vice President &
Executive Producer
Al Rossman. Producer-Writer
Daniel RufRni. Production Assistant
Services: Motion picture and slide film
producers; commercials, public relations,
industrial and sponsored films; specialist
in news and sports films; special department for foreign language versions and
post-production
finishin'j.
Facilities:
Recording, screening, editorial rooms and
studio.
editorial

35mm

and
equipment;

16mm camera
script

and

art

and
de-

partment.

PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Pictlires: Ford F'at Out (Ford
Motor Co.); How Much Time (Musnilar Dystrophy Assoc, of America); The
Only Way Up & Out (Citv University of
N.Y.); For The People (U. S. Informa-

RECENT

Motion

AEGIS PRODUCTIONS,

INC.

381 Park Ave. South, New York. N.Y.
10016
Phone: (212) 684-0810

Date of Organization:

May

1963

Sidney Milstein, President
Herbert Levcnthal, Executive

tion

Agency); Assignment Greece (Ce-

(Standard
Brands); Laundry Equipment (Frigidaire); Right & Wrong (Delux Film Ltd.).
circle 330 on reader service card

Vice-

Edward

Milstein. Secretary-Treasurer
J. English.
lice-President

Services: Motion pictures and slidefilms
for industry. TV commercials.
Facilities:
Spscial
for medical

facilities

and

8mm

productions

stant

Projector;

and

scientifc

for
art

equipment
productions;

Technicolor

facilities.

InArriflex

and Auricon motion picture equipment;
16/3.'!mm animation stand; Nagra and

NOVEMBER,

1970

Sheldon .Abromowitz.
Cornelius Vanderbilt.
dent
Services:

35mm,

Vice President
Vice Presi-

Jr..

Motion pictures. 16mm and
and b&w; and slidefilms.

color

Specialties: industrials, sales, public relations, TV, education, training, medicals,

documentary and merchandising. Facilities: 16mm and 35mm cameras, lighting and sound production equipment: six
cutting rooms, screening rooms, shooting stage; special effects; animation; stop
motion; storyboard personnel.

PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Pictures: Something Special;
Wail One (U.S. Navy); Stagecraft Series
(U.S. Navy Pictorial Center); 100 Vin-

RECENT

tage Years (Gold Seal Vineyards); Tiherton (Douglas Fithian .Associates).'
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ANIFORMS,

INC.

210 Fifth Avenue, New York. N.Y.
10010
Phone: (212) 689-4930
Martin J. Bell. Executive Vice President
Robert J. Carter, Vice President-Sales
Dennis Paget, Executive Producer
Services: Audio-visual communications;
including slide and film presentations
and "live" cartoon animation. Facili16mm animation filming, closed
ties:
circuit television, and sound recording.
RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Multi-Media: Hello '70 (Avon); National Branch Managers Meeting
Xerox); Golden Circle (IBM). Sli'defilm:
Decade (Xerox). TV Commercials:
Yellow Bird (General Telephone & Electronics/Doyle Dane & Bernbach. Inc.).
circle 332 on reader service card
(

ANIMATED PRODUCTIONS,

INC,

1600 Broadway, New York, N.Y.
10019
Phone: (212) CO 5-2942
Date of Incorporation: 1949
Al Stahl, President
Richard Stahl, I7ce President
Shirley

De

Brier, Prodtiction

—

Fotomation
a new audiovisual motion picture technique designed
for seven day production of limited liveanimated sales training and industrial
film. Educational and television animaServices:

film productions: TV commercials;
ad agency presentations; sound slidefilms
in three dimensions. Facilities:
3 O.xberry animation stands: special stop-motion live-action motion picture cameras
for in-plant production; editorial facilities; multiple animation stand for prodtion

uct stop-motion. Optical Oxberry printer
for special effects printin;: Mitchell. Oxberry, and Bell & Howell cameras.
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lenese Corp.); Kids Nutrition

President

Barbara

CITY

(

High Speed Dental Drill; Kavol Boats
(Borg Warner); Driver Of The Year
(Carter Carburetors); Rookie Of The
Year; Jim Hall and Chapparal Car;
Clean Car Races (Johnson Wax); Ea.itman Kodak Exhibit Hall (Eastman Kodak);
Honeywell
Proximity
Device

Services:
slide,

NEW YORK

Moviola

RECENT

York 10022

Services:

Magnasync
editing

AMERICAN FILM PRODUCTIONS, INC,
1540 Broadway, New York, N.Y,
10036
Phone: (212) 582-1900
Date of Incorporation: 1956
Date of Organization: 1946
Robert Gross. President

Lawrence
urer

.A.

Glesnes, Secretary-Treas-

ANIMATIC PRODUCTIONS, LTD,
2

West 45fh
10036

Street,

New

York. N.Y.

Phone: (212) 661-7290
Date of Organization: 1949
Tasker G. Lowndes, President
Leonard B. Elliott. I'ice-President
Gene Watts, Account Executive
Mako Oike, Director of Animation,
Photography
Services: Producers of sound slidefilms,
slides.
Salesmate presentations, filmographs,
Boards,

animation. .Animatic
commercials, charts and

technical

TV

87

printed material for sales, new business
presentations, corporate stockholder
meetings and agency presentations. Facilities: Art. editing and photographic
departments; Oxberry animation equipment; 35mm and 16mm motion picture
cameras; various types of still cameras.

SPONSORS

AND

PRODUCTIONS

RECENT

Mcetiir^
Annucil
Pictures:
(Ogilvy & Mather); Vi-Pay Pension Plai
(Olivetti Corporation); Saga Mink Press
Conference Film (.1. Walter Thompson
Co.); The Cardboard Web (American
Jim
Insurance Association); Reflection
Coogan (Benton & Bowles). Filmstrips,
Slides, Sound Slidefilms: Harvest of
Cooperation: Grcenbriar Spring Meeting:
How To Get Something For Nothing

Motion

—

Sounds of
Association):
(Vaseline Intensive Care Lo-

(Aluminum

Greatness
We Don't
tion/Cheesbrouch-Ponds);
Really Bring Rainbows. It Just Seems
Thal'Wav (General Adjcstment).
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HAL MARK ARDEN AND COMPANY
279 East 44th Street, New York, N.Y.
10017
Phone: (212) 682-8926
Date of Organization: 1968
Hal Marc Arden. President and
Executive Producer
Patricia Anthony. Script Supervisor

Seymour Smilowitz. Post Production
Executive
leannette Fritsche, Prom. Director

Paul Zuckerman, Graphics Designer
Services: Multi-media counseling and
production. (Live and animation). Films,
filmstrips. videotape, exhibits. TV and
radio programs and commercials, brochures, pamphlets, posters. Facilities:
Art and animation studio, complete film
editorial

and

finishing

services

and

ASSOCIATED FILM CONSULTANTS,
INC.

501 Madison Avenue, New York,
N.Y. 10022
Phone: (212) PL 2-2224
Branch Offices: London: 54 Bonser
Mddx. Phone:
Rd.. Twichenham,
S92.8659.

Rue

38

Paris:

Galilee

Phone: 7(14-8830.
Date of Organization: 1961
Date of Incorporation: 1963
Benjamin S. Greenberg, President,
Executive Prod.
Shirley C. Soman. Vice President,
Dir. Research
Samuel Kravitt. Treasurer, Dir. Film

Operations
William Witt. Director of Administra-

Anthony

I.

Producer/ Director
G'oria Sylvestro. Editor
Joseph Siragusa. Production
Kay Hines, Writer
Services: Complete motion picture production from script to print. Also editing and negative matching for a small
Facilities: Cutting
selected clisntale.
rooms with 16/35mm moviolas and all
editorial accessories, .^rriflex.

screening

Nagra. and

Eyemo

cameras; Magnecord.
Magnesync and Uher sound re';orders;
Moviola editin? equipment; animation
and titling; full still photo .service. Production of Audio-visual disc and tapes.
RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Pictures: The Distant Drummer II (National Institute of Mental
Health): Wm. Thompson CLV (Chartered Life Underwriters); The Involved
Ones (Schering Corp.); Gourmet Cooking (DuPont Co.): Use and Care of
Teflon (DuPont Co.); Eugene O'Neil
Theatre Players (Hour Glass). TV Commercials: New Tax Forms (Internal

dak. Bolex.

Revenue Service); Boothbav (DuPont);

Adventurer

(Longines-Wittraurer );
Health Clubs (Spa Health Clubs),
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—ATELIER

AFI

FILMS, INC.

Fleetwood, 222 Primrose Ave-

8,

nue, Mount Vernon, New York
10552
Phone: (914) 668-0092
Date of Organization: 1967
Desi K. Gognar, President, Producer

Dr.

I.

Szentpaly, Vice President

Lobmeyer, Piddic Relations/
Promo. Dir.
I. R. Waener. Production Manager
Services: Motion picture production in
35. 16 and Super 8. accent on interconS.

tinen'al projects. Six languages snoken.
associates in four continents. Script to
screen, full and parti il production. Also
videotape to film and film to videotape
transfer and related services. Visual doc-

umentation,

Review the most

on film

prohave supplied minirequired for reader
.Annu:il

Production
producer

authori'.ative

reference guide in the world.

R'CENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Pictures: Freedom To Explore
(Alabama Space and Rocket Center);
Research and the Care of
ThcsboUl
People (National Institute of Mental
Health); Principles of Creating Clothing
(John Wiley & Sons); Econonucs and
.

.

.

Bradstreet); Oregon and
(Atlantic RichInvestor and the Marketplace

You (Dun &
Its

Natural

Resources

outfit.

AND

SPONSORS

Reliable Testing For
Japan (Reliable .Aiutoni. Sprinkler Co.);
Before Birth Begins: Oops: Fetal Monitoring: Diagnostic Ultrasound: The No-

Motion Picture:

(.^FI); Airport Pavement
bel History
Profiler (Louis Berger Co.); Ambula'orv
Abortion. 3 films '(Mt. Sinai School of

Medicine);

Jamaican

—

American

Commerce At The Waldorf
(Jamaican TV/Radio). TV Commercials: True Mark of Individuality (.^FI).
Videotape: A Musical Night To Remember (.American Youth Performs.
Inc.): AYP Promo (American Airlines),
Chaudwr

Only

Deposit

—

photo

PRODUCTIONS

RECENT

It's

Insurance
Corp.). TV Commercials: For N. W.
Ayer; Ted Bates; Benton & Bowles; Leo
Burnett Co.; Campbell-Ewald; Dheher
Advtg.; Clyne-Maxon; Compton; Cunninsham & Walsh; Dancer-FitzgeraldSample; Doyle. Dane. Bernbach; William
William Estv; Foote, Cone & Belding;
Fuller & Smith & Ross; Geer, DuBois;
Harvey & Carlson; Ketchum, MacLeod &
Grove; Lampert; Richard K. Manoff;
Marschalk; McCann-Erickson; Needham.
Harper & Steers; Ogilvy & Mather; Sullivan, Stauffer, Colwell & Boyles, Inc.; J.
Walter Thompson; Wells. Rich & Greene;
Vansanl. Dugdale; Youna & Rubicam.
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(Federal

reportage
Facilities: Camera,

photography,

B'W.

and

able. Full still/slide

data

ing, animated drawing and optical: projection room: three optical printers, editing equipment.

(American Stock Exchange);

tomers See V.-ic (Aerosol Tech. Inc.);
The Bulk of Experience (Du Pont);
Horizontal Trend (Trend Mills/ Kodel/
Nadler & Larimer); Gvmee Goes To
School (Gabriel Industries); The Spray
(Allied Chemical).
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Concise, accurate
duction sources who
mum reference data
guidance makes this

—

Money

sound, lighting and editing faci'ities.
compact, easv-to-travel equipment avail-

You Need

T.l\
Philip

field);

RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Pictures: The Way Our Cus-

All the Facts

York,

Kornblum. Controller
Services: All phases of motion picture
public relations, sales proproduction
motion, merchandising, rtaining, medical,
technical, educational and TV commerproduction. Facilities: Silent and
cial
sound studios; complete lighting equipment; mobile units for location work
with tape recorders; permanent staff in
all departments: writing, direction, edit-

color

facilities.

New

Facilities:
filmstrips.
spots,
service
Editing, sound recording, lighting equipment: Arriflex. Auricon, Beaulieu. Ko-

A.

Arzt. President,

St..

N.Y. Phone: PL 7-0760.
Peter J. Mooney, President
Stephen H. Rothfeld. Vice President.

Box
300 West 55th Street, New York, N.Y.
10019
Phone: (212) 247-2332
Date of Organization: 1967

41st

E.

Production of sales, training
and documentary motion pictures, public
Production of documentary
relations.
television series. TV Commercials, public

duction.
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INC.

128

Lex.

tion

Services:

equipment.
RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Picture: In Real Life, in pro-

ARZT PRODUCTIONS,

AUDIO PRODUCTIONS
Film Center Building
630 Ninth Avenue, New York, N.Y.
10036
Phone: (212) PL 7-0760
Date of Organization: 1933
Branch Offices: 1629 K St., N.W.,
Suite 500. Washington. D.C. 20006.
Phone: (202) 296-6895 (Contact:
Harry Carragher). Drege-,^udio. 12
Shuter St., Toronto. Ontario. Phone:
(Contact: Heinz
(416) 362-5931
Dreae). Stellart, Drege-Audio, 1103
Rue" St., Matthew. Montreal 25,
937-3525
(514)
Canada. Phone:
(Contact: Bob Harwood). Audio

of
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AVC TV PRODUCTIONS,

INC.

45 West 451h Street, New York, New
York 10036
Phone: (212) 245-5313
Date of Organization: 1969
Mark Dru'k. President
Van Fox. Vice President. Intl. Division
Alma Varvaro. Production Assistant
Han Lownds, Sp-'cial Creative Consultant

Services:

TV

Commercials,

film

and

videotape: business films, documentaries,
supply production "Below the Line" elements for low budget feature films, create scripts for all types of films and
video tapes. Facilities: Stages, personnel available on specinl free lance "first

BUSINESS SCREEN

equipment, special

call" basis; also
vices arranged.

PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
MorroN IMcukis: lioston Spy Party
RECENT

(NBC Howard

TV Commer-

Johnson).

—

Suanic
Keyjeclor Datamatic
(Shaller Rubin Agency/Swank Jewelry):
Bank
Guard (Grey .Advertising/Poli
Grip Block Drug); Three Sniffers (SSC
& B I.ehn & Fink Lysol). Videotape:
Mr.
HizanI
(Ted
Bates /Standard
Brands). Industrial: Creative Bar Management (Schenley).
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Cl.\i s:

AVI ASSOCIATES, INC.
825 Third .Vvcnuc. New Vork,
York 10022
Phone: (212) 755-2805

Date of Organiation:
Kennetli

New

1969

Gamerman. Executive Vice

P resilient
Charles M.

Utz. Secretary/Treasurer
Doris Reichbart. Production Manat^er
Martin S. Pinciis, National Sales

Mana;jer
Producers and distributors of
educational sound filmstrips. pACiitTlES:
Complete production capabilities, including script, art. phootgraphy, recording
and packaging.
RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Filmstrips: The Prcsidciuy: Dcci\ions
of Destiny: Primary Economics: Children
of Southeast Asia: Peoph' Who Govern
(AVI Assoc). Explorers and Discovers
(Allyn & Bacon, Inc.).

SiRMCES:

NEW YORK

BEAR FILMS, INC,
AUDIO VISUAL ASSOCIATES

ser-

805 Smith St. Ituldwin. N.Y. 11510
Phone: (516) ».\ 3-1830
Date of Organization: 1948
Frank Bear, President
Marilyn Fisher, Vice President
Barbara Schwartz Assistant to the

BERRY PRODUCTION SERVICE
101 >\est 57th

President
Services:
Motion

pictures,
filmstrips,
related printed media, convention
booths
for sales, training, P.R., fund
raising, education. Faciei rihs: Studios for
photography and sound recording, art
slides,

—

work, editin'^ and -creening; photographic
and sound cquip:iient.
PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
RECENT
Motion Pictures: Opportunity (Pratt
Institute): Mole (L. L Lighting Co.);
(Bankers Trust New
BankAnfjricarJ
York Corp.); An End To Exile (American Leprosy Missions); A Place To Live
(Masonic Foundation for Medical Research). Filmstrips: The Making Of A
(Steinway
Pianos);
Latin
Steinivay
Volcanos To Coffee (Pan
America
American Coffee Bureau); At Pratt
Tlie Future /.? Now (Pratt Institute);
Let's Face It (Upjohn Co.); Mother and
Child In Modern Art (Clairol); People
Who Govern, series of 7 (AVI Associates Inc.): The Human Systems, series
of 6; Oceanography, series of two; Capstone L-ssons in American History, series of 6; Introduction to Cliina, Japan
and India Thorugh Art. series of 3 (Bear
Films). Multi-Media: The Story of Coffee (Pan ,^meri-an Coffee Bureau).
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—

—

on reader service card

circle 341

BENCHMARK

AVON PRODUCTIONS INC.
200 West 57th St., New York, N.Y.
10019
Phone: (212)

LT

1-4460

Date of Organization: 1965
Ralph Weisinger, President, Executive
Producer
Suzy Widawski, Executive Secretary
Tyler Wasson, Production Manager
Services:
Producers of documentary,
industrial, public relations and training
films

for television, industry, education
government. Videotape television
specials. Multi-media presentations.
Complete film production services from

and

script writing to release print. Facilities:
Production
offices,
screening
room,
sound stage, editing facilities, distribution
services. .\lso supply equipment, crew

and production

for

other pro-

AND

SPONSORS

facilities

FILMS, INC.
Road,
Briarcliff
145
Scarburough
Manor. New York 10510
Phone: (914) 762-3838
Date of Organization: 1965

Myron

ducers.

Solin. President

Services: Production and distribution of
educational films. Facilities: .Administration of production and distribiUion,
shipping offices
production talent
hired as needed.

—

RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Pictures: Grooving (New York
State
Narcotic Addiction Commission
Control).
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LESTER

V.

BERGMAN &

ASSOCIATES, INC,

New York, NY. 10003
Phone: (212) 924-3632
Date of Organization: 1929
8 Fast 12th Sf„

Lester V. Bergman, President/

PRODUCTIONS

RECENT

Motion Pictures:
(New York News);

Inside
the
News
Iheria Airlines (Radio City Music Halls); Duvalier's Haiti
(.\von Productions Inc.); More Than

Paper & Ink With Alan Kiiti; (New York
News); The Trip Back (Avon Productions Inc.); 5. S. Oceanic; S. S. Homeric

(Home

Lines); Winter Cruise (French
Lasers: T. S PS (Bell Labs);
The Turning Point (J. P. Stevens); Fibers After A Fashion (Celanese); Revolution Underfoot (Viking Carpets). Live
circle 342 on reader service card
Lines);

Producer
Sylvia Bergman, Treasurer

TV

inserts
(Science,
highServices:
speed, time lapse, in-camera effects),
educational films, mass production of
critical
quality s'ides.
Facilities: Inmicroscope equipsert
s'age.
studio,
ment, macro-stage, electronic equipment
(oscilloscope,
high
voltage
discharge
equipment, incuibators. etc.).

RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
.Motion Pictures: Symmetry, series of
(Xerox);
3;
Life Cycles, series of 8
Water Drops At High Speed (Bristol
Myers/ Y & R Agency): FIv's Eve: Maof Flies (G.E./Phocine/'BBD&O);
Falling Nuts (Skippy Rose Magwood).
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cro

Barbre Productions, Inc.
2

West 45th
10036

St

.

New

York.

New York

Phone: (212) 490-3644
Jack L.

Lemmon,

NOVEMBER,

listing

1970

New

St.,

INC.
York, N.Y.

10019
Phone: (212) 246-4287
Branch Office: Kali Pond Road East,
New Fairfield. Conn. 06810. Phone:
(203) 746-1800
Date of Organization: 1955
Sidney N. Berry, President, Exec.
Producer
Beatrice M. Berry, Vice Pres., Product
Coordinator
Services: -Ml production services from
concept to distribution. Ghost produce
Facilities: Editfor other producers.
ing ( pictures and sound ) music editing;
recording studio; transfers; insert photographv.
;

RECENT

Mm ion

PRODUCTIONS

AND

SPONSORS

Pictures; Beth Page Village
(Nassau County); Clupak Clupak Div.
Cluett Peab.); Sailing With Kenner (Kenner Boat); Disc Sensitivity Testing (Kevinvin Donovan Schering Corp.); ProK. Donovan Stone
gress at Northfield
& Webster): The Life of Your Litter
(Blenders Corp.); The Choice Is Yours
(State of Georgia Dept. of Education).
Slidefilms: People Who Govern (Bear
Films.
TV Commercials: Whatzit?
(

(

(Peerless Playthings).
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DON BOSCO FILMS AND FILMSTRIPS
148 Main St New Rochtlle. New
,

York 10802
Phone: (914) 632-6562
Joseph Perozzi, President - Director
Bob Caskey, Fkc President - General

Manager
Producers

Services:

16mm.
RECENT

and

distributors

films and filmstrips.

PRODUCTIONS

AND

SPONSORS

Motion Pictures: The

Story of Grapes:
The Stoiy of Wheal: A Drop of Water
(Self). Filmstrips: /;; Memory of Me;
Signs In The Sacranwnls (self).
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JOHN BRANSBY PRODUCTIONS,

LTD.

28 West 44th Street, New York, N.Y.
10036
Phone: (212) LO 4-3580
Date of Organization: 1936
John Bransby, President, Treas., Exec.
Prod.

David M. Jacobson, Vice-Pres., Chg. of
Prod.

Gene Huggens,

Prod. -Director
Sylvia Davern. Art Director
Production of Multi-Media
Services:
software, industrial, educational, government, travel, sales and training films
16mm or 35mm: educational, promotional film strips; writing service. Facilities: Sound stage and studio. Equipment
photography, sound and location
for
lighting; film editing facilities, service;
O.xberry animation camera and stand;
art

department.

I6nim-?5mm

interlock,

recorder-reproducer.

recent productions and sponsors
Multi-Media. Industrial. Public Relations and TV Commercials: For the
following: Doyle. Dane Bernbach; Wm.
Esty & Co.: J. Walter Thompson; Benton
& Bowles; Foote. Cone & Belding; Lewis
& Gilman; LaRoche-McCaffrcy & McCall; Equitable Life .Assurance Co.; Post

symbol over a pro-

Cereals; Pepto Bismol: One-.A-Day Vita-

pages refers to
advertisement in this 21st Pro-

mins: Volkswagen; Pristeen; Cadbury
Chocolates; Nor'-lco.
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Eastern Marketing

Mgr.
(Set complete
Colo.)

CITY

under

Denver,

this

ducer's
display

duction

in

listing

Review

th;ss

issue.

89

BRAY STUDIOS,

Date of Organization: 1911
B. Bray. Chairnum of the Board
Paul A. Bray. Prcsidenl
Paul Bray, Jr.. Vice-President
Ronald G. Stevens. Executive Producer

J.

Planning, production and dis-

Services:

tribution of sales promotion, public relations, training technical and general education films. Design and coordination of

multi-media productions and equipment.
Foreign language translations. Facili-

and equipment for live action
or animation: .^5mm productions, including sync sound; slide film and slide set
ties: Staff

reproduction:

aerial

own

photography;

film library for distribution to schools,
technical institutes and industries.

RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Pictures: The Spirit of 175;
TA-4F: Al, and OV-\GA Spin CharacProcedures
Series: PliV Flight
teristic
Series: Pneumatic Controls: Maintenance
and Theory of Operation of A/5'0-421
Class Ships: Aircraft Hydraulic Systems:
Hurricane Squadron-USN (U. S. Navy);
AC and S. Inc. The Plus Contractor
(AC & S. Inc.); VOR Part I: VOR Part
Part II AOPA
II: Line Servicing;:
Air Safety Foundation).
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ADF

10

INC.

New

York,

York 10017
Phone: (212) 355-5111

Date of Organization: 1954
Nat Burkar. President
Kurt Larisch. Vice President
Services; Complete creative and production services for multi-media sound/slide,
sound filmstrip and motion picture programs for corporate or sales, meetings,
direct sales and training.

RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Sound Fiemstrips: This Coidd Be The

(Mohawk AirBrazil: Around South
America (Varig Airlines): This Is ProPak (Pro-Pak Industries); Computer Aclines);

Somethiui; Big

Around

10019
Phon:e (212) 757-2125
(See complete data under DFI
Communications, Inc.)

CAMPUS FILM PRODUCTIONS, INC.
20 East 46th St., New Yorw, N.Y.

Roy Valle. Sound Supervisor
Seymour Mandel, Opt. Supervisor

10017
Phone: (212) 682-8735
Date of Organization: 1934

social agencies: also various film services
separately, including translations, sound
tracks, editing and finishinn service for
in-company photographed films. Facilities: Studio, on-location, equipment and

creative staff.

PRODUCTIONS

RECENT

AND

BUSINESSFILM INTERNATIONAL,
150 East 52nd St,, New York,
York 10022
Phone: (201) 758-2520

INC.

New

Date of Organization: 1967
Julian P. Padowicz. President

Smm, 16mm & 35mm motion

PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Pkturfs: Policeman: films for
RECENT

Knickerbocker Hospital; RHR Filmedia;
AICPA/The Lurana Group. Filmstrips:
Physical Fitness Laboratories.
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References to Guide the Buyer

Recovery After Mastectomy (American
Cancer Society). Slidefilms: Combantrin
For Piimorm (Pfizer International).
TV Commercials: Alcoa Hour
Sports Network
circle 352 on reader service card

listing

provided

in

these

pages are for the guidance of our

Check titles and sponsors
preview work of your prospective

buyer-readers.
listed;

producer
90

who

is

listed

(ABC-TV

)

SPONSORS

1970 PresentaPress Information); LoFall,

Movie Promos (ABC/O&OS); Show

Openings

(WPIX-TV); Motorola Coop

Commercial (A & S Dept.

Memory

aton
Adv.).

Stores); Sher-

(Sheraton-Grey

Test
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M. M. Chanowski Productions, N.V.

122 East 42nd
10017

—

ALEXANDER CANTWELL ASSOCIATES
251 East 51st Street. New York, New
York 10022
Phone: (212) 759-9820
Date of Organization: 1965
Alexander Cantwell, President.
Creative Dir.
Judith Duncanson, Associate Creative

W.

St.,

New

York,

NY.

Rosenfeld. in charge

For Complete
Holland
(

listing,

see

Amsterdam,

Dir.

in

these

pages.

THE CHARTMAKERS INC.
25 West 45th St., New York, New
York 10036
Phone: (212) 247-7200
Date of Organization: 1940
E. A. Linker, President

C. LePeer, Executive Vice President
C. F. Rutzler, Secretary-Treasurer
R. S. Bartlett. Vice President, Sales

Create

and

produce

soound

Services: Produce, write, direct TV programs and commercials. Business & the-

Services:

business shows and
sales meetings. Facilities: Affiliated with
art, editing, recordin" services.

multi-media meetings.
Facilities: Large creative department,
graphic design, wTiting. art department,
photo and sound studios. Oxberry equipment, kitchen, all one location.

films,

atrical

live

PRODUCTIONS

RECENT

Motion Picturis:
Show (Comm. of

AND

SPONSORS

Baseball Centennial
Baseball); Eve of

Cosmetics (Gillette). TV Commercials: F. W. Woolworth/Sawdon).
Live Shows: National College Queen
(Host Foods/ Pontiac); In Path <d His-

Rome

tory

(Humble

Oil Co.).
circ'e 353 on reader service card

Cascade Pictures of California, Inc.
209 E. 48th St., New York, N.Y.
10017
Phone: (212) 355-5360
Paul Domitrovich. .S'<;/<'.v Mana"er
(See complete listing under Hollywood.

CENTER FOR MASS COMMUNICATION
OF COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY PRESS
562 West 113th St., New York, N.Y.
10027
5-2000
Phone: (212)
Sumner Glimcher. Manager
Fdward Cosgrove. Assistant Manager
Erik Barnouw. Script Editor
Services: Complete production of documentary, public relations, industrial, animation and educational films. FaciliTiKs: Production (studio & equipment)
and editorial for 16mm and 35mm color,

UN

B&W

locally

or abroad.

PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Pictures: A Problem of Power
RECENT

references

tion
cal

AND

PRODUCTIONS

RECENT

Motion Pictures:

SPONSORS

Calif.)

pictures; sound filmstrips, slides; Specializing in educational, fund-raising, motivation and sales films. Facilities: Staff
writer, cameras, lighting equipment, editing room, staff artists.

Client

ing.

Motion Pictures: Dramatic Phiv (Campus Films); ABFP-70 (NationalBoard);

(

—

Motion picture production
action and animation, post production finishing.
Facilities: Optical, animation, editorial, sound transfer, voice
recording, effects, music library, screenServices:
live

Nat Campus. President
Steve Campus. Executive Producer
Services: Motion pictures and slidefilms
for business, government, education and

counting (Accounting Corp. of America),
circle 350 on reader service card

Services:

FILMS, INC.

45 West 45th St., New York, New
York 10036
Phone: (212) 586-4311
Date of Organization: 1964
Harry Hein, Vice Pres., General Mgr.
Leonard Bird, Editorial Supervisor

(

BUKAR & LARISCH,
East 49th Street, New

Start of

CHANNEL

CALDWELL PICTURE CORPORATION
421 W. 54th St., New York. N.Y.

INC.

630 Ninth Ave.. New York, N.Y.
10036
Phone: (212) 245-4582

(National Council of Churches); Hiro1945
shima-Nagasaki. August.
(C.U.
Press); Memento. French Version (Bell-

Canada).
circle 354
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filmstrips,

presentations,

slide

animation

limited

films,

PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Picture: Machinery Concrete
Bedding Method (Fniay Co.). SlideRECENT

Program
Employee
Benefit
(March McLennon); Tax Shelter Program (M.F.P. F.S. Inc.); Employee
Stock Bonus and Investment Plan (Pmfilms:

dential); Northwest Aluminum (Metallurgical Consultants).
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CHRONICLE PRODUCTIONS
817 Broadway, New York, N.Y. 10003
Phone: (212) 477-0300
Date of Organization: 1965
Robert Glazter. Owner/Dir. of
Production
Motion picture production,
Services:
videotape production. Facilities; Studio.
editing, all production facilities.

PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Pictures: On Edve (TVCCS.

RECENT
Inc.).

circle 357 on reader service card

CINE/GRAPHIQUE,

INC.

440 East 57th St., New York, N.Y.
Phone: (212) 752-0923
Date of Organization: 1968

Lew

Sayre Schwartz. President,
Executive Produceer
Robert Teodorini, Sales Manager
Myrna Reiss, Production A.'.sistant
Eileen Schary. Public Relations
Coordinator
Services: Specialist in creation of senFilms, videocommunications.
sitized
tape,

radio,

television

programming and

BUSINESS SCREEN

exhibitions.

Specialist

in

graphic design

and animation for industrial application.
Complete mevlia packaging from concept.
RECENT productions' AND SPONSORS

Motion

Pictiris:

Flii;lil

(

.^merican

.Airlines); Louie,
Take I he Insiihilion
Ofl Tlic Traps In The Lacker Room
Downsliiirs Inmont Corporation); lleUo

compensated answer and release prints.
RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Pictiri;s: The WorUI of Dis(N.Y.C. Board of Education);
iricl 28
A Sea Affair (P & O Lines Visual Projects

)

circle 361

on reader service card

I

Need To

I

T); How
Systems);

You Soiiielhiiif; A.T.&
Learns (Xerox Learning
(Ford
Dealer presentation
Tell

Motor Co.).
circle 358

COLEMAN/MEYER,

(

Man

on reader service card

CINEMA 65, INC.
5fh St., Ne» York 10022

209 E.
Phone: (212) 758-2510
Date of incorpor;ition; 1966
Al Pearson. President
Sheldon S. Diamond. Secretary/
Treasurer
Services: Production

& 35

motion

TV

pictures,

CCTV,

art, phofilmstrips, slides.
brochures,
design,
collateral
togr;iphy.
audio visual equipment dealers. Facili-

cials,

of 16
radio and

mm
spots,

and training films, multimedia presentations, fashion and trade
shows and related graphic materials.
RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
educational

INC.

225 West 57th Street, New York, New
York 10019
Phone: (212) 581-4840
Date of Organization: 1965
Gil \L Meyer. Exec. Producer
Norm Taylor, Art Director
Joseph Siragusa, Photography
Bibi Damon, Casting. Production
Coord.
Services: Multi-media-multi screen presentation, motion pictures, TV Commer-

ties:

editing,

photography, art, sound.
on reader service card

circle 362

NEW YORK

David B. Marshall, President
Nathan Caldwell, Jr., Producer
Bruce Nelson, Client Services
Joan Marshall, Corporate Secretary
Administration
Services: Motion pictures; live, theatrishows, business and sales meeting
cal
presentations; special techniques include:
multi-screen, multi-image "choreographed" visual presentations, portable cyclo-

rama projection. Facilities: for art,
graphics; editing, animation; road show,
meeting equipment for sound and projection; design, engineering custom projection control units.
RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
New Business
Mixed-Media: ,ABC
(American BroadSports PresL'tUation
casting Co.); Seagram Christmas Show;
Seagram Distributor Show: Seagram Pipers Meeting (Seagram Distillers Co.);
Colgate Management Meeting (Colgate
White Horse
Palmolive). Slidefilms:
Meetings (Four Roses Distillers Co.).

—

circle 365 on reader service card

Motion

(i,-17-l
Trainer
PicriRis:
(Link Singer General Precision). SlidePenthouse
films: The Penthouse Story
Magazine. Slide Show: The Other Side
of Scheriiii; (Schering Pharmaceutical).

COLEMAN PRODUCTIONS, INC.
45 West 45th Street. New York, N.Y.

I

10036
Phone: (212) 245-9080
Date of Organization: 1935
Harry L. Coleman, President
Sonya Coleman, Vice-President
Lloyd Eby, Production Manager
Richard Segal, Editor

Multi-Medh: To Improve The

Quality
Live:
Renta Fashion Show (After-Six),
circle 359 on reader service card

Human

of

De La

E.xistence

(Harassah.

Services:

CINEMAKERS,
West 56th
N.Y. 10019

162

INC.

Street,

New

York,

Phone: (212) 765-1168
Date of Incorporation: 1965
Ed Schultz, Producer/ Director
Carol Hale, Producer /Writer
Services: Producers of motion pictures,
TV commercials, filmstrips. slide shows;
special editing services, print ordering
and distribution on request. Facilities:
Screening, editing, conference rooms, creative staff.

PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Picturfs: The Rise Of An
(Metropolitan
American
Architecture
RECENT

Museum

of

.Art);

In

production,

ducers.

PRODUCTIONS AND jPONSORS
Motion Pictures: Epoxy Resins (Union
RECENT

Carbide); Automated Hardware (Bulova
Corp.); Which Way To Go (Arkwrieht
Corp.); Time Bomb (Wm. Esty Co.);
Intro To Os.sie Davis (BBD&O).
circle 363 on reader service card

on the Humanities (McGraw-Hill
Text Films). Slidefilms: Credit: A Consumer Resource (J. C. Penney Co.. Inc.):
Retirement in Action (.American Assoc,

477

CITY FILM

PRODUCTIONS

New

Prod.

Production
W. Robinson, Producer

D.

charge

in

Special Projects

Documentary;

Production:

Services:

government;

business

TV Com-

films,

production TV live
and animated commercials. Facilities:
Fully equipped sound stages, lighting,
camera, construction departments. Extensive overseas affiliation with major
Europe, Latin America, Japan,
studios
and Southeast Asia.
mercials

division,

—

AND

PRODUCTIONS

RECENT

SPONSORS

Juanita (USLA);
(Volkswagen
Presentation

Motion Pictures:
.\/<)(/t'/

America).

TV

New
of

Commercials: National

Multiple Sclerosis Society.
circle 366 on reader service card

New

York,

New

York
Phone: (212) 285-9075
(See complete listing under

New

Jersey)

Yvonne Maddox .Manager Professional
Services
Services: Audio and video-tape, motion
picture, slide film, promotional material
(audio visual and printed) and open
sympwsia.

PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Pictlrk: Cidcmatic DecontamRECENT

ination System (.Arbrook); Intensive Care
Nursing (C. B. Fleet Co. Inc.). Multi-

pictures for business, industry, television,
entertainment, science, education, health,
religion,
political
and public service
fields, including specialized aerial (helicopter) cinematography. Facilities: Art.
editing and sound departments; mobile
and location units; motion picture colorprinters for color-corrected and exposure

circle 364 on reader service card

1970

Willis Briley. Vice President, in charge

Creative Productions, Inc.

York 11379
Phone: (212) 456-5050
Date of Organization: 1957
John R. Gregory. Executive Producer
Herbert Avvenire. Producer
Clarence Schmidt. Production
Coordinator
Services: Super 8, 16. 35mm motion

NOVEMBER,

10022
Phone: (212) MU8-1585
Date of Organization: 1950
Thomas Craven. President

477 Madison Avenue,

Ed Rasp. President
Norman Lucas, Manager Audio Visual

TV

64-12 65th Place, Middle Village,

COMTACT CORPORATION
Madison .Avenue, New York, New

York 10022
Phone: (212) 751-5903
Date of Organization: 1967

of Retired Persons); Hoslessinv International Visitors (Girl Scouts of U.S.A.).
Commercials: Ef;f;s; Youth: Tele-

THOMAS CRAVEN FILM CORPORATION
330 East S6th Street, New York, N.Y.

16/35mm mo-

equipment; cutting rooms and screening
room. Facilities available to outside pro-

films

(Girl Scouts of U.S.A.).
circ'e 360 on reader service card

Production of

tion pictures from script to final print
for industry, medicine, travel and television. Facilities: 25' x 25' sound studio equipped with lights, props set. cameras; Fearless dolly; Ampex sync sound

three

phone (Planned Parenthood of N. Y.);
City scape (Community Service Society);
A Lot of Good In A Small Package

CITY

media: Chronic Obstructive Respiratory
(Pfizer Inc.); Oral Contraceptive (Ortho
Pharmaceutical Corp.); Insulin Secretion
Pharmaceutical).
(U.S.V.
Videotape:

Preqnancv

&

Testint; in

lite 'lO's

(Ted Klein

Co.).

GORDON CROWE PRODUCTIONS,
15

East

41st

St..

CONTEMPO! PRODUCTIONS,

INC.

York,

INC.

N.Y.

10017
Phone: (212) 867-9437
Date of Incorporation: 1965
Gordon Crowe. President, Executive
Producer
Bill Koden. Technical Director
Selma Cooper Crowe, SecretaryTreasurer
Films, filmstrips. multi-media
presentations, scripts, photography. Facilities: Insert stage, recording studio.

Services:

RECENT

PRODUCTIONS

Motion Pictures:
25 West 6«th St.. New York. N.Y.
10023
Phone: (212) TR 3-3333
Date of Incorporation: 1963

New

.4

AND

SPONSORS

Very Special Door

(Bau Co.). Multi-Media: Qiana Introduction (DuPont); A Ca.se For Calvert
(Calvert Distillers): Bohack Stores; Best
Foods. Live Musical: Take A Number
(National Handbag Assoc).
circle 367 on reader service card
91

D'AMYLAR PRODUCTIONS,
155 East 38th Street,

New

INC.

10016
Phone: (212) 697-0995
Date of Organization:

1967
Giovanni, President,

Ernest di

Exec.

Producer
Services: Live
video tape.

RECENT

PRODUCTIONS

Motion

Pictures;

and

animation

action,

AND

SPONSORS

Efferdent;
Gillette (BBD&O); Efferdent (Bates),
circle 368 on reader sen/ice card
Gillette;

RAUL DA SUVA, MOTION PICTURES
1400 East Avenue, Rochester, Nevf
York, 14610
Phone: (716) 442-1373
Date of Organization; 1967
Raul Da Silva, Executive Producer
motion pictures;
Services; Consultant
photo & electrographic. Planning, writing and all phases of production: distri-

—

bution.

PRODUCTIONS

RECENT

Motion

Pictures;

AND

Core

SPONSORS

of

Caldwell

ice.

Comfort:

Sound

and
Film
Nathan
Sanford

York, N.Y.

Picture Corp., Sight
Productions, Sergeant

Services.

Zucker. President
Greenberg, Executive Vice
President
Gerald Auerbach. Vice President
Henry Traiman, Vice President
Services; Producers and distributors of
all audio-visual programs including films,
slidefilms. public relations, sales
relations,
and spetraining, employee
cialized visual aids. Also short subjects,
television programming, foreign langu-

sound

age versions,

Albert J. Abrams, Pres. Civic Affair
Prod.
Services: Production of educational and
Facility
propaganda films. Facilities:
for determining the story to be told and
Cutting rooms, production
it.
telling
equipment. Also ofiices in New York
City, Albany, N. Y.; Grennwich, Conn.

A

RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Pictures; Towards Justice For
(N. Y. Telephone/NYS Judicial
All

A Time
ciety

Facilities; Print pro-

etc.

curement and distributional sound stages,
recording and dubbing studios, editing
facilities for all 16mm and 35mm audio-

DOLPHIN PRODUCTIONS,

A

productions.

visual

PRODUCTIONS

RECENT

AND

SPONSORS

Million Dollar SweepElectric C^.); Careers

Motion Pictures;
(Wagner

stakes

Brotherhood of
Win, Lose or
Draw (STP); Campaign 21 (Avon);
Gentlemen, Restart Your Engines (Hum-

Carpentry
Carpenters &

in

(United

Joiners);

ble Oil).

Battlefield: Cornin/; Coiinterange
Commercials:
(Rumrill-Hoyt. Inc.).

Hidden

(Rochester

Festival).
circle 3G9

International

circle 372 on reader service card

Beverly

services for advertising agencies.
circle 370 on reader service card

DEPiCTO FILMS CORPORATION
254 West 54th St., New York, N.Y.
10019
Phone: (212) 265-7620
Date of Organization; 1944
Jack R. von Maur, President
Jack R. von Maur, Jr., Vice-President
Services: A completely integrated orfrom
ganization providing: Scripting
technical to creative to complete conlive
vention format: Motion Picture
action, location, animation: Slidefilm promotion,
public
relations,
training,
merchandising: Slides, lamination; InFadustrial Meetings & Conventions.
cilities; Photographic studios, full motion picture department, live and animation: completely staffed slidefilms and
graphic art depaitnient; special wide-

—
—

and

RECENT

Motion

carbon

arc

PRODUCTIONS

projectors.

AND

SPONSORS

Driveway Selling
(Gulf Oil Corp.). Meetings; Formal
For The Future (Kinney Shoe Corp.);
National Assoc, of Mfg. (NAM ConPicturis:

Figure
Flattery
Slidefilms:
Co.); Management
(McCall's Pattern
Report (General Tele. & Electronics).
circle 371 on reader service card

gress).

Dean

O'Brien, Vice President/Director

of West Coast Operations
Jim Jacobs, Vice President/Executive

Producer

PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
TV Commercials: For Young & Rnbicam, Rumrill-Hoyt, N. W. Ayer, SSC&B,
BBD&O: Wm. Esty. NHS-Chicago. FCBChicago, O & M. Clyne-Maxon. NCK,
RECENT

NHS-New

York. Grey.

circle 373 on reader service card

DIRECTORS GROUP,

INC.

870 7th Avenue, Nwe York, N.Y.
10019
Phone: (212) 765-9550
Date of Organization; 1962
John Ercole. X'ice President
Ben Gradus, Vice President
Philip Landeck. Vice President
Services; Motion picture production.

TV

PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Pictures: Waiting Game: Lucky
RECENT

(Dept. Health. Education and Wel-

fare): Shell's Womlerful World of Golf
Com(Shell Oil/McCann-Erickson).

TV

mercials: Zerex (Zerex Co.); Chipsters
Wm. Esty .Agency/National Biscuit
(

circle 374 on reader service card

COMMUNICATIONS,

INC.

330 West 58th St., New York, N.Y.
10019
Phone: (212) 765-3950
Date of Organization; 1948
Divisions: Dynamic Films. Inc.. Gerald Productions. Sponsors Film Serv92

dTsCOVERY PRODUCTIONS,
151 East 50th Street,

New

INC.

York, N.Y.

10022
Phone: (212) 752-7575
Date of Organization: 1954
David Epstein. President
Rafael Epstein.

Services; Full production, classic animation, computer animation, live filming,
editorial, screening, art. Facilities; Art
department, editorial, screening, live filming,

35mm

and

B & W.
SPONSORS
Traveler (Mennen);

16mm

color and

PRODUCTIONS

RECENT

Motion Pictures;

AND

Review (Celanese); History of
Usage (WQED-TV); Computer
animated Fable (Pontiac); Drugs A-Z

Rave
Drug

Vice President

circle 376 on reader service card

JONATHAN DONALD PRODUCTIONS
35 West 82nd St.. New York, N.Y.
10024
Phone: (212) TR 4-6241
Date of Organization: 1968
Jonathan Donald, Owner/Producer
Elsie Burch, Production Manager
Services; Documentaries for television;
industrials: commercials. Facilities: All
facilities for motion picture production
in 16mm and 35mm available.
RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Pictures: Setting A New Course
(Republican National Committee);
Campaign of five commercials for (TechCorp.).
circle 377

Co.).

DPI

Bruce Davis, Production Mgr.
Pat Runyon. Business Mgr.
Bob Blansky, Art Director

nicon

rommercials. documentaries. Facilities:
Complete equipment, screening room
16mm/35/Interlock.

.loe

Calif.

(WCBS-TV).

An

electrographic Corp. Service, international service for directors
and producers, film and tape production
and post production with complete facilities including stages, equipment and personnel.

Services:

Dr., Beverly Hills,
(213) 278-5370

Allan Stanley, President

THE DIRECTORS CENTER
78 East 56th Street. New York, N.Y.
10022
Phone: (212) 838-3900
Branch Office: 1515 N. Western Ave.,
Hollywood. Calif. 90027. Phone:
(21.'?) 466-8691
Sheldon Satin. President
John Corless. I'ice President and
Exceiitive Producer

on reader service card

GORDON M. DAY, INC.
20 East 49th Street, New York, N.Y.
10017
Phone: (212) 755-0006
Date of Organization: 1962
Gordon M. Day. President
Carol Bulkley, Vice President
Leo L. Reich. Treasurer
Services; Preparation/production of business films and TV/radio commercials:
creative consultants: "Agency producer"

screen

Phone:

Film

INC.

Div. of Computer Image Corp.

666 Fifth Avenue, New York, N.Y.
10019
Phone: (212) 753-5892
Date of Incorporation; 1960
Branch; Computer Image Corp. 2162
Denver, Colorado
St.,
lason
S.
80223, Phone: (303) 934-5588.
260 S.
Computer Image Corp.

TV

Images

Public Administration In
of Revolutions (American Sofor Public Administration).
circle 375 on reader service card

Conference);

on reader service card

DONATI & FRIENDS, INC.
160 E. 33rd Street, New York, N.Y.
10016
Phone: (212) 532-3679
Date of Organization: 1968
William R. Donati. President
Michael J. Konkus, Secretary Treas,!

urer

Services; TV Commercials, industrials,
presentations
theatrical
documentaries,
for business and entertainment. Facilities: Full production facilities in 16mm

& 35mm.
RECENT

PRODUCTIONS

AND

SPONSORS

Tutoring
Y'outh
Pictures;
Youth (National Commission on Resources For Youth. Inc.); Johnny Horizon (Dept. of Interior. Bureau of Land
Management); Plane-Mate (The Budd
Co.): Ballet African (U.S.I.A.);

Motion

BUSINESS SCREEN

Kevin Donovan Films
57th St.. New York, N.Y.

ELEKTRA FILM PRODUCTIONS,

10019
Phone: (212) 246-4287
(See complete listing under Connecticut)

10022
Phone: (212) 758-4830
Date of Organization: 19.S6
Sanuiel Magdoff, President
Jordan Caldwell, Executive Vice

101->Vcst

THE DURA-SELL CORPORATION
New York. N.Y.

MU

Paul F. .\dler. President
Albert A. Jacoby, V'ice President/

Marketing & Sales
Leonard J. Reade, Treasurer
Services: Complete audio-visual producmerchandising consultants, sale/
rental of equipment with special emphasis for salesmen in the field, sales

tion,

&

training.

Faculties: Complete art, camera and
sound facilities, rental of 8mm & 16mm
projectors on short & long term basis.
RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
TV Commercials: Happiness (Clairol);
Pream (.Abbott Labs); Mark IV (U.S.
Tobacco;
Hospital
(American Can),
Sinaqiion (Pfizer Labs).
circle 379 on reader sen/ice card

Services: Script, storyboard, TV compleAnimation, editing, production. Film concept to completion.

RECENT

George Nakano, Vice President,
Creative Director
Services: Films for TV, industry and
theater, animation, live (graphic design)
action, full production from creative concept to final film. Facilities: Full crea-

and editing

facilities.

PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
TV Commercials: DuPont Carpet (DuPont);
American Cancer (.American
Cancer); Crayola Cravons (Binney &
RECENT

Smith); Chills & Thrills (General Foods);
Skylark (General Motors).
circle 380 on reader service card

DYNAMIC FILMS, INC.
330 West 581h St., New York, N.Y.
10019
Phone: (212) 765-3950
(See complete data under DFI
Communications, Inc.)

FRANZ EDSON
Watchway P.O. Box

INC.

503, Huntington,

N.Y. 11743

MY

2-4345
Phone: (516)
Date of Organization: 1961
Franz Edson, President
Inge Edson, Secretary-Treasurer
Services: Planning and production of
motion picture and slide films. Facilities: Complete production facilities for
16. 35mm and slide films.
RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Presentations: For Austin Instruments Inc.; Bell Telephone Labs; ELTR.A
Corp.; Genset Corp.; Kay Pneumatics;
Mergenthaler Linotype Co.; North .Amer-

W

ican

Refractories;

Prestolite;

Rand Corp.; Schweber

on reader service card

circle 381

this

ducer's
display

Sperry

Electronics.

symbol over a pro-

pages refers to
advertisement in this 21st Prolisting

in

these

duction Review issue.

NOVEMBER,

1970

SPONSORS

ION
Pictures:
Education
series
(Crowell-ColIier-MacMillan). TV Commercials: Yellow Pages (.AT&T/Cunningham-Walsh): Alcoa (Alcoa); Hanes
(Lampert Agency); Ideal Toys (Helfgott
I

CHARLES ELMS PRODUCTIONS,

editing services, script, art, animation,
foreign language versions.
circle 385 on reader service card

Charles D. Elms, President,
General Manager
Charles D. Elms, Jr., Vice-President
Ruth M. Elms, Secretaiy, Treasurer
Charles Wyckoff, Art Director

and

FILM COLLABORATIVE INC.
150 West 55fh Street, New York, N.Y.
10019
Phone: (212) 245-3729
Date of Organization: 1968
J. Morgan Sherwood, President
Services: Scriptwriting, storyboards, motion pictures for television, industry and
education, audio-visual consultation, industrial shows, written, staged and produced. Facilities: Short notice location
work, including: Bolex REX-4's & 5's,
400' Mitchell mags, fully lensed w/switars from lOnim thru 300mm plus 12 x

Date of Incorporation: 1952

Research

production

of

con

motion pictures; slide motion; sound
slidefilms;
slide-presentations;
training

III

manuals, charts and audio tapes for sales
promotion, sales training and education.
Facilities: Studio mobile camera, sound
and lighting equipment, "Widescope"
70mm revolving lens camera and 2-lnes
split-screen
camera. Insert studio and
mobile facilities.

PRODUCTIONS

AND

SPONSORS

Motion

Pictures: Activating A Gas
Field; Creative Response In Fuel Management (ATCOR, Inc.). Slidefilms:

Supermarket International: Compact Impact (Phillip Morris International); IQth
Anniversary (Federal Boiler Co.).
circle 383 on reader service card

18

FANNON & OSMOND, INC.
E. 50fh S.t, New York, N.Y.

10022

Phone: (212) 688-3138
Date of Organization: 1955
James H. Fannon, President
Gerald Osmond, Vice President
Robert Schweitzer, Director of
Photography
Services: Producers of industrial shows,
sales meetings, and presentations, motion
pictures,
slidefilms.
and filmstrips for
education, sales training and new product introduction, multi-media and projection techniques.
Facilities: Scriptwriting,
art,
production,
photography
staff and studios.

PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Multi-Media: Peter May Show (BurlRECENT

ington Hosiery); Sonesta (Hotel Corp.
of .America); Lemon-Go-Lightly (Clairol);
Schentev-One-The-March
(Schenley); The Trouble With Harrv (Frito

Lay); The New City (Columbia. Md.);
Year End (Te.xaco). Slideeilm: Prospro IT, System/ilO Model L45; Text
Processor (IBM); Sweet Dreams (Met

Young Tempo; Cameo (BurlingHosiery); Brim (General Foods);
Funyuns & Intermissions (Frito Lay),
circle 384 on reader service card
Life);

ton

zoom and fisheye. Aurisingle system with Frezzolini
inverters conversion power. Nagra

120 .Angenieux

16mm, 35mm and 70mm "Widescope"

RECENT

York,

sound motion pictures and sound slidefilms for business and industry. FaCILIiiEs:
16mni and 35mm motion picture
and slidefilm production; color and b&w;
sound studio, magnetic film recording,

INC.

163 Highland Ave.. No. Tarrytown,
N.Y. 10591
Phone: (914) 631-7474

Services:

INC.

C. L. Farrell, President
Edward R. Murkland, Vice President
Services: Production and distribution of

Partners).
circle 382 on reader service card

DUO PRODUCTIONS, INC.
East 52nd St.. Room 301, New

150
York. N. Y. 10022
Phone: (212) 838-0909
Date of Organization: 1968
Bob Cohen. President, Exec. Producer

AND

PRODUCTIONS

CITY

N.Y. 10016
Phone: (212) 683-8358
Date of Incorporation: 1951

tion. FACiLrriEs:

Mo

NEW YORK

MATT FARRELL PRODUCTIONS,
213 East 38th Street, New

Stanley Policy, Secretary -Treasurer
Jack Dazzo, Animation Director

10017
Phone: (212)
7-1881
Date of Organization. 1963

tive staff

INC.

York, N.Y.

Pre.sideiil

41 East 42nd Street,

meetings, factory orientation

New

501 Madison Avenue,

16mm

lOOOX

tape
mics.

RECENT

recorder w/Sennheiser

PRODUCTIONS

Motion Pictures:
Oil of Kentucky);

AND

Interstates

& E/V

SPONSORS
(Standard

Our Creative Product

(McCann Erickson

Advertising). Industrial Shows: Today's Buyer Altitude
(International Oil Industry TB.A Group);
New Product Introduction (Mitchum-

Thayer

Inc.).
circle 386 on reader service card

FILM

ENTERPRISES,

INC.

485 Fifth Avenue, New York, N.Y.
10017
Phone: (212)
2-3973
Date of Incorporation: 1959
James R. Handley, President
Eugene Balsley, Production Supervisor
Howard A. Mann, Editorial Supervisor

MU

Barbara Mumma, Executive Secretary
Services: 16 and 35mm motion pictures
for government, business and industry;
slide and filmstrips; script service; audiovisual production management and coordination. International production capability in Canada, Europe, South America and Far East. Facilities: Administrative offices;

16,/35mm motion picture pro-

duction crews and equipment (silent and
sound); preview screening; editorial dept.

RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Pictures: The Challenge of Di(National Electrical Sifg. AsCall It Software (IBM World
Trade Corp.); Modcraiton (Army Pictorial Center); So What's New In Ideas?
#2 (Dept. of Defense /OASD/I&L);
Safeguard Report Of Progress for the
Period Ending 4 1/70; Safeguard Report
of Progress for the Period Ending October 1, 1970: Bell Flow; Ocean Cable
Protection Work 1960-1970; Delay An(Bell
alyzer
Telephone Laboratories).
electrics

soc);

Some

Audio Response Systems: IBM 7770
and IBM 7772 Audio Response Svstems
(IBM).
circle 387 on reader service card
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FOUR WINDS FILMS,

FILMFAIR, INC.
339 48th St., New York. N.Y. 10017
Phone: (212) 421-8480
Date of Organization: 1965
August A. Jekel, PicsideiU
William D. Jekel, Sccrelaiy
Kay Himes, Treasurer
D. M. Rockwell. Executive Director
Services: Live action films for comrnercial and industrial accounts. Animation.
Facilities: Two stages: complete editing

rooms.

PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Pictures: Faces (M & M/
Mars): Bull & Bear (Pan Am): Vermont
(Zenith): Dope Addiction (Blue Cross);
RECENT

Hilt

Climb (Champion).

10591
Phone: (914) 631-7469
Date of Organization: 1970
Robert S. Hertz. President. Executive
Producer
Diana Hertz. Vice President, Treasurer
Services: Complete control and production of 16mm and 35mm films from
ideas to answer print. Strong documentary background, also educational, industrial training, public relations and government films. Foreign language projects.
Television productions. .Affiliations overseas with full produ.;lion facilities.

Motion Pictures: Summer's

LEVY, INC.
New York, N.Y.

229 East 79th Street,
10021
Phone: (212) 988-1070
Date of Organization: 1967

AND

Opportunity).

FPS PRODUCTIONS, INC.

SPONSORS

After The Applause
The
Security Administration):
(Social
Hidden Patient (Pfizer Labs).
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Motion Pictures:

New

York,

Phone: (212) 682-3877
Date of Organization: 1957
Date of Incorporation: 1963
Joseph C. Bowman. President.

Exec.

12 East 46th

NY.

Room

St.,

6L,

10017

FILMS FIVE, INC.
42 Overlook Road, Great Neck,
York 11020
Phone: (212) 487-5865
Date of Organization: 1960
Walter Bergman. Head of Studio
Operations

New

Prod.
Corbin. Production A/,?''.
Services: A/V coordinated marketing
programs: sales, training, and educational
Lila

Motion Pictures and sound

slidefilms

and

Facilities: Photography, slide
and slidefilm. camer:i stand, editing.

equipment

PRODUCTIONS

Motion Picture:

AND

Relations

/

Am

Mills,
dustries); This Is

S

on

premises.

RECENT

PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Wool Fashions At
The Waldorf (American Wool Council).

Motion Pictures:
(Klopman

ing thru answer prints. Facilities: Complete editing room and print distribution
(all

SPONSORS
(Cambust

Films). Various TV Commercials.
circle 390 on reader service card

FORDEL FILMS, INC.
1079 Nelson Ave., Bronx, N.Y. 10452
2-5000
Phone: (212)
Date of Organization: 1941
John H. Tobin, President
Robert S. Hewitt. Vice President
Services: Public relations: sales promotion: training: educational; scientific and
medical motion pictures and slidefilms;
in
specialists
responsibility,
complete
.Audiovisual
color, live and animated.
consultation and services for convention
and sales meeting. Facilities: Sound
and
lights
complete cameras,
stage;
sound equipment for studio and location

WY

production; animation stand; art department; cutting rooms; interlock screening
facilities.

Recording

&

Curious

Fa.<ihion

Burlington InR & S Corporate: R &
(Pace
Statistical Div.
Div.

Advtg.); The Malt Show (Management
(Seatrain
Seatrains
Inc.);
Concepts.
Lines Container Div.). TV Commercias:
Eastern Air Lines (Young cS: Rubicam).
Tape: Blueprint: Kaleidoscope: Focus
Sprim> '71 (Klopman Mills).
circle 393 on reader service card
SI

FRIED PRODUCTIONS, INC.

49 West 45th St., New York, N.Y.
10036
Phone: (212) PL 7-4424
Date of Organization: 1960
Si Fried, Producer & Director
Stan Vanderbeek. Creative Director
Bob Hanson. Production Supervi.<ior
Services: Industrial, documentary, TV
commercials, newsfilms,

16mm

and

35mm

etc.

Facilities:

house.

RECENT

AND SPONSORS
Cities As Neighbors:

PRODUCTIONS

Motion Pictures:
KoKoschka Paints Adenauer (German
Info Center); Through The Years (IBM
Worid Trade); Out Of

Sight

(Service

TV Commercials:
Corp.).
Bureau
American Foundation For Blind.
circle 394 on reader service card
FWB & ASSOCIATES,

All

Year

Extra copies of this 21st Annual
Production Review are available by
mail (while supply lasts) at $2.00
each, sent postpaid when payment
accompanies order. Better yet, order

INC.

545 Fifth Avenue, Suite 309, New
York, N.Y. 10017
Phone: (212) 682-2013
Date of Organization: December 1968
F. William Bryant, Jr., President
Helen N. Bryant. Secretary-Treasurer

a year's subscription

Joseph Faro. Production Supervisor
Diane Ehrlichman. Prod. Coordinator
Services: Complete motion picture serv-

$5.00 in the U.S. and Canada.

ices from script to screen for business,
educational, public relations, sales pro-

& and get BUSINESS SCREEN each month for only

94

Care (National Education Assn.);
(Specialty Adver-

The Personal Medium
tising Association).

circle 395 on reader service card

GEMINI FILMS, INC.
ISO East 37th St., New York, N.Y.
10016
Phone: (212) 889-7194
Date of Organization: 1963
Morton

S.

Epstein. President

Services: Conception, design, production
of films for government, industry. TV

and theater. F^acilities: Office, screenand editin<z rooms.
RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Pictures: Horizons: From
to Reality (U.S.I.A.);

The Gentle

(The Caldwell Davis Agency). TV Commercials: Orson Bean For
Wallachs (Cadwell Davis Agency); The
Revolution

(Westinghouse International);
Violinist
Also for Prodential; Proctor & Gamble;
Liptons; Block Drugs.
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GERALD PRODUCTIONS
St., New York, N.Y.

321 W. 54th
10019

Phone

:(212)

757-2125

(See complete data under

DFI

Communications. Inc.)

THE MARIO GHIO
PRODUCTION GROUP, LTD.
211 East 53rd Street, New York, N.Y.
10022
Phone: (212) 421-4637
Date of Organization: 1967
Mario Ohio, President
Ernest Nives
Edgar Malcolm
Services: Motion picture production.
RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Pictures: Tlie Inland Sea
Odv.tsev: The Golden People: Girls
All Those Girls (United Artists); Man's
Love Affair With Wheels (Paramount);

—

Ski and Surf (Pending).
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equipment available in

circle 391 on reader service card

The Guide You Need

Who

RECENT

Slidefilms:

Services: Post productions services, edit-

facilities;

PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Pictures: The Real World:
Have Bag-Will Travel: Annual Stockholders Report (IBM Corporation); Those
RECENT

Dream

stripfilms.

necessary

motion, employee training, and informafilms,
including design, writing,
storyboard, and animation facilities for
motion picture and slide films. FaciliAdministrative offices, screening
ties:
facilities, complete editorial facilities for
production of I6mm and 35mm films.
tional

Michael Jorrin. Vice Peresident

Levy. President. WriterDirector
Charles Renthal, Treasurer
Robert Montgomery. Corporate
Secretarv
Services: Complete development of project from script to completed film.

PRODUCTIONS

SPONSORS
Exchan,i;cs

Videotapes: Who's Who; An Abundance
of Resources (NAB/ Job's Program).
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Edmond

RECENT

Economic

of

(Office

EDMOND

AND

PRODUCTIONS

RECENT

circle 388 on reader service card

FILMS BY

INC.

3 Glenwolde Park, Tarrytown, N.Y.

GITTELMAN FILM ASSOCIATES,

INC.

72 West 45th Street, New York, N.Y.
10036
Phone: (212) 661-2838
Date of Organization: 1964
Date of Incorporation: 1969
Phillip Gittelman. President, Executive

Producer
Mariana B. Fulling. Administrative
Assistant
Burri. Bruce Davidson, Ernst
Haas, Directors of Photography
Services: International documentary film
company producing for industrial corporations, television, public service in-

Rene

stitutions,

foundations,

education

and

Consultants on
agencies.
public relations and public affairs themes.
Originated and developed the innovative
use of photo-animation and actuality
sound. Facilities: Full production fa-

governmental

cilities.

BUSINESS SCREEN

RECENT

PRODUCTIONS

AND

SPONSORS

Indian for A
To Indian (Manpower
C'luinf;c: Indian
Administration, U. S. Dept of Labor);
lite Ballet (City Center of New York/
Magnum Films); A Pay In The Life of
An Indian Hoy (Children's Television
circle 398 on reader service card

Motion Piciuris:

JACK GLENN, INCORPORATED
207 Fast 37th
N.Y. 10016

New

Street.

York,

OX

7-0121
Jack Cilcnn, Piesidem
Carroll Douglass, Vice-President
Lew VValdeck, Mary Wakleck, L. Fen1..
drick, John Stephen Douglas,
I'hone: (212)

Granados,
Buck Buchanan, and
Grace Polk, Production
Services: Complete production of special-purpose and entertainment motion
pictures; animation and filmstrips; commercial
and
slidefilms;
filmographs;
stories .storyboards and voice tracks for
animated cartoons; text-film scripts and
production; specializing in entertainment
and advertising cartoons; institutional,
public relations, promotion, orientation,
educational films, fictional or documentary. Contract or subcontract separately
for script-writing and or directing, producing, editing. Facilities:
Mitchell.
Wall. B&H. Arrif.ex cameras; lighting

and Nagra sound equipment; studios and
projection
scenic shops;
and cutting
rooms.

RECENT

PRODUCTIONS

AND

Motion Pictures: Feature
six

SPONSORS
in

progress;

classroom films for McGraw-Hill,
circle 399 on reader service card

GORDON/GLYN PRODUCTIONS
New

258 West Fourth St., New York,
York 10014
Phone: (212) 255-5156
Date of Organization: 1968
David Gordon, President
Michael Glyn, Vice President,
Secretary

GOTMAM FILM PRODUCTIONS,

INC.

New

York, N.Y. 10017
2-4450
Phone: (212)
Date of Incorporation: May, 1955
Susan Wayne, President
Services; 35, 16 and 8mm motion pictures; sound slidefilms, slides, recordings
and
supplementary
aids.
Facilities:
11 E. 44th St.

MU

Sound

stage;

art

staff;

still

studio; edi-

and recording services.
RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Pictures: Business Management
(AT&T). Slidefilms: The Subject Was
Wrinkles (Celanese Corp.); Modern Art

torial

(Educational Activities).
circle 401 on reader service card

NOVEMBER,

1970

INC.

254 West 54th Street, 8th Floor,
York, N. Y. 10019
Phone: (212) 586-7710
Date of Organization: 1963

Wm.

New

Greaves, President

CITY

HARTLEY PRODUCTIONS, INC.
279 East 44th St., New York, N.Y.
10017
Phone: (212) YU 6-0S63
Date of Incorporation: 1951

Fran Kane, Exec. Secretary
David Greaves, \st Asst. Editor
Beverley, Jenson, 2nd Asst. Editor
Services: We offer full filmmaking services, and facilities to clients. Arrangements for any particular film production
are flexible and geared to the needs of

Irving Hartley, President
Elda Hartley. Secretary-Treasurer
Frederick W, Adams, Vice-President
Sirvkis: Motion pictures and slidefilms
for business, education, training, travel
and public relations. Specialize in educational films in the area of religion, an-

the customer.

thropology and antiquities.
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RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
-Motion Pictures: In The Company of

Men (Newsweek);
side the
films in

5////

A

progress

for

In(self); six

NET, The Equal

Employment Opportunity Commission,
circle 402 on reader service card

GUIDANCE ASSOCIATES OF
PLEASANTVILLE,

N.Y.

Washington Avenue, Pleasantville,
New York 10570
Phone: (914) 769-7755
Date of Organiation: 1961
Branch Office: Donald R. Tavlor, Staff

41

Associate, 1625 Eye St., N.W. Suite
822, Washington, D. C. Phone: (202)

296-6882
Wendell Shackelford, President
John H. Fisher, Executive Vice
President
Doris Storm, Vice President - Producer
Marvin A. Karf, Vice President Contract Div.
Services: Complete audio-visual services
for education and industry. Sound filmstrips,
records, tapes, cassettes, unique
Blackboard Projection slides. Facilities:
Fully equipped and staffed sound studio
and editing rooms: in-house photographic,
editorial and production equipment and

The Jam Hantly Organization, Inc.
17','S Broadway, New York, N.Y.
10019
fhcne: (212) JU 2-4060
.Uennan Goelz, in charge Meeting
Se.'vices
(Si;f

ccmplete

listing

•

Brother;

Negro Middle Class

personnel.

Fred Van Bernewitz. Editor
Services: Producers of business films;
TV special and commercials; filmstrips
(educational and business). New concepts. Will originate idea and handle project through
to finished answer.
Facilities:
Complete editing rooms; 16
and 35nim and executive offices.
RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion
Pictures:
Easy
Does It
(Merck); .General Promo
(Eastman
Chemical); Generations (AT&T); People Who Care (United Fund); 911 (New
York Telephone).
Two
Slidefilms:
filmstrips on teenage commitment (Guidance Assoc).
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NEW YORK

WILLIAM GREAVES PRODUCTIONS,

flu-

under Detroit area)

JAM HANDY PRODUCTIONS
321 W. 44th St., New York, N.V.
10036
Phone: (212) 582-8082
(See
complete listing under Detroit,
Mich.)

HARVEST FILMS, INC.
309 Fifth Avenue, New York, N.Y.
10016
Phone: (212) 684-7950
Date of Organization: 1950
Leo Trachtenberg, President
Roger Reidy, .Associate Producer
Bernice Daskal, Asst. to President
Tyler Wasson, Chief Editor
Services: Motion pictures and filmstrips
for
industry,
government, educational

and

social service organizations. Distribution of selected films for clients. Facilities: Production and creative facilities
cameras, sound equipment, art
and editorial departments, music and
stock footage library, storage, stages.

—

RECENT

PRODUCTIONS

AND

SPONSORS

Motion Pictures: The

Shield (National
Society for the Prevention of Blindness);
Face to Face: Picturephone Premier

(American

Telephone

&

Telegraph);
Sport Package (National Assn. for Mental Health),
circle 405 on reader service card

Hands (Harvest Films);

TV

HAVERLAND FILM PRODUCTIONS, INc!
6 East 39th St., New York, N.Y.
10016
Phone: (212) 679-0939
Date of Organization: 1958
Date of Incorporation: 1966
Laszio Haverland, Producer-Director
Laszlo Noszthy, Director
Ingo D. Grill, Director of Photography
Services: 35 and 16mm script to screen
productions or service. Facilities: 35
and 16mm cameras, dubbers, dubbing

and editing.
PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Pictures: American Steel Institute (Graphic Seven-Friedberg); The
studio, recording

RECENT

Glass Bottle group (GCMI Benton &
Bowles); San Ciprian (feature Columbia- Felton).

20

circle 406

HANKINSON STUDIO, INC.
East 49th St., New York, N.Y.

10017
Phone: (212) 753-4824
Date of Organization: 1947
Frederick L. Hankinson, President
Walter Klas, Vice-President
Lawrence Dineen, Treasurer
Services: Production of motion pictures,
slidefilms, slides and animation for industry, sales promo., television and education.
Animated films photographed
from storyboards. artwork, or slides.
RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Mo HON Pictures: Sales Presentation
(General Electric); Sales Presentation
(Saturday Review); Royall Lyme (Papert
Koenig Lois); Red Band Flour
(Dancer, Fitzgerald Sample); Falstaff
Beer (Ogilvy & Mather).
circle 403 on reader service card

ROBERT

P.

on reader service card

HEATH PRODUCTIONS,
INC.

1627 Scott Avenue, West
York 11795
Phone: (516) 661-5935
Date of Organization: 1967

Islip,

New

Robt. P. Heath. President
Gladys E. Heath. Vice President
Services:
Training
and
promotional

16mm and 35mm, animation
(Cartoon and technical) and live action.
From script and storyboard to screen.
Facilities: .\rt and animation, editing
equipment.
RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Pictures: D. C. Variational
Analysis: Westinghouse Presents (Westinghouse Learning Corp.); New Prodiicfilms.

95

(.U.

Hand-

(Sharp

Electronics);
Police Dept.).

1971

tions

guns

S.

circle 407 on reader service card

•
HERE & NOW,
Park Avenue, New

INC.

York, N.Y.
377
10016
Phone: (212) 725-2160
Date of Organization; 1970

PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
TV Commercials: Kimberly Clark
Delsey (Needham Harper & Steers);
Nucco (Dancer, FitzgerBest Foods
Natural_ ObDow Jones
ald Sampe
server (Wunderman. Racotta & Kline);
Fresh Air Fund (Dancer Fitzgerald Sam-

—

—

)

Brother

ple);

Samules

—

:

International

(Robert

)

circle 408 on reader service card

New York, N.Y.
10017
Phone: (212) YU 6-9042
Date of Organization: 1961

2 Tudor City Place,

Daniel L. Hess, President, ProducerDirector
Hal Douilas, Senior Writer-Director
Gary Weist, Creative Director
Carol Saperstein. Vice President in
Charge of Toughness
Services: Educational, industrial, documentary films for sales promotion, public
relations, sales training; sales meetings.
slidefilms, filmstrips,

Departments.
RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Pictures: Your Own Man; Ifs
Called Motor Oil (Shell Oil Co.); Dia-

torial

Life; (New York University);
(American Oil
Tire; Decisions

log Witli

3-3000,

Bernard Peretz, Production Asst.

screening

for film, filmstrips, slides, tapes

Services:

Motion

combining

live

sound, animation.

full

PRODUCTIONS

7

accessories.

Complete

editing,

RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Pictures: Up Front With NDC
(Nautical

On

Development Corp.); Accent

R&D

(American-Standard

Inc.);

of 9; Hammers, series of
8, Hand Boring Tools, series of 8; Chisels
& Gouges, series of 8 (Stanley
Works); Telscope (Western Electric);
Planes,

207 East 37th St., New York, New
York 10016
Phone: (212) Oxford 7-5330
Date of Organization: 1967
John D. Rafferty. President and
Executive Producer
Dorothy Elorza, Secretary/Treasurer

anima-

Presentations" equip"Projected
ment, capable of cinematography 9x12
ft. projection backgrounds of live subjects
in front of any projected color background. Facilities: Two new studios,
each with projected presentations systems, lighting grids, air conditioning, control room, catwalk, acoustically treated,
CCTV monitoring of studio floor, 35mm
Camerette,
16mm Camerette,
Eclair
16mm Arriflex with zoom lenses, B&H70DL, Auricon (400 f.t & 1200 ft.) with

zoom,

Book Co., Inc.).
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production,

tion.

ies

Rights and Responsibilities, ser(Look/Listen cS: Learn); 20th Century Black Leaders, series (Audio Visual
Assoc); Middle America, series (Inter-

picture

cinematography,

strips:

JUNE

Don

534,

Producer

and records and other audio-visual media.
RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONoORS
Motion Pictures: Sabado With Ramon
(Salisbury
Educational Media);
Raul
And The Carreta (Doubleday). Film-

nation

E.\t.

series

Third Thursday (AT&T); WNBC-TV
Promotion (WNBC-YV); Life Can Be
Beautiful; Rio Rico Party; Barefoot Bay;
River Ranch Shores Party (G.A.C. Properties).

circle 415

on reader service card

Mel

Co.).
circle 409 on reader service card

HORN/GRINER PRODUCTIONS,

INC.

415 East 54th Street, New York, N.Y.
10022
Phone: (212) 688-2400
Date of Organization: 1965
Steve Horn, President

Norman

Griner, Vice President

Philip Peyton, Treasurer
Richard Hall, Secretary
Services: Production of commercials for
television. Facilities: All film production facilities, including three studios.

circle 410

on reader service card

MICHAEL JOHN ASSOCIATES,

INC.

41 East 42nd Street, New York, New
York 10017
Phone: (212) 867-1860
Date of Organization: 1960
Michael G. St. John, President
T. H. Westermann, Vice President
Marketing & Sales

Dan

Estrada, Vice President

Production

John M. Frassica, Production Manager
Services: Group Communication: 35,
16 and 8mm motion pictures: Complete
planning, production and staging of business meetings; multi-media presentations;
sound

slide"

films,

film

strips,

slides;

speech kits, CCTV
and VTR. Facilities: Studio, art department, sound recording, black & white
and color laboratory, cameras, lighting,
training

96

GR

4-5164;

Seymour Posner, Assistant Producer
Ruth May, Administrative Asst.

and editing rooms; complete production
facilities

10014
Phone: (212) 924-3935
Date of Organization: 1947
Branches: New York: 245 Edgerton
St., Rochester.
Phones: (716) CH

Victor Kayfetz, President, Exec.

Ross Lumpkin, Producer
Services: Production of motion pictures,
slidefilms and filmstrips for education,
industry, government. Audio-visual conOffices,

VICTOR KAYFETZ PRODUCTIONS, INC.
295 W. 4th Srteet, New York, N.Y.

Lyon,

Macs McAree, Supv. Writer

Facilities:

(Reeves Prod. Service); various other
commercials.
circle 414 on reader service card

ler

President

programs

including printed literature, publications.
Facilities: Creative, Production & Edi-

Super

10036
Phone: (212) 265-5800
Branch Office: 26 Avenue Pierre
de Serbie, Paris, France 16
Phone: RLE 05 14
Stephane Tchalgadjieff, Director
Date of Organization: 1964
David W. Funt, President
James A. Kiewel, Exec. Vice

sultants.

DAN HESS PRODUCTIONS

Sound

RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
.Motion Pictures:
Progress
(Carrier
Corp.). Multi^Media: Odyssey (American
Airlines).
Slides:
Space
Bank
(American Telephone and Telegraph);
Spectrum lO's (J. P. Stevens).
circle 411 on reader service card

JOSHUA TREE PRODUCTIONS, INC.
15 West 46th Street, New York, N.Y.

Burt Greenberg, President
Bruce N4cConnachie. Vice President
Services: Film production, editing, storare and distribution. Facilities: General
offices, editing and screening rooms.

RECENT

both staff and free lance writers.

programs,

Brez, Director/Producer
Services: Creators, writers and producers of motion pictures and filmstrips for
industry,
Commercials. Specialist experience in sales training and sales promotion. Facilities: Fully staffed art department, writing and production facili-

TV

ALLAN KEITH PRODUCTIONS,

INC.

243 West 56th Street, New York, N.Y.
10019
Phone: (212) 246-0239
Date of Organization: 1957
.Mian Keith, President

ties.

PRODUCTIONS

RECENT

AND

—

SPONSORS

My Cus(DuPont). Slidefilms: Undersccne (Bestform Inc.); Safety Second
(NRMA). Multi-Media: Times Are AMotion Pictures: Qiana
tomers

Clianging

(Simplicity

TV

Patterns).

Commercial: Meet Jim Southard (RR
& W).
circle 413

on reader service card

—

6 Productions
Kaleldo
139 Payson Avenue, New York,

New

York 07204
Phone: (212) 942-3817
Carlyle Trevelyan, Manager
(See complete listing under New Jersey)

MAX KATZ PRODUCTIONS, INC.
315 East 65th St., New York, New
York 10021
Phone: (212) 988-1957
Date of Organization:

Frank Schilling, Editor
Evelyn McCarthy, Secretary
Phillip Fifield, Salesman
Services:
training

educational,
of
Producers
and sales training films. Dra-

matized sales meetings, conventions,
film

Facilities:
distribution.
recording, insert stages.

etc.;

Editing,

sound
RECENT

PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Pictures: Stem Direction (Multi);
Make Up and Good Grooming
(Wella
Waving
Permanent
(Self);
Corp.); Beauty Shop Management (Edward J. Week Co.).
circle 416 on reader service card

KIM & GIFFORD PRODUCTIONS, INC.
342 Madison Avenue, New York,
N.Y. 10017
Phone: (212) YU 6-2826
Date of Organization; 1960

Lew

1965

Gifford, Director
Paul Kim, Director
Julia Whalen, Production Manager

Ma.x Katz, President-Director
Robert Sann, Production
Services: Produce and Direct videotape
commercials and industrial movies.

Services: Creative services and production of animated and live-action films

RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
and
Commercials:
Astrology
Thee

and slidefilms. Facilities:
mation department.

Al Eugster, Head Animator

Stage,

ani-

BUSINESS SCREEN

PRODUCTIONS

KtCENT

AND

SPONSORS

MouoN

PltluRts: Sniokf Slack (Black
& Decker/Van Sanl Dugdale); Life
Manhaiuin
Bank/Ted
Cycle
(Chase
Bates):
(Sheraton
Hotels/
Jingle
BBD&O); Yiwibo (Burger King/
BBD&O); Sacmobilc (Lake Luggage/
March): Blue (C&P Telephone/N. W.
Ayer): Newscaster (First Pennsylvania
Bank N.
W. Ayer): Hippo (Wise/

Lynn); Little Girl (American Airlines/
Etoyle Dane. Bcrnbach).
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KIRT FILMS INTERNATIONAL LTD.
212 West 71st St., New York, N.Y.
10023
Phone: (212) 874-1180
Date of Organization: 1966
Leonard Kirtman. President
Services: Produce features, documentary, industrial and commercials. Facilities: Two Steenbeck editing tables, magnasync. 16mm magnetic recorder. Nagra,
editing

rooms & screening

facilities.

DAN KLUGHERZ PRODUCTIONS
- 23 Colden Street, Flushing, N.Y.
11355
Phone: (212) 939-0055
Date of Organization: 1958

43

Dan

Director,
Klugherz, Producer,
Writer
Service.-: Treatment, writing and production of social documentary, educational and industrial films. .Mso sound

and light productions.
RECENT PRODUCTIONS

AND SPONSORS
Motion Picture:: / Am A Man (U.S.
Information Agency): A Nation Is Born.
sound & light (Independence Hall, Pa.),
circle 419 on reader service card

KNICKERBOCKER PRODUCTIONS,
INC.

1540 Broadway, New York,
10036
Phone: (212) CI 5-6710
Date of Organization: 1947

Home hoods Sales
Home Food Co.);
(Gulf

Oil

M

Meeting (Equitable Life Ins.); L &
Sales Meeting (Liggett & Myers); Formica Wood Furniture Shine (American
Cyanamid); Sanka Sales Meeting (General Foods).
circle 421 on reader service card

LANDIS/WOLF,

25 West 56lh Street, New York,
York 10019
Phone: (212) 581-8870
Dale of Organiation: 1966

New

Paul Landis. President
Wolf, Director/Cameraman
Caddy Swanson, Sales Manat^er
Min Ooka. Chief Grip
Services: Television commercials and
business films, film or tape production.
Cliir

Complete;
on premises.

Facilities:
facilities

studio

&

editing

PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Comnurcials: Breck (American
Cyanamid SSC&B. Inc.); Alberto-Culver (N.W. .Ayer Chicago): 1970 Census

N.Y.

Howard A. Lesser, President
Willard Van Dyke, Production
Consultant
Renzo Olivieri, Vice-President
.Agnes Grant, Secretary
Frederic G. Calder, Sales Manager
Services: Production from original research to finished film. Facilities: Cameras (35 & I6nim), lighting, and editing
equipment.
circle 420 on reader service card

TV

(Advertising Council/F.S.R. Inc.); Johnson & Johnson (SSC&B. Inc.).
circle 422 on reader service card

62

DON LANE PICTURES, INC.
West 45th Street, New York. N.Y.

10036
Phone: (212) 661-47^7

Donald J. Lane. Picsideut
James Deckard. Camera
Henry Freeman. Production
1948
Services: Complete film production services. Facilities: 16 35mm cameras, sync
sound equipment, editing rooms and
equipment.

RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Pictures: New Professionals of
The Midwest: Meet The New ProfesConstant Quest
(Monsanto);
Another Step Ahead: Profits or Worms

sionals;

(E. R. Squibb & Sons).
circle 423 on reader service card

INC.

850 Seventh Avenue, New York, N.Y.
10019
Phone: (212) 247-3542
Date of Organization: 1968
Stanley Lang, President, Producer
Sandy Cohn. Controller. Producer
Services: Production services for the independent director, for films and commercials

&

(tane

New York, N.Y.
10036
Phone: (212) JU 6-4233
Date of Organization: 1948
David Wasserman. Producer
Amador Craidez, Producer
Doris Rontowsky, Art Driector
Services: Sound filmstrips, slides and
motion pictures for sales meetings, public
relations and employee training, title design for motion pictures. Slide-imation
technique, art and three-dimensional models and props
custom built for TV
commercials. Facilities: .\rt and pro151 West 46th Street.

—

duction studios; .scripts, storyboards, art,
music and sound, photography and editing.

RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Slidefilms: American Can Sales Meeting (American Can Co.); Beech-Nut

NOVEMBER,

1970

RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND
Motion Pu iures: Bonnugo

SPONSORS

can Hut: The Reed Mexico (Independent
Productions); Refuge Church of Christ
(Bishop McKinley Willi;mis); Film Series
(Zyqoi
Productions); Jamboree: 50//i
Anniversary of O.A. (National Council,
B.SA.); P.C.T.S. (Philadelphia College
of Texlil;s & Science): A Time To Cherish (Chestnut Hill College); Journey Into
Greatness (Dre.xel Institute of Technology); Round Robin Classic (Hal Babbitt
Productions).
circ e 425 on reader service card

HARVEY LLOYD PRODUCTIONS,
138 Fifth .Avenue,

New

York,

INC.

New

York 10010
Phone: (212) 675-8731
Date of Organization: 1967
Harvey Lloyd. President
Erika Benis. Vice President
Services: Still and film photography,
multi-media
presentations.
.AV-exhibitions.
.AV-exhibitions,
documentaries,
slide films. Facilities: Two fully equipped studios, closed circuit television studio, film editina. multi-screen projections.

AND

PRODUCTIONS

RECENT

SPONSORS

Pictures:
Something
For
Everyone (Cinemacenter Films). MultiMedia: An American Odyssey (Monsanto). Slidefilms: Israel (Jewish Agency). Closed Circuit: Three Video Matrix trade exhibits (American Can Co.).
circle 42B on reader service card

ARTHUR LODGE PRODUCTIONS,

INC.

315 Millwood Rd.. Chappaqua, N.Y.
10514
Phone: (914) 666-5486
Date of Incorporation: 1953
.Arthur J. Lodge. Jr.. President
Services: Industrial, documentary, educational, sales training and newsfilm production. Facilities: Editing and filming
equipment.
RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Picture: Industry On Parade
series

(N.AM).
circle 427 on reader service card

film).

PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Pictures: Drivers Seat (Hertz/
Carl Ally); Low Cost-Couple (.American
RECENT

LANCE STUDIOS

films and commercials. Stills. Facilities:
Creative
dcparimeni,
studios,
laboratories, editing department. Complete film
and sound equipment for studio or location produttions.

Motion

Boris Bode. Editorial
Date of Organization:

STAN LANG,

CITY

— The Afri-

INC.

RECENT

circle 418 on reader service card

NEW YORK

(Beech-Nut); American
Meeting (American
Gulf Sales Meetings
Co.); Equitab'e Life Sales

Meeting

Sates

Motors Gremlin/Wells
Rich
Greene);
(Gulf Oil/Young & Rubicam); Chef
Ruffino Schneiffeulinc &
Co. /Delia Femina. Travisano & Partners): Worid War HI (United Nations
Assoc. /Cunningham & Walsh).
circle 424 on reader service card
Rolls Royce

(

MOTION PICTURE
PRODUCTION STUDIOS

LE ROY

213 West 35th St., New York, NY.
Phone: (212) 564-6793
Date of Organization: 1939
Branch: 1208 East Cliveden St., Philadelphia, Pa. 19119. Phone: (215)
548-6911
Charles Roy. President
Rita Roy, Vice President
Services: Motion pictures: travelogues,
documentary and promotional films, TV

JAMES LOVE PRODUCTIONS,
151 East 50th Street,

New

INC.

York, N.Y.

10022
Phone: (212) 593-2510
Date of Organization: 1952
James .A. Love. President

Anne M. Love. Secretary
Gary L. Borresen, Production
Coordinator

John M. Poole, Laboratory Expediter
Services: Scripts, storyboards, motion
pictures for television and industry: slidefilms: TV package shows. Script and
consultation. Facilities:

rooms,
mobile

art

Offices, cutting
insert
studio,
Studio, creative,

department:

location unit.
technical and production staff.

RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
NIoTioN Pictures: Who Killed Kincaid

TV

Commer(United States .Army).
cials: Letters: Up-Up (Bell of Pennsylvania).
circle 428 on reader service card
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LARRY MADISON PRODUCTIONS,

Tony

Pedatella. Vice President

Services: Producers of industrial, documentary, public relations, sales, educational and TV films and commercials.
Facilities: Full production facilities.

PRODUCTIONS

RECENT

AND

SPONSORS

Landing
Bolton
Pictures:
(NYS-Office of Planning Coordination);
Duck Huntins With Bing Crosby (ABCGun Safety
Sportsman);
American

Motion

(Remington Arms Co.).
cials: Brisk Moiillimish

TV Commer-

(Wm.

Esty Co./

Colgate Palmolive Co.); Vermont Maid
(Wm. Esty/R. J. Reynolds Foods).
circle 429 on reader service card

HAROLD MANTELL INC.
Eighth Ave., New York, N.Y.

505
Phone: (212) 549-5245
Branch Office: New Jersey: P.O. Box
378, Princeton, New Jersey 08540
Phone: (609) 921-2803.
Date of Organization: 1949
Harold Mantell. President
Richard Ader. Secretary-Treasurer
Services: Production of motion pictures
and sound slide films, and integrated
text and instructional materials. Facilities: Production facilities and equipment
for production of professional 16 35m_m
motion pictures; screening room, studio,
audio control room and editing rooms.
RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Pictures: Ezra Pound: Poet's
Poet: Fellini: The Director As Creator:
E. E. Cumniings: Poet as Magician: The
Chemical Synthesis of Proteins (Films
For the Humanities and Sciences);
Journey Into Nutrition (National Educational Television); Give Us Tomorrow
(United Nations Children's Fund).
circle 430 on reader service card

MARATHON INTERNATIONAL
PRODUCTIONS,

INC.

10 East 49th Street, New York, N.Y.
10017
Phone: (212) 688-1130
Date of Incorporation: 1948
Konstantin Kaiser, President &
Executive Producer
Mary Sommer. Production Secretary
Jim Woolley. Chief Editor
Paula Weinstein, Accoi4nts Dept.
films,
information
Public
Services:
training & educational films, worldwide

news service, company newsreels, special
events coverage for industry; film editing, commercials, stock shots. Videotape
division: production, editing, duplicating.

Facilities: Complete 1 6mm and 35mp
production, recording, interlock and editing

facilities.

the
world.

in

U.S. .A.

MAYSLES FILMS,
Broadway, New

INC.

253 East 49th St., New York, New
York 10017
Phone: (212) 838-4856
Date of Organization: 1962
Larry Madison. President
Lawrence K. Madison, Vice President
Alan L. Madison. Vice President

1697

PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Pictures: Where It's At.': Wild
Wild Wagens (Volkswagen of .America);
Interplanetary Hygiene (Henkel Chemicals); Style 70\ (J. C. Penney Co., Inc.).
circle 431 on reader service card

All the Facts

You Need

Concise, accurate data on film production sources who have supplied minimum reference data required for reader
guidance makes this Annual Production
Review the most authoritative producer
reference guide in the world.

York,

New

York 10019
Phone: (212) 582-6050
Date of Organization: 1962
Albert Maysles, Cinetnatographer/
Director
David C. Maysles, Director
Services: Complete production facilities
for motion pictures, including theatrical
feature films, television documentaries,

corporate and promotional
Facilities:
commercials.
Unique portable 16mm and 35mm cameras and sound equipment; Steenbeck
editing. Total production facilities.

and

specials,

TV

films,

AND

PRODUCTIONS

RECENT

SPONSORS

Motion Pictures: Gimme

Shelter (RollFilms); Reflections

Stones/Maysles
(Japan Air Lines/Ketchum, MacLeoad &
Grove); Recruiter (CBS). TV Commercials: Jello (Doyle, Dane & Bernbach);

ing

Dtiffey

For Senator.
circle 432 on reader service card

MCI VIDEO/FILM PRODUCTIONS, INC.
120 West 44th St., New York, N.Y.
10036
Phone: (212) 265-4215
Date of Organization: 1968
Jack J. Moss. President, Executive
Producer
Services: Creation and prdouction of
training and selling programs, meeting
materials, educational tapes and TV commercials. Originating on 2" color videotapes and transfer to 1 6mm, 8mm or
Super 8 motion picture film. Facilities:
Access to completely equipped professtudios throughout the country;
mobile units for on locations videotaping.
RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Video Tapes: Salesmanship //; Salesmanship III (Shell Oil Co.). Video: New

sional

RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Slidefilms: Poetry Is Alive And Well
and Living In America: The Hole That
Grew: How A Book Is Made: Discovery
T. To See: Loving.
circle 435 on reader service card

MEDIA PRODUCTIONS
Park Avenue, New York,
York 10017
Phone: (212) 786-4944
Date of Organization: 1969
Burton Q. Zaro, Film Director
103

MEDCOM, INC.
Avenue, New York, New

280 Park
York 10017
Phone: (212) 661-0632
Date of Oraanization: 1966
Robert E. Fuisz, M.D., President
Vivian R. Moss, Producer
Peter Glushanok, Producer
Alfred R. Kelman, Executive
Producer
Services: Educational films and videotape, educational for all media. Facilities: Studio and editing facilities.

RECENT

Motion

(CPC

PRODUCTIONS
Pictures:

.^

AND
Times

SPONSORS

A

Day

Hypertension
(Merck, Sharp & Dohme); Diabetes
(USV Pharmeceutical); The Case For
Population Control (G.D. Searle & Co.);
Depression (Lakeside).
circle 434 on reader service card
International);

MEDIA PLUS,

INC.

60 Riverside Drive, Suite IID,
York, N. Y. 10024
Phone: (212) 873-5543
Date of Organization: 1968

Ann

New

Grifalconi, President

Frances D. Ross, Vice President,
Secretary
Elias Lipsky, Treasurer
Services: Producers of educational films
16mm motion pictures; sound filmmultimedia kits; posters; study
strips;

—

prints.

Facilities:

Creative and art de-

partments and executive offices. Affiliated with writers and editing, recording

and processing

labs.

New

Peter Lussier, Production Director
Everett Reid, Jr., Vice Pres., Sales
Donna Grobstein, Art Director
commercials
Services:
Producers
of
(Film and tape). Documentaries, industrial films and multi-media productions.
Facilities: Editing, screening and conference rooms.

RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Pictures: Fashion Right Summer (Burlington Industries); Beautiful

Bedrooms

(Nettle Creek

Childrens

Game (Wood

Industries);

Council

A

— Mar-

Multi-Media: Hot Line II
(Burlington Yarn Co.); The Worldly
Look of Moorseville (Moorseville Mills),
circle 436 on reader service card

steller. Inc.).

MELANDREA,

INC.

909 Third Avenue, New York, New
York 10022
Phone: (212) 421-4830
Branch Officers: Melandrea/The Concept Group. 75 E. Wacker Dr., Chicago. III. 60606. Phone: (312) 6410556, Judi Krunimenacher. President: Melandrea. Inc.. 6335 Home-

wood

Ave., Los Angeles, Calif.
90028, Phone: (213) 461-2791. Art

Lawson, Acct. Executive: Lawrence
Marshall Productions, Ltd. 32 Berwick Ave., Toronto, Canada 197,
Phone: (416) 487-2871, Lawrence

CCTV (AT&T
Presentation
Building
Lone Lines).
circle 433 on reader service card

Correspondent cameramen
and all countries of the

RECENT

INC.

Marshall, President

Jim Santandrea, President, Creative
Dir.

Carmine Santandrea, Exec. Vice
President, Dir. Marketing
Multi-media film producers.
Motion
Stoplight slide presentations
picture films, Innersphere Theatres (tm).
Facilities: Script writing, complete art
department, photography studio, aniination stands, complete editing facilities,
complete recording facilities for narra-

Services:

—

music and mix, screening room.
RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Pictures: Space (Art Driectors
Club of NY); Space In Flight (Trans
World .-Mrlines); The Expansion of Time
(United Airlines); Discover Kodel (EastAmerica
Discover
man Chemical);
tion,

MCA

Today and Tomorrow
(Avis);
(Universal Pictures). \1ulti-Media: Pepsi's Got A Lot To Give (Pepsi Cola Co.);
BE.MA (IBM); Why Can't They Be
Like We Were (Scholastic). Recorded
Play: Two In The Back Room (Simon
& Schuster).
circle 437 on reader service card

MERCURY NEWSFILM
501 Madison Ave., New York, N.Y.
10022
Phone: (212) PL 2-2224
Date of Organization: 1961
Date of Incorporation: 1963
Benjamin S. Greenberg, President,
Executive Producer
Shirley C.

Soman, Vice President

Dir.

of Research
P. Evans, Vice President, Director of Sales

David

BUSINESS SCREEN
98

Robert Rolnik, Vice President, Director

iif

Public Relation!:

London: 54 Bonscr
Rd. NKklx. Phone: 89;.8659. Paris:

Branch

Offices:

38 Rue Galilee. Phone: 704-8830.
Servicis: Production and distribution of
TV Newsfilms and Canieos, silent and
sound. Special assignments. h,\ciiniKs:
Editing, sound and lighting equipment;
Arriflex. Auricon. Beaulieu, Kodak, Bolex and Hyenio cameras; animation and
radio recording sertitling equipment:
vices; still photo services.

AND

PRODUCTIONS

RECENT

SPONSORS

New

work quality 2" color videotaping and
transfer to films, (Sec listing under MCI
Video'Film Productions, Inc.). Facililus: Consulting, scriptwriting. artwork,
filming, recording, editing, all production services.

AND

PRODUCTIONS

RECENT

SPONSORS

(

485

METROMEDIA PRODUCERS
CORPORATION
Lexington .\venue. New York

Ci(>, N.Y. 10017
Phone: (212) 682-9100
A. Frank Reel. President

Chuck

Executive Vice President
Walter Kingsley. Vice Pres. National &

Sales
Joseph, Vice Pres. Syndication
Sales
Art Stolnitz. I'ice Pres. Production
Div.
Services: Producer of live TV programs.
TV film programs. TV tape programs.
Distributor of television feature films.
film series and tape series. Facilities:
Studios: 8544 Sunset Blvd.. Los .Angeles,
Calif. Sales: 485 Le.xington .^ve.. N. Y.
Intl.

Ken

RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Film: Undersea World of Jacques Cou(DuPont Hartford Ins. Group);
sleau
Mavbe I'll Come Home In The Spring
(ABC). Tape: Hiahlights of the Ice
Capades (AT&T); Hallmark Hall of
Fame
A Storm In Summer (Hallmark).
circle 439 on reader service card

—

ARTHUR MOKIN PRODUCTIONS, INC.
17 \>cs» 601h Street. New York. New
York 10023
Phone: (212) 757-4868
Date of Organization: 1966
Arthur Mokin. President
Barbara Mokin. Secretary-Treasurer
Services: Production and distribution of

16mm

educational films including freeloan service. Facilities: Film library and
editing rooms and executive offices.

RECENT

PRODUCTIONS

AND

SPONSORS

Motion Pictures: Alaska Speaks (Independent); y'east Dough Shaping Made
Easy (Standard Brands Inc.).
circle 440 on reader service card

MOSS COMMUNICATIONS, INC.
120 West 44th St., New York, N. Y.
10036
Phone: (212) 265-4215
Date of Organization: 1966
Jack I. Moss. President, Executive
Producer
Bea Moss. Vice President
Ken de Vries. Sales Manager
Services: Creation and production of
16mm and 8mm motion pictures, TV
commercials, slidefilms. slides, and multimedia; consultation and development of
complete training and educational programs; collaterial printed materials; netNOVEMBER,

1970

MPO PRODUCTIONS, INC.
MPO Videotronics)
East 44th St., New York. NY.

(A Subsidiary of

HO

Fries.

St.,

Silver

Otto C. Romanelli. Vice President,
Contract A dministrator
Lawrence Mollot, Executive Producer,
Director
Bert Lawrence, Producer-Director-

222
10017
Phone: (212) 867-8200
Date of Organization: 1947
Branch Offices: Illinois: 640 N. LaSalle, Chicago, III. 60610. Phone:
(312) 527-3680, Bill Bailey. Manager. California:
800 N. Seward,
Hollywood. 90038. Phone: (213)

.Mrlines);

Allen Press Conference United Artists);
circle 438 on reader service card

1110 Spiing

Md. Phone: (301) 585-7100.
Walnut Hill Road. Sandy

(Blue Chip Ventures. Inc.); Consultation:
It's
Your Move: Pioneers In United
Parcel Service (United Parcel Service).
Closed Circuit TV: Loni; Lines Pre-

Woody

dom Day (American

Office:

Spring.
Studio:

Hook. Conn. Phone: N.Y. (212)
989-1754
Bruce G. McLaughlin. President

Pictiiris: When The Customer
Says "No": Tire Selling Tactics (Shell
Oil Co.). Slidefilms: The Good Life

sentation (AT&T).
circle 441 on reader service card

PiC'TiiRi s:

Branch

CITY

Motion

Laser (Bell Laboratories); Boalini; (Pepsi Cola); America's Clip: Cruise Wear (DuPonI Co.);
(Univac);
New
Computer
Hospital
Flight Terminal (Trans World Airlines);
Auto Show (American Motors); Rubella
Vaccine (Smith. Kline & French); Free-

Mot ION

NEW YORK

6-3341. Mel Dellar.

Vice-Presi-

461 Park Avenue
York, N.Y. 10016,
Phone: (212) 867-8200, Don Woelfel,
Mgr.: 5400 Cahuenga Blvd.,
Los Angeles 91601, Phone: (213)
985-7310, Gary Brown, Mgr.: Tape
Films Inc.: 619 W. 54th St., N.Y.
10019,
Phone:
867-8200,
(212)
Charles Ahfo, Gen. Mgr.: 5400
Cahuenga Blvd., N. Hollywood,
Calif. 91601, Phone: (213) 985-7010,
Robert Aller, Mgr.
Judd L. Pollock, Chairman
Arnold Kaiser. President
William Susman, E.xec. Vice President

Manaqer:

dent,

South,

New

and Secretary
Services: Complete pix)duclion of motion pictures for sales promotion, training, public relations and product demonstration. Filmed and videotape TV commercials. Distribution service, film and
live presentations and stage shows for
industry. Facilities: (New York): Large
self-contained studio center for sponsored
films and videotaping; includes 9 sound
stages with lighting, photographic, and

sound equipment, screening rooms, speshops; mobile units, editing
(California): Complete produc-

effects

cial

facilities.

Writer
Services: Production of motion pcitures,
filmstrips, and recordings for industry,
television and government. Consultants
to "in-plant" film units, providing script,
editing, animation, recording, and production completion services. Facilities:
Writers, directors, editors, and animation
30' x 40' sound stage, full complement of modern camera, lighting, and
sound equipment for studio and locaartists;

tion piodi ction.

PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Pictures: Seeds of Discovert'
(NAS^); Take It From SBA (Small

RECENT

Business Administration); Plankton. Life

Of The Sea: Submarine Rescue: Planes
In The Sky
Ships In The Sea: Wau-

—

kesha Diesel Engine (U. S. Navy); Let's
Talk About Plants and Animals (Elementary Education); The Easy Rider
(Telex): Techeval (Naval Undei^vater
Systems Center).
circle 443 on reader service card

OWEN MURPHY PRODUCTIONS,

Editorial

Emanuel Munos,

stage.

PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Pictures: Micro (Western Elec-

RECENT

PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Pictures: Beyond The Mirage
(Jewish Chatagua Society); Driver Care:

tric

Driver Safety (U. S. Post Office); Glory
Hole (Kennecott Copper); Making Love
(Ketchum MacLeod & Grove); The Decision Is Yours (U. S. Army Recruiting
Service); The Way It Is (U. S. Army);
1971

Introduction
(Oldsmobile).
circle 442 on reader service card

MPO VIdeotronIc Repeater Corp.
461 Park Avenue South, New York.
N.Y. 10016
Phone: (212) 867-8200
Don Woelfel. General Manager
(See complete listing under MPO Prod.
Inc., New York)
MRC
(Division of

FILMS, INC.
McLaughlin Research
Corp.)

71

West 23rd
10010

St.,

New

York. N.Y.

Phone: (212) 989-1754
Date of Organization: 1942

Editorial

Arthur Kaplan. Controller
Services: Specalist in unorthodox graphic
and story treatment of fi'ms for industry
and television. Facilities: Full production and editorial facilities for 35mm,
Ifimni and Techniscope Formats; editorial
rooms, theatre, recording and insert

tion facilities.

RECENT

INC.

274 Madison Avenue, New York,
N.Y. 10016
Phone: (212) 689-4060
Date of Organization: 1946
Paul Cohen, President
Eric H. Lawrence. Vice-Pres. in Chg.

Liqht: Network (American
Tele. Co.); Selamat Datang (U.S.
Information .Agency); Here Is New Jersey (New Jersey Bell Co.).
circle 444 on reader service card

Co.);

Tele.

&

NESTINGEN FILMS
156 East 52nd Street, New York, N.Y.
10022
Phone: (212) PL 9-8260
Date of Organization: 1957

Don
P.

Nestingen. President
Nestingen, \'ice President

Donovan Thesenga. Production
Manager
G. Tracy, Pliotographer. Writer
Services: 16 and 35mm motion pictures
for

business

Cameras,

and

industry.

Facilities:

sound and editing
equipment.
RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Pictures: A Greenhouse in
Harlem (N. Y. City Housing .Authority); A
.\ew System For Distribution
(Ford Motor Co.); Solid Waste Disposal
lighting,

99

(.Swindell

Dressier);

A New

Life

in

Your Hands (Winthrop Labs); The Mack
75 (Mack Tnick).
circle 445 on reacder srevice card

NFL FILMS, INC.
410 Park Avenue, New York, N.Y.
10022
Phone: (212) 758-8380
Date of Organization: 1964
Branch: 2^0 N. 13th St.. Philadelphia,
Pa. 19107. Phone: (215) LO 7-3415.
Ed

Sabol, President
John Hentz. Vice President, Production

Dave Marx, General Manager
Arthur Spioller. Production Manager
photographers and
Official
Services:
film production firm for all 26 profesAll
sional football teams. Facilities:
necessary equipment for filming and production of complete 16mm films. Faciliinclude sound studios and film lab.
circle 446 on reader service card

ties

NICHOLSON-MUIR PRODUCTIONS,
INC.

Chatsworth Avenue Larchmont,
New York 10538
Phone: (914) 834-3005
Date of Organization: 1960
E. Roger Muir, President
Robert Nicholson, Executive Vice
138

President

Robert Rushing, Executive Producer
Producers of television programs and The Video Encyclopedia, for
broadcast and cablecast. Facilities: Tele-

films.

design, electronic programming.
Facilities: Complete production facilities.
Sound studio with music library.

or
Editing department,

facility

PRODUCTIONS

RECENT
Si iDEFii

Ms:

Diivini;

AND
In

SPONSORS
East

Britian;

Africa Wing Safari (BOAC); Theatre
Europ: (Air India); Model AOCT (Ham-

Whole-Body

RadioautoAdult Diagraphy
betic (USV Pharmaceutical); Galapagos
Adventure (Lindblad Travel); Living
Through The Years (Total Home Show-

Beach);

ilton

(Pfizer, Inc.); Stahle

inch equip-

ment).
RECENT

PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Video Tapes: Wlio Knows?; Pay Cards!;
Matches 'n Mates; Newlywed Game
(Multi-sponsored).
circle 447 on reader service card

Fred A. Niles Communications Centers,
Inc.

West End Avenue, New York,
N.Y.
Phone: (212) SUsquehanna 7-8770

108

Charles Ticho, Vice President

AMRAM NOWAK ASSOCIATES,

INC.

254 West 54th St., New York, N.Y.
10019
Phone: (212) LT 1-3140
Date of Organization: 1960

Amram Nowak,

President

David Hoffman. Vice Pres.
Robert Heller, Producer/Director
Harry Wiland, Producer/Director
Services: Producer of documentary motion pictures and public service TV spots
for health, social welfare, religious and
educational agencies. Facilities: Editorial rooms, insert stage, animation, screening room, executive offices.

PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Pictures: The Nashville Smind
(self); Earl Scruggs (NET); The Green
Jungle (Peace Corps); No Trumpets
(Maryknoll Fathers). TV Commercials:
Anti Smoking (TB Assoc).
RECENT

circle 448

2

circle 449 on reader service card

PANEL FILM PRODUCTIONS,

INC.

280 Madison Avenue, New York, New
York 10016
Phone: (212) 679-6401
Date of Organization: 1959
Henry E. Knaup, President
Catherine Knaup, Vice President
Services: Producers of industrial and
commercial motion pictures. Facilities:

mo-

Studio, editoral facilities, videotape,
tion pictures.

PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Pictures: Mr. Clean (Proctor
& Gamble); Pan Am '70 (Pan American
RECENT

Ideas, Ideas; Ideas Spanish
(Singer International).
circle 450 on reader service card

.Mrways);

PAGEANT PRODUCTIONS
St., New York, New York

10036
Phone: (212) 867-7747
Date of Organization: 1967
Robert E. Bengis, President

Reuben Marshall. Director of Sales
Jacques Hutzler, Director of

Photography
Otto Van Eersel, Director of Graphics
Services; (Complete production services.
100

Facilities:

for 16/35mm production; location
Widescreen
photography.
studio.

10017
Phone: (212) PL 8-0490
Studio: Old Bedford Road, Greenwich,
Conn.
Date of Organization; 1958
John L. Peckham, President
Harvey Y.ile Gross. Vice-President
Peter H. Peckham. Secretary-Treasurer
William Littlefield, Creative Director
Services: 16/35mm films and slidefilms
business, industrial, government, TV
sales promotion, public relations, theatrical, documentary, educational, scientific.
Commercials programs for TV in color
and bc&w; sales training, sales, advertising films. Facilities: Creative, production and editorial depts.; Arriflex cam16/
Techniscope camera,
also
eras;
35mm animation camera; sync sound
recording equipment.
RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Pictures: IBM Copier (IBM
Office Products); The Proud New Yorkers: Power With The People (Consolidated Edison Co.); The Problem-Solver
(IBM—World Trade Corporation); The
Data ProcessOffice Computer (IBM

—

—

Div.); Fire On Ice (Standard Oil
Co.); Copy Edit (The Newspaper Fund);
ing

Contemporary

Communications

(

Dow

TheLcading Edge (Pan Ameri-

Jones);

can World

.Mrways).
on reader service card

circle 451

•
PICTURE HOUSE
2000 Longfellow Ave., East Meadow,
New York 11554
Phone: (516) TV 6-5180
Date of Organization; 1955
Blunk. President in charge of
Production
Jean Rigo. Secretary-Treasurer
Services: Production of motion pictures
Filelis

and filmstrips for education,
industry, advertising and public relations.
Updating of existing
Script services.

slide-films,

AND

facilities.

SPONSORS
To Basics;

Motion Pictures: Return
Draw or Stml? (Nassau Co.mmunity
Radar Multi-Scan

lege);

Electronics

nell

Show

(Aviation

Can- Am

land);

Col-

(DyReading Air

Display

Corp.);
Council of
Challenge

Long

Is-

(Watkins

Glen Grand Prix).
circle 452 on reader service card

THE PLACE FOR FILM MAKING
47 East 44th Street, New York, N.Y.
10017
Phone: (212) 689-6922
Date of Organization: 1968
Joseph Lerner, President, ProducerDirector
Peter von Schmidt, Vice President,

Direclor-Canu-rainan
Sheldon Secunda, Director
Geraldine Lerner, Film Editor, PostProduction Supervisor
Services: 16/35mm motion pictures and
Editing

Facilities;

services.

creative

rooms, complement of specially designed
35/16nim camera equipment, insert stage,

PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Commercials: For J. Walter Thomp-

RECENT

TV

son; Ogilvy

McCann

-

& Mather; Wm. Esty Adv.);
Cunninghom
&

Erickson;

Walsh; Kelly, Nason; Wolff Associates;

N.W.
9

animation

PRODUCTIONS

RECENT

PECKHAM PRODUCTIONS, INC.
East 48th Street, New York, N.Y.

on reader service card

West 45(h

ment

case).

Services:

vision production studio (Vi

Personnel and equip-

equipment, equipment sales and rental,
consultation, equipment and projection

.^yer; Weiehtman. Inc.
circle 453 on reader service

card

PLUS TWO PRODUCTIONS, LTD.
141 East 44th Street, New York N.Y.
10017
Phone: (212) 758-9330
Date of Organization: 1968
Stanton Korey, President
Rene Oiilmann. I'/'ec President
Egon Dumler, Secretary /Treasurer
Services: Full service television production

company.

Facilities:

offices

New York with affiliates on West
London, Rome & Copenhagen.
PRODUCTIONS

RECENT

AND

in

Coast,

SPONSORS

Pictiires: Sealtest; U.S. Army
circle 454 on reader service card

Motion

PRODUCING ARTISTS,

INC.

17 East 45th Street. New York, N.Y.
10017
Phone: (212) 661-2131
Date of Organization: 1960
Robert McCahon, President/Director

Leon

Patlach, Vice President/
Treasurer
Edward Colton, Secretary
motion pictures;
16/ 3 5
Services:
videotape. TV films and commercials.
Theatrical features, TV programs, industrials. Facilities: sound stage at 537
W. 59th St., New York City; editing facilities at 17 East 45 Street, N.Y.

mm

PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Commercials: Ford Motor Co.;
Firestone (J. Walter Thompson); Crest
RECENT

TV

(Benton

&

Bowles).

Motion Pictures;

release
The Naked Choice
(Producing Artists); The Miracle (Noah

Theatrical

Films, Tel

Aviv).

circle 455 on reader service card

THE PRODUCERS GROUP

INC.

213 E. 381h Street, New York, N.Y.
10016
3-8359
Phone: (212)
Date of Organization: 1970
Andrew B. Nemes, Emil Williametz,
Robert Hertz. Loren Mclnytre,

MU

Producers/ Directors

BUSINESS SCREEN

Si;rvicls: Pi-oducers Group is a production learn of four speciali/ed companies;
which includes: Audio Visual ProducInc.; Educational, information and
moti\ational films and A.V. media. Research and development of subjects and
techniques.
Nontheatrical
distiibution.
Transfrontier Films, public affairs and
institutional films and
TV productions
di^trihlltion
world-wide. Theatrical
of

tions,

short and feature films. Matt Farrell
Productions. Inc.; Films for business and
industry.
.Action
Graphics;
animation
films, filmstrips, multimedia and grapharts presentations and publishing. F.\Complete live and animation
cii rriFs:
picttue, sound and editing facilities in
ic

New Vork and

through

com-

affiliate

panies oNcr'cas.

Motion

AND

SPONSORS

Pictures:
The Professional
(Universal Education &

Plioloffiapher
Visual .'\rts);

Dalos Explosivos: What
To
The
Other
Penny?
Happened
(C.E.P.D. Peru); Two Desert Lands;
Two Mountain Lands (Learning Corp.
of America).
circle 456 on reader service card

PRODUCERS ROW INC.
Fifth Avenue. New York, N.Y.

666
10019
Phone: (212) 765-1400
Date of Organization: 1955
William F. Herrick, President
Frank B. Muller. E.xeentive VicePresident

PRODUCTIONS

AND

SPONSORS
of The Union
(Shell

Grover: Public Relations: Moon
Merchandising:
Road
Girl:
Changes;
Tour: Advertising: Mr. Penney: Children
(J. C. Penney); Happiness Business (N.
Y. Telephone); Picturephone (.4T&T);
Impressions (Mobil Oil).
circ'e 457 on reader service card
Oil);

SPONSORS FILM SERVICE
W. 54fh St, New York, N.Y.

10019
Phone: (212) 757-2125
(See complete data under
Communications, Inc.)

DFI

TED STEEG PRODUCTIONS,

INC.

701 Seventh Ave., New York, N.Y.
10036
Phone: (212) LT 1-8470
Date of Incorporation: 1960

Ted

Steeg. President
Peter Funk, Executive Vice President
Jim Strongin, Creative Director
JoAnne Finkel, Treasurer
Services: Producers of motion pictures,
filmstrips and presentations for television, business education and government.
Facilities: Offices, conference rooms,
screening rooms, editing rooms, and production facilities and equipment.

PRODUCTIONS AND
Motion Pictures: Doctor

SPONSORS

RECENT

.

.

.

Teacher

Friend (Project Hope); One Week
(Newsweek); Juan (U.S.I.A.); Management Supervision, series (.\.M..A.); Svstem 370 (IBM):T5P5 (AT&T).
.

.

circle 458 on reader service card

NOVEMBER,

1970

itii s:

Complete motion

stage, editing,

production

picfa-

cilities.

AND

SPONSORS
Motion Pictures: Africa Speaks To
Me (N. v. Tele. Co.); Commission 28;
The Captain Pam American); Salute To
Jazz (Schlitz); Louis Armstrong At New
PRODUCTIONS

RECENT

Port.

circle 459 on reader service card

HENRY STRAUSS COMMUNICATIONS
31 West 53rd St., New York, N.Y.
10019
Phone: (212) PLaza 7-0651
Date of Organization: 1951

Henry

Strauss, President

Louis Mucciolo, Vice President
William L. Browning, General Manager
Services: Internal and external commun-

films, training courses

presentations

pictures,

Motion Pictures: Stale
Coin Game: Premium Promotion

.

Each
sound

Carl V. Ragsdale, President
E. Sanders, Secretary
D. B. MacLeod, Vice President
David C. .Askling. Executive Producer
Si Rvici s: Producers of motion pictures
for industry, government, trade associations,

advertising agencies and public reAll necessary

lations firms. Facilities:
for design, creation and

PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Pictures: Something Of Our
Own (Thiokol Chemical Corp./HUD).
RECENT

circle 462 on reader service card

LAWRENCE RAVITZ ASSOCIATES, INC.
215 East 37th Street, New York, N.Y.
10016
Phone: (212) 867-5140
Date of Incorporation: 1966
Lawrence Ravitz. President
Services: Complete development of motion picture and slidefilm projects from
script
to
completed film. Facilities:
Editinf. projection rooms.
RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Pictures: All The Difference

(Eastman Kodak Co.); Go! (Wa.shingMetropolitan Area Transit Authority); New Product Demonstration (Sin-

ton

Slidefilms: Untitled promotion film for Ted Barash & Co.
circle 463 on reader service card

ger-Graflex).

and recorded material; other coordinated
audio-visual tools. Facilities: All necessary for research, planning, programming and the creation and production of
these media.

RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Pictures: Image: A Matter of
Need (Pan American Airlines); Chal(Armco Steel); Awav We Go
lenge
(AT. & T.); The Arts (Associated
Council of the Arts).
circle 460 on reader service card

DAVID QUAID PRODUCTIONS, INC.
R.D. #1, Austin Road, Mahopac, N.Y.
10541
Phone: (212) 892-5380
Date of Organization: 1967
David L. Quaid, President
Dorothy Quaid, Vice President
John Orr, Production Mgr.
Alan H. Stetson, Asst. Production Mgr.
Services: Producer of industrial, documentary, public relations, sales, education
TV commercials. Facilities: Full
production facilities. 16mm and 35mm.

and

PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
CoMMERClAi s: Electronic Revolution
(Union
Carbide/Wm. Esty); Sliding
RECENT

TV

(Volkswagen/Doyle,

Dane.

Bernbach);

Bahama Campaign (Bahama Tourism/
McCann-Erickson); Rheingold Beer Campaign (Young & Rubicam); The Mill
(Burlington
bach).

Mills/Doyle,

Dane,

ROBERT YARNALL RICHIE

slide-

and guides; printed

Bern-

circle 461 on reader service card

CARL PAGSDALE ASSOCIATES, LTD.
321 East 45th Street, New York, New
York 10017
Phone: (212) 867-7651
Branch Office: 16036 Tupper St., -Sepulveda, Ca'if. 91343. Phone: (213)
894-6291 Frank Coghlan, E.xec. Producer-In-Charge
Date of Organization: 1962

programming

quality motion pictures.

TV

tions accounts. Facilities: Staff writers,
directors, art director, art facilities.

421

.1.
Stiber, President
Charlotte R. Stiber, Vice President
Michael Livesey, Photography
.Antoine .Amant, Traffic
Si.RVKT s:
TV commercials, industrial
films, government films, public relations

films.

CITY

J,

Sidney

commercials). Semi-animated and

and stage shows for industry: slidefilms
and other audio-visual media. Service
audio-visual print media and public rela-

RECENT

MU

ture

NEW YORK

2M\\

ications,
development; education, sales
attitude
sales
promotion; community,
training;
customer and industrial relations; management and staff training, through programmed motion pictures (excluding

& Treasurer

Motion

i:.

including public and employee

Ralph Nathan. Vice President
General Manager
James D. Michelson. Director of
Marketing
Services:

STIBER PRODUCTIONS, INC.

J.

St., Nc« York, N.Y.
10016
5-5516
Phone: (212)
Dale of Organization: 1954

134

(

PRODUCTIONS

RECENT

SIDNEY

PRODS., INC.
230 East 44th Street, New York, N.Y.
10017
1-1380
Phone: (212)
Date of Organization: 1948
Branch: 7230 Twin Tree Lane, Dallas,
Texas 75214. Phone: (214) EM

MO

3-1292
Robert Yarnall Richie, President
V. G. Richie. Secretary-Treasurer
Gilda T. Gold, V.P. C'hg. Production
Services: Motion pictures for TV, industrial, documentary, 35 & 16mm b&w and
color; slide-motion; filmstrips; scripts and
story board treatments. Specialists in still
photography. Facilities: Self-equipped
for all phases of motion picture photogemploying
cameras,
raphy;
Mitchell
Magnasync sound on location; shooting
staff for sets and special effects. Lighting for large industrial

interiors.

PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Pictures: Men. Mountains &
Mud (Texaco & Gulf); The Alchemist's
RECENT

Dream

(Superior Oil Co.); Micro-Processing (Keuffel Esser Co.).
circle 464 on reader service card

KEN SACO ASSOCIATES,

INC.

150 East 58th St., New York, N.Y.
10022
Phone: (212) 688-2015
Date of Organziation: 1957

Ken Saco, President
Curl Lowey, Vice President
Jeffrey Mitchell, Designer/Producer
Services: Design, script, and produce
industrial films, and multi-media presentations.

Facilities: Writer, designer and

producer offices, with screening rooms.

RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Multi-Media: Threshold '70 (IBM);
The Growiw; Percentage (AT&T); Photo
Focus on Safety At Kodak (Eastman
Kodak Co.); Road Show (N. W. Aver);
Sales Meeting (John Deere Co.).
circle 465 on reader service card

101

RMA, INCORPORATED

wide distribution arrangements for the-

117 East 30th St.. New York, N.Y.
10016
Phone: (212) LE 2-7083
Date of Organization: 1953
Rene J. Mechin, Jr., President
Darlington Brown, Art Director
Joel Maggett, Photography Director

TV graphics, commercials;
Services:
multi-media, multi screen presentations,
motion pictures; slide and
industrial
slidefilm presentations. Facilities: Creative department; art and photo studio.
RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Slidefilms: El Cid (Lennen & Newell/
Munson Shaw/El Cid Sherry); The
Stevens Story (A. S. Hansen/J. S. Stevens
Co.); The Seventies (Columbia Gas
Systems).
circle 466

on reader service card

ROSE-WUGWODD PRODUCTIONS,

INC.

1414 Avenue of the Americas, New
York, N.Y. 10019
Phone: (212) PL 1-7000
Date of Orranization: February, 1962

RMP

Productions of Cali948 N. Cahuenga. Hollyfornia,
wood, Calif. 90038. Phone: (213)
Productions of Chi466-8561.
cago, 410 N, Michigan, Chicago, 111.
60611 Phone: (312) 644-4070.
Ltd., 9 New St.. Toronto, Canada.
Phone: (416) 929-0221. Zale MagU.K.) Ltd.
der, Ex. in charge:
Great Cumberland PI., London,
1
W. 1, England. Phone: 723-9224,
Peter Levelle, Ex. in charge, John
Crome, Director

Branches:

RMP

RMP

RMP

Howard

T.

Magwood,

Producer/ Director

VP

Sa'es

Services: Production of TV spots, business industrial, sales and training films.
Facilities: Offices, studios, editorial and
distribution facilities in N.Y.C.; branches
in Los Angeles, Chicago, Toronto, and
Ixjndon.

PRODUCTIONS

RECENT

Motion Pictures:

SERGEANT FILM SERVICES
421 W. 54 th St., New York, N.Y.
10019
(See complete data under DFI
Communications, Inc.

SHOW ASSOCIATES,
226 West 58th Street
York 10019

AND

SPONSORS

Different

Drummer

(Bravura (Cologne); Attic (Cracker);
Niagra Engerizer (Delco); Inspection
(Volkswagen); Architect (Oldsmobile).
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JOHN H. SECONDARI
PRODUCTIONS, LTD.
Broadway. New York 10036

1560
Phone: (212) 581-3954
Cable: PRODSEC. N.Y.
Date of Organization: 1960
John H. Secondari, President,
Executive Producer
Helen Jean Rogers, Vice President,
Producer /Director
Production of television, industrial and educational films.
Facilities: Complete production and editorial
Services:

and personnel.
circle 468 on reader service card

SENECA PRODUCTIONS, LTD.
New York, N.Y. 10017
Phone: (212) PL 8-4141
Date of Organization: 1968
(Absorbing Seneca Pixxluctions, Inc.
and Seneca International, Ltd.)
Services: Industrial, television and feature motion pictures; special capabilities

SIGHT AND SOUND PRODUCTIONS
421 W. 54th St., New York, NY.
10019
Phone: (212) 757-2125

—

Communications, Inc.)

70mm

material

multimedia,

cials,

(IBM).
on reader service card

circle 471

SOLO PRODUCTIONS,

INC.

250 East 49th Street, New York. N.Y.
10017
Phone: (212) 826-0650
Victor Solow, President-Director-

Cameraman
Commercials,

industrial,

documen-

Facilities: 35mm shooting
16mm shooting equipment,

equipment,
lighting and sound equipment.

PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Commercials: Kaiser Jeep; U. S.
Steel (Compton Advertising); Krucger
(Needham, Harper &
Pilsner
Beer
Steers); TLC Dog Food (Kincaid AdverRECENT

TV

Public Service Film: Tender
Care and Attention (Western

Electric).
circle 472

INC.

York. N. Y.

Ed Mahoney

Carl Ragsdale

Robert Moeser
Byron Miller
Services: Motion picture and video-tape
productions for industrial and television
programming, CATV, EVR packages,
video cassette production for target mardistribution. Facilities: All necesfor creatively designed programs,
production through distribution.
circle 474 on reader service card

TELE-TAPE PRODUCTIONS
321 West 44th Street. New York, N.Y.
10036
Phone: (212) JU 2-3400
Robt. F. Schuette, Chairman of the

Board
Richard E. Riedel, President
John J. Natale, Executive Vice
President
Services: Production, creative and consultation services (videotape and film)
for the development of television commercials and programs. Complete television camera, videotape and editing faciliMulti-media events, live meetings,
ties.
sales training and personnel development
programs through Tele-Tape's subsidiary.
Jam Handy Prod.

PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Television
Children's
Programs:
NBC-TV
(Sesame
St.);
Work.shop
(George M); CBS-TV (Comedy To-

RECENT

TV

Lawri Sager. Production Assislanl
Services: Production and completion of
etc.

New

10017
Phone: (212) 490-3135
Date of Organization: 1970

editing.

—

Loving

102

material,

Robins);
Student
Audience
(American Shakespeare Festival); Burning Bar (Mosler Safe Co.). Slidefilms:
Unloading
Procedures
Loading And
(Texaco); Svslenis Science Education

taries,

TARGE! MARKET PRODUCTIONS,

ket

Hewitt

TV

(Dorr-Oliver); Keratoproslhcsis (Dr. RaCastroviejo): The Path to Knowledge (Educational Testing Service).
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sary

PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Pictures: The Today Sound of
(IBM); Three Islands (GAC
Steel
Corp.); Copper By Bell (Litton Ind.

Program

PRODUCTIONS AND 'iPONSORS
Pictures: The 1970 Masters
(Augusta National Golf Club); Meet
The Masters (Reginald Wells Assoc.);
Hernia (Cine Magnetics, Inc.); Next
Slop Forward (The Lummus Co.); DSM

Motion

industry,

Executive produc-

and

facilities,

RECENT

commer-

RECENT

cameras and equipment; available
for rent and co-production); extensive
foreign
production experience;
world

mm

INC.

business,
television
collateral

slidefilms. Facilities:
tion offices, screening

tising).

exhibition films.

for

television, education,

35mm

6 East 43rd Street.

501 Fifth Ave., New York, N.Y. 10017
Phone: (212) 986-1737
Date of Organization: 1963
Joseph F. McDonough, President
David Saperstein, Vice-President
Services: Writing and producing motion
pictures, videotape, filmstrips and collaterial

Sound Stage, 16/
Facilities:
recording, editing, etc.
in one location. Stage available to other
producers.

ment.

man

Films, Television, Radio,
Consultants
multi-media.
(See complete data under DFI

(Owning 70-

in

New

16mm and 35mm
motion pictures. Facilities: Studio, editing and screening facilities.
RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Pictures: RSVP (Knox Gelatine, Inc.); Argentina; Patagonia (Austral Airlines); Chicken American Style
(National Broiler Council); Viva Mexico:
Viva France (Aeonaves de Mexico).
circle 470 on reader service card

SKYLINE FILMS,

N.Y. 10016
Phone: (212)
4-4761
Date of Organization: 1962
Glen P. Mathews, President
Richard J. Powers, Vice President
Fred J. Schaefer, Executive Producer
Joseph J. Lipkowitz, USG Exec.
Producer
Services: Producers of motion pictures,
filmstrips, slides and other A-V's.
Also
dealers in most popular projection equip-

MU

INC.

York,

Inc.

TARGET FILM PRODUCTIONS, INC.
381 Park Avenue South New York,

Assoc. Producers
Services: Producer of

facilities

8 E. 48th St,

New

Tape Film

619 West 54(h St. New York, N.Y.
10019
Phone: (212) 867-8200
Charles Ahto, General Mgr.
(See complete listing MPO Prod. Inc.,

New York)

Rodney Chalk, President
Rosanne Amberson, Sandra Amberson,

President-

James Rose, Exec. Vice President
David Schermerhorn, VP General

Manager
Kenneth Drake,

quality industrial films.
circle 469 on reader service card

atrical

on reader service card

niaht); Westinghouse Broadcasting
Ballet (Peter &
vid Frost);

(Da-

Colormedia closed

(Oh!

NET

Wolf);

circuit

The

Calcutta!).
circle 475 on reader service card

References to Guide the Buyer
references provided in these
pages are for the guidance of our
buyer-readers. Check titles and sponsors
listed; preview work of your prospective
producer who is listed in these pages.
Client

listing

BUSINESS SCREEN

action facilities in the U.S. and abroad;

35mm
TELIC STUDIOS/TELIC INC.

New

Film Center: 630 Niiilli Avenue,
York, N.Y. 10036
Phone: (212) 582-3480
Date of Organziation: 1956

Elwood

Siegcl. President. Executive

Producer-Director
Philip F. Brennan. \'ice President

-

Production
Martin Hhall. Creative Director
Willie Bass. Stage Manager
SERVichs: Motion picture designers and
producers: complete script to screen production, for business, industry, agriculture,
education, government and TV.
Maximum security project department;
live action and or animation.
commercials. Specialists in use of
projectors and proiiuction. Facilities: Airconditioned offices,
studio,
recording,
screening and editorial rooms, art department,
35mm 16mm/8mm color and
production:
complete electrical,
grip, prop equipment: carpentry shop.

PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Picti res: The Mohilmet PropRECENT

osition (Mobil Oil Corp.): diet Huntley on Information. Ideas. & Judgement

(Horizons Communications Corp.): Go
Story of
Wheat: Breakthrough In Silage Handling: The Garden
Tractor That Thinks It's A Sports Car;
One Man Band: Magic Bales: The Part1970 (New Holland Div.
nership
Sperry Rand Corp.): Thomasville (.Arm-

Power - The

—

strong Cork Company): Classified productions for U. S. Government agencies.
TV CoMMERCi.\LS: For Queen Casuals:

New

Pampers;

Holland/Sperry Rand and

Pictures:

(Plastican Corp.). Siideeiims: Purolator
Products. Inc. (Filter Sales); U.S. P. II.
(Solid W:iste Management): Tocks Island
(Sink or Swim). Tape: Series for International Business Machines.
circle 478 on reader service card

TRIO PRODUCTIONS, INC.
114 l-.ast 55lh Street,
10022

system,

film

editing

cameras.

AND

PRODUCTIONS

RECENT

SPONSORS

Motion

Pictlires: Getting It All To(100 Pipers Seagram Distillers);
ABC Sports (Contempo Productions);
Dicks (Museum of Modern
One-Eyed
'

gether

Art).
circ'e 477 on reader service card

TRAINING FILMS,
33

Laurel

St.,

Butler,

cials

Jersey

07405
Phone: (201) 838-4363
Affiliate:

TFl Productions,

Inc.

Date of Organization: 1948
Robert A. Lightburn, President
Services: Specialize in production of industrial and educational filmstrips and
slides; non-theatrical

pictures

for

filmographs.
sultants

35/16/8mm motion

TV

industry.
and theater;
booklets, etc. Con-

easels,

on audio-visual presentation for

meetings: mobile training schools for
dealers. Facilities: .Animation and live

NOVEMBER,

1970

and

;

UNIVERSITY FILMS INC.
245 Park Avenue, New York, N.Y.
10017
Phone: (212) 971-2852
Date of Organization: 1949
William P. Gottlieb, President
Edward Dahlin, General Manager/Art
Director

Marvin L. Reiter. Production Manager
Karen Frankel. Writer/Producer
Services: Creation and production of
sound slidefilms and filmstrips. Specialists in educational and institutional work,
sales promotion, personnel training, business-sponsored filmstrips for school distribution. Writing and production of illustrated booklets. Facilities: Research
and scriptwriting staff: art department,
photo studio; recording and projection

equipment.
RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Slidefilms: Macrnillan English series
(Macmillan Co.); Martin .Slide Group
(College Dept. McGraw Hill); Scientist
Work Together (American Gas Associ);
Consumer series (Institute of Life Insurance); 100 filmstrips for McGrawHill.

circle 483

on reader service card

TV-FILM GRAPHICS, INC.

New York, N.Y.
10036
Phone: (212) TN 7-3330
Date of Organization: 1945
21 West 46th Street

TV
1

cial

effects

departments:

optical

effects

department with optical film laboratory;
editing and service departments.
circle 481 on reader service card

UNIT ONE FILM PRODUCTIONS, INC.
723 Seventh Avenue, New York, N.Y.
10019
Phone: (212) JU 6-8880
Date of Organization: 1970

Herman W.

Kitchen, President,
E.xecutive Producer
Charles Slavens. Production Manager

on reader service card

INCORPORATED

Video and Visual Inforitiation Films
236 East 46th Street, New York, N.Y.
10017
Phone: (212) 682-4624
Date of Incorporation: 1948
Branch Offices: Paris: 72 Boulevard
Raspail, Paris VI, France, Phone:
924-5080. M. Jean Pages, ProducSwitzerland:
Manager.
31
tion
Grande Rue, Geneva, Switzerland,
Phone: 26-21-27. N. Z. Moreno,
V. P. & Manager.
Richard de Rochemont, President,

Film production for commer-

Linkoff, President
Bernard Rubin, Vice President
Services: Documentary, educational public relations, training, informational and
commercial films in 35mm and
6mm, both color and b&w. Facilities:
Fully equipped and staffed 15.000 sq. ft.
studio: independent animation and spe-

SPONSORS

Series (HarpSeries of Instructional Films

VAVIN,

Howard

AND

er & Row )
(Shell Chemical).
circle 482 on reader service card

industrials.

circle 480

PRODUCTIONS

Motion Pictures: Biology

INC.

INC.

New

RECENT

Pres.

Services:

rooms:

16mm '35mm Oxberry animation
stands: 16mm Picture and Track interlock projection; 16mm motion picture

President

THE TVA GROUP,

INC.

two

16mm and 35mm editing faciliAircraft for aerial filming and transportation.
ties.

4 East 46th St., New York. N.Y.
10017
Phone: (212) 661-4950
Date of Organization: 1963
Jacques Lemoine, President
Frederick B. Foster, Executive Vice

institutional, and industrial motion pictures: sound slidefilms. wide-screen slides
and filmstrips; standard slides and filmstrips: slide motion pictures. Facilities:
Photographic studios with front light

projection

York, N.Y.

Date of Incorporation: 1968
Newt Mitzman, President
Howard Henkin, E.xec. Vice President
Services: Industrial, commercial, sales
and public relation films from script to
completion in live action, animation and
slidefilms. Facilities: Creative staff and
offices in New York, Hollywood and
Europe for all phases of production.
RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Pictures: Walk Through The
Storm (American Cancer Society); Kittyhawk 1970; Look Inside (General Motors): Hearing Is Believing (Grundig);
Master Chef (CITGO).
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405 Lexington Ave., New York, N.Y.
10017
Phone: (212) OXford 7-0003
Date of Organization: 1939; Inc. 1946
Frederick \. Tomlin. President
Carl L. Tomlin, Vice President
Harry L. Flynn, Sales Manager
Mary D. Tomlin. Secretary-Treasurer
Services: Production of sales promotion,

New

Phone: (212) 838-3333
Branch Office: Pride-Trio, 57 W.
Grand Ave., Chicago, III. 60610.
Phone: (312) 644-9584, Max Pride,
President: Elliot-Trio. 932 N. LaBrea,
Hollywood,
Calif.
90038,
Phone: (213) 874-9400, Barry Elliot,

circle 476 on reader service card

TOMLIN FILM PRODUCTIONS,

AND SPONSORS
Round Hill Manor

Motion

others.

CITY

camera.

PRODUCTIONS

I '/(<'

NEW YORK

Research,
equipment.
photographic arts,

arts,

RECENT

TV
8mm

B&W

Oxberry

writing, graphic
narration.

Chairman of Board
Gerald E. Weiler. Exec. Vice-President
N. Z. Moreno. Vice-President

Ruth Teksmo, Secretary,

Asst.

Treasurer
Services: Documentary, industrial, pubrelations and travel films for theatrinon-theatrical and
distribution.
Production of closed-circuit te'ecasts. Facilities: Production and editorial for 16
color, b&w. in U.S. and overand
lic

TV

cal,

35mm

seas.

RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Pictures: Through The Northwest Passage (Standard Oil N.J.): Break(National
Homes
Corp.j:
through
Enough of Government: By Street Car(Reader's
Digest);
Five
Livei>
nival
Might Be Saved: Plastics As Plastics;
Fish Experiment (Manufacturing Chemist Assoc): Print Festival 1970 (Bell &
Stanton): News Film series for both
(Mobil Oil Corp. and American Iron &
Steel Institute).
circle 484
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Edna Amir. Office Manager
Bob .Attaway. Production Coordinator
Complete production, specialundei-water and aerial filming.
Facilities: Complete location production equipment. Aerial and underwater
Services:
izing

in

this symbol over a producer's listing in these pages refers to
display advertisement in this 21st Pro-

duction

Review

issue.
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VAN PRAAG PRODUCTIONS,

(Planned Parenthood/ World Population);
Pete Ennis Doesn't Smoke

INC.

250 VV. 54tli St., New York, N.Y.
10019
Phone: (212) 245-1050
Date of Organization: 1952
Branch Offices: California: 1228 N.
Vine St., Hollywood 90038. Phone:

Hollywood

(213)

Franchise:

Don

2-2341;

Bernardiicci. Studio Manager. Flor-

Giralda Avenue. Coral
33134.
Florida
Phone:
Gables,
443-6343,
Jerry
Winters,
(305)

254

ida:

How

HaiuUe If?: Mike
Journey To Maturity: Family of the City: Family of The Desert;
Family of the Bush: Fami'y of the River;
Family of the Island (McGraw-Hill Book
Co.); Market In Motion (New York
Exchange); U.S.A.; California.
Stock
New York (Pan .American World Airways); The Next Hundred Years (St.
Barnabas Hospital For Chronic Diseases); It's Bahy Time; Everyone Loves
Yet:

& Ann

Manager
William Van Praag, Executive

A

Will Charlie

—A

(Welcome Wagon

Bride

Internation-

al).

Director

circle 487 on reader service card

Ronny Graham, Director/Writer
Luis Rodriquez, Quality Control

Maurice Kalker, Comptroller
Anita M. Palumbo, Business Mgr.
Services: 35/ 16mm color, b&w motion
pictures and multimedia for commercial,

VISUALSCOPE INCORPORATED

promotional,
educational,
government, documentary and theatrical
slidefilms, tri-screen films
Sound
distribution.
Faciiities:

presentations:

and

full

editing

multi-

plus

facilities

media projection and closed

circuit tele-

vision.

PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Pictures: The Results (N.Y,U.
RECENT

I.D.S.);

(Kane,

B.B.F.P.

Glad-

Light,

ney).
circle 485

on reader service card

AV

VIAFILM, LTD.
333 Park Avenue, South, New York,
N.Y. 10010
Phone: (212) 777-0100
Date of Organization: May, 1967

formation (Xerox
Da Jndqe (Mobil

SPONSORS

AND

SPONSORS

Architecture of InCorp.); Here Come
Oil).

Multi-Media:
Managers

(ABC-TV);

Brand-

10036
Phone: (212) 245-3040
Date of Incorporation: 1946
Roger Wade, President
Martin J. Mclntyre, Vice-President

Girl

VISION ASSOCIATES, INC.

audio-visual media.

RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Pictures: The Other Face of
Freedom (American Road Builders);
Forest Of The Night: Play It Coot
A Question of Attitudes (Association
Films); E.S.S.
A Touch of Tomorrow
(A.T.&T.); Destination Decency; While
Winter Scene (Boy's Clubs of
House
America); Inside CCM: Albert Speer
Interviews (Crowell Collier, and Macmillan); Ride On (Eastern Airlines);
Anxiety (Hoffman-LaRoche, Inc.); Kirathimo (International Planned Parenthood Federation); Shadows At Morning
.

.

Services: International show
—
a multimedia company

.

—

—

Florence Hewitt, Secretary, Production
Co-ordinator
Services; Planning and production of
live-action and animated motion pictures,

sound slidefilms, VuGraphs, slides, multimedia systems and materials. Slide development in specific-application audiovisual equipment and presentation materials.

Facilities:

Studio,

departO.xherry 16art

ment; editing; darkrooms;
35mm animation stand; special

and
slide-film shooting stands; special cameras and copying equipment; machine
shop and electronics shop.
RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Pictures: Adult Consumer
Film (Wamsutta Fabrics); Story of Shell
(Shell
Oil
Co.); Moving The World
(National

Bulk

circle 489

Carriers,

slide

ROBERT WARNER PRODUCTIONS
St.. New York, NY. 10021

7 East 78th

meetings

business

abroad.

book

country

this

and

inclusive services: industrial
theatricals, motion pictures, mixed
.All

media-audiovisuals, color
entertainment. Facilities:

RECENT PRODUCTIONS
Slidefilms: Power of
Shoe Show (Inmont).

graphics

By

AND

and

contract.

SPONSORS

Print

(Time);

Multi-Media:
Environment
Response
(Time);
for
Porvair (Inmont). Meetings: Since Time
Began (Time).
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WILLARD PICTURES,

INC.

45 West 45th Street, New York, N.Y.
10036
Phone: (212) JUdson 2-0430
Date of Organization: 1932
Subridiarv Company: Eli Wheelock
Productions, Inc., 45 West 45th St.,
New York, N.Y. 10036. Phone:
(212) JUdson 2-0441
John M. Squiers. Jr., President
F. Porrett, Vice President
E. Vozdic, Treasurer
Services: Industrial, medical, educational, sales and job training motion pictures

and

slidefilms; training films, theatricals;
television film shows and commercials.
Facilities: Sound stage, Mitchell R35,
N.C., Eclair. Newman-Sinclair

35mm

cameras, Arriflex BL and Amflex 16mm
cameras, 16 & 35mm animation equipment, studio .Ampex, Nagra FV and
Reeve-sound sprocketed sound equipment, projection theatre, cutting rooms,
moviolas, etc. Quartz and incandescent
lighting units. Complete grip equipment.

PRODUCTIONS

Miscellaneous

AND

production

Eastman Kodak

Co.,

SPONSORS
services

Norton

Co.

for

and

others.

circle 492
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WINIK FILMS PRODUCTIONS,

INC.
1501 Broadway, New York, N.Y.
10036
4-0540
Phone: (212)
Date of Organization: 1939
Leslie Winik, President, Producer
Richard Winik, Vice President
Estelle Rosen, Secretary-Treasurer
Services: Promotional & theatrical, mo-

LW

tion

producers, sports film prostock shot library. Facilities:

picture

ducers

—

Complete.
RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Pictures: The Amazin Mets;
George Washington Heritage Trail Paramount Pictures); NBA 1970 Championship (Panasonic); Duffers All (I.D.S.);
Computer Sports (Canada Dry).
circle 493 on reader service card
(

Inc.).

on reader service card

producers

specializing in

RECENT

W.
(K&E/

680 Fifth Avenue, New York, N.Y.
10019
Phone: (212) Circle 5-2611
Date of Organization: 1959
Lee R. Bohker, President
Irving L. Oshman, Vice-President
Helen Kristt Radin, Vice-President
Mel London, Vice-President
Services: Producers of motion pictures,
slidefilms, theatrical and television programs. Facilities: Offices, screening and
editing rooms and all facilities for production of film, tape, theatrical and

104

facili-

ROGER WADE PRODUCTIONS, INC.
16 West 46th Street, New York, N.Y.

(J.

Mousy

editing

Meeting (Xerox Corp.). Slidefilms:
Impact On Learning (Xerox Corp.).
circle 488 on reader service card

(Doyle-Dane-Bernbach/CIairoI).
Tape:
Voices (Tucker-Wayne/ Southern Bell).
circle 486 on reader service card

—

Show

Affiliate

All
Wet
Sliderock
Bench (Jacqui

McLeans); Park
wynre Assoc./Yardley);

PRODUCTIONS

RECENT

industrial
films, motion pictures.

Motion Pictures:
Thompson/ Fireston);

personnel,

Motion Pictures:

Albert Hecht, Manager
Services: TV commercials,

AND

technical

photographic and projection equipment.

ties,

Zoli Vidor, President
Ira Marvin, Vice-President
Philip Feld, Vice-President

and documentarv
RECENT PRODUCTIONS

Creative Dir.
Motion pictures, filmstrips,
Services:
slide produciton, business meetings, multi-media presentations, sale promotion,
collaterial material design and production. Complete co-ordination of convenitons of stockholders meetings and incentive programs. Facilities: Art department, staff WTiters, staff directors,

INC.

1775 Broadway, Suite 632, New York,
N.Y. 10019
Phone: (212) JU 6-1627
Date of Organization: 1970
Joseph H. Snyder, President

MU

industrial,

stage,

103 Park Avenue, New York, N.Y.
10017
3-3513
Phone: (212)
Date of Incorporation: 1955
Marvin H. Green, Jr., President
Robert Ford, Executive Vice President
Elizabeth Wallace, Treasurer
Stanley White, Vice President,

WAYNE, STREET, SANDS, GERARD,

ZACKS & PERRIER,

INC.

597 Fifth Avenue. New York, N.Y.
10017
Phone: (212) 688-8588
Date of Organization: luly, 1967
Mark Perrier, Producer/ Writer
Lewis Zacks, An & Staging Director
lack Lind, Writer/ Producer
Sheila Goldfisher, Bookkeeper

Phone: (212) RH 4-7979
Date of Organization: 1959
Robert Warner, President
Services: Live, film and tape programs
and commercials. Facilities: For every
type of photography, special effects and

Services:
Producers of films, multimedia, live shows, sales meetings, film-

editing.

strips. Staff writers, art director, art facil-

circle 490

on reader service card

ities,

screening room.

BUSINESS SCREEN

ANDRE DE LA VARRE
FILM PRODUCTIONS VPR

RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
MoiiDN Pkuris; tonintcnial CouiUry

IBM ); Impressions (J. P. Stevens); Wh\
Sot Sow? (AT&T); Music Box (Avon
(

Klopman's

Products):

Coming

l'ine.>'

SEYMOUR ZWEIBEL PRODUCTIONS,
INC.

11

44(h Street

Ea.st

New York, N.Y.

10017
Plume: (212) MUrray Hill 2-4450
Date of Incorporation: Feb., 1950
Susan Wayne, President
Serviciis: 35, 16 and 8mm motion pictures, sound slidefilms. filmstrips, slides,
recordings and supplementary' aids. Facilities: Sound stage; including Cyc; art
staff, still photographic studio; editorial
and recording services.
RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Slidefilms: The Same oj The Game;
Please Come Again (W. T. Grant Co.).
Audio Cassettes: Section Managers:
Section Merchandisers (W. T, Grant
Co.).
circle 495 on reader service card

NEW YORK STATE

President

relations

motion

stands.

PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Pictures: Where The Action Is
RECENT

(Bell Aerospace); Johno's Story (Buffalo Board of Education); Moulding Operations (Buffalo Pipe & Foundry); 1673
Absorption Machine (Carrier Air (Conditioner); Tire Making (Dunlop Tire &
Rubber Co.); Pathways to Profit (Eastman Kodak); Teller Training (Erie
County Savings Bank); The Invisible

Giant (Eriez Magnetics ); That They May
Work (Goodwill Industries); Arc Welding (Harrison Radiator Div. of GM);
Dialogue in Detail (Mixing Equipment
Co.); The Whole Elephant: Pride & Joy
(Roll way Bearing Co.); 1970 Campaign
(Rochester Community Chest); Hurricane (Sierra Research): Andy Hardly
Goes To College (State University of
New York); Unipunch (Unipunch Products Corp.); Performance on Wheels:
Cyclone Belts (U. S. Steel); Hot Weather
Clothing & Equipment (U. S. Army);
Effective

Interviewing:

Confrontation;

Who's Next (Volkswagen of .America),
circle 496 on reader service card

NOVEMBER,

1970

al

Film Prod.).

educational
and documentary
all phases of production
from concept to composite prints, also
prepare study guides and sales materials.
Faciiitiis: Have own editing facilities
and creative art department,

Handle

RECENT

PRODUCTIONS

Motion

Pictures:
Think: The

Does;

I

circle 500
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FISHER-YATES COMMUNICATIONS,
INC.

281 Park Avenue, Rochester, N.Y.
14607
Phone: (716) 442-8070
Date of Incorporation: 1969
Richard Yates, President

Gene W.

Fisher, Vice President/

F. Yates, Secretary
Creative marketing communications, 16mm and 35mm film production, 35mm slide show production, still
photography, art and design. Facilities:
Productions offices and editing rooms.

RECENT

AND SPONSORS
Almost Evervone
Way Back (Self).

on reader service card

NEW JERSEY
AUDIO VISUAL PRODUCTIONS

circle 497

PRODUCTIONS

111 Midstreams Place, Brick Town,
N„T. 08723
Phone: (201) 899-4342
Date of Organizations: 1962
George F. Knoll, Producer
Services: Complete services for the production of motion pictures and sound
slide films; script writing, photography,
editing and sound. Sales and Public relation films for Industry and Government.
Facilities: Air conditioned 24 seat theater, office, editing facilities, and sound
studio.

Lip

sync

interlock

projection.

Music and sound effects library.
RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Pictures: We And The Law;
Deserted Vil'age.
circle 501 on reader service card

AND "SPONSORS

Motion Pictures: A

World of Ideas
(Eastman Kodak); Cutting Your Decorating Costs With Roger Price (BernzOmatic); The Fogger (BernzOmatic);
Introducing Dyne-Mote (Strata Systems);
Trojan's Six Sisters (Construction Equip-

ment Group/Eaton, Yale & Towne);
Modular Housing (Stirling-Homex Corporation).
circle 498 on reader service card

pictures.

Separate divisions for TV commercials,
filmstrips and business theater. Facilities: Fully air-conditioned plant devoted
exclusively to audio-visual production.
theater,
interlock/mixing
Multi-media
theater. In-house art and animation department with hot press, Xerox eel-system.
Acme and Oxberry animation

16mm

films.

AND

Deborah

Paul G. Ent, Vice President,
Creative Services
Wm. T. Clifford, Vice President,
Production
Services: A comprehensive audio-visual
service. A staff of twenty-five specializes
in the creation and production of sales
promotion, technical training, education,

Irene Stein, Research Director
Ser\i( is: Production and distribution of

SPONSORS
Motion Pictures: A Walk Through The
Sounds of Switzerland (Swissair); And
This Is Where It All Began: Suprising
Amsterdam: Holland On One Two and
Four Wheels (KLM .Airlines). Slidefilms: Moscow (Happy Owl EducationPRODUCTIONS

RECENT

Services:

207 Delaware Avenue. Buffalo, N.Y.
14202
Phone: (716) 853-7411
Date of Organization: 1934
Franz E. Hartmann, President
John V. Gates, Executive Vice

public

Owner
Frederic C. Bellinger, Vice President
SiRvicEs: Industrial film, theatre distribution of feature-length Travel productions, educational film distribution, production of commercial shorts.
Faciliiiis: Fditing facilities in Vienna, Austria
and headquartois in New York.

Treasurer

ACADEMY-McLARTY
PRODUCTIONS, INC.

and

NEW JERSEY
New

Croton-on-Hudson,

York 10520
Phone: (914) 271-3349
.\ndre de la Varre, Jr., President,

(Klop-

man

Mills). FiiMSTRlPs: The S'ext Deparlmenl Slorc (FielUcrest Mills); TexWorld (McGraw Hill).
tile
circle 494 on reader service card

Point,

Victor Kayfetz ProiJuctions, Inc.

245 Edgerton
Phones: (716)
Est 534
(For complete

St.,

CH

Rochester. N.Y.
4-5164;
3-3000,

listing

GR

see

New York

City)

WORLD WIDE VIDEO ASSOCIATION
203 East Chester St, Valley Stream,

New York
Phone: (516) VA 5-0240
Branch Offices: 251 E. 51st St, New
York, N. Y. 10022 Phone: (212)
759-9820
Al DeCaprio, President
Carmen DeCaprio, Secretary /Treasurer
Services: Film and tape, TV programs,
and commercials.
RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Pictures: In The Path of History (Humble Oil). Video Tape: Rappin'
On The Roof (Various); GE Closed
Circuit (General Electric). Various Commercials.
circle 499 on reader sen/ice card

WOMBAT PRODUCTIONS,
87 Main

St..

INC.

Hastings-on-Hudson,

New

York 10706
Phone: (914) 478-0013
Date of Organization: 1969
Gtne Feldman, President
Suzette Feldman, Financial Officer

RICHARD
A

Div. of

G. BRILL PRODUCTION
Amazon Explorers, Corp.

Professional BIdg. Rt. U.S. 9, Parlin,
New Jersey 08859

Phone: (201) PA 1-2929
Date of Organization: 1957
Richard G, Brill, President
Vanda Pozzi, Production Mgr.
Services: Complete production facilities,
the only Super 8 full length motion pictures, sound and color. Own location on
the Amazon River and West Africa (Sahara). .All films based on original historical background and music.
RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Pictures: New 'York To Timhuctu (RK); The Green Hell Tour (AV/
RG); Come To The Casbah.
circle 502 on reader service card

BRUNER PRODUCTIONS
New Jersey

Box 381. Ridgewood.

07451
Phone: (201) 447-1261
Date of Organiation: 1967
Richard W. Bruner, Writer-Producer
Eric Maristany, Director of

Photography
Margaret F. O'Kane. Assoc. Producer
Marie Stewart. Assoc. Producer
Services: Writing, directing and pixxlucing films and filmstrips.
RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND S'ONSORS
Motion Pictures: Union Settlement
TV
15th
Year (Union Settlement).

—

Documentaries: Rush Toward Freedom
Broadcasting).
Film(Westinghouse
strips:
Story of Joe (Westinghouse
Learining); Out Of Mainstream; Rush
Toward Freedom (Warren Schloat Productions).
circle 503 on reader service card
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CREATIVE PRODUCTIONS,

HUGH & SUZANNE JOHNSTON,

INC.

200 Main Street, Orange, New Jersey
07050
Phone: (201) 676-4422
Date of Organization: 1953
Branch Office: Sales office, 477 Madison Ave., 24th Floor. New York,
New York, Phone: (212) 285-9075
William E. Griffing, President

Gus

Nichols. Vice President
George Wurster. Cincinatographer
John Bixby. Production Coordinator
Services: Industrial, medical, educationJ.

sey

Johnston, President

Suzanne Johnston. Writer/Director
John Procaccino, Comptroller
John McCarthy, Jr.. Secretary
Services: Design and production of educational and sponsored motion picture
films; specialized film promotion and disservices (Princeton Seminars).
Facilities: All necessary equipment and
facilities for production and distribution
of motion pictures.

sync recording, mixing, photography, art titles, type setting, editing, lab.

SPONSORS
Motion Pictures: Viva Mexico (Eastern

TV

and

films,

Studio,

PRODUCTIONS

RECENT

AHD

SPONSORS

Motion Pictures: Nursing Care
Fleet Co.. Inc.); Cidematic
II (Arbrook Div. J & J);

1;
,4

(C. B.

Cidematic

Respiratory

Steel Institute).
circle 504
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THE FILM HOUSE INC.
805 W. Atlantic Ave., Laurel Springs,
New Jersey 08021
Phone: (609) 784-2501
Date of Organization: 1958
Date of Incorporation: 1966
John C. Beck, President
Charles Redner, Production Manager
Eugene Zaccraia, Head Cinematographer
Services: 16mm live, animated motion
pictures for industry; 8mm silent, sound
films; slidefilms, slide presentations; pol-

arized animations; recordings. Facilities:
16mm cameras, editing equipment; still
studio;
and
equipment
photography
35mm slidefilm stand; recording studio;

released music library, phototype settiiig,
slide animation via polarized light, flim
strip

camera.

PRODUCTIONS

RECENT

SPONSORS

AND

Motion

Isometric
Presses
Pictures:
(Midvale Heppenstall). Filmstrip: Use
Of Telephone Part I (Snelling & Snelling); You Are A Star (Partime); Something

New

Is

Coming

KALEIDO

—6

942-3817; Carlyie Trevelyan. Managing Partner
Date of Organization: 1970
Carlyie Trevelyan. Producer/ Director
Berdsell O. Franklin. Cinematography
Albert Mundree. Writing
Egil Tomson, Editing /Sound
Services; 35mm, 16mm. Super 8 motion
picture production
from concept to
photoWriting,
scripting,
conclusion.
graphic and sound ser\'ices. Specializing
in advisory and consultant services to
motion picture clients and other producproduction;
ers. Filmstrip, slide and
still photographic services. Wedding and
event films. Facilities: Studio and loca-

—

AV

tion

or color, for industry',

rect prints.

RECENT

relations,
tions.

religious and
slidefilms;

Sound

civic

public
organiza-

animation;

TV

Convention and show exhibits and presentation. F.^cilities: 35/
16mm and 8mm filming and editing
equipment, distribution and shipping, 45'
X 90' sound stace.
RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Pictures: Novel Loading Technique (Guenther Systems, Inc.); Testing
Procedures (Concord Employment Systems); Color Problems? (Budget City
Furniture). Slidefilms: Basic Rules and
Rink Layout (Lane & Young, Inc.).
circle 506 on reader service card

commercials.

105

PRODUCTIONS

Motion

Pictures:

Full editing and sound
with screening, editing and

facilities.

equipment
sound rooms.
RECENT PRODUCTIONS

SPONSORS

Pictures: Ascension Chulin<;
(Para Flight Inc.); Sans Serif (Atlantic
Printing Center); By These Picas (Office
Copy Center Inc.).
circle 508 on reader service card

HAROLD MANTELL,

nial:

Dutch Wonderland.
circle 510 on reader service card

BOB THOMAS PRODUCTIONS
23 Broad St., Bloomfield, N.J. 07003
Phone: (201) 748-5454
Date of Organization: 1968
Robert G. Thomas, President &
Production Supervisor
Bernadette Thomas, Secretary &
Treasurer

"Custom

Services:

70-H Chestnut Ridge Road, Montvale,

New Jersey 07645
Phone: (201) 391-7220
Date of Organization: 1969
Sidney R. Aronson, President
Jack Freeman. Vice President
Miriam K. .Aronson, SecretaryTreasurer
Services: Production of documentary,
educational and political motion pictures,
(16mm and 35mm) and filmstrips. Facilities: Complete production and editing.

PRODUCTIONS

AND

SPONSORS

Island
International Park

Pictures:

Made"

audiovisual

motion pictures. 35mm,
16mm. 8mm. sound slides, filmstrips and
video tape. Complete services from script
to release prints and distribution, specializing
in
photomicrography. Curbside
Cinema: Mobile rear projection service
for sponsored events, screen size 3'-12',
Motion picture or still aerial with plane
or helicopter, complete editing services
from workprint to answer. Facilities:
Complete pre and post production ser-

presentations:

vices.

RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Pictures: Water & Home (Mid-

Water Co.); Football Training
Films (N. J. Colleges); Curbside: Cinema, Film festival
New Jersey
(9
Towns). Slidefilms: Electronic Modides
(Mepco & General Instruments). Industrial Photography: Chemware Laboratory Stoppers (Chemplast, Inc.).
circle 511 on reader service card

DISTRICT OF

New York

S A FILMS, INC.

Beloved

Comm.); Poverty

In The lO's; Children
of Poverty; Poverty and Militancy (McGraw-Hill Book Co.); Ed Muskie o/
Maine; Carpaign television spots (Maine
For Muskie Committee); Crisis In Cancer Research (American Cancer Society)-

circle 509

&

INC.

Phone: (609) 921-2803
(See complete listing under

(Campobello

Farm

Beautiful
Lancaster
County;
Colorama U.S.A.: Ocean Grove Centen-

P.O. Box 378, Princeton, N.J. 08540

Motion

SPONSORS

dlesex

AND

Motion

RECENT

AND
Amish

House:

COLUMBIA
Peter

TV,

Jersey

Mrs. C. V. Marshall, Vice-President
Eileen B. Schulman, SecretaryTreasurer
Services: Complete 16 '35mm motion
picture productions.
Facilities: Complete production facilities; sound recording; art; music; sound effects; color-cor-

FIORE FILMS

b&w

New

08607
Phone: (609) 396-6913
Date of Organization: 1929
Date of Incorporation; 1955
S. L. Schulman. President

City)

128 Mallor> Avenue, Jersey City, NJ.
07304
Phone: (201) 432-4474
Date of Organization: 1951
Albert A. Fiore, Production
John .\. Cri:elli, Photography & Sound
Rose Hertel. Distribution
Services: 35/ 16mm and 8mm education
and documentary, public service films,

INC.

PRODUCTIONS

46 East Grant Avenue, Roselle Park,
New Jersey 07204
Phone: (201) 241-6614
Branch Office: 139 Pavson Ave., New
York, N.Y. 10034." Phone: (212)

Telephone

(Bell

of Pa.), Multi-Media: Three-day Training Program (Progress Lighting).
circle 505 on reader service card

AND

Airlines): I'm A Letter: Fireman; River;
(Children's Television Workshop).
circle 507 on reader service card

On

Count

ton);

PRODUCTIONS

Man You

(Studebaker/WorlhingDisorders (Compact,
Slidefilms: Structural Studies;
Inc.).
Temperature Studies (.American Iron &

Can

tribution

RECENT

SCHULMAN

P.O. Box 1794, Trenton,

08540

soimd slidefilms and
photography, sound recordfilmstrips,
ing, animation and writing. Facilities:
al

L.

PRODUCTIONS,

Jer-

Phone: (609) 924-7505
Date of Organization: 1965

Hugh

SAMUEL

INC.

New

16 \ alley Road, Princeton,

on reader service card

J.

Barton Productions, Inc.

Washington, D.C.
Phone: (202) 332-5292
Contact: Gordon King. Educational
Representative
(See complete listing under Tallahassee)

CREATIVE ARTS STUDIO,

INC.

2323 4th St., N.E. Washington. D.C.
20002
Phone: (202) 832-2600
Date of Incorporation: 1942
Milton R. Tinsley, President
Philip G. .Ernest, Vice-President
Edward C. Santelmann, Account
Executive
W, H. De La Vergne, Exec. Producer
Services: Complete production of motion pictures. TV commercials, filmstrips,
slide presentations for sales, training,
public relations, and education; writers,
designers, artists, and animators; distributors for Pro-Gramo and Salesmate. F.\cilities: Insert stage, two Oxberry animation stands; Oxberry filmstrip, slide

and

BUSINESS SCREEN

and

stands;

title

and

jection

35mm

16

PRODUCTIONS

RECENT

cameras, pro-

MoTK)N PiCTiRis:

AND

liuprovini:

SPONSORS
.\t(iil

Pro-

Tltrout>li R & D: Reading A nil
Mail Auionuilically (U. S. Postal
Service): Suddenly and Withoul Warnini;
(U. S. Coast Guard): Poseidon (NWL
Dahlgrcn); Bond Report (Treasury Deci'ssinf;

Sorliitf>

partment).
circle 512 on reader service card

JERRY FAIRBANKS PRODUCTIONS
1245 Fourth St. S.W., Washington,
D.C. 22024
Phone: 544-4823
Col. Richard F. Fender (ret.).
Representative
(See complete listing under Hollywood,
Calif.)

Corps).

K

Street N.E., WashiiiKlou,

D.C.

20002
Phone: (202) 628-7089
Date of Organization: 1970
Lewis S. Baer. Partner/ Producer,
Writer. Director

Pinckney Ridgell. Partner/ Director of
PhotOi;rapliy. Producer
Services: Complete motion picture production anywhere: Second unit production assignments in the Nation's Capital:
script, treatment, and proposal writing.
Facilities: 16 and .'5mm Camera, lighting, and sound equipment owned; edi(George
torial services and equipment
Merriken) and sound and laboratory ser-

Commercials:

/

INC.

815 17th St., N.W., Washinston. D.C.
20006
Phone: (202) 737-1600
Date of Incorporation: 1956
Charles Gugcenhiim. President
Peter S. Vogt. Vice President/
Production Manager
L. T. Iglehart, Robert Pierce. Werner
Schumann. Executive Producers
Services: Production of theatrical and
non-theatrical motion pictures. Facilities: 16,
recording,

editing, projection, sound
lighting facilities.

camera and
PRODUCTIONS

Health); Real Self (The National Education Assoc.); Television films for: Gore
for Senate Committee: Hart for Senate
Committee: Kennedy for Senate Committee: Mctzenhaum for Senate Committee: Duffey for Senate Committee:
Goldberg
Governor
Committee:
for
Lucey for Governor Committee: Hogan
for Governor Coinmiltee. Videotape:
To End The War (NBC Special). MultiMedia: Sound and Light at Ford's Theatre (The National Park Service).
circle 516 on reader service card

AND

SPONSORS

Motion

Pictures:
Bank Robberies:
Physical Evidence; Illegal Gambling, in
production (FBI).
circle 513 on reader service card

PLEASANTVILLE
1625 Eye Srteet N.W. Suite

3428 Mansfield Road, Falls Church.
Va. 22041
Phone: (703) 820-7700
Date of Organization: 1960
Stuart Finley. President. Producer
Margaret Finley, Vice President
Theodore Jones. Director
Services: Motion picture production specializing in documentary films on the
environment. Film distribution. Facilities:

16mm

equipment,

film equipment, lights, audio
three music libraries, other
a rental basis.

Wishington. D. C. 20006
Don; Id R. Taylor. Staff Associate
(See complete listing under New York)

on
PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Pictures: The Stuff IVe Throw
Anav (Bureau of Solid Waste Management. H.E.W.); Buildini; A Global Marfacilities

RECENT

(Kimberly-Clark Corp.): A City Is
People (National Downtown Committee,
Inc.); The Green Box (Chilton County,
Alabama): Bum. Bury or What? (Disket

of Columbia Department of Sanitary Engineering).
circle 514 on reader service card
trict

FROST PRODUCTIONS,

INC.

M

2215
Street, N.W., Washington,
D.C. 20037
Phone: (202) 296-5916
Date of Organization: 1968

Edmund

L. Frost, Jr., President

Herbert H. Rosen. Writer/ Producer
Services: Documentaries, public service
announcements. Facilities: All facilities
available.

RECENT

PRODUCTIONS

Motion

Pictures:

NOVEMBER,

1970

AND

Tenth

SPONSORS
Anniversary

)

SCREEN PRESENTATIONS,

Motion
Transit
Transit
(Office

SPONSORS

Pictures: Metro: People In
(Washington Metropolitan Area
Authority);

Men

,4nd

Sea.sons

Emergency Preparedness);
Even Chance (Equal Employment Opportunity Commission);
Home Rent:
Home Own (Department of Housing and
Urban Development): .Scuba Diving (Skiof

Dive Shops 'Linden Assoc).
circle 517 on reader service card

PARAGON PRODUCTIONS
1622 N. Albemarle St., McLean, Virginia 22101
Phone: (703) 536-7674
Date of Organization: 1956
Wm. B. H. Legg, President-Exec. Prod
Walter J. Dumbeck, Jr.. Production
Director
L. Stuyvesant. Director of

W.

Photography
Barbara R. BJair. Production Director
Services:
mational,

16mm

INC.

ing services. Facilities: Creative depart-

ment for wriitng and direction: editorial
rooms for 16/35mm; mixing, recording
and theater for interlock
screening.
16/35 location camera and sound equipment.

PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Pictures: 235 Housing Program

(HUD);

Pollution: Pax River Pilots
(U. S. Navy). TV Comhercials: Vote
Absentee
(.Armed Forces Info.): Zip
Code (Post Office); Rcpub'ican Congres-

Committee

TV

Campaign.

circle 519 on reader service card

studio.

AND

—

:

309 .Mass. Ave. N.E.. Washington,
D.C. 20002
Phone: (202) 546-8900
Date of Organization: 1964
C. David Gerber. President
Herbert Awe. Vice-President
Jeanne M. Gerber. Treasurer
Services: Motion pictures, slide films,
TV spots, live and animated. Script writ-

sional

audio-visual packages, filmstrips, commercials: location services for Washington Metro area. Facilities: Editing facilities (Steenbeck). sound recording, still
photography equipment, screening room,

PRODUCTIONS

Facilities

Protect
(International
Assoc, of Fire
Fighters): Care For The Clothes You
Wear (National Institute of Drycleaning): Shelters For The Seventies (Gichner .Mobile Systems); Year Of Decision,
Year Of Change (National Assoc, of
Letter Carriers
.Sound Testing
.Safe
Tires (Retreading Research .Associates);
Family Security: Salesman's Point of
View: A Realistic Approach (National
Assoc, of Life Llnderwriters).
circle 518 on reader service card

1832 Jefferson Place. N.W., Washington, D.C. 20036
Phone: (202) 223-9678
Date of Organization: 1967
Hal Kirn. Owner, Producer
Robert Lackey. Producer, Photography
Services:
Motion picture production,

RECENT

Facilities:

16mm motion picture and television
commercial priKluctions.
RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Pictures: Prevent, Preserve,

RECENT
822.

HAL KIRN ASSOCIATES

STUART FINLEY, INCORPORATED

commercials.

sion
for

AND SPONSORS
Motion Pic hires: To Seek, To Teach.
To Heal (The National Institute of
RECENT

GUIDANCE ASSOCIATES OF

PRODUCTIONS

D.C./ MARYLAND

(LInited

GUGGENHEIM PRODUCTIONS,

vices contracted.

RECENT

TV

Givers Fund);
Project Hope: National Park Service; National Urban Coalition (Maurer, Fleiscjer
& Zon).
circle 515 on reader service card

35mm

FEDERAL FILM PRODUCTIONS
65

(Peace

Cannot .Alone

editorial facilities.

Educational, industrial, infor-

technical
and
commercial
motion picture production, televi-

MARYLAND
MILNER FENWICK,

INC.

3800 Libert} Heights. Baltimore, Md.
21215
Phone: (301) 664-2600
Date of Incorporation: 1956
Ervin M. Milner. President
William Walsch. Jr.. Production
Supervisor
Tel Kliman. Writer-Director
Basil Miller, Bill Sturm, Art
.Animalii'n
Jack Burk. Sales

&

Manager

Services: Scripts, storyboards. live photography, animation, industrial exhibits,
sales presentations,
dio-visuals. Super

editing, opticals. aufilm loop training programs, library and distribution
services.
Facilities: Sound stage, complete Westrex sound system for mixing

8mm

and dubbing, Oxberry animation stand
for 16 and 35mm films. Arriflex and
.Auricon cameras, full 16 & 35mm production equipment for own use and rental,
5 fully equipped editing rooms, interlock equipment

16 and

for

35mm,

AND

PRODUCTIONS

RECENT

SPONSORS
Motion Pictures: Blueprint For Life;
Medical Genetics, series of 8 (National
Foundation): Making Of A Vice President

(U.S.I.A.);

(Delaware
Assoc.);

Crisis

In

Conservation

We Send Our

circle 520

The Estuary

Eduction

Sons (U.S. Navy),

on reader service card
107

oratory services, sound recording and
mixing, commercials, and advertising still
photography. Facilities: 16mm cameras

•
MONUMENTAL FILMS &
RECORDINGS,
2160 Rockrose

Avenues,

Television Hill, Baltimore,

Md.

21211
Phone: (301) 462-1550
Date of Organization: 1950
John D. A'Hem, President, Producer
Vernon Spedden, Vice Pres., Chief

Cameraman
Engineer
I.

_

Roberts, Editorial Chief

Venezuela; Shah of Iran

ishing rooms.

Christian Children's

Washington Hilton; Mt. Vernon
Peter, Paul & Mary (U.S.I.A.); Miss Black
America D. C. Pagent; Cherry Blossom
Festivities
(WMAL-TV); Washington
Monument Peace Demonstration; Presi-

Adv.).

dent Nixon Veto; President State of The

PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Pictures: Key To FrecmasonRECENT

Growth

TV Com-

effects, slidefilms, slides,
mercials, industrial, commercials

tional

educa-

Facilities: Motion picture
shooting stage, smaller sound
Oxberry animation stands,

films.

sound
stages.

BNC

dollies,
Eclairs,
Arriflexes.
Mitchells,
stage-location lighting, art department,
recording studios with interlock projection. Ampex stereo sound consoles.

AND SPONSORS
RECENT
Motion Pictures: Fram Filter Corp.
(Aitkin-Kynett); Make No Mistake (Internal Revenue Service); Subject To
PRODUCTIONS

Change (Social Security Administration);
Murray Corp., Electric Bomb Fuze (U.S.
Naval Ordnance Laboratory); Cancer of
The Pharynx (National Institute of
Health); EJi/ov Fibres (Humble Oil Co.).

(Imagination Unlimited);
Fund (Cabell Eanes

circle 523 on reader service card

Services: Scripting, motion picture services, editorial, sound recording, music,

sound

FRECHETTE FILMS

Director-Producer
Services: Creation and

production of
motion pictures.
RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Pictures: Prescription for Tomorrow (A. H. Robins Co.); With
Hardly a Ripple (C & P Telephone Co.);
Recycling Aluminum (Reynolds Metals
Co.); The First Brick (Richmond United
Givers Fund); untitled production for
National Crushed Stone Assoc.
circle 524 on reader service card

HAYCOX PHOTORAMIC,

4805 Frolich Lane, HyattsvUle, Md.
20781
Phone: (301) 322-1900
Date of Organization: 1965
Byron Morgan, President
Imre Toth, Vice President,
Cinematographer
Frank Toth, Editorial
Motion picture production,
Services:
photography, editing, complete
production filmstrips and motion pictiues. Facilities: Studio and offices, edi-

writing

and conferences.
RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Pictures: Dyslexia; Sex Education (State of Maryland); The Military
Nurse (Department of Defense); History
of U. S. Diplomacy; three films (depart-

torial

ment of

State).
circle 522 on reader service card

MRC
(A Div.

FILMS, INC.
of McLaughlin Research
Corp.)

1110 Spring St., Silver Spring, Md.
Phone: (301) 585-7100
Lou Perlman, In Charge
(See complete listing under New York

1531 Eariy

Street,

INC.

Norfolk, Va.

23502
Phone: (703) 855-1911
Date of Organization: 1956
George Banks Haycox, President
Ernie B. Hamblin, Executive Vice
President

James E. Mays, Director of Scripts
James C. Cando, Director, Motion
Picture Div.
Services: Complete motion picture production services; storyboards and script
writing, set design, art and animation,
16mm and 35mm production, casting,
music selection and sound recording. Fa-

Equipped sound stage, 16mm
and 35mm cameras, location lighting and
sound recording equipment, mobile cap16mm and 35mm animation
abilities.
stand and creative art facilities. Editing,
sound recording, music selection, screening and conference rooms.
RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Pictures: Virginia's Silver Lin-

cilities:

ing (Division of Aeronautics. Commonwealth of Virginia); To Labor As One
(United States Air Force); Minerals
From The Deep (Deepsea Ventures,
Inc.);
Windsong (Human Betterment
League of North Carolina); Speedy
Wheels (Carmatic Motor and Transmission Exchange).
circle 525 on reader service card

City)

LOGOS LTD.

VIRGINIA
COMMONWEALTH

FILMS, INC.
2020 Sledd Street, Richmond, Va.
23220
Phone: (703) 353-4151, 355-4585
Date of Organization: 1966
John E. Nelson, President
Roger R. Robison, Vice PresidentTreasurer
Loring J. Turner, Vice PresidentSecretary
Services: Complete motion picture & TV
productions, 16mm color and B&W labloa

Visit;

—

at

Union Message; Viet Nam Moratorium
—
Memorial Bridge; School Moratorium

(ABC NEWS).

4615 West Broad St., Richmond, Va.
23230
Phone: (703) 355-5332
Date of Organization: 1963
Fred L. Frechette, Owner/Writer-

circle 521 on reader service card

BYRON MORGAN ASSOCIATES, INC.
AND
EDUCATIONAL FILM PRODUCTIONS

Nixon

mats, negative processing, print and fin-

ry's

C. Wilbur Taylor, Chief Sound

Harding

and related equipment, Moviola
equipped editing rooms, Westrex interlocked sound system and mixing studio,
16mm color printing, black/white reversal processing, still cameras in all forlighting

INC.

& Maiden

16mm

and 35mm, as well as
and transferring. Closed-circuit. Facilities: 6,000 sq. ft. complete
color and b/w television studio. Ministudio. Mobile units with equipment.
RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Mobile: King Family In Washington
(Kingfam Productions); White House to
fer service,
I" dubbing

South 27th Street, Arlington,
Virginia 22206
Phone: (703) 671-1300
Date of Organization: 1961
Harry Letaw, Jr., President & Treasurer
James A. Kauflin, Secretary &

circle 526

TELE-COLOR PRODUCTIONS,

Kenneth A. Lawerence. Vice President,
Logos Educational System
E. Paul Abert, Operations Mgr.,

Logos Teleproductions Center
Services: High band color and b/w mobile video tape units. Complete color
and black/white television studios. Complete color and b/w tape-to-film trans-

INC.

708 N. West Street, Alexandria, Va.
22314
Phone: (703) 683-3203
Date of Organization: 1968
Charles F. Riley, President
Harold L. Smullian. Vice President
Bill Davis, Marketing Manager
David P. Myatt. Production Mgr.
Services: Video Tape production, loca-

and studio facilities; videotape duplication and film to tape and
tape to film transfer service. Facilities:
Three studios, 80 x 40 ft. Ampex Video
tion services

Tape machines. Norelco Color cameras,
complete videotape editing facilities.
RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Shows: Here's Barbara; Gene Ward
Show; Opinions; High School Football
Highlights; Jhoon Rhec Karate Show;
The .Scars Sound Revolution; Cleveland
Amoiy Show; U.S.D.A.; B'Nai Brith
Anti-Defamation League; Coast Guard
Show; Red Cross Safety Program; Marketing Television Services; Woman of
Washington; Let's Play Politics. Mobile
Location: Inaugural Ball; Eisenhower's
Funeral; Humble Oil Special; NFL Football; President Nixon's Telephone Conversations To The Moon Astronauts;
Baltimore Bullets Basketball; U. S. Department of Agriculture; National Institute
of Health; National Educational
Television; Premier Sato's Visit to Washington; Total Eclipse of the Sun; Vitalis
Cambodian
Hair Tonic; White House
Press Conference; Student Protest ABC
White House, DjarNews; U.S.I. A.
karta, Indonesia; Day of Discovery; Ames
Tool; United States Information AgencyJoint Message To Congress by Argentine Prime Minister; United States Infor-

—

—

mation Agency

—

White House

—

—

In-

donesian Premier's Visit; United States
Information Agency Honor America Day;
Arnold Palmer.
Athlete of the Decade
circle 527 on reader service card

—

PENNSYLVANIA
Greater Philadelphia
ANIMATION ARTS ASSOCIATES,

INC.

1539 Race St., Philadelphia Pa. 19102
Phone: (215) LO 3-2520
Date of Organization: 1963
Harry E. Ziegler, Jr., President
Leonard E. Cooper, Vice Pre.iident

3620

Controller

on reader service card

May Ziegler, Secretary /Treasurer
R. Berhaier, Secretary
Services: Creative scripting and prodiiction, to release printing of motion picAlice

Amy

tures, filmstrips and slides for industrial
training, education, sales promotion, public

relations

and

35mm/16mm/8mm.

TV

commercials.

Facilities: 3600 sq.

containing offices, conference roorns,
animation department, camera room with

feet,

BUSINESS SCREEN

new

16mm/35mm

stand

with

Oxberry

control, editing

animation

center zoom
with all necessary

automatic

off

room

equipment.
RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Pictures: The Girl From
C.U.B.E. (Ed Letvin Associates/Eaton,
Yale
& Towne); Spectometer Film
(Charles
Fuller
Prod.);
You Gotta
Think Ahoct It: Total Hydrocarbon Analyzer
Theory of Operation: General-

—

Mine Sweeping

ized

Field Panning
Field Planning
Siisceptihility:

—
—

Mine
Threat Concept: Mine
Instructions:

Area Concept & Port

Corois

Force:

Vorticity

(U.S. Navy). Filmstrips: Go With Autocar (Harris D. McKinney, Inc.); Pil-

ow

Blocks

& Flanged Housings (SKF

Industries); Handling Complaints: Handling Disconnect Requests (Montgomery
& Associates for International Utilities),
circle 528 on reader service card

CALVIN PRODUCTIONS
OF PENNSYLVANIA, INC.
(Subsidiary of Calvin

Communications,

Inc.)

1909 Buttonnood St, Philadelphia, Pa.
19130
Phone: (215) 563-1685
Telex: C.\LDEFCORPH.\ 83-4316
Date of Organization: 1916
Date of Reincorporation: 1963. 1969
Peter V. DeMitri, President, Executive

Producer

Edward

B.

Parker, Photography
Parker. Art Director
H. Lynn, N.Y. Sales
Strvtcfs:
Audio-visual
presentations,
R.

.^.

T.

W.

sound slidcfilms, associated promotional literature, sales and
service. Facii itifs: Two sound recording
filmstrips,

slides,

CCI
Jim R\an. Director of Marketing
Robert MacDonald, Production

Manager
Services: Motion

and

sentation:
Permacolor Antennas
(RCA). Sales Meetings: Parade of
Stars (Sun Oil).
circle 530 on reader service card

FILM

Leonard M. Levin, President
Herbert L. Keller. General Manager
Services: Complete service for production of motion pictures and sound slide
Specializing in completion

dustrial sales and training films.
ties: Complete sound services,
ing
recording,
transfers
and
tracks.
Laboratory, four

B/W

community & social service, recreation.
TV, e.xperimental avant garde and en-

A Way

(U.S.

AND

—

SPONSORS

A Weight

Of Natural

Concern (Penna. Dept. of Health); A
Living Heritage for Boys (Milton Hershey
School);
Balh?' Who?
What'?
Where? (Bally Case & Cooler); Masland
Duralcathcr (Gerald F. Selinger Co.);
Filter Maintenance Facts (Atlas Chemical Industrial); VISTA Recruiting (U.S.
Office of Economic Opportunity): Project Stormfury
(Enviromental Sciences
Service .^dministration); A Short Walk
To Trumbull St. (Vincent G. Kling &
Associates);
(Lutheran
Benilderblisscd
Board of Publication); Liquid Energy
On Demand (Texas Eastern Transmission Corp.).
circle 529 on reader service card
.

.

.

CORNELL VISUAL AIDS COMPANY
6910 Market St., Upper Darby, Pa.
19082
Phone: (215) J.4 8-5494
Date of Organization: 1958
L.

W.

Cornell, Creative Director

NOVEMBER,

1970

MAKERS OF PHILADELPHIA

1729-33 Sansom Street. Philadelphia,
Pennsylvania 19103
Phone: (215) LO 3-3892
Date of Organization: 1966

(Naval

Lifting
Post Office):

SPONSORS

—

RECENT

PRODUCTIONS

AND

Five training films
(Perfect Plus); Elcctrosurge (Coles Electronics). FiiMSTRiPs: To Have
Yet
Not Have (Vanguard School); Why Do
We Multiplv? (Triangle Publications.
Inc.): How To InstaU A Mettler Top
Loading Balance (Mettler). Slide Pre-

slidefilm

RECENT

PRODUCTIONS

RECENT

production from script to release printing.
Motovational films for business,
education, government, religion, health,

Motion Pictures:

—

Motion Pictures:

theater,

tertainment.
Facilities:
Three -story
studio building with self-contained facilities
designed exclusively for 16min
and 35mm motion picture production.
60 X 60 X 20 sound stage. Camera,
lighting and sound recording equipment
for studio and location filming of 16/
35mm, silent/sound, color/b&w subjects.
Art. animation, titling and special effects depts. with Oxberry stand for
animation photography of any complexity.
Sound department equipped to perform both synchronous and wild

5

B&W

rooms hot
picture

Ampex

recorders, still
photography and motion picture studios.
Sickles animation stand
for filmstrips
and slides, hot-press titling
60 type
fonts, color and
darkrooms, screening rooms, motion picture editing room
and facilities for interlock screening.

films.

Maauire, Vice President/

with

sttidios

press

sound

titles.

16mm

of inFaciliinclud-

optical
editing
interlock

stage.

PRODUCTIONS

AND

SPONSORS

Motion Pictures;

Joint Fluid Analysis
Foundation); This Is Lamps
A'n Development Center); A
Pair of Hats (Boeins Vertol Inc.): Today Is Monday (Childrens T.V. Workshop):
Molar Endondontics (Premier
Dental Supply).
circle 531 on reader service card
(Arthritis

JAM HANDY PRODUCTIONS
631 Plum Run Drive, West Chester.
Pa. 19380
Phone: (215) 793-1065
(See
complete listing under Detroit,
Mich.)

PENNSYLVANIA
(American Cancer Society); Captioned
for
Deaf (H.E.W.); Impactor
(Chambersburg Engineering Co.); Into

Films

the 70's (Philadelphia Electric Co.); Joy
of Water (.American Water Works).
circle 532 on reader service card

FORNEY MILLER FILM ASSOCIATES
R.D. #1, .\mbler, Pennsvlvania 19002
Phone: (215) 643-4167
Date of Organization: 1969
Forney W. Miller, President
Services: Writing, directing and producing services for industrial, sales promotional, educational, and documentary
films involving actors, animation, aerial
photography, underwater photography,
and special efi'ects for industrial processes; 16mm and 35mm productions.
RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Pictures: Borazon Type It
German. French. Italian, Japanese versions. (General Electric Specialty Materials Dept.); The Man/ Machine Interface (General Electric Process Measurement and Control Div.); untitled documentary at Union Carbide (General
Electric Industrial Sales).
circle 533 on reader srevice card

MUTSCHMANN FILMS, INC.
520 Lincoln Highway, Frazer, Pa.
19355
Phone: (215) 647-2260
Date of Oreanization; 1964
Branch Office: Suite 217. 2200 E. Devon. Des Plaines, 111. 60018.
F. Mutschmann, Executive

W.

Producer
David B. Pollock, Vice President,
Marketing

Marc

1208 E. Cliveden St., Philadelphia. Pa.
19119
Phone: (215) 548-6911
(See complete listing under New York
City)

RALPH LOPATIN PRODUCTIONS,

videotape, closed circuit TV,
film strips, slide films & multi-media
productions. .Arts and design for animaMotion picture and
tion.
Facilities:
videotape sound studio. Sound recording.
Eclair. Arri and Cine cameras, lighting
equipment, film editing, projection. Ampex 1" helical, scan Videotape recorders

plumbicon cameras, special effects.
RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS

Services: Live photosraphv. recording,
animation, titling, editing, film distribution, filmagraph. stripfilms. Facilities;
.Mr-conditioned studio, offices, editing
rooms, animation dept.; screening rooms
with 16mm interlock: dressing rooms,
workshop, camera loading room. 16 &
35mm synchronous cameras: MagnaTech sync sound equipment; editing,
lighting, dolly. Moviola.

Motion

PRODUCTIONS
Pictures:

AND
Throat

ly);

chine

Pictlikes:

Argi Newsreel

Downtown (Eli Lil(New Holland Ma-

More Punch

Co.);

(Wiedeman).

In Production

Filmstrips:

Speakman

Corp. 2 films; Beaumont Heller & Spearling. Inc. Multimedia; .America Bank &
Thust Co. of Pa.; Perkin Elmer Corp.;
.Aerodex Corp.
circle 534 on reader service card

INC.

1728 Cherry St., Philadelphia. Pa.
19103
Phone: (215) 561-2600
Date of Organiation: 1958
Ralph Lopatin. Chairman
Michael Levanios, Jr., President
Robert .\. Wolber, Vice-President

RECENT

Production

pictures,

Motion
LeRov Motion Production Studios

S. .Asch.

D. K. Bradley. Office Manager
Sermces: Original concept through creative production to distribution. Motion

SPONSORS
Cancer

NFL FILMS,
230 N. 13th
19107
Phone: (215)
(See complete

INC.

Street, Philadelphia. Pa.

LO

7-3415
under

listing

New York

City)

JOHN M. PRICE FILMS, INC.
2100 Walnut St.. Philadelphia. Pa.
19103
Phone: (215) LO 8-1683
Date of Organization: 1962
John M. Price, President
Elizabeth S. Price. Secretary
Services: Motion pictures; multi-media
shows; slidefilms. .A complete production
service, specializing in the creative aspects
of film and audio visual presentations.

109

Motion pictures from 35mm. slides with
precision camera moves, zooms, optical
and animated effects. Facilities: Equipment for film editing and sound production, including 5 Ampex and 3 Nagra
tape recorders: cameras for still and
motio npictcres: facilities for design, art.
projection, and photography.

PRODUCTIONS

RECENT

AND

Co.); Fuss Headache Relief (Walter
Sign Corp.). Multi-Media: Decade of
Decision (Foote Mineral Co.). Slidefilms: Munich. Galcu-ay To The Alps
(Lufthansa Airlines); Recruiting Pres.
(Girard Trust Bank).
circle 535 on reader service card

BART SLOANE FILMS
W. Lancaster Ave, P.O. Box

19301
Phone: (215) 647-1412
Date of Organization:

421,

Paoli, Pa.

with
emphasis on contemporary techniques of
animation. Total production from con-

animation camera.

PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Deep Sea Drilling

Motion Pictures:

animation
(National
Science
Foundation); Project Stormfury, animation
(Enviromental
Science
Services
Adm.); Multi Media: For .\merican
Bank of Redding, Pa),
circle 536 on reader service card
Project,

344 North Broad St.. Philadelphia, Pa.
19102
Phone: (215) LO 9-3920
Date of Incorporation: 1948
William W. Orr. President
Gil Cahill. Production M^r.

Don

Kimberling. Producer/Director
Jon Hilson. Producer/ Director
Services: Complete 16mni editing and
conforming services. Creation and production of sports subjects for T.V. sponsorship sales promotion, business and industrial films. Facilities: Research and
scriptwriting staff, recording and projection equipment. Steinbeck editing ma-

130 Seventh Street, Pittsburgh, Pa.
15222
Phone: (412) 471-2780
Date of Organization: 1967
Louis Sisk. Vice President
Services: Still and motion picture photography, directors and producers, associates located throughout United States
and around the world. Super 8mm systems, leasing and financing. coUaterial
materials, film distribution & storage. Facilities: All camera equipment, lights,
technical know how and experience.

247 Ft. Pitt Blvd., Pittsburgh, Pa.
15222
Phone: (412) 261-5589
Date of Organization: 1962
George A. Romero, President, Chief
Cinematographer

AND

SPONSORS

Pictures:
College
Football
Highlights
( Syndicated )
Wonderful
World of Sports (Shell-Sports 111.); Fool;

ish Club to Full Partner; Polls Or Playoff (Dupont).
circle 537 on reader service card

Pennsylvania Cities

Nancy M. Romero. Vice President.
Marketing & Sales
Gary Streiner. Mgr. Technical Services
Production of television spots,
industrial films, political documentaries,
Services:

and training films, theatrical short
subjects and theatrical feature films. Facilities: 16mm and 35mm equipment;
complete sound facilities including stumixing,
recording,
location
dio
and
transferring and dubbing; sound studio;
editing and Interlock equipment.
RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Pictures: Lcnore (Lenore Roniney/ Michigan Republican Comm.); A
Man For Our Times (Alabama Governor
Brewer/State

Albert

Democratic

Comm.);

There's Always Vanilla (Independent); Lockport Felt (Rumrill Hoyt);
Dropout (McGraw Edison); People Paint IPPG Industries).
circle 540 on reader service card

NXD

Manager

Amy

S. Kowal, Office Manager
Leland Hartman, Animation Director
Services:
Designed and/or animated
motion pictures and sequences for television and industry, 16/35mm, color &
B&W; Sound slidefilm, slide and multimedia productions. Facilities: writing,
storyboard, scoring, art and animation;
Oxberry
16/35mm animation stand;
screening room, art and animation stu-

dio, editorial facilities.
circle 538 on reader service card
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WILLIAM W. MATTHEWS &

CO., INC.

130 Seventh Street, Pittsburgh, Pa.
15222
Phone: (412) 471-2780
Date of Organization: 1960
Date of Incorporation: 1966
William W. Matthews, President/
Producer
Katherine W. Matthews, Vice-

James Mitchell, Comptroller
Pa.

Robert L. Stone, President
Services: A complete motion picture
production company specializing in communications of sales promotion, public
image, educational and television productions. Facilities: Mitchell, Arriflex
cameras; editorial Moviolas for 16 and
35mm. Selsyn sync 16 and 35mm. Light
ing equipment includes arc and tungsten

RECENT

PRODUCTIONS

Complete record-

AND

SPONSORS

New Bethlehem
Pictures:
Steel: Steel Pipe At Your Service (Bethlehem Steel Corp.); Welded Steel Water
Pipe; Welded Wire Fabric; We're Involved (United States Steel Corp.).
circle 542 on reader service card
Motion

Alvin C. Croft, Exec. Vice President,
General Mgr.

President

THE ANIMATORS
247 Fort Pitt Blvd., Pittsburgh,
15222
Phone: (412) 391-2550
Date of Organization: 1959
Robert A. Wolcott, Owner/Prod

INC.

3075 W. Liberty Avenue, Pittsburgh,
Pennsylvania 15216
Phone: (412) 343-8700
Date of Organization: 1938
James L. Baker, Chairman of the
Board

for studio and location.
ing studio.

THE LATENT IMAGE

chines.

Motion

(Sewickley Valley Hospital),

circle 541 on reader service card

MODE-ART PICTURES,
INTER COM

sales

TEL RA PRODUCTIONS

PRODUCTIONS

(Gulf Corp.); Live show and collateral
material

circle 539 on reader service card

pictures,

cept development to delivered prints.
Facilities:
Art-animation
studio
and

RECENT

facturing); Environment (University of
Pittsburgh); Sales Presentation (Calgon,
Drano). Slides: Employee Presentation

City)

1959

Bart Sloane. Owner
Services: 16mm motion

RECENT

Inc.

SPONSORS

Motion Pictures: Success With Sherman (Sherman Car Wash Equipment

136

Dynamic Films,

130 Seventh St., Pittsburgh, Pa. 15222
Phone: (412) 471-2780
William Matthews. Manager
(See complete listing under New York

Louis Sisk, Vice President. Production
Industrial
motion pictures,
Services:
shows, filmstrips, slide shows, TV-PR
films, writing, photography, editing and
film recording. .Mso sales meetings and

presentations,

radio

and camera equipment for 8/16/
motion picture production. Still

35mm

photography.

Location
storage, editing sound.

RECENT

PRODUCTIONS

Phone: (717) 534-1000
Date of Organization: 1952
Walter G. O'Connor, President,
Producer
Don McElwain, Film Production Mgr.
J. T. O'Connor, Assistant Production

Manager
Marian Shure, Budget Control
Services: Complete Audio-Visual communications service, award winning motion

pictures,

sentations,
for public

shows,

live

mixed media,

TV

disc recordings,

filmstrips,
relations,

spots,
pre-

slide

materials

graphic

filmstrips, graphic
relations, training,

materials for public
education, advertising and business comentire programs. Facilimunications
ties: Brand new 20.000 sq. ft., including
4000 sq. ft. sound stage with catwalks,
cyclorama, silent air conditioning, floating floor, double suspended 30 ft. high
ceiling, fully equipped, including broadcast quality color video tape equipment.
Stage is surrotmded by editing rooms,
shop,
caipenter
makeup,
wardrobe,
screening and sound control, music scoring and mix facilities. Client office space
.

.

.

and secretarial services.
RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND

SPONSORS

Motion

That Thomasville
Pictures:
Look (Thomasville Furniture); The Li(Universal Educational); The
brarian
Power Forum (Westinghouse); AmeriKnouse Foods, Inc.);
ca's Orchardland
Lancaster Line Carpet. 3 films (Armstrong Cork Co.); A r ma flex (Armstrong
(Dork Co.).
circle 543 on reader service card
(

CCTV

sales training.
and EVR, collaterial materials, distribution, financing, leasing, industrial, education.
Facilities: Studio, portable light-

ing

O'CONNOR COMPANY

G.

Box N, Hershey, Pa. 17033

communications,

promotion,

sales

WALTER
P. O.

equpiment.

TV
AND

film

production.

SPONSORS

Motion Pictures: Tapered Roof. (Pittsburgh
Corning);
(Alcoa);
Fin-Form
Ecology (Gulf); Showtime (Toy Manu-

The Guide You Need

All

Year

21st Annual
available by

Extra copies of this
Production Review are
mail (while supply lasts)
each, sent postpaid when

at

$2.00

payment

accompanies order. Better yet, order
a year's subscription & and get BUSINESS SCREEN each month for only
$5.00 in the U.S. and Canada.

BUSINESS SCREEN

SOUTHEAST
ALABAMA

Complete
6mm
photography editing. ScreenSound on film interview studio. Arriflex,
Moviola,
Nagra, Magna Sync,
producers.

and

2524 Old Shell Rd., Mobile. Ala
36607
Phone: (205) 478-9387
Date of Organization: I9S2
Spottswood.

Partner

George La\ne. Production
Nfaribeth Spottswood. Partner

John

Spotts\soo<.i. Jr..

S,

SirRViCFs:

Producers

Partner

Ifimm

of

films,

slide
films,
filmstrips.
television
commercials, commercial photography.
Facilities: Equipped for all types of sound
and silent motion pictures and filmstrip
pixxiuctions:
location photography.
Equipment includes Arriflex. Bach. ,\uri-

con cameras and 3000
studio equipptxl

RECENT

ft,

air

conditioned

for interlock

PRODUCTIONS

projection.

AND

SPONSORS

Motion Pictures:

Facilities:

Destination Success
(Grambling College. Louisiana): Lanilmark Challenges (Mobile Historic De-

World (Louisiana College); Youth
and The Future (Elizabeth City State
University. Slidefilms: Worth A Cross

FLORIDA
BARTON FILM COMPANY
4853 Waller St., Jacksonville. Florida
32205
Phone: (904) 389-4541
Date of Organization: 1953
Reorganized: 1965
Donald E. Barton, President
Lee O. Larew, I ice President
Neil Mengel, Phnto'jranhv & Sound
Ronald L. Kiven. Special Effects
Services: Productic-n of comolete motion pictures.
TV commercials. Script
writing, and producer services.
Facilities: Sound stage with heavy-duty lighting: 16mm and 35mni photographic gear;
interlock projoction: editina: music and
sound effects library; animation and title
stand: hot press titles; sound dubbing and
mixina; ta'ent file.

PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Pictipis: You And Your Customers: A Step In The Rivht Direction

RECENT

(Smal'

Business Administration)
Gator
Bowl Highlishts (Gator Bowl .Association); 5 Sund'^rs In March (Gulf Life
;

Insuranc):
(Fellowship

Wc'^i'd
of

Of

Christian

circ e 54'5

Champions
Athletes).

on reader service card

*
PETER J. BARTON
PRODUCTIONS, INC.
Suite 620. Tallahavsee Rank Building.
Tallahassee. Fla. 32301

Phone: (904) 224-3685
Branch Offices: Washington. D.C.
Phone: (202) 332-5292: Contact:
Gordon Kinc Educational Representative. Offices also in Orlando
and Miami.
Date of Organization: 1967
Peter

J.

Barton. President/Executive

Producer
Paul Barton. Director. Photography
Jack Conrad. Writer/ Director
Madalyn Barton. Treasurer
Services:
Motion pictures, television
films, commercials, theatrcial short sub-

NOVEMBER,

1970

script-writing,

sound

re-

cording.

RECENT

PRODUCTIONS

MolloN

Picii:ris:

RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Films rip: Odds Against You; Ring of
Safety
(Insurance Co. of America);
Handling & Servicing of Aviation Spark
Plugs; Extra Sales That Count; (AC
Spark Plug. CMC); Dealer's Choice (Lee

AND

SPONSORS

Wonderful World of
Disney (Walt Disney Productions); Florida Fish Fry (U. S. Dept. of Interior,
State of Fla.); Demonstrations In Physics
(Holt, Rineharl & Winston, Inc.);
School's Out (Florida Catholic Conference); Mini yfenus (Fla. State Dept. of
.Agriculture); Florida Democratic Parly
TV Campaign (Fla. Democratic Exec.
Comm.); A New Wa\ of Life (Vindale
.Mobile Homes); Tallahassee Open (ABC
TV Sports); Florida Poliiithon (Florida

ETV

Network);

The

Case Of The
Broken Bottles (Disposal Systems of
America); Congressman Boh Sikes (Congressman Sikes); Congressman Dante
Fascell
(Congressman
Fascell).
TV
Commercials: Miami Lakes (Miami
Lakes Development); Sing Oil (Sing Oil

I

& Rubber Co.).

Tire

circle 549

THE COMMUNICATIONS CENTER
Fla.

St.

Petersburg,

33733

Phone: (813) 862-0538

Date of Organization: 1966
Nicholas Amo%,President
Mildred A, Paysinger, Vice President
in Charge of Accounting
Richard L. Marsh, Vice President,

Sales
circle 54G

on reader service card

CINEMATOGRAPHY
812 S.W. 4th PL, Ft. Lauderdale. Fla.
33312
Phone: (305) 522-7709
Date of Organization: 1967
Richard Winer. Cameraman-Producer
John Cook. Sound
Services:
Documentary.
underwater,
commercials, theatricals, etc. Also second
unit cinematography. Facilities: .Arriflex,
Auricon & Rebikoff underwater,
cameras, two man submarine, camera
boat. Bahama and Caribbean locations.
RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Pictures: The Devil's Triangle
(TV Special); Deep Water Suhmarine
Tests
(Grumman); Unexplained (Lee
Mendelson
Productions);
Open
Sea
Dredging (Ocean Industries); Salvage
(Eastern
Steamship
Co.);
NBC-TV,
Various assignments.
circle 547 on reader service card

CINEMATRONICS,
Suite

on reader service card

Post Office Box 10207,

Corp.).

day's

Louisiana Methodist Children's Home).
circle 544 on reader service card

photography,

Mitchell, etc.

velopment Comm.): Education For To-

f

SOUTHEAST

1

35mm

ing.

SPOTTSWOOD STUDIOS

Nfanning

Location services for out of state

jects.

INC.

2801 East Oakland Park
Blvd.. Ft. Lauderdale. Fla. 33306
Phone: (305) 565-2252/565-0472
Date of Organization: 1963-1970
224.

Jaf Fletcher. President-Producer
Jeanne Haestier, Production
Supervisor
Services:
Motion nicture production.
Facilities: Film, editine & sound.

PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Commercials: Ranch House Moo
(Ranch Rous'; of America): On The
Line: Below Dealer Invoice (King MoRECENT

TV

Motion Pictures: Come Fix
With Us (Burnside & Ott Aviation Training Center). Slidefilm: Progress 1970
(General Development Corp.).
circle 548 on reader service card

tor Co.).

CLOSE PRODUCTIONS,

INC,

2020 San Carlos Blvd. Fort Myers
Beach. Florida 33931
Phone: (813) 463-6166
Date of Organization: 1956
E. Burt Close, President

David J. Flood, Creative Director
Harry L, Hughey, Elitor
Mitchell Scott, Art Director
Services: Audio and audio-visual training programs for business and industry,
specializing in ready-to-use film strip and
cassette-tape programs. Facilities: Art,

Services: Complete audio-visual services
from scripts and storyboards to 8, 16
and 35mm prints
and everything inbetween. Facilities: 35 and 16mm cameras, geared
heads, sound equipment,
lights (Mole-Richardson and Colortran),
.

.

.

editorial facilities, location gear,

still

lab.

circle 550 on reader service card

COMMUNICATIONS

21

3024 Lenox Avenue, P. O. Box 6712,
Jacksonville. Fla. 32205
Phone: (904) 389-1334
Date of Organization: 1963
Date of Reincorporation: 1970
(Formerly Lawrence Smith Productions, Inc.)

Ted S. Johnson. President
Lawrence V. Smith. Director of
Production

Edward A. Kennedy, Director of
Creative Services

Louis J. DiGiusto. III. Executive
Producer/ Marketing
Services: 16mni and 35mm motion picture and TV production
full services.
Videotape production. Multi-media programs. Slide presentations. Filmstrips.
Sound
recordina-mixing-music-dubbing.
Art and animation. Aerial motion picture and still photography (Tyler Helicopter Platform). Convention displays

—

and exhibits. Producer's services, stage
shows and presentations. Sp)ecialization
in underwater oceanographic motion pictures.

Facilities:

.Air

conditioned

stu-

complete projection and editing faFull compliment of soundstage
and location equipment.

dio,

cilities.

PRODUCTIONS

RECENT

Motion Pictures:

AND

Tekite II;

SPONSORS

An

Under-

sea Adventure (Department of Interior,
General Electric Missile & Space Div./

BBC-TV Horizons); Treasure of DcLiefde (Black Star); Ford Flat Out (Ford
Motor Co.); The Flight of Apollo 13
(Hearst Metrotone News); Safe Driving
with Richard Petty (Classroom World
Productions):
Washington
Correspondent; Modular Housing; Disney World;
Mayan Today (United States InformaAgency); The Now Agency (Wm,
.Adv.); Bus Ministry (First Baptist
Church). Sponsored News Film: Jacktion

Cook

(Consolidated City of JacksonDon't Let Love Die (United
Fund); Conservation Conference (State
sonville
ville);

of Fla.).
circle 551 on reader service card
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CREATIVE CONSULTANTS
249 N.W.
33169

1

99th Street, Miami, Florida

Box 3454, Hollywood, Florida

P.O.

Phone: (305) 625-3636
Date of Organization; 1952
Robert D. Buchanan, President
Jack Schlen. \' ice-President, Dir.

Motion Pictures: Flight Into Oblivion
(Central & Southern Florida Flood Control); PIP (Noreico); The Moving Chal-

circle 558 on reader service card

lenge (Florida Dept. of Transportation);
No Cause for Conflict: ST -9 Progress
Report (Pratt & Whitney Aircraft); Scott
Bench Top Laboratory Learning (Scott
Engineering Sciences).
circle 555 on reader service card

THE SMITH STUDIO

—

sales trainins, education, public relations;
specializing in animated syndicated services for TV. Facilities: Complete production equipment for 1
color; Ox-

6mm

berry animation stand; Maurer. Arriflex
Doiflex cameras; lighting and sound
equipment for studio and location production.

Motion Pictures: A Community And
Bank Growing Together (Bank of
Hallandale); Oxygen For Industrial Accidents (Safety Labs).
circle 552 on reader service card
Its

FILM PRODUCERS SERVICE, INC.
6325 S.W. 106th St., Miami, Florida
33156
Phone: (305) 667-5100
Date of Organization: 1961

MINIFILMS PRODUCTIONS
Edutronics Bldg., 229 S.E. 1st Avenue,
Ft. Lauderdale, Florida 33301
Phone: (305) 525-0216
Date of Organization: 1967
Stanley L. Colbert, President
Jerry Winters, Vice President

George Springmeyer, Production Exec.
Pat Petrie, Post Prod. Executive
Services: Complete film and sound services,
animation, location and studio
filming; educational; industrial;

commer-

Facilities:
Two sound stages,
seven cutting rooms, 12-track Scully recording, Westrex re-recording; cameras,
lights, recorders, etc.

cial.

versal

TV).
circle 553 on reader service card

FOSTER FILMS, INC.
7300 S.W. 72nd Avenue, Miami, Fla.
33143
Phone: (305) 661-3413 or 661-3456
Date of Organization: 1963
Harry Foster, President
Maria Dubin, Secretary /Treasurer
Services: Industrial and theatrical films,
sales promotion films. Facilities: Editing rooms, production facilities.
circle 554 on reader service card

GOODWAY FILMS
Goodway, Inc.)
2801 E. Oakland Park Blvd., Ft.
Lauderdale, Fla. 33306
Phone: (305) 563-3168
Branch Office: 1047 Main St., E. Hartford, Conn. 06108. Phone: (203)
528-4453; Richard Logan, Mgr.
D.Tte of Organization: 1929
Beryl J. Wolk, President
Donald L. Wolk, Vice President
Stuart B. Mclver, Manager, WriterProducer
David R. England, Director of
(A Division of

Photograpliy
Services: Production of I6mm industrial
business, sales promotion, training, public relations and technical motion pictures
and film strips from research and script
release
to
printing.
Commercial,
still
photography.
Facilities: Studio,

TV

and office facilities.
Arriflex,
Bell & Howell cameras. Moviola, Magnesync sound recording equipment, interlock
screening,
lighting
equipment,
equipment for underwater photography.
RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
editorial

112

on reader service card

HACK SWAIN PRODUCTIONS,

(General Foods); Eddie Albert Film (Realec Corp.); Impressions
(Edutronics
Corp.);
Arrive
Alive!!

1185 Cattlemen Rd., P.O. Box 10235,
Sarasota, Fla. 33578
Phone: (813) 955-1706
Date of Organization: 1960

REELA FILMS, INC.
(Division of Wometco Enterprises, Inc.)
65 N.W. Third Street, Miami, Fla.

and plates.
RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Picture: Aquarians (Tors-Uni-

(Self).
circle 559

series

Breakfast

eras, camera insert cars, electric and grip
equipment, will prefabricate special equipment. Facilities: Mobile units
specializing underwater, aerial and helicopter rigs
feature films, commercials,
documentaries, 2nd unit production/pro-

cess

photography, scriptwriting.
RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Pictures: A Man's Work: SeeSlidefilms: Plane
ing Color (Self).
Geomentary s;ries; American History
Tapes: Sales Psychology
series (self).

PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Pictures: The Trouble With

(Florida
Highway Comm.); Florida
(State
Suite
of Florida); Daydream
(Daytona, Fla.); Reading Film series
(U.S. Government).
circle 556 on reader service card

—

City
Fletcher Smith. Sr., President
Janet Smith, Vice President
Fletcher Smith, Jr., Sound Engineer
Motion picture, slide and
Services:
production, sound recording.
filmstrip
Studio, projection, editing,
Facilities:
equipment, location recording. Lxjcation

RECENT

Clifford Poland, A.S.C., President.
Director of Pliotography
Services: We package all I.A.T.S.E.
crews and equipment to producers anywhere in the world, 35mm/16mm cam-

—

INC.

3141 S.W. 22nd Court, Ft. Lauderdale,
Fla. 33312
Phone: (305) 581-7300
Date of Organization: 1944 New York

Proiliiclimis

Robert Biddlecom, Technical Director
Services: Animation and graphic for TV,

&

Water Pollution (Florida Dept. Air
Water Pollution Control).

Tony Swain,
Mike Swain.

Manager
Richard Blum, Assistant General

Manager
Robert Miele. Laboratory Manager
Services:
Laboratory:
processing
of
35mm color & b/w, sound tracks, hi-contrast. Music and sound effects selection.
Complete editorial services including
16/35mm editing equipment. Animation
art, preparation and photography. Video
tape recordings; film vaulting and library
print service. F.acilities: 40' x 45' sound
stage complete
with
lighting
control
boards, dark room & dressing rooms. 2
fully equipped recording studios complete
with dubbin?, narration and projection
facilities.

circle 557 on reader service card

SCOPE PRODUCTIONS
3319 Picwood Road, Tampa, Fla.
33618
Phone: (813) 935-4397
Date of Organization: 1968
John E. Cosgrove, Producer
Joseph Keyerleber, Producer
Services: Film production services, specializing in location documentary work
including marine and underwater. FaciiiTHs: Eclair NPR, 12-120; Arriflex
16S; BdIcx; Nagra III; Sennheiser; Ame-

Dubbing, editorial, studio available.
RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Pictures: Once Upon A Hammock (Cayman Islands Tourist Board);
Challenge In Colombia (Peace Corps/
Columbia); I^ew Tracks In The Amazon
(Avianca Airlines); Shadows In The
Sea (Jos. Schlitz Brewing Co.); Air &
ga;

President
I'ice-Prseidenl

Marie Swain, Secretary-Treasurer
Services: Production of 16mm industrial, educational, documentary and training films;

33128
Phone: (305) 377-2611
Branch: 100 W. 40th St., New York,
N.Y. 10018 Phone: (212) 279-8555
Date of Incorporation: 1951
Stanley L. Stem, President
F. F. (Ted) Sack, VP/ General

INC.

TV

spots;

35mm

films, filmstrips. Facilities:

—

conditioned

air

—

spots,

slide-

Sound stage

complete lighting:

rooms equipped for 16mm
35mm; U" Nagra sync tape; Amega

editing

& dubbers; 16mm

corders

con cameras;

&
re-

Arriflex, Auri-

35mni Cineflex; Mitchell

available; interlock projection.

PRODUCTIONS

RECENT

AND

SPONSORS

Motion

Bottled
Sunshine
Pictures:
(Tropicana Products); Fla's Water Frontier (Punta Gorda Isles); Florida Chefs
On Parade (Florida Citrus Comm.);
Mermaid Is Born: World's Greatest
Trained lV(nncn Athletes (Weeki Wachee,

ABC

Paramount).
on reader service card

circle 560

TEL-AIR INTERESTS, INC.
1755 N.E. 149th St., Miami, Florida
33161
Phone: (305) 949-8611
Date of Organization: 1960
Grant H. Gravitt, President
Charles Allen. Vice President

M.

L. Gravitt, Secretary-Treasurer
Sonja Fader, Creative Director
Services: Industrial, documentary and
commercial motion picture production.
Film strips, slides, tape duplicating, record pressing, sound recording. FaciliComplete 16/35mm production
ties:
capabilities including camera, editing and

sound recording. Three stages.
RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Pictures: Hum A Song (Atlantic Records): A Tradition of Champions (Gulfstream Park); Bunny of the
Year (Playboy); Gabbys' Haunted House
(Guidance Films); The Miracle of Dow(.Advent Christian Home);
ling Park
The Treasure of Key Biscay ne (Goodyear); Gateway of Champions (Gulfstream); Hialeah Highlights (Hialeah);
1970 Miss USA Pagent: 1970 Miss Universe (Miss Universe, Inc.); Spirit (AtRecords); Perfect For People
lantic
(Panelfab International).
circle 561 on reader service card

BUSINESS SCREEN

Brown. Administration & Sales
George Walkins. Director
Servu is: Motion pictures, TV films and
commercials productions in 16/35mm.
Jerry

GEORGIA
COLONIAL FILMS,

INC.

752 Spring Sf. N\V. Atlanta, Ga. 30308
Phone: (404) 875-««23
Dale of Org;iniz;ilion: 1947
Date of liiLorporation: 1961
Taylor H. Ho\nes, Jr.. Picsitlcnl

Ciealive
Faciiitiis:
department,
air
conditioned sound stage, insert stage,
make-up dressing rooms, 16/35mm editing rooms; studio or location sound.

Clarence B. Glover. Industrial Sales

TV CoMMiRCiMs:

Manager
RicliartI Cantrcll. Indnsliial Sales

Gordon Wilson,

,-!.v,v(,

Indiislrial

Sales

A/i,v.

Sermcis:

Creators and producers of
color slidefilms and slides and
overhead transparencies for public rela-

35mm

tions,

training, education

and

sales

meet-

PRODUCTIONS

RECENT

AND

SPONSORS

Vcllow Paces, series
(Indiana Bell/Handley Miller): Packaged Meat (Fiseher Meat/Doc Anderson); Service series (Orkin E.xterminating/Kinro
Advtg.):
Checking/Savings
series (C&S Bank (J. Walter Thompson): Beef People series (Winn Di.\ie/
Advtg.).
circle 564 on reader service card

Wm. Cook

Natl. Bank of .Atlanta); Sales Presentation (Variable Annuity Life Ins. Co.):
Sales Presentation
( Professional
Academies): Inner Line Sales (Delta Air
Lines);
Coca-Co'a Presentation (Mc-

Donald

&

Little):
Transformational
Grammar Series II. series of 6 Colonial
Films); Promoting. Recriiiti ig and Re(

tention In Abe (Chuck Bowen).
circle 5B2 on reaier service card

The lam Handy Organization, Inc.
230 Peachtree St., N.W Atlanta,
Ga. 30309
Phone: (404) 688-7499
(See complete listing under Detroit area)
.

INTERFILM/CINEMA EAST

public relations, salts, educational, medi-

animation.
industrial.
animators,
still
storyboards.
photographers. Facilitifs: 70. 65, 35,
16mm cameras and production equip-

cal,

technical.

Writers,

ment. Hughes 300 and Jet Ranger helicopters w stabilizers underwater cameras,
still lab. Videotape recorders.

PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Pictures: A New Kind of City
RECENT

Oil
Lines);
Midnight
(Eastern
.Mr
(Learning Foundations. Inc.): A Da\ In
The Life of Ralph Dept. H.E.W.): IsWestinghouse):
rael Today series of 6
Gas-Arc Welding (Union Carbide 'Linde.
12 films); Texaco (Texaco. Inc.); Stone
MoiiUain Dedication (Stone Mtn. Mem.
Assoc); The River (Georgia Power
Co.): Can-Am Race (Coca-Cola Co.);
On The Beach (EpiJack Leminon
(

(

PROVENCE PRODUCTIONS, INC.
467 Armour Circle NE. Atlanta, Ga.
30324
Phone: (404) 873-2966
Date of Organization: 1965
Gerald M. Crowder. Hd. of Production

NOVEMBER,

1970

TV

commercials,
meetings.

sales
stage,

Shooting
screening
and editing rooms, plus distribution facility.
.Special Kinim and 35mm equipment for producing and projecting 160°
panoramic films ('Cinema C").
RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Pictures: More Than Luxury;
Mercedes-Benz on TV (Mercedes-Benz
of North America); 400.000 Mile Teardown: The NFC (Cummins Engine Co.);
The Mighty Six: Mardi Gras Films (ReFaciliitis:

Inc.): High Rollers: What Makes
A Room Air Conditioner Work?; One-

Electric Co.).
circle 567 on reader service card

eral

1842 Briarwood Rd., NE. Atlanta, Ga.

30329
Phone: (404) 634-2433
Date of Incorporation: 1968
Frank H. Willard, Jr., President
Judge F. Jackson. Field Production
Mgr.
Barbara G. Kefauver. Office Mgr.
Sam Cravitz. Smtnd Engineer
Services: 16mm motion picture producfilmstrip and slide films.
tion. Sound
Mixed media. Complete production from
concept through premiere showing. FaComplete facilities including,
cilit[:--s:
studio, sound stage and editorial facilities, animation, sound control and machinery rooms: screening room equipped
for interlocks and print showing; recording equipment on 16mm edge track includes

recorder,

Ampex

'

dubbers;

three-channel

PRODUCTIONS

Executives

AND

SPONSORS

(Retail

Credit

Strangers:
Co.). Film-

Seven Doors To Selling (Tom
Huston Peanut Co.). Audiscan: Indoctrination Film (Wells Fargo); Qualitv
strip:

Control (Butte Knitting Mills).
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WOOSTER PRODUCTIONS,

INC.

2241 Faulkner Road, N.E., Atlanta,
Ga. 30324
Phone: (404) 634-4272
Date of Organization: 1967
Kirk Wooster. President
James Rambo. Production Supervisor
Stan Welch. Sound
Dozier Mobley. A V Director
Services: 16/35mm industrial films. TV
commercials, documentary films. Facilities: 57 X 75 ft. sound stage. 60 ft.
coved CVC. 16 35mm sound and editing.

RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Pictures: .S. E. Dodge Dealers
(BBD&O): Smoker Bear Regio'nal (Filler
Neal. Battle. Lind'sey): Blue Cross Blue
Shield (Luckie & Forney): Smith Island
(Bennett Advertising); The Great Wallenda (World Wide Dist.).
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INC.

Box 21393, 4415 Poplar Level

Road. louisville. Ky. 40221
Phone: (502) 459-9960
E.

.^.

CENTURY STUDIOS — FILM
PRODUCTIONS
5210 Westeni Blvd.. Raleigh, North
Carolina 27602
Main: P.O. Box 1685. Raleigh, N.C.
27602
Phone: (919) 834-7054
Mobile: 833-5707
O. B. Garris, Executive Producer/
Cinetnatographer
James Whiting. Narrator /Director of

News
Lyn

Garris. Director of Publicity
Sales

"Jack" Price. President

John T. Weber. Executive Vice
President

George Weinmann. Director of
Photography

&

Services: Creative cinematography; 8/
16mm color & b&white. Specialize in
informational films from concept to defor

livery

business,

television,

industry,

education, travel, public relations

& cam-

Convention films and television
coverage. Complete news coverage for
North Carolina. South Carolina. Tennessee and Virginia and also network. Facilities: Studio with still, motion picture
and recording departments with
screening room. Complete mobility for
on-location shooting. Studio and mobile
paigns.

units
Bell

include:

ness

(Faster

.Arrifiex.

.\uricon,

Pathe',

& Howell. Siemens, Nagra,
RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Touch of HappiMotion Pictures:
.-)

Seal

Society):

No

Idle

Hands (North Carolina Dept. of Community Colleges); The Smoggy Mean
Giant (Independent): So You Want To
Be A Stenographer; So You Want To
Be A Mechanic: So You Want To Be

An

Engineer

versity);

(N.

Family

State UniFieldcreast

Carolina

Day

At

(Fieldcrest
circle 588 on reader service card

CLASSROOM WORLD PRODUCTIONS
22 Glenuoud Avenue. Raleigh, N.C.

27602
Phone: (919) 832-3901
Date of Organization: 1945

KENTUCKY
PRICE-WEBER ASSOCIATES,
P.O.

NORTH CAROLINA

4" tape.

Motion Pictures: No Longer

—

lepsy Foundation).
circ'e 553 on reader service card

Complete production of mo-

tion pictures, stripfilms.
slide
presentation and

Touch Color: Custom Superthnist (Gen-

WILLARD PRODUCTIONS,
INCORPORATED

RECENT

1584 Tullv Circle. Suite 127, Drawer
I3955K, Atlanta Ga. 30329
Phone: (404) 633-4105 TELEX: 542484 Mobile Tele: JS 30844
Date of Organization: 1963
J. Hunter Todd. President
Cyril Fleisher. Operations Mgr.
John Carella. Vice President, Sales
Norm Kohn. Art Director
Services: Production of mo' ion pictures:
features, shorts, documentary, business,

Services:

nault.

ings. Art. photography, tape duplication
editorial, writing and research services.

Recording services available. .Animation
and production quality piints. Facii ities:
14.000 sq. ft. housing equipment, business offices, etc.; photographic, animation, and tape duplicating equipment.
RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Slidefilms: Complete Lock Box Bank(1st
ing: Customer Aide Presentation

SOUTHEAST
Elise Meyer. Creative Director

E. E. Carter. President

Ed Hockhauser,
Services:

Jr.,

Production

Vice President

and

creation

of

filmstrips and recordings for educational and commercial use.
films,

RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Dozens of educational and safety recordings, filmstrips. sound slide films and

16mm

sound.
circle 569

on reader service card
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JEFFERSON PRODUCTIONS
One

Julian Place, Charlotte,

N. Caro-

lina 28208
Phone: (704) 374-3824
James G. Babb, Managing Director
Wayne Upchurch, Production Mgr.
R. W. Dycus, Tech. Operations Mgr.
Services: Videotape commercial, program production, studio and location.
16mm film production, commrecials, industrials. Facilities: 6-Cam color mobile unit, 5 VTRS, computerized editing,
slow motion disc, full film facilities.

AND

PRODUCTIONS

RECENT

SPONSORS

Motion

Li<.;hi
the
Night
Pictures:
(Charlotte Board of Realtors); A New
World (Ervin Co.).
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WALTER

J. KLEIN COMPANY, LTD.
6301 Carniel Road, Charlotte, N.C.
28211
Phone: (704) 366-2310
Date of Organization: 1948
Walter J. Klein, President
Elizabeth G. Klein, Vice President
John Burgess, Sound Director

With The Times (Morrison Inc.); Series
of 7 training films (Perkins Pancake
Houses, Inc.); Man In A Crowd (Nightingale-Conant); Behind The Line (Syndication of Continental Film Productions
Corp.).
circle 572 on reader service card

sports, travel, sales, training,
public relations, industrial and technical.

Own

Facilities:

sound

with

building and 4-acre lot

Amega

stage.

interlock,

TV

disscreening rooms, editing rooms.
tribution offices, publicity & art services.
Eclair, Arriflex cameras. Amega, Annpex,
Nagra, Stellavox sync recorders. Music
library, original scores. 24 x 30 foot

cyclorama.

AND

SPONSORS
Motion Pictures: Figliting Crime With
Science (AT & T, Motorola, Ampex,
Ajax, NCR, SSDC): The Great Trees of
America (Weyerhaeuser); Diamonds In
The Rough (Uniroyal); The Music of
Roses (Roses, Inc.); Go Pharmacy!
PRODUCTIONS

RECENT

Fighting Fire With Sci(American LaFrance et al):
circle 571 on reader service card

(Parke-Davis);

#2

ence,

CONTINENTAL FILM PRODUCTIONS
CORP.
Blvd., P.O. Box 6543,
Chattanooga, Tenn. 37408
Phone: (615) 267-4302
Date of Incorporation: 1953
James E. Webster, Pres. & Exec.
Producer
Gerald Kubic, Nat'l. Marketing Dir.
Rowland Faust, Production Mgr.

2320 Rossville

Smith, Dir. of Cinematography
Services: 16mm and 35mm color and
Bill

b&w

live and animated motion pictures;
sound slidefilms; industrial sales, sales
and personnel training, documentary,

public

medical,
educational
Facilities: Production
facilities,
including 16mm and 35mm
cameras, sound stage and
recording
rooms, mobile location unit, synchron-

and

relations,

TV

films.

ous

recorders, single
system
lighting equipment; complete

animation

cameras,
art
and

department.

RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Pictures: The Problem Solver;

Commercial

Dishwashing

James Agee Memorial Studio. P.O.
Box 10191, Knoxville, Tenn. 37919
Phone: (615) 588-8181
Date of Organization: 1964
W. Fleming Reeder, President
Services: 16mm and 35mm color and
b&w motion pictures for industry, television and
education.
Slidefilms
and
other presentations. Facilities: Studio
screening and editing rooms; studio and
camera,
location
equipment.
Lights,
sound.

Motion Pictures:
(Carson

Newman

Within:
National

Remote

114

Welding (Oak Ridge
Peru (World Travel

Lab.);

35mm

animation,

photography,

directing, sound and editing for business,
industrial and promotional films. Facilities: Location photography, double system sound, animation stand, in-house
editing.

RECENT

AND

PRODUCTIONS

Motion Pictures:
Today's Pipeline

.

.

.

SPONSORS
Workhorse:

Project

Tomorrow's

LifeInc.);

Foundation); New Orleans (self). Multi-Media: Go Metro '75 (Fitzgerald
Agency/New Orleans Chamber of Commerce).
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MICHIGAN
NEIL DOUGLAS PRODUCTIONS
3030 Iroquois Ave., Delroil, Michigan
48214
Phone: (313) 923-0303
Date of Organization: 1929
Neil Douglas, President
Rosalie Douglas, Secretaiy-Treasurcr
Mary Neil Morrison. Promotion

Executive
Services: Films for
service organizations
public

relations

travel promotion,
in
financial
and
areas, education project

documentaries. Facilities:

Photographic

studio, film projection theater; Arriflex,
Paiilard, etc.; sound recording on t:ipe.
access to commercial laboratory facilities.

RECENT

PRODUCTIONS

Motion Pictures: The

AND

Officers

Jamison Handy. President
John A. Campbell. Treasurer
W. Eugene Hunter, Executive Vice
President, Automotive Operations
Russell B. Robins, Executive Vice
President, General Marketing
Branch Offices

New

York: 1775 Broadway, New York,
York, 11019. Phone (212) JUd-

New

Herman

son 2-4060.

Goelz.

in

charge

Chicago: 230 N. Michigan Avenue, Chicago, Illinois 60601, Phone:
(312)

North Vine, Hollywood, California 90028. Phone: (213)

filmstiips; slidefilms. Total procapability; Scriptwriting, storytitles,

INC.

2843 East Grand Blvd., Deh-oit, Mich.
48211
Phone: (313) TR 5-2450

STate 2-6757.
1680

iana 70129
Phone: (504) 241-3803
John Hutchinson, Producer
Jean Hutchinson, Office Manager
Services: I6mm motion pictures; 16 and

duciton
boards,

THE JAM HANDY ORGANIZATION,

Hollywood:

JOHN HUTCHINSON FILM
PRODUCTIONS
P.O. Box 29431, New Orleans, Louis-

(Irish

.

Into The Seventies
College); The World

LOUISANA

Brave

.

SPONSORS

Services).
circle 573 on reader service card

(Auto-Chlor

.

AND

PRODUCTIONS

RECENT

Systems,
Inc.).
Slidefilms:
Citrus
Springs: Florida-Idea
Opportunity
(The Deltona Corp. ) The Critics Choice
(Howard Johnson Co.); From The
Krystal Kichen (Krystal Co.); In Tune
;

INC.

long'a. Ray McDermott & Co.,
The Cornice (The Ella West Freeman

TENNESSEE

Malcolm W. Dooley, Representative
(See complete listing under Hollywood,
Calif.)

REEDER PRODUCTIONS,

Robert Klein, Cameraman
Richard Klein, Accountant Manager
Services: Production, TV distribution,
updating of 35/16/8nim motion pictures:
television,

Jerry Fairbanks Productions
1248 Griswold, Suite 610, Dertoit,
Mich. 48226
Phone: 962-8998

SPONSORS

Beguiling Celts

Tourist Board); Proud and The
(Scottish Tourist Board); Going

Into The Future (French Government);
The Heart of Europe: Know Your British
Isles (Friends Of The World).
circle 575 on reader service card

Hollywood 3-2321.
Atlanta: 230 Peachtree
lanta,

St., N.W., AtGeorgia 30309. Phone: (404)

688-7499.
Services:
Comprehensive consultation
sei-vices on: sales meetings, stockholders
meetings, seminars, convention assistance,
visualized talks, speech coaching, picturizations.
meeting guides, projection
equipment, meeting packages, portable
stagettes,

field

closed-circuit

surveys, field services,
training services, qual-

TV,

ity control programs, foreman training,
supervisory training, management development, motion pictures plans and specifications,
storyboards, animated cartoons, filmstiips, slides, slidefilms, tape
recordings, disc recording, transparencies,
turnover
pictorial
booklets,
and flip

charts, programmed projection, film distribution, theatrical
and non-theatrical,
closed-circuit TV.
circle 576 on reader service card

JAM HANDY PRODUCTIONS
(Division of Tele-Tape)

2821 East Grand Blvd., Detroit,
Michigan 48211
Phone: (313) 875-2450
Branch Offices: 321 W. 44th St., New
York, N.Y. 10036, Phone: (212)
582-8082
230 North Michigan Ave., Chicago,
III. 60601, Phone: (312) 782-6757
631 Plum Run Dr., W. Chester, Pa.
19380. Phone: (215) 793-1065
Henry N. Mulvihill, Chairman of the

Board
Herbert Hall, President
James Grann, Vice President
Charles Renfrew, Vice President
Marketing communications.
Services:
Management
Manpower development.
Complete writing, planning
programs.
and creative services, motion picture production. Filmstrip and slide production.

Film distribution. Faclities: Complete
sound studios for motion picture and
filmstrip production.
Recording, set design and construction, animation, editing,
Complete
film processing laboratories.
design and art production services. Mobile

VTR

RECENT

and equipment.

PRODUCTIONS

AND

SPONSORS

\foTioN Pictures: Bucvrus Presentation
(The Timkin Co.); Butterball Makes The

BUSINESS SCREEN

Differencf
Weslinyhouse
Electric
Corp.);
Mercluinciisin^'
Story
(ESB,
Inc.); Cincsplwrc Wrap Around Thialer
(Steelcase. Inc.); Both Side of the Question (The Detroit News).
Fii mstrips.
Slides. Tapis: Sears-Roebuck; duPont;
Alcoa; S. S. Kresge; Unistnit Corp.
Meetings. Shows. Mui ri Midla: Parke,
Davis & Co.; Atlantic Richfield; Campbell
Soup;
Whirlpool
"Care-A-Van"Philco-Ford; BP Oil; Kelly Services.
circle 577 on reader service card
(

HENNING AND CHEADLE,

INC.

public relations, sales meetings, visualized presentations, training, programmed
instruction meeting services, motion pictures, slidefilms, tape and disc recordings,
printed literature,
marketing research.
media selction. audiovisual equipment
rental.
Facilities: Editorial, art, photographic, data processing. 35mm animation stand; film processing and editing

conference

and

multi-media

projection rooms.
circle 578 on reader service card

INSTRUCTIONAL ARTS,

INC.

16210 Meyers Road. Detroit.
48235
Phone: (313)
2-3932
Date of Incorporation: 1946

Mich.

UN

Nicolas

Beck. President

J.

James W. Atkinson, Vice-Pres. &
Treasurer

Gerald C. Simon. Seeretarv
Services: Creative and production staff
for slidefilms. motion pictures, slides, instructional
manuals, catalogs, artwork
and photography. .'Kudio-visual equipment
sales and rental. Facilities: Complete
art and photographic departments including 40' X 50' stage with equipment for
still or motion photography; still laboratories;
16mm and 35mm animation
stand;

recording studio;
setting department.

RECENT

Motion

hot press type-

Howard Back,

(

(

Multi-Screen: The Hog Industry

(

Ral-

ston-Purina Co.).
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THE KERBAWY COMPANY
1300 Buhl Bld(j.. Detroit, Mich. 48226
Phone: (313) 963-0201
D;ite of Organization: 1956
Haford Kerbavvy. President
S.

Mclntire.

Vice-President,

Genera! Manager
Lester T. Davis. Vice-President,
Bir'iness

Manager

James

information
Production
of
films, industrials, commercials, documentaries, animation, television news, sports

and public service spots, 16/35mm production and editing.
RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Pictures: To Touch The Sky
(Weyerhaeuser Co.); Drugs From The
^ea (Lederle Laboratories).
circle 581 on reader service card

REGAN PRODUCTIONS,

INC.

19730 Ralsion, Detroit, Mich. 48203
Phone: (313) 368-3000
Date of Organization; 1950
Lawrence M. Regan, Chairman
James L. Herman. President
Joseph A. Ripard. Vice President, Sales
Frederick T. Sherry. Gen. Mgr.
Services: Complete research, editorial,
art direction, photographic and production services for seminar, business theater and training programs. Facilities:
Motion picture sound stage equipped for
photographic illustration work as well;
slidefilm
animation stage; darkrooms;
conference and multi-media projection
area; office and support facilities.

PRODUCTIONS

AND

SPONSORS

Motion Pictures:

What's The Time?
(.\rmco Steel Corp.).
Multi-Medu;
1970 Competitive Comparison Meeting;
1970 Spring Dealer Meeting: 1971 Zone
Ne»- Model Announcement (Cadillac
Motor Car Div.). Slidefilm.: DOT
Film Training Program (GMC Truck &
Coach Div., General Motors. Live Presentations: Specialized Training Pro-

grams (Cadillac Motor Car Div.).
circle 582 on reader service card

VIDEO FILMS, INCORPORATED
1004 E. Jefferson Ave., Detroit, Mich.

48207
Phone: (313) 962-3400
Date of Organization: 1947; Inc. 1959
Clifford Hanna. President
Joseph E. Barrett. Producer/ Director
K. Douglas Flewelling. Production
Assistant

Barbara M. Morris. Administrative
Assistant

Services: Production of motion pictures,

TV

commercials

and live
shows for sales training, sales promotion
and public relations. Completion services
include script writing, animation and
live photography, music selection sound
recording and mi.xing, editing and conslidefilms.

forming. Facilities: Sound stage; editing rooms; 16mm and 35mm .Moviolas,
interlock screening.
Complete camera,

music library.
RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Pictlrls: I'WoA Distributor
Meeting (VWoA).
circ!e 580 on reader service card

PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Pictures: Deep Reactor Surgery
(APDA-.Momic Power Development .Assoc); Submarines At Willow
Run (Anchor Conveyors); On The Lev-

NOVEMBER,

1970

.

.

WILDING, INC.
& Howe'l Company

A

Bell

18000 W. 8 Mile Roud, Southfield,
Mich. 48075
Phone: (313) 353-1400
Date of Organization; 1914
Date of Incorporation: 1927

W. W. Kraft,
W. R. Winn,
R.

President
Vice Chairman of the

Board
J. Dunphey, Vice President and

Controller
R. Cassell, Vice President, Creative
Detroit
Director
Detroit: 18000 W. Eight Mile Road,
Mich.
Phone:
(313)
Southfield,
353-1400.
J. Vivian. Vice President, Gen. Mgr.
Wilding Display Corp., 8820 Inkster

—

Road, Romulus, Mich. Phone: (313)
946-9550.
Huff. Vice Pres.. Gen. Mgr.
New York: 9 E. 40th St., New York,
J.ack

N.Y.
Chester
Avenue,
2307
Cleveland:
Cleveland. Ohio. Phone; (216) 7714030.
Chicago: 1345 W. Argvle St. 60640.
Phone; (312) BR 5-1200
H. Roehrig. I'/ec Pres.. Branch Mgr.
Chicago; Commercial Picture Equipment. 5725 N. Broadway. Chicago,
(312) 275-1200
111. Phone;

Robert Younker. General Mgr.
A Communication agency specializing in marketing and promotion
media. Creative counselors and producers of motion pictures, slidefilms, TV
commercials, industrial shows, conventions, sales meetings, displays and exhibits, graphics and audio-visual installaServices:

tions. Complete production services from
script writing through production and all

Facilities: Chi(75' x 140',
100', 75' X 60'. 50' x 100'); still

laboratory

cago

—

processing.

—

4 sound stages

and motion laboratories, art and animation departments, sound transfer and in-

S. Ryan. Vice President.
Creative Services
Services: Motion pictures, business theatre and meetings, slidefilms. Facilities:
16mm screening (interlock). 16mm edit-

ing,

.

President

Services:

RECENT

Like It Is! (Monroe Auto Equipment); Service Management: Used Car
Management: Dealer Conference (General
Motors Corp.); Conduit Bending
(Benfield Detroit Co.); Galva I Materials (United States Steel Corp.).
circle 583 on reader service card
(/,•

70' X

(Heath International); Spain-North AfriHoliday
Kelvinator ). Slidefilms:
Self Unloadinii Forage Box
New Idea
Farm Equip. Co.); Hydraulic and Air
Brakes (GMC Truck & Coach Div.).

Daniel

560 West KiKht Mile Road. Detroit.
Mich. 48220
Phone: (313) 541-1440
West Coast Office: 6016 Fullbroob
Avenue, \>oodland Hills, Cailf.
91365 Phone: (213) 883-6121
Phone: (213) 883-6121
Date of Organization: 1961

PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Pkiiris: Bomlxirdier J-5-T

ca

EAST CENTRAL

INC.

(NTN Quality Films)

James O'Donnell, Vice President
Hermann Tauchert, Executive Producer
Betty Gunther, Operation Manager

10000 Grt'ciifkid Road. Dttrot. Mich.
48227
Phone: (313) 272-1000
Date of Organization: 1945
George R. Chcadle, President
John D. Joseph. Mec-Presdent
."Man R. Hihbert, Pioduetion Director
Norman R. Kapland. Creiiiive Director
Servicfs: Sales promotion, advertising,

facilities,

NATIONAL TELEVISION NEWS,

sound and

light

equipment for studio and

location.

RECENT

terlock

prop

screening

facilities,

and carpenter shops.

—

film

vaults,

Commercial

15.000 sq. ft. for
Picture Equipment
the manufacturing of projection equip34.170 sq. ft.
ment. Detroit-Southfield
housing administrative, sales, slidefilm

—

—

and graphics departments. Detroit
66.000 sq. ft. includWilding Display
ing 1,500 sq. ft. for film sound stage,
remainder for the construction of industrial show stages and scenery, displays
and exhibits, plus storage facilitiss for

—

existing display materials.
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THE FILMAKERS,

card

INC.

3315 South Pennsylvania Avenue,
Lansing. Mich. 48910
Phone: (517) 393-7800
Date of Organization: 1942
T. James Herrmann. President
Richard G. Cole.

I'/re President

Kenneth Kortge, Vice President
John Bloomberg, Vice President
Services; Complete motion picture productions animation, sound filmstrip and

—

slide

show

presentations.

TV Commer115

cials,

motion

related

all

producer

filmstrip

laboratory

16mm,

services

and
Complete
35mm and

picture

services.

8mm

reduction and contact printing. Facilities: Sound stages, sound reand mixing studios, editing
cording

Super

rooms, animation stand, complete camera gear for studio and location photography. Fully equipped motion picture
processing laboratory.

AND

PRODUCTIONS

RECENT

Motion Pictures:

SPONSORS

Insulation

(Owens-

Corning); Auditoriums (.American Seating Co.);
Nurse Training (Michigan
Dept. of Mental Health).
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PORTAFILMS,

INC.

4180 Dixie Highway, Drayton Plains,
Mich. 48020
Phone: (313) 674-0489
Date of Organization: 1947
William H. Murray. President
John F. Warren. Treasurer
Services: Designers and producers of
motion pictures for business and education.
Facilitiis: Own and/or rent all
equipment and facilities needed for liveaction, animation and stop motion.
RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Pictures: This Side of Tomorrow (Consumers Power); A Plug for
(Champion Spark Plug
Performance
Co.); A World of Champions (International Division); That They May Live

(ALSAC

Jude
Rings

Children's

St.

Hospital);

&

Research

Research

(Sealed

Power). TV Commercials: Michigan
Education .Assoc.
circle 586 on reader service card

PRODUCTION THIRTEEN
Box

P.O.

13,

Grand Rapids, Michigan

49501
Phone: (616) 459-3533
Date of Organization: 1967
John L. Bailey. Manager
William K. Prins, Creative Director
Linda C. DeJong. Account

Don

Editing; sound recording; scripts;
work; music; TV commercials; video
tape recording; translation and foreign
language recording film processing. Facilities: Sound studio; projection room;
film and slide processing laboratory. TV
studio, screening room: editing rooms;
art department; music library: carpentry
shop; mobile VTR equipment. Nagra &
Magnasync sound recorders.
RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Pictures: County Roads (County Road Association); Advancing Cre(Wayne County
In Education
ativity
School; Holland Windmill (Adex .AdverYouth For Understanding
tising Co.);
(Youth For Understanding. Intl.). Slidefilms: You And Steak And Four (Holly
Grills): Student Program: Management
(Bridgeport School System). Videotape:
The Tree House Club (Child Evangelism/
art

Sound

49504
Phone: (616) 456-6666
Date of Organization: 1970
Ernest Czetli. President
Silbar. Secretary /Treasurer
Motion picture production.
Services:
Sound/slide production. Film strip prorange
full
.Audio recording,
duction.
studio or location.
and color
Will assemble location crews, etc. Industrial stills. Facilities: Complete motion
Auricon. Bolex,
picture equipment

Howard

—

H

Houston Fearless
MF-4 processing, sound

printer.

Mini Color for
studios, editing, art department, projection room, music library, equipment portable for studio or location.

SPONSORS
The Challenge (Howniet Corp.); What Happens
When The Schools Close; A School
Fights Back (WZZM-TV). Slidefilms:
RECENT

PRODUCTIONS

Motion Piciures:

Come

AND

Meeli'n;

Alive (Calvin College).
circle 587 on reader service card

TIME LIFE
(Div.

Time

8

PRODUCTIONS

Life Broadcast, Inc.)

120 College. S.E.. Grand Rapids,
Michigan 49503
Phone: (616) 459-4125
Branch Office: 280.50 Southfield Rd..
Lathrup Villaae. Detroit. Michigan,
Phone: (313) 352-0430. Regional
Mgr., Peter

Whiaham.

Date of Organization: 1962
Jack Markward, Managing Director
Stan Barnes, Operations Manager
Dan Summerfield, Executive Producer
116

Nagra

recorder, editing,
moviola dubbing and interlock.
circle 539 on reader service card

quartz

lights.

OHIO

Phone: (419) 382-6974
Date of orgimization: 1970
William E. Phillips, President
Clyde A. Sluhan. Treasurer
Marian E. Sluhan. Secretary
Theodore Markwood, Asst. Secretary
Services: Offering pre-production, full
production and post production services

out the U.

General offices, siduction,
lent studio and complete editing department. The latest in flexible, efficient production equipment is available for specific production needs.

or animated

Gospel Mission. ETF Prod.); Who Cares
(Toledo United .Appeal/Beach Mc Ken-

None Of My Business (Nashville
United Givers Fund); A Search For
True Grit (Master Chemical Corp/Focus
Unlimited); A Limited Look At Focus
Unlimited (Focus Unlimited Inc.).
circle 591 on reader service card
na);

WILLIAM DITZEL PRODUCTIONS
933 Shroyer Road, Dayton, Ohio
45419
Phone: (513) 298-5381
Dale of Organization: 1962
William G. Ditzel. Onner
Services: Write and produce motion picTV programs, comfilmstrips.
tures,
mercials, and meetings. Facilities: .Auricon, Bell & Howell cameras, Ampex
Nasra Sound; editorial facilities, music
library. 30' x 50' studio.

16mm

optical
art dep*.
filmstrip

and

O.xmagnetic, editing rooms,
aniberry motion picture and
completion
shop,
Slik
paint
mation.
studio and location lighting Outatc. 16 &

equipment.

RECENT

PRODUCTIONS

AND

SPONSORS

Pictiires: The Spoilers (Super
Market Institute); Vinyl IVallcloth (Sherwin Williams); Career: Training (Scott

Motion

Treasure Lake (Great
Northern Development Co.); Supervisory Education Course, series 8 (Republic
Industrial Education Institute); ProjecTransporta'iou, Education,
tion '70.
Conimunications. Urban Systems, Food
Medicine (Standard Oil); C-5A World's
Force),
-Air
(U.S.
Aircraft
Larqest
circle 530 on reader service card

&

Fetzer

PRODUCTIONS

RECENT

AND

SPONSORS

Dateine Dayton
Pictures:
(Frigidaire Div GMC); Bell System Case
Man
Histories
(AT&T). Slidefilm:
Without A Module (United Health Foun-

Motion

on reader service card

EDCOM PRODUCTIONS

ductions,

Multi-camera synchronous
productions.
Facilities: Sound stage, reshooting.
cording" studio, control room recording

35mm

SPONSORS
Love (World

TV

subjects

for documentary, sales promotion
training, public relations, medical and

tape.

of

and

Mgr.
James Sheedy. Secretary
Arittia Markworth, Controller
Services: 16mm and 35mm. color, b&w,

mixing

AND

PRODUCTIONS

RECENT

Motion Pictures: Look

26991 Tungsten Road Cleveland, Ohio
44132
Phone: (216) 261-3-!43
Date of Organization: 1960
Milan Relic. President
Joseph Drabik. Exec. Producer
Will Hane. Writer-Production
Coordinator
Edward Neal, Cinematographer
Services: Complete 16mm & 35mm pro-

Culley, President
Paul Culley, Vice-President, General

and

available for all areas of
audio-visual pro-

film and
F,\ciLiTiES:

customized

circle 592

Ray

live

S.

in-

promotional and
located through-

dation).

2515 Franklin Blvd., Cleveland. Ohio
44113
Phone: (216) 781-2300
Date of Organization: 1937; Inc. 1947

production of

and 35nim documentary,

I6nini

for

educational,
dustrial,
travel films. Associates

CINECRAFT INCORPORATED

Cinematograjhy

B &

—

B&W

Services: Motion pictures (16mm/Super
TV commercials,
documentaries.
8).
16mm
filmstrips, sound /slide programs.

jection,

.Associates).
circle 588 on reader service card

VALLEY PRODUCTIONS INC.
551 Pine, N.W., Grand Rapids, Mich.

Executive-Sales

lights,
Bolex,
Color Tran
Auricon,
Nagra, MagnaSync, Ampex, mixing console, double 16 Siemens interlock pro-

Manager

tion.

Werner Schneider. Director of

complete motion
printing,
processing,
picture producer services from concept
Arriflex,
Facilities:
completion.
to

Fisher, Sales

Services: 16 and 8mm color, b&w photography. Slide and film strip produc-

Co.);

—

CINEGRAPHIS INCORPORATED
4653 Glcndale Ave., Toledo, Ohio
43614

filmstrips,

slide

presentations.

TV

commercials. Industrial, public relatio.ns. documentary, educational and busi-

Sound stages.
Facilities:
films.
Complete sound and light equipment for
studio and location. Writing, sound reness

projection,
interlock
editing,
Editorial, screening roorns. narration studio, music library, animation
stand, hot press titles, conference rooms,
stills, laboratories.
color &

cording,

Moviola

B&W

PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Pictures: The Mayfran AutoRECENT

matic Bar Feed (Mayfran. Inc.); Winning Wrestling hy Joe Be-ala (two films.
Instructional for Ed Mkt./Edcom); Singing Majority (Euclid Studio, Inc.); Traffic Safety, in production (Highway Safety

Focndation).
circle 5?3 on reader service card

EDWARD FEIL PRODUCTIONS
1514 Prospect .Vveniic. Cleveland,
Ohio 44115
Phon-: (216) 771-0655
D.ite of Organization:

Edward

1953

R. Fell. Producer

BUSINESS SCREEN

Naomi Weil. Script Department
Servicfs: Production of industrial,
tutional,

motion

sales,
fil-ns;

cilities:

public relations and profilms for television. Fa-

camera,

Scripts,

editing,

sound

recording available
or studio production.

PRODUCTIONS

RECENT

insti-

for

AND

and

location

SPONSORS

Motion Pkturi;s:

Intermittent Positive
Pressure Hreutliini; (IPPB 'Frances Payne
Bolton School of Nursing/Case Reserve
Western U.): Eye and Face Protection in
Chemical Laboratories, version for Den-

mark (Danish Trade Fund); Emergency
Lifts

(Medical School/Case Western Re-

serve U.); Solo Sprav (Glidden Durkee
Div.
Corp. 'Meldrum & Fewsmith

SCM

Agency )

Advtg.

•

on reader service card

circle 594

FOX & ASSOCIATES, INC.
Standard BIdg.. Cleveland, Ohio 44114
Phone: (216) 621-8520
Date of Organization: 1946

James Cohan, Vice President
Aaron Fox, President
John Scott, Production Chief

John Rahius, Head Sound Engineer
Creates and produces TV commercials, documentary, industrial and
Completely
travel
films.
Facilities:
equipped, air-conditioned sound stage
with 50 ft. eye, front screen projection
cameras,
Eclair and Beaulieu
set-up.
sound system is Altec-Lansing, Nagra,
Hoffman, recording, dubbing,
Stancil
mixing and interlock systems, screening
rooms, editorial and art departments,
location cameras and sound facilities.
RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Pictures; Lindy & Laverne
(United States Trotting Assoc.); 12 Labors of Hercules (Carlton Machine Tool
Co,); Charter Your Own Course (Irving
Trust. N. Y.); Big Red (Fessel, SiegMoeller): Davton Dailv News
Helton' & Collett); Pattern From The Past (Cincinnati Historical Society); Every V/i" (Fred Schad
Co.); Incentives Work: Big Idea: Performance: Sliowcase '70; London, Buick;
F.
MasDonald
Travel. Chevrolet
(E.
Co.).
circle 597 on reader service card

Bird

PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Pictirfs: // All Depcds On
You .\T & T); Shapes (American Iron
& Steel Institute): So Men Mav See
(Cole National Corp.): \hin On The
RECENT
(

(Penton

Spot

Mountain

Thunderbird

Publishing);

(Smokie

Mountain

Resorts,

Inc.).

on reader service card

circle 595

(Kircher,

LASKY FILM PRODUCTIONS,

4501 West Pleasant Valley Rd..
Cleveland. Ohio 44134
Phone: (216) 842-3636
Date of Organization: 1957
George Oliva, Jr., President & Sales
Mgr.
Milliard M. Horace, Vice President,
General Manager
Doris B. Shaw, Vice President,
Editorial Supervisor
Geraldine Robinson, Office Manager
Motion pictures, slidefilms,
Services:
commercials, scripts for training programs, sales presentations, still photography. Facilities Sound stage 49' x
:

rear proiection, studio and location
lighting equipment, .\mpex and Magnasync tape recording, Nagra solid-state
Moviola Magnasync consolette, Oxberry
animation stand, music and sound ecects
49',

libraries.

AND

PRODUCTIONS

RECENT

SPONSORS

Remember
Picturess
(United Appeal Greater Cleveland); A
Giant Step: BART (Westinghouse Electric
Corp.): Maid of Metals. (Chase
Metals Service); Sure Torque Tire; Retread Tires, series of 7; On The Farm
Service
(Goodyear Tire and Rubber
Co.): McNeil Akron Fi'ms (Norman
Malone Assoc., 4). Slidefilms: Know
Motion

.

.

.

INC.

3705 Lonsdale Street, Cincinnati, Ohio
45227
Phone: (513) 271-5833
Date of Organization: 1949

Max

Lasky, President. Executive
Producer

Elizabeth C. Peters. Treasurer
H. H. Nieberding, Secretary
Services: Producers of motion pictures
for industry and television. Facilities:
Completely equipped sound studio and

laboratory for

RECENT

GENERAL PICTURES CORPORATION

16mm

production.

PRODUCTIONS

AND

Motion Pictures: Camay
Girls (Proctor & Gamble
(Cincinnati

They

Camay

Co.); Contact

Milacron, Inc.); Where Do
University of Cin-

Come From

cinnati);

SPONSORS

Sales:

{

Performance

Dividend

Plan

(Cincinnati Milacron, Inc.).
circ'e 598 on reader service card

VISUAL METHODS,

INC.

3910 Carnegie Ave., Cleveland, Ohio
44115
Phone: (216) 431-0700
Date of Incorporation: 1963
Katherine B. Howe, President &
General Mgr.
Donald H. Howe, Technical
Consultant
Services: Preparation of original material for visual aids, including art work,
type, photography. Facilities; Production of slides, Vu-Graph transparencies,
slide programs, flip charts, filmstrips and

sound slidefilms. lantern slides.
RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Multi-Slide Programs: For Austin Co.;
B. F. Goodrich Chemical; Horizons Research; Jone & Laughlin Steel; Harshaw
Chemical Co.; Seagram Distillers; Calvert Distillers; Harris Seybold Co.; and
Blue Cross of North East Ohio.
circle 599 on reader sen/ice card

Your Rights (Firestone Tire & Rubber
Co.).
circle 596

on reader service card

INDIANA
FILM PRODUCTIONS/INDIANAPOLIS

EDWARD

R.

LANG PRODUCTIONS

73 Wcstpark Road. Davton, Ohio

45459
Phone: (513) 433-3133
Date of Organization; 1966
Edward R. Lang, Owner-Producer
Suzanne Kuennen, Creative Director

NOVEMBER,

1970

and training

film and slide presentations.
Facilities: Full 16mm and 35mm production and editing facilities.

PRODUCTIONS

RECENT

AND

SPONSORS

Pictures: Discover A New
Idea (Indiana, Dept. of Commerce/State
of Indiana); April A Story About A
Girl (State of Indiana/Dept. of Education); Simply The Best Under The Sun
(Hoffman
York, Milwaukee). TV
Commercials: Hook's Drugs (RubenMontgomery, Inc.); Toledo Edison PR
campaign (Bonsib, Inc.).
circle 600 on reader service card

Motion

—

—

&

fried!

Services:

.Advertising, film production,
research, writing, a total service marketing man. F.\cilities: S. O. F. Studios,
mobile film unit, recording and duping,
animation, slide production, set design
and construction.

EAST CENTRAL

Si Rvici s:

633 East 38th Street, Indianapolis,
Indiana 46205
Phone: (317) 924-5163
Date of Organization: 1965
John McGinnis, Partner
Glenn Roberts, Partner
Services: Motion pictures, TV commercials and films.
Industrial films, sales

NATIONAL TELEPRODUCTIONS
CORPORATION
5261 North Tacoma Avenue,
Indianapolis, Indiana 46220
Phone: (317) 257-1581
Date of Organiation: 1968
Howard Zuckerman, President
.Anhur F. Hastings, General Manager

Ron O'Connell, National
Manager

Sales

Dallas Clark, Vice Pres. Engineering
Services: Complete video tape facilities
with permanent studios and a fleet of
four color mobile production centers offering creative live and video taped TV
programming, commercials, animation,
industrial training tapes, dubbing, and
distribution.

PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Commercials: United Airline (Leo

RECENT

TV

Burnett/Take-One

Ltd.):

FTD

Florist

(Post-Keyes-Gardner); Standard Oil of
Ohio; Ohio Bell Telephone (Marschalk
Agency); Fago; Michigan Bank Americard (W. B. Doner); Uni.in Commerce
Bank (Meldrum-Fewsmith). Live Telecast: Indianapolis "500" Parade; NCAA
Basketball;

VSAC & NASCAR

Auto

Brown(TVS).
Industrial;
Racing
Prod.).
(Allen-Martin
Forernan Co.
Prodltctions:
Johnny Cash Show
(Screen Gems).
circle 601 on reader service card

TIME-LIFE

8

PRODUCTIONS

1330 N. Meridian Street., Indianapolis,
Ind. 46222
Phone: (317) 635-9326
Earl Schuman, Director of Operations
John Richards, Production Manager
Servicfs: Motion picture-vid<*o tape prostill
photography;
filmstrips;
duction:
audio production. Location or in studio.
Complete motion picture
Facilities:
video tape equipment and photo laboratory; Arriflex and Bolex cameras; Naara
tape recorders: editing facilities; Moviola;
dubbing-interlock
and sound transfer

equipment.

RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Pictures: The 141 (Northwest
Orient
Profit

Airplines); Selling Styling For
Sales Corp.); It's A Fact

(RCA

(Stokely-Van

Camp); Operation Break-

S. Housing &
Urban Development); Glas-Mate Exter-

through, in production (U.

nal
Mix (Ransbure Electro Coating
Corp.. Glas Mate Div.); Model 453
(Bryant Air Conditioning Co., Div. of
Carrier Corp.).
circ'e 602 on reader service card

References to Guide the Buyer
references provided in these
pages are for the guidance of our
buyer-readers. Check titles and sponsors
listed; preview work of your prospective
producer who is listed in these pages.

Client

listing

117

CHICAGO
ACADEMY FILM PRODUCTIONS,
123 West Chestnut

St.,

Oscar Herz, Art Production Manager
Motion pictures, slidefilms,
TV films and commercials (Live and
animated), visual sales and training ma-

INC.

Chicago, lU.

60610
Phone: (312) Michigan 2-5877
Date of Incorporation: 1950
Bernard Howard, Pies. & Exec.
Producer

Chap Freeman,

Writer-Director
Daniel Goldman, Editor
Services: 16mm and 35mm motion pictures, slidefilms, slides, presentations for
sales aids

TV, conventions, meetings and

for broadcast industry, education, and
business. Specializing in sales promotion
and medical films. Editing, writing, recording, titling. Writing, directing, proservices.
Facilities: Cameras,
animation, cables, mike booms,
dollies,
recording equipment, etc.. for
complete production and shooting, sound

Facilities:

terials.

Safety Council).
circle 606

on reader service card

lights,

EVERETT BLACKMAN PRODUCTIONS
154 East Erie St.. Chicago, HI. 60611
Phone: (312) 787-7475

stage.

PRODUCTIONS

AND

SPONSORS

Motion

Pictures:
Job Requirement
Films (Western Elec. Co.); Vertamold
(USI-Clearing);
Building A
Building
(Arch. Aluminum Mfgrs. Assoc); Trip
To Spain — Morrocco ( AVCOR )
circle 603 on reader service card

GILBERT ALTSCHUL PRODUCTIONS,

W.

909

INC.
Diversey Parkway, Chicago,

lU. 60614
Phone: (312) 525-6561
Date of Organization:

Ira Green, Account Supervisor
Services: Production of motion pictures,
slidefilms,

slide presentations and videotapes for industry, education and government. Facilities: Sound stage; editing,
recording and animation facilities.

AND SPONSORS
A New Way To Lift:

PRODUCTIONS

Motion Pictures:

On Every Hand (NSC):

Independent
Studv (Journal Films); Using Money
Wisely Worksliop (CUNA, Int'l).
circle G04 on reader service card

BECKER-TWIN ARTS STUDIO
5621 Dempster

Street,

Morton Grove,

Illinois

RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Pictures: Behavioral Exemp'ification In Monkeys (Jules Masserman,
M.D); Rpruneni Peri'ymph Fistula
(Otologic Professional Assoc. S. C);
Cholesteatomas (Eugene L.
M.D.). Multi-Media: Noise
Symposium (Wilev Harrison. M.D.); The
Inner Ear (Jack D. Clemis, M.D.).
circle 697 on reader service card

Cascade Pictures of California, Inc.
8 South Michigan Ave.. Chicago, III.
60603
Phone: (312) 641-1828
Jerry Fleck. Sales Manager
(See complete listing under Hollywood.

CAVALCADE PRODUCTIONS,

Wm.

Brodt, Art Director
Paul Cliff, Meclianical Illustrator
Services: Dukane Vista artwork and
Vista animation, slides. 35mm slides and
slidefilm strip animation from art or
photograph provided by client or prepared by our art department. Vugraphs,
flipcharts, easel presentations, charts and
art, cartoons, illustrations, lettering, typography. Facilities: Photograph-

graphs,

studios and art studio.
circle 605 on reader service card

INC.

111.

60611

Joseph G. Betzer, President
Helen A. Kmpka, Vice President
Arthur F. Ellis, Production Manager
C. O. H. Haroldson, Mgr., Financial
Films Division
118

INC.

P.O. Box 801, Wheaton, Illinois 60187
Phone: (312) 668-6363
Date of Incorporation: 1948
Dale McCulley, President, WriterProducer
Harold B. Mackenzie, Secretary
Loreen R. McCulley. Treasurer
Services: Production of industrial and
educational motion pictures and sound
filmstrips,
and TV spots.
Patented
"Cinemastage" process for industrial

show

production.

camera:

BETZER PRODUCTIONS,

nil

Branch: 5519 Calle del Santo, Phoe.
ni.x,
Arizona 85018. Phone: (602)i
959-4614. Karl P. Fischel, Vice
President

Date of Organization: January, 1969
Clyde L. Krebs, President
Larry Kelly, Vice President. Secretary
Karl P. Fischl, Vice President South
west

James R. Bohr, Vice President,
Midwest
Services: Producers of motion pictures
slidefilms, sales meetings, training seminars, industrial shows, conventions and
theatrical
short
subjects.
Facilities:

Creative and marketing services, producing through producers and free-lance
specialists.

RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Pictures: Casa Grande Report

#2

(Hecla Mining Co.); The Personal

Medium

(Specialty

Advertising Associa-

tion);

Competitive Merchandising (ITT
Continental Baking Co.): Convention
Highlights
(Bank Marketing Association). Slidefilms: Let BMA^Do It For
You: The Bank That's With It (Bank
Marketing Assoc); You Can Be The
Star (Whitlock & Co.); Libbv Listens
(Libby, MacNeill & Libby).
circle 609 on reader service card
'

CONTACT! Business Communications
1726^2 Sherman Avenue, Evanston,
EI. 60201
Phone: (312) 475-4656
Date of Organization: 1959
Samuel J. Needham, President
Sidney H. Mayer, Jr., Vice-President

Derlacki,

Calif.)

Owner

450 E. Ohio Street. Chicago,
Phone: (312) 664-3257
Date of Organization: 1967

Inc.)

730 North LaSalle Street, Chicago,
60610
Phone: (312) 337-3303

Congenital

Phone: (312) YO 5-3121
Date of Organization: 1969
Frank G. Becker, Photographer,

ic

production equipment, studio or

Krebs Productions,

location.

Gilbert Altschul, President
Bruce Colling, E.xecutive Vice
President
Len H. Slaton. Vice-President

RECENT

Date of Organization: December, 1966
Everett Blackman, Producer/Director
Norman L. Corenon, Associate
Producer
Margaret H. Blackman, Secretary
Services:
Motion pictures, slidefilms.
creative, and technical writing for TV,
schools and industry, specialists in medical sciences, 16mm printing and processing, titles, art and animation, editing,
sound recordint;. Facilities: Creative
department; script, art and animation;

16mm

1954

(Div. of

Creative staff; prodepartments; editing

duction and art
room; insert stage; 35mm and 16mm
equipment for studio or location shooting; planning and production of supporting visual and printed materials.
RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Pictures: There Ought to be
a Law, (American Retail Federation);
The Test of Time. Frank Ans^vers to
Frank Questions (Western .Auto Supplv
Company); Zero in on Safety (National

duction

RECENT

CINE-MARK

Services:

Facilities:

.Arrifiex

35mm

and 120 still cameras;
editing; 40 x 40 sound stage with variety
of set components; Rahy dolly: MoleRichardson mike boom with perambulator, recording and lighting equipment.
RECENT PRODUCTIONS a"nD SPONSORS

TV

Commercials: DeKalb TV Spot;
DeKalb Research Film; Corn Blight
Plight (De Kalb AgResearch); Of Life
And Death (Alpha Corporation of America);

Ashflower (Christian .Action Min-

istry).

circle 608

on reader service card

Services:
planning,

Scriptwriting
and research,
direction,
and
production;
sound slidefilms. slides, motion picture,
videotape, recordings, and live presenta-

consultation and full production
multi-screen and multi-media industrial shows. Facilities: Available as required.
tions;

of

RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Pictures: Discover Encore (Encore Beer); Total Quality (Crane Supply
Co.). Slidefilms: Designed For Profit
(Encore Beer); Mission: Money Maker
(Schlitz Malt Liquor); Let's 'Face It:

A Child To Camp: Momentimi
Plus (Jos. Schlitz Brewing Co.); The Old

Send

Milwaukee Storv: American Holidays
(Old Milwaukee Beer); NASTAR-71
(Schlitz Beer).
circle 610

on reader service card

HAROLD DASH ASSOCIATES,

INC.

333 North Michigan Avenue, Suite
1628, Chicago. III. 60601
Phone: (312) 782-3722
Harold Dash, President
Douglas Sylvan. E.xecutive Vice Pres.
Frank Warrington, VP, Sales
Henry Behrens, Manager - Production
Services: Producers and Communication
Consultants for Marketing: Total Communications Consultants for Marketing
Programs;
complete
writing,
creative
planning and photography for 16mm and
35mm motion pictures; total creative
planning, design and visualization of Live
Business Trade Theatre, Sales & Distributor Meetings; Training Programs: Pub-

BUSINESS SCREEN

Relations

lie

lilnis; Arts

Mil

Two major

riNc.s:

Slide

Graphics.

PRODUCTIONS

RECENT

Sound

Programs;

;\nil

AND

SPONSORS

pro^luct

announce-

meetings
Consumer
Motorola
Products Div.); 1470 I'n'siilciirs Coiijcrcmc (Consolidated Foods Corp.); Touring meeting: Star Performers (Homelite
Div. of fe.xtron. Inc.). Multi-Media
Prispntation: Opportunities jar Growth
(Consolidated Foods Corp.); Presentation to Financial Community (Consolidated Foods Corp.). Si ini;i=iLMs: Aulomotivalion
The Key To lieltcr Education (E.xecutive Computer Systems).
circle 611 on reader service card

ment

CAL DUNN STUDIOS,

Dir.

Mike Dunn, Vice

President. Sales/

Production

Ray Mueller,

Director.

Motion
and

Services:

presentations

Cameraman

pictures, multimedia
slidefilms
for sales

training, promotion, product information,
employee indoctrination and special pur-

TV

poses;
commercial and productions.
Facilities: Sound stage, insert stages,
recording, transfer and sound mixing,
working kitchen,
Oxberry
animation

and equipment; complete animaand painting depts.; hot

inking

press title department; editing, interlock
screening rooms, carpenter shop, creative and administration facilities.

RECENT

PRODUCTIONS

Motion Pictures: The

AND
Pellet

SPONSORS
Goes Mod

(Masonite); Dissappcarins^ City (Abex).
1970
Slidefilms:
Training
Program
(North American Van Lines). MultiMedia: Opportunities of Tomorrow (1.
C. Industries). TV Commercials: Joan
Pride of Illinois (Joan of
of Arc
Arc),
circle G12 on reader service card

—

FILMACK STUDIOS
1327 South Wabash .Avenue,

Chicago,

60605
Phone: (312) 427-3395
Dale of Organization: 1919
Joseph R. Mack, President
111.

Vice President. Adm.
Pat Cascio, Production Manager
Services:
Motion pictures; filmstrips,
Ira Singer,

for television, industry and
education. F.ducational training programs,
sales meetings, creative services, script
writing, storyboards. Facilities: Studio
for live and still photo'^raphy. sound reslides

cording studio, music libraries and sound
effects. Complete Black & White and
color laboratory services.
16mm and
35mm animation and filmstrips on Oxberry animation stand. Artwork, titles,
hot press. Laboratory editing, processing
and printing. Complete slide equipment,
circle B13 on reader service card

FISCHER/CYGNET

INC.

399 Gundersen Drive, Carol Stream,
111. 60187
Phone: (312) 665-4242
Robert .Morehouse. Producer/Director
(See complete
listing
under Cygnet
Films.

Wise.)

NOVEMBER,

1970

Dick ,\sch, Executive Producer
Servicks: Short film production
tcKnision services.

and

RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion- Picruiu;s: The Most hnporlnnl
Thinfi in the World (Pioneer Screw iv
\ut Co.) -.Blood Is- Life. Pass It On
(National Red Cross); There's More to
It (WLS Radio); Precious Tissue (American National Red Cross).
circle 614 on reader service card

GOESSL & ASSOCIATES
111.

60610
Phone: (312) 644-7600
Branch: 1940 N. Las Palmas, Hollywood, Cal. 90038; Phone: (213)
HO 9-9011. Alan S. Lee. Manager.
Date of Organisation: 1947
Cal Dunn. President
Jim Dricker, Vice Prcs., Production/

and

JAM HANDY PRODUCTIONS

E. V. Bokhof, Director

INC.

141 West Ohio Street, Chicago,

tion,

CHICAGO

i:.

(

—

stand

FIRE ESCAPE LIMITED
Huron. Chicago, 111. 60611
Phone: (3121 787-2665
D.iti' ot iiru.ini/.atiiMi: 1969
10

612 N. Michigan. Chicago, HI. 60611
Phone: (312) 787-5300
Marvin E.C.ocs.sl, President
Venia S. Goessl, Vice President,
Treasurer

Stephen Hanna, Art Director
Wadsworth Creekmore, Production
Services; Creative design, finished

art,

key, slides and slidefilms. Facilities: Art & photography department,
color

priieessiuL; and lab, slide uiountiLig.
RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Slidefilms: Fast Compamj (Johnson);
Stock Rupp for Profit (Rupp). MultiMedia:
Market in/y Opportunities '70
(Culligan); Super '70s Roper Corp.).
circle 615 on reader service card
(

230 North Michigan Ave.. Chicago,
III. 60601
Phone: (312) ST ate 2-6757
complete listing under Detroit,
(See
Mich.)

ROBERT BRUCE HICKS & ASSOCIATES
N. Riverside Plaza. Suite 2400
Chicago, 111. 60606
Phone: (312) 372-6966
Date of Organization: 1963
2

R. B. Ricks, Pre.'.ident
V. N. Hansen. Vice-President
R. O. Hicks. Secretary-Treasurer
Services: Motion pictures, filmstrips and
slides for business communications. Collateral printed materials. Producers of
trade shows, conventions and sales meetings. Presentations. Sales incentive programs. Facilities: Offices in Chicago
and the O'Hare Inn. Associates in several
cities. Studio facilities rented as required.

PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Pictures; Serving All Mankind
(The Brower Co.). Trade Shows: Marine Trades E.xhibit & Conference (BoatRECENT

MORTON GOLDSHOLL
INC.

420 Frontage Road, Norfhfield, III.
60093
Phone: (312) 446-8300
Date of Organization: 1942
Morton GoldshoU. President, Exec.
Prod.

Mildred GoldshoU, Secretary,
Producer
John Weber, V.P.. Studio Director of
Design
William Langdom, I'.P. Film
Administration
Tom Freese, V.P. in Charge Prod.
Services: Producers of motion pictures
and slidefilms for business, industry, television and education. Facilities: Sound
stage. Ifimm and 35mm cameras. Moviolas,
Oxberry animation stand with
Aerial Image; Ampex, Nagra and Magnasync sound recorders, editing equipment.
RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Pictures: Saniiha (Coca-Cola);
Reading: Gift For Life (Scott-Fores-

man); Out Of Sight (Eastman Kodak);
Lead In For Screen New Digest (Commonwealth Elison). Multi-Media: Mo-

mentum

(Western
Electric).
Slidefilms: Personalized Education (Oakland

Community

College).

circle 616

on reader service card

MIKE GRAY ASSOCIATES
2236 North Clark, Chicago, Hlinois
60614
Phone: (312) 528-1500
Date of Organization: 1964
Mike Gray. Jim Dennett Chuck Olin,
Brenda Bierbrodt
ci''cle

617 on reaier service card

The Jam Handy Organization, Inc.
230 North Michigan Ave., Chicago,
60601

III.

Phone: (312) STafc 2-6757
(See complete listing under Detroit area)

Recreational

Ve-

hicle E.xposilion (Rec. Vehicle Institute).

Multi-Media: Sales Presentation (CahnVideotape: Dealer
Conferences ?Recreational Vehicle Instiers Publishing Co.).
tute).

circle 618

~

DESIGN ASSOCIATES,

Assoc);

Industry

ing

on reader service card

KARTEMQUIN FILMS, LTD.
1921 N. Freemont, Cliicago, III. 60615
Phone: (312) 324-7668
Date of Organization: 1967
Gordon Quinn, President
Gerald Temaner. Secretary/Treasurer
Jerome Blumenthal, Producer/Director
Services: 35/16mm motion picture services.

Specializing in cinema-verite style

films.
educational
and
Facilities; Complete 16mm production
including wireless sync-sound
facilities,

documentaries

camera and Steenbeck editor.
PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
RECENT
Motion Pictures: Audiences (3 Prong
Television Productions); Naked Sandwich:
& Elitism: The Anonymous
Artists of America (Kartemquin); Molecular Accelerator (University of Illinois); Marco (Intermedia Foundation)
255 (University of Chicago).
circle 619 on reader service card

An

Hum

KELLOCK PRODUCTIONS,
(Midwest Studios,

INC.

Inc.)

1037 Woodland Drive, Glenview, III.
60025
Phones: Glenvien: (312) 724-0515
Chicago: (312) 723-3880
Date of Incorporation: 1964
James A. Kellock, President-Treasurer

James .\. Kellock, Jr., Vice-President
Frederick K. Barber. Vice Pres.-Sales
J. C. Di;bold, Vice President-Sales
Albert S. Bradish, Vice President-Prod.
Services: Writim, production of motion
pictures, slidefilms, and business shows.
Facilities: Two sound sUidos on around
100' X 60' with 30' char to overlevel
head catwalks 40' x 25' x 14' clear to
roof— 3,000 amperes-120V AC power;
screening room: lighting eqi;ipment; camshop;
carpenter
era;
sound; editing:
makeup and dressing rooms; commissary;

—

—

119

art dept.; prop rooms; creative staff and
production offices.

RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Pictures: Admiral Creative Excellence (Admiral Corp.);

At This Very

Moment; Nothing For Granted:

Way

Altering

Navy); A Wilt And A
(Woodward Governor Co.).
circle 620 on reader service card

Course

(U.S.

WILLIAM N. KIRSHNER &
COMPANY, INC.
1132 Waukegan Rd., Glenview,

dustrial, commercial, educational, training; slidefilms; still photography; public
relations; scripts; location photography

for other producers; editing service, public relations,
industrial shows.
Facilities: Filming in Chicago, Miami and
Los Angeles. Mobile motion picture and
sound unit fully equipped for location
shooting; 35mm and 16mm editing de-

partment; art department.
circle 623 on reader service card

training and public relations; motion pictures, slide program, slidefilms, industrial
and business presentations, videotape
programs for business. Facilities: Two
sound stages; three production studios;
writing, photography and art department;
recording; animation; editing; projection
and interlock equipment.

RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Pictures: Citpmaster (Illinois
Tool); The Lex (Navy); Land Survey
(Coons).
Slidefilms:
Sigma
(Yeomans); How Much Is That In Feed

(ABC).
on reader service card

William M. Eraser, Vice President
Jerry Olson, Production Manager
Services: Motion picture and slidefilm
production,
including
theatricals,

ing; specialists in travel

and sound

ing.

Facilities:

promotion

slidefilms.

Script

films,

Filmwrit-

studios,
RCA 35mm and 16mm
Complete

sound stages,
magnetic and optical recording. Hi-fidelNagra-16mm sync
ity magnetic mixing.
recording.
ties,

echo

IJI.

projection. 16
Arriflex and B&H and
Arriflex and Eyemo Cameras;

NPR,

35mm

productions, spots and shows.

strips

music scoring and editing; 16mm
Moviola equip-

Eclair

1946

Ernest Schubert, Production Manager,
Editor
Services: 16/35mm motion picture production: industrial, theatrical TV, sales
promotion, institutional and sales train-

TV

ing,

35mm editing rooms.
ped; 16mm and 35mm

Editing, musical score facilichamber, sound stages; edit-

ing rooms.

RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Pictures: Suction Roll Blasting;
Zig Zag (Dow Chemical); How Are You
Prevention
Center);
Camp
Meeting Revival (Rev. Ewing); Wondrous World of Welch (Bozell & Jacobs); Crimpers (Helene Curtis); Ad-

*

For The Seventies; It's Some(D'Arcy); The Distadvantaged Child (Health, Education & Welfare). TV Commercials: Biz (Tathamcircle 624 on reader service card

Nagra

sound equipment; sound stage,
complete studio and portable lighting;
special camera-boat, airplane, and truck.

RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Pictures: For You Naturally
(Dept. of Natural Resources/State of
Wisconsin); The Strangest Secret (Nightingale/Conant
Corp.);
The Questors
(Motivational Productions, Inc.); Two
Way Street (Johnson Motors). TV Commercials: Medallion Knife Offer (American
cy).

Co./D'Arcy Advertising Agen-

Oil

circle 627 on reader service card

Melandrea/The Concept Group
75 E. Wacker Drive, Chicago, HI.
60606
Phone: (312) 641-0556
Judi Krummenacher, President
(See complete listing under Melandrea,
Inc.

New

York)

MPO

vertising

Phone: (312) Superior 7-8656-57
Date of Organization: 1937; Inc. 1947
Re-Incorporated: 1966
Mervin W. La Rue, Sr., FBPA,

thins

Chairman Board
Gunter H. Doetsch, President, Exec.
Producer
Parker W. Thomas, Secretary
Services:
Motion pictures, slidefilms,
cinemicroscopy,
cinemacroscopy,
and
reproduction (all sizes). Specialists
with in-depth experience in scientific,
medical, and educational films. Consultants: planning, production, utilization of
audiovisual media. Distributors of AV
equipment. Facilities: Studio, sound and
camera equipment; animation stands;
time-lapse, high-speed facilities. Explosion-proof cameras, lighting equipment;
micro, macroscopic setups.

RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Pictures: Techniques of Par-

New York

MPO VIdeotronIc Repeater Corp.
640 N. LaSalle St., Chicago, III. 60610
Phone: (312) 527-3680
Inc.,

Writer-director-producer
of
live and/or multi-media shows for insales meetings, conventions,
dustry
trade shows and special events.
circle 625 on reader service card
.

.

.

LORD AND KING ASSOCIATES, INC.
28 W. 120 Robin Lane, West Chicago,
HL 60185
Phone: (312) 231-0102

Date of Organization:

Bob O'Donnell,
Director
Tom Spaulding,

1965

President

&

Executive

Cinemalographer

Services: Creators of quality audio-visuals and live industrial shows. Particularly qualified in the production of dramatic and documentary films. Facilities: Completely equipped sound stage
with editing and screening facilities. Mo-

camera truck for location shooting.
RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Pictures: There's A Catch To

bile
111.

60610

William Bailey, Manager
(See complete listing under
City)

(See complete listing under

Date of Organization: 1966

Nerve Anastomosis; Repositioning of

LEWIS-YOUNG CORP.

lU.

New

MPO

Prod.

York)

Services:

the Incus

—

Incorporated

640 N. LaSalle St., Chicago,
Phone: (312) 527-3680

DON LOGAY PRODUCTIONS

enteral Injections (Becton-Dickinson &
Co.); Facial Nerve Decompression; Fac-

(Dr. L. Scaramella, Dept. of
Otolaryngology, University of Illinois);
Perfusion Veineuse (Abbott Universal).
Slidefilms: Replenish The Earth; I. V.
Additives
Steps To Safety; The Hospital Market (Abbott Laboratories).
circle 622 on reader service card

Else

410 N. Michigan Avenue, Wrigley
BIdg., Suite 550, Chicago, III. 60611
Phone: (312) 527-9210

slide

120

Exec.

and

((Tancer

410 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago,
60611
Phone: (312) 644-6400
Herschell G. Lewis, Chairman
Donald W. Young, President
Allen Kahn, Production Manager
Services: Motion picture, features,

&

Matt, President

60607
Phone: (312) 243-2600
Date of Organization:

Warren H. Lieb, Vice-President
Donald J. Richter, Sound Engineer

Services: Producer of audio-visual program for marketing, sales promotion,

ial

J.

Director

commercials, sponsored industrials, sales
and training films. Facilities: Record-

Jack H. Lieb, President

Secretary

Robert K. Larson, Secretary
George Elrick, Creative Director

LA RUE FILMS, INC.
708 North Dearborn, Chicago,
60610

Richard

JACK LIEB PRODUCTIONS
1230 W. Washington Blvd., Chicago,
III.

Kirshner, Assistant

circle 621

INC.

TV

111.

60025
Phone: (312) 729-3030
Date of Incorporation: 1959
William N. Kirshner, President

Mary Ann

MATTCO ASSOCIATES,

3309 N. Chapel HiU Rd., McHenry,
III. 60050
Phone: (815) 385-5508
Date of Organization: 1960

3 films (Raymond Berry Associates);
Your Turn In The Box (Lord & King);

BURT MUNK PRODUCTIONS,

INC.

56 E. Walton Place, Chicago,

111.

60611
Phone: (312) 337-0034
Date of Organization: 1961
Burton M. Munk, President
Mary Abraham, Business Manager
Services: Creation and production of
motion pictures, slidefilms and related
materials for business communication.
Sales meeting and convention services.
Facilities:
Creative
and production.

RECENT

planning

writing,

PRODUCTIONS

AND

SPONSORS

Motion Picture: One Third Of Your
Co.). Multi-Media:
(Hotpoint);
Presentation
Lunar Landing (Bally Mfg.). Slidefilms: Fifty-Two Weeks A Year (Sears);
Highlights 1971 (Zenith Mfg. Co.). Cassette Program: The World of Tomorrom-Today (Admiral Corp.).
circle 628 on reader service card
Life

1970

(Sealy

Mfg.

Dealer

It.

Convenience Store Convention
(Quaker Oats); A Piece Of The Action

National

(Western Electric).
in-

circle 626

on reader service card

Mutschmann

Films, Inc.

2200 E. Devon, Des Plaines,
IN. 60018
(See complete listing under Frazer, Pa.)
Suite 217,

BUSINESS SCREEN

FRED

A.

NILES
INC.

1058 W. Washington Blvd., Chicago,
ni. 60607
Phone: (312) 738-4181
Date of Organization: 1955
Branch Offices: New York: 108 West

New
SU

10023.
York.
7-8770. Charles
Phone: (212)
California:
Ticho, Vice-President.
5545
Sunset
Blvd..
Hollywood.
90028.
462-7311.
Phone:
(213)
Paul Johnson, Lionel Grove, ViceAve..

Etrd

16/35mm; sound recording/
Crown, Ampex recorders; multi-channel
mi.xing, mastering and impulsing.
RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Pictures: Opera (Continental
Assurance); Threshold (Nat'l Hemophilia
Foundation); The Seventies Scene (Massey Ferguson); The Delco Decade (GM
Photographic); Retail Advertising (Ford
Marketing Institute).
circle 631 on reader service card

Presidents.
.\. Niles. President
Norman C. Lindquist, Vice-President,
Sales
William E. Harder, Vice-President,

PILOT PRODUCTIONS,

FreU

Multi-media

James

Miller, Production

TV

Services:

Manager

commercials;

industrial
films; sales training films; business thea-

sound slidefilms; TV shows. Marketand merchandising programs, the-

ter;

ing

Facilities:

atrical short subjects.
000 sq. ft. of space; 3

chandising Candy (M. J. HoUoway Co.);
Rennaissance Spring ( Kupperheimer
Co.); Memory Dynamics (Linance Industries): Shan- boat of Values (Kroger
Co.); It's A Screen Printed World (.\dvance Process Co. ) It's A Nice Place To
Visit (Rath Packin; Co.); Hilton EyeView (Hilton Hotel Corp.); A Sense of
Your Source of Pride (NaBeauty
tional Toiletries); Fabulous Fall Features (Kimberly Clark); T.M.P. And The
Sugar Beet (Eli Lilly Co.); Winterful
Wisconsin (State of Wisconsin); Introduction To House of Wray (Wray); A
Garden For People To Grow In (North
Surburban Development Co.); A Sense
of Mission (Republican National Com;

—

Century

Wards);

Creativity

Co.

)

;

INCORPORATED
1819 Ridge Avenue, Evanston III.
60201
Phones: (312) DAvis 8-3700
(312) BRoadway 3-4141
Date of Organization: 1940; Inc. 1952
C. Robert Isley. President
Robert L. Dedrick, Executive VicePresident

100,-

sound stages; Five
editing rooms complete sound dept.; carpentry, electric, paint and prop depts.;
screening room; art dept.
RECENT ' PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Pictures: The Magic of Mer-

mittee);

Two

(Montgomery
(Grotnes Machine

People Pnucr
I'nited .Mrlincs )
circle 629 on reader service card
(

Bob Luce,

Vice-President, Prod.

C. Don Sheldon, Treasurer
Services: Complete creative and production facilities for motion pictures and
filmstrips.
Research, writing photography, sound recording, editing, and stripfilms services for industrial and business
films.
Facilities: Shooting stage; complete kitchen facilities;
16mm Mitchell
and Arriflex camera equipment; generator & battery packs for field work; Ampex. Masnasync and Nagra recording
equipment including DuKane 30/50 signal generator; double system projection.

RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Pictures: The Trouble With
Heifers: Modern Mastitis Management
(The Upjohn Co.); A Stop In The Right
(Gunite

Direction

PEOPLE REACHING P!^ODUCTIONS
1460 Sandburg Terr., Chicago 60610
Phone: (312) 642-3789
Sue Lcven Sager, Creative & Prod.
Supv.
Dorothy Eastline, Promotion Director
Honore Singer, Talent Coordinator
Services:
Package .\ V presentations
for specialized audiences with sponsor
oriented featiire pnigrams fnr radio, TV
and live.
RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
TV Films: Bazaar Bonanza (Dow
Chemical) ;Vii-a Patata (Froen Potato
Prod. ) Fight Kitchen Calamities ( Dow
Chemical).
circle 630 on reader service card
;

III.

Filmstrips: RFD #1 (State Farm MagBureau); Neat Is Not A Dirty
Word (Gillette); The People Organization (Kiwanis Circle K); Au.xiliary Services: PABX Systems (Automatic Electric); Simple
And Delicious (Vischer

Phone: (312) 642-9840
Date of Organization: 1966
.Arnold Y. Midlash, President, General

Mgr.

Rudy Wright,

V. P..

presentations,

training

grams; corporate communications

proutiliz-

ing a-v techniques. F.\cilities: Script,
design services; still, motion picture pho-

NOVEMBER,

.

circle 632 on reader service card

PINNN
40 East Erie, Chicago. Illinois 60611
Phone: (312) 787-8432
Date of Organization: 1957
Richard Powers, President
James Johnson, Vice President,
Creative
Ray Hebel. Vice President,
Productions
Riiss Hume, Sales Manager
Services:
Motion picture production,
marketing, communications, sales meetings, seminars, photography. TV, slides,

VTR,

editorial,

set

design,

film-strip

multimedia productions, casprograms, research, training ma-

animation,

cials,

records, consultation, commerduplication.
Facilities:
studio.
Arriflex
and
Oxberry

slide

Sound

cameras, art department. Moviola equipment, automatic slide mounters. 30 people and 24,000 square feet.
Complete
facilities.

Producer
Robert We Dyck, Musical Director
Henry Puckhaber, Prod. Coordinator
Services:
Programs involving multimedia; specializing in live and automated
multi-screen

.

Products).

terials,

INC.

60611

Kelsey-Hayes);
Michigan ((ilark

azine

sette

PERSUASION SYSTEMS,

Div.

You Can Count On A
Equipment Co.); In Any Language
(United
Methodist
Church).
Sound

.

15 E. Pearson, Chicago,

1970

CHICAGO

tography,

COMMUNICATIONS CENTERS.

RECENT

Motion

PRODUCTIONS

AND

Pictures:

Stop-It

SPONSORS
(Sears).

Slidlmlms:

Does It Matter? (Today's
Health/AMA). Multi-Media: Year Of
The Professional (Johnson's); Impact 70

& Co.): International Achieve(Field Education); Training Dishwashers (Diversey Corp.).
circle 633 on reader service card
(Swift

ment

Pride-Trio

W. Grand Avenue,

57

Chicago,

III.

60610
Phone: (312) 644-9584

Max Pride, President
(See complete listing under
City)

New York

PRODUCERS GROUP, LTD.
323 W. Randolph St, Chicago, Illinois
60606
Phone: (312) 372-2028
Date of Organization: 1968
Lee W. Gluckman, Jr., President,
Exec. Producer
Budd Blume, Vice President, Creative
Director
Jack Willoughby,

General Manager/
Photography
Services: Motion picture, slide film,
multimedia, videotape creation and proDir.

duction, scripting, graphics, photography,
design, unit managing, music. Assemble
crews, locations, sub contracting.
Facilites: Full mixed media layout. 3
20' X 20' screens, projectors, sound system. All others leased to suit needs.

AND

SPONSORS
To Spain
(Allied Mills Corp.); The Blue Flame
Car (Institute of Gas Technology);
Fi.shermans
World (Gcnton McHugh
Prod.). Multi Media: The Now Network (Illinois Bell Tel. Co.). Slidefilm: Wheels Of Fortune (Stewart WarPRODUCTIONS

RECENT

Motion Pictures: The

Plain

ner).
circle 634 on reader service card

LEE RANDON, A/VC
406 Dewey Avenue, Evanston, Illinois
60202
Phone: (312) 328-6920
Date of Organization: 1969
Lee Randon, Audio/ I'isual
Consultant, Writer & Producer
Services: Create, write and/or produce
sales meetings, industrial and training
television commercials.
Specializing in serving producers and advertising
agencies. Facilities: All available.

films,

;PON30RS
RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND
Multi-Media: Mandate For Results;
Advertising. '70 (Libby, McNeill Libby/
Cine Mark Prod.); Ole! (United-Desoto/Scott & Scott); The Fish Revolution (Booth Fisheries/Daniel J. Edelman,
Inc.).
Commercials: Campaign '70

TV

(United

Jewish Appeal).
on reader service card

circle 635

ROSE-MAGWOOD PRODUCTIONS

INC.

410 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago, HI.
60611
Phone: (312) 644-4070
(See complete listing under New Yoric
City)

SPORTLITE FILMS
20 North W'aclier Drive, Chicago, IlL
60606
P.O. Box 24-500, Speedway, Indiana
46224
236-8488
Phone: (312) 236-8955
Date of Organization: 1955

—

Al D. LeVine, Producer
Jack Paige, Sales Manager
Mary Carroll, Controller
Robert Decker, Counsel
Services: Producer and distributor,

mm

W

16-

Color and B &
Sound films, film
library
500 Vi Hour titles; Stock
sports footage; sound effects/ instruction-

—

121

recreation and entertainment (Golf,
football, basketball, auto racing,
boxing); Facilities: On location cameramen and equipment per diem basis;
opticals
Sponsor ID's from rough
overlays to completed products; Arri's
al;

tennis,

—

Eclair.

H

B &

Experienced,

recorders;

& Uher

70 DRs, Nagra
creative

staff.

RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Pictures: Boxinq From Chicago (TV Visuals); Dixie 400 Stock

Car/Nascar (D. E. McGowan Assoc);
Sports Adventure (Frank Agnello); Atlanta 300 Indy Type Race (Mid-Southern Prod.);
Coeverinf).

Alaska's

circle 636

Yukon

(J.

Van

on reader service card

III.

60611
Phone: (312) 944-0455
Date of Organization: 1961
David R. Hayes, President & Board
Chairman

Dean DiBrito,

& Market Development

Vice-President,

Production
B. Leonard, Exec. Vice Pres.
Inez Harris. Corp. Secretary, Director
Servicfs: Industrial motion pictures; live
industrial shows; sound-slidefilms; slide
presentations; TV films; videotape; musi-

industrial and_ eduproduction facilities,
all non-broadcast videotape services, location and studio. Tape-to-tape transfer;
off-the-air monitoring, electronic editing
for 1" super color format, film to tape

cational

jingles;

radio

transcriptions;

programs; creative consultation.

radio
Facili-

ties:
Business offices; creative dept.;
studio,
16/35mm production; original

music,
dept.;

and copying dept.; art
photography dept.; print pro-

scoring
still

duction dept. for collateral material.

RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Pictures: Second Effort. Make
It

Happen,

The Professional

(Dartnell

Corporation); Show & 5?// (Keebler
Cookie Co.); The World of ITW (Illinois Tool Works'); The Man Behind the

Gun (Chemagro); Make Music (Hammond Organ Co.); An.s\verinf; the Challenge of Time (Eaton. Yale & Towne);
The Champions (W. R. Grace & Co.,
Cryovac Div.); T—1. A Sales Odyssey
(Parker

CATV

programming,

test

com-

tions.

circle 639 on reader service card

HENRY USHIJIMA FILMS,
1101

Harrison

INC.

Avenue, Park Ridge,

60068

III.

Phone: (312) 698-3331
Date of Incorporation: 1962

Henry Ushijima, President & Exec.
Producer

Ruth Ushijima, Secretary
Services: Producers of motion

pictures,

Testing

School

TELECINE FILM STUDIOS,

IN^^

Northwest Highway, Park Ridge,
60068
Phones: Park Ridge: (312) 823-1418
Chicago: (312) 763-5818
Date of Organization: 1952
Byron L. Friend, President
June A. Friend, Secretaiy /Treasurer
Ellen Milgrom, Audit-Finance
Roy Barwig, Director of Photography/
S.

111.

Sound
Services:
Motion pictures, filmstrips,
live
meetings, new products introductions, trade show participation. 3,'imm or
16mm studio or location. TV commercials, editing, re-recording, mixing, interlock

screening, recording, script writing,
filmstrip animation.
Facilities:
Mul-

III.

Date of Incorporation: 1955
Zapel, President & Executive
Director
Karl LaRoche, Vice Pres. Production
Services: Producer of animation for TV
commercials, industry and education.
Live action for all purposes. Audio visual
productions for sales presentations, slidefilms, filmstrips. Show Case Programatic.
Optical and animation. Facilities: Studio, animators, artists, layout, lettering,
hot press, 16mm and 35mm projection;

Owen

35mm

and

magnetic interlock.
and 35mm Moviolas,
two animation stands. Masters series Oxberry with Aerial Image nrojector.
circle 642 on reader service card
optical

Editing with

16mm

Other

Illinois Cities

MARK ANDERSON FILMS
311 West University, The Manor,
Champaign, HI. 61820
Phone: (217) 356-0345

Branch Office: Mark Anderson Films,
Box 478, Memphis, Tennessee
Date of Organization: 1970

Mark Anderson, Owner
Services: Complete motion picture production facilities, television commercials,
promotional films, slide presentations,
Script,
Facilities:
and multi-media.
studio and location production, titles,
graphics, editorial, complete animation

commer-

services.

RECENT

PRODUCTIONS

SPONSORS
Motion Pictures: Sell Sears To Success
In '70; Paint: Christmas Bike Shop (Sears
Roebuck & Co.); Cummins Diesel (PriceWeber -Assoc); Con-Con: A Dialogue

Motion

Computers Teach
Pictures:
(US, HEW-Mercy Hospital).

television procrams,
cials and slidefilms.

(111.

television

PRODUCTIONS

RECENT

AND

Bell Tele. Co.).

circle 640

Products

(American Seating); Impact, Torc-PacDrive (U.S. Industries, Inc.).
circle 637 on reader service card

INC.

615 North Wabash Ave., Chicago,
60611
Phone: (312) SUpreior 7-2755

DMI

VEBO PRODUCTIONS,

Date of Organization: 1960
Samuel J. Ventura. President, Director
Ronald J. Born, Vice President, .Sound
P. Johnston. Vice President,

Writer

John T. Oertel. Editor
Services: Complete production, production supervision, writins?, editing etc.

Fa-

motion
— Complete
Eclair cameras,

picture equipArriflex cameras, Nagra recorders, editing facilities.
Moviola etc. Dubbing interlock and
sound transfer equinment.
cilities:

ment

PRODUCTIONS

RFCENT

Motion Pictures:

Si-ONSORS
ANr)
Ficsli Chilh-d Citrus

Foods): Design For Tomorrow
Fe Railroad); Diane Keogh in

(Kraft
(Santa

London

(Sears

SPONSORS

Multi-Media: International Village (InTV
Development
Co.).
Commercials: Peoria Savings (Hall,
ternational

Peterson & Harney, Inc.); Illinois Power Co. (Harpham Co.); Laughrey Roofing Co.
circle 642 on reader service card

INC.

701 W. Willow St.. Chicago, HI. 60614
Phone: (312) 664-9212

William

Nurses

AND

Haerr,

on reader service card

Pen Co.); Testing Auditorium

Products,

100

television,

mercials, medical applications, consultant services pre-production and post-production service and distribution. Facilities: Color studio, IVS broadcast color
cameras, 16mm color film chain, .Ampex
and IVC 1" formats, professional audio
color disc recorder, quadsystem.
raplex capability for selected applica-

Frank

cal

Complete

Services:

ZAPEL STUDIOS,

INC.

Operations
Paul R. Ballantine, Manager of Sales

transfers,

TAKE TEN INCORPORATED
211 East Chicago Ave., Chicago,

TELEMATION PRODUCTIONS,

3200 West West-Lake Avenue,
Glenview, III. 60025
Phone: (312) 729-5215
Date of Organization: 1969
Robert E. Dressier, General Manager
David Bell, Director of Technical

Roebuck & Co.);

Fire-

MONTY MANN PRODUCTIONS
(A Div. of Colind Photography, Inc.
Formerly: Motion Picture Productions

of

Oklahoma

City)

1327 N.E. Adams St., Peoria, HI.
61601 Box 165
Phone: (309) 676-8644
Date of Organization: 1964
Paul W. Heimberger, President
Monty Mann, General Manager
s.ales,
business,
Industrial,
training, technical livestock, agricultural,
historical, documentary, educational, reliaious. travel, etc., motion pictures:
films and commercials; slide and filmproducers services,
strip presentations:

Services:

TV

sales meetings. Fvciiities: 35m'n. 16ni'n
8
motion nicture eauioment;
filmstrip equipment;
and

& Super

16mm

35mm

Ektachrome & Anscochrome
dupe color transparencies,

tiple

man's Safrtv (Underwriter Laboratori's):
Moving Unseen Energy (Gulf Central

studio;
processing,

ment,

Pipeline Co.).

slides from artwork; sound recording;
casette dupes; proie'^tor sales and rentals:
recorders and casette players: music li-

camera, continuous shooting equip35mm and 16mm cameras, Arri,
Eclair, etc.; magnetic recorder Ampex,
Nagra, etc., sound stage 30' x 45' five
channel re-recording and mixing.
RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Pictures: Job Bank (U.S. Department of Labor); Careers In Apprenticeship (Vocational Films); Student
Indoctrination

(University

of

Illinois);

(IDEA, Inc.); Competition
(Motorola, Inc.); Crunchie Punch
(Keebler Co. V
circle 638 on reader service card

Hi School

122

circle 641 on reader service card

art

brarv, etc.

RECENT

WILDING, INC.
1345 W. .\rgyle St., Chicago,
60640
Phone: (312) BR 5-1200

111.

H. Roehrig. Vice President,

Branch Manager

W. Tinkham.

J. Constable, Producers
(See complete listing under Michigan)

PRODUCTIONS

Motion PiCTURns:

AND

SPONSORS

So That All May
Education Assoc);

(Oklahoma
Huhhard Land, U.S.A.
Learn

updated; HubU.S.A. condensed; Fight DisNutrition (Hubbard Milling
Second Time Around (Fred
Co.).
circle 644 on reader service card

bard Land,
ease With
Co.); The
Jones Mrg.

BUSINESS SCREEN

BILL

MORROW

112 North Walnut, Chiimpaisn,

111.

Facilities: Script, studio and location production, equipped for synchronous sound (Mitchell or Auricon).
Title and graphic preparation including
animation facilities. Screening, recording,
editorial, creative and office space. Interlock facilities, nui'tiple editorial setup.
Arriflex production. Magnasync sound
vices.

Jiffy

SPONSORS

Popjorn. Speed-

hide Fire Rctardant Paiitt (PPG Industries), SiiDF-FiLMS: Safety (Illinois Pow-

Why Dn?

er):

(MW

Gear).

TV Com-

MERCi.\Ls: For Joan of Arc and Pride
of Illinois.
circle 645 on reader service card

KANSAS
CENTRON CORPORATION,

INC.

West Ninth at Avalon Road, Lawrence,
Kansas 66044

speakers,

sets,

RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND
History
Hlavk
Filmstrips;

^iPONSORS
Series,
4

Map And Atlas
Of A Frog, Part I &

Globe Cruising;

parts;

Survey: Dissection
II; Introduction To The Use Of Globe
Map Atlas (Self).
circle G47 on reader service card

MARSH FILM ENTERPRISES
7900 Rosewood Drive, Shawnee Mission, Kans. 66208
Phone: (913) 648-1350
Date of Organization: 1969
Mrs. Alan R. Marsh. President
Services: Production and distribution of
sound/color elementai'y-level educational

35mm

filmstrips.

Sound

available

LP

Record or Cassette. Facilities: Emphasis on timely subjects. Will custom-produce to special requirements.
RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Filmstrips:
Drugs: Friend or For?:
Drug Abuse: Who Needs It?: Fascinating
Birds of North America, Part I & Part
II; Fascinating Snakes of North America (self).
circle 648

LIBRARY FILMSTRIP CENTER
3033 Aloma. Wichita. Kansas 67211
Phone: (316) 682-5925
Violet Priestley, Owner-ProducerDircctor

Services:

Marketing Manager
Complete services for sound

Sterrett.

NOVEMBER,

1970

55435
Phone: (612) 920-3020
Date of Incorporation: 1945
William S. Yale. President & Treasurer
Richard N. Jamieson, Executive
Vice-President

Arthur J. Nicol, Vice President,
Production
John Raddatz, Director of
Photography
Gerald Moran, Conlrol'er
Services: Production of motion pictures,
multi-media presentations, slidefilms. TV
commercials and sales meeting presenta-

Complete

tions.

facilities,

including

in-

terlock projection. Editing tape and magnetic film recording, disc and tape music
libraries available. Complete sound department, including magnetic film and
tape recorder, desk, and tape music lisound effects library,
braries, original
fully equipped motion picture and sound

studio facilities.

AND

SPONSORS
At The Si(;nal
(3M Co.); 1971 Consumer Products
(Toro Mfg. Co.); Food Production Con-

RECENT

PRODUCTIONS

Motion Pictures:
ference

Safety

(International

Minerals

Corp.).

Multi-Media: 747 Clipper Jet (Pan
American Airlines): Tungsol Products
(Wagner Electric Corp.).
circle G50 on reader service card

on reader service card
INC.

commercials multi-media presentations
and filmstrips.
6mm and 35mm, and
advertising sales photography. Facilities:
4500'

tem.

MINNESOTA
COUNTRYMAN-KLANG,

INC.

905 Park Ave., Minneapolis, Minn.
55404
Phone: (612) 332-2538

Date of Organization: 1956
C. Countryman. President
Floyd A. Klang. Exec. Vice-President,
General Manager
James Sugimura. Vice President, Head

Thomas

of

Still

Dept.

Robert Edwards, Producer/Creative
Dir.

ities:

—

EMPIRE PHOTOSOUND
INCORPORATED
4444 W. 76th St., Minneapolis, Minn.

LOW & ASSOCIATES,

Russell

Marie

WEST CENTRAL

980 West 79th St., Minneapolis, Minn.
55420
Phone: (612) 884-7524
Date of Organization: 1959
R. Gleen Low. President & Producer
Roseanne E. Low, Vice-President &
Associate Producer
Justin E. Edwards, Vice-President
Robert C. Petersen. Director of
Plwtography
Services: Writing and production of
motion pictures, television commercials
and programs, producer's services and
Distributors: Rear Screen.
sales shows.
Super 8 projectors. Facilities: Modern
studio with complete live action and aniArriflex
facilities.
production
mation
and high-speed camera equipment, sound
stage. Ampex. Nagra. Magnasync and
Stancil-HofTman sound equipment, music
library, complete mixing, editing, lighting equipment, electroical interlock sys-

Prod.

New studio and office facilities,
editing
sound stages, voice
studios,
rooms, sound rooms, etc.. cameras: complete lighting and sound equipment for
studio and location. Complete animation.
RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Pictures: Cattle Rustling: Feedlot Bees (John Deere & Co.): Adventure
10
AC Fall Campaign (AC Spark
Plug); Meterological series (U.S. Navy);
Topeka Is A People Place (Southwestern
Bell Tele.); Operation Opportunity (U.S.
Jayceos); The Heating-Cooling Specialist
(Lennox Industries. Inc.); Students Look
At Druas (Eli Lilly); Credit, A Capital
Idea (Farm Credit Bureau); Economic
Stability: The Quest and The Question
(Joint Council on Economic Education/
The .American Bankers .Association).
circle 646 on reader service card

recorder —

pod.

Date of Organization: 1947
Branch Office: Suite 625. 1255 Post
St. San Francisco. Calif. 94109
Phone: (415) 771-1844
Arthur H. Wolf, President and Exec.

Services: Motion pictures, slidefilms and
sales meetings for public relations, sales,
training, education and television, sales
photography.
Color
meetings.
Sports
and or black and white still assignments.
Animation and recording services. Facil-

lens.

all

cassettes,
for
tapes, filmstrips. phonodiscs, tables, book
carts. Black stereo screen in wall or tri-

Phone: (913) 843-0400

Mosser, Executive Vice-President and Treasurer
Charles Lacey, Vice-President &
Secretary, Director of Production
Norman Stuewe. Vice-President and
Director of Photograpliy

filmstrips,

products, projectors,

lamps, head
Pixmobile cabinets

etc,

Moraiw, Owner
Servicfs: Complete motion picture proprogramming anti
television
duction,
films,
slidefilms.
commercial display
Complete commercial photography ser-

Colorsound

for:

Pulsor.

Bill

Motion PicruRn:

Dealer

DuKane

61820
Phone: (217) 356-6408
Date of Organization: 1964

and Moviola fquipm;nt.
RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND

or motion picture production
including location services, photography,
art, processing sound recording for tapes,
phonodiscs.
Facilities:
cassettes, and
filmstrips.

MOTION PICTURE PRODUCTIONS
D.B.A. GLIESSMAN STUDIOS

Services: Producers of industrial, educational,

sports,

sales,

sales

training.

TV

1

animation. Mitchell. .ArriLighting and sound equipment for studio or location. Complete
recording with Nagra. Four Magnasync
interlocks and multi-channel mixing. Music library and producers services.
flex.

stage,

dollies.

RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Pictures: A Way of Life (Mid
Continent Area Power Planners); Coyne
Interview: Pillsburv Race (Bell Systems);
,4 Living Carpet (Ryan Equipment Co.);
Glasspar Eye Appeal Fleet: Larson See
Worthy Fleet (Larson Industries); License To Live (3M Co.); Donneybrooke
Promo-\910 (Donneybrooke Speedways);
A Fable With Facts; Triplex Greens
Mower: Moist-O-Matic (Toro Mfg. Co.);

Volkswagen Basic Body Components
Type I (Volkswagen of America); Trans
Am (Countryman-Klang for theatrical
release). SiinEFlLMs: Bradford '70 Line;
»th Roxat House of Bradford (W. T.
Grant Co.). Multi-Media: Svstcms Seventy (.3M Co.

- WoUensak

Div.

).

circle 649 on reader service card

RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Pictures: Choice (Dunwoody
Industrial Institute); Adam II (Honeywell Inc.): The Other Side Of The Coin
(Dunwoody Industrial Institute); From
Concept To Rcalit\: The Production Engineering Story (Honeywell. Inc.); IDS
Center dnvesters Diversified Services);

Motofeed
ford

—

Automation You Can Af-

(Electrocraft

Corp.);

Introducing

The Light Weight Major Caliber Gun
Mount "(Northern Ordance Div. FMC
Corp.); Clyde And The Cold Plate Special (Minneapolis Gas Co.).
circ'e 651 on reader service card
JIM McGOVERN & ASSOCIATES
773 University .\venue, St. Paul,
Minn. 55104
Phone: (612) 225-2256
Date of Organization: 1969
Jim McGovem, President-Scripting,
Production
123

McGovern

Patricia

Commercial

Brissette,

Musical

Piccadilly Film International Co., Ltd.

Dir.

203 South Second St., Mankato, Minn.
56001
(See complete listing under Texas)

Dwayne Brissette, Art Director
Thomas McGovern, Original Musical
Scores
Fully
Services:
scripting,

conceptualized
film
storyboards, research direction

and production for industry, commerce,
government, institutions
and political
Original lyrics and music
candidates.
for commercials. Facilities: Use production facilities of major film studios.
RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Pictures: An Idea Whose Time
Has Come (American Hoist & Derrick
Co.); Meeting The Challenge of Change
(Ellerbe Architects).
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MULTIMEDIA, INCORPORATED
1621 Hennepin Avenue, South,
Minneapolis, Minn. 55403
Phone: (612) 332-3341
Date of Organization: 1968
Paul Clements, Production Manager
Terry Smith, Creative Director
Craig Challgren, Photographic Dir.
Randall Antonson, Design Dir.

REID RAY FILMS INC.
2269 Ford Parkway, St. Paul, Minn.,
55116
Phone: (612) 699-1393
Date of Organization: 1910

Howard H. Gelb,
Ellsworth H.
Director

President

Producer/

Polsfuss,

John Wordelman, Sales Manager
Frances Hostettler, As.<;t. Secretary
Services: Creative staff for scripts storyboard, music scoring, and production of
sound slidefilms, TV
motion-pictures,
commercials; animation and graphic demeeting programs; editing,
sign,
sales
interlock screening, and 6-channel recording services. Facilities: Animation
Department; studio-stage; 16 and 35mm
editing equipment; recording equipment,
studio and
and Eclair

location

Arriflex

recording;

photographic
lighting equipment.
cameras,

still

ects.

equipment;
RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Pictures: Farming Frontiers
(Deere & Co.); The Making Of a Mine
(Duval Corp.): Prescription For The Future (TCI); This Is Alpa (Airline Pilot

ing

Assoc.); International 50()

Communication consultants
Services:
and producers specializing in marketing,
corporate image, and educational projComplete services from script-writto production of motion pictures:
slide films: TV, print and radio advertising. Facilities: Studio; 16mm Arriflex

BL

sound

Ampex

camera system; Nagra and

recording equipment; computer-

Legislature);

inghouse Air Brake).

Motion Pictures: Kodak and the
Graphic Arts (Eastman Kodak); Super
Salesman (Coming Glass/Rumrill Hoyt);
Ann (University of Minnesota). Slidefilms: Leisure Markets: Rochester Business Opportunities (Eastman Kodak);

al

film,

lighting,

Dual Operatories (Patterson Dental); A

New

Strategy (General Mills/CampbellSales Training (IDS).
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Mithum);

NORTH STAR PRODUCTIONS,

INC.

2930 Emerson Ave. South, Minneapolis, Minn. 55408
Phone: (612) 827-6117
Date of Organization: 1967
R. Frank. Board Chairman
William R. Heideman, President
Burton Frink, Production Manager
Ray Anderson, Account Executive/
Producer
Services: Production of motion pictures,
sound slidefilms, animation and graphic
design, sales meeting programs, editing,
16 and 35mm projection and interlock

1000 and silent
projector (distributors), Shibaden closed
circuit television, LaBelh and Audiscan
(distributor). Kodax, MPO Videotronic
partment.

Technicolor

dealers.

Products,

Stancraft

Security);
—
Div.

Media:
Stores).

Work

In Process (Rose-E-Dee
Standard
Fabrics).
Multi
(Super Value
Think Retail

TV

Commercials:

PfafT

Sewing

Machines (PfafT/R. L. Cohn).
circle 654 on reader service card

124

Inc.

Filmstrips:

Check

Printers).
circle 655 on reader service card

W.

R.

hower Library); For All The People
Admin/Truman
Service
(Government
Library); Product series Films (Deere
Co.); Competitive Livestock Marketing (Competitive Livestock Marketing
Assoc.); Gooddav at Badmilk (Hesston
Mfg. Co.); What Is Diabetes?; Giving
An Insulin Injection (Upjohn Co.); In
The Oberlin Tradition (Oberlin College); Your Best Beef Buy (American
Angus Association); It's How You Play
The Game, series of training films (Na-

&

Golf Foundation); To Meet A
Challenge (Bechtel Corp.); Management
Training Series (Dartneel Corp.); Project 60 series (A. B. Dick Co.); Coach'ng Films (Kansas City Chiefs Football
Ciubs); Television Clips (American Oil
Co.); Training Films (U.S. ,\rmy). TV

tional

Presbyterian
Commercials:
Church of the Nazarene.

(West-

Dairy Council); First Impression (De-

luxe

(Athletic Institute); A Place In History
Admin. /EisenServices
(Government

circle 657

TERRELL, A/V CONSULTANT

W. 78th Street.
Minneapolis, Minn. 55431

Suite 800, 5001

Phone: (612) 920-3773
Date of Organization: 1970
Consultation
on corporate
Services:
systems,
programs,
communications,
software and distribution. Client representation to producers for motion picture and multi-media projects.
circle 656 on reader service card

MISSOURI

on reader service card

COMMUNICO
11735 Administration Drive, St. Louis,
Mo. 63141
Phone: (314) 532-5100
Date of Organization: April 1, 1969
B. E. Senseman, President
D. D. Christensen, Vice President,
Sales Mgr.
R.

64108
Phone: (816) HA 1-1230
Date of Organiation: 1931
Leonard W. Keck, President
William Hedden, President Lab
Division
Phillips. President Production
Division
Frank Barhydt, Vice-President
Services: 8mm, 16mm and 35mm color,
sales and sales training, and education

Donald

8mm, 16mm and 35mm

service
FaciliTiEs: Two sound stages, location equipment; laboratory; Kolachrome, Ecktachrome, 1 6mm negative-positive color
printing and processing, editing rooms;
sound studios with six channels, eight
phono, recording equipment for film,
tape, wax, magnetic; complete Oxberry
facilities.

animation and music facilities.
RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Pictures: The Universe and

W.

Pasek, Vice President,

Motion Pictures
J.

B. Wills, Vice President,
Busine.'/s

Meetings

Services: Commercial, industrial educa-

motion pictures, sales and
meeting planning and production, slides, strip film and original art. Facilities: Three stages, one insert stage,
lab facilities. 60 foot limbo cyclorama,
16mm and 35mm editing facilities, complete sound and dubbing.
circle 658 on reader service card

tional training

business

•

CALVIN COMMUNICATIONS, INC.
215 Persh'ng Road, Kansas City, Mo.

work and laboratory

Church;

Commercials:

Your Food; Chance Or Choice (Nation-

films:

PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Pictures: The New Generation
(Owatonna Mfg.); Pacemaker. HydroVac Convcrtamatic (Advance Machine);
What Now (State of Minn., Dept. Emp.

RECENT

TV

For Wards; Midland Co-op; Farmers
Union Central Exchange; Deere & Co.;

W.

screening; closed circuit television, videotape productions and live shows.
Facilities: Arriflex, Eclair and Nagra 16
and 35mm camera equipment, still de-

Snowmo-

Scraper

Elevating

and sound for
multimedia presentations; copy and art
departments.
Photographic
equipment
with copy sei-vices.
R'CENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
ized slide,

—

Race (American Oil Co.); New
Water For A Thristy World (U.S. Dept.
of Interior); Before It's Too Late (Minn.

bile

Engineers
(Consulting
Other
Things
Council of America); Touch A Life
(United Campaign); Beyond The Wall
(American Hospital Association); PaNeed You (American Medical
tients
Association/Coronet Films); Basketball
By The Rules (Official Sports Films);
You. Me And The SST (The Boeing
Co.); Sororitv Jazz (Beta Sigma Phi);
Who Shall Judge (American Judicature
Society); The Trouble With Trash; Parts
Sales Films (Caterpillar Tractor Co.);
That Certain Something; (Patricia Stevens Franchise Corp.); Making The Mile

CONFLUENCE FILMS, INC.
& Co., Inc.)

(Formerly S. Storck

4746 McPherson,
63108

St.

Louis,

Mo.

Phone: (3t4) FO 1-4200
Date of Incorporation: 1966
Pierre Vacho. President
Arthur Fillmore, Vice President
Lorna Garmany, Production Manager
Jane Vorisek Ford, Editorial
Services: Production of political, educational, social and industrial documentary
Office,
Facilities:
pictures.
motion
screening room. Complete location production equipment, writing, directing and
editin'j

facilities.

PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Pictures: He Works For Us
RECENT

for Stuart Symington); PromTo Keep (Winthrop Rockefeller
Campaign Committee); More Than One
Thing (Carver Foundation); A Time To

(Citizens

ises

Act (Southern Regional Environment
Conservation Council of the Southern
Governors Conference )
circle 659 on reader sen/ice card

BUSINESS SCREEN

EDWARD

H. GOLDBERGER
PRODUCTIONS

1210 Tamm Avenue,
63139
Phone: (414) 647-7112
Date of Organization:

St.

Louis,

NEBRASKA

1946

Edward H. Goldberger, Producer-

Cameraman
E.

Fred Miller, Cameraman, editor

Services: Motion pictures for documentary, newsreel and public relations; 16mm
kinescopes (off/air) of local television
programs.
Equipped
for
Facilities:
studio and location filming. Four cameras (two sound), single system productions, full complements lenses including
two zooms, (fast local processing
and Color available). Available for footage, or production aerial views (pilot license) and mobile-car phone for client's

B&W

service.

AND

SPONSORS
Motion Pictures: Profile Of A City
(Robert Rehg & .^ssoc); Campaign Film
(Virgin Island Government); Camelot
PRODUCTIONS

RECENT

Derringer & Associates.
( R.
circle 660 on reader service card

Estates

CHAPMAN/SPITTLER

Mo.

HARDCASTLE FILMS

Producers

recording

1908 California, Omaha, Nebr. 68102
Phone: (402) 348-1600
Branch Office: 650 North Bronson,
Phone:
Hollvwood, Calif.
(213)
461-7836
Date of Organization: 1960
Robert J. Spittler, President
Donald 1.. Chapman, SecretaryTreasurer
Brian Kennedy, Commercial Photo
Dept.
Christie Brehm, Creative Director
Services:

35mm motion
35mm slides, slide
16

filmstrips;
tions; mulit-media presentations;

artwork

interlock projection equipment available
for rental. Facilities: Sound stage; recording studio; 16/35mm editing, soiind
and production equipment for location
or studio. Airplane for transportation,
location use.

AND

SPONSORS
Slide Presentation: Daly World (Leo
A. Daly Co.); Winnebago Rally (WinnePRODUCTIONS

bago Industries); Better Looking (Minneapolis-Honeywell); Creighton UniverFund Drive (Creighton University);
Dowling/St. Joseph Fund Drive (Dowl(Control
Automate
Joseph);
ing/St.
sitv

Automation, Inc.). Multi-Media: WorkToseiher (Elanco Products Co.).
circle 663 on reader service card

TV

dacumentaries
pictures,
and commercials in b&w and color; advertising, sales promotion, public relations, and training films for business,
civic

and

religious

organization; local
Facili-

coverage or completion service.

35mm & 16mm Arriflex, Auricon
Pro 600, magnetic. Eclair; sound stage,
Nagra, Ampex recorders; editing rooms.
Moviola; portable lighting equipment for
ties:

location production.

PRODUCTIONS

RECENT

AND

SPONSOiJS

Motion Pictures:

Testing Fire ResisFluids (Monsanto); Choosing The
Came of Life; Turned On Or Strung
Out: Escape To Oblivion; Operation
tant

(KMOX-TV); Orange
(D'Arcy Advtg.).
circle 661 on reader service card

Breakthrough
Bowl Preview

R. M. LEAGUE AND ASSOCIATES
4426 Jarboe, Suite 5, Kansas City,
Missouri 64111
Phone: (816) 753-1557
Date of Organization: 1968
Robin M. League, Executive Producer
Jeff League, Associate Producer

Sherry

S.

MERCURY PRODUCTIONS,

PRODUCTIONS

RECENT

MoTio Pictures:
(C.C.P.

AND

Center

Association);

SPONSORS

of

Gambol

Attention
In The

Park (U.K.C. Performing Arts Grant);
Handshake (R. G. BaseOperation:

Community

Council).
on reader service card

circle 662

NOVEMBER,

1970

INC.

68114
Phone: (402) 397-0420
Sam Cohen, President & Creative Dir.
Roger P. Mazur, Vice President, &
Cinematographer
Services: Complete audio-visual production; 16mm motion picture. 35mm and

16mm filmstrip; multi-screen; writing/
Public relations services; motion picture,
Facilities:
projectors.
slide
filmstrip,
Sound Stage, audio-visual equipment,
producer services.
RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Pictures: A Second Water Supply (Metropolitan Utilities Dist.). Filmstrip: John Madden Story (John Madden Co., Omaha. TV Commercials:
Advtg.
(Lessing-Flynn
Rooter
Roto
Agency); Nebraska Clothing Co. (BozeU
& Busch Advtg.). Multi Media: Morning of Ideas (Henningson, Durham &
Richardson).
circle 664 on reader service card

RECENT

PRODUCTIONS

AND

SPONSORS

Motion Pictures: North Dakota

.

.

Roughrider Country (Greater N. Dakota
Assoc.); Melroc Makes It Big (Melroe
Div. Clark Equipment Co.); Button
.
Button (University of N. Dakota); untitled
(Northwestern
Bell
Telephone
Co.); Modern Foil Techniques; The
Monocot Flower: Oat Panicle; The Dicot
Flower: Non Legume (Self).
Slidefilms: What We Are
What We Do
(Luthem Hospitals and Homes Society),
circle 665 on reader service card
.

.

.

.

105'/2

N.D. 58102
Phone: (701) 232-6500
Date of Organization: 1956
Bill Snyder, Owner, Cinematographer
John McDonough, Creative Director
Dave Hetland, An Director
Services:
Motion Picture production,
slidefilm and slide production, Audiscan
production. Educational film production.

Commercials,

film

completion

ser-

Facilities: Arriflex, Eclair, Eyemo
and Cine-Special cameras. Magnasync
16mm recording and 3 channel mixing
and equalization. Nagra and Perfectone
vices

CYGNET FILMS
Division of

Spectrum Industries, Inc.
St., Chippewa Falls,
Wise. 54729

110

VV.

River

Phone: (715) 723-2388
Branch Offices: Fischer/Cygnet Inc.,
339 Gundersen Dr., Carol Stream,
111.
60187 Phone: (312) 665-4242
Robert Morehouse. Producer-Director. David Hancock, President Cygnet Films, Ltd.. 295 Northolt Rd.,
South Harrow, Middlesex, England
Phone: STD 01-422-7277 Rae Evans,
Manager. Dir. Cygnet UK; John
Reeve, Manager Director, Cygnet
UK..

Services:

Complete

production

from

script to screen for business, documentary, educational and medical films. Fa-

cilities: Complete mobile firm facilities, editing facilities, titling and
animation stand, insert stage complete with

cooking and food set-up facilities, interior 30 X 60 shooting stage, preview
theatre, sound recording transfer.
circle 666 on reader service card

KLUGE FILM PRODUCTIONS,

INC.

5350 West Clinton Avenue, Milwaukee, Wise. 53223
Phone: (414) 354-9490
Date of Organization: 1950
Donald Kluge, Executive Producer
Douglas Kluge. Production Manager
Gerry Muehlenberg. Audio Engineer
Tom Deming, Director
Services: Producers for business, industry,

ing.

education, public service, sales trainTelevision commercials. Scripting,

direction,

voice,

BILL SNYDER FILMS
Broadway, Fargo, North Dakota

Mailing Address: Box 2784, Fargo,

TV

WISCONSIN

cinematography

and

editing,

through answer print. Producers services
include recording and mixing music and

NORTH DAKOTA

League, Art Director

lic
relations motion pictures and slide
films. Closed-circuit televisions and live
sales and business presentations. Creative
consultation with "in-plant" film
units. Facilities: Writing, creative, photography, recording and art studios.

air-

Date of Incorporation: 1968
David Hancock, President

1701 North 74th St, Omaha, Nebraska

Mike London, Writer/Director
Scriptwriting,
storyboards,
Services:
production supervision and direction of
television commercials, business, educational, industrial, documentary and pub-

library,

company owned

craft.

animation; still photography; TV
films and commercials; recording, editing and scripts, multi-screen and Xenon

Services:

slidefilms,

Music

transfer.

stand,

.

pictures;

presenta-

ing

Lambert Kainman. Director
Production of sound motion

and

animation

and

RECENT

7319 Wise Avenue, St. Louis, Mo.
63117
Phone: (314) 647-4200
Date of Organization: 1930
J. H. Hardcastle, Producer
G. A. Gaus, M. L. Warner, Assistant

WEST CENTRAL

INC.

optical

sound

tracks,

titles

and

animation. Filming on 16 & 35mm. Laboratory services. Facilities: Sound stage,
recording studios, contact and continu-

ous

Maurer sound system. Oxanimation stand, Phototypositor,
darkroom, six track sound dubber,
Ampex and Nagra tape recorders, Neumann microphones.
RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
printers,

berry
still

Motion Pictures: San Juan

'

Spectacular

(American Bowling Congress); Onh The
(Milwaukee Bucks); 'Moat
Boat (Carri-Craft); The Doubler (Bucvrus-Erie); Crop Clinic (Allis Chalmers);
Hysterectomy and Repair (Dr. Hoffmeister); A Fitting Story (Kohler Co.); Two
Milwaukees (City of Milwaukee).
circle 667 on reader service card
Beginning

125

MARX ADVERTISING
3120 West Vera Avenue, Milwaukee,
Wise.

Phone: (414) 351-1010
Date of Organization: 1960
Duke Marx. President
Gus Marx. Chairman
Lee Dolnick. Executive Vice President
Services: Producers of television film
and video-tape commercials; sound-slide

stage; Eclair and blimped Arriflex
eras; Moviola Hydraulic Crab dolly,
plete location facilities.

PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Pictures: The United Fund of
1970 (Greater Milwaukee Community

RECENT

(Country
Bread
Service);
Fredrick's
Beautiful Foundation); The Elegant Imposter (,\shland Chemical Corp.); Simplicitx (Simplicity Mfg. Co.).
circle 670 on reader service card

Facilities:
training films.
Five acre sound stages, both indoor and
outdoor; complete editing and conforming facilities for 16mm audio-visual prosales

films,

SWANSON PRODUCTIONS,

RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Pictures: Ports of Call (Winkelman's); Ron Perranoski (Panasonic/

Grey & Davis); CCM Bicycles (Macy'sNew York) Roundy's Promotion

—
;

Mathisson); Botany: Fruit
of the Loom (Monsanto Corp); Your
Kind of People (WITI-TV); Anniversary

(Roundy's

Promotion (Gimbels Department Store);
Coat Sale (Mutual Buying Syndicate);
Color And Shape; Fittings (Kohler Co./
Clinton E. Frank); Listen To Your Feet
(Brown Shoe Co.;) Slush Mugs (Glacier
Ware/Selwyn. Conway Advertising).
circle 668 on reader service card

MOYNIHAN ASSOCIATES,

INC.

734 North Jefferson Street, Milwaukee, Wis. 53202
Phone: (414) 272-0644
Date of Organization: 1966
Paul J. Moynihan, President/Director
Prod.
Vice-President/
Creative Director
Donald J. Gorzek, Chief of

Cinematography
Services: Communications team;

motion picture, sound, videotape
production and editing equipment; Auricon, Arriflex, Moviola, Eliting, Moog
plete

etc.

PRODUCTIONS

RECENT

Motion Pictures:

AND

SPONSORS

R&D —

3 (Bolens
Corp.); How Many Lifetimes (Theosophical Society in America); Leading To Learning (U. S. Office
of Educations and Dept. of Labor);

FMC

at

Here Come The Man

(Milwaukee Fire
and Police Commission); Fun-Gloving
(Ruder and Finn for Glove Fashion
Council).
circle 669 on reader service card

OMEGA PRODUCTIONS
INCORPORATED
3929 North Humboldt Blvd., Milwaukee, Wise. 53202
Phone: (414) 962-9940
Date of Organization: 1965
Ervin Penkalski, President
Robert Rutkowski, Vice President
William Wadsworth, Director/

Producer
Jon Stoll, Director, Sound Department
Services: Complete 16mm motion picture production services, including scripting and design. Facilities: Editing facili-

including 16mm Moviola and interlock projection, Nagra Vi inch recorder,
four channel Magnasync sound system,
and recording studio, 36' x 30' Sound
ties
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RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Pictures: Miss Haystack; Miss
Overspray;

Miss

Nest;

Bird's

This

Is

Your Hair; Hats Off To Beautiful Hair;
Invest In Beauty; 30 Minutes to Beauty;
Slay Beautiful; Invisible Woman; Genie;
Season's Fashion 1 & II (Beauty Systems

SWARTWOUT FILM PRODUCTIONS

mo-

commercials for
TV etc. Facilities: Motion picture center with sound stages, offices, projection,
recording and editing facilities. 16mm
Arriflex cameras 4 channel mix facilities, 100,000-watt heavy lighting.
RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Pictures: The Communicators;
Path To Success; Impossible Dream
Home (CaRes.; Impossible Dream
reer .Academy); Report to Management
1970 (A. O. Smith Corp.); NRECA
1970 Meeting-Doorway To A Decade
(Allis Chalmers Mfg. Co.); The Start of
Erie Co.); A BetTarhela (Bucyrus
ter Life (Voyager Village/ N. E. Isaacson

—

to out-of-state producers.

6736 E. Avalon Dr., P.O. Box 476,
Scottsdale, Arizona 85252
Phone: (602) 945-8496
Date of Organization: 1965

tion pictures, sales films,

—

—

—

Transfer Line; World of
Automated Assembly (Oilman Engineer1970 (Borg Texing); Borg Heritage
tile Group); The Action Profession (CaAcademy).
reer

—

script

research, development; complete studio
and location film, slide, videotape procinematography, sound; unit
duction;
management; film, sound, videotape editing; scoring, composing; also development of ancillary graphics for communication "Packages"; consultants in marketing, film distribution; experts, cold
weather photography. Facilities: Com-

Synthesizer,

Karl Gengler, Treasurer
Services: Production of industrial

mation and script services. Facilities:
Three sound stages, sound recording facilities. Newest of production equipment.
Narration studio; portable and set lighting, camera crane and sound available

International).
circle 673 on reader service card

Associates);

Moynihan.

PJane

INC.

625 N. Milwaukee St, Milwaukee,
Wis. 53202
Phone: (414) 271-8774
Date of Incorporation; 1966
Robert W. Swanson, President
Ronald G. Johnson, Vice President
Elizabeth Swanson, Secretary

duction.

Div.,

cam-

com-

circle 671 on reader service card

Kenyon Swartwout, Partner
Charles Swartwout, Partner
Services: Business, documentary, educaand public relations motion picand filmstrips. integrated instrucand promotional packages. Art
and animation service. Casting and taltional
tures
tional

ent services. Facilities: 16mm Arriflex,
Bolex and Bell & Howell cameras; 35mm
Arriflex camera; 14 inch tape and 16mm

magnetic sync sound recording equipment; 16mm and 35mm interlock projection

facilities;

multi-channel

RECENT

Motion

Soaring Sculpture
Pictures:
(Johannessen & Girand Consulting Engineers); An Arizona Odyssey (Curran
Morton Advertising); Viva Zanjero (Salt
Where Love
River Project); Monllure

—

Found

Church); First
Aid For The Gap (Boy Scouts of AmerIs

(Presbyterian

ica).

on reader service card

circle 674

SOUTHWEST

TEXAS

ARIZONA

CENTURY STUDIOS

AZTEC FILM PRODUCTIONS
2818 North Country Club, Tucson,
Arizona 85716
Phone: (602) 326-6736
Date of Organization: 1964

Ken Byrnes, Director of Sales
Charles Quinn, Production Head
Services: 35mm, 16mm production, reduction from 16mm to Super 8 and Regcartridges. Facilities: Complete
motion picture equipment, editing facilities, sound facilities, etc.
RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Pictures: The Invisible Shield
(Kruegcr Mfg.); Bienvenidos Amigos
(A. O. Smith Harverstore Prod.); Basic
Commtmication Skills (Human Behavior

ular 8

Consultants); Food Factories of the
Desert (University of Arizona); Village
of Oak Creek.
circle 672 on reader service card

16mm

Complete sound stage.
PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS

dubber.

Lane Industries)
Avenue, Dallas, Texas

(Division of

4519 Maple
75219

Phone: (214) 522-3310
Date of Organziation: 1968
Johnny B. Beasley, Executive Producer
S. F. (Brownie) Brownrigg, Executive
Producer /Director
Larry Stouffer, Director

Tom Van Buren, Art Director
Services: 35mm & 16mm cameras
sound

equipment,

35mm

filmstrip

full

editing

&

and

screening,

& slide dupe cameras,
capabilities. Facilities:
air conditioned sound stage,
sound facilities, air and ani-

production

Complete

complete
mation dept., still photography, filmstrip
and slide department.
RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Pictures: Roger Williams Compulor Teacher (Intemat'l Music Corp.);
Slacks
(Hagger
Improbable
Mission
Thomas Sporiman series
Co.);
Jim

CANYON FILMS, INC.
834 N. Seventh Ave., Phoenix, Ariz.
85007
Phone: (602) 252-1718
Date of Organziation: 1953
Ken McCIure, General Manager
Jim Berry, Dir. of Cinematography

(Glenn Advertising); Snack Bar Methods
Film (Snack Bar Inc.). Filmstrips:
Bordens 1970 Impact; Frito Lay Funnyons (Tracy Locke); Make It Happen

Jessup, Director of Sound
Services: Motion picture producers for
industry, television, advertising and eduspots; sound slidefilms and
cation.

207 Fleetwood Square, 5200 Maple
Avenue, Dallas, Texas 75235
Phone: (214) 521-1950

films.
Contract shooting or
theatrical
editing for outside producers. Art, ani-

Jack Burney, Producer, Director,
Writer

Don

TV

(S.M.L).
circle 675 on reader service card

FILMAKER

1

BUSINESS SCREEN

John Jacobic, Director, Editor
Carl Reynolds, Cincmaloi;rapber
Mike Whitehead, Editor
Services: Complete production of busi-

TV

commerness and industry films and
cials. Original scores. FACiiiTins: Office
space, editiny equipment.
PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Picilris; The C'oiuinunicalors
(Cahners Publishing Co.); F/nf Money,
First and Only (Electric Light & Power
Magazine); The Idea Market (Building
Supply News); Trade Show on Wheels
(Cahner's Caravan); The Most Wanted
Man in America (Executive Life). TV
CoMMKRCiAis: Church's Fried Chicken,

Robert Yarnall Richie
7230 Twin Tree Lane, Diillas, Texas
75214
Phone: (214) EM 3-1292
(See complete listing under New Vork
City)

RECENT

circle 676

on reader service card

SHULER PRODUCTIONS
Noel Pace Building, 6400 N. Central
Expressway, Dallas, Texas 75206
Phone: (214) 361-0380
Date of Organization: 1952
Linda Shulcr, President
Robert C. Shuler, Vice President,
Treasurer

Dorothy Mayo, Office Mgr.
Creation and production of
multiple screen films and presentations
from concept to completion. Television
films and series. Theatrical short subServices:

JAMIESON FILM COMPANY
3825 Brjan
75204

Street, Dallas,

Texas

Public relations, travel promotion,
education, public affairs, documentaries.
Facilities: Complete facilities available
for all production requirements.

jects.

Phone: (214) 823-8158
Date of Organization: 1916
Bruce Jamieson, President

Hugh

V. Jamieson,

Jr.,

Executic Vice

Pres.

Jerry Dickinson, Vice-President
David Orr, Vice-President

Abernathy,

Lloyd

RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Multi-Media: Texas Drivini; Laws and
Procedures,

]'ice-Presidcnt
_

Services: Industrial, education, training,
and public relations motion pictures, 16/
35mm; filmed TV programs and com-

color processors. Facilities: Studio &
35/
laboratory; 2 sound stages,
sound channels; animation, creative staff; editing, printing, processing 35/

RCA

6mm

1

16mm

b/w,

16mm

Ektachrome.

PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Pictures: Action '70 (Kenner
RECENT

Plus (Dallas InToys); Classrooms
dependent School District); Allen Bradley Story (Allen Bradley, Inc.); Paveway Project (Texas Instruments); Scout
'70' (LTV
Aerospace Corp.); Aircraft
Air Conditioning & Pressurization, Series
Curious,
of 3 (U. S. Navy); I
Orange (Honeywell Aerospace Div.).
circle 677 on reader service card
.

.

.

Am

KEITZ&HERNDON,

INC.

3601 Oak Grove, Dallas, Texas 75204
Phone: (214) 526-5268
Date of Organization: 1950
L. F. Herndon, President
R. F. Keitz, Exec. Vice President

Tom

Young, Vice-President, Art
John Bronaugh, Vice-President,

Production
Tom Doades, Vice-President, Creative
Services: 35mm and 16mm color and
b&w motion picture production for sales,
training, educational, government agency
Slidefilm
films, and TV commercials.
production services. B&W and color still
photographic illustration services.^ Facilities:

Sound

stage,

35mm

animation stand;
tion picture equipment;
animation art
editing;
truck equipment.
lab facilities for

optical

printing;

and I6mni mosound facilities;
staff;

location

Production and color
35mm to 8 x 10.

PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Commercials: Coke Snack Time
'70;
Football
Conoco
(Coca-Cola);
Dean's Topsy Turvy: Conoco "Astro";
Conoco "Boat"; Conoco Confederate Air
RECENT

TV

Force (Clinton E. Frank); Sprite Space
(Coca-Cola); Luxus Candv (Kenyon &
Eckhardt); Dr. .Pepper Robbery (Dr.
Pepper); Houston Natl. Bank (Weekly

&

Valenti).
circle 678 on reader service card

NOVEMBER,

1970

Part

I;

II;

Part

HI;

circle 679 on reader service card

mercials; sound recording, editing, animation: and laboratory services for in-

educational, governmental or
dustrial,
producer organizations. Manufacture of

Part

Emergency Procedures and First Aid;
National and Te.xas Traffic Safely Program (Texas Education .Agency).

SLOAN FILM PRODUCTIONS
2800 Roiith St., Suite 231, Dallas,
Texas 75201
Phone: (214) 742-8517
Date of Organization: 1968
Frank R. Sloan, Owner
Joyce Sloan, Sales
Services: Industrial, educational, training, sales, and public relations motion
pictures; TV commercial, slidefilms, and
film strips, animation, scripting, photography, editing and sound recording. Facilities: Offices, editing, screening and
art studio.

RECENT

PRODUCTIONS

Motion Pictures:

AND

SPONSORS

Integrated Flight In-

struments FB-111 (General Dynamics);
The Seminaries Serving the Churches
(Southwestern Baptist Theological Seminary); Helicopter Flight Training United States Army)! F-llM Attack Radar
Misson Profile (United States Air
Force); Environmental Ecology (American Institute of Architects.).
circle 680 on reader service card

—

SOUTHWEST
County United Fund); Thai's Rich
and a Little About Long Distance; Alex
.

5527 Dyer St., Dallas, Texas 75206
Phone: (214) 363-0161
Date of Organization: 1965
Stokes, President
Phil Scoggin, Vice President,
Bill

Administrative
Marshall Rigin, Vice President,

(Frozen Food lixprcss); The Men, The
Land. The Partnership (Faulkner, Dawkins & Sullivan N. Y.); Somewhere There
Must Be An Island (Paul Berry Co.);
A New Generation Of A New Kind Of
Thing (Recognition Equipment Co.);
The Difference Is The Idea (Nibco Manufacturing Co.).
circle 681

75247
Phone: (214) 638-5880
Date of Incorporation: 1961
Frank Boazman, President
J.

Bert Rodriguez,

PRODUCTIONS

AND

SPONSORS

Questions
(Mayo
Clinic); Strider (Recruiting ,Mds Div.
U. S. Navy); Blueberry Rain (Dallas

Motion

Pictures:

Vice-President,

Producer/ Director
Robert E. Bcthard, Vice President,
Director of Photography
Larry Kuehn, National Sales Manager
Services: Production of TV commercials; industrial and training films; syn-

TV

dicated

animation; slidefilms
Facilities:
35/16mm
produciton
facilities.
Air-conditioned
sound stage. Close-circuit television. Re-

and

series;

filmstrips.

cording

facilities.

circle 682

on reader service card

WYNNE AWARD FILMS
3905 Main Street, Dallas, Texas 75226
Phone: (214) 823-2871
Date of Organization: 1970
David E. Wynne, President
Robert Curran, Director
Kenneth Marthey, Dir. of
Cinematography
Yves Vezna, Production Manager
Services: Motion picture production
location
services:
photography-sound.
Unit managing: we will assemble loca-

—

tion crews, gather props, talent, scout
locations,
build
sets
etc.
Facilities:
Soundproof insert stage
still photography
slide presentations, editing and

—

—

Moviola.

PRODUCTIONS

AND

SPONSORS

Motion

Pictures: Questioning Techniques (IBM Corp.); Holiday On Ice
(Larry Grossman Prod.); Six Flags Over
Texas (Six Flags, Inc.); American Air-

Academy

(American Airlines).
Presentation: Orientation Program (Cedar Point Park).
circle 683 on reader service card
lines

Slide

Creative Director
Zimmers, Vice President,

RECENT

on reader service card

VISUAL PRESENTATIONS, INC.
1221 Round Table Drive, Dallas, Tex.

Other Texas Cities

Bill

Production Dir.
Services: Motion pictures, sales meetings, TV commercials, sound slidefilms
and slide presentations: complete animation and filmstrip services for other producers. Facilities: Art and animation
department; Oxberry animation stand
camera. Editing facilities with Moviola.
Filmstrip photography. Equipment rental, still photo laboratory. Moviola, still
photography laboratory. Equipment for
large quantity transparency production
and super slides. Sound Stage.

.

Idea (Southwestern Bell Tele. Co. of
St. Louis); How Motor Cars And Other
Living Things Can Find Happiness On
The Dallas Freeway System (City of
Dallas); Paper Tape; Observations (IBM
Corp.); Free Whcclin; To Freeze A Rose

RECENT

BILL STOKES ASSOCIATES INC.

.

A-V CORPORATION
2518 North Boulevard, P.O. Box
66824, Houston. Texas 77006
Phone: (713) JA 3-6701
Date of Organization: 1945
J.

C. Rebman, President

William B. Padon, Vice-President
Secretary-Treasurer
A. P. Tyler. Executive Vice-President
William R. Fowler, Director, Medical
Film Div.
Services: Commercial, industrial documentaries, public relations, sales and promotional, training and educational films,
TV commercials, filmstrips. Design, canstruction,

and production, of display and
127

booth.
Complete production
exhibit
staff. Facilities: Processing labs, including latest Eastman films, printing, color
and density correction, optical and spe-

Oxberry & Mitchell
animation stands, including aerial image
equipment, sound stage, sound and recording studios.
cial effect printing.

PRODUCTIONS

RECENT

AND

SPONSORS

Motion Pictures:

Southeast Conference
Football Highlights; Southwest Conference Football Highlights; Atlantic Coast
Conference Football Highlights; SouthConference Football
Athletic
western
Highlights; Humble Oil And Refining
Co.; The Babe and The Boys; Investors
(Grey & Davis,
Diversified Services

ASW

Communications, 3 films
Navy); The Challenge (John
(U.S.
Charles Daly); Venture Films, Apollo
For All Mankind (NASA); PreXI
vention & Control of Dental Disease, 5
films; Guide To Dissection. 40 films
(Teaching Films, Inc.); Humble On The
Inc.);

—

Way; Humble

Oil

&

Refining Co.; Spe-

Report With Frank Blair ( S.C.I. );
The Women of Hadassah: Youth Alivah;
Sales Primo Film (Gulf Oil Corp.).
circle 684 on reader service card

cial

EDUCATIONAL SERVICES,

INC.

233-B N. 6th Street, Waco, Texas
76705
Phone: (817) 753-4544
Date of Organization: 1968
Dr. Harold D. Holder, President
Zack Belcher, Vice President

Mary H. Belcher, Secretary-Treasurer
Services: Production of 16mm films, prieducational/instructional
for
marily
uses; specialized writing and photographic work; Spanish translations. Facilities:
Complete equipment for 16mm documentary or studio filming, laboratory
services.

RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Pictures: Commitment to Excellence; Future To Fulfill (Albany State
College); Talent Search; En Busca de
(Federal Water Quality Ad.);
Changing City (Urban Renewal

and 35mm budgetshooting, editing and all
completion work. Facilities: Complete
motion picture equipment. Arriflexs,
Eclairs, Nagras, Mobil Studio, complete
work,

both

16mm

scripting,

ing,

sound

mixing and dubbing, editair-conditioned sound
Conference and viewing room.
RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Pictures: The Last Frontier;
Peter Hurd: The Man The Artist; The
Bird Men (Main-Bank, Houston); Where
No Birds Fly (Para-Films Co./Houston);
Lloyd Bentsen
For Senator (Rives,
Dyke Agency).
circle 687 on reader service card

ing,
stage.

services,

2,500

foot

PICCADILLY FILMS INTERNATIONAL
CO., LTD.
1810 East Pyron Road, San Antonio,
Texas 78223
Phone: (512) 532-6449

Date of Organization: Sept. 1967
Branch Offices: 103 Windy Arbour.
Kenilworth, Warwickshire, England
Phillip Knight-Sheen, President,
Producer-Director
Harry E. Musson, Vice President, Sales
E. C. Knight-Sheen, SecretaryTreasurer
Severo Perez, Jr., Creative Director
Services:
Motion picture production,
J.

script editing, recording, film strips, film
distribution, specials in industrial, television advertising, education, and documentaries. Multi-media slide presentaFully
tions, film servicing. Facilities:
staffed and equipped production studios.
Film distribution centers.

RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Pictures: Why Pave The Grass?
(Sierra Club Foundation); Wind Rover

(The Green Giant Co.); Time Lapse of
New Building (Computer Terminal
Corp.); Job Bank (Texas Employment
Commission); Two-tVav Radio Correct
Operation ( S.I.R.S.A.).
circle 688 on reader service card

Agency).
circle 685

on reader service card

HALLMARK FILM PRODUCTIONS

Brett Allison, Assistant
Asst. Gen. Mgr.

Vice Pres.

&

David Dodge, Director
Leslie Seres, Editorial Supervisor

Services:

TV

commercials;

industrial,

training and religious motion picFaradio recording.
tures; filmstrips;
cilities: Full Production capability for

sales,

16/3 5mm,

sound
dios,

stage,

editing

air
conditioned
recording and mixing stu-

complete

and

art.

PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Pictures: Herald of Truth, TV
series; The Importance of You (HighRECENT

land

Church of Christ); Chip Bennett

Award (Abilene
Commercials:

Christian College).
for

TV

Gooch Packing Co.

circle 686 on reader sen/ice card

MFC FILM PRODUCTION,

Box 4821)

Date of Organization: 1968
Jim Seymour, President
James Vowell, Vice-President/
Production
Motion
Services:

production,
picture
strong location crews, experience and equipment. (Complete pre-production, production, and post-production
services and facilities, including Eclairs.
Facilities: Nagras, Sennheiser Audio, inespecially

Distribution
through subsidiary.

system.

ing

KEM

edit-

available

RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Pictures: The Big Thicket
A Vanishing Wilderness (Texas State

—

Historical Assoc);
Gifts); Tell It Like

HMS
It

Is

tvc's

(HMS

(Texans for

Enforceable Liquor Laws/Christian, Miller & Honts); Drive Friendly (State of
Texas/Media Communications); Career
Guidance series (Texas Education Agency/Mil'er Productions).
circle 689 on reader service card

References to Guide the Buyer
references provided in these
pages are for the guidance of our
buyer-readers. Check titles and sponsors
listed; preview work of your prospective
producer who is listed in these pages.
Client

listing

Dan M.

Collins,

Audio Services

Services: Producers of sound/slide synchronized presentations for sales, marketing,
merchandising, sales meetings,
training and technical training, particular
expertise in sales and training material
for highly complex, technical apparatus
and systems. Manufacture and installation of custom projection systems. Audio
recording facilities and high speed cassette
duplication.
Facilities:
0.xberry
Copy Cameras, complete color lab, shooting stage, sound studio, equipment design and manufacture.

PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Multi-Media: Cablecom General of Tulsa (Cablecom General). Slide-Sound:
Weather Radar Briefing Program (Self);
Continuing Your Claim (State of Colo.);
Hi Country Haus (Hi Country Haus);
KR 85 ADF Tech Package (King Radio
RECENT

Corp.).
circle 690 on reader service

BARBRE PRODUCTIONS,

card

INC.

(A Division of Mullins Broadcasting Co.)

2130 S. Bellaire Street, Denver,
Colorado 80222
Phone: (303) 756-8383
Branch Offices: 1028 N. La Brea, Hollywood, Calif. 90038. 2 West 45th
St., New York, N. Y. 10036
Alvin G. Flanagan, President

Lew

Phone: (512) 453-0450

house transfer interlock, and

INC.

J.

Anderson, General Manager

Carlisle, Creative Director
Birchfield, Sales Manager

Services: Complete 16/35mm film production, plus color VTR production. Producers of motion pictures, TV Commercials, specials and programs. Sales, documentary, PR, educational and medical
films.
Complete services. Facilities:

INC.

5915 Star Lane, Houston, Texas 77027
Phone: (713) 781-7703
Date of Organization: 1967
Michael F. Cusack, President
Frank Q, Dobbs, Vice President
Services: All phases of motion picture
128

JIM SEYMOUR ASSOCIATES
1100 West 38th St., Austin, Texas
78751
(P.O.

901 South First Street, Abilene, Texas
79602
Phone: (915) 677-1342
Date of Organization: 1958
Norman E. C. Nail!, V.P. and General
Mgr.

AUDIO VISUAL SYSTEMS,

1219 E. 4th Avenue, Denver, Colo.
80218
Phone: (303) 388-4664
Date of Organization: 1961
Robert W. Johnson, President
George F. Basch, Director of
Marketing
Kenneth Plantell, Plant Manager

Harold
Robert

Talento

The

MOUNTAIN STATES
COLORADO

Complete studio, sound stage, theater,
editing and titling, animation stand. Arriflex-Eclair, Nagra sync systems. 16mm/
35mm interlock, film recording. Ampex.

16mm Mauer

Eclair camArriflex cameras. Color
cameras, high band color videotape recorders, film islands.

tape recording,
eras,

16/35mm

PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Your Personal Attitude (Coronet Films); The New Men
(Hamilton Management Corp.); The
Campers Are Coming (KOA/Family
RECENT

Motion Pictures:

Federation); Lehman Caves
(The National Park Service); The Con(Congressman
Brotzman);
gressman
Marketing Film (Samsonite Corporation); Colorado Images (Colorado Div.
of Commerce and Development); Pathfinder (I.B.M.); Points of View (Red-

Camping

Gun Siiht Co.); Why Positive
Thinkers Get Positive Results (N. V.
Peale/ American Salemasters); The Tomorrow Approach (Success Assoc. Intl.).
circle 691 on reader service card'
field

CHARLES

A.

BENNETT & ASSOCIATES

4150 Fox Street, Denver, Colo. 80216Phone: (303) 433-3334
Date of Organization: 1965

BUSINESS SCREEN)

James Emerson, Production Manager
Charles Bennett, Producer
Services: Ifmirn motion pictures, radio
production and radio and television commercials, film strips, presentations. FaCILITIFS:
Sound stage, editing rooms,
dressing rooms, projection and conference rooms, Ampex, Arriflex, MoleRichardson.

Date of Organization: 1966

Howard

ment. Facilities: Offices, studio, screenand editing rooms, recording and
mixing.
circle 695 on reader service card
ing

RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion PicrLRrs: Mailer of Pride
(Downtown Denver .\ssoc.); People

Make The

Difference

(Self).

Commer-

cials: Living Power (Self); Fashion Bar,
Perl Mack, Chaparril, Hmpire Savings,
University National Bank, Safeway, State
Fair, Mountain Bell.
circle 692 on reader service card

Computar Image Corp.
2162 South Jason St., Denver, Colo.
80223
Phone: (303) 934-5588
(See complete listing under New York
City)

J

I

Director

Robert J. Belton, Director of Production /Cinematographer
Evelyn Richie, Business Manager
Rob Wallace, Audio Director
Services: Motion pictures, TV films and
commercials. Radio jingles and radio
commercials. Complete production from

Jack E. Carver, President
P. Vondergeest, Vice-Pres.
Dallas P. Boyd, Vice President
Gamis Hagen, Production Mgr.
Services; Motion pictures, slidefilms; TV
films and commercials (live & animated);
live shows; meeting presentations; still
photography, video tape production. Fawriting

Creative,

and

art

de-

opticals;
animation;
1 6mm
production equipment; studio
or location sound recording; editing.
Moviola still photo equipment and photo

to screen.
Facilities: Creative,
writing and art departments; 16mm Arriflex equipment; studio, screening and
editing rooms; single channel recording
studio with latest Ampex equipment.
script

PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
TV Commercials: Fathers Day; Spring
Cleaning (Jet X); Monev Paving (AmerRECENT

Natl.

Federal

AD-X

Bank);

Savings).

(Midland
Industrial
Film:

Windfalls

(Red Comet Inc.).
circle 693 on reader service card

lab.

PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
TV Commercials: For the following clients:
Detroit Edison Co.; Consumers
Power Co.; Union Electric Co./Gardner
RECENT

121 Mariposa Street,
rado 80223

Denver, Colo-

Phone: (303) 255-3694
Date of Organization: 1963
Marshall L. Faber, Producer
Albert Bradeberry, Jr., Technicolo
Supervisor
Services: Complete motion picture production from script to screening print in
35mm or 1 6mm theatrical or non-theatrical fields including television commercials. Facilities: 10,000 sq. ft. plant
including well-equipped sound stage; preview room and dubbing stage; art department; cutting rooms; still laboratory;
printing
laboratory;
cartridging
station; service and repair station for
Technicolor
projectors:
portable
equipment for location shooting.

8mm

8mm

PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Pictures; Three For The Moon
RECENT
(Estes

Industries);

Drugs

And

Your

Child (Governors Committee on Respect

For the Law); Cash For Cans (Adolph
Coors); Presentation (Cryogenic); Sales
film (Renn Sales). Strip Film: Franklin
(Franklin); Firelight (Husky Oil),
circle 694 on reader service card

IWPACT FILMS
Larimer Square, Denver, Colo. 80202
Phone: (303) 892-0534

NOVEMBER,

1970

Wisconsin

Louis;

St.

Electric

Power Co.; Colorado Dept. of Education; Game Craft Inc.; Central Power &
Light Co.; Dallas Power & Light Co.

on reader service card

TELE-VIDEO PRODUCTIONS, INC.
201 South Cherokee

St.,

Denver, Colo.

80219
Phone: (303) 722-6783
Date of Organization: 1970
William A. Baker, President

Thompson

R. Watt, Promotion Mgr.
Richard T. Harris, Director of Sales

Services:

sound

Motion

picture

production,

stage, all color closed circuit tele-

vision system, slide presentations, film
strip presentations, videotape duplicating

services and graphic arts. Facilities:
Sound stage, film editing, electronic editing.

RECENT

PRODUCTIONS

Motion Pictures:

AND

Well

SPONSORS

Fire

—

Red

Adair; Investment In Tomorrow (King
Resources Co.); PSI, A New Concept in
Underwater Recovery (Cyclo Mfg. Co.);
Taming The Wildcat (Royal Resources
Corp.); Nights Aiul Lights of San Francisco (KR Graphics, Inc.).
circle 699 on reader service card

circle 696 on reader service card

SPENFILM CORPORATION

— TIMES

SANDERSON

MIRROR

2920 Pearl Street, Boulder, Colo.
80302
Phone: (303) 442-7100
Date of Organization: 1969

8065 East 40tb Avenue, Denver,
Colorado 80207
Phone: (303) 399-7250
Date of Organization: 1960
Paul Sanderson, President
John Sibley, Marketing Vice Pres.
Ken Jordan, Marketing Director
Darrell Cowell, Marketing Director,

A viation
Services: Audio visual presentation of
aviation education, subjects, both record/
film

MARSHALL L FABER PRODUCTIONS

35mm

Advtg.,

World Airlines, Inc.); Outward Bound
(Outward Bound, Inc.); Ski Movie One
(Summit Films, Inc.).
circle 698

Jerome

cilities:

Days To Ski (Head
Co./Ski Magazine); Gebhardi for
Congress (The Gebhart Committee For
Congress); Nzuri-East Africa
(Trans
Inc. /Swissair); Five

Ski

DENVER

1420 Larimer Square, Denver, Colo.
80202
Phone: (303) 623-0167
Date of Organization: 1959

and

7901 E. Bellview Avenue, Englewood,
Colo. 80110
Phone: (303) 771-5230
Date of Organization: 1966
Bob Geddy, Manager/Creative

AVE

P

partments;

THE CREATIVE FILM GROUP

ican

MOUNTAIN STATES

F. Olds, Director

Floyd L. Sparks, Producer
Services; Producers of motion pictures
for industry, education and entertain-

&

cassette

film.

Over 30

titles

in

library.

RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Slidefilms: Alcohol. Drugs & Flight Effects; Airman's Information Manual; Instrument Approaches.
circle 697 on reader service card

SUMMIT FILMS, INC.
1801 York Street, Denver, Colo. 80206
Phone: (303) 399-8040
Date of Organization: 1961
Date of Incorporation: 1964
Roger C. Brown, President
Barry Corbet. Vice President
Paul Ryan, Producer
Robert Fulton, Producer
Services: Producers of motion pictures
and commercials for government, industry education institutions, and television,
specializing in sports adventure films and
documentaries. Work has been completed
in remote locations under severe weather
16mm & 35mm

sound/color,
black & white. Facilities:
Maintains
complete production facilities, owning all
the equipment necessary to produce techconditions.

nically sophisticated films.

PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Pictures: The Great Ski Chase
RECENT
(Hart

Ski

Inc. /Bonne

Express);

Co. /Trans
Bell

Karii

World

Airlines,

Cosmetics/American
The
World of

—

Schranz (Henke Overseas, Saska-Parrot,

Spencer Nelson, President
Services: Design and production of television commercials, industrial films, educational films, public relations and dramatic and documentary films. Facilities:
All facilities normally required for production. Access to sound stage, mixing
studio, etc., in nearby Denver.

PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Pictures: The Polytrac Story
(Gates Rubber Co.); A Second Chance
(U. S. Dept. HEW); Shadow Across The
RECENT

Sun (National Charter For Atmos. Research); Andrus For Governor (Velazquez, Goddard & Maul/ Andrus For Gov
Commission).
circle 700 on reader service eard

WEST COAST
San Francisco Area
MARVIN BECKER FILM-MAKER
2111 California St., San Francisco,
Calif. 94115
Phone: (415) 567-2160
Date of Organization: 1952
Marvin E. Becker. Owner

Ann Becker, Secretary-Treasurer
Services: Consultation and production
of industrial, documentary, public relations, sports and educational motion pictures and slidefilms; TV program material
and commercials. Special Assignments. Facilities; 16/35mm production
equipment, sound recording, multi-channel dubbing, music and effects library,
cutting rooms, animation stand, interlock
projection.
circle 701 on reader service card
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THE FILM WORKS

Cenlron Educational Films
Suite 625, 1255 Post Street,

San Fran-

94109
Phone: (415) 771-1844
James E. Roiipe, Vice President
Marketing
(See complete listing under Lawrence,
Kansas)
cisco, Calif.

—

PRODUCTIONS

visual

PRODUCTIONS

Motion Pictures:

The Field Social Studies Program (Field

And

Redwood
Redwood

Education Publ.);
Assoc).
(California
Uses
circle 702 on reader service card

Its

DAVIDSON FILMS
1757 Union S., San Francisco, Calif.
94123
Phone: (415) 474-2866
Date of Organization; 1955
John M. Davidson, Owner
Arthur M. Kaye, Executive Producer
Louis A. Hough, Chief Editor
Peter J. Smith, Studio Chief
Services: 16mm motion picture production; research and writing; shooting, recording, art and animation. Facilities:
Sound stage, mixing, dcbbing, interlock,
editing, projection, printing, set and construction, animation, art department.

SPONSORS

AND

Motion Pictures: Math Series (Xero.x);
An III Wind (American Meteorologi-

AND

SPONSORS

(Friden System Ten). SLiDEFiLMs:"5fa & Ski (1970
Sales Promotion). Multi-Media: CereaSinger

TV
AC

Commercials: Koret
Leisure.
Transit.
of California;
circle 705 on reader service card
tive

SPONSORS

AND

Creative Reading
Filmstrips:
Program: Level 11; Creative Reading
Program Level 111 (Harper & Row);
Prettv Strong Stuff for 5 Year Olds?;

PRODUCTIONS

project.

RECENT

Sound

RECENT

94105
Phone: (415) 362-5230/433-1277
Date of Organization: 1967
David C, Groot, Exec. Producer
Thomas F. Hall. Producer
Chet Patterson, Ron Sweet, Account

cation and television. Facilities: Complete production services for any audio-

1960

Erica Gander
Services: We have the talent, experience
and/or the facilities (over 4000 sq. feet
chock full of goodies) to produce anything that we or our clients may need in
educational filmstrips, tapes, motion pictures, or whatever.

RECENT

75 Lansing, San Francisco, Calif.

Executives
Services: Creative production of communication tools, from script through
finished products, serving business, edu-

CIRCLE PRODUCTIONS, INC.
1261 Howard Street, San Francisco,
Calif. 94103
Phone: (415) 863-2332
Date of Organization:
Nicholas King
John Cavala

IMAGINATION, INCORPORATED

FURMAN FILMS
150 Green Street, San Francisco, Calif.
94111
Phone: (415) 781-0827
Date of Organization: March, 1967
William A. Furman, President &
Producer

motion pictures, short and long; special
visual presentations; original music viewing. Facilities: 16mm and 35mm production and editing facilities.
PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
RECENT
Motion Pictures; Pacific Gas & ElecCo. (Batton, Barton, Durstine &
Osborn); Nallys Potato Chips (Honig,
Harrington & Cooper); Italian Swiss
Colony Wines (Honig, Harrington &
Cooper); Water Films (Bamboo Reef);
Blue Cross (J. Walter Thompson); Foremost Dairies (Honig, Harrington &
Cooper).
circle 70S on reader service card
rtic

My

FILMS FOR INDUSTRY, INC.

Paul B. Rich, President

M.

L. Rich, Secretary
Ralph B. Chandler, Vice President

Manuel Urquiza, Director
Complete or partial

services
for audio-visual presentations; planning,
writing, production, distribution for all
types of motion pictures and filmstrips
including industrial, educational, documentary, training, public relations, sales

Services:

promotion,

TV

commercials. Facilities:
Sound stage, animation, 16-35mm production equipment.

PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Pictures: Gas Generator InRECENT

stallation;

—SSM-2;

Gears (Westinghouse); Hitachi
Hitachi

HU-M

(Perkin

El-

mer); Foundation for Service (Dancer,
Fitzgerald & Sample); Air Pollution &
Bay Area (BAAPCD); Painting TechTechniques;
Engine
niques;
Welding
Lathe (E. P. Research, Inc.).
circle 704 on reader service card
130

studio.

PRODUCTIONS AND SPOMSORS
Motion Pictures: Sesame Street
Numbers and Letters (Children's TeleviRECENT

—

Workshop) Communications
(Mountain States Telephone); Caelus
Disc Packs (Caelus Industries); Saturday
sion

;

Safari (Encyclopedia Britannica).
circle 708 on reader service card

MEDION INCORPORATED
1239 Polk Street, San Francisco Calif.
94109
Phone: (415) 776-3440
Branch Office: Medion Communications, Inc., 225 W. 23rd Ave., Anchorage, Alaska 99501, Marie Morrison, Mgr.
Richard T. Heffron, Chairman,
Executive Committee

Coulter Watt, Production Assistant
Creation and production of

For Chil-

970 O'Brien Drive, Menio Park, California 94025
Phone: (415) 325-4453
Date of Incorporation: 1959

and graphic art equipment; 16mm and
35mm motion picture and editing; interlock projection; recording and mixing

Services:

— My Hand,

Pen (Davidson Films); Contemporary Problems of the Environment, series
(Learning Co. of America).
circle 703 on reader service card

Jeffrey Hale. Executive Vice President
Mark Mullin, Executive Producer
Christine Ford. Production Manager
Services: Production of theatrical, television, industrial and educational motion
pictures. Animation and live action, creative television and radio commercials,
film strips, scripting original musical production. Facilities: Complete animation

Pamela Lyell, Secretary
Jim Howl, Writer

It's

cal Society); Arts and Crafts
dren, series; Jessamyn West

443 Jackson St., San Francisco, Calif.
94111
Phone: (415) 433-5480
Date of Organization: 1950; Inc.: 1960
John Magnuson, President

Herbert F. Decker, President

Claude Jarman,
Board

Jr.,

Chairman of the

J. L. Kingsley, Vice President
Services: Creation and production

of

theatrical, non-theatrical and television
motion pictures, including features, documentaries, sponsored shorts and political

Producing, writing, diresearch staff,
16/35mm

films. Facilities:

and

recting

production,

editing,

camera, sound and

lighting.

RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Pictures: Do You Take This
Stranger (Universal TV); Catch A Wave
(Gov. John Burns, Hawaii); Africa Will
(U. S. Information Agency); The
Uphill Race (John A. Danforth, Mo.);
Alaska At The Crossroads (Larry Cart,
Alaska); To Kill A Queen, script (Medion Inc.); Chamizal, script (Nat'l Park

Be

ROY GRANDEY PRODUCTIONS
1881 RoUins Rd.. Building C,
Burlingame, Calif. 94010
Phone: (415) OX 2-0500
Date of Organization: 1949
Roy Grandey, Owner
Rockwell Hereford, Mgr., Industrial
Division
Gene K. Walker, Consultant

George Bokland, Production Mgr.
Services: Film production for all visual
requirements. Emphasis on staff-written
planning, story treatments and screenplays.
Facilities: Studios adjecent to
San Francisco International Airport; 5,000 sq. ft. staging area plus separate
studious for music and narration. Light
weight quality equipment for location
production. Editing & recording.

PRODUCTIONS

RECENT

AND

SPONSORS

Motion

Adventure Rivers
Pictures:
(American Touring Assoc); Soundings,
1970 (California State S. F. Bay Commission); Who Cares? (National P. R.
Council); Man In The Center, in production (Salvation Army); in production,

wood

movie for California RedAssociation):
Slidefilms: San

untitled

(California
Population
Growth
State Plan).
circle 707 on reader service card

Jose

Service).
circle 709 on reader service card

LEE MENDELSON FILM

PRODUCTIONS,

INC.

1408 Chapin Ave., Burlingame, California 94010
Phone: (415) 343-3623
Date of Organization: 1963
Lee Mendelson, President
Walter DeFaria, Vice President,
Producer-Dir.

Sheldon Fay,

Jr.,

VP-Producer/

Director

David Crommie, Vice President,
Producer/Director
Services: Network television

specials,

government and inSponsored Films Inc.
Facilities: Production studio and crew.
RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Pictures: // Couldn't Be Done

films for business,
dustry. Subsidiary:

(A.T.

&

T.);

A Boy Named

Charlie

Brown

(Encyclopedia Brittanica); The
Unexplained (Weyerhauser); I'm Seventeen, Pregnant And Don't Know What
To Do (Childrens Home Society).
circle 710 on reader service card

BUSINESS SCREEN

MORGAN FILM PRODUCTIONS

J. C.

1255 Post Street, San Francisco,
94109
Phone: (415) 776-9092

Janet

Calif.

1

&

education

industry,

television,

ater,

Facilities: Complete serSan Francisco & Hollywood.

vices in both

RECENT

PRODUCTIONS

Mo

PiciLRis:

AND

SPONSORS

Besl In The West
1970 (American Advertising Federation);
Cost of Beef (California Beef Council);
Proteins (Cling Peach .Advisory Board).
SLiDt;FiLMs: How Service Station Helps
The Community (Standard Oil Co.).
circle 711 on reader service card
I

ION

Assistant

Producer

WEST COAST

Department

Date of Organization: 1969
J. C. Morgan, Producer-Director
Sermc s: Creation and production of
motion pictures and slide films for thegovernment.

Peak,

Ken Chancy, luib Supervisor
Gordon .Mueller, Editorial
Services:
Sound stage, four cutting
rooms. 35/ 1 6mm '/i" full sound services.
10 channel master mi.\ board. 6 channel stereo board.
35/ 16mm interlock
playback & mi.xing. Screening rooms,
full

16mm

color

printing;

services.

PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Commercials:
California
Drug
Abuse Campaign (Grey Advtg.); Levi
RECENT

TV

Strauss: Dole Co.: Cloro.x (Honig-Cooper & Harrington) PSA (Gross, Pera, &

Rockey);

MOTION PICTURE SERVICE COMPANY

lab

Completi- equipment for studio or location.
R-.^5
Mitchells
35mm blimped
Arri. Quartz lighting; Nagras, Sennhiser
Mikes, McAllister and Elemack dollier,
camera trucks. Telleprompter services.

Anacin

(Clyde

crvision (for industry) of public relations training films and
materials for
business and industry. Producer current-

AV

ly

has catalog of some 800

STEPHEN BOSUSTOW PRODUCTIONS
20548 Pacific Coast Highway, Mulibu,
Calif. 90265
Phone: (213) 477-4581
Nick Bosustow, President, Producer
Stephen Bosustow, Chairman,
Treasurer, Producer
Audrey Bosustow, Secretary,
Distribution

Maxon);

Johnston's Yogurt (Milton Carlson); /./
Magin Co. (Botsford-Ketchum); Kinney

16mm mo-

tion picture films.
circle 717 on reader service card

Bob Johnson. Director

Plione: (415) 673-9162

Services: Producer and distributor of
educational films. 16mm films, sound
slide films. Facilities: Studios, cameras,
recording, animation and offices.

Date of Incorporation: 1935
Gerald L. Karski, President, Gen.

RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Pictures: Evan' Corner (Bailey-

125 Hyde St, San Francisco, Calif.

Sawdon).
circle 714 on reader service card

Shoes (Frank

94102

LOS ANGELES

Manager
Harold A.

Zell,

Vice-Pres. in Chge. of

Prod.
Boris 1. Skopin, Title & Trailer Dept.
Gerald B. Patterson, Mgr. Laboratory

Dept.
Services:

Industrial,
commercial and
public relations films; special announcement and advertising trailers for theaters,
business.
films, spot commercials.

TV

Facilities: Maurer & Cine Special 16mm
cameras; 3 studio 35mm cameras; 2 title
35mm cameras; 16/35mm laborator)'; art
dept.; magnetic & optical recording: dubbing equipment; sound stage; editing
equpiment; script-to-release print service;
screening room equipped for CinemaScope, 35/16mm projection.
circle 712 on reader service card

ROY NOLAN PRODUCTIONS
2220
Bridgeway,
Sausalito,
94965
Phone: (415) 332-2440
Date of Organization: 1966

Calif.

—

equipment
Eclair camTape Recorders
editing
•

Phone: (805) 495-2790
Date of Organization: 1952
J. Michael Haeopian, President
Services:

16mni
RECENT

Provides for sale, educational,

films.

PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Pictures: Mexican American
Family: Mexican Or American; Jerusalem
and lis Contributions.

Motion

circle 715 on reader service card

—

Moviola, Keller. Dubbing &
Interlock as well as sound transfer equipfacilities.

PRODUCTIONS

AND

SPONSORS
Motion Pictures: Minicourse 5 (Mac-

millan Educational Film series); Tunnel
Drilling
(Bay Area Rapid Transit);
Bladex (Shell); Buckncr Sprinkler (Buckner); Furnace: Sea Shell (Roy Nolan),
circle 713 on reader service card

SNAZELLE PRODUCTIONS

picture
production,
editing services. Stock film library,
foreign consultation service, motion picture consultant. Facilities: Motion picture production, all phases.

RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Pictures: Land Of The Smiling
Stones:

E. E.

Gregg

Snazelle, President

Executive Producer

NOVEMBER,

1970

&

)

204 Via Colusa, Hollywood Riviera^,
Calif. 90277
Phone: (213) 378-6860
Date of Organization: 1969
Larry Gillmore, Executive Producer
Carmen Gillmore, Associate Producer
Services:
Motion picture production,
photography-sound and unit managing.
Assemble location crews. Facilities:
Complete Arri motion picture equiprnent.
Nagra Tape Recorder, (Juartz
lights,

editing;

Fischer);

Man

Trees:

(Self).
circle 716

Their

Importance

PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Picture: Molokai-USA (N/A).
circle 719 on reader service card

CASCADE PICTURES OF
6601 Romaine

on reader service card

Calif. 90038
Phone: (213) 463-3113
(See complete
listing
under

Denver,

Colo.)

(A Division of

Columbia Broadcasting System, Inc.)
2211 Michigan Ave., Santa Monica,
Calif. 90404
Phone: (213) 829-2901
Irwin H. Braun, President
Re.x Malcolm, Director of Product

Development
Sykes, Dir. of Production
Dir. of Marketing
Services: Editorial and production sup-

James Ganzer,

CALIFORNIA, INC.

To

Barbre Productions, Inc.
Studio: 1028 N. La Brea, Hollywood,

Don

Moviscop, Moviola.

RECENT

The Persecuted Majority; Alaska:
Islands of Darwin (Helene

BFA EDUCATIONAL MEDIA

155 Fell Street, San Francisco, Calif.
94102
Phone: (415) 431-5490
Branch Office: 5533 Sunset Blvd., Hollywood, Calif. 90028. Phone: (213)
466-4309 TVVX 910-321-3060. Dean
Gilmore, Production Head

Associates
circle 718 on reader service card

Galapagos:

INC./SPI

Television Center

(Sesame St.); The Wave: M\ Mother Is
The Most Beautiful Woman In The
World: Ju.?t Say Hie: All In The Morning Early: Conic Sections: Developing
The General Equation Of A Circle;
Graphs Of Linear Equations: Polar Coordinates: Two Knots On A Counting
Rope: My Turtle Died Today: Growing
Up, Growing Older: Noises In The
Night; One Special Dog: (Bailey-Film

CARM-LAR PRODUCTIONS

ment.

RECENT

Assoc.); History of the Guitar
(Xero.x); When The 'Stones Were Soft
(Learning Corp. of America); Elephant

LEM BAILEY PRODUCTIONS
7934 Santa IMonica Blvd., Los Angeles,
Calif. 90046
Phone: (213) 654-8197
Date of Organization: 1953
Lemuiel J. Bailey, President
John R. Reeve, Exec. Vice President

full

—

—

California 91360

Relations
Services:
Motion

Co-ordinator
Jim Tichy, Sound recorder
Services:
Motion picture production.
Location Services:
Photography-Sound
and unit managing. We will assemble location crews
obtain props
sets
location, etc. Facilities: (Complete motion picture
eras, Nagra

Film

ATLANTIS PRODUCTIONS, INC.
1252 La Granada Dr., Thousand Oaks,

Berneice Davis, Secretary-Treasurer
Jean Bartel, Vice Pres. Foreign

Roy Nolan, Owner
Mary Beckman, Production

—

B.

Calif.

Street,

Hollywood,

90038

Phone: (213) 463-2121
No. 910-321-3928
Date of Incorporation: 1948
Branch Office: New York: 209 E. 48th
St. New York. N.Y. 10017. Phone:
(212) 355-5360, Paul Domitrovich,
Easter Sales Mgr.
Illinois:
8 South Michigan Ave.,
Chicago, 111. 60603. Phone: (312)
641-1828, Jerry Fleck, Sales Mgr.

TWX

Vaughn Paul. President
Roy Seawright, Executive Vice
President

William

Sterling.

Vice President, Dir.

of Sales/ Marketing

George B. Seitz, Jr., Vice President in
Charge of Industrial & Edtic, Div.
Services: Complete creative staff for the
motion picture production of TV Conimercials, industrial, educational technical and public service films starting froin
F.^cilities: Air
script to final prints.

131

conditioned studios, offices, conference
rooms, with all film production facilities
on premises. Five stages, recording and

dubbing rooms; 16, 35'70mni (6 track)
projection
rooms; complete 16/35mm
cameras; editorial, animation, and sound
department.

PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Picturhs: for U. S. Navy; Harper and Row; Scripps Institute of Oceanography; Proctor & Gamble; 3M Company, AT&T.
RECENT

circ e 720

on reader service card

CATE & McGLONE FILM
1850 North Whitley Avenue, Hollywood, Calif. 90028
Phone: (213) 465-1118
Honolulu Office: Ilikai Marina Towers, 1765 Ala Moana Blvd., #1480,
Honolulu, Hawaii 96815, Phone:
946-3565
E. D. McGlone, President
Services: Specializing in Historical documentaries and travel promotion films
about Hawaii. Facilities: Offices, ediand stock film library; others
torial
rented as needed.

COMMUNICATIONS GROUP WEST
6430

—

PRODUCTIONS
Motion Pictures; To

Dept of Labor);
and Gentlemen; Mexico Today
(IBM); Survival Walk (USIA); Frozen
Moment (Crown Zellerbach); MexicanAmerican Culture; School: On Your
Marks (Communications Group West),
lic

and
and

Complete 16mm
production equipment and

editing. Facilities:

35mm

editorial facilities.

RECENT

PRODUCTIONS

AND

SPONSORS

260 South Beverly Dr., Beveriy
Phone: (213) 278-5370
(See complete listing under

Vice-President

-

Story

Jacques Lehman, Secretary-Treasurer
Alan Lehman, Film Editor
Services; Educational, institutional, documentary film production and distribution. Facilities; Production equipment;
laboratory services.
circle 723 on reader service card

symbol over a pro-

ducer's listing in these pages refers to
display advertisement in this 21st Production Review issue.

132

1330 North Vine St., Hollywood, Calif.
90028
Phone: (213) 462-1101
Date of Organization: 1929
Branches: Detroit, Mich. 48226; 1248
Griswold, Suite 610 Phone: (313)
962-8998. Malcolm W. Dooley, Representative: Washington. D.C. 22024;
1245 Fourth Street, S.W. Phone:
554-4823. Col. Richard
(ret.), Representative
Jerry Fairbanks, President

(202)

F.

Fender

John N. Freeman, Assistant

to

the

President

Leo

8mm

training,

—

Rosencrans, Creative Director
Sponsored films for business/
industry, colleges, universities, government: education films for classroom inS.

pictures for
struction; feature motion
theatrical release; film and tape shows
Full studio
for television. Facilities:
facilities; sound stage; 16-35 camera units

Multi-Cam process; 16mm,
and magnetic sound recording and

including

35mm

opticals;
blue
editing;
re-recording;
screen, film and music libraries; anima-

and music staffs.
RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Pictures: A New World in The
Yukon (Anvil Mining Corp., Ltd.); The
Sold of Cooperation (Office of Economic
Opportunity); Land Of The Sea (.Aluminum Co. of America): Sounds In The
Sea (United States Navy); Collision
Course (producer).
circle 728 on reader service card
tion,

DESORT-FISHER PRODUCTIONS, INC.
1507 North Gordon Street, Hollywood,
Calif. 9C028
Phone: (213) 463-3211
Branch Office: DeSort-Fisher Prod.,
Inc., 338 Lexington Avenue, New
York, N. Y. Phone: (212) 6613360
Date of Organization: 1964
Jack DeSort, Cameramen/Director,

FASHION FILMS, INC.
1029 N. Cole Avenue, Hollywood,
Calif. 90038
Phone: (213) 466-3468
Date of Organization: 1970
Lore Caulfield. President

President

Robert Fisher, Vice President,

Cameraman/ Director
Blair Robertson, Executive Producer
Samuel L. Schapiro, General Manager
Services: Complete service for production of live-action television commercials
on film and video-tape. Facilities: Of-Hollyfice and studio on West Coast
wood. Sales and production office in

—

New York
RECENT

PRODUCTIONS

AND

SPONSORS

Motion Pictures: Great Race (7-Up/J.
Thompson); Alice (Winston/

Walter

Wm.

Esty); Bubbles (P.G. & E./.BB.D.
O.); Halloween Special (Sun Maid
Raisins/ Erwin Wasey). Videotape: Tennessee Ernie Ford Clearance (Ford/J.

&

Walter Thompson).
circle 726

this

JERRY FAIRBANKS PRODUCTIONS
OF CALIFORNIA

Services;

"Data/Films" for instrucand sale aids. FaOperates as an affiliate of
cilities:
Parthenon Pictures, Hollywood.
(See listing of Parthenon Pictures
Hollywood)
circle 725 on reader service card

—

Producer

Cal Dunn Studios
1040 N. Las Palmas, Hollywood,
California 90038
Phone: (213) HO 9-9011
Alan S. Lee, Mana.;er
(See complete listing under Chicago)

New York)

Services: Sales company for releaseprints of Parthenon Pictures. Production
skill,

of Life

circle 727 on reader service card

DATA/FILMS

tion,

Way

(Deere & Co.).

2626 Temple St., Los Angeles, Calif.
90026
Phone: (213) DUnkirk 5-3911
Date of Organization: I960
Charles (Cap) Palmer, Executive

company

Morning
Towards In-

Saturday

Pictures);
dependence: Sunrise (Self);

Hills,

Producer
David Bowen, Quality Control
lona Harrison, Manager

Pictures;

(self /Columbia

Calif.

of Quality
With Safety
(Weiser Co.); Beauty
(Gypsum Association); Automobile Test
Films For Dept. of Transportation & Insurance Institute (Digitek Corp.); productions services on many films for
Lockheed-California Co. Filmstrip: The
Falcon Story (Falcon Lock Co.).
circle 722 on reader sen/ice card

Cecile Lehman,
Editor

Motion

Computer Image Corp.

Motion Pictures: The Mark

ClNE-VlEW, INC.
6325 Santa Monica, Hollywood, Calif.
Calif. 90038
Phone: (213) 465-3376
Date of Organziation: 1961
Harry J. Lehman, President-Exec.

service spots (U. S.

Phone: (213) 937-3506
Date of Organization: 1962
Gary Goldsmith, President
Edward Schuman, Vice-President
Dorothy Weinstock. Secretary
Services: Writing and production of documentary and educational films. Facilities: Offices and editing rooms.
RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS

circ'e 724 on reader service card

CHENOWETH FILMS

Specialize in high speed instrumentation photography. Will handle complete or partial productions including research, writing, direction, cinematography

AND SPONSORS
Fill A Need; pub-

Ladies

Day In Court (Self).
circle 721 on reader service card

vision.

finished

to

room.
RECENT

—

1860 North Hills Drive, La Habra,
California 90631
Phone: (213) TOpaz 1-9909
Date of Organization: 1955
Robert B. Chenoweth, Owner-Producer
Gloria D. Chenoweth, Owner-Producer
Services: Producer of motion pictures,
slidefilms, filmstrips and videotape productions for business, schools and tele-

—

conproduction.
35mm,
16mm Super 8mm. corporate, sales, documentary, educational, filmstrips, multimedia, training, distribution. Facilities:
Editing rooms, sound stage, screening
cept

for no's:

R. B.

Hollywood,

Boulevard,

Calif. 90028
Phone: (213) 461-4024
Date of Organization: 1969
Sidney Galanty, President
Albert Saparoff, Educational
Fred L. Miler, Documentary
Mallory Pearce, Scientific
Services: creative and production

PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Playground
Motion Pictures: Hanaii
Surfing ParaOf The Pacific: Hawaii
World; Series Historical
dise Of The
Hawaiian Shorts; Tourism Showcase Film
RECENT

Sunset

Lamar Card. Vice President
Services: Motion picture and television
production; telveision specials, feature
promotional films, commercials,
films,

TV

series.

Distribution

of

promotional

films. Facilities: All standard stage and
location,
and post-production facilities
available.

RECENT

PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
The Many Lengths

Motion Pictures:
of

Fashion

(International

Ladies

Gar-

ment Worker's Union).
circle 729 on reader service card

on reader service card

FILMLINE PRODUCTION ASSOC. INC.

DIMENSION FILMS
733 N. La Brea Ave., Los Angeles,
Calif. 90038

1467 Tamarind Avenue, Hollywood,
CaUf. 90028
Phone: (213) 466-4407

BUSINESS SCREEN

Date of Organization: 1962
Charles Bordwell, President, Exec.
Producer
Louis J. Bender. I ice President,
Gen. Operations
Edith Bordwell, Secretary/Treasurer
Robert Bobbitt, Resident A/i'r.,

NASA AV

Facility
Motion picture

production,
action and animation with manned
support services to industry, government
educational distributors.
agencies, and
Facilities: Production facilities, live ac-

Services:
live

and animation.
RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Pictures: Productions during

tion

year for following sponsors: Navy
Photographic Office; Air Force AV Center; U. S. Navy Pictorial Center; NASA
AV Facility, and major industrial comlast

panies and advertising agencies.
circle 730 on reader service card

FILMFAIR COMMUNICATIONS
10900 Ventura Blvd., Studio City,
Calif. 91604
Phone: (213) 877-3191

Gus

Jekel, President

Ben Norman. Exec. Producer
Del Rockwell. Director Educational
Services
Live action and animation
films, for education and industrial accounts. Facilities: Two stages, complete

Services;

editing rooms, animation cameras.

SPONSORS

AND

PRODUCTIONS

RECENT

Motion Pictures: Los

Ani-eles (United

The People Tree (Bank of
America); The Mar'horo Story (Phillip

Airlines);

Morris); Indoor Golf (Brunswick Corp.).
Slidefilm: Marine Biologv (Lockheed
Corp.).
circle 731 on reader service card

FILM SENSE, INC.
6430

Boulevard,

Sunset

Hollywood,

Calif. 90028
Phone: (213) 461-3646
Date of Organization: 1968
Branch Office: Filmsense Ltd.. Stone
House 28 - 40 Bishopsgate, London E.G. 2
247-6555
Phone:

Phillip J. Peacock, Advisor, Consultant
Les Goldman, President, Producer
Ron L>on, Vice President, Assoc.
Producer
Dick Ellescas, Designer

Motion
Services:
screen presentations.
experimental films.

multiple

pictures,

Entertainment and
Facilities:

Com-

writing, storyboard character development, electronic
music, special optical graphics.
plete

creative

services;

PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Pictures: Mother Night; Apres

RECENT

Calif.

Phone: (213) 660-1010
Date of Organization: 1958
John Wilson, President, ProducerDirector

David Detiege, Director-Animation
Fine Art approach to films,
animation. Facilities:
art, live strips,
Film studio, three stages, low budget
animation camera.
Services:

PRODUCTIONS

Motion Pictures:
1970

FLAGG FILMS, INC.
6345 Fountain Ave., Hollywood.
90028
Phone: (213) 462-0902
Date of Organization. 1946

Don

Calif.

Flagg. President

George Tayor, Vice President
.^nne Flagg, Secretary
Ed Engoron, Director
Services: Business films; motion picture
and tape production, training films; TV

Commercials;

8mm

super

35mm

color

color.

with

16mm

sound.

color;

Facili-

ties:
Insert stage;
production offices;
cutting rooms; projection rooms, editorial
facilities.

M

Motion Pictures: This Is Riker (3
Co.); Holsiim 1970 (Holsum Bakeries).
Multi-Media: Tacfire (Litton).
circle 734 on reader service card

AND

SPONSORS
An-

Incredible Art of

LOS ANGELES
Fred Wellington, Animation
James Connor. Live Action
Services: Complete in-house personnel
for live-action and production.
RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Pictures: Mariner Mars (Jet
Propulsion Lab.); Celestial ConceptsTheory; Celestial Concepts- Applications
(U.S. Navy); The Sea Circulation; The
Sea-General Oceanography; Our Galaxy,
The Milky Way (Graphic Films Corp.).
circle 737 on reader service card

RALPH HALL PRODUCTIONS
6115 Sclma Avenue, Hollywood,
Calif. 90028
Phone: (213) 463-4337
Date of Organization: 1964
Ralph M. Hall, President
Jacqueline R. Stilwell, Vice President
Services: Concept to completion audio
visual production, film strip, slide, mo-

—

F-M MOTION PICTURE SERVICES
733 N. Highland Ave., Los Angeles,
Calif. 90038
Phone: (213) 937-1622
Date of Organization: 1952
William Morrison, President

16mm. 35mm and
for business,
government,
and education. Sales promotion and P.
R. image films with special emphasis on
the scientific and
technical
reporting
films. Supplemental services to in plant
producers. Facilities: Productions and
editing facilities to accomplish any TV

Mike Ross,

requirement.

Writer. Director

Aladar Klein, Editorial Supervisor
Thor Putnam. Production Manager
Services: Motion pictures and slide presentations for business, government, TV
programs, commercials. Complete production services including: writing, photography, animation, editing and sound.
Facilities: Production facilities including editing rooms, complete are and animation department, interlock projection
room for both 35mm and 16mm, complete sound department, music libraries,
stock film library, title stand and sound
stage, complete Audiscan facilities.
RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Pictures: Where The Men Are;
F-111 Weapon Svstcm (U.S.A.F.); The
Missile Fleet ( U.S.N. ); Force For Freedom (D.O.D.); Tipsy 32 (I.T.T. Gilfillan); Air Combat: Project Agile; Sidewinder Tactics (Naval Weapons Center).
Slidefilms: Tri Star Fasteners (Hi Shear
Corp.

)

circle 735 on reader service card

G.N.

PRODUCTIONS

1019 N. Cole Ave., Hollywood,
90038
Phone: (213) 463-5693
Date of organization: 1966
Gabor Nagy, President
Services: Complete production of

Calif.

RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Pictures: Swimming
Basic
Strokes A: Snimming
Basic Strokes B

—

—

(Sunkist Growers);' Foo/ia// Skills
Kicking: Football Skills
Passing (G.
N. Prod.).
circle 73G on reader service card

—

picture

8mm,

multi-media

RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Pictures; The Greater Adventurer
(U.S.A.F.); A-1 Familiarization
Carrier: Flightdeck Operating Procedures
(U.S.N. ); San Diego's Portal To Success
(San Diego Port District); The Fastest
Gun In The West (Hi-Shear Corp.);
The Bountiful Flow! (City of San Diego).
circle 738 on reader service card

The Jam Handy Organization,

Inc.

1680 North Vine St., Hollywood,
Calif. 90028
Phone: (213) Hollywood 3-2321
(See complete listing under Detroit area)

HANNA-BARBERA PRODUCTIONS
3400 Cahuenga Boulevard, Hollywood.
Calif. 90028
Phone: (213) 466-1371
Date of Organization: 1957

Division

Weake, Vice President, Taft
Broadcasting Co., Cincinnati, Ohio
Justin Purchin, Vice President,
Director of Product Development
Services: Live-action and animated Industrial, Education and TV Commercial
Clifi'ord

TV

—

tion

Ross M. Sutherland. Vice President of
Industrial And Educational Film

INC.

on reader service card

4376 Sunset Dirve, Hollywood,
90027

NOVEMBER,

Seminars (Shaner).
circle 733 on reader service card

Shancr

arts);

schools, colleges and
stations.
Facilities: Full production facilities editing rooms, sound recording and insert
stage /room.

FINE ARTS FILMS, INC.

RECENT

(N.B.C.);

training, public relations, sales, television and
theatrical films.
Distribution service to

Flight

circle 732

Moonhoy

Classic I'en lures: Cancer Research (Fine-

We

Of The Loons:

Le
Have Met The Enemy And He Is Us
(Pogo); Breakthrough (IBM Data Processing); The Door.
Si'ence;

imation (Cinerama);

GRAPHIC FILMS CORP.
3341 Cahucngo Blvd., West, HoDywood, Calif. 90028
Phone: (213) 467-2191
Date of Organization: 1941
Lester Novros, President
George Casey, Vice President

films.
Facilities:
Modern Hollywood
studio, complete with sound stages, edit-

dubbing and animating facilities.
RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Pictures: Phil's Paradise (State
Farm Insurance); Get On With Hamm's;
ing,

Sales

Training

Series

(Theo.

Hamm

Brewing Co.); The Picture Phone (Western Electric Co.); The Drug Scene (Los
Angeles County Medical .Association);
Science Series (Harper & Row, Publishers);

Truinin:^ Films (TWA).
circ'e 739 on reader service card

HARRIS-TUCHMAN PRODUCTIONS,
INC.

751 N. Highland Avenue, Hollywood,
Calif. 90038
Phone: (213) 936-7189
Date of Organization: 1950
133

REEL/3

F.

& Associates)
W. Hollywood,

(Richard Earle Spies

8439 Melrose Ave.,
Calif. 90069
Phone: (213) 653-0630

INC.

Calif. 90046
Phone: (213) 876-2021
Date of Organization: 1968
William Loudon, Executive
Dave Bransby, Producer
Dick Ridgeway, Executive

animated and

Production of

Cole, President

Dixon Q. Dern, Secretary & Treas.
Jay Loughrin, Executive Producer

Producer

motion pictures. Attenspecial-effects
tion to concept and highly-detailed execution are part of out specialization in
the field of technical & expository films.
and writing services. Faand
animation
Complete
graphics studio. Complete film production capability and equipment for photography, sound and editorial functions,
16mm and 35mm.
RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Pictures: Apollo 13, animation; Apollo 13, program billboard; Solar
Eclipse (CBS News); Crooked Widget
Cratering Phenomenology
( U S A F )

Consultation
cilities:

;

A.

P. Price, Sales

Mgr.

Services: Motion picture and filmstrip
production services from scripts to answer prints. Live action & animated TV
commercials. Specializing in public service, sales and training, and educational
films for industry and government. Facilities: Equipped for all phases of film
production.

PRODUCTIONS

RECENT

AND

SANDLER INSTITUTIONAL FILMS
1001 N. Poinsettia Place Hollywood,

Date of Organization: 1924

Thomas H.

1963
Richard Earle Spies, Executive

Date of Organization:

Services:

ROCKETT PRODUCTIONS,

K.

5451 Laurel Canyon Blvd., North
Hollywood, Calif. 91607
Phone: (213) 985-1090

SPONSORS

Motion Pictures: The Fear Within
(Diamond Corp.); Ninety-Eight Point
Six (Air Conditioning Inst.); Daily Journal (Compton, Co.); The Man On The
Right (Ed Reinecke); Apres Ski Senor
(Degas Air).
circle 762 on reader service card

Timm Emmons, Sales Representative
Services: Complete motion picture production facilities including 75'-110' sound
stage and full capability for all location
shooting. Specialize in all forms of institutional filming, public relations, corporate, educational and sponsored educational.

PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Pictures: Green Sahara (OcciPetroleum);
Complete Range
dental
(Minn. Gas Co.); Hospitals Today (CaliRECENT

&

Risk

Assoc);

Resources

Squirt Co.).
circle 765 on reader service card

(.J.S. .\eJC).

on reader service card

circle 760

RIVIERA PRODUCTIONS
6610 Selma Avenue. Hollywood,
90028
Phone: (213) 462-8585

Calif.

Date of Organization: 1953
Branch Offices: Ohio: 3303 Rumson
Rd., Cleveland. Phone: (216) RE
1-6076. Pat Rancati, Eastern Repre-

340 Westmoor,
Phone:
(Milwaukee).
2-8815. Robert Zens,

sentative. Wisconsin:

Brookfield

SU

(414)

SHOWEST
ROSE-MAGWOOD PRODUCTIONS
948 N. Cahuenga, Hollywood,
90038
Phone: (213) 466-8561
(See complete
City).

listing

INC.

Calif.

New York

under

TV

grams and

spots.

Executive

Facilities:

rooms; projection
room; sound recording and mixing. Location equipment, musical and sound ef-

TV

fects library.

and

office; studios; editing

RECENT

PRODUCTIONS

AND

SPONSORS

documentaries,

tion:

"specials", etc.

TV

35mm

commercials,

Facilities: Equipped

for writing, photography,
scoring, sound recording

music
dubbing; 16

editing,

&

screening rooms and sound

stage.

Motion Pictures: Renault In Europe,
1970 (Renault); The Agitators (self);
Serum of Dr. Blake (Frontier Films);

SPONSORS
Video Tape: Sportsmen's Awards (City
of Hope); Home Travel & Recreation

Yankee Station

Show.

(Self).

circle 761

on reader service card

ROCKET PICTURES,

INC.

1150 W. Olive Ave., Burbank, Calif.
91506
Phone: (213) 849-6078
Date of Incorporation: 1943
Dick Westen, President
John Russo Exec. Vice President, Sales

Don

Bartelli,

Vice-President,

Production
Services: Creators

and producers of
ready-made and custom made communications for business and industry, advanced and adult education. Areas include /ecruiting, training, selling, public
relations.

Media

utilized: filmstrips, recmotion picture, manuals,

ords, tapes,
from idea thru combooklets, charts
Facilities: Own building with
pletion.
shooting stage, art, writing, camera, editing, and distribution facilities under one
roof.

—

PRODUCTIONS

RECENT
Slidefilms:

Shouldn't

AND SPONSORS
You Know?;

Where Will You Be?; Which

Is Better?
(Investors Diversified Service, Inc.).
circle 804 on reader service card

136

RECENT

PRODUCTIONS

Troy Edwards, Vice President

AND

Stop Arlhritus Telethon
(Southern Calif. Chapter); How Do You
Vote; The Big Question.
circle 763 on reader service card

specials and series, commercials and industrials
live action, animation.
Facilities: Large office building, editorial
offices, screening room, etc All production facilities including creative division,
circle 766 on reader service card

—

SPI Television Center
5533 Sunset Blvd., Hollywood,
90028
Phone: (213) 466-4309
TWX: 910-321-3036
I>ean Gilmore, Production
(See complete listing under
cisco

INC.

6335 Horaewood Avenue, Hollywood,
Calif. 90028
Phone: (213) 463-4148
Date of Organization: 1958
Robert L. Sande, President, Executive
Producer
Katherine Sande, Vice Pres., Secretary
Creators, producers of films

Services:

business, advertisers, education, entertainment. Second unit services for
Eastern Prod. Facilities: Offices and
cutting rooms, insert stage, animation,
for

and camera services.
RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND

Calif.

Head
San Fran-

Area)

JOHN SUTHERLAND PRODUCTIONS,
INC.

Live:

ROBERT SANDE PRODUCTIONS,

—

Controller
Services: In all phases of film production to include feature films, television

16 and 35mm audio-visual productions;
idea development, planning to comple-

public

Karl Braun, President
Cullen Houghtaling, Vice President,

Director

Calif.

relations,

educational,

industrial,

Calif.

JACK ROURKE PRODUCTIONS
3805 W. Magnolia, Burbank,
91505
Phone: (213) 845-3709, 849-4911

advertising, sales, medical, religious, techpronical, theatrical motion pictures.

Cliff Bertrand, Associate Manager
Services: Complete motion picture production from script to final prints for

Cahuenga

West Hollywood,
90028
Phone: (213) 464-7587
Date of Organization: 1968
3425

Producer
Roger Flemming, Exec. Vice President

Date of Organization; 1946
Jack Rourke, President
Bill Hagens, Vice President
Merle Kinney, Production Manager
Henry Edwards, Publicity &
Promotion
Services: Complete or partial service for

Midwest Representative.
F. W. Zens, Executive Producer
Leif Rise, Associate Producer

—

Assoc); Economics
(National Canners
Billion Bottle Business (The

Hospital

fornia

8425 W. Third, Los Angeles, Calif.
90048
Phone: (213) 937-2822
Date of Incorporation: 1943
John E. Sutherland, Chairman of the
Board

Dan E. Weisburd, President
Jack Ferrucci, Thomas P. Kelly, Jr.,
Vice President
Services: Complete production of liveaction and animation films sound filmstrips, text materials from research and
script development through release printing, multimedia systems. Industrial, documentary, public relations, sales promoand educational films. Facilities:
Complete 16mm and 35mm live action
and animation production and editing
tion

equipment.

art

SPONSORS

Commercials: Last Man, Fess Parker
(Murphy Oil Corp.); Desert (Tucker

Wavne Co. Atlanta/Murphy Oil Corp.);
Suit & Dog (Master Charge); Around
Cape Horn (Atlantic Nat'l. Bank). Motion Picture: Communicating (Tucker
Wayne Co., Atlanta/Pace Foundation),
circle 764 on reader service card

PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Pictures: Whose Side Are You
On? (AT&T). Multi-Media: Patient
RECENT

Counseling: Child Care; Intensive Coronary Care (Hoffmann-La Roche Inc.);
Bilingual Multimedia Learning Systetns
(San Antonia Independent School District).

circle 767 on reader service card

BUSINESS SCREEN

Tape Film Inc.
5400 Cahucnga Blvd., North Hollywood. Calif. 91601
Phone: (213» 985-7010
Robert Aller. Manager
(See complete listing MPO Prod.

Inc.,

New York)

presentation equipment rentals and sales.
Facilitiis: Completely equipped photographically; lightmg; editing; art department; Teac and Koberts tape recorders;
closed circuit V.T.R., equipment repair
and service shop.

PRODUCTIONS

RECENT

AND

SPONSORS

Siinii-iiMs: Dolphin Clulis (Roger Beck

& Assoc); Western Gear (Western Gear
Roger Ti'ton Films,

Inc.

6640 .Sunset Blvd., HoUynood, Calif.
90028
Phone: (213) 467-3191
Roger Tilton, President
(For complete listing see San Diego,
Calif.)

JOHN URIE & ASSOCIATES
5831 Sunset Blvd., Los Angeles,
90028
Phone: (213) 466-7701
Date of Organization: 1959
John Urie. President

Calif.

Coip.); .-(/;/((/ liuilders (Allied Builders); Bank of Hawaii (Lennen/Newell
(Joseph
Estates
Pacific);
Nanawalte

Hunter).
circle 770

VPI FILMS, INC.
1515 North Western Avenue,
Hollywood, California 90027
Phone: (213) HO 6-8691
Bob Drucker. President
Services: Producers of industrial

Services: Creating and producing TV
commercial, institutional and industrial
films, motion pictures, television tape and
film shows.
Facilities: Production of
fices, editorial facilities, 2 sound stages,
animation department and print sales
division.

PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Commercials: Karate (Vicks Formula 44/Benton & Towles); Ice Capades

RECENT

TV

Capades); Kin;; Vitamin (Quaker
Oats/.\ltman Bratnide & Soforth).
circle 768 on reader service card

1228 N. Vine St., Hollyv»ood,
90038
Phone: (213) HO 2-2341

Don
(For

Calif.

Manager
see New York

Bernarducci, Studio

complete

listing

City)

VIDICOM-8 INFORMATION SERVICES
2625 Temple St., Los Angeles,
California 90026
Phone: (213) 385-3912
Date of Organization: 1969
Charles Palmer, In Charge
Services: Development and marketing
of ultra-small sound projectors; (Private
E\e and Informer). Production of Super
(multiple
carPackages
8 Learning
tridges); self-funded and custom producsponsors.

Facilities:

Sound

tion for
stage, titling stage, offices, full equipment for sound recording and transfer,

photography, editing.

PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Pictures: Wearing Your Contact Lenses (Danker & Wohlk); Action

RECENT

(Purpose); Diving Package;
Baseball
Schooled In Safety.
circle 769 on reader service card

VISUALS UNLIMITED
(Doug George Associates)
1137 N. Cole Avenue, Hollywood
90038
Phone: (213) HO 2-2480
Date of Organization: 1954
Herber J. Huffman, Production

Manager &

President

Ernestine F. Huffman, Office Manager
Mai Weizer. Art Director
Bertil I. Carlson, Vice President
Stephan D. Marstaller, Repair and
Service

Motion pictures; slidefilms;
sales and meeting presentations;

Services:
slides;

NOVEMBER,

1970

and

PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Pictures: The Day Before Tomorrow (Newsweek); The Sounds of
Learning (3M Co.); A Time To Play
RECENT

801 N. .Seward

Camcraman

Other California Cities
COPLEY PRODUCTIONS
7776 Ivanhoe Are,, LaJolIa, Calif.
92037
Phone: (714) 454-0411
Date of Organization: 1956
Branch Film Libraries: 434 Downer
Place, Aurora, 111. 60506, Phone:
312/892-9465, Mrs. Helen Hansen;
313 So. 6th
62701, Phone:

programs and government films. Facilities: Film, videotape sound stages, rehersal stages, studio staff planning and
creative writing departments, prop department, casting service, camera, lightequipment, transportation,
recording scoring and

effects,

dubbing, laboratory, editorial services.

AND SPONSORS
Academy Award
1970 (Motion Picture Academy Arts &
Sciences); The Answer Machine (SecurPRODUCTIONS

RECENT

Motion

Pictures:

Pacific Intl. Bank); The First Step
(U.S. Postal Service); Human Side of
Quality Control (JHO); The Seventh
Chair (Small Business Administration);
ity

Communication/Orestes

(USN);

The

Lipton People (Thomas J. Lipton, Inc.);
Flowering Desert (USIA); It's A Legend

(Orange Julius/International Industries);

The Telephone Booth Mystery
aire,

GM

(Frigid-

)

circle 772

Springfeild,

111.

Manager
Frank L. Willey, Edit. Supr., Assistant
Mgr.
Jay D. Skidmore, Head Cameraman
Bill Leavenworth, Sound Engineer
Services: Production of industrial, documentary, sales promotion, public relations, training, educational motion pic-

and sound slidefilms, specializing
Facilities:
newspaper operations.
Complete production facility includes
16mm camera equipment; 35mm slide
camera; 16mm magnasync recording and
re-recording equipment; interlock projector; lighting equipment; fully equipped
editing room; shooting stage; film distribution and maintenance equipment.
RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Pictures: San Diego Highlights
of 1970; Up, Up and Away; Firemen On
The Move (City of San Diego); South
Bay Daily Breeze (Copley Newspapers),
circle 774 on reader service card
tures

Services: Planning, writing and production of industrial and sponsored motion
pictures; TV commercials: live staging
for industry, sales meetings, pageants,

location

St.,

217/544-5711, John
L. Satterlee; Suite 421 Land Title
Bldg., 235 Broadway, San Diego,.
Calif. 92101, Phone: 714/234-7111,
Thomas Pike; c/o 1139 Waieli St.,
Honolulu, Hawaii 96819, Phone: 31778, Jack Heintz; The Sacramento
Union, 1910 Capitol Ave., Sacramento, Gal., Jack Harrington.
G. Howard Matson, Jr., Producer-

Dir.

special

Office, are dept., ani-

Penetrating Eye (Eli Lilly & Co.); WonThings (Dow Coming
dering About
Corp.); Laboratory of The Body (National Institute of Healht).
circle 773 on reader service card

D.C.;
Ford, 4413 Ridge St.,
Chevy Chase, Md. Phone: (301)
012-4206, St. Louis, Missouri; Daniel J. Brady, 2828 Willow, Granite
City, 111. Phone: (618) TR 6-2030
Date of Organiation: 1952
Jerry Warner, President/Exec. Prod.-

ing,

Each nins:

mation camera, editing, projection room,
55' X 45' stage.
RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Pictures: Seven Films On
Fundamentals of Nutrition (The Dairy
Council of Calif.); Postpartum HemorPrarmaceutical
Corp.);
hage
(Ortho

G.

Creative Dir.

Calif.

Helen R. Wexler, Office Manager
Services: Education and medical-educational motion pictures. Specialized serv16mm and 35mm production,
ices of
color printing, animation and equipment

Elihu Winer, Vice President
Washington,
Representatives:

Marketing Direct.
C. Elihu Winer, Vice President,

INC.

(213) IIO 2-6671
Date of Incroporation: 1961
Sy Wcxler. Owner-Prodiicer-Director-

JERRY WARNER & ASSOCIATES

V. M. Warner, Vice-President
Treasurer
Melvin A. Rathmann, Vice President,

Los Angeles,

Phome

8615 Santa Monica Blvd., Los
Angeles, Calif. 90069
Phone: (213) 655-4884
Branch Offices: Jerry Warner &
Assoc, 510 E. 84th St., New York,
RH4-1229
Phone:
(212)
N.Y.

Edgar

St.,

90038

The Third World
(Poloroid Corp.);
(Speculative); Richard Nixon Campaign
(Fuller, Smith, Ross).
circle 771 on reader service card

(Ice

Inc.

WEXLER FILM PRODUCTIONS,

design.

educational films dealing with the complexities of change, principally in the
areas of youth, race, business and industry, community development and the impact of technology on education.

Rich.Trd Urie, Vice President
Don Riedel. Production
Ahmed Lateef, Director

Van Praag Productions,

on reader service card

LOS ANGELES

in

The Guide You Need

All

Year

Extra copies of this 21st .Annual
Production Review are available by
mail (while supply lasts) at $2.00
sent postpaid when payment
accompanies order. Better yet, order
a year's subscription & and get BUSINESS SCREEN each month for only
$5.00 in the U.S. and Canada.

each,

on reader service card
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CYPRESS FILMS
P.O.

Box 4872,

Services:

93921

Carniel, Calif.

Phone: (408) 624-5005
Date of Organization: 1965
Richard Avila, President
Eleanor Avila, Vice President
Jane Fitz Randolph, Script Writer
Services: Complete motion picture sersimple
animation
including
vices,

—

Specializing

education films.

in

Facili-

ties: Complete facilities for the producmotion pictures.
tion of

16mm

PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Pictures; The Dream That Became California; Multi-media Centers
RECENT

And

Their Uses.
circle 775 on reader service card

filming,

processing,

sound

re-

cording and mixing, editing and printing,
film commercial still photography. Facilities: Equipped for studio or locaStudio, conference
tion 16mm filming.
and screening room with interlocking
projection and editing benches including
a Moviola Editor. Nagra sound recorders.

and

Eclair and Arriflex
lightweight quartz

ment.
RECENT

PRODUCTIONS

Motion Pictures:

16mm
AND

KNTV Story (KNTV

Jose, Calif.); Fire Prevention spots

San
(Bay Area Fire Chiefs Assoc); Night
of Day You Are The Prey (Santa Clara
Sheriffs Dept.). Stripfilms: The Bestline National Marketing Plan (Bestline
Products);
Your Golden Opportunity
(Golden Products International).
circle 776 on reader service card

SCOPE PRODUCTIONS,

INC.

P.O. Box 5515, 950 North
Fresno, Calif. 93755

Van

SPONSORS

Right

—

—

Returning (D.C. Dawson).

circle 778 on reader service card

INC.

241 West "G" St., San Diego, California 92101
Phone: (714) 233-6513
Date of Incorporation: 1954
Branch: 6640 Sunset Blvd., Hollywood, Calif. 90028. Phone: (213)
467-3191
Roger Tilton, President
Phillip R. Rosenberg, Production
Supervisor

Mickey LeBeau, Comptroller
Services: Motion picture and filmstrip
production, TV commercials: government
and

industrial films:

live action

and

ani-

x 60' sound
stage, offices, editing rooms, theater (16/
35mm), 16/35mm cameras, 100 K lighting, standing sets, full sweep eye, vemation.

Facilities:

60'

hicles.

circle 779 on reader service card

Secretary/Treasurer

Services: Complete motion picture proservice,
consultation,
training
duction
documentaries,
film, TV commercials,
TV series, multi-media design, produc-

GEORGE VAN VALKENBURG
PRODUCTIONS
5060 Hood Drive, Woodland HilU,
Calif. 91364
Phone: (213) 346-4472
George Van Valkenburg, Wrtier/Exec.
Producer
John F. Dougherty, Writer/Producer
Marlene Calaway, Associate Producer
David Goldhor, Director of Photography
Services; 16mm film and videotape production for Public Television and indusfilm clients, specializing in Science
Technology. Treatments, scriptwriting
or complete production. British affiliate
provides all European services plus stock
footage library and search.
Contractor. Facilities: Eclair cordless
sync unit, complete editing facilities.
horizontal table available.

USAF BOA

KEM

RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Pictures: Dutch Treat (Van de
Kamps Bakeries); El Camino In The
70'.s (El Camino College); Rational Air
Marketing;
Welcome To The USA;

Film editing, sound prohouse printing, graphics,
duction,
in
multi-media
presentations,
darkroom,
preview room.
RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Pictures: Where Are You Go(Older Americans Organization).
ing
Slidefilms: Land Development (SKA),
circle 777 on reader service card

That's Affirmative Action: This PlaceThe Pidse (McSpace: Transportation
Proposal
Donnell
Douglas);
Film (Oibic Corporation); 20 Interface
Public TV episodes (U. S. Dept. of

SUPER 8MM PRODUCTIONS

Extra copies of this 21st Annual
Production Review are available by
mail (while supply lasts) at $2.00
each, sent postpaid when payment
accompanies order. Better yet, order
a year's subscription & and get BUSINESS SCREEN each month for only
$5.00 in the U.S. and Canada.

tion. Facilities:

505 North Bush Street, Anaheim,
California 92805
Phone: (714) 837-8257
Date of Organization: 1969
Dudley H. Hosea, Director of
Photography
Fred L. Walterreit, Production Director
138

OREGON
GRAPHICS-WEST
1660 Willamette. Eugene. Ore. 97401
Phone: (503) 344-1625
Date of Organization: 1970

Dan

Pelletier,

Elwin Shorey.

Advertising Services
Artist, Designer,

Calligrapher

Jim Hosmer, Photo Journalist
John Lynch, Commercial Photographer
Services: Commercial film and photo
service, 16mm and filmstrip production,
scriptwriting, recording,

AB

editing. Title

and title production. Facilities: Cinema-Beaulieu DS mobile system, still
b&w or color photo facilities storyboard,
layout, artwork, editing and cutting, mixing and recording. All sizes still equipment with all combinations of optics.
RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Pictures: Wilvaco Strapper;
Cedar Rustic (Willamette Valley Mfg.
Co.); Controversy (Individual air quality
participants). Slidefilms: Why Quality
Engineering
Control
(Timber
Co.art

TECO).
circle 781

on reader service card

GREEN ASSOCIATES ADVERTISING
1176 West

7th, Eugene, Oregon 97402
P.O. Box 2565

Phone: (503) 343-2548
Date of Organization:

1963
Beverly Green, President, General

Mgr.
Jack

W. Whyte, Regional Accounts

Roy

Feiring, Creative Director

William H. Green, Sound Director
Advertising, public relations,
industrial, education and training motion
commercials and programs;
pictures;
sound slidefilms, scripting, artwork, tilting. Facilities:
sales-aid films for

Services:

—

Ness,

B. Preston Wilhite, Vice President

McKim,

AND

Motion Pictures: Trade Show High(Herman RiedeV Flanders Co.);
lights
A Day At Our Cat Shelter (The National Cat Protection Society); Red

trial

Phone: (209) 268-0251
Date of Organization: 1966
Robert B. Seeching, President
P.

8mm

PRODUCTIONS

RECENT

equip-

SPONSORS

demon-

ration.

cameras

lighting

sales,

motion pictures
format for original

ROGER TILTON FILMS,

Calif.

Allen T. Gilliland, President
Donald Dulmage, Vice President,
General Manager
Jan Morgan, Secretary
Gary Moser, Treasurer
Services: Complete motion picture film
production services, script research and
writing,

of

training

photography. Production services are directed toward customers where budget is
an important factor, and where the
Super 8mm size can be used to advantage. Location photography in plant and
office. Facilities: Scripts, Super 8mm
Beaulieu cameras, titles, editing and nar-

PANORAMA FILM PRODUCTIONS
645 Park Avenue, San Jose,
95114
Phone: (408) 286-5295
TWX: 910-338-0157
Date of Organization: 1969
Date of Incorporation: 1969

Production

and
using Super
stration,

—

ACMR

Commerce).
circle 780

on reader servic ecard

The Guide You Need

All

Year

TV

8mm

use with any recognized projection equipment. Animation production. On-location mobile film unit for 16mm b&w and
color films and
slide originals,
circle 782 on reader service card

35mm

NORTHWESTERN INCORPORATED
MOTION PICTURES & RECORDINGS
Oil S.W. Hooker St., Portland, Ore.
97201
Phone: (503) 224-3456
Date of Organization: 1953
Robert M. Lindahl, President
Sheldon Goldstein, Vice-President,
Exec. Producer
Dan Biggs, Producer
John Mincey Jr., Director of
Photography
Services:

Public

relations;

sales;

indus-

and training motion pictures; TV
commercials and programs; sound slidetrial

films; multi-media slide film presentations or motion picture with digital programmers; scripting, and storyboards;

animation,

16mm

and

tilting,

35mm

scoring.

Facilities:

photography.

Still

photography, Dynalens image stabilizer
system, remote trucks, lighting. Moviola
editors, cutting rooms, animation stand
and camera,
music and effects
library, 5 channel interlock projection system, 16mm and 35mm theatre. Recording V4" Vz" 16mm or multi channel to 8
track. Disc recording.
Motion Pictures: The Story of Human
Enterprise; Swing Into The 70's (Georgia Pacific Corp.); Trojan For Tomorrow (Portland General Electric Co.);
Columbia River Environment (Corps of
Engineers). Slidefilms: Mutual Funds
circle 783 on reader service card

BUSINESS SCREEN

WASHINGTON
MARVIN ALBERT MOTION MEDIA FILM
1003 Unora. Seattle. Wash. 98121
2-4442
Phone: (206)
Date of Organization: 1968
Marvin Albert, Writer/Producer/

MU

Director
writing,
Concept,
research,
Services:
production, directing, photography, editing, sound and consulting services for
motion picture and television producers. l-'.\ciLrnEs: Editing studio. Arriflex
16mm equipment.

RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
-MoiioN PicTLRrs: A Group Called Us
(Design For Washington); Year End
(Pacific Northwest Bell); Geomentary
Definition: Area and Pi: Rigid Motions
(Carl B. .Mlendocrfer). Slidlfii ms: Lou

Lou Haron Oregon (Pacific Northwest Bell): Annual Report (Weyerhaeuser Co.); Communications Pitch (Bozell
Harris Report on Washington:

&

ABC

CAMERON FILM PRODUCTIONS
COMPANY
222 Minor Avenue North, Seattle.
Washington 98109
Phone: (206) 623-4103
Date of Organization: 1955; Inc.: 1967
Richard W. Cameron, PresidentProducer
L. H. Zwilgmeyer, Vice President,
Director-Chief Editor
Donald Egerstrom. Chief Cameraman
Buela Armstrong, Film Librarian
Services: 16nim and 35mm sales, ad-

LOUIS
Box 98

PRODUCTIONS

Motion Pictures:

Jet

AND

SPONSORS

For All Seasons;

747 (The Boeing Co.);
What About Washington (University of
Ei^ht
Football
Washinston):
Pacific
Assignment:

Highlights

(Humble OU & Refining Co.);

Simpson Newsreel 1970 Simpson Timber Co.); Desert Carmel; Tzama (Wendell

West).
circle 785

on reader service card

COFFIN CHRISTENSEN, TODD, INC.
619 E. Pine St., Seattle, Washington
98122
Phone: (206) 325-5920
Date of Organization: 1966
Ken P. Todd, Partner
James L. Coffin, Partner
David G. Christensen, Partner
Larry G. Nelson, Production Manager
Services: .Animated and live action motion pictures and filmstrips; undeiTvater
photography and ski footage. Facilities:
Complete animation capability, including
16mm Acme system animation stand with
Acme camera. Computer calculated camera moves. Live action capabilities including 46 ft. location yacht. Complete
editing facilities including 16 '16 Moviola.
Xerox produced animation eels.

NOVEMBER,

1970

HUBER PRODUCTIONS

—

Northern Films)

Main

Office Station, Seat-

Wash. 98111
Phone: (206) 282-6362
tle.

Date of Organization: 1952
Louis R. Huber, President
Lydia M. Huber. Vice President
Helen Bertram. Secretary
Services: Educational, promotional and
public relations motion pictures.
color and B&W. F.\cilities: Bell

plication.

16mm

.Ascor

studio

strobe

AND

PRODUCTIONS

lights.

SPONSORS

Motion

Pictures:
Invisible
Bride
(Washington Gas Co.); Paneling Clinic
(Welerhaeuser);
The
Great
Shikar
(World Adventure Enterprises). Slidefilms: Hartstene Poinie (Weyerhaeuser); Unique Zipper (Hugh Watson).
circle 789 on reader service card

RARIG'S INC.
Film Productions and

Distribution Div.

and Eastman motion-picture camHasselblad. Rolleiflex and Contax
cameras: wide assortment of lenses;

2100 N. 45th SL, Seattle, Wash. 98103
Phone: (906) ME 3-3878
Date of Incorporation: 1946
.Max H. Rarig. President

field-operations
truck;
Magnesync recorder, multi-channel sound editing; highfidelity tape recorders; music and sound-

Edith A. Rarig. Vice-President
Robert J. Paulive, Production Mgr.
Services: Public relations, sales promo-

well,
eras;
still

effects

& Ho-

libraries.

lee:

industrial

tion,

AND

SPONSORS
Motion Pictures: Ozette Village, CouPRODUCTIONS

RECENT

Red Man; Tundra; Spare That River

programs

circle 787

on reader service card

320 Aurora .4venue North, Seattle,
Wash. 98109
2-3555
Phone: (206)
Date of Organization: 1966
Bernard Roederer, General Manager
Peter D'.Amelio, Sales and Distribution

MU

and training
commercials.

TV

films.

Complete

Special
services
include:
writing, directing, editing, recording, stu-

animation, mixing and origComplete underwater photogFacilities:
16mm and 35mm

facilities,

inal music.

raphy.

KING SCREEN PRODUCTIONS
Division of King Broadcasting Company

and

productions.
dio

(Self).

16mm

RECENT

R.

(Affiliate:

cilities:

ment.

on reader service card

RECENT

vertising, public relations and training
motion pictures: shorts. .Ml services from
Fainitial research to final utilization.

16mm and 35mm cameras;
and 35mm animation and stopmotion camera. Magnasync and V4"
pulse sync sound systems for studio or
2500 sq. ft. shooting stage;
location.
16mm and
room;
Studio;
screening
35mm editing equipment; dubbing equipment with optical and mag. playback;
sync magnetic interlock equip1 6mm

Jacobs).
circle 786

RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Sponsors: Cinecrcst. Inc.; Cue Productions: Cameron Film Production: Commercial Production: Sidney J. Stiber Productions: Bob Willey Productions; Pal
Productions: Northwestern. Inc.; .Maska
Film Studios: Cangary. Ltd.; Cole &
Weber. Inc.; Bozell & J.icobs: King Screen
Productions: Northwest Sound and Production Services: Allied Motion Picture
Center. Inc.; Zeiff Productions; United
States Department of Agriculture;
News Special Events.
circle 784 on reader service card

Report

ris

NORTHWEST
Advertising and commercial still photography. Each ities: Sound shooting. Arriflex
& .Mitchell cameras. Lighting,
movialo editing.
Ampex. Rangertone,
Magnasync Mag film equipment. Facilities
for interlocks, sync projection,
and sound mixings. Recording studio
w/.Ampex. Custom High speed tape du-

cameras, blimp.

16mm

magnetic recordequipment.
housings, marine exposure
meters, lighting equipment.

sound
Underwater
ing,

stage,

lighting

PRODUCTIONS

RECENT

AND

SPONSORS

Motion

Picture: Safety In Plywood
Mfg. (Group of Manufacturers).
circle 790 on reader service card

Manager
Paul Preuss, Creative Manager
Tom Kirkman, Production Mgr.
Services: Complete motion picture production facilities, both 16mm and 35mm,
in

studio

and on location: educational,

commercial, industrial, entertainment and
documentary production for television,
promotional, or theatrical release. Facilities: Cameras (Eclair, Arriflex. Mitchell), sound recorders
(Nagras III and
IV), sound mixers (Magna-Tech, Estrex,
5 channel 16/35). camera mounts, animation stand, editing rooms (4 Moviolas), room (two music libraries and 17hour sound effects library), and offices.
RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Pictures: Men At Bay; The
Rebels/271; Parent Problem; Theseus
And The Minotaur; Treehouse; Garbage; Opus Op; Snow; Wheels, Wheels,
Wheels.
circle 788 on reader service card

MULTI MEDIA PRODUCTIONS
1200 Stewart Street, Seattle, Wash.
98101
Phone: (206) 624-8390
Date of Organization: 1954

Lew

J.

Lyle C.

Ted R.
Richard
Willard

Sermces:

Lathrop, President
Thompson, Vice President
Ward, Vice President
G. Larson, Vice President
R. Purves, Vice President
Motion picture production; in-

industrial films; sales and training films,
television commercials; slide films production, film strip production. Complete
sound recording and record pressing.

HAWAII
& McGlone Films
Marina Towers. 1765 Ala
Moana Blvd.. #1480, Honolnlu,
Hawaii 96815
Cats

Ilikai

Phone: 946-3565
(See complete listing under Los Angeles)

CINE'-PIC HAWAII
1847 Pacific Heights Road. Honolulu,
Hawaii 96813
Phone: 5332677
Date of Organization: 1947
George Tahara, Owner-Producer
Lloyd Stone, Writer
Teri Tai. Sound
Tiki George, Music Editor

Services:

Complete

16mm

production

for motion pictures and TV. Facilities:
.Arriflex S, M. & BL, .Auricon 600, Nagra

Neopilotone,

magnetic

Westrex,

recorders;

and Magna-sync
Maurer Optical;

Magna-sync dubbers and mixers.
shots;

music

library;

animation.

Stock
Pro-

ducer Ser\ice.

RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
-Motion Pictures; Hawaii for Expo 70
(State of Hawaii); R. Likert (University
of Hawaii); Asian Students (USLA); TV
filming for: N. W. Aver & Son; Fawcett
McDermott.; Carlos Rivas Assoc.; Democratic

Party, etc.
circle 791 on reader service card
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CANADA

tie Constructors); Challenge of the Nelson; Meeting The Challenge (Manitoba

Hydro).

ALBERTA

circle 794

on reader service card

CANAWEST/IVIASTER FILMS LTD.
- 17 Avenue S.W., Calgary 6,

815

Alberta

ONTARIO

Phone: (403) 245-2266
Date of Organization: 1955
David Mintz, President
William Marsden, Vice-Pres.,
Operations Mgr.
Robert Willis, Vice-Pres., Film Director
R. Ron Brown, Director, Supervising
Editor
Services: Motion picture and sound film
strips for industry, education and tourism.
Television commercials, live-action and
animated. Services to independent producers. Facilities: Auricon Super 1200,
Arriflex, Beaulieu, Bolex, Cine Special
cameras; art and animation department;

and cutting rooms, full lighting;
recording and dubbing.
RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Get Away
Motion Pictures: Yukon
Country (Yukon Dept. of Tourism); The
Zoo and You! (Calgary Zoological Soc);

editing

—

Dawning (Alberta Dept. of Education);
Growing Together (Alberta Govt. Telephones); Not Trees Alone (Alberta Forestry Dept.).
circle 792

on reader service card

BRITISH COLUMBIA
Chetwynd Films, Ltd.
St., Vancouver
British Columbia

1118 Melville

Toronto,

LTD.

Prov., Ontario, 290
Phone: (416) 920-8270
Date of Organization: 1969
John F. Bassett, President

Wh.

Marshall, Vice President
Gilbert W. Taylor, Vice President
L, Nichols, Director
Services: Feature film production. Facilities: Complete crews, scripting, direction and production, screens facilities.

PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Pictures: Dr. Frankenstein on
Campus (Agincourt Prod.)
RECENT

circle 795 on reader service card

PRODUCTIONS LTD.
4 New St., Toronto 5, Ontario
Phone: (416) 925-2281
Date of Organization: 1956
J. J. Chisholm, President
M. di Tursi, Secretary, Treasurer

—

—

location

SPONSORS

Pictures: Be Woods Wise;
Northern Parks: Whirly Bird Geologists
(Ontario Government); The Voyageur
Highway (N. W. Canoe Co.); Cassiar

Motion

LEW PARRY FILM PRODUCTIONS

LTD.
1759 Capilano Road, North Vancouver,

RC

Road

Phone: (604) 988-2755
Date of Organization: 1947
L. M. Parry, President-Producer
E. H. Parry, Secretary-Treasurer
R. J. G. Richards, Solicitor
Services: Motion picture production, industrial, films, feature flims, television

programming, packaging. Facilities: Offices and studio.
RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Pictures: Kitimat, The Great
Adventure (Aluminum Co. of Canada);
The New Columbia ( B.C. Hydro & Power Authority); New C.N.R. Lift Bridge
(Foundation Engineering of Canada);

More Power To You

(B.C.

Hydro &

Power Authority).
circle 793

on reader service card

WESTERN FILMS LIMITED
757 St. Mary Road, Winnipeg
Manitoba, Canada
Phone: (204) 253-0064
Date of Organization: 1964
G. T. Henning, President

8,

E. F, Henning, Vice President
R. Sanders, Editing

C. Wong, Chief Cinematographer
Services: Motion pictures, TV films,
TV Commercials, live and animated.
Facilities: Creative department, animation, sound, recording and mixing, studio.

RECENT

PRODUCTIONS

AND

SPONSORS

Motion Pictures: Grain Handling In
Canada (Canadian Grain Comm.); ManFloodway (Manitoba Dept. of
Agriculture ); The Kettle Project (Ketitoba

140

(Cassiar Asbestos).
circle 796 on reader service card

CHETWYND

FILMS, LTD.

10 Banigan Drive, Toronto 17,
Ontario
Phone: (416) 421-8820
Date of Incorporation: Ontario
British Columbia— 1960
Branch: Chetwynd Films, Ltd.,

— 1950

Melville

Vancouver

St.,

MU

5,

1164
B.C.

5-0027. A.
Phone: Code 604;
P. Gardner, Mgr.
Arthur Chetwynd, President & Gen.
Mt;r.

Gerald S. Kedey, Vice Pres.
Production & Finance
Marjory Chetwynd, Vice-President
Secretary-Treasurer
Robin Chetwynd, Sales

Rep.
Services:
sport,

&

Production

35/I6/8mm

production, color
tion,

&

motion picture
and b&w, for educa-

travel,

industry,

advertising,

public relations, television, including rephotography, editing,
writing,
search,
titling, printing, set design and artwork.
Full compleSlidefilms and filmstrips.
ment microphones; voice recording studio; small sound stage; sound cutting;

music & effects library,
RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND
Motion Pictures: Stanley

Hockey

SPONSORS

Cup

1970

Services,
League
Inc.); Manitoba Festival Country (Manitoba Dept. of Tourism & Recreation),
circle 797 on reader service card

(National

government,

education

and

television;

plus recording, editing, animation and
extensive laboratory services. Facilities:
42,000 sq. ft. studio buildings, 40-acre
studio lot, two sound stages and two re35mm
cording studios. 21 cameras:
and Maurer 16mm Optical recordings; 1
12-channel and 1 6-channeI re-recording

RECENT

Baker, Librarian
J. Davey, Director
Services: Industrial, educational motion
pictures, extensive stock shot library
One million feet of 1 6mm original color
Five million feet features. Facilities:

—

3513.
F. R. Crawley, C. A., President
Graeme Eraser, Vice-President
Thomas Glynn, Vice-Pres., Special
Projects
Services: Motion pictures and slidefilms
for Canadian and United States industry,

theatres; Stancil-Hoffman 35/ 16mm magtrack
netic recording; Magna Tech 3
pick-up; animation department with Saltzman stands.

M.

Complete editing facilities
camera sound equip.
RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND

Phone: (613) 728-3513
Date of Organization: 1939
Branch Offices: 93 Yorkville Avenue,
Toronto. Phone: (416) 929-3337.
Mrs. O. J. Reynolds, Mgr., 1260
University
Avenue, Montreal 2,
Quebec. Phone:
(514) 861-9449.
Henry Strub, Mgr.
Associated Laboratory Company:
Graphic Films Limited, 19 Fairmont
Ave., Ottawa 3, Ont. Phone: 728-

RCA

JACK CHISKOLM FILM

—

MU

5-0027
A. P. Gardner, Manager
(See complete listing under
Ontario)

Phone:

55,

AGINCOURT PRODUCTIONS

Suite 8A, 60 Pleasant Blvd., Toronto,

CRAWLEY FILMS LIMITED
19 Fairmont Avenue, Ottawa 3,
Ontario

PRODUCTIONS

AND

SPONSORS

Motion Pictures:

Best of Breed; Le
Boeuf a Son Meilleur (Steinbergs Ltd.);
(Canadian Hospital
A Hospital Is
Assoc, & Johnson & Johnson); Beauty
And You (Noxema Chemical Co.);
Satellite Communciations de L'avenir au
Canada (Northern Electric Co.); Operation Oil (Ministry of Transport) Tea,
Pot Pourri (Tea Council of Canada); To
Inner Space (Hoffman-Laroche); Multi.

plicity

.

(Canadian

.

Canada
What On Earth

Pacific);

8:30' (Volkswagen);
Casey Jones; What

at
Is

On

Earth is Conservation; What On Earth Is Out Of
Her Mind: Wliat On Earth Do You Say,
Mr. Sun; Wliat On Earth Is Cornucopia;
What On Earth Is A Good Sport; What
On Earth Is Three Score and Ten; What
On Earth Is Where You Are; What On
Earth Is Happv: Who On Earth Will
Share His Table; What On Earth And In
The Sea: What On Earth Goes Bump In
The Night; What On Earth Have You
Done, Mr. Christian; What On Earth Is
Music; What On Earth Are Other Noises;
Wliat On Earth Does She Want; What
On Earth Is Going On; What On Earth
Is Prayer; Who On Earth Is David; Who
On Earth Let This Out of the Bottle
(Canadian Broadcasting Corp.); Constructive Credit (Industrial Acceptance
Corp.); Birth Of The Province (Manitoba Museum of Man And Nature); The
Builders (Canadian Council of Professional Engineers); Unemployment InsurThe Seventies; L'assuranceance In
au Cours des Anees 70 (Unemployment
Insurance Comm.).
circle 798 on reader service card

GRAPHIC FILMS LIMITED
(Associated With Crawley Films Ltd.)

19 Fairmont Avenue, Ottawa 3,
Ontario
Phone: (613) 728-3513
F. R. Crawley, C. A., President

Graeme Eraser, Vice-President
W. O'Earrell, Manager
Glenn Robb, Lab Manager
Sally MacDonald, Producers Services
Mgr.

BUSINESS SCREEN

Ron Kennedy,

Office

Manager &

Scheduling
Skrvices: Laboratory and producers' services company associated with Crawley
Films Ltd. Undertakes the printing &
processing of 16 35mm b&w films, 16mm
Ektachrome processing, 16mm b&w reversal processing; also
I6mni additive
color printing, internegs color positive
prints.
Ektachrome masters & reversal
color prints. Scene-to-scene color corrections. Facilitiis: Include cutting & inspection rooms; printing department includes both step & continuous printer.
Control & processing departments. Production services (titles, animation, editing
& recording).
circle 799 on reader service card

Lawerence Marshall Productions,

Ltd.

32 Benvick Avenue Toronto, Canada
197
Phone: (416) 487-2871

Lawernce Marshall. President
(See complete listing under Melandrea,
Inc., New York City)

MARSHALL/TAYLOR PRODUCTIONS
LIMITED
Suite 8.4. 60 Pleasant Blvd..

Toronto

290. Ontario

Phone: (416) 920-3141
Marshall, President
Gilbert W. Tavlor, Vice President
Robert E. Stafford. SecretaryTreasurer

Motion picture production,
scripting and direction, productng, public relations and promotion.
F.^cilities:

Complete crews and screening facilities,
RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Ficttjres:

Mississauga

(S,

(Imperial Oil Ltd.).
circle 800 on reader service card

J.

MEYER PRODUCTIONS

ROSE-MAGWOOD PRODUCTIONS
9 New Street. Toronto. Canada

PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Pictures:
The Systems Approach To Building Design (The Steel
Co. of Canada); The Man And The Boy
(Halton County, Ontario): Years Of Her-

Motion

itage (Lincoln County, Ontario); Niagara
Grape and Wine Festival (Niagra Festival); The Story of A General (Eastern
Construction Ltd.).
circle 801 on reader service card

MOTION PICTURE CENTRE LIMITED
10 Banigan Drive, Toronto, Ontario

Phone: (416) 421-8820
Date of Incorporation: 1953
G, S. Kedey, President
Norah Kedey, Secretary /Treasurer
Services: Motion pictures and slidefilms
for TV, industry, sales promotion, staff
training, religious, travelogues and public
relations use.
FACiLrriEs: Aniflex
1970

Productions,

Ltd.

Denham

Studios,

Denham, Ur. Uxbridge, Middlesex,
Phone: Denham 2625. Ken Cam-

TEACHER MADE FILMS, LTD.
4 New Street, Toronto 5, Ontario
Phone: 925-2281
Date of Organization; 1950
John J. Chisholm, President
M. di Tursi, M.A., Secretary-Treasurer
J, Davey, Director
M, Baker, Film Librarian
Services: Educational motion pictures
and slidefilms; stock shot library over
500,000 ft. 16mm Ektachrome Canadian

—

scenic, industrial, wildlife, etc. Facili1,000,000 feet
ties: Stockshot Library
16mm original color. 5,000,000 feet feaand color. Supplying
ture films
stockshots to educational TV, film producers and advertising agencies,

(See complete listing under J. Chisholm
Film Productions, Ltd. Toronto)
circle 803 on reader service card

QUEBEC

eron, Director. Anvil Films (ScotLtd.
Gordon Chambers,
land),
Mitchell St., Glasgow, Mrs, Russell,
Scottish Representative,
The Lord Archibald, Chairman
Ken Cameron, O.B.E., B, Sc,
R.K.T. Scrivener, R.I.C.H. Warren
Rowland W. M., Wright, C. A.,
Directors

Services: Film production and sound recording. Facilities: Full 35mm music recording and re-recording. 35mm and
16mm cameras and cutting rooms. Loca-

and lights.
PRODUCTIONS AND

tion facilities

RECENT

SPONSORS

Don't Make Me
Pictures:
Laugh: Crime Doesn't Pay (Children's
Film Foundation); Dial 999 (Film und

Motion

Germany); The

Bild,

Roman-

Practical

(Film of Scotland): Work Study In
The Clothing Industry: Inlerfirm (British
Productivity Council); Violin Part II;
Piano Pari II: We Make Music series.
Also various films for the Central Office
of Information, Min. of Defense and
Services Kinema Corp.
tic

ARMADA PRODUCTIONS
86 Wardour Street, London W. 1,
England
Phone: (o1) 437-2233
Date of Organization: 1947
John Dooley, Producer
Producers of documentary,
Services:
and educational
industrial,
theatrical,
.

Crawley Films Limited
Suite 41, 1260 University Ave.,

Montreal 2. Quebec
Phone: (514) 861-9449

Henry Strub, Manager
listing

see

Ottawa,

On-

tario area)

films.

Facilities:

for 16 and

?5mm

All location facilities
film production.

PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Pictures: Romanian Rhapsody
(Romanian Tourist Office); Land Of
RECENT

BELGIUM

The Grape

SOFEDI-FILMS
Avenue

RECENT

NOVEMBER,

INC.

City).

Services:

Creative department; studio, titles; 16mm
production equipment; sound recording.

DENHAM

Phone: (416) 929-0221

Phone: (416) 628-8314
Date of Oreanization: 1958
Robert J. Meyer. Producer, Writer.

Motion pictures for industry
and commerce, government. Facilities:

Studios,

U.K.
Phone:
3522
Date of Incorporation: 1952
Branch Offices: Realist Film Unit,
Ltd., 9 Great Chapel St., London
Wl. Phone: Gerrard 5477. Rowland
M. Wright, Secretary. World Mirror

Zale Magder, Executive in Charge
(See complete listing under New York

32 Tneedsmuir Ave.. Dundas. Ontario

Editor

North Orbital Road,
Denhani, Nr. U-xbridge, Middlesex,

Commerciai.s:
(Dept.
Super Snowplough
Highof
ways); Pollution Spot (Energy & Resources Management); Hinterland Who's
Who (National Film Board of Canada),
circle 802 on reader service card

(For complete

ROBERT

LTD,

Denham

TV

(Imperial Oil Ltd.).

B.

McLaughlin .Assoc.); Age of Leather
(Leather Bureau of Canada); Leather
Now (Tanners Association of Canada);
Non-Medica' Use Of Drugs (Ont. Dept.
of Education). Video-Tapes: Encounter

ANVIL FILM & RECORDING GROUP

RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Pictlres: Go Ontario (Ontario
Dept. of Highways); On Camera '69

B/W

Services:

ENGLAND

facilities,

—

Wm.

Motion

cameras, Magnasync and Ampex recording equipment, editing, writing, screening

de

Brussels,

rHippodrome.
Belgium

147-1050

Phones: 47-10-03; 47-28-77
Date of Incorporation: 1948
G. A. Magnel, President
D. Roelofs, Director of Photography
Services:
Complete production from
script to screen for business, documentary and educational films. Non-theatical
distribution
of sponsored, educational,
training and manasement. Charter member of the International Quorum of MoProducers for Belgium.
tion
Picture
for Belgium.
Member of
cameras;
Facilities:
16
and

INFORFILM
35mm

lighting;
animation departColortran
ment, viewing theatre, editing rooms picture and sound.

RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Pictures: Don't Skip It, Dart
(Dart Containerline); Nothing To
It
(Sodresid);
From Ghent to
Report
Terneuzen (De Meyer Cy); Le Foam-

au
(doming

glas

Balen

Service

du

Europe);

Plant

Montagne).

(Zinc

Froid

(Pittsburgh

Montagne,
Vielle
Vieille
Refineries

(Italian Institute); Solar Sys-

tems (Intern. Film Bureau); Plate TechIronics (Educational Foundation); Queen
Of English Cities (York Corporation).
Associated Film Consultants, Inc.
54 Bonscr Road, Twichenham, Mddx,

London
Phone: 892.8659
(See complete listing under

New York

City)

MARTIN BENSON FILMS, LTD.
53, Thcobold Street. Boreham
Hertfordshire. England

Wood,

Phone: 01-953-1592
Date of Organization: 1961
Martin Ben"son. Executive Producer
Paul Gane. Sales & Laison
Services: 35mm and 16mm production,
including research, script and completion,
.Anywhere in the world. Projection theatre (16mm optical and magnetic). Cutting rooms (35mm and 16mm). Recording Theatre. .Art Department. Distribution to
subjects.
versions.

TV

internationally

for

suitable

Completion services. Foreign
Documentary; commercials; en141

tertainment series
Units available.

RECENT

for

PRODUCTIONS

TV.

AND

Facilities:

SPONSORS

Motion

Pictures: Dialot^ For Three
(International Computers Ltd.); Galloping Gourmet; Love Etc. (Network TV);
Flair Path
To The Sun (Millbanks
Travel); Stealing Institute Learning Centers (Stealing Institute).

BIRCH-HILL FILM PRODUCTIONS LTD.
6 Dean St., London, W. 1, England
Phone: 01-734-3653
Dudley Birch, Cliairnmn & Producer
Douglas Hill. Director & Head of

Robert R. Bucknell, Managing Director
Jean P. N. Bucknell, Secretary
Services: Production, editing, dubbing,
completion services, camera units, camera hire, cutting room.
Editing rooms, Auricon,
eras, colortran lighting.

RECENT

Wild (East African Wild Life Society);
Processing Laboratory (Kodak Ltd.); Project Basingstoke (Automobile Assoc); Sing For' Your Supper
(Scottish Television); Perpetual Spring

A Modern

for

facilities

35mm.

TV

screen and

CINEMA ASSIGNMENTS,

also stills studio and stills laboratory.
Lighting; photographic and sound equipment for studio and location work. Research; script writing: art; animation;
titles,
etc.
Full
production
facilities
throughout the world.

RECENT

PRODUCTIONS

Motion Pictures:

AND

SPONSORS

Ni^lit

After Night
After Nif,>ht (Dudley Birch Films, Ltd.);
The Sunflower: Convenience Foods (Unilever Ltd.): Productions in Thialand;
Maylaysia; Singapore (Central Office of
Information). TV Commercials: For
West African/John Holt.

MYRON

L.

sex, England
Phone: 01-892-8659
Date of Organization: 1968
Diana M. Broun, Partner
Services: Production and producers repAffiliated

with

Associated

Film Consultants Inc. of New York,
Mercury Newsfilm, SB Modules Ltd.i
and Granville Television Studio Ltd.
Facilities: Studios, crews and actors
provided on "as required" basis.
RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Pictures: Discussing Credit Insurance (London Chamber of Commerce); A Closer Look (Central Office
of Information); Management Training
(Associated
British
Palhe).
MultiSlide: Four Islands Presentation (Trust
Houses Forte Hotels).

UK

world-wide
Studio,

films.
Specializing
in
assignments.
Facilities:

theatre:

rooms. Magnasync 16mm, Arrifle.x & Bcaulieu and Bell
& Howell camera equipment.
cutting

RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Pictures: One Steelworks
One .Contract (Davy-Ashmore Ltd.);
Long Sea Outfall (William Press); Highveld Process (Davy-United Ltd.); Mach-

—

anical Handling (Iliffe Exhibitiona Ltd.);
Homalon Castors (Homalon Ltd.).

CALEDONIAN FILM SERVICES
22 Greek

St.,

London, England

5LG
Phone: (01) 437-0702, 7110 or
07-914-3363
Date of Organization: 1957
142

offer

a

direct

concourse

S.

television, education, commercials, etc.
Facilities: Location crews, studio space
and a complete network of trade contacts throughout the European industry.

PRODUCTIONS

AND

SPONSORS

Libya/Graham

Gift of Islam
Associates, Inc.)

(Esso

WIV

A Flame

Children's

Home);

(See complete listing under Los Angeles)

WALTER GARTON FILM PRODUCTIONS
shire

Phone: Hull 657381
Date of Organization: 1958
Walter M. Garton, Proprietor
Services: Motion picture, 16mm, Shootediting,

recording, film projection
Facilities: Double headed proand recording (16mm).

RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Pictures: Marketing Gardening

Bean Garden Cente.) Sleepway To Europe, sound only (British
Transport
Docks Board); Ferry To
Sweden, sound only (Ellerman's Wilson
Line); The LigUtowler Story, extra sequence (Lightowler & Son, Ltd.); Various news and topical items for BBC TV
Regional/National Network.

LTD.

470/472 Green Lanes, Palmers Green,
London, England N. 13XF
Phone: 01-882-0177
Daet of Organization: 1946

W. H.
C. W.

Partnersliip

KINOCRAT HOUSE GROUP
SERVICES UNLIMITED

Kinocrat: Kinocrat Films Limited,
Gerald Cookson, Chief Executive;
Brian Gibson Associates, Brian Gibson. Chief Executive; Panthar Productions, Nik S. Cookson, Chief
Executive:
Educational
Training
Films, Frank Watson, Chief Executive: All located at 85 (jromwell
Rd., London.
Gerald Cookson, Managing Director
Brian Gibson, Teclniical Director
Ron Hyde. Office Manager
Services:
Script-to-screen
production
services for sponsored documentary and

TV

film-makers.

Baddeley, Managing Director
Bending. Educational Director
G. L. Smart, Production Director
R. L. Webb, Sales Director

A-V

Div. for filmstrips
Facilities:
Sound stage; 16mm and 35mm cutting
rooms; sound recording; titling; scripting,
animation. Permanent technical crews

sound

slides.

CCTV.

and staff.
RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Pictures: The Protectors (Mather & Piatt Ltd.); Ceramic Shell Moulding
(Monsanto Chemicals); Top-Line In-

(MST

Engineering); Prevention Of

Fire (Fire Protection Association); Safely In Sewers (Local Government Training Board).

LARKINS STUDIO LTD.
16 Henrietta

St.,

London

WC2E 8QH,

England
Phone: 01.836.5420
Beryl Stevens, Managing Director
Services: Producers of animated cartoon and diagram flims.
16mm and
35mm. slide films and filmstrips. Facilities: Rostrum cameras, animation department and editing.

RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Filmstrips:
A.ssignmcnt
Berm uda
(BOAC). Cartoon: Refining (British
Petroleum); Tlje Curious History of
Money (Barclavs Bank); The Electron's
Tale (Mullard Ltd.).

LION PACESETTER PRODUCTIONS

(Michael

GATEWAY FILM PRODUCTIONS

In

—

Line
Filmsense, Ltd.
Stonehouse, 28 - 40 BIshopsgate, London E.C. 2
Phone:
247 6555
Phillip J. Peacock, Advisor, Consultant

ing,

Telecommunications / ITT)
(Leprosy Mission);

(National
Peoples of China
(Gateway Educational); WiHiam Shakespeare
His Stagecraft (Gateway and
Coronet Films).

and

CYGNET FILMS, INC.
295 Northolt Road, South Harrow,
Middlesex, England
Phone: STDOI-422-7277
Rae Evans, Manager, Director
John Reeve, Manager, Director
(See complete listings under Wisconsin)

service.
jection

SPONSORS

Cromwell Road, London, SW 7
England
Phone: 01-370-2242
Production Groups in association with

companies and overseas
film operations. Industrial, documentraries,
corporate identity, and exposition
films designed to communicate the interests of American companies to the
international
community.
Cinematography by assignment for all media;

RECENT

AND

Materials Evaluation

(Standard
How Great
Adventures

85,

163 Woodland Dr. Aniaby, Hull, York-

JOHN BYRD PRODUCTIONS
61 Arthur Road, Wimbledon, London
S.W. 19
Phone: WIMWedon 2183
Date of Organization: 1946
John Byid, Producer-Director-Writer
Bettine Braham. Film Editor
Marian Ludin, Production Associate
Services: Documentary, travel, TV and
entertainment

We

between U.

Motion Pictures:

BROUN

54 Bonser Road. Twickenham Middle-

resentative.

Services:

PRODUCTIONS

Motion Pictures:

6,

England
Phone: (01) 731-1278
Date of Organization. 1970
Lewis W. Bushnell, President
Stuart A. Day, Vice-President

slidefilms. Specialists in public relations
films. Facilities: Studios 30 ft. x 26 ft.

rooms, animation.

INC.

875B Fulham Road, London S.W.

16mm, wide

motion pictures (live or
Commercials;
filmstrips;

animated).

Guide Association).

(Girl

Stage, 40' x 20'; sound recording, editing

RECENT

AND SPONSORS
Tlie Way Of The

PRODUCTIONS

Motion Pictures:

Technical Services
Services: Complete creative and production

Facilities: 5
Arriflex cam-

Services: Production of motion pictures
for industry, public relations, sales, training, education, religion. TV, Distributors
of educational films. Facilities: Sound

LTD.
Shepperton Studios, Shepperton,
Middlesex
Phone: Chertsey 2611
London Office: Broadwick House,
Broadwick Street, London W.l.
Phone: GERard 8676
Date of Incorporation: 1961
U.S. Representatives: Lion Pacesetter
Productions Ltd. John W. Conlin,
Sutie 709. 667 Madison .Avenue,
New York, N.Y. 10021. Phone:
(421

3371/2. Cable:
Linofilm
R.C.A.
Adrian Worker, Director

via

Ronald Spencer. Managing Director
John Boulting, Director
Robert Angell, Producer

BUSINESS SCREEN

Services: Specialized film production division of British I. ion Group; Producers
of feature, documentaries, .sponsored and
advertising films, T.V. and cinema commercials. Facii nil s: All the facilities of
Sheppcrton Studios: 40 culling rooms, 13
sound stages, scoring theatre, post synch
theatre, 3 viewing theatres, 2 dubbing
theatres.

Mercury Newsfilm
54 Bonser Road, Mddv, London
Phone: 892.8659
(See complete listing under New York
City)

MOTTERSHAW COMMERCIAL FILMS
Montgonicrj Studios, Union Road,
Sheffield SI

I.

Director
J. Taylor, Studio Manager
R. Gillot, Production Manager

K. Hyde, Sales Manager

16mm

Services:

Productions, sales, technical, educational, etc., sound recording,
mixing etc. Facilities: Dubbing theatre:
cutting rooms; studio 32' x 40'; preview
theatre. Front projection studio; comprehensive still dept. (Mottershaw photography).

RECENT

PRODUCTIONS

Motion Pictures:
(Deloro

(Davy &

R. C. Tyrell, Managing Director
T. D. Grosset, Sales Director
V. F. Burgess, Director

Services: Sound Services' distribution^ is
NCR/Elliot computer-controlled, providing dispatch,

AND

Stellitc

SPONSORS
Triboloev

in

Hydraulic Test Rig
United Eng. Co. Ltd.); Vacuum
Stellite);

Automation (Kilner Vacuumation Ltd.);
Automation After The Corrugator (Simon Engineering); Cranes & Excavators
II (Thomas Smith & Son Ltd.).
Piccadilly Film International Co., Ltd.

103 Windy Arbour, Kenilworth, Warwickshire England
(See complete listing under Texas)

THE RANK ORGANIZATION
(Short Films Group)
Hill Street,

London Wl,

PO Box

4NE.
Phone: 01-499 6353; Telex 263955
U.S. Office: 444 Madison Ave., N.Y.C.
Phone: HA 1-2315
Ian Latimer, Producer In charge
Anthony Pelissier, Producer
New York Office: Miss Eugenie

Kaufman
Services: Specialized films industry and
government. Facilities: three studios;
special effects, graphics and animation
departments. Worldwide film production
servicing.

RECENT

PRODUCTIONS

Motion

and report

facili-

some 550

clients.
Full library
include
promotion,
shipping,
maintenance, insurance and storage of
films.
Specialized promotion to selected
audiences is also available. Road show
campaigns include projection facilities for
non-equipped groups.
ties for
services

STEWART FILMS

AND

SPONSORS

Pictiirfs: Salesmanship Training Films:
Startina Tlie Interview;
Who Killed The Sale:- (Rank Audio
Visual); Management Training Films:
An Introduction To Problem Solving:

—

The Closed Problem; The Creative Problem;
Barriers;
Organizing
Yourself;
Listening (Rank Audio Visual); Carbon
Dioxide In Foundries (Distillers C02
Ltd.)

ROSE-MAGWOOD PRODUCTIONS

INC.

LTD.

2 Orchard Road, Malvern, Worcestershire, England
Phone: MALvem 4975
Date of Organization: 1950
Branch Office: Studio, Cutting Rooms
and Preview Theatre: 82/84 Clifton
Hill,
London, N.W. 8.
Phone:
MAIda Vale 7296; 1238 and 2229.
John R. F. Stewart, Managing

Director

Hugh Marsh. Director
Ken Hardy, Director
Services: 35mm and 16mm motion picture production; scripting, editing.
Facilities: Editing and sound recording;
insert and model stage; Arriflex, Mitchell, Newman-Sinclair 35mm cameras.

PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Pictures: Naval Law (Royal
Navy); Spectroscopy (Mullard Ltd.)
Atomic Structure (Esso Petroleum)
Slidefilms: The Other Side (B.O.A.C.)
Natural
Gas
(North
Thames Gas
RECENT

Board )

SWIFT FILM PRODUCTIONS
Wool Road, Wimbledon, London

1

11

retrieval

1.9EG

Phone: Sheffield 53351
Date of Organization: 1929
J. R. Motte^shaw, M.B.K.S., Managing
L.

SOUND SERVICES LIMITED
Kingston Road, Merton Park, London,
S.W. 19
Phone: 01-542-7201; Tel: Scr\isound
N. C. B. Abbott, Chairman

S.W. 20, England
Phone: 01-946-2040
Date of Organization:

1952

T. Peter Hadingham, M.B.K.S.,
Director
Services: 16mm b&w and color film production, specialising in documentary and
industrial subjects; live dialogue, foreign
versions and all stages of part-production.
Sound recordings for films, filmstrips and exhibitions. Facilities: 16mm
cameras, lighting and recording equipment, cutting room.

RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Pictures: Tartan Turf (3 M
Two Dimensional Study of A

Co.);

Groundwater Problem (Soil Mechanics
I-td.); The Potter, series of six (Educational

Foundation of Visual Aids).

WORLD WIDE ANIMATION

LTD.
34 Cursifor St., London E. C. 4
Phone: 01-405-7666
Date of Organization: 1955
R. W. Williamson, General Manager
James Carr, Director
V. L. Price. Director
Services: .Animated cartoon films, film
credits and titles. Facilities: Same as

World Wide Pictures Ltd.
RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Picti'Ri s: Animation for the following:
Your Mouth (Unilever Ltd.);

EUROPE
WORLD WIDE PICTURES

V. L. Price, Joint Managing Director
C. T. Parris, Joint Managing Director

Lord

Willis of Chislehurst; Peter
Glipin. Director
sponsored public reServices: 35/ 1
relations, documentary, training and sales
films for industry and government departments,
programs. Facilities:
Theatre and twelve fully equipped cutting rooms. Three fully equipped recording and dubbing theatres. 35mm, 16mm

6mm

TV

Rock and Roll.
RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Pictures: One In Every Two
Of Us (British Heart Foundation); After
The Arrow (Post Office); The Peoples
People (Central Office of Information);
Tom, Dick & Harriet (Medical Defence
Union); Hypertension (Merck, Sharp &

Dohme).

WORLD WIDE TELEVISION
FILM SERVICES LTD.
34 Cursitor St., London E. C. 4
Phone: 01-405-7666
Date of Organization: 1957
V. L. Price, Executive Director

James Carr. Director
C. T. Parris, Director
Services: All types of

AND

SPONSORS

Pictures:
Army Recruiting
(Central Office of Information/Coleman
Prentis and Varley); Road Safety (Cenof
tral office of Information/ Ministry
New Methods
Transport).
Video:
(IBM); Welfare (Dupont); Pay (Ministry of Defence-Navy).
Associated Film Consultants, Inc.

38 Rue Galilee, Paris, France
Phone: 704-8830
(See complete listing under New York
City)

FRANCE
COMPAGNIE LYONNAISE
71

rue

de

Republique,

CINEMA
Lyon

2e,

(Rhone)
Phone: 84-87-98
Henri Giraud, President
Charles Merieux, Administrator.
Director, General

Andre

Director
Production of short, feature
and industrial films and TV commercials.
Facilities: Production equipment, laboratories
and viewing theatre, double
screen viewing room.
Jalibert, Sales

Services:

PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Sa
Motion Pictures: Le Tetanos

RECENT

.

.

.

Prevention; La Rubeole (Institute Merieux);
Mines D'Aujourd'hui (Societes
Secoma et Jov Ville-Gozet).

duction

1970

la

Laboratory & Screening Room: 274
cours Emile Zola a Villeubanne

Agency).

NOVEMBER,

de

France
Phone: 37-88-92 Lyon (78)
Date of Organization: 1938

City).

(Servcies

PRODUCTIONS

RECENT

Motion

ducer's
display

Reading Series

and cinema
See World

Corp.); After The Arrow (Post Office);
Line of Balance
(National
Building

Map

TV

advertising films. Facilities:
Wide Pictures Ltd.

Great Cumberland Place, London
VV.l, England
Phone: 723-9224
Peter Levelle, Executive In Charge
John Crome. Director
(See complete listing under New York
I

LTD.

34 Cursitor Street. London E. C. 4
Phone: 01-405-7666
Date of Organization: 1942

Kinema

this
listing

in

symbol over a pro-

these

advertisement

Review

in

pages
this

refers

2 1st

to

Pro-

issue.
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Joshua Tree Productions, Inc.
26 Avenue Peirre ler de Serbie, Paris
16, France
Phone: KLE 05 14
Stephane Tchalgadjieff, Director
'

LES ANALYSES
CINEMATOGRAPHIQUES
15 Avenue de Segur, Paris

7,

Studios

with

effects,

titles,

France

high speed
Edit-

synchronization, dub-

Department Equipment: Authorized
dealer for Bell & Howell. Department
Edition: Diffusion and sale of salestraining and human relations films.
RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Pictures: Le Palais Du Louvre
bing.

(Ministere des Affaires Etrangeres); Le
Cas Rousselet: La Reforme (Film et
Formation); Le Grand Ecart; L'lmpcat
(Automobile Peugeot); Le Cas Beaulieu
(Bangue Nationale de Paris); Les Hornmes De Granit (Syndicat National des
Granitiers de France); Bande A Part;
D'Affaires et D'Amilie; Faux Problems;
Autre
Opinion de
Toute L'Histoire:

V

V

M

L. S. de Levita, Director
Miss C. M. Elias, Secretary
M. de Goede, Sound Department
Motion pictures. Television
Services:

audio-visual shows, multi-media,
Creative departFacilities:
ment, film, photo, sound and animation

records.

Kodak camera. Department Film:
ing,

Muhlenbaumer.
M. M. Chanowski, President-Producer
J.

series,

Phone: 705-84-20+
Date of Organization: 1947
Georges Roze, President
Jean Vincent, Edition & Equipment
Mgr.
Robert Arquer, Production Manager
Yvette Roze, Office Manager
Service & Facilities: Department Production and Realization: Documentaries,
and sales promotion films,
industrial
16/35mm and filmstrips. Department
Ultra-Ralenti:

Prinsengracht 854, Amsterdam. Mr.

G.

(Confederation Generale de I'Artisanat).

GERMANY

studios.

Shopkeepers/Office-Employer.

ORION FILM
Middelfartvej

Weesperzijde 111, Amsterdam,

Phone: (09) 12-75-18
Date of Organization:

Cesar Deerenberg, Director/Camera-

man
Don Heerkens, Sound Engineer

and documentary

Facilities:

Creative and technical department; studio-crew, cartoon animation department;
studio-crew, cartoon animation department; stop-motion department; sound
studio, projection, etc. 16/ 35mm produc-

films (General Motors); Seven police
training films (Dutch Government); Five
Crime prevention films (Dutch Televi-

Commercials: Eighteen com-

mercials for several clients.

DENMARK

1962

Managing

Director & Producer
Production of
Services:

documentary

TV

spots
films, specializing in industrials.
and audio-visual training. Facilities:
lighting equipment, cutting
rooms; special park of cross-country ve-

Cameras and
hicles.

PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Data Remote Pro-

RECENT

Motion Pictures:

cessing: Alpine Ski Cliampionsliip 1970;
Dialogue In Bit (Siemens A.G.); Bricklayer's Olympics; Instruction series on

Ytong Techniques (Ytong A. G.); One
pilot film (Video-Disk, Teldec). MultiMedia: Building Savings Bank (Heimstatt

AG).

CHANOWSKI PRODUCTIONS,

N.V.

Studios: Prinsengracht 852-856

Amsterdam, Holland
Phones: (020) 245580
Date of Organization: 1962
Branch Offices: New York 122, East
42 St., New York, N.Y. 10017 Mr.

W.

Rosenfeld; Brussels, Belgium:
Prod. Belgium PVBA,

Chanowski

Refence 43, Brussels, Mr.
3, St. Pierre, Lausanne,
Switzerland, Mr. J. Duruz; Aspect
Film AB, Artillerigatan 84, Stockholm, Sweden.
Subsidiary Company: N. V. Selectromc
rue de

la

G. Geets.
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TEKNISK FILM COMPAGNI
Produktionsaktieselakab

Madvigs Alle

Meldahlsgade, 1613 Copenhagen

Y, Denmark
Phone: 01-123080
Date of Organization:

1950
Carl Otto Petersen, Managing Director
Aase Hansen, Treasurer
Jorgen Thomsen, Chief Sound
Engineer
Axel Pless, Chief Sound Engineer
Services: Motion picture service, sound
recording, narration and dubbing into
several languages, advertising films, eduFacilicational films, documentaries.
ties: Sound studios, dubbing facilities for
16, 171/2 and 35mm magnetic recording,
sound cameras, Arriflex 16, 35 silent and

blimped, lighting equipment.

RECENT

AND

PRODUCTIONS

SPONSORS

Pictures: City of Nakskov
(Saving Bank of Holland); Lyngby (City
of Lyngby). Danish dubbing Boy Named
Charlie Brown {Athena); 96 various
dubbings for the USIS.

DK

1864 Copen-

Phone: (01) 314141
Cable: BAGGERFILM
Date of Organization: 1956
Jorgen Bagger, Chairman & Managing
Director
Jens Henriksen, Chief Director
Ole Simonsen, Chief of Productions
16mm and
Production of
Services:
35mm documentary, industrial, educational,

advertising

and

TV

films

and

1829 Copenhagen V.,

EVA 8192
Date of Organization: 1938
Aase Hjorto, President, Owner

Phone

Managing Director

Paul Solbjerghoj,
16/35
Services:

mm

motion picture,
sound recording, narration, dubbing and
mixing studios, Va", 16, 171/2 and 35mm
magnetic, 24 or 25 frames per sec. Fa-

16/35mm
blimped.
w/crystal

Arriflex cameras, si16mni
Eclair

NPR

and

pilot

motors,

Nagra's sound recorders, ci^stal and pilot sync, eight editing room's with Steenbeck editing tables, 16 and 35mni pictracks and 16, I71/2 and 35mm
tures
magnetic tracks, complete light equip-

—

included, incandescent, Colortrans,
(juartz light, Sunguns, converters, etc.

ment

RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND
Motion Pictures: Bruvsen

SPONSORS
I

Familiens

(FDB, Scandinavia Co-operation Wholesale Society); Modern Distri(FDB); The Road and §70,
bution
(twelve films for Road Safety); Oiku-

Hverday

mene. (World Council of Churches,
Geneva); Hoganas I Miljo (Hoganas
A/S ); BP 70 (BP Olie-Kompagniet
A/S); Pollution In Farming (Danish
Farmer Information Office); Modern
Milk Production (S.A.C. Kolding); Rails
(Danish State Railways ); Nitrogenous
Fertilezer (Det Danske Godnins-KomA§S): The Butchering School
pagni
(

Slagteriskolen

Roskilde )

NORWAY

JORGEN BAGGER FILM PRODUCTION
Grundtvigsvcj 23,
hagen V. Denmarli

3,

Denmark

cameras

Motion

HOLLAND
M. M.

(Council of Parup).

cilities:
lent and

ARNO STUDIO A/S
1,

—

The House For Old People
(Koch & Co.); The Car Of The Year
(Nordisk Fiat); 15 Years In Parup

A:C-17

PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Pictures: Three sales training

many
R. Kahlert,

PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Pictures: A Dukedom In 1970
(BP-Gas); A New Town (Arbejderbo);

RECENT

GMBH

Volkmar

Services: Production of 16/35mm documentary, industrial, educational and TV
Camera, light and
Facilities:
films.
sound unit, 16-35mm cinema, vidiotape
equipment.

tion equipment.

TV

1947

RECENT

C. Wildschut, Art Director
Services: TV and cinema-commercials
(live-action, stop-motion and cartoon);

TV

Den-

Tage Larsen, President
Ebbe Larsen, Director
Thrane Nielsen, Camera Div.

Bob Chrispijn, Director
F. van Herwijnen, Cameraman

films.

INC.

Odense V,

121,

mark DK-5200

Holland
Phone: 58304/949382
Date of Organization: 1959
Pieter W. A. de Man, President &
Producer
Marianne Mulders, Secretary
L. Zoest, Producer

Waldhornstrasse 4, 8 Miinchen 50,
Munich, Federal Republic of Ger-

Phone: 57 33 10
Date of Organization:

Factory (Wood Working
Assoc.);
Employer
Employer/Danish
Slidefilms: At The Office (Assoc. For

Hand Wood

OSCAR FILM
FILMPRODUKTIE MAATSCHAPPIJ

sion).

INDOC-INDUSTRIE & FERNSEHFILM

Camera and
Facilities:
sound equipment for the same.
RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Pictures: To Be A Girl Guide
(Danish Girl Guide Assoc.); PR-film
(Niro Atomized Ltd.); Realty Of The
Thousand Years-Old Dream (Danish
Esso Ltd.); Wood Working Factory;
soimd-slides.

CENTRALFILM A/S
Akebergveien 56, Oslo 6, Norway
Phone: 67-63-93
Telex: 11926
Date of Organization: 1953
Knut-Jorgen Erichsen, Managing
Director
Marit Tangen, Treasurer
Services: Production of all types of
sponsored films. Facilities: Studio with

200

KW; 35mm

and

16mm

cameras; and

BUSINESS SCREEN

Mem-

Services: Complete production services
in 35 '16mm for documentary, education,

SPONSORS

PR, advertising and training films, spots
and slides. Sale of Super 8 and 16mm
projectors and other A-V equipment.
Facilities:
Stage and sound studios.

cutting equipment; theatre. Charter
ber of IQ.

AND

PRODUCTIONS

RECENT

Motion

Pictures: Documentaries for
Skiing Assoc; Standard ITT; Sivil Defense;

Fjeldhammer;

Norwegian

State

Railways; The Cultural Department. Advertising films for I.illeborg (Unilever
Associate);
Braathcn
S.^FE;
Ford;
Agriculture Organizations; Tele-authoriFreia;
David Andersen;
banks and local advertisers.
ties;

several

RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Pictures: In The Middle of
Our Community (City Of Stockholm
Welfare Dept.); Our Dirty Water, (Unilever); How To Overtake (The National
Swedish Police Board); To Learn How
To Teach (Swedish Army). Filmstrip:
// (Svenska Metallverken).

SVEKON FILM
Norway

Seirsbjergst 7. Bergen.

Editing.

Phone: 14688-14680
Date of Organization: 1950
Haakon Sandberg; Sverre Sandberg,
On-iiers/\f imaging Directors
Services: Production of 16/35mm documentary, public relations, advertising and
educational films. Facilities: 16mm and
35mm cameras
Arriflex, Auricon, Pro
600. Bolex. Masnasync and Amega recorders and dubbers. Editing room, recording equipment; sound studio. Stock
footace library Scandinavia. Europe.
RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Pictures: Edvanl Grieg (Department of Education); Bergen
A
Meetingplacc For People
Bergens Privatbank); Gi oss noe av naturlivet tilbake
(Vesta-Hygea); Elefanlen (Kortvareut-

—

•

(

salget,); Hislorisk

Opplog

(Self).

SWEDEN
AB CENTRAL FILM
Kaknas, Stockholm, Sweden
Phone: 63-14-30
Telex: 19068
Date of Organization: 1947

Ake Bengtsson, President
Services: Production of all types of
sponsored films and slidefilms. Facilities: Studio, cameras, cameramen, recording, cutting equipment, laboratories,
etc.

RECENT

PRODUCTIONS

AND

SPONSORS

Motion

Pictures:
Clearasil
(Vick
Scandinavia): Children In Town (Stockholm City Municipal Services Dept. );
(SAAB— Scania AB); How Do We
Want It? (The National Labor Market
Board). Slidefilm: Collective Bargain
(The Swedish Employer's Confedera-

Mrs. S. Nilimma Brennig, VC. Public
Relations
S. Rashma. Executive Director
R. Pushpa, Director Story Dept.
Services: Production and distribution of
sponsored
industrial
films,
and TV
shorts; travelojs and features; newsfilms
and special event coverage. Sponsored
film publicity & special-audioence distribution. Facilities: All types of production facilities including staff of Englishspeaking artists. Translations and narraCreative planning from script to
tion.
screen.
Oriental dances and music department; filmstrips, slide production for

MTE

publicity.

RECENT

PRODUCTIONS

AND

Motion

Pictures:
Yoga: The

Beauty

SPONSORS
Culture

Classical Dance
Drama of Bhramara Nritya (Butterfly
Dance); The Tale of the Girl Who Married A Snake (S.S.V. Institute); The

Dish

to Soccer:

—

Chicken:
Froebel
School). Slidefilms: Meditative Poses
Padmasan. The Latest Designs In
(

—

Fabrics.
Textile Motifs.

Some

Traditional

Kungsgatan 27, 111 56 Stockholm,

CATHAY KERIS FILM PRODUCTIONS,

Sweden

LTD.

President

Sten Jensing, Copy Director
Services: Motion pictures; slidefilms; TV
films. Facilities: Studio; 16mm produciton equipment with sound
recording;

complete

facilities

for

slidefilms.

Own

Aircraft for Transportation of film crew,
Cooperating agency Forberg Infor-

etc.

mation AB.
RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Pictures: Shell; LKB Medical.
Slidefilms: General Motors; Coca-Cola;
Sandvik.

OMEGA-FILM AB/SVENSKA AB
NORDISK TONEFILM
Apelbergsgatan 58, Stockholm, Sweden
Phone: 23-71-60
Date of Organization: 1929
Lennart Bems, Managing Director
Bert Sundberg, Executive Producer

NOVEMBER,

1970

(Self).

CO., INC.

Hattori BIdg. 4th Floor 2-6 Takaracho

Chuoku Tokyo 104. Japan
Phone: AC (03) 563-1341
Date of Organization: 1952
Ian Mutsu. President
Shokichi Mogami, Suga Mutsu,
Katsuzo Okumura. Directors
Services: Producers of industrial, business films; 35/16 newsreel and documentary assignments. 35/16mm. FACiLrriES:
Full time camera, sound and office staff;
own production equipment. Versioning
films into Japanese.

RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Pictures: Daimyo (Kanaeawa
Prefectural Gov't); The Germans (Bank
of Japan); Plastic Cases (Mitsui & Co.,
Sawayaka (Cocoa-Cola. Japan);
Japan Screen Topics, series (Ministry of
Foreign Affairs).
Ltd.);

IWANAMI PRODUCTIONS,

INC.

2-21-2 Misaklcho, Chiyodaku, Tokyo,

Japan
Phone: Tokyo 262-3551
Date of Organization: 1950

Nobuhiro Kawakami, Managing

SINGAPORE

Ove Forberg,

Tokyo, Capital of Japan: SkiThe Climate of Oki-

Teizo Oguchi, President
Keiji Yoshino, Executive Director

FORBERG-FILM AB

Soren Lund, Production Manager
Agge Lidberg, Director, Photography

600,000 watts power supply

INTERNATIONAL MOTION PICTURE

Tanduri

Games And Foods For Health
Handloom

nawa

tion).

Phone: (08) 101655
Date of Organization: 1934

ft.;

ing For Beginners;

Phone: 36112
1964
Date of Organization:
D. M. Sapra, MA, FRES, Chairman

Gourment

sq.

PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Pictures: Apoplexy: Invitation

20. India

Through

training,
documentary
films;
children's films (drama and animation).
Facilities: 17,390 sq. ft. studio; four
stages, 4.592 sq. ft.; other building, 3,tional,

RECENT

No. 1-10-86 Ashoknager, Hyderabad-

&

Kanazashi, President
Hirao, Studio Manager
S. Kanazashi, Business Manager
S. Kubota, Mgr., Accounting Dept.
Services: Production and distribution
(also renting film libraries) of instrucE.

I.

lighting.

ASIA TELEFILMS

sales

INC.

Ginza 6-chome, Chuo-ku, Tokyo,
Japan
Phone: (571) 9355
Date of Organization: 1949
6-7

963

INDIA

—

JAPAN
EDUCATIONAL FILM EXCHANGE,

532-U, East Coast Road, Singapore 15
Phoni: 493181
Date of Organization: 1952
Tom Hodge, Managing Director &
Ex •cutive Producer
G. S Heng, Studio Manager
Servicis: Motion pictures, TV films,
commeicials, industrial and public relations
lllms.
Facilities:
Two sound
stages; complete studio; 35/ 16mm production equipment, with sound recording in studio or location; modern processing and printing laboratory. All equipment available for hire with technicians.

RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Pictures: Documentaries (Sabar Timber Co./Houding Board/Port
Authority/Public Utilities Board/Family
Planning and Population Board/USIS).
TV Commercials: For Milkmaid Milk;
Nestum Baby and Family Foods: Guiness
Stout; Supershe'l; Dunlopillo; Mamex;
PAR Paints; Fiat 128 and 850 cars;
Vicks Vapor Rub; India Tires; Dunlop

Director

Isamu Kobayashi, Consultant
Services: Production, sales and
documentarv.
tions.

TV

tographs.

rental of

public

educational,

films, features, slides

16/35mm

Facilities:

rela-

and phocine

camera, animation stands, editing equif>ment. sutdio for sound recording rooms
sta"e.

RECENT

PRODUCTIONS

Motion Pictures:

AND

.Satellite

SPONSORS
Comimica-

(Kokusai Dershin Denwa Co., Ltd.);
Transformation of Figure (Japan EduAn Old Ironcation Ministry); Tatara
making Process of Japan (The Iron &
Steel Institute of Japan); Expo Operation
(Ohbayashi-Gumi. Ltd.); Japan Printing
& Bnokhindine (The Japan Printing and
BooV-hindine Machine).
tion

—

The Guide You Need

All

Year

21st Annual
Extra copies of
Production Review are available by
mail (while supply lasts) at $2.00
each, sent postpaid when payment
accompanies order. Better yet, order
a vear's subscription & and get BUSINESS SCREEN each month for only
$5.00 in the U.S. and Canada.
this

Tires; Burnol etc.

145

the national directory of

audiovisual dealers
GEORGIA

eastern states

Colonial

NEW ENGLAND
Headlight

Ocean

Film

104

Service,

799-5100.

—

UNICOM
Camera,

St.

N.W. 404/875-8823, Atlanta

CALIFORNIA

30308

The Jam Handy Organization, 305
Taft Building, 1680 N. Vine

Maine

So. Portland,

St.,

western states
Spring

752

Films,

United

of

Providence,

Inc.

R.l.;

North Haven, Conn. (401) 467-

Stanley Projection Co., 1808 Rapides, Alexandria 71301. 318-443-

Washington,

St.

midwestern states

NEW YORK

North Michigan Avenue, Chica-

Handy

Organization,

1775

Broadway,

10019.

Phone

New

212/JUdson

Projection Systems, Incorporated,

New

202 East 44th Street,

MU

York,

MICHIGAN
The Jam Handy
2821

2009 N. Third

Blvd.,

Detroit

nock,

St.,

Harrisburg

Hirt, Inc.,

41 N. 11th St.

Louis 63112.

St.

rental (314)

Pittsburgh

St.,

Rentals
C.

L.

&

14

15222,

Repairs,

Wood
Sales,

471-3313

Vath Audio Visuals, 449 N.

Hermitage

Rd.,

Sharpsville

Jefferson

Ave.,

OHIO
Academy Film
Payne

Jack Freeman's, 2802
Ave.,
146

Tampa

S.

MacDill

(813) 839-5374

Service, Inc., 2110

Inc.,

2005 Chester

97214. Phone: 503/233-5621.

Inc.,

329

E.,

Salem

Ave.,

(419) 246-3591

Education,

Toledo

South Temple

St.,

Salt

Lake,

10.

Lin-

Massilion.

Visual

UTAH
Deseret Book Company, 44 East

Dayton 45401

Franklin

Albuquerque 87105.

Cleveland 44114.

Films,

Way

East,

OREGON

M. H. Martin Company, 1118
coln

Company, 2122 Central

Moore's Audio Visual Center, Inc.,
234 S.E. 12th Ave., Portland

Ave., Cleveland 44114

Cousino

FLORIDA

Ave.,

Sunray Films,

Ave.,

southern states

303/255-

Louis

St.

63165. (314) 534-6300.

Twyman

16150. 342-5204.

Denver 80204,

NEW MEXICO
ply

Pictures, Inc., 201

215/923-0550
Center,

Ban-

955

Aids,

University Book Store Allied Sup-

Phone:

19107.

Denver 80204.

5408

FO 7-1111
Swank Motion
S.

St.,

Visual

Communications Co.

Equipment
Box 3035,

Center,

Audio-Visual

Cromars'

1200 Stout

MISSOURI

238-8123

Philadelphia,

COLORADO

48211. Phone: 313/TR 5-2450

5316 Pershing,
Inc.,

116 Na-

San Francisco 94105.

Organization,

Grand

E.

Cor-rell

PENNSYLVANIA
J. P. Lilley & Son,

St.,

Colorado

10901

Audio Visuals

933-7111

Phone: 415/GArfield 1-0410.

2-0995

Visual sciences, Suffern, N.Y.

Oscar H.

36. (213)

SAN FRANCISCO AREA
Photo & Sound Company,
toma

go 60501. State 2-6757

York

2-4060

(717)

Angeles

ILLINOIS

The Jam Handy Organization, 230

10036 (212)

Highland Ave., Los

North

541

20005

D.C.

(202) 393-1205

17105,

Phone: (213) 264-

5850.

"The" Film Center, 915 12th

Jam

Monterey Pass Road, Monterey

Raike Company, Inc. A-V Center,

WASHINGTON

The

Photo

Park, 91754.

0464

4750 or (203) 239-5300

NW,

HO 3-2321
& Sound Company, 870

Hollywood 90028.

LOUISIANA
Division

St.,

1945
43501.

WASHINGTON
Photo & Sound Company,
North 45th

206/ME

St.,

Seattle

1205
98103.

2-8461

BUSINESS SCREEN

marketplace

quality

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING

can be spelled

ADVANCE NOTICE
AUCTION SALE

GENARCO
Product

DIVISION

customer

goodwill

tooling

inventory,

lines,

crawley

Genarco

lists.

3Vi X 4 slide projectors, slide chan-

Carbon ore

gers,-

radiation

solar

quantities

and

spotlights,

large

simulators,

lenses,

Auctioneer,

etc.

terms and date to be announced.

Send

for sale catalog.

GENARCO

DIVISION

ROBINS INDUSTRIES CORP.
15-58 12th
Flushing, N.Y.

St.,

11356

OVER 2000 BUSINESS FILMS
SHOT IN 23 COUNTRIES
185 NATIONAL AND INTERNATIONAL
AWARDS

CRAWLEY FILMS

EDUCATION PROGRAM

19

We

need superior A.V. educational,

information and training programs
for

distribution

to

home

FAIRMONT, OTTAWA

CANADA

3,

2301 PENNSYLVANIA N.W., WASHINGTON,

93 YORKVILLE, TORONTO
Our thanks

markets.

(Video systems.)

to Mr.

•

D.C.

20037

1260 UNIVERSITY, MONTREAL

Cusack and

MFC

for this letter:

circle 146 on reader service card

2661 Applewood Lone
Titusville, Florida

32780

^Jffl^^gjf^^
ILM PRODUCTION, INC.

5915

/TtXAS 77027

STi

SALESMAN WANTED
713/781-7703

We

are looking for an experienced

salesman to represent us

in

the

New

York area.

Jear

ADMASTER, INC.

.i;iss

ijerry;

£nJoyed talking to you on the phone this nornlng. You will find
the list of selections we used on Para-Fllns Company hour long
" vfhere No Birds
color filn for television and non-theatrical.
Fly".

425 Park Avenue South

New

September 23, 1970

Joan Berry
Clnenuslc, Inc
300 H. 55th atreet
..evf York, new York 10019
..ilss

York, N.Y. 10016

You mentioned on the phone, that the needle drop rates is good
for Worldwide clearence.
Attached Is Check No 501 representing
payment for the 29 selections used in the film.

Dept. B.S.

I
hope at sometime you will have a chance to view the film and see
»hat Cincmusic did to enhance the entire mood of the production.

ATTENTION IN-PLANT
A-V PRODUCERS:
It's

now

full

in

lipsynch

changing
"Instant

to do a top-notch
15
one studio day. Stage your

possible

minute film

film

using

before

Grophtcs

Trick

our

VTR)

backgrounds.

Lccotions",

Semi-Animation,
studio

(or

projected

Effects

in

technicians

fast

Displays,

our

new

and

the

PROJECTED PRESENTATIONS system. Sample Reel & Rate Cord available:

VICTOR

KAYFETZ

Michael F. Cusack
President

Shoot

PRODUCTIONS,

INC.

295 W. 4th St., N.Y.C.
(212) 924-3935

"Today's Sound" Complete music libraries

now. Also

just

released

—

in

Sets of

20

LP's.

Sat

1,

2 & 3 available

6 Stereo LP's (perfect for Mono).

INFO, RATES & DEMOS:

CiNEMUSiCiNC
300 W. 55th

St.,

New

York, N.Y. 10019

circle 415 on reader service card

NOVEMBER,

1970

147

UNUSUAL
MOVIE SERVICES
Movies
slides,

from

graphic

index
to advertisers

art,

with zooms,

filmstrips,

pans, dissolves.

Color solarization added to

b/w
stats,

photos, motion pictures,

typography.

Now: Optical
slides!
With
mattes,

on your

effects

split-screen,

multi-images,

dis-

Fotomation

with

solves.

Send

for

other services

and

Kit

pAodudtionAfim:.

Association-Sterling

8
41

Audience Planners
Audio Productions
AVC TV Productions
Ave Corporation

23
76
35

68
72
20
73

Better Selling Bureau
Betzer Productions inc
Black, Carl B

Bohn Benton

York, N.Y. 10019

10
78
37
80

Inc

16
6

on reader service card
Calvin Communications Inc

Camera Mart, Inc., The
Camera Service

GETTING...
Sales Meetings

Motion Pictures
Business Theatre

Sound SiidefUm
Ask our customers

-

-

-

-

Carousel Films
Century Studios
Cine 60
Cineffects Color Labs. Inc
Cine Magnetics Film Labs

Cinemakers
Cinemusic
Cine'

HAROLD DASH ASSOCIATES.

INC.

COMMUNICATION CONSULTANTS

—

Pic Hawaii

Coleman Productions,

27,

29
52
45
78
148
43
69
47
16
147
76
74
147

Inc

Crawley Films Ltd

(312) 782-3722

MICHIGAN AVENUE
CHICAGO. ILLINOIS 60601

333 N.

circle 611 on reader service card

Douglas C. McMullen

Script Services

Jacoby/Storm Productions

Kayfetz, Victor, Productions Inc
Knight Title Service, Inc

147

74

Lance Studios
Lang, Edward R., Productions

68
78

La Rue Films Inc
Library Film Strip Center
Lundgren, William R

13
76
14

Manhattan Color Labs. Inc
Manhattan Sound Studios
Mastereel
Mc Mullen, Douglas C

Eastman Kodak Company
America

14

Corporation

148

Morris Productions, Bernard
MPO Videtotronics Corp
Multiplex Display Fixture Co

78
11

Murphy, 0. Productions

69
73

National Teleproductions

67

O'Brien, Eddie,

The Writer

Parthenon Pictures
Picture House
Productions Inc

Plastic Reel

79

76
76
71
24

148

39
76
22
77
49
77

Rapid Film Technique
Realist

17
71

Reela Films Inc
Regan Productions Inc
Ross, Inc., Charles

5
78
18

Schacht, Frann
Starbecker, Inc
Stewart, Craig
Studio Film Exchange

76
67
76
77

Air Interests

75
12
78

33

65
31
10

Eclair Corp. of

14

32
28

Midwest Studios, Inc
34
Modern Talking Picture Service ..2-3-4
circle 102 on reader service card
Montage Productions
22
Monumental Fi'ms & Recordings ... 76

Pilot

DaLlte
Dash, Harold
Davenport, Jane
Davenport, John B
Design Effects
De Wolfe Music Library Inc
DFI Communications
Du Kane Corporation
Dunn, Cal, Studios Inc

EIco

67

15

Bostwick, Spencer
Brotman, Charles H
Byron Motion Pictures

1600 Broadway

circle 101

40
80
42
148

—

Bardwell & McAllister, Inc
Barton Productions, Peter J
Bebell & Bebell Color Labs Inc

prices.

ojnimjodsid.

New

Aegis Productions Inc
Atelier Films
AFI
Allied Impex Corporation
Animated Productions
Arrif lex Corporation

826 Karenwald Lane
Schenectady, N. Y. 12309

518
circle 851

•

393-8308

Finley,

Stuart,

Inc

149

circle 148 on reader service card

on reader service card
Goessel & Associates
Grandey, Roy, Productions

V/7Aflliii,
333 Park Avenue South. New
.

circle 486

York,

NV. lOOIO

TeM your ^rory on -'Am

Centum Studios
FILM '
circle 568

148

PRODUCTIONS

-

Engineering
TR Productions

26
78

hU\.

on reader service card

Tel

Treise

Handy Organization,

Inc.,

The Jam

.150

circle 150 on reader service card
Heath, Robert B
78

Hennessey, John J., Motion Pictures. 38
Here & Now
67
Hollywood Valley Film Labs
75

Holmes Laboratories
Hutchinson, John

51

77

Valentino, Thomas J., Inc
Vanderford, H. Le Roy
Viafilm
Video Fi'ms Inc
Vision Associates
VPI Color Center

Willard Productions
Wolf, George E

78
74
148

36
21
70

75
80

on reader service card

BUSINESS SCREEN

SOLID WASTE
The Third

The StuH

Pollution

The first comprehensive film ever made
on solid waste problems and solutions
won seven awards including Edinburgh
It

A Day at the Dump
A tongue-in-cheek visit

to

Washington,

DCs

notorious Kenilworth Dump which
explains how indiscriminate burning of
refuse creates air pollution

Burn, Bury or What?

How

Columbia solved its
difficult solid waste disposal problem
by developing a technically sound long
the District of

range plan

We

films

we ve done

Throw Away

Innovations in solid waste management
being developed by the federal

government through
grants program

What
In

s

its

demonstration

New

Solid

Waste Management?

We've also produced 25 other films on
the environment in such subject areas as
water pollution, water resources, urban
development, erosion and sedimentation
and the protection of green space
In tact, we even produce films on other
subjects But that's another story

Demonstration grants provide guidance
for public works officials throughout
America in this technically oriented film

The Green Box
A fascinating visit to Chilton County.
Alabama to see how this county
developed an outstanding container
collection system.

Stuart Finley, Inc.
In

the Bag

(Now

A

description of the refuse sack system

Two

of collecting solid

wastes which can

provide better service for American

communities

in

production]

on salvage, reuse and
recycling which illustrate how industry
communities and consumers can help
solve the solid waste problem.
films

3428 Mansfield Road
Falls

Church. Virginia 22041

(703] 820-7700
Don't

call

us unless you have a problem

To IMPROVE

Market
Penetration

Convention Assistance
Sales Meetings

Motion Picture Plans
and Specifications

Field Services
Supervisory Training
Quality Control Programs

Closed Circuit
Sales Training

Go JH

Projection Services

TV

&

Retail Training

Project Supervision with
Total Responsibility for Security and

Delivery to Meet Your Deadline
Comprehensive Consultation Services

7^
is
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set
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up to help you without prejudice as to

the methods chosen that
Detroit

will

serve your purpose
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But our film program gets the highest
rating in television.
Not from Nielsen

or Arbitron. But from the hun-

minute shortie

dreds of companies and television stations all over
the country who enjoy the benefits of our spon-

ings in their

sored film distribution program.

able service

Last year, 289 companies who wanted to reach
millions of viewers turned their films over to Modern

TV. And we booked them

to

788

supplement
programming.

their regular

such tremendous viewer interest,
these stations need a broad range of subjects —
sports, travel, science, home economics, and agriculture, to name just a few. They also need films
in a variety of lengths — everything from a one-

in

know

that

Modern

calls

on them regularly

And

attract

th. world's Unt.sl distributor of sponsored films to

program schedules.

they

time

Modern TV's incomparselec-

staff

of regional field representatives
to ask about special free

to stimulate film usage all year long.
out a steady stream of catalogs, bro-

Modern sends
chures, film

Does

Community Groups. Schools.

and special mailers.
sound like your kind of program?
We'll put your favorite film on TV.

lists,

all this

Give us a

1212 Avenue of the Americas,
is

open-

We maintain a network of six U.S. TV libraries
major cities to provide fast, personalized service.
Because the needs of stations vary widely, a full-

MODERN TALKING PICTURE
Modern

fill

film requirements.

seen on television 54,732 times.

To

to

tion of sponsored films available.

commercial

Result: at year's end, our clients' films had been

—

more than meets their needs.
Modern offers them the largest and best

television

stations in the U.S.* that broadcast informative
free films to

And

to a half-hour series

call.

Canadian

distribution also available.

SERVICE, INC.

New York,

N.Y. 10036

Television, and Theaters, servlne sponsors Ihroueh 34 U.S. and Canadian film llbrarlei.

circle 102 on reader service card
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We're showing this under-the-hood' shot of the
ARRIFLEX 16BL because tells why this camera
operates so flawlessly. So dependably. Obviously
it

INVITATION! We

wjll exhibil this unique cut-away of the Arnflex \68L
professional motion picture shows. You'll get a convincing demonsiratton of its uUra-precision operation and built-in qualify. You'll
settle for nothing less in a sync-sound 16.

at all

^»

P 0. Box 1050,
1050. Woodside,
Woodside N.Y. 11377
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1011 Chestnut

St.

Burbank.

Calif.

91502
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Byron announces best

Videotape-to-Rlm
service

in

the country

at America's lowest
prices-- and

its

Color- Correct^ too.

Tape-to-fllm

is

now better— faster— less

pensive. That's saying a lot— but Byron

ex-

makes

possible with the newest, most sophistiit
cated Vidtronics and Electron Beam video
film equipment. Transfer, printing, and processing under one roof means better quality
control.

Another reason why your lab should be
Byron!

byron
ELECTRON BEAM RECORDING
FOR BLACK AND WHITE

MOTION
•

202/783-2700

Film

Laboratory

65 K Street, NorlheosI, Washington, D.C. 20002

World's most sophisticated

PICTURES

circle 104 on reader service card
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"Injustice

anywhere

is

Eii'i

till

a threat to justice everywhere.

Martin Luther King,

Jr.

1929-1968

Vision Associates,

Inc.,

680

Fifth

Avenue,

New York

City

circle 106 on reader service card
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gleanings
BY LON

B,

GREGORY

Everyone is suddenly aware that a new year
and certainly. And in those relatively quiet
business moments before and during the holidays, a distinct pattern
seems to emerge. The manager's process seems to be in three distinct
It's

is

that time of year again.

approaching rapidly

.

.

.

and orderly segments: retrospect, reappraisal and prognostication.
It would seem that as soon as next year's budget is approved, everyone
first looks back on the past year, recounting the successes and failures of
the past

1 1

months.

And

before the euphoria completely fades, at least a

superficial attempt at reappraisal of those

Now,

after at least

IVi hours on these

the form of prognostication

—hopefully

year

Retrospect,

Reappraisal

&

Prognostication

in

—

wrong

steps

is

made.

steps, positive action

is

taken in

what may be expected next
data based on the accuracy of

setting forth

terms reflecting

steps one and two.

Sound silly? It isn't! Proof is the fact that within the past three weeks,
we have received no less than eight "official" A-V industry forecasts
for next year as each respective company sees it. Each was couched in
terms of being based on a careful analysis of the past year with a
considered reappraisal of how to improve the situation. One even hedged
to the point of predicting 1973 instead of 1971 (that company has
missed annual delivery commitments two years running.)

outcome of the changing,
in particular bear comment.
One intimates that 1971 will be the year that videotape will overshadow
film as the A-V medium of the future. Another reports that the future
for film has never looked brighter. And, still another suggests that by
1973 we will all be watching X-rated films on some kind of home cassette
system which will replace theatres, TV and group film showings.

Each of

these supposedly predicts the

confusing technology of our industry. Three

Now
others,

we have carefully listened to all those considered views of
we have earned our own predictions. We spent five hours

that

we

feel

and reappraisal of our industry. And, the only logical
and likely even in 1973 we will
still be watching films in group showings, still going to the theatre, and
still seeing increasing sophistication of videotape presentations and usage.
The reason is simple. In an industry where the tail consistently wags

in retrospect

conclusion can be that next year

—

—

the dog, nothing else can be reasonably expected.
that before long this will not be the case.

As

The one

bright spot

is

talented communicators

emerge through experience and practice, they will be dictating the
technology. The hardware explosion of the 60's will be succeeded by
the concept and application explosion of the 70's.
If we must make resolutions for the New Year, let's state them in their
simplest form and apply them to all facets of our activities: Let us:
Strive for quality, truth and realism in our products and concepts.
Be a party to only those things which provide meaningful improvement

—
—
our
—Be more
to

more

industry, our

companies and our world.

seriously retrospect,

realistic

more honest

Happy

1970

reappraisal and deliver

Holidays,

^;^^^€>-7>t>
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newsreel
REPORTS ON CURRENT EVENTS AND TRENDS

announcement, additional

Rally to Call Attention to

ly

Industry Unemployment Crisis
In an attempt to call national attention to widespread unemployment
among film and television people
on the west coast, the Hollywood
AFL Film Council is holding a
rally November 30 at the Hollywood Paladium.
As of this writing, the event is
yet to be held, with the theme
"Stop Runaway Production
Save
American Jobs for American Workers." The Film Council feels the
rally will focus attention on the severe unemployment situation which
they blame on the increasing number of films and commercials pro-

of the system will be

duced outside the United States.
According to John Lehners, Film

Superscope Opens New Custom

—

Council president, the cutback in
domestic production has resulted in
38 per cent unemployment among
30,000 workers in the industry.

Admission

by
guild or union membership card and
is
open to all industry union or
guild members.
to

the

Magnavox Latest Entry

rally

is

in

Videocassette Arena
Hot on the heels of the announce-

ment of Ampex' Instavision (September) and Concord's new videocassette

Company

system,

reported

the

Magnavox

its

intention to

navox low cost color camera,
"early 1972."

Magnavox

is

reportedly currently

undergoing discussions with the
N.V. Philips Company of Holland
and others to create a video recording system using their new color
video magnetic tape recorder and

"as the product

itself

details

made known
becomes more

defined."

Jack Pill & Associates Open
Branch in Honolulu
Jack Pill & Associates and Tech
Camera Rentals have opened a
branch office in Honolulu, Hawaii.
Arrangements were recently concluded with Bud Weisbrod, president of Pacific Instrumentation to

manage the Hawaiian
The new facility will
and

operation.
serve

rental requirements for

picture producers filming in

sales

motion
Hawaii.

Training Service Division
Superscope, Inc. has created a new
division that will offer a unique
training service to business and in-

Superscope Audio Visual Serheaded by Raymond L. Jacobs, offers a new audio and audio
visual concept for sales, industrial
and commercial training programs.
The Superscope concept encompasses all phases of training including research by a team of highly
skilled systems analysts. A complete program, presenting the audio
and/or visual concept and the sale
and leasing of all hardware and
software packaging facilities necessary for the presentation, will be
vices,

included.

The custom designed
programs

will

individual

be used internally by

the business or industry for which

they are conceived, or can be creat-

clubs, etc.

8

businesses,

all

Superscope

is

offering this unique

industry,

government agen-

civic agencies, civic organiza-

medical

institutions,

educa-

including

corre-

facilities

spondence schools and

institutions.

Development Firm to Research
Educational Aud>ovisuals
A new development company has
been incorporated in Philadelphia
to research the need for educational
and training audio-visuals and to
create them for use in schools and
colleges,
business,
industry
and
government.
Heading the company. Counselor
Films, Inc., as chairman and chief
is Ralph Lopatin,
chairman of Ralph Lopatin Produc-

executive officer

tions, Inc., a Philadelphia film pro-

ducer.

President

Jones,

long-time

is

Franklin

P.

Philadelphia

and public

agency executive

dustry.

era.

the obviously ear-

cies,

tional

ed generically so that they become
an outside aid to the client as well,
for presentation to civic groups,

to

to

religious groups,

tions,

tape cassette integrated with a Magnavox low cost vidicon color cam-

According

service

adrela-

tions consultant.

Counselor Films, Inc. has the
film in production for a Library
of Career Counseling Films, 40
fourteen-minute color films with
sound developed for career-guidance use in the country's secondary
first

schools.

at

Counselor Films, Inc. has offices
1422 Chestnut Street in Phila-

delphia.

Communications Center
Moves to Florida
The Communications Center
Nashville, Tennessee has moved

of
its

base of operations to St. Petersburg,
according to Nicholas
Amos, president of the company.

Florida
Amos

indicated

that

the

move

was prompted by long range planning and a belief that Florida is
fast becoming a center for contemConti lined on page 10
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equipped lab, centrally located in Kansas City, Missouri —
America. Calvin can serve you better, faster and with fewer problems.
Heart
of
the

A

i^

m^
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big, fullv

CALVIN LABORATORIES
Where every customer

is

treated as an individual

Service Director to personally expedite

all

and assigned

a

film requirements.

CALVIN LABORATORIES
A Divifwn
1105

of Calvin Communications Inc

Truman Road
circle 109

•

Kansas City, Missouri b410b

on reader service card

•

Phone:

(81b) 421-1230

NEWSREEL

continued

porary film makers and other communications specialists. In addition
the move, the company announced the appointment of Richto

ard L. Marsh of St. Petersburg as
Vice President and National Sales

been enjoying ever greater sales in
North America. Today, 70% of the
models produced in Japan are selfthreading and more than 40% of
them are sold in the U.S. and Canada through International Audio
Visual Ltd., headquarters in Coquit-

Director.

Marsh was previously
owner and manager of several Flor-

1am, B.C.

ida radio stations.

ternational president Peter Allinger

On

the

told the

Robins to Auction Off
Genarco Division
Robins Industries Corp. is planning to auction its Genarco Division, which manufactures SV^" x 4"
slide projectors and carbon arc spotlights and solar radiation simulators
in College Point (Flushing), N. Y.
The company said the sale would
include product lines, tools and dies,
engineering

machinery,

good
er

lists,

drawings,

trade

names and custom-

as well

as inventories, in-

will,

cluding a great deal of electronic

and optical merchandise and test
Date, terms and auctioneer will be announced later.
An auction notice and catalogue
may be obtained from Genarco Di-

equipment.

15-58 127th Street, College
Point, N. Y. 11356.

vision,

way back from

dealers that the

tour, In-

company

between auditorium
and small room use. It comes in
kit form and is attached to the back

that

alternate

panel of the projector, making the
projector convertible by adding a
rectifier and the Marc 300 lamp.

UPI Forms Film Division:
UPITN Productions in New York
The formation of a commercial and
industrial motion picture subsidiary,
UPITN Productions, has been announced by Burton Reinhardt, executive vice-president and general
manager of the UPITN Corpora-

The

film production

company

a subsidiary of United Press Inter-

News, Ltd. of London.
The company was formed to
meet the increasing demand for film
by industrial organizations according to Reinhardt. He said, "Be-

turned from a 10-day tour to Japan
including a side trip to

cause of requests for film, particularly from organizations with inter-

guest of Eiki Industrial

ests

self-threading

Since
years

its

ago,

Royal

projectors.

inception
the

about three
has

International

the

world's

largest

news film serving 110
stations in 75 countries. UPITN
Corporation has produced documentary films for broadcast clients
since 1952 and, in recent years, has
produced films for industrial clients.

The new company

will

serve

the

needs of the industrial, commercial
and educational clients.

DuKane Corp. Dedicates Nev)/
Manufacturing Facility
A new 241,000 square foot manufacturing and administration building was formally dedicated by the

DuKane

Corporation,

St.

Charles,

month.
According to Howard Turner,
manager of the audio visual equipment division, "this new manufacturing facility, developed with the
skills and expertise resulting from
our long experience in this field, is
a vastly superior installation which
also gives us research, design and
test facilities bound to result in improved products and services."
Illinois last

Throughout
is

Top lAV Dealers Enjoy
10-Day Tour to Japan
The top North American dealers
($60,000 or more sales) for International Audio Visual recently re-

facturers of the International

is

distributor of

tion.

national and Independent Television

Osaka as
Ltd., manu-

news arm of United Press In-

ternational,

now developed

a AVz lb. solid
state rectifier for use on projectors

has

sion

in

many

countries,

we have

expanded our capabilities to produce industrial and documentary
films."

UPITN

Corporation, the televi-

the

building.

Du-

Kane's own communications products have been used extensively so
that the finished structure is a huge
sample as well as a functioning faRobert Watts, Director of
cility.
Corporate Planning and coordinator

of the
that

new building project estimates
2000 employees and guests

toured the plant during the dedication festivities.

Eastman Kodak Sales, Earnings
Reach New Highs During 1970
Eastman Kodak Company's sales
and net earnings, both for the 1970
third quarter and for the first three
quarters of the year, reached

new

highs, according to Louis K. Filers,

chairman, and Gerald B. Zornow,
president.

Consolidated sales worldwide for
the quarter (12

weeks ended

Sept.

6) climbed 2 percent to $708,933,000, against $697,105,000 for
last year's third quarter. Earnings
from operations were $222,964,-

down 2 percent from the third
quarter of 1969. Net earnings for
000,

the quarter were $115,377,000, or
2 percent higher than the $112,-

of the more than 100 International Audio Visual dealers who recently flew
Japan as guests of lAV for selling more than $60,000 in lAV equipment pause for
photographer during their visit.

A group
to

10

981,000 for the 1969 third quarter.
The earnings were equal to 71 cents
a share against 70 cents in the comContinued on page 12
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into a movie theatre in less dian thirty seconds.
the

It's

Bohn Benton

an elegant, rear
sound and motion

Institor;

screen (also front screen), Super

8,

It's

only 17 pounds.

light,

It's

simple to operate. In

can have
It's

it

set

case.

And it's sensibly

picture projector.
It's

an attache

as

less

up and running

in

cartridge loaded. There's

Easy to

c^lrr\. Just

4-inches

wide.

low

than 30 seconds, you

Or

Write today for our new brochure: Bohn Benton
110 Roosevelt Avenue, Mineola, New York

broad daylight.

Inc.,

no film threading.

11501.

Bohn Benton

priced. S300 for single units.

as S240 in quantities.

Institor

You'll be sold on the way it sells.
circle 111 on reader service card

the camera eye
VIEWPOINT AND COMMENTARY

BY

0. H.

COELLN

cessors on the presslines:

mour,

now

Bob

Screen and Lon Gregory,
and our
ranks of

successor

active

lAVA
Our
Herb

IFPA.

Sey-

publisher of Business
editor
in

the

he has been at
Western
tower-ofas

has retired from that post but will always
have a special place in our heart.
When you think about those resostrength.

Happy Holiday Greetings and
Let Truth Be Your First Resolve

THE FINAL MONTH
eventful year

of a very

for reflection,

the inevitable time
especially since '70

was our

away from

is

first

big

the

And

because we've been so
through the years, to members of the Industrial Audio- Visual
Association and the Information
Film Producers' group out West,
the respective, recent meetings and
growing strength of these professioncity.

close,

al

A-V

warm

organizations cast a

glow on the otherwise
wintry patterns of December.
May all the Christmases of those
who serve audiovisuals, with their
pleasant

minds and
be the merriest and may the
coming year be as bright and prohearts as well as their
skills,

ductive.

who communicate, Jamison Handy
and all those who honored the

—

factual

winning

lutions for 1971 there is just one
which must be uppermost among
those who create sponsored films
of any length, down to a 10-second
television commercial: let truth be
your everlasting first
principle.
Critics of all media have had a field
day in recent months, picking apart
the exaggerations, the tricks and the
turns which all-too-many sponsors
and their agents have wrongly felt
they needed to sell their wares. The

same wise people who

resisted those
techniques in the recent November
election campaigns, where multi-

million

dollar

media through
efforts.

To

their

award-

the Council

on

television

cials lost for their

commer-

misguided

clients

such states as Illinois, for example, are the same consumers we'd
better respect with truth and accuracy on the screen.
And perhaps there was another
memorable lesson in President
Nixon's illadvised use of that poorly-conceived "law and order" videotaped speech on election eve. Not
only of poor quality in reproduction but heavy-handed in content,
that single tape hurt far more than
it helped anyone.
in

The people,

Special greetings to Kodak's honored Gold Medalist, the dean of all

Mitchell,

yes!

Objective

in a Basic, Core Idea?
recent letter from Jack Mc-

Dougall brought more kudos for
our recent "update" on public rela-

International Nontheatrical Events,

tions films, also well received at the

that tireless (and so

rewarded)

annual Public Relations Society of

who

America sessions in Atlanta.
But Jack also touched a hot but-

little

group of dedicated volunteers

annually bring together the best of
the nation to light the screens of
film festivals around the world.

And we'll remember, through
own happy holidays deep in

our
the

Ozarks, the many who have taken
the time to write to us, keeping a

deep spot of affection for our suc14

ton in reminding us that so

PR

many

of

we mentioned had
denominator: a basic,
core idea that shone forth, no matter
whether the budget was for hundreds
of thousands of dollars or a fraction of that sum. That was the "sucthe

one

film titles

common

behind

factor"

Harvester's

timeless

International

Man

With a

Thousand Hands, the substance of
that

alltime safety picture,

Day

in

Court.

So the sponsor who insists that
the whole film plan be spelled out
to him in a single defining phrase or
can be on the way to
achieving something on the screen.
For Day in Court, it was: "that
split-second which makes the differsentence,

ence between

life and death." Masmakers like Cap Palmer,
Lee Bobker, Nat Zucker and so
many others have proven it time
and again.
And, speaking of safety films, it
isn't possible to let a year go by
without two more salutations: the
first, to the National Committee on
Films for Safety, which annually
gives our field the benchmark of

terful film

excellence
field; the

in

films

second, a

for

that

moment

vital

of re-

minescence for the safety film we'll
never forget (and why): Sinclair
Oil's famed Miracle in Paradise
Valley, produced by Wilding.
The Miracle here, which brought
tears to the eyes of another hardcase

like

ourselves,

the

editor

of

Country Gentlemen magazine, was
not only the result of a sound basic
concept but the superlative performance of a former actor-now-turneddirector, Kirby Grant.
When somebody produces the
long-awaited reel of "best scenes"
from sponsored motion pictures
through the decades, it will have to
include that climax episode in which
Kirby faces a jeering town meeting,

Can You Define Your Picture's

A

cess

reminds his neighbors of the incidents which caused empty chairs at
this
gathering through avoidable
farm accidents. Yes, proper casting
and full use of the latent power of
the fOm to "get inside" our emotions and leave lasting impressions,
are other imperatives for sponsors.

Kind of hard to do that on a film
which calls for fixed focus over a
new engine but you get the idea:
don't overlook today's crying need
to reach the people troubled

about

pollution, minorities, free enterprise

Continued on page
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PROGRAM IN A
COMMPAK CARTRIDGE
Your

INSTANTLY

INTERCHANGEABLE

La Belle
comntpak

ALL LA BELLE
"16" SERIES UNITS
IN

3-way cartridge
^^
LA BELLE
COURIER® 16
APortable audio/visual
the

LaBelle

continuous loop
synchronized

unit utilizing

COMMPAK

cartridge.

Attractive appearance, easy-to-carry,
with built-in durability and dependa-

fast

Take this "attache case" unit
it's needed
gets showing
for personalized communications

.

selling, training, or educating.

bility.

where
.

.

.

.

.

sight

and sound

••••

LA BELLE
SENTINEL 16
^Larger

screen, self-contained.

Keeps your dramatized story working
automatically in displays, at point-ofpurchase, or where there are people.
Educates, communicates, demonstrates.
cartridges instantly interchangeable.

COMMPAK

This small compact

16mm

animation, suggesting motion. Slips

No adjustments

up to 250
sequence scenes approach
instant program changes.

filmstrip cartridge presents

visuals plus 20 minutes audio tape. Fast

— permanently

in for

synchronized. No turning over
no rewinding. Instantly interchangeable in any of the LaBelle "16"
series
three A/V units to suit every audience condition.
.

.

.

.

.

.

Arrange for dramatic convincing demonstration. LaBelle Industries,
502 S. Worthington St., Oconomowoc, Wisconsin 53066.
Telephone: 414/567-5527.

LA BELLE TUTOR 16
Jlarge

screen projected

LA BELLE

Industries

image.

Ideal for directors, sales conferences,
clubs, trainees, or other groups of
people. Programs in
cartridges instantly interchangeable.

COMMPAK
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It's the Canon Scoopic 16. It s also the end of a
load of moviemaking grief. Here's why.

holds the Scoopic 16 easily. Your other hand's
and zoom, simply by turning

free to focus

the first 16mm movie camera
with a built-in zoom lens (5.85:1 zoom ratio).

World's

first

#1:

the master lens.

It's

6mm

World's first #2: It's the first 1
movie camera
with a fully automatic exposure system, plus
manual override.

Shoot everything, goof nothing. You'll get close-ups
long shots, zooms, telephotos, wide
angles, indoors or out— with no muddled exposures.

medium and

Because your exposure's

Handiest hand camera yet. With its no-slip handgrip
and handstrap, the Scoopic 16 is braced and
balanced to give you jitter-free shots. Automatic
loading. 16, 24, 32 or 48 fps. Runs on a rechargeable inner battery (8 rolls per charge). Forget
about battery packs.

Only $1250 buys the Scoopic

zoom

right automatically.

You don't miss great moments while fiddling with
the camera. No switching lenses. No rotating
turrets. No special lenses to lug around. One hand

cap, 3

16,

13-76mm F1.6

lens, 12\/ battery, recharger, lens
filters

hood, lens

and metal case. No extra charges.

If you prefer to shoot what you like— and like what
you shoot— mail the coupon for more facts.

The one-hand movie camera with two
worid's

firsts..

Canon USA, Inc. Dept.PMlO. 64-10 Queens
Woodside, N.Y. 11377.
Send me all the facts about the one-hand Canon
Scoopic 16mm movie camera. No obligation.
Mail to:

Blvd.,

Title or

Occupation.

Company
Address
State

.Zip.

Cation

y

SCOOPIC 16
circle 116
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continued
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and sound values, whether
economic.

"Sesame

Better Look at

social or

Street"

Todav's Best Children's Program
With an additional $2 million
grant from the U.S. Office of Education,

the

preschool television

gram Sesame
ceived

a

Street

of $7

total

will

pro-

have

million

re-

from

Office's National Center for
Educational Research and De\elopmcnt. So don't tell us that a good
that

idea can't find backers.

Funded

jointly

by federal

and

foundation grants, SesciDie Street is
moving into a new series of 145
hour-long programs which include
cartoons, live-action films, puppets,
singing, story reading and sketches
using actors. And Acting Commissioner of Education, Terrel H. Bell,
fortified by the recent high marks
given this children's show by the
Educational Testing Service, sums
it

up when he

says:

"We know now
gram can be a

that such a pro-

strong, positive in-

fluence on the educational advancement of the children who watch it

(over some 250 stations to date).
We are particularly impressed with
the fact that such television programs can reduce the distinct educational gap that usually separates
advantaged and disadvantaged children even by the time they enter
the first grade."
Let our sponsor-readers reflect

on the public service time even now
open on the nation's tele\ision networks for that kind of thoughtful.
creative filmed material. And on
the screens of primary grade,

ele-

Read the recent comments below from some

ot the top profes-

sionals in the film business:
.

.

always a pleasure to work directly with people who
make a personal effort to get impossible things done."
."We could not have met our show date without the enthusi.

"It's

really
.

.

asm and professionalism of your customer service department."
"The deadline that we had was bad enough, but to expect
good print from material that had exposures that wanreally
a
dered all over the place was a little too much to ask. However,
.

.

.

that's exactly

But

.

.

.

what

got."

I

don't take their

Customer Service

.

.

.

and

word

tor

it.

Call

our professionals

in

find out for yourself.

mentary classrooms throughout the
nation whose state and regional, local film libraries would gladly pay
let alone welcome
them from our competent distribution companies on free-loan.
But, a word to the wise: kid them
not. Be satisfied with the inevitable
reward of improved sales results
which will go to a really public-

or rent such films,

sponsor who
recognizes this kind of need and
makes possible the kind of films
spirited,

constructive

Headquarters: 470

E St.,

(202)

Miami,

Fla.:

1998 N.E. 150th
(305)

Super 8 City:

S.W., Washington,

St.,

N. Miami,

Fla.

33161

949-4252

1905 Fair\'iew Ave.,
(202)

DC. 20024

347-1717

N.E.,

Washington, D.C. 20002

526-0505

that truly serve viewers.

And

that's a good final word in
pre-Christmas time: do unto
others as ye would have done to you.
An unbeatable combination: the
Golden Rule and a really useful
this

picture.

FILM LABORATORIES,
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If

youVe in a bind

for lab service^

Reela can bail you out.
When

deadlines loom large, and you
keep running into one delay after

Nobody offers
And nobody will

another, call Reela.

faster service.
give you better quality

work.

Why

settle for less

Jet transportation, and an outfit

—

3.

knows how

Sophisticated

to exploit

it.

new equipment.

How many release prints do you need
—20? 100? Reela can make them.

circle 118

than the best?

now.

Call Reela

Complete

that

18

Back in your hands (or drop-shipped
you want) before you know it.

if

Reela's speed and high quality
of three things:
1. Competent, dedicated people.

come about because
2.

Perfect. Sharp. Color-balanced.

REELA OFFERS:
editorial services

producer's services
titling

and

— sound

•

complete

— animation

•

complete

8, 16,

35mm

laboratory services,
including black and white or color
dailies for Flonda filming
•

Super 8 printing and cartridging.

on reader service card
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paradox
BY STANFORD SOBEL

Paradox: The setret of a successmeeting b> precision preplanning, so that you can b« preeverj
eventuality.
pared
for
BUT ... it is the totally unpredictable developments which most
seriously threaten a sales meeting, and because they are unpredictable, it is almost impossible
to be prepared in advance for

around. In the course of doing this
we eliminated the general man-

ful sales

them.
Readers,

significance

of

of the

four day

the

sales

This morning, during the
coffee break, we quietly put it back

meeting

in, so serreptitiously and efficiently,
nobody would ever have known it
had been cut out. Eliminating the
man who gave you the job in the

place

first

column

summary

ager's philosophical

being

not the smartest thing

is

written

you will ever do at a sales meeting.
Let me say that I'm keeping all

at

names

this

is

outside a poolside cabana
one of Miami Beaches lushest
convention hotels. Your columnist
in his colorful bathing trunks,
having just done a few laps in the
is

Olympic Size
Pool.
to

A

my

Water Swimming

Salt

frosty libation sits next

tall,

And

portable typewriter.

in

a couple of hours I will be jetting
home to the frigid north after an

enormously successful

sales

meeting

in the tropical sunshine.
Idyllic? Groovy? Attractive? Are
you jealous?
Save your envy, Friends, for
more important situations. Before
you gnash your teeth in jealous
rage, before your hackles rise at the
indignity of your having to cope
with the cold and slushy streets outside your door on your way to the
antiseptic bleakness of your office,

me

let

fill

in the rest of the picture

for you.

appearances,
not
by
Although the picture is
now, there were times dur-

Judge
Friends.
idyllic

week when we

ing the last
disaster

skirted

so narrowly that a fiasco

be knocking on every one
of the 1500 doors in the place.
For example, one night will be

seemed

to

forever etched

in

my memory
we

cold steel as "the night

General

the

that there

from

was

Manager".

It

in

cut out

seems

a boat ride that night

hors
d'oeuvres, beer, dinner, and brandy.
We then began rehearsing at 9:30
p.m. Nobody can remember exactly

how

(and that's no
we seemed to be

happened,

but
running too long during rehearsal
surprise!)

so

we began

cutting,

shifting people's

DECEMBER,

1970

editing,

and

program positions

.

as to

The

.

happened to us could

that

happen

so

not

here,

.

things

and 1 edited the first
and he edited my revisions,

draft,

first

draft,

and the

art director

client's revisions of

anyone, not exclusively
to those involved in this particular

the client's

enterprise.

cases

to

Another thing

although I'm

.

.

.

sunshine now
I'm
only doing it so that I can say that
I
did it. Actually, during the last
seven days, the only time I have
sitting in the

.

.

.

seen the sun has been at seven a.m.

on

my way

to

when

breakfast,

fit

then edited the

my

draft,

first

revisions of
in

order to

the visuals to the copy. In

some

wrote the first drafts, which
then followed the same route as the
flow chart described above.
first
Needless to say, we were making
minor changes in wording on practically every one of these speeches
up to the time it went on in front
I

I

of the audience, and for these last

detoured from the inside halls to
make a determined inspection of
the outside of the hotel, the ocean,
and the beach. All the rest of the
time, with one brief exception I
will tell you about later, I have

minute revisions we used a public
stenographer, the hotel's copy machine, and my own poor battered

been either in a rehearsal room,
coaching speakers, or in the "main
tent"
room, rehearsing speakers
against their visuals, or at an actual
performance. We would occasionala report that it was a beautiful
day, but you couldn't prove it by
ly get

me. Readers.
But I am only explaining, not
complaining. As we say in the booklet
.

.

is

we hand out

to the sales force

the secret of a good meeting
rehearsing,
good preparation
.

In addition to the speeches,

we

had an engineering movie, an advertising movie, two sales training
movies, two service-training filmstrips,
kinescope
a promotional
transfer from a videotape, several
outside speakers, the vice-president

TV

network, the president of a
about
house,
5,000
super-slides, five meeting modules,
a daily illustrated newspaper, and
nobody knows how many feet of
audio and music tapes.

of a

publishing

.

.

.

and we

we preach.
The complexities of a four day

meeting arc awe-inspiring,
from almost every angle. For excounting all the transiample
sales

.

tions,

.

.

introductions,

speeches, there are
presentations

in

bridges,

some 43

this

and

verbal

meeting,

in-

some 19 different speakers.
most cases the cUent wrote a

volving

In the production of the audio-

.

.

practiced what

In

Italian portable.

.

rehearsing, rehearsing

six to nine, with cocktails,

it

confidential

much to protect the innocent,
make an obvious point

visuals

many

listed

above,

active individuals

izations.

Writers,

were
and organ-

there

producers, direc-

sound men. an
ad agency, a P.R. agency, three
photographic agencies, four printers,
five different film producers, and a
total of eleven different laboratories.

tors,

projectionists

For some mysterious reason
never completely understood by me.
Continued on next page
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continued

.

The time spent

nervous
read his part,

he didn't
regain his voice by showtime. Of
course, we had no way of knowing
whether he had his voice back or
not, because the doctor's instructions were not to use his voice for
any reason. He was from the Chero-

in

erased the margin-for-error time we
had allowed for correction of misFortunately, the second answer print was fine and we could roll
into quantity production. But if it
takes.

missed

we would have
and

deadline

client's

the

crisis of

confidence came to

surface in another situation.

the

divide

cameramen

all

1

two

into

"NEGATIVES", and
"FALSE POSITIVES". You
the

groups,
the

know

Whatever

"Negatives".

the

in case

kee territory, and was awfully good
at sign language, so he did pretty
well without his voice up until
showtime. Then, miraculously, with
his stand-by sitting at the table beside him in case he faltered, he
came through with a deep, sincere,
hoarse and husky bass
slightly

him

vibrato voice which stayed with

sacrificed their confidence in us.

This

him

a ringer for

the mails traveling back and forth

hadn't been fine ...

We

else

.

of a production.

and
had someone
and we also had
exhaustion,

cold,

a

tension.

and you know what this business
you almost never have
is like
the luxury of lead time at the end
.

of

tion

one of the film producers swore by
a lab located 1500 miles away.
They may be an excellent lab for
all I know, but it takes six days
to get anything from them by mail,

until the last

word of

the last sen-

tence of the last paragraph of his
last time at the podium, and then

perhaps

disappeared,

next

until

year's sales meeting ... or perhaps

forever for

all

we know.

you ask them to shoot, they shake
their heads and say "You can't do
that." Or, if it's late in the day and

One of the labs lost the original
of one of the films. What's that you

they're tired of fighting you, they'll

an original? Neither did

say,
it

"You can

shoot

it

that

way, but

won't be any good."
Positives" have a dif-

The "False

They
"No problem." Now,

ferent answer for any request.

always say,
don't be fooled by this. This doesn't
mean "No problem, we can do it."
The real translation is, "No problem, because although I will humor
you for the sake of peace and quiet.

shoot this scene the way I
I
want to do it, no matter what you
may say." This attitude can really
hurt you, as it did in this case.
will

One

of our productions

cameraman ...

kind of

Positive".

We

interiors,

and

had

this

a "False

shot the exteriors and

had

all

the

studio

shooting-completed except for one
tabletop shot. He kept saying "No
problem", and delaying the shot,
and delaying it, until he finally shot
it seven weeks after everything else
was already in place in the rough
-assembly. The first time we saw
the shot

then

was

we no

at the interlock,

and by

longer had the time to

reshoot and change the original if
we were still going to meet our cona

vention shipping deadlines.

It

flaw in the film, and

always

it

will

is

of our

important speakers

had absolutely no voice
dress rehearsal. It was
20

you don't believe a lab can

at all at the

a

combina-

lose

Neither
they
have a foolproof, fail-safe system so
that no original can possibly be lost.
In fact, they still kept telling us
that right in the same conversations
where they informed us that they
did

They

they.

I.

insisted

that

couldn't find the original. There
in

is,

laboratory language, some mys-

terious

between

difference

"We can't find the
and "We have lost the
phrases

They pronounce

the

lem? The client looked at the answer print during rehearsal and decided the picture was unrelated to
the theme of the meeting, and ought

be

eliminated.

Another

close

shave.

We had an audio tape that was
put into the show for comedy relief. It

was

sent airmail special

Rochester, N.Y.

noon. It is
and it has

Wednesday

now Saturday
still

from
after-

afternoon,

not arrived.

Or

at

has stilt not
arrived. It takes an average of three
days to get a telephone message

from

the desk clerk

it

if

out

you happen

some mysterious unknown

being

ever

Another

missed.

squeaker.

Do you

notice anything

close shaves have in

all

these

common?

Well,

answer is that none of them
even remotely affects the completed
show. In every case, the bloopers
we made were made on our time,
the mistakes took place during rehearsals, the last-minute changes allowed for other last-minute correcthe

and

tions,

everything

that

went

wrong, went wrong during preparation for the meeting rather than at
the meeting itself. That's what precision pre-planning will do for you. It
lets you
make mistakes on your
time, rather than on the client's.

Each of the four shows we put on
was absolutely flawless as far as the
audience was concerned. And that
is exactly the way it should be. A
sales conference should be like an
iceberg
the 10% that shows
.

.

.

should be smooth, attractive, pristine, sailing along beautifully and
All the rough cutting
and dangerous, ungainly,
ominous bulk should be below the
surface, where the passengers on

majestically.

edges

the

won't solve your print problem by
show-time", which is absolutely
true. How did we solve this prob-

phone

tape could be eliminated with-

lar

enough

the former defiant-

the

very well be

the client decided that this particu-

original".

almost proudly, but reject the
And when
latter contemptuously.
you threaten to sue them, they
modestly reply, "Go ahead, but that

to

here in

may

cubbyhole in the bowels of the system. In any case, when some of
our presentations began to run long,

original",

ly,

least, the hotel insists

be there.

One

say,

room when

not be in your

rings, so the tape

cruise

never

ship

to see

get

close

it.

Perhaps the most traumatic unexpected incident was the total relocation of the entire sales meeting. Almost a year ago, a group of
us convened in the Plaza Hotel,
about a mile north of here on the
strip. We made all the necessary
arrangements,
inspections,
deals,
and introductions of personnel in
order to have everything go smoothly at the actual meeting. But three
months ago the Plaza Hotel was
bought by Playboy, and there we
were, less than ninety days from the
convention without a place to hold
it.
In this case, the client himself
stepped into the emergency, dropped everything to look for a substitute meeting place, and quickly
re-arranged all the hundreds of details involved in moving that many-

men from

that

new meeting
got

to

many

location.

admit that

it's

places to

a

Now

you've
a little un-

BUSINESS SCREEN

usual to have your hotel

from under you. Just
prepare for

sold

oui

do you

hov\

kind of unexpecte

rlnii

development'.'

There was one other thing that
went wrong witli tliis show, which
was not detected by either the client
or the audience. Your columnist lias
never quite recovered fn^ii making
the freshman

swimming team

at the

University of Michigan, as a diver
and hackstroker. during the golden

days of Coach Matt Mann.
A couple of days ago, there was
a foulup during rehearsal and the
projectionists needed a couple of
hours to re-load trays and program
the tapes.
ran up to my room,
changed into my bathing suit and
rushed out to the pool. After all,
1

you don't get too many chances to
practice on a live meter board in
the

midle of the winter.

did

fine

my

on

warm-up

Right?

half

first

dives, but then, just as

rose into a splendid high arch

something snap
little

bit

a

like

in

my

left

I

dozen
I

I

felt

leg,

a

rubberband on one
inner-tube guns we

those old
used to make during the depression.
It threw off my timing and when

of

I

came up

I

went out too

at the

bottom of the pool
and scraped my

far

nose.

had trouble walking on my foot,
went to the hotel doctor. He
told me I had pulled my calf muscle
away from the tendon, and it would
take 6-8 weeks to heal. He also said
I should stay off my feet. I found
that my leg was fine if I kept using
it, but would stiffen up if I favored
1

so

I

or rested it, like at night for example. I was able to go on using
it and concealing it from the client
only by ignoring the doctor's adit

vice.

Actually 1 was rather pleased to
be able to ignore the doctor's advice. It wasn't so much his fee that
annoyed me, C$25 for the visit, $14
for the medicine) although I resented

And

that.

action to

the

pain,

it

wasn't

a

re-

which was no

worse than a sore arm after taking
smallpox shots.
What really annoyed me about
that doctor was the way he sized
me up as he wrapped the ace bandage around my leg and observed in
a mutter
"It probably wouldn't
have happened if you didn't have all
that excess weight on you."
Boy, that really hurt.' It was so
so unexpected!
.

.

.

.

.

.
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Dirt can ruin a

iilni.

And

our business is printing and
processing 8mm, Super 8mm and 16nim
for motion picture duplication and preprints.

Clean water. Clean air.
We simply cannot operate without
either of them.
Take Super 8 film.
A single frame magnifies so many
times reaching screen size that even an

infinitesimal particle of dirt or dust can
become a colossal eyesore.

why

we've recently installed
filtering system in our
processing department.
Unique because this s>'Stem filters
water to one-millionth of a meter. Result:
Incredibly pure water.
It's why we've put a highly sophisticated air-control system in our cartridge
loading room.
That's

a

unique water

In this

stem, air

s;

comes from thou-

sands of tiny holes in the ceiling. It forces
dirt and dust particles down to floor level
and out the e.xhaust exits.
It's why we've clothed technical people in both areas entirely in white, with
protective hats

And

it's

and

boots.

why we have

white plastic

walls and seamless floors.
Dirt.

We think

it's

obscene.

CINE MAGNETICS FILM LABORATORY
A DIVISK)N OF CINE MAGNETICS, INC,
650 Hiktead Avenue, Mamaroneck, N,Y, 10543 1914) 698-34J4
New York Receiving Cenler: 305E 451hSI (2121682-2780
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CONTENT
DON SWEET

By
Cliches

—some

some aging

old,

years ago a couple of writers
produced the "in" and "out" book,

wherein what was stylishly "right"
and "wrong" were delineated. But
then they complicated the matter by
showing that some things are so
far "out" they're really "in," and

some

conclusion of his report

In the

Some

on Osaka, our correspondent
looks at cliches, multi-screens,

— and

words

summarizes

his

to the

observations.

Fuji

exhibit,

service to brotherhood

inserted

for

for example.

Expo

share of them,

its

ranging from

reasons

cuteness to significance. But some-

body who planned

Telecommu-

the

nication Pavilion unwittingly created

Mack

of

Sennett

backfire.

Presumably if the face of one crying baby stirs feelings of humanity,
then hundreds of duplicated crying
babies are hundreds of times better.
Right? Wrong. It was bedlam.
Also, to pick up again on visual

shorthand, what

is

it

that instantly

Young filmmakers
that their own personal

says

"youth?"

seem

to feel

not a cliche to the Japanese, wihose
convenient memories

exceedingly

enable them to overlook their thirteen year war of conquest in China

and the

rest of their Pacific invasion,

including Pearl Harbor, while sugit "might be
Hiroshima and

gesting to Westerners
to

instructive

visit

Nagasaki." Despite

my own

feelings

war and killing, I had
Harry Truman and the

against

blessed

bomb,

for I'd already spent a year

and a

half

in

those God-forsaken

Pacific islands at the

Emperor Hiro-

summons, and had had excellent prospects of becoming one
hito's

million U.S. casualties that

beads and
But they seem

of the

to be disregarding (or noticing, only

Japan.

those greater numbers of
young who are unfashionably
just studying, and preparing for the
future. Expo fell into this trap, as do
our own television networks, and
perhaps it's because there are no
easy
visual
symbols for quiet,
earnest, lonely thought. So Expo
films were full of hippies and coffeehouses and rock.

But the biggest cliche of all was
"brotherhood." It shouldn't ever be
one, but the cards seem stacked
against its realization, and yet most
everybody pays lip service to it,
while acting to the contrary. World's
Fairs being what they are, "brother-

reflection,

with

stringy

guitar, says "youth."

to scoff)

the

And, predictably, there were
bound to be mentions of the United
States' "atom bomb guilt" cliche on
the part of the host nation and some
its

mentioned was not

last

euphoric.
This, the

so far "in" that they're really

Take babies
had more than

of

Twenty-First Century.

But the

"out."

a kind

Love, and Hope. Enjoyand Enterprise Through Harmony. Beauty in Everyday Life,
Man the Problem Solver, and,
among dozens of others, A Message
Beauty,

inent

industrialists.
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Perhaps

it

is

were expected

in

the

invasion

of

admit to some bias.

I

trotted

time

form of "Progress and

the

in

Harmony
for

counted
lated

"Wodd

a kind of chain reac-

many

of the pavilions

this."

(I

adopted reThere
were
and of "that.'"

sixty-seven)

sub-themes.
of

this

Mankind."

for

There was
tion,

again,

lip

a real calamity howler. Of the
man with a camera

"angry young
school,"

world

presentation's

this

was populated with thalidomide babies, animals being disemboweled in
abbatoirs, riots, noise, and other
pollutions and assorted problems.
Technically

done,

well

it

sur-

rounded the audience v.ith an inferno of shocking sights, glaring lights
and oppressive sound.
But it was the most massive
almost became
because the
unrelieved piling of tragedy upon
tragedy eventually provokes laughcliche at the Fair.

comedy

slapstick

ter

of

instead

failed

(in

my

It

.

.

.

sympathy. And
opinion) because

it
it

no solutions. The ultimate
message I got from it was that the
protesters must re-study their role
in life. People soon turn off when
all they hear are complaints (however justified), but respond when
suggestions for improvements are
offered

hood" was

out

came

paid

and then be-

made.

This

school

of

simply re-

passe and must
change itself; stop filming the superficial surface; must start studying the
porting calamity

is

problems; and must try to come up
with answers. ... So far "in" that
it's

"out."

At Expo

and to
Continued on next page

'70, as at Vlontreal.
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EXPO CONTENT continued

mouth movement was

San Antonio and

a lesser degree in

New

York, most of the use of multiscreens was similar to staging a fashion show with
girls

.

.

it's

.

instead

giraffes

a

of

technical

great

achievement, but a little exasperating to watch.
Sure, people do really see things
faster, and get more information
this way, but it is usually with some

ful,

for

At
broke

moving shapes, some
revolving open-work

ceeded

what's going on at the sides or be-

hind you.

When
trivia

.

.

People,"

is

is

covered with

Company

.

really doesn't matter

it

But when the
subject is important (and it should
be for that Company or that Nation
to spend the money on it, and for
an audience to spend its time watch-

you miss a

if

ing)

then,

lot of

careful

it.

thought should

be given to the fine old principles
of montage, as they were developed
back in the days of Griffith and
Eisenstein.

Whether

one screen or

several,

using

you're
it

still

makes

sense to build from an establishing

shot to details.

In fact, often the

greatest strength of a multi screen
is

to be able to hold the establishing

shot while the details

opposed to the
ing

of

rigid

come on, as
time sequenc-

one-shot-after-another

im-

posed by a single screen. But most
multi screens at Expo were a disconnected scramble. The great exceptions were the cohesive presentations of the aforementioned Netherlands and the Suntory Company.
This is not to say I'm against innovation. I saw some fine examples
of experimental projection. Among
these were two not-quite-fully-realized efforts in the French Pavilion.
The first was a movie projected on
a

bas-relief of a full

size

automo-

Technically it was imperfect,
but you could see the possibilities of

bile.

showing the various color choices,
as well as X rays showing the interiors and the machinery. Also unsuccessful, but very interesting, was
projecting the filmed face of a sing-

on a massive three dimensional
bust of her. The sculptor had the
foresight to do her with eyes closed,

er

so there

was no

conflict

between

sculpted and projected eyes. But the
24

of

which were

Germans used

around a wavy track on
walls and floor. It was a marvel of
registration and a trial to the eye.

more spectacular examples of true multi-media was at
the Rainbow Pavilion. Starting with
a light show, it proceeded to smoke
of the

and waterfalls and a
smoke "Adam and Eve," to a beautiful movie about Japan. And, when
a Geisha began to dance on the
screen, lo there was a live Geisha
on the stage, dancing in perfect syn-

billows, rings

chronization with the screen.

Mixing human and projection

is

nothing new, but the Japanese Sumi-

tomo Group expanded the idea, using the
famous Takeda Puppet
Troupe, "live" on stage, and switchwhere appropriate to the story
line, to the same puppets, hugely
magnified, on a wide screen.
ing,

And while most of the projection
was on ceilings or walls, there was
some on floors. In a cute try, the
Scandinavians managed, more often
than not, to project messages onto
viewers rather than onto the cards

were handed to them at entry.
and China both had wells to
look down into. The Italian one permitted you to at least stand in a
way that you could see the film
right side up, but the Chinese presentation was in the center of an
open shaft and you proceeded downwards on a helical path, seeing the
that

Italy

film upside

down

fully half of the

time.

when

acting ... or

the symbols used

are universally understood

(which

cames dangerously close to cliches)
... or when the audience has foreknowledge of the plot (opera-goers
who don't speak Italian). But the
subject that demands explanation
harder
is
words.

globes. In this

a series of
globes to project upon. But in addition to turning, these globes pro-

One

the screen
"

teeth

Fair, with Teutonic over-thorough-

something you'd like to see a little
more of ... or of swiveling eyes or
your entire head to try to catch

.

her

Expo '67 Czechoslovakia
new ground by projecting on

ness, the

.

less success-

sang,

showed, and, bending over the
curve of the statue's lower lip, unhappily made the poor girl look like
Bugs Bunny.

the annoydegree of discomfort
ance of catching merely a flash of
.

she

as

If

understand

to

you want

without

to experience the ul-

watching
Japanese television and try to figure out what's happening just from
timate

in

frustration try

the screen action.

To

get around the language bar-

Japanese presentations at

the

rier

They
on the screen

Expo

did one of two things.

used

English

when

the track

was

Japanese (or
cap-

in

English

printed

exhibits,

in

titles

or they resorted to the
broadest of the universally undertions),

Gas

stood symbols. In the

was

Pavilion,

comedy. In other
instances, they used broad comparison
for example, to cut from
it

.

slapstick

.

.

racks of fish drying in the sun to
bikini clad sunbathers ... or that
old standby of comparing animal ac-

human.
came away re-convinced

tions to
I

words, even if but a few, are
necessary to prime the audience
and to convince
to explain
.

.

.

that
still
.

.

.

.

.

.

music track, be it
Vivaldi or rock, can only work in
an extremely limited area of com-

and

that

an

all

munications.

I

did appreciate Expo!

From

the foregoing, the reader
might get the idea that I thought
Expo was a bomb and a disappointment, because I reported so many
things that (in my opinion) didn't
make it. Far from it. You had to be
there to be caught up in the excite-

ment of the showmanship, and it
was only careful note-taking and

how

analysis that revealed

content often was

.

.

.

thin the

and that too

often the idea was slave to the technical effects.

Yet

it

would have been

unrealistic to report that everything

had been

just great.

And

such a re-

Film doesn't need words, does it?
There's a school of thought that a
good film can be judged by turning

ful.

sound knob off. If the story still
comes across, you've got a good
film. Possibly. Film should be visual, and should move. But the idea
has limitations. It only works when
the film can portray emotions by

and areas for improvement, as
shows I honestly thought were outstanding. Besides, as soon as the next World's
Fair is announced, I'll be packing
my bag to go. I love World's Fairs. •

the

port

would have been less than useSo I've tried to suggest the pit-

falls

well as applaud those
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Bro\vn-Fi)rman

Distillers

Corporation

marked

two

business communications "firsts" on October 30, when
they cMniaxec! their Centennial year with the first "live"
color tele\isecl jirogram of holiday marketing ever pro-

Command

duced in the liquor industry. The one hour program
was telecast ti> 16 cities over General Electric's new
"Command Performance" television network.

Performance-

so doing.

In

Brown-Forman

American company
tion tool, first used

mittee

in

to

also

became the first
communica-

use this business

by the Democratic National

September.

The Command Performance Network

GE

Com-

large-screen

features

the

Tool for
Business

video projection system

which produces high quality images in full color on a full dimensional screen 20 feet square. High fidelity sound
equipment is employed in specially equipped ht)tel
meeting rooms in each city on the network.
The one-hour Brown-Forman show was in the form
of a "Holiday News Report" featuring correspondents
from the company and its import firm. The Jos.
Garneau Co. A cast of fourteen for the show included
singers and dancers for an original music score.
The program
telecast from Monogram Hall of
General Electrics Appliance Park in Louisville
was seen by a total audience of 4,000 in Louisville,
Atlanta, Boston, Chicago, Dallas, Denver. Detroit,
Houston, Los Angeles, Memphis, Miami, New York
City. Minneapolis, San Francisco, St. Louis and Washington, D.C.
The use of two-way audio for the Command Performance network provided communications between
audiences in 15 cities and Brown-Forman and Garneau
executives in Louisville. Regional sales managers
served as hosts and local commentators for each of
the meetings attended by more than 300 distributors
and their salesmen and the field sales forces of both
companies.
The telecast featured a giant Christmas Carousel
which revolved, revealing holiday packaging, advertising and merchandising point-of-sale.
Produced over the previous three months by BrownForman's Sales Meetings Department, the television
show was created under the supervision of John A.
McGee. Original musical score was by Ron Bedenbaugh, Louisville, and technical production by Allen

—

&

New

—

Martin, Inc.. Louisville.

Singers welcomed the more than 4000 viewers
"hve" color telecast for Brown-Forman.

in

16

Communications
Telling

its

Christmas marketing story

4000 salesmen and distributors in 16 cities,
Brown-Forman Distillers became the first

to

company to make use
national

of

GE's versatile new

communications network.

Two way audio was used
during the program to discuss Centennial sales goals
with distributors in the 16
cities on the network.

cities

to the

Christmas Carousel introduced Brown-Forman gift packaging
to the nationwide audience on the "Command Performance"
network (right).
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LAPENIEKS
AT WORK
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hooting an hour-long

CBS TV Special on the

ijuana Brass, Vilis Lapenieks decided
3

get a close shot from inside the bull ring

t

a rodeo. They said:

lat steel barrel."

never touch

''Bulls

But this one did. So

Vilis

got

great shot of 16,000 spectators upside

own,
ills

ull

until

the battery cord

came

unplugged,

had a broken arm and he hopes the
had a headache. But the camera was O.K.

Ihey used

it

the next day.

An

Eclair

NPR.

For an NPR brochure, write
Eclair Corporation at 7262
Melrose Avenue, Los Angeles
Calif. 90046; or at 18 West
56th Street, New York 10019.

CAMERA MAKERS SINCE
circle 126
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"Temporary" A-V Training

Facility

Designed for Future Permanence

When

National Bank of

First

the

Denver acquired several thousand
square feet of temporary space for
training division, the problem
its
of

equipping

the

for

facility

audiovisual

scale

full-

presentations

Not wanting to invest a large amount of
money in an A-V facility for a temporary training location, the First National

Bank

of

Denver solved the problem by using a movable
projection counter to serve two classrooms.

seemed insurmountable.

The

bank's

training

employee
training,

orientation,
industrial

duction of

division

programs

serves as the source of

for

on-the-job
intro-

relations,

new bank programs and

any re-training required for the
company's 1300 employees and 200
officers. And, accustomed to the efof

fectiveness

A-V

Scene of one of the classrooms in use shows "floating screen" effect achieved
in custom installation. Instructor (left background) controls all facets of presentation with remote control panel in front of him.

presentations,

the division wanted a flexible,

full-

scale multi-media presentation sys-

tem.

The basic requirements for the
system called for presentations that
would be fully automated and programmed with the capability of
manual override and fingertip remote control over all of the equipment from a simple panel at the
instructor's desk.

An

additional re-

quirement was that the entire system be usable in either of two classrooms
and subject to removal
for a more permanent installation
.

at

a

.

.

different

location

at

a

later

date.

Hal Guzofsky and his specialist
teams at Audiovisual Consultants
and Colorado Visual Aids in Denver formulated the solution on a
mobile projection counter 7 feet
long, on which all of the projection.
28
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audio

;ind

installed

was

cquipnicnt

control

including a

multi-channel

punch tape programmer.

To allow for quick transfer of
usage from one room to another,
was

equipment

the

installed

in

proper alignment to the screen in
each room. The rear of the class-

rooms were divided

off into projec-

tion booths with a large horizontal

window through which all
images are projected, keeping noise

glass

out of the rooms themselves.

counter

projection

room

quick use in either

The

movable

is

for

(see dia-

gram )
The only permanently installed
items in each room are screens, loud

Photo from end

speakers and control system wiring.

The wiring was

both
rooms with plug-in connections in
the projection booth for the equipinstalled

in

ment counter, and at the front of
the room for the instructor's remote
panel. Speakers on either side of

of

movable

projection counter
shows positioning
of equipment
on shelves. Each

piece of equipis positioned
for ready use in
either of the
tv^o rooms.

ment

the screens provide stereo sound.

The screens themselves were custom built from masonite sheets 40"
high and 120" wide. They were
painted with several coats of white
paint and installed a few inches out
from the front wall and tilted downward slightly to eliminate keystone
projection.

The

behind

wall

was painted

screen

black

flat

the
to

any image that overshot the
screen, thus the projectors were arranged to completely fill the screen
and bleed over all edges. The images actually appear to be floating
"kill"

space and the effect is pleasant
and allows great flexibility.
in

The
fers

basic projection format of-

image from

a single centered

either
slides.

1

6mm

motion

However

pictures

or

the ability to project

dual side-by-side images from slides

being used more and more as new
training programs are created in the
bank. With these dual images, comparisons can be shown, or static information retained on one side of
the screen while changing data can
be presented from a sequence of
is

slides

alongside.

show

to
that

fill

two

It

is

Broken arrow shows movement of
projection counter for use in
either of two rooms.

also possible

side-by-side
the entire 10' width of the

panorama

picture.

All

of

these techniques are being used successfully in the various training pre-

sentations being used by the bank.

When

Floor plan showis relative positions of
classrooms and projection booths.

images

screen with what appears to be a
single

Close-up of instructor's remote control panel illustrates push-button operation of
equipment by instructor.

all

the projection

counter

is

Continued on next pa^e

1

MOBILE

continued

tire

rolled into the booth at the rear of a
classroom and "plugged-in" to the
control wiring system, the desk type
console control panel is also taken
to that classroom and plugged-in at
the front of the room to provide for
complete remote control of the en-

system by the instructor. These

Master power: on/off to entire
control system with key switch
to

each

item of equipment in the system with pilot light indicator

dissolve systems: Each
of three pairs of slide projectors is controlled by dynamic

Dynamic

LIST

FOR

dissolves

BANK OF DENVER

of cut,

which offer a choice

medium

lap dissolve,

3— Spindler &

Sauppe #772 Dynamic

Dissolve systems.

Ektagraphic AF slide projectors with 7" f3.5 lens.

1— Kodak

Pageant

AV-126TR

sound projector with 2"

1—Cue-Slide

16mm

f/1.6 lens.

CS-2800 tape-slide syn-

chronizer

1— Revox

#1124 stereo tape recorder

1—Grommes

G-23 amplifier with cus-

tom remote volume
1

—custom
nel

1

trol
1

industrial

timer 22-chan-

instructor's

remote

con-

projection

equipment

in

counter with
ready position.

&

dissolve, slow

reverse

standby,

dissolve,

as

interrupt the

ment or

recorder:

The remote con-

tape unit offers play, stop
and record as well as rewind
and fast forward.

trol

16mm

projector:

Forward

&

re-

verse

Audio: Remote volume control.
Programmer: Step-advance con-

and event counter.

The normal programmed presentation is begun when the instructor
turns on

power

discussion, he merely stops

and then can conautomated program by
starting it again. With the manual
override feature, he can depart
from the prepared program, reverse
slides to a previous image to anthe audio tape,

the

tinue

swer a question or assist in a discussion, return to the point where
he departed from the program and
then continue by starting the tape
again.

well

remote focus on the pro-

Tape

the instructor might wish
program for com-

Whenever

Program

jectors.

trol

consolette

—custom
all

control

punch tape programmer

—custom

alternate

as

&— Kodak

a step at a time in perfect synchroaudio script.
with the
nization
to

Equipment power: on/ off

The cues ad-

other track.

the

for security

FUNCTION CONTROLS:

EQUIPMENT

on

vance the punch tape programmer

controls include the following:

equipment to
program and starts

to all

be used in that
the tape. This audio tape has the
recorded narration and music on
one track with inaudible cue signals

¥
^^fu

versatility

Some programs

are

used

best

presents

the
instructor
pre-recordthan
rather
"live"
script
ed on tape. However there may

where the

be complex cues to the multi-media
program which require several slide
changes simultaneously, or perhaps
turning off two slide projectors

16mm

the

while

starting

at die

same time

film

all

The program

etc.

complete with these complex cues
can be fully programmed and auto-

mated on the punch

tape.

The

in-

structor tells the story according to
the script and merely presses the

step-advance button on

single

control panel to advance the

the

punch

tape to the next event according to
the script. The event counter shows
the instructor exactly which event

program

the

at,

is

is

the script.

The

instructor can

make

own

pace,

presentation

his

and he can be

at the correct point in

certain he

his

at

he can ad-lib, vary the presentation,
stop for questions and discussion
is ready to
he can call
for the next event merely by pressing the step advance button.
.

.

.

and whenever he

return

to

the

The system

script,

more

not only flexible, it
mobile, and when
permanent quarters are de-

cided

upon

is

is

completely

for

training

the

sion, the entire system

re-located.

In

fact,

divi-

can be easily

several

rooms

can be pre-wired to accept this audio-visual system. The custom re-

mote control consolette and the entire equipment package on the custom projection counter can be taken
to any pre-wired room and pluggedfina! citijuiiiiieiits on the mobile projection counter
dent of Audiovisual Consultants and Colorado Visual Aids.

Making

30

is

Hal Guzofsky, presi-

in

to

media

make

it

facility in

complete

a

multi-

minutes.
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Good Programming Marks
IFPA's 11th Annual Conference

Information-packed program sessions reflect
continued growth of organization; nearly 300 present for
annual "Cindy" presentations.
Surprise award at IFPA banquet was
lifetime membership in the form of
gold card presented to Jackie Stilwell
for her years of service to the organization by IFPA president Bob

Montague.

Strong, useful and contemporary
programming again marked the an-

humorous and popular Father
Emery Tang of St. Francis Produc-

nual conference of the Information
Film Producers of America, November 4-7 at Newport Beach, Cali-

tions highlighted the meeting.

fornia.

With the over-all theme of "The
Challenge or Change?"
the program was subdivided into
1970's

—

subtopical half-day sessions featuring

leading spokesmen on various

subjects

from throughout the coun-

Opening the conference was a

communication

films.

comprehensive session exploring the
challenges facing filmmakers and
A-V communicators in the years
ahead.

TV

centered around cable television,
film recording and
preview
rooms.
special panel discussion

TV

A

Dr. Al Hibbs from Jet
Propulsion Laboratory; Roy Neal,
aerospace editor for
News,

featured

NBC

try.

Producer David Wolper was presented
the Jay Gordon Memorial Award by
IFPA for outstanding individual
contribution to the advancement of

The second session provided an
in-depth look toward the future in
terms of "The Moving Media: Electrons and Emulsions." Discussions

Controversial

presentations

by Jim Gibson, director of the National Audiovisual Center and the

Lentz of the USAF motion
picture department in the Pentagon;
and Bob Pace, motion picture manager for JPL.
Opening the second day of the conference was a program devoted to

Capt

Bill

the

responsibility

filmmakers.

and

ethics

of

by Bruce
Herschensohn, director of motion
Discussions

pictures and television for the U.S.

Information Agency and Lon B.
Gregory, editor of Business Screen
preceded the introduction of IFPA's
new code of ethics by Bob Hecker,
past president and

Light
the
in

rains

life

member.

discouraged

all but
most devout golfers participating

the Friday afternoon tournament.
skies cleared in time for the

The

festive

evening Hawaiian

Luau and

dance.

A

somewhat technical session ex"The State of the Art"
kicked off the program for the final
amining

day.

Optical
videotape to

effects

Good programs kept the meeting
conference at Newport Beach.
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halls filled during the 2V'2-day

IFPA annual

effects,

film

transfer

and

of

electronic

were discussed.

Finale for the conference was the

Continued on page 32

IFPA

CONFERENCE

continued

annual banquet and presentation of

"Cindy" awards

to the best films in

the annual competition. Nearly

300

persons filled the banquet room for
the ceremonies which included the
presentation of the Eugene Keefer
and Jay Gordon awards.
The Eugene Keefer Memorial
Award for "outstanding professionalism by an in-plant film unit" was

presented to

Doug McKenney, head

of motion pictures, Martin-Marietta

Orlando, Fla.
David Wolper was the recipient
of the Jay Gordon Award for out-

Corp..

standing individual contribution to
the advancement of communication

Father Emet7 Tang of
St. Francis Productions,
originators of Telespots
was a popular repeat
speaker from the 1969
annual conference.

films."

Top "Cindy"

winners for

iy70

included the following films:

Commercially Produced

We Used
by

duced

to Call It Printing, pro-

Peckham

Productions;

Navigation, produced by
Milner-Fenwick Productions; What's
hiertial

All About Harry?, produced by
Parthenon Films; Ski Racer, produced by Summit Films; Kutlwa-

It

nong-A

Place of Hearing,

distrib-

uted by Association-Sterling Films;
New Students-New Friends, produced by Sandler Institutional Films;
Pat Sims, Dallas
film producer
(left)

Like

It

Is,

produced by Pat Sims

Productions.

receives

"Cindy" for his
film "Like It Is,"
during IFPA cere-

monies

at

Government Produced
Somebody's Got To Be Kidding,
Right Hand of The Court. Volunteer Story, produced by Los Angeles
County Motion Picture Unit; The
Air Force Now #5, The Long Haul,
The Quiet War, produced by Headquarter, Aerospace Audio Visual

New-

port Beach.

Center.

Produced
The Difference, produced by
Eastman Kodak Company; A Life
On The Line, produced by Atena
Life & Casualty; Our Aching Backs,
Institutionally

All

Accepting the
Eugene Keefer
award for outstanding professionalism by
an in-plant
production unit
is Doug McKenney, head of
motion pictures
for Martin-

Marietta Corp.
Orlando, Fla.

in

produced by The Sandia Corporation; Nuclear Fingerprinting of Ancient Pottery, produced by Lawrence
Radiation Laboratory, University of
California; Simulation-High Green

To Training, produced by McDonnel-Douglas; The Color Computer,
produced by Edutronics Systems International; Picture phone- A Demonstration, produced by Bell Telephone

Laboratories; Quick Rise, produced
by Alan Gordon Enterprises.
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THE ^AuMOIt]

LINE

OF 16 MM PROFESSIONAL

CAMERAS

'^1

«iCON

HIO»0'

(m
GUARANTEE
illl

Auficon Equipment

Aith

i

sold

is

30d3y money back

Guarantee and
Service Warranty

a

!

year

You must Oe

satisfied!

WRITE FOR
rOUR FREE
COPY Of THIS
74 PACE
AURICOf^

CATALOG

GET BEHIND AN
AUHICON 'SUPER 1200
satisfaction
a

truly

of

filming with

Professional

Camera'

FOR JEWEL LIKE PRECISION
The Auncon '•Super-1200".

IN

FILMING ROCKSTEADY MOTION PICTURES'

Auficon 16nim Professional Cameras,

like all

Every precision-engineered part of

ttiis

finest of

all

raie watcfi-maker skill of old-world craftsmanstiip.

electronics. The

Film-Gate

much

is

Auncon Super-1200"

combined

wittr

is

is

a

superb picture-taking instrurrent.

carefully built and assembled witfi

modern, space-age know-tiow

in

ttie

optics and

actually contains jewels in the Camera-Gate! This polished Sapphire

guaranteed frictionless and wear-proof

film you run through the

ISmm Cameras

for in focus

and scratch-free pictures, regardless of how

Camera! Among the many professional features of the Supef-1200"

Ground-Glass Focusing through the Camera lens.

All this,

and high-fidelity. optical

or

is

Reflex

magnetic, single-system or

double-system sound-recording capabilities which are unmatched by any other camera

in

the

world' Write

for free, illustrated Auricon Catalog fully describing this rare lewel of fine craftsmanship.

QSIO Romaiiie

AURICON

.

,

St Holly-wooed 3S. Ca.lirorn.ia.
HOli-y-w-ood 2-OS31

.THE PROFESSIONAL

.

CAfrt ERA

STANDARD OF THE tSMM SOUND INDUSTRY SINCE

1931
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Golden Eagle Films Score
Well

13th

in

Foreign Festivals

annual CINE Awards and
honors America's top

Showcase

nontheatrlcal

films

of

the

year.

America's top nontheatrical films were honored with

78 major prizes from international film festivals during 1970 at the 1 3th Annual CINE Awards and Showcase program in the nation's capital, November 13.
President Richard Nixon sent a telegram to Dr.
William G. Carr, CINE's President, praising CINE for
its work "in selecting motion pictures of outstanding
merit to represent our country with credit and distinction in international festivals. In a decade when communications are so basic to human understanding and
world peace, the challenges you face are without equal."
At the climaxing banquet, this years top international
awards and trophies were presented by Ambassadors
and ranking diplomats from Australia, Belgium, Brazil,
Germany, Hungary, Iran, Israel, Italy, Japan, Malta,
Spain, the United Kingdom and Yugoslavia.
Heading the list of dignitaries present were Ambassador Janos Nagy of the Hungarian Peoples Republic, Ambassador Sir James Plimsol of Australia
and Minister Counselor Kivoomars Vazeen of Iran.
A feature of the evening was an informal symposium
moderated by Jay Carmody, Washington film and
drama critic. Film makers whose productions were
shown at the banquet were interviewed: John and Faith
Hubley, producers of Of Men and Demons; Willis H.
Pratt, Jr. of A.T. T., sponsor of Light; Gaby Monet,
producer of Rodeo; and John Nugent, producer of

Busy CINE registration desk registered about 300 persons
annual program where more than 100 top
Golden Eagle and foreign films were shown.
for the 13th

CINE President Dr. William G. Carr welcomed
and guests to
13th annual ceremonies on
Friday, November 13.

dignitaries

Kites to Capsules, a Federal Aviation Administration

winner.

CINE Golden Eagle Certificates were
producers
of nontheatrical, television docpresented to
umentary, and short subject films entered in 74 international film events and competitions during the year.
symposium chaired by John Flory, a former CINE
President, discussed ways of increasing fibn ckculation
abroad, especially in the Far East. Flory summarized
the recent Orient tour by 41 CENE Patrons, American
film specialists, who visited film makers in Hawaii,
Japan, Taiwan, Hong Kong, and the Philippmes, including a visit to EXPO '70. Goverrunent officials and
Earlier

164

A

Popular feature at the annual banquet was
symposium on award winning films
moderated by critic Jay Carmody (right).

this informal

business fihn experts offered ways to expand international film distribution.

Youth took the spotlight as 12 young filmmakers
and adult amateurs were honored with CINE Eagle
Certificates by CINE President Carr at a ceremony in
the Motion Picture Association of America auditorium.
During the full week of Nov. 9-13, 130 fihns were
screened in programs at the National Archives, Smithsonian Institute, National Geographic Society, National Education and Statler Hilton Hotel. Included
was a selection of outstanding Asian fihns from Japan,
the Philippmes, Republic of China and Australia.
34

Some of the more than 170 international awards presented American films on display prior to presentation
to producers at annual banquet.
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When the Industrial Audio-Visual
Association gets together, there is
never a spare
nor dull
.

.

.

.

.

moment. The group's Fall meeting
in New York in October was no
exception.

For two and a half informationpacked days, this group of leading
A-V specialists from industry
studied, analyzed, compared and
previewed new equipment and techniques and concepts of A-V communication.

lAVA's Coyle Defines

.

A-V Man's

Identity,

Role for Future

presentations

Special

for the group providing a

first

hand

new equipment included:
Ampex' Instavision, discussed

look at

"Let us not sacrifice ideas to electronics,"

by Carlos Kennedy, product planning manager for Ampex.

says

—

—A

new Retention

look at the

new president

busy

at a

and information-packed

Meeting.

Fall

Communications Systems equipment for soundslide and microfiche.

—A
—A

AVCO's

review of

Cartri-

hand look

first

at the Spindmulti-media control

& Sauupe

ler

by Henry M.

Special addresses

Boettinger,

controller

assistant

for

AT&T and

author of Moving Mountains; and Dr. Francis lanni, direc-

urban studies and
programs-Teachers College-Columtor-center

of

On

communica-

the

tions concept side,

Boettinger dis-

communications challenges of the future, and Dr. lanni
discussed some new work and ideas
the

instructional technology.

included visits to
York's leading indus-

Special

tours

New
A-V installations and displays.
Among them were visits to AT&T's
some of

trial

Pierce Fenner

&

Smith's

VTR

cen-

Video Instar Productions where
Less Waddington discussed J. C.
Penney 's ITV facilities; and a beter;

hind-the-scenes tour of BurUngton
Industries' "Mill"

ular

new

tells

Burlington's

sive

display

—

tourist

and

currently a pop-

attraction,

story

in

which
a mas-

audiovisual

en-

vironment.

Imero Fiorentino, leading lightdesigner and consultant pre-

the

meet-

concerns

our

search for identity.

As

special-

ists

in

audio-

communications we feel
that we have won
visual

COYLE
the

right

to

and greater op-

status, recognition,

portunities for preferment.

We

think of us as super projectionists
or audio-visual technicians.

not pause long enough to allow the
consolidation of our capabilities.

"We

Do we

re-

management

proclaim ourselves

nicators.

commu-

truly believe

that

proclamation?
"I

we

heritage

that

stand

know ourselves and underwho and what we are? Have

ever taken time to evaluate our
and analyze the circumstances of our existence? Our pursuits

so compellingly fascinat-

are

we prefer doing to philosophizing. Our condition reminds me
ing that

Sam

Johnson's dictum on the
"Marriage," he said,
"has many pains, but celibacy has

of

Of special significance were the
comments by the association's new
president, Lee Coyle (Ohio Bell

that of

who
answers

professional industrial
1970

provided
to

the

A-V commu-

recognize, therefore,
are pushers of change; that
are innovators; that we are a

we

relatively new breed of communicators in industry and must recognize if not reconcile ourselves to
the predictable resistance to change

really

might put

Co.),

"We must
that

we

wonder whether or not we

assembled members.

some meaningful

communications. Ten years from
now we may have a Bible to follow,
but at the present time we happen
to be pioneers. A pioneer is said to
be a guy way out in front with arrows sticking out of him. From
being in the vanguard I'm afraid
we're going to have to pay the usual
price in pain and frustration before
we reach the haven of status and
recognition which we desire. And
we are in distinct danger of becoming perpetual pioneers, for the insistent progress of technology will

no pleasures."
"Our field is

a special demonstration of
proper techniques for the some 70

our field is that the book has
not yet been written on audio-visual
find in

to

sent the tendency of

sented

DECEMBER,

and

marital state:

ing

Telephone

role
said:

ings in the past

Lynch,

Merrill

center;

television

He

topics

lAVA

of

nagging

questions.

"One

for

bia University.

cussed

identity

recurring

system.

in

most

nicator's

vision.

its

lAVA

AV

infancy despite
technology. One

its

age at approximately
itself
a quarter of a

—

was bom and raised in
our lifetime and whether or not it
has reached its majority depends
upon one's point of view.
century.

"One

of the fascinations that

1

a

commonplace

of

human

Unbelievable as it sounds,
are moving faster than is good

we
for

us;

the

afterburners

of

tech-

nology keep cutting in on us, and
our hardware is going Mach 2
while our software is still trying to
make the speed limit down on the
freeway.

in

sophisticated
its

is

nature.

The problem

is

not ours

alone.

"The sweeping changes
our

in this,

have turned the world
upside down. No comer of our lives
remain untouched. The churchman
is dismayed at the deterioration of
his dogmas; the scientist gallops
breathlessly only to be outdistanced
Continued on next page
lifetime,
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JAVA continued
science.
Technological
his
by
knowledge has exploded into innumerable fragments and each frag-

ment

prepares

As

itself

explode

to

minds are
stunned by the rapidity of change
conviction;
youthful
and loose
minds surge with intensity and in
again.

a result mature

their instant

wisdom

offer glib solu-

tions to virtually unsolvable prob-

Cults grow Hke algae on

lems.

a

polluted pond; fads replace values;
the only sanctuary

from the ravages

of change seems to be in specializa-

And

tion.

zation,

new

99e

]oo

Original
rai**

3oo

B

S.lv«r

4ee

Wind

Soe

7«

Poil

looo 4aeo

}

iooo 6o««

7«

6S DnniMr

paradoxically in speciali-

man

each

cave. I

takes refuge in a

wonder

if

this will

not

prove to be one of our greatest
problems. Rather than to become
comfortable with change we may
be driven to take refuge among the
protective instrumentalities of our
calling. There are times when each
of us has seen fifty thousand dollars worth of marvelous machinery
chatter away vacuously in the production of a fifty dollar idea. Let
us not sacrifice ideas to electronics.

Sulph.d* T

—

We are communicators the newest
breed of them all: men of talent
who can throw highly memorable
bridges of words and complementary visual images from mind to
mind with the aid of delightful gadgets which we must never allow to
become golden calves. We are crea-

DO NOT
TEAR

YOUR MACHINE APART!!
EKTACHROME SrtVER
SULPHIDE SOUND TRACK
DEVELOPER EQUALS OR
BETTERS KODACHROME
SOUND OR ANY COMMER
ClALLV PRODUCED SILVER
IMAGE TRACK «»>r«f.»;,Vll'
REQUIRES ONLY SINGLE
APPLICATION

tures

IN K) SECONDS
HAS UNLIMITED SHELF LIFE
APPLYS DIRECTLY FROM BOTTLE
REQUIRES NO MIXING

DOES NOT NEED A 2ND APPLICATOR I

ride

wave of

the

re-ordering of priorities.

It

will

re-

broadening of interests
rather than a narrowing of view-

quire

a

points. If
that

0RT«t.BKE GOES TO OPTIMUM

who must

change that characterizes our lifetime. To do so successfully will require incessant re-evaluation and

we

brings

are to find the insight

reassurance

we must

look to the humanities as the sustaining force in our heritage. We
must solve our problems with ideas

—

and understanding values that are
timeless. We must not succumb to
the emblandishments of the machine, for as our lifetime has exhibited so clearly, today's machine
is born obsolescent.

"The paths

of status, recognition,

and preferment for our calling must
be engineered by us ourselves, but
we must first come to a common
determination of who and what we
are. Only from that determination
can we proceed with confidence,
and confident, win the esteem that

we

covet."
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Sixty-seven "Chris" statuettes were
presented to top lilms from tiiroiigh-

out the country

at the

iiSth

Colum-

bus Film Festival, October 22.
Master of ceremonies for the
event at the Southern Hotel in Columbus this year was Bill Hamilton,
of WNBS radio. .Awards were presented by Vickie Bennett, Miss Columbus of 1970. and Mrs. Thomas
White. Miss Columbus of 1969.
The award ceremonies concluded
a day of screening of many of the
top award-winning films.

Among

67 Receive

"Chris"

Statuettes at

18th Columbus Festival

"Chris"' statuette

others,

winning films included:
Business

&

Industn'

Freedom to Explore,
Audio Productions.

produced

by

Whal's the Matter wiili Harley?, produced by Centron Corporation.
All the Difference, produced by East-

man Kodak Company
From the Ground Up. produced by

raphy

in

Federal Aviation Administration
In

Company

the

William

by

of

Men. produced

Greaves

Productions.

Inc.

Number One
/;;

Bush, produced by John

Hennessy Motion Pictures
Focus, produced by Montgomen,'

Ward & Company

Woman

Is.

produced by Fred A. Niles

Communications Centers, Inc.
The Way It Is
//; Palm Springs,
Anyway), produced by Olson ^Sil.

ver

GLM.
A

.

.

Diagnosis,

produced

by

The Upjohn Company
Religion and Ethics

produced by Cine-Cath
Down, produced by Morton

Lazarillo.

Up

Is

Goldsholl Design Associates
Flat Wine. Stale Bread, produced by

Lutheran Film Association
.Many Lifetimes. Moynihan As-

How

sociates.

Inc.

Montage "The Healer", produced

b\'

WKYC-TV

(

Screen Prod.

produced by Bob Perry

Graphic and Cultural Arts
Kite Story, produced by Churchill

Films
West Texas,

produced

by Alan

receives
Jack
Hennessy
Producer
"Chris" from Dan Prugh for the CrownZellerbach film "Number One Bush"
which has received numerous av\/ards
this year.

E.

Gadney
Pas De Deux, produced by Learning
Corporation of America
The Man Hunters, produced by

MGM

Television

Cowboy.,

produced

by

Time-Life

Films

Days to Survival, produced by
Time-Life Films
Amblin. produced by United ProducThirty

tions of

The

City,

America
produced by

WBNS-TV

Health, Medicine and Safet>'
The Talking Car, produced by Alfred

Higgins Productions
Speedscene: The Problem of Anphetamine Abuse, produced by BailyFilm Associates
What Will Poor Robin Do Then?, produced by Merck, Sharp & Dohme

Temporal Manidular Joint Eminectomy, produced by The Ohio State
University. Department of Photography and Cinema
X-Ray, Ultrasound, and Thermog-
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A flock

of

Columbus "Chris" statuettes await recipients during award ceremonies
(left) and MC Bill Hamilton announce winners.

as Nils Lindquist
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King Screen Productions
Sea Odyssey, produced by
Mario Ghio Production for United

Inland

German

Film

Top

Industrial at

N-Y. International Festival
The 13th

International Film

13th annual event attracts
record

number

of foreign

visitors as several celebrities

assist in

awards presentations.

New

& TV

27-30
was marked by the attendance and

Festival of

assistance of a

Yoric, Oct.

number

of celebrities

Leonard Sillman, Cindy
Adams, Dr. Joyce Brothers, Frank
Blair, Malcolm Dodds and Hermione Gingold.
including

The event this year also attracted
number of foreign visi-

the largest
tors ever.

Master of ceremonies Barry Gray
presided over the awards presentation at the

banquet

in

New

Americana Hotel.
Grand award winners

York's

this

year

were:

FILMSTRIP:

The Story of Joe,

produced for Westinghouse Corp. by
Richard Bruner Productions.
INDUSTRIAL FILM: Deutschhindinformotioii, produced for Presseund Informalionsamt der Bundesregierung by Deutsche DokumentarUnd Werbefilm Ges. (Germany).
MIXED MEDIA: Man on the
Moon by the New York Times.
Penney
J.C.
MULTI-MEDIA:
Convention by Producers Row, Inc.
TV COMMERCIAL: Green. Green
Grass of Home, by J. Walter
Thompson for Eastman Kodak.
Gold award winning industrial films
included:
Good People,
Barry Gray (left), MC ai the New York
International Film & TV Festival was
assisted in presenting awards by NBC's

Frank Blair and British star Hermione

Aircraft Co.

1970 Sales Fihn, produced by GardAnheuser
for
Advertising
ner
Buesch.

—

Annual Report

1970, produced by Corporate Image for BAFS Badische Anilin &
Soda Fabrik A G, Ludwigshafen
Suite der faden, produced by Industrievereinigung

Chemiefaser

e.v.

(Germany)
1970 Sales Film, produced by Gardner Advertising Company, for Anheuser Busch, Inc.
The Unknown Continent, produced by
for
(Germany)
Leonaris-Film
Hoechst Pharmaceuticals
Number One Bush, produced by John
J.

Hennessy Motion

Pictures

for

Crown

Zellerbach Corporation
Seeds of Discovery, produced by
Inc.
for National
Films,
Aeronautics & Space Administra-

MCR

the best industrial
Grand Award
film is presented to Hello Weber (right)
by festival director Herbert Rosen.
for
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tion

The Day Grandpa Died, produced by

Goldsholl

Faces of Australia, produced by Caltex Petroleum Corporation
People Count, produced by Wilding,
Inc. for RCA Sales Corporation
The Greater Adventure, produced by
Ralph Hall Productions for U.S.
Air Force
Brush Creek Bounces Back, produced

by Stuart Finley, Inc.
West Virginia
Our Changing Skylines

for State of

—

Mirror of
World, produced by Alemann
Films
As We See It, produced by Amram
Nowak Associates for National
Tuberculosis and Respiratory Disease Association
Growing with Poly-Matrix 2000, prothe

by

duced

The

Spenfilm

Cor-

poration for Ball Brothers Research Corporation
Arterie! Durchblutungsstorungen, proFilm (Gerduced by Fingado

—

many

for Boehringer

GMBH
Your

Mannheim

Mannheim

Mouth,

Brothers
Brothers

produced

Company
Company

by
for

Lever
Lever

Oh, Freedom, produced by Rediscovery Productions Inc. for The
York Times and Arno Press
Dancing
Prophet,
produced

Pyraid

New
by

FOms

The Observation, produced by Van
Praag Productions, Inc.
Hey, How About Right Now?, produced by Henry Strauss Associates
for Arnico Steel Corporation

Ocean
produced by Hughes

Spotlights of Best

Gingold.

Artists Corp.

Up is Down, produced by
& Associates

Phenomenon

—

The

Deep

Layer,
produced
by
Fordel Films, Inc. for Oceanographer of the Navy
The Gifts, produced by Federal WaScattering

ter Quality Administration
Peace Is, produced by Roger Flint for
Peace Corps
It's Only Money, produced by Audio

Productions for Federal Deposit Insurance Corp.
Patagonia, produced by Show Associates, Inc. 2 for Austral Airlines

LTmpressionnisle et le Neo-Impressionnismc, produced by Les Film

Du

Cypres (France)

Junior Olympics USA, produced by
Associated Film Consultants, Inc.
for The Quaker Oats Company/

Amateur

Athletic

Union

TRIPTYCH, produced by
Productions,

Inc.

for

Torricelli

American

Telephone and Telegraph Company
American Designers Fall Fashions
'70, produced by Mercury Newsfilm for

The DuPont Co.
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new products review
FEATURING NEW EQUIPMENT AND SERVtCES

keyed or wiped in the same manner
as any other video source.

production
Howell Offers Daylight
Motion Picture Film Processing
Bell

&

upper case alphabetical
numbers,
commonly
used punctuation marks and other
including

characters,

com-

operation and economical processing of super 8 or
pact

size, silent

16nini film.

The

ommended

specifications

symbols. Telemation, Inc.
circle 203

designed to
conform to film manufacturers recserve

motion

line is

picture

and

to

laboratories

and users of motion picture

film,

microfilm and X-ray film.

Camera magazines
into place

are snapped

and the film

is

Keyboard pro64 characters

vides for selection of

Howell's Filmopetite proces-

sors feature daylight loading,

TKB-207

The

&

Bell

but can also be used for any other
application requiring the pulsing
of instruments at predetermined

on reader service card

Magnabar Provides an Innovation
Animation Discs
Magnabar, a development of Hubin

time intervals. Arriflex Corporation

bard Hunt's Fax Company, provides an animation disc innovation,

of America.

making

possible to change a 12
a 16 field by reversing the
position of top and bottom bars.

ready for

it

field to

Color Positive Release Print Film
Introduced by3M Company

3M's color

positive

release

print

film,

type 650, suitable for prints

from

original color negatives, inter-

negatives or color dupe negatives,
is

said to possess excellent color ren-

dition and color saturation. It is
balanced for use on standard type
additive and subtractive printers.
The base is safety colorless, .0055
in.

(14/

100mm)

triacetate

antihalation backing.

removed

in

lowing spray
pany.

the
jet

circle 202

The

With the Magnabar disc, magnetic
peg bars are held in absolutely-ac-

—

when set
yet they
without thumb-screws

curate position

move

easily

which pose problems of working
loose and interfering with drawing.

With Magnabar,
lows three

full

the

Fax

disc al-

north and south field

with

latter

is

pre-bath and folwash. 3M Com-

on reader service card

processing, without use of a dark-

room. The processors are as small
as 49" long x 54" high by 24" deep
and are quiet enough to operate in
an office without disturbance. Bell
& Howell.
circle 201

on reader sen/ice card

Electronic Titling Generator
Saves Graphics Preparation Time
The TCG-225 Electronic Titling

Generator is designed primarily for
titling and news flash requirements
in broadcast CATV and closed cir-

on top and bottom bars,
two oblong Acme-type and
three round pegs per bar. Round
pegs have screw driver slots and are
positions

using

secured in threaded holes.
Scales

Master Intervaiometer Designed
Animation Motors
The Master Intervaiometer automatically programs camera, lights,
and other auxiliary equipment in
correct sequence for special motion
picture

applications

such

as

lapse studies, animation and

data recording,

etc. It

provides pre-

time intervals from 3 seconds to 1% hours and time exposures from 1 second to 11 seconds.
setable

The Intervaiometer was

specific-

designed to operate in connection with Arriflex animation motors
ally

DECEMBER,

1970

marked

in

l/20th-

anodizcd background, 9 inches east
and 9 inches west from center.
The disc's 15-i/2 x 9->/2-inch
shatterproof Plexiglas window provides a clear, shadow-free, translu-

time

titling,

are

inch increments, in white on black

for Arriflex

cuit television applications.

procharacters in
It

duces alphanumeric
video format for display over standard television systems. The TCG225 is compatible with any 525line,

60 Hz or

625-line,

50 Hz

broadcast system, and the character video may be mixed, supered,

cent

back

tracing.

light

for

working

and

Fax Company.
circle 204 on reader service card

Microphone Stand
Introduced Into Shure Line
The Model 537.^ microphone desk
stand is designed to accept microContinued on next page
Versatile
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"We need music

.

.

GOOD

.

themes and to
establish the correct mood. We

MUSIC ...

for

that the CHAPPELL
CORDED MUSIC LIBRARY

NEW PRODUCTS

The VTR-820

continued

RE-

tures.^he

fur-

operated

find

that need. Thanks to
MusiCues and Chappell we are

able to produce a better product."

Musicues

New

in

the

York,

HOURS OF ORIGINAL DIVERSIBACKGROUND MUSIC — from

200

phones with both swivel adapters
and swivel connector assemblies.

The stand

the

in

FIED

leases

ALWAYS UPDATED. New
EVERY Month.

sound without the

Rethe LIVE

It's

live

performance

cost.

write or call:

a stable, low-profile

a battery-

finished in gray

Slmrc

Lowell-Light Introduces
Versatile Lighting Kit
The Kombi 3 Kit combines in one
kit the equipment from the Lowell
Quartz and Lowell Link systems
and offers virtually unlimited com-

Brothers, Inc.
circle 205

on reader service card

Concord Announces Series of
Black and White EIAJ VTRs

A

complete

standard

line

of

recorders

EIAJ

VTR-800 model

Milton B. Kaye

is

to reduce glare.

and textured

videotape
For complete free catalog

is

die-cast base that

religious to rock, from continental to
contemporary, from pastoral to powerful.

is

circle 206 on reader service card

sole

U.S.A. of the
Chappell-Sonaura Library, offers over

distributor

VTR-450T

model, consisting of a
camera with built-in viewfinder,
portable videotape recorder with
rechargeable
batteries.
Concord
Coinniunicaiions Systems.

nishes

Roger B. Kobzina
Program Director
Radio & Television Education Dept.
Dade County Public Schools
Miami, Florida

electronic

offers

editing in addition to the above fea-

one-half inch
features the

format. The basic
is designed to re-

cord and playback audio and video.
It weighs less than 33 pounds and

l^C^
117

West 46

N.Y.,

St.

N.Y. 10036

(212) 765-1742

provides sharp, clear, 300 lines horizontal resolution.

Features include manual/automatic gain control for audio and a

manual/automatic

separate
circle 105

gain

on reader service card

binations of lighting set-ups. Included are booms, background supports,
floor to ceiling poles, flags, diffusers,

etc.

Lowell-Liglu Photo Engi-

neerino.
circle 207 on reader service card

Nickel-Cadmium Battery
Powers 16BL Camera

A

lightweight nickel-cadmium bat-

16BL camera

tery for the Arriflex
is

video,

control

for

and

frame.

still

It

audio

rated for

AH

and,

operate

the

12 bolts 2.5

dubbing

has standard

UHF

video connectors for input and output, as well as 8 pin audio/video

A complete

quality line of reels

for every
•

•
•

.
•

•

NTSC

purpose

16mm metal reels and cans, 400' to 2300'
8mm metal reels and cans, 200' to 400'
35mm metal reels and cans, 100' to 2000'
16mm plastic reels, 50' to 2200'
8mm plastic reels, 50' to 400'
35mm plastic reels and cans, 100'

• Fibre carrying cases,

all

fully

MICROFILM-Aluminum

spools for unex-

posed film; plastic reels and storage boxes
for exposed film.
specialize

in

fast

service.

Write for

TAYLOREEL CORP.,
3.

charged,

camera

A

155 Murray St.

Rochester, N. Y. 14606

—>.^v._...._^_^^^^—..^_^—^^^-^^~^^

'

will

for about 1200' of film.

specially designed miniaturized

charger

is

the battery.

catalog and prices.

Dept.

system, 525 lines, 60 fields,

interlaced.

sizes

• Aerial Spools

We

connector for a monitor receiver.
Video recording is the standard

built

A

into the case with

fully

discharged bat-

can be recharged within 10-12
Corporation
hours.
Arrifle.x
of
America.
tery

circle 140 on reader service card
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Recording Studio Console

Expands

to

out

its
250-hour
41.000 lumens of

Meet Needs

Alice's iiKidcl 93U()A recording studio console provides up to 28 inputs and 16 outputs, measures onh

width and is delivered
fully wired and ready to operate.
The console is fiillv modular and
tour feet

in

temperature.

It

It

provides

light at

3200°K.

life.

operates

in

ference in sound quality after thousands of hours of use.

Complete high-speed duplication
provide rapid service on
Microcron lubricated tape loaded

a base-

up position. Sylvaniii Electric Prod-

facilities

ucts. Inc.
circle 209

on reader service card

automatic repeating casAiitomatccI Learning. Incorporated.
circle 210 on reader service card
into

implementation

1
w«A«^4/Aa>^i^

Horizontal Lamphouse System for
Large Screen Projection

Cassette Repeats Recorded
Message With Any Recorder
.An
automatic repeating cassette
that will operate with any cassette

A

true fidelity, and

be

expanded through

.Altec plug-in

no appreciable

lamphouse

sys-

35 7()mm
theatre-type
projection is designed for screens
ranging in width from 50 to 140
feet. The system has a much lower

dif-

for

adding

wired modules.

The Modulite volume

horizontal .\enon

tem

recorder or player repeats the recorded message over and over, with

can

the

settes.

level

Put a

me-

audio envelope with
a sequential pattern of colored lights
giving the mixer a true picture of
modulation. Other features include
a channel check which provides individual check of input lines; a precue push button transfers signals
from output buss to cue buss: echo
facilities permit selection of internal
or external reverb devices and a
bright or soft timber; more than
22dB of headroom. Altec Lansing.
ter follows the

professional
/>^^
I

>'*^4
^

in

your

projection
""*

room

The new NoreIco FP-IGmm projector
brings big tfieatre performance to any

auditorium because

it's

same

built to tfie

rugged standards of performance

demanded by professional motion

circle 208 on reader service card

picture ttieatres. Provides a brighter,
clearer, steadier screen image.

Compact 1500-Watt Studio Bulb
Replaces PS52 Incandescent Type

A

Lots of other features, too:

• Packs

i500-watt halogen bulb with fine

diffuse characteristics for studio

3

2V2 hour film on one reel

• Available with 9 different NoreIco
lenses including new zoom lens

and

has been designed to replace PS52 incandescent

• Uses Xenon

types.

• Optical

or carbon arc light sources
can be purchased with 500 W.
o2one-free Xenon lamp house

motion picture use

new bulb (shown with
standard PS52 unit) maintains
The

initial

light characteristics

—

a

or

or

magnetic sound

• Runs forward and reverse

• Adapts

to automatic operation and
remote conltrol

its

through-

orelco

MOTION PICTURE
EQUIPMENT

OUTSTANDING VALUE! Send coupon

for prices

and

literature.

North American Philips Corporation
8S-«
Motion Picture Equipment Division
One Philips Parkway, Montvale. New Jersey 07645
(201) 391-1000

Please send facts and prices on the
fessional Projeciors.

new NoreIco 16mm

~

EL-5100 Portable model

FP-16 with column-pedestal

D

Pro-

Name/Title_
Portable selfcontaineil
Moilel EL

S100

School /Company.

for outdoor showings,

exhibits, social halls,
etc.

Address

Uses incandescent

light source.

City_

.State-

-Zip.

J
circle 141
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8 channels of information with expansion capacity for an additional
72 channels, operates on a 20-watt

NEW PRODUCTS

continued
heretoequipment
than
factor
heat
fore available, and doesn't result
in the drastic failure problem occurring

frequently

output.
tion

5000

with the

is

"A"

track tonal compensa-

provided for individual bass

and treble tone controls.
Record /playback and playback-

and 6500 watt xenons now on the
market. Deliveries are scheduled to
start early in January. Optical Ra-

versions

only

model

diation Corp.

are

contains

circuitry for translating

circle 211 on reader service card

Each

available.

built-in

decoding

"B" track

commands withHamton Engineering

signals into positive

Movie Viewer Needs No Screen;
Operates in Lighted Room
portable viewer for 8mm or Super 8 requires no
screen and is designed for use even

The

Fujicavision

FIO

room.

in a fully-lighted

It

is

com-

75 watt

ture area,

lam

true-flector

CAD

and steel construction.
Also featured are smooth transport, angled screen, 3-wire power
cord. Standard Projector & Equipment Company.
circle 214

on reader service card

in the system.

Associates, Inc.
circle 216 on reader service card

Automatic Teaching System

Demands Correct Answer
The Vis-U-Line Responder
fully

with Pro-Gramo"s sound /slide system. The Responder advances the

Retectron Film Inspector
Offers Speed, Simplicity
inspects

automatically

Retectron

is
a
automatic teaching system used

audio and visual program only

when

an operating speed of 1400
per minute. In addition, it offers no-thread loading, three-button
control and a lack of mechanical
film at
feet

adjustments due to
detector which

is

its

solid

state

equipped with

in-

tegrated circuits.

As

the film

machine

number

is

is

length of the film
it

is

vacuum

cleaning
pact, lightweight (4.2 lb.)
a 3'/8" X 41/4" screen.

Film loading

is

run through the

inspected for damage,
of splices is recorded, the
it

and

is

cleaned.

A

liquid film

conditioning

attach-

and has

four

con-

no alsound /sUde system.
on reader service card

sound, motion picture projector
enables a student or sales
trainee to study independently at
his own rate of speed may also be
that

Filmstrip Splice Patch for

ment

Simple Repair

of the

Features Added to
Standard's Filmstrip Viewer
Model 777 filmstrip
Standard's
viewer features an 18% sq. in. pio-

It

A

on reader service card

the film with the splice patch. Hudson Photographic Industries, Inc.
circle 213 on reader sen/ice card

answer patterns.

Super 8, Sound Viewer for
Independent Study

dustries, Inc.

used to line up

X 11/2" and weighs one pound.

circle 217

projection or can be advanced
manually frame-by-frame. Fuji Division, Ehrenrich Photo-Optical In-

plastic film holder

3%"

Vis-U-Line Systems, Inc.

still

sprocket holes and cracked film in
just a few seconds. No special equipment is needed other than a small

selected.

The answer key accommodates

teration to the

for forward operation and fast rewind. Fihn can also be stopped for

transparent fUmstrip splice patch
with a pressure sensitive, adhesive
backing permanently repairs torn

is

tains circuit logic, requiring

similar to thread-

A

answer

The Responder measures 9" x

different

ing a tape recorder and the Fujicavision FIO has push-button controls

circle 212

the correct

measured and

With the addition
Duplex Module a single-unit

is

available.

Retectron

may be economically

used for sales presentation applications. The model 60 projector has

con-

verted into a duplex machine. Re-

search Technology Inc.
circle 215 on reader service card

Magnetic Tape Programmer for
Multi-Media Presentations
A compact magnetic tape programmer unit, designed to handle up to

41/2" and
a viewing screen SH" x
has controls for audio volume, stop
action, frame adjustment and cen-

BUSINESS SCREEN
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and adjustable viewing angle.
Super 8 magnetic sound film
cartridges snap in and out of the
tering

The

projector.

100

feet

cartridge

of film

loop. A. B.

in

a

contains

on reader service card

High-Speed Cassette Duplicator
Features Easy Drawer Loading

A

high-speed

circle 220

on reader service card

continuous

Dick Company.

circle 218

pencil mark which can be erased
without affecting the program. General Techniques, Inc.

drive

master

transports

utilizes

a

Monitor/Receivers for VTR,
Two large-screen color monitor/

selling wouldn't solve. So,

to

receivers for use with videotape re-

By

and

cassettes simultaneously,

The

drawer-loading

C

CREATIVE SELLING, the

Surprisingly,

the old pros, already earning large
incomes, responded the most."
But— judge it for yourself! This unique
14 meeting, multi-media SALES MO-

sin-

TIVATION program

.

.

.

"CREATIVE SELLING"

a uni-

unit

real sales training.

installing

deadcenterand upward.

form speed.
produce four

creative

we decided

audio-visual program, in all our
major sales offices— we got sales off

duplicate
at

do some

little

new

which

system

IN SPITE OF
SO-CALLED RECESSION"
He continues: "We knew there wasn't

cassette-to-cassette

cassettes,

"SALES ARE UP

any sales problem that a

taneous production of up to four
gle-capstan

Vice President of Sales reports:

Sony Offers Large-Screen Color

tape duplicator, capable of simulduplicate

A

including 7 color sound filmstrips is
available for preview. Send for our

will

offer.

30 duplicate cas-

CCTV

corders and

systems incorporate special circuitry to provide a
high-quality picture from any video

Back panels accommodate UHF video, XLR audio
and 8-pin record/playback connec-

BETTER SELLING BUREAU
1

150 W. Olive Ave., Burbank,

Dept. X120

Calif.

91506
new

Please tell me how may evaluate this
Sales Motivation Program.
I

signal source.

Name

Title

Company

tors.

settes in

Both models can be used as regTV receivers and as tuners for
off-the-air recording. Sotiy Corpo-

C

ration of America.

Address

ular

under 60 seconds or four
60 duplicates in just two minutes.

Duplicates

are

faithful

the orignal. Since

all

copies

of

circle 221 on reader service card

City

State

Zip

circle 108 on reader service card

tapes are trans-

ported as a single deck, at the same

wow

and flutter are virtualOnly three pushbutton controls are used for operation.
Magnetics Research, Inc.
speed,
ly

eliminated.

circle 219

on reader service card

Pencil Marks Cue Projectors,
Reel-to-Reel Tape Recorder

The Mini-Programmer, model SRpermits the cueing and synchronof two slid3 or film strip
projectors and any reel-to-reel tape
recorder, allowing random selection
in the forward mode of the projec3,

ization

The next time you make an audio/visual
presentation
picic up a narrator 850!
. . .

'/'

tors.

single

can also be used with a
projector in the forward or

It

reverse modes.

Cueing

is

1

done

simply with

\»

The self contained, cassette operated,
sound/slide system that goes anywhere,
anytime, anyplace for any reason!
From: Montage Productions Inc.,
49 West 27th Street, New York, N.Y. 10001. Agent for
Marubeni-lida (America), Inc.

a
circle 143
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picture parade
REVIEWS AND PREVIEWS OF NEW VISUALS

use the film widely

...

country

an irony when one

There's More to Argentina
Than Buenos Aires

tral,

Think of Argentina, and the image
most travelers conjure up is of

The fact that Argentina was
made by an American company.
Show Associates, of New York, is

interest in other countries

an interesting sidelight on the film
award business. An Austral execu-

are

Buenos
capital

throughout

Paris-like

where a large proporpopulation

nation's

the

of

tion

big

the

Aires,
city

will

itself,

But Argentina is really much,
much more than B.A., as a bright

all

learns that

of South America.

attending a screening of film

lives.

tive,

new

award winners in New York, saw
one by Show Associates, which indicated that the production compa-

film, Argentina, sponsored by

indicates.

Austral Aurlines,

Argentina

is

seen

in

ny had

film

this

the

just

his nation as

immense national parks with
lions of seals and penguins

have any regrets.

mil-

done.

to

talents

picture

he hoped it could be
seems doubtful if he will

as the jungles around Iguazu Falls
in the tropical north, and as the

It

BS

on

breeding grounds in Patagonia. Argentina is also the pamtheir

pas,
ski

Alpine-like

mountain lakes,
areas, and even a

slice

of dis-

tant Antartica.

"Challenge" Puts it All
Together for Tennis

The drama

of

tennis

com-

and the transformation of

petition

Viewers will spend an enjoyable
half hour on this Austral tour of
unfamiliar places. Photography (by
Rodney Chalk and Peter VoUstedt)
and clean
attractive
entirely
is
and encompasses a
throughout,

the

game

the

story of the

wide range of scenic material from
jungle fauna to strutty httle Jackass
Penguins along the bleak Pataand from B.A.'s
coasts,
gonia
haute couture to underwater shots

the rise of one man, Arthur Ashe
to the top of professional tennis, it

of cavorting sea lions.

Music alone would set Argentina
nm-of-the-mill
from
the
apart
travelog. Rodney Chalk, producerdirector, and great traveler, has a

good

ear

for

characteristics
city's

musical

the
of

a

distinguishing
nation's

feelings.

To

or

a

score

commissioned an Aroriginal themes
composer's
gentine
for the subjects in the film, had it
recorded by an Argentine orchestra, and brought the music back
for expert editing by George Craig.
of Music Sound Track Service,
New York.
this

film he

Austral

Airlines

is

Argentina's

largest internal air carrier.

It

cooperation with all international
airlines serving Argentina, and it is
expected that several of them:
Braniff and others, will use the film
in travel

promotion

activities.

Aus-

and more

.

.

.

Olympic
Games. Challenge is available from
Sportlite Films, 20 N. Wacker Dr.,
represented

Chicago,

the

in

—LEG

60606.

111.

Indianapolis 500 Presented
"Win, Lose Or Draw"

The
ti,

valient effort of

Mario Andret-

Andy

star driver of

in

Granatelli's

1970 Indocumented in
the 28 minute film Win. Lose Or
Draw, which was produced for STP
by DFI Communications. A rela-

STP

racing team in the

dianapolis "500"

is

small portion of the film

is

devoted to the race itself. The real
excitement lies in the planning, frus-

into an almost universal
sport are epitomized in Challenge.

finals,

hour

originally

TV

1969 Davis Cup
filmed

as

a

half-

special.

While the

Film purports to relate

much more.
gem produced by

accomplishes

really

After seeing this

Robert MacDonald, no one can ignore the physical demands of the
nor, deny it's interest
game
.

.

.

as a spectator sport.

The

brief

troduction

only

historical in-

strengthens
as

the

the

U.S.

obviously
doubles
and
singles
gruelling
score
musical
excellent
matches. An
adds much to the effect of the film
as it shifts to cover the psychological
in

pressures of the game.

Dramatic and effective close-ups,
slow-motion and full court sequences say more for the sport itself than the particular Davis Cup
event being covered.
Challenge depicts the

fiery

com-

and

dangers

trations,

quired of the

i.laring

re-

men who make

the

sport of racing.

and

well

photographed. Win Lose Or

Draw

Fast-paced,

colorful

and emotions of what
greatest car race of

is

perhaps the

them

TV

It

is

is

being distributed by Associa-

—AR

tion-Sterling Films.

Filmstrips for Personnel Training
Treat Human Relations Ills
The BE-Attitudes, a series of tenfull-color

minute,

aimed

at

relations

Each

and

ailments

deals

with

filmstrips,

chronic

treating

a

weekenders and champions." It
adds impetus to the game's struggle

sagging

to

.

capture greater interest in this

is

human

disorders.

different

bat of the game while presenting it
watchers,
as "A sport for all
.

The

all.

presently enjoying heavy
play and only a few prints are available for club or group bookings.

film

of personality that affects
tudes, including lack of

.

tensions

the

portrays

graphically

humorous

drama which follows
team meets Rumania

works

in

ranks near the top in

than 50 nations compete annually
more than
for the Davis Cup

tively

modern

it

work

facet
atti-

ambition,

spirits, awareness myopia,
apathy and indifference, and all of
the other deficiencies in employees
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that

away

eat

at

a

company's

MUSIC AND SOUND

progress and profit.

Sound is available on records
or tape cassettes. For further information, write Film a Month, 505
N. Ervay Bldg., Suite 716, Dallas.

EFFECTS:

Texas 75201.^

Essential tools of the professional

Media Producer

Film

new

this

month

"MAJOR"

28

minutes.

Color.

for

full

titles,

73 hours

background

of

background— for

bridges,

and dubbing music

for your:

• DOCUMENTARIES • COMMERCIALS
• TV FILMS • FEATURE PRODUCTIONS
• SLIDE FILMS • INDUSTRIAL FILMS
• ANIMATION • SALES PRESENTATIONS

Free

Home

At

Willi Avon provides an
minute, color look at the development of Avon products, from
the laboratory to the shopping line.
Free loan.
1 1

music

scoring, editing, recording

ASSOCIATION-STERLING FILMS
Aftnlumi ti> ihc Millions tells the
fascinating history of Scars, Roebuck
and Co.. and the men, methods and
machinery which led to its place in
America.
Loan.

you a

offers

production

"MAJOR"

Vi

technical

specializes

in

know-how and

sound— you get exceptional
beautifully

recorded original

music on LP records or 14-Inch tape, or on 16 or

Mag. Tape ready

Japan show life in Japan,
by a myriad of holidays,
festivals and observances, each with
its
own significance and character.
Sponsored by Japan Air Lines the

35mm

for a mix.

Festival

IMPORTANT; "Major" owns its own copyrights on
mood music in its library. World rights available

enriched

film

completely

legal

basis.

Re-recording

production

to

you on a
on a "per

rights

selection" basis or "unlimited use" flat fee arrangement.

available

for free loan to
minutes. Color.
Japan Season by Season, provides
is

adult groups.

WRITE FOR 13S-PAGE CATALOG TO:

21

THOA^S

a 28 minute in-color look at the enchanting beauty of Japan throughout

150 W. 46

four

seasons of the year. Free
loan to adult groups. Sponsored by
Japan Air Lines.
the

sound

all

St.,

VALENTINO, INC

J.

New

York 10036

(212) 246-4675

circle 110 on reader service card

Do you have

Portrait of the Orient

is a study in
Visual
coverage includes
Korea, Taiwan, Hong Kong,

a place to put

me?

contrast.

Japan.
the

Phillippines, Malaysia, Thailand.
Singapore and Indonesia. 28 minutes.
Color. Free loan to adult groups.
Japan Air Lines.

The

New

Breed is a 30 minute,
on physical distribution
management, produced by Japan Air

color

film

distribution

ern
to

management

in

the

•>

fi

Lines to create a better understanding of the critical role of physical

mod-

I'm the

new Norelco Synchroplayer.

business organizations. Available
business firms, associations and

institutions only.

Turbo, a look at Canadian NaRailways
turbine
powered
passenger trains now running between Toronto and Montreal, shows
a new concept in passenger travel.
Available to adult travel groups.
Economics, W/i minutes, color.
All teenagers want to have a successful party. This film shows the influence of economics and people in-

I

play cassettes.

I

synchronize slide presentations. Put

me

in

a carrying case

tional

volved,

researchers,

farmers,

1970

projector and you can have an audio-visual presentation

anywhere. Or

build

and

I'll

me

into a desk, table or

be part of your furniture. I'm designed for

study

^^^^

ng, demonstrating. Either individual or group use. You'll find

me

compact, easy to handle ... and not expensive. But, remember, I'm

carrel

training, sell-

very reliable,
a

flush-mount

etc.

Sponsored by National Canners Association and available to adult groups.
Miner's Ridge was filmed in the
Glacier Peak Wilderness, adjacent to
the North Cascades National Park.
Continued on next page

DECEMBER,

with a slide

component. You must have a place

to put

me.

For all the facts plus information about what other
companies are doing with the Norelco Synchroplayer,
call us at 212-697-3500. Or write to us care of
Dept.BS-3, 100 E. 42nd St., New York, N.Y. 10017.
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PICTURE PARADE continued
22 minutes.

Purchase.

Club Film

Color.

Music by the Beatles and narrated
by
television
personality
Loren
Greene. This is a 29 minute film in

Sierra

Librarj'.

One Fortieth of a Federal Forest
seeks to save l/40th of the Tongass
National Forest to become the Chichagov-Yakobi Wilderness Area. A
28 minute, color film from Sierra
Club. Purchase.

color.

1970 Kemper Open

— Here

other film sponsored by

surance

World
tures

and

is

an-

Kemper

in-

produced

by

This

International.

action-packed

Trans-

film

highlights

fea-

from

1970 Kemper Golf Open, played
Quail Hollow Country
Club, Charlotte, North Carolina. 27
minutes in color.
the

DATAFILMS
2625 Temple Street
Los Angeles, California 90026

What's It All About, Harry? was
produced for telephone plant people
by Parthenon Pictures. It is a moralebooster for installers and craft employees and recruitment film for high
schools and vocational groups. 29
minutes, color. Purchase or rental.

MODERN TALKING PICTURE
SERVICE, INC.
Takes a Lot of Help, sponsored by
Kemper Insurance and produced by
Core Communications Group, explores the numerous avenues available to groups and communities conceerned with preventing drug abuse
and involves you in an in-depth
analysis of citizen initiated programs.
It

SENSITIVE - PRESSURE SENSITIVE
100 OR 100,000 LABELS

WERE

FROM YOUR ARTWORK OR OURS

723

TITLE HOUSE LABELS
SEWARD ST, LOS ANGELES, CALIF 90038
CMS).167- 5744

on reader service card

circle 123

beautiful

at

A New

World

the

in

—

Yukon

sponsored by Anvil Mining Corporation Limited and produced by Jerry
Fairbanks Production. The rugged
beauty of the Canadian Northwest

and the

of

style

life

brought into focus in

its

people are
non-

this true,

how a rich orebody
discovered and a mine developed:
28 Vi minutes in color.
History on Parade
sponsored by
technical story of
is

—

the

Motion

International

Company,
Japan

is

Picture

Yokohama

Inc.

City,
the historical setting for this

coverage of the Kanagawa PrePort
Festival.
Residents
from all national backgrounds participate in this famous, symbolic EastWest parade. Elaborate floats, legendary characters, folk dancers and
marching bands plus historic sights
make up this fact-filled 13 minute
lively

fecture's

film in color.

An Ocean
Eh

Lilly

ute

film

to Fill

— sponsored

by

and Company. This 19 mincolor addresses

in

to

itself

a company's social responsibilities
responsibilities apart from the manufacturing of a product or the development of a service.
.

The Land Above
Canada,

circle 124 on reader service card

SUPER-8
Slum

^

IGinm

T^toffCe

DUPLICATES
Kodachrome
BLACK & WHITE

Finest-Quality

COLOR

•

or

or

PROFESSIONAtS: We aie

Specialists in

or 16mm to 8mm or Super-S Reductions.
8mm to 16mm Blow Ups, -^ A S B Roll Ptmlmg,
8mm i 16mm Eastman Inlernegs,
8mm i 16mm

35mm

>

Eastman Color Release Prints -jk- B i W Reversal
Dupes, -k Dup Negs, it B & W Positive Release
Prints,

if Single

8mm

Printing

Soundslripping -y^. Splicing.

:K:

-j^-

FAST SERVICE on Mall-Orders.

#

FINEST QUALITY WORK!
Guaranteed SATISFACTION!

#
p

Send

for our tatest

Write:

Dept.

PROFESSIONAL Puce

List,

S.

Av«.,

BURBANK,

by Travco Corour
northern

neighbor from St. John's to Victoria.
Viewers will enjoy camping and exploring with a family of four.

WA

minutes.

Color.

A Noble

Venture

color film about wild
the protection and
exotic game.

It is

a 27

is

life

minute

conservation,

propagation of
sponsored by Chev-

Department and produced by Nemthy-Davis.
South Dakota Kaleidoscope was
produced for the South Dakota State
Department of Highways by Nauman
rolet

Sports

This 28 minute color film is
kaleidoscope of the tremendous
variety of sights, interests and color
of South Dakota.
Films.

Hey, How About Right Now examines the generation gap. This 27'/2
minute color film provides insightful
commentary about this problem and
should

VALLEY FILM LABS.
2704 W. OLIVE

explores

a

Etc,

CALIF. 91505

.

—Motorhoming—

sponsored

poration,

.

be

interesting

to

all

adults.

Meet Mike, a 3V2 minute color TV
was sponsored by Western Elec-

filler,

tric Company and produced by Hearst
Movietone News. "Mike", a talking
stuffed dog meets youngsters in a

school for retarded children.
Portrait of the Orient presents the
fascinating variety of the Orient
with cogent comments on the life,
people and culture. Sponsored by
Japan Air Lines the film is 28 minutes

For TV.
Snowmobile: The Richest Race was
produced and sponsored by Venture
Productions Ltd. Lee Marvin, Parnelli
Jones, John Brodie, Deacon Jones and
Don Drysdale participate in the new,
exiting annual snowmobile classic. 28
minutes. Color. For TV.
Horizons Deep, Horizons Wide is
sponsored by the American Petroleum
Institute. This 23 minute film takes a
in color.

look

at the petroleum industry, focusing on the challenges and demands of
the years ahead. For TV.

Just the Beginning is a 24 mincolor film of special interest to
high school and college students. It is
a particularly relevant film at a time
when our country faces great probIt's

ute

lems at home and abroad. It presents
an important statement on world
brotherhood as told by young people.

Produced for The
Kiva Films.

Baha'i

Faith

by

Karli—The World of Karl Schranz
sponsored by Henke overseas/

—

Saska Parrot Ski, Co. /Swissair and
produced by Summit Films. Here is a
unique portrait of two-time World
Cup ski winner, Karl Schranz. Using
the 1969-70 racing season as his vehicle,
director
Paul Ryan follows
Schranz through the major competitive events of the

38'/2

minutes

World Cup

circuit.

in color.

Those Magnificent United Men
and Their Flying Machine
sponsored by United Air Lines and produced by Bill Gibson Productions.
minutes in color. "Snoopy" dis1 1
covers the new United 747 while engaged in battle with the Red Baron.
That Junior Miss Spirit
sponsored by Americas Jr. Miss Pageant,
Inc. and produced by G. M. Photo-

—

•

—

graphic.
Follow
America's
finest
and most talented teens through the
1970 State America's Jr. Miss programs to the 1970 Pageant and the
crowning of Miss Karen Stenwall
as America's Jr. Miss 1970. "Excellence Among Youth" is the theme
and is clearly demonstrated. 24'/i

minutes in color.

—

Dogs: Born for Action
sponby Ralston Purina Company
and produced by Cin-O-Graphics.
sored

TV

Produced by Henry Strauss for Arm-

Presented for

co Steel Corp.

28 minute film or

with this title as a
be had as four

may

circle 146 on reader service card
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short fillers with individual

—

titles

—

Bird Dog
Fun In The Field, 9
minutes; Happy Hunting Dogs 6
minutes; Show Dogs in Action, 6
minutes; Racing the H'ind, 7 minutes.

These give an excellent panoramic
view of action dogs doing what they
love best. You'll be taken from one
end of our country to the other seeing dogs in competition.
Give Us This Day
sponsored by
the Iowa Department of AgricultureMarketing Division and produced by

—

Kim

Films. This is a fresh, realistic,
dramatic portrayal of the Iowa agricultural scene ... its triumphs, its
problems, its people. Astonishing new
facts about Iowa's farm economy and
its importance to the nation and the
world are revealed. Both urban and
rural dwellers will find this film rich-

and

ly rewarding,

they'll

be seeing

it

community groups and
and on television. 14Vi min-

schools,

in

theatres

color.

utes,

The Career Game, sponsored by the
American Dietetic Assn. and produced by The Filmmakers, points out
to college and high school students
the

a

thought needed to find
meaningful career. It shows the
careful

many

opportunities in the profession
of dietetics. 14 minutes. Color.
Cutting Classes, a 5 minute film in
color for
tips

for

TV,

offers

kinds

all

of

valuable safety

lawn mowers

The Rise of the Soviet Navy traces
from the
Imperial Navy of the Tzar to the
Navy of today. United States Navy.
the rise of Soviet seapower

28

minutes,

color.

The Tender Power, a 19 minute,
color film, portrays the lives of three
typical

American women

as they par-

Sponsored by

Outdoor Power Equipment Institute
and produced by Planned Communi-

supervisor and a
solving problems.
5

minutes. Color.

Anatomy

of a Triumph documents
man's
attempt
to
from the
fly
Wright Brothers' Kitty Hawk Flight
to the Apollo II walk on the moon.
This 30 minute color film was produced by the General Services Admin-

—

and their families. Produced by Community Health service. Purchase.
Man in Sports emphasizes the im-

7387. 7253, 7385. 7234. ate.

MAGNETIC SOUND STOCK
16mm New and Reclaimed

35 and

Black Opaque 35mm
Black Opaque 16mm
Clear Leader 16mm
Also: Painted, Personalized

&

Printed

studio film oxcliaiigc
VENTURA BLVD.

11555

STUDIO

^

loan.

CITY, CALIF. 91604
on reader service card

utes,

Army. Purchase or

the United States

How To Run a Mail Room was
produced by the United States Post
some of

the areas

where mistakes can prove costly to
the mail user. This 15 minute color
is

for purchase or loan.

Eric, a series of three
filmstrips,

35mm

color

Quality-Bilt

shows the organization and

use of the Educational Resources Information Center, a national informa-

network for acquiring, abstracting, indexing, storing, and disseminating significant and timely educational
research and program descriptions.
For sale as a scries.

tion

SEARS, ROEBUCK AND COMPANY
Audio/Visual Division, PR Department
303 East Ohio Street
Chicago, Illinois 60611

Film Shipping Cases
•
•

•

Best quality domestic fibre
steel corners for
protection
Durable 1" web straps

Heavy
added

Large address card holder
with positive retainer spring
• Sizes from 400' to 2000'
OIHI'.R <)l ALITVBILT" ITEMS:
Salon Print Shipping Cases • Sound
•

scriptions

factor in man's development of a full-

lege ofiiciating

team was co-sponsored
by Sears, Roebuck and Co. and Parke,
Davis & Co. It is narrated by Chris
Schenkel and features action footage
as seen through the eyes of the five

Shipping Cases

From

"Man in
Museum

the photographic exhibit

Sports"
of Art.

United States
Sale and rental.

at

the

Baltimore

Produced by the
Information Agency.
8 minutes, black and

white.

The

Officials,

members

a

28 minute, color

of the officiating team. Free

Sliilefilni

Shipping Cases
(hold

up

(for

Tran-

Filmstrip

•
to

6 strips

plus scripts).
IIV//r> fnr Cnlnlofi

SCHUESSLER CASE CO.
Div. of

2020 W.

Sf.

Luduig

Pool Ave.

loan.
1970

Filmstrips)

S:

Industries
Chicago,

III,

60647

(312) 227.0027

circle 147

DECEMBER,

^

(213) 985-3303

film highlighting the role of the col-

life.

18.50
16.50
4.50

Ligtilstruck.

portance of sports as a common denominator among peoples and as a
er

035

5220, 5222, 5231

LABORATORY STOCKS

circle 128

film

Washington, D.C. 20409
The Forgotten Families, 29 minutes
in color,
describe
some
of
the problems faced by a migrant farm
worker and shows some of the ways
communities provide service for them

W

35mm B &

0525
025
06
10

FILM & EDITORIAL LEADER

Current Trends in the Therapy for
Narcotic Addiction points out Dr.
Casriel's theory that narcotics addiction is basically withdrawal behind a
chemical as a response to stress, a
condition requiring intensive psychotherapy. Produced by the National
Medical Audiovisual Center. 29 minutes, black and white. Purchase or

menodus challenges

NATIONAL AUDIOVISUAL CENTER

N

CAMERA STOCKS
16mm EKTA Color 7242, 7241, 7255
16mm B & W 7220, 7222, 7231
16mm Color Negative 7254
35mm Color Negative 5251

Sale or rental.

istration.

Office to highlight

color.

985-2193

on reader service card

circle 125

the relationship

Construction Equipment Division of
the International Harvester Company.
Man's use of rock for vast construction projects, such as highways and
a flood control reservoir, involves treincluding tunneling through mountains and reshaping
valleys and mountains. 22 minutes in

CO.

12345 VENTURA BLVD
STUDIO CUT. CAllf. 91604
12131

loan.

class.

TODD FILM

The Union Steward and You shows
between a first line
union steward in
Produced by the
United States Navy. Purchase or loan.

Reversal,

Siltnt/Sound

rental.

Appalachian Adventure was produced by In Plant Production for the

safety

Blach iiid White, Coror - Negalive. PoMlive.

the

cations Services.

the-grass

SUPER 8mm REDUCTION FROM 16mm
COLOR and DENSITY CORRECTIONS

world of work, and
the resulting benefits. United States
Information
Agency. Purchase or
in

ticipate

Dangerous War Trophies, 12 minblack and white, shows how
dangerous war trophies can cause accidents and how they often get into
the hands of criminals. Produced by

as neighbors get together for an on-

'KNOiy HOIV"

Purchase.

on reader service card
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the national directory of

audiovisual dealers
GEORGIA

eastern states
NEW ENGLAND
Film

Headlight

Ocean

104

Service,

799-6100.

Camera,

N.W. 404/875-8823, Atlanta

CALIFORNIA

30308

The Jam Handy Organization, 305
Taft Building, 1680 N. Vine

Hollywood 90028.

LOUISIANA

—

UNICOM

St.

Maine

So. Portland,

St.,

western states
Spring

752

Films,

Colonial

Division

United

of

Providence,

in-:.

R.I.;

North Haven, Conn. (401) 467-

Stanley Projection Co., 1808 RapAlexandria 71301. 318-443-

ides,

St.

midwestern states

NEW YORK

North Michigan Avenue, Chica-

Handy

Organization,

New

Broadway,

Phone

212/JUdson

New

^''th Street,

MU

York,

MICHIGAN
Jam Handy

COLORADO

2821

Grand

E.

Blvd.,

Detroit

1200 Stout

48211. Phone: 313/TR 5-2450

MISSOURI

N.

17105,

Third

Equipment
Box 3035,
Harrisburg

S.
Hirt, Inc., 41 N. 11th St.

Philadelphia,

Louis 63112.

St.

ply

Pictures, Inc., 201

Jefferson

Ave.,

Visuals

Rentals
L.

C.

&

CenLer,

14

Sales,

15222,

Repairs,

Wood

471-3313

Vath Audio Visuals, 449 N.

Hermitage

53156. (314) 534-5300.

OHIO
Academy Film
Payne

Service, Inc., 2110

Twyman

Inc.,

2005 Chester

Jack Freeman's, 2802

S.

MacDill

(813) 839-5374

12th

Ave.,

Inc.,

Portland

97214. Phone: 503/233-5521.

Films,

Inc.,

329

UTAH
Deseret Book Company, 44 East

44114

Salem

South Temple

St.,

Salt

Lake,

10.

Dayton 45401

M. H. Martin Company, 1118 Lincoln

Way

Cousino

FLORIDA

S.E.

Cleveland 44114.

Sharpsville

southern states

A8

Ave.,

Sunray Films,

Ave.,

Tamoa

East,

OREGON
234

Ave., Cleveland
Rd.,

15150. 342-5204.

Ave.,

Company, 2122 Central

Albuquerque 87106.

Moore's Audio Visual Center,

Pittsbursh

St.,

Sup-

Book Store

Louis

St.

215/923-0650

Audio

Allied

University

Phone:

19107.

303/255-

NEW MEXICO

rental (314)

FO 7-1111
Swank Motion

238-8123

(717)

Oscar H.

Ban-

955

Aids,

5408

5316 Pershing,

St.,

Visual

Communications Co.

Cor-rell

inc..

Center,

Denver 80204.

St.,

Denver 80204,

nock,

PENNSYLVANIA
J. P. Lilley & Son,

Audio-Visual

Cromars'

Colorado

10901

San Francisco 94105.

St.,

Organization,

2-0995

Visual sciences, Suffern, N.Y.

115 Na-

Phone: 415/GArfield 1-0410.

The

Projection Systems, Incorporated,

2009

933-7111

SAN FRANCISCO AREA
Photo & Sound Company,
toma

go 60501. State 2-6757

York

2-4060

10036 (212)

35. (213)

ILLINOIS

The Jam Handy Organization, 230

202 East

Angeles

20005

D.C.

(202) 393-1205

10019.

Phone: (213) 264-

Highland Ave., Los

North

541

Washington,

1775

870

RaIke Company, Inc. A-V Center,

"The" Film Center, 9^5 12th

Jam

3-2321

5850.

WASHINGTON

The

HO

Company,

Monterey Pass Road, Monterey
Park, 91754.

0464

4750 or (203) 239-5300

NW,

&

Photo

Sound

St.,

E.,

Visual

Franklin

WASHINGTON

Massillon.

Ave.,

(419) 246-3691

Education,

Toledo

1945
43601.

Photo

8c

Sound Company, 1205

North 45th

206/ME

St.,

Seattle 98103.

2-8461

BUSINESS SCREEN

reference shelf
HELPFUL BOOKS AND LITERATURE

Directing the Directors
\\in\ of th- Film Director,
by A. .!. Kcviurtson. Available
Hardbound ($13.50) or soft ($7.5't^

Thi-

b\

FiibliMhed

E. 401h

A

work of

at the

More

^ ork.

rlmnst

mi)dern.

look
tor.

Hastinj^s

New

St..

House.
N.V.

book con-

considerably

with

the

from the

specialized position of the director.

For the newcomer,
source

nicely

technique,

it

provides a

information

of

relating

on

those of

and very present. A useful
glossary in the back adds to the
usefulness and understanding.
For the experienced director, the
the past

book

offers a progressive discussion

on time design, sound, composition
and characters. And, chapters on
"Directing Today" and "Directors
and their Public'" proffer some
pithy thoughts for constant consideration.

Above

all.

The Work

Director nicely
ative
nical

ties

of the Film

together the rel-

importance of both the techand creative aspects of the

—LBG

job,

circle 250 on reader service card

Brochure Describes Eclair NPR
A brochure on the Eclair NPR
points

out

many

the

hiuh

specific

applications.

Lahs. Inc.

half

describes

the

camera's physical characteristics in
detail. For your full illustrated copy,
write Eclair Corporation of America, 7262 Melrose Ave., Los Ange-

Both

Association-Sterling Catalog
Association-Sterling I'ilnis has released its 1970 71 catalog covering
the largest library of educational
and entertainment 16mm motion
pictures in

The

its

sixty-year history.

catalog

High Speed Cameras
6-page brochure describes the
Red Lake Labs line of high speed
cameras and their application in

A

and 16

12

magnetic bar positioning:

positive

MAGNABARS).
Three
tions

.

easy

.

posi.

.

.

thumbscrews eliminated.
Intriguing? So

the price: $135.00.

is

For more information write or call

Hubbard Hunt

economics, science, health, conseraddictions,

and South
movement

North

fell
.

hundreds

describes

of films on such diverse subjects as

vation,

are yours

fields

the only disc having accurate,

v^ith

ethnic

issues,

law and order, sociology, technology, travel and sports. Most are
available for free-loan. Association-

FAX COMPANY
475 S. Santa Anita Ave,,
Pasadena, Calif. 91107
213/681-3084

Slerlinf> FUdis.
circle 253 on reader service card

Audiovisual Programming Manual
Spindler & Sauppe's "Media Mix
Programmer" proves that instruction manuals need not be dull even
when the subject matter is complicated.

An

takes

some

occasional use of
of the

"scare"

humor

the subject of programmers and
programming. This is important
because of the major trend toward

use

the

tively

of

programming

uncomplicated

in

rela-

multi-media

presentations.
Single copies of this very interesting

manual are available

to readers.

circle 129

on reader service card

1HE

NIDEO
QISETTE

MN^ET
What IS it?
Where is going?
it

&

Saiippe. Inc.
circle 254 on reader service card

Spindler

Interested dealers— write today.

out of

How will
business

Carousel Film Catalog
Carousel has recently completed

1970/71

16mm

catalog

of

its

sales/rental

educational and social docCarousel Films.
films.

umentarv

.

education

affect
.

Inc.

on reader service card

.

.

.

.

home entertainment?
A definitive report
on
is

circle 255

it

communications

this

now

dynamic market
available.

Price: S250.

For details, contact:

90046.

circle 251 on reader service card

ANIMATORS!
TWO FIELDS-ONE DISC

circle 252 en reader service card

possibilities

camera provides for the cameraman. The first half of the brochure
describes the fundamental design
innovations of the NPR and the sort
of filmmaking made possible by
those innovations and is directed
to the writer, director and producer
as well as the cameraman.

les. Calif.

of

photography

speed

this

The second

histories"

the film direr-

aesthetic"^ of the film itself

useful

"case

Red Lake

than a functional descrip-

itself

brochure are four filmstrip

the

in

avant-garde

tion of the director, this

cerns

I')

manufacturing, research and development, and education. Included

Commercials Available

for

Study

Product category reels of over 2.^,000 top television and radio commercials that were entered in the
eleven

annual American
Contintied on

Edubusiness,
1

1DE, 31

Phone

21

St.,

Inc.,

N.Y. 10016

2/889-2450

Commerne.xt

page
circle 149 on reader service card

DECEMBER,

1970

49

REFERENCE SHELF

continued

1960 are being
by adveragencies, schools and civic

cials Festivals since

made

available for study

tisers,

Items for Amateur, Professional
Over 4,000 devices and objects for
the amateur or professional photographer are listed in Edmund's catalog.

groups.

Listed

In addition to the product reels,

16mm

the Festival also offers

TV

of the annual
of

tapes

The
Radio

winners.

radio

the

reels

Clio winners and

and

American Television
Commercials Festival.

circle 256 on reader service card

are

and

solutions,

Scientific

Company.

cals

circle 261

A

and

eration of particular items of equipment and describes how the highest

Edmund

etc.

on reader service card

covers

bulletin

Studio, by Alec Nisbett, Available
soft
or
hardbound
($13.50)
($10.00). Published by Hastings
House, 10 East 40th Street, New
Yorli, N.Y. 10016.
This revised and enlarged edition of
the standard work in the field is
based on the author's recent experience and research in the areas of
stereo, television and film sound,
It incorporates 240 new
and 174 new diagrams.
The book is concerned with general principles and not with the op-

for

ers

precision charg-

lead-acid,

nickel-cadmium

silver-zinc

batteries

also includes a line of battery

and

testers

battery

four-page brochure describes the
Vocal Master Sound System and

how

helps solve public

it

problems
schools,

13

Magnetic and
Control System

the

for

accessories

1

Visual
are listed and described in a catalog price list. Many illustrations

Electronic

Methods

included.

are

Research

Corp.
circle 258

on reader service card

United World Film Catalog
A catalog of over 35 free loan
16mm films in black and white and
color covers films on a variety of
including

subjects

cation

and

sports.

ecology,

edu-

World

United

Films.
circle 259

ETV Videotape

A

on reader service card
List

sound

a

in

variety

tional

type

of

of

all

they

videotapes

equipped to originate
free of charge.

The

is

list

are

available

should be

valuable to anyone sending videotapes

to

educational

stations.

Reeves Telecom Corp.
circle 260 on reader service card
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43

Bohn Benton,

Inc

11

Byron

Motion

Pictures

Calvin

Laboratories

4

U.S.A.,

9

Inc

16

Film Laboratories,

Capital

..17

Inc.

Cine Magnetics Film Laboratory ..22
Consolidated Film Industries

21

DeLuxe General, Inc

13

high

of

in

and

Library,

Eclair Corporation of

"Movies
kit,

EduBusiness,

auditoriums,

outdoor

46

Inc

America

.26-27

Fax

49

Inc

Company

49

areas.

circle 263 on reader service card

A

DeWolfe Music

address

and universities.
show Vocal Master

installations

houses

field

Move People"

Handy Organization,
The Jam

Inc.

52

Hollywood Valley Film Labs

46

LaBelle

15

direct

designed to help nontheproducers interest busi-

Industries

atrical film

ness

and industry

in

communica-

from
Kodak. Created to show the unique
ability of motion pictures to communicate effectively in the areas of
advertising
and sales
marketing,
promotion, training, safety and public relations, the kit supplements the
"Movies Move People" film.
For sample of the contents of the
direct mail kit and order forms,
write Department 640, Eastman Kodak Company, Rocliester, New
York 14650

tions with movies,

is

available

Filming Programs Simplified
Mast Development offers an inexpensive,

"primary" educatelevision stations and the

listing

33

Better Selling Bureau

colleges

Illustrations

mail

standard boards and

Inc

Sound System Brochure

A

Direct Mail Kit for Producers

sizes of

3

..

eliminators.

Christie Electric Corp.
circle 262 on reader service card

on location.

46

Bach Auricon,

Canon

cations.
It

America

Arriflex Corporation of

for float/

standby or general charging appli-

Shiire Brothers. Inc.

Illustrated Catalog-Price List

com-

Christie's

SCR

standards may be achieved not only
in the elaborately equipped studio
but also with simple equipment out
circle 257 on reader service card

and

trick

Christie Charger Bulletin
plete line of

and radio.

for

to advertisers

effects

Sound for Pros, Amateurs
The Technique of the Sound

text pages

items

photography, back
drops, magnetic mixers for chemi-

special

index

simplified

method

of

..

2

Montage Productions

43

MusiCues

40

North American Philips Corp.
(Motion Picture Equip. Div.) ...43
North American Philips Corp.
(Training & Education Div.)
Optol,

36

Inc

Reela Films,

18

Inc

Schuessler Case Company
Spindler

Studio

...45

& Sauppe

Film

47
51

47

Exchanges

own

filmed programs.
in cartridges and audio in

creating your

Modern Talking Picture Service

Film is
convenient cassettes.
A four-page, two-color brochure
describing applications

of the

sys-

tem for business and industry is
available. Mast Development Com-

Tayloreel
Title

40

Corporation

46

House

47

Todd Film Company

Valentino,

Inc.,

Thomas

J

45

pany.
circle 264

on reader service card
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This page is provided for your convenience. To obtain additional information
on new products, trade literature and advertised products in this issue, simply circle the corresponding number on the perforated card below, fill in
and mail the card. No postage is required.

MORE

FOR MORE INFORMATION

FACTS

NAME

This

page

is

provided

for

your convenience. To obtain

on

information

additional

new

products, trade

ture,

listed

litera-

products or ad-

vertised products in this

is-

sue, just circle the corres-

ponding number of the card
at

right.

Be sure

to

in

fill

name, business address and firm's activity.
Then just mail the card
.
no postage is required. If the
card happens to be removed,

your

.

a request to us on your
pany
letterhead
will

honored.

fill

out and mail

Send more information on items circled (please type or print)

.

combe

TODAY!
Note: Inqulrltf Mfvlccd yatll F*bruory, ItTI

MAIL TODAY!
Use

this

convenient card

if

you wish

to receive further information

on products and services advertised or described

in this issue.

Its

the big meeting. Yoi/ve got

six slide projectors, a16mnifilm,
walls of sound, house

lightstodimanda
touchy audience.
\bu hope you've got
it

all

together.

Know

what you need?

Well, we make 'em. Weighs just ten
pounds. Guaranteed to take the sweat
out of those fast paced, multi-image presentations you'd like to produce. No
more worries if so and so's going to blow
a slide change.
automatically.

Because we do

it

all

A

So they're durable, modular. And
doesn't take a gorilla to move them
around. They'll take shipping across the
country, too. And they deliver. Always.
state.
it

One other thing.
to pay a

The heart

of our system (The small
the Media Mix Programmer. It
uses simple, standard eight-hole computer tape. Can control three multi-speed
dissolve systems (six functions each) plus
nine auxiliaries. That's twenty-seven programming channels altogether.
miracle)

^

is

Works with the rest of our system to give
you the most professional, most versatile
presentations in the business. Cuts, short
and long dissolves, fades, supers, and
two-step animation effects. It also dims
lights, controls curtains, runs the show
and recycles. Our systems are all solid

lot less

You'll have to be willing
than you'd expect.

For all the information, ask your local S&S
dealer or write Spindler & Sauppe, Inc.,
1329 Grand Central Ave., Glendale,
California 91201. (213) 247-1610.

The small miracle.
s

•

MEDIA MIX PROGRAMMER SplndlOT

& SauppO
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Communication Gap?
*

$260,000,000* of n P F
in finding out what works
and what doesn't
is available** to help you
•
•

inform • train • stimulate
pass along your know-how and

move

skills

from

man

men

to

"Spent through us and under our direct observation
'Unless you are a competitor of one of our clients

Go JHQ

Convention Assistance
Sales Meetings

Motion Picture Plans
and Specifications

Field Services
Supervisory Training
Quality Control Programs

Closed Circuit TV

Projection Services

Sales Training

&

Retail Training

Comprehensive Consultation Services
Project Supervision with Total Responsibility for Security

7^

:iPiM.

HANDY ^.^.^-.^^^

is set up to help you without prejudice
as to the implements that serve you best

Detroit

313 TR 5 2450

Chicago
2-6758

312ST

New York

Atlanta

212-JU 24060

404 688-7499
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Hollywood
213-463-2321
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